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PREFACE. 

THE sheets now collected to form the volume for eighteen 

hundred and fifty-two excite rn the editor's mind a variety of 

emotions. He is bound to acknowledge gratefully the long 

continued co-operation of some who have been for many year£ 

his friends, and friends of the magazine. He observes with 

pleasure the names of others who had not previously given to 

the work their aid, but who have this year begun to do so~ He 

sees also productions of one who has of late been a frequent 

contributor, but whose pen i~ now laid aside to be resumed no 

more, Among the dreams that have passed away, this was one, 

that the individual referred to would prove a link connecting 

the editor, as editor, with young ministers now rising into 

eminence. This was a cheering expectation, for he has nu 

sympathy with the disposition evinced by some of his con .. 

temporaries to distrust and depreciate the young men who have 

recently entered on ministerial labours. He sees no reason to 

believe that they are inferior to their immediate predecessors m 

any thing that a little experience will not supply, and it is certain 

that many of them have enjoyed advantages which none of their 

predecessors possessed. To them therefore he turns with affection

ate confidence, and he trusts that it will not be thought improper 

for him to express a hope that, should his life be prolonged, he 
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may find among them many beloved sons and coadjutors. He 

will welcome their assistance most cordially. vVhilc his pages 

are open to all friends of the denomination, whatever may be 

their standing, and to whatever section of the body they may 

belong, it will afford him Rpeci.al pleasure to introduce to his 

readers those who possess the lively energy belonging to the earlier 

part of manhood, but who are not yet known to the public as 

writers. It is for the good of the churches that they should 

become acquainted with the mental characteristics of those who 

have but recently entered the field, but who soon will be needed 

to occupy the places of seniors whose strength is beginning to 

fail. Among these last the editor feels that he must now be 

ranked; yet it gives him pleasure that he can continue to sub

scribe himself, 

The willing servant of Christ's churches and ministers, ,. 

33, Moor_qate Street, London, 

Nov. 25th, 1852. 

WILLIAM GROSER. 
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ON THE ARGUMENT FOR INFANT BAPTISM DERIVED FROM THE 
WRITINGS OF THE FATHERS. 

BY H. J. RIPLEY, D.D. 

IN the works of Leonard Woods, D .D., 
lately Professor of Christian Theology 
in the Theological· Seminary, Andover, 
in five voitimes, the' CX:Vlth' Lecture~ 
entitled "Infant. Baptism. proved. from 
Ecclesiastical History," contains the 
following remarkable paragraph:-" The 
"testimony of Ecclesiastical°History on 

" more and more particular and explicit 
" rn their testimony/' . 

The.following- observations contained 
in the· Christian Review, of October, 
1851, · are from the pen of Professsor 
Ripley,· or'Newtown Theological Institu
tion, Massachusetts. 

" this subject is just stich ·as ·we should This paragraph has the air of learned 
" expect; on the supposition that infant investigation. It seems marked with 
" baptism was, from the beginning, cautiousness, and appears like the well
" universally regarded as a Christfan measui•ed tread of a considerate and 
'' institution. The earliest Christian trustworthy guide. It seems, also, 
" fathers had little or no occasion to stamped with candour, such as well 
" enter on a particular discussion of the befits a subject acknowledged hy able 
"subject, or even to make any express investigators to be at least sorncwlrn.t 
" mention of it. Accordingly we find obscure. It evidently expresses, more
" in the writers who next succeeded over, the honest convictions of its 
" the ~postles, only allu~ions to infant I ai.lt~1~r. Its ~ircct_ unfal_tering aEcl 
"baptism. These allusions, however, pos1t1ve tone, gives 1t an mr of unthc
" are of such,a nature, that they cannot , rity. 
" well be accounted for, without sup- I This historical argument claiming an 
" posing that infant baptism was the • unbroken chain of evidence, through 
"unifoi·m pmctice. But the fathers, I the very men '' "·ho next snccccdcd the 
" who wrote in the following ages, were ! apostles," and \Yho, it mrty be added, 
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2 ON THE ARGUMENT FOR INFANT BAPTISM 

according to uniwrsal belief, were ac
qnaintcd with aposllcs and instructed 
by them, is dcsigne,l to link infant bap
tism with the apostles themselves. In 
point of fact., this historical argument 
has contributed more than the scripture 
argument to the defence of infant bap
tis:n ; and to not a few, though as to all 
other subjects they choose to stand on 
the sure basis of inspiration, the his
toric.il view which has been presented 
of this subject has appeared utterly in
compatible with the conclusion that the 
apostles knew nothing of infant baptism, 
and thus confirmation has been given 
to r,r6umcnts called scriptural, but too 
remote and doubtful for satisfaction. 

The positions laid down in this para
graph I purpose now to examine. To 
place my readers in a favourable state 
for accompanying me in this examina
tion, I must premise that the early 
Christian writers contemplated in this 
paragraph are divided into two classes: 
the first, comprising those who imme
diately succeeded the apostles, and who 
are denominated apostolical fathers, 
because they are reputed to have been 
acquainted with apostles, and to have 
been instructed by them. This class 
contains the following names: Barnabas, 
Clement (of Rome), Hermas, Ignatius, 
Polycarp. The space of time covered 
by the writings of the apostolic fathers 
is regarded by Hefele, in his valuable 
edition of their works,• as extending to 
about the year A. D. 150. Next to these, 
or in the second class, stand the writers 
who are commonly called the Christian 
fathers, commencing with Justin Martyr. 
The writers belonging to this class, 
whom my purpose requires me to men
tion, are Justin .Martyr, Irenreus, Ter
tullian, and Origen. Farther down 
than the last-named, it is wholly un-

* Patrum Ap:.delicc.rum Opera. :Ed. Cr.rolus 

necessary, as the sequel will show, for 
me to proceed. 

This distinction, universally made, 
between_ the apostolical fathers and the 
succeeding Christian fathers, is recog
nised by Dr. Woods in the paragraph 
before us ; since he mentions "the 
writers who next succeeded the apostles" 
and "the fathers who wrote in the fol
lowing ages." Respecting the former 
of these two classes he says, ''We find 
in the writers, who next succeeded the 
apostles, only allusions to infant bap
tism. These allusions, however, are of 
such a nature as to afford satisfactory· 
evidence that it was tlie uniform prac
tice." Now, the question which I pro
pose to examine is simply and directly 
this : Do those specified writings con
tain allusions to infant baptism of such 
a nature as to prove that it was the 
uniform practice 1 

It is a question of fact, and requires 
me to search the writings which are 
ascribed to these men. For this pur
pose, I shall employ the very convenient 
edition of their works by Hefele, follow
ing, for convenience' sake, the order in 
which he has arranged them. 

APOSTOLICAL FATHERS, 

I. The first in order is the so-called 
Epistle of Barnabas. This contains a 
few notices of baptism. In the eleventh 
section, the author takes up the inquiry 
whether the water [i. e. baptism] and 
the cross had been carefully foreshown 
in the Old Testament. "Concerning 
the water," he remarks, "it was written 
respecting Israel how they would not 
receive the baptism which leads to re
mission of sins, but would make [some
thing different] for themselves." He 
proceeds to quote the first three verses of 
the first Psalm, and then adds, in apply
ing the passage to his purpose, "Perceive 
ye how at one and the same time he 
marked out [i. e., showed or described] 
the water and the cross 1 For this it is 
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which he enye-Blessed are they who, 
Ji;wing trnstecl to the croes, have gone 
down into the water ; because [they 
shnll receive] the reward in its time." 
Again, quoting a passage from the Old 
Testament, in which, according to the 
quotation, mention is made of a river 
with beautiful trees growing up out of 
it, of which whoever should eat would 
live for ever, he proceeds-" This he 
says, That we descend into the water 
laden with sins and corruption, and 
ascend bearing fruit, having in the 
heart the fear [towards God], and in 
the Spirit the hope towards Jesus ; " or, 
as Archbishop Wake translates," having 
in our hearts the fear and hope which 
is in Jesus by the Spirit." 

This epistle contains no other notices 
of baptism ; and these evidently relate 
to instances of professed believers being 
baptized on their personal reception of 
the gospel. No allusion to infant bap
tism can be found in this epistle. 

II. The next in order are the two 
epistles of Olement. The first of these, 
to the Corinthians, contains no allusion 
to baptism, unless a conjectural read
ing, suggested by Dr. Mill, in the 
seventh -section, be correct, and be 
rightly interpreted by him. If, how
ever, his conjecture and explanation be 
correct, it was evidently, from the con
nection, the baptism of professed be
lievers that was present to the author's 
mind. The editor, whom I am now fol
lowing, gives a different reading, and, 
in all probability, the true one ; in 
which no allusion to baptism need be 
recognised. 

While this epistle contains no re
cognition of baptism, it is interesting 
to notice a remarkable passage in the 
twenty-first section, which gives in
struction to the Corinthians respecting 
their children: "Let your children re
ceive Christian instruction [rij~ iv 
X~«1r1p 1ra10,iac], let them learn of what 

avail with God is humility, what pure 
love can effect with God, how the fear 
of him is good and great, and saves all 
those who lead a holy life with a pure 
mind." In this connection, which would 
so naturally suggest the thought of 
infant baptism, if such were "the uni
form practice," not the slightest allusion 
to it occurs. No one, in reading this 
section, would once think of the children 
as having been baptized, or as at all 
externally related to the church, other
wise than is the case in any well ordered 
Christian family, the children of which 
are, of course, trained according to the 
Christian religion. The passage is 
remarkably similar to that in Eph. vi. 
4: "Train up your children in the nur
ture [ ,,-ao,ia] _and admonition of the 
Lord." 

The second epistle of Clement, so 
called, is regarded, by competent judges, 
as more properly a fragment of a homily 
of a considerably later date. At what
ever time it originated, and whoever 
was its author, it comes into notice 
here because it has held a place among 
the writings ascribed to the apostolic 
fathers. It contains allusions to bap
tism, all which relate to one point, 
namely, the unpardonable nature of 
sins committed after baptism. They 
are the following. In the sixth section, 
"I-low shall we, if we do not preserve 
our baptism pure and undefiled, enter 
into the palace of God 1" In the 
seventh section-" What think ye? 
What shall he suffer who corrnpts the 
contest of in corruption 1 (i. e., who 
violates his Christian engagements, the 
image of a contest for a crown being 
employed.) For, not having kept their 
seal (i."e. baptism), he (God) says, 'J'heir 
worm shall not die, and their fire shall 
not be qnenched." In the eighth sec
tion-" Wherefore, he saith, Keep the 
flesh pure and the seal (baptism) un
defiled, that ye may receive eternal 
life." The connection thrnnghcut, in 
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which these references to baptism occur, 
indicates a personal recognition, in bt\p
tism, of the duty and purpose to lead a 
righteous life, and by no means the 
baptism of infants. 

III. The Epistles of Ignatius. These 
ar0 seven: namely, to the churches in 
Ephesus, ~Iagnesia, Trallae, Rome, 
Philadelphia, Smyrna, and to Polycarp. 
In these epistles we find the following 
references to baptism. To the Ephe
sians, section eighteenth, the writer 
says, respecting Jesus, "who was born 
and was baptized that by his suffering 
he might purify the water." In the 
epistle to the church in Smyrna, section 
first, he speaks of Jesus as having been 
baptized that he might fulfil all right
eousness ; and in section eighth, he 
says, "it is not lawful to baptize in the 
absence of the bishop." In the epistle 
to Polycarp, section sixth, addressing 
Polycarp's church, he says, "Please 
him for whom you are soldiers, from 
whom also ye receive your wages. Let 
no one of you be a deserter. Let your 
baptism remain as weapons, faith as a 
helmet, love as a spear, patience as your 
panoply." In these, which are all the 
.iru;tances furnished by these letters of 
reference to baptism, no allusion ob
viously is made to infant baptism. 

It is worth while to notice, that in 
the epistles to the church in Magnesia, 
sections eighth and tenth, and in that 
to the church in Philadelphia, section 
sixth, the writer introduces earnest 
warnings against the efforts with which 
some J udaizing teachers sought to cor
rupt the Christian faith. In such con
mictions, as also in similar ones of the 
:-; ew Testament, had infant baptism 
Leen a current Christian practice, the 
mention of it, as holding a place similar 
to that of the J cwish circumcision, 
would have been so natural, that the 
c1, tire absence of the most remote allu
, iun t,J ii. casts deep surpicion on the 

historical existence of the prnctice at 
that early date. 

To the epistles of Ignatius is appended 
an account of his martyrdom. This 
contains no allusion to infant baptism. 

IV. The epistle of Polycarp to tho 
Philippians. This contains no allusion 
to baptism at all. Nor does any occur 
in the epistle appended to this, giving 
an account of Polycarp's martyrdom. 

V. The Shepherd of He1·1nas, a work 
divided into three books : the first con
sisting of four Visions ; the second, of 
twelve Commandments; the third, of 
ten Similitudes. 

Several references to baptism occur 
in this work, without a solitary allusion 
to infant baptism. In Book I., Vision 
III., section III., as the church is likened 
to a tower, the question is proposed, 
" Wherefore was the tower built on the 
waters 1" In reply it is said, "Hear 
for what reason the tower was built on 
the waters. Because your life has been 
made safe, and will be made so by 
means of water ; " a recognition, no 
doubt, of the commonly believed neces
sity of baptism to salvation and to 
union with the church. In accordance 
with this belief of the necessity of bap
tism to entrance into the kingdom of 
God, is the figment (minutely expanded 
in Book III., Similitude IX., section 
XVI.) that even the righteous men who 
had died during the Old Testament dis
pensation could not be admitted into 
the kingdom of God, unless the apostles 
and teachers who made known the Son 
of God had, after their decease, preached 
to them the gospel and baptized them 
in Hades. "For," says this sapient 
writer, "before a man receives the 
name of the Son of God, he is appointed 
to death; but when he receives that 
seal, he is liberated from death and 
assigned to life. That seal is the water, 
into which men descend doomed (hound 
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obl~!Jati) to death; but they ascend as
signed to life." 

Baptism is also in this work spoken 
of as the commencement of a holy life. 
In Book I., Vision III., section VII., as 
explanatory of an allegorical representa
tion, the question is proposed and 
answered,-" But the rest, that fell near 
the waters, and could not be rolled into 
the waters, who are they 1 They are 
those who have heard the word, desiring 
to be baptized in the name of the Lord; 
)Jut when the sacredness of the truth 
comes up to their memory, they draw 
)Jack and walk again according to their 
wicked desires." 

Baptism is mentioned, also, in Book 
II., Commandment IV., section III., as 
procuring remission of sins. 

I have now completed the examina
tion of the writings which have been 
ascribed to the Apostolical Fathers. 
The result is, that they contain abso
lutely no recognitions of, or allusions 

to, infant baptiijm; but invariably in 
instances which are at all indicative of 
the recipients of baptism, such language 
is employed as excludes the idea of its 
having been administered to infants. 
What the great Schleiermacher, that 
learned and profounrl theological in
vestigator, said of the New Testament 
in reference to infant baptism, namely, 
that those who wish to find infant bap
tism in it must first put it into that 
book/ is also true of the Apostolical 
Fathers ; it must first be put into their 
writings before it can be found there. 
The darkness of Egypt was not more 
destitute of a cheering beam of light 
than is the historical period embraced 
by the Apostolical Fathers destitute 
of evidence that infant baptism then 
existed. 

• .Alle Spuren von Kindertaufe, d1e man in 
neuen Testament hat finden wollen, erst mussen 
hineingetragen werden. Der Christliche Glaube, 
von Dr. Friedrich Schleiermacher, Zweiter Band. a. 
383, 

THE DISCOVERY OF THE SILVER CUP. 

"And the cup wns found in Benjamin's sack."-GEY, xlvi. 12, 

IT was the cup of the actual ruler of 
the land in which Benjamin and his 
brethren were strangers. It was the 
cup of the prime minister of Pharaoh, 
the most potent monarch of the times. 
It was the cup of a man whom all Egypt 
revered for his profound wisdom and 
strict integrity. It was the cup of the 
benevolent dignitary by whom Benjamin 
and his brethren had been treated with 
hospitality that astonished them. He 
had indeed expressed some suspicion of 
them on a former occasion ; but they 
had complied with his requisition that 
they should bring their youngest brother, 
of whom they had spoken ; he had 
entertained them magnificently, and 

dismissed them with kindness. His 
cup it was, that was the object of search 
-his favourite cup-a valuable cup
" and the cup was found in Benjamin's 
sack." 

Nothing could appear more conclusive 
than the evidence of the theft. These 
foreigners, who were from Canaan, a 
bad country where wickedness of every 
kind abounded, had been entertained 
on the previous day, ,vhen the cup was 
used. They had left the house very 
early in the morning, as soon as it was 
light, and the cup was missed shortly 
afterwards. \Vho was so likely to have 
purloined it as one of these strangers 1 
Each man had his sack, according to 
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the custom of eastern merchants, in 
"·hich were deposited provisions and 
other comforts for the journey; how 
probable that some one, tempted by 
the beauty and costliness of the cup, 
expecting never to return to Egypt, 
had slipped it into his sack ! The 
steward pursues them ; charges them 
with the theft, descants on their in
gratitude, and demands the surrender 
of the stolen article. They all deny the 
offence; Search, Search, they exclaim, 
Search and see, and if it be found on 
ony one of us, let the culprit die, and 
the rest of us be your slaves. The sack 
of Reuben, the eldest, is emptied on the 
earth ; its contents are spread out and 
examined : there is nothing that is not 
his own. The sack of Simeon is opened; 
he has long been in confinement, and 
Benjamin looks on anxiously hoping 
that his brother has not been tempted 
to retaliate for his causeless detention ; 
but all is well. The sacks of others are 
searched in like manner; but everything 
is satisfactory, and the countenances of 
the brethren brighten as the investiga
tion proceeds. At length it is Ben
jamin's turn. How glad he is! His 
brethren are all clear, and of his own 
innocence he is certain. With what 
alacrity he empties his sack ; when lo, 
the cup ! "The cup was found in 
Benjamin's sack." 

Poor young man ! Ile knows that 
he is innocent, but who will believe it 1 
It is vain to make protestations,-there 
is the cup ! What thoughts rush into 
his mind ! His reputation is gone ; he 
is abashed as he looks at the coun
tenances of his brethren. The prospect 
before him is death or slavery. Never 
shall he see his father again, or his 
father's house. And what can be the 
cause 1 Has any of his brethren done 
this maliciously 1 What explanation 
can he offer 1 What defence can he 
make? 

O how important it is to have the 

friendship of the Almighty ! Of Him 
whose eyes are in every place, whose 
knowledge is unerring, whose power 
has no bounds I He can deliver in 
every emergency, and cause light to 
shine forth out of darkness. How 
important it is to be reconciled to Him, 
and able to confide in his love ! How 
needful it is to commit ourselves every 
morning to his protection and care ! 
In all our ways, it behoves us to 
acknowledge him, for it is only as he 
guards us that we are safe. Innocence 
is no security against the violent man, 
the deceitful man, the unreasonable 
man. We are only safe from over
whelming calamities, when preserved 
by God's providential goodness. 

What a lesson does this incident 
afford to all who are ever engaged in 
the administration of justice! Every 
juror, on whose depision the lives or 
liberties of fellow men are dependent 
should ponder well this case, and keep 
it in his memory. No man should be 
convicted of whose guilt any doubt can 
be reasonably entertained. Many an 
innocent man has been executed, and 
the mistake has not been discovered, 
till it was too late to rectify it. A 
striking p;i,rallel to the case of Benjamin 
occurred some years ago at Canterbury. 
A French refugee, named Du Moulin, 
who resided in that city, was indicted 
for coining. "On his trial it was 
proved that he had often been detected 
in uttering false gold, and that he had 
made a practice of returning counter
feit coins to persons of whom he had 
taken money, on pretence of his having 
received those pieces from them. On 
searching his premises when he was 
apprehended, a great number of coun
terfeit coins had been found in a d!'awer 
by themselves, and others packed up 
in different parcels with good money; 
and on further search, some aqua i·egia, 
several. files, a pair of moulds, and 
many other implements for coining, had 
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been discovered in a flask. On this 
evidence ho was convicted, and sentenced 
to die. But a few clays before he was 
to be executed, one Williams, a seal 
engraver, was killed by a fall from his 
horse. His wife, who was pregnant and 
near the time of her delivery, miscarried 
from the fright, and sensible that she 
could not live, she sent for the wife of 
Du Moulin, to communicate to her a 
most important discovery relating to 
his unfortunate case. She told her 
that Williams had been one of four 
persons whom she named, who had 
lived for many years by counterfeiting 
gold coin ; that one of those persons 
had lived as a servant with Du l\Ioulin, 
and being provided by his accomplices 
with false keys, had disposed of a con
siderable quantity of bad money, by 
opening his master's escritoir, and 
exchanging it for good money which he 
found there. Soon after Williams' wife 
had given this information she expired 
in great distress of mind. The parties, 
however, whom she had accused were 
immediately taken up, and one of them 
turned king's evidence. The two others 
continued for a time to assert their 
innocence, especially he who had been 
Du Moulin'B servant. But at length, 
some corroborating circumstance being 
unexpectedly produced, he burst into 
tears, and confessed his guilt. Being 
asked how the tools came to be in his 
master's escritoir, he said that when the 
officers came to apprehend his master, 
he was afraid they would be found in 
his own possession, and therefore, open
ing the escritoir with his false key,he had 
himself placed them there, and had just 
time to shut the escritoir again before 
the officers entered the room. A pardon 
was procured for Du llfoulin, and the 
servant and his accomplice were tried 
and executed."* In this case, as in 

* Gambler's Introductlo~ to tho Sindy of :Morn! 

Evidence, p. 210. 

that of Benjamin, divine Providence 
interposed on behalf of an innocent 
man ; but in others, alas ! the irrepa
rable blow has been struck before the 
fatal error was discovered. 

The ten brethren who had accom
panied Benjamin to Egypt were all 
present on this occasion, and their case 
was also distressing. Their reputation 
was involved, and their liberty was 
endangered. The ruler before whom 
they had to appear, though generous 
was austere and stern ; he seemed to 
be rather capricious, and he had enter
tained strange suspicions respecting 
them before. What view he might 
take of these circumstances, and what 
sentence he might pronounce, it was 
not possible to anticipate. Whether 
any of them would ever see their wives 
and children again was doubtful. If 
the issue were as favourable as they 
could reasonably hope with respect to 
themselves, how melancholy would be 
the intelligence they must convey to 
their father ! They knew how he had 
felt formerly when he lost Joseph ; how 
unwilling he had been to part with 
Benjamin ; and how responsible they 
had made themselves. See them retrace 
their steps, slowly and solemnly return
ing towards the palace. Judah ponders 
as he walks on the course he must adopt, 
and arranges in his own mind an address 
to the irritated governor. Sadly do 
they all revolve within themselves the 
b2arings of the event both on the future 
and on the past. The ten brethren of 
the supposed culprit had even more to 
distress them than he had himself. 
They had to endure the upbraiclings of 
a guilty conscience; not in reference to 
Benjamin indeed, but in reference to a 
grievous transaction that had taken 
place twenty years previously. l\Iorc 
than twenty years before, these same 
ten men, while pasturing their flocks 
at Dothan, had seen a younger brother 
coming- towards them \Vith unsuspcct-
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ing confidence. His father had the 
same fondness for him as now he 
evinced for Benjamin. The partiality 
of the father had excited their jealousy. 
Some dreams of future greatness which 
the youth had related had irritated 
them. They conspired against him, 
and sold him to some wandering slave
dealers who happened to be passing. 
It was their own brother that they had 
thus cruelly consigned to bondage, they 
knew not under whom or where: 
henceforward they were free from the 
annoyances which his presence had 
occasioned, but they could not banish 
him from their memory. When their 
father referred in conversation to his 
son whom the beasts of prey had torn 
in pieces, it always pierced their hearts. 
When they thought of the retributive 
providence of God, they feared that 
some day or other he would requite 
them for this wicked deed. Whenever 
they were in trouble, it seemed to them 
as though they were haunted by the 
shade of Joseph. On their former visit 
to Egypt, when placed in temporary 
confinement, they had said one to 
another, "We are verily guilty concern
ing olll· brother, in that we saw the 
anguish of his soul, when he besought 
us, and we would not hear ; therefore 
is this distress come upon us." Now, 
their sin comes again to their remem
brance. It seems to be brought home 
to them. One brother, they bad sold 
into slavery : another is to be taken as 
a slave against their will. The crime 
was committed against Joseph; the 
punishment is to fall on innocent 
Benjamin ! How, after this, can they 
return to their father 1 How can they 
bear the increased intensity of their 
remorse ? Beware, reader, of incurring 
guilt which may be a burden to you 
hereafter. It is awful to live under an 
appr<:hension that God is about to fight 
against you on account of the sins of 
your youth. How terrible it is to have 

old offences brought to recollection by 
passing events, and to be compelled to 
trace a connexion or correspondence 
between them I How terrific is the 
threatening, " These things hast thou 
done and I kept silence; thou thoughtest 
that I was altogether such an one as 
thyself: hut I will reprove thee, and 
set them in order before thine eyes." 
The remembrance of past transactions 
might well fill us with dismay, were it 
not for the gospel revelation of an 
adequate propitiatory sacrifice: "Be
hold the Lamb of God which taketh 
away the sin of the world." "If we 
say that ·we have no sin, we deceive 
ourselves, and the truth is not in us. 
If we confess our sins he is faithful and 
just to forgive us our sins, and to 
cleanse us from all unrighteousness." 

But there is one other individual 
whose share in this transaction demands 
our notice : the mysterious personage
the lord of the land of Egypt-the long 
lost Joseph who knew his brethren, 
though they knew not him. By his 
order the cup had been secreted in the 
sack of Benjamin; and by him the 
steward who had placed it there had 
been sent to find it. He was wisely 
ascertaining the present state of mind 
of the ten who had so cruelly sold him, 
in order to determine the course it 
would be proper to pursue. He was 
trying the sincerity of their attachment 
to Benjamin, the object of his special 
love, with a view to whose permanent 
welfare he brought about this temporary 
distress. He was making an experiment, 
painful during its operation, but grati
fying and beneficial in its result. How 
affectionately did he address them, 
when he had obtained evidence of their 
improvement and preparedness to re
ceive his friendship! How completely 
did he turn their sorrow into joy ! 

All this may pertinently remind us 
of the course pursued by him who is at 
the right hand of the Father towards 
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the objects of his tenderness and care 
upon the earth. The processes by 
which he prepares them for enjoyments 
he intends to bestow are often affiicti ve 
and humbling. He causes them to feel 
their guilt and helplessness, and often 
leaves them for a season to the endu
rance of anxiety and mental distress as 
preparatives for the enjoyment of his 
friendship. Severe convictions at the 
commencement of religious experience 
are often made to answer salutary pur
poses, by conducing to deep repentance, 
humility, and earnestness. Before Christ 
is known and trusted as the sinner's 
friend, painful exercises may conduce 
to a state of mind which will cause him 
to be received the more joyfully, and 
served the. more gratefully, when his 

character and offices n.re perceived. As 
however, it was the favour of .Joseph, 
and not their previous distress, to w'hich 
the brethren were indebted for their 
subsequent elevation, so it is in the 
grace of Christ, and in that alone, that 
we can find peace or safety. 

Happy day, when the result of divine 
dispensations shall be apparent, and we 
shall dwell with our best Friend in 
undisturbed serenity ! We shall not 
then regret any trials or perplexities 
experienced in the way thither, any 
more than Benjamin regretted in bis 
later years that the cup was found in 
his sack, and that he had to walk back 
to the house of Joseph under the influ
ence of those emotions which the 
unexpected discovery produced. 

THE PROPHETS. 

NO, VI, PROPHETICAL INTERPRETATION, 

IN offering some remarks on "pro 
phetical interpretation," we are natu
rally led first to consider the true 
import of the apostolic maxim on the 
subject. "No prophecy," says St. Peter 
(2nd Epist. i. 20), is of any private 
interpretation." The explanations which 
have been given of this sentence have 
been more than as numerous as the 
words which compose it; but of these 
it will be only worth our while to notice 
such as carry some degree of probability 
with them. 

Three centuries ago, it would appear 
by the commentary of Calvin on the 
passage, this was a text on which the 
Papists relied much to explode the right 
of private jitdgment. Applying (which 
was not unreasonable) what the apostle 
says of prophecy to the whole of inspired 
scripture, they extracted from the pas
sage a condemnation of all expositions 
of scripture by private men. Private 

VOi .. XV.-FOUl\'1'11 simtES. 

interpretation, they taught, was opposed 
to official interpretation-to interpreta
tion emanating from the church's re
cognized guides. Now, while it may 
be allowed that the use of the word pri
vate in thispassage makes it a convenient 
missile (to borrow Mr. Hall's image*) for 
Romish controversialists, no sericms ar
gument of the kind, we need hardly say, 
is derivable from it. A glance at the 
context will show that it is anything 
but the apostle's aim to discourage the 
study of revealed truth in private Chris
tians ; nor will the word private, we 
may add, in its fair use bear the 
ecclesiastical application here sought to 
be forced upon it. Privacy, in the 
scriptural acceptation of the term, is 
seclusion from the multitude of what
ever class, not exclusively from the 
class of the clergy. It is also used to 

* See Hall's Works, (E<l. 1S3S.) \'ol. vi. p. 110. 

l' 
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denote what is one's own, in distinction 
from what belongs to another, an anti
thesis which is clearly as little favourable 
to the papal claims and assumptions as 
the preceding. The Genevan com
mentator might accordingly well cha
racterize a gloss of this description on 
the words by the epithet i'.nsulsa, i. e. 
flat and insipid. 

An exposition of the passage which 
has of late years found much acceptance 
among thoughtful men, and which even 
now numbers a large proportion of 
suffrages in its favour, is that which 
makes the word private synonymous 
with separate or detached, and under
stands the apostle to say that every 
single prophecy is but part of a scheme 
or system. This is the celebrated exposi
tion of Bishop Horsley, who renders" No 
prophecy of scripture is of self-solution." 
He represents the apostle as teaching 
that no prophecy is intelligible from a 
scrutiny of its own terms, but must 
either be elucidated from the general 
body of prophecies, or wait for light 
from the event which shall constitute 
its fulfilment. In order to understand 
any prophecy thoroughly, he insists, we 
must have the whole of prophecy before 
us, and accept no exposition which does 
not quadrate with the general scheme. 
The bishop has devoted no less than 
four sermons to the illustration and 
defence of this theory. His arguments 
seem to have wrought conviction on the 
mind of the late erudite Dr. Pye Smith, 
who more than once refers with appro
bation to the discourses.* Now even al
lowing that the canon thus advocated and 
adopted may be true, we cannot satisfy 
ourselves that it is the truth taught in 
this particular connection. Criticism 
of the text itself apart, we cannot see 
how such a view of the words fits in, 

• See Smith's Scripture Testimony, Yol. L p. 292 i 

Yo!. il. p. 39. Ed. 1820. 

which it ought to do, with the words 
which follow. The divine authorship 
of prophecy which is the thing asserted 
in ver. 21, is no argument against the 
intelligibility of detached predictions. 
No reference can be found in this verse 
either to a kMwn body of prophecy, or 
to the facts which prophecy contem
plates. Its two statements plainly 
regard the origin of the whole of the 
prophecies of scripture, not the relation 
of one prophecy to the rest. Besides, 
on what grounds can the necessary 
obscurity of every detached prophecy 
be asserted 1 Why must we have under 
our eyes a prophecy against Nineveh 
before we can understand a like one 
against Babylon 1 Why must the per
spicuity of a "burden of Damascus" 
depend on a knowledge of a "burden of 
Tyre 1" Why must we compare to
gether the prophecies respecting both 
the time and place of our Saviour's 
birth before we can interpret either 1 
Why, in a word, must we pause till we 
can decipher the whole succession of 
Messianic prophecies before we can 
expound any 1 The ancient students 
of scripture do not appear to have been 
shackled or embarrassed in this manner. 
That Jeremiah's prophecy respecting 
the seventy years was rightly under
stood we have already seen, and so, we 
may believe, was Daniel's respecting 
the seventy weeks. The prophecy of 
Isaiah respecting Cyrus was scarcely 
susceptible of misapprehension. (See 
Isa. xliv. 28 ; xlv. I.) Even the com
mon people in our Lord's time had 
learned from their prophetical books 
that their Messiah was to be of the 
family and from the town of David. 
(See John vii. 42.) We see, in fact, no 
stronger reason against the separate 
study of insulated prophetical scrip
tures than we do against the separate 
study of insulated doctrinal scriptures. 
A comparison of one scripture with 
another will always be proper, but 
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rather as a reserve aid to interpretation 
thnn ns a preliminary, It onnnot be 
intended to preclude investigation at 
the outset, but may be a reason for sus
pending judgment or decision at the 
olose. It may be allowed the foroe of 
a veto on conclusions we are coming 
to, but can have no right to lay an 
embargo on deliberations we are con
ducting. 

It is said that the intention of pro• 
phecy was not to enable us to pry into 
the future, but to discern the hand of 
Providence through the medium of the 
past.* But if prophecies awaken no 
expectation, what is to engage the 
attention to their fulfilments in Provi
dence, or who shall fix the limits to the 
future and the past 1 To pry is to search 
cul'iously into forbidden secrets; it is 
not easy to see why those portions of 
the future should be so branded respect
ing which God has vouchsafed us infor
mation. Such outlying tracts of time 
are rather among the "revealed things" 
(see Deut. xxix. 29) which reverence and 
gratitude bid us to explore. It does 
not appear why these, more than other 
:revelations, should be given either to 
moulder in neglect for ages, or to baffle 
all attempts at research. The pre
sumption is rather that they were 
meant as landmarks for our faith ; to 
preserve to our hearts some degree of 
composure while other men's are "fail
ing them through fear." (Luke xxi. 
26.) The presumption is that they 
would so temper obscurity with clear
ness as amply to reward patient inquiry 
without superseding it. It seems to us 
that this is the view given of ancient 
prophecy in the context of our passage. 
~he apostle compares it (ver. 19) to a 
~ight shining in a dark place; not, that 
is to say, to the light of the sun, but 
(for such is the force of the term ;\vxvo,) 
to the light of a candle. There is 

ff Soo Horsley'e Sermons, (Doyc'e Ed.) p. l S5, 

doubtless the widest difference as to the 
illuminations which they afford between 
the natural and the artificial light; but 
no one would despiso the latter as 
valueless. No one would say that we 
must forbear passing any opinion on 
objects by the inferior light till we can 
have the benefit of the superior, For a 
multitude of uses and of judgmente the 
inferior light is amply sufficient, and 
thus we believe that tnany prophecies 
of scripture are of self-solution, enrich• 
ing us with glimpses, at least, into future 
times, if they do not preclude all un• 
certainty. We are content accordingly 
to be students of prophecy without 
expecting ourselves to become prophets; 
to catch the shadows of coming events 
as they approach us, without thinking 
that we can fill up the outline ; to "give 
good heed" to the light which has been 
granted us, and yet wait till the fuller 
day " arise on our hearts." 

.A remaining explanation of the 
apostle's words, and the only further 
one which we shall notice, is that which 
treats the epithet private as little differ
ing from human, and understands the 
writer to say that the prophets did not 
propound their own views or conclusions. 
This is substantially the view taken by Dr. 
Henderson, in his Lectures on Inspira
tion, who appeals with great felicity to a 
passage in Philo,* where a very similar 
expression occurs. Philo says that a 
prophet declares nothing pri11ate, i. e. 
nothing whatever of his own, but is 
[simply] an interpreter, another sug
gesting to him all that he brings 
forward. Henderson would make the 
parallelism of the two passages so 
complete as to explain the apostle'B 
interpretation by the Jewish author's 

* IIpoc/,l]f'l]tyap oVOJv ts~ov ilrrocf>a.Lve-ra.~ -rO rrapU.r.av, 
ii.AA' Ea-nv Epµ.l}vElli;, lJ7ro~ciXAovros J-ripov miv8' ocTCL 

rrpocf>{pt;,. K.-r.A. Sec the whole passag0 in HenU.er
sou's Lecture•, (2nd Ed. 16-17,1 p. 3i. 
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·inte.•111"eter-that is to say, he refers the 
interpretation to the pi·op!ict, not to the 
reader of prophec!J. His paraphrase is, 
" No prophecy of scripture is [ the result] 
of private [ or uninspired] disclosure,"" 
i. e. of the divine purposes. But it is 
an objection to this that the term 
intcrp1·ctation is nowhere else employed 
in Scripture in this sense, which 
Henderson himself admits, and we 
think further that had the apostle 
designed such a statement, he would 
have used the past tense instead of the 
present one-No prophecy of scripture 
was of private or uninspired disclosure
interpretation. We hold it therefore 
more safe to adhere to the ordinary 
sense of the latter word, and to explain, 
" No prophecy of scripture is to be 
interpreted as if the prophet's own," or, 
more generally, "No prophecy is to be 
interpreted as if of human authorship." 
We are to attribute to every single 
prophecy and to the whole body of 
prophecies a direct divine origin, thank
fully discerning in the whole the commu
nications of divine knowledge, wisdom 
and benignity. This sentiment, it will be 
instantaneously perceived, is in the 
fullest accordance with what follows, 
" Prophecy came not in old time by the 
will of man;" it was not at any time 
of the prophet's own origination; it 
did not flow from ideas of his own ; he 
was not its author but its organ ; he 
neither spoke nor wrote except as he 
was moved by the informing Spirit. 

Let us now try to what practical 
conclusions in interpretation the above 
canon of the apostle's may guide us; 
for although it is of a negative character, 
it may contribute, at least, to some 
positive results. We propose in the fol
lowing remarks, to notice the aspect it 
may have on the much contested theory 
of a doul,le sense in predictions -

whether it does not, in some measure, 
diminish the credibility of the existence 
of such predictions. 

Our former paper will sufficiently 
show that we are no advocates of such 
double sense in any portion of scripture 
as should imply aught that would be 
ambiguous or equivocal. We utterly 
repudiate everything like a duplicity 
which should tamper with the anxieties 
and expectations of mankind-which 
should, e. g.:-

" Keep a word of promise to the ear 
And break it to the hope :" 

which should apparently guide an 
earnest inquirer in one direction, when 
his true course would be in another. 
All equivocation of this sort we should 
hold to be equally derogatory to the 
Most High's natural and to his moral 
attributes. It would impeach his 
sincerity and be a confession of his 
ignorance. It would show him reduced 
from the enviable supremacy he might 
occupy to the miserable case of one 
who has to prop up his credit by paltry 
shifts and subterfuges. Such subter
fuges and shifts the Author of Scrip
ture prophecy solemnly disclaims, "I 
have not spoken in secret, or in a dark 
place of the earth ; I said not to the 
seed of Jacob, Seek ye me in vain: I 
the Lord speak righteousness ; I declare 
things that are right," i. e., upright, 
straightforward. (Isaiah xlv. 19.) We 
understand by double predictions, or 
predictions which are susceptible of a 
double sense, those which, in the 
language of the illustrious Bacon, 
receive "a springing and germinant 
accomplishment;"* those which have a 
primary reference to a proximate and a 
secondary reference to a remote event ; 
those which expect one fulfilment 
under the Old dispensation, and another 
under the New; those consequently in 

~ See Dacon on Advancement of Learning. (Mon• 
tagu'.s Ed, 183S,) p. 124. 
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which the first fulfilment is premonitory 
of the second; in which the circum
stances and lessons of the former event 
are, on a small scale, what the circum
stances and lessons of the later event 
are on a large one. 

It is justly observed by Bacon (see 
reference below) that such fulness and 
latitude in prophecies is agreeable to 
the nature of their Author, with whom 
"a thousand years are but as one day;" it 
will also readily be perceived to have the 
general course of analogy in its favour. 
An observation or two may here not be 
misplaced on the plain and ever
developing analogy which obtains 
between the material and the spiritual 
world. There is, probably, not a 
phenomenon in the kingdom of mind 
which has not its corresponding pheno
menon in the kingdom of matter. 
There is not an operation in our mental 
or moral frame which has not light 
shed upon it by some analogous opera
tion in our physical frame. There is 
not an agency or influence which can 
be brought to bear on the world within 
us which may not be paralleled and 
illustrated by some agency in the world 
without. It is in their power of tracing 
and exhibiting such parallels that the 
genius of great writers consists. It is 
in the welcome surprise with which 
such analogies burst on our own per
ceptions that half our own pleasures of 
imagination are found. No inconsider
able argument in behalf of the identity 
of the Author of Creation and Pro
vidence is derived from the coincidence 
of such analogies. Can we believe that 
we are under two different jurisdictions 
when we are surrounded every where 
by such symmetries 1 Is it credible 
that it is owing to mere fortuitous 
combination that one system of objects 
should be the mirror of another, or is it 
a mere happy accident of our lot that 
external nature is a treasury of images 1 
The dominions of the great C1·eator are 

full of correspondences ; nor is there a 
product, animate or inanimate, in one 
department of his works, which does 
not derive some extraneous dignity from 
its aptitude to illustrate or to accredit 
some formation in the other. 

But what concerns us now more 
nearly is that just the same sort of 
correspondence obtains between the Old 
economy of revealed truth and the New. 
It can need no proof with those who 
reverence the authority of scripture 
that the Old dispensation, in all its 
grander features, so far especially as 
that dispensation was legal or l\fosaical, 
was typical of the New. All the great 
institutions of the Mosaic law were 
symbolical of others under the gospel. 
The legal solemnities had all their 
evangelical meaning. The ordinations 
both of sacred places. and sacred times 
were settled with an eye to something 
still more sacred. Even the dignity of 
the great personages who then admi
nistered affairs was but the reflected 
lustre of a far superior dignity-even of 
His who was "in all things to have the 
pre-eminence." Moses, Aaron,and Joshua 
were all types of him-the first as a 
lawgiver and prophet, the second as a 
priest and intercessor, the third as a 
deliverer and captain. The reigns of 
David and Solomon were both pre
figurative of his. The whole apparatus 
of means and observances, we have 
apostolic warrant for saying (see Heb. 
viii. 5), served but for " patterns and 
shadows of spiritual things." 

Now, if we have thus, under former 
times, a confessed number of typical 
ordinances, why is it improbable that 
we should have a number also of typical 
events 1 If many of the precepts given 
had a further reference than their pri
mary one, why not many of the occur
ences evolved? Why may not the 
actions, as well as the characters and 
offices, of historic persons under the 
Old Testament, look forward, many of 
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them, to something under the New 1 
What is there less worthy in the great 
deliverances of the church to be signi
fied beforehand than in its great doc
trines ? Why may we not believe that 
against all the varieties of trial which 
should befall Christianity and its pro
fessors in their progress through this 
world, its exalted Head has provided 
an adequate fund of consolation by the 
permission of the like to the Jewish 
faith 1 If elaborate arrangements were 
made to prepare our minds for the ap
pearance of Christ, why not also for the 
rise of Antichrist ? 

Admitting the antecedent probability 
of such correspondences in events, the 
hypothesis of a double sense in predic
tions becomes easy and natural. It is 
readily allowed that a duality in the 
references of prophecy can only stand 
as a duality in the objects of prophecy 
can be substantiated also. Omnipotence 
itself could not make one form of ex
pression shadow forth two events which 
are without any correspondence. If 
the transactions themselves be not, in 
some sort, parallels, so that the one 
shall be, in its main aspects, a re-produc• 
tion of the other, to attempt to compre
hend them under one prediction could 
be little better than verbal trickery : but 
if the parallelism of the events must be 
owned possible, why not also that of the 
applications ? It is in speaking of his
torical occurrences that the apostle says 
(1 Cor. x. 11 ), ".All these things hap
pened unto them for ensamples (rl11ro,) ; 
and they are written for our admonition 
upon whom the ends of the world are 
come." Thus to adapt former incidents 
to present and permanent uses is, in a 
manner, to " glorify them, that they 
shall not be small." (Jerem. xxx. HJ.) 
It is, to accommodate the language of 
l6aiah ( eh. Ix. l 7), instead of "brass to 
bring gold, and instead of iron to bring 
silver, and for wood !Jrass, and for stones 
i.J:on." It is a great thing to be able to 

assure struggling Christiane under the 
pressure of outward adversities, that 
no " strange thing has happened unto 
them." (See 1 Peter iv. 12.) To dissi• 
pate thus the novelty of a "fiery tl'inl," 
goes far towards dissipating itR formi• 
dableness likewise. When the oppressed 
believer thus sees a scourge hanging 
over him, "after the manner of Egypt," 
he is prepared to expect deliverance 
"after the manner of Egypt" also. (See 
Isaiah x. 24, 26.) We hold it to be 
highly probable that all the great temp• 
tations, dangers, and sufferings of the 
church have ah-eady had their miniature 
model, and that it is not ancient saints 
or heroes only, like Elijah, who have re• 
appeared or will re-appear in "spirit and 
in power." (See Matt. xi.14; Luke i. 17,) 

The most serious difficulty which will 
obstruct the reception of these conclu• 
sions in some minds, will probably be 
the view under which they represent 
the depraved actors in former eras. To 
have pre-ordained that the more notori
ous oppressors and persecutors of the 
church shall have had their prototypes 
in former ages, may seem to exempt 
these latter from their proper accounta• 
bility. It may even seem to fasten much 
of the paternity of their evil doings on 
the divine Author of the arrangement, 
who, it will be said, has extracted 
his own profit from the enormities. 
It may be thought to transform the 
voluntary actions of the wicked into 
blind necessities, and not to be deal
ing with the agents on their own 
merits. To some it would have the ap
pearance of sacrificing individual cha• 
racter and happiness for public ends, 
just as some philosophers will make 
their scientific experiments on living 
bodies. ·what a humane practitioner 
would not do to the meanest animal, 
can it be believed that the most merci
ful Father of all would do to intelligent 
souls 1 Is it credible that he would rear 
and nurse any whose principal use should 
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be that of beacons to others, or that he 
would treat as punishable those who 
hnvo promoted his purposes 1 Now, not 
to mention that to moot these questions is, 
like the Jews in Paul's time ( see Rom. ix. 
19) to plunge at onoe into the dark laby-

, ·11" rinth of" fixed fate" and "free w1 , we 
must never forget, in considering them, 
either the marvellous intertexture of 
divine primary with di vine secondary pur
posc:,s, or the nice shades which distin
guish merely permissive from decretory 
appointments. It is certain that there 
js a link and tie by which actions may 
become divine works without ceasing 
to be human responsibilities. There is 
n sense in which God " creates darkness 
as well as forms light ; in which he 
creates evil as well as makes peace.'' 
(See Isaiah xlv. 7.) He himself calls 
attention to the fact, that he " creates 
the smith who bloweth the coals in the 
fire, and who bringeth forth an instru
ment for his work, and that he creates 
the waster to destroy." (See Isaiah liv. 
16.) In a sense, that is to say, even the 
weapons of the persecutor are of his 
fashioning. Both the Egyptian and the 
Assyrian monarchs deemed themselves 
absolutely independent in their actions, 
and would have resented with scorn the 
idea of subjection to any will but their 
own ; but, yet, they were both raised up 
by God, that his "power might be shown 
in them, and that his name might be 
declared throughout all the earth.'' 
(See Exod ix. 16; Isaiah x. 5-7.) The 
reconcileableness of divine foreknow
ledge with human voluntary agency is 
one of the most complicated problems 
in morals; but we need only the neces
sary moral geometry, to solve the 
problem ; had we but, to change the 
figure, a suitable moral prism, we 
should see the two aparent contraries 
blending into one another like the 
colours of the iris. 

As it regards the matter of fact in 

this discussion, we may specify one or 
two prophecies in the interpretation of 
which, if we are but candid, the acknow
ledgment of a twofold reference seems 
inevitable. The first is the celebrated 
promise made by God to David, as 
recorded 2 Sam. 12-16. That the 
primary reference of this promise was 
to Solomon and his immediate descen
dants none, we presume, will doubt. 
The Hebrew monarch himself expressly 
speaks of it as having received fulfil
ment in his own person. This he does, 
not in a single dubious expression, but 
again and again. (See 1 Kings viii. 
15-20.) Notwithstanding, we are given 
to understand, and that by the concur
rent voice of the Old and New Testa
ments, that "a greater than Solomon is 
here." The testimony of the ancient 
church we may collect with sufficient 
certainty from Ps. lxxxix. and cxxxii. ; 
we have the testimony of Peter in his 
Pentecostal sermon (see Acts ii. 29, 30); 
the testimony of Paul, in Hebrews i. 5. 
It may be observed that both the latter 
references are professedly of an argu
mentative nature; but the evidence from 
the Psalm, though indirect, is not the 
less valuable. 

Another indisputable instance, as we 
cannot but think, of a double applica
bility in prophecy, may be found in the 
prediction of the virgin and her mira
culous offspring, as recorded in Isniah 
vii. 14-16. It seems plain that the 
direct reference of this prophecy is to 
some contemporaneous event. The 
preceding context, for example, speaks 
of the Lirth as to be a sign to the then 
generation, its professed object Leing to 
restore the confidence of Ahaz and his 
subjects. This view is strengthened 
almost to certainty by the succeeding 
context. In ver. 15, 16, the space of a 
few years is named as, at once, so to 
speak, the limit of the prophecy and 
the term of the appearance of the child. 
"Butter and honey shall he eat that he 
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may· know to refuse the evil and choose 
i he good. For before the child shall know 
to refuse the evil and choose the good, 
the land '" hich thou abhorrest shall be 
forsaken of both her :kings." It ap
pears here as clear as language can 
make it, that the Immanuel just before 
promised was to be a contemporary 
person. Yet who can doubt that the pro
mise regards also, and still more con-
8picuously the future mysterious Word, 
"God manifest in the flesh." Apart from 
all arguments to this effect from the 
connexion, which are not without 
weight, we may here again appeal to 
the direct authority of the New Testa
ment. See especially, Matt. i. 22 : iv. 
15, 16. 

Vi' e particularize next the celebrated 
prophecies in Daniel, of the persecutions 
of Antiochus. These will be found both 
in eh. viii. 23-26, and eh. xi. 21, &c. 
Now let any one compare various of the 
expressions in these chapters with those 
in eh. vii. 21-26, and in 2 Thess. xi. 3, 
4-8, 9 ; and we see not how he can re
sist the conclusion, that the tyranny of 

this monarch was meant to foreshow 
the far worse tyranny and abomina
tions of the papacy. This inference 
is the more stable from the exact co
incidence which is singularly seen to 
mark the times of each oppression. 
(Sec eh. vii. 27, as compared with eh. 
xii. 7.) 

If further instances were needful, we 
might select from the New Testament 
the celebrated prophecy of our Lord. 
delivered on the Mount of Olives. (See 
Matt. xxiv.) Who will undertake to 
say, that it is only one of his comings, 
viz., that to the overthrow of the Jewish 
state and city, of which he here speaks 1 
-that none of his sayings look to the 
real end of the world 1 We are fully 
alive to the difficulty of defining, by any 
precise lines of demarcation, where one of 
these topics ends and the other begins ; 
but we. must remember that prophecy 
loves insensible transitions. We must, 
however, forbear now from entering 
further on this discussion, and commend 
the whole subject to the thoughtful con
sideration of our readers. 

LOINS GIRDRD AND LAMPS BURNING. 

LETTERS FROM ABRAHAM BOOTH, 

THE following are extracts from 
letters addressed by the late Mr. Booth 
of Prescott Street, to his brother, Mr. 
Robert Booth of Kirkby Woodhouse, 
Nottinghamshire, when far advanced in 
life. The former, occasioned by the 
de~th of Mrs. Booth, bears the date of 
January 23, 1802. 

"DEAR BaoTIIER,-You have already 
been inform;d hy my son Abraham, of 
the death of my dear wife ; an event of 
which I had for some weeks been ap
prehensive, though I did not suppose it 
would have taken place quite so soon 

as it did. I feel, I greatly feel ; but, 
blessed be God, I neither sorrow as one 
that has no hope respecting the final 
happiness of the dear deceased, nor as 
one that murmurs under the afflicting 
hand of God. For as I have no doubt 
of her separate spirit being in a state of 
happiness, so I am satisfied not only 
that the Lord had a complete right to 
take her away, but that he has done 
what, on the whole, will be the best for 
me. Oh, brother, it is a blessed thing 
to have the peace of God, and a scrip
tural hope of glory. 

"My asthma increases, and my cough 
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is very troublesome ; so that I have not laborious both night and day. It is 
been able to preach twice on one day, with difficulty that I can engage, for a 
for a long time, nor at all for three or few moments, morning and evening in 
four weeks. I hope, however, if the family prayer. In a word, I am scarcely 
weather be mild, that I shall be able in fit for any employment, of either body 
a little while to resume my stated labour. or mind. My life is so nearly run out, 
But I am an old man, and you are not that scarcely anything besides the very 
much younger ; each of us become a dregs remains. 
widower, and hastening down to the "I have reason, however, to be un
grave. May our hearts be detached speakably thankful; for I have hope of 
from the world, and set upon heavenly eternal life. Yes, an old sinner as I am, 
things. all imperfect in my best services, and 

"It bas of late been a very sickly absolutely unworthy of any spiritual 
and dying time in London; and accord- blessings, as I certainly am, I have 
ing to report still more so in many hope of beholding the glory of Christ, 
parts of the country. All things around and of being for ever with him. Oh 
us declare, tliat tliis is not our rest. May that I may bear with patient submis
we live to God while we do live, and be sion, and complete resignation, every 
ready to die at any moment!" affliction which yet awaits me, and be 

The other, written four days before 
his death, and addressed to the same 
relative, is dated January 22, 1806. 

helped to finish my course with joy! 
"Forget not, brother, that you also 

are an old man, and hastening to the 
end of life. Remember, that the pre
sent life is the seed-time of an eternal 

"DEAR BROTHER,-Once more I take harvest. This is a very solemn thought. 
up my pen to send you a line, before I Oh ! that it may rest upon your mind, 
leave this present evil world; but am and operate powerfully in your conduct. 
in full expectation of quitting my earthly May you live as bordering on the grave, 
tabernacle in a little while. I am be- and be prepared to depart at any time ! 
come very feeble, and my respiration is The Lord be with you, and yours." 

TRANSFERRED WORDS IN THE COMMON ENGLISH TESTAMENT. 

NO, XI.-APOSTLE. 

THE etymological meaning of this 
word is precisely the same as that of 
the more common word missionary; 
the former being Greek, the latter 
derived from the Latin. It occurs in 
the New Testament in more than eighty 
places. 

It is used as a term designating one 
sent to effect any purpose ; thus-" The 
servant is not greater than bis Lord, 
neither lie tliat is sent greater than he 
that sent him." John xiii. 16. 

VOL. XV,-FOVRTII SERIES. 

It is assigned by predictive wisdom 
to a class of persons who were to be 
associated with prophets in a mission to 
the rebellious Jews. " Therefore also 
said the wisdom of God, I will send 
them prophets and apostles, and some 
of them they will slay and persecute." 
Luke xi. 49. 

It is used respecting the Lor'd Jesus 
Christ himself, who is called "The 
Apostle and High Priest of our profes
sion." He brews iii. 1. 

!) 
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It is a title given by the Lord Jesus 
to twelve of his disciples whom he 
selected from others and commissioned 
to proclaim the approach of the reign of 
heaven. "He chose twelve, whom also 
he named apostles." Luke vi. 13. 

It is applied by the historian to 
Barnabas and Paul. Acts xiv. 14. 

It is claimed by Paul as a distinction 
to which he was entitled. "Am I not 
an apostle 1 " I Cor. ix. 1. One sent to 
tliein, at all events, whether to others 
or not, of which evidence was furnished 
by their history. 1 Cor. ix. 2. "I am 
:ippointed a preaoher, and an apostle, 
and a teacher of the Gentiles." 2 Tim. 
i. 11. Deriving his appointment not 
from men but from Christ. Ov,c d1r' 
dv8pW1rov, ti.A.Xci Otti 'I71aoii Xp,crroV, 1:ai 
ll,ov 1rarpoc, Galatians i. 1; emphatically, 
The apostle of the Gentiles, tiµ, oyw 
tllvwv d1rotrro'A.oc. Romans xi. 13. 

The distinctive tokens of an apostle, 
according to Paul, were " signs, and 
wonders, and mighty deeds." 2 Cor. xii. 
12. So also Matt. x. 1. "He gave them 
power against unclean spirits, to cast 
them out, and to heal all manner of 
sickness and all manner of disease." 

It designates, according to Paul, the 
chief officers of the Christian church : 
"God hath set some in the church, first 
apostles, secondarily prophets, thirdly 
teachers." 1 Corinthians xii. 28. Tho 
number of these apostles is in the Apoca
lypse restl'ictcd to twelve: "Twelve 
foundations, and in them the names of 
the twelve apostles of the Lamb." Rev. 
xxi. 14. 

It is used also respecting persons 
chosen by the churches in Macedonia. 
to convey to Jerusalem contributions 
for the poor ; a'/l'ouro'A.o, tn'A.{1u,wv, "mes
sengers of the churches." 2 Cor. viii. 
2;j, 

It is used by Paul respecting Epa.
phroditus who had been sent by the 
Philippians to him with a present : 
"Your messenger." vµwv oE d,.6trro'A.oi;. 
Phil. ii. 25. 

In the English Testament, this word 
is transferred instead of being translated, 
in every instance, except the three 
following:-

John xiii. 16 ..... Neither is he that is sei,t greate~ 
2 Cor. viii. 23 ... Themessengersofthechurches, 
Phil. ii. 25 ....... Your messenger, 

DR. CHALMERS ON THE FRENCH REVOLUTION OF 1830. 

ABOUT a month after the French us good reason to believe that the ulti
revolution, Mr. J. J. Gurney was in mate diffusion of pure Christianity in 
Edinburgh, where, during a period of the world must be preceded by com
confinement, he had almost daily inter- motion and confusion and distress of 
course with Dr. Chalmers. "I have nations. Look at the new French revo
found hie visits," he writes, "like two lution-there is much that one ap
things of which I have lately experi- proves at present both in its tendency 
encod the vast importance-a tonic for and its results. But you see it has been 
the faint, and a crutch for the lame. effected by the growth of merely human 
The new revolution in France, and the intelligence-by the working of the un
comm otions which have since taken regenerate mind without a particle of 
place in other parts of Europe, have of Christian principle. It is just the 
course been the subject of daily thought, striving of the natural wisdom and 
meditation, a:i.d converse. 'I think,' pride of man after that which we are 
s:,,id Dr. ChaLners, 'the scriptures afford apt to conceive to be the consummation 
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of our happiness-a . condition of in- viduals or to nations. I am prepared 
dependence. I am not one of those who to expect, that on the efforts which are 
underrnte the value of civil and political now making in the world to regenerate 
liberty; but I am well assured that it our species, without religion, God will 
is only tho principles of Christianity impress the stamp of a sol,emn and ex
which can impart true security, pros- pressive moclcer,IJ.'" - Memoir, of Dr. 
perity, and happiness, either to indl- Chalmers, Vol. Ill. 

THE LAST DAYS OF PALEY. 

IN a conversation with Dr. Chalmers of his other works." Our Lord has 
Mr. J. J. Gurney mentioned an anecdote declared, that except we are 'converted, 
which he had heard of Paley in his last and become as little children,' we shall 
illness. When not far from his end, 'in no wise enter the kingdom of 
Paley, in conversing with some of his heaven.' I have heard that this lucid 
family or friends, took a calm review of and powerful writer bec:1me a little 
his. several works. He expl'essed the child, in the best sense of the terms, 
deep regret and dissatisfaction which at before he died. I have also heard it 
that awful time he felt in the recollec- stated, on what appeared to be good 
tion of his "Moral Philosophy.'' He authority, that had his posthumous 
was happy to believe that his" Natural sermons been chronologically arranged, 
Theology" and "Evidences of Chris- they would have displayed a gradually 
tianity" were sound and useful works; progressive change from a sort of semi·
but the book on which his mind then Pelagianism, to a sound and evangelical 
dwelt with the greatest pleasure was view of Christianity. It is delightful 
his "Horre Paulinre." Chalmers replied, to be able to ascribe such a man as 
"I am not surprised at this. It is an Paley to the company of true believers 
admirable statement of evidence, and in a crucified Redeemer.''-.illemoirs of 
displays a more masterly hand than any Dr. Chalmers, Vol. JlI. 

ONE OF SOLOMON'S SA.YINGS. 

"A soft answer turneth away wrath; 
But grievous words stir up anger."-Prov. :rv. I. 

How true is this ! "I could not be blameless, but the greater part of the 
angry," it is often said, "he received guilt is chargeable on the cruel, cold, 
me so mildly." Nothing quenches the malignant tempter-the utterer of the 
fiery darts of an infuriated opponent so "grievous words." 
readily as kindness; while irritating How admirably are the lessons of 
replies kindle a flame that can with scripture adapted to promote the welfare 
difficulty be extinguished. Are we not of society! How important it is to 
chargeable with sin then, for having imitate His example who "when he was 
excited anger in others 1 Some take reviled reviled not again, whenhesuffered 
pleasure in saying the most provoking threatened not, but committed himself 
things with perfect coolness, and calmly to Him that judgeth righteously ! " Oh 
expecLing the result. The man who is for more of "the meekness and gent le
made angry, in such a case, is not ncss of Christ." 
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HOM:E. 

THrs bu•y world is a stirring place, 7 
With its gay and eager crowd; 

lh scenes are changing and wondrous etra.ngo,· 
And its voice is harsh and loud! 

The struggle of most that join with the throng 
Is to gain but a eel6sh end ; 

In the noise and bustle we rarely meet 
With a true and a loving friend, 

If love hnd no spot she could call her OWll 

To grace with her radiant smile, 
The world would indeed be a dreary place 

For man to mourn in awhile. 
But it is not thus ;-there's a hallowed place 

,,11iere love and friendship may come, 
When the chilling touch of the world we may change 

For the fond embrace of home. 

The name of home is a pleasant sound, 
Soft music to e-rery heart ; 

It wakens up memories solemn and sweet, 
With which we are loath to part. 

It carries us back to our early days, 
,-Vben no care had darkened ou.r brow, 

When we sported in boyish playfulness, 
.And lived as we cannot now. 

It whispers gently of those who are gone, 
But who live in our hearts' best love; 

Who have left the sorrows and tro:ibles of time, 
To live and be happy above:-

Of those whose presence brightened our home, 
And whose love was true and deep ;-

The thought of them was a sa.d delight, 
It charms wbilit it make• us weep. 

But though some have gone and wait for us now 
Tia we join them in peace at last, 

Our home is not yet left desolate, 
Its joys are not all of the past. 

For generous hearts are yet beating there, 
,vhose lo,~e is our noblest prize ; 

Where our name still lingers pleasantly, 
,vhcre our memory never dies. 

O Home ! thou art not a mere earthly place, 
To be met with ln any land! 

Thou art something more sacred, more heavenly by 
!ar, 

Than is fashioned by man's rough band. 
Where the gentle word is spoken oft, 

Where the look of kindness is seen, 
Where the love of the soul beameth bright in the 

eye.-
It is there tl1ou hast ever been, 

What a trea.ure we h&vo in a peaceful homo! 
No language it• worth can tell I 

'Tis the poor man's earthly horitage ; 
His home that he loves right well. 

It may be found In the palace ball, 
Or beneath the stately dome ; 

But the cottage of humble poverty 
Is the best and the dearest home. 

When tho welcome shades of the evening give 
To bis arm a season of rest, 

The labourer speeds to the home of his love, 
As the wearied bird to its nest. 

There the accents of love fall soft on his soul, 
Like the gentle dew of heaven; 

And his heart grows glad at the smiles of those 
Whom a gracious God bath given. 

The seaman thinks of his distant home, 
When the ocean is still and asleep i 

And his thoughts outstrip the furious blast, 
When it dashes across the deep.-

The soldier, when darkness gathers around, 
And the watch-fires fitfully gleam, 

Lays him down to rest on a foreign soil, 
And home is his fondest dream, 

Let us prize our homes ;-and fervently pr&y 
That love may reign there still, 

That the holy sunshine of her bright smile 
May our hearts with gladness fill. 

For a home without love is as gloomy and cold 
As a cavern dark and deep, 

Into which the rays of the cheerful sun 
Are almost afraid to creep. 

But in all onr Joy, let ns never suppose 
That an earthly home is our rest i 

For death will come for our dearest friends, 
Or for us, as God thinks best. 

Ah I why is that downcast look.? There's a heaven, 
The gift of a Saviour's love, 

And his faithful ones shall live again 
In a brighter home above. 

There the mourner will bid farewell to bis woe, 
For no so1Tow can enter there i 

And the weary pilgrim will sink into rest, 
Beneath hie Father's care. 

There the fond mother will meet her child, 
A. nd death shall no more annoy; 

There angels wlll welcome the heir o! heaven 
To his home of unfading Joy, 

Unfrcr,ity Colleue, Lond'on. 
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REVIEWS. 

The Sac,-aments. An Inquiry- into the 
Natu1'e of the Symbolic Institutions of the 
Christian Religion, usually called The 
Sacraments. By RoBERT H.ULEY, D.D., 
Pa,-t II. The Lord's Supper. London : 
Jackson and Walford. 8vo. pp. 387. 

THE writer of an able article in the 
"Eclectic Review" for last month com
mences his observations with these 
words :-" As the 'Eclectic Review ' is 
conducted on principles common to the 
'baptist' and other nonconformist 
churches, we could not notice in this 
jo;rnal Dr. Halley's former volume ; 
and for the same reason, we are pre
cluded from noticing those parts of the 
first lecture in the second volume which 
touch on the same controversy." If 
this gentleman will turn to the Eclectic 
Review for February, 1845, he will find 
there a critique on Dr. Halley's former 
volume occupying more than thirty 
pages ; but as he assigns this reason for 
pa8sing over the first_ sixty-seven pages 
of this volume, we may suppose that it 
will be thought by intelligent men that 
these sixty-seven pages have special 
claims on the attention of such journals 
as our own. This, and other consider
ations, among which may be reckoned 
our sincere respect for the author, have 
induced us to read these sixty-seven 
pages cnrefully, to endeavour to form a 
just estimate of their contents, and to 
determine to present to our readers an 
early report. 

The opening paragraph contains the 
author's statement of his design. It is 
this:-

"ought to be designated. Practically, 
" it is a registration of those who are 
" admitted to a course of instruction, 
" preparatory to their reception into 
" the fellowship of a Christian church. 
" Emblematically, it is a sign of the 
" sanctifying influence of the truths in 
" which they are instructed. According 
" to this exposition J esns made and 
" baptized disciples in the sense of 
'' learners not of converts. The design 
" of this Lecture is to show that learners 
" are to be still designated by the rite 
" of baptism." 

In this passage it is evidently the 
purpose of Dr. Halley to teach that no 
other qualification for the rite of bap
tism is necessary than a willingness to be 
instructed. Subsequently, he asserts 
this in other unmistakeable language ; 
saying, '' Since his resnrrection, the 
" great truth announced to the world 
" is, that Jesus the Christ is crucified 
" for our sins, and raised for our justi
" fication. All who hearing this truth, 
" are willing to become learners of the 
" Christian doctrine, ought to be placed 
" under the elementary instruction of 
" the church and to be designated by 
" the initiatory rite of baptism. When 
" these learners understand the doctrine, 
" furnish satisfactory evidence of sub
" mission to its power, and correctly 
" appreciate the responsibilities of 
" church fellowship, they ought to be 
" received, as disciples indeed, not as 
"learners, but as converts, to the fellow
" ship of the church, and the corn
" rnunion of the Lord's supper." p. 2. 

" Baptism, as it has been explained 
" in preceding Lectures, is an ordinance 
" of Christ, by which all persons re
" ceived under Christian instruction 

Having argued fur this theory at very 
considerable length, Dr. Halley proceeds 
"to inquire what influence this opinion 
" ought to have upon the practice of 
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" infant baptism." In proving, to his 
own satisfaction, that neither faith nor 
a profession of faith, neither repentance 
nor a profession of repentance is neces
sary to entitle to baptism, he evidently 
thinks that he has removed formidable 
objections to that practice. "If enough 
" has been said to prove that baptism 
" was not restricted to accredited be
" lievers, but administered to other 
" applicants as disciples or learners, 
" these remarks may be sufficient to 
" show that the children of believers 
" are entitled to the same recognition 
" as belonging to the kingdom of God." 
But in this part of the lecture he seems 
to us to lose sight of his own doctrine, 
and to proceed upon the supposition of 
something very different from that for 
which he had been arguing. Apparently 
it never occurred to him that so long 
as he admitted that the recipients of 
baptism were to be previously those 
who "hearing this truth," that Jesus 
the Christ was crucified for our sins 
and raised for our justification-were 
" willing to become learners of the 
" Christian doctrine," or, according to the 
phraseology of the last quotation, "ap
" plicants," so long he had done nothing 
at all to vindicate the baptism of an 
unconscious babe. The child of six 
weeks old, though it be the child of 
members of a Christian church, is no 
more an "applicant" than it is "a 
believer ; " such infants, of whomsoever 
born, are no more "willing to become 
" learners of the Christian doctrine" 
than they are professors of the truth; and 
can no more be "baptized disciples in 
"the sense of learners " than in the sense 
"of converts." We are not saying 
that Dr. Ifalley has brought forward no 
arguments in favour of infant baptism: 
he has produced some, though none that 
appear to us to be weighty ; but we 
do say that if he had demonstrated the 
truth of his principal r,osition, he would 
have effected nothing towards removing 

that ol~jection to the baptism of inrants 
which is derived from their want of 
scriptural qualification for the rite. 

Here then we might terminate thia 
article, were we mere controvcrtists ; 
but as lovers of truth, willing to hear 
and to increase learning, we are ready 
to attend to Dr. Halley's reasoning with 
openness and candour. It may be the 
more easy to examine them impartially 
inasmuch as we see. that the admission 
of their truth would not affect the great 
practical question respecting the bap
tism of those who are not yet old enough 
to be "applicants" or in any way to 
evince their willingness to learn. Is it 
so then that baptism is " a registration 
" of those who are admitted to a course 
" of instruction preparatory to their 
" reception into the fellowship of a Chris
" tian church 1" Has Christ, or have 
any of his inspired servants taught us 
this 1 

Dr. Halley must forgive us if we 
stumble at the outset. This word 
"admitted" produces perplexity in our 
minds. It has been our practice to give 
instruction freely to all comers, not 
reserving any mysteries for a select 
class. Can Dr. Halley mean that he 
admits to a course of instruction of a 
certain kind, only the baptized 1 Is he 
so rigid a strict communionist as this 1 
Does he not only repel from the fellow
ship of a Christian church, the unbap
tized among his devout acquaintance, 
but even repel them from preparato,r·:1 

instruction 1 If not, in what sense .:ith 

baptism be practically, a registration of 
those who are admitted to a course of 
instruction preparatory to their recep
tion into the fellowship of a Christian 
church 1 What is there, we wonder, 
that he would be unwilling to teach our 
children, which he would readily con
sent to make known to the baptized 
children, of hia own flock 1 What is 
there in the Christian system which he 
would have concealed from the late 
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Joseph .John Gurney had he asked him 
to explain it, but would unfold cheer
fully to a youth who had been favoured 
in infanoy with baptismal " registra
" tion" 1 We do not believe that the 
frank and open-hearted author can 
mean this, though hie words seem to 
us necessarily to imply as much. We 
suppose that though he has not ex
pressed himself with sufficient exnctnese 
to preclude misapprehension, what he 
means is that baptism is a registration 
of those who are to be recognized as on 
probation for church fellowship, and to 
be instructed therefore in its obligations, 
privileges, and duties. 

Be this as it may, it is evident that 
Dr. Halley deliberately intends to teach 
that it may be right to baptize a man, 
woman, or child who has "no know
ledge of the evangelical doctrine." The 
opinion he maintains "accounts," he 
tells us, '' for the baptism of so very 
" ignorant a man as Simon Magus." 
He enlarges on the "extreme ignorance 
of the rudiments and first principles 
of the Christian religion" displayed by 
this impostor after his baptism. He 
says, '' So great ignorance shows that he 
"had been subject, previous to his hap
" tism, to no catechetical instruction. 
" After his baptism, not before it, he 
" would have had to learn his cate
" chism, if he had to learn it at all. 
"Nor could Philip have made any in
" inquiry respecting his knowledge of 
" the gospel, without detecting his gross 
" ignorance of its elementa,ry lessons." 
p. 16. " Philip would disciple Simon 
" Magus by baptizing and teaching him, 
" and therefore baptized him in his ex .. 
" treme ignorance. So we," adds Dr. 
Halley, " would make disciples by hap
" tizing and teaching all who will sub
" mit to regular instruction." p. 17. 

In maintaining this theory, Dr. Hal
ley advances much from which we differ 
totally, and much, perhaps more than 
he thinks, with whioh we cordially agree. 

It may be advantageous if we point out 
some particulars in which we coincide 
with him, before we proceed to assign 
reasons for regarding his main theory 
as unscri ptural. 

Wo agree with Dr. Halley, in the first 
pince, that every person who is baptized 
should be subsequently a disciple in the 
sense of a learner. Whether he know 
little or much before, he is pledged by 
his baptism to receive the instructions 
of the great Prophet of the church, 
and submit entirely to his guidance. 
He has professed to be a disciple ; he 
has avowedly taken Christ's yoke upon 
him, and he is bound therefore to learn 
of Him, not only till he enters on the re
sponsibilities and advantages of church 
fellowship, but to the very end of his 
course. Nay, we concede to Dr. Halley 
most cheerfully, if it be a concession, 
that baptism is the first duty of a 
believer, and that he is bound to attend 
to it, as his first duty, whether he is in 
a position which allows of his availing 
himself of the advantages of church 
fellowship or not. So convinced are 
we of the importance of making it evi
dent that baptism and church fellow
ship are very distinct things, that it 
has been oilr uniform practice for more 
than twenty years, when conversing 
with an applicant for baptism, to say 
'After you have been baptized I will 
talk with you about uniting with the 
church ; when I have baptized you, it 
will be my duty to teach you to observe 
all things whatsoever our Lord com
manded.' If baptists contend, contrary 
to the opinion of our author, that some 
instruction should precede baptism, they 
also maintain, in accordance with him 
that instruction should follow it. The 
late Mr. Booth, referring to the two 
words teach and teaching, in Matt. 
xxviii. 19, expresses himself on the 
subject thus : "The teaching intended 
by µa011r,u,rnrE [MATIIETEUSATE] has fur 
its object all nations, that designed by 
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,'1<1,i<r.·01,rE,; [ DIDASKONTES] relates to 
liaptized disciples, who are called out of 
the nations. The suliject of the former 
is H12 doctrine of salvation by Jesus 
Christ: that of the latter, is whatever 
he has commanded ; or the institutions 
of his worship, and the laws of his 
kingdom. By the one disciples are 
made ; by the other they are instructed 
to keep his commands. By that they 
are taught what they must believe ; by 
this they are informed what they should 
practise in consequence of believing." 
The language of Booth would he re
ceived by Dr. Halley himself, with as 
much attention as that of Jerome; but 
as some who read these pages may not 
b2 in the habit of exercising equal can
dour towards modern baptists, it may 
not be' amiss to subjoin the similar 
language of that ancient writer, who 
having observed that the order of words 
in the commission is excellent, illus
trates it thus :-" He commands the 
apostles first to teach all nations ; then 
to dip them with the sacrament of faith: 
and then to show them how they should 
behave themselves after their faith and 
baptism." Many worse things than 
this proceeded at different times from 
J erome's pen. 

Again, we agree with Dr. Halley in 
this, that baptism is not a certificate of 
safety. We are as averse as he is to its 
being regarded as " an attestation or 
discrimination of true believers." If 
any persons whom we have baptized, 
have taken this as evidence that they 
were in a state of acceptance with God, 
it has been in spite of our cautions, and 
declarations that we could give them 
no such assurance. ·we regard baptism 
as a profession of faith- that faith 
which none but the regenerate exercise 
-that faith which is invariably con
nected with final salvation-but the ad
ministrator is not responsible for the 
genuineness of that faith, and conse
quently for the true piety of the in-

dividual. It is the prerogative of llim 
whose eyes arc as a flame of fire to 
know the hearts of the children of men. 
The administrator is responsible for the 
correctness of the profession, but not 
for its sincerity. He implies, by his 
conduct, that he knows nothing to nul
lify it, hut not that he can guarantee 
the vitality of that faith which is avow
ed. But, on this point, we have found 
it remarkably difficult to make ourselves 
understood by some of our predobaptist 
brethren. They are so accustomed to 
regard baptism as an act performed on 
a passive object of Christian benevo
lence-one who takes no part in the 
business-who expresses no intention
who is perfectly involuntary in the 
whole-who is acted upon instead of 
acting-that they can scarcely realize 
its meaning and implications in the case 
of one whose personal convictions have 
led him to the water, and who regards 
himself as performing a solemn act of 
worship. As it presents itself to their 
minds, in the general practice, the pro
fession made must be the profession of 
other parties, not of the infant baptized. 
The parents may profess something : 
according to Dr. Halley, "the parents 
" in bringing their children to baptism, 
" virtually profess their intention to 
" train their children in the nurture 
" and admonition of the Lord." p. 45. 
The administrator may profess some
thing : Dr. Halley asks, " Is not the 
" pastor equally a party to the engage
" ment, and is not the church, whose 
" minister he is, concerned to provide 
" that his successor should undertake 
"the continuance of his pastoral en
" gagements." p. 46. But the babe, the 
baptized one, professes nothing. Ac
customed to this view of the case, our 
brethren cannot easily drop the thought 
that the profession made is the profes
sion of others rather than of the neo
phyte. We have to do, on the other 
hand, with a voluntary agent, one who 
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has expressed desire to be baptized, one 
who has assigned reasons for that de
sire; one who professes something,
wo are not now saying what ; were it 
only, according to Dr. Halley's notion, 
a willingness to be instructed, there 
would still he a profession ; the candi
date is there by his own act, he has 
come of his own free will, for a purpose 
on which his own heart is set. This is 
the person who is making the profes
sion ;-not the minister, he is but an 
assistant in the performance of an act 
which the person baptized regards as 
his duty towards the Redeemer ; which 
the minister is persuaded is the duty of 
all true believers, to which class he 
knows no evidence that this professed 
convert does not belong. 

Further, we agree with Dr. Halley 
that baptism does not entitle to mem
bership in any particular church. We 
believe him to ba perfectly right when 
he affirms that in our ecclesiastical 
polity "no principle is more sacred than 
" the right of the members to decide, 
"upon their own responsibility, who 
" ought, or ought not, to be received 
" in to their fellowship ; " that " by ad
" ministering baptism, no teacher de
" prives a church of its right, or exo
" nerates it from its responsibility of 
" deciding, as in the sight of the Lord 
" Jesus, upon the Christian character of 
" every applicant for its communion ;" 
and that " the sanction or interference 
" of a church in the administration of 
" baptism is a gratuitous assumption, 
" for which there is not the slightest 
"shadow of scriptural authority." On 
this last point, we are aware that the 
practice of our churches is not uniform; 
some take the vote respecting the ad
mission of a member before his baptism, 
and some afterwards ; but our own 
opinion and practice for the last quar
ter of a century has been in accordance 
with the quotation just given. And let 
not Dr. Halley suppose that this is a pe-

voL. XV,-FOURTH SERIES, 

culiarity of modem baptists. Dr. Gill, a 
man whose sentiments were regarded 
with as much deference by the haptists 
of his own age, as was ever yielded to 
an individual in modern times, descrihes 
in his last great work, what he calls 
"the orderly, regular, scriptural rule of 
proceeding," thus: "A person inclined 
to submit to baptism, and to join in 
communion with a church, should first 
apply to an administrator ; and, upon 
giving him satisfaction, be baptized by 
him, and then should propose to the 
church for communion; when he would 
be able to answer all proper questions. 
If asked to give a reason of the hop3 
that is in him, he is ready to do it ; if a 
testimony of his life and conversation 
is required, if none present can give it, 
he can direct where it is to be had; and 
if a question is put to him, whether he 
is a baptized person or no, he can an
swer in the affirmative, and give proof 
of it, and so the way is clear for his ad
mission into church fellowship." Gill's 
Body of Divinity, Vol. III. Book III. 
p. 288. 

Having thus shown wherein we agree 
with Dr. Halley in some topics inci
dentally brought into the discussion
especially in some which he seems to 
have regarded as stumbling-blocks -
we will now proceed to assign reasons 
for our entire repudiation of his main 
principle. 

The nine "considerations" which Dr. 
Halley brings forward to prove his doc
trine do not seem to us to be very 
weighty. We cannot, consistently with 
the brevity which is requisite deal with 
them one by one, but we may make a 
few general remarks. Some of them 
represent the theory as accounting for 
habits and actions "·hich are specified ; 
but as we can account for these on om 
own system, we do not eagerly welcorn2 
it for this reason. The supposed diili
culties do not press upon us ; and 
therefore we require not the author'; 

E 
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interposition for their removal. Some directed to visit. It consisted of three 
things which he urges, it appears to us clauses, the 11\tter ones indicating the 
that he would not have adduced had he mode in which the former was to bo 
distinguished more carefully the pecu- brought about. The second and third 
liarities of the baptjsm which our Lord of these clauses contain nothing tending 
enjoined his apostles to administer after to the production of that faith through 
his ascension, from the characteristics which a sinner is justified. If the first 
of the baptism administered by the clause has no effect independently of 
herald who had been sent previously to the second and third, but these describe 
proclaim the near approach of his reign. the mode of making the disciples 
But the argument which seems to us to mentioned in the first, which of these 
be the most important is that which is latter clauses is it whioh brings about 
founded on "the literal translation of reconciliation with God and peace of 
our Lord's commission to administer conscience 1 Will the second clause 
baptism." He says," That literal trans- bring them to exercise that faith 
" lation is, 'Going, disciple all nations, through which men are justified, but 
" baptizing them in the name of the which they had not, according to the 
" Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost, theory, previously to their baptism 1 Is 
" teaching them to observe all things it by baptism that faith is to be pro
" whatsover I have commanded you.' " duced 1 Or will the third clause be 
.... '' It has been shown, as the words more effectual 1 Will teaching him to 
" imply, that we are to make disciples by observe what Christ has commanded 
" baptizing and teaching, not to make secure the conversion of an ignorant 
" disciples first and baptize them after- man 1 "So very ignorant a man," for 
" wards.'' Baptizing and teaching are, example, "as Simon Magus "-a man 
he contends, "the mode of making dis- of "extreme ignorance of the rudiments 
" ciples prescribed by the commission.'' " and first principles of the Christian 
p.17. "religion1" Or,ifthosewhomourLord 

But in what sense is the word "dis- calls "disciples indeed" be meant,
ciples '' used in this case 1 To advert believers, genuine Christians,-the last 
to his own distinction, is it "in the two clauses of the commission do not 
sense of learners," or of "converts 1" show " the mode of making disciples ; " 
Not of converts, as his whole argument but that is done, we maintain, under 
is intended to prove, but of learners. the operation of the first clause. If it 
" Our catechumens, recognized as learn- be not, it is not done at all. It is 
" ers, and discipled by our baptizing and neither being baptized, nor obeying 
" teaching them, if they continue in the Christ's precepts generally, that justifies 
" word of Christ will know the truth, be a sinner ; it is faith in the exalted 
" made free by its purifying influence, Redeemer. It is the doctrine of the 
" and becoming disciples indeed, be ac- cross, the gospel of Christ, that is "the 
"credited as spiritual (1r11wµanKoi) and power of God unto the salvation of 
"perfect (riAHo,) members of Christ's every one that believeth." 
" visible church.'' p. 47. And why is it that tho two latter 

Now if this were the commission clauses of this sentence are to be taken 
which Christ gave to his apostles, as descriptive of the mode of doing that 
as Dr. Ilalley teaches, and his be the which is enjoined in the first 1 The 
correct interpretation of it, there was respected lecturer refers to what he had 
notliing ir1 it aclapted io promot:J the previously published, the former volume 
wl vatic,u c,f the nations which they ,·,,ere of Lectures and the vindication of thos!l' 
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Lectures in hie book entitled "Baptism, 
the designation of tho Catechumens," 
&c. Speaking in this latter work 
respecting the imperative verb in the 
first clauso of the commission, rendered 
in the common version "teach," and by 
most modern translators disciple, he 
says "Let it mean what it may, the ' . " phraseology of its connexion proves 
" that it is to be accomplished by bap
" tizing and teaching." p. 150. "I 
"have, in my Lecture, assigned my 
'' reasons for maintaining that, accord
" ing to the fair grammatical construe
" tion of the several terms, the verb, 
" the noun, the participle, "and the 
" pronoun, the command is to disciple 
" all nations, baptizing them, or that 
" the participle, 'baptizing,' being so 
'' connected with the verb ' disciple,' 
" must denote an act to be done, in 
"accomplishing the action expressed 
" by the verb ; that is, we are to bap
" tize in making disciples, and not after 
" the disciples are made." p. 160. But 
there are other cases in the New Testa
ment of similar construction which we 
think Dr. Halley would not interpret 
on the same principle. Paul says to 
the Ephesians, v. 18, 19. "Be filled 
with the spirit; speaking to yourselves 
in psalms and hymns and spiritual 
songs, singing and making melody in 
your heart unto the Lord." Here is an 
imperative verb followed by present 
participles, but would Dr. Halley main
tain that the speaking, the singing, the 
Eiaking melody, denote the mode in which 
they were to be filled with the Spirit 1 
Further on, vi. 17, 18, the apostle says, 
'' Take the helmet of salvation and the 
sword of the Spirit which is the worcl 
of God, praying always with all prayer 
and supplication in the Spirit, and 
watching thereunto with all persever
ance," &c. Here again is an impera
tive verb followed by present participles; 
hltt will it be contended that the mode 
of taking the helmet and the sword 

referred to, was by praying and watch
ing and making supplication for all 
saints, especially for Paul that utterance 
might be given to him that he might 
open his mouth boldly ? 

One more question it is necessary to 
ask. How does Dr. Halley's view of the 
commission correspond with the recorded 
language and conduct of the men who 
received it, and must be presumed to 
understand its meaning 1 Did they 
appear to regard persons whom they 
baptized subsequently as mere inquirers, 
under a preparatory course of instruc
tion, that they might be brought to 
believe and to enjoy the privileges to 
which the true children of God were 
entitled, or did they appear to consider 
them partakers of like precious faith 
with themselves, enjoying the same 
salvation 1 Did they address them 
merely as registered learners, or as con
verts-believers-men renewed in the 
spirit of their minds 1 It appears to 
us that they regarded baptism as the 
evidence and outward expression of an 
operative faith. It was not such 
evidence as rendered it certain that the 
heart of the individual was right in the 
sight of God, but such evidence as 
afforded a fair presumption that he had 
begun to deny himself, to take up his 
cross, and to follow the crucified but 
now risen and exalted Emmanuel. Re
garding baptism as the appointed pro
fession of a living faith-a profession 
that none would in those days make 
lightly-they hesitated not to treat the 
newly baptized convert as a believer, 
and address to him language in refer
ence to future blessings which proceeded 
on the presumption that his faith 
though recent was genuine. On the 
same principle they addressed the un
baptized in language which implied 
that if they were baptized it would be 
as believers, and that they would receive 
the advantages helongiug to believers. 
" Repent and he haptizccl ncry one of 
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you in the name of Jesus Christ, for the 
remission of sins aml ye shall receive 
the gift of the Holy Ghost." If their 
being baptized implied their concurrent 
or previous faith, such language was 
appropriate; but it would have been 
dangerous to employ such language to 
those whose baptism was a mere 
registration of learners. So also the 
historian scruples not to speak of any 
of the h:i.ptized as believers. '' When 
they believed Philip preaching the 
things concerning the kingdom of God, 
and the name of Jesus Christ, they were 
baptized, both men and women." "Many 
of the Corinthians hearing, believed, 
and were baptized." Had Dr. Halley's 
system been that on which they acted 
in those days, this last text would have 
read, we suppose, "Many of the 
Corinthians bearing, were baptized, and 
admitted to instruction." 

When a man has put on a beautiful 
garment which had been previously 
hidden in his wardrobe, its excellence 
becomes perceptible to those around 
him. It was a treasure before, it is 
now also an ornament. So, the baptized 
believer has openly avowed his reliance 
on Christ, and desire to be known as 
his. In submitting to this ordinance 
be has declared himself to be not only a 
disciple of this teacher, but a servant of 
this Lord, a dependant on this gracious 
]Jenefactor, a worshipper of this in
carnate God. To a company of such 
confessors it may be said in the expres
sive language of Paul to his Galatian 
friends, "As many of you as have been 
baptized into Christ have put on Christ." 

The Bible of Eve,·y Land. A His/o,-y of 

the Sacred Scriptures in every Language 

and Dialect into which Translations lwve 

&cen ,nude; illustrated with Specimen 

Portio11s in J(ati% Characters; Se,-ies of 

Alphabets: Coloured Ethnoorapltical 

l'ilaps, Tabla, J11de.i•cs, \tc. Dedicated 
by pei-mission to his G.-ace the .1frchbislwp 
of Canlerb1.wy. London: Samuel Bagstcr 
and Sons. 4to, Part XII. 

IIA VING directed attention to the 
preceding portions of this curious work 
as they have successively appeared, we 
have now the pleasure to announce its 
completion. It is appropriate that it 
should he presented to the public in 
the year of the Great Exhibition, for it 
is itself an exhibition as unprecedented 
and as wonderfol as that display of the 
industry and art of the civilized world, 
We hear much of "progress," but this 
book is the most decisive manifestation 
of progress that has ever yet been seen. 
To all croakers it says impressively in 
the language of Solomon, "Say not 
thou, What is the cause that the former 
days were better than these ? for thou 
dost not enquire wisely concerning 
this." In no earlier age of the world, 
call it Augustan, or golden, or what you 
may, could such a work as this have 
been produced. The written com
munications of the true wisdom were 
never at any preceding time set before 
mankind in so many languages or in 
such a diversity of forms, as are here 
presented to our view. Regarded 
merely as a literary work it is a 
marvellous production, but regarded as 
an indication of the progress made in 
furnishing the sowers of all nations with 
the good seed of the kingdom it is 
beyond all comparison delightful. The 
languages of the earth are divided into 
eight classes,-Monosyllabic-Shemitic 
- Indo-European - Ugro-Tartarian -
Pol ynesian - African -American-and 
Mixed. These are subdivided into 
numerous branches. Under these are 
ranged individual languages, specimens 
of versions of the scriptures are given, 
and of the alphabets in which they are 
printed. Other particulars will be told 
best in the words of the editor 
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,, The arrangement of the whole work is in 
,trict conformit_v with the latest discoveries in 
ethnology; for, although the one g'.and object 
of di,pl11yi11g the history of the scriptures has 
never been departed from in th~se pages, the 
origin and con<lition of the nat10ns to whom 
special versions have be~n _vouchsafed, and the 
distinguishing charactcr1shcs of the l:inguagee 
into which bave been transferred the words of 
Him who • spake as never man spake,' have 
passed under careful review. 

,, The elements of these languages, the stock 
or stocks from which they sprang, and their 
affiliation with other languages, have been 
examined more or less in detail; and the 
singular precision with which all languages 
ranae themselves, according to the order of 
their mutual affinities, into classes, families, 
and subdivisions, is exhibited by means of our 
Tables of Classification, perhaps the first of the 
kintl compiled in our language. 

"The work h ... thus in some degree assumed 
the character of an ethnological manual, and as 
such it may possibly prove a stepping-stone to 
those who desire to pass from the study of two 
or three isolated languages to the enlarged con
sideration of laoi:uage in general, and of the 
laws upon which all languages are constructed. 
Such investigations, if laboriously, patiently, 
and honestly conducted, can lead but to one 
result, the affinities by which families and even 
classes of languages are linked together being 
so close and intimate, that the more deeply 
they are examined, the more profound becomes 
the conviction of the truth of the theory 

respecting the original unity of lang-uage. 
"This volume is illu:-ttrated by e.pecimen, 

portions of all the extant and attainable versions 
of the scripture,, printed in their own proper 
charncters. 

"The maps appertaining' to the several 
sections of the work exhibit the geographical 
location and extent of each language, and like
wise show how far the clivine light of the holy 
scriptures, in the vernacular languages of the 
natives, shines over the world. 

'' It ha, been attempted, also, from the mass 
of missionary antl epistolary evidence existing, 
to draw conclusions respecting the effects 
which may have followed the perusal of special 
versions of the scriptures. All reasonings on 
this subject, however, even with the most ample 
opportunities of forming as far as pess1ble a 
correct judgment, can at best be hut approxima
tions towards the truth. KoO\rn only to God 
is the number of His o;iiritual worshippers. 
The word of God is still quick and powerful, in 
every tongue and among every nation, and it 
cannot return unto Him void: therefore let us 
'in the morning sow our seed, and in the even
ing withhold not our hand.' The question 
which shall prosper, this or that, or whether 
they shall both alike be good, is one of the 
secret things which belong unto the Loru most 
High." 

This is emphatically the book of the 
age - the Bradshaw of the Great 
Spiritual Railway for the year 1852. 

BR I E F N O T I C E S. 

New· College, London, The Introductory Lec
tures delivered at the Opening of the College. 
October, 1851. London: Jackson and Wal
ford. 12mo. Pp. 268, 

The lectures comprised in this volume 
form a worthy memento of the inauguration 
of the New College, built by our congrrgational 
brethren at St. John's ,v ood. '.J.'he first lec
ture by the Rev. Dr. Harris, the Principal, is 
an elaborate and thoughtful production ou the 
Inspiration of the Scriptures. He first endea
vours to answer the question, What is the 
b!bl!cnl iclca of inspiration? In doing this he 
distinguishes revelation from inspiration; and 
analyzcs the process of the transmission of 
di ~inc truth through the prophet to the general 
nnncl, into, first, the objective truth presented, 
or t_he reveh'.tion,-then, the subjective illumi
nnhon enabling the prophet to understand it,-

and, third, the influence requisite to secure its 
correct impartation to others. He then main
tains that inspiration is something different in 
kind from all the phenomena of mere natural 
excitement and of genius ; that it is not to be 
confounded with the clear perception cf divine 
truth resulting from superior piety; that in 
the case of the apostles it appears to have been 
continuous an<l abi<linrr,-uot confined. to the 
impartation of new t~tths, but extending to 
the whole of !the apostolic tcnchi11g; that it 
relate,! pre-eminently to their thoughts; and 
that tllcy wrote under the C\.istinct conscious-
ness of their inspiration. Inspiration, thcr~-
fore, as distinct from revelation, Dr. Hnrns 
defines to Uc," suhjrctively considcrc<l, a super
natural stRtc of mirnl consciously resulting from 
the direct agency of the Holy Spirit, a11tl tle
signed to secure the oral antl written conu.~u
nication of such truth, and in such a manner, 
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RB infinite "·is<lom deem~ rcqnisik for the prc
~cnt Rnd futurC' hcnctit of mankind." Be then 
trC'nts of i1s rvidencc nnd mrcts ohjccti1n1s to it, 
tlm-. aff(mling nn an~wcr to the r:1tin11nlh,ti\ 
notions of i11~pirntion; and, finall.r, claims for 
the Bible the- re,·errncc duC' to an nuthoritnth·c 
dcc!Rration of divine trnth. The lecture hy 
J\lr. Godwin is on the Earliest l?orm of Chris
tianit_r; and '3upplics an interesting sketch 
of what must have been the suhstance of what 
n·as tnup-ht, before the evangelists committed 
their ~osprl to writin~. :Mr. Neuner, in open
ing his lectures 011 the E>:cgcsis of the 01<1 
Testament, points out the causes which have 
led Christians to underrate the importance of 
the Old Testament, and the requisite, towards 
correctly understanding it. The Lectures 011 

the Study of the Natural History Sciences, by 
Dr. Lankcstcr; on the Study of Mathematics, 
b_r Mr. Philip Smith; and on the History of 
Classical Lcarninf!, by Dr. \V. Smith, nrc in
teresting and ,-aluable. The rnlume concludes 
with an excellent address to the students by 
Mr. Biancy, on the superior importance of in
ward spiritual life to intellectual attainment, 

The P;ctorial Family Bihle, accordin_q to the 
Authorized Version, containing the Old and 
Xew Testaments. With Copious Original 
~Notes, by JoHN KrTTO, D.D. London: 
W. S. Orr and Co, 4to, Part XIII. 
Price Is. 
The readers of our monthly list of approved 

publications are aware that this work proceeds 
rcg-ularly: it has now reached the second hook 
of Chronicles. For the sake of new subscribers 
we add that it is a cheap but a respectable reprint 
of the valuable commentary of Dr, Kitto, as be 
pohliahed it originally; WI a Family Bible 
excellent, though by no means equal to the 
improved, that is the "Standard Edition," 
which is exactly double its price, 

Early Oriental History: comprising the His
tories of Egypt, Assyria, Persia, Lydia, 
Phrygia, and Plu:cnicia. Edited by JouN 
EADIE, D.D., LLD., Professor of Biblical 
Litc1'Clture to the United Presbyterian Church. 
With l llustrations from the most authentic 
sources. London: Griffin and Co, Crown 
8vo. Pp. 4-18. 
The volume is one of the eeries consisting of 

re-issues of the articles of the Encyclopaedia 
l\letropolitana, It comprises the substance of 
the origi11al articles furnished by Renouard, 
Russell, others; and the whole having been 
carefully revised by Dr. Eadie, and brought 
down to the important discoveries of the pre
sent time. The work enters sufficientl,v into 
detail to be interesting and useful, without 
m·crloading the memory by masses of legendary 
matter. There are nearly two hundred iJlus
trations, principally CO!isisting of representa
tions of sculptures and architectural remains. 
We know of no volume so well calculated to 
fiirnish a correct notice of the early history of 
e:1:-ctcrn nations. 

Manual of the Anatomy and I'hysiolo_qy of tl,e 
Human Jlfind. By Rev. JAMES CAHLILll, 
l.J D, of ]Jub!in and f'arsonstown, Ireland. 
L,mdu,i: Hall en<l Co. Fcp. tivo. l'p. 2G!I. 
'l'he author of this work makes no claim to 

originnlity M to it, stntcnient,, lmt merely for 
th~ mnnncr of their prl'S<!HtRl'ion. It seeks to 
furnish a popnhH' exposition of the vnrioue 
mental phenomcnn, which shnll be 11d11pted to 
those who, without aiming nt an cnlnl'gctl scien
tific ncquttintance with the subject, desire to be 
put in possession of the elements of this most 
intcrcst.ing antl important lll'anch of knowledge. 
This object it worthily accomplishes; coin
ciding in general with the views of Sir W. 
Hamilton and the ablest of our modern thinkers, 
His analysis is, for the most part, good; though 
the anangcmcnt or clae.sification, if it may ho 
called so, is by no means satisfactory. It how
ever furnishes one of the best " manuals" with 
which we are ncquainted; o.nd as such we cor
dially recommend it. 

Memoirs ufthe Life and Writings of THOMAS 
CHALMERS, D.b., LL.D., by !tis 8on-in-law, 
the Rev. WILLIAM HANNA, LL.D, Vol. IIL 
Edinburgh: Sutherland and Knox, Lon
don: Hamilton, Adams, and Co. Pp. 539, 

We are sorry to find that the severe illness 
of the editor has been the cause of a delay 
which has taken place in the publication of this 
volume. It includes the whole course of Dr, 
Chalmers as Professor of Moral Philosophy at 
St, Andrew's, from 1824 to 1828, and that large 
portion of his career as professor of Theology 
in Edinburgh which extended from 1828 to 
1835. During this time he paid several visits 
to London and had much intercourse personally 
and by letter with many eminent men in the 
state and in ecclesiastical offices, The par
ticulars are interesting, and will prepare the 
reader to desire the speedy appearance of the 
fourth and closing volume. 

Olympus and Its Inhabitants : a Na,·rative 
Sl,etc/, 'qfthe Classical Mythology. With an 
.Appendix, containing a Survey of t!te Egyp
tian J,:lytlwlogy in its Relation to t!te Clas
sical, and a Brief .Account of the different 
Names and Attributes of the Divinities, 
Demigods, and Heroes. For the Use of 
Schools and Private Students By AGNES 
SMITH, Edited by JoIJN CARMICHAEL, 
M A., one of the Classical Masters of the 
High Sc/tool of Erlinbu,·gh. Edinburgh: 
Oliver and Boyd. 12mo, Pp. 284. 

This little volume is not intended to take the 
place of Lemprierc, much less of Smith's ad
mirable Mythological Dictionary, It is meant 
to furnish a key to the almost innumerable 
mythological allusions which are to be found in 
every volume of poetry and every gallery of 
art. '!'here are hut fow, especially of those 
who, as our author sa)'s, " are conventionally 
debarred from the priv1leg-es of a classical cdu
cation"-who have not felt the dceirnbleness of 
,uch knowlcdg-e, when unable to appreciate these 
production• of genius on account of their ig
norance of the legends referre<l to. To supply 
this want is the aim of the work. It is well 
compiled; written in an easy style; and tells 
the main facts without at nil encronchir.g on 
the bounds of propriety. V{ e confess we should 
have heen better pleasccl hacl the moral been 
pointed, on ~omc occasions at least, in such o. 
way al to call attct1tion to the evi<lcncc which 
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those ,yeteme furni,,h of man's fallen condition, 
to the need of a revelation from nbove, anrl to 
thn incompnrable ,uperiority of th_e Christian'• 
God. An index too would have improved the 
book. 
Tlte Clt11rch of tlte Invisible; or World ~f 

Spirits. A Mamtrtlfor Cltristian Mourners. 
By tlte Rev. R. MoNTG0MEitY, M.A., Oxon. 
Author of " Tlte Christian Life"-" God 
and J,fan," ~•• Four/,. Edition, Revised 
and Enlarged. London : Darling. a:imo. 
Pp. 229. 
The fourth edition of the work of Mr, 

Robert Montgocr.ery intended for the consola
tion of Christian mourner,. It presents for 
this purpose !he fact of the pre~ent exiet~nce ?f 
departed spirits, throws upon 1t what hght 1s 
to be found in the scriptures, and draws from 
it lessons, adapted especially to cheer such as 
with delicate sensibilities are prone to brood in 
solitude over the memories of those who have 
departed. It is more free from the appearance 
of affectation thnn most of Mr. Montgomery's 
writings; and while it doe_s not dwe~I on the 
highest sources of consolation, there 1s never
theleas a work which it worthily performs. 
The Churc,. of England in the Reigns of tlte 

Stu,irts. London: Cockshaw. .Fcp. 8vo. 
Pp. 252. 
Of this .-olume it is not necessary to say 

!flOre than that it belong• to the Library for 
the Times, and that it comprises both portions 
devoted to the reigns of the Stuarts, the first 
part of which we recommended in our N ovem
ber number. We earnestly commend these 
volumes for perusal, and for introduction into 
whatever circles our readers have influence over. 
They are pre-eminently adapted for schools and 
church libraries. 
The New Casket. Gift Boo/, for All S;asonr. 

R. T. S. London: pp. 188, cloth, gilt. 

Twenty-three short essays and tales, embel
lished with beautiful coloured engravings of 
flowers, birds, butterflies, and shells, and several 
wood-cuts. 

The Village Astronomer; or '17,c Kalendar
Man of Beitsberg. London: Wertheim and 
Macintosh. l6mo,, pp. 260. 
This though dedicated to Sir John Herschel, 

is not a treatise on astronomy, hut the life of a 
self-taught student of that science, a resident 
in Hessenland, a territory of about one hundred 
miles in length and b1·eadth, in the circle of the 
Upper Rhine, singularly rich in natural pro
ductions, both mineral and vegetable. It was 
the refuge of faithful followors of Christ who 
were ,]riven from Flnnders nnd France in the 
times of distress which succeeded the Reforma
tion. "' c have here nn interesting ·account of 
one who was a partaker of the spirit of his 
worthy ancestors, and it is said to be suh• 
stnntially true. 
Rural Economy for Cottnge Fa,-,ncrs and 

Gardeners; a Treasury ~f' lnformntio,. on 
Cow Kerping, Sheep, Pigs, l'oultr.'f, t!ie 
1/()rse, Pon.z;, Ass, Goat, lloney Bee, ~)·c. ~·c. 
By ~IAHTYN BAYL!l and OUwrs. London: 
Price 2s. Chtnl. 
There arc a lrnnc1red r:.u<l. forty {Htgcs on 

Gardening in th;, volume which will prove !of 
real practical utility to those who ore happy 
enough to have gardens and have inclu,try 
enough to cultivate them. Copio1113 directions 
are given also for the management of rabbits 
geese, duckg, pigeons, fowls of various kinrl/ 
and other animah1, rendering it a manual of 
inestima.hlc value to all dwellers in villages and 
small towns who have not been trained regularly 
to rural occupations. It forms volume the first 
of" The Economic Library.'' 

A Dictionary of the French and English Lan• 
guage, in two Parts I. F,·ench,.-English, 
II, English-French. Wiih Vocabulary '!f 
Prope,• 1Vames. For the r.:se of Schools 
and for General Reference. By GABRIEL 
SURENNE, F.A.S.E. Edinbur11h: Oliver 
and Lloyd. 16mo., pp. 556. 

This which is an abri~gmcnt of a larger 
work by the same author •• at once compre
hensive and portable. l\Ioney tables, and 
tables of the measures and weiohts in use 
:i,~ong onr French neighbours hei~g appendctl 
1t •• well adapted to be a pocket companion to 
the traveller. 

Peace Papers for the People. By ELmo 
BURRITT. London: Gilpin. 12mo., pp. 
144. 

The title of the book sufficiently explains its 
object, and the name of Eliha Burritt is its 
own commendation. Tbe volume is just what 
it profegses tu be,-a collection of short, sma.:rtly 
written, pithy pieces on the blessings and the 
means of peace. It is an effective shilling's 
worth, 

Sunday School Union Publications. 
The-Sunday School Union continues to at

tend with unahate,l zeal and judl(ment to that 
very important department of its labour wllich 
consists in providing books for the use of 
teachers and pupils. The following is a list of 
the publications which it has provided for the 
present season. 
The Union 1llagazine .for Sunday School 

Teachers. Vol. VIII. 1851. Pp. 428. 
Cloth 2s. 6d. 

The Bible Class Magazine. Vol. IV. 1651; 
pp. 332. Clcth ls. 6d. 

Notes on the Scripture Lessons for 1851. Pp. 
150. 

New Yem·'s Counsels to Sllnday Scl,ool Teach
ers. l'p. 11. One penny. 

God the G1tide ~f' Yo,tth. A IFord of loving 
Counsel to Sunday Schnol Sc!iulars for the 
l'lew Year. Pp. 16. One penny. 

A New Year's Address to tl,e Pa,-ellls of Sun
day School 8chohirs. Pp. 12. One penny. 

Tlte Sunday Schoo! Teaclter's Class Re,qistcr 
aiid Diary for 1852. Half. bound ls. lid. 

Tlte Sunday School Teacher's Class Register 
fo,. 1852. Cloth 4'1. 

List o/' Scripture Lessons for 1852. 2s. per 
hunclrcd. 

1Y.ntes on tl1c Scr.:plure Lessons, for Ji::,nuary, 
1852. One penny. 
'fhc S,u:day School Union Lessons for the 
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present ye&r are well selected. There are two 
series; one from the evangelical narrative ; th~ 
other for those teachers who require two lesson• 
in the same day, from Genesis, Exodus, e.nd 
Numbers. "' e earnestly advise the adoption 
of these lessons in every school, accompanied 
as they are with Notes for the assistance of 
teachers in int<'rpreting- the ~m.crcd text, pnb, 
lished always a month in advance. 

Almanacks for 1852. 
In addition to those which we characterized 

last month, two, which descr\'e mention ha\"e 
come under our notice. Tlic first is '' Green •s 
Illustrated Almanack," a single sheet, the 
charge for ,-·hich is a single penny. The other 
cntit)ed " The Family A/manack and Educa
tional Register," sells for four shillings. It is 
comprehensive beyond any other that we have 
met with, well printed, and we apprehend very 
accurate. It contains general information of 
every kind which it is reasonable to expect in 
an Alnrnnack, but is particularly distinguished 
by the fulness of the account it gives of Univer
sities, Colleges, Foundation and Grammar 
Schools, Training Schonh, and other Educa
tional Institutions, in Great Britain and in 
Foreig-n lands. It is especially consonant with 
our views of whll.t an Almanack should be, in
asmuch as it confines itself to statistics: there 
are neither essays, tales, verses, nor pictures. 

RECENT PUBLICATIONS 

flpprobfn. 
[Itsbould be understood that lnsettion In this list la not a 

mete announr.em~nt: itexpre1&es approbation of the ,vorb 
~numerated,-not of course el:tending to every particular, but 
an approbaticn of thei.r j?'eneral character and tendency.) 

A Brief Commentary on the Epistle of Jaineii. 
Ey the Rev. ALEXAXDER S. PA'ITERSON, Glasgow. 
Paisley: Alex. Gard,u:r. London: Roulston and 
Stoneman. 32mo, pp. 178. 

Scripture Lessons on the Old Te~tament, designed 
espe::-ially for Sunday School Teachers and for 
Teachers in Families. With Introduction, Notes, 
Questions, &c. to each Sunday Lesson. B! tho 
Author of "Svstematic Arrangement of Scnpture 
for Sunday Schools ; •• and "Scripture Lessons on 
the New Testament:• London: James Nisbet and 
Co. 8i:o. JJP· 470. 

Homer's Iliad: Book• I., VJ., XX, and XXIV. 
VVith a Copious Vocabulary. For the use of Schools 
and College::. Dy JAJ\JH'S FERGUSSON, M.D., F.E.I.S. 
Rector of the \Yel:it Eud Academy, Aberdeen; and 
F.ditor of "Xenophon's Anabasis, Books I. and II. 
with eopioutl Vocabulary.'' Edinburgh; Olii·er and 
Boyd. 12rrio. pp. 101, b.1und. 

Lh·es of the Popes from the Age or Gregory VII. 
to th~ Dawn of the Reformation, A.D. 10-16-1431. 
Part II. London: R.T.S. pp. 192. MonWy 
Series. Price Qd. 

A Volume for all. The F:imily Economjst: con
taining Original Article,.;; by the best v,rritrrs on 
Domet-tic Economy. Education, Sanitary Reform, 
Cottage Gardening and Farming, also Social Sketches, 
Moral Tale!':, Family Secrets, and valuable Ilou~e
hold Recipes. Volume IV., 1851. London: l6mo., 
pp. 230. price Is. 

The Economical Housekeeping Dook for Fifty-two 
weeks, a Eimple plan for keeping a correct Account 
of Domestic Expenditure and Income, also for f:how-

ing what each Item of Expenditure nmounte to In 
tho whole year. By tbo Editors or 1' '.l'bo Fnrnll7 
Economist." Adapted for any year and for beginning 
at any timo in the year. London: p1ice Is. 

The Lire and Epistle, of St. Paul; comprising a 
Complete Biography of the Apostle, and n Transla
tion of his Letters inserted in Chronological Order. 
By the Re,~. W. 1. CoNvnmAnE, 1\LA., late Fellow 
of Trinity College, Cambridge; and the Rov. J. S. 
HowsoN, 1'1.A., Principal or the Collegiate Im:1titu~ 
tion, Liverpool. With very numerous Illustrations 
on Steel and Wood of the Principal Places visited 
by the Apm:1tle, engraved expressly for this Work, 
from. Original Drawings mndo on the spot, by W. 
H. Bartlett, rmd by Maps, Charts, Coins, &c. Part 
XIV. London, 4to., pp. 244. Pl'ice 2s. 

TrnvclJing Hours. Curiosities of Communication; 
the Road; the Railway; the Electric Telegraph; 
the Sail and the Steamer; Ocean Steamers; Foreign 
Mails. London: Olutrles Knight. 12mo., pp. 91. 

The Country House. The Poultry-yard. London ; 
12mo., JJP· 144. Price Is. 

Bible Exerci&es. A Sabbath Recreation for Young 
Persons. London: J. F. Shaw. l6,1w. pp. 122. 

The Casket Rifled; or, Guilt and its Consequences. 
A Tale founded on Facts. By Mrs. B.usT. London •. 
J. F. Shaw. 24m.o., pp. 135. 

The History of a Fan11ly Bible. A Tale of the 
American War. By Mrs. BEST. London: J. F. Shaw. 
24mo., pp. 150. 

Jean Migault; or, the Trials of a French Pro~ 
testnnt Family, during tlle Period of the Revocation 
oft.he Edict of Nantes. Tram1lated from the French, 
with an Historical Introduction. By WILLIAM 
ANDBRSoN, Professor in the Andersonian University. 
Glasgow. Edinburgh: Johnstone and Huri.ter. 24mo. 
JJP• ~:19, 

The Christian Treasury: containing contributions 
from Minister£; and Members or Various Denomina
tions for December 1851. Edin(n,1,rgh ,• Johnstone 
and llmder. Seo., pp. 47. 

The Jewish Herald and Record of Christian Effort 
for the Spiritual Good of God's Ancient People. 
London: Aylott and Jones. 16m.o, pp. 22. 

The Child's Companion and Ju-renile Instructor. 
New Series, 1851. London: R.1'.S. Price ls. 6d, 
cloth, 

Stories for Summer Days a.nd Wintor Nights. 
Seconci Series. Tbe Foundling and the ,vrcck. 
londo11,; 24mo., lJP· 47. Price 3d, 

The Eclectic Review. December, 1851. Con
tents: I. New Reformation in Ireland-the Rival 
Successions. II. Colonel Dixon's Sketch of Mair• 
wara. Ill. ,varburton's Memoirs of Horace 
Walpole. IV. Dr. Halley's Congregational Lecture, 
Sacramental Theories. V, Carlylo's Lifo of Sterling. 
VI. 'l'he Flax Movement. VII. Marriage with tho 
S1tllcr of a Del'Cased Wife. VIII. Kossuth and tbo 
Hungarian Hovolution. London: 1Vu1·d and Co. 
8vo., z>p. 128. 

Half Hours of Engli,b :mstory. Selected nnd 
Illustrated by CHAH.LES KN!OHT. Part VII. London; 
Bvo. Price 6d. 

Stories of Scotland and its Adjacent !,lands. Jly 
Mrs. THOMAS GELDART, Author of '1 Truth is Every
thing." London.- A. H«ll, Virtue, anct Co. 12mo. 
VP• 173. 

The Youth's Magazine 01· Evangelical Mleccllany 
for the year 1851. Vol. 14. Fourth Series, London: 
Jlo11ltBon an:! lloiiemcm, 12mo., pp. 664. 
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AMERICA. 

NEW YORK, 

The following list of baptist churches and 
pastors in New York and its vicinity is given 
in the latest number of the New York 
Recorder which has arrived in London. 

Norfolk Street Church-Norfolk Street, cor. 
Broome-Rev. T. Armitage, 152, Clinton 
Street. 

North Beriah Church, Macdougal Street, 
opposite Yandam-Rev. J, S. Backus, 
4, Cottage Place. 

Bethesda Church, Christy Street, near De
lancey-Rev. N. B. Baldwin, 291, Broome 
Street, 

Zion Church, Pearl Street, near City Hall 
Place-Rev. J. R. Bigelow, 82, First 
Street. 

Olive Branch Church, Madison Street, cor, 
Montgomery- Rev. W. S. Clapp, 47, 
Gou verneur Street. 

First Church, Broome Street, cor, Elizabeth 
-Rev. S. H. Cone, D.D., 394, Broome 
Street. 

Twelfth Street Church, Twelfth Street, near 
Third Avenue-Rey, S, A. Corey, 250, 
Twelfth Street, 

\Velsh Church, 141, Christie Street-Rev. 
Thomas H. Davies, 3.59, Twelfth Street. 

Broadway Church, Broadway, above Fourth 
Street - Rev. John Dowling, D.D., G, 
Perry Street. 

Cannon Street Church, Cannon Street, near 
Broome-Rev. H. G. Eddy, 276, Madison 
Street. 

Laight Street Church, Laight Street, car, 
Varick-Rev. Isaac \VeHcott, 34, Domi
nick Street. 

German Church, Avenue A, near Second 
Street-Rev. J. Eschmann, residence at 
the church. 

Union Church, Twenty-second Street, near 
Third Avenue- Rev. D. S. Parmelee, 
181, Third A\'enue. 

Tabernacle Church, Second Avenue, near 
Tenth Street-Rev. E. Lathrop, East 
Nineteenth Street, near Second Avenue. 

Oliver Street Church, Oliver Street, near 
Chatham Square-Rev. E. L. Magoon, 
184, East Broadway, 

Ebenezer Church, Avenue A, near Second 
Street-Rev, L. G. Marsh, 21, Avenue A. 

Shiloh Church, Twenty-ninth Street near 
Ninth Avenue-Rev. L. Parmelv' l•!U, 
IV est Twenty-eighth Street. · ' 

Abyssinian Church, Anthony Street, near 
FOURTH SERIES,-VOL, XV, 

West Broadway-Rev. J. T. Raymond 
II, Dominick Street. 

Stanton Street Church, Stanton Street, near 
Forsyth-Rev. S. Remington, 186, Christie 
Street. 

Sixth Street Church, Sixth Street, near 
Avenue C-Rev. J. T. Seeley, 307, Ninth 
Street, 

South Church, Comer Hammond and Factory 
Streets-Rev. Charles G. Sommers, 7i, 
Jane Street. 

Mariner's Church, Cherry Street, near Rutgers 
-Rev. Ira R. Steward, 148, Cherry 
Street. 

Berean Church, Comer Downing and Bedford 
Streets-ReY. J. R. Stone, 39, Greenwich 
Avenue. 

Sixteenth Street Churcl1, Sixteenth Street 
near Eighth Avenue-Re,·. J. W, Taggart; 
168, West Seventeenth Street. 

Rose Hill Church, 130, Thirtieth Street
Rev. S. S, Wheeler, 130, East Thirtieth 
Street. 

North Church, Bedford Street, cor. Chris
topher-Rev. A. C. Wheat, 134, Chris
topher Street. 

Amity Street Church, Amity Street, cor. 
W oostcr - RcY. W. R. Williams, D.D., 
2i, Grove Street, 

Pro\'idence, 4i2, Broadway-Rev. Samuel 
Willis, I :W, Sullivan Street. 

Bloomingdale Church, Corner Eighth Avenue 
and Forty-third Street-Re\', S. Wilkins, 
pastor. 

DUOOKLUl, 

East Church, Skillman Street, near Myrtle 
Avenue-Re,·. A. Haynes, Franklin Street, 
near Park A venue. 

First Church, Nassau Street, car. Libertv
Rev. J. L. Hodge, 219, Washington 
Streett, 

Central Church, Bridge Street, near Myrtle 
AYcnue-Rev. J. W. Sarles, 310, Go!,! 
Street. 

Strong Place Church, Strong Place, near 
Harrison-Rev. E. E. L. 'l'aylor, 329, 
Henry Street. 

Pierrepont Street Church, Pierrepont Street, 
car. Clinton-Rev. B. T. Welch, D.D., 
11, Schermerhorn Street. 

Concord Street Church, Concord Street, near 
Gold-Rev. Sampson White, 11, Chapel 
Street. 

First Daptist Church, Williamsburg, Corner 
Fifth and South Fifth Streets - Rev. 
M. J, Rhees, 13, Washington Place. 

F 
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First Baptist Church, Hoboken, ,v_ashin~ton ' Yesterday afternoon, while at dinner, we z,t,re~, comer Thud-Rev. Josiah Hatt, were told that a priest in full costume wished 
U . a~ inton_ Street, near Third, to see Dr, Devan, and upon hearing he was 

n~~~lliBapt;st _Church, Jersey City-Rev, at table had proposed taking a walk in 
1 am ' ernnder. the garden until he should be at leisure. The 

domestic who brought us word looked won

ASIA. 
derfully alarmed at the strange visitor, for 
she !me,'. that we_ had been persecuted by 

THE BURMESE CIIURCH, the Rom1sh fraternity j and l cannot say that 
Dr. "' adc writes from Maul main last I was wholly free from apprehension. Dr. 

March in the following terms:-" Owing to Devan imm~diat~ly 1~ent into the garden and 
our lamented brother Judson's heavy laboms conducted lus v1s1tor mto an adjoining apart
as a translator an_d lexicographer, he could ment, and as I heard an earnest conversation 
not devote that time to the discipline of the going on, of which the words were not dis
~'?"mese church which was requisite to keep tinguishable, an oppressive feeling of danger 
it m a healthful state. The consequence is st~le o~er me so that I found myself trem
that some old difficulties, and disorders which blmg ~iolently. Then this thought came to 
have crept in from time to time, are such as me With great force: Priest though he be 
to make the ex~rcise o_f discipline a necessary ~nd incline_d to persecute us as he may be: 
and yet perplexrng business. Brother Stevens is he not m the Lord's hand? I inwardly 
felt tl:e necessity; but his other duties would prayed that _even if he had come as a perse
not admit of his bestowing the requisite time cutor, he might go away a brother in the 
on the subject; and as my eyes would not Lord. At this instant Dr. Devan opened the 
allow me to en9age in book-making, the door and said, "Come in and talk to this 
brethren thou.zht it my manifest duty to take man ; I believe him to be a true Christian," 
the pastoral charge. '! ou may imagine the revolution in my feel-

" Unless this church is in a healthv state mgs, when I saw before me a man in priest's 
preaching to the heathen about the city will cos~ume talking _of Jesus and his great sal
bc of little use. They look to the church va~ion. AJ?d while he partly drew aside the 
to see what Christianity is. They need the veil that hides the deep corruption of the 
example of an irreproachable life in the native apostate church, the feeling constantly arose 
Christians, to convince them that the Christian Who shall limit the Lord of hosts l ' 
n,ligion is superior to their own. Brother This _man is from La Baute Bretagne, 
Judson did all that. he had time to do, From his extreme youth he was destined to 
burdened a, he was with other labours. The orders in the Romish church. But he corn
pastor of a native church should he free from menced his studies under a teacher who 
other cares, that he may be able to enter with allowed free discussion among his pupils, and 
iilterest into all their matters and investioate gave them leave to read the Romish version 
them patiently, as a parent would do with a of the bible. This pupil is evidently a man 
large iamily of children. of deep ~hought and much study. He at-

" This church was constituted in 1827. !ached himself to. the sacred word and made 
~ince then about 240 have ?een added, forty- it _the man _of hi~ counsel nii;ht and day. 
six excluded, and forty-nmc died, leaving, I Still h_e contmued m the dark till one Chmt
aecording to the records, as its present num- rn_as mght, about four _ye~r• ago, wl!en it was 
ber, 145. lllB dut)_' to perforn~ m1dmght mass 111 public. 

"Tl1ere are at present two native assistants Afte~ his congregation had been dismissed he 
supp0rted by the church, and five by the remamed alone and a deep melancholy stole 
mission. Of these assistants I have had the over him. 'l'h_e oft-repeated and still un
charge about a month, during which time answered 9uest1on returned, How can unjust 
they ha,·e preached Christ to 2353 heathen, man be JUSt bef?re God? His sins were 
There is one preaching station at Mopoon a_rrayed before him, takmg from him the 
one at the south end of Maul main, one at th~ nghteousness of the. law and showing him 
north end, and tl,ree in the 1,eart of the city, c_on,le~ned before his Judge. A gleam of 
The two assistants supported by the church hg_h~ from the throne shot ncross his saddened 
go together." spmt. He exclmmed: "Hut Ch,,·ist is tlte,·e. 

He bore my sentence of condemnation and 

EUROPE. 

FRANCE, 

The following interesting narrative is taken 
from the Dece~ber number of Th~ Missionary 
Mag~zme, publ!shed by t~e American Baptist 
M1oswnary Umon. It 1s from the pen of 
Mrs. Devan, wife of an American baptist 
mis"ionary at Lyons, 

I bear his righteousness. I am, theref~re a 
free man in Christ." Peace came into his 
~oul, and he remained by the altar all night 
m prayer. As a necessary consequence the 
style of his preaching chanrred. It was all 
"faith in Christ," and this 0 did not suit hii 
superiors.. H_e was sent from city to city, 
from ~mvers1ty to university, everywhere 
corn plamed of as "preaching just like the 
protestants," 
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At length he went to Paris, and there he 
taught the self-same doctrines. He is evi
dently a man. of talents _nnd le~rning, and 
being thrown mto the society of mfidels, he 
tried the force of reasoning to prove to them 
their error, but this was unavailing. As a 
last resource he lent them his 'restnment, 
begging them, when too dispirited to find 
pleasure at the theatre or in the dance, to 
shut the door of their room upon themselves 
and the bible, and there study its sacred 
pages. In this way, he assured us, he had 
been the means of converting several. A 
poor nun came to confess to him. She told 
him of her sins and all her anxiety of mind. 
As usual, he lent her his bible. A few days 
after she returned, with clasped hands and 
streaming eyes, exclaiming, " Father L., 
I have found him!" '' Whom, my sister?'' 
"The one that bore my sins! If the great 
God was made a curse for me, the malediction 
is abolished.. Now what shall I do, not 
to be saved, but to shmv my love to my 
Saviolll" ? " '' Come out of your convent, 
since you are not happy in it, aud with your 
fortune establish an orphan asylum." She 
did so, and the school is now in operation at 
Paris, but under Romanist influence. 

After one of his sermons in a Romish 
seminary where he was a professor, another 
professor attacked his doctrines. The matter 
was ar~ued and the superior decided in favour 
of Father L., when he in tum attacked his 
opponent with the question," Is there salva
tion out of Christ?" " Yes," exclaimed the 
other, " the pagan world, if they follow the 
light of nature, are saved." " To prove 
that," replied L., '' you must burn the bible 
and burn the fathers of the church, for they 
all say the contrary." "Agreed," returned 
the other ; "burn the bible if you will, and 
burn tradition, provided the Protestants are 
not in the right and the Roman church 
stands." 

. A few days afterward, ns he was walldng 
wit~ ano_ther priest belonging to the uni
v_ers1ty, Ins companion turned the conversa
tion upon the Virgin Mary, exclaiming, "As 
fo~ me, I never pray to God, for he is loo 
wicked I I pray to the Virgin, because all I 
ask she gives me." This disgusted and hor
rified our friend, who was never a worshipper 
of ~ary, and his disgust was increased at 
the '.ete of the Virgin. In the chapel of the 
semmary the image of Mary, decked with 
flowers, lace, and ribbons, was placed on the 
altar, and a priest standing beside it preached 
upon her divinity, saying that God the Father 
had despoiled himself of the attribute of 
~e1:cy to give it to Mary, reserving to himself 
Justice al.one. After this each professor and 
student m tum took a lighted taper, and 
prostrating himself before the statue used 
this formula: "0 Mary, I dedicate myself, 
body and semi, to thee, now and for ever, 
to do whatever thy good will directs me." 

When it came to L.'s turn he would not stir 
from his seat. 'fhe superior nodded to him 
to fulfil his duty, but in vain. He turned his 
back to the statue and so remained. Matters 
had now reached a crisis. He had to leave 
the seminary. 

He soon after fell in with some evangelical 
protestants near Nismes, who advised him to 
abandon his profession as a priest. For that 
purpose he came to Lyons, had conversations 
with the evangelical pastor, and was about to 
enter their service. Meanwhile he heard 
that Dr. Devan had been a missionary to 
China, and thinking that he was probably a 
converted Romanist called upon him. He 
professes entire accordance with our views 
upon baptism, saying that infant baptism is 
a relic of Romish error, and that protestants 
can never •ay they are emancipated from 
tradition while they maintain this. After a 
long conversation with him, Dr. D. invited 
him to remain at family worship and then 
go with him to our evening meeting at the 
chapel. He readily consented, but when 
the members of the church who had collected 
about the door saw a priest coming in, con
sternation seized them all and they hastily 
dispersed, ea.sting many a woe-begone look 
toward the man in the long robe, which is to 
them a sign of evil omen. May the Lord 
grant that their fears of him prove unfounded. 
and that, like Paul, he may be a chosen in
strument of much good in this great city 
which is almost" wholly given to idolatry." 

REPORT OF THE DEPUTATION TO Il.l.)IBURG, 

The brethren who were deputed by the 
Baptist Union to attend the Triennial Con
ference have addre~sed to the Committee the 
following report :-

DEAR llRETHnEN,-As the Deputation ap
pointed at the last Annual Session of the 
Union to attend the triennial Conference of 
the German baptist churches at Hamburg, 
we lay before you the following report of our 
proceedings, in order that, through )'OU, it 
may reach the Union at its Annual Session 
of 1852. 

With the view of forming a somewhat 
larger acquaintance with the churches than 
could have arisen from a visit to Hamburg 
exclusively, the deputation travelled by way 
of Berlin, and spent in that city Lord's day, 
July 20th. W c attended both the services 
held at the baptist chapel on that day, and, 
by request, occupie,l a short portion of time, 
both in the morning and the afternoon, in 
addresses which were translated by the Rev. 
G. W. Lehmann into German. The day was 
closed with the communion; and its entire 
services left on us a very pleasing impression 
of the sincere and simple-hearted piety of the 
church. Their reception of the deputation 
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coulrl not in any respect lrnye: been more The attention of the Deputation to the 
cordial or more grntifying. proceedings of the Conference was ldndly 

From Berlin the deputation proceeded to facilitated by the Rev. G. W. Lehmann, who 
Hamburg, on Monday, July 21st. The Con- took notes of the whole in English on slips of 
ference opened on the 2Jnd, at seyen o'clock paper, which were handed to us in rapid auc
in the morning. It consisted of pastors of cession for our immediate information.• Upon 
churches comprehended in the three German all subjects of interest the sentiments of the 
Baptist Associations, of missionary agents, and English brethren were requested ; and the 
colporteurs; amounting in the whole to be- Deputation expressed themselves freely us 
tween forty and fifty brethren. They sat de the several topics were brought before them. 
die in diem from seven o'clock in the morning 'l'he ·reception of the Deputation was in 
till twelYe; and from fi1·e in the afternoon every respect most gratifying. At the corn
till eight; the final sitting, which was held mencement of the proceedings the letter of 
on Saturday, being protracted till two o'clock. the Committee by which they were to be in
Devotional senices, which occnpied two tro~uced to the Conference ( a translation 
hours the first morning, occupied about one hanng been effected for the purpose) was 
hour eYery other morning; and the evenin11 read, and the Deputation themselves re
sittings were devoted entirely to the receptio~ quested to address the assembly, and botli at 
of reports from the Yarious brethren of the the commencement and the close resolutions 
state and progress of the work in their hands. were unanimously passed, expressing the 

Beyond matters of form and routine, which thanks of the Conference to the brethren 
were all attended to in due order, the business who had taken the trouble to come, and to 
of the Conference consisted primarily in the the ·body of Christians who had sent them. 
reception of a report from a kind of mission- The latter resolution the Deputation were 
ary committee, appointed by a conference requested to convey, and they desire thus to 
held not quite three years ago, and the first acquit themselves of this obligation. 
of its kind, to superintend generally the work If the presence of the Deputation was, as 
of evangelization in its several departments ; we hope, gratifying to the German brethren, 
and the appointment of a similar body for the it was certainly gratifying to ourselves. It 
three years ensuing. The details presented was evident by many proofs that we had come 
by this Report, although chequered, were on into contact with godly and devoted men, 
the whole satisfactory and encouraging. whose labours, already blessed, gave promise 

The time of the Conference at its morning of more abundant fruitfulness. Our love 
sittings was engaged in the consideration of towards them grew with our knowledge of 
various topics, of greater or less importance, them, and we shall bear the remembrance of 
of some of which notice had been given our interview with us to the grave. Most 
bef..irehand. The priacipal of these appeared worthy, in our judgment, are these faithful 
to be a plan for an organic union of the , brethren of the affection and sympathy of 
churches, which was brought forward by the I British baptists. 
Rev. Julius Kohner, one of the pastors of How far the visit of the Deputation was 
the church at Hamburg, in a lithographed useful as well as gratifying to the brethren, it 
paper which was distributed among the mem- is scarcely for us to say. Our impression, 
hers, and a copy of which was handed to the however, is that it was useful, aufficiently so 
deputation."' The discussion of this proposi- to warrant in the fullest manner the expense 
tion was extended, but inconclusive. In sue- and trouble occasioned by it. In the position 
cession came up other subjects: the plurality which the continental baptists occupy, it is 
of pastors; the statement of the confession of of no small advantage to them, both as it 
faith on the law of marriage; the qunlifica- may affect their own conscience upon the one 
tions of bishops, and the relation of mission- hand, and as it may affect their public esti
stations to the churches on which they were mation on the other, that a demonstration 
dependent. On all these subjectR there was should be given of the identity of the baptists 
much conversation; but upon no one was a of this country with them: and in the deter
deliverance come to but the first, on which a mination of such topics as were brought under 
resolution was adopted recommending a discussion, it can scarcely be altogether with
plurality of pastors when circumstances might out benefit that the opinions of English 
be fot1nd suitable. A proposal to publish brethren should be submitted, in conjunction 
an engra,ing of baptism was made and with their own, to consideration and remark. 
adopted. Commending the conduct of the Deputa-

'l'he statements made by the brethren at lion in the fulfilment of their interesting mis
the evening sittings were, we were assured, on sion to the kind acceptance of the Union, we 
the whole highly encouraging; the enlarging subscribe ourselves, dear brethren, 
1pheres of labour giving origin to a cry from Your faithful servants in Christ, 
many statio11s for help, both in men and EDWARD STF.ANE, 
means. J. H. HINTON. 

• A translation of this document is appended to 
tliis RP,port. "' These notes arc at the service or tbo Committee. 
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\VAT.SALi., 

On the 2,Hh of November a vnledictory 
service was lield in the baptist chapel, 
Goodall Street, W nlsall, on the occasion of 
the removal of the Rev. J. Williams to G!as
go,v. 'fhe Rev. D. Wright of Cosely occu
pied the chair, and interesting addresses 
were delivered by neighbouring ministers and 
others. Samuel Wilkinson, Esq., having in 
the name of the congregation presented Mr. 
Williams with a purse of gold, as a token of 
affectionate respect, enlarged on the pleasing 
circumstances in which the separation took 
place, the congregation being unanimous in 
their esteem for the late pastor; and the Rev. 
A. Gordon, M.A., independent minister, bore 
testimony to the brotherly and obliging dis
position which Mr. Williams had evinced, 
and congratulated him on the importance of 
the sphere on which he was entering, 

TEWKESBURY, 

The Rev. T. Wilkinson, late of Atherton, 
near Manchester, ha1'ing accepted a cordial 
and unanimous imitation from the baptist 
church at 'l'ewkesbmy, Gloucestershire, to 
become their pastor, entered on the duties of 
~is office on the 7th of December, with cheer
mg prospects of usefulness. 

TRINITY CHAPEL, SOUTHWARK. 

The public recognition of the Rev. J. H. 
Blake, I~te of Lesness Heath, l{ent, as co
pastor with the Rev. B. Lewis, took place on 
Monday, Dec, 8th, 1851. In the afternoon, 
after the Rev. P. Dickerson of Alie Street 
had 1·ead the scriptures and prayed, the Rev. 
H. J. Betts of Romney Street stated the 
nature of a gospel chmch, the Re,•. W. A. 
Blake of Shou]dham Street asked the usual 
questions and offered up the recognition 
prayer, and the Rev. B. Lewes delivered the 
charge. In the evening the Rev. V{. Howie
son of Lion Street read the scriptures and 
prayed; the Rev. J. Cox of Woolwich ad
dressed the church and congregation. The 
other parts of the devotional exercises were 
conducted by the Re,·~. W. Ball, J. Walters, 
G. Wyard, and J. Whittemore. The chapel 
was well attended at both services, and a 
good feeling appeared to be produced. 

KINGSTANLEY, GLOUCEST.EI\SHIRE, 

. Mr. John_ Lew)s, a student from the Bap
tist College m Bristol, ha\'ing accepted a very 
corchal and unanimous invitation to the pas
toral ofhce, over the baptist church in Kin"'
ranley, will (D. v.) commence his state°d 
abours there on Lord's day the lI th of 

January. ' 

SAND HURST, KENT. 

The Rev. Daniel Jennin~s has resigned his 
charge at Sandhurst, Kent, and is at present 
supplying the church at Yarmouth. 

HARPOLE, NORTHAMPTONSHIRE. 

The Rev. ,J. Ashford has resiQ'Iled the 
past?rate of the baptist church at "Harpole. 
He mforms us that his address for the future 
will he Oakham, Rutlandshire, 

GREAT SHELFORD, 

'l'.he_Re_v. C. R. Player, jun., has accepted 
an mvitat,on to the pastorate of the baptist 
chur~h, Great Shelford, Cambridgeshire, in
tendmg to enter upon his labours there on the 
first sabbath in the new year. -

RECENT DEATHS. 

REV. JAMES LISTER. 

Died, on Lord's day, Nov. 23rd, 1851, 
aged 72, the Rev.James Lister, who for the 
long sp3ce of forty-four years was the faith
ful and beloved pastor of the church and con
gregation _fom1erly meeting in Lime Street, 
a~d now m Myrtle Street, Liverpool. Mr. 
Lister was a man of more than avera<>e attain
ments, and was highly respected in the circle 
in which he was known,'. 

REV, JOHN TESTER, 

Mr. Tester, late pastor of the baptist church 
at Datchet, Bucks, died at. Adelaide, South 
~ustralia, on the 15th of September, aged 
sixty-three. 

On the death of his beloved wife, which 
took place one year previous to his own and 
was rcpo1-ted in the Baptist Magazine, he 
formed the intention of spending the re
mainder of his davs in the bosom of his 
family, all the members of which are residents 
in this colony. Keeping this his purpose 
steadily in vie,v, he embarked on board the 
"A~ia" early in May, 1851, accomplishing 
the voyage by the 8th Sept. During the 
passage he enjoyed excellent health, until 
within ten days of its termination, when an 
attack of dysentery brought him so low that 
he had to be put down over the ship's side 
in a couch and from thence con,eved to an 
hotel, where he gradually sank m;d finally 
fell asleep, without having so much as seen 
the land or an object upon it, During the 
week his son-in-law, Mr. C. Giles, was with 
him, he felt assured that be should be spared 
to see all the members of his family, par
ticularly his only daughter (wife of the writer) 
to whom he was devotedly attached, but to
wards its close he perceived "that it woulcl 
please the Lord to take him." · 
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ll~r. Tester. was a man who through life 
carr1ed with him the esteem of all who knew 
hin;; nor did a nMr, r acquaintance with him, 
IIS IS sometimes the case, detract from this 
well-merited reputation. As a Chri,tian and 
a minist0r his piety was without ostentation 
and unobtrusi1·e; but in del"otional exercises, 
in which he delighted, it was fen;d, and in 
1111 the walks of life eminently practical. His 
remains, interred in Albert Town cemetery 
about one mile from Port Adelaide and 
seven from the city, await therefore the 
resurrection of the just. 

l!R. LEWIS ANDERSON. 

The late Mr. Lewis Anderson, of Elgin, 
was born at KinneJar in the parish of Draivie 
and county of Elgin, in the year 1783. He 
was the fourth son of James Anderson, for 
many years farmer at Kinnedar, and whose 
ancestors had lived there for several genera
tions ; his mother being a descendant of the 
Grants of Grant's Green, near Elgin, which 
property has since passed into other hands. 
His mother died when he was a child, and 
be was placed in early life at the parish 
school of Drainie, where he received the 
rudiments of a good education. The teacher, 
Mr. James Anderson, who subsequently re
moved to Orkney, and was ordained minister 
of the parish of Orphir, took a deep interest 
in the welfare of his pupil, and carried on a 
regi,lar correspondence with him up to the 
day of his death, which took place about the 
year 1845. Being naturally inclined to study 
Mr. Anderson made considerable progress in 
various departments not immediately con
nected with the ordinary branches then taught 
in the parish school ; and ultimately came to 
reside in Elgin for the purpose of acquiring a 
prac-tical know ledge of business and com
mercial transactions as conducted by one of 
the principal merchants in that town. After 
a period of six years' residence in Elgin, he 
commenced business on his own account, and 
soon after married Jane, only daughter of 
Eric Sutherland, Esq. of Kearn of Duffece. 
Mr. Anderson's attention was earlv directed 
to the importance of personal religion, and it 
was hie happiness to have found the Saviour 
in the morning of life. He was brought to 
the knowledge of the truth under the ministry 
of that eminent servant of Christ, Mr. Bain, 
the minister of the Free Presbyterian con
gregation which assembled for Divine wor
ship in the Little Kirk, as the place was 
called. This congregation was corn posed of 
persons who had seceded from the estahlished 
church in consequence of the intrusion of an 
unacceptable presentee on a reclaiming peo
ple. It was not long, however, before Mr, 
Anderson's views of church polity and govern
ment underwent a change, for in the year 
1 BOLJ he withdrew from connexion with that 
congregation and united himself with the 

independent church, Thie church was formed 
in the )'ear 1804 by Mr. Bnllnntin~, n talented 
and faithfo 1 minister of tho gospel, wlrnse 
labours in Elgin were blessed to the conver. 
sion of a goodly number of peI'sons, some of 
whom still survive and regard him as their 
spiritual father. Mr, Ballantine left Elgin 
for London in 1807, and wne succeeded by 
Mr. Stewart from Perth. Mr. Stewart was 
only eight months in Elgin when he became 
a baptist, and shortly after twelve or fifteen 
members of the church embraced the same 
sentiment and were immersed on a profession 
of faith. As might be expected, under these 
circumstanoes, Mr, Anderson was led to 
examine the subject, and notwithstandino- all 
his predilections nnd feelings were stro~oly 
in favour of the cherished and popular custim, 
and against the innovation ( as the immersion 
of believers was louclly called) he was gra
dually conducted by the force of scripture 
evidence alone, to the same conclusions as 
his recently baptized heathen. For a while 
he entrenched himself behind the Abrahamic 
co,·enant, that stronghold of predobaptists, 
satisfying himself that he was right on the 
ground of some supposed connection behveen 
parents and their offspring in virtne of which 
the latter were entitled to the rite of baptism; 
but that passage in the third chapter of Gala
tians and twenty-ninth verse opened his eyes 
on the spirituality of the gospel dispensation, 
and produced an entire change in his views, 
"And if ye be Christ's, then are ye Abraham's 
seed and heirs according to the promise." 
He was baptized in the year 1809, being 
honoured as among the first in Morayshire, 
(at least in modern times) to observe this 
mnch-neglected ordinance of primitive Chris
tianity. Mr. Anderson united himself with 
his brethren, who had a meeting of their own, 
but they laboured under the disadvantage of 
having no regular or efficient ministry, and 
hence made little or no progress. Warm. 
hearted and desirous of doing good, he chalked 
out a course for himself in which his Christian 
benevolence might have full scope. At this 
period the religious condition of Scotland 
generally, and of the north in particular, was 
deplorable, "darkness covered the land and 
gross darkness the people." Evangelical reli
gion was a scarce commodity, and the few 
that possessed it mourned over the heathenism 
that prevailed; while scarcely any efforts were 
made to reclaim the moral wastes. Mr. Ander
son in union with other kindred spirits, who 
lamented the spiritual state of their country
men, engaged in a scheme of Christian use
fulness, at that time not well known, nor 
favourably received in many quarters, viz. 
sabbath school tuition. He was for many 
years in the regular practice of visiting every 
sabbath afternoon various parts of the sur
rounding couutry where he established and 
cond,ucted sahbath schools. Burghead, Stol
ficld, Pluscarden, &c, might he mentioned as 
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laces at which he taught classes of young 
I' ople Nor were his efforts confined alto-1ie , . 
gethcr to the young, for on these occaswne 
I addressed the parents nnd others who 
~~semblcd, on the things which_ belonged to 
their everlasting peace. It reqmrecl no small 
amount of zeal and self-demal and perse
,·erance to persiet in "this work of faith an? 
Jabonr of Jove," for lie had to attend his 
Jmsiness closely during the week, and to forei,o 
the evening service at home, and _to walk dis
tances of five, seven, and ten miles to meet 
his classes. Often was he drenchecl to the 
skin before he reached his_ destination, and;in 
that condition would remam for two or three 
hours until the duties of the evening were 
discharged, and then retrace his steps home
wards c.bout midnight. 

Like Gaius, Mr. Anderson (in unison with 
his partner who f~lt ~nd,~cted with himse!f) was 
"given to hospita)ity, and ever. mamfested 
a readiness to receive and entertam strangers; 
thus discharging the duties of Christian kind
ness to deputations from the various societies 
and others, long before there was any stated 
baptist minister in Elgin to receive_ them. ~t 
WM in the year 1843 that the wnter of this 
sketch became acquainted with his deceased 
friend, and in the following year when he was 
publicly recognized as pastor of the church, 
.l\lr. Anderson was at the same time elected 
to the office of deacon. As a member and 
an office-bearer of a Christian church his con
duct was unimpeachable and exemplary. It 
was so especially in his attachment to the 
gospel and ordinances of Christ, and in the 
regularity of his attendance on the means of 
grace. While his health permitted him he 
not only made a point of being in his place 
on the Lord's day, but he was sure to be there 
also in good time. He seemed to have felt 
like David when he said, "I would rather Le 
a door-keeper in the house of my God than 
to dwell in the tents of wickednes.~ ;" for he 
acted in that capacity for some years, and 
liked to show attention to strangers who might 
come to the place of worship. Nothing de
lighted him more than a good attendance 
and an arousing sermon. He possessed great 
zeal for the conver5ion of sinners and the 
propagation of the gospel. He ha;! sound 
views of the doctrines of grace ; but he was 
always better pleased with those sermons 
which were calculated to arouse and strike 
the consciences of the, thoughtless and care
less, and when he heard of any being brought 
under concern for their souls he would shed 
tears of joy. It woulcl be well if all the pro
fess~,! disciples of Christ felt as warmly and 
anxiously on this point as our deceased friend 
did. It would be a source of great comfort 
and encouragement to pastors, whilst it would 
be emmcntly conduciv,, to the advancement 
of the cause of Christ. Mr. Anderson loved 
retirement and seclusion from the worl<l. He 
felt more at home among those who could 

converse about the things of the kingdom of 
God ; and for a Jong time before his death he 
ceased to take any prominent part or par
ticular interest in the news and politics of the 
day. He often acknowledged to the writer 
that he had experienced the baneful effects 
of having mingled too freely in the society 
and politics of the world in the earlier part 
of his career. He was remarkably fond of 
reading missionary intelligence, and every
thing bearing upon the progress of the gospel 
at home and abroad. The hi hie and the 
magazines were always on his table and formed 
hia chief delight. As he approached nearer 
his end he was much more communicative 
and free in speaking of his own religious 
experience than formerly. Among the last 
times the writer saw him he corn plained of 
the prevalence of indwelling sin and cor
ruption, and the natural aversion of the mind 
to dwell upon the things of God, and won
dered if other Christians felt these things as 
he did. Mr. Anderson was long in a debili
tated state of body, having suffered much 
from bronchitis, which disease at length ter
minated his life. And bnt for his natural 
buoyancy and vivacity, coupled with the 
nursing care and assiduous attentions of his 
now bereaved partner, he would in all proba
bility have be.en laid aside from the active 
business of life much sooner than he was • 
His last illness and confinement were but 
short, and it WM only within a few days of 
his dissolution that his friends became appre
hensive his end was fast approaching. He 
did not seem to suffer much bodily pain, but 
he became so weak and exhausted that it was 
with difficulty he could speak. His coun
tenance, however, indicated the possession of 
mental peace and spiritual comfort ; and in 
this condition he fell asleep, resting his hopes 
for eternity exclusively on the atoning blood 
and righteousness of Immanuel." Blessed are 
the dead which die in the Lord from hence
forth; yea, saith the Spirit, that they. may 
rest from their labours, and their works do 
follow them." 

'rhe following tribute of regc.nl is from the 
pen of a gentleman who knew Mr. Anderson 
well, and its insertion here will he gratifying 
to friends in this locality. He says, "I was 
intimately acquainted with him during the 
period of forty-five years in which he carried 
on the business of a merchant in Elgin; and 
experienced without interruption much of 
that friendship and kindness of disposition 
which formed through life conspicuous fea
tures in his character. It may with truth be 
sai,l that he was always to be reliecl on as a 
devoted friend and a faithful counsellor on 
every occasion where his aid or ad vice would 
benefic'.a.lly be exercised: while his exemplary 
conduct, honesty of purpose, 1tnd unaffected 
piety rendered his friendship doubly estimable 
to all who had the happiness of knowing 
him. Mr, Anderson, who was for many years 
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a magistrate of the borough of Elgin, in 
public as in private life discharged the duties 
which de,•oh·ed upon him with undeviating 
uprightness, And ha,·ing 8pent a life un
blemish<>d by the breath of calumny, and 
dedicated to the service of his ]\faker and the 
promotion of the welfare of his follow men, 
he died en the 4th dny of December 1849, 
in the sixty-seventh year of his age, leaving a 
widow and an only son to mourn his loss." 

.A.DDITIONS TO THE LIST OF BAPTIST MlNlS· 

TERS. 

We have been favoured with the following 
addenda to the List of lllinisters in our 
last:-
Buck, J ................... Livcrpool. 
Cater, P ...... ............ London. 
Evans,"'· "\\'"" . ......... Birmingham. 
Fawcett, ,,r ............ Halifax. 
Goodman, W .......... Steep Lane, Yorkshire. 
Harrison, T ............. Keighley, Yorkshire. 
Heaton, R ............... Earby, Yorkshire. 
Jennings, D ............. Yarmouth, Norfolk. 
Keats, - ................ Haworth, Yorkshire. 
Miller, T . ............... Rishworth, Yorkshire. 
Morgan, T ............ ... Birmingham. 
Parkinson, J. W ...... Idle, Yorkshire. 
Payn, D .................. Wcllow, I. W. 
Pritchard, G ............ London. 
Rockhey, T ............. Applcdore, Devon. 
Sargent, J ................ Gildersome, Yorkshire. 
Shoobridge, S . ..... ... Newton Tracey, Deton. 
Tite, W .................. Patton, Bedfordshire. 
Vasey, T ............... ,vainsgate, Yorkshire. 
Williamson, $ .......... Bristol. 

The following have also been furnished. as 
corrections :-

Berry, A ................ .. Halifax. 
Cantlow, \\ ... W. ...... lsleham, Cambridgeshire, 
Clarke, R . ............. .. Shaldun, Dec on. 
Craps, J .................. Lincoln. 
Crossman, H ............ Marlborough, Deron. 
Dawson, T ............... Lii·erpool. 
De Putron, M . ......... Guernsey. 
Ewence, J ................ Long Parish, Ranta. 
Griffiths, E ............... UputU, Norfolk. 
Griffiths, P . ............ Rumsey, Ranta. 
Hanson, J ................ Hcucorlh, Yorkshire. 
Howe, J ................. JVinterbarn, Yorkskin:. 
King, H ...... , .. ..... , ... Ta icist(Jck,Deron. 
Pike, J . ............... ... Derby. 
Sarah, R .................. ShalJ(Jn, Devon. 
Saunders, M ............ Brixham, lJevon. 
Spurgeon, S . ............ ~uernsey. 
Tuckett, E. H • ......... Kingsbridge, lJtvon. 
Wycherley, T. E ....... lJr{(Jield, Iorkshire. 

The Rev. S. Chancellor, Epping, writes 
to say that he belongs not to the baptist but 
to the congregational denomination, though 
by some accident his name was introduced 

into the Baptist Manual of Inst year, whence 
it was taken by the compiler of our list. 

We are informed also that Mr. Frost of 
Cotton End is a predobaptist ; that Mr, 
Manning, stated to reside at Potton, resides 
at Spaldwick ; that Mr. Banting of 'l'rench
moor is deceased ; nnd that Mr. Smith of 
Whitchurch has left England for Austrnlia. 

MONTHLY SUMMARY. 
FRANCE-PROTESTANT ALLIANCE-VOLUNTARY 

EDUCATION - NONCON.'ORMIST CLUB-LOK· 
DON CHUROII UNION-OA'l"HOLIO DEFEl'iOE 
ASSOCI.I.TION-POPB 0S JUBILEE, ETO, 

As our readers will have learned from the 
newspapers, France during the pnst month 
has been the theatre of another revolution. 
On previous occasions we have seen the 
people rising up and wresting the power from 
the hands of those who used it for their op
pression ; on this occasion, on the contrary, 
we see the man who was in possession of 
office using the power which that office con
ferred upon him to overthrow the constitution 
and to set up a rule of the most unmitigated 
absolutism. On the 2nd of December he 
issued a, decree dissolving the National 
Assembly, re-establishing universal suffrage, 
and in the most unmistakeable terms, resting 
his authority on the brute force of the army 
on which he threw himself for support, The 
Assembly was prevented by force from meet
ing ; the leaders of the various parties, to
gether with the most distiuguishcJ generals, 
were thrown into prison ; the High Court of 
Justice was dispersed; the newspaper press 
with the exception of one or two papers de
voted to the President were suppressed; and 
Paris wa.s declared in a state of siege. Ou the 
two or three days following, the attempts at 
resistance on the part of a few were met by a 
most sanguinary attack, not only on the in
surgents but on the houses in the neighbour
hood and their occupants, and not less 
probably than between 2000 or 3000, the 
majority of whom were in no way compro
mised in the revolt, fell victims to the indis
criminate brutality of the soldi~rs. Paris 
and France generally are now said to be 
" tranquil ;" but it would appear to be little 
better than the stillness of men fearing to 
move lest they should at once become the 
prey of the destroyer. What the event 
may be it is impossible for us to conjecture: 
further than this, that we may be sure that 
a nation which has tasted in any degree the 
sweets of liberty will never permanently sub• 
mit to despotic rule, and that the man who 
has been lifted to power on the bayonets of 
soldiers and through the prestige of a name, 
can never be sure that his supporters will uot 
in a moment turn to his destruction. On the 
whole we have another striking instance of 
the impossibility of securing civil freedom, 
whilst the masses of a nation are without 
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religion, and politicians almost invariably 
seek to gain their ends by physical force, 
rnther thnu by waiting for the slower but 
only sure way of operation of moral and spiri
tual enlightenment. 

What the effect of this change may be on 
the religious interests of the people it is at 
present posaibl~ to do little more than con
jecture. Of this, however, we may be sure, 
that political despotism never was allied to 
or sought to encourage religious liberty; and 
that that government whose base is brute 
force, will never willingly allow the circula
tion of spiritual light. Some few indications 
are already afforded us, Probably as a 
political manreuvre, Louis Napoleon has 
issued a decree reconverting the Pantheon 
into the Roman Catholic church of Sainte 
Genevieve. This building, originally erected 
as a Romish edifice, after the revolution of 
I 791 lost its religious character and was 
called the Pantheon. In 1822 it was recon
secrated as the church of Sainte Genevieve ; 
but since 1830 it has been regarded only as 
a monument to the heroes of the revolution 
of that year. This conversion is said to have 
been demanded by M. Montalembert and 
the other leaders of the Ultramontane party 
as the price of their adhesion, Be this as it 
may, the fact is that the Univers, a fierce 
Roman Catholic organ, is one of the few 
papers whose circulation is permitted; that 
M. Montalembert has taken office under 
Napoleon; that the Ultramontane bis}op of 
Chartres has addressed to the clergy the 
strongest recommendation to throw their in
fluence into the scale of the President, whilst 
the more liberal archbishop of Paris is placed 
under the surveillance of the police; that 
the bishop of Chartres declares that "God is 
with the President;" that the bishop of Le 
Mans recommends his clergy to give their 
active support to Bonaparte; and that the 
Pope has expressed his approval of the coup 
d' etat. That this party will make the largest 
demands in requital for their support is not to 
he doubted : but we imagine that the cause 
either of civil or religious liberty will lose 
little by this unmistakeable alliance, Men 
will think; and when they do so it will appear 
to be but little in favour of the Romish 
church that it lends itself with such goodwill 
!o the purposes of absolutism ; and but little 
m favour of the government of the President 
th~t he identifies himself with a people 
umversally hated by all true lovers of liberty. 

The PROTESTANT ALLIANCE has been some
what vigorously pursuing its work. Meetings 
of an enthusiastic character have been held 
in Glasgow, Edinburgh, and Newcastle-on
Tyne; and the committee in London has met 
and passed various resolutions, among others, 
one which we recommend to the notice of our 
readers, urging upon them the taking of im-

voL, XV,-FOUli.TJ.I Sli:li.l~. 

mediate and effective steps towards the 
formation of similar organizations through
out the country. As we stated last month, 
the repeal of the Maynooth grant is that to 
which they intend to give their immediate 
attention. In this, as dissenters, we can most 
cordially unite. Having, as we hope, at 
length compelled the government to free us 
from the incubus of the Regium Donum, with 
the more spirit and the more effectiveness we 
can demand that this other form of religious 
state-endowment be given up. We hope that 
our friends universally will interest themselves 
in the movement, Already, to some extent 
success has followed the efforts of the Alliance 
in the cause of protestant continental persecu
tion. Dr, MARRIOTT, whom we mentioned 
last month as confined at Carlsruhe for the 
distribution of protestant tracts, has been 
liberated. The attention of Lord Palmer
ston was called to the fact, and he moot 
promptly caused inquiries to be made, which 
resulted in his release. It appears that the 
duchy is under martial Jaw, and that this 
gives the colour of legality to this act of 
oppression. 

The friends ofV OLUNTARY EDUCATION have, 
during the month, been more than usually 
active. A conference, called by the Volun
tary School Association, was held at Crosby 
Hall, on Dec. 11 th. The chair was taken 
by G. W. Alexander, Esq. Papers were read 
in the course of the proceedings, by Rev. J. 
H. Hinton, on the Religious Character of our 
Public Schools, taking notice of and rebutting 
the various arguments of the National Public 
Scl,ool Association; by Mr. Miall, on the 
Voluntary Principle in Reference to Educa
tion ; and by Mr. Richards, on the import
ance of the friends of rnl untary agency 
combining their efforts, irrespective of deno
minational distinctions. Addre,ses were also 
delivered by Dr. Cox, Messrs. Burnet, Brock, 
C. Gilpin, and others from different parts of 
the country. 

Meetings on the same subject have also 
been held in connexion with the Congrega
tional Board of Education, supported by the 
majority of our congregational friends, who 
unnecessarily, and, as we think, unwisely 
prefer denominational and so far sectarian 
action. Bristol, Birmingham, and Sheffield 
have been visited by them; much enthusiasm 
has attended the gatherings, and numerous 
donations have been realized. Mr. Morley 
has also published a letter, calling on all the 
friends of voluntary education to bestir them
selves; and pointing out the evils of tl e 
various proposed compulsory systems. There 
is no doubt that the most strenuous exertions 
will be called for during the approaching 
session, in order to counteract the efforts 
which the advocates of the co.mpulsory 

G 
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schemes arc evidently prepared to make. 
W c are glad to leam that the members of 
the Societ)' of Friends residing in Mancheste1·, 
haYe issued a formal protest 11gainst the 
Manchester and Salford Education Bill. ,v e 
trust that our own friends will be on the alert, 
not only to resist any inroads on the volun
far)' principle, but practically to assert its 
efficiency and the possibility of effective un
sectarian action. 

held on the 20th of N ovembcr, at the Baptist 
~lission House. The chair \Vas taken by 
Mr. Sherman; and addresses were delivered 
by Dr. Tidman, Messrs. 'l'restrail, Underhill, 
Clarke, Soul, and others. '£here have been 
alreadv collected £ll00 towards the establish
ment of a home for the sons, similar to that 
existing at Walthamstow for the daughters, 
of missionaries; nntl it was sought to increase 
this sum to £1,000 before Christmas. A do
nation of £100 was promised by W. B. Gur
ney, Esq., and others of sm11ller amounts by 
,·arious friends. The matter was referred to 
a committee to consult as to the best means 
of carrying it forward, 

A proposal for the establishment of a NoN
c-oNFORMIST CLUB in London lias, during the 
month, been made public. The proposition 
originated with H. Bateman, Esq., and was 
discussed at an influential meeting of non
conformists, com·ened by circulars restricted 
to those who do not hold the ministerial 
office. It is proposed to erect a building in 
some central part of London, which shall 
serve as a focus of unio11 among dissenters, 
both of London and the' provinces. One side 
of the building, which is to be quadrangular, 
it is proposed to fit up as committee-rooms 
and offices for our various societies; another 
side is intended to constitute a hall capable 
of holdino- from fifteen hundred to two thou
sand pers~ns, which would be let for public 
meetings ; other portions of the building 
would be occupied with the necessary ad
juncts of the club, The cost is estimated 
at from £50,000 to £60,000, to he raised by 
shares· and as establishments of this nature 
are ndtoriously profitable, it is regarded as 
likelv, in a commercial point of view, to 
furnish a good investment. _The ~amgement 
it is proposed t.o leaYe entirely m the hands 
of laymen. The want of such a centre of 
friendship, information,_ and action has !ong 
oeen felt. Men holding the same views 
and animated by the same feelings have 
hitherto had no suitable opportunity of ac
quaintance and intercourse; whilst ~entle_men 
residing in the country have been dnven either 
into the narrow circle of personal friend
ship or have been forced to avail them
sel ,.;. of opportunities alread.l'. offering ~ut 
which are destitnte of anythrng rendenng 
them in themselves attractil-e to noncon
formist Christian men, The names of those 
who have taken the matter in hand are a 
sufficient guarantee that the scheme will be 
effectively carried out; the presence of men 
of every 0shade of nonconformist opinio~ will 
secure the impartiality of the proceedmgs ; 
and our only fear is lest the rate of sub
scription may be too high to allow many to 
avail themselves of it, who would be among 
those to whom it would be most valuah!e. 
We have no doubt, however, that this will 
receive the attention of the committee ap
pointed to carry out the plan, most of whom 
have Jong been regarded with confidence by 
all classes of dissenters. 

A meeting of the friends of the proposed 
ScaooL FOR THE SoNs OF MrssioNA1u1os, was 

The LONDON UNION ON CHURCH MATTERS 
have, during the month, adopted an import
ant document. It more definitely than any
thing before given announces the course they are 
prepared to take, and makes avowals in refer
ence to the rnlation of church and state which 
show that they have turned their attention to 
the degree of freedom which there is any 
hope of their obtaining, and to the price that 
they will have to pay for it. They consider 
that they should aim at the introduction of a 
bill to permit the provincial convocations to 
make canons for the reform of those bodies, 
in order to fit them hereafter to be the legis
lature of the church in each province:-" a 
legislature that should have power to enact 
canons which should not need the control nf 
parliament se,·iatim.". Their plan! they _as
sert, gives every security that anythmg which 
tends to disturb the relations of church and 
state will be dealt with cautiously, They 
think that there is no doubt that eventually 
the church will be enabled to decide on 
matters of doctrine-" a Cresaropapacy is a 
monster that will not stand the close inspec
tion of the nineteenth century." What they 
fear is an unwillingness to admit changes, a~d 
against this they" can only urge the hardship 
that a body comprising all denominations 
should rule the church of England." On the 
other hand, they admit the duty of the legis
lature to keep a sharp eye on all matters 
relating to property. The}_' allow that those 
who contribute to the maintenance of the 
church have civil rights connected with it; 
that they cannot get rid of these without 
some modification of their liabilities; that "a 
modification of the law of church-rate will 
have to be made, and the powers and opera
tions of church courts will have to be recon
sidered ·" and that all compulsory power 
over di;senters must be abolished, Such a 
manifesto on the part of men in t~e f?re front 
of the battle in favour of ecclesiastical and 
sacerdotal power is a sign of the times that 
may well encourage us to renewed exertio~. 
" We must look to facts and not to anti
quarianism," say they: let us not be wnnt!ng 
in accepting these challenges and meetmg 
them on their own ground, 
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Mnny of our renders are : per'rmps aware 
thnt tho Irish CATHOLICl DEFENCE Assocu
TION hns by no means met with the general 
support which its initiative proceedings 
seemed to indicate, and that generally there 
has resulted a wide-spread dissatisfaction on 
the part of the Romish laity of Ireland, prin
cipally because the association was to so great 
an extent under the influence of the priest
hood. '!'his feeling would now appear to 
have broken out into an open rupture, in 
consequence of the election to the office of 
secretary of the Rev. Henry Wilberforce, who 
was vicar of East Farleigh, Kent, previous to 
his secession to the church of Rome. The 
election has been for sometime pending, and 
the fact that an Englishman has been chosen 
to the office, instead of Mr. Burke, who had 
hitherto worked the association, has given 
dire offence to those who do not lose sight of 
their nationality in their adherence to the 
church of Rome, and who look to the associa
tion to defend what they profess to be their 
political, no less than their religious rights. 
Seven leading members of .the Irish brigade 
have addressed a lette1· to the people of Ire
land, in which they protest against this choice, 
as an act of ignoble folly and national degra
<lation. 'fhe fact of Mr. Wilberforce being a 
married man, and consequently unable to 
take orders in the Romish church, has led 
his new friends to procure for him this situation 
-unfortunately not to the satisfaction of their 
earlier associates. 

An ENCYCLICAL LETTER has just been 
published by the pope, announcing his inten
tion to open anew the celestial treasures of 
the church under the form of a jubilee. That 
is to say, to all who during the space of a 
month shall have fasted, attended confession, 
received absolution and the eucharist, visited 
church three times, and there" have poured 
forth prayers unto God for the exaltation of 
the holy catholic church, and of the apostolic 
see, and for the extirpation of heresy,'' and 
" shall have bestowed some alms on the poor 
and a pious offering to the most religioits 
institution of the Propagation of the Faith, 

-he concees' a 'plenary indulgence of all 
their sins in the form of a jubilee, which may 
also be best owed hy way of suffrage for the 
souls in purgatory." Jn order to open to all 
" an easier way that they may return to the 
path of salvation," he gives to the confessor 
the power of absolving" all those who have 
miserably enrolled themselves in the sects," 
" and of dispensing them from the obligation 
of denouncing their accomplices," "those 
cases excepted in which to avoid greater and 
more grievous evils denouncement may ap
pear to be altogether necessary." Their 
prayers are called for, he declares, by '' the 
deplorable darkness which blinds so many 
minds, the vehement war which is waged 
against the whole catholic religion and this 
apostolic chair; the implacable hatred which 
persecutes virtue and honesty; hence the most 
shameful vices which usurp the name of vir
tue; the unbridled license of thinking, cor
rupting, doing everything, and daring every
thing; the absolute impatience of all re
straint, all power, and all authority; the 
derision and cont em pt for the most sacred 
things, for the holiest laws, for the most 
excellent institutions." " And that God 
may be more accessible, and give ear to our 
prayers, and hear our petitions, let us raise 
our hearts and hands to His most holy Mother, 
the immaculate Virgin Mary. We could not 
find protection more powerful or more effect
ual with God. She is to us tbe most tender 
of mothers, our firmest reliance, and the very 
spring of our hopes, since she asks nothing 
which she does not obtain, and her prayer is 
never refused. Let us also implore, in the 
first place, the intercession of the Prince of 
the Apostles to whom Jesus Christ himself 
has given the keys of the kingdom of heaven 
-whom he has established as the foundation
stone of his church, against which the gates 
of hell will never be able to prevail. Let us 
then pray to Paul, the companion of his 
apostleship. Let ns pray to the patron of 
each city and country, and to all the blessed, 
that our most merciful Lord may shed upon 
us in abundance and munificence the gifts of 
his bounty." P. G. 

CORRESJ>ONDE N CE. 
VOLUNTARY SCHOOL ASSOCIATION. 

To the Edito,· of the Baptist J',fagazine, 

lli Y DEAR BnoTHEn,-I presume your next 
number will contain an account of the recent 
c_onference of the Voluntary School Associn
t10n. The opportunity seems a favourable 
one for calling the attention of our brethren 
throughout the country to the claims of that 
association, Obliged, as we me through our 
repugnance to government support, to with
draw from 1the Borough Road Institution, . 

and preyented as we are from co-Dperating 
with the Congregational Board of E,lucation, 
we hal'e nothing left us but to avail ourselves 
of the unsectarian and voluntary association 
for which I venture earnestly to plead. The 
opponents of our great principles, both in the 
government an<l out of it, are airning tu 
counteract their increasing power through 
the medium of the school room. The two 
l\Ianchester schemes are bidding high for 
popularity and patronage; and, judging from 
Lord John Russell's_ reception of u deputa-
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tion from the ad ,·ocates of the worst of those 
schemes, we may infer that he will render it 
his aid. "' e must be on the alert, if we 
would take our proper part in vindicating 
the claims of our countrvmen to retain in 
their own hands the edu~ation of their own 
children and to assist in their own way the 
education of the children of the poor. I beg 
my brethren throughout the country to put 
themse Ives in correspondence at once with 
the treasurer of our voluntary association, 
G. "'· Alexander, Esq. Lombard Street, 
London. The congregational ists are doing 
nobly. Let not the baptists fail! 

I am yours sincerely, \VILLIAM BROCK, 

CATECHISi\IS IN INDIA. 

To the Editor of the Baptist Jlfagazine. 
DEAR Srn,-In the Report of the Baptist 

Missionary Society last presented, occurs the 
following paragraph: -

'' A catechism of Christian doctrines in 
Bengali, prepared at the request of the Ben
gal Association of Baptist Churches, has oc• 
cupied the pen of brother Wenger." 

Now, with all respect for the parties imme
diately interested in this matter, perhaps you 
will permit me to express a doubt as to the 
propriety of this step. Surely if there be a 
denomination of Christians who can afford to 
rely entirely upon the scriptures, it is that to 
which we have the honour to belong. Why 
then can it be requisite to introduce into 
India a system that has done so much to 
perpetuate a sectional Christianity 1 while at 
the same time, as we all too well know, it 
has given rise to bitterness and to a sacrifice 
of vital truth, the ultimate effects of which 
no one can foresee. J\l[ore0ver, we should 
not now lose sight of the fact that very 
many of the best friends of education are 
opposed to catechisms as a means of impart
ing instruction on any subject. 

Knowing the value of your space, I con
tent myself with a few words, though the 
question is a most prolific one. 

I am, yours truly, JOHN FRANCIS. 

ORATORI09. 
To the Editor of the Baptist Magazine. 
MY dEAn Srn,-1 ha1·e been accustomed 

to regard as not the least important of your 
valuable pages, those which you have some
times devoted to propounding and answering 
queries. Will you or some of your cor
respondents be good enough to furnish me 
with an opinion as to the propriety of pro• 
fessors of religion attending oratorios, con• 
certs, or lectures on music with illustrations. 

yours very truly, A y OUNG MINISTER, 

EDITORIAL POSTSCRIPT. 
Our publishers inform us that they have 

reprinted for general . distribution the letter 

which appeared in our prcfi1ce, signed by 
many gentlemen bearing office in our princi
pal societies, attesting the usefulness of the 
Magazine in reference to the various institutions 
with which they are connected, One which 
will be stitched into each copy of the present 
number, the reader is requested to detach, 
in order to make use of it in any way which 
he may think best adapted to increase the 
number of subscribers. It will be found with 
other advertisements, and any friend who is 
disposed to exert himself in endeavours of 
this kind, and has opportunity to make use 
of more copies, may obtain them by applying 
to Messrs. Roulston and Stoneman. 

The transposition of the Missionary Herald 
and the Irish Chronicle is a matter of practi
cal convenience to the printer and binder. 
The Irish Chronicle is" worked'' with the last 
portion of the Magazine : their separation for 
stitching involves, therefore, additional labour, 
The Herald constitutes an entire and separate 
sheet. 

It is well known that there are ministers 
and churches of our denomination who have 
not been accustomed to support our societies 
for the spread of the gospel at home or 
abroad, and who have been believed to be 
opposed to such institutions on principle. 
We are glad to learn that some of these have 
recently united in forming an association for 
the diffusion of divine truth according to 
their own views of it. On the 3rd of Nov. 
a society was formed in the Surrey Tabernacle, 
Kent Road, the avowed objects of which are, 
preaching out-of-doors and in-doors in desti• 
tute neighbourhoods-reading aud expound
ing the scriptures in families and places of 
concourse-holding prayer-meetings at con
venient places-and distributing tracts. We 
can easily conceive of good men withholding 
co-operation from societies with which we are 
connected, because, while they prize the doc
trine of grace through the righteousness of 
the Son of God as truly as ourselves, they 
regard some opinions as inconsistent with it 
which we believe to be true and important. 
The determination to combine for the promo
tion of their ow,i views of truth among the 
ignorant and careless is however a step in the 
right direction. Let them be faithful and 
diligent, and then, if in anything they be 
otherwise minded, we trust that God will 
reveal even this unto them. 

A well known Wesleyan gentleman residing 
in the City Road, Thomas Marriott, Esq., 
who liad been accustomed to travel with 
methodist deputations, and take the chair at 
public meetings in the country, died on the 
19th of November, having bequeathed the 
sum of £10,000 to the Wesleyan Missionary 
Society, and the residue of his estate, after 
the payment of some other legacies, to the 
"Worn-out Wesleyan Minister's Fund." 
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JANUARY, 1852. 

THANI{S, 

' WE cannot begin the new year in a 
manner more concrenial with our feelings 
than by performi~g an act of justice to 
those pastors: and deacons who have 
responded to our September Appeal, by 
forwarding spontaneous contributions. 
They have been very numerous, and 
the advantages of the course they have 
pursued have been grea_t. Had ~he 
usual expenses of deputat10ns been m
curred in making these collections, the 
discount would have amounted to many 
pounds. Kind and encouraging observ
ations have also frequently accompanied 
the remittances. Thus, one says, " I 
brought the case of the Irish Society 
before our last church meeting, and it 
was unanimously resolved to give you 
a collection. I hope all the churches, 
both in London and the country, will 
at once come to your aid. If they do 
not, never more let them complain as 
to the expense attendant on travell
ing agents." Another says, "Your ap
pral met my views so completely with 
regard to the saving of the expense of 
deputations, as often as possible, that I 
resolved to see what we could do for 
the Irish Society without forei"'n aid. 
Our collections are equal to forme~ years, 
~nd the whole, without deduction, flows 
mto your treasury.'' In the name of 
the society, we thank very cordially all 
the brethren who have thus promptly 
and manfully taken this business into 
their own hands. 

Next to these, we are indebted to 
some who have promised that collections 
shall be made and transmitted ere lono-. 
Approbation of the effort to save tl~e 
cost of travelling ag-ency has been ex
pressed by many who have coupled with 
it assurances that though local circum
sti_rnces c?mpelled delay, the Baptist 
I nsh Society should not be forgotten. 
Some have fixed the day, others have 
spoken. more generally of the winter, or 
the sprrng. Thus one says, " W c can
not well do any thing here just now by 
1yay of special contribution, but if my 
life be spared till the time comes round 
for ~he Society's visit, I will take all 
possible care that your fnnds be in-

creased ratl1er than diminished by onr 
not having a deputation." vVe only 
wish to remind these friends that we are 
relying upon them. We are exercising 
confidence in their steadfastness. They 
will probably need fortitude to resist the 
ur~ency of some who will plead their 
bemg come, and their having come a 
long distance, as the reasons why they 
should be attended to at once, and wh_y 
our case should be postponed, but our 
brethren, we believe, will show a deter
mination that they who trust them most 
fully shall not on that account receive 
the worst treatment. V{ e wait the re
sult with some anxiety, but with a strong 
persuasion that our brethren will prove 
themselves worthy of the confidence we 
have exercised in them as men of prin
ciple. 

FINANCIAL POSITION. 

At a Committee Meetin!l' held on the 
2nd of December, the Treasurer pre
sented an account of the Receipts and 
Expenditure since the Annual Meeting, 
in comparison with the Receipts and 
Expenditure of the same portion of the 
year 1850. Few of the reductions which 
were agreed upon in the spring have as 
yet taken effect, so· as to reduce the 
amount of expenditure ...-cry sensibly, 
but they will now come into immediate 
operation. The receipts have exceeded 
those of the same portion of the year 
1850 by £071 15s. lOd., and the balance 
in favour of the society this November 
over last is £743 7s. 3d. This is cheer
ing in some degree; but when it is re
membered that our debt in April was 
above £1828, it will be seen that strenu
ous exertion is still necessary on the part 
of all our friends. 

It will be lamentable to have to make 
further reductions in the number of 
ao-ents employed in making known the 
g~spcl in I re land at the time when the 
hearts of men are prepared by divine 
providence to hearken, and when the 
zeal of the ad versnry h:.is been roused to 
an unprecedented degree of energy. It 
must however be borne in mind that the 
increased receipts arise principally from 
special donations which ha Ye been made 
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towards the liquidation of the debt, and 
that they do not authorise us to enlarge 
our expenditure in the slig·htest degree, 
whatever auspicious prospects may pre
sent themseh-cs in any locality. ,v e feel 
that it wonld be wrong to do anything 
like complaining, or to repress emotions 
of gratitude towards God or man ; but it 
would be equally wrong to conc~al the 
fact that the present position of the 
conductors of the society is extremely 
painful. ,vc know that our agents arc 
unable through the limited means at 
their disposal to arnil themselves of op
portunities, and make the best use of 
their time and talents; to have to answer 
the most reasonable reqnests with per
petnal declarations of inability, and to 
be for ever writing about the debt, the 
debt, the debt, cannot fail to exhaust 
the spirits. The continuance of this is 
depressing and disabling to a degree of 
which nothing but experience can enable 
any one to judge. The occupant of 
such a situation requires either great 
insensibility of heart, or a very firm de
termination to persevere in duty irre
spective of discouraging circumstances. 
Onr brethren who sympathize with our 
purpose have indeed need to pray for 
those to whom the management of the 
society is committed "that their faith 
fail not." 

ULSTER. 

As recent numbers of the Chronicle 
have been occupied exclusively with the 
secretary's accounts of what he saw and 
heard in Ireland, and as he was not able 
to do more than visit three out of the four 
provinces, our readers have of late re
ceived no information relating to the 
north. A few sentences respecting the 
churches in Ulster will therefore be ac
ceptable. 

DELYAST, 

From this important place, now the 
second city in Ireland, the population as 
ascertained this spring lieing 99,660, 
Mr. Eccles, the esteemed pastor of the 
baptist church, wrote thus, a few days 
ago:-" The Lord has been latterly doing 
such tliings for us as greatly to gladden 
our hearts. Within the last nine weeks 
I have baptizcd four times; and eight 
have been added to the fellowsliip of 
tlic church; some of these baptized are 
truly 'flowers offered in tlic bud;' but 
one, a female, has already reached the 
threescore years and ten which de-

tcrmine the ordinary limit of human 
life. Oh, for more of that devotedness 
of spirit which influenced one so aged 
and frail to forget her infinnities, and to 
be bmicd in baptism with 'Hirn whom 
her soul loveth.' On the whole, the 
cause here is in a satisfactory condition. 
I trust that next year you may be able 
to visit these pnrts, and to find that I do 
not overstate the facts.'' 

CONLIG, 

The following pleasing information 
was given in a letter dated December 
8th, by Mr. M'Kee, our brother who 
b bours in this village, which is about 
seven miles east of Belfast and one mile 
north of N ewtonards :-" It is now some
time since I wrote you anything of my 
labours here. It is therefore with plea
sure that I state, that on Lord's day 
November 23rd, I baptized a young 
female in our chapel, who has _i,ince 
been added to the church. She is lhe 
daughter of a widow who was one of 
the earliest members of the church. 
I have been a good deal interested in 
her case, as she has long been a hopeful 
character; and it was very gratifyiDg to 
the church to see her, at the age of six
teen years, giving decision of character, 
and publicly acknowledging lierself to 
be on the Lord's side. The congrega
tions both here and at the out-station, 
are much as usual. The latter somc
w hat fluctuate from a variety of circum
stances over which I have no control. 
Some of those who attend, there is rea
son to believe, never hear 'the story of 
the cross' elsewhere. I have just re
turned from an evangelistic tour, which 
I took to the central parts of the county 
ADtrim, where I spent ten days plea• 
santly, and, I trust, profitably. I 
preached in the "Wesleyan chapel, Bal
lymona, and in five other places in the 
surroundiw, neighbourhood. The at
tendance i17 most cases was encouraging. 
In one instance there could not have 
been less than 130 present. There were 
some Romanists who came and heard 
the message of mercy. On Lord's day, 
November 30, I preached morning and 
eveDing to the b:_tptist church in Grange, 
about seven miles from Ballymona. 
There are about forty members in fol
lowship, and although they have no 
stated pastor, they 'forsake not the 
assembling themselves together as the 
manner of some is.'_ The congregation 
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in the morning was about eighty, antl in 
the evening up wards of a hundred. 
Altogether I was much pleased with my 
visit to Grange. The memb,crs ure very 
intelligent, steady, nnd consistent. 

•• I nm happy to state that while 
there is still much sectarian prejudice 
in the North of Ireland, it has in some 
mcasmc given way, as the followi_ng 
fact will show : - I was recently m
vited by the minister of the New Con
nexion Methodists in Bangor, to attend 
a soiree in their school-room. I did 
so; nntl the chairman of the meeting 
was the Rev. Dr. Colter, the Mode
rntor of the General Assembly of the 
Presbyterian church in Ireland. At the 
conclusion of the meeting, in referring 
to the speeches which hatl been made, 
he made allusion to mine in very com
plimentary terms, adding, that he felt 
gre11t pleasure in referring to the respect
able denomination to which I belonged, 
as some of the writers of that denomi-
1rntion had laid the Christian church 
under lasting obligations; among which 
he might name a Foster, a Fuller, a 
Hall, and others. He added that, when 
in 1825, he went out a young man to 
preach the gospel, wherever he met a 
baptist minister he met a friend, and 
wherever he met a member of a baptist 
church he found in him a friend who 
w~s willing to assist him in his works of 
faith and labours of love. He said it 
therefore gave him great pleasure to 
meet me there as a minister of that de
nomination. These observations were 
made publicly in the presence of nearly 
200 persons, many of whom had been 
accustomed to hear us spoken of as 
' the offscouring of all things.' I am sure 
you will be gratified to hear of such 
manifestation of fraternal feelin()' between 
an agent of the Baptist Iris!~ Society, 
ancl the Moderator of the General As
sembly." 

COLERAINE, 

Here, in the county of Londonderry, 
14,5 miles north ,of Dublin, Mr. Brown 

continues to labour. On the 15th of De
cember he wrote, sayin":-"Nothinrr 
very particular has occurr~tl here since 1 
last wrote you. The two last sabbaths 
save one I was enabled ,to spend with 
the church at Ballymoney, having ob
tained a supply for my own pulpit. The 
brethren there go on comfortably, and I 
had the pleasure of proposing an intelli
gent man to their fellowship on the last 
day that I was with them. On the 
evening of the same day I preached to 
a good congregation at Balnamore, a 
place about five miles distant, which I 
intend to occupy as a new station. 

" The church here goes on much as 
usual. ·we have had no additions for 
some time; but I hope we soon shall. 
Last evening, after the regular services 
in the chapel, I preached at Knockbarne 
to about ninety people. This station is 
about two miles distant, and promises 
well. I think I mentioned in my last 
that a society had been formed by some 
of the female members of our church in 
conjunction with some of those of :Mr. 
Richey's congregation, for the distri
bution of tracts. Since then, a 'Young 
Men's Christian Association' has been 
formed, a copy of whose rules I enclose, 
This society embraces four denomina
tions of Christians-Episcopalians, Pres
byterians, Methodists, and Baptists, As 
I said before, I think it is a favourable 
circumstance, that whilst we hold forth 
our distinctive principles without the 
slightest compromise, we nevertheless 
enjoy the friendship of our brethren who 
differ from us. 

"I may mention the death of a young 
man, the son of one of the deacons. 
He had been long ill of consumption, 
and it appears bis affiiction had been 
sanctified. He gave very satisfactory 
evidence of conversion to God. The 
day before his death he remarked that 
although it had not been his privilege to 
join the church below, he should soon 
join the church above, Next day he 
fell asleep in Jesus. I improved his 
death from Rev. xiv. 13." 

CONTRIBUTIONS RECEIVED SINCE OUR LAST. 

£, •• cl. £ ,. d. 
Bath, Miss Graves, for John lvash ............................. , ................. . 0 10 0 

By Miao Graves, for tlu JJebt-
Biden, Miss ................................................................. . 
Friend ...... , ................................................ , .. , ............. . 
Graves, Mr. \V. H .. Trinity Square, Tower ........................ . 
Small sum11 , ..... , .... ,,,,,., ....... , •..•..•••. ,,, .• , •......................... 

0 2 6 
0 10 0 
0 10 6 
0 7 0 

,: 0 0 
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Conti·ioutions continued. 

£ s, d. 
0 7 0 
0 4 4i 
0 8 8 
0 6 3 
0 2 9i 
0 9 7~ 
0 4 8 
0 13 3 
0 4 11 
0 3 101 
---3 

0 5 OJ 
0 5 0 
0 10 0 
0 5 0 
l O 0 
l 12 0 

4 /j 

London, New Park Street, moiety of Collection............................................. J 1J g 
Barnes, R. Y. Esq. ............................................................................ 1 O o 
IJonaiioTUi for the IJebt, by Joseph Tritten, Esq., produce of Card ............... 15 10 0 
.Duna.tiom for the Debt, by James Harvey, Esq. produce of card:-

Braden, A. Esq. ...... ... .. ....... ....... .. .. .... ... ... ... . .. . .. . ..... ......... O 10 O 
Bullen, F. Esq. ... ... .... ... ...... .... .......... ... ... . .. ... ... ... ... ... ...... l O O 

f ~§:/ii~I\;//\(\i/\\\\\'.\~;;::.;;;;;;;;;;;;;~\'.\:_\'.\\'.'.\\\!; 11 11 i 
i;~:,~~~i:i::::::::::::::::::::·::::::::·:·::·:::::::::'::::':::::::::::::::::::: ! g g i 

~-50 2 0 
Longhton, by the Rev. S. Brawn-

Collection, at Public Meeting ....................................... ; ..... 6 1 O 
Gould, George, Esq ........................................................... 10 0 0 

Luton, Moiety of Collection at Union Chapel, by Rev: R. Robinson ... :=:-: lg o g 
Rishworth, Yorkshire, per Rev, W. Whitowood .......................................... 1 10 o 
Seven Oaks, ((additional) Mr. Wilmer, Subs. 2 years •.. ...... ... .... ................ .... l 0 0 
St. Albans, by the Rev, William Upton-

Fisk, Mr........................................................................... l J 0 
Peppercorn, Mr. ............ ................................................... l O 0 
Wh,tbread, Mr. ................................................................ 1 l O 
Wiles, Mr. E...................................................................... l O 0 
Wiles, Mrs. ·........................ ...................... ....................... 0 5 0 
Wiles, Mr. J ................................................................... 0 5 0 
Collection ..............•...................................... :............... ... 5 0 0 

0 12 0 
Windsor, Lillycrop, Rev. S. and Mrs., Subscription ......................... :........... 1 · 0 0 

SCOTLAND. 
Gla.sgow, Collection at Hope Street Chapel, by H. Kettle, Esq .......... 12 0 O 
Friend by Rev. R. P. Dickerson ... ............................................. l O 0 
Collected by Rev. W. P. Williams-

Aberdeen (part) .................................................................. 10 1 l 
Cupar .............................................................................. 5 0 0 
Ferry (part) ......... ...... ... .... .............. .... .. ... ....... .......... .... ... 0 5 0 

?~:~: . .i~~~'.'..·:.:::::::::·.·.::::::::::·.::·.::::::·.::::::::::·.::·.:::::·.::·::.:·.::::: 1~ i ~ 
Paisley (part),.................................................................... 7 19 0 
St. Andrews . ......... .. .... . .. ... ....... ............. ... ... .... ........ ....... .. 3 12 6 

--- 60 0 0 
IRELAND. 

Conlig, Baptist Church, by Rev. w. M'Kee ................................................... l 5 10 
Thanks are also due to the Juvenile Working Society in connexion_with Dr. Cox's Chnpel, Hackney, for 

a Lox of clolhing, per l1iss Gregson, .to be forwarded to Mr. Han:ulton, of Ba11ina. Likewiso to Miss 
Cozens and Rev. S. J. Davis, for parcels containing apparel, to Mr. T. Hemming and Ml'. Ha1Tis for parcels 
containing books, and to George Lowe, Eeq., for parcels containing both apparel and books. The Secre
tary embraces this opportunity of sa.ybig, that he would be glad to receive articles of either male ur fcmalo 
drees for tranEmission to Ireland, where they are greatly needed by deserving persons, to whom ho could 
•••ii y forward them. 

Sbscriptions and Donations thankfully received by the Treasurer, JOSEPH TmTTON, Esq. 
54,' Lombard Street, London; by the Secretary, the Rev. WILLIAM GnosER, at the lllission 
nouse, Moorgate_Street; and by the Pastors of the churches throughout the Kingdom 

COLLECTOR FOR LONDON, REV. C. WoOLLAOOTT, 
4, Compton Street Ea5t, Brunswick Square, 
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THE M:1SSION FIELD. 

It is proposed, from month to month, labours before his connection with the 
to indicate in a few brief paragraphs, Society. It has been his privilege to 
the chief features of the great mission- baptize five of his former flock, four 
ary enterprise, more especially as de- men and one woman, and eight (1thers 
veloped in the operations of our own are candidates. The event attracted 
Society, adding thereto such notes and much attention among the Hindoos 
incidents as may be of general interest and Mahotntnedans, numbers of whom 
and requisite for a comprehensive know• in boats wlttiessed the immersion. 
ledge of the subject. Few of (IUr rllnders are perhaps aware 

From several of the tnii18lon1try of thll nmgnl.tude of the missionary 
stations we learn the addition of OOil• operntiOiiM oatried on in our Eastern 
verts to the church of Ohl:iet, Thull at timpire. For more than fifty years mis
Sewry, Mr. WILLIAM:80N lrnii baptizad 11. eionary agency has been constantly in
young man of Chrl!!tian pnrentage i and ()teasing, and with it the blessed results. 
at Dandhoba, in the Barieal tnie~ion, It is not, indeed, more than thirty years 
one woman hu.11 been admitted to the since it <ll\11 be said that missions have 
fellowship of the church. At Cawnpore bmm efficiently prosecuted in India and 
two men of H. M. 70th Regiment have Ceylon, owing to the obstructions thrown 
been baptizlld by Mr. Wu.tru1s, in in their way by the government. But 
addition to nine others already reported. the little one has become a thousand, 

The very interesting oircumstanceii 11very year ndding it11 impetus to the 
detailed in thll fast H11ra.ld 111 happening enlarging host. The principal stations 
at Comilla, near Chitte.gong, have re- of twenty-two English and American 
sulted in the baptism of @ight of the societies, are two hundt~d and sixty in 
converts before Mr, JoiiAN'Ni!l81 de• number, at which labour FOUR HUNDRRD 

parture, and at hlil fillil:t visit our AND THR-EE missiot1aries. Of these twenty
brother hopel to baptize eight others, two are ordained natives. 
who meanwhile are under 1n11truction. This array i& lnoreased by five hundred 
That the gospel should have penetrated <tnd fifty-on, nntlve preachers; whose 
into this remote district, and have 1tiner1Ulies etnbraotl every available spot 
made no inconsiderable progreBil among in whloh to proclaim the everlasting 
the people, unaided by any European gospel. 
agency, is a peculiar feature of thb The result& of the labours of this large 
case, and ono that hi of late markod number of mlssionnrhl8 fire seen in the 
many of the missionary reports. So fornuitlon of three liundred and nine na
decided has be~Il the Christian character tivo o!tu'!'c!tes, containing seventeen thou
of these people, that it has awakened a 11uicl tli'l'ee liundtsd andjifty-six members 
large amount of oppoeitlon, and thoy or oommuniaantA, Of these it would 
are at the prHent time called to endure iippear that nt lenit five t!tousand were 
much oppres81on and per~ecutlon for admitted to the privileges of Christian 
righteousness' sake. Tho aufi'erlng• of communion on satisfactory evidence of 
these native Christians chiefly nrbo from ot1nversion, such as is practised among 
the hostility of the zcmindnrs, or land- tho dissenting churches of Great Dritain. 
holders. The benefits of Christian instruction 

Our Gcrrn~n brothu·, l\Ir. DroN, has are not, however, confined to this body 
rc:turned to Dacca, the scene of his of converts. They form the nucleus <Jf 
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a native Christian community, oompris- The total cost of this vast machinery 
ing one liundred and elire~ eliousand indi- during the year 1850 was £187,000; of 
viduals, who regularly enjoy the bless- which £33,500 were contributed by the 
ings of biblical instruction, and are Europeans resident at the various scenes 
constantly under the eye of the mission- of labour.* 
ary, and from the midst of whom con- Who can contemplate this vast work 
tinually come forth many to confess the without emotions of intense gratitude 
name of Christ. to God 1 Let us gird up our loins, for 

Equally delightful and extensive are assuredly, in due season, we shall reap 
the labours of our brethren among the if we faint not. 
youthful population. There are in Yet great as is the work already done, 
India and Ceylon 1345 day schools with the work to be done is vastly greater. 
83,700 boys in them, instructed in their India alone has a population of at least 
native tongue. Seventy-three boarding one hundred and fifty millions of souls, 
schools contain 1992 boys, who are and incidents are perpetually rising up to 
chiefly the children of native Chris- stimulate Christian zeal and compassion. 
tians, and are kept under the direct Here and there Sutteeism continues to 
control of the missionary. There are be practised, although the perpetrators 
also one hundred and twenty-eight day- and accessories are punished for the 
schools, with 14,000 boys and students, murder. A Suttee but recently occur
receiving a sound scriptural education red at Dhoolia Talvoka, in the presi
in the English language. dency of Madras. The poor woman was 

The education of girls has not reached resolute in her determination. Twice 
this extent, owing to the peculiar diffi- before she said that she had died with 
culties of the work, arising from the former husbands, and she looked forward 
forms of Eastern social life. Yet there to two more transmigrations of her own 
are three hundred and fifty-four day- and her husband's spirit. She prophe
Schools, containing 11,500 girls ; and sied that the British rule was near its 
ninety boarding schools, with 2,450 close, and so incited the people's zeal. 
girls. They are chiefly taught through At last the sad event was consu=ated, 
the medium of the vernacular language. and she was consumed as a holocaust to 

We must not omit from this brief the demon of superstition. 
summary of what the Christian church Another sacrifice was lately offered at 
is doing in Hindostan and Ceylon, all theshrineofDoorga,inBenares. Theman 
reference to the work of biblical trans- bathed, went through his devotions, and 
lations. The translation of the word of then bowing himself before the image 
God lies at the foundation of modern of the goddess, cut his throat with his 
missions, and towards the execution talwar. 
thereof the earliest attention of mission- At a spot between Benares and Jaun
aries of all denominations has been pore, a boy was stolen and his throat 
given. If the Serampore versions are cut, that his blood might be sprinkled 
omitted from account, it appears, that upon a rich and dying man, who, it was 
the wliole Bible has been translated into supposed, would thus escape the Brah
~en languages, and the New Testament man's curse that was hurrying him to 
into five others. Besides which, the the grave. 
foundation of a Christian literature has 'l'hus side by side run the river of 
been laid, and numerous tracts published t * For the numbers given nbo\'C we ~re iudl!LtL'J 
·~ ~pread far and wide oa their light to the Novcmucr r,nmbcr of tho Ca!cntta Cllri,li:t:1 

P11nons the seed of lifo eternal. Observer. 
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death and the river of life ; bnt how 
great the volume of the former to the 
latter! 

Will not our readers anew gird up 
their loins to the work 7 

Onr Western African mil'sion con
tinues to enjoy the tokens of God's 
blessing. The health of llfr. SAKER and 
Mr. WHEELER is good; that of Mr. 
'\V HEELER, indeed, is thoroughly esta
blished ; while the instructions of the 
mission brethren are bearing happy 
fruit. 

The letter we subjoin will give a 
cheering view of the work in dark and 
popish Trinidad. Wherever that system 

of error prevails, Romanism is found alike 
injurious to . the temporal and spiritual 
progress of the people. It blights the 
fairest prospects, and eats out the moral 
heart of a community. The physical 
featw·es of the island seem conformed to 
its sph-itual ones. Every where aro 
found numerous traces of volcanic 
agency. Its mud and asphalte lakes 
evidence the constant working of sub
terraneous fires, producing sterility in 
many parts of the island. Our engrav
ing represents one of these natural 
phenomena, which render Trinidad so 
interesting to the geologist. 

INDIA. 

CALCUTTA. 
LABOURS OF NATIVE PREACHERS. 

It is a long time: since any details 
concerning the labours of the native 
preachers employed by the Baptist 
llfissionary Society in Calcutta were laid 
before the public. The following piece 
was written in Bengali by one of these 
brethren, KoILAS CHANDRA lliITTRA, 
and we print it in the hope that it may 
prove interesting to our readers. The 
instances of actual conversions given in 
it are but few, yet it will be seen from 
it that the efforts of our native brethren 
are productive of considerable good in 
enlightening the minds of their country
men, and impressing them with the 
excellence of the religion of Christ. 
Recent occurrences in native society 
have shown that the truth has had a 
powerful effect upon many who are still 
professed Hindus ; and we are encou
raged to hope that shortly the seed so 
long sown in faith will spring up and be 
ab].lildantly fruitful. The details which 
follow will go far to prove that the 
i,:1tive preachers have done their part 
ia bringing al>out the app<:araoce8 in 

which we rejoice, and we trust will 
induce the friends of missions to support 
and to increase this important agency. 

A sense of duty induces me to gi.-e an 
account of the labours in which my brethren 
and myself have been engaged during the 
past few years. 

The parts of Calcutta in which we have 
preached the go~pel are to the east of the 
city-Koreya, DhaI"ramtalah, Baitakkhana, 
Free Church Street, Sialdah bridge, Beliyag
hatta, Jan Bazar, Narikeldanga, &c. At all 
these places we preach regularly, and, as 
occasion requires, hold conversations with 
our hearers. But besides this, we visit the 
inhabitants of Baliganj, Dhacura, Batchtolah, 
Tengrah, Gobra, and Chingrihatta, and 
other neighbourhoods, and preach the gospel 
to them. We sometimes also visit the Beli
yaghatta merchants, and hold religious con
versations with them. In the winter, we 
have sometimes taken trips to distant places, 
where we have preached the gospel and dis
tributed books. We trust that a brief account 
of some of the effects which have resulted 
from these efforts will tend to encourage our 
fellow labourers, to cheer those who pray for 
the enlargement of the kingdom of our Lord, 
and to induce those who contribute money 
for the promulgation of the gospel not to shut 
their purses, but to continue to give cheer
fully. It is written in the scriptures, "In 
the morning sow thy Eced, and in the evening 
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withhold not thy hand: for thou knowest
not whether shall prosper, either this or that." 
l•'rom these words the friends of the gospel 
may take encouragement, for, although much 
has not hccn effected hitherto, yet we thank 
God for the change which has taken place; 
inasmuch as some whose minds were formerly 
like the barren soil, are now becoming fertile. 

Happy effects of preaching the gospel. 

For instance, at Gobra we had two fixed 
places for meeting, where every week we 
were accustomed to go, and people aasem bled 
themselves to hear us. On one occasion, 
when the crucifixion of our Lord Jesus Christ 
wru1 described, one of them burst into tears. 
In this way they continued to hear us very 
attentively for a long time; now, however, 
we are at a loss to: lmow whither they have 
removed. I asked an old man who lived near 
the residence of these people, when I saw 
him first, who Jesus Christ was ! He replied, 
" The Lord J esW1 Christ is my Saviour ; this 
I know, for although I am not acquainted 
with you, yet I have from time to time pro
fited by your instructions." We afterwards 
went to an old woman who resided by herself, 
in the northern part of the village, and spoke 
to her of the birth, miracles, and death of 
our Lord Jesus Christ. On this she said, 
with a sorrowful countenance, ''You have 
told me what I never heard before! No one 
has ever preached to me these tidings of 
salvation which you have now brought ! 
What present can I make you for this 1 I 
have nothing to give but an iron straw-knife ; 
if you will have that, I will give it to you." 
She was told that our Saviour had said, 
"Freely ye have received, freely give." This 
woman afforded much reason to expect that 
if she had lived a little longer she would 
have professed herself to be a servant of 
Christ ; even now we trust that the Lord is 
wiping away her tears. In like manner the 
!ruths_ of the Christian religion are preached 
m vanous places both among rich and poor, 
and people confess that no one is able to 
ref1;1te what we say, because it is all true; 
while others say,'' If we inquire among our
selves even, we can plainly see that among 
the gods and goddesses there is none who is 
able to save us." 

llio,·e e,i-amples. 

A year ago, we went one day to Tiljala, to 
sec a respectable man whose name was Mitra; 
he asked us who we were ? We replied that 
We w_ere Christians. Hearing this he received 
us with every mark of kindness; gave us his 
own huka to smoke, heard us with attention 
and admonished others who were present t~ 
listen, and added that they all needed to 
have their sins forgiven. 

A Hindu young man, who for a Ion" time 
~ought Christian instruction, had re~eived 
from me a tract entitled "Account of Pi!-

grimages." It happened that a neighbour of 
his, a Hindoo widow, wished t() make a 
pilgrimage to Jagannath at Puri; when this 
young man came to know it, he immediately 
went to her and succeeded in convincing her 
of the uselessness of pilgrimages. His re
marks had such an effect upon her mind, 
that she has never since thought of making 
i.ny pilgrimage. 

C:o1'verls. 

At Koreya many Muhammadans come to 
hear us. Formerly they would abuse us and 
make great noise, but they do so no more. 
Although comparatively few Hincloos come 
to hear us at this place, yet one of those who 
heard us, being convinced of the truth of the 
gospel by our preaching, came forward with 
his wife to embrace Christianity. They were 
prevented from joining us by our inability to 
make provision for their support on leaving 
Hinduism ; they therefore had recourse to 
the missionaries of another denomination. 
One of our regular hearers at another place 
was remarkable for the attention he displayed, 
and we gave him a bible; he also came to 
WI at home for instruction. We were expect
ing that he would be baptized, but he was 
shortly after obliged to remo,e to another 
place, in consequence of obtaining a new 
situation, and I did not know whither he had 
gone, till one day I met him, and he told me 
that he bad been baptized at Mirzapur 
church, and had been afterwards appointed 
to labour as a catechist. 

At Sialdah, Beliyaghatta and Baitakkhana 
many hear our preaching and receive tracts 
and gospels from us, and one young man 
from Sialdah was baptized. So also another 
man named Kaderbax wa., baptized, a., the 
fruits of our preaching. If our society had 
the means of sustaining inquirers we should 
probably have received more accessions: for 
though well assured of the truth of Chris
tianity, many men shrink from enduring the 
loss of all things that they may win Christ. 

Almost C:hristia1's. 

We meet from time to time with young 
men who confess that the Christian religion is 
true, but say that they cannot embrace it. 
The following example may be given. On" 
day a very respectable and wealthy man, a 
resident at Khiclirpur, invited myself and a 
friend to his house, engaging to prove to us 
the falsity of our religion, and convince us of 
the truth of Hinduism. On our arrival, tl,e 
Babu and his friends received us very kincll_v; 
but instead of attempting to refute Chris
tianity, he commenced talking in quite a 
different way. He said that as God has no 
beginning nor encl, and cannot be seen or un
derstood, his serrice was impossible, &c. \Ye 
replied that though we ourselves can dis
cover nothing certainly concerning God, 
yet, as far as He has made himself and his 
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will known to us, so for we are bound to love 
and sen·e him. This he did not dispute, and 
Rftcr hearing us he confe•sed that the Chris
tian religion is without doubt true, but that it 
was a matter of great difficulty to embrace it. 
""hen we left, his nephew foliowed us to our 
house and remained with us till eleven o'clock 
at night., bringing forward his doubts concern
ing Christ, and asking us to solve them. We 
endearnured to remoYe l1is difficulties and 
gaYe him as many scriptural proofs as we 
could. In the end he was quite satisfied, and 
said, that there was no religion which incul
cated morality so pure as Christianity, and 
that no other religion makes known the way 
of ,a]yation. 

There was a Babu residing in Taltala who 
used to im·ite us to his house; and for some 
time we ,~sited him on Sundays, and ex
pounded to him the truth regarding the death 
of Christ and the atonement, and he listened 
to us with the greatest interest. One day we 
inquired of him the cause of his desire to 
become acquainted with Christianity, and he 
told us that his mind had been greatly 
impressed by accidentally witnessing the 
patience and gentleness which a preacher of 

Christianity had manifested at the Jan Bazar 
chapel, when grossly abused and insulted by 
a llfussalman, He felt that a religion which 
could produce ench effects must be the true 
one. The Influence of this babu's guru, who 
was much displeased by our visits to his 
house, at last induced him to break off his 
intimacy with us; but even after this, he 
assured us that his opinion of Christianity 
and his wish to embrace it remained un
altered. 

Similar instances might be brought forward 
to show that many are now 'favourably dis
posed towards Christianity, and are willing to 
avail themselves of opportunities to become 
acquitinted with ite truths. It c.annot be 
doubted that some secretly believe, and that 
many prayers are presented through JesUB 
Christ, by men who are thought to be 
heathens. We deplore the lack of firmness 
and faith which such secret converts display, 
but still we rejoice that the truth is thus 
making its way secretly nnd surely, in spite 
of all opposition and unbelief, and look for
ward to the day when its victories shall be 
manifest and the kingdom of Chrlet be esta
blished, 

SERAMPORE. 

In our September Herald an intima
tion was given that certain important 
questions had been before the Committee 
in relation to the future management 
of Serampore College. Some time ago 
the views of the Committee were com
municated at length in reply to letters 
from Mr. MARSHMAN, which were after
wards fully considered and discussed 
with Mr. MARSHMiN by the members of 
the deputation on their recent visit to 
India. It was one of the several im
portant questions that called for their 
attention. On their return they laid 
before the Committee a very full report 
of their interviews with Mr. MARSH· 
MAN, the Revs. J. DBNHAM, J. THOMAS, 
and others of the Calcutta brethren, at 
the same time presenting the conclu
sions to which they had been led. Very 
anxious consideration was given by the 
Committee to their report at the meet
ing in Au6mt last, and at its close the 
f', ,l],JY,'ing r8sullltions were agreed to as 
i.iu, lia:;is of fr,Lure co-operntion with 

the Council of the College, subject of 
course to the final decision of Mr, 
MARSHMAN Oil the part of the College 
Council. 

By the last mail Mr. MARSHMAN's 
reply has been received, addressed to 
one of the Secretaries of the Society. 
It appears that the proposals of the 
Committee meet with his cordial and 
entire approval. He says, "The resolu
tions of the Committee have the entire 
and cordial concurrence of Mr. THol\lAS, 
Mr, DENHAM, and myself. We sha,11 
proceed to operations with as little delay 
as possible. The all but unanimous 
decision of the Committee in a matter 
in which we are so deeply interested, 
has infused new life and spirit into us, 
and we hope to be able to show the high 
sense we entertain of their kindness and 
consideration by rendering the institu
tion a real blessing to the coqntry." 
After referring to the investment about 
to be made of a considerablo sum to 

, me'.Jt the rpiadrennial repairs of the 
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College buildings, Mr. MARSIIMAN con
cludes his Jetter by saying, " For the 
present I confine myself to a simple 
acknowledgment of the receipt of your 
communication, and an assurance of the 
entire satisfaction and the sincere plea
sure which the decision of the Com
mittee has afforded me." 

It is with pleasure, therefore, we now 
Jay before our readers the document 
thus agreed· upon ; from which it will 
appear that a building of noble propor. 
tions, every way adapted for schohistic 
and collegiate purposes, founded by the 
illustrious missionaries of Serampore 
Carey, Marshman, and Ward, for· th; 
educatio!l of native youth, and the 
training of an evangelic :mi!listry for 
the churches of b1dia, will henceforth, 
as in time past, continue to be an 
auxiliary to the operations of the Bap
tist Mission.ary Society. Thus will be 
completed that union of effort between 
the Society and Serampore which was 
so a11-spiciously co=enced in 1838. 

Extract of Minutes at Special Meetitig of 
Committee, August 13th, 1851, · 

" Various minutes relating to the question 
of Seram pore College were read, and it wrui 
resolved,-

" That this Commit.tee, on carefullv review
ing the correspondence in relation to Seram
pore College, and the report of the deputation 
to India, repeat the expression ·of their best 
wishes for the prosperity and success of the 
College, and their desire to co-operate with 
the Council in diffusing re!igio1.1s knowledge 
among the natives of India, by availing 
themselves of the 1we of the College buildings 
at Serampore for the purpose of training an 
ind igenoqs ministry, 

" To facilitate this important work, and to 
pr_el'ent future misapprehension, the Com
nuttee deem it desirable to enumerate the 
principles on which they are ready to co
operate with the Council at Serampore, and 
trust that the concurrence of the Council in 
t)icse pri~ciple1 may render futme co-opera
tion practicable and efficient. 

" I. 'l'he Council offers to the SocieJ;y the 
'.ise o~ the C:ollege buildings at Serampore, 
mcludmg residonces for a theological tutor 
and for theological stuclent.i, \\~thout any 

expe1mi to the Society, or any liability on 
the part of the Society to keep the Colle"e 
buildings in repair ; the secular clas.se.s of the 
College to be open to the theological .students 
without charge. 

":;!. The Council of Serampore College is, 
and will continue, an independent body, as 
constituted by the Charter; the exclusive 
responsibility of the management and direction 
of its affairs resting with the Council, 

'' 3. The Collrg~ having been established 
for the double object of training up labourers 
in every branch of missionary work, and of 
imparting secular instruction, on Christiail 
principles, to the natives of the country, the 
missionary department shall be ren<lererl 
au"iliary to the operations of the Baptist 
Missionary Society. 

" 4. That the College Council is at liberty 
to elect its members from among the Mis8ion
aries of the Baptist Missionary Society, with 
the object of establishing a cordial concert 
and co-operation between the College and 
the Society. 

"5. The Society :ippropriate a sum not 
exceeding £500 a-year to this department, 
inclusive of the allowance now paid to ]\fr, 
Denham, which allowance will continue to 
be paid to him as heretofore, through the 
Treasurer of the Society in Calcutta; S<J that 
the differenee between the allowance and the 
annual contribution is the amount to be paid 
to the Treasurer of Se ram pore College; this 
sum to be devoted to the support of students 
for the ministry, who shall be selected in such 
a manner as the Committee of the Society 
may from time to time direct, 

"6. That the department of secular edu
cation be continued under the direction of 
the College Council, to the extent to which 
funds can be provided, independent of the 
Ward Funds in England and America, and 
the Society's Annual Contribution; and that 
the Society be not considered in any measure 
responsible for, or connected with, this de
partment of collegiate duty. 

"7, That the youths, whether in European 
or native habits, who have completed their 
education at the College in the missionary 
department, be employed at the discretion of 
the Committee, and in accordance with the 
wants and resomces of the mission. 

"8. 'l'he Council agrees to leave in the 
hands of the Society, with the concurrence of 
the Trustees, the future dividends of Ward's 
Fund, which are to he devoted in accordance 
with the terms of the Deed; this sum to be 
in addition to the Society's amount contri
buted. 

" 9. The Society is at liberty at any future 
period, should circumstances appear to it to 
render it necoss;1rv, to withclruw from all 
connection with tl1e College, hy withholcling 
the annual contribution." 
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DIN AGEPORE. 

Some pleasing indications are given 
in the following letter of l\'fr. SMYLIE, 

dated September 27th, of the leavening 
progress of the gospel in the district 
around bis station. It. is evident that 
the native mind is becoming more and 
more aocessible, and the people are 
more ready and willing to hear the 
gospel than at any former period. The 
labours of the native brethren are a
mong the most efficacious means that 
can be employed, and we trust that able 
men, taught of God, are being raised up 
2mong the native converts, every way 
adapted to carry forward the kingdom 
of our Lord. 

The invitation. 

You know until lately we had no native 
missionary m Dmagepore, and now we have 
one only; when your letter came to hand he 
,v~s out at Jar Bany, some thirty or forty 
miles to the north-west, We were invited to 
go out to this by a respectable Musalman, 
who h8.1i been more than once with us in 
Dinagepore. In his invitation he said he 
wished us to go out and spend a few days 
among his neighbours, to try how they would 
receive the word, hinting, that if they could 
only he made willing, he would unite with 
those who would join us. The native mis
sionary states that after spendino- a few days 
with them (during which time h~ was much 
engaged), he read and explained the word 
and had prayer with them. After all the; 
said, we need to be instructed, and ~nless 
some one was placed among us for this pur
pose, it would be impossible for us to under
stand of ourselves, and unless we understand 
we cannot embrace Christianity. This, though 
not what we could wish, is a great advance 
on the self-perfect Mussalmen. Two of their 
young men said they would immediately fol
low t_he n_ative missionary to Dinagepore, and 
remam with us a few months for instruction 
and to see and learn our ways; all the; 
w1:1nted was support. This, though a l'ery 
fair and very pleasing offer, is what we can
not comply with now. 

.A nothe1· invitation. 

Another invit11tion was made by a man 
who' came from Ghor-a-Ghat, ~ume fifty or 
sn:ty miles to the south. '!'lie last triJ> has 
laid up the natiYe missionary with fever, so 
the south invitation must remain as it is for a 
time. I would indeed rejoice could we send 
cut a few men to thill, and a few to that ril-

!age, to remain n few days or weeks. Tho 
da_y wil_l come, and may be before I put off 
t~1s fra!l and worn-out carcase, when the na
hl'es will, of themselves, by God's Spirit run 
to and fro with the word. Where God's 
Spirit really is in deed and truth his people 
don't need to be driven, We w;nt the wind 
to blow from the four winds upon tl1ese dry 
hones, and on eome green ones too then the 
multitude will everywhere preach the gospel. 

A baza1· incident. 

This evening, while engaged in the bazar 
I was addressed by a young Musalman a; 
follows:-" Sir, ·you will make very little of 
the people here, they are too worldly to be 
soon converted, but were you to go among 
the Batanees, I feel persuaded you would soon 
make converts. I know them and I would 
advise Y?" to try. However, that you may 
not go without some cause, I will go among 
them for the next eix or seven months and 
try them •. Should I meet with encourage
~ent, I will ~eturn to you about the 11etting 
m of next ramy season, and take you with 
me to the places ,vhere the people are most 
likely to receive the word." I have known 
this Musalman for some years; when I first 
met him he was indeed a bitter character 
but time and, I trust, the Spirit have told 
upon him. His residence is at Puch-a-Ghor 
about ninety miles north of this. He ha; 
long been engaged in collecting raw hides for 
the European market. He is employed by 
s~me Persian merchants. His calling leads 
him all over Batan, where cows' hides are 
cheapest; hence his offer to try the Batanees, 
and then let me know and take me with him. 
For the last few years I have regularly had 
one or two calls from him ; sometimes he has 
caused me much pain and prayer. The other 
evening, while engaged in the bazar he 
came up, placed himself on my right-i' had 
Btopped to breathe-when mv old friend took 
u_p the ~ubject with as much ·ease and simpli
city as 1f he had been taught in the first col
lege, and preached Christ, proving what he 
said by referring to the Old and New Testa
ment. I shall not try to tell what I felt at 
the time and since; those who have laboured 
in birth till Christ was framed in the soul 
don't need to be told, and those who have 
not could not understand if they were, 

A missionary's work • 

Schools are all we can make them at pre
sent. We ha,·e no books but such ns the 
Tract and Bible Societies publi~h, and few of 
these, My week day duties are the schools 
and nightly reading and explaining God'~ 
word. 'l'his is ~very ?ay and [every night, 
I hope the day 1s commg when every native 
Christian will have hie little band of heathen, 
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J,ungry soul~ nroun<) him: Sometimes, lately, I Kure of such, then the school_, the. hazar, or 
[ have had such httle groups. We ennnot some other duty must be la1<l as1<lc. R,i
a!ways have them. When I have the pica- member us in prayer. 

SEWRY BIRBHOOM. 

'fhe work of God at this station pro- school. The adults frequent divine 
gresses, though but slowly. Recently worship, but have not yet made much 
three persons who had been excluded progress in Christian knowledge. We 
from the churoh, were re-admitted to hope, however, though without any ap
its privileges, while last month a young parent signs at present, that the means 
man, of good education and exemplary of grace will in ,due time be blessed to 
in his conduct, had been baptized and their conversion. Gospel knowledge 
received into fellowship. ]\fr. WILLIAM- appears to be on the increase around 
soN adds, " We have two families that us, accompanied with an increasing 
joined us some time ago from the conviction of the vanity and sin of 
heathen, consisting of three adults and idolatry, and of the truth of the 
five children. The children attend the Christian religion." 

WE S T I N DIE S. 

TRINIDAD. 

We are happy to present to our read
ers, from the pen of our missionary, Mr. 
L.i.w, the interesting communication 
below. Although the opposition is great 
in Trinidad to the spread of evangelic 
truth, yet the labours of our brethren 
are far from fruitless. In addition to 
their direct e:ffotts, Mr. LAW is engaged 
in publishing from time to time a series 
of tracts on the chief doctrines of the 
gospel, exhibiting them in contrast to 
the errors, superstitions, and idolatries 
of Rome. Peculiarly interesting .is the 
account rendered of a portion of the 
refugees from Madeira, whence they 
were driven by the persecutions of the 
Roman Catholic clergy. After referring 
to the want of more labourers, l\Ir. LAW 
proceeds;-

Conversions. 

The success attending our present labours 
?ncourages us to persevere, and, if possible, to 
increase our exertions to make kno,m the 
glorious gospel of the blessed God. Althouoh 
the general attendance is not great at o~u· 

place of worship in this town, yet our little 
church has lately experienced a season of re
freshing from the divine presence; a spirit of 
prayer and supplication has been bestowed 
upon the members; the Spirit of God has 
been shed down upon us, and several indi
viduals have been brought to a saving know
ledge of the truth of the gospel. Since I gave 
you au account oft.he conversion and baptism 
of a, young man who was lately a slave in 
America, a brother of his has had his heart 
opened by the divine Spirit, and been led to 
make a public profession of the name of 
Jesus by baptism. Two of Afric's children, 
also, who have been long inquiring the way 
to Zion, have lately given us reason to believe 
that they have been mvde the children of 
God by faith in Jesus Christ; hence they 
have been baptized aml added to the church. 
A young couple, who have for some time 
been attending our meetings and assisting in 
the sabbath schools, have been led to repent 
of their sins, and to beliern in the Lord J esu3, 
nnd, constrained by the love of Christ, they 
have been baptized into the name of the 
Father, the Son, an<l the Holy Ghost. At 
the baptism of this interesting pair I gave an 
address on the spiritual and doctrinal charac
ter of Christian baptism, the substance of 
which has since been published for general 
circulation among our friends, that they may 
better understand the natme of their baptis
mal engagements. These conversions and 
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additions to our numbers we regard as mani
festations of the diYine presence and blessing. 
Thus our hearts ha\'e been refreshed, om 
spirits invigorated, and our hands upheld in 
the work of the Lord. Besides, I may here 
state that our prayer meetings are well al· 
tended, at which we have the enjoyment of 
the presence of tl1e Lord. Also our people 
are becoming deeply interested in the society's 
operations; hence every month the most part 
of them give promptly and joyfully their 
money to support and extend the gospel, ac
cording as the Lord prospers them in worldly 
affairs. 

The Portugnese Refugees. 

You ask, "What has become of the Por
tuguese refugees!" A large number of them 
hare gone to America, but there is a good 
many of them still in Trinidad. Every sab
bath forenoon, immediately after the English 
senice, I preach a sermon in Portuguese, 
when about fifty or sixty are generally pre
sent. I have also a Portuguese meeting on 
the Wednesday evening. These services are 
,·cry pleasing and refreshing. I have all along 
felt a deep interest in these people. Their 
sufferings for Christ in Madeira endear them 
to my heart. Their persecutions were cruel 
in the extreme; being constrained, however, 
by the love of Christ, and upheld by the 
power of God, they rejoiced that they were 
counted worthy to suffer for the name of 
Jesus. They gloried in the cross of Christ, 
and rejoiced in carrying theirs after Christ, 
which they regarded as their joy and their 
crown, The accounts they give of the abo
minations and lying wonders of Romanism 
are enough to fi 11 e,·ery Christian, as well as 
every lover of human freedom, with deep and 
eternal hatred towards the "mystery of in
iquity." Some of them who suffered impri
sonment for Christ, have a distinct and lively 
remembrance of being visited by a Jamaica 
missionarv, who must have been the late 
William "Knibb, from the description tlH"y 
n-ive of him, They could not understand his 
language, but his looks and tears of love and 
sympathy with them in their sufferings they 
well understood, and still remember with 
lively interest. 

Their history in Trinidad. 

Latterly, however, the greater part of them 
ll'as formed into a church hy the late beloved 
Mr. Hewetson, of lhe Free Church; hence, 
on coming here, the mnjorit)' of them ttt!ended 
the Presbyterian church. A number of them, 
howeyer, regularly attended our meetings, 
and, although they did not understand our 
language, they felt that God was among us, 
so that they entered into the spirit of our 
worship, and felt that it was good to be there, 
When we attended to the memorial of our 
Saviour's death, they expressed a desire to 
celebrat.e with us his dying love. They were 
at once referre<l to !he New Testament law 
of baptism. · · · 

Thfir baptism, 

~- On this subject they commenced to 
search the scriptures for themselves. They 
soon saw that infant baptism was not in the 
bible, and that it was, in fact, a piece of 
popery. Taught by the word and Spirit of 
God, they soon saw and felt it to be the~ 
duty and privilege to be buried with Christ 
by baptism. Hence, on sabbath morning, 
at nine o'clock, on the 8th of November, 
1846, JJfaria Rosa, Roza Co,·rei, Maria de 
Freitas, Mariq Julia, Francisca dos Santos, 
Francisco de Freitas, and Jose dos Santos, 
seven in all, were baptized into the name of 
the Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost, 
Being satisfied as to the personal religion of 
these individuals, and that they understood 
the spiritual nature of the ordinance of bap
tism, I had no hesitancy in acting as I did. 
I have just spoken to some of them of that 
memorable morning ; their faces beam with 
joy when they think of it. One says, ''That 
was a happy day." Another says," I stole 
my clothes that day; 0 how happy I feel 
when I think of my baptism into the name 
of Jesus." From this time one and another 
came to me with their Testaments in their 
hands, with all the passages thereof well 
marked that had any relation to the mode, 
the subject, and nature of Christian baptism. 
I could not but say, with Peter," Can any 
man forbid water, that these should not be 
baptized, who have received the Holy Ghost 
as well as we!" Hence, they were baptized 
in the name of the Lord. 

.Another convert, 

These dear people were driven from their 
homes and their country because they loved 
the bible-loecause they preferred the word 
of God to the Roman priesthood. Their 
persecutors were determined to destroy them, 
or hunt them out of.the country. They did 
the latter. When they took refuge in 'l'rini
Jad about fil'e years ago, as there was no 
Pur!u,rnese minister here, they identified 
them.s~ll,es with English Christian people in 
this town. In Madeira, Dr. Kalley had hcen 
the chief instrument in the hand of God in 
lc.,,1 i113 them to a knowledge of J csus Christ. 

A Portuguese Christian woman, who has 
been attending our meetings for about two 
years, and whose heart the Lord has opened 
to receive the truth, was baptizetl on the first 
of the month. For conscience' sake she has 
suffered much persecution, with the threat 
of being abandoned of man, or of having her 
head cut off, if she dared to he bnptized; she 
delayed not, however, to yield obedience to 
the Jaw of her,Lord and Redeemer; rejoic
ing in- being counted worthy to s11ffer for the 
name of Jesus. 

'I'hese people's identifying themscll'cs with 
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the baptiols in Trinidad has caused much un
easiness among their Christian brethren of the 
Free Church ; still we strive to keep the 
unity of the Spirit in the bond of peace. 
When Mr. Hewetson visited this island as the 
pastor of these Christians, although he found 
that n number of them had become baptists, 
he loved them none the less for it, be
lieving that what they had done was the re
sult of faith in what they believed to be the 
will of God and of love to Jesus. As a 
further proof of the Chriotian feeling on the 
part of the baptized Portuguese to,vards their 
predobaptist brethren, they have lately con
tributed about ten pounds to assist them to 
build a place of worship. May brotherly love 
continue and abound among them more and 
more. May their whole energies be conse
crated to the hoI1our and glory of God I I 
should like to see one or more of them fitted 
by nature and grace to go back to Madeira or 
Portugal, to preach the unsearchable riches 
of Christ to their brethren who still ait in the 
region and shadow of death. 

The Press. 

The press, which the friends at Haverford 
West gave us, is still employed in sending 
forth little messengers of merc7n among the 
inhabitants of this dark land. Thousands of 
tracts are thus sent forth to denounce the 
errors pf popery, and to make known the 
love of God in Christ Jesus. The seeds of 
eternal truth are thus sown, and God will, in 
his own time, cause the fruit to appear, We 
need money to purchase more printing mate-

rials, as well as about one pound per month 
to keep the press in operation. 

A holy alliance. 

You will be glad to hear that all the truly 
evangelical ministers and others in the island 
ha,·e formed themselves into a kind of" holy 
alliance" against the common enemy, and 
for the glory and honour of their common 
Lord and Saviour. To support "The Guar
dian," is one object of this union of brethren. 
"The Guardian " is intended to refute pa
pist errors, and preach Christ and Him cru
cified. Thus the Christian people in Trinidad 
are striving together" for the faith once deli
vered to the saints." May the Lord bless 
our individual and united efforts for his cause 
and glory! 

From a letter received from Mr. 
CowEN, dated October 24, we learn that 
he has recently baptized two persons, 
one an aged female, the other an indi
vidual connected with the Sherringville 
station. It appears that the authorities 
still persist in introducing Coolies into 
the island, who not only by their cheaper 
labour diminish the just remuneration 
of the native population, but bring with 
them the heathen superstitions and 
observances of India. 

JAMAICA SPECIAL FUND. 

It seems desirable to record in the 
pages of the Herald the resolutions of 
the Committee in reference to the for
mation of a Special Fund for the assist
ance of Jamaica brethren. They have 
already been forwarded to the churches 
throughout the country, accompanied 
by an explanatory statement of the 
condition of the chul'ches in Jamaica 
formerly connected with the Society, 
and in some instances a kind and ready 
response has been made. 

Since the reception of the grrmt of 
£6000, in 1845, many difficulties, that 
could neither be foreseen nor avoided, 
have risen up to hinder the develop
ment of that independence the Jamaica 
churches then attained. · Great com-

mercial distress has fallen upon the 
planters, and consequently on the la
bourers who make up the congregations 
of our brethren, so as painfully to reduce 
the rate of wages, and at the same time 
their ability to maintain the cause of 
Christ. These difficulties have been 
aggravated by the recent visitation of 
cholera, which appears indeed not yet 
to have ceased its ravages. 

Much declension has also manifested 
itself from the profession of the gospel, 
so as still further to dimini2h the 
numbers of those able to sustain it. 
Many brethren have either died, or 
have been constrained by health, or 
other causes, to leave the island. 

The earnest and reiterated appeals , f 
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the brethren for aid have led to the 
adoption of the com'Se laid down in the 
resolutions below. 

Donations and subscriptions to the 
Special Fund will be devoted in mode
rate amounts to the aid of those breth
ren whose churches are unable to sup
port them without extraneous assist
anca, and likewise to give the brethren, 
whose health after years of relaxing toil 
in a torrid clime may require a restora
tive change, the means of obtaining it 
,,here their churches may be unable to 
afford it. 

In carrying out these objects, every 
requisite care will be taken not to 
trench on the independent and scriptu
ral rights of the churches, and to main
tain inviolate the principles laid down 
in the resolutions of the General Meet
ing of 1845. 

A.t the Quarterly Meeting of the 
Committee of the Baptist l'vlissionary 
Society, held at 33, Moorgate Street, 
October 15th, 1851, W. B. GuRKEY, 
Esq., in the Chair,-Resolved: 

" I. That the IJlllllSters and churches in 
Jamaica, in connexion with the Baptist 
Missionary Society at the date of 1842 and 
1845 were declared able to sustain their own 
ope~tions independently of the Funds of this 
Society. This declaration was made in 1842 

by the members of the Association of the 
Jamaica Churchre, who resolved that, after 
the 1st of August, no further drafts should be 
made on the Parent Society, except under 
very peculiar circumstances. In 1845, on 
the acceptance of the grant of £6000, it was 
resoh·ed by the Society at home, and the 
brethren in Jamaica, 'That the acceptance of 
this grant be regarded as a full and final 
discharge of all claims whatever, on ;the part 
of the brethren in Jamaica, on the Baptist 
Missionary Society ;-special exceptions be
ing made in the case of the Calabar Institu
tion, and t:i.e return or decease of any mis
sionary ~ent out by the Society. The Com
mittee therefore earnestly resolves ihat this 
declaration of independence, both as to the 
pecuniary support of the pastors in Jamaica, 
and as to all the operations and proceedings 
of the churches, should be strictly and per
manently maintained. 

"2nd. That, inasmuch as recent depression 
in the commercial condition of Jamaica, and 
the fearful ravages of cholera in that island, 
within the last few months, have greatly 
lessened the pecuniary means of the churches, 
and placed many of our esteemed brethren, 
their pastors, in great exigency, it seems 
essential to the continued existence of some 
of those chmches, that their pastors should 
be aided by pecuniary exhibitions, to a 
moderate amount, and for a limited time. 

" 3rd. That an appeal be made to the 
constituency of the Society to create a Special 
Fund, which, in contradistinction from the 
General Funds of the Society, shall alone be 
available to meet cases referred to in the 
foregoing resolutions." 

We have now only to commend this 
object to the kind and generous con
sideration of our friends. 

THE KAREN MISSION 

ON THE TENASSERIM COAST, 

The :following account of this very 
interesting mission of our American 
Baptist brethren, from the pen of one of 
the missionaries, will be perused by our 
readers with very great pleasure. Few 
modern missions present features of 
greater interest, arising from the pecu
liar character of the people, and from 
the great success that has attended the 
labours of Christ's servants. 

"Who would not he a Cbrh;tian ?-
His triumph is begun. 'Tia JJis to Im.ii 
A mi<l the t:boru:; of a world convuh:i'd 

.A new cre3'tion rising. '.Micl the gloom 
Which wraps the low conce1ns of states aml kings 
He marks the mornin,g star : sees the far east 
Blush with the purplo daw11."-CONDE11. 

Twenty-three years ago Maulmain was but 
a wilderness. 'l'he ancient city of the Tala
ing king had passed away, and naught re
mained but the moss-grown walls to mai·k 
the once proud seat, Beautiful nature, un
heeded and unsung, revelled alone in her 
own wild magnificence. 'l'hc sun poured his 
resplendent rays over the time-worn pagodas 
that ranged the peaks of the bordering moun
tain ; the broad Sal wen swept silently past, 
spotted with junks and war-hoats; the east
ern Sylvia, with orioles, blue-winged rollers, 
and pretty little sun birde made .the green 
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pipul bowers voc3l. with t~cir liquid notes; 
while beneath, the sweet wild flowers opened 
their dewy petals, and the flowering trees, 
the plumiria, the mechelia, and acacia, spread 
nil round the wildest fragrance. 
1,. Such were the rural charms of this lovely 
site ; yet amidst them all were heard the 
blowing of the wild elephant, the growl of 
the bear, the hiss of the spectacled cobra, 
and the prewing of the royal tiger ; while 
within the villages of the district were fight
ing, shooting, racing, and dancing, mingled 
with savage yells, and the nerve-killing sounds 
of the musical bands through the day, and 
the slow death requiem with the sepulchral 
notes of the great.horned howl, or the sharp, 
quick shot of mountain robbers often broke 
on the stillness of night. 

The country in every direction was inter
sected with wide rolling rivers, and long wind
ing nullahs, reaching far off into the dense 
dark jungles, up and down which the wild 
l{arens, from their airy basins and deep ra
vines, were often seen gliding silently and 
fearfully along in their numerous little fish
ing boats. 

The Karens were a people then unknown 
to the white foreigner; probably not one of 
nll that numerous race on the Tenasserim 
coast had seen one gleam of gospel light, or 
heard one lisping of the glad tidings. 'l'he 
whole of Amherst, Tavoy, and Mergui pro
vinces, covering an area of thirty thousand 
square miles, with a population of more than 
a hundred thousand, besides multitudes sit
ting in the purple glens of the far off Y oma 
mountains, were all wrapt in the labyrinthine 
folds of night's thickest curtain. Idolatry, 
superstition, and ignorance held stern their 
iron sway, From the fine shaded waters of 
the Thoung-yeen on the north, to the sands 
of the Paekchan on the south, and from the 
hlue ocean that washes its granite-bound 
shore, to the Siamese mountains, that sweep 
its eastern horizon, all was heathen darkness. 
Except the light but just sprung at Amherst, 
not one glimmering ray had broken the cen
turial gloom of this night-lnnd. 

Su_c~ was Maulmain and its environs, when 
n British man-of-war was seen moorino- off 
shore, and Sir Archibald Campbell, fresh 
fro~ his victories, appeared, bearing the 
British standard, and planted it on the sum
mit of pagoda hill. 

" -- For I do see a change all rninbowcd in 
the far-off futuro.'' 

~'Where will your spirit dwell after death!" 
"Don't know; either inn state of punish

ment or reward." 
"Do you expect to pass through both 

states!" 
"Yes: when I die I shall be punished for 

all my bacl deeds and rewarded for all my 
good." 

"What kind of punishment do you ex
pect 1" 

"Cannot tell; I shall go to one of the four 
great states of punishment, and after l1aYing 
suffered there, I may he born again in this 
world." 

"If bom here again, what do you expect 
to be?" 

'' If born here, I may be a beggar, or an 
ugly female, or a beast, or reptile." 

" What kind of reward do you look for on 
account of your deeds of merit 1" 

" Nigban is the great reward I desire ; bnt 
I may go first to Natpie," (the Nat country.) 

"What is the happiness there enjoyed!" 
"Th~e, everything grateful to the eye, the 

ear, the taste, the smell, the touch, springs 
up spontaneously as soon as desired. There 
they have thousands of attendants, and hun
dreds of heavenly wives." 

"And if you are so fortunate as to meet 
the god, and enter Nigban what will be your 
happiness there 1'' 

"In Nigban there is no materiality, no in
tellect, no sensation, no perception, no will, 
consequently no desire for anything-no car~ 
for anything; all is rest and peace." 

It was but a short period after Sir Archi
bald arrived in Maulmain that the devoted 
Boardman was walking one morning on the 
green flowery slope fronting his cottage, in 
converse with a tall dark peon of the Burman 
soldiery of Martaban. Between him and 
this man the above dialogue may be sup
posed to have just t:iken place, when the 
teacher's attention was arrested by the ap
proach of a man leading towards him three 
little boys. They were l{aren boys, and were 
orphans. These lads were taken under the 
missionary's charge, and this was the com
mencement of the l{areen schools in Burmah, 
and aside from '' Ko-tha-byu" was the be
ginning of the l{aren mission in the Tenas
serim provinces. 

Nearly one generation has passed away, 
and that loved missionary, with his noble 
companion, and other congenial spirits, have 
ascended the mount, and are folded in the 
arms of their adorable Saviour. But mark 
the change that has come over this pagan 
land! 

It is the" crim8on fall of evening." Enter 
that little boat, and scud along the Gyne's 
silver-coloured waters. But listen ! wl1.ti 
melodious strains break over the sleepiqg 
wave! It is a Karen prayer-meeting held in 
a little green expanse on the reed-bound 
shore 1 'l'he tawny natil·es are tuning their 
untaught notes to the Christian's God-their 
great Creator. Louder and richer the song 
swells up nmid&t the palm groves - then 
wildly dies upon the wa1·e, sweetly, tremu
lously! 

Pass on up the Hundaraw, the Dahgyne ; 
enter that shady ville at the mountain's base. 
A house of God appears, bosomed in the ta 1 l 
ham boo. And what! Are these nil Christ's 
di~l·iples 1: Y t\~, a multitude arc pourin~ 
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forth, crowding every path and lane ! Quiet
ness and order mark them, cheerful content 
beams from every countenance, and love t1 lls 
every breast. Pass up the Atteran-the Sal
wen ; cross OYer that arid plain to the dark 
base of that to11·cring mountain. It is sah
bath, and evening, Worship is ended, and 
all haYe retired to their rural homes. Note 
the stillness of the day-no sound of the axe 
or rice-pounder-no trampling of buffaloes, 

or boisterous glee of children. Wind round 
among the mango tl'Ces, and observe the 
neatneM and proli'riety of each little group. 
But stop! mnsic 1s in the air-from north~ 
from soitth-from east-from west-meeting 
and mingling in the airy blue of henven I 
Float on! !'!oat on! sweet undulating stralns! 
Thou breathest of a better land, nnd I would 
llOt break thy wild sweet melody I 

To be continued. 

FOREIGN LErTERS RECEIVED. 

Asu. ............... CAtctl'r'rA .................. Peatcc, G .......... October 7. 
Thomas, J. . ..... October 7. 

COLOMBO .................. Allen, J ............. October 15. 
DrNAGEPORE ............... Smylie, H .......... September 27. 
SERAMPORE ............... Marshman, J. C .. October 20. 
SEWRY ........................ Williamson, J ...... October 1. 

AusTR.U.IA ...... LAUNCESTON .............. Dowling, H ••••••• June 20. 
BARAIIIAS ••••••••• NASSAtl ..................... Capeth, H. ·········october u. 
BRrTTA.."1Y •••••• MoRLAIX ••••••••••••••••••••• Jenkins, J ..•.....•. Nov. 20, Dec. 4. 
JAIU.ICA ••••••... BETHTEPHIL ............... Henderson, G. R .. October 23. 

FouR PATHS ............... Gould, T . ......... October 22. 
MoUNT CAREY ...••...•.•. Hewett, E .... ;o •••• October 23. 
MouNT HERMON ......... Hume, J ............. October 23. 
ST. ANN'S BAY ............ Millard, B .......... November 10, 
SALTER'S HILL ············Dendy, w .......... October 21. 
STEWART ToWN ........... ,Dextcr, B, B ..... ,Octobcr 20. 

Tnil'IIDA.D ...... PORT OF SPAIN .•••...••••• Law, J. • ........... October 28, 
SAv.lltlfA. GRANDE ...... Cowen, G .......... October 24. 
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Hanks, Mr. William O JO 6 
Weymouth, .Mr. H., 
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Allan, T. R., Esq., for 

Widows and Orphan, Ii O 0 

15 a. d. 

Bible Trane\atlon So-
ciety, for Translations 200 0 0 

Friend ... ...•............• 0 3 0 
Gillman, Mre. 5 0 0 
Gurney, ,v. D., Esq., 

from a fund at his 
disposal under the 
will of the late Mrs. 
l'ricetlcy ............... 2so O o 
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for Debt 1 l O 
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Do., for 1'w·k's Island 

Chapel ....•......•.••••• 10 0 a 
Do., for llaiti ......•.• 10 0 O 

W. R., per" Record"... 5 O 
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£ ,. d. 
ESRTP'ORDSHIRB, 

Markyate Street-
Collectiono ............. .. 
Contributiona ........ . 

Do., Sunday School,. 
fur ,t/Jrican8chool8 

Le11 ellpenses 

l! 14 2 
2 Ii 7 

4 0 0 

8 19 9 
0 4 0 
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Nottingham- £•·d. 

Collectiono-
Derby Road .. , ... , .. 16 17 2 
George Street ...... U 15 3 
Public Meeting...... 8 5 JO 

Contributions ......... 41 11 4 

81 9 7 
LeBB ellpenses ...... 3 4 3 

Jl't!~~~e;!; Association I O 0 
Jiloomebury Ohapel-

II 15 U Sutton In Aehfield
Contributions, addi .. 

78 Ii 4 

Juvenlle Aeeociat!on, 
for Haiti School.. .... 

Eagle Street

KilNT, 

6 0 0 Dover, Salem Chapel-
Collection ............... 17 17 10 

tional .................. O 2 0 

Ollro1tnaa111z, 
Juvenile Association, 

for Schools .. .......... l 2 6 Contribution............ 5 0 0 Banbury..................... 3 0 0 
Hope Chapel-

Juvenile Association, 
for Fernando Po 
Bckoo!.,................ 2 10 l 

Kennington, Chai·les Street-
Collection .. .. ........... 3 l 0 

Poplar, Cotton Street-
Juvenile .Association; 

for Hanwella School, Ceylon.................. 6 0 0 

B.s:DP'ORDSBiRB, 

Dunetable-
Contr!butlons ......... 3 17 6 

22 17 10 
Less expenses ...... 3 13 6 

19 4 4. 
Folkstone

Collections............... 6 11 0 
Contributions ......... 3 10 8 

Do., Sunday School, 
for Madras Sckool.8 4 11 0 

Woolwich, Queen Street
Juvenne Auxiliaty, 

for Ckiltoura Scloool 10 0 0 

L1NcoLNsa1aa. 

ilurgh-
CAMDRIDGESHIRB, Collection•............... 11 11 0 

Cambrid8e- Horncastle-
Contributions ...... , .. li9 Ill 7 Collections............... 7 11 7 

DIIVONSIIIBII, 

1'orquay-
Collection ............ , ,, 1 8 6 
Contributions ......... 4 l O 

6 9 6 
Less expense■ .. ,... O 8 6 

IS 1 0 

Contributions ......... 6 6 11 

13 18 6 
Less ellpenses ... . .. i 17 0 

12 l 6 

Lincoln-
Collections ............... iO 17 6 
Contributions ......... 20 12 0 

Do., Sunday School l 2 e 

SHROPSHIRE, 

Bridgnorth-
Colleotion s ............... 13 0 6 
Contributions ......... 17 19 11 

Do., Sunday School 
boys.................. 1 12 o 

32 12 Ii 
Less ellpenses ...... o 1/i 6 

31 16 11 
Pontesbury-

Collection .•............. 1 2 6 
Shiffnal •••••••••••onooH••• l 10 8 
Wellington-

Contributions : .....•..• 8 9 0 
Wem ···············••······· l 10 9 

SOMERSBi"SBIRE. 

Friend• at W.,2 years 2 0 O 
Do., do., for Africa 1 0 0 

Bristol, on account, by 
Mr. George Thomas ... 96 4. 2 

Horsington-
Collection (moiety) ... 1 3 6 

Winscombe-
Proceeds of Tea Meet-

ing and Juvenile 
Contributions ...... 6 l 0 

Essnx. 
Walton on tbe Naze

Two friends, for Haiti 

32 11 6 STAFFORDSHIRE, 
Less Cllpenaes ... ... l 19 6 Tamworth-

Chapel .................. 1 0 0 30 12 o Collections............... 6 0 0 

GLOUCESTIIBSBIRII, NDRTBA111PTONSHIRS. 

Tewkesbury ......... , ..... 14 7 6 Wollaston- 0 0 
Ward, Mr. John ...... 10 

H.AMPSBIRB, 

Deb.tilieu-
Collectlon ... ... .... ... .. I 3 
Sunday School ......... 0 4 

Jlroughton .................. 14 11 
Nlton, I. W,-

Colloction (less ex-
penses) . ... ........... 1 15 

Portsmouth, Porhrna, & 
Gospo1-t, on account ... i;o O 

Ryde-
Colloctlon (less .,.. 

penses) ............... 3 10 
Contribution............ 0 10 

Do., Sunday School O 11 

HBRBFORDSume:. 

8 
4 
0 

0 

0 

2 
0 
0 

Ledbury-
U. K. and A............. 0 3 6 

NOTTINGHAA[SRJII ■. 

Basford, New-
Collection ............... 5 0 0 

Carlton Hall-
Soott, J!lizabeth, box 

0 17 4 by ........................ 
Co!lingham-

Collections, &c ......... 7 14 8 
Contributions ......... 2, l 7 

Do., Sunday School 0 6 0 

Newark-
Collection• ............... 10 7 6 
Contribution ............ 1 0 0 

11 7 5 
Loss expenses ...... O 12 2 

10 15 3 

SUFFOLK. 

Botesdale .................. 1 4 4 
B.-adfield 0 15 3 
Bury St. Edmund's-

Collection ...... .... .. . .. 13 2 6 
Contributions ......... 11 3 0 

Do., Juvenile Asso~ 
elation (moiety) ... 6 17 7 

Do., Young Men•a 
Bible Class ......... 2 0 4 

Do., Sunday and day 
Schools . ........... 3 8 

Chars field--
Collection 1 2 3 
Contribution .. , ......... l 0 0 

Clare-
Collection ............... 3 0 0 
Contributions ......... 3 l 

Ey&-
Collection 2 ' 4 
Contributions 6 15 

Do .. Sunuay School 
Grundisburgb-

OH 

Collection 1 6 JO 
Contribution ............ 1 0 0 

Ilorhnm .............. 5 7 B 
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£ ,. d. 
lp•wloh, Stoke Chnpol-

Colloctlon ............... 11 0 2 
Do,, Public Meotlng t; l8 3 

Conlrlhntlon• ......... g 18 6 
Do., ,Tu,•enile A11E10• 

elation ............ ll 8 0 
Occold.... .................... o 13 o 
Otlc)'-

Collellllon ............. .. 
Contributlona ....... .. 

RatUcodcn ................ .. 
Stoke AAl1 ................. , 
Stradbrook- . 

Colloctlon .............. . 
Contribution• ........ . 

Do., Sund&)· School 
Sutton ....................... . 
Waldrlngficld ........... . 
Wnlton .................... . 
Wattisham ............. .. 

Sosn:x. 
Battle-

Collection and Contti• 

2 ]/j 0 
l 10 0 
2 7 0 
l 10 10 

ll l l 
3 18 0 
0 18 4 
l Ill 11 
0 ]6 0 
4 17 6 
4 0 10 

51 10 8 

butions ............... 5 11 4 

Erighton-
Colleetion, Bond St. 

(part) , .............. 5 2 0 
Do., Public Meeting 8 3 6 

Contrlbntions ......... 15 3 2 
Do., Bond Street 

Sunday School ••. 0 19 0 

£ •. ,1. £ •. ,l. 
r"ewe11- Mlln'• Drhlgo-

Collection nnd Conlrl- Colloollon ............... 3U 0 
bntlono ............... 20 /j ff Rawdon-

Collootlon ............... 3 0 0 
21 JO 0 Contrlbutlona, Juvo• 

LeH oxpen,c• ...... l 11 6 nllo .................. 3 7 0 
Do,, Sunday Sohool l 4 0 

20 /j 0 Rlohworth .................. l 12 10 

SOUTH W ALllS. \\' AftWJCl<AIIIRR, 

Alce•tor-
Oolloetlon ............... 12 

Dn KCKNOCKBHJRB-
0 11 Dullth-

Contribution, ,........ 2 g O Collection ............... l O 0 
Contribution............ O 10 0 

14 10 6 
Lcoa cxponeoa .. .... o 18 0 

13 12 5 

5 10 4 

W OllCB!TJCRSRIR H, 

.Atch Lench-
Collection ............... 3 0 o 

Upton on Sovorn
Colloctlons............... 4 15 g 
Con lrlbutione ......... 5 11 3 

Do., Sunday School O 7 0 

10 14 0 
Leea exponees ...... 0 1' 4 

l 10 6 
Lees ezpenseo ...... 0 3 0 

l 7 6 

3 6 0 
Lees oxpenee• ...... 0 10 O 

CARMARTHBNBHJRR
N owcaetlo Emlyn-

2 10 0 

Collectlon .... .... ..... .. 0 1 0 0 
Contrlbutlone ......... 3 14 0 

Do., Sunday School 9 3 3 

SCOTLAND. 
Dumhartou-

10 0 2 Snnday School .... ..... 0 3 8 

29 8 5 Westmancote-
Collection ............... 1 12 3 Deduct for Baptist 

Irish Society, £:i, 
and expenses, £1 
19s. ..................... C 19 0 

22 9 6 

FvreF>t Row-
Collc<tion ............... l 11 0 

Lees expensoa ... 0 3 0 

l 9 3 

YoRKBHIR.11. 
Keighley-

Collection ............... 2 2 10 
Contributions ......... l 10 2 

ERRATUM. 

Dnblln-
Collectlon (le•• ox-

penees) ............... C 6 0 
Contributions ...... , .. 38 10 0 

Do., for .D,bt ......... 0 10 0 
Do., for Jamaica 

&hool,............... 4 0 o 

The Legacy of £!,, acknowledged in the December Herald ns from Mrs. Elizabcll1 
Perry, l~te of Wotton under Edge, should have heen from Miss Elizabeth Perrin, late of 
Kingswoo<l. 

Subecriptione e.nd Donatione in aid of the Baptlnt Missionary Society will be thankfully 
received by William Brodie Gurney, Esq., and Samuel Morton Peto, Esq., M.P., Treasurers; 
by the Rev. Frederick Trestrail and Edward Bean Underhill, Esq., Secretaries, at the 
Mission Howie, 33, Moorgate Street, LONDON: in EDINBURGH, by the Rev. Christopher 
Anderson, the Rev. Jonathan Watson, and John Macandrew, Esq.; in GLASGOW, by Robert 
Kettle, Eaq.; in DUBLIN, by John Purser, Esq., Rathmines Ca11tle; in CALCUTTA, by the 
Re,·. James Thomas, Baptist Mission Press; and at NEW Yomi:, United States, by W. 
Colgate, Esq. Contributione can also be paid in at Messrs, Barclay, Bevan, Tritton, E<nd Co., 
Lombard Street, to the account of the 'freasurers. 
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BAPTIST HOME MISSIONARY SOCIETY. 

A FEW months ago, while engaged in visiting the stations of the Society in 
Monmouthshire, the attention of the secretary wns called to Llnnclogo and Whitc
brook, two villages between Monmouth and Chcpstow, where places of worship 
had been erected, for the supply of which local assistance could not be obtained. 
Persuaded that the Committee would not send an agent t,o these villages, unless 
they could be associated with another and a larger, he visited St. Bria veil's, in the 
same neighbourhood, a central village of considerable extent and importance, 
which is without any dissenting chapel, and where he found several persons ready 
to encourage the residence of a missionary. Mr. P. G. Jo11NsoN, formerly a city 
missionary, having been strongly recommended for zeal and energy, the Committee 
instructed him to visit St. Bria veil's in connexion with Llandogo and Whitcbrook. 
Hia report, which will be read with interest, is published with the hope that some 
kind friend will be found willing to render the missionary the temporary aid with
out which he will be seriously hindered in his self-denying yet hopeful labours. 

St. Briavell's, Gloucestershire. In fur
nishing the first report of these stations, I 
have to tell of success and disappointment; 
of favourable circumstances and powerful 
obstacles ; of zealous co-operation and deter
mined opposition ; the effects of antagonistic 
principles energetically carried out; the con
flicting action of which has been followed by 
an encouraging measure of success to the 
efforts used to extend and consolidate the 
cause of Christ Jesus in this neighbourhood. 

You are aware that in their relative posi
tions the three stations form a triangle, each 
one being about two miles and a half distant 
from the other two. At each station I preach 
once on the sabbath; consequently my Lord's 
day duties are three services, to conduct which 
I have to walk eight miles. At Whitebrook 
and Llandogo, the service at each place is 
alternately, morning and afternoon, but at 
St. Driavell's it is always in the evening. 

The attendance at Whitebrook does not 
usually exceed thirty-five in the morning, 
and fifty-five in the afternoon. At Llando
go it does not generally exceed twenty in 
the morning, and thirty in the afternoon. 
A c?ngregation, however, varying from sixty 
to eighty, can he secured at this station on 
Lord's day evenings. I have therefore in
~uced a. fellow helper to hold a sabbath even• 
mg Sel'Vlce once a fortnight, during the greater 
part of the last quarter. 

Both these stations are in the &a'Yle parish 
-a parish which is under the ecclesiastical 
g?vemment of a curate of high church prin
ciples; and so powerful is the influence he 
wields in both places, that few of the poor 
cottagers dnre attend chapel when there is 
service in the church. I have therefore de-

termined to originate a Loan Tract Society, 
that, by visiting the poor at their own homes, 
once a fortnight, and supplying them with 
scriptural reading, and suitable instruction, 
and counsel, a healthful, spiritual influence 
may be exerted upon them hy our means. 
At neither station can we obtain a sahbath 
school, because we cannot furnish secular 
instruction during the week ; for at each sta
tion there is a church school, at which it is 
an indispensable condition that the children 
that receive education during the week, shall 
attend school and church on Sundays. 

At St. Briavell's your agent has laboured 
with manifest tokens of the divine favour, 
amidst powerful and determined opposition. 
The room in which we worship accommodates 
about a hundred persons, and is always crowd
ed on the sabbath, Many are also accustomed, 
when the weather permits, to congregate out
side the building, and in the coach house and 
stable below, where they have, at different 
times, been subjected to insult and annoyance 
from several young men of the baser sort,
a class whom Bunyan quaintly but expres
sively designates the " sin breeders of tho 
village,"-who are indirectly and covertly 
incited nnd encouraged to annoy us hy imli
viduals whose temporal interests would be 
materially affected by the prevalence of reli
gion and morality in the village. And this 
has been the unifonn course pursued towards 
every attempt made to introduce the gospel 
amongst the inhabitants of St. Briavell's, 
from the days of John Wesley to the present 
time. Mr. Wesley, after being repeatedly 
stoned out of the village, feeling tlrnt he ha<l 
fully discharged his duty towards its inhabi
tants, is said ''lo have shaken ojj'lhe du,tfrom 
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his feet as n fcslimo1111 against them." At a 
more recent period, my esteemed ministering 
hrother an<l neighbour, the Re,·. Thomas 
Jones, of Chepstow, was also stoned when he 
tirsl attempted to preach Christ unto them. 
My valued friend, the Rev. Moses Philpin, 
now of A lcester, ,v arwickshire, f011ncrly 
labour<'d for about three or four y<'ars with 
much success at St. Ilriarnll's, but had, I am 
assured, po,rerful opposition to conflict with. 
Unhappily no continuous or well-sustained 
effort has ever been made to raise a Christian 
church in the village, and the fear that the 
cause of Christ will now obtain a firm footing 
in it (from the Baptist Home Missionary 
Society having adopted it as one of their sta
tions), has nerved the zeal of our opponents, 
so that every means has been used by, them 
to prevent us obtaining an eligible plot of 
,rround, for which we were in treaty, as a site 
for a chapel and burial ground, and, unhap
pily for our cause, their opposition has been 
successful. Elated by their triumph, and 
stimulated by success to renewed action, they 
next prevailed with the person of whom we 
rent the room in which we worship, to give 
us notice that we cannot ha,·e it after Christ
mas. Unfortunately there is no other to be 
had in the ,·illage, and at the present incle
ment season of the year we cannot worship in 
the open air. Our circumstances, therefore, 
dear sir, are becomiug desperate. What we 
shall do we know not. Our only consolation 
is, the Lord reigneth. 

Ever since my settlement at St. Briavell's, 
the poor people have not ceased to importune 
me for a chapel, and as the members of the 
church bad resolved to have a tea meeting on 
the 6th of October, that their minister might 
have a public recognition by the neighbourmg 
ministers and churches, I availed myself of 
the occasion to bring our necessitous case be
fore the meeting, aud engaged to raise £50 
towards the object at the three stations. After 
animated and encouraging addresses by several 
ministers and gentlemen who were present, 
Thomas Nicholson, Esq., of Lydney, kindly 
engaged to raise £50 for us amongst the 
neighbouring churches; and Mr. Edy, of 
Cardiff, £50, among the churches in Wales, 
These sums, with £100 which we hope to 
obtain on loan from the Baptist Building Fund, 
will he nearly sufficient in this neighbourhood 
to provide us with a comfortable chapel, ca
pal,le of seating from 250 to 300 persons; 
and we ha re reason to believe, that, had we a 
chapel at St. Briavell 's, our Lord's day at
tendance would always exceed 200, and that 
we ehould be able to secure a sabbath school 
of from sixty to eighty children. We cannot, 
however, proceed to collect the sums promised 
us until we have secured land on which to 
erect our proposed chapel, and, unhappily, 
by the fail me of the Monmouth and Glamor
ganshire bank, a kind friend who would have 
advanced the amount (£ 50), necessary for 

this purpose, has been place,l in such circum
stances as prevents his doing so; and none of 
the friends connected with the cnuse are able 
to do it; consequently we are in a fix, for the 
want of a friend to help us to help ourselves. 
Our confidence is in Him whose cause it is 
an<l in whose hands are the hearts of all men: 
that He will be a " present help in time of 
trouble." 

That no permanent amount of good will 
ever be effected at St. Briavell's unless a 
chapel can be obtained, is the unanimous 
testimony of all, both ministers and friends, 
acquainted with the neighbourhood. If, there;, 
fore, a chapel cannot be had, tl1e abandon
ment of the station by the Baptist Home 
Missionary Society will he inevitable. And 
such is the spirit of hearing manifested amid 
the most formidable and active opposition, 
that we cannot but think "that God has much 
people," even in hardened, ungodly St. Bria
vell's. 

Besides our Lord's day services, we have 
also at this station a service ou Thursday 
evenings, the attendance at which has ranged 
from twenty to forty. Three or four persons 
are the subjects of serious impressions and 
deep concern about their souls, the result of 
the ministry at this station. I have also oc
casionally preached on a Tuesday evening to 
a crowded congregation, in the house of one 
of the members of the church, living on St. 
Briavell's Common, about a mile and a half 
from the village. The Common is a large 
tract of land, studded with about 180 isolated 
cottages, about a stone's throw from each 
other. 

The following is a summary of the quar-
ter's engagements at the three stations:-

Religious services 57 
Public meeting l 
Families visited • 32 

Of these visits, twenty-one have been to 
the sick and dying. 

In addition to the above, I have been oc
cupied, on an average, one day in the week 
ever since our tea meeting, about our pro• 
posed chapel, on account of which I have 
travelled 112 miles; while in the discharge of 
my station duties I find I have travelled 134 
miles more, together 246 miles. 

P. G. Jom1soN. 

Bridport.-I beg through you to solicit a 
renewal of the aid kindly rendered to Brid
port last year by the Committee of the 
Baptist Home Missionary Society. In doing 
so, I am thankful to be able to present a 
more encouraging statement than last year, 
of our state and prospects. 

Our position then, was, as we considered, 
hopeful ; but we can now rejoice that our 
hopes have been in a great· measure fulfilled. 
Additions have been made to our church by 
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baptism nnd by the return of one who was 
formerly on influential member. About a 
uozen who were members of n'.' lndep,endent 
church, which has become ext1?ct durmg the 
yenr habitually commune with us. Our 
sabb~th congregations are gr~atly increasecl ; 
and our three week-day services are, on the 
whole well attended. The Sunday school 
has ;ithin the last eighteen months, been 
ne;rly trebled. We are too, delighted to 
know that there are inquirers amongst us, of 
whom we entertain great hope. With this 
general improvement our pecuniary resources 
have also improved ; though even now I <lo 
not receive from the cause more than at the 
rate of £40 per annum, We are all hope
ful of further improvement in this respect ; 
especially if we can get rid of our debt, on 
which £17 are thrown away annually as 
interest. We are raising this year by means 
of the " Share Plan," about £30, toward the 
debt thus reducing it to £300; and are pre
pared to o~ganize and carry _out some plan 
for its entire removal, provided we could 
secure help from the '' Loan Fund," or from 
some other source. If the Committee could, 
in any way further such an effort, we think 
they would be taking t~e surest steps to~~rds 
rendering the cause ultimately self-sustammg. 
I am quite prepared to meet the anxiety and 
care in which such an extended effort would 
involve me, and to devote myself more fully 
than ever to the cause, provided I can be 
freed for the time from anxiety on my own 
and my family's account. This will depend 
mainly on the view which the Committee 
may take· in reference to Bridport; and the 
amount of help they may be disposed to 
render, as I am anticipating but little from 
any other quarter. 

THOMAS YOUNG, 
P.S. Since writing the enclosed we are 

placed in some difficulty as a cause, from 
the £300 lent on our chapel being this day 
called in ; we have about three months in 
which to make arrangements. I have written 
off to-day to the "Loan Fund" to ascertain 
whether there is any chance of a loan. We 
could undertake £300 if we could secure it ; 
or should be thankful with any smaller 
amount on the same terms. Could you in 
any way he! p or advise us under the circum
stances 1 

l am thankful for all kindness to me ancl 
to the cause. 

Shiffnall.-In reply to yours respecting 
the church under my care, I will endeavour 
to give you a brief but faithful statement. 
With regard to the internal state of the 
church, I may say that a spirit of harmony, 
peace, and unanimity prevails. The prayer 
meetings and week evening services are 
b':tter attended as is generally the case as 
wmter approaches. We have had no cases of 

church discipline. One has recently been 
added hy baptism. 'rhere are others of 
whom hopes were entertained that they 
would unite with us; hut as yet these hopes 
have not been realised. Still we trust 
impressions have been made which will 
issue in decision. Though we dare not 
say that good has not been done, it is far 
from reaching to the standard of our wishes. 
We have been called to suffer again in re
movals. Mr, and Mrs. P--, two of our 
most respectable members (and who were 
great helps in pecuniary and other points of 
view), have em harked for the United States; 
two other members also have been dismissed 
to other churches. Thus, while we have 
been building up in one direction, our work 
has been pulled down in another. We 
hope this dispersion may be for the further
ance of the gospel in other places : still it 
retards our progress, and our friends have 
great difficulty in making up the promised 
amount, With regard to the general aspect 
of the cause, our congregations have kept up 
pretty well during the summer, and now are 
on the increase. Sometimes the chapel is well 
filled ; many of the hearers never entered the 
chapel before. I have made extra efforts 
during the summer in open air se,·viees, 
which have been well attended. I have 
also directed my attention to a neighbouring 
village, where I was kindly received, except 
by the clergyman, who gave the people a 
castigation accompanied with some tea as 
a bribe to keep them to the state church ; 
indeed such is the influence of the clergy and 
their adherents, that tradesmen seem obliged 
either to sacrifice their business or keep to 
the church. These things are painfully dis
couraging to me, and sometimes excite 
thoughts of removal, as I am obliged to 
sacrifice many comforts I have hitherto en
joyed ; but I have the satisfaction that many 
have heard the word of God, and with your 
kind assistance I am willing to try it longer, 
hoping and praying that through the divine 
blessing, the next year may be more abun
dantly fruitful. I have considerably re
duced the debt, but there is still an amount 
of it which cripples the energies of the peo
ple, 

JOSEPH BUTCHER. 

Duncliu,·ch, lVarwickshii-e, - I write a 
line as to our present state and prospects, 
Extraoruinary efforts have been made this 
yeai· by the vicar with his two curates ( one 
of whom is his own son) to thin our attend
ance; persuasion, intimidation, allurements 
have been perseveringly exercised ; the ellect 
of which has been felt, though not to the 
extent I anticipated. The congregation of 
late has improved; our chapel is usually 
fillecl; and extra forms for the aisle nre often 
required. Marked attention, and not infre-
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quently deep emotion, are manifest, while 
solemn appeals arc being presented to the 
conscience, Nor has it ended here: decided 
spiritual good has been accomplished : five 
persons have made a public profession by 
baptism since the beginning of April last. 
One now stands proposed; and others appear 
to be on the eve of declaring themselves. 
"While I ha,·e cause to thank God and take 
courage, I am truly and prayerfully anxious 
to witness larger accessions to the church of 
Jesus Christ. The church which now num
bers forty members, appears at present united 
and peaceful; and may nothing ever tran
spire to disturb that concord which prevails, 
Our sabbath school continues well sustained, 
notwithstanding the attempts in this direc
tion of the ad-rnrse sect. The daily school 
requires the pecuniary help which I cannot 
command at present. I hope the liberality 
of some kind friend will prevent the aban
donment of this important effort. The 
enlargement of our school room which will 
now accommodate seventy children or adults, 
through the Christian liberality of the friends 

at Coventry, Lcnmington, nnd in this neigh
bourhood is nearly paid for, £46 arc collected, 
£5 more will clear all. I have visited nnn 
preached at the two stations connected with 
Dunchurch. I am received and heard with 
apparent interest, and I hope profit ; added 
to which I hove visited ancl circulated tracts 
in other villages between us and Leamington. 
Many villages in that direction truly require 
home missionary effort. Ignorance of gospel 
truth prevails to a fearful extent: much self
clenying effort requires to be put forth by 
our town churches on their behalf, If 
acceptable supplies could be obtained for 
Dunchurch, I should rejoice to preach more 
frequently to those hundreds and thousands· 
who are perishing in ignorance and sin. 
Through the great kindness of Mr. W. J. 
Cross of Bristol, hundreds of religious tracts 
and other publications have been, and still 
are, circulated. May these silent yet faith
ful messengers communicate the light of 
truth into the dark minds of many. 

J. W. WEBB. 
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THE INFLUENCE OF MODERN MISSIONS ON EDUCATION AS 
ILLUSTRATED IN THE LIFE OF W. H. PEARCE. 

BY EDW A.RD BEAN UNDERHILL, ESQ. 

AnouT the year 1813 might often be 
seen a youth, somewhat short of stature, 
with a thin, pale, placid countenance, lit 
up by an eye of no ordinary brilliancy 
and intelligence, pacing the broad and 
open street of Oxford which yet bears 
the memorials of the martyrdoms of 
Cranmer, Latimer, and Ridley. He 
would be on his way to daily labour at 
the University Press, the business of 
which was then carried on in a handsome 
building still known as the Clarendon. 
Under the paternal superintendence of 
that man of God, the late Samuel 
Collingwood, Esq., a man alike eminent 
for his virtues, his piety, his scholarly at
tainments, and his skill as a printer, and 
in a school of printing which boasts of 
Wynkyn de Worde as one of its founders, 
was the orphan William Pearce gene
rously trained in the art and mystery of 
typography. The teacher had an apt 
scholar. And the teachings and manipu
lations of those years of toil have borne 
a rich harvest on the plains of Bengal. 

VOL, XV,-l'OUI\TH SBRIES, 

In Oxford too were learnt those lessons 
of momentous interest,-the worth of the 
soul, and the preciousness of the Saviour, 
-that led to a simple and holy act of 
consecration, by which from that day 
forth William Pearce was the Lord's
His to serve and obey, till death ended 
the service on the field appointed for 
its exercise. Yet lingers in the mind 
of one most dear to the lecturer the 
recollection of that holy devotedness 
which animated the soul of the youthful 
Pearce. Often as they wended theii 
way together to some dark village, to 
enrich its poor children with the know
ledge of Christ's salvation, have they 
turned aside, under the hawthorn 
hedge to commune with each other and 
with God. Fervent were the breathings 
of his lips, meet expression of the ardent 
love for God and man that burnt in the 
bosom of the youthful offerer. 

A few years pass away. The broad 
expanse of the ocean divides him from 
those early scenes of preparation. The 

K 
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hand of God has led hitn to India, and 
in a little hut of mat and bamboo, 
thatched with straw, in a suburb of 
Calcutta, may be found the pupil of the 
Clarendon, before his case of type, a 
rough wooden ~ second-hand press by 
his side, commencing the work of il
lumining the darkened mind of India. 
On the 3rd of September, 1818, the first 
form was ready for the press. It con
sisted of two little Bengali tracts, the 
one entitled" Good Counsel ;" the other 
was a small collection of hymns 
adapted for divine worship in the 
,ernacular language of the people. Six 
thousand copies were printed. The 
diligent hand of this one of the earliest 
of Bengali printers completed by the 
26th of the same month an edition 
of three thousand copies of another 
tract, and so urgent had become the 
orders crowding in upon him that a 
second press was bought. Rapidly the 
work advanced. Presses and fonts of 
type were multiplied. No part of the 
needful materials was wanting. The 
excellent and gifted Lawson cut the 
matrices and cast the letters. In 
twenty years, the two founts of type 
had increased to sixty-two, in eleven of 
the chief languages and dialects of 
India ; while instead of one rickety 
wooden press, seven iron presses scatter
ed through the length and breadth of 
the land, scriptures, tracts, religious 
books, and elementary school works, for 
the illumination and salvation of the 
myriads of Bengali idolaters. 

The value 'of the work thus entered 
upon, and sustained till death by the 
devoted Pearce, can justly be estimated 
only as we understand the intellectual 
condition in which at the period of his 
early labours the people of Bengal were 
found. Education, indeed, was by no 
means wholly neglected by the native 
population. In every village might be 
found a school, in which were taught 
the rndiments of knowledge. Some 

garden, or shady grove, or a shed open 
on every side, was the usual gathering 
place of the pupils. The teacher sitting 
cross-legged on the spotted skin of the 
antelope, or the striped integument of 
the tiger, or on a mat of palm leaves, 
with grave and reverend aspect, would 
direct their studies. The ages of the 
children ranged from five years to 
twelve. The alphabet was of course 
the first lesson to be learnt. This 
important element of knowledge was 
acquired by the child while seated on 
the mud or earthern floor before his 
master. With a stick, or for want of 
one his finger, he would fashion as 
directed the form of the letter, in the 
dust o;-sand that was strewed upon the 
ground. Perfect in this rough acquire
ment, a palm leaf would now form his 
writing book, and with a stylus or reed 
the characters would be traced on its 
soft surface ; and lastly a green 
plantain-leaf received the more perfect 
letters that increased skill could form. 
In due course words would follow 
letters, and sentences words, till the 
pupil could indite with tolerable facility 
the copies or short sentences that fell 
from his teacher's lips. 

As the child could bear it, he was 
instructed in the mysteries that were 
supposed to lurk under the literal 
forms he traced on his palm-leaf book. 
One vowel was said to be an astonish
ing letter ; bright as the shell of 
Vishnu ; full of the three gods, and of 
the five souls. A certain consonant 
was endowed with mysterious beauty. 
Its curve, resembling the hook used in 
guiding the elephant, was like ten 
million flashes of lightning ; the vacant 
space contained in it, was brilliant as 
ten million moons. The virtues of 
another letter were transcendent. By 
its power the captive could be set free. 
Wealth and holiness flowed from its 
bosom. It was the root of all letters, 
and the mother of all the gods. In the 
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upper angle dwelt the wife of Brahma, 
in the middle tho spouse of Vishnu, 
while tho lower angle encased the jewel 
of Shiva's life, his partner Rudri. 
Much, too, depended on the instrument 
of penmanship. He who used a copper 
pen would enjoy undecaying splendour ; 
a gold pen assured prosperity ; but a 
wooden pen was prolific in children, 
grandchildren, and wealth. 

From the first the pupils were taught 
the manners suitable for their station. 
Reverence for parents was strongly 
inculcated. From the cradle the child 
learnt to address his father as "My 
Lord ;" his mother as" My Lady." As he 
entered the door of his parent's house, 
a profound bow would express hi11 awe ; 
while if they had returned from a visit 
or a journey, he would welcome them 
to their home with prostration at 
their feet, and taking the dust from 
the sandaled or uncovered foot sprinkle 
it on his head. 

Order in the school was kept with 
the aid of monitors,-the monitorial 
system as known in this country hav
ing its origin in the native schools 
of India. The Bengali schoolmasters 
punished with a cane, or a rod made of a 
branch of a tree. The truant was gene
rally compelled to stand on one leg, hold
ing in each hand a brick, or his arms 
were stretched out till fatigue compelled 
him to drop them. The school began early 
in the morning and lasted till nine or 
ten. After partaking of a meal at 
home, the scholars would return about 
three, and remain till dusk. The 
master's fee was small. A penny a 
month and a day's provision would pay 
the first year's schooling ; but at an 
advanced stage, fourpence, or even 
eight pence, a month would be required. 
The subjects of instruction were read
ing, writing, arithmetic, and geography_ 
But among the Brahmins a more 
ex.tensive course was pursued ; the 
Sansorit language>, with their innumer-

able holy books or shastras, became the 
unceasing study. The reading of the 
scholars consisted chiefly of fables and 
legends of the gods, taken from the 
shasters, with poetical epitomes of the 
two great Sanscrit poems, the Ramayuna 
and the Mahabharata. The titles of a 
few of the books used will sufficiently 
indicate their character. Thus one is 
entitled the "History of the Descent of 
Ganga." Another is the "Exploits 
of Krishna,"-exploits that disgrace 
humanity even by their recital, and 
defile the imagination and heart with 
their impurities. Many of these books 
possessed drawings, which with all their 
uncouthness and vulgarity sufficed to 
suggest the most disgusting images in 
the minds of their readers. 

One of the best children's books is 
called the "Shishubodhak," or Child's 
Instructor. It has a picture alphabet, 
with an ornamental border to every 
page, and is sold for twopence. Its 
contents are an alphabet, a treatise on 
arithmetic and mensuration, rules for 
poetry, directions for letter writing, an 
invocation to the Ganges, some tales of 
the gods, and a hundred and eight 
golden verses, or slokas, in Sanscrit as 
well as Bengali. Thus, with the rudest 
elements of learning, the young Bengali 
was initiated into all the obscene myste
ries of Hindoo worship, taught to despise 
other countries, and to wash in the Ganges 
as the remedy for the foulest crimes. 

In arithmetic the Hindoos had made 
no inconsiderable advance. By them 
the decimal notation was invented, and 
much excellence was attained even in 
algebra. Twice a day, with their 
monitors at their head, would the 
classes stand before their teacher to 
repeat the numerical tables, and during 
school hours write on their palm leaves 
the strokes by which the numbers were 
expressed. 'l'hey next committed to 
memory an addition table, and then 
wrole easy sums in the various rule~. 
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Their system of geogr!tphy was 
altogether false, and based on their 
mythology. Mount 111:eru was the 
centre of the world,-a lofty mountain 
of a conical shape, the sides composed 
of precious stones, and the top a 
terrestrial paradise. Seven belts of land, 
each divided from the other by a 
separate sea, surrounded in concentric 
circles the mountain centre. 'l'he first 
sea was of salt water and surrounded 
the belt in which India lay, the other 
seas "·ere of milk, wine, sugar-cane 
juice, &:c. The divisions of their own 
country were imperfectly described and 
known, and all beyond was plunged in 
utter darkness ; and no wonder, for the 
world was said to be 3000 millions of 
miles in extent. 

The character of the natural philo
sophy taught may be gathered from a 
few examples propounded in their sacred 
books. Serpents are said to have pro
ceeded from the tears of Brahma, shed 
on his being vexed at not producing a 
second creation by his penances. They 
are said moreover to hear through their 
eyes, and to have their feet under their 
skin. Diamonds are produced from the 
sun's rays ; at least a poetical conception 
if not a true one. The sun forms the 
right eye of Siva and the moon his left. 
Dew-drops fall down from the moon. 
Mountains in former days had wings 
and flew about ; but the wings were 
clipt in consequence of mountains some
times pitching on cities, and destroying 
them. 

The education of the people was, for 
the most part, in the hands of the 
Brahm.ins. They taught not only 
idolatry but vice of every kind. Their 
morality was chiefly drawn from the 
ethical poems of Chanak. The follow
ing sayings are favourable speci
mens of their teaching. " Fresh 
meat, soft rice newly prepared, living 
with young women, fresh clarified 
Lutter, warm milk, and tepid water, are 

the six things beneficial to IiCe." Again: 
"A wife is requisite for the purpose of 
having a son ; a son is requisite for the 
purpose of offering funeral cakes ; a 
friend is requisite for assistance in time 
of need; but wealth is requisite for 
all purposes." "Possessing plenty of 
catables, a good appetite, a handsome 
wife, a liberal heart and property, are 
the sure indications of t.he meritorious 
actions of man in his former life." 
Gambling was an early acquisition. In 
this respect the children but imitated 
their elders, who at times of full moon 
sit up all night and play at dice, in order 
to obtain the favour of the goddess of 
wealth. Indeed every vice is sanctified 
by becoming the favourite worship of 
some one or more of their innume
rable deities, and the children are 
even encouraged to imitate in their 
play the horrid rites and obscene 
practices which form the temple
service in honour of their gods. Thus 
at an early age the children ripen fast 
in iniquity; they enter boldly and with 
encouragement the paths of impurity, 
in which conscience is no check, and 
social habits are no preservative. Well, 
indeed, might a brahmin confess and 
affirm the truthfulness of the delineation 
of the manners of his own countrymen, 
as he one day read in Bengali the first 
chapter of Paul's epistle to the Romans. 

Idola.try is inculcated at the earliest 
stage of education. Every school-house, 
or grove, has a statue of the obscene 
Lingam, springing in cylindrical form 
from a basin representing Yoni. By its 
side are rude images of Ganesa and 
Saraswati, the god and goddess of learn
ing and eloquence. These are commonly 
set up in the vestibule of the school. 
As they enter, the scholars turn their 
eyes upon the images, and raising their 
hands towards heaven worship the gods 
as they pass, saying, "Adoration to thee, 
thou true master ! " or, "May you be 
worshipped." Their religious education 
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is completed by frequent attendance at 
the temples in company with their 
parents, where they are initiated in all 
the disgusting ceremonies, the san
guinary rites, and vile practices that 
almost universally characterize the 
worship and festivals of the gods. 

We must not leave this saddening 
picture of Hindoo education without 
some reference to that of females, or 
rather to the entire absence of it. All 
that has been said relates solely to boys. 
Females are never instructed, with the 
partial exception of a few who are 
employed for the vilest purposes in the 
sacred enclosures of the Brahmins or in 
the temple service. Their condition is 
thus powerfully described by the Hon. 
and Rev. Baptist Noel. "They are 
treated as slaves. They may not eat 
with their husbands. They are ex
pressly permitted by law to be beaten. 
Throughout India anything is thought 
good enough for them, and the roughest 
words, the poorest garments, the 
scantiest alms, the most degrading 
labour, and the hardest blows are 
generally their portion. They are by 
system deprived of education. They 
are debarred from religious instruction. 
They may not join in religious worship 
without their husbands, and are con
sidered by their laws as irreclaimably 
wicked. Degraded and despised, they 
naturally sink towards the level assigned 
them by public opinion. They have no 
mental employment whatever." The 
moral and physical condition of the 
Hindoo female is consequently pitiable 
in the extreme. It is a proverb indica
tive of the low esteem in which she is 
held, " How can ycu place the black 
rice-pot beside the golden spice-box 1" 
or from another, "How can the sweet 
mangoe grow forth from the bitter neem
tree 1" She is supposed to pollute every
thing she touches-" a dog, a sudra, and 
a woman," sayB another proverb, "are 
not to touch the idol, or the godhead 

will escape from it.'' A wife, says a 
native in a Bengali periodical, describing 
the usual character of his people, "is 
considered in no other light than an 
object of cuiiidity, and a tool for per
forming the drudgery of domestic offices. 
By her agency the Hindoo discharges 
the duties of a sweeper, a cook, a 
scullion, and a water-bearer." The 
most direful calamities, says Mr. Ward, 
are threatened at the woman who shall 
dare to aspire to the dangerous pre
eminence of being able to read and 
write. Not a single female seminary, 
he adds, exists among the Hindoos. 
Their doom, as expressed in the horrid 
and unfeeling words of a Brahmin, is to 
perish : " Women go to hell, and let 
them." 

To complete this picture of Bengali 
education, we must not omit some refer
ence to the character of the literature 
in favour with the people. The number 
of works in the vernacular tongue of 
Bengal is not large, but such as they 
are they have a very wide circulation, 
so much so as to indicate that the pro
portion of readers is great. As com
pared with the Mahommedan part of 
the population, it is found that in 
Bengal generally there are to every 
educated Mussulman about nine edu
cated Hindoos. 

A very popular work with the middle 
and upper classes of the Hindoos is the 
"Annanda Mangal." From its size the 
price places it beyond the reach of the 
mass of the people; but it is regarded 
as the best specimen that exists of a 
work of genuine Bengali origin. It 
consists of a great variety of verse, tales 
from the history of Shiva and Durga 
forming the staple. One romantic 
poem, entitled Bidya and Sunda, is said 
to be treated in a manner which, while 
it " commands admiration, so far as the 
beauty of its language and the richness 
of its descriptions are concerned, is in 
its tendency essentially and grossly 
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immorA.l, 11.nd its perusal by native are read, 01• to whom they nre reolted 
females must be injurious in the by strolling singers." 
extreme. The most lascivious scenes Yet these works do not fathom the 
are described with disgusting minute• depths of profligacy and imtnorality to 
ness and in ardent language, while the which the Hindoo mind will penetrate. 
approbation of Kali incites to the most The Calcutta bazare present for sale 
crimin~l undertakings. Yet it cannot books written for the express purpose 
be doubted that if any book is read by of reducing bestiality to a systematic 
and to respectable Bengali females, this theory, and are adorned with engravings 
is it." of the most filthy character. In the 

A few other works might be named name of their national religion these 
of a reputation not less than the above vices are perpetrated, and books written 
for elegance of style ; yet poisoned by to inculcate or incite to the practice of 
an equal amount of abominable matter. them. The names and pictures of their 
But these a.re comparatively bearable to gods figure on their front. Every book 
a larger class, which forms the chief and and every section of a book commences 
in many cases the only intellectual food with an invocation, or a prayer : and 
of the Bengali people. It consists partly hypocrisy clothes itself in . the most 
of mythological works, and partly of spiritual forms and elevated language. 
amatory tales. Krishna and his adul- Such was the early education and the 
terous consort Radha form the subject mental food of the natives of Bengal, 
of at least seven of them. Some are when the missionaries of the cross 
paraphrases or versions of the Bhagavat entered the country, and by the publica
Purana. and the Mahabharata, while tion of a variety of books and tracts, 
others present the popular tales of the both in English and in the vernacular 
Hindoo gods in a variety of forms, to tongue, together with translations of 
suit the various tastes of their multi- the word of God, sought to dispel the 
tudinous readers. thick darkness that covered the face of 

It may be presumed that these works the people, and to train up their youth 
a.re widely read from the fact that in the nurture and the admonition of 
Krishna and Radha are the favourite the Lord. 
deities of Bengal Inexpressibly vile is With much brevity we proceed 
the character of these deities, and their to sketch the rise and progress of 
example exercises a frightful influence education amid the thirty millions of 
over the popular mind. The upper Bengal, where the greatest progress has 
classes, indeed, pay homage rather to been made ; and the more since this 
Shiva and Durga, or Kali, who may be presidency formed the chiefest scene of 
regarded as the national deity of Bengal; the vigorous and well-directed efforts of 
but these gods are not less vile, while William Pearce. 
they add the most fiendish cruelties to The earliest step taken by the Hon. 
lust. East India Company for the education 

The mind is repelled with disgust of the natives of India after their 
from the perusal of these frightful acquisition of the country, was in 1781, 
sources of vice. "It is," says one who when a Mahommedan college was 
attempted it, "almost impossible to founded in Calcutta, and again in 1792, 
conceive of anything more truly horrible the date of the formation of the Sanskrit 
than some pages of each of these . college in Benares. The course of 
volumes. They must utterly pollute I study pur~ued in these institutions was 
the imagination of those Ly whom they wholly oriental, and solely adapted to 
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produce qualified persons for he judi
cial administration of the Hindoo and 
l\fahomcdan law. Ilut no sooner were 
missionary operations commenced than 
we find an effort immediately made to 
instruct the people, not only in Chris
tianity, but in the rudiments of secular 
knowledge through the medium of their 
own tongue. Thus in 1797, Dr. Carey 
bad opened a school at Mudnabatty, 
which continued in operation till his 
removal to Serampore in the year 1800. 
At this very early period of mission 
schools fifty children were thus taught 
to read and write, who·otherwise would 
have known nothing. From this small 
spring has arisen the flood of knowledge 
now pouring its rich stream of light and 
life through the desert and arid plains 
of Hindoo philosophy and theology. 
Dr. Carey's school-operations were re
commenced at Serampore, and in a few 
days after his arrival a Bengali school 
of forty boys was assembled under the 
able care of Mr. Marshman. In the fol
lowing year the attainments of Dr. Carey 
induced the government to appoint him 
teacher of Sanscrit and Bengali in the 
college at Fort William : so that both 
Christian and secular education for the 
natives of India may truly be said to 
have originated in missions, and those 
the missions of the Baptist Missionary 
Society. In the year 1802 a native 
Christian became for the first time a 
teacher of a Bengali school, until under 
additional teachers drawn from the 
small Christian community that had 
gradually formed around the missionary 
nucleus, about three hundred boys were 
receiving education in the mission 
schools. 

The year 1809 was marked by the 
formation in Calcutta of the Benevolent 
In~titution, for the purpose of affording 
instruction to children of indigent 
Christians. It was formed on the 
monitorial system, for both boys and 
girls, and has averaged about three 

hundred pupils in daily attendance. In 
after years it was conducted hy Mr. 
Penny, and is at the present time in 
active operation under the supervision 
of Mr. Wenger. It has been a very 
successful institution. Many of its 
scholars have occupied, and still occupy, 
places of usefulness under government, 
in houses of agency, and in schools ; 
while in many instances conversion to 
God was apparent, and even where 
avowed attachment to Christianity was 
not expressed idolatry has been aban
doned, and the Hindoo mythology 
publicly contemned. 

It was about the year 1812 that 
vernacular schools came to be widely 
extended, and recognized as a still more 
important department of missionary 
labour, so much so that heathen school
masters were largely employed in the 
routine of instruction. In the year 1814 
it was stated, that not Jess than a 
thousand children were instructed in 
their native tongue in the elements of 
useful knowledge by the Serampore 
missionaries, and other Christian men 
were incited to follow their example. 
The success, so far as numbers were 
concerned, was immediate. One excel
lent minister, a Mr. May, within a year 
of the commencement of his plan, had 
established sixteen schools, containing 
upwards of nine hundred pupils. In 
1818, four years from his first attempt, 
the schools had multiplied to thirty-six, 
with three thousand scholars. ll'Iany 
difficulties, chiefly arising from the 
prejudices and fears of the natives, were 
encountered and overcome. They were 
gradually removed by conciliatory con
duct, and by not pressing prominently 
on the minds of the children the truths 
of Christianity. Indeed as heathen 
masters were the chief and most 
numerous instructors, it was impossible 
to secure the preponderauce of the 
Christian element. 

These various efforts of mis.s.ionarics 
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paved the way for the formation of the 
Hindoo College in 1815, by the voluntary 
contributions of the natives themselves. 
Its establishment gave a great impulse 
to education i.n European knowledge 
and literature. It was the first serious 
effort put forth by the natives for the 
instruction of their youth in English 
science. The institution was not, how
ever, opened till January, 1817. On the 
first day there were but twenty pupils. 
A learned native present expressed his 
hope that the Hindoo College would 
resemble the bur, the largest of trees, 
which yet at first was but a small 
seedling. In three months the pupils 
numbered sixty-nine boys, all of whom 
made English their principal study. 
Largely as at the beginning it was 
endowed by native gifts, like everything 
native it soon began to give evidences 
of decay, till in 1823, it fell into the 
hands of the government, by whom it 
continues to be supported. At the 
present time it contains more than five 
hundred pupils, who pay about £3000 
annually in college fees. The books 
used are the chief classics of English 
literature, such as, in poetry-Milton 
and Shakspeare; in history, Hume and 
Mackintosh ; in mental and moral philo
sophy, Smith, Reid, and Abercrombie; 
in natural philosophy, Mary Somerville 
and Herschel; while the works and 
instruction in the vernacular tongue 
are very few and scanty. By the mis
sionary bodies this Institution, with its 
allied schools in the other presidencies, 
is regarded as fraught with pernicious 
results. Christianity, and the records 
of Christianity, are rigidly excluded 
from its walls. So also are the religious 
works of the Brahmins. It is therefore 
affirmed that infidels inevitably spring 
from these schools. Even Hindoo 
fathers will forbid their sons visiting 
the college, on the ground that the 
pupils who attain proficiency become 
nasticks, that is, atheists, and prefer 

exposing them to the danger of 
proselytism in the missionary institu• 
tions. 

Some missionaries even predict a 
revolutionary harvest as the natural 
growth of this infidel education, and 
think they see in the public meetings 
of the young Hindoo philosophers, where 
they declaim on patriotism and liberty, 
and represent the government as tyran
nical, the commencement of those 
rumblings which precede the political 
earthquake, and threaten the very 
existence of society. Says one, " There 
can be no doubt that, in the order of pro• 
videuce, India will one day be freed from 
England's supremacy ; but it is awful to 
think that its government shall be 
abolished, as was that of France, by 
philosophical infidels." These senti
ments are exaggerated fears ; for it is 
certain that while many throw off all 
respect for every form of religion, others 
become converts to Christ, and seek in 
the word of God that faith in the un
seen, which finds no resting place in 
their ancestral religions. 

Throughout India vernacular schools 
had for some years continued to increase. 
Additional impetus was given to their 
formation by the labours of the Calcutta 
School Book Society, which institution 
was founded in the year l 818. In 
addition to the establishment and sup
port of elementary schools, it con
templated the training of masters, and 
early placed several pupils in the 
Hindoo College for this end. Its atten
tion was, however, arrested by the 
evident want of suitable books, and to 
supply them was among the earliest of 
its plans. With this society both Dr. 
Yates and Mr. William Pearce became 
immediately connected, the one as its 
secretary for publications in the Sanscrit 
and Bengali, the other as its general 
secretary. In this capacity Mr. William 
Pearce for many years di1·ected its 
operations, and as a printer carried 
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through the press the numerous workR 
nnd editions tho society quickly supplied 
for the use of schools. At the time of 
the society's formation, a minute inquiry 
gnvo 211 as the number of schools in 
Calcutta, in which 4908 children received 
instruction. In 1821, of these schools 
J 15, containing 3828 scholars, received 
books from the School Society, and were 
examined by its inspectors; while 96 
schools, with 1080 scholars, remained 
unconnected with the Society. The 
introduction of suitable lesson books 
greatly changed the aspect of the native 
vernacular schools. The palm leaf was 
laid aside, the worn manuscript was 
displaced by the well-printed book, 
paper instead of sand became the de
pository of alphabetic signs, and of the 
early attempts of the scholar to enter 
on the art of penmanship. Improve
ments took place in the monitorial 
system, and greater order and pro
ficiency were soon manifested in the 
general progress of the schools. At this 
time the schools belonging to our own 
missionary society in the various fields 
of labour alone numbered somewhat 
more than 9000 children, embraced in 
120 schools. The pupils were taught 
reading, writing, arithmetic, the ele
ments of grammar, astronomy, natural 
philosophy, geography, history, and 
other sciences. Christianity but rarely 
found a willing teacher among the 
school-masters employed. 

'fho foundation of the Scotch Free 
Church Institution in 1830 commenced 
a new era in the history of education in 
Bengal. From this time vernacular 
schools fell into desuetude among the 
missionaries of every denomination, and 
are now everywhere given up except in 
villages. For some years dissatisfaction 
had been growing with respect to the 
vernacular schools. They were found 
in but very few instances at all helpful 
in the great work of evangclization. 
lfrom severnl causes the missionaric~ 

YOL, XY,-FO'..-'llTll :-C:EIUFS. 

were obliged to employ Hindoo teachers, 
clever and cunning Brahmins who well 
knew how to carry water on both 
shoulders. On the one hand they 
encouraged the m1ss10naries whose 
partial acquaintance with the language 
assisted the imposition, to expect good 
fruit from the youthful plant, which 
in its growth it was said would throw off 
its ignorance and superstitious reverence 
for the gods. On the other, the parents 
were assured no harm would befall their 
children under the careful tuition of a 
twice born descendant of Brahm. The 
bright hopes thus encouraged ,.-ere 
not realized, and, for the most part, 
such schools are discontinued. The 
vernacular schools that remain are 
formed almost wholly of the children of 
sincere or nominal Christian con .erts, 
and except in rare cases a.re taught by 
a known and consistent disciple of 
Christ. It has always been a wonder 
to us that any other course should 
ever have been adopted. There are 
supposed to be about 7000 children in 
the missionary vernacular schools of 
Bengal. 

It is now by means ·or an English 
education the missionary bodies in 
India seek to influence the native mind 
in.favour of Christinnity. The Seram
pore College, founded in 1818, was the 
first institution to offer to the youth of 
India a liberal and classical education. 
Its example was not much followed till 
Dr. Duff commenced the important 
institution whose formation has been 
signalized by his eloquence and its 
success. Other bodies have rapidly 
followed the example, till from 5000 to 
6000 boys arc receiving ,i Christian 
education through the medium of the 
English langmige. The course of edu
cation pursued is alike in its general 
character throughout the whole, varied 
only by the taste or judgment of their 
respective directors. 'l'he usual clement, 
of knowledge are freely imparted, tu-

L 
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gether with a large amount of scientific 
information, which is found to be utterly 
subversive of the Indian mythology. 
To all this is added a thorough course of 
Christian evidences, and urgent appeals 
are addressed by the masters at various 
times to the consciences of the pupils. 
By these means many have been induced 
to forsake Hinduism for Christianity, 
though not in our opinion in anything 
like the number that the sanguine 
upholders of the system expected and 
desired. 

If to the number above stated as 
taught in the missionary institutions be 
added some 4500 taught in the govern
ment schools, and on the principles of 
the Hindoo College, there will be about 
l 0,000 boys receiving daily, in Calcutta 
alone, a sound and liberal education, the 
whole of which either is at the present 
time, or may be traced in its origin to be 
the fntit of modern missions in India. 

Our paper would be very incomplete if 
we omitted to refer to one other field of 
active benevolent exertion in which Mr. 
William Pearce held a very prominent 
place. Our readers will readily recall 
the description we have given of the 
condition of females, and the state of 
female cultivation in India. On Mr. 
Pearce's arrival in the country no 
school for females was known to exist. 
But one native female was known to be 
able to read, write, or sew. The first 
school for their instruction was com
menced by Mr. William Pearce in the 
year 1820, when, aided by a small 
society formed in the seminary kept by 
the wives of the missionaries, three 
schools were opened, in which the young 
ladies of thre seminary were accustomed 
to assist, the only Bengali woman known 
to possess the ability to read and write 
bscoming the teacher. In a few months 
eighteen girls were learning to sew, and 
about twenty others were being taught 
by some of the schoolmasters the art of 
reading, making a total shortly after 

the commencement of fifty female 
schoh\rs in Calcutta. So extraordinary 
did this appear that Hi11doo gentlemen 
were heard to say, " Pethaps girls might, 
after all, he able to learn, and that 
instructing them might be a good thing." 
In the year following Miss Cook (after
wards Mrs. Wilson) was sent out by the 
British and Foreign School Society. 
Though her attempt was considered 
vain and a folly, the dream of enthu
siasm, she speedily formed various 
schools, and in 1824, animated by her 
success, a Ladies' Society for Native 
Female Education was founded in 
Calcutta. In the year following thirty 
female schools existed in connection 
therewith, in which 480 girls were 
instructed. At the present time there 
appears to be about 1300 girls taught 
in the various schools of the Church 
Missionary Society, while in the day 
and boarding schools of our own 
body, it would appear that about 500 
are in course of instruction. As in the 
case of boys' schools, the vernacular 
mission-schools have ceased to exist; 
and the children are almost entirely 
either the daughters of native converts, 
or orphans entirely removed from the 
contaminating influence of home scenes 
and associations. 

We have thus with too· great brevity 
attempted a sketch of the state of edu
cation in Bengal with especial relation 
to its connection with modern missions 
in that country. It is evident that 
whatever India has of revived intelli
gence and education, it owes it all to 
missions, and that in giving the first 
momentum to the work, the missionaries 
of the Baptist Missionary Society hold 
a very prominent place. Among them 
no name is dearer than that of William 
Pearce, whose active hand gave printed 
form to the earliest works for educa
tional purposes, and whose affectionate 
spirit breathed corn passion for the 
miserable and degraded daughters of 
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Ind, Alrendy hns thnt movement 
borne rioh nnd ripe fruit unto God, and 
still more largely is it animating the 
intelligent youth of India to investigate 
and inquire into the reputed wisdom of 
the Vcds and Sjlastras. Their glaring 
inconsistencies and absurdities, their 
pernicious influence on character, give 
rise in the minds of hundreds of the 
educated yet unconverted youth, to the 
question, Shall Hinduism be rejected ? 
or can it be modified and reformed ~ 
They publish in endless succession letters 
in the papers, and short-lived periodicals, 
in which these points are agitated; 
while innumerable suggestions are made 
for the reform of a religion that can no 
longer stand in the light of science or 
intelligence. 

But while thus much has been done 
by education to remove blindness from 
the eyes of the intellect, it is the gospel 
alone that can effectually banish the false 

worship of the gods. The highest 
education is that which leads the soul 
to Goel, to abide in everlasting harmony 
with the divine purposes as revealed in 
the laws of nature and in the economy 
of grace. The Christ crucified, as of 
every land, is the sole hope of India. 
"There is no other name under heaven, 
given amongst men whereby we must 
be saved." Animated by His divine 
compassion and love, Carey, Pearce, and 
their companions in the faith, 

"Went forth as followeu of the Lamb, 
To spread hie gospel message far and wide, 

In the dread power of Him, the great I ..J..,,lf, 
In the meek spirit of the Crucified, 

Vfith sanction from the Holy Ghost supplied, 
To war with e1Tor, ignorance, and sin, 

To exalt humility, to humble pride, 
To still the pas~ions' stormy strife within, 

Through wisdom from above immortal souls to win. 

* • 
The cbain9 of caste 

\\"ere broken; la.ilguage9 and tongue9 made one; 
That mighty power, the Pre.ss, its influence vast 

Lent to the cause, that they who read might run." 

ON THE ARGUMENT FOR INFANT BAPTIS~I DERIVED FROM THE 

WRITINGS OF JUSTIN l\IARTYR. 

DY H. J, RIPLEY, D.D, 

HAVING examined the writings 
aRcribed to the Apostolic Fathers in 
the paper contained in our number for 
February, Dr. Ripley continues his 
investigation thus :-"Dr. Woods pro
ceeds: But the fathers, who wrote in 
the following ages, were more and more 
particular and explicit in their testi
mony.'' Let us also, says Dr. Ripley, 
examine this statement. The writers 
here introduced commence with Justin 
Martyr. 

J ustin's First Apology for the Chris
tians, presented to the Roman govern
ment probably A.D. 138, contains a 
sentence in which mention is made of 
certain Christians, sixty and seventy 
years old, who had been discipbs, or 
had heen made disoiplcs'[,,-rn0,F1u0,1cral•] 

from their early youth, or childhood 
[l,c 'l!'aiowv.] This is the sentence on 
which depemlence is placed as show
ing the existence of infant baptism 
in the time of Justin, Dr. Woods 
says, "It is, I think, altogether probable 
and beyond any reasonable doubt, that 
Justin meant in this place to speak of 
those who "\\'ere made disciples, or in
troduced into the school of Christ by 
baptisni, when they were infants." 

Does ii: 'l!'aiowv here mean from in
fancy ? And does iµa0~nv01J<1av in
volve the idea of baptism in the cases 
referred to 7 These questions, at least 
the first, must be affirmatively answered, 
in order that tho passage may t2stily to 
thJ existence of infant baptism. An 
nflin\l.itivc answei· cannot be stistained. 
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The truth is, the passage ought never apostle Paul writes to Timothy, 2 Tim. 
to have been pressed into the service. iii. 15, "From a child-am\ (3pe,t,ovc
The candour of modern scholars forbids thou hast known the holy scriptures. 
them to regard it as testimony for The other writer is C. Steph. Matthic~, 
infant baptism. As I will not even author of a prize essay, entitled Bapti.,
appear to speak at random, I insert matis E:ipositio, a work of great literary 
here the views which two learned merit. On page 187, he thus says, "In 
German writers have published. The the first two centuries no memorials 
first is C. Semisch, author of a critical [monumenta] are found, by which it can 
Monograph on the Life and Works of be evidently established that infants 
Justin, and withal a Lutheran clergy- then received baptism: it is rather pro
man. I quote from his second volume, bable that as far as to the end of the 
pp. 334,335. "Whenever Justin refers second century only those who had been 
to baptism, adulis appear as the objects instructed in the elements of Christian 
to whom the sacred rite is administered. doctrine were admitted to baptism. But 
Of an infant baptism. he knows nothing. certain words of Justin Martyr, which 
The traces of it, which some persons are very often adduced in favour of the 
believe they have detected in his antiquity of infant baptism, seem to 
writings, are groundless fancies, arti- oppose this opinion. Justin says, that 
ficially produced. In the words r.o'>..Xoi very many of each sex, sixty and seventy 
''"'• ,rai r.o'>..Xai, i/;1Jrcovrovrai 1<ai i(3i5oµ1J- years old, who had been taught the 
1.ovrovra<, o'i lrc r.aiow,, iµa9T}nve,111av r,jj doctrine of Christ from their childhood 
Xpurrtjj aq,9opo, i5,aµlvov11, (Apol. i. 15). [a pueritia] remain continent. Though 
'Many men and many women, sixty and the formula µa0rirEv,119a, nv, undeniably 
seventy years old, who, from children, signifies to be a disciple of such a one, yet 
have been disciples of Christ, preserve this signification by no means contains 
their continence.' Nothing more is the idea that that disciple has been 
said, than that many individuals of both already baptized; for one can be called 
sexes became disciples of Christ in early a disciple, who, though he has not yet 
life. The idea of ,,a9rinvE119a, does not received baptism, is eagerly learning 
necessarily include that of being bap- the doctrine of Christ, and is therefore 
tized; it merely brings before our taught the gospel. It is this which 
minds a catechumenate. And even Justin seems to have had in mind. For 
admitting that the baptismal rite was he himself, in another place, giving an 
included in µafJTJrEv,119ai, this by no account of baptism, relates that._only 
means is decisive of a reference to those who believe the things they are 
infant baptism. 'E~ r.a1owv contrasted taught, so as to be persuaded that they 
with il;ri1eovroiirm and i{3ooµri1:ovrovra, can live in a Christian manner, are 
may well denote the entrance on the brought to baptism. It is thus evident, 
period of youth." In a note, Srimisch that in Justin's opinion baptism is to 
also quotes from Starck, "as a parallel, be given after believing in Christ. 
Lucian's language about the philosopher Nothing else, therefore, is contained in 
Demonax, 'that he loved philosophy that saying of Justin's, than that many, 
;" r.ailwv."' To this I might add the instructed in the gospel from an early 
language of Basil, in his Exhortation age [a~ ineunte mtate], remain continent." 
to Baptism, as quoted by l\fatthies, I might now pass to the next writer 
"Thou yet delayest, though thou hast i introduced by Dr. Woods. Dut as the 
been instructed in the word [the gospel] I historical question of baptism has no 
iic v,,r.inv." fn a similar manner thc little interest, I wish here to extract 
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from Justin Martyr the passage alluded 
to hy Matthies. It so directly bears on 
the subject that it materially contributes 
to a proper understanding of the sen
tence which we have been considering, 
and which has been made a basis for so 
disproportionate a structure. It is the 
LXIst chapter, or section, of the same 
Apology, in which Justin commences 
his account of Christian practices and 
worship. I give the chapter entire, 
without stopping to notice any doctrinal 
misconceptions of its author. "In what 
manner we devote ourselves to God, 
having been made new by Christ, we 
will explain, lest by omitting this we 
should seem to give a dishonest account. 
As many as are persuaded and believe 
that those things are true which are 
taught and said by us, and engage to 
live accordingly, are instructed to pray 
and ask, with fasting, from God, the 
forgiveness of the sins they had before 
committed, we also praying and fasting 
with them. Then they are led by us 
[to a place] where is water, and receive 
the new birth, [ are born again] after the 
same manner of new birth in which we 
ourselves have been born again. For, 
in the name of the Father of all and 
Lord God, and of our Saviour Jesus 
Christ, and of the Holy Spirit, they 
then receive the bath [have the bathing 
done to themselves]. For Christ said, 
'Except ye he born again, ye cannot 
enter into the kingdom of heaven.' But 
that it is impossible for those who hr,ve 
been once born to enter into their 
mothers' wombs, is evident to all. And 
by Isaiah the prophet, as we have 
before written, it is said in what man
ner those who have sinned and repent 
shall escape from their sins. It is thus 
spoken-' Wash ye, become clean, take 
away iniquity from your souls,' &c. 
[Isa. i. 16-20]. And in reference to 
this matter we have learned from the 
apostles this account. Since, being 
ignorant of our first birth, we were born 

by a necessity from the connuhial inter
course * of our parents, and were in 
corrupt customs and evil education ; in 
order that we may not remain children 
of necessity and ignorance, but of choice 
and knowledge, and may obtain in the 
water remission of the sins we have 
formerly committed, the name of the 
:Father of all and Lord God is called 
over the person who desires to be born 
again and who repents of his sins; he 
that leads to the laver the person to be 
bathed pronouncing over him this name 
only. For no one is able to mention a 
name for the ineffable God : should any 
one dare to say there is [a name], he 
would be guilty of utter madness. 
Moreover, this bath is called illumi;w
tion, as those who learn these things are 
illuminated in their understanding. 
And the enlightened person is bathed in 
the name of Jesus Christ who was 
crucified in the time of Pontius Pilate, 
and in the name of the Holy Spirit, 
who, through the prophets, before pro
claimed all the things pertaining to 
Jesus." 

On n portion of this extract I am 
happy in the opportunity of presenting 
the views of Semisch in his work already 
mentioned, vol. ii. p. 305. " This pas
sage distinguishes, undeniably, a twofold 
birth-a birth after the flesh, which 
results from the union of a child's 
parents-and a birth after the Spirit, of 
which baptism is the instrument. The 
first birth, in reference to the child 
born, is a matter of pure necessity; we 
are born physically, without our know
ledge or co-operation : the other birth, 
on the contrary, depends on our in
dividual, self-conscious freedom ; we 
shall be born of the Spirit only if we 
wish it." Of this spiritual, intelligent, 
voluntary birth, baptism, according to 
J ustin's representation, is the instru
ment. Is this consistent with the idea 
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of baptism administered to unconscious 
infants 1 

In the other parts of this extract, it 
it is interesting to observe the successive 
steps presented by Justin. }first in 
order is, being made new by· Christ; 
next, cordially believing the instructions 
of the Christian teachers, and avowing 
the purpose to live accordingly ; next, 
directions to prayer, and fasting for the 
remission of sins ; and then baptism, 
this last being regarded as the means of 
the new birth, that is, evidently, of the 
persons' becoming members of the 
Christian family ; the regeneration, 
strictly speaking, or spiritual con
ception, implied in the earlier part of 
the process, reaching its ultimate point, 
or becoming consummated, in being 
born into the family, so as to be 
recognized as children of God and 
brethren of Christians. 

In subsequent chapters, lxv.-lxvii., 
Justin continues his account, and 
describes the reception of the newly 
baptized person among the brethren, 
the administering of the Lord's supper, 
and the accompanying worship. But 
through all these chapters, professedly 
devoted to an account of the Christian 
observances, not the slightest hint 
occurs respecting any persons' being 
baptized, but such as had received the 
gospel, and professed the purpose of 
living agreeably to it. Could this have 
been the case, if infant baptism had 
been the uniform practice ? Should it 
be said that J ustin's design did not 
require him to mention infant baptism, 
it must be considered that he professed 
to give such an account, that the 
emperor and senate, and people of 
Rome, might not be ignorant of any of 

the Christian's proceedings ; and infant 
baptism, if it had been the uniform 
practice from the time of the apostles, 
must have been so frequent an observ
ance by the year 138, that it oould not 
have been forgotten, or been passed 
over, by an intelligent Christian apolo
gist, who wished that nothing might 
be concealed either from the rulers or 
from the people It must also have been 
so frequent an observance, that the 
voluntary entrance of a person into the 
Christian company, and active participa
tion of the Lord's supper and of worship, 
could not have been described as taking 
place in so direct connection with 
baptism. In case of infant baptism, a 
long interval must have intervened 
between the two transactions. In addi
tion, it is well known that among the 
grounds of the hostile feeling which the 
populace at that period so extensively 
and bitterly cherished against the 
Christians, was the absurd accusation, 
that, in their assemblies, they were in 
the habit, among other enormities, of 
feasting on the bodies of infants. Any 
solemn, special ceremony in reference 
to their children, required by their 
religion, we may venture to say, could 
not have been omitted in a description 
of Christian worship and observances, 
while this foul charge of Thyestean 
banquets was so perpetually reiterated. 

Looking now at the writings of Justin 
simply as historical monuments, that is, 
as memorials of opinions and practices 
prevalent in his day among the Chris
tians, I am unable to see how a con
clusion different from that which 
Semisch has so candidly expressed can 
be sustained : namely, "of an infant 
baptism Justin knows nothing." 
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DY TJIE REV, CHARLES STANFORD, 

u That thou mnyest know how thou ougLtest to behave thyself in the house of God, which 
is the church of the living God, the pillar and ground of the truth. And without controversy, 
great is the mystery of godliness; God was manifest in the flesh."-1 Tar. iii. 15, 16. 

FnoM the measured periods and mu
sical flow observable in the procession 
of sentences commencing with the words, 
" God was manifest in the flesh," the 
whole paragraph appears likely to have 
been quoted from one of those hymns 
in which, as Pliny relates, the ancient 
Christians sang praises to Christ as God. 
Perhaps we hear in these words the 
simple and definite confession of faith 
once uttered before the tribunal, and 
whispered in "deserts and mountains, 
in caves and dens of the earth ;" by 
heroes who could say, like the Man of 
Sorrows, the foxes have holes, and the 
birds of the air have nests, but we have 
not a place where we can lay our heads. 
It is not romantic to imagine that these 
lines were once set to solemn music 
sometimes heard at midnight from the 
prisoners' cell, and which sometimes 
lived on the lips of martyrs when they 
met the flash of the spear, the spring of 
the lion, or the sight of the cross. 

If, however, we could prove this pas
sage to be a clause of another compo
sition and the writing of an uninspired 
man, now it is woven by an apostle into 
the sacred text it comes to us with the 
highest possible authority. When Paul 
announced along with the messages of 
God the sentiment of a heathen poet, 
Menander, "Evil communications cor
rupt good manners," he gave it currency 
henceforth as a divine saying; and so 
this fragment of nn old confession not 
only stirs our reverence and asks our 
faith, as solemn with the rime of anti
quity, but with the stamp of inspira
tion. 

"Thero aro totals in theology as "·ell 

as in arithmetic, which the mind in its 
widest reaches and most rapid action, 
cannot really imagine or comprehend."* 
There are breadths and lengths, depths 
and heights, which pass knowledge; 
and themes which we can only touch 
with the religion of wonder. So solemn 
and so crowded with meaning are the 
words on which we now venture to 
think. They give in a direct and in
ferential way a summary of instruction 
respecting three things : the Christian 
Church ; Christian Truth ; and the 
Christian Deportment. 

The Christian church is called "the 
house of God, the church of the living 
God." We have met with many, even 
in the present educated state of society, 
in addressing whom it would be needful 
to make such a motto as the present 
the occasion for showing that a dis
tinction should be made between the 
church and the building in which the 
church assembles ; that masonry, how
ever magically hung, however charmed 
into leaf, and flower, and fretwork, 
however lighted up with a shower of 
beauty from "storied windows richly 
dight," and however consecrated by the 
presence of ceremony and the devotion 
of ages, could never make a church ; 
that mere material things, as they 
cannot sin, nor love, nor pray, nor be 
holy, can never make a church; and 
that it could not be with reference to 
such a structure that our Lord said, " If 
thy brother will not hear thee, tell it to 
the c!rnrc!i." It would on this occasion 
be needless to elaborate an argument to 

• Mr. Sheppard's Essay on Conyersation. 
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slww that the writer speaks of a spfri- I the truth." A "pillar" is an architcc
lual building. Of old, God "dwdt" in tural contrivance, at once strong and 
a peculiar way in the : temple, and he beautiful, to keep on high and set in 
who dwelt between the cherubim, light the statue or the sign ;-what tho 
" shone forth." That presence in a pillar is to the statue the church is to 
locality shadowed his presence in sane- the truth. The " ground" is the foun
tified thought and affection ; and that dation of an edifice, its unseen strength, 
"shining forth'' visioned the more bril- the secret of its durability ; what the 
liant and beautiful fire, by which his ground is to a building the church is to 
Spirit shines in holy lives; that T<imple ' the truth. Not the church of England 
of temples was the emblem of his nor the church of Scotland, nor the 
church. " Know ye not that ye arc the churches to which we belong,-not the 
temples of the Holy Ghost, and that the cliurc!ies but the cliurcli, all who love 
Spirit of God dwelleth in you?" "Ye, the Lord Jesus Christ in sincerity and 
also as lively stones arc built up into a truth, in every age and every clime, and 
spiritual house." "Christ dwells in every minor diversity of profession and 
your hearts by faith." The light of observance, considered in their collec
this truth seemed at times to tremble tive life, are to be the pillar and ground 
and dawn over the spirits of ancient of the truth ; not through procuring 
saints,-we hear, for instance, one say, acts of parliament in its favour, for the 
"Oh, Thou that inhabitest the praises of power of God needs no support from 
Israel :"-the privilege, however, of see- the power of man ; not by persecution, 
ing it in its perfect brightness was for "the wrath of man worketh not the 
reserved for us. We know that the righteousness of God;" but '' by pure
church of J estlS which appears to hu- ness, by knowledge, by love unfeigned," 
man eye as '· a chaos of disconnected by the natural action of their principles, 
units," shows to the eye of omniscient those principles which make the dis
love the oneness and indivisibility of a covery and defence of " whatsoever 
building,-a temple built of holy lives, things are true and beautiful," the in
of which He has said, "This is my rest cessant action and outforce of the life. 
for ever: here will I dwell." Christ is the support of the church; 

The church is also called " the pillar the church is the support of the truth. 
and ground of the truth." This de- In the "righteousnrss and strength" of 
scription is generally considered to apply the Redeemer, the church has a founda
to the "mystery of godliness," and not tion equal to its extent and pressure. 
to the church. Chrysostom says, "The " The rains may descend, the floods 
church is not the pillar and ground of come, the winds may blow, and beat 
the truth, but the truth is the pillar and upon that house," but it cannot fall, for 
ground of the church." With all respect it is founded upon a rock. Firm itself, 
for this venerable name, it may be ques- it is the firm support of the truth. The 
tioned whether this interpretation ac- truth is not th~ flower that withers, nor 
cords with the course of the argument, the grass that fades, "but the word of 
or the order of the sentence. The apos- the Lord that abideth for ever." 
tie appears to he urging upon the young We have also in this sentence of in
minister the importance of care in the spiration a summary of Christian truth. 
appoiutment of servants to the church, What is the truth of which the church 
aud of correct deportment in associ~- is the pillar and ground ? We are told 
tion with it, fur this solemn reason,- of manifestation and mystery. "God 
the churcli is the "pillar and ground of was ;nanifest in the flesh." Socinians 
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read in preference, ",who was manifest," 
or "idiich was manifest." The Greek 
word for God, is in its contraction, so 
like the Greek word for wlio, or wliich," 
in" the dim old manuscript that has been 
chiefly consulted as the authority, that 
a microscope has been employed to as
sist the inspection of the letter, the 
power of which would decide the ques
tion. We. will not believe that the 
evidence for any important truth in 
religion was ever allowed to depend on 
the stroke of a pen, or the turn of a 
letter, or the light of a solitary word. 
Believing as we do that the word origi
nally written was "God," let us for a 
moment surrender that reading, and 
adopting the translation proposed as a 
substitute for it, ask what it implies. 
Try for instance the word "which," 
meaning a thing : the only thing in 
question· is the mystery ; but when you 
read that the mystery was manifested in 
the flesh and justified in the Spirit, that 
the myste1·y was seen of angels, that the 
mystery was believed on in the world 
and received up into glory," the reasons 
in favour of such a change, at a single 
touch of thought, waver and mix and 
melt away. Try next the word" who," 
meaning a personal agent : he must 
either be human :or divine; if human, 
how can we account for such a notice of 
his appearance? Is it at all a remarkable 
thing that a man should be manifested 
in the flesh 7 or need we the solemn 
assurance of inspiration that a man was 
a man 7 We are" shut up to the faith," 
therefore, that the Being manifested was 

divine, and the inference of our judg
ment is supported by the structure of 
the language, for on looking for an ante
dent to the word '' who," the nearest 
personal_ reference is "the Living God." 

_* 0to!i', contracted and in uncials, nppear.:1 thus 

0~ i o~, who, ie written OC : tho English reader 
Will sec how small a mark conslltntes the dilfcr
ence. 

YOL. XV,-POt:r.TH SER!Ji:», 

Hear the disciple whom Jesus loved
" The life was manifested, and we have 
seen it and bear witness." "He was 
manifested to take away our sins." That 
"Life which was the light of man" was 
manifested through the clear and soft 
transparencies of sinless human nature, 
that we might see religion moving, 
breathing, and going about to do good, 
God was manifested through the form 
of a servant, as thought is manifested 
through a v;ord. "The word was made 
flesh, and dwelt among men, and we 
beheld his glory." 

This fact, says the sacred teacher, is 
beyond all dispute, "The great mystery 
of godliness." The word mystery is 
used in allusion to the heathen mysteries, 
and here, simply means, a Eecret of 
religion, which when broken to the 
initiated is to him a secret no longer. 
The great doctrine of salvation, "kept 
secret since the world began," but whose 
"sound is now gone through all the 
earth," is revealed in this saying
" God was manifested in the flesh." But 
though mystery in the popular sense 
is not here intended, it is also true 
and calls for passing notice. Directly 
the glorious idea of God in Christ 
comes before the mind, we feel in the 
presence of mystery. l\Iany attempts 
a1·e made to convict us of absurdity 
in the reception of mysterious doctrine. 
It would be said by some, "You have 
just told us that the appearance of 
God in the nature of humanity, though 
hidden from ages, is now open and 
plain ; how then can it be at the 
same time a mystery 1 " ,v e answer, a 
thing may be plain in one sense, yet 
incomprehensible in another. It is 
plain that you live, yet life is a mystery. 
It is plain that you think, yet the 
thinking power is a mystery. It is 
plain that you sin, yet the entrance of 
sin into God's fresh and pme creation 
is a mystery. It is plainly revealed 
that we shall rise from the dead, Lut 
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how the dead are raised up is a mys
tery ; with reference to this, as with 
reference to that doctrine, the Revealer 
of secrets might say, '' Behold I show 
you,-yes I show you a m,1Jsle1:y I" 
Others would say, '' where mystery 
begins religion ends." But what is 
religion? " Love for, trust in, likeness 
to God." What is God? A mystery l 

Instruct.ion is hinted in the third in
stance respecting Christian deportment. 
"These things write I unto thee," said 
the aged teacher, "that thou mayest 
know how thou oughtest to behave thy
self in the house of God ; referring to 
the deportment suitable to one thus 
associated, and charged with such a 
truth. It will be instructive to take this 
hint, and ask first what our behaviour 
should be with reference to what is 
incomprehensiUe in the great central 
truth of Christianity. The voices of 
the bible all tell us that we should ap
proach what is " dark with excess of 
brightness," in a modest and lowly 
spirit. When we speculate on the na
ture of God, as a naturalist would on 
an interesting question in science, we 
are subjecting our spirits to a process 
which unfits us for the reception of the 
light we seek. "The meek shall he 
guide in judgment, the meek shall he 
teach his way." "The secret of the 
Lord is with them that fear him, and 
he will show them his covenant." We 
must turn with humility the leaves of 
the divine book,saying, "Open thou mine 
eyes that I may behold wondrous things 
out of thy law," and remember that 
while man may manifest man, God 
alone can manifest God. There is a 
ground in the spaces of thought which 
"angels fear to tread,'' and on which 
surely our spirits should light with 
softest fall and fondest reverence. Such 
holy ground we approach now. The 
gr.eat Unseen, who said to the pale pro
phet, " Put thy sandals from off thy 
feet, for the place whereon thou standest 

is holy ground," speaks to us and so.ye 
"Pnt off levity, pnt off pride, put oft 
prejudice, pnt off exaspere.ted opinion, 
and listen with cager and suspended 
soul to the teachings of God alone re
specting the mystery of God." Like 
the child in the temple, we should 
answer, "Speak, Lord, for thy servant 
heareth." Like the awful solitary in 
the awful solitude, we should cry, "I 
beseech thee show me thy glory." 

What should be the conduct of our 
spirits with reference to that part of 
the great doctrine which is plain ? It 
is plain that God was manifested to 
save. It was appointed that the nature 
which had incurred the guilt should 
suffer the penalty. "God," the only 
being who had the right to interpose, 
was manifested in the "flesh," the only 
nature which had the power to suffer, 
die, and expiate. What was done by 
this wonderful enshrinement of divinity 
in humanity affords a ground and sup
plies an agency by which God can be 
just and the justifier of them that be
lieve. A finished salvation has been 
prepared, and all required on our part 
is to accept it,-to accept "the righteous
ness which is of God by faith," and be 
/01-given,-to accept the free Spirit, the 
living law of the Lord which is perfect 
converting the soul, and be hol.Y; all this 
is plain. The deportment which be
comes us to maintain towards the truth, 
considered on its lighted side, and in 
its saving aspect is that of continually 
accepting it. Faith is often spoken of 
as a past rather than a continued exer
cise, introduction to Christ rather than 
fellowship with him; but the building 
must be always on its foundation; daily 
life must be sustained by daily bread'; 
faith must not be so much an act as a 
habit, Not to him who believed, but 
to him who believeth-not to him who 
came, but to him who cometh-arc the 
promises addressed, and the victories of 
faith assured. 
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What deportment should we observe 
towards the cliurcli ? The part of con
duct to which the connection refers, and 
to which it supplies a minute directory, 
is that which relates to ministers. In 
tones which seem solemn as the trumpet 
of God, the Spirit speaking to them, 
and to those who have a voice in their 
election, gives "line upon line and pre
cept upon precept," as to what they 
should be and how they should act, 
until we feel almost as if conscious of 
nothing but responsibility. Let each 
Christian spirit shiver at the thought 
of contributing to lure into the public 
ministry the young disciple whose call 
from God to serve him thus is a doubt
ful thing, and whose after-life may be 
spent in sighing for courage to retrace 
that first false step, or for power to pro
ceed without fear and hesitation. Let 
each one feel bound to contribute his 
part towards the education of the 
ministry. Let each one pray for and 
strive with those who hold official 
position in that community which is 
"the pillar and ground of the truth." 

The suitable deportment of Christians 
to each other is further hinted in the 
very term employed to describe their 
concentrated fraternity. We are the 
"house of God." Christians, though 
distinct as the stones, are one as the 
temple. "If one member suffer, all the 
members suffer with it." If you touch 
the leaf you touch the tree. This should 
stir a watchful and sensitive care over 
whatever is conducive to purity and 
peace, and should lead to a quick and 
lightsome recognition of a Christian 
wherever you may find him. To the 
"Israelites indeed" of every tribe, to 
the "strangers scattered aboard," will 
we shout, "Elect according to the fore
knowledge of God the Father, through 
sanctification of the Spirit, unto obedi
ence and sprinkling of the blood of 
Jesus Chl'ist: grace unto you, and peace 
be multiplied! " 

What deportment should we show 
towards the world ? One end of our 
daily life is stated in the law that 
Christians are to be the pillar and 
ground of the truth. "Ye are my 
witnesses, saith the Lord." We are to 
"hold forth the word of life." Great 
power for usefulness is no merit, little 
power no sin, but it is demanded 
imperatively that what power we have, 
whether little or great, should be con
secrated to Him who died for us; that 
we should lift up and show forth the 
precious revelations] of the gospel, and 
that there should be the greatest 
expenditure of thoughtful and affection
ate life, in pressing the truth on the 
attention of the most sinful and the 
most forlorn. Say not, "0 Lord, I can
not speak, I am a child." He can make 
"the weak things of the world confound 
the things that are mighty." The first 
announcement of the great mystery was 
made to, and then preached by, a 
company of shepherds. In the dead of 
night they were startled by a sudden 
glory. It was not a shoot of the white 
magical moonlight over the glistening 
grass, but it wa(" the glory of the Lord 
that shone round them, and they were 
sore afraid." And the angel said," Fear 
not : for behold, I bring you good 
tidings of great joy, which shall be to all 
people. For unto you is born a Saviour, 
which is Christ the Lord." These 
simple rustics were the first preachers 
of the gospel. They were not fitted by 
education to set in light the higher 
doctrines of theology, but they could 
tell " good tidings : " they could speed 
away to their village friends, and tell 
the men who handled the hammer, the 
plane, or the plough, their most amazing 
story. Shepherds can tell the news of 
a Saviour to shepherds, servants to 
servants, children to children, if they 
are unable to "speak of his testimonies 
before kings." In the homes of affection 
and by the waysides of life ; in the 
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street, in the shop, and in the nursery ; his saving health through every pfaoo. 
Li the child, the oltl man, or the sick To a deportment like this the apostle 
aml suffering poor ; by speech, by letter, summons us when, in the pictorial 
or by a lifo whose influence is inspiring language of the text, he compares 
as the atmosphere, and soft as the fall believers to a temple filled and vivified 
of light on flowers. Those who are least with the presence of Deity, and tells us 
in_the kingdom of heaven can make all that one great end of their united life 
men see what is their knowledge of the is that they should be as the" pillar and 
mystery of Christ, and help to circulate ground of the truth." 

EXAMINATION OF BARNES'S NOTES ON TEXTS RELATING TO 
BAPTISM. 

NO, X. MATTHEW XXVIII, 19, 20. 

" Go ye therefore and teach all na
tions, baptizing them in the name of the 
Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy 
Ghost, teaching them to observe all 
things whatsoever I have commanded 
you." These are the terms in which a 
sentence which our Lord addressed to 
his servants a short time before his as
cension are presented to the English 
reader in the common version. Our 
annotator proposes an amendment : let 
us look at it carefully. 

This is his language. " Teacli all 
"nations. The word rendered teach 
" here, is not the one that is usually 
" so translated in the New Testament. 
" This word properly means disciple, or 
"malce disciples of, all nations. This 
" was to be done by teaching them, and 
,, by administering the rite of baptism." 

Ilere is some truth ; but also, in our 
opinion, some error. In the Greek New 
Testament five words occur which in 
the common English Testament are 
rendered teac!i. That which is found 
most frequently, o,oa11,cw [ DIDASKO] is 
the word so rendered in the last clause 
of the text. That which is so rendered 
in the first clause, µa0,7nvw [MATIIE-

TEuo] occurs in but four instances." 
It must be admitted that it is unde• 
sirable to translate two Greek words by 
the same English word in one sentence, 
but so much more copious is the Greek 
language than the English, that this 
cannot always _be avoided without in
curring a greater evil. This perhap, 
gave rise to the proposal to render the 
word in the first clause disciple instead 
of teach, a proposal in which we are 
aware. that some respectable · baptist 
scholars have acquiesced. This is by no 
means the only instance in which predo
baptist commentaries have exercised an 
influence on baptists which we deem 
injurious : in many other cases, habits 
of thought and modes of expression 
have been imported, and have obtained 
currency among us, which do not accord 
well with our principles. In this case, 
it appears '.to us that "teach " is the 
natural rendering, and that it expresses 
the meaning of our Lord more exactly 
than any word or phrase which has 
been substituted for it. 

Till last century, we believe that 
among English transfators " Teach all 
nations" was the uniform rendering. 

* ~fatt, xiii. 52, xxvii. 57, xxviii. 10. A.et• 
xiv. 21. 
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Tho Latin equivalent, "docete omnes 
gentes," is the version of the Vulgate, 
Beza, Calvin, Erasmus, and Montanus. 
The Geneva French Version of 1505 
says, in like manner, "Allez done et en
doctrincz toutes nations ;" and David 
Martin's of 1739, "Allez done et en
seiO"nes toutes les nations." Some later 
En~lish versions avoid the tautology by 
saying, " Instruct all nations." Dod
dridge says, "Proselyte all nations;" and 
Campbell, with less than his usual felici
ty, "Convert all the nations." But Booth
royd, and other zealous predobaptists, of 
our own times, say, "Go ye therefore 
and make disciples of all nations." In 
his note on the passage, Boothroyd says, 
"Most critics thus render,- which is the 
most literal version, and prevents the 
tautology, teach all nations - teaching 
them, &c. The sense is that they were 
to use the means which they pos
sessed to make disciples. Baptizing 
them, &c. When made disciples, as the 
initiatory rite of Christianity, they were 
to be baptized into the name, belief or 
profession of the Father, &c." To the 
statement that when made disciples 
they were to be baptized, we can have 
no objection: but we must be permitted 
to ask, if Dr. Boothroyd's or Mr. Barnes's 
be the natural way of rendering the 
words, how was it t.hat no translator 
hit upon it before the days of Dr. Ham
mond 1 

thy of everlasting life," If the meaning 
of the word was expressed truly by the 
old translators, it is important to adhere 
to their phraseology in this instance, for 
that which it is proposed to substitute 
is decidedly a different thought, as well 
as a different form of expression. 
, In the baptismal controversy, it is 

obvious that the distinction is of prac
tical moment. To teach is more de
finite than to disciple. You know what 
the word means ; there is nothing equi
vocal about it. To disciple, is vague. 
How are they to be discipled 1 By an 
act of their own, or by that of another 1 
By the reception of instruction, or by 
submission to a ceremony 1 One cannot 
be taught who is in a state of uncon
sciousness ; but it is conceivable that 
one may be made a disciple of by some 
species of registration, by some ritual 
performance ; it is imaginable that 
parents 01· sponsors may engage for a 
new-born babe that ~he shall be ac
counted a disciple, and treated as one 
regularly entered in the class. If our 
Lord said" Teach all nations," the spirit 
of his direction may quite evaporate if 
we admit of the substitution of so vague 
a phrase as, "Disciple all nations." 

That there is an essential difference 
between these two phrases is obvious. 
To teach all persons to whom they 
gained access was within the power of 
the apostles, but to make those persons 
disciples required the reception of the 
truth, "not in word only, but also in 
power, and in the Holy Ghost." ·what 
our Lord had enjoined, Paul and Barna
bas performed at Antioch in Pisidia; 
but the persons whom they first ad
dressed did not generally become dis
ciples ; they put the word of God from 
them, and "judged themselves unwor-

What, then, is the precise meaning of 
this word 1 When our Lord said, in 
the only other instance in which the use 
of it is ascribed to him, " Every scribe 
who is instructed [µa0l)uv0u,] unto the 
kingdom of heaven,"• what did he 
mean 1 Mr. Barnes shall tell us. In 
his note on the passage, he says, "That 
is, every man that is acquainted with 
the gospel or with the truth." Not the 
slightest intimation is given here that 
the word properly means discipled or 
made a disciple ~f ! 

Examples in abundance of the use of 
this word, both in heathen writings and 
in those of the early Christians, might 
be furnished easily. Dr. Gale, whose 

* 1latt. xiii. 52. 
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profound erudition qualified him for the 
task, has provided a storehouse of quota
tions for those who should come after 
him. In his Reflections on Wall's His
tory of Infant Baptism, he maintains 
that it is "one of the plidnest things in 
the world that µa0r,nvw [MATHETEuo] 
signifies properly to teach, and that this 
is the sense of it particularly in the 
commission, Matt. xxviii. 19." "I will 
show," said he, "beyond question, 1. 
From the : sense of the Greek word ;" 

*- To - a portion of our readers the following 
ex.tract will be interesting:-" No man doubts 
but µ.a.v9o.JIEiv, the theme, signifies properly, dis
cc1·c, docere, to lea.ni., to teach, or instruct ; and 
it may be obser~ed, that all words derived from 
it do ever retain some marks of this significa
tion : thus µ.ci8-rJ/La, a document, instruction, or 
that uhich is taught_ or lea,-ned; µ.a.97JT0s, teach• 
able, or apt to learn; µ.a.91]n&.w, I desire to learn. 
And so in its compounds, O.µ.acrBr,s, unlearned; 
O.pnµ.a9¾i;, one that lately began to :Zearn; o.Vroµa.9~s, 
one that learned of himself, without the help of a 
master i 0Ar.yoµ.a..87J,;, one that learned but little. 
And 1roA.vµ.a.8½s, one that has learned much ; 
O.vo.µ.a.v8&.vw, I learn again. Karo..µ.av8avW, I, learn, 
thoroughly, or exactly. l.vµ.µ.a.:vB&.vew, to learn to
gether/ from whence uvµ.µ.a.8-rrrTJ,;, a school-fellow, or 
fellow-learner. .A.nd so in like manner of all the 
rest. 

"Since then the primitive)ignifies to:learn, &c., 
and all its derivatives and compounds retain the 
like sense, why must only µ.a.8717'7/,; and µ.a.lh]T£Vw be 
excepted? And where iB their ingenuity, who so 
irregularly, and contrary to the analogy of the Greek 
tongne, arbitrarily pretend that these words have 
no relation)o teaching, &:c., only becaUBe this fancy 
sen·es their purpose something better? whereas an 
impartial judge would, from this observation alone, 
conclude µ.alJ'f/TWEtv must needs signify to teach, or 
to be taught, or to cause to be taught, or some such 
thing, which should include teaching. -

" I suppose nobody will any more recur to the an
tiquated , inrentionJwhich eome grammarians have 
long been proud of, I mean the antiphrasi8, which 
is now exploded by the best and most learned phi
lologists, as a mere cover for ·the ignorance of those 
who use it. I need not refer you to the Spanish 
Minerva; for to be sure you remember well enough 
the sixteenth chapter of the fourth book, where 
Sanctius solidly exposes tlle mistake those gram
marians committed, who when they knew no better 
imagined words were sometimes used in a contrary 
sense to tbe primitive from whence tlley were de
ri red. Lucas in Latin ia a common instance in 
ercr;:body's mouth; but the more accurate nnd 
j udicioua nowZno longer say it is derived a lv.cendo, 

2, From the authority of the several 
versions ; 3. From the opinions of the 
fathers ; and lastly, Fl'om thl! scrip
tures themselves and the pl'aotice of 
the apostles; that µa9r,ntlt1arE [MATHE• 
TEUSATE] does always, and particularly 
in the place under consideration, signify 

quia minime luccu.l: but rather, because of the great 
and almost continual illuminations in the groves, 
occasioue.i by sacrifices, &c., as say Vosslue alid 
Perizonius, to n&lllo no more. And if this anti
phrasis be, as Vossius expresses it, but a silly whim 
of the gl'nmmarians, who are oftentimes none of thil 
ablest critics, then µ.a9~rli<, and µ.ci.9,i•revw, as they 
are derived from µ.a.1160.veu,, to lea1'n, &c., must 
likewise bear some congruity in their signification, 
and not be applicable to such as are not capable_of 
learning or being taught. 

"But some argue from the termination, and pte· 
tend that verbs in .,;., are to be interpreted by sum 
in Latin ; and so p.a.9,irlJ, signifying a disciple only, 
p.a.9'J7e,io, might be rendered sum discipulus. It is 
easy to see how trifling this is; and that were it 
true, it could be of no use to our adversaries i for· 
µ.a.8717"7J~, we assert, rileans such a disciple only as is 
taught; and then µ.a.9~Tevew will signify, according 
to their own way, to be such disciples. But be
sides, the criticism is utterly false, as might be 
made appear from innumerable examples; thus 
KeAE'Vw signifies jubeo, to command, as well as KEAW, 
from Whence it is formed ; and so {3t:>vAE1Jw to coun-
sel, &c., from {Jov'Aw. The like may be observed of 
·pruw, from whence •pew forms some of its tenses, eo 
perfectly synonymous are the two ,vords ; as are 
also uEw, uW, and <TtVw ; xlw and xeUw ; 'TrAiWj 
'TrA1:Vw ; 1rviw, m,eVw ; and this may be seen too in 
/30.<nA1:Vw, O:yopEVw, 'f}yEµ.ovE'Vw, t.f>oveVw, 8epo.1r1;Vw, 
Q.A7191:Vw, uTpo.Tellw, xopeVw, Op71u,c.eVw, E1rb1rTEllW, 
1rpocf,71TeVw, µ.a.vre\Jw, and ,ra.t6e"IJw an instance in 
the very caso, besides multitudes which I pass by, 
none of which can admit of the sense pretended. 

'',Upon all this, I think I may safely conclude, ac
cording to the analogy of derivations In the Greek 
tongue, as well as in all other languages, that as 
disciple in English Is made of the Latin discipulus, 
which comes from discere, to learn : and as 6t6&.· 
uKMos, a tutor, teaclter, master, from 6t60.uKetv, to 
teach, because such a master 6t60.0'KEt, does teach J 

but KVpto~, a master or governor, from Kllpos, full 
power and authority, because masters ancl governors 
are supposed, Kllpos •exetv, to have such power,- so 
µ.o.OT,'1'71,; cbr6 T0v ., eµ.o.Oov comes from µ.o.v9rivetv, to 
learn or teach, because µ.o.971Ta.l, or disciples learn or 
are taught ; and hence µ.o.971TeVw is tho proper worcl 
to signify the action of teaching, whereby persons 
are to be made euch dlsciple•, or If you please of 
discipling or making disciples 1,y teaching. But let 
this suffice concerning the origination of the word, 
and the assistance It yields to find out tho truo 
sen•e of it."-Gale'• ReflediOM, utter VII, 
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to t8aoli or instruct, and to make dis
ciples only by so doing." 

One or two specimens of the use of 
the word by ancient heathen writers, 
as furnished by Gale, may suffice. 
Isocrates taught rhetoric at Athens, 
and the usual fee for his course was a 
thousand drachma. Demosthenes and 
some other young men, being unable 
to raise so large a sum, made him this 
offer, that for a fifth part of his in
structions they would pay him two 
hundred drachms. His reply was, 
" We do not use, Demosthenes, to divide 
our art; but as good fish are sold entire, 
so if you have a mind to be TAUGHT 

(µa011rdmv) I will instruct you in the 
whole art." Again, Plutarch says of 
Antiphon, the orator, "He was TAUGHT 

(µa011nvua,) by his father who possessed 
oratory, and having learned the art of 
pleading he gave himself to the public." 
In like manner Ignatius, the martyr, 
uses the word, when he says, writing to 
the Romane : " I would, therefore, that 
those things should be confirmed by 
your practice, which you have pre
scribed in TEACHING (µ.a011,Evovn,) only 
pray for me that I may be so strength
ened within and without, as not only to 
be called a Christian, but also to be 
found one." Dr. Gale adduces many 
other illustrations of the subject from 
the writings of the Greek fathers, and 
testimonies in confirmation of his views 
from eminent lexicographers and theo
logians ; but if any of our readers wish 
to pursue the investigation further we 
must refer them to his learned work. 

But supposing, that "Disciple all 
nations " could be proved to be the 
true translation, great difficulties would 
remain. Does the word when rendered 
disciple include the idea of teaching or 
does it not? Some who have advocated 
this version have maintained that it 
does; and that the only mode of dis
cipling is by teaching. Some maintain 
that it does not, but that all the teach-

ing should come after the discipling. 
Which is the opinion of Mr. Barnes we 
do not know. He says, "'fhis was to be 
done, however, by teaching them, and 
by administering the rite of baptism." 
Does he derive the idea of teaching from 
the first clause or from the last ? If 
from the first, then he dispenses with 
the last altogether. He makes no more 
reference to it than as though he re
garded it as spurious. Then too, the 
process described is quite inappli
cable to a new born infant. Disciple 
it how you may, you cannot disciple it 
by teaching. The process could not be 
intended for an infant a month old. It 
cannot take effect on such a one. If it 
can only be discipled by teaching, it 
cannot be discipled at all till it can 
understand the teaching. The baptism 
must be deferred. But the theory of 
some of the advocates of this transla
tion is, that the two latter clauses de
scribe the manner in which the first 
clause is to he effected. Disciple them, 
say they, by baptizing them and by 
teaching them to observe what Christ 
has commanded. This is probably the 
meaning of Mr. Barnes, who says, It 
was to be done by teaching them and 
by administering to them the rite of 
baptism. They have had no teaching, 
be it remembered, according to the 
hypothesis they are discipled without 
previous teaching; thus all that is done 
for them is they are baptized and taught 
to obey Christ's commands. The Com
mission, according to this theory, does 
not enjoin the making known the gos
pel of salvation, or make provision for 
the nations hearing it. Not l,eforc 
baptism ; not after baptism. Disciple 
them! How 1 Look to the participles 
and see. Baptizing them in the name 
of the Father, and of the Son, and of 
the Holy Ghost, teachin_q them to ob
ierve all tkings whatsoever I have com-
manded you. Exclude teaching from 
the first clause of the colllmi~sion, and 
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you exclude from the whole of the com
mission the preaching of Christ crucified. 
All that remains is ritual or preceptive. 
Baptize them, and teach them their 
duty. They may know nothing of 
Christ himself, or of the work that he 

has pel'fol'med ; nothing of his person, 
or offices, but they have been baptized 
and taught their duty. They are disci
pled ; but are they partakers of the 
great salvation 1 If so, they are saved 
by works. 

MY heart and soul united 
To strike a note of love, 

To Hirn ·v,ho dwells in lisht 
Ineffable abo,·c ; 

Each power intlato 
With gratitude, 
In joyous mood 
Aloud vibrate. 

My household too shall swell 
My anthem's joyful note, 

And every hill-side tell 
His name, as Zephyrs float 

And waft the tune 
From lowly vale 
And flowery dale, 
From night till morn. 

I [eared stern Pharaoh'• wrath, 
I thought my infant dead, 

I trembling hastened forth, 
My faltering footsteps sped, 

In fitful dream, 
I on ward rushed 
To where there gushed 
The Nile's !air stream, 

Of fragile wicker-work 
Formed of papyrus reed, 

I made a slender ark, 
Compelled by utmost need ; 

.A.nd there, 'midst fears, 
My babe consigned, 
Fanned by the wlnd 
.A.nd bathed in tean, 

JOCHEBED'S SONG. 

BY IIATILDA BASSETT. 

But help came soon, and o.id 
Whcnco least I sought to find; 

The fair Fgyptian maid, 
Dcauteou~, with loving mind, 

First saw my son, 
Nor feared the cune 
But called a nurse-'
And I that one, 

Shall I then mute remain 
'Midst wonders such as theso r 

No; I the thought disdain, 
I'll every moment seize 

To tell aloud 
01 Him I sought, 
And who has brought 
Me through this cloud. 

Jehovah ! Israel's God! 
011r nalion is Thy caro, 

Thou dost inftict the rod, 
Thou dost in mercy spare: 

Dow down thine car 
And we will pmy, 
In troublous day 
Thou wilt draw near. 

We mingle praise with pr&ycr, 
We thank, yet still we need, 

Oh! lay Thy right arm bare 
And succour Abram's seed; 

Though Egypt mock 
And us debase, 
Yet J acob's raco 
Is still Thy llock . 

And this, my rescued child, 
Who soon the Nile's proud wa \'Cl 

Would with embraces wild 
Have slain-be His who aayea: ; 

Tbough talth grow dim, 
And Israel cry, 
Oh ! lie Thou nigh 
Aud worl< by him. 
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59. 

We have been completely inundated 
- of late with works on Romanism, so as 
to be unable to give to many books 
which we have received on the subject 
that degree of attention which courtesy 
seemed to demand. Some of them we 
have dismissed almost at a glance, which 
perhaps deserved better treatment, and 
others we have found to be unworthy 
of close examination. Yet when we 
received these pages we applied our
selves to their perusal with avidity. 
Personal esteem for the author might 
conduce to this in some degree, but we 
were influenced far more by our estimate 
of his ·qualities as a controversialist. 
Sincerity, the most important of all, he 
has proved that he possesses by his 
sacrifices for the truth's sake. Fairness, 
the rarest, never seems to cost him an 
effort. The study of the Romish system 
has long been familiar to him : this, we 
believe, is one of the principal causes of 
his abandonment of that church which 
bears the same analogy to the church of 
Rome as the cathedral of St. Paul bears 
to that of St. Peter: Whoever may be 
his antagonist, or whatever the theory 
he opposes, we always find in his 
polemical writings clearness of percep
tion, gentlemanly habits of thought, and 
a respectable amount of erudition. We 
applied ourselves at once therefore to 
the business, and now, having read the 
publication, and thus accomplished whll.t 

YOL, XV,-FOUI\Tll SERIES, 

is often the most difficult part of a 
reviewer's work, we will present our 
friends _with a brief account of its 
contents. 

We learn from the pamphlet itself 
that Dr. Feraut, as the spiritual director 
of a young person who was once a 
member of Mr. Noel's Bible Class, 
challenged him to a discussion of the 
merits of the church of Rome, and 
expressed a wish that it should be in 
writing. Mr. Noel accepts the challenge ; 
and as Dr. Feraut announced his inten
tion of printing his replies, l\fr. Noel 
avows his design to print successive 
letters on the claims of the Romish 
church, its hierarchy, its worship, its 
doctrine, its sacraments, and its dis
cipline. This first Jetter is devoted to 
an examination of its claims. 

Applying himself first to a description 
of the church as exhibited to us in the 
apostolic writings, Mr. Noel shows, that 
Christ loves his whole church and every 
member of it ;-that he sanctifies them 
by his word ;-that he makes them all 
at length perfect ;-that he means to 
have them all at length with him ;
that all their names are written in His 
book of life ;-that all are the " first
born" of God, heirs of glory, and are 
therefore believers who have received 
Christ, and are sanctified by his Spirit ;
that all are clothed at last in the 
righteousness of Christ ;-and that all 
reach eternal glory in heaven. Thus he 
gives, as he expresses it, five separate 
and independent proofs that the church 
is composed of trne believers. "Any 
one of the five," he observes, "establishes 
the truth independently of the other 
four. The church is corn posed of true 
believers, because it is a temple built of 

N 
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living stones ; because it is a flock com
posed of sheep who follow Christ ; 
because it is a household of servants 
who hold fast their confidence in Him ; 
and because it is expressly declared to 
be an assembly of children of God, who 
are His heirs, and whom Christ will make 
perfect, and have with Him for ever." 
Mr. Noel meets the objection derived 
from certain parables in which bad and 
good are represented as mingled together, 
by observing that "the field" ia not the 
church but "the world," and that "the 
net " is not the church but the doctrine 
of the gospel, which makes nominal as 
well as real converts. "Every one who 
reads these parables with attention," 
he observes, "can see that the kingdom 
of heaven means the reign of Christ in 
the hearts of men. And that our Lord 
meant to say that in the establishment 
and progress of His reign, the door of 
the gospel would be like the net, true 
and false disciples would be like the ten 
virgins, believers would be like the 
merchant, and He himself would be like 
the sower. But the church is no more 
the net than it is the merchant, or the 
sower of the seed." 

Having shown that, notwithstanding 
allegations to the contrary, this church 
is united-Holy-Catholic-and Apos
tolic, Mr. Noel turns to the claims of 
the Romish church. The doctrine of 
its standards is that "the church of 
Rome, with its affiliated churches under 
the pope, together constitute the church 
of Christ, out of which there is no 
salvation." The principal text brought 
forward to sustain this claim, that in 
the sixteenth of Matthew in which our 
Lord says, "Thou art Peter, and on 
this rock I will build my church," is 
examined carefully, and the deductions 
of Romanists from the passage are 
refuted in terms of which the following 
is a summary :-" Assuming that Peter 
is the rock, which has yet to be proved, 
I have shown you clearly, 1. 'fhat the 

church is huilt on other apostles no less 
than on Peter ; that there is no evidence 
of the primacy of Peter ; that Paul was 
in every way the equal of Peter, if not 
his superior ; and that, therefore, the 
successors of Peter, if he has any, can 
inherit no primacy from him. 2. That 
Peter was never bishop of the church 
of Rome, and, consequently, that his 
successors, if he has any, are not to be 
found in that oity. 3, That Peter, as 
the rook, could have no successor what
soever. Each of these proofs separately 
destroys the claim of your church, for if 
Peter's successors have no primacy, then 
the Roman pontiffs, as his successors, 
have it not ; or if Peter's successors are 
not to be found at Rome, then the pope 
is not his successor, and is not head 
of the church ; or if Peter had, as the 
rock, no successors, then the pope can 
not be his successor. But if each proof 
separately refutes your misapplication 
of this text, how completely must it be 
condemned by the combination of them 
all! Your pontiff has no supremacy in 
the church of Christ grounded in this 
passage, because Peter had no supremacy, 
because Peter was not bishop of the 
church of Rome, and because Peter, 
as the rock, had no successors. The 
pontiff's claim is a thorough fiction. 
Lastly, I have intimated, what I shall 
hereafter prove, that your church, con
tradicting apostolic doctrine and pre
cept, is not built on the rock at all, 
and instead of being mother and mistress 
of all churches, forms no part whatever 
of the church of Christ." 

Respecting the promise of "the keys 
of the kingdom of heaven," Mr. Noel 
writes thus :-" As the kingdom is 
opened to the pardoned, and shut 
against the unpardoned, these words 
obviously mean, I will enable you to 
declare who are pardoned or unpardoned, 
But this power was given likewise to all 
the apostles. (John xx. 22, 23.) They 
did not, therefore, confer any primacy 
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upon Peter or his pretended successors, 
•rhey do not mention successors, and all 
pretonoe of succession, founded on those 
words, and all assumption of authority 
by any such pretended successors found
ed on thorn, is usurpation. The power 
of the keys depended exclusively upon 
inspiration. As inspired men the 
apostles could pronounce with certainty 
what characters God would forgive or 
condemn, and by the nature of the case 
the power must terminate with the 
inspiration on which it rested. In 
other words, neither Peter nor any 
other apostle could convey this power 
of the keys to any other men, since they 
could not convey the inspiration with 
which the power was identified." 

Having subsequently shown that the 
church of Rome is neither the church 
of Christ, nor any second universal 
church appointed and owned by Him, 
Mr. Noel asks, "What is it then 1" To 
this question he replies, " It is the 
mixed multitude of a city swarming 
with soldiers, spies, and sbirri, where 
the use of the bible is prohibited to the 
common people, and where civil and 
religious liberty is denied. It is a 
church the members of which so hate 
each other, that the bishop would be 
immediately expelled, amidst revolu
tionary uproar, from the city which he 
misgoverns, if the church were not 
coerced by a French garrison. .2. It 
has become, by the bold pretensions of 
its clergy, 'the mother and mistress' of 
m.any corrupt churches, which it has 
subjected to its dominion, and with 
which it forms what it erroneously 
terms the Roma11. . C\1,tholic church. 
3. This Roman catholic church, com• 
posed of the church of Rome nnd its 
adherents, is a church who;e members 
have murdered one another by thousands 
in bloody wars. I have shown it to be 
unholy from its centre to its circum
ference ; its Cfltholicity has been won 
by force and fraud acting upon mediooval 

ignorance ; it is opposed to the doctrine 
and discipline of Christ's apostles ; and 
yet it calls itself the one, holy, catholic 
and apostolic church of Christ. Ani
mated by the most gigantic ambition, it 
has already made potentates and par
liaments bend their knees to its proud 
tiara, and aims at nothing less than the 
subjugation of the whole world. Three 
tortured texts, like racked prisoners in 
its ecclesiastical dungeons, have been 
forced by it to support usurpations 
which their plain and natural meaning 
condemns. Thus sanctioned, it calls 
itself the church of Christ, and with a 
hardihood which eclipses the daring of 
all other usurpers, it has raised its un
authorized precepts to an equality with: 
the laws of God, proclaiming that who
ever disobeys them is guilty of mortal 
sin. By this proud claim to be the 
one true church, it denies the rights of 
the church of Christ; whom it vilifies 
as an impostor, whose crown it has 
trampled in the dust, whose throne it 
has usurped, upon whose members in 
all evangelical churches it has heaped 
its invectives, and to whom it has 
been through ages an imperious rival 
and a deadly foe." 

These are views with which English 
Christians ought to familiarize them
selves: if they are not acquainted with 
them already they should make them
selves masters of the subject without de
lay. We shall not repent having given so 
long a notice of so small a book, if we 
should learn that in consequence of it, 
our readers in great numbers purchase 
and peruse the series of which it is a 
commencement. Mr. Noel may be 
trusted. He thoroughly understands 
the subject, and he perceives its import
ance. A man in his position has 
immense advantages too in treating 
with Romanists, over men who are 
fettered by articles of human device, or 
chargeable with unscriptural practices. 
His sword is "the sword of the Spirit," 
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and he wields it with the skill of one 
who has long been accustomed to the 
exercise. We are thankful for that 
providential dispensation which has 
called him to this engagement, and we 
hope that wherever our opinion is 
valued this notice will have its legiti
mate effect. We are not afraid of 
baptized believers emigrating to Rome ; 
but we are afraid of houses on the road 
thither, in which they may be induced 
to sojourn, and where their children 
will be prepared for a transfer of their 
allegiance to " the mother and mistress 
of all churches." 

Po,-eshadows; or Lectures on our Lo,·d's 
Miracles as Earnests of the .Age to Come. 
By the Rev. JonN CirnYrno, D.D., 
Minister of the Scotch National Church, 
Crown Court, Covent Garden. .Author of 
".Apocalyptic Sketches," '' Lectures on 
Daniel," <$:c. London: Arthur Hall, 
Virtue, aud Co. Fcap. 8vo. pp. 579. 

Mm..1.cLES may be viewed in various 
aspects. They may be regarded simply 
as miracles-the production, that is, of 
results by other means than the ordi
nary laws of nature. They may be 
viewed as attesting the supernatural 
authority of him who performs them. 
They may be viewed as bearing witness 
to the disposition of the worker, accord
ing as they are beneficent or otherwise. 
They may be viewed in the light of the 
influence they exert on the mind of the 
beholder. They may in some instances 
be regarded as parabolic ; as in the 
case of the withered fig-tree, and, 
perhaps, the cleansed lepers, and the 
restored demoniacs. Dr. Cumming in 
the work before us regards them in 
another light; and seeks in this exposi• 
tion of them to bring them before us in 
this other aspect. He views them as 
being all of a typical nature, and as 
all typifying the same fact-the com
plete final restoration of nature to its 

pristine condition. In his own words, 
he seeks "to set forth as fully as possible 
the redemptive character of the miracles 
of our Lord ; " "to show that they were 
not mere feats of power or proofs of 
divine beneficence, but installations of 
the future age-specimens on a smaller 
scale of what will be realized when 
the predictions of the two last chapters 
the Apocalypse shall have become 
of actualized in full and lasting fact." 
In corroboration of this view he asserts 
" that the miracles of our Lord were 
not simply acts of power, or expres
sions of beneficence, but that they 
were earnests, forelights, pledges of 
the grand and universal emancipation 
that will yet dawn upon the world." 
And he further affirms, that "no act of 
Jesus was finished when it was done ; 
but it was significati ve of a greater 
act yet to be ; " "whatever Jesus did, 
especially, was significant of something 
brighter and better that Jesus will do." 

We have given the Doctor's own 
words, that there may be no misappre
hension of his theory. The same state
ments are made in different parts of his 
lectures; but unfortunately Dr.Cumming 
does not think it necessary to advance 
any authority for this explanation of 
Christ's miracles, and as we are not 
aware that there is conveyed to us in 
the scripture that records them any 
intimation that this is the correct mode 
of their interpretation, we find it some
what difficult to bring our minds to 
coincide with the arrangement. · We 
understand how the miracles Christ 
wrought, evidencing a heart grieving 
over the consequences of man's sin, 
manifesting amazing compassion for 
the sinner, and testifying of infinite 
wisdom and power, suggest to us, as 
a probability, that He will bring about 
the complete restoration of a fallen 
world. But this is by no means what 
Dr. Cumming says or means. He re
gards them, and each and all of them, 
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as intended specifically to convey the 
one truth, that this restoration is to 
be effected ; and though in many 
cases unquestionably the possibility of 
such significance holds, in other in
stances it requires, we think, all the 
Doctor's ingenuity and rhetorical ability 
to draw it out and make it plain. We 
confess that in the miracles of turning 
water into wine, of feeding the five and 
the three thousand, of the draught of 
fishes, and of the withered fig-tree, the 
relation to this truth is not self-evident 
to our minds ; and in the case of Christ ·s 
hushing the tempest and bringing the 
ship immediately to land, we will pre
sent our readers with the author's own 
explanation. "When he walked upon the 
yielding waves, and beckoned to the obe
dient winds, and the former slumbered at 
his feet like gentle babes, and the latter 
came to him like his own hired servants, 
he then showed that he was creation's 
Lord, about to retune creation's tangled 
strings, and bring it back again like 
an 1Eolian harp, to its ancient order 
and perfection when God"s Spirit shall 
sweep over it, and bring out glorious 
and inexhaustible melody." All this 
may be true; but we still doubt whether 
it was the intention of Christ to teach 
it when he performed the miracle. 
Dr. Cumming, however, states it ; and 
his faith in the significance of miracles 
goes even further, for we afterwards 
find him saying, in reference to the 
expression, "He delivered him to his 
mother," in the narration of the raisirig 
the widow's son from death-" there 
may be in this-and I am sure that 
there is in it-a type and foretaste of 
that which shall be at the grand resur
rection of the pious dead,"" when every 
restored son shall be delivered to the 
rejoicing mother, and the joy that was 
felt in the house at Nain shall only be 
a dim, dim forelight of that intenser joy 
that shall be folt in the heavenly home," 
&c. Now either Dr. Cumming's views 

of what constitutes a type are very 
vague, or the Bible, to our minds, if it 
teaches this may be made to teach any
thing else : ingenuity is required and 
little beside. 

Dr. Cumming in this theory of inter
pretation supplies us with a criterion of 
the divine origin of miracles ; and this 
he does in so many words, and repeatedly. 
"All true heavenly miracles have this 
one grand feature: they have a re
demptive character; they go to counter
act and reverse the effects of the fall." 
Now is this criterion the result of 
independent and sufficiently extensive 
induction ; or is it a hasty generalization 
thrown out to support his hypothesis 1 
obviously the latter ; for its effect must 
be to set aside the vast majority of the 
Old Testament miracles. Where, for 
instance, is the redemptive character of 
Moses' leprous hand, of the plagues of 
Egypt, of the sun and moon standing 
still, of the earthquake engulfing Koran 
Dathan, and Abiram, of the sun going 
back on the dial of Ahaz,-of a host of 
others 1 But passing by this, he says, 
" If we try every miracle performed by 
our Lord by this test we shall find it 
stand." Is this so 1 We acknowledge 
we wondered how this should be made 
to appear in the case of the withered 
fig-tree; and this is the solution we 
found. "The selection of this tree, 
even by its sacrifice and destruction, to 
convey a new lesson to mankind, is an 
instalment and foreshadow of that 
glorious epoch when nature shall hear 
the last trump, and rise from her 
degradation and her ruin, and become 
the mighty lesson-book from which a 
vast and redeemed population shall 
learn new and glorious lessons of the 
goodness, and mercy, and beneficence of 
God." Is this sufficient 1 docs this 
constitute a reclcmptii-e character! we 
are at a loss then to know what miracle 
is not redemptive. Our author, ho1,
evcr, in another lecture supplies us with 
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such an instance. He says of the feed- great heaping up and mixi"ng of not 
ing the five thousand, "But in this very original or tasteful figures. Dr· 
miracle that was not a restorative or Cumming might perhaps excuse his 
redemptive act, but clearly a creative lectures on the ground that they were 
act of power." According to Dr. Cum- printed from a reporter's notes taken 
ming, therefore, were he consistent with as they were delivered. But we submit 
himself, this was no "true, heavenly this is not enough. The world was not 
miracle." so anxious for another of his·volumes as 

to prevent him from revising it before 
We assure our readers that it has he committed it to the press. And no 

been with much reluctance that we man, and especially no man occupying 
have been compelled to write as we such a position as Dr. Cumming, has a 
have done. We took up the book with right to thrust his crudities upon the 
a somewhat firm hope that though we public; and emphatically so, in relation 
differ from Dr. Cumming on some to religion and religious evidences, and at 
points, yet that in treating of the a time like the present, when every false 
miracles of Christ, his great power of plea is eagerly sei:aed upon by the oppoa 
representing and re-animating absent nents and the corrupters of Christianity. 
and bygone events, and his ability to To us it appears that such a work as that 
draw out interesting lessons from every- before us is calculated to shake rather 
day life, would have produced a book than to confirm the faith of the intel
which we should peruse with pleasure. ligent young men who may come within 
To say that there is not much instruction the sphere of its influence. This remark 
and much valuable practical remark to does not refer only to the main idea on 
be met with in the volume, would be as which we have been commenting; but to 
far from the truth as to say that the many other subordinate matters treated 
volume, on the whole, commends itself of (as on page 337,) to which we have. 
to us. There is too much unsupported not time now to refer, Dr. Cumming 
assertion; too much assertion supported announces a companion volume on. the .. 
by mere shadowy arguments ; too Parables, in which we hope he will take 
frequent an intrusion of altogether the opportunity to correct the erroneous 
extraneous matter ; and to our minds, impressions which his present work is 
what is of far less importance, a too calculated to leave. 

B R I E F N O T I C E S. 

Biblical Antiguitie,, with some Collateral Sub
jects, illustrating the Language, Geography, 
and Early History of Palestine, By the 
Rev. F. A. Cox, D.D., LL.D. With Map• 
and numerous Engravings. London: Griffin 
and Co. Crown 8vo. Pp. 502. 
This volume constitutes one of the valuable 

series now being issued in the form of the 
Second Edition of the '' Enclycop:edia Metro
politana." It furnishes us with the results of 
the most recent investigations in tLis most 
important field of biblical inquiry. Many 
portions of the volume are very valuable ; in 

particular those relating to the geography and 
natural history of Palestine. The account of 
modern Judaism also, which the author fears 
may be regarded as somewhat irrelevant, is iµ. 
our view so excellent and bears so closely on 
the general subject as fully to warrant its 
insertion. Nearly two hundred well executed 
wood-cuts add very greatly to the utility of the 
hook; which for its condensed comprehensive
ness i, the best, as it certainly is tbo most 
readable, book on the suhjrct in our lnngunge. 
Cl.ironolo~ical tables nnd an index enhance the 
worth of the volume. 
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Tl1e New Biblical · Atlas, and Scripture 
Gazetteer; with descriptive Notice& of the 
Tabernacle and the Temple. London: Re
ligious Tract Society, Imp. 8vo, Pp. 96. 

Twelvo large and well executed maps are 
comprised in tbig Atlas. The atlas is based on 
the "Bible Atlas" of Heinrich Keipert, of 
Berlin who executed the maps for Dr, Robin
son's 'u Biblical Researches;" the works of 
Berghaus, Ritter, Schubert, &c., having also 
been con~ulted, A peculiarity of the w?rk 
consists m a valuable map of the physical 
geogravhy of Palestine and the adjacent 
countnes, constructed expressly for this Atlas 
by Petermann. An accurate and interesting 
description of each map accompanies it; plans 

the hope that " Becond edition may speedily be 
~ailed for, when they may be rectified. An 
md~x at the end i_s, h~we-ver, quite sufficient to 
obviate any prect1ral mconvenience from these 
sources ; and the typographical department of 
the .work is executed with such clearness and 
general excellence, as to make reference to the 
work a pleasure. Young ministers will find 
the _volume useful not only in elucidating a 
par_t1cular passage of scripture, but in suggesting 
trams of thoug!its that may very profitably be 
pursued. 

of the tabernacle and temple, and a copious 
scripture gazetteer also adding to the utility of 
the work, It is a pity, however, that such 
valuable maps should be sent out into this 
rough world protected only by a paper cover.: 

The Story ~f Nine'fJeh. By the Author of 
" The Faithful Promiser," "Night Watches," 
"Morning Watches," {re. Edinburgh: Paton 
and Ritchie, Square I 8mo,, pp. 65, boards. 

The Synoptical Dictionary of Sc,.ipture Paral
lels and References : being an Index of the 
Texts of Scripture, classified according to 
their Sense under an Alphabetical List of the 
Various Subjects contained in the Bible : 
each Article being concluded with an illustra
tive Series of Appropriate Historical Ex
amples : forming thus a Methodical Summary 
of tl,e Principles, the Doctrines, the Precepts, 
and the Facts of Scripture: and comprising 
the most complete Collection of Parallels and 
References. London : Hamilton, Adams, 
and Co. 8vo. Pp. 302. 

Hoping to induce sabhath-scholars to study 
the fulfilled prophecies respectin" Nineveh and 
listen to the solemn reflections" they convey, 
the author has given a brief view of facts 
brought before the public by Mr. Layard, try
ing i. to make long volumes short, and bard 
sentences simple." Successive chapters treat of 
the Founder of Nineveh-its Greatness-its 
Repentance in the days of Jonah-its condition 
under Sennacherib-the Prophecies relating to 
it-the Discovery of its Ruins-and the com
parative degree of Criminality which will be 
imputed to its inhabitants in the day of judg
ment. It is a little work of good tendency, 
and respectably executed, 

The elaborate title-page sufficiently explains 
the nature of the work, and it only remains for 
us to say that the author has in general well
executed the task he assigned himself, and that 
in our opinion, the volume is calculated to be of 
good service to the biblical student. The 
book differs from the ordinary common-pince 
books of the scriptures in that they are generally 
foumled on some theological arrancremeut, 
whilst this is based on a simple alph~beticnl 
classification; and in that they pot before us 
the language of the texts quoted, where•• this 
presents us with its purport in a few words, It 
thus furnishes at one view, in a sort of tabular 
for~, the me3:ning of the. various passages of 
scripture relatmg to any given subject; having 
t~us a very great advantage over the ordinary 
lists of parallel texts. In the execution of the 
work the author has shown great impartiality, 
and so for as we have folJowed him, and this 
somewhat minutely, great general correctness. 
We should have been pleased had there been in 
some cases a somewhat more lorrical classifica
tion. of ~he various subjects~-genera and 
~pecies bemg frequently made co-ordinate; for 
mstance, God, and Titles of God Christ an,! 
Human Nature of Christ, Holy Ghost an,! Gift 
of the Hol,r Ghost, &c. His choice of some 
!erms al~o 1s not happy ;-Heaven, not appear
mg, but mstend, Felicity Eternal. To some little 
extent, too, there is manifest what almost 
invariably characterizes works of this class -a 
too close attention to words rather than thi;,rrs · 
thus we do not find Chl'ist called Ilrother, 'in'. 
tcrceseor, Example, or Friend. 1'hesc, however, 
aro small blemishes, au,l we mention them in 

The Tried Christian ; a Book of Consolation 
[or the A.fflicted, By the Rev. WJLLL»l 
LEASK, author of " The Foot,teps of the 
Messiah." London: Snow. 12mo, pp. 158. 

The purpose of the author in the composi-
tion of this volume has been, to present a 
manna] which shoulrl exhibit the teachings of 
scripture on the subject of afflictions, and be of 
service both to ministers and private Christians. 
He has furnished to the reader a book, clear 
impressive, and eminently consolatory in it; 
exhibition of those scripture truths which have 
special reference to affliction and trial ; ancl 
which, if it have not the pretensions of sor.::e 
others, will not, we feel assured, be ihe least 
useful of his works. 

I'hilip Doddridge: his Rise and Labours. A 
Centenary ll'Iemorial, By JOHN S-rouGHTON, 
Author of" Spiritual Heroes," g·c, London : 
Jackson and Walford. Fcp. Svo,, pp. 257. 

This volume was read in a somewhat con-
densed form by Mr, Stoughton before the 
Congregational Union at its session at North
ampton last autumn, The aim of the author 
was to present an outline of the character ancl 
the times of Dodd ridge; an,l all who know the 
writer's previous productions will be prepared to 
expect such a volume as we have before us-a 
graphic and life-like sketch, sure to intcrost 
and well calculated to instruct, 

State Education: TV/iat is ii• Principle? A 
Lecture delivered at the Request ,~( a Com
mittee of Friends of Voluntary Education in. 
1'Ianchester, and now published under their 
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A!ispices. B11 D. l\I. EYANS, Manchester: 
Ireland and Co. 8,·o., pp. 15. 

l\~anchester, so illustrious a few years •incc 
for its &dvocncy of free trade in corn, is now 
nearly equally notorious for the energy with 
which it is mRintaining the doctrine of com
pulsory educRtion. It is, therefore, with the 
greater pleasure that we see that our friend 
:Mr. E.-ans, of Grosl'cnor Street Chapel, has 
responded to the call of the adl'ocates of volun
tary education by dclil'ering aml puhlishing a 
lecture on the principle inl'olved in state tuition. 
To this topic he confines himself, after having 
briefly pointed out the sources of the prevalent 
desire for government education. He seeks 
only to con,·ince those whose love of consistency 
is strong enough to cause them to 5hrink from 
a principle, the legitimate consequences of 
which they would deprecate most cordially; and 
forcibly, and, to our minds, unanswerably, he 
has demonstrated that in an appeal to govern
ment to educate the people such a principle is 
necessarily involved, The following sentences 
embody clearly the line of argument which is 
ably elaborated in the rest of the lecture, 
'' Education, however defined, however limited, 
is a part of individual and social training, else 
it is nothing at all. It is a step in the process 
of development, a contribution to the manufac
ture of the citizen. Here, therefore, we have 
the principle that the •ubject is made by law. 
Laws are enacted, not for man as he is, which 
alone is the sphere of the politician, but in 
order to make him 1ohat he ought to be, which is 
the principle of universal despotism." "The 
great lesson which we have to learn is to have 
lesB faith in human law, more in the divine, 
We would imprint on the memory and con
science of all, that in a free_ country laws are 
made for the _government and not for the train
in_q of men. Adhere to this principle, and no 
future social question will disturb your serenity 
as to its province; violate it in one instance, 
and terra firma is no longer beneath your feet." 
We earnestly hope that this lecture may be 
thoughtfully and extensively perused. 

C/a.ssical Selections from British Prose Writers; 
chiefly illustrative of the Principles of In
tellectual, Civil, and Religious Liberty; of 
Peace, Philanthropy, and Social Advance
ment, London: Cockshaw, Fcp, 8vo. Pp. 
374. 
Into this small volume arc crowded a vast 

number of the noblest pa•sagcs to be found in 
the range of English literature. They all 
breathe tbe spirit of liberty and truth: Milton, 
l\Iacaulay, Hail, Foster, Chalmers, Brougham, 
and Canning, being laid under tribute to furnish 
a book of classical extracts, affording examples 
of surpassing excellence of style, undebased by 
association with a feeble and sickly morality, 
For the higher forms in our scbools, this book 
will prove a great acquisition ; for tue railroad 
traveller it is admirably suited; and for tuat 
large class ,vbo if they read at all must do so at 
intervals snatched from tueir occupations, it 
supplies at tbe same time excellent food for 
thought and stimulus to action. The volume 
belongs to the series of the Library for the 
Times, 

The Journal of Sacred Lite1·at11re. litew 
Series. EditedbyJoHN K1TT0,D.D.,F.S.A • 
. No. II. January, 1852, London: Black
adcr. 8vo. 
Kitto's Journal this quarter contains a paper 

on the relative nuthority of the Hebrew nnd 
Greek ecl'ipturcs of the Old Testament, in 
which is an elaborate argument in faTour of the 
authenticity of the History of Aristea•, 
narratini. the translation of the LXX., by 
order of Ptolemy by seventy-two Jews in 
scvcnty-hvo days; the historic value of which 
hns been nlmost universally rejected by bibli
~al critics for the past hundred ycors: and 
m which also is a minute analysis of the Old 
Testament passages quoted in the New. It 
contains o.lso articles on the ministry of nncrels 
on the inscriptions on the rocks of Sinai: o~ 
!h~ ancicn~ oriental palaces, on the character-
1stlcs of miracles, on the Rephaim, and on the 
last vision of Ezekiel. There is likewise an 
article in favour of the divine authority of 
Solomon's soug; and an interesting paper in 
which is propounded, in explanation of the 
account of the fall, the theory that the serpent 
was a very early name for Satan, derived from 
the terms of tue curse, and that the generally 
:eceived opinion that a literal serpent was the 
mstrument of temptation is without any 
warrant from scripture. We need do no more 
than repeat our often expressed hope that this 
Journal, so valuable to thoughtful Christian 
men, will receive the support that it deserves. 

Bible Gleanings. By MATILDA BASSETT• 
Published for the Benefit of the Woolwich 
Ragged Schools. London : Partridge· and 
Oakey. 12mo., pp. 151. Cloth, gilt. 
Much that is good in sentiment and pleasing 

in diction ,viii be found in this volume, which 
is dedicated by permission to the Earl of 
Shaftesbury by one who calls herself" A Ragged 
School Teacher." Bad the lady allowed her
self more time for revision, many of her stanzas 
would have been materially improved; but this 
is a process which both poets and poetesses are 
too apt to neglect. In page 92, we have given 
a specimen, extracted from the longest piece, 
which is founded on the early history of l\1oseB. 

RECENT PUBLICATIONS 

!approbeb. 
[lhhould be understood that ineertlon In thl11 Uet la not a 

mere announcement: it ezprenes &pprobation of the ,vorkl 
enumerated,-not of course extending to every particular, but 
a.n approbation or their g-eneral charmctcr aDd tendency,) 

The Congregational Year Book for 1851, with an 
Almanack for 1852. Containing the Proceeding 
of the Congregational Union of England and Wales, 
and its Confcdern.tcd Societies for that year, 
together with Supplementary Information respect
ing the Associations, Ministers, New Chapels, 
Schools, and Publications of the Congregational 
Body throughout tho United Kingdom. London: 
Publulied for the Congregational Union of England 
and Wales. Price ls., pp. 292, 

The Eclectic Review. January, 1852, Contents: 
I. Early Indcpcndcncy. II. lloma,opall,y. HI. 
Memoir of Bishop Stanley. IV. Walpole'sAssoyrii; 
or the Assassins. V. Francis's History of tho 
Railway. VJ. Life and Writings ol Dr. Chalmers, 
VII. l'rontico's Personal Rccollectlons. VIII. A 
Page of French History. London: Wai·d and Co. 
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I N T E L L I G E N C E. 

AMERICA. 

GENERAL VIEW OF THE ll!SSIONS." 

In the January number of the Magazine 
published by the American Baptist Mis
sionary Union, we find an article under this 
title, which will interest many of our readers. 

Jn surveying the state of our missions at 
the commencement of a new year, as com
pared with their aspects a twelvemonth since, 
we have special occasion to note the benig
nantagency of divine Providence to strengthen 
our hopes and summon us to fresh and en
larged exertion. A grateful remembrance 
is due of His favour, which is the prime 
source and only effectual means of success. 

In BuRMAH, the same sovereign Providence 
that assigned us that field at the first, still 
directs our prayers and labours toward its 
cultivation. Rangoon and Ava, that had 
been closed against us for thirteen years, are 
once more opened for the proclamation of 
the truth. The government, lately so hostile, 
has met our missionaries with marked kind
ness. Through what motives this has come 
to pass, and how loug the king's countenance 
will be favourable to them, we cannot tell. 
But our trust is not in the caprice of earthly 
monarchs. We gratefully accept the present 
auspicious indications as a call to press for
ward, leaving the issue to God alone. Even 
a brief interval of toleration may suffice to 
do a work that shall bear inestimable fruit 
hereafter, and the power that restrains the 
wrath of man for a moment is able to give 
perpetual peace. 

~he other Burman missions, in Tennas
ser1m and Arracan, though with broken and 
enfeebled ranks, maintain their steadfastness 
and still find an encouragement to advance. 
Death has removed Mrs. l{napp on the 
th~eshold of her work in Arracan ; and Mrs. 
Stilson, a missionary long tried and hiohly 
esteemed for her works' sake has been t~ken 
from Maulmain. Mr. Stilso~ is disabled in a 
great degree from active labour and has 
leave to retire from the mission. 'Mrs. Jud
son has r_eturned to this cow1try ; and Messrs. 
Howard ;and Haswell are still among us to 
r~~over such a i:neasure of health as will jusw a resumptwn of their duties. Messrs. 
w· adc, S!eve':s, and Simons, and Mr. Ranney, 

ith their wives, hm·e been favoured with 
health to prosecute their work. Messrs. 
Moore, Knapp, and Campbell, with inter

HOURTH SERIEB,--'l"QL, XY, 

ruptions by sickness and bereavement, and 
under some disadvantages, sustain the re
sponsibilities of the Arracan mission. They 
have been, or, we trnst, will soon be, rejoined 
by Mr. Ingalls and family. 

The KAREN MrssroNs, while they continue 
to share in the rich blessings which have dis
tinguished them, have specially to record the 
complete translation of the scriptures into 
one dialect, with the prospect that Sgans and 
Pwos will both be alike favoured in this re
spect, at no distant day. But while thill' 
"sword of the Spirit" is made ready, there 
are few to wield it. The theological seminary 
at Maulmain, vacated by the resignation of 
Mr. Binney, remains under the temporary 
direction of the members of the mission, who 
give to it all the attention their onerous duties 
admit. Mr. and Mrs. Vinton returned alone 
to their labours; another missionary pair 
were about to follow them, when a mys
terious providence disappointed r our hope~. 
Mr. and Mrs, Thomas have joined the 
Tevoy mission. Should Burmah Proper 
continue open, the Karen churches in that 
kingdom, hitherto intolerably oppressed, may 
be strengthened and enlarged; and the truth 
which has done so much to weaken hostile 
superstitions, may make positive and more 
rapid conquests. The recent formation of a 
Home Missionary Society by the nati.e con
verts, to promulgate the gospel among their 
unevangelized countrymen, is in this con
nexion a most promising feature, In the 
Karen missions generally, we see abundant 
proofs of God's power to "save by many or 
by few," and at the same time the evident 
want of the many to fulfil the task his pro
vidence sets before us. 

The SI.AM MrssroN has passed tl,rough 
more than common vicissitudes. Early in 
the year a desolating calamity left it appa
rently powerlefs. J;lut it would seem to have 
been forsaken "for a small moment," to be 
gathered "with great mercies," The nature 
of its work, chiefly preparatory, lnying 
fonnilations with toilsome constancy against 
great cliscouragements, may have caused the 
churches in some measure to lose sight of it. 
The sudden aflliction that has befallen our 
brethren has awakened a juster sympathy ; 
and the termination of a hostile reign and the 
accession of a monarch who shows a more 
enlightened solicitude for the welfare of his 
people, make this sympathy opportune. "' e 
have r<·ason to look for better dnys in Siam. 

0 
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The historical prominence of the mission, as 
the second in the order of time, and its local 
consequence, give it strong claims. The fact 
that from its origin until now it has been 
singularly guarded by a watchful Providence 
from the force of some retarding influences 
that have unhappily affected other missions 
there, suggests the belief that there is a 
special work for it to do. Mr. Chandler is 
now in this country, to make arrangements 
for repairing the loss by fire. Messrs. Jones 
and Smith, Mrs. Jones and Miss Morse, re
main at Bangkok. By the arrival of Mr. 
and Mrs. Ashmore the Chinese departmenthas 
recei,•ed a needed and effective reinforcement. 

The NINGPO MISSION, in China, has been 
more than commonly tried by sickness, and 
Mr. and Mrs. Lord have been compelled to 
retire for a season from their work. Mr. 
Goddard is making good progiess with the 
translation of the Bible and preaches re
gularly. Dr. Macgowan, though much in
terrupted by the feeble health of his wife, 
continues his medical and erangelical labours. 
The HoNG Koim MISSION has been more 
favoured, both temporally and spiritually. 
Its operations ha.,•e gone forward without 
interruption, and have been rewarded by a 
cheering measure of spiritual fruitfulness, 

The Assni: MISSION has ,been placed, by 
the return of one and the accession of two 
missionary families, in a more efficient state 
than at any former time. It is by no means 
equal to the task of cultivating so great and 
promioing a field, but the force now engaged 
is a pledge to Christendom that American 
baptists are in earnest for the e.angelization of 
Assam. Let us seek to redeem it shortly. The 
missionaries now engaged are Messrs. Brown, 
Vlhiting, and Cutter, at Sibsagor; Messrs. 
Bronson, Stoddart, and Diiuble, at Nowgong ; 
and Messrs. Danforth and Ward, at Gowahatti, 

The TELOOGOO MISSION, contrary to the 
earnest desire of the Board and of the Execu
tive Committee, has passed through another 
year without reinforcement, but not without 
evidence that the word of the Lord, there 
proclaimed, is " quick and powerful." Mr. 
Day has been able to continue in his work 
without material interruption. Mr. Jewett, 
by the sickness of Mrs. J., has been with
drawn for a season, but by this time, we trust, 
is again engaged, with his wonted zeal, in 
preaching the word. 

Though still destitute of missionary super
intendence, our little church among the 
B..1.ssAs, in Africa, has proved its vitality as a 
vine of the Lord's planting, by its stedfast
ness in the gospel. Converts, too, have been 
added to their number. By such an appeal 
as these facts present, can none be moved to 
go for their he! p 1 

In NORTHERN FRANOE, Mr. Willard and 
his assistants hnve found abundant scope for 
all their activitJ•, A smnll church has again 
been gathered in Paris. In the south-eastern 
department Dr. Devan holds on his way 
against numerous obstacles. In both depart
ments the success attained and tho prospects 
opened on every hand m·e such as to justify 
enlarged exertions. 

'l'he GEIUUN MISSION still continues pre
eminent in the amplitude of its returns for 
tho labour bestowed. In the last three yea.re, 
the number of professed believers united in 
fellowship in the baptist churches has nearly 
doubled. Messrs. Oncken, Schaufiler, and 
Kohner, at Hamburg, and Mr. Lehmann at 
Berlin, with pastors and assistants numbering · 
between thirty' and forty, have found the 
work expanding beyond their power to exe
cute it. But a persecuting spirit has again 
manifested itself. " The rulers of the dark
ness of this world" are none the less enemies 
of the truth than heretofore. 

In the GREEK MISSION, Mr. Arnold has 
been transferred to Athens. Mr. Buel re
ma'ns at the Pirreus, No signal change in 
the aspect of their work cheers our brethren, 
but they have grace to continue stedfast, not 
casting a way their confidence " which shall 
have it11 reward." 

Among the INDIAN TRIBES our missions 
present no new feature. The Cherokee 
mission continues to enjoy the evidence of 
God's presence and favour, in calling many 
to repentance. The Shawanoe mission has 
been reinforced by the appointment of Miss 
Gookin to assist in the Delaware school. 
Messrs. Bingham and Cameron among the 
Ojibwas, and Mr. Slater among the Ottawa.s 
in Michigan, pursue their laborious and some
times discouraging tasks. 

There have been years, perhaps, in which 
more thrilling messages have reached us 
from one and another mission ; but seldom, 
if el'er, has a voice come with such emphasis, 
and echoed from so many points, saying, Go, 
work TO-DAY in my vineyard. 

SOUTH AFRICA. 

Some ladies at Camberwell who support a 
South African Working Society have received 
from the wife of a missionary in that unhappy 
region a letter from which the following is an 
extract:-

" Of the state of our country I reg1·et not 
being able to report more favourably. The 
prospect appears to get more gloomy every 
week. Bloodshed ancl plunder are going 011 

to a fearful extent, the enemy appears to be 
successful in almost every movement; there 
are two very strong bodies of Kaffirs in the 
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colony. Oh! thnt the Loni may interpose 
on our behalf, You cnn scarcely imagine 
how much we have hncl to endure in con
sequence of the rebellion of the Hottentots, 
it hne occasioned such a bitter feeling against 
the missionaries. All ournctions are suspected, 
ond everything thnt could be said in the wny 
of taunt nnd slander has been tried to draw 
away the faithful few composing our con
gregation from the rebels ns we are styled ; 
some few have not been able to stand the 
test, but I am thankful to say our numbers 
have not much decreased, and those who 
remain are more decided than ever. On 
Monday we had our bazaar for the sale of the 
articles received from the Camberwell South 
African Working Society, and other frends in 
England; I was laughed at for attempting 
such a thing, but we disposed of a great 
many things and placed £13 5s. in the hands 
of our treasurer. All the fancy articles I 
have received are now disposed of. We 
nearly had an uproar at the meeting held in 
the evening. A large pai-ty of men came 
determined to put down the meeting if any
thing were said in excuse of 'rebel Hotten
tots.' But information having been given of 
their intention, great caution was used not to 
refer to the subject, and the meeting was 
quietly dispersed; the only way in which 
these gentlemen manifested their feeling was 
by putting leaden bullets in the plate instead 
of money," 

EUROPE. 

AUSTRIA, 

The Christian Times of January 23rd in
forms us, that the Constitutionelle Blatt aus 
Bohmen states that the members of the 
London Missionary and Bible Society, who 
have for many years resided in Pesth and 
other Hungarian towns had been ordered ( it 
is not said by whom) to leave the Austrian 
States, and to direct their journey in obe
dience to a proscribed route. This route 
excluded Vienna, and the reverend gentle
men in question were consequently forbidden 
to visit the capital. It is further stated that 
these missionaries, most of whom are family 
men, solicited in vain a short respite for the 
purpose of arranging and removing their 
households. In reply to this request they 
were peremptorily informed that they must 
proceed on their journey on or before the 
lbth instant. We trust, it is added, that 
this will strengthen the expression of our 
desire that there should be public meetings of 
a devotional character throughout the country 
to consider these significant events. 

FRANCE, 

A correspondent of the Christian Times, 
writing from Paris, January 21st,after giving 

a lamentable account of puhlic affairs adds -
" In the midst of all this it doe• not npp~nr 
that we ara to enjoy less religious. liberty 
than under previous Governments. The 
Court of Appeal at Biorn, in an affair that 
interested to the highest degree the liberty of 
worship-that of M. Lenoir, has just given 
a sentence which, adopting the doctrines of 
the Court of Cassation, acquits the pastor." 
After giving an account of the meetings of 
the Synod of the Union of the Evangelical 
Churches of France which have just been 
held, the same correspondent adds :-" The 
question of the freedom from military service 
of the young men preparing themselves for 
the ministry was examined. You know that 
all Frenchmen are called to the conscript urn 
at the age of twenty years ; if they draw a 
bad number they are obliged to pass se'l'en 
years in a regiment; a sum of money may 
exempt them from this service. It was said 
tha~ the synod could guarantee nothing ; and 
besides that the yonng men should not be in 
a more assured position than the churches 
themselves. An interesting fact was men
tioned on this subject ; a young and pious 
student, who was obliged to go as a soldier, 
found at Rome in the catacombs, an English
man, who ensured the substitution, and sent 
him back to his studies, 

The situation of the Central Treasury is 
better than we had dared to hope. The 
friends who have kindly aided it, will hear with 
pleasure that our little churches are learn
ing to give. It has been calculated that the 
thousand members which compose them have 
given 30,000 francs, £1,200. 

HOME. 

BURTON ON TB.fillT. 

The Rev. James Pulsford closed his 
pastorate with the baptist church at Burton 
on 'frent on Sunday the 21st of December. 
His removal was caused principally by the 
increasing necessities of his family, and is 
much regretted by the church who are there
by left without a pastor. 

RAMSEY, HUNTINGDONSHIRE. 

A valedictory service was held in the 
baptist chapel Great Whyte, Ramsey, on 
Tuesday December the 30th, to pay a part
ing tribute of respect to the Rev. M. H. Crofts 
who, after sustaining the ministry in that 
place the last eighteen years, has removed to 
Andover, Rants. At five o'clock nearly four 
hundred persons of all denominations were 
provided with an elegant and substantial tea 
by the ladies of the church and congregation; 
and at six o'clock a public meeting was held, 
and after a few preliminary observations from 
the chairman, Mr. S. Newtou the deacon of 
the church presented the late pa4tor with a 
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purse of forty sovereigns, which was followed 
h,· a suitable response from the minister, and 
three or four interesting speeches from other 
gentlemen. The usual doxology then closed 
one of the strongest demonstrations of public 
attachment and esteem ernr witnessed in the 
count)', 

ANDOVER, 

The Rev. M. H. Crofts, late of Ramsey, 
Hunts, having accepted a cordial invitation 
from the baptist church in Andover, Hamp
shire, commenced his labours there on 
Thursday evening the 1st of January, 1852. 
The congregations arc already increasing, and 
it is hoped the great Head of the church is 
affording some other tokens of his gracious 
presence. 

DARLINGTON, DURHAM, 

Mr. John Lewis, second son of the Rev. 
W. G. Lewis of Cheltenham, having accepted 
a cordial invitation from the church and 
congregation assembling in Archer Street 
chapel to become their pastor, commenced 
his stated labours there on Lord's day, 
January 4th. 

BINGLEY, YORKSHIRE, 

Mr. J. Dawson, late pastor of the baptist 
church, Princes Risborough, having received 
a unanimous invitation to the pastorate 
over the baptist church Bingley, entered 
upon his labours on the first Lord's day in 
January. 

BEVERLEY, 

The Rev. John Gregson, late of Elgin, 
Scotland, has accepted a unanimous invita
tion to the pastorate of the baptist church 
Beverley, vacant by the removal of the Rev. 
R. Johnston to Glasgow, and entered upon 
the duties of his office the second Lord's day 
in January. 

LEICESTER, 

The Rev. George Grafftey, independent 
minister of Brassington, having changed his 
views on the subject of baptism, was bap
tized, along with Mrs. Grafftey on the 
14th of January, in Charles Street Chapel, 
Leicester, by the Rev. T. Lomas. The pro
cesses through which his mind had passed in 
arriving at his present conclusions, and the 
reasons whieh had induced him to renounce 
infant sprinkling for believers' baptism, were 
stated by him with much clearness and force 
so that the service was one unusually impres: 
sive and interesting. Mr. Grafftey com
menced the inclependent cause at Brassington 
in the year 1844, by preaching in a house. 

Suhsequcntl)', by the divine blessing on his 
labours, a chapel was built and a church and 
congregation were collected. Mr. Grnfftey 
is, we understand, no,v about to supply the 
pulpit of a baptist church, with a view to the 
pastorate, 

SHOTLEY BRIDGE, DURHAM, 

On Lord's day, December 21, 1851, a new 
chapel at the above place was opened for 
divine worship. The Rev. John Green of 
Newcastle-on-Tyne preached in the morning 
and ev~ning; and the Rev. Wm. M'Le:in of 
Bromhaugh in the afternoon. On the fol
lowing 'rhursday, being Christmas day, the 
public recognition of Rev. E. Le Fevre, late 
of Hail Weston, Hunts, as pastor of this very 
ancient and important church was held. In
troductory ·service by -Rev. W. M'Lean; 
recognition prayer by Rev. Mr. Long of 
Stockton-on-Tees; the charge by Rev. John 
Green of Newcastle-on-'ryne; the address to 
the people by Rev.J. Walker ofHexam; and 
the concluding prayer by Rev. W. M'Lean. 
Suitable hymns were presented by Mr. Town, 
of Leeds. In the afternoon a public tea 
party was convened, when nearly three 
hundred persons sat down to enjoy the 
beverage that refreshes but not inebriates. 
In the evening two brethren were set apart 
to the deacon's office; introductory service by 
Rev. J, Walker; the charge to the deacons 
by Rev. Mr. Lorig; designation prayer by 
the pastor, Rev. E. Le Fevre; and concluding 
prayer by Mr. A. Sharp, of Bedlington. Thus 
closed a series of interesting services, all of 
which were well sustained, both by ability, 
attendance, and contributions. A considerable 
debt still remains to be liquidated, respecting 
which an appeal will be made to the liberality 
and sympathy of the Christian public. 

KEIGHLEY, YORKSUIRIII, 

The Rev. J. Harrison has resigned his 
charge of the church at Keighley. 

OJ.RLTON RODE, NORFOLK, 

The Rev. P. B. Woodgate has accepted 
the pastorate of the particular baptist church 
meeting for the worship of God at Carleton 
Rode. 

ROMNEY STREET, WESTMINSTER, 

We are informed that the Rev. H. J. 
Betts has resigned his charge at Romney 
SLreet, ,v estminster, and is expected to 
vacate the pulpit next month. His address 
is Romney Cottage, Portland Place, Clapham 
Road, 
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Cl!ELTENHAM, 

'rhe Rev. James Smith has removed from 
Shrewsbury to take the pastorate of !he 
church meeting in Ebenezer Chape.I, K~ng 
Street Cheltenham, vacant by the resignation 
of M;, Howe. Mr. Smith enters on his 
renewed labours in Che! ten ham on the first 
Lord's day in February.· 

WllITCHUROII, HAN"f3, 

The Rev, Thomas f,iorris, having resigned 
the pastorate of the baptist church, East 
Street Southampton, bas accepted the cordial 
and ~nanimous invitation of the baptist 
church at Whitchurch, in the same county, 
and enters on his stated labours there on the 
first sabbath in February. 

CRAYFORD, 

We understand that the Rev. C. H. 
Hosken, pastor of the baptist church,Crayford, 
Kent, has given in his resignation, and will 
probably leave in May or June, and unless 
di vine providence should otherwise direct 
will return to the United States, 

BOCKWELL GREEN, SOMERSET, 

It will be gratifying to all who take an 
interest in the preaching of the gospel in our 
villages to be informed that, in this village, 
containing a population of upwards of one 
thousand souls, the major part of whom are 
operatives in the employ of Wm. Elworthy, 
Esq., of W essford House, that they are now 
favoured, through the . benevolence · of this 
gentleman, with an esteemed .brother of the 
baptist denomination, who statedly labours 
among them with every prospect of success. 

LONDON ASSOCIATION, 

Thirty-two churches constitute this body:-

Bow ............................. G. W. Fishbourne. 
Brixton Hill .................. J. Hil·ons. 
Camberwell ................... Dr. E. Steane. 
Chelsea ................. , ..... . 
Church Street .. ; ............. J. Branch. 
Devouport Street ........... . 
Devonshire ~quare ......... J. H. Hinton, A.M. 
Eagle Street ................... R. W. Overbury. 
Eldon Street .................. B. Williams. 
Greenwich ..................... J, Russell. 
Hackney ................... ..... F. A. Cox and D. Katterns. 
Hammersmith ............. .. J. Leechmnn, A.M. 
Henrietta Street ............ C. A. M. Shepherd. 
Horsley Street ............... J. George. 
Islington Green ............... G. B. Thomae. 
Kennington ................... T. Attwood. 
Kensington .................... W. G. Lewis. 
Keppel Street ............ .. 
Lion Street .................... W. Howieson. 
Maze Pond ..................... J. Aldis. 
New Park Street ............ W. Walters. 
Poplar .......................... 8. Cowdy. 
Prescot Street ............... c. Stovel. 
Regent Street .............. .. 

Salters' Hall .................. J. Hobson. 

~~~~~1~:~1~_:::::::::::::::::::t ?i:i:l~~ S. Green. 
Shouldham Street ............. A. Blake 
Spencer Place ............. .. J. Peacock. 
Tottenham ..................... R. Wallace. 
Vernon Square ............... 0. Clarke. 
Waterloo Road ........... .. 

Statistics. 
Baptized ........................ 235 
By profession.................. 18 
Ry letter ........................ 208 
Restored........................ 9 

-470 
Died .............................. 74 
Dismissed ......................... 227 
Erasing or names .............. _ 130 
Excluded .......... .............. 22 

--453 
Clear increase in 29 churches ......... .... 17 
Dismissed from one church and received 

by another but not reported .............. 27 
-44 

The eighteenth annual meeting was held 
at New Park Street Chapel, on Wednesday, 
January 14th. The sermon, on spiritual 
prosperity, ,vas preached by the Rev. J. 
George of Horsley Street. In the evening 
the Rev. W. Walters presided at the public 
meeting, when letters were read from twenty• 
eight out of the thirty-two churches in asso
ciation. Addresses were delivered by Ben
jamin Overbury, Lewis, and Fishbourne, and 
devotional exercises concluded by brethren 
Miall, Wallace, Howieson, Hinton, Blake, and 
Groser. The attendance was cheering; the 
reports from the churches on the whole 
encouraging, as showing a clear increase, 
though not so large as last year, and calcu
lated to excite gratitude to God for his past 
mercies, and increased devotedness to bis 
service for the future. 

RECENT DEATHS. 

REV, J. PRICE, 

This aged and esteemed serrant of the 
Lord sweetly and calmly fell asleep in Jesus 
on Thursday December 18th, after a few 
hours' illness, consequently the baptist church 
at Middleton Cheney, Northamptonshire, is 
deprived of an under shepherd. He fought 
a good fight, kept the faith, finished his 
course with joy, and of him it might indee,l 
be said," For me to live is Christ, but to die 
is gain." 

ll!R. T, WllITTINGHUI. 

Died, December 18, 1851, aged seventy
one years, l\Ir. Thomas Whittingham, thirty
four years a member ancl thirty a deacon 
of the baptist church at Whitchurch, Salop. 
Throughout his lengthened course he was a 
faithful aml consistent advocate of the 
doctrines he professed, and illustrated them 
by his conduct in domestic and public lifo. 
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He ,ras remarkable for steady attachment to 
the house of God and constant attendance 
upon the means of grace, sometimes under 
the most trying and discouraging circum
stances; and for his activity in promoting the 
Yarious objects ,vhich commend themselves to 
the enlightened serrnnt of Christ, especially 
the scriptnral education oft he young,-having 
been superintendent of the Sunday-school for 
many years. After a life of active service he 
was ~n'abled by divine grace (o exhibit during 
a ,ery trying illness an eminent degree of 
fortitude and patience, and entered the unseen 
world full of confidence in the Saviour he 
trusted and loved. Before his removal he 
had the pleasure of seeing some of his 
descendants, of the first and second degree, 
united with the church he had served so long 
and so well. 

JIIR, R, NORTON. 

Died, after a short hut severe attack of 
typhus fever, December 23, 1851, aged 
thirty-five years, Mr. Robert Norton, of 
Lower Guiting, Gloucestershire. Mr. Norton 
survived his sister, Miss Sarah Norton, only 
six weeks ( see Baptist Magazine for December, 
1851), and thus has the church at Naunton 
and Guiting been unexpectedly deprived of 
two youthful but valuable members. Mr. 
Norton was baptized August 4, 1839, and to 
the end of his pilgrimage he was an honourable 
and useful disciple. By his death the sabbath 
school at Guiting has lost its superintendent, 
and all the members of the church a sincere 
and attached friend. His last hours were 
peculiarly peaceful and happy. Just before 
his deceru>e he inquired of the nurse if she 
thought him dying, and on her replying, " I 
am afraid you are," he answered, "I hope 
you will not fear, for I do not.'' His remains 
were deposited in the burying-ground of the 
chapel at Naunton, in the same grave with 
his sister, December 27th ; and bis death 
was improved by his pastor, in the presence 
of a crowded congregation on the evening of 
Lord's day, January 4th, from Samuel i. 23, 
" They were lovely and pleasant in their 
lives, and in their death they were not 
divided.'' 

MRS. GOLDSMITH. 

The holy life and peaceful death of Mrs. 
Goldsmith, wife of Mr. Goldsmith, a deacon 
of the baptist church, Lewes, Sussex, affords 
a pleasing illustration of the power of divine 
grace, and as such is briefly recorded. 

Mrs. Goldsmith was baptized and admitted 
to the fellowship of the church in I 825, and 
was enabled to maintain the character of a 
consistent and faithful follower of Christ, 
until she fell asleep, July 25, 1851. By 
this event, her husband lost a most attached 
helpmeet, her relatives a faithful friend, and 

the church of which she wns a member n 
zealous, active, and liberal follow helper to 
the tmth. Interested in every good work she 
gave special attention to the sick, the poor of 
Christ's flock, and young persons and others 
who gave nny indications of religious con
cern, She always sought to promote union 
among the disciples of Christ. She was 
regular and punctual in h~r nttendnnce on 
the means of grace. 'l'he cause of Zion was 
dear to her. 

In the early part of last year Mrs. 
Goldsmith's health, which had been for a 
long time very feeble, suffered a severe 
shoe~. _A l?ng and severe illness followed, 
termmatmg m her death. From the nature 
of her disease it was not possible to have 
mucl~ conver:13tion with her. Happily our 
hope concerning her had already a good basis 
in the long course of practical piety she had 
been enabled to maintain. The little religious 
conversation that could be held with her 
was, however, of a very pleasing character. 
It was most gratifying to observe that her 
mental powers were never so much under 
control as when they were employed on 
religious subjects. He who knew her pain 
dealt very gently with her. Her end was 
peace. On one occasion she said, "I have 
no doubt all is right, my times are in his hands, 
and he will do all things well. My hopes 
are fixed on Christ, there is no other founda
tion for a sinner, and I am a great sinner.'' 
To her husband she said, "I must leave you, 
for I think I cannot rally again. Beware of 
this world, there are many temptations and 
many snares. Keep close to God and He 
will be near to you." 

From what has been said of the character 
of her illness it will be seen that the case of 
our departed friend strikingly illustrates the 
admonition, "Seek the Lord while he may 
be found." She was deeply sensible of this, 
and was earnestly desirous that her relations 
anrl others should receive the lesson. "What 
should I do now," she said "if I had a 
Saviour to seek!" 

FRANCIS EARI,E, ESQ, 111,D, 

For nearly thirty years Dr. Earle was 
known to the writer of this notice, as one who 
rested on the one foundation on which the 
church of God is built and secured. 'Mid 
many changes, and, were he here, himself 
would add many failures, his faith and his 
hope were ever the same. As an infant in 
the arms of its parent, so he reposed on the 
Christ of God, well knowing that his security 
arose from the loving heart and Almighty 
arm by which he was upheld. He clung as 
one who saw all else to be untruRtworthy-1111 
there to be security. If otliers wearied and 
went away his word was, "'l'o whom shall I 
go but unto thee? thou hast the words of 
everlasting life," Blessed_is such an one," for 
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fleAh nnd blood hath not revealed this to him, 
but our Father in heaven. "Not unto us, 0 
Lorcl, not unto us, hut unto thy name he the 
glory." Thou who hast begotten such art He 
who hast kept nnd dost keep them by Thine 
own power through faith unto" salvation ready 
to be revealed." Dr. Earle, though baptized 
on the profession of his faith in Christ Jesus, 
and from first to last in connexion with the 
baptists was no denominationalist. He 
belonged to the church in God the Father 
and the Lord Jesus Christ. His love the,e
fore was to that which is the Lord's, and 
these were welcome to his heart, his hospi
tality, his pecuniary contributions and his 
professional counsels, whether found among 
conformists or nonconformists. His very 
extensive field of practice made too large 
demands on his time and strength to allow 
him actively to enter on many things for which 
he was qualified. It is the province, how
ever, of the Holy Spirit to distribute gifts and 
draw forth their exercise in accordance with 
His own will. The siok room with its cares 
and its sorrows was the well-defined sphere 
of Dr. Earle's service, and in it he was ever 
found as the servant of God, and of man for 
the Lord's sake. In the family of the writer, 
as in many others, there are who can tell 
how his visits were desired, and his foot
steps hailed by those w 110 are no longer in 
the body; how a smile played on pallid and 
pain-stricken countenances as he entered their 
apartments and spake of their sufferings and 

mercies ; how he cheered them as from a full 
heart he told of a Saviour, while be also pre
scribed for their bodily relief; and, where 
f":iling _strength fore~arned of approaching 
d1ssolut10n, how he directed the eye to Him 
who has abolished death and brought life and 
incorruptibility to light by the gospel. Often 
di<l he thus soothe the dying pillow, and 
stimulate the faith and hope of those whom 
Jesus was putting to sleep, and often indeed, 
where no other voice than his own was allow
ed to speak of Jesus, that voice bas told to the 
declining sinner his awful condition, and the 
remedy divinely provided. 

It was on the 16th of May that the writer 
and his deceased friend last met and last 
parted. Neither party had a thought that 
their next meeting would not be until the 
first resurrection. But such is the fact. On 
the evening of the 20th he was attacked with 
vomiting of bloou, and after thirty-six hours 
of severe suffering, with alternations of severe 
faintings, Dr. Earle fell asleep in Jesus, at his 
house in Ripon, in the fifty-sixth year of his 
age. Those dear to him, and who, as they 
tenderly loved him in life, su:rvive to sorrow 
for his removal, but not as without hope, 
were with him from the commencement to 
the conclusion of his struggles. May the 
Lord's blessing be their portion, and in the 
lack <>f his valued care as a medical attendant 
may many with them be led to lean on Him 
who qualified and comforted Dr. Earle. 

THE ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH IN GREAT BRITAIN. 
(From the Catholic Directory for 1852.) 

THE ROMAN CATHOLIC HIERARCHY IN ENGLAND AND WALES. 

Dioceses. Bishops. When consecrated. 
Popula
tion of 

Diocese. 

Westminster Arch- Card. Nicholas Wise- June 8, 1840; translated from 2,413,589 
diocese. man, D.D., Primate Melipotamus, Sept. 29, 1850. 

and Metropolitan 
Southwark ......•..•.. Thomas Grant, D.D •... August 6, 1851. .................... 2,335,427 
Beverley ......•........ John Briggs, D.D .....•. June 29, 1833, translated from I,7U8,767 

Trachis, Sept. 29, 1850. 
H_exham · ....•......... Wm. Hogarth, D.D ••.. Sept. 29, 1850. ........................ 961,934 
Liverpool. .............. George Brown, D.D .•.. Aug. 24, 1840; translated from 2,116,029 

Tloa, Sept. 29, 1850. 
Salford ............•... Wm. Turner, D.D ...... July 25, 1851 ........................ . 
Shrewsbury ......•..... ,James Brown, D.D •... July 27, 1851 ......................... 1,08:3,617 
Newport & Menevia .. Thomas J. Brown, D.D. Oct. 23, 1840; translated from 883,773 

O.S.B. Apollonia, Sept. 29, 1850. 
Clifton ....•...•.•....••. Thomas Burgess, D,D .. Jdy 27, 1851. ........................ 1,014,685 
Ply~outh ...•..•..... George Errington, D.D. July 23, 1851 ........................ 1,116,715 
Nottmgham ...•........ Joseph William Hen- Sept. I O, 1848; translated from 1,202,619 

dren, D.D. Uranopolis to Clifton, Sept. 29, 
1850, and afterwards to Notting
ham. 

Birmingham ...•..... Wm. Ullathorne, D.D. June 21, 1846; translated from 1.407,619 
O.S.B. Hctalonia, Sept. 29, 1850. 

Northampton •••••.... Wm, Wareing, D.D .... Sept. 21, 1840; translated from l,290,4i9 
Areopolis, Sept. 29, 1850. 
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R0MAN OATROLIC CHURCHES .um CHAPELS 
IN ENGLAND AND WALES, 

:Bedfordshire l 
Berkshire 6 
Buckinghamshire 3 
Cambridgeshire 3 
Cheshire 21 
Cornwall .5 
Cumberland 9 
DerbYShire 10 
Devonshire 9 
Dorsetshire 9 
Durham 22 
Essex . 10 
Gloucestershire 16 
Hampshire 10 
Herefordshire 4 
Hertfordshire 3 
Kent 13 
Lancashire 119 
Leicestershire 1 G 
Lincolnshire 14 
Middlesex • 37 
Monmouthshire l3 
Norfolk 8 
Northamptonshire .5 
Nottinghamshire 3 
Northumberland 23 
Oxfordshire 8 
Shropshire 11 
Somersetshire 12 
Staffordshire 36 
Suffolk 6 
Surrey 14 
Sussex • 9 
Warwickshire 27 
Westmoreland 2 
Wiltshire 4 
Worcestershire 12 
Yorkshire 65 
Isle of Man 2 
Guernsey 1 
Jersey 2 
Alderney 1 

SOUTH WALES, 

Brecknockshire 
Glamorgan shire 
Pembrokeshire 

NOB.TH WALES, 

1 
3 
1 

Caernarvonshire 1 
D~~~~~ 1 
Flintshire • • , .5 

Total of churches and chapels in England 
and Wales, 611. 

ROMAN CATHOLIC OHUROHES AND CHAPELS IN 
SCOTLAND, 

Aberdeenshire 
Argy leshire 
Ayrshire 
Banlfshire 
lluleshire • 
Caithnessshire 

10 
3 
3 

JO 
1 
1 

Dnm bnrtonshire 
Dumfries-shire 
Edinburghshire 
Forfarshire 
Inverness-shire 
Kincardineshire 
mrkcudbrightshirn 
Lanarkshire 
Linlithgowshire 
Morayshire 
Peeblesshire 
Perthshire 
Renfrewshire 
Ross-shire 
Rox burgh shire 
Stirlingshire 
Wigtonshire 

2 
2 
6 
4 

19 
1 
4 

12 
1 
2 
2 
5 
1 
1 
1 
3 
2 

Total of churches and chapels in Scotland, 
98; besides about 40 stations where divine 
service ie performed. 

Grand total of Catholic churches and 
chapels in Great Britain, 708. 

ROMAN CATUOLIO COLLEGES IN ENGLAND. : 

In England there are ten Roman Catholic 
Colleges, viz.:-
St. Edmund'~ Hertfordshire. 
SS. Peter and Paul, St. GTegory's, Somer-

eetshire. 
Stonyhurst, Lancashire. 
St. Cuthbert's, Ushaw, Durham, 
St. Mary's, Staffordshire. 
St. Lawrence's, Yorkshire. 
St. Edward's, Lancashire. 
Mount St. Mary's, Derbyshire. 
College of the Immaculate Conception, Lei

cestershire. 

In Scotland, one college, viz., St. Mary's, 
Blairs, Kincardineshire, 

RELIGIOUS HOUSES OF MEN IN ENGLAND. 

Archdiocese of Westminster 3 
Diocese of Southwark 1 

" 
Beverley 1 

" 
Salford 1 

,, Clifton 2 
,, Plymouth 1 

" 
Nottingham 3 

" 
Birmingham • 5 

Total 17 
CONVENTS. 

Archdiocese of Westminster 10 
Diocese of Southwark 9 

~ ... 
"·- Hexham 2 
,, Beverley , 3 

" 
Liverpool 3 

" 
Salford 5 

" 
Shrewsbury 2 

" 
Clifton 5 

" 
Plymouth 4 
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Diocese of Nottingham 

" 
" 
Total 

Birmingham , 
Northampton 

PRIESTS IN GREAT BRITAIN, 

ENGLAND AND WALES. 

Archdiocese of Westminster 
Diocese of Southwark 

" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" ,, 

" 
" 
Total 

Hexham 
Beverley 
Liverpool 
Salford . 
Shrewsbury , 
Newport and Menevia 
Clifton 
Plymouth 
Nottingham 
Birmingham , 
Northampton 

SCOTLAND, 

Eastern District 
W estem District 
Northern District , 
St, Mary's College, Blairs 

Total 

4 OBEY FRIAR'S STREET CHAPEL, !IOUTllAMPTOII, 
14 

l It is gratifying to state that the cause of 
Christ in this place of worship, which a few 

62 years ago appeared on the verge of utter ex
tinction, now shows signs of increasing pros
perity, The Sunday schools contain nearly 
two hundred children, and between thirty and 
forty teachers. The senior boys' bible clas3 
during the last yo.ar has been instructed in 
Archbishop Whately's "Lessons on Christian 
Evidences,'' and a class of the teachers meets 

126 
71 
71 
84 

125 
56 
39 
20 
47 
23 
53 

122 
27 

864 

on Tuesday evenings for the same purpose. 
The efforts recently made in this town to pro
pagate infidelity and atheism by lectures and 
the distribution of infidel publications, have 
impressed the managers of the school with 
the importance of furnishing the minds of tJ, e 
young with arguments to refute the sophism~ 
of impiety, and to enable them to give "an 
answer to every one that asketh a reason of 
the hope that is in them," It is also in con
templation to form a class for instructing tho 
teachers and elder scholars in scripture geo
graphy, without interfering with the religious 
instruction on the Lord's day, 

At the beginning of last year the chapel 
was encumbered with a debt of rather more 
than £400. At the suggestion of a liberal 
friend in the neighbourhoed an effort has been 
made to remove it, which has been so far 

31 successful that on the first Sunday in the 
58 present year their esteemed minister (the 
29 Rev, Joseph Pywell, formerly of Horton 

124 

6 College) had the pleasure of stating that only 
£ l 80 remained, and, that of this sum pro
mises had Been received to the amount of 
rather more than a moiety. The church and 
congregation have contributed already to the 
extent of their ability the sum of £ 120 ; they 
have also received very liberal aid from some 
of their brethren belonging to the first baptist 
church in College-street, from persons belong-

Grant total of Priests in Great Britain, in
cluding Bishops as per Alphabetical List, 
1,032. 

Total increase of Priests, as compared with 
last year, 60, 

ing to the congregational churches, and from 
members of the establishment. 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

ANSWER TO A QUERY ON ORATORIOS, 

To the Editor of the Baptist Magazine. 

DEAR Srn,-In reply to the query in your 
last number, I beg to offer a few remarks on 
the subject of oratorios. I hal'e long held a 
~trong opinion on this question, and I think 
11 quite wrong that Christians should sanction 
them by their presence, My objection is to 
their sacredness. Were they for the per
formance of sentimental nnd patriotic songs, 

VOl,, XY,-l'OURTH SERIES, 

I might think that the time of a Christinn 
might be better employed than in listening 
to them, but I should not feel any conscience 
as to the songs themselves. It is because 
oratorios are founded on the most solemn 
portions of the word of God, that I think 
it wrong and sinful to resort to them as means 
of gratification. 

'l'o a mind that reverences the scripture~ 
as the inspired truth of the Holy Spirit, there 
is something too sacred, too awful in them, to 

p 
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sanction their pervel'l!ion to such a purpose. 
The portions employed are to be read and 
pondered and prayed o,·er, that tl1e soul may 
be imbued with their majesty and awful 
grandeur, and be filled with that fear of God, 
and that sense of his presence and govern
ment, which these passages are the means of 
communicating, But to convert them to song, 
and to bring them forth as a public amuse
ment shocks the mind, as it would have done 
the captives to sing the Lord's song in a 
strange land, It was not merely the incon
gruity of the thing with their mournful con
dition, but the profanation of those sacred 
odes which were fit only for the house and 
worship of the Lord. And it shows either 
that their capti,·ity had wrought in them a 
salutary change, and led them to appreciate 
from their loss those holy joys which they 
abused in the possession, or that there was a 
holy seed amongst them whose pious senti
ments the words of the psalm express, 

Indeed, all applications of scripture out 
of its proper import are to be blamed as irre
verent or inconsiderate ; such as witticisms 
expressed in the words of scripture, or com
monplace observations on business and the 
affairs of life, "to point a moral, or to round 
a tale." Such uses of the word of God take 
from the reverence and awe which we should 
feel for that word, given not to be applied to 
any purpose which we can make it fit, but 
to teach special truths, He who is in the 
habit of a devout perusal of the scriptures 
would almost as soon think of mocking God 
as of using his word for any purpose but that 
for which it was inspired. And surely this 
must tell against using that word for musical 
diversion, breaking up Heaven's messages of 
judgment or of mercy into fragments, for 
solos, duets, and cr.oruses. 

Another point to be considered is the 
parties by whom these performances are exe
cuted. There is no need to indulge in broad 
censure of professional singers. It is enough 
to say of them as a class that they are not 
supposed to be pious, God-fearing persons, 
Is it right to put into their mouths the most 
solemn sentiments of the word of God, to 
sing for our amusement, when their own 
hearts have no sympathy with them? It is 
distressing to have the divine name and word 
pronounced by men who do not "fear that 
great and dreadful name," and it never can be 
right to sanction this impiety by our presence. 

Then, if we look at the persons who attend 
these oratorios, they are, according to their 
appearance, just the fashionable in life, the 
8ame as ,-isit the horse-race and the hall-room. 
Some have professed to receive devout and 
heavenly impressions white listening to the 
swelling strains of the musical choir. I am 
not insensible to the power of music, to its 
melting and overwhelmiug influence. The 
same argument applies to the music of Ro
man catholic worship. But men deceive 
themselves as to devotional feeling, It is 

not the ecstacy of melting and dying IIWl\y ; 
here the sensibilities may be touched, but the 
heart unchanged, Right views of God nnd 
his tmth are the foundation of sound devo
tion, hut these movements of sensuous piety 
are compatible with gross error nnd dabasing 
superstition. It is quite clear that no persons 
attend a musical festival as a religious exer
cise, few pray to be prepared to benefit by it, 
few pray the more for having gone there. If 
it were true then that some have been benefi
cially affected, it cannot be right to seek it in a 
way open to such weighty objections. All 
that is nf true interest to the soul may be 
found in a way not liable to these exceptions. 
'l'he business of an earnest Christian is not 
to seek how near he may go to the world's 
pleasure, and not be of the world, but to 
come out and be separate, If the supreme 
importance of this be felt, there will be little 
difficulty in settling such questions as the one 
contained in your magazine. 

Yours truly, 
JOHN GREEN, 

Newcastlo on Tyne, 
9th Jan., 1852. 

THE SPIRITUAL WANTS 0-P DUBLIN. 

To the Editor of the Baptist Maga:,ine. 

DEAR BRoTHER,-1 am anxious to place 
before you the state of the baptist interest in 
this city, with the most ardent desire that a 
gracious God may put into the hearts of some 
of his people to contribute to an increased 
agency.· 'l'he city of Dublin and its suburbs 
contain a population of nearly 300,000 in
habitants, about four-fifths of this number 
are Roman catholics, and one-fifth or about 
60,000 nominal protestants; there are about 
twenty parish churches, and twelve or four
teen other episcopal churches supported by 
voluntary contributions; there are, besides 
these, five presbyterian churches, eight or nine 
Wesleyan chapels (including the various 
sections of that body), the independents havo 
three large chapels, and in the midst of this 
vast population there is only one small baptist 
chapel. 

Again, in connection with nearly all the 
episcopal churches, there are two (in some 
places three) clergymen with a staff of paid 
assistants, such as readers, schoolmasters, 
visitors, &c. ; in the service of one church 
there are seven or eight city missionaries 
supported by the society for Irish Chu1·ch 
Missions; the Wesleyans have about twelve 
ministers with their usual active system of 
agency in operation; the presbyterians are 
respectable and influential with various 
schools and charities at their command ; the 
baptists have only one minister without 
either city missionary, schoolmaster, or other 
paid agent; nor is there at present any male 
member whose time is at his command to 
assist in visiting or aid in any good work-the 
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only brother who could give his time to such 
a work nml who willingly devoted himself to 
works ~f mercy, has heen laid nside for some 
time post by indioposition. It is right to say 
thnt saveml of the members engage in sabbath 
school teuching, and the deacon• visit some of 
the nbsent or sick members on the Lord's 
day and occaolonally at other times. 

I~ the name of the Lord I beseech Chris
tian friends to ponder over this state of tliings ! 
Imagine only one baptist minister in the city 
of Bristol with a population considerably 
below that of Dublin; or think of only one 
baptist minister in all Birmingham I 

So far as the baptists are concerned Agra 
is better provided with agents than Dublin! 

"But I feel constrained, dear brother, to 
place this matter before you, not only from 
the necessities of the case, but from the con
sideration that I feel assured God is with us. 
Since I settled here five years ago our con
gregations _have never been so num~rous or 
so int.erestmg as at present, yet durmg that 
period we have lost by emigration, death, and 
otherwise, more than one-third of our church 
and congregation. Now we are at peace, 
and as a church united, and, what is a good 
test of piety, at our week evening service, 
which is very interesting, we have double the 
number in attendance that we had two years 
ago. During the pa•! year eleven have b~en 
baptized and one awaits the first opportunity. 
Four have been received by letter from other 
churches, and our clear increase for the year 
is thirteen. These facts are encouraging, and 
impress me with the idea that God has set 
before us an open door-that he is about to 
revive and bless us. I am, therefore, deeply 
anxious that the season of harvest should not 
pass away without an attempt to do the 
Lord's work. I feel myself utterly incapable 
of making suitable preparations for the pulpit, 
attending to the various calls of Christian union 
and sympathy, and at the same time pursuing 
a system of visiting from house to house, so 
as to make an impression upon any one dis
trict or locality. Neither is the church at 
present able to support an agent. In addition 
to the usual expenses of a church, we have to 
meet an annual ground rent on our chapel of 
£36 per annum ; our financial affairs, how
ever, are improving, and some of the friends 
are liberal. I therefore want my Christian 
brethren to assist me in the support of a city 
missionary or scripture reader. One generous 
hearted lady in England supports a reader 
under my zealous brother, Mr. Young of 
Cork. ls there no other baptist lady or 
gentleman to be found, who will in like 
manner consecrate of their substance to sup
port an agent in Dublin 1 I hope in God 
that some one mav be found to assist in this 
good work • or if 'there be not one, are there 
not five or'ten brethren to be found who will 
unite in responding to this call from the 
sister island? or cannot there be found some 

wealthy respectable church that could send 
such Rn agent to Dublin? I assert, without 
fear of contradiction, that in all Ireland there 
is not so good a field for a baptist agent as 
here, the poor Roman catholics are more 
liberal, mora enlightened, and less under the 
domination of the priesthood than in the 
country; and there are a considerable nnm her 
of the working classes of English and Scotch 
who settle in back streets ar,d lanes, and 
never attend any place of worship. Many of 
these would be glad to be invited to the 
house of God. I entertain the most sanguine 
hopes, that had I the assistance of two regular 
vi•iting agents, with the blessing of the great 
Head of the church, our nice little chapel 
would soon be well filled. One ad vantage 
which Dublin possesses over the country 
parts is, that from time to time, we gain 
accessions from a class both able and willing 
to support the gospel. Of this class lately we 
have gained some valuable additions, so that 
with a little help for a year. or two, I trnst in 
our covenant God and Father we should 
soon be able to render the Baptist Irish 
Society important aid. If any Christian 
friends would place their contributions at my 
disposal for such a work I would engage, 
with God's help, to see them righteously 
expended. 

I have felt myself unable to express the 
deep anxiety I entertain as to the issue of 
this appeal, and must leave the matter with 
you, knowing full well that the hearts of all 
God's saints are in his hands, and that he 
can direct them so as to fulfil his 01m pur
poses of mercy. 

I remain yours, 
In the gospel of our Lord Jesus, 

Dublin, JAMES MILLIGAN. 
January 12, 1852. 

P.S. I think my good brother, John 
Clark of Jamaica, who lately visited us, and 
entered into the spiritu:il destitntion here, 
would fully corroborate my statements, ns to 
the necessity for additional agents, and the 
cheering prospects of success. 

HAMBURG. 

To the Editor of the Baptist l';faga:isine. 

DEAR Srn,-A private communication from 
Hamburg, recently pnt into my hands, has 
renewed and deepened the apprehens10n that 
persecution (already existing) will too pro
bably extend more widely on the continent. 

Moreover our dear brother expresses his 
nrgent need 'of farther pecuniarr support for 
the cause of the gospel, both m Ham burg, 
and generally in the mission _emanating from 
the church in that city. l!ts exertwi:s, and 
those of his brethren, are ince::;~ant, but the 
funds of the mission, as well as his own per
sonal resources, are utterly exhausted. 
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Surely it must be the duty, nnd will be felt 
the P'.·iv1lege, of British Chrietians to respond 
to tlm nppeal; and 1 hope it will not be 
deemed presumptuous on my part if I invite 
comhin<'d C'ffort tor so unquestionable an 
object, by offering that, if twenty other friends 
of the cause will gi,·e fi1·e pounds each, I will, 
as soon as one hundred pounds shall have 
been subscribed, give my fi1·e pounds to make 
it guineas. 

If friends, willing to accept my challenge, 
will communicate to me their names, I will 
appoint some party to whom their cash, with 
my own, may be paid; and then the total 
transmitted to the continent. 

I am, dear Sir, 
Yours sincerely, 

136, Long .Acre. s. WILKIN. 

EDITORIAL POSTSCRIPT. 

An important· meeting was held in the 
Library at Moorgate Street, on the 19th of 
January, with a view to the formation of a 
society for the erection of places of worship 
in the metropolis connected with the baptist 
denomination. It had been convened by a 
circular bearing the names of twenty minis
ters and other gentlemen, known and 
esteemed throughout the body. In the ab
sence of Mr. Peto, who was to have presided 
but was unexpectedly detained on the conti
nent by business, Mr. G. T. Kemp took the 
chair ; and it was determined, on the motion 
of Mr. Noel, seconded by Il'.lr. Gurney, that 
it was desirable that a society should be 
formed. A Committee to draw up a consti
tution and rules to be submitted to another 
meeting of the same kind was then ap
pointed, 

Contributions to the Baptist Irish Society, 
which have been receired more than a week 
before the close of the month are al wavs ac
know !edged in the next Chronicle. • If at 
any time the donor finds that a sum which 
he forwarded early enough to be mentioned 
is not specified, the Secretary will be par
ticularly obliged by a note to that effect, as 
this, if sent immediately, may rectify errors, 
and prevent losses which would be otherwise 
irremediable. 

So repeatedly as announcements have been 
made that Chapel Cases cannot be inserted 
in the body of the Magazine, it is rnrprising 
that the eilitor should continue to receive 
pressing requests to insert such appeals. 
They are dismissed simply with a feeling of 
regret that duty should forbid a course to 
which sympathy would lead us, when they 
come from ignorant persons ; but when they 
come from gentlemen of high intelligence, 
pcrfectlJ' competent to understand the ne-

ccs,ity for inflexible adherence to general 
mlee, they give absolute pnin. 

The writer of the nccount of Mr. Lcwi1 
Andereon which appeared in our last informs 
us that the name of the place at which lie wns 
born WM not D,·aivie but Drainie; that tho 
nnme of the place where Mr. Sutherland, his 
father-in-law resided was not Kearn of Duffecs 
but Keam of D11.ffies: and that the sentenco 
which related to his adoption of baptist 
sentimPnts should have concluded thus :
" he was gradually conducted by the force of 
scripture evidence alone to the same con
clusions as his recently baptized bi-ethl-en." 

A new penny weekly publication has been 
started by the Religious Tract Society to be 
called The Leisure Hour. H is to be illus
trated by engravings, and rendered interesting, 
if possible to readers who do not usually seek 
recreation in works of a healthy tendency. 
This will be found difficult, we doubt not, and we 
are not inclined to add to t.he obstacles which 
its conductors will find in their path by the 
obtrusion of advice: we shall rely upon them 
that they will not for the sake of pleasing 
the thoughtless, introduce matter that will be 
regarded as objectionable by the discreet. 

Our esteemed brother, Mr. Trestrail, has at 
length experienced that berearemeut which 
he and his friends have long anticipated. 
Mrs. Trestrail was released from suffering on 
Lord's day, January 25th. 

As discussions on the subject are taking 
place upon the Continent as well as in our 
own daily papers, it cannot be wrong to 
advert to the fact that there is within a short 
distance from our shores an immense dis
posable army, immeasurably superior to our 
own in everything which renders an army 
effective, and subject to the authority of a 
reckless adventurer, the main-features of. 
whose policy are secrecy and suddenness. 
We are not 11larmists ; we are not frightened ; 
but it is only because we have hope in the 
tender mercies of an Al mighty Father. 
Were we to draw our conclusions from the 
probabilities of the case, we should think 
that England was far, very far from being 
safe. And who can say that the time is not 
come that judgment should begin at the 
house of God 1 Who can say that the 
diseases pervading our churches do not 
require the use of strong remedies I The 
worldly spirit among us, impeding the pro
gress of truth, and preventing its legitimate 
effects on society at large, may call for 
chastisements, the bare thought of which is 
appalling. It cannot be wrong therefore to 
speak of prayer-private prayer, and public 
prayer-as an imperative duty at the" present 
moment, in reference to the condition and 
prospects of our beloved country. 
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THE MISSION FIELD. 

THERE is a point of contrast of some 1833 to 1842 of 1075 persons. 
interest between the commencement of 1843 to 1844 of 485 ,, 
the kingdom of God under apostolic The zeal of the Christian church has, 
ministrations, and that of modern rnis- however, stirred up opposition as well 
sionary enterprise. Then the whole as allayed it-opposition from those false 
world was open to the messengers of systems which are perversions of the 
Christ, and they could journey every- gospel. Romanism and Anglicanism 
where proclaiming the gospel. When have, too, their emissaries in the field, 
Thomas and Carey began their labours and aim to sow tares among the seed of 
in India, every part of the heathen world the kingdom. Thus in India there has 
was closed to them. It was because no been for some years every effort made 
other locality would admit them, that to introduce the English establishment, 
the directors of the London Missionary with its parochial arrangements and 
Society chose the islands of the South charges, its cathedrals and ecclesiastical 
Pacific as the place of their evangelic courts, its exclusiveness and priestly 
toil. But not among the least of the bles- pride. Bishop after bishop has striven 
sings resulting indirectly from mission- to effect this object, and to parcel out 
aryzeal isthefact, that now every heathen the empire of India as its"own. If, in 
land except J apa.n is accessible, not only some things the government of India 
to the preacher of the cross, but to all the has been found obstructive to mission
ameliorating influences of a true civili- ary efforts, in this matter it has proved 
zation. The efforts of the first twenty- itself wise and politic. 
five years were naturally slow in mani- "From the time," says the Friend of 
festing their results. Languages had to India, "when the episcopate was estab
be acquired, the Bible to be translated, lished in India, it has been the constant 
countries to be explored, prejudices to aim and the earnest endeavour of the 
be removed, governments to be rendered episcopal authorities to divide the me
tolerant if not favourable. Scarcely tropolis into parishe~. But this. has 
twenty-five years can be said to have steadily been resisted by _the govern
been fairly employed, in producing the ment, from the very obvious necessity 
astonishing results given in our last of preventing the introduction of those 
number, in India alone. Two-thirds of parochial rights, privileges, and prero
the missions existing in Hindostan have gatives that exist in England, and Which 
been established less than twenty years, would be altogether out of place in a 
and several even less than ten. The country where every clergyman, as re
following table, presented to the mis- garda his appointment, his removal, and 
sionary conference in Calcutta a few his allowances, occupies the position of 
years ago, shows the accelerated rate at a military chaplain." 
which the increase of converts proceeds 'I'!iere is tlierefore no establislied religion 
as time goes on. There were accessions in India, except idolatry may be so con
to the Christian church from :- sidered, where the government supports 

1 793 to 1802 of 27 persons. 
1803 to 1812 of l 61 
1813 to 1822 of 403 
1823 to 1832 of 675 

" 
" 
" 

the priests and temples. But this abo
mination is about to cease altogether. 
We observe, however, with regret, that 
while the government of India, in com
pliance with the urgent solicitations of 
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the publio, both abrond and at home, is 
about to break off all connection with 
idolatry, the new Governor of Ceylon is 
about to resume it. Three years ago, 
by an official letter of Sir E. Tennent, 
the Ceylon government formally broke 
with the Buddhism of the island. By 
Lord Grey the step was emphatically 
approved. Yet the present governor 
has resumed the practice of appointing 
the priests ; an oppressive system of 
service on the temple estates has been 
thereby re-introduced, and the temples 
themselves are adorned by forced labour. 

Missionary intelligence from India 
continues of a cheering character. Our 
present number contains an interesting 
account from our German brother, Mr. 
BroN, of the baptisms he has been per
mitted to administer at Dacca ; while 
Mr. JOHANNES' letter gives us some in
teresting details in continuation of the 
information already presented of the 
striking work going on at Comilla. One 
of the pleasing scenes there referred to 
is depicted in the engraving on our first 
page. 

From Jamaica the intelligence of the 

spiritual condition of the people is full 
of satisfaction. But the dark gloom of 
suffering and pestilence still broods over 
the island. In various places cholera has 
re-appeared, and its direful effects are 
aided by the prevalence of small pox in 
a form of great virulence. These cir
cumstances give increased urgency to 
the letter of the Rev. J. CLARK, which 
will be found in a subsequent page. 

The usurpation successfully executed 
by Louis Napoleon in France has already, 
in some places, proved its enmity to the 
gospel. The very valuable labours of 
the Rev. N. RoussEL, in Charente, have 
been stopped, and there is every proba
bility of a general onset on Protestant
ism by the jubilant priests of Rome. 
Our brother J ENKI::S-S is at present un
molested, and his assistants are still 
permitted to carry the Bible from place 
to place. 

Thus, chequered as is the scene of 
missionary operations, yet in them all 
may we discern the great Head of the 
church overruling all things for its 
good, and preparing the way for his 
glorious and righteous reign. 

INDIA. 

DACCA. 

Under date of Oct. 31, 1851, our Ger
man brother, Mr. BroN, gives us a very 
encouraging report of his labours. 
After referring to the advantages he 
had gained by his brief residence at 
Serampore, and his subsequent mar
riage to a daughter of our aged brother 
RonrnsoN, he proceeds to recount-

to tell you that most of them begged to re
gain their membership. Four of them were 
baptized last February in the presence of 
Messrs. Leechman and Russell, and on the 
12th inst. I had the happiness to i=erse 
other five believers in the river at my out
station, Dayapur. I held an address from 
the boat to the congregation, to which some 
Hindoosand Musselmans attended. After this 
I immersed them upon a profession of faith 
in our Lord Jesus Christ, and administered 

His success. the Lord's supper after preaching a sermon 
in my bungalow. It was a day of much 

You must have heard that om· goo,l Lor,l blessing to me, and I hope to all who were 
blessed my feeble endeavours in winnin" souls present. 
to him, and that I have had since th0e last There are eight or ten more candidates for 
four years a native Christian congregation of immersion at Dayapur, all of whom (with 
forty souls. After our baptism, however, the exception of one) ar~ of my former flock. 
nenrly all of them left us, and seemed resolved I delayed their baptism for a good reason, 
never to return. I am, therefore, very happy but I hope the Lon! will grant me the 

. q 2 
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pleasure of re-admitting them very soon into uncertain situation prevented my doing so, 
our flock. but I cherish the hope, and if Go,l permits, 

His labours. 

My work here is chiefly in Bengali. Bro
ther Robinson and mnelf take turns in 
preaching on the sabbatl; both in English and 
Bengali, and when brother Robinson is not 
able to take his turn I preach for him. 

On Tuesdays I haYe a regular expounding 
of the scriptures with the native preachers, to 
which also all other members attend. 

On Thursdan I have a Bible class in 
English with the children of the native 
Christians, which is also attended by the 
children of brother Robinson. 

On \Y e<lncsdays we intend to continue the 
weekly serrice in English which has been 
interrupted during the last few months on 
account of having no audience, 

Besides this I have the boys for an hour 
daily to teach them singing, that our worship 
in Bengali and English may, by and by, be 
benefited in this point also, which is most 
desirable arnl I think necessary. 

Two young lads of my flo~k at Dayapur 
I have taken under my care here to gi~e them 
instruction. They are promising boys, and 
accompany me in my journeys, distributing 
books and singing with me in the bazars to 
collect people for hearing the word, At 
eYenings I accompany one of the native 
preachers to preach in the streets and bazars 
in town, which preaching is really most 
encouraging as we have nearly always good 
and attentive hearers. By saying this I would 
not rouse any sanguine feelings, the people 
are still deaf and dead ; the Spirit of God 
must awaken them, and not less stimulate the 
preachers also, that we may truly say, 'the 
hand of the Lord is with us.' 

Last sabbath we had again a blessed day. 
My dear wife with her sister were baptized 
upon a profession of faith in our Lord Jesus. 
The former had, a year since, struggled with 
many fears and doubts, but happily the Lord 
answered our prayers at last, and triumphed 
over every obstacle. The chapel was very 
well attended both morning and evening. I 
preached in Bengali before a mixed congre
gation, brother Robinson held an address in 
English at the water side and then immersed 
his two daughters. '.l.'hus you will praise the 
Lord with us, and magnify his name. I hope 
sincerely that the Committee will not hesitate 
to keep up Dacca, and, if possible, send my 
old fellow labourer here also, that we may 
both, as we clid before, do· the work of 
eYangelists. ' 

I have not opened any school as yet, my 

to commence with this branch after the cold 
season. 

Yesterday I visited again with brother 
Robinson our out-station, where we found 
things in pretty good order, and settled some 
matters connected with the ground there, 
Next week I shall for eight days visit n very 
large melah at Munshi bazar, where, it is 
said, 40 or 50,000 people will flock together 
from all the adjacent clistricts. We hope to 
blow the trumpet of the e,·er!asting gospel to 
many hundred souls, and distribute the wo1·d 
of life more widelv than we did before. 

After this trip I intend to travel through 
and into the '.l.'ipperah district, and make 
known the all-sufficiency of the atonement of 
our Lord Jesus. There are somewhere some 
people apparently near the kingdom of God, 
may they be fully rescued from the wnth to 
come, and become devoted followers of the 
Lord. I will not fail to give you some report 
of our itinerations. 

171efield. 

Dacca is the capital of whole East Bengal, 
surrounded by a great population; the capital 
of the eastern and northern districts of Bengal, 
extending from Chittagong and Tipperah on 
the east, as far as Purneah on the west, a 
country of at least 70,000 square miles of 
land, with a population, it is supposed, of 
about eighteen millions of immortal beings, 
and is occupied with but two or three mis
sionaries. The seed has been widely sown in 
all the adjacent districts; as Dacra itself, 
Tipperah, Silhet, Mymensing, Pubua, and 
Furreedpore, and it cannot but germinate in 
the hearts of these multitudes. Everywhere 
Supper and myself have been received in a 
most encouraging manner in our journeys in 
the preceding years ; the attendance at the 
English services is gradually increasing ; two 
small native congregations collected, and 
other things call on us to go on ancl not to 
abandon the field, There is a Rornish 
bishop with some priests and nuns here, who 
exercise not an unimportant influence upon 
several Europeans, they seem to be trying to 
get a firm footing here. Shall, then, the truths 
as they are in Jesus be taken away from this 
wide and inviting field I I hope not. I 
rather trust the Committee will strengthen 
this place by another brother, and I would be 
happy to spend my life for the gospel with my 
former colleague Supper, who has nine years 
since been my intimate friend and brother in 
Christ, my fellow student at Basle, and fellow 
labourer and wtferer in Bengal. 
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CHITTAGONG. 

The interesting facts relative to the 
work of grace proceeding at Comilla, 
are further detailed by Mr. JoHANNES, 
as follows :-

.A new church formed. 

r 18th Sept. 1851.-Before I left the village 
from which I last wrote, I felt it my duty to 
administer the rite of baptism to four men 
and four women, and thus form the first 
Christian church at Comilla. The other 
eight candidates are placed under instruction; 
and I hope that when I next visit the place I 
shall also baptize them. It is my firm 
persuasion that this church will, under the 
divine blessing, prosper ; for from the dis
position of the people I am convinced that 
God is carrying on his own work ; and now 
that I am away from them my heart is among 
the people there, and to instruct them in the 
things of God will constitute one chief end 
and employment of my life. 

After the baptism of these few followers of 
Christ, I entreated them to recognize their ob
ligations as Christians, and ever to bear in mind 
their lost and ruinous condition by sin, and 
that nothing under the sun would deliver them 
from suffering, sorrow, and death but a firm 
belief in a crucified Saviour-that from the 
clay of their putting on Christ by baptism to 
the day of their death, the work of repentance 
aud grace must progress in their souls-that 
they must live by faith which will overcome 
the world, surmount difficulties, and make 
them meet for the inheritance of the saints 
in light. 

The converts instructed. 

to have their sins washed away in the blood 
which cleanseth from all sin. The four 
female candidates more than once expressed 
their happiness in their high calling of God 
in Christ Jesus ; and told me that they were 
fully convinced in their minds that they had 
now known the true love of God and the way 
of peace. 

A good confession. 

Early in the morning of the l.5th of 
August, these eight persons made a public 
profession of their faith in Christ. It was a 
very affecting sight. While offering up a 
prayer, the women followed, repeating every 
word after me, and that most earnestly and 
devoutly. Whilst in the water Bishwanath, 
one of the Brahmans, pulled off his Brah
manical thread or paita from his neck (long 
his companion there, and roughly flinging it 
in the water), said, "Thou hast long deceived 
me and the world. I have now done with 
thee for ever for the sake of Christ whom I 
now own." The second Brahman, Benikanta, 
also followed his example. I appointed a 
teacher to instruct the people in reading and 
writing. From the day of my arrival, I 
commeuced giving instruction in Bengali, 
and before I left, the four women came to me 
and said that they could repeat a part of the 
alphabet. I encouraged them to perseverance 
and promised to send them books. This I 
did on my arrival at Chittagong. I also left 
the native preachers there to attend the court, 
and to return and inform me of the result of 
their petition before the magistrate. Some of 
the men who have come from them inform 
me that no order has as yet been passed. 
You will be happy to hear that I ha,e not 

The night preceding their baptism, my- neglected this infant church. My preachers 
self and the brethren employed ourselves in are sent regularly to remain there for a 
singing hymns and exhorting the people to month, two by turns, and the people are 
continue stedfast and faithful unto the end. I always coming backwards and forwards. I 
told them that their happiness was great in have now two young men, very hopeful, whom 
the manifestation of God's distinguishing I have set to work, they are under my im
favour towards them, while thousands in the mediate instruction, and are two of the eight 
villages around were sunk in gross darkness, candidates. 
and knew not the value of this great salvation I must add that the brethren who had 
-that as Christians they must now live up to suffered oppression were completely deprived 
the standard of the gospel, walk in love, and of their house, weaving materials and appar
be conformed more and more to the image of atus, and that I ventured partially to relieve 
Christ-be meek and lowly in heart-have their wants by allowing them a few rupees 
the mind which was in Christ Jesus-that to provide themselves for future usefulness. 
then and then only they were likely to enjoy ~rd October, 1851.-The brethren at 
the great peace of the gospel and fellowship Comilla are still suffering even more greatly 
with God and his Son Jesus Christ-happy from zeminclari oppression. The complaint 
under all the vicissitudes and trials of life, which they had lodged in the magistrate's 
and triumphant in the anticipation of the court has been dismissed. This was owing to 
glorious period when they shall enter into the their non-attendance. 'l.'hey had remained nt 
joy of their Lord. 1 also told them that they Comilla till they had spent their last pice, 
must not forget to keep their hearts with all [ when they were compelled to return home. 
diligence ancl continually to strive and pray. I believe the case must be instituted cle novo, 
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and this I am unwilling to do, as it is 
expensil'c, Yexatious, and trying. When I am 
present on the spot, I shall see some of these 
Hindu zemindars and try a more conciliating 
mode of going to work. 

You will be glad to hear that some of the 
native cmwerts l'isit me at Chittagong very 
frequently. I have now two with me under 
instruction. 

SEWRY BIRBHOOM. 

Under date of Dec. 2, 1851, our excel
lent brother WILLIAMSON furnishes the 
following reply to some inquiries as to 
the qualifications and labours of the 
native agents under his direction. We 
give, first his own letter, and then ex
tracts from the journal to which he 
refers. They will be read with interest, 
-the first as a most valuable testimony 
of one best able to judge, to the activity 
and zeal of the native brethren engaged 
in the work ; the other, as affording a 
fair illustration of the efforts made by 
them in diffusing the light of the gospel 
among their benighted follow country
men:-

Y ou are naturally desirous of knowing 
something of the character and qualifications 
of those who labour with me in the gospel. 
Whether as teachers or preachers, I have 
much pleasure in saying, that though they 
are not learned men, nor men of eminent 
piety, they are nearly all pretty well edu
cated, sensible, intelligent men, and, I trust, 
possessed of necessary, though not extensive, 
religious attainment8. They are also so use
ful to me in the miMion, that I know not 
how I could dispense with their services. For 
many years they have cost the society no
thing, their salaries having heen paid out of 
funds collected at this station. At present 
four assistants are employed as teachers and 
preachers of the gospel-two in preaching 
only, and two more as schoolmasters as well 
as preachers-chiefly at home. I have here
tofore, at different times, transmitted to the 
societ_v extracts from their journals, and have 
now the pleasure of sending enclosed an ac
count of a few weeks' itinerancy with me, 
from which we have just returned.. The 
translation is as literal as the English lan
guage will well admit of, and the account is 
concise, in order to occupy as little room as 
possible. 

Nov. 8th. We (Saheh, Sonaton, and my
self;) set ont for Loopoor mela. On onr way 
we spoke to the people in the market of 
Poorindopoor, and in the villa;;e~ of Hatti-

kora, Grogoria, and Pama, telling them that 
they could not be saved by those from whom 
they expected salvation, seeing they were 
themselves sinners, but only by the Lord 
Jesus Christ, who has wrought out salvation 
for all who believe on him. Many people, 
at every place, listened in silence. 

9th, Lord's day, We preached in the vil
lages of Neturee, Mongoldi, Lebura, Resub
poor, and Kosba. We said generally, that 
the worship of idols is exceedingly displeas
ing to God, because they are made by men's 
hands; none can make God, who is the 
Creator of all things, and the only proper 
object of worship. Generally, large, atten
tive congregations. 

l 0th. Visited to-day the villages of Ban
doga, Kendanga, Bollobpoor, Soorool, Ray
poor, and Mirza poor. Pretty good congre
gations of quiet hearers, except at Raypoor, 
where some opposition was manifested, and 
one of our tracts torn. Our chief subject 
was salvation by Christ only. 

11th. We preached in the mela and 
market of Loopoor, making known the love 
of God in sending his Son to save a lost 
world; many hearers. 

12th. Both morning and evening we went, 
some of us into the mela or fair, and others 
to the neighbouring villages, Some observed 
that they could not forsake the religion of 
their fathers, to which we replied, that the 
gods, being sinful beings, could not save their 
votaries ; but that Jesus, who is perfect! y 
holy, could; to which they assented. 

13th. We adopted the same method as 
yesterday, speaking of the miracles and sacri
fice of the Son of God, the only foundation 
of our hope. 

14th. In the fair we insisted chiefly on the 
one great sacrifice for sin, effected by the 
Lord Jeans Christ (who is god in human 
nature), contrasted with the inadequate pro
pitiation of human invention, 

15th. In the mela and Hator market, we 
said that Christ has shed his precious blood 
as an atonement from sin, that we sinners 
might be reconciled to God. Many seemed 
to approYe of what was said, 

16th, Lord's day. Addressed the gospel to 
several congregations in the villages of Loo
poor, Chundurpoor, Mirzapoor, and at the 
fair. Among many other things, we ob
served that mankind, having lost the know
ledge of God, had reduced themeelves to a 
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miaernble condition in this world, and ex
posed themael vea to still greater suffering in 
the next; but that God, ~eeing their lost and 
undone state, had come m human nature to 
save them, and is graciously calling them to 
himself'. saying, "Come unto me all ye that 
labour ~nd are heavy laden, and I will give 
you rest." 
· 17th. In the morning Saheb and I went to 

Bhedin, while Sonato11 remained in the fair ; 
when in the evening we all addressed the 
people by turns. 

18th. Both in the fair and market we 
endeavoured to exhibit the gods as corrupt 
and unable to save their worshippers, and 
Jesus as the only true Saviour. Some tried 
to argue the subject with us, but were soon 
silenced, 

19th. In the morning, after delivering 
two or three addresses, we took our leave of 
the mela, which was not very full of people, 
having, like several other fairs in this rustrict, 
greatly fallen off of late years. Leaving 
Loopor, we spoke the word of God at Gut
gan, Dhansona, Jemoli, Upper K'hara, and 
Middle K'hara. 

20th. To day preached Christ J esu9, the 
great and only Saviour of sinners, in opposi
tion to the gods of the heathen, at Lower 
K'hara, ltindu, Ekhadara, Modhobpore, and 
Singhu. 

21st. Spoke the word of God at Singbu, 
Bijra, and Bahira, in all of which places we 
were well received with the exception of the 
last mentioned, where, after Saheb had 
spoken awhile, we were hooted almost out of 
the village, two wicked brahmans having set 
the people against us, vociferating " Hori 
Bol," in which all joined. 

22nd. In Sienne and in Loopoor market, 
to which place we had returned, we made 

known the gospel of salvation to perishing sin
ners, hardly any gainsaying. 

23rd, Lord's day. At Kamarpara, Door
onda, Rumnogger, and in Elambuzar Nat; 
spoke chiefly on the sin and danger of idol
worship. 

24th. Made known the way of life through 
the Lord Jesus Christ m Elambuzar and four 
neighbouring villages. 

25th. Discoursed on the necessity of re
ceiving Christ, forsaking sin, and serving God. 
Visited five more villages in the vicinity of 
Elambuzar. 

26th. On our way from Elambuzar to 
Doobrajpoor, we spoke of the efficacy of the 
death of Christ, in the villages of Pair, 
Gbooria, Sonmoome, Lonet, Gara, and 
Podmo. 

27th. This day addressed various groups 
of people at Binoone, Rengna, Gopaulpoor, 
and Hetumpoor market. In some of these 
we obtained only a few bearers. In one 
village Saheb disputed sometime with a mus
sulman on the authority of the Koran. 

28th. In the large market of Doobrajpoor, 
addressed crowds of people on the infinite 
mercy of God in giving his only begotten Son 
that whosoever believeth on him should not 
perish, but have everlasting life. Sometimes 
a little rusputation. 

29th. On our way home from Doobrajpoor 
spoke to the people on their eternal well-be
ing, in four rufferent villages; generally well 
received. 

In this tonr we distributed 420 tracts and 
107 portions of scripture. During our ab
sence from home, Jadob and Beni made 
known the gospel to the poor on Lord's days 
to the prisoners in the gaol, and to the people 
in the Bazar. Gave away thirty-two tracts 
and ten gospels. 

CEYLON. 

The last mail brought the pleasing 
intelligence of the safe arrival of Mr. 
and Mrs. DAVIS at Ceylon-an event 
not more gratifying to themselves than 
encouraging and pleasant to our long
overworked brother, Mr. ALLEN. The 
following are extracts from letters dated 
Colombo, Dec. 15, 1851. 

Mr. DAVIS writes:-
Having been guided and protected by the 

hand of our almighty and faithful God we 
anchored in Colombo roads, safely and in 
health, on the morning of the 10th inst., after 
a favourable voyage of seventeen weeks. 

Our very kind friends Mr. nud Mrs. Allen 
have weloomed us to their home, where we 

expect to remain for the present, to reap the 
advantage of their knowledge and experience. 
We found Mrs. Allen looking very well, but 
Mr. Allen appears to need rest, and is evi
dently debilitated. We are highly pleased 
with the new Pettah chapel, and the large 
attentive congregation wor.;hipping therein. 

My time has been principally occupied in 
getting my luggage from the vessel, preaching 
for Mr. Allen at the Pettah, and comersing 
with the native preachers and teachers. 
During tho next month I shall be able to 
visit many of the stations, and will then en
deavour to carry out the plan you suggested, 
of collecting the native teachers, i11 order to 
attempt some improvement in their mo,le of 
in1pGrting instruction. 

~fr. ALLEN welcomes his colleagues:

We have an answer to our prayers in the 
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Arrivn\ of tl1e Sewm, bringing in health nnd 
strength brother Davis and his wife. Hnving 
wntched the approach of the vessel for some 
time from our verandah, at day-light, I 
started at six A. M. to bring them off. They 
have had a pleasant voyage, and seem glad 
that they are on shore once again, though far 
away from the land they love, as I suppose 
we exiles do in everv case. I trust we shall 
:find in them all that we have looke<l for,
missionaries of the cross in truth. 

Brother Davis took the Pett ah senices 
yesterday, and for once I sat as a listener, 
yet though I trust mine was a profitable 
position, as indeed all must have thought, I 
would rather ha,e been occupied in preaching 
elsewhere; I do not like idle sabbaths. I 
say not this because I wished to occupy the 
place he did, but simply because I feel a 
preference for doing the Lord's work actively. 
It was to me a high privilege to hear the 
brother beloved, and for the sake of these 
people I could strongly wish they might hear 
him constantly. It was well too, for rest is 
needful. I am tolerably well, but have no 
great physical strength, it has been exhausted 
and fleeds a little renewing. As soon as they 
are settled and tolerably acquainted with the 
variorn parts of the work it is desirable that 

W<', tliat is, 1ve who hnvo borne the burden 
and heat of the day, ehonld avail ourselves 
for a month or so of Kandy nnd its cooler 
climate. By the next mail we shall be able 
to acquaint yon with any definite arrange
ments we may see fit to make. As yet we 
have not done any thing in the matter, the 
mail of to-day preventing, Brother Davis 
will no doubt 1Vrite you of the voyoge. He 
looks likely to wear well, and sincerely do we 
hope the climate will suit him. We have 
had quite a sick house, more then twenty at 
one tim<> with fever. My own children have 
all been ailing, and need to breathe th"' 
mountain-air. The Davis' will remain with 
us at present, and so one rent will be saved 
to the mission. You may be eure we feel 
thankful enough that they have been per
mitted to land in safety and in health, and 
have no doubt you will join with us in praise 
to Him whose providence is over all; we owe 
him praise for his goodness to us and to 
them ; us he has preserved and strengthened 
for the work that devolved on us, and them 
he has conducted safely hither. May they 
he strong to labour, may their bow abide in 
strength, and the arms of their hands be 
made strong by the mighty God of Jacob. 

WE S T I ND I E S. 

JAMAICA. 

The Rev. J. CL.A.RX, of Brown's Town, 
has addressed to the Secretaries of the 
Society the following letter. It is with 
pleasure we give it a place in the 
Jilissi,onary Herald, commending the 
Special Fund formed to aid our bre
threi!, to the generous sympathies of 
our readers :-

DEAR BRETHREN,-

On behalf of myself and brethren, allow 
me through the medium of the Herald to 
return our grateful acknowledgments to 
those esteemed friends who have so nobly 
and generously responded to the appeal on 
behalf of our Jamaica mission, and to express 
my earnest hope that their example will be 
extensively followed, eo that those beloved 
brethren who are toiling in the midst of 
affliction and distress may have their hearts 
cheered and their hands strengthened by the 
manifested sympathy of their Christian 
friends at home. 

As in many parts of the country inform
alion is desired respecting our miesion, allow 
me also to request the insertion of the fol-

lowing brief statement in the pages of the 
Herald. 

It is generally known, that after n season 
of almost unexampled spiritual prosperity, 
our churches have had to pass through one of 
trial, during which they have been sifted as 
wheat; but painful as the process has been, 
the result we trust will be to the glory of 
God. 

Two years ago they were in a state of deep 
depression. The Spirit of God appeared to 
be grieved, and his converting and sanctify
ing power restrained. M:any of our people, 
however, were afflicted at the low state of 
Zion. 'fhey humbled themselves before the 
Lord, and with earnestness and importunity 
implored him to revive his work in our midst. 
In some few churches there seemed to be an 
immediate answer to prayer, but generally 
lukewarmness prevailed amougst professors of 
religion, and the impenitent grew more 
hardened in their sins. 

God at length ,,isited us, but it was in 
judgmenl. He sent the pestilence whioh 
speedily swept over the island, ancl cut down 
one tenth of the population, 

Then the churches were aroused from their 
slumbers, blacksliders returned with weeping 
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nn,l supplication lo their injured Saviour, and 
~inners Oed from the wmth to come and 
sought refuge in J eRus. 

ln the district in which one brother labours, 
0110 thousand five hundred persons were in 
11 few weeks summoned into eternity, and 
amongst them nearly two hundred members 
and one hundred and fifty inquirers in con
nection with the churches under his care; but 
such was the concern awakened, that upwards 
of five hundred individuals came to him 
professing repentance, and expressing their 
desire to be received into the church of 
Christ. 

"In December," he continne8, "a still 
larger num her were about to be added to the 
church, when the cholera broke out in the 
neighbourhood with dreadfol fury, spreading 
terror, dismay, and death on every side. It 
is hoped, however, that this visitation was 
overruled for good, not only in producing 
conversions in many, in strengthening them 
where they previously existed, and in driving 
some souls to the cross, but in arousing old 
members from their slumbers and inducing 
them to do their first works." 

Similar results followed this awful visitation 
in almost every part of the island; and 
although we lost, it is believed, not far short of 
three thousand of our church members, and 
large numbers of inquirers, attendants and 
sabbath scholars, their places were imme
diately filled up, and thousands who had long 
been indifferent to the claims of the gospel 
crowded to the sanctuary. 

When the scourge was removed from the 
district, forty-two more were baptized; and 
on the following month thirty-six, and on the 
succeeding one forty-two more were added to 
the church, making one hundred and seventy
three, in little more than a year, between 
eighty and ninety of whom had been in the 
day or sabbath-schools, and more than one 
hundred of them children of church mem
bers. 

When I was about to leave the island, I 
requested an esteemed brother to give me a 
brief account of the revival, with which the 
churches under his care had been favoured. 
From his reply I make the following ex
tracts:-

" The deep depression under which - the 
island had so Jong groaned, had perhaps been 
as severely felt in this neighbourhood as in 
most parts. Congregations fell off to a great 
extent; the church rapidly declined in num
bers, and the sabbath-school was almost 
abandoned by the teachers. 

Since I have been in England I have learnt 
that the good work is still progressing at those 
stations; that sixty persons were recently bap
tized, and that there were an equal number 
of candidates, most of whom have probably 
by this time been received into church fel
lowship. 

"Man's extremity, however, is God's op
portunity. When I was brought to feel that 
I was powerless, he graciously took the work 
into his own hands, and before we were 
aware, he made himself manifest amongst us 
in all the plenitude of his mercy. 

"About the beginning of 1850, several 
persons came to me anxiously inquiring what 
they must do to be saved. Some of these 
were young people who had been in our 
schools, but whom in the course of years I 
had forgotten. 

"In April, a week having been set apart 
by the Western Union for several servicP.s, a 
series of meetings ,vas held e>n successive 
evenings to pray for different classes of cha
racters. To these plain and pungent ad
dresses were delivered, by which recent 
impressions appeared to be deepened, while 
it is hoped that new ones were made on the 
minds of not a few. Our prayer meetings 
from this time were better attended; our class 
me~tings, which had been broken up, were 
revived, and at all our stations a death-like 
solemnity rested on our sabhath congregations, 
so that I began to hope that the Spirit of 
God was at work in the midst of us." 

In May of that year, fifteen, and in 
October thirty-eight persons were baptized by 
our brother. 

A native brother, formerly a student at 
Calabar, and now pastor of one of the 
churches of our lamented brother Knibb, 
lately wrote me, "There is a glorious work 
going on here. The chapel is crowded every 
sabbath. The inquirers' and backsliders'* 
classes are increasing every week, and there 
is not a day without young persons coming to 
talk with me about their souls. There is 
every thing to encourage, and God has blessed 
me very much, Help me to praise Him for 
his goodness towards me." 

But for the fear of making this communi
cation too long, I might quote intelligence of 
a similar character from letters I have re
ceived from other missionaries. One has 
lately baptized sixty persons; another between 
seventy and eighty; another nearly one hun
dred; and, indeed, there are scarcely any of 
our brethren - European or native - but 
whose hearts have been cheered in the midst 
of trials and difficulties by large additions to 
the churches under their care. 

But God has not yet removed his chnsten
ing hand from Jamaica. The cholera still 
prevails. In the district of Green Island 
there have recently been several hundred 
deaths. )Ioatego Bay and other part~ of 

·ll' Large numbers of backsliders.having returned, 
it was thought necessary at all our stations to place 
them under tho care of an experienced Christii:m, to 
conyerso with tbcm from time to time, to ,vatch 
over their conduct, and, as far as practicable, to 
ascertain whether they were bringing forth fruits 
meet for repentance, before they were restored to 
church fellowship. Hence the term, 11 Backslicler6' 
Classes." 
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the parishes of St. James and Trelawny, have 
been re-visited, and great numbers ha,·e died. 
By the last packet I received intelligence 
that it had broken out at Brown's Town and 
Sturge Town, and there was reason to fonr 
thnt the desolating scourge would spread in 
localities hitherto exempt from its ravages. 

Another awful disease has broken out in 
some parts of the: island. Mr. Dexter, in 
a letter I lately received, says, "You will 
be sorry to learn that the small-pox is still 
raging fearfully, not only in this district, bnt 
in every part of the parish. At Duncans, the 
deaths h1we been numerous. At New Bir
mingham, also, many have been taken off, 
while almost all have been visited by it; To 
sav three out of four would not be a suffi
cient proportion. At one spot - and all 
within a stone's throw-you may stand sur
rounded by the dwellings of five widows, all 
members of the church. In the Plantain 
Walk, at Stewart Town, just below our house, 
there are sixteen cases now, one lying dead, 
and another every moment expecting to die." 

I cannot but regard these repeated and 
painful afflictive dispensations as proofs of 
the Saviour's regard to the Jamaica converts 
-to try the faith of some, and to call others 
from their wanderings; for, "As many as I 
love," he says, "I rebuke and chasten; be 
zealous, therefore, and repent." And there
fore must the prayers of Gc.d's people still be 
lifted up, that they may continue to be 
sanctified, and that our beloved people may 
come forth from the furnace as gold seven 
times purified. 

These trials, however, in connection with 
the commercial and ngriculturnl distress 
which is still se\'crely felt by all clnsses of 
the community, 1·ender it impossible for the 
people at some of our stations to support 
their pMtors; and certainly there never wns 11 

time when the earnest efforts of self-denying, 
holy men ,vere more needed tlmn now, to 
comfort the suffering, to instruct the anxious, 
and to improve these visitations to the spiri
tual good of the whole community. It is, 
therefore, most important that our already 
broken ranks be not further enfeebled by 
other brethren being corn pelled to retire 
from their work because of inability to obtain 
support for themselves and families, 

The Wesleyan society find it necessary to 
expend nearly £7,000 per annum on their 
Jamaica mission. The London and United 
Presbyterian societies are wisely and liberally 
supporting theirs. The church establishment 
is maintained at a cost of about £40,000 
annually. And surely there are friends in 
our mvn denomination who will furnish the 
comparatively small amount needed to sus
tain one which Coultart and Tinson, Knibb 
and Burchell, and other men of like spirit, 
lived and died to establish and extend, and 
which hM been as richly blessed as any mis
sionary effort in modern times, numbering 
not less than 25,000 members, besides many 
thousands of inquirers, sabbath-scholars, and 
attendants. 

I remain, dear brethren, 
Faithfully yours, 

JOHN CLARK, 

FRANCE. 

MORLAIX. 

The letter from the Rev. J. JENKINS, 

giving the pa.rticule.rs of the work of 
evangelization in his department, is as 
follows. It is dated Jan. 9th. 

A good work stopped, 

I enclose a letter from Mr. Roussel, which 
I received a few days ago, by which you will 
see that his interesting and promising labours 
in the Charente have been put a stop to by 
the Prefect of the Department. This is 
greatly to be regretted. I need. not dwell on 
this painful fact. It appears evident that the 
present state of political affairs in France 
adds to the power of the clergy, and so far 
is destructive to religious liberty. It is not 
easv to know what will be the future state of 
thi~gs iu this country .. We desire just!ce, 
libtrtv order, peace, un10n, and pro~penty, 
but w'e' see !he opposite evils gaining ground; 

and such are the ignorance, corruption, 
vice, and impiety which prevail, that we 
despair of seeing that happy state of things 
which would rejoice the heart of every good 
man. I am inclined to think that the Lord 
has in reserve his heavy chastisements for 
the sins of nations and their mlers. The 
Ninevites will condemn the nominally Chris
tian nations of Europe, Nevertheless our 
duty is to labour to accomplish good. I am 
glad to say we have not been affected by the 
late political events ; so we continue our 
labours as heretofore. We have even the 
prospect of doing more good both in town 
and country, 

Our Breton colportcur Omncs has recom
menced selling the scriptures and distributing 
tracts in the Cote-du-Nord. 

The work done in anothe1· way. 
The other colporteur Georget, who has 110 

authorization to sell the scriptures, has ju!t 
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commenced a work which is likely to be very 
useful. Some time ago we printed a small 
book to teach reading Breton. It slmck me 
not long ago that Georget could make himself 
useful by going about the neighbourhood 
where I preach in the country,. to teach 
children and adults to read, malnng use for 
that purpose of the Breton reading book and 
the New Testament. He is fairly <Jualified 
for this work, and lives in that part of the 
country, while,on account of bodily infirmity, 
he is not able to do hardly any other labour. 
Last month he commenced, and soon had 
thirty-six pupils. As so?n as the pr_iest 
perceived this work gomg on he v!S!ted 
himself the families, anathematized against 
Georget, and for~ade th~m to receive him_ to 
give lessons on pam ofbemg refused absolul!on 
and communion. In conseciuence of this the 
number of scholars was reduced to twenty-

eight. But Georgef was not to he frightened 
or discouraged by these priestly proceedings 
he continued his labours, and when I heard 
from him a short time ago he had forty pupils. 
J am pursuadecl this is an excellent way or 
doing good in this country, it is the Sunday 
school brought into daily use here, and we 
have decided our friend will make a trial 01 

going on with it for three months at the 
expense of the congregation at Morlaix. 

Our friend Humbert., who, as you know, has 
been unable to be of great service for want 01 

a Prefect's authorization to sell the scriptures, 
has in view something to do that is likely to 
give him the means of providing for himself, 
and also to do much good in the work for 
which he came here. As this is not certain of 
success, I only mention it at present as likely 
to be realized. If this plan will succeed I 
will give you later further details. 

THE KAREN MISSION 

ON THE TENASSERBI COAST. 

Continued from page 14. 

Go southward-traverse the Ye, the Ta
voy, and long Tenasserim, and you find that 
along all these rivers, from mouth to source, 
with nearly every tributary stream, the gos
pel has been effectually preached, disciples 
baptized, churches constituted, chapels erect
ed, assistants sent forth, jungle schools estab
lished, and, we trust, souls saved. From the 
adjacent islands, the Siamese mountains, and 
the Thoung-yeen valley, converts have also 
been multiplied. The deep glens, and dark 
ravines have often witnessed the baptismal 
ordinance, and reverberated with songs of 
heavenly praise. 

The strong citadels of superstition have 
begun to fall; many who have from time im
memorial sacrificed to nats and demons, and 
danced around the bones of their ancestors, 
have looked forth from the labyrinths of 
superstition and idolatrv, - have seen the 
beacon light hung out • over the ocean of 
heathenism-have fled to it for safety, and 
"nm into the strong tower." 

Both tribes of this rude untutored race 
have received a written language, with a con
siderable number of valuable books. In Syen 
Karen, the New Testament, with a sixth of 
the Old, is completed, besides about twenty 
works of various sizes and volumed. These 
include a grammar, dictionary, mathematical 
books, &c. 

In the Sha or Pwo dialect, Matthew, John, 
nnd Acts have been printed, a grammar, and 
a few elementary books. 'l'his people are as 
yet bnt little known. '!'hey are in some re
spects snperior to the Syens, but far more 

inclined to Budhism, consequently more 
averse to Christianity. 

And these tribes, a few years since so wild, 
can now read understandingly to the number 
of twelve or fourteen hundred in these pro
vinces, besides in Rangoon and Bassein. 

The Karen mission has three principal 
stations--Maulmain, Tavoy, and Mergui, 
where are located ten mission families, and 
one single lady, belonging to this department. 
There are connected with the Karen mission 
two efficient missionary societies, one in Ta
voy, the other in Dong-yahn, a large Pwo 
settlement, twenty-five miles north of Maul
main. 'l'hHe are also about thirty jungle 
schools, three boarding or preparatory schools, 
and two theological seminaries. There are 
nearly thirty organized churches, with fifteen 
or more connected stations ; between thirty 
and forty assistants, and six ordained pastors. 

In addition to what has been done for 
Karens, among the Selongs, also, a church of 
forty-two members has been gathered, their 
language reduced to writing, a!ld some ele
mentary books printed. Light has also spread 
into the Rangoon 1egion from these provinces, 
and from Dr. Judson's Burmah church at 
Rangoon, so that ~ow many valuable assist~ 
ants and two ordarned preachers have been 
raised up from there. 

There are now connected with the Karen 
mission about one thousand six hundred and 
sixty-four baptized believers, and in Rangooll 
a11tl Yicinity near one thomand five hundred 
mon.'. 

Such are the tre-asures !ecured lo the church 
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-the Bride of the Lamb, from these dark 
wilds. Precious-costly gems! Nor a1·e these 
all the riches gained. Lo! far away in the 
henvcnlv world stands n loYch· shininii: band 
striking· their golden hnrps! ·messed! bles
sed company ! mingling with angels, and 
swelling the glorious ant.J1,,n,s of praise to the 
Lamb! ELLEN H. B. MASON, 

At the annual meeting of the Karen 
pastors in December, 1850, it was found 
that there were at that time no fewer 
than forty-four churches, under the care 

of forty-eight native preachers. During 
the year 529 persons had been baptized, 
chiefly by the native pastors. Only 
fourteen had been excluded from fellow
ship, while 151 had entered into rest. 
There were 123 persons awaiting bap
tism. These churches do not include 
many little clusters of Christians in 
various places. Sabbath schools are 
found nmong them, and all aid more or 
less in supporting their own preachers. 

HOME PROCEEDINGS. 

We have not received any account of 
meetings held in the country since our 
last publication. Those which the Secre
taries have had to arrange have been as 
follows :-Mr. J. CLARK and Mr. HEN
DERSON have been engaged at Should
ham Street, and the former with Messrs. 
BnocK and MAKEPEACE at Somerleyton 
and Lowestofft; Messrs. UNDERHILL and 
HENDERSON at Shacklewell; Mr. HEN
DERSON at Wallingford, Wantage, and 
Oxford; Messrs. TRESTRAIL, LEEcHiIAN, 
and CLAYDON, at Windsor, Sunninghill, 
and Staines, and the former at Coln brook 
and Wraysbury. Mr. UNDERHILL has 
also paid a visit to Chatham. 

Accounts of meetings held on behalf 
of the mission are always acceptable ; 
and we find our readers are pleased with 
such intelligence. ·we shall be glad, 
therefore, if the secretaries of auxiliaries 
will kindly bear this in mind, and fur
nish us with such details as they may 
deem suitable. 

The proceedings of the last Quarterly 
:'lfoeting of the Committee were of un
usual interest and importance. 

The Sub-Committee appointed to con
sider some suggestions of the deputa
tion respecting the management of the 
commercial department of the Calcutta 
Mission Press, presented their report, 
which gave cordial satisfaction to the 

Committee, and was received and 
adopted. 

Another report of a Sub-Committee 
was presented on the best method of 
providing for the widows and orphans 
of Missionaries. This subject has often 
engaged the attention of the Committee, 
and has been found to be a difficult and 
embarrassing one. The report recom
mended, in general, a scheme of Life 
Insurance. The details cannot be given 
here ; but the plan was generally ap
proved. It is also intended to provide 
something definite for the widows and 
orphans of Jamaica brethren, in lieu of 
the late island-fund, which,from a variety 
of circumstances, has been found_ almost 
useless. This will relieve them of some 
large and pressing debts, and it is con
fidently expected, will not prove more 
expensive to the Society then the plan 
hitherto followed. After an animated 
and interesting discussion, the report 
was received and adopted. 

A notice of motion given by the Rev. 
J. WEDn, on the receipt of government 
grants for educational purposes by mis
sionaries, came on for discussion, on 
which it was resolved:-" That, in the 
opinion of this Committee, it is inexpe
dient and inconsistent with our princi
ples to accept government or other state 
grants for religious purposes-the pur-
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pose of religious education included." 
It is, therefore, an instruction by this 
Committee to our brethren, that in all 
their arrangements they act upon this 
principle as the only one which can 
commend their efforts in the department 
of education to the sympathy and sup
port of our churches. 

A Sub-Committee was also appointed 
to inquire and report to the Committee 
whether any of our missionaries receive 
or lrn.ve received within the last ten 
years government or other state grants 
in support of schools, either directly or 
indirectly, connected with the Society. 

The Secretaries brought up a paper 
which they had prepared, on the pas
torate of the mission churches. It was 
read, and directed to be circulated 
among tbe Committee for consider
ation. 

In reference to the objects to which 
the Special Fund now raising for the 
temporary assistance of Jamaica, the 
following resolution was passed :-

"That, in the application of the Spe
cial Fund raised for Jamaica, cases of 
application for assistance in sending out 
pastors to churches in that island capa
ble of supporting them, be entertained 
by the Committee, and dealt with ac
cording to the opinion which they may 
form of their respective merits; it being 
understood that in no case shall such 
aid be construed into any future claim 
on the funds of the Society, or on the 
Special Fund." 

We call especial attention to the fore
going resolution ; partly because it will 
be seen at once, that it enlarges the 
object for which the Fund, as stated in 
the circular, was intended; and partly 
because it meets that portion of our 
esteemed brother CLA.RK's forcible and 
affecting letter, inserted in our present 
number, in which he adverts to this 
subject. We hope that this matter will 
not be lost sight of by our pastors and 
churches in their response to the ap
peal already made to them. 

POSTSCRIPT. 

As we a.re going to press, we have through divine blessing had been a 
the satisfaction of hearing of the safe prosperous one, and they were in ex
arrival of the Rev. D. WEnLEY and his cellent health. 
wife at Jacmel, in 1-Iayti. The voyage 

DESIGNATION OF REV. JOHN JACKSON. 

In compliance with the request of :i.nd present condition of the church 
the Committee, the Rev. J. JACKSON, and mission cause in the presidency 
pastor of the church at Falmouth, has and city of Agra. Mr. JACKSON then 
kindly consented to undertake the pas- read an interesting statement, present
torate of the English church at Agra. ing the reasons that had led him to 
Two interesting services in connection resign the pastorate of the church at 
with his departure were held at Fal- Falmouth, and to enter on the work of 
mouth on the 21st of January. In the the ministry in Agra, after which the 
morning, after the usual introductory Rev. 8..UIUEL NrcnoLSON of Plymouth 
service, conducted by the Rev. W. addressed our brother, affectionately 
MEAD of Trnro, Mr. UNDERHILL gave an urging prayer on his behalf, that he 
account of_ the locality where our bro- may speak "boldly" the gospel of Christ 
ther is called to labour, and of the l'ise iu his new sphere of labour• 
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After a social gathering of the friends 
and members of the church, a public 
meeting was held in the chapel in the 
evening, presided over by JOHN FREE
MAN, Esq. Appropriate addresses were 
given by the chairman, the Rev. Messrs. 
TROTTER, MEAD, NICHOLSON, and Mr. 
UNDERHILL. At the close, one of the 
deacons presented in the kindest man
ner to Mr. JACKSON a purse containing 
fifteen guineas, for the purchase of some 
books as a memorial of a pastorate 

closed with universal regret, and amid 
the sincerest expressions of mutual 
esteem and Christian affection on the 
part of both pastor and people. 

The services were of a deeply inte1·
esting and affecting character. 

The labours of Mr. JACKSON at Fal
mouth closed on the 25th, and he ex
pects to sail for India, with his beloved 
wife and child, in the "William Carey," 
towards the end of the month. 

YOUNG MEN'S MISSIONARY ASSOCIATION, IN AID OF THE 
BAPTIST :MISSIONARY SOCIETY 

On Tuesday evening, October 14, the third 
annual meeting of this Association was held 
in the Baptist Mission Library, W. H. Wat
son, Esq. presided, and, after the Rev. John 
Clark, of Brown's Town, Jamaica, had sup
plicated tbe divine blessing, briefly intro
duced the business of the meeting. 

The Secretary, Mr. Thomas J. Cole, hav
ing read the report, resolutions approving of 
the course pursued by the Committee during 
the past year, and urging the continuation of 
similar efforts, were moved by the Revs. C. 
M. Birrell, of Liverpool; J. Davies, of Wal
lingford; G. W. Fishboume, of Bow; Isaac 
New, of Birmingham; R. W. Overbury, of 
Eagle Street; William Walters, of New Park 
Street, London. 

The objects of this Association, as stated in 
the report, are the diffusing missionary infor
mation, and endeavouring to increase a mis
sionarv spirit among young men ; the encou
raging and aiding Sunday school children, 
and the young generally,in making systematic 
efforts on behalf of missions; and the cheering 
the hearts and strengthening the hands of the 
missionaries in their educational efforts. 

The Committee have carried out these ob
jects during the past year, by the delh·ery of 
lectures to young men, the holding of mis
sionary prayer meetings, and the contributing 
articles upon missionary subjects. to various 
periodicals. They hal'e also delivered fifty 

illustrated lectures on India, in the metropo
lis and the provinces, by means of which, 
upwards of 23,000 persons were made ac
quainted with the state and claims of the 
baptist mission in the East. In addition to 
which, their deputations have attended many 
juvenile meetings, and visited many country 
schools, endeavouring to establish juvenile 
missionary auxiliaries in every direction, and 
place them upon a secure basis. The C(lm
mittee have also maintained a regular corre
spondence with the missionaries, not the least 
interesting part of which has been the arrang
ing for the regular supply of a weekly ne,vs
paper to each of these beloved labourers in 
distant lands. 

We are glad to find that the Association is 
making its efforts tell on the important work 
of education; much time and thought has 
been spent in obtaining an exact knowledge 
of the educational wants of each station, and 
hy appeals to the juvenile auxiliaries, this 
Association has obtained permanent support 
for thirteen of these mission schools, and gives 
promise of still greater results during the com
ing year. 

We would earnestly commend this report 
to the prayerful consideration of all Chris
tians, but especially Christian young men, 
and trust that the Association will have a 
great share in their sympathies and prayel'II. 

FOREIGN LETTERS RECEIVED. 

AFRICA ......... CLARENCE .................. Saker, A .......... October 17. 
AMERICA ......... QUEBEC ..................... Marsh, D .......... December 5. 
Asu ............... CALCUTTA .................. Thomae, J ....... November 8. 

DACCA ........................ Bion, n: ............ October 31. 
INTALLY ..................... Pearce, G .......... November 7. 
SERAlllPORE ............... Marshman, J. C.&ors.Novcmber 7. 
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BAnAMAB • ., ...... GRAND CAY ............... Rycroft, W. K .... November l:i. 
NASSAU ..................... Capcrn, H .......... November 10. 

BRITTANY ...... MoRLAIX ..................... Jenkins, J .......... January 9. 
JAMAICA ......... FALMOUTll .................. Gay, R ............. November 24. 

KINGSTON .................. Graham, R ......... November 29. 
M'Cullocb, J. & ors.November -. 

MoNTEGO BAY ............ Hands, T .......... November 24. 
Lewin, J. L ....... November 24. 

REii'llGE ..................... Fray, E ............. December 9. 
STEWART TowN ............ Dexter, B. B ...... December 8. 

TRINIDAD ...... PORT OF SPAIN ............ Law, J ............. December 13. 

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS. 

The thanks of the Committee are presented to the following friencls-
Mrs. Gouldsmith, for a box of useful articles, for Rev. J. A. Wheeler, Western Africa; 
Mrs. Jane Anderson, Elgin, for a box of magazines, for Africa; 
Friends at W olcingham, for a box of useful articles, for Rev. J. Sale, Barisal; 
J. B., Islington, for a parcel of magazines; 
Mrs. Hassall, Clapham, for a parcel of magazines (five years); 
Mrs. Mary Bailey, for a parcel of magazines; 
Mr. Meredith, for a package of books, magazines, &c., for Rev. J. Smith, Chiloura; 
Mrs. Cozens, Clapton, for a parcel of magazines ; 
Mrs. Moore, Hackney, for a parcel of magazines ; 
Mrs. Mc All, Tottenham, for a parcel of magazines. 

The Rev. D. Day, of Port Maria, Jamaica, desires us thankfully to acknowledge the 
receipt of a parcel of useful and fancy articles from Miss Longworthy and friends at Harrow. 

CONTRIBUTIONS, 

Recei'IJed on account of the Bap#ist Missionary Society, during the rnontli 
of December, 1851. 

£ s. d. 
Donations. 

Bible Translation So-
ciety, for Translations30O 0 0 

Friend ..................... 0 IJ 6 
Gordon, Mr., for Chapel 

at Matelle, Ceylon ... 2 2 0 
W. R., by "Record" ... 5 0 0 

LONDON AUXILIARIES. 

Bloomsbury Chapel, on 
account .................. 25 0 0 

Camberwell, ou account 30 0 0 
Drawing Room Col

lection, and Sunday 
School, Crawford 
Street, by Mr.Dicke•, 
for Intally ....... ..... 2 18 0 

BRDFORDSUIRE, 

Rieely-
Friend .................. O 5 0 

£, •· d. 
Contributions ......... 10 13 IJ 

Do., Sunday School O 11 0 

20 16 1 
Lees expenses ...... O 12 7 

20 3 6 

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE, 

Waddesdon-
Contributlons ......... • 0 14 6 

CAMBRIDGESHIRE. 

Waterbeaeh
Contributions,by Miss 

Drew .................. 011 2 

DBVONSHIRE. 

Devenport, Mol"iee Square-
Collection ............... 10 3 6 
Contributions· ......... 17 9 6 

Do., for Scriptures 
Jo•· Femando Po 5 10 

BERltSHIRE, 

Wantage-
Collection ............. .. 

Sunderland
Betbany-

11 8 Collection , , ... , .. , , .. 8 0 0 

Betbesda
Collection, Public 

£ s. d. 

Meeting ........ .... 11 2 6 
Contributions ...... 13 19 6 

Garden Street-
Contributions ...... 2 0 0 

Thorpe-
Contributiono ,........ 0 JG 2 

HAKPSHIRB, 

Andover-
Collections............... 5 11 4 
Contributions ......... 18 6 4 

Do., for Bundoo ••• 7 4 0 
Do., for Soocletn ••• 4 4. 0 
Do., Juvenile Work-

ing Association... 7 5 8 
Do., Infant Class, 

in farthings ...... 0 2 
Proceeds of Tea Meet-

ing ..................... 2 18 8 

45 12 4 
Less expenses .... .. 2 11 ti 

43 0 10 
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£ •· d. 
Brockenhurst-

Sunday School ..... , ... O 10 O 
Longp•rish-

Collection ............... 1 10 0 

£ s. d. £ •· d, 
Pembroke Chapel- YonKSHIRB, 

Cot~ci~~~~:~~.:.~:~~::~.l: 22 14 10 Loods, on account, by 
Contributions, for do. 05 O O Mr, H, Greehom .. , 10 13 0 

Lymington-
Collection .............. . /j O 2 LINCOLNSH!l\B, SOUTH WALES. 

PEMDROKESHIRB-Contributions ........ . 
Do., for .Af1*a .... .. g f ~ ~ Boston-

Collectione ....... ...•••. , 4 16 G 
5· 9 10 

Blaenllyn-
Do., Sunday School 

Teachers and 
Children ........... . 4 18 Ii 

19 0 8 
Less expenses ...... 0 13 10 

18 6 10 

Newport, I. ,v.-
Collection ......... ... ... 7 l 6 7 
Contributions ......... 4 15 0 

Do., Sunday School 1 0 0 

13 11 7 
Less expenses .. .... 1 1 7 

12 10 0 

KENT. 

Ashford ..................... 5 Ii 4 
Margate, on account, 

by Mr. J.B. Flint .• , 10 0 0 
Sevenoaks-

Contributions ......... 2 6 1 
Uphill, near Folkstone, 

Union Chapel ......... 0 17 0 

LANCASHIRE. 

Bootle-
Collection, for Chapel, 

Haiti .................. 7 10 0 
Liverpool-

Collections-
Great Crossball St .• 19 12 1 
Pembroke Chapel, 

Public Meeting ... 28 18 
Soho Street .... ; .... 11 19 

2 
0 

Contributions ........ . 
Holland Fen-

Collection .............. . 0 10 0 

10 1G 4 
Less exponsee ...... 1 3 6 

9 12 10 

NoRTHAMPTONSUlRE. 

Friend, near N orthamp• 
tou, for Debt ......... 10 0 0 

Do., for Haiti .... ..... I O O 
Do., for Bahamas 

Chapel .................. 1 0 0 

SHROPSIIIRE. 

Ightfield-
Collection .............. , 2 14 6 

Snail beach-
Sunday School, for 

ltative Teachers ... 0 10 0 

Whitchurch
Collections............... 4 1 5 
Contributions ......... 8 18 8 

Do., Sunday School O 6 0 

13 6 1 
Le2s expenses ,.. O 10 7 

12 15 6 

SUFFOLJ(., 

Collection ........ , ...... 0 18 8 
Contributions 7 6 0 

Flehguard, Ebenezer 
Harmony-

... 1 16 0 

Collection ......... , ..... 0 14 0 
Contributions ......... 3 1 0 

Lctterston-
Collection ............... 1 1 0 
Contributions ......... 0 15 0 

Llangloffan-
Collection ............... 2 2 0 
Contributions 8 7 0 

Pembroke Dock, Bush 
Street ..................... 10 0 0 

SCOTLAND. 

New Pitsl!go
Contributions, by Mr. 

James Leslie......... 1 2 4 

IRELAND, 

Ballinn-
Collectlon .............. . 

Belfast-
Collection (less ex-

penses) .............. . 
Contributions ........ . 

Waterford-
Coombe, John, Esq ... , 

FOREIGN. 

VAN Dt!i:MAN'S LAND
Lannceston, by Rev. H. 

3 10 0 

6 6 0 
4 6 l 

0 10 6 

Woodside ............ 3 13 6 Bildestonc- Dowling .................. 3 0 0 
Contributions-

Pembroke Chapel 
Sunday Schoo), 
for Intal.ly ......... 4 0 0 

68 2 9 
LeiB expenses ...... 12 11 o 

65 11 9 

Collection ......... ,..... i la' 0 
Eye-

Howes, Rev. T,, 
Thorn don .... ........ 1 0 0 

Ipswich
Contributlone (addi• For JVe,t India Cholera F,md. 

tionalJ.................. 1 12 6 Newport, Monmouth• 
Somerleyton ............... 20 6 5 shire .......... ........... 1 8 0 

Subscriptions and Donations in aid of the Baptist Missionary Society will be thankfully 
receiYed by William Brodie Gurney, Esq., and Samuel Morton Peto, Esq., M.P., Treasw·ers; 
by the Rev. Frederick Trestrail and Edward Bean Underhill, Esq., Secretaries, at the 
Mission House, 33, Moorgate Street, LONDON: in EDINBURGH, by the Rev. Christopher 
Anderson, the Rev. Jonathan Watson, and John Macandrew, Esq.; in GLASGOW, by Robert 
Kettle, Esq.; in DuBLIN, by John Purser, Esq., Rathmines Castle; in CALCUTTA, by the 
Rev. James Thomas, Baptist Mission Press; and at NEW YonK, United States, by W. 
Colgate, Esq. Contributions can also be paid in at Messrs. Barclay, Devan, Tritton, and Co., 
Lombard Street, to the account of the Treasurers. 

J, HAVDO!'f, PillN'J.'Jrn, ('ASTLR liffR£ET, FINSBURY, 
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ROMANISM IN IRELAND. 

FEW of our readers have any ade
quate notion of the difficulties which 
must be encountered by those who 
attempt to spread scriptural religion in 
Ireland arising from the number and 
organiz~tion ?f our avowed opponents. 
An opportumty now occurs of present
ino- our friends with a statistical view of 
th~ Romish Hierarchy in the neighbour
ing island, derirncl from a work intended 
for the use of the adherents of Rome, 
and publishccl last month in Dublin, but 
too large and expensirn to be likely to 
find its way very generally among Eng
lish protestants. W c have extracted 
from it the following epitome, believing 
that it will give to many a new Yiew of 
the scale on which our operations ought 
to be carried on. In apportioning their 
subscriptions to the different societies 
which they support, too many, if they 
do not overlook Ireland entirely, assign 
to it a degree of aid very inferior to that 
which we think the amount of its popu
lation, the darkness in which it is en ve
loped, and its proximity to England 
should dictate. Let it be seen what 
an immense army of Romish emis
saries, officially and systematically op
posed to all our efforts in either island 
lies near our shores, and occupies that 
immense country, much of which now 
lies within twenty-four hours' ride of 
London. 

Ireland is divided into four provinces, 
-Ulster, Lcinster, Munster, and Con
naught. Each has an archbishop, the 
nrchbishop of Armagh, who presides 
orcr Ulster being primate. The dio
ceses in his jurisdiction arc nine. 

ARMAGH. 
ARCHBISHOP ..................... PAUL CULLEN, D.D. 

In his own diocese, arc-
Parish Priests ... , ...••....... .. .. .... ... 50 
Curates ,., ................................ 64 
Chapels ..•... , •.•.• , ...... ,., •••...••••.••. 126 
College ..................................... 1 
Convents •••······••••"·•····•····· .. ,·... 4 
Nunneries................................. 2 

MEATH, 

Bishop .............................. John Caulwell, D.D. 
Pa1·iah Priests ........................... 66 
Curates .................................... 72 
Others .......... , ................. ,........ 12 

g~:m~t::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 141 
Nunnories ,.,,.,,,,,,.,,,, .. ., ............ , 4. 

DERRY. 

Bishop ........................ John McLaughlin, D.D. 
Coadjntor .................. F. KeUy, D.D. il 
Parish Priests ....................... .... 37 
Curates ........... , ............ ,. ....... .. . 02 
Chapels .................................... 72 
Nunneries ... , .. ,.......................... 2 

CLOGHER. 

Bishop ...................•............. C. McNally. D.D, 
Parish Priests ............ ··••O••· .. •••• 37 
Curates ............ ...... .................. 56 
Chapels .................................... 80 
College .................................... l 

RAPHOE. 

Bishop . . ........ ....... ..... .. ... P. ,1fcGeUigan, D .D. 
Parish Priests .... ...... ..... ... .. .. .. ... 30 
Curates .................................... 28 
Chapels .................. ................. 46 
College..................................... l 

Bishop ................................... C. Denvir, D.D 
Parish Priests ... ... ... ......... ... ... ... 42 
Curates.................................... 20 
Chapels .................................... 84 
College .................................... 1 

KILMQRE. 

Bishopp~;i;h·P~i-~~i~·::::::::_·_-_-_-::::: .. ~:.e.~ow41• D.D. 
Curates .................................... 47 
Chapels .................................... 90 
Seminary ................................. I 

ARDAGH 

Bishop ........................... W. 0. Hlf]Uins, D.D 

~~~~~1;8P.~i.~~-t.~.::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~: J 

Chapels.................................... 61 
_ Convent .................................... 1 

DnoMORE. 

Bishop .................................... M. Blake, D.D, 
Parish Priests ... .... ... ... .. .... .. ... ... 16 
Curates ...... ,............................. 24 
Chapels ...... ,........ ... .. .. .. ... .. .. ... .. 39 I 
Nunnery .................................. l, 
College .................................... l 

LEINSTER. 

AncunrsnoP ............................ D. MURRAY, D.D. 
In his own diocese, Dublin, are-

Dean ....................................... l 
Vicars-General........................... 2 
Archdeacons .................. ,........... 2 
Rural Deans.............................. 8 
Chancellor................................. 1 
Treasurer ... .. . ..... .... .. .... ... .. . . . . . . . l 
Prebendaries ..................... , ..... 22 
Pariah Priests ............... ............ 47 
Curates .................................... 140 
Regulars ................................. 100 
Total Cle·rgy ........................ ...... 308 
Convents .. ,........................ ...... 10 
Nunneries ................................. 32 
Nuns ....................................... 450 
Chapels .................................... 130 
Colleges.................................... L 4 
Monl\llterles .... ...... ........... ......... 4 
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Bishop .......................... ............ F. Haly, D.D. 
P:i.r\E:h Priests .................... , ...... 45 

Bishop ..................................... T. Murphy, D.D. 

Curates .................................... 'i2 
Chapels .................................... 113 
Convents .................. ,.............. 2 
Nunneriee; ....•........ .... ................ 11 
Colleges.................................... 2 
1.fonastC'ry................................. 1 
Clergy in College........................ 20 

OssoRY. 

Btshop ....................................... E. Walsh., D.D. 
Pnrish l'rie~ts ......... "'................ 36 
Curates.................................... 60 
F1iars....................................... 12 
In College................................ 10 
Chapels.................................... 94 
College .................................... 1 
Convents ................................. 4 
Nunneries .................... ,.,u .. ,,.... 3 

MUNSTER 

.ARCHBISHOP OF CA.SHEL •••.••••• M. SLA'ITRRY, D.D. 
In bis own diocese-

Parish Priests ............................. 48 
Carates .................................... 59 
Friars ....................................... 10 
Priests in College ........................ 10 
Ch urcbes . . .. . .. .. ................ .. . ..... .. . 90 
College ....................................... 1 
Con"t"ents ••••••••.•••••.•.....•••••••••.• ,... 3 
Nunneries . .. ••. ... .. .. .. . ... ... •• . . ....... 2 

CoRK. 

Bishop .................................... IV.Delany, D.D. 
Parish Priests . .•• . . . . . . .. .. . ...... .. . ... . 33 
Curates .................................... 4.5 
Chapels ..................................... 48 
College ....................................... 1 
Convents .................................... 5 
Nunneries .... . ................ ...... ... ..• 8 
Monasteries ....••......... , ........ ...... 2 

KERRY. 

Bishop ...................................... 0. Egan, D.D. 
Parish Priests ........................... 44 
Cnrates ..................................... 38 
Convents.................................... 9 
Churches .................................... 93 
Monasteries ...................... ......... 2 

LIMERICK. 

Bishop ....................................... J. Ryan, D.D. 
Parish Priests ............................ 43 
Curates ..................................... 60 
Chapels ............................. , ....... 94 
Convents.................................... 3 

WATERFORD A.ND LISMORE, 

Bishop ........................................ N. Foran, D.D. 
Parish Priests . ........................... 36 
Curates...................................... 70 
Others....................................... 30 
Chapels..................................... 76 
College...................................... l 
Convents........................... ........ 5 
Nunneries.................................. 10 

Parish Priests . . .... . .. . ..... .... ... ... . . . 42 
Ctn·n.tcs ..................................... 05 
Others,...................................... 6 
Chapels ..................................... 102 
Nunneries, .................. ,.............. 7 

Ross. 
Bishop ....................................... W. Keane, D.D. 

Pari8-h Priests ................ ,........... 9 
Ad1ninistrntors ...... ,.................... 2 
Curate~...................................... 12 
Chapels..................................... 22 

CONN AUGHT. 
AncHBrSHOP OF TUAM ................ J. M'HALB, D.D. 

In his own diocese--
Parish Priests............................. 49 
Curates..................................... 68 
Others....................................... 6 
Monasteries................................ 10 
College...................................... 1 
Convents .......... -........................ 2 
Nunneries ......................... i .. •••••• ,& 

CLONFERT. 

Bishop .................................... John De1"f'I/, D,D. 
Parish Priests............................ 21 
Curates...................................... 15 
Regulars ......... ,.......................... 14 
Churches: .................. ................. 44 
Convents.................................... 4 
Nunneries................................. 2 

AcHONRY •. 

Bi.shop ............................... P.•M. Nicholas, D.D. 
Parish Priests............................ 22 
Curates...................................... 23 
Chapels ..................................... 44 
College...................................... l 

ELPHJN. 

Bishop ............................... G. J.P. Brou,n, D.D. 
Parish Priests . . .. . .. • .. . ... . . . . . ... . . . ... 40 
Curates...................................... 61 
In Friary'................................... 6 
Monasteries............................... I 
Chapels...................................... 81 
Convents.................................... 3 
Nunneries.................................. 2 

KEL!\!ACDUAGH AND KILll'ENOBA. 

Btshop ...................................... E. French, D.D. 
Parish Priests............................ 19 
Curates...................................... 9 
Convent..................................... l 

GALWAY. 

Bi.shop ................................ L. O. Donnell, D.D. 
Parish Priests ............................ 14 
Curates............ . .. . . . . .. . ... ... . . .. . . . . • 12 J 
Others....................................... 14 
Chapels ..................................... 16 
Convents.................................... 4 
Nunneries............. ........ ............ 5 
College...................................... 1 

KILLALA 

Btshop ................................................ T. Fr,n11. 
Parish Priests............................. 20 
Curates...................................... 17 
Chapels ...................... ,.............. 40 

CONTRIBUTIONS RECEIVED SINCE OUR LAST. 
;/, ,. d, 

A blngdon, by the Rev. R.H. Marten; Collection .......................... . 
Burry, l1r ................................................................... . 
Coxeter, Mr. . ............................................................ .. 
Dickey, Mr ................................................................. .. 
Faulkener, Mr .............................................................. . 
Jacli.son, Mrs ............................................................... . 
Kendall, Mrs ............................................................... . 

l 7 0 
0 6 0 
0 5 0 
0 6 0 
0 5 0 
0 6 0 
0 10 0 
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Contributions continued. 
£ •· d. l, ,. ,J. 

Lender, Mn........................ ........................... ............... 1 0 0 
Mnl'ten, Mr ............................ , ........................ , ......... , .. 0 5 0 

{:;i1?1~~~.\..1~: i'.':::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: g ;g g 
Sedgefield, Mr................................................................ 0 10 0 

5 1Q 6 
Acorlngton, by Rev. C. Willia.ms; Collection ............................................. 5 0 0 
Amereham, William Morten, Esq. ................................................... ......... 5 0 0 
A oh Cord, Friends ........... ... .. ......... ........ ..................... ........ ... .. ...... ........ ... O 4 6 
Bewdley, Fl'iendo ......... ....... .. ...... ......... ................... ........ ............... ... ..... . 2 13 8 
Camberwell, by T. Young, Esq.; Collection .................................... 14 17 4 

Basenett, Edward, Esq., .D<mation, by T. Young, Esq. ......... O O 0 
Gurney, W. B., Esq., lJonati-On ...................................... 50 0 0 

--- 60 17 4 
Coleford, by the Rev. J. Penny; Collections .................. .............. 4 10 4 

Herbert, Mr................................................................... 1 0 0 
Jones, Mrs. R. ............................................................... 1 0 0 
Nicholson, Mr ....... ,........................................................ 0 5 0 
Penny, Rev. J................................................................ 1 0 0 
Provis, Mr . ............................................. , ........ ,........... 0 5 0 
Rosser, Mr. .................................................................. 0 1 O 
Teague, Mr. P.............................................. .................. 0 10 0 
Thomas, Mrs. ... .... ......... ... ....................... ............ ......... O 5 0 
Thomas,Mr.J.T .......................................................... 0 5 0 
Trotter, Mr, T. B. ......................................................... 1 0 0 
Trotter, Mr. Isaiah......................................................... 0 10 0 
Trotter, Miss ............................................ .......... ........ 0 5 0 

---1016 4 
Great Brickhill, Friends .............................................................. ,......... ... 1 2 7 
Hawick, Turnbull, Mrs............................................................................ 3 0 0 
Jpowich, Turret Green, by Rev. I. Lord; Collection........................ 3 15 6 

Bayley, Mr. W................................................................ 1 1 0 
Bayley, Mr., junior......................................................... 0 10 6 
Collected by Miss Bayley ........................................ ........ 0 12 4 
Corbyn, Mr. ....... . ..................................... ..... .......... ..... 0 2 6 
Gill, Mr. G. .................................................................. 0 5 0 
Gill, Mr. G., Collected by ................ ................................ 0 3 6 
Lord, Rev. 1.................................................................. O 10 0 
Squirrell, Mr. ........................................... .................... 0 2 6 

Leeds, by Mr. H. Gresham-
Barran, Mr. J ................................................................ 0 5 
Bilbrough, Mr. J. B. ............................... ............ ........... 0 10 0 
Do., lJonati-On to,cards the lJebt ....................................... 0 10 0 
Binne, Mr. W................................................................ 0 10 0 

~;,°J~;,•r!~l:.~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: g lg g 
Craven, Mr. .................................................................. 0 10 6 
Executors of Jamee Brown, Esq... ................... ................. I 1 0 
Finnie, Mr. R............................................................... 0 5 0 
Gresham, Mr. H............................................................. 0 10 o 
Heaton, Mr. John ......................................................... 0 10 0 
Hindle, Mr. W. B ......................... ,................................ 0 10 6 
Illingworth, Mr. W. ..... ..... ......... ......... .............. ....... ..... 0 10 0 
Johnson, Miss ............................................................ , .. O 2 6 
Parkin, l\[r................................................................... 0 5 0 
Stacke, Mr. I. ............................................................... 0 5 0 
Tilney, lllrs. .• .... . . . . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .... .. ... .. .. . .. .... . .. .. ... ... .. .. . .. .. 0 5 0 
Town, Mr. Joseph ......................................................... 1 1 0 
Wales, Mr. C. ......... ...................................................... 0 2 6 
White, Miss.................................................................. 0 2 0 
Willis, l\.1r • .................................................................. 0 5 O 

7 110 

Wylde, John, Esq ......... _ ................................................. ~ lO 17 O 

Lewisham Road, Greenwich, Rev. J. Russell................................. l o O 
Young Frlende, by ditto ... ........................................ ..... 0 l 2 4 

--- 112 4 
London, For the lJebt, George Lowe, Esq., Second Donation ........................ 10 0 0 

For the lJebt, by R. Bond, Esq., Produce of Card.............................. 5 0 0 
Fo,· the lJeb,, by Rev. W. Miall, Produce or Card ........................... 2 2 0 
For tlte JJebt, by J. Oliver, Esq,, Produce of Card-

Dunkley, Mr. ............ ................................. 0 10 0 
Hardwick and Turner, Messrs........................ 0 10 0 
Holcraft, Mr................................................ 0 10 0 
Spencer, Mr. Charles . .. ... ... ...... ..................... 0 10 0 2 0 0 

For the lJ<bt, by Rev. R. W. Overbury, Produce of Cnrd-
Bailey, Mr, W ............................................. 0 10 0 
Cartwright, R., Esq. .................................... 3 0 0 
Crassweller, H., Esq..................................... 1 0 0 
Lush, J., Esq .............................................. 5 5 0 
Pa1·ker, Mr ................................................. ~ 10 1 0 
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SCENES FRO:ilI THE PUBLIC LIFE OF JESUS OF t,AZARETH. 

BY THE REV, W. WALTERS, 

NO, I, JESUS BAPTIZED IN JORDAN, 

A PRINCE among reformers was John 
the Baptist. It is ilow upwards of 
eighteen centuries since he arose in 
Judea. He had been the subject of 
prophetic announcement, and remark
able circumstances associated them
selves with his birth. As he grew up he 
sickened at the vices and hypocrisy of 
his countrymen ; and this, together 
probably with a love of solitude, led 
him to withdraw from public scenes, 
that, without interruption, he might 
commune with God, and attend to the 
culture of his own soul. Most great 
public men are in retirement prepared 
for the efforts which give lustre to their 
names. The law holds through all 
nature. Down in the dark soil, hidden 
from view, is the root long nourished, 
ere men turn aside to admire the open
ing blossom's beauty, and inhale its 
fragrance. Those who aspire to emi
nence may learn a lesson here. 

When God saw that John was suffi
ciently prepared for his work, he com

voL. xv.- I'OUl\'1'11 SEUIES, 

municated diJ:ectly with him, and 
charged him with his mission. He was 
to herald the coming :Messiah, and 
pioneer his way. In the execution of 
his work he was to perform no miracles : 
he was simply to preach and baptize. 
Novel, solemn, startling were the truths 
he announced. His whole dress, de
meanour, and delivery served to give 
additional interest to his discourses. 
Singular, austere, stern, earnest, no 
wonder that the people deemed him an 
old prophet raised from the dead, and 
flocked in multitudes to hear his 
message, The Pharisees and the· com
mon people, Roman soldiers, and tax
gatherers, and the Jewish Sanhedrim; 
all anxiously inquired w!w and ·what he 
was, and what were his authority and 
claims. Some listened, believed, and 
were baptized. "Others rejected the 
counsel of God against themselves." 

Amongst those who came to him for 
baptism was Jesus. He was John's 
cousin. Up to this time he had dwelt 

R 
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among his kindred in Galilee. ·But now, 
knowing that the time approached for 
his entrance upon his public work, he 
came from Galilee to Jordan to be 
baptized of John. Probably prior to 
this they were known to each other ; 
and no doubt the Baptist had formed a 
high estimate of the powers and piety 
of his relative. Possibly, too, he had 
some inward convictions that he was 
the Messiah. Hence, when Jesus so
licited baptism at his hands, he mani
fested a reluctance to comply with the 
request : "I have need to be baptized 
of thee, and comest thou to me ?" As if 
he had said, " I secretly suspect thou 
art the predicted and expected Messiah, 
whose·_ baptism in the Holy Ghost will 
be infinitely superior to mine; just as 
thou art infinitely superior to me. If so, 
why shouldest thou seek to be baptized 
in ;water by me, who am but a sinful 
man 1 There is a much greater necessity 
that I be baptized of thee." To this 
Jesus replied, "Suffer it to be so now ; 
for thus it becometh us to fulfil all 
righteousness." In other words, "For 
the present let it be so. It is right that 
in this way we should observe every 
divine institution. I come under this 
transition dispell!lation of yours. Under 
it I commence my ministry ; and it is 
:fit I should comply with its require
ments. It becomes you to administer, 
and me to receive, this water-baptism." 

The question has often been asked, 
"Why was Jesus baptized 1" In the 
replies men have given, there has been 
much darkening of counsel by words 
without knowledge. The answer Jesus 
gives himself is simple, plain, satis
factory : " For thus it becometh us to 
fulfil all righteousness." 

Our Saviour's language, moreover, 
furnishes us with a correct principle of 
action in the observance of all religious 
duty. Let us apply it to the matter of 
Christian baptism. Persons often refer 
to the baptism of Jesus as supplying 

the reason why they seek baptism, 
without possessing, we believe, any just 
apprehension of the force of his ex
ample. Regarding the matter in one 
light, it does not follow at all that 
because Jesus was baptized by John, 
the followers of Jesus ought to be bap
tized also ; inasmuch as John's baptism 
is an obsolete institution. It has been 
superseded, and is therefore no longer 
obligatory. 

Regarding the matter in another 
light, however, it follows most con
clusively, that because Jesus was bap
tized, his disciples ought also to be 
baptized : not with John's baptism, but 
with his own. Jesus obeyed every 
existing divine institution, and the 
baptism of John was one. His followers 
ought to obey all existing divine insti
tutions, and the baptism appointed by 
Christ, when he said, " Go ye therefore, 
and teach all nations, baptizing them," 
is one of those institutions. With the 
commission in our hands, as strong an 
argument in favour of Christian bap
tism arises from the circumcision of 
Christ, as that which arises from his 
baptism. He observed both, that in them 
he might fulfil all righteousness ; and 
for the same reason his disciples should 
observe the baptism he established just 
before his ascension. In Christ's sub
mission to the baptism of John, it is 
the principle of the act, and not the act 
itself which, as an example, is binding 
upon his followers. 

Upon unbaptized believers, we would 
press this view. Did he whom you call 
your Lord, on whom as your Saviour 
you trust, and whose example you 
profess to imitate, did he say, " It be
cometh us to fulfil all righteousness," 
and can you plead, as sometimes you 
do, " It is not essential that we be 
baptized ? " Beloved ! we venture to 
say, ," it is essential-essential to com
plete discipleship and the fulfilment of 
' all righteousness.' " 
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Upon those who contemplate being 
baptized, we would also press this view. 
Content not yourselves with saying, 
" Christ was baptizcd, and therefore we 
ought to be baptized." 

With no more definite conception 
than this, your faith may soon be 
shaken. Trace out clearly the reasoning 
that connects the baptism of Jesus with 
your own. This reasoning apprehended, 
your feet stand upon a rock. 

Our Lord having assigned his purpose 
in applying to John, the Baptist hesi
tn.ted no longer. "He suffered him." 
He led him down into the river, and 
immersed him. There is nothing in the 
narratives of the Evangelists leading us 
to conclude that any spectators were 
present to witness the scene. The 
presence of spectators was not necessary, 
inasmuch as the testimony to the 
Messiahship of Jesus which was to be 
borne was intended for none but John. 
Immediately on his emerging from the 
water, Jesus prayed. While he prayed 
and as they returned to the shore, sun
dry phenomena testified to John that 
the person whom he had just immersed 
was none other than the Messiah him
self. God had previously informed him 
for his own guidance, that he should 
see the Spirit descending upon the One 
whom it was his mission to announce. 
And however strong his conjectures 
may have been before, yet up till now 
there existed nothing like positive cer
tainty in his mind. 

These phenomena were three-fold. 
The heavens were opened-the Holy 
Spirit, assuming the form and in the 
manner of a dove, descended and re
mained on the head of Jesus-and a 
voice from heaven uttered the Father's 
approval. " This was the inauguration 
and proclamation of the Messias, when 
he began to be the great prophet of the 
new covenant. And this was the 
greatest meeting that ever was upon 
earth ; where the whole cabinet of the 

mysterious Trinity was opened and 
shown, as much as the capacities of our 
present imperfections will permit. The 
second person in the veil of humanity ; 
the third in the shape, or with th~ 
motion of a dove ; but the first still 
kept his primitive state. And as to thP
Israelites he gave notice by way of 
caution, Ye saw no shape, out ye hearcl 
a voice; so now, also, God the Father 
gave testimony to his holy Son, and 
appeared only in a voice without ay 
visible representment."* 

We deprecate any such attempts as 
even Olshausen (orthodox as he is, and 
valuable as are his labours) makes to 
explain the facts of this testimony away. 
His professed effort to a void " the his
torical mode of viewing " these trans
actions on the one hand, and the 
"mythical mode of explanation " on 
the other, is destructive to the simple 
statements of the evangelists, and sub
versive of our faith.t 

Similar circumstances are recorded 
elsewhere, and nothing occurs to lead to 
the conclusion that the records are any
thing but narratives of what took place, 
and the way in which they took place. 
The Holy Spirit, in the form of a 
tongue, rested on the head of every 
apostle~ at Pentecost. When Saul was 
on his journey to Damascus, a light 
shone from heaven, and the voice of the 
glorified Saviour was heard. These 
were objective revelations : and to the 
same class do we assign the wonders 
wrought at Jordan. 

It may be asked, "For whom were 
these signs intended-what was their 
purpose 1" They were not intended for 
the people generally. As already inti
mated, there is nothing which leads us 
to conclude that any other parties were 
present except Jesus and John. 'rhey 
were not designed to confirm Jesus in 

* J creruy Taylor. 
t See his Commentary on the Gospels, Clarko's 

edition, vol. i.; p. 179, 
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the belief of his own Messiahship. This 
was unnecessary. Eighteen years before, 
when he was only twelve years of age, 
he knew who was his Father, and what 
was the character of his own work. 
"Our conclusion is, that Christ was 
already sure of his divine call to the 
Messiahship, and submitted himself, in 
the course of the theocratic develop
ment, to baptism, as a preparative and 
inaugural rite, from the hands of the 
man who was destined to conduct 
prophecy to its fulfilment, and to be the 
first to recognize, by light from heaven, 
the manifested Messiah."" 

The revelations were designed exclu
sively for John. To him they were of 
the utmost importance. He had hither
to only predicted the immediate advent 
of the Messiah. Now he was able to 
point to the person himself, saying, 
"Behold the Lan::.b of God, which taketh 
away the sin of the world 1" He was 
now sure that his own predictions were 
true. His faith was strengthened in 
the divine origin of his own mission. 
He knew that indeed the Messiah had 
come ; and that his reign had com
menced ; and though on a subsequent 
occasion, in the weakness of his faith, 
"he sent two of his disciples, and said 
unto him, Art thou he that should come, 
or do we look for another r' - yet we 
only learn from this that the Baptist 
was a man like ourselves, waR influ
enced as we are by external circum
stances, and was subject to the same 
variations of faith of which we have 
frequent cause to complain. The fact 
of this testimony having been once 
given, although given in such an im
pressive manner, was no guarantee that 
his faith would never fail. 

Such was the manner of Christ's en
trance upon his public work. Many are 
the associations we have with the Jor
dan; but this is the most sacred and 

.. .K('andc·r. 

touching of the whole. As we see its 
blue waters yielding beneath the body 
of Jesus and closing over him while he 
was submerged, we are tempted to use 
the language of one of our old poet.a,-

" Each blces'd drop 011 oach blcss'd limb 
Is wash'd itsol[ l11 wasbing him."" 

How noble the obedience which thus 
marked the commencement of the Mes
siah's mission! The same obedience 
was cherished and displayed to its close. 
He who said on the banks of the Jor
dan, "Suffer it to be so now, for thus 
it becometh us to fulfil all righteous
ness," was he who afterwards said amid 
the groves i of Gethsemane, "0 my 
Father, if this cup may not pass away 
from me except I drink it, thy will be 
done." 

Thus Jesus honoured every divine 
law. And in this he has set us an 
example that we should follow his steps. 
If we say we abide in Christ, let us also 
walk, even as he walked. Let us attend 
to every ordinance of God ; and attend 
to it because it is of his appointment. 
Let not interest, or policy, or custom, or 
prejudice be our rule of action; but a 
pure desire .to obey Him whose we are 
and whom we serve. If we thus honour 
God, he will honour us. As Jesus " re
ceived from God the Father honour and 
glory, when there came such a voice to 
him from the excellent glory, This is 
my beloved Son, in whom I am well 
pleased," so shall we receive tokens of 
the divine approbation. For a time we 
may be misunderstood and calumniated ; 
but let us with a steady step pursue the 
path of duty, and he will wipe off om· 
reproach. Dark clouds may for a sea
son gather and threaten a gloomy day; 
yet through the rifted masses the sun
light shall pierce, and the brightness 
growing in splendour chase.every linger
ing shadow away . 

·> Hicbnrd Cro,haw. 
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'fhe first great duty we all have to 
discharge is to seek to know our Lord's 
will. '.!.'his duty is not so easy as may 
be imagined. There is no difficulty cast 
in the way by any insufficiency or 
obscurity in the revelation. We have 
the Bible, which is what it professes to 
be-an embodiment of God's require
ments. The difficulty arises from the 
ignorance and perverseness of our own 
hearts. The veil is not fully removed. 
It behoves us therefore, in resorting to 
the law and the testimony, to study it 
with candour, care, and prayer. 

The second great duty, and one yet 

more difficult than the former, is to 
obey. And yet more difficult even than 
this, is it to obey from the heart in truth. 
As a pattern of obedience let Jesus in 
his baptism he ever before us. 

"To Jordtl.n's stream the Saviour goo,, 
To do his Father"s will; 

His heart with sacred ardoUl' glows, 
Each precept to fulfil." 

May the Spirit of all wisdom and 
obedience be given us, that we may 
follow the Lamb whithersoever he 
goeth ! 

New Park Street, Londoo. 

ON THE ARGUMENT FOR INFANT BAPTISM DERIVED FROM THE 
WRITINGS OF IRENJEUS. 

BY H, J, RIPLEY, D,D, 

Irenoous comes next in order, born 
according to the best authorities, not, as 
the Lecture states, " near the close of 
the first century," but about the year 
140 ;* some say between 120 and 140. 
His copious writings contain the fol
lowing sentence,] which I here convey 
with more fulness than appea1·s in the 
Lecture, and precisely according to the 
Latin-" He [Christ] came to save all 
by himself; all, I say, who by him are 
born again unto God [renascuntur in 
Deum 1 infants and little ones, and chil
dren, and youths, and elder persons." 

On this passage, Dr. Woods thus 
wl'ites : "Wall t and Schroeckh, and 

• Mahler's Patrolo:;ie, i. p. 330. Bobrlnger's Die 
Klrcbe Christi, I, p, 206. 

t Wall's History of Infant Baptism bas long 
been the storehouse of historical arguments for 
English and American advocates of Infant baptism ; 
and has probably been found a con\'enicnt sub
otltute for an independent study of the extant works 
of the fathers. The following note, which I tmn•• 
late Crom the work of Matthies, (p. 180, I already 
1·eforrcd to, may therefore possess some interest. 
"Both Wall and Bingham, in opposition to tho tes· 
timonleli of history, [iuyiti& ~lli~tol'ire i.c~timonil!!,] 

other writers of the first ability, con
sider the word renasci [born again], in 
the writings of Irenoous and Justin, as 
signifying baptism. The pas
sage above cited is with good reason 
supposed to contain proof . that 
infant baptism was the p1·emiling prac
tice." 

The question connected with this 
passage is one of literary criticism ; 
namely, Does the expression born again 
unto God, as " Wall and Schroeckh and 
other writers of the first ability" sup
pose, here "signify baptism ?" De
clining to take, on this question, the 
position of a disputant, or of a judge, 
I prefer to let my readers know the 

trace back the custom of baptiziug infants to the 
apostolic ago, being of the opinion that eren 
Clement of Rome-since he thinks that no one, 
though only e\'en a day oh.l, ii. pure from stain-and 
Hennas, because be holds baptisu1 necessary to a 
person's salvation, iudicato that infants wero bap· 
tized. Yet you can prove, with not less force, that 
even the sacred scripturl) regards iufa.nt baptism ~ 
necessary, and. prescribe~ it, thollgh in not enm a 
word d<Jei it S!.l.Y that au iu.l,1,u~ was l>aftil.;d.'~ 
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exact state of the case as to the judg
ment of eminent scholars. Opinions 
are divided in regard to this expression. 
" W ritcrs of the first ability" also feel 
constrained, against the influences of 
their religious training and ecclesiastical 
relations, after laborious examination 
of the works of Irenocms, and comparison 
of this passage with his current of 
thought and his system respecting the 
recoYery of men by Jesus Christ, to con_ 
elude that it does not recognize infant 
baptism. It will be most satisfactory 
to have a few specimens, showing the 
diverse views which have been given, 
and the tendency of opinions. 

Neandcr, in his History of the Chris
tian Religion and Church, vol. i p. 311, 
(Torrey's translation), speaks thus : 
"Baptism was administered at first 
only to adults, as men were accustomed 
to conceive baptism and faith as strictly 
connected. We have all reason for not 
deriving infant baptism from apostolic 
institution ; and the recognition of it 
which followed somewhat later as an 
apostolical tradition, serves to confirm 
this hypothesis.* Iremeus is the first 
church teacher in whom we find any 
allusion to infant baptism ; and in his 
mode of expressing himself on the sub
ject, he leads us at the same time to re
cognize its connexion with the essence of 
the Christian consciousness ; he testi
fies of the profound Christian idea, out 
of which infant baptism arose, and 
which procured for it at length uni
versal recognition. Irenreus is wishing 
to show that Christ did not interrupt 

~ Ii is worthy of notice, that while some writers 
reiterate with positiveness tbe traditionary as
E;umption of tbe original existence of infant hap_ 
tism, as a Christian rite, such scholars as Neander, 
Scbleiermacber, Semiscb, Matthies, &c., speak with 
the utmost freeness of the introduction of infant 
lJapti,m1 at a date snbeequent to that of lhe apostles. 
Tliey .speak according to the true light of history; 
trncli iJ;; tbeir learning, and euch tlicir Jiterary can
duw·, tliut lL coE-lf.! them no more effort than it 
would to sveak uf any well-known fact, of which 
!Ley Lad become personally assured, 

the progressive development of that 
human nature which was to be sanc
tified by him, but sanctified it in ac
cordance with its natural course of de
velopment, and in all its several stages. 
' He came to redeem all by himself ; 
all who, through him, are regenerated 
to God ; infants, little children, boyf, 
young men and old. Hence he passed 
through every age, and for the infants 
he became an infant, sanctifying the 
infants ; among the little children he 
became a little child, sanctifying those 
who belong to this age, and at the same 
time presenting to them an example of 
piety, of well-doing, and of obedience ; 
among the young men he became a 
young man, that he might set them an 
example, and sanctify them to the 
Lord.' It is here especially important 
to observe, that infants (infantes) are 
expressly distinguished from children 
(parvulis) whom Christ could also be
nefit by his example; and that they 
are represented as capable of receiving 
from Christ, who had appeared in their 
age, nothing more than an objective 
sanctification. This sanctification be
comes theirs, in so far as they are re
generated by Christ to God. Regenera
tion and baptism are in Irenreus inti
mately connected ; and it is difficult to 
conceive how the term regeneration 
can be employed in reference to this 
age, to denote anything else than bap
tism. Infant baptism, then, appears 
here as the medium through which the 
principle of sanctification, imparted by 
Christ to human nature from its earliest 
development, became appropriated to 
children." 

Matthies (Expositio Baptismatis, P. 
189), says, "The matter turns on this 
-whether to be born a,qain signifies 
baptism. It can by no means be doubted 
that Irenreus is accustomed to call bap
tism a new bii-tli unto God. Still, this 
writer does not teach that in his age 
infants were always baptized; rather, 
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this only is contained in that passage, 
mimely, that Infante, as well as little 
ones and lads (parvuli et pueri) tnay be 
saved, since tliey may be born again 0.11 
Clirist, that is, in baptism. Though, 
therefore, Irenrous thinks that infants 
are partakers of the new birth, and con
sequently of baptism, (since baptism 
effects the new birth,) it is yet left in 
doubt whether infants were always 
baptized or not. From the remark of 
Irenreus, it can probably be inferred 
that towards the end of the second 
century-about the year ISO-infants 
were sometimes baptized." 

On the other side of this question 
appears Baumgarten-Crusius, one of the 
most distinguished names in German 
theological literature, who says, in his 
Dogmengeschichte, p. 1209, "The ce
lebrated passage in Irenreus (ii. 22, 4) 
is not to be used in favour of infant 
baptism. For the expression renasci per 
eum (Christum) in Deum, evidently sig
nifies he~e the participation of all in his 
divine and holy nature, in which he 
has come into the place of all. Com
pare 3, 18, per omnem venit retatem. 

Hagenbach, in his History of Doc
trines, translated by C. W. Buch, vol. i. 
p. 193, expresses the following opinion : 
"The passages from scripture which are 
thought to intimate that infant baptism 
had come into use in the primitive 
church, are doubtful and prove nothing, 
viz., Mark x. 14 ; Matthew xviii. 4, 6 ; 
Acts ii. 38, 39, 4 l ; Acts x. 48 ; 1 Cor. 
i. 16; Col. ii. 11, 12. Nor does the 
earliest passage occurring in the 
writings of the Fathers, Irenreus, adv. 
Hoor. ii. 22, 4, afford any decisive proof. 
It only expresses the beautiful idea that 
Jesus was Redeemer in every stage of 
life, and Joi· every stage of life ; but it 
does not say that he redeemed children 
by the water of baptism, unless the term 
renasci be interpreted by the most ar
bitrary petitio principii to refer to bap
tism." 

In a similar strain we have, as is 
fully stated in the Christian Review, 
vol. iii. p. 213, the conclusions of Winer, 
Starck, Rossler, Miinscher, Von Coln, 
all declining to borrow any support for 
infant baptism from this passage. 

I have thus far avoided all mention 
of the result to which my learned 
friend, Rev. Irah Chase, D.D., was led 
by a laborious examination of the works 
of Irenmus, because I wished to derive 
testimony from learned men whose re
ligious predilections would rather in
cline them to discover in the passage an 
argument for infant baptism. Dr. Chase 
has rendered valuable service to theo
logical literature, by his endeavours to 
ascertain the real meaning of the pas
sage under consideration. In pur
suance of his purpose he read and 
re-read every page of all the extant 
works of Irenoous, as well as of that 
containing this passage, and formed an 
independent opinion of its meaning. 
This opinion he afterwards discovered, 
from time to time, to accord with results 
to which learned German investi
gators had been led. From his satis
factory article on this passage, published 
in the Bibliotheca Sacra and Theological 
Review, published at Andover, vol. vi. 
pp. 646, 656, I extract the following 
statement : " According to Irenmus, 
Christ, in becoming incarnate, and thus 
assuming his mediatorial work, brought 
the human family into a new relation, 
under himself, and placed them in a 

condition in which they can be saved. 
In this sense he is the Saviour of al.l. 
He restored them, or summed them 
up anew, in himself. He became, so to 
speak, a second Adam, the regenerator 
of mankind. Through him they are 
regenerated unto God ; per ewn renas
cuntur in De1trn. 

"The thought occurs frequently, and 
it is variously modified by the various 
connexions in which it is introduced. 

"In the passage which has often been 
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brought forward ns recognizing the bap
tism of infants, Irenrens is maintaining 
that Christ appeared as he really was, 
and passed through the various stages 
of human life, sanctifying, it is added, 
sanctifying every age by the likeness 
that it had to himself; Joi· he came to 
save aU by hi1nse?f; all, I sa,y, since b,y 
him they ai·e regenemted 1mto God-in
fants and little ones, and children, and 
youths, and elder persons. Therefore 
he came through the several ages, and 
for infants was made an infant, sanctify
ing infants ; among little ones, a little 
one, sanctifying those of that age ; and, 
at the same time, being to them an 
example of piety, uprightness, and obe
dience ; among the youth, a youth, 
becoming an example to the youths, 
and sanctifying them to the Lord ; thus 
also an elderly person, among elderly 
persons, that he might be a perfect 
master among all, not only in respect to 
the presentation of truth, but also in 
respect to age, sanctifying at the same 
time also the elderly persons, and be-

coming to them an example. Then, too, 
he passed tl-··ough even unto death, that 
he might be the first bom from the 
dead, himself holding the primacy of all 
things, the prince of life, superior to 
all, and preceding all. B. ii., c. 22, 
§ 4. 

" What Irenoous thought of baptism 
must be gat.hered from the passages in 
which he is speaking of the subject. 
But that he is speaking of it in this 
passage, there is no sufficient evidence, 
For a mere resemblance in one or two 
words to certain terms sometimes used 
in connexion with baptism, falls very 
.far short of proving the point assumed. 
The context is against it, for the con
text directs our attention to Christ, and 
what he himself personally came to do 
for the human family. It is by Him, 
and not by baptism, that they are here 
said to be renewed, born anew, or re
generated. And parallel passages are 
against it, for they abundantly confirm 
the senses which I have given as being 
the true sense of the passage before us." 

TIIE PROPHETS. 

NO, VII. PROPHETICAL STYLE, 

A FEW minor suggestions as to pro
phetical interpretation may fitly follow 
the more general discussion which 
occupied our last number. There are 
modes of representing truth which, if 
not peculiar to the prophets, certainly 
characterize their writings in an ex
traordinary degree-in a far larger 
degree than they do any other composi
tions with which we are familiar. 

The most prominent of these is one 
which, we think, will be best designated 
in the first instance by the employment 
of logical terms. The prophets are in 
the hahit constantly of denoting a genus 
by a species, or by an enumeration of 

different species. We may explain this 
in non-technical language by saying 
that where they would express some 
general truth, they are accustomed to 
put forward either some particular 
aspect of this truth, or a variety of such 
aspects. The peculiarity of the case is 
that we are to conceive of these par
ticularizations not always as the actual 
realities which will hereafter be verified 
in history, but simply as possible 
realities. Before, in other words, we 
can safely translate them into matters 
for definite expectation or hope, it is 
requisite that we should generalize their 
import, and the fulfilment, when it 
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nrl'ives, shall, perhaps, be some new 
development of the prowise or pre
diction, rather than the one specified. 

Let us first take an example of the 
substitution of a single species for its 
,qenus. We will go no farther, in the 
selection of our instances, whether for 
the illustration of this or the other 
idiom, than to the writings of Isaiah. 
Foretelling, in eh. xxx. 20, a time of 
future religious prosperity, the prophet 
says," Thy teachers shall not be removed 
into a corner any more, but thine eyes 
shall see thy teachers." Now, to inter
pret this language literally, we must 
suppose that the religious teachers of 
the Jews had been obliged to seclude 
themselves from observation-a fact of 
which we have no evidence. Something 
like it had occurred in the neighbouring 
kingdom in the time of Ahab (see 
1 Kings xviii. 4), but there the calamity 
would seem to have been little felt. 
For religious teachers, however, to 
withdraw into seclusion is one phase of 
interruption of religious privileges, and 
we know not whether more than this 
general case can be said to be here con
templated. The following verse will 
afford us an example less deniable, 
" And thine ears shall hear a word 
behind thee, saying, This is the way, 
walk ye in it, when ye turn to the right 
hand and when ye turn to the left." 
ver. 21. Here we have a promise of 
future moral and religious guidance-a 
promise which would be equally fulfilled, 
whether the direction given were by 
audible utterances according to the 
letter of the text, or by secret moni
tions according to its spirit. In the 
following verse the prophet proceeds, 
" Ye shall defile also the covering of thy 
graven images of silver, and the orna
ment of thy molten images of gold; thou 
shalt cast them away as a menstruous 
cloth ; thou shalt say unto it, Get thee 
hence," ver. 22. Now certainly the 
applicability of this promise is not to 
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be confined to the more wealthy idolaters 
of the nation-to those who had been 
able to afford the cost of gold or sil vcr 
idols ; nor does the prediction restrict 
either them or others to one particular 
mode of marking their abhorrence of idol
atry ; a removal of the former signs and 
instruments of apostacy, in whateverwriy, 
is the thing denoted. The Ephesian con
verts who, in the apostles' times (see Acts 
xix. 19) publicly burnt their "curious 
books," would be as good an exemplifica
tion of the religious reform here pre
dicted as any flingers-away of literal 
idols. We will endeavour to make the 
importance of this observation evident 
by another instance taken from the 
same. Part of the prophecy quoted 
from Joel (see Joel ii. 28) by the 
apostle Peter in his Pentecostal dis
course, foretold that in the days of the 
Messiah the old men of the church should 
"dream dreams." (See Acts ii. 19.) 
Now it has been remarked that though 
we have in the Acts sundry accounts of 
visions appearing to apostles or apostolic 
men, we have no single instance of a 
dream. It is not necessary that there 
should have been one, nor is there 
any failure of the prediction on this 
account. All that the prophecy engages 
for is satisfied by the fact that the 
Divine Spirit at that time made known 
his will to his servants hy new and 
extraordinary methods - that divine 
revelations were more largely and 
variously diffused. 

This instance affords us a convenient 
point of transition to the elucidation of 
the other kind of idiom we mentioned, 
sc. where a genus is broken up into a 
number of species. "Visions" and 
"dreams" are special forms of divine 
revelation generally ; accordingly, as we 
said, new revelations, of whatever kind, 
will acquit the obligation involved in 
their mention. Let us now, recurring 
to Isaiah, take an example where 
the particulars specified are numerous 

ii 
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and diverse. The following prediction 
will be found in eh. ii. 12-l(i. "For 
the day of the Lord of hosts shall be 
upon every one that is proud and lofty, 
and upon every one that is lifted up, 
and he shall be brought low : and upon 
all the cedars of Lebanon, that are high 
and lifted up, and upon all the oaks of 
Bashan, and upon all the high moun
tains, and upon all the hills that are 
lifted up, and upon every high tower, 
and upon every fenced wall, and upon 
all the ships of Tarshish, and upon all 
pleasant rictures." Not stopping now 
to inquire what is the precise reference 
of these emblematical representations, 
we would put it to the intelligent 
reader whether more is really signified 
by the eight species of elevated objects 
here named in succession, or by the four 
pairs of such species than by the general 
description which precedes them. We 
think our translators have been un
fortunate in introducing into this 
description a word which limits it to 
living and intelligent agents: that is to 
say, for the "every one," "ever,y one," 
and "lie," we should have preferred 
" all," " all," and "it ; " but, this altera
tion effected, we find nothing in ver. 
13-16 more than an amplification of 
the idea contained in ver. 12. It would 
be no detraction from the truth of the 
prediction were these towers or fenced 
walls (or what they represent) left 
standing at the time of the general ful
filment ; for these, with the particulars 
which precede and follow, are but 
specimens of high and elevated objects, 
as a class of grounds of confidence and 
boasting. It would be as much a ful
filment of the prediction, supposing for 
a moment literal particulars denoted, 
were the judgment in question to strike 
all the cedars and spare the oaks, or to 
strike all the oaks and spare the cedars, 
as should it indiscriminately level both. 
The silence observed respecting all 
other trees-respecting, e. !J, pine-trees, 

cypresses, and sycamores, does not 
imply that these would escape the 
visitation ; a few are taken as a sample 
of the whole, and could we imagine a 
period to arrive when the latter class 
of trees would oupply more materinls 
for pride and vainglory than the former, 
it is just these which would then 
experience the stroke. Impiety is wont 
to assume different expressions at differ
ent times, and it would be altogether a 
hasty conclusion, because we may, at 
any given season, be clear from one 
manifestation of it, to infer that there
fore we are clear from all. This was 
the error into which the Jews fell when 
they compared themselves with their 
forefathers. (See Matt. xxiii. 29, 30.) 
They felicitated themselves on their 
purity from all participation in the 
stain of prophet-murder, just when they 
were about to imbrue their hands in 
the blood of one greater than the 
prophets. They could scarcely have 
indulged in this self-gratulation had 
they remembered to distinguish between 
an inward evil and its outward mani
festation. We must, in interpreting 
those parts of scripture where special 
forms of error or vice are brought 
before us, ascend to the root or prin
ciple whence they spring, and, according 
to the circumstances of the case, 
generalize the rebuke, the denunciation, 
or the promise. 

Another example of this process of 
generalization will be, perhaps, only 
too obvious. We have in Isaiah, eh. !iv. 
ll, 12, a picture of the glory awaiting 
the church under the image of a mansion 
or a palace. " 0 thou afflicted," says 
the prophet, " tossed with tempest 
and not comforted, behold I will lay 
thy stones with fair colours, and lay thy 
foundations with sapphires. And I will 
make thy windows of agates, and thy 
gates of carbuncles, and all thy borders 
of pleasant stones." Now here, even 
should we preserve for a time the beau-
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tiful imagery selected, it would plainly 
bo futile to inquire for what reasons the 
exact jewels specified are to be wrought 
in the edifice, or why each has a distinct 
place assigned it. It would be puerile to 
think that, in order to the accomplish
ment of the prediction, no other stones 
than carbuncles must be used for the 
gates, and no other than sapphires for 
the foundation. The description which 
we have in Revelation xxi., of a similar 
structure yet to bo erected warrants us 
in disregarding these minutire. Here 
we have all sorts of precious stones 
entering into the foundations, and not 
stones but pearls employed for the 
gates. (See Rev. xxi. 19-22.) From a 
comparison of the two descriptions it is 
evident that the particular jewels 
mentioned by the prophet are but 
rhetorical individualizations, and that 
the whole force of the prediction must 
he sought in the fail- colours at the 
commencement of the passage, or in the 
pleasant stones at its close. 

We will now, as under the former 
train of observation, illustrate these 
remarks by an instance from prophecy 
where historical truth may seem con
cerned. In Isaiah x. ~8-33, we have 
what appears to be a brief sketch of the 
military progress of some conqueror. 
Interpreters are tolerably agreed in 
referring it to the progress of Sennache
rib, when he marched against Jerusalem, 
and we have no doubt they are right in 
this application. Now certainly it would 
be impossible to make out from the 
history an actual progress of the monarch 
conformabl~ to this description ; nor is 
it necessary. The successive stages of 
a particular route are indicated at which 
he might pause on his way to the capital, 
without its being requisite that he 
8hould thus pause. For all purposes of 
Yerification, it would be sufficient to 
show that he did take this route on his 
march against the capital, or even that 
he did thus march. We are inclined to 

accept the larger of these generaliza
tions as the true one, from observini 
that in the first chapter of Micah, whero 
the progress of the same conqueror i:; 

described, there is an entire difference 
of detail. As many as twelve places 
are enumerated by the later of these 
prophets, as many as eleven by the 
earlier, but at no single place do the 
descriptions of the two coalesce. The 
sole point of contact of either with the 
historical account, is in the mention of 
Lachish by Micah (see Micah i. 13, and 
compare 2 Kings xviii. 14, 17); all the 
remaining places are comprehended by 
the historian under the general denomi
nation of fenced cities. We may com
pare this summing up of various 
particulars in one whole, to what takes 
place in mechanics in calculating the 
gravitating power of bodies. Instead 
of attempting, in this computation, to 
estimate separately the gravitating 
tendency of each particle of the body 
(which would be endless), we refer the 
sum total of all the gravities to the 
centre. We seek accordingly an ex
pression for this collective central force, 
and what this concentration is in 
physics, that generalization is in lan
guage. 

Another peculiarity of prophetic sty le 
which may be remarked, is the method 
adopted of expressing universality. This 
is often done by naming two contraries 
or extremes, in looking at which we are 
not to think of the extremes only but 
of whatever is included between them. 
Thus, when Isaiah says, in a chapter 
already quoted from (see Is. ii. ~), that 
"the mean man boweth down and the 
great man humbleth himself," it is not 
meant that the humiliation will aflect 
these two extremes of society alone, but 
that it will extend to all classes. 
Another instance of the idiom we have 
in chap. xviii. of the same prophet, at 
the sixth verse, " They shall be le ft 
together," he says, speaking of some 
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cv.emics of Israel, "to the fowls of the 
mountain and to the beasts of the earth, 
and the fowls shall summer upon them, 
and all the beasts of the earth shall 
winter upon them." IIere it would be 
refining far too much to suppose that 
the one class of animals would enjoy 
the spoil promised them during the 
winter season only, and the other during 
the summer; the plain purport of the 
denunciation is that both should so 
prey throughout the year. Let us turn 
for one more instance of the sort to the 
32nd chapter of the same prophecies, 
the 16th verse. "Then," says the 
prophet, having just predicted a time 
when the Spirit should be poured out 
abundantly, "then shalljudgment dwell 
in the wilderness and righteousness in 
the fruitful field." What expositor 
here would be so inept as to make a 
nice distinction between the judgment 
and righteousness mentioned, as if one 
would be the luxuriant growth of desert 
spots, and the other of fertile ones 1 
Obviously the true explanation is that 
at the era referred to both judgment 
and righteousness would be diffused 
over all parts of the country. We 
think the most happy application of 
this peculiarity of style has been to 
those passages in the prophets where 
pairs of geographical terms occur. A 
single instance from Hosea will be quite 
sufficient for illustration. This prophet, 
in eh. v. 1, addresses the priests and 

princes as follows, "Ye have been a 
snare on Mizpah, and a net spread upon 
Tabor." We have seen no better 
reason assigned for the specification 
here occurring than that one of these 
places was on the eMt of the Jordan, the 
other on the west; that taken together 
therefore they denote the wlwle countiy. 

We may remark in conclusion, that 
co1·1·elative terms are sometimes placed 
by the prophets in like antithesis with 
their contraries. It is thus we explain 
the somewhat perplexing passage in 
Malachi ii. 12, "The Lord will cut off 
the man that doeth this, the master and 
tlie scholar, out of the tabernacles of 
Jacob." We do not here conceive that 
the prophet has solely in view, or even 
prominently, either persons giving or 
receiving instruction; we regard the 
two parties named as simply a category 
to embrace all classes. We shall obtain 
exactly the same result and for the same 
reason if we here adopt the reading of 
the margin, "him that waketh and him 
that answereth." By the specification 
of the two counterparts of a social rela
tion the whole of society is pointed out. 

Another instance of a like idiom of 
this latter kind does not at this moment 
occur to us ; but instances of the former 
abound in almost every page, and it 
would be an instructive exercise for 
those taught in our sabbath-schools 
were they required to give an explana
tion of passages on this principle. 

AN INCIDENT IN OLSHAUSEN'S MENTAL HISTORY. 

IN the Biblical Commentary on the '' make their appeal to a circumstance 
Acts of the Apostles, a translation of which at first sight must appear sur
which, by William Lindsay, D.D., has prising. They remind us that the as
just been published by Messrs. Clark of cension, if it really occurred, is so 
Edinburgh, Olshausen refers to the important an incident in the history of 
difficulties he had felt in respect to the Christ, that in none of the gospels 
Ascension of our Lord to heaven. The could it be overlooked; it is the key
i,dvocates of the mythical view, he says, stone of the whole, without which the 
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building cannot be completed. Never
theless, this key-stone is awanting in 
the Gospel of Matthew, who yet was an 
oye-witness; yea, it is even awanting 
in John, for whose mode of exhibiting 
Christ's history it would have been 
doubly important, setting out, as he 
does, from the original state of the 
Logos with the Father, to which same 
position there would have been an evi
dent propriety in following him back. 
Besides, it is remarked that no other 
apostle speaks: of the occurrence, 
neither Peter, nor Paul, nor James: it 
is only the two penmen of the New Tes
tament who were not eye-witnesses, 
Mark and Luke, who narrate the ascen~ 
sion, for which reason it is regarded as 
not improbable that they drew their 
narrative from troubled sources. This 
is by no means an unimportant obser
vation, and I confess that for a long 
time I was disquieted by it, because I 
could nowhere find a satisfactory expla
nation of the fact. What at last pre
sented itself to me as an explanation, 
after carefully considering the circum
stances of the case, I will now attempt 
shortly to unfold." 

First of all, it has already been 
often remarked, and with justice, that 
references to the ascension are not so 
entirely a wanting as has been supposed. 
In the Old Testament, it is true, there 
arc passages, such as Ps. ex. 1, contain
ing mere hints which can be directly 
applied to the ascension only on the 
authority of the New Testament ; but 
yet, in 2 Kings ii. 11, we are presented 
with an obvious prefiguration of it in 
the history of Elijah.t It would, there-

• "Hase, in bis life of Jesus, who decides In 
favour ot the mythical view of the resurrection 
declares the silence of tho eye-witnesses to bo alto~ 
gethel' inexplicable. And to what point ho was Jed 
by this mythical view appears from the words, 1 as 
the grave of Moses, eo also bis was not seen.• Hnd 
he then hlo grave, ho who swallowed up death !or 
e\'er? ! (Hase, as cl Led nbove, page 204.)" 

I "I designedly mention only Elias, because the 

fore, very readily suggest itself to the 
Rabbins, who transferred everyt.hing 
glorious and beautiful in the Old 'festa
ment to the Messiah, to suppose also 
that he should ascend to heaven. (Com
pare Schrettgen, Jesus der wahre Mes
sias, Leipsic, 17 48, p. 844, &c.) And, 
what is of more weight, Jesus himself 
refers to it, not only in the expression, 
so often repeated in the last chapters of 
John, inrdyw ,rpoc TOV ,raripa [I go 
unto the Father], but ,also more defi
nitely in the passage of John vi.: 62, 
;dv ovv 0,wpijTE TOV viov TOV av0pw,rov 
civa{3aivovra 01rov JJV r/, ,rp6r,pov, where 
the connexion, as well as the words 
vior roii civ0pw1rov, plainly point to an 
exaltation of his human nature. In the 
apostolic epistles, in fine, there are pas
sages, such as I Tim. iii. 16, Jv,Ai1</)011 
iv 06;11, which contain manifest allusions 
to the fact in question ; and even other 
passages, such as Ephes. ii. 6, iv. 8, and 
1 Pet. iii. 22 ( ,ropw0,it ,ir TOV ovpavov, 
where, besides, you have mention of the 
civacrracr,r [Resurrection] immediately 
going before), are not to be overlooked, 
nor yet any of those declarations which 
represent Christ as sitting continually 
at the right hand of God, particularly 
Matt. xxvi. 64. However, it must be 
acknowledged that in most of these 
passages the specific circumstance dis
tinctive of Christ's ascension, viz., the 
elevation of his body, is not expressly 
brought forward, and, therefore, many 
of them might be applied to persons 
who have blissfully fallen asleep, like 
the words, 'he has gone to heaven.'* 

But, again, let it be supposed that 
the declarations of Mark and Luke re
garding the ascension were awanting 
likewise, and_ that we were quite at 

departure ot Enoch nnd Moses is not represented 
expressly as a bodily glorification.'" 

* it Ephes. ii. 6 is a. passage particularly wortby 
of notice, because Paul there yiews the reourrec
tlon and ascension ot Christ as an image of tho 
resnnectlon and cxnltntion ot believers.'' 
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liberty to imagine to ourselves what 
was the end of Christ's earthly life ; and 
should we then be able to conceive any 
other departure of the Lord, that would 
recommend itself to the consciousness 
of Christians 1 As it is allowed the 
Saviour was not a mere phantom, like 
what the ,Docetae supposed, but lived 
in a real human body upon the earth, 
we are necessarily driven to suppose, if 
the glorification of his body be not ad
mitted, that a separation of his soul 
from .his body again took place. But 
this separation would just be death, and 
therefore we must say that in some way 
er other Christ died again, and that his 
soul returned to his Father. But where, 
then, is the victory of Christ over 
death 1 What becomes of the signifi
cancy of the resurrection, which all the 
Apostles have celebrated as the great 
"ork of God, and as the foundation of 
faith. (Comp. Comm. on I Cor. xv.) 
It has already been remarked in the 
h;story of the resurrection, that the 
raising of Christ is important, only as 
l,eing the highest point of the power of 
t:1e l;wfi; for Christ conquered death in 
his humanity, and rose with a glorified 
i;nmortal body. But what boots a resur
r8ction, that is followed by a new death 1 
If the _Redeemer, therefore, is to con
tinue always, what he is to the church, 
the conqueror of sin and death, then his 
departure from this world cannot be 
conceived to have been different from 
what the evangelists declare. Now let 
fois be granted, and the question will 
present itself in quite a different shape. 
The fact of the ascension is certain, on 
internal grounds, and the only question 
that now remains is, why this conclud
ing; scene receives so little prominence 
in the apostolic writings 1 To this 
g ucstion you find a sufficient answer in 
the relation, which the resurrection and 
the ascension necessarily bear to one an
other. The ascension, as the concluding 
act of our Lord's career upon the earth, did 

not, liy any means, appear eo important 
to the apostles as it does to us : in their 
view it seemed only a circumetanoo 
consequent upon his resurrection. They 
had already become accustomed, after 
their master's death, to regard him as 
absent and gone : they had no continu
ous enjoyment of his presence after he 
rose from the dead: there was always 
something sudden and unexpected about 
the individual appearances he made to 
them, and each might be the last. And 
though indeed the ascension was an 
express leave-taking and a solemn de
parture, yet even after it Jesus appeared 
again, for example, to Paul.'" The as
cension itself, th.erefore, was really not 
so important an act; the moment of our 
Lord's departure appeared like a fleet
ing instant, and therefore there was no 
feast of the ascension known to the 
ancient church.t Every thing of im
portance in a doctrinal point of view 
was concentrated in the resurrection ; 
with it closed the earthly being of Christ: 
the ascension, and also the outpouring 
of the Spirit, which was connected with 
the_ ascension and dependent upon it, 

* "Hence, too, the apostle Paul (1 Cor. xv. 8) 
enumerates, along with the other appearances of 
Christ, the appearance of him with which he bimee]f 
was favoured, although it did not take place till alter 
the ascension, and be speaks of the resu1Tection 
without making any mention of tho ascension at 
all." 

t "In the daye of Augustine and Chrysostom the 
ascension was indeed celebrated in the church, and 
because they did not know the origin of the feaet 
that commemorated it (adscensio, ,i.,,>,f/'P«), they 
traced it back to the apostles; but in the writ
ings of the father• of the firet three centuries, there 
ie no trace of it to be found. (Comp. Bingham! 
origg. eccl., Tol. ix. p. 126, seqq.) How much too 
the importance of the feaet of aeceneion hae !alien 
below that of the feast of Easter, in the estimation 
of ChriBtiant1, is plain from our collections of sacred 
psalmody. The abundanco or admirable hymns for 
Ea.ater stand• in glaring .; contrast with the few 
and rather unimportant songe which refer to the 
a•cension. The cauee , of this fact undoubtedly is 
nothing but this, that the Imagination or poets 
hae not found in the event any peculiar idea, but ~ 
mere consequence of the resurrection:• 
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are only results of the resurrection, grants to them to sit upon his throne, 
viewed as the glorification of the bocly, as God has granted to him to sit upon 
and consequences of the victory over his throne. (Rev. iii. 21.) If but one 
death, Whilst in the assumption of Evangelist, therefore, hacl neglected to 
humanity 1the divine became flesh by mention the resurrection of Christ the 
birth, the resurrection is something like omission woulcl have been inexplicable, 
a birth of the flesh into spirit ; and the but the omission of the ascension in the 
ascension is the return of the glorified Gospels of Matthew and ,John is only 
body into the eternal world of spirit, to be regarded in this light, that they 
with which the session of the glorified have narrated one fewer of the appear
Redeemer at the right hand of God, and ances of Christ. That the risen Ite
his consequent participation in the deemer has ascended to heaven with 
divine government, must be viewed as his glorified body, and sits on the right 
necessarily connected. As therefore the hand of God, lies at the foundation of 
earthly sinks by the essential tendency the whole apostolic view of his min
of its nature down to the earth, so like- istry ; and without this idea neither the 
wise does an inward impulse guide the significant rite of the supper, nor yet 
heavenly back to its source. The Re- the doctrine of the resurrection of the 
deemer therefore, glorified in body, could body, can be retained at all with con
not leave his uwµa 1rvwµarui:6v [spiritual sistency. And therefore, in fact, the 
body] upon the earth, but he took it New Theology has not hitherto been 
with him into the world of spirit. And able properly to incorporate with itself 
according to the representative charac- either the one or the other, because, on 
ter which Christ bears in relation to account of its prevailing ideal tendency, 
mankind, the whole race was elevated it has misunderstood the import of the 
in him, and he now draws up to his ascension." 
own elevation his faithful people, and 

THE YOUNG MEN IN OUR CONGREGATIONS: 

WHAT THEY ARE, AND WHAT THEY SHOULD BE. 

OuR young men - what are they 1 neither regard this life as a preparation 
At all events it does not require much for , another, nor the first part of this 
observation to say- Not what they life as that which decides, and forms, 
should be. There are several classes. and moulds the rest. They have never 
There is, for instance, the largest class asked themselves what it is to be men, 
-a class comprising by far the greater or why they are men. They spend to
number of our young men. They may day as they spent yesterday, and so pro
be described as those who have not bably they will spend to-morrow ; but 
arrived at a consciousness of their man- one day's life neither has, nor is in
hood. We do not mean that they do not tended to have, any bearing on the ne:s:t 
call themselves men, nor that they are day's. They are not lazy ; on the con
not anxious to be called and thought men trary they are always active; but they 
by others, nor that they are not old are mere busy triflers, leading lives of 
enough to be men ; but that they do laborious idleness. They do not look 
not understand or feel the meaning and on life as a real, an earnest, a solemn 
the responsibility of being men. They thing, They do not look on the world 
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:is that in which they have any serious 
part to play,-as that which must be 
the better or the worse for tliefr life. 

Such a one is to be met with every 
where ; at home, in the counting-house, 
in the workshop, and in our chapels too. 
He is always ready with a merry laugh, 
and has a smart reply to whatever may 
be said to him. He falks of where he 
was yesterday, and of what so-and-so 
said ; but he never looks within, or casts 
his thoughts forward. He reads just 
enough to carry him without difficulty 
through ordinary conversation ; knows 
the names of the most celebrated 
authors, and has made himself familiar 
with some of the lightest and least 
thoughtful of their writings. He will 
agree with you on anything rather than 
be at the trouble of an argument ; and 
you may persuade him to do, or say, or 
believe just what you ;will, if you are 
only sufficiently loud and earnest in 
your recommendation, and it does not 
require any reflection or self-sacrifice on 
his part. He needs decision of character. 
He 'needs to realize the dignity of man
hood, and the importance of life ; and 
till he does this all effort for him 
is thrown away, and all hope from him 
is futile. He will remain the same till 
the circumstances of life force thought 
upon him ; and then, in all probability, 
his character will be so fixed and his 
time so occupied, as to give little chance 
of a happy or a useful life. 

.And then there is another class-a 
class not so numerous, but far more 
hopeful. These may be called the specu
lative young men. They ihink and they 
read; they hear and they debate. They 
are pretty well acquainted with general 
literature. They know the history of 
their own country, and something of 
that of others. They are informed with 
regard to astronomy and chemistry, and 
are conversant with geological, and ma
thematical, and mechanical science. 
They listen with attention to the minis-

ter, they read the Bible, and they have 
a clear knowledge of the system of 
Christianity, and of the controversies 
between the different sects of Chris
tians. 

What then is wanting in these 1 The 
fact is, that just here they leave the 
matter. They do not apply their know
ledge, with regard to religion especially, 
to themselves. They do not recognize 
practically the fact, that they are moral 
beings, accountable to God for the way 
they spend their time and their faculties. 
They do not feel, deeply at all events, 
that Christianity is for them ; and that 
it demands not only that they should 
understand it, but that they should act 
it out, and bring its motives into living 
play. And thus, in great measure, their 
knowledge and reasoning are thrown 
away ; and those whom we should ex
pect the most strikingly to exhibit the 
effects of Christianity, are, for all the 
advantage they get for themselves, or 
for all the good they do to others, or 
for all the honour they bring to God, 
but little better than machines-mere 
vegetables or brutes endowed hy their 
Maker with the power of understand
ing and thinking, but withholding from 
them a conscience and a heart. 

Besides these there is a third class, 
and of this the young men in our 
churches mainly consist. These have 
felt in some measure the importance of 
life and their responsibility to their 
God. They have looked, too, within 
them, have seen that there there was 
pollution and weakness, and have turned 
to Christ for pardon, and to the Holy 
Spirit for help. 'fhey show that they 
are sincere by seeking as far as may be 
to benefit the world and help on God's 
cause. They are to be found in the 
Sunday-school striving to dispel mental 
and moral darkness, or to be seen visit
ing on errands of mercy the haunts of 
depravity aud distress. They are pious; 
but they are not tlioitghtjully pious. They 
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~

eems, however, to have received its 
, final revision from the hands of Dr, 

Nehemiah Cox and l\'.Ir. William Collins, 
and was most probably their production 
n tho first instance. The reprint of 

are Christian; but they are so for the 
most•part from impressions and not 
from reasons. They have been educated 
as Christians, and have felt the adapta
tation of Christianity to their own cases, 
and therefore they have embraced it; 
but they have never at all thoroughly 
investigated its claims, nor do they take 
a thoughtful, comprehensive view of 
the subject. Hence they are frequently 
to be found seeking to show the truth 
of Christianity by arguments that will 
not prove it,-reasoning with atheists, 
for instance, by quoting '.texts against 
them out of the Bible ;-and hence, too, 
they take only a contracted view of the 
doctrines of Christianity, and are in 
consequence to be found looking only on 
one side of truth. Truth has many 
sides, and the man that will not take the 
trouble to examine all, has no right to 
imagine that he understands any. 

These young men-who are in fact 
looked upon as the type of the religious 
young man - thus bring discredit on 
that which they love, and stand in the 
way of that which most they would 
cherish. They represent religion as a 
thing necessarily connected with limited 
information and weak reasoning powers. 
They mingle with others and show their 
inferiority to them in all that relates to 
history or science, to general informa
tion or the power of argument ; and 
thus the stamp of insignificance is fixed 
on Christianity, and it is branded as 
though it could exist and flourish only 
among the ignorant and unreflecting. 

What the Christian young man should 
be is something different from all these. 
He must-in regard to this there can be 
no compromise-he mitst have realized 
the solemnity of life, ancl have resolved 
earnestly to urge on its work. lie must, 
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too, have fixed on some grand object for 
which that life is to be spent. IIe must 
also be thoughtful, and bent on extend
ing his knowledge ; it would he for a 
shame and a blasphemy that when our 
Mnker has endowed us with intelliO'ence 

"' ' and has written his power and wisdom 
and love in the heavens above and on 
the earth beneath, these perfections of 
his character should through our negli
gence be unrecognized. And no less must 
there be the deep feeling of the heart, 
going out towards that God who pre
serves and that Saviour who redeems 
us. 

Nor is there little to urge us forward 
in such a course. Our own happiness 
is bound up with our holiness, and we 
cannot but believe that it must also be 
greater the more our faculties are deve
loped and our powers called forth. Our 
Father above asks that we as lovinre 
children should be jealous of his honom~ 
Our Saviour demands the grateful conse
cration of our whole lives to his service, 
The church has yet much in it th::tt 
needs elevating, much that needs en
lightening; its knowledge must be in
creased, its efforts guided, and its love 
to God and man purified and called 
more constantly into play. And 
the world, with its thousands on 
whom Christianity has as yet made no 
impression, ancl on whom its teachers 
have no hold-this surely has a claim 
on the vigour of our lives. 

The thing may be done. Now is the 
time to effect it. Soon it will have 
passed from you ; and you will be able 
only to mourn over your imbecility. 
But it may be done. The man who in 
the course of the last few months bas 
drawn out the sympathy of all England, 
and has taught our hearts in our own 
language to vibrate to his love of liberty 
and fatherland, is an instance of what 
decision and intelligent application and 
ardent love can accomplish. These qua
lities it is that h:ive lifted Kossuth to 

T 
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his people's bosom, and have enshrined 
him for ever amongst earth's noblest 
sons. And with a higher and a nobler 
end than even his, we may emulate his 
character and his deeds, His lifo stands 
not alone. The lives of Alfred and of 
Cromwell,-the lives of Luther and of 
Whitefield,-the lives of Carey and Wil
liams and Knibb,-

London, Feb. 1852, 

"The lives of groat mou all 1·emlnd us· 
We may make our llvcs eublime; i 

And, departing, leave behind us 
Footprint• on tho sauds of tlmo ,

" Footprints that perhaps another 
Sailing o'er lifc'5 solemn rnain,

Some forlorn and shipwrecked brother, 
Seeing, shall take heart again. 

"Let us then be up and doing, 
With a hel'l.rt for any fate; 

Still nchieving, stlll pursuing, 
Learn to labour and to wait." 

PHILO&. 

SUBTERRANEAN SCENERY IN ASSYRIA. 

BEFORE leaving Nimroud and rebury
ing its palaces, says Dr. Layard, I would 
wish to lead the reader once more 
through the ruins of the principal edi
fice, and to convey as distinct an idea 
as I am able of the excavated halls and 
chambers. Let us imagine ourselves 
issuing from my tent near the village 
in the plain. On approaching the 
lllonnd, not a trace of building can be 
perceived, except a small mud hut 
covered with reeds, erected for the ac
commodation ofmyChaldrean workmen. 
We ascend this artificial hill, but still 
see no ruins, not a stone protruding 
from the soil. There is only a broad 
level platform before us, perhaps covered 
with a luxuriant crop of barley, or may 
be yellow and parched, without a blade 
of vegetation, except a scanty tuft of 
camel-thorn, 

We descend about twenty feet, and 
suddenly find ourselves between a pair 
of colossal lions, winged and human
headed, forming a portal. I have already 
described my feelings when gazing for 
the first time on these magestic figures. 
Those of the reader would probably be 
the same, particularly if caused by the 
reflection, that before those wonderful 
forms Ezekiel, Jonah, and others of the 
prophets stood, and Sennacherib bowed ; 
that even the patriarch Abraham him
self may possibly have looked upon 
them. 

Leaving behind us a small chamber, 
in which the sculptures are distinguished 
by a want of finish in the execution, 
and considerable rudeness in the design 
of the ornaments, we issue from between 
the winged lions, and enter the remains 
of the principal hall. On both sides of 
us are colossal winged figures : some 
with the heads of eagles, others entirely 
human, and carrying mysterious sym
bols in their hands. To the left is 
another portal, : also formed by winged 
lions. One of them has, however, fallen 
across the entrance, and there is just 
room to creep beneath it. Beyond this 
portal is a winged figure, and two slabs 
with bas-reliefs; but they have been so 
much injured that we can scarcely trace 
the subject upon them. Further on 
there are no traces of wall, although a 
deep trench has been opened. The op• 
posite side of the hall has also disappear
ed, and we only see a high wall of earth. 
On examining it attentively, we can 
detect the marks of masonry ; and we 
soon find that it is a solid structure 
built of bricks of unbaked clay, now 
of the same colour as the surrounding 
soil, and scarcely to be distinguished 
from it. 

The slabs of alabaster, fallen from 
their :·original position, have, however, 
been raised ; and we tread in the midst 
of a maze of small bas-reliefs, represent
ing chariots, horsemen, battles, and 
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seigee. Perhaps the workmen are about 
to rai~e a slab for the first time ; and 
we watch, with eager curiosity, what 
new event of Assyrian history, or what 
unknown custom or religioua ceremony, 
may lbe illustrated by the sculpture 
beneath. 

Having walked about one hundred 
feet amongst these scattered monuments 
of ancient history and art, we reach an
other door-way, formed by colossal 
winged bulls in yellow limestone. 
One is still entire ; but its companion 
has fallen, and is broken into several 
pieces-the great human head is at our 
feet. 

We pass on without turning into 
the part of the building to which this 
portal leads. Beyond it we see another 
winged figure, holding a graceful flower 
in its hand, and' apparently presenting 
it as an offering to the winged bull. 
Adjoining this sculpture we find a per
fect series of highly-finished bas-reliefs. 
There is the king, slaying the lion and 
wild bull, engaged in battles and in 
sieges, and receiving as captives the 
chiefs of the conquered people. We 
have now reached the end of the hall, 
and find before us an elaborate and 
beautiful sculpture, representing two 
kings, standing beneath the emblem of 
the supreme deity, and attended by 
winged figures. Between them is the 
sacred tree. In front of this bas-relief 
is the great stone platform, upon which, 
in days of old, may have been placed 
the throne of the Assyrian monarch, 
when he received his captive enemies, 
or his courtiers. 

As we gaze upon these singular 
sculptures the description of Ezekiel 
is brought vividly to our minds. The 
prophet, in typifying the corruptions 
which had crept into the religious sys
tem of the Jews, and the idolatrous 
p1·actices they had borrowed from the 
strange nations with which they had 
been brought into contact, thus illus-

trates the influence of the Assyrians. 
"She saw men portrayed upon the wall, 
the images of the Chaldreans portrayed 
with Vermillion, girded with girdles 
upon their loins, exceeding in dyed 
attire upon their heads, all of them 
princes to look to, after the manner of 
the Babylonians of Chaldrea, the land 
of their nativity." The prophet is 
prophesying on the banks of the Chebar, 
or Khabour, in the immediate vicinity 
of Nineveh, previous to the destruction 
of the Assyrian capital, an event which 
he most probably witnessed. He points 
out the rich and highly ornamented 
head-dress of the sculptured kings, and 
evidently alludes to the prevalence of 
that red colour, remains of which are 
so frequent in the ruins of Nimroud and 
Khorsabad. Nor can the resemblance 
between the symbolical figures pictured 
on the walls and those seen by Ezekiel 
in his vision fail to strike us. As the 
prophet had beheld the Assyrian palaces, 
with their mysterious images and gorge
ous decorations, it is highly probable 
that, when seeking to typify certain 
divine attributes, and to describe the 
divine glory, he chose forms that were 
not only familiar to him, but to the people 
whom he addressed, captives like him
self in the land of Assyria. He chose 
the four living creatures, with four 
faces, jour wings, and the hands of a 
man under their wings on the four sides, 
the faces being those of a man, a lion, 
an ox, and an eagle,-the four creatures 
continually introduced on the sculptured 
walls, and by them was a wheel, the 
appearance of which" was as a wheel in 
the middle of a wheel." l\fay not this 
wheel have been the winged circle, or 
globe, which, hovering above the head 
of the kings, typifies the Supreme Deity 
of the Assyrian nation 1 

To the left of the great bas-relief at 
the eastern end of the hall is a fourth 
outlet formed by another pair of lions. 
We pass Letwecu them, and find our-
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s2lves on the edge of a deep ravine, to 
the north of which rises, high above us, 
the lofty pyramid. Figures of captives 
bearing objects of tribute,- ear-rings, 
bracelets, and monkeys,-are sculptured 
on the walls; and two enormous bulls, 
with two winged figures above fourteen 
foet high, are lying prostrate on the 
ground. 

As the ravine bounds the ruins on 
this side, we must return to the yellow 
bulls. The entrance formed by them 
leads us into a large chamber surrounded 
by eagle-headed figures: at one end of 
it is a doorway guarded by two priests 
or divinities, and in the centre another 
portal with winged bulls. Whichever 
way we turn we find ourselves in the 
midst of a nest of rooms ; and without 
an acquaintance with the intricacies of 
the place, we should soon lose our
selves in this labyrinth. The accumu
lated rubbish being generally left in 
the centre of the chambers, the whole 
excavation consists of a number of nar
row passages, panelled on one side with 
slabs of ·alabaster ; and shut in on the 

other by a high wall:of earth, half bul'ied, 
in: which may here and there be seen a 
broken vase, or a bl'ick painted with 
brilliant colours. We may wander 
through these galleries for an hour or 
two, examining the marvellous sculp
tures, or the numerous inscriptions that 
surround us. Here we meet long rows 
of kings, attended by their eunuchs and 
priests,-there lines of winged figures, 
carrying fir-cones and religious em
blems, and seemingly in adoration be
fore the mystic tree. Other entrances, 
formed by winged lions and bulls, lead 
us into new chambers. In every one of 
them are fresh objects of curiosity and 
surprise. At length, wearied, we issue 
from the buried edifice by a passage on 
the side opposite to that by which we 
entered, and find ourselves again upon 
the naked platform. We look around 
in vain for any traces of the wonderful 
remains we have just seen, and are half 
inclined to believe that we have dream
ed a dream, or have been listening to 
some tale of Eastern romance.-Popu
lar Account of Discoveries at .Nineveh. 

CAPTAIN COOK'S DEATH. 

IT is a common saying in Hawaii, Hawaiian authors of a little text-book 
that Captain Cook's mark was deep and of history called, "Moolelo Hawaii," 
deadly. In the providence of God, he collated by Rev. Mr. Dibble, quote, in 
met his death by his own rashness and their simplicity, and apply to this event, 
self-confidence at the very hands of that passage of God's word, wherein it 
the incensed barbarians whom he had is said of Herod when he received ac
wrongly allowed to worship him, and clamation as a god, that he gave not 
who were restrained from injuring him God the glory, and was eaten of worms. 
when they felt themselves wronged by Their inference is, that God's hand was 
the belief that he was a god, until a in his death; in thinking of which, at 
chief, whom he struck with his sword, this late day, our most painful reflection 
instinctively grasped and held him in is that the great navigator did not 
his powerful arms, at which Captain direct the rude natives to the God who 
Cook uttered a cry of distress. 'rhe made heaven and earth, instead of re
<lread charm of his divinity was at once cciving divine homage himself. But we 
broken by that cry, and the chiefs and are willing to believe that he was not 
people fell upon him in anger 'and in- aware to what extent they honoured 
stantly slew him, exclaiming, "He and served him as a god, - H, 1', 
groans ! lie is not a god ! " The Cheever. 
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REVIEWS. 

The Progi-ess of Religious Sentiment. The 
Advancement ef the Principles of Civil and 
Religious Freedom. The Affinity ef Ro
manism, Tractarianism, and Baptismal 
Regeneration ; also Diversities of Creeds, 
Modes ef Christian Communion, and 
Evangelical Statistics, An Historical 
Sketch. By JOSEPH ADSHEAD, Manches
ter. Thirty-two Articles of Christian 
Faith and Practice, Catechism, ,S-c, Lon
don : Roulston and Stoneman. J 2mo. 
pp. ccxviii. and 95. 
FuLL as is Mr. Adshead's title page, it 

yet presents an inadequate conception 
of the nature and multifarious contents 
of his volume. His primary intent 
appears to have been to reprint, with a 
brief historical account of baptist sen
timents, one of the several confessions 
of faith put forth by baptists in: the 
seventeenth century. His introduction 
has expanded out of all proportion to 
the latter part of the volume, and has 
been made to include a variety of topics 
connected by a very slender tie with 
the real object of his work. Unity 
of purpose there is none. The entire 
narrative is discursive, yet embodying 
a large amount of interesting matter, 
more or less denominational. If dis
posed to find fault with this want of 
plan and object, we could scai·cely give 
expression to complaint, since the price 
of the whole compilation is so extremely 
low as not to reach the value of the re
printed Confession with its accompany
ing · Catechism. . This portion of the 
volume alone is pecuniarily worth the 
price charged for the entire volume of 
313 pages. 

The work is professedly a compila
tion. Our author has with much and 
commendable diligence availed himself 
of the admitted facts of baptist history, 

He has formed a rosary of incidents in 
which baptists appear to no little ad
vantage, as assertors of truth and 
liberty; as faithful witnesses for Christ ; 
as bold preachers of , the gospel in ages 
when perils and death tracked the way; 
as true philanthropists, ready to every 
good word and work ; as untiring as
sailants of every form of error in church 
and state ; and last, though not least, 
as patriots, loyal to the constitution of 
their country, and obedient to its laws 
wherever they were conformed to the 
laws of God. We cannot regret the 
publication of a work in which so much 
is done to place the labours and trials 
of our forefathers in a true light, and 
are disposed to recommend the book to 
our readers with cordiality and ap
proval. 

If, however, there appears some hesi
tation in our approval, it is because we 
feel regret that no history worthy of the 
denomination has yet appeared, and 
such compilations as the present are but 
poor substitutes for it. The reiteration 
of facts, however true, does not consti
tute a history. The repositories of Cros
by, Taylor, and I vimey are open to all, 
and the incessant reproduction 'of the 
same incidents, with scraps from impar
tial writers, who, after all, are but 
imperfectly informed on the subject, 
tends only to weariness and disgust. 
No one who has read attentively the 
works referred to will for a moment 
think them suflicient,-much less, ab
stracts or brief compendiums of them. 
Crosby professedly made it his object 
to collect only materials ; and most 
precious they are. l\Iultitmles of his 
facts would have been irretrievably lost 
had he not just at that time gatlmcd 
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them into his net. The fathers were historian, Mr. Adam Taylor, an excellent 
passing away. The men who had been, minister of the New Connexion. In 
or who knew the actors in the stirring his work he has made much use of 
scenes of Cromwell's time were rapidly manuscript documents, and especially 
entering on their rest, when Crosby of the valuable records of the Fenstan
stood forth to rescue their names from ton and Warboys churches in Hunting
oblivion and their deeds from forgetful- donshire. He sought out also with much 
ness. All honour to the simple-hearted diligence the printed works of the earlier 
schoolmaster for his untiring patience, writers, and has thereby thrown much 
his indefatigable research, and his gene- light on their sentiments and history. 
rally accurate pen. To him om· sue- His narrative is clear and his researches 
ceeding historians have chiefly been judicious, and, as a history, is in most 
indebted for their leading facts. respects superior to that of his contem-

Ivimey in particular, in _his first two porary, Mr. Ivimey. 
volumes, has drawn largely on; this Passing by the numerous smaller 
source, and not always with care. His compilations, few of which have drawn 
work, extending to four volumes, ap- their materials from original sources 
peared at various intervals from 1811 to (the interesting work of the late Mr. 
1830,and embraces not only an historical Douglas on the Northern Baptists is, 
survey of the whole period of English however, a noteworthy exception to this 
baptist history till the close of last remark), we may observe that all our 
century, but also a valuable collection writers refer more or less at length to 
of documents, many of them original, the traces of baptist sentiments in the 
on the origin and the continuance of early and medireval ages of the church. 
many baptist churches throughout the On this point the want of original 
country, with slight memoirs of the research is most evident. One after 
various ministers that have exercised the other, baptist authors have been 
the pastorate over them. With a warm content to cull such scattered flowers as 
attachment to the principles of his ecclesiastical writers have permitted to 
denomination, I vimey united a vigor-• crop out amid the multitudinous details 
ous zeal for their extension, and great of every extensive work on church his
energy in the collection of historical tory. There has been very little, if any, 
materials that would illustrate them. attempt to investigate the original 
The chief deficiency of his work is in sources of information. Quotations 
the little use he has made of the printed from the fathers have been taken se
productions of the old writers, a large cond-hand. The candid or forced ad
number of which he had never seen, and missions of partisans of Rome, or of 
perhaps knew not where to find. For the other ecclesiastical but unscriptural 
most part he confines his attention to systems, have been seized with avidity. 
that part of the denomination in whose No calm, philosophic view of the pro
views he had the deepest sympathy, the gress of sentiment from age to age 
particular baptists : it was left to others has been taken, the statement of which 
to give in more detail and with greater from its impartiality and accuracy 
impa1tiality, the story of the rise and should force assent from reluctant 
fall of the General Baptist body; with adversaries. To the present moment 
its revival into evangelic life under the it is a debateable question whether the 
modern designation of the New Con- Albigenses and the Waldenses were 
nexion. baptists, although the materials for 

The General Baptists have for their I decieion are abundant in Reinerius 
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Sacoho, in Limborch's work on the 
Inquisition, especially in the appendix, 
containing the sentences of some six 
hundred persons belonging to their 
sect. What baptist has diligently 
explored the writings of Ebrard of 
Bethune, St. Bernard, and Ermengard, 
or the important work of Moneta, with 
the productions of Luke bishop of Tuy, 
of Pilichdorf, or the spirited sermons of 
Eckbert of Cologne against the Cathari 1 
Neither Robinson, with all his extensive 
researches and acquirements, nor W. 
Jones in his work ;on the Waldenses, 
has made the use that might be made of 
these and other sources of information 
which occur to us as we write. Bap
tists indeed may be satisfied with the 
testimonies which ooze out from time to 
time in the course of some grave dis
cussion on other matters, or that start 
forth from the page of some book-worm, 
whose love for antiquity has caused him 
to turn over the ponderous tomes of the 
Bibliotheca Maxima, or the more ma
nageable collections of D' Achery, Gretser, 
and De la Bigne, and to jot down some 
noticeable and neglected trait of the 
past ; but the true tale of the past has 
yet to be written, as baptists alone can 
write it.* 

kings and subjects, of heretics and 
sects, with the balance of the sanctuary, 
will present the p&st in an aspect very 
different to that it wears in the pages 
of a Mosheim or a Milner. Perhaps 
but few are the men among us in this 
country to whom leisure and opportu
nity is at command for so important 
a work. We would fain hope that some 
one of our American brethren, whose 
attention has of late been much drawn 
to the subject, will be found ready 
and sufficiently disengaged to enter on 
the extensive researches it will demand. 
The eminent abilities of Dr. Williams 
peculia.rly fit him for the task ; and we 
cannot but anticipate, with some confi
dence, that he will enter upon it in 
generous consent to the oft-repeated 
wishes of his friends. 

Yes, the history of the church and of 
its sects, of the heresies that sprung 
up during the centuries of its rise, its 
triumph, its corruption, and its decline, 
has yet to be written from that ground 
which takes for its starting point and 
its test the pure gospel, and judges 
events not by the erring standards of 
creeds, or hierarchies, or ecclesiastical 
politics, but by the only true criterion, 
the word of the living God, A history 
that shall weigh the actions of churches 
and men, of bishops and priests, of 

If more progress has been made in 
original research into the history of 
English baptists, there is nevertheless 
wanting that breadth of view which 
gives value to the separate facts of 
history, and binds them into a bright 
chain of luminous thought and har
monious design. Facts are treated as 
isolated events. Those fine threads of 
thought or feeling which link the in
cidents of life together are not traced 
out, indicating the overruling power of 
some necessary law, or the constant 
working of Him who ruleth all things 
for the good of his people. We look in 
vain for a statement of those funda
mental principles which have made the 
baptists in every age what they have 
been and are, which have governed 
their church polity, their relations to 
other churches and to states. Why in 
this place rather than in that baptist 
sentiments have prevailed, our writers 
have not thought it worth while to 
inquire. It would seem as if by chance 
that here and there a few sorrowful and 
persecuted men ventured to speak for 
Christ and his word. Protests arc made 
only where some evil has to be re-

* Tho bibliography of tbo Waldenses may be 
found In tho fourth volumo ot Muoton'e recent 
work, and of the Catharl or .Aiblgenses In Schmidt's 
•econd volume. 
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sist.cd. Trn(h is often uttered only 
when some falsehood challenges its 
right. Much light is also thrown on 
single events by the circumstances of the 
time, by ascertaining the predominant 
ideas of the age, by looking backwards 
and forwards on the evolutions of 
ProYidential design. If these land
marks are overlooked, then do the facts 
of history appear without their moral, 
or that lesson of wisdom they ought to 
teach. We have yet to learn those 
occult, or perhaps patent causes which 
gave the baptists such wide-spread influ
ence in the days of the Commonwealth, 
which led to the gradual decay of piety 
subsequent to the Toleration Act of 
William III., and rendered the labours 
of a Whitefield and a Wesley as necessary 
to the revival of pure religion and 
evangelic zeal in baptist churches as to 
the recovery of the nation from its 
ungodliness and sin. 

We express a conviction that has 
been forced upon us by much inquiry, 
and after matured observation, that a 
history of the baptists has yet to be 
written that shall be worthy of them 
and of those great principles of truth 
and liberty which they have been raised 
up in the providence of God to 
propagate and maintain. Some fields of 
investigation are yet unvisited. The 
story of their sufferings and wrongs 
during the era of the Reformation has 
yet to be told, and the abuse and 
calumnies of papists and protestants 
alike to be thrown aside. If we mistake 
not it will be found that of all the 
parties which then struggled for ascend
ency, there was not one of purer 
morals, of sublimer faith, of more 
heroic endurance, or of more manly exhi
bition of the great truths of revelation. 
" But the Lord knoweth them that are 
liis." 

To return to what is perhaps the 
most valualJle portion of our author's 
lal,ours, the reprint of the Baptist Con-

fcssion of Faith, we should have been 
glad lmd Mr. Adshcad given us somo 
more precise information as to its 
origin, and t.he edition from which his 
reprint is taken. In his Preface Mr. 
Adshead speaks as if it were first 
published in 1689, and from a paragraph 
on p. 9 we should gather that he has 
copied it from Dr. Rippon's Register, 
where it was reprinted in 1801 or 1802. 
Ilut if so, he has given 1689 for 1688, 
in which latter year Dr. Rippon says it 
was first printed. But in fact both the 
Doctor and Mr. Adshead are wrong. The 
first edition appeared in 1677, the second 
in 1688; the third in 1699; the fourth 
in 1719, and the fifth in 1720 ; copies of 
all of which now lie before us. To the 
first and second editions is added an 
"Append.ix concerning Baptism," omit
ted in the subsequent editions, and also 
in '.the reprints of Dr. Rippon and Mr. 
Adshead.,. We should like to have seen 
this appendix reproduced. The edition 
of 1688 was simply adopted and re
commended by the Assembly of 1689, 
as may be seen by their own words, 
which probably gave rise to the idea 
that it was then for the first time 
prepared. The recommendation pre
fixed to the edition of 1688, with the 
names of thirty-seven members of the 
Assembly attached thereto, must have 
been given after the book was printed, 
and the leaf containing it pasted into 
the copies. And indeed one of the two 
copies before us is without the recom
mendation, as if issued previous to its 
being approved by the Assembly. We 
are unable to determine the authorship 
of the Confession. It purports to be 
" put forth by the elders and brethren 
of many congregations of Christians 
(baptized upon profession of their faith) 
in London and the country ; " but who 
they were is at present unknown. It 

* Crosby gives the Appendix In his text, vol. il. 
p. 317; but omiis it In his own Appendix, where ho 
reprints ibo Confession, 
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/\:Ill'. Adehead has this advantage over all 
editions that have preceded it ; that the 
Scripture references are quoted at 
length, instead of being merely indicated 
in the margin. 

This confession is not the only one 
put forth by the baptists of that age. 
l\Ir. Smyth and his companions pub
lished one in 1611, which Crosby gives. 
'£here was also one prepared by seven 
London congregations in 1643, of which 
editions appeared in 1644, 1646, 1651, 
and 1652. Some churches in Somerset
shire also issued one in 1646 and 1656. 
All these were intended, not as rules of 
faith by which the conscience should be 
bound, but rather as apologies and 
exemplars of the principles held and 
maintained by the baptist churches. 
They uniformly regarded,the scriptures 
as the sole rule of faith, and bowed only 
to its decisions. 

A collection of the public documents, 
declarations, and confessions of the 
baptists would be a highly useful and 
valuable volume ; and it is therefore 
with '. pleasure that we note the an
nouncement made by the Council of the 
Hanserd Knollys Society, that they 
have in preparation such a volume, as 
an addition to the list of their very 
valuable series of publications. 

Footsteps of oui· Forefathei·s : - what they 
Suffered and what they Sought. By J. 
G, MIALL. With Thirty-sire Engravings. 
London: A. Cockahaw, 41, Ludgate Hill. 
Library for the Times. 

THE present times are unusually 
pregnant with interest. Almost all 
things are in a transition state. The 
past has been, for the most part, dark 
and troublous. Truth, and freedom, 
and holiness, have been in perpetual 
conflict with prevalent error, tyranny 
and impiety. Sometimes the bette; 

VOi., XV,-l'OURTII SGI\IES, 

cause has appeared vanquished, and, if 
it have again revived, it has usually 
been under circumstances of disad
vantage, and seemingly to maintain at 
best a doubtful strife. Like the sun, 
however, struggling with clouds and 
shadows, and but seldom revealing its 
radiant countenance, yet steadily pur
suing its upward course ; so the ele
ments of human happiness, notwith
standing all appearances to the con
trary, have, upon the whole, been steadily 
progressive, and have now acquired a 
diffusion and potency which augur well 
for the future. 

Whatever gentle or sluggish spirits 
may desire, the present are no times 
for the indulgence of repose. Both 
good and evil are too active to admit of 
this. Aggression is the order of the 
day. Pretence and reality have begun 
in right earnest to marshal their re
spective forces, and have already com
mitted themselves to a struggle which 
may be alike painful and prolonged ; 
but the final issues of which are not 
doubtful. Meanwhile, every one who 
would enjoy the crowning commenda
tion, " Well done, good and faithful 
servant !" has a part to perform which 
is likely to test his principles, and to 
task all his resources. 

'£he volume, whose title we have 
given above, is emphatically a book for 
"the times." Its theme, its style of 
getting up, and the sentiments it incul
cates, are all such as will prove taking 
in a multitude of instances. If it con
duct us in thought to bygone times, it 
brings us into communion with charac
ters and principles which will never 
lose their interest, but which will 
command attention and acquire power 
as years roll on, and the beneficent 
schemes of Providence receive develop
ment. With a pleasing frequency, the 
limner's pencil comes to the aid of the 
narrator's de~ign ; bringing before the 
eye of the reader scenes of which ho 

IJ 
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hM often heard, and which will inspire 
him with alternating and even passion
ate emotions of admiration and horror. 

The author (a respected congrega
tional minister in a northern county), 
appropriately commences his task hy 
sketching the chiltacter and career of 
Wiclif, the "morning star of the Re
formation." In admirable terms he 
illustrates the secret of the confessor's 
boldness in attacking error, how formid
ably soever defended ; and of the re· 
luctance of many good men, in the 
present day, to commit themselves by 
taking part in the pending conflict, 
"Errors and truths," he observes, "were 
alike expounded by one simple princi
ple, THE SUFFICIENCY OF SCRIPTURE. 

Wiclif seized the truth, and it became 
in his hand a thunderbolt. His blood 
was up, and he wrote daringly and, for 
himself, dangerously. It is not for 
ordinary minds to conceive of the im
petuosity of an ardent soul which has 
caught fire from a 'present truth,'---"
especially if it happen to be one which 
has been long undiscovered. It is 
more than conviction : it is an inspira
tion. Colder men may censure ; unbe
lieving ones may doubt. Prudence may 
summon a halt, and fear may draw 
back aghast. But such a man sees his 
goal, and opposition only stimulates the 
high purpose of his noble nature. 
Rushing on to the conflict, Wiclif was 
not always careful on what or on whom 
he trod. But he uplifted his standard, 
and fearful as have been the attacks 
upon it, it has never been removed. 
He set up the truth which the experi
ence of centuries has but served to 
maintain, that, whether against popes 
or cardinals, against law clmrches or 
ecclesiastical organizations, the only 
test of -truth is the word of God."-
P. 17. 

Good men may, however, be aware of 
the existence of evils, and of their 
iajurious influence on the interests of 

truth, and yet be unwilling to put forth 
corresponding effort in 01•der to their 
removal. It has sometimes been urged 
in explanation, not to say dofehoe1 of 
their inactivity, that they have been 
too much concerned for spiritual reli
gion to engage in polemics. But Wiclif 
wns too intelligent, notwithstanding all 
the disadvantages of his times, to admit 
the justice of such a plea, He well 
knew that, if the gospel of the Now 
Testament ever triumphed, it must be 
by its friends bringing it fearless! y 
and ceaselessly into contact with every 
pretension ; and therefore he sought 
the special aids of the Spirit, not to 
comfort him in soft repose but to 
strengthen him for conflict Who can 
listen to his devout pleadings without 
emotion 1 " Almighty Lord God, most 
merciful, and in wisdom boundless, 
since thou sufferedst Peter and all 
apostles to have so great fear and 
cowardice at the time of thy passion; 
that they flew all away for dread of 
death and for a poor woman's voice ; 
and since, afterwards, by the comfdrt 
of the Holy Ghost thou madest them so 
strong that they were afraid of no man, 
nor of pain, nor death ; help now; by 
gifts of the same Spirit, thy poor ser
vants who all their life have been 
cowards, and make them strong nnd 
bold in thy cause, to maintain the gos
pel against antichrist and the tyrants 
of this world !"-P. 25. This is surely 
the language of a Greatheart, who un
derstands the nature of religion and 
the obligations it entails. 

The second chapter delineates the 
"writhings of the down-trodden." 
Among the victims of this early period 
were many whose views of Christian 
ordinances coincide with our own. Why 
Mr. Miall should have denominated 
them "anabaptists" (p. 43) we know 
not. If thus spoken of by the authori
ties from whom he derived his inform
ation, he was under no obligation to 
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rotain their terminology, except when 
quoting their language; especially as 
he designates the prodobaptist exiles at 
Frankfort by the modern phrase of " a 
pongregational church" (p. 45.) In this 
chapter the Hampton Court Conference, 
together with the name~ of Hooper and 
Rogers, :Latimer and Ridley, Cartwright 
and Coverdale, and many others "of 
who!Il the world was nqt worthy," oome 
under review. We scarcely think that 
Crap.mer is entitled to be placed in the 
same category: historical justice will 
consign hiI!l to a_ !Jluch inferior classifi
cation. 

" Contests with Pespotism,l' '1 Pio
p.eers of Liberty," itnd "Aimings at the 
Jmpossible," are the descriptive titles 
of succeedipg chapters ; and ample 
;md illustrative materials are furnished 
by the ocpurrences of the last Tudor 
a,11d the e1.1,rlier Stuart's reigns. The 
i;tar Ch!!,I!lber and High Commission 
Court, Whitgift and :Laud, are titles of 
places and men which intrude them
selves, like evil spirits, on the attention 
of the reader in connexion with this 
p!lriod. The deeds which their respec
tive owners witnessed or perpetrated, 
were such as !llade the nation gro!m ; 
which will cover the pr-otestant episco
pal church with indelible infamy ; and 
which will awaken the indignation of 
virtuous mind11 through all coming 
time. 

In describ~g the proceedings of the 
W estIJ1inster Assembly, l\:h,. Miall does 
honour to himself py doing justice to 
the baptist deno!Ilin~tion. This is no 
more thaµ might hitve peen. anticipated 
fro:rp. a gentlell\an <>f his intelligence 
and candour. :t:Ie says, " To the nna
haptists, as they were then termQd, the 
high praise is due, that at this period 
and before it, they had been clear in 
the principle, ' that it is not only un
merciful, bu~ unnatural and abominable, 
yea, monstrous, for one Christian to 
vex and destroy another fo~· difference 

on questions of religion.'* They asked 
again, 'Whether it be not better for us 
that a patent were granted to monopo
lize all the cloth or corn, and to have it 
measured out unto us, at their price 
and pleasure, which were yet intoler
able, as for some men to appoint and 
measure out to us what and how much 
we shall believe and practise in matters 
of religion 1 If the magistrate must 
punish errors in religion, whether it 
does not impose a necessity that the 
magistrates have a certainty of know
ledge in all intricate cases 1 And 
whether God calls such to that place 
whom he hath not furnished with 
abilities for that place ? And if a 
magistrate in darkness, and spiritually 
blind and dead, be fit to judge of light, 
of truth, of error 1 And whether such 
be fit for the place of the magistracy r "t 
Pp. 172, l 73. 

Inquiries like these, addressed to the 
Westminster Assembly, were not un
likely to disturb the reverend subscrib
ers of " the solemn league and cove
nant." Good Maister Baillie, one of 
the Scotch clerical commissioners, gave 
expression to his displeasure in a volume, 
the general tone of which may be 
easily guessed at by the terms of the 
title-pagtl,-

ANABAPTISME THE TRUE FOU~TAIN 

Ol' 

INDEPENIIENOY, )_ {ANTINOMY, 

BROWNISME, j FAMILISME, 

AND THE MOST OF THE OTHER ERROUR5 

WHICH FOR THE THIE DO TROUBLE 

THE CHUROH OF ENGLA.l'!D, UNSE..cl.LED, 

ETC. ETC. E'l'C. 

But we must not linger, although 
other chapters and topics press for con-

* Religion's Peace! or, a· Plea for Liberty of 
Conscience. By Leonard Busher. First printed in 
1614. Reprinted by Han,enl Kuollys Sooiety. 

t N tJcessity of 'l'oleratiuu in matters of Raligion. 
l!y s. Richardson. 1647. Reprinted by Hanserd 
Knollys Society. 
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sideration, fraught with important 
lessons of instruction in reforcnce to 
civil and religious liberty, religious con
victions and divine truth. The writer 
conducts his readers through a period 
of English history extending over seve
ral centuries, at once the most pro
foundly painful and interesting. The 
limits he assigns himself, necessarily 
preclude lengthened details or remarks. 
His style is, however, vivacious and 
agreeable ; his topics are judiciously 
selected ; his practical deauctions are 
important; and his whole volume 
(which we cordially commend) worthy 
of a cultivated and devout mind. "The 
conclusion of the whole matter," may 
be thus expressed :-" Had the church 
been, as the principles of the Reforma
tion demanded, dissevered from the 
state, into what comparatively small 
dimensions would 'The Acts and 
Monuments of British Martyrs' have 
been reduced ! Papal, episcopal, puri
tan,-the degrees of intolerance may 
vary ; but the fact of persecution, 
under any state church, is invariable." 
-p. 44. 

The Revelation of St. John, Expounded for 
those who Search the Scriptures. By E. 
W. HENGSTENilERG, Doctor and Professor 
of Theology in Berlin. Translated from 
the Original, by the REV. PA.Tll.lCK F.i.m
BAillN, Author of " Typology of Scrip
ture,"" Ezekiel, an Exposition.," ''Jonah," 
,S·c. Volum(l. Edinburgh: T. and T. 
Clark. 8\'0. pp. 480. 

TrrE name of Hengstenberg is not 
unknown to our readers. Translations 
of his learned work on the Antiquities 
of Egypt, and of his Commentary on 
the Book of Psalms, have afforded us 
opportunities to introduce him to their 
notice. He is one of the band of whom 
N eander, Olshausen, and Tholuck are 
perhaps best known in this country, 
who have, for some years been labour-

ing to stem the torrent of Rationalism, 
with which Germany had been deso
lated. What Sir Walter Scott once 
said of literature, looking at it in a 
pecuniary point of view, that it was a 
good staff, but a bad crutch, may with 
propriety be said of the biblical works 
of these scholars, as translated for the 
use of English students: he who is 
strong enough to walk without them 
may avail himself of their help advan
tageously, but he who has to depend 
upon them for support is likely to suffer 
for . his implicit faith. The matured 
divine, who is well established in the 
truth as taught by the best British 
teachers, will read their writings with 
advantage ; but they are not likely to 
do good to the public at large. In 
Germany, these works are adapted to 
raise the public mind to a healthier 
state than that which has been preva
lent ; in England they will excite 
scepticism in minds which had received 
correct opinions, and debilitate that 
belief which needed to be strengthened. 

We received-, however, this volume on 
the Apocalypse with pleasure. There 
are difficulties connected with the in
terpretation of that book which we 
have never been able to surmount com
pletely, and if men looking at it from a 
different position from that to which 
we have been accustomed, can throw 
any new light upon it, we are prepared 
to receive their assistance gratefully. 
The first sentences of Hengstenberg's 
preface will doubtless excite the sym
pathy of many of his readers. "The 
Revelation of St. John," he says, "was 
for a long time a shut book to me. That 
it was necessary here to lay open a new 
path ; that neither the course pursued 
in the older ecclesiastical, nor that of 
the modern Rationalistic exposition was 
to be followed, I never entertained a 
doubt. The constantly renewed at
tempts at fresh investigations resulted 
only in a better understanding of par-
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ticulal' points, but ac~omplished nothing 
as to the main theme. I was not the 
less persuaded, however, that the blame 
of this obscurity" lay not in the book 
itself, with the divine character of which 
I was deeply impressed, but in its ex
position ; and I did ~ot. cease ~o long 
for the time when an ms1ght might be 
granted me into its wonderful depths." 

The preliminary researches of our 
author have issued well. He not only 
professes his conviction that the book 
was written by the apostle John, and 
that the visions were seen by him in 
the isle of Patmos, but also that the 
older theologians were correct in their 
belief respecting its date, when they 
assigned it to the reign of Domitian. 
Into this question, which is of im
portance in determining " the historical 
starting point," he has gone very fully ; 
and in opposition to the theories of 
some of his own celebrated countrymen, 
adopted greedily by some Englishmen, 
he argues satisfactorily, that the book 
could not have been written so early as 
the days of Nero, or of Galba, but that 
the testimony of Irenreus is true, "It 
was seen not long ago, but almost in our 
generation, towards the close of Do
mitian's reign." Thus he at once sets 
aside the hypothesis, which has recently 
been advocated both here and in Ame
rica, that the prophecies had reference 
to the destruction of Jerusalem, by 
Titus. "He who takes this properly 
into account, will in the first instance 
at least assume for his starting point 
the period of Domitian, as that which 
has so many solid grounds to support it, 
and will consider whether he may not 
thence gain an insight into the whole by 
unbiassed and earnest inquiry, and 
especially may find the passages in 
question brought into their true light. 
The result will then be gained, that 
these passages could not refer to the 
period before the destruction of J eru
salem, far less that they must be referred 

to that early period. But," he adds, 
"it is one of the fundamental defects of 
the theology of the present day, that 
criticism is brought into play before 
exegesis has sufficiently done its part, 
and that the crudest thoughts are pro
claimed with naive confidence as 'the 
result of the more exact and more 
perfect exegetical investigations for 
which the age is distinguished;' whence 
the 'path is at once taken to the region 
of criticism, and the most solid argu
ments, both of an external and internal 
nature, are unscrupulously set aside. 
This is certainly not the scientific mode 
of proceeding, however commonly it 
boasts of being so."-P. 36. 

In his remarks on the Seven Epistles, 
which occupy more than a hundred 
pages, much will be found to repay the 
attention of one who is endeavouring to 
understand those interesting portions of 
this mysterious book. But when we 
arrive at the strictly prophetical parts, 
subsequent to the invitation, " Come up 
hither, and I will show thee things 
which must be hereafter," we meet 
with little else than disappointment. 

There are two particulars, especially, 
in which the author differs from those 
interpreters who have always appeared 
to us to have made the nearest ap
proaches to a satisfactory elucidatiou 
of the Apocalypse. In the first place 
he . does not regard it as predicting 
events : there is no such thing as an 
event brought out ; there is only a re
iteration of general truths, as applicable 
to one era as to another. Every thing 
is vague and indefinite. 'rhus, with 
regard to the seven seals, the opening 
of which is recorded in the sixth chap
ter, they are made to present "an ex
hibition of the victory of Christ over 
the world." The book, it is remarked, 
justly, is primarily a book of consola
tion for the church. The first seal, the1·, 
teaches that " This in all its fecl,Lnl'ss 
and tribulation shall be revived by 
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having ,the image of its heavenly King 
placed before its eyes, as he goes forth 
with invincible might to win a sure 
and glorious victory." The second 
teaches, that when wars and terrors 
overspread the earth, the Christian 
should see in them the dawn of the 
church's triumph. The third shows 
that bad crops and scarcity are in the 
hand of God, with ,vhich he chastises 
unbelief and enmity to Christ and his 
church through the whole course of 
centuries, and punishes and breaks the 
arrogance of an apostate and rebellious 
world, so as to prepare the way for 
Christ's dominion. The fourth indi
cates that pestilence, and other things 
that tend to produce a general desola
tion, are directed to the one point of 
chastening and breaking the pride and 
insolence of the world, restraining its 
persecuting zeal, and converting out ofit 
what is to be converted. The substance 
of the fifth seal, we are told is, " such 
catastrophes as bring to view the final 
judgment on the world, and in con
nexion with that the glorification of the 
church." The sixth seal is a descrip
tion of the feelings of mankind in an
ticipation of the final catastrophe which 
takes place under the seventh. But the 
interpretation of the seven trumpets is 
even more indefinite than that of the 
seven seals. The first indicates war
not any particular war, but war in 
general. The second indicates war-, 
not any particular war, but war in 
general. The third indicates war-not 
any particular war, but war in general. 
Respecting the fourth, we are told, 
"Here we can only think of the alarms 
ing and distressing times of war." The 
fifth is a "frightful image of war, as 
the awful scourge with which God chas
tises the apostate world." Now we do 
not deny that wars generally have been 
in every age made conducive to the 
divine purposes; nor do we impugn 
the correctness of the general observa-

tionR which our author draws from the 
seals ; but we do deny that the churoh 
needed an Apocalypse to teach these 
things, which had been taught fully and 
convincingly in the Old Testament scrip
tures ; and we do believe that the 
symbols were intended to foreshadow 
things much more specific, ;though our 
defective acquaintance with history and 
other causes may at present leave us in 
some degree of doubt respecting their 
precise meaning. 

Another cause of our author's small 
success in the interpretation of this 
book is to be found in his rejection of 
what seems to us to be the well esta
blished opinion respect~g its structure, 
By those whoi:µ we have deemed the 
best expositors of this book it has long 
been deemed indisputable that its 11t:rµ~ 
ture is this :',-There are seven seals 
which are opened successively; the last 
of them contains seven trumpets which 
are sounded Sllcces~ively; an<l the la.~t 
of these introduces to view seven vials 
which are poured out successively, lµs 
dependently of interpretation, strictly 
speaking, this see!Ils to be the plan of 
the prophecy ; 11,Ild thus we have been 
led to suppose that we are furnished 
in it with iI\timations respecting things 
which should come to pass, affecting 
the interests of the cpurch, from the 
time of the last of the apostles to the 
time of the general judginent. Heng
stenberg, on the contrary, rejects thll 
idea of a continuous series ; he regards 
the visions as totally independent of 
each other in reference to tµne, and 
is constantly recurring to the same 
starting point, 

The work is at prea1Jnt lI\CO'Qlplete. 
When we see the second volume perhaps 
we shall form a more favourable opinion 
of the author's schejlle than we can con
scientiously express at p1·esent. One 
observation, however, we may IJlake 
now. We are surprised at the ignorance 
of English theology which Hengsten-
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berg, in cortmton with other celebrated to the study of the scriptures as in 
German writers, evinces. There are Britain ; and we beg those of our young 
departments in which English scholars brethren who are inclined to surrender 
are as much superior to the Germans, as themselves to the guidance of German 
it may be conceded that in some other literati, to remember that they are com0 

departments the Germans are superior mitting themselves to the direction of 
to the English. There is no portion of men profoundly ignorant of that mass 
the continent, we believe, in which so of theological literature which for the 
much independent:and powerful thought last three centuries has been accumu
has been given by men of docile heart lating in our own highly favoured land. 

BR I E F N O T ICE S. 

A Popular Account of Dis.coverie~ at Niheveh, 
By AusTEN HENRY LAYARD, Esq., D.C.L. 
Ab,·idged by him from his larger work. With 
numerous Woodcuts. Lohdon: John Mnrray. 
Fcap. Svo. Pp. xv., 360. 

The discoverer of Nineveh having returned 
from his second visit to the site of " that great 
city," whose destruction was foretold hy Jonah 
and Nahum, and being dissatisfied with inac
curate and inco_mplete accounts of his first re
searches which had obtained currency during his 
absence, has favoured us with an abriclgment 
of his original work, with additions relating to 
his more recent investigations. He is confirmed 
in nearly nil the opinions which he formerly 
expre•sed, believing that all the ruins explored 
are those of that ancient metropolis ; and, 
"whilst still assigning the later monuments to 
the kings mentioned in scripture, Shalmanezer, 
Sennacherib, and Essarhadon, convinced that a 
considel·able period elapsed between their foun
dation and the erection of the older palaces of 
Nimroud." In this publication we have the 
history of the work he had to perform, with 
descriptive notices of what he saw-his diffi
culties, hls adventures, a.ud his successes, com• 
bined in Cl way that will interest general rea<lers 
of every class ; and at the same time laudable 
endeavours to show how these subterranean 
antiquities may be made to elucidate the lan
guage of those messengers of the great King 
who said, "He will make Nineveh Cl desolation, 
and dry like a wilderness and flocks shall lie 
down in the midst of her J, 
Letters on the Cl,urch of Rome addressed to 

t!,e Rev, Emmanuel Fernut,' D. D., and 
LL.D., C!,ap/ain to the King of Sardinia, 
and Italian Missiona,·y to England, by BAP
TIST WRIOTIIESLEY NOEL, Letter IL The 
Hi,rarchy ~f the Chur,:h of Rome. Letter 
III. The Doctrine of the C/,u,•ch of Rome, 
London: James Nisbet and Co. 

lllr. Noel has now providccl for us anmsement 
ns well as instruction, by prefixing to Letter II. 
"the Rev. _Abbe l!'eraut's reply to the First 

Letter." He endeavours to hold up l\Ir. Noel 
to ridicule, and the clumsy manner in which he 
does this can scarcely fail to produce an effect 
on the reader's risible muscles. He declines, 
however, "to meet Mr. Noel point by point," 
prudently confining himself to remarks on 
casual observations, and not attempting to re
fute his opponent's principal arguments. In 
the second Letter, Mr. Noel proves that "the 
pope, prelates, and priests, who compose th& 
hierarchy of the church of Rome, are without 
a divine mission and are exercising unscriptural 
functions;" in his third Letter be describes 
the Roman method of justification, as ex
pounded in the authoritative writings of the 
papal church, showing that it dishonours Christ, 
that it discourages sinners from turning to GoJ, 
that it is injurious to the spirit and character 
of its recipient, and that it is fatal to his ever
lasting intereats. "The Catholic who seeks 
justification by penance, not trusting exclu
sively to Christ, but trusting to his works, will 
perish; and he will perish because he chose to 
listen to a priest rather than to the word of 
God." 

Jean Migault; or the Trials ~fa French Prn
testant Family, during the Period of the Re
vocation of the Edict ~f" l\' antes. Translnted 
from the French, with a Historical Intro

·duction, by "'ILLIAM ANDERSON, Professor 
in the Andersonian. University, Glasgow. 
Edinburgh: Johnstone and Hunter. Pp, 
xviii., 129. 
Migault, the writer of this narrative, was a 

schoolmaster in comfortable circumstance~, the 
husband of nu affectionate wifo and the father 
of eleven beloved. children, when the Bourbon 
government commenced one of those tc,-riblc 
crusades against its Protestant subjects by 
which it distinl(uished itself above all other 
persecuting dynasties. from 1681 to 16S9, 
this worthy man ancl his . family were despoiled. 
of their property, huut,d from place to place 
and harassc<l in innumerable ways of which h~ 
who has not heard or read the tale can form no 
conception. In 1689 the father nnd many of 
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his child_ren escaped to Amster<lam, where he 
wrote tins account for their use. A few years 
ngo, the manuscript was found in the possession 
of a Spitalfields weaver, a descendant of the 
nuthor. It was subsequently published in 
Paris ; nnd a copy having been picked up in 
London by Professor A ndctson, he bas trans
htcd and published it, For this service we 
thank him; and we hope that many of our 
ren<lcrs. will make themselves acquainted with 
its curious details, which do more to show the 
real condition of the oppressed thousands on 
whom dragoons were quartered, and e,·cry 
species of tyranny practised, than could be 
learned from ·volumes of declamation. 

Blots on the Escutcheon of Rome: a Brief His
tory ~( the Chi~( Papal Persecutions. By 
Si.;: Protestant Ladies. Edited by Miss 
CHnISTMAS, Author of " Gkndearg Cot
ta_qe," (re. lrith an Introductio,. by the 
Rev. Hugh Stowell, llI.A., Hon. Canon of 
C/;ester. London : Wertheim and Mackin
tosh. 12mo. pp. Iii., 333. 

One of the" Blots" pointed out is the treat
ment of Jean !\iigault, to whose case a chapter 
is devoted, which reflects very fairly his own 
interesting statement. The work is divided 
into three Parts, The History of the Inquisi
tion in different countries from its establishment 
to our own times ;-The Bohemian Persecu
tion, the :Marian Persecution, the Massacre of 
St. B1rtholomew, and the Exiles of Zillerthal; 
-anci The Sufferings of the French Protestants 
under Louis XIV. The volume is generally 
well written, without exaggeration: or harsh
ness, and it is well adapted to family use. 
Delicacy, probably, has prevented these ladies 
from alluding to the atrocities of various kinds 
to which the Romish hierarchy has subjected 
their ou·n sex, which constitute ooe of the 
foulest Blots on Rome's Escutcheon, \Ve do 
not blame them ; but we think it right to ex
press an opinion that the interests of our families 
require that these things should not he kept 
completely out of sight; for there is no class of 
the British community so likely to become a 
prey to the emissaries of Rome as accomplished 
females, This volume is dedicated to the Earl 
of Shaftesbury, and embellished with a portrait 
of th~t nobleman. 

The Results of ]Ws,ionary Labour in India, 
Reprinted from the Calcutta Review of Oc
tover, 1851. London: Dalton, 1852, 8vo. 
pp. 60. 

TLis very valu.,ble paper gives a condensed 
and epitomized view of the results of missionary 
labour in India and Ceylon during the sixty 
years of its exertions, by the agents of no less 
thau twenty•two missionary societies. Those 
results are uot merely gratitying, but for their 
value and extent perfectly startling. Few, 
perhaps, unconnected with missionary societies, 
can be aware of the facts which are here de
tailed, and we urge every friend of evangelical 
t,uth and of missionary operations, to make 
himself acquainted with them, The care with 
which tl,cv have been collected, and the source 
\'.'Lencc tl;e paper emanates, give unquestionable 
:cutlirnticity to the whole. No Christian will 

rise from the pernsal of the 1mmphlet without 
the grateful expression of his wonder nnd de
light, " What hatll God wrought ? " will 
im•oluntarily rise to his lips, and he will bo 
constrained anew to gird himself to a work on 
which the divine approbation so manifestly 
rc:Hs. 

Dit•i11e 11Iercy; or, Tlie Riches of Pardoning 
and l'atemal Love, By JonN Cox, Author 
of" Our G,·cat Iliglt P,·iest," {re. Second 
Edition Enlarged. London: Wnrd and Co. 
24mo, Pp. 150, 

The author snys, "The object and design of 
this little work is to draw some of the rays of 
divine mercy which radiate from the inspired 
volume into a focus; and to bring this concen
trated light and heat to bear upon the hearts of 
sinners and saints, thnt the one be melted into 
flowing penitence, and the other into glowing 
love." With this view, he has descrihed the 
Nature of Divine Mercy, and illustrated in 
successive chapters, its Glory, its Costliness, its 
Tenderness, its Sufficiency, and its Perpetuity, 
lt is a book of excellent tendency, well con
ceived and well executed, adapted to the perusal 
of aged and young, of those who are reconciled 
to God and of those who are still labouring 
under fatal mistakes 1·especting his character 
and ways. 

A Treatise on Various SubJects. By JOHN 
BRINE. IVith a Sketch of the Author's 
Life, and an Account of ihe Choice Ex
perience of M,·s. Anne Brine, The Fom·th 
Edition: carefull.v Revised, by J. A. JONES, 
the Editor of "Baptist Memorials," and 
the Author of numerous other Worl,s, Lon
don: Paul. 12mo. Pp. 239. 

An octavo edition of this work, edited by the 
late llfr. U pion of Church Street, and pub
lished in 1813, has heen in our possesaion from 
that time to the present. It consists of thirteen 
chapters, one of the longest, and we have al
ways thoui:ht by far the most valuable of which 
is thnt entitled," Of the Defects which attended 
the Doctrine of Morality, as taught by Philo
sophers and Poets." In the present edition 
the whole of this chapter is omitted, and that 
without any notification that we can find thd 
the work is not complete l How unfair this is 
both to the reputation of the author, and to the 
purchaser, it 1s not necessary to employ words 
to show, For such cases as this, how important 
it is to ,the public to be guarded by vigilant 
literary policemen I 

Louis Napoleon : tlie Patriot, or the Con
spirator? Including a Biography; a History 
of the Coup d'Etat; the Results and Pros
pects estimated; with Reflections on the P,·o
hable Chances of War, By TRUMAN SLATER, 
Esg. London : Partridge and Oakey. 16mo., 
l'P· 156. 

If any of our readers wish to sec a sketch of 
the present ruler of France, perfectly free from 
adulation nnd cowardly silence respecting faults, 
we think that they will find here something tu 
their tu,te. 
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The Relation between tlte Holy Scriptures and 
some parts of Geological Science. By JOHN 
PYE SMITII, D.D., LL.D,, F.R.S., and 
F,.G.S. Fiftt. Edition. Wit!, a short Sketcl, 
of tlie Literary Life of the A uth'!": By 
JonN HAMILTON DAvms, B.A., Minister of 
the Congregational Church at Sherborne. 
London: H. G. Bohn. Pp, lxviii. 468, 

This work hae long enjoyed a high repu-
tation among those 'who combine . a love of 
revealed religion with a love of science ; and 
many of our read~rs will unit<; with ?S in re
joicing that it will now obtam an 1ncreas~d 
circulation among the students of geology m 
consequence of its _having bec~me .a. part of 
Bobn's Scientific Library. Thie edition con
tains not only the original work! but also the 
copious Supplementary Notes which the author 
added in .I 848. 

Calmet's Dictionary of the Bible. Abridged, 
Modemized, and Re-edited according to the 
most recent Biblical Researehes. By, TnEo
DORE ALOIS BUCKLEY, B.A., of C!,rist 
Church, Editor of Translations of the "De
crees of the Council of Trent," and of Homer, 
./Eschylus, Sophocles, Euripides, ~c., ~c., ~c. 
London : Routledge and Co. 16mo., pp. 
711. 

" Abridged, ·modernized, and re-edited," it 
can scarcely be called Ce.lmel's. It gives, how
ever, much valuable geographical, historical, and 
general information taken from his work, as 
well as much derived from other sources, and 
that at a very low price ; but it is better adapted 
to the predilections of adherents of the epis
copal church than to those of diseenters of our 
class, 

RE,CENr PUBLICArIONS 

ltlpprobelt. 
[It should be understood that insertion in this liat 11 not a 

rnere announcement: it e:z.presses approbation of the works 
enumer1Lted,-not of course extending to every p11.rticular, but 
a1111.pprobo.Uon of their general character and tendency.) 

The Analogy of Religion, Natural and Revealed, 
to the Constitution and Course of Nature: to which 
are added, Two brief Dissertations :-I. Of Personal 
Identity. II. Of tho Nature of Virtue. By JOSEPH 
BUTLER, LL.D., lato Lord Bishop of Durham. A 
New Edition, with an Introductory Eseay. fBy Rev. 
ALBERT BARNES. And a complete Index. Londo": 
Bishop. 12mo., pp, 251. 

The Infant Class in the Sunday School. An Eosay : 
to which the Committee of the Sunday School Union 
adjudged the first prize. Hy CHARLES REED. Lon
don: SS. U. 18mo., pp, 136. 

rho Sinner's Justification beforo God: its Nature 
and Means. A Scriptural Treatise. By CHARLES 
P&lTIT MclLVAINm, D.D., Bishop of the Protestant 
Epl,copal Church in the Diocese of Ohio, London ; 
Seeley. 24,no., pp. 105. ·. 

FOUnTH SER.IES.-VOL, XV. 

The Foundation, Construction, and Eternity of 
Character. A Lecture delivered before the Young 
Men's Christian Association. By the Rev. JoHn 
ANGELL JAMP.:S, in the Town Hall, Birmingham, 
January O, 1852. The Right Honourable Lord Cal
thorpe in the Chair. Birmingham,: lSr/'\.o., pp. 31. 
Price 3d. 

The Elijah of South Africa; or, the Character and 
Spirit o( the late Rev. John Philip, D.D., Un
veiled and Vindicated. By RoBERT PHILIP, Maberty 
Chapel. London: Snow. 18mo., pp. 72. 

Woman: her Mis,ion and her Life. Two Dis
courses. By the Rev. ADOLPHE MoNoD, of Pa.riP,. 
Translated from the Third Edition, by the Rev. W. 
G. BARRETT of Royston. Second edition, revised. 
London: Hall, P'irlu,, and Co. l8mo., pp. 128. 

An Epitome of the Evidence given '.before the 
Select Committee of the House of Commons, on 
Church Rates, in the Session of 1851. By J. S. 
TnELAWNEv, Esq., M.P., Chairman of the Com• 
mittee. With an Historical Sketch of Recent Pro. 
ceedings on the same Subject. London: Theoba.la, 
8vo., pp. 84. 

Poems and Essays ; or, A Book for the Times. 
By DAL>rocAND. London: Partridge and Oakey. 
12mo., pp. 131. 

Letters lo a Romanist. No. V. The Worship of 
Saints, Images, and Relics. By a QUIET LooKER-ON'. 
Scarborough: lSmo., pp. 21. 

Toleratio Intolerabilis; or, The Free Development 
of the Romish System, proved to be Incon~istent 
with the Welfare and Safety of the State. By the 
Rev. HENRY r. J. BAGGE, B.A. London: Seele>J. 
12mo,, pp. 125. 

Memoir of William Gordon, M.D., F.L.S., of 
Kingston-upon-Hull. Abridged from "The Chris
tian Philosopher Triumphing over Death:• By 
NEWMAN HALL, B.A. Fifth edition. London: 
Sno10, 24,no., pp. 124. 

Tract Society's Monthly Series. Volcanoes; their 
History, Phenomena, and Causes. London.. R. T.S. 
24mo., pp. 192, Price 6a. 

Bible Fruit for Little Children:~ Gathered by the 
Rev. E, 'MANNERING, Loner,,,,: Snow. 24mo., pp. 
164. 

Tho Pictorial Fnmily Bible, according to the All• 
thorized Version; containing the Old and New 
Testaments. With Copious Original Notes. By 
J. K1TT0, D.D. London: IV. S. Orr and: Co., Pciter• 
nost~ Row. 4to. Pm1s XVI. and XYII. 

The Eclectic Review. February, 1852. Contents: 
I. Railway to India. II. rho Lives of the Saints. 
III. "Military Memoirs of Colonel Skinner. IV. 
Maurice on the Old restament. V. Sir J oho Rich
ardson's Arctio Expedition. VI. D'lsraeli's Lord 
George Bentinck, VII. Louis Napoleon and War. 
VIII. Hnmboldt's Cosmos. IX. The Projected 
Parliamentm-y Reform. Review of the :i\Jontb, 
Literary Intelligence, &c. London: f~anl and Co. 

X 
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INT.ELLIGEN OE. 

AMERICA. 
RATIO OF BAPTISTS TO THE POPULATION, 

The New York Recorder of December 
31 st says, The following table shows the 
population of each of the United States 
according to the census of 1850, with the 
number of communicants in the baptist 
churches, taken from the latest available re
turns, and the ratio of such communicants to 
the population :-

STATES. 
POPULA- COMMUNI-

RATIO, 
TION. CANTS. --------- -------

:Maine 583,088 19,850 One in 29 
New Hampshire 317,864 8,244 ... 39 
Vermont 313,466 6,964 ... 45 
Massachusetts ... 994,271 31,344 ... 32 
Rhode Island .•. 14i,555 7,519 ... 20 
Connecticut ...... 370,604 16,222 ... 23 
New York ......... 3,090,022 85,858 ... 36 
New Jeney ...... 489,555 12,531 ... 39 
Pennsyl,ania 2,311,681 29,331 ... 79 
Delaware ......... 91,535 352 ... 260 
~Iaryland ......... 583,035 2,134 ... 273 
Virginia ............ 1,421,081 86,219 ... 16 
N ortb Carolina 868,903 37,231 ... 23 
South Carolina ... 668,469 41,794 ... 16 
Georgia ............ 878,635 57,362 ... 15 
Florida ............ Si,387 2,115 ... 41 
Alabama 771,659 38,126 ... 20 
Mississippi ...... 592,853 24,277 ... 24 
Louisiana ......... 500,763 3,749 ... 134 
Texas ............... 187,403 1,897 ... 99 
Arkansas ......... 209,640 3,752 ... 56 
Tennessee ......... 1,002,625 36,731 ... 27 
Kentucky ........ 1,001,496 64,017 ... 16 
Missouri ......... 682,043 20,630 ... 33 
Ohio 1,977,031 24,325 ... 81 
Michigan 395,703 9,320 ... 42 
Indiana ............ 988,734 22,636 ... 44 
Illinois ............ 858,298 16,431 ... 52 
Vlisconsin ......... 304,226 3,361 ... 91 
Iowa ............... 192,122 1,362 ... 141 
California ......... 200,000 53 ... 3,774 --- --
Ratio to whole 

population ... 23,081,747 715,737 One in 32 

Without claiming entire accuracy for this 
table, it may be regarded as a close approxi
mation to accuracy. It shows, taking the 
States enumerated as a whole, that the com
municants of the baptist denomination are as 
one to every thirty-two of the population. 
But a similar table, including the statistics of 
all evangelical denominations, would show 
their communicants to be not less than a8 one 
to six of the whole population of all the 
States. We submit• theseJ statements as 
being in the highest degree worthy the con
sideration of those to whom Christ has com
mitted the work of evangelizing the world. 
Who can estimate the power of the personal 
effort which so many Christians might put 

forth in home 'evangelization ? :; And from 
whom are heathen nations to receive the 
gospel, if Christians of a country so rich in 
all the resources of spiritual power are not 
forward in bestowing it ?-Macedonian. 

DEATH OP MOSES STUAI!.T, 

An American paper says, "It becomes our 
painful duty to announce the deat!1 of the 
venerable Professor Stuart of Andover Theo
logical Seminary. He died of influenza on 
Sunday, the 4th inst. [January], at the 
advanced age of seventy-one years. Profes
sor Stuart was the oldest acting professor of 
the seminary. He inay with truth be styled 
the Father of Bihlical Philology in the 
United States."_ 

VACATION ENGAGEMENTS, 

During the past summer, several of the 
students of the Rochester University spent 
their vacation in colporteur labours, in con
nexion with the American Tract Society • 
They have borne uniform testimony as to the 
value of such labours, in furnishing them 
with opportunities for usefulness while stud
ents, as well as a most desirable and important 
preparation for the practical duties of the 
ministry. Two of these young men, who 
were engaged in 'l'ioga county, Pa., thus 
sketch their labours :-

" Sent into the field formerly occupied by 
the lamented colporteur, Rev, Henry Ford, 
we observed at every step the effects of his 
hallowed influence. Every family residing 
there at the time of his labours, affectionately 
remembered 'the good old man,' his kind 
exhortation or fervent prayer. Often we 
found it our best introduction to remark t~at 
we were upon the same em~nd. • Oh, what 
a prayer!' said an excellent lady, as she took 
down a copy of Flavel's Fountain of Life, 
'did Father Ford offer to God, when he left 
me this book ! " And she could repeat the 
substance of the petition that had touched 
her heart, But he has gone to his rest, and 
this region has long been languishing for want 
of faithful labourers and spiritual books. 
Though sensihle of our inferiority, in every 
respect, to our venerated father, the thought 
of this destitution urged us on to diligence 
and prayer, 

" We have had ample opportunity to ob
serve that the American 'l'ract Society, like 
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the gospel it is so effectually disseminating, 
is peculinrly ndnp!ed and ncc~pta~le to the 
poor. Approachmg a mans10n _m n fine 
forming district, the first salutat10n of the 

wner wus, 'Are you peddling chickens, sir, 
~r eggs 1' On being informed that the basket 
contained the publications of !he American 
Tract Society, he very sneenn~ly r?ferred 
them to his servant girls. But m this very 
neighbourhood, the earnest attention, the 
stifled sob the trickling tear, the hearty ex
pressions 'of gratitude from a poor woman, 
told most plainly that poverty is the state 
peculiarly adapted to the reception of the 
gospel. 

"In general, our reception was cordial. 
Belonging to different denominations, we had 
a good opportunity to demonstrate the catho
licitv of the society. 'No, sir, I want none 
of your baptist books,' said a lady, with 
much indi"nation, to Mr. C. You may 
judge of her surprise, whe~ she found ~he 
was talking to a presbytenan. ' Peddlmg 
presbyterian books, scattering presbyterianism 
through the country !' was the harsh greeting 
Mr. J. once received, 'But, sir, I am no 
more of a presbyterian than yourself,' replied 
the colporteur. The man's prejudices were 
overthrown, and he seemed much more 
friendly. 

" In taking leave of you, for the present, 
allow us to express the deep and growing 
conviction of our minds, that the tract or 
little volume, united with the serious conver
sation they are almost sure to introduce-in 
short, colportage-is working a part in the 
evangelization of our country as efficient as 
it is indispensable. Our humble determina
tion, if God shall employ us in his ministry, 
is, to use it1 as far a, practicable, in our 
pastoral duties." 

WEST INDIES, 
JAIIUICA, 

Mrs. Burchell, Montego Bay, addressing 
M~s. Meredith, under date January 7th, 1852, 
wntes as follows : -

I am thankful to acknowledge the arrival 
of the two boxes which with their contents 
were in good condition. Many, many thanks 
to each and all the kind friends who con
tributed, Will you kindly convey the same 
to them, which I am prnvented doing ns I 
would individually by the afflictive circum
stances in which we still are. Both Mrs. and 
Mr. Hewett have been dangerously ill. The 
latter a week ago was seized with fever. We 
hope the virulence is past, yet he is still so 
weak as not to be able to leave his bed. Mr. 
Hewett had been poorly for some weeks, which 
we supposed arose from his incessant attention 
to cholera patients, This dreadful ,liseasc has 
for the l~st twelve weeks raged fearfully in 
our locality. 'l'he mortality in our churches 
has been greatur than last year, 11nd our 

schools have been closed the last nine weeks. 
The small pox is now also making great havoc 
in Trelawney, and is now at Montcgo Bay. 
I cannot describe our own personal feelings 
during this period, The distress of the peo
ple is very great. 

ASIA. 

ASSAM, 

An American Baptist Missionary at Now
gong says, " A Romish priest who has been 
about a year in the country, attempted to 
make a prize of some of our mission pupils. 
He 'succeeded in picking up only one 
" Christian," and this one was excluded 
from our church two years ago, and six 
months since was expelled from the school 
because perfectly incorrigible,-a fit subject 
for a Jesuit. But he had not been with the 
priest above four weeks, before he stole sixty 
rupees from his "holy father," and is now in 
jail,'" 

PALESTINE. 

Mr. Manning, a missionary of the British 
Society for the Propagation of the Gospel 
among the Jews, has given the following in
teresting account in a letter dated Beyrout, 
January 1st, 1852 :-. 

About eight months ago, I was called upon 
by a very interesting young man, apparently 
under depression of mind, by the name of 
Abraham, who said that he had heard of my 
kindness in giving instruction in the doctrines 
of Christianity, and expressed a desire to be 
admitted with those whom he knew attended 
me for that purpose. He said he was ashamed 
of the liberty he took, as he understood I 
took nothing for my trouble, but if I would 
accept of anything he was most willing to 
pay me, for he was in circumstances to enable 
him to do so. I told him I was not in need 
of an)'thing; that all my necessary wants 
were supplied by the liberality of others, who 
would rejoice with me in the opportunity of 
doing him good, and which would be a suffi
cient reward for us both. Accordingly he 
attended, embracing other opportunities be
sides the appointed periods for our meeting, 
and he very soon evinced a spirit of inquiry 
which left it beyond a doubt that he was sin
cere. Our course of reading was, I remember, 
first one of the gospels, which I am always 
desirous that all should read at the beginning, 
that they may be acquainted with the history 
of our blessed Lord ; which, though it may 
appear strange to you that such should be 
necessary there are I assure you many in this 
country who bear the Christian name, and 
even bishops and priests, who are entirely 
ignorant of. Afterwards we read tl\e _ Acts 
of the Apostles, aud some of the Epistles, 
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and the Re,·elation, and subsequentlv some 
of the prophets, as Daniel for instance, com
paring it with the latter book of the New 
Testament, and it was delightful to see how 
wonderfully the light seemed to break forth. 
Thus we continued ha,·ing various discussions 
on this subject and others until I took my 
journey, for which he was very sorry, and 
expressed his regret that his occupation pre
vented him accompanying me; but he fre
quently found means while I was away to 
communicate either by word or letter with 
my companions, the schoolmaster and the 
young man Joseph, whom I have mentionel 
before, entreating them to persuade me to has
ten my return. At length when I came back 
he immediately came to me with a rejoicing 
heart, as the cheerfulness of his countenance 
indicated, and he told me he had, blessed be 
God, passed under a surprising change since 
I had been gone; that in his loneliness, and 
feeling deeply my absence, he had pursued 
the course I advised, viz. to read the scrip
tures with diligence and earnest prayer for 
illumination, believing the promise of the 
Sa,ciour, that whatever we should ask the 
Father in his name, He would do it. He 
said he clearly saw now the whole plan of 
redemption, how that God could maintain 
his character for justice and holiness, and 
yet pardon the sinner however great, on 
aceount of the infinite sacrifice that he him
self had prorided; and he also said that he 
hoped that he had experienced something of 
that change which our Lord assured Nico
demua was indispensable for every one that 
would enter the kingdom of heaven; that is, 
if the hating of the things which he once 
lo,·ed, and a desire to give himself and all he 
had to him who had ransomed him with such 
a price was an evidence. And indeed hie con
duct bears striking testimony to the sincerity 
of his profession: for being engaged as a 
superintendent in a large factory in the neigh
bourhood, where there are about a hundred 
young men employed, all belonging to the 
different denominations of the so-called Chris
tian churches in these parts, and they are 
confined to the premises during the working 
days of the week, that is from Monday 
morning till Saturday night, this opportunity 
my young friend avails himself of to labour 
for their conversion, and the evenings he espe
pecially devotes to reading the scriptures and 
tracts to them, and teaching such of them 
as are disposed to learn to read. This, as 
may well be supposed, has brought on him a 
host of persecutions from without, which he 
bears with the patience of an old and tried 
Christian, saying everything that is kind in 
return to his enemies, He also related to me 
a portion of his history which will show 
whence bis bitterest revilings proceed. He 
told me that very early in life he became 
anxiously concerned about religion, and tried 
many things and inquired into many systems 

without at all satisfying l1imself that he was 
right on the subject. At length, he said, he 
was stmck with the austerity and apparent 
self-denial of a monkish life, and believing 
that the truth must be with them he entered 
one of their convents in which there was 11 

school in which he learnt the French and 
Italian languages perfectly, and also received 
the mdiments of a good education. But on 
the subject that now more particularly weigh
ed down his spirits, he could obtain no satis
faction, but was answered evasively, whenever 
he sought information or was told that it was 
sinful and even blasphemous to entertain 
scruples respecting the teaching of the church. 
Thus he continued for the space of two years 
when he was led to make another change, 
which was to enter a college of the Jesuits, 
and he became a candidate for their order. 
This was done, he said, in consequence of 
their great reputation for learning, which he 
fondly hoped and believed would certainly 
comprehend the object of his search; but he 
was destined a:1ain to be deceived, and to 
learn that the wisdom of God is not al ways 
to be found with the wise of this world. In 
short, he said that if he was disappointed 
before he had much more cause to be so 
now. Many of his former associates, though 
ignorant of the way of life, he believed to be 
sincere; but this his new fraternity, he ob
served, except when in public or in the pre
sence of strangers, threw away every ap
pearance of religion, and derided every 
thing sacred ; and as to his own concern 
about his eternal safety, that became an ob
ject of much derision. Here, he said, he sa,v 
for the first time the works of Voltaire which 
were put into his hands with recommendation 
to read them, and which worked as was de
sired they should; for they left him a complete 
infidel, or rather an atheist, with every re
straint removed to the indulgence of a corrupt 
and depraved nature, and he lived as he 
listed, and he even did worse, for he en
deavoured to the uttermost of his power to 
make other disciples to this great apostle of 
the devil. This was his condition when he 
first came to me satiated as he says with sin, 
and tormented with fears at what might be 
the consequences, Now, he says, whenever 
he meets with any of the inmates of the con
vents, they reproach him for what they call 
his changes of religion, and tauntingly ask 
him when he intends to become a Turk; but 
he tells them with mildness that the reproach 
and shame is to them ; that when he was 
ignorant of the truth, and ruining both his 
soul and body in the service of Satan, they 
reproved him not, but rather gave him coun
tenance; now when he was endeavouring to 
serve the Lord according to his revealed will, 
they manifested their hatred, showing them
selves to be the enemies of the Lord, and if 
they called the Master himself Ileelzeliub 
his servants certainly had no right to expect 
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better treatment, ~ nm ~hankful to say .t~at 
the school is prospenng with a small addition 
to the Inst number mentioned,, but, I . a~ 
unable to spend much of my lime m ,t m 
consequence of the pilgrims arriving at this 
season more than commonly. 'l'he Austrian 
steamers come every other Saturday bringing 
large numbers both, of J ewe and Christians; 
and by WRY of assistance, and ~hat no op
portunity may be lost of supplymg them all 
with the scriptures, or a portion of them, 
I have engaged a poor man, a native of 
Nazareth, who has renounced the errors of 
popery, and, until I assisted him, w~~ i_n very 
11reat distress; and even now, when v1S1tmg the 
khanns where the people put up, he is oft.en 
exposed to insult. The other day he said he 
met in the street with a singular encounter 
with a Meronite bishop, who was attracted by 
the contents of his basket, and went up and 
took out an Arabic bible and read a little; 
he then returned it and fell down upon his 
knees and kissed the ground and prayed, be
cause, as the man said, he had seen a bible. 
But I said if he was so pleased, how was it 
he did not buy one ? He said he was not 
pleased with the bible but the contrary, 
and his prayer was to be forgiven for having 
touched one. This ,viii give some idea of 
the gross hypocrisy practised upon the poor 
deluded people of this country by their spi
ritual heads, for this fanatical exhibition was 
performed with the view of infusing a terror 
into the poor fellow's mind at being em
ployed in selling the word of God, 

HOME. 

SHIRLEY, NEAl\ SOUTHAMPTON. 

~inis!ers of Southampton until a new chapel 
1s built, and the cause shall be consirlered 
self-supporting. Mr. Yarnold purposes soon 
to enter on an~ther; journey of collecting for 
this infant causJ. 

WOLSTON, 

On Tuesday, February 3rd, a meeting was 
held in the school-rooms belonging to the 
baptist chapel at W olston, at which nearly 
two hundred [friends took tea.".: The ,most 
numerous congregation ever seen in the place 
then assembled in the chapel, having come 
from towns and villages varying from two to 
twenty miles', distance, to show their attach
ment to and affection for the honoured pastor, 
the Rev. G. Jones, and to present him with 
a substantial expression of their esteem; he 
having for more than forty-five years laboured 
in this and the surrounding villages, preach
ing the gospel of Jesus Christ with untiring 
ing zeal and fidelity. By the blessing of 
God upon his efforts a flourishing Sunday
school was formed at W olston on the first 
sabbath in January, 1806. In this school 
his beloved but now deceased partner, l\Irs. 
Jones, laboured with undiminished ardour up 
to the last sabbath of her earthly existence, 
a period of forty-five years. During this 
period a neat and substantial chapel has been 
erected with vestries and school-rooms at
tached ; and a quarter of an acre of land at 
a few yards' distance from the chapel has 
been purchased, fitted up, and fenced in for a 
cemetery, the cost of all which, amounting to 
more than eight hundred pounds, is paid. 
In 1814 a church composed of six members 
was formed, which has since increased to 
about one hundred. 

This p1·eaching station continues full of 
promise. The congregations are always 
good, and often larger than can be conveni
ently accommodated in the present place of 
meeting. Seven persons from Henel have 
lately been baptized at Southampton, and 
these, together with others from different 
Christian communions, were, on Tuesday 
evening, January 27th, publicly formed into 
n church of Christ, containing seventeen 
members. The interesting service was com
menced by singing and prayer. Then the 
Rev. T, Morris explained the nature of a 
Christian church, and gave to the candidates 
for communion the right hand of fellowship. 
The Rev. W. Yarnold addressed them on 
the special claims they owed to Christ and to 
ea~h other in their newly avowed relation
ship; _and the Rev. A. McLaren urged on 
them, m a very solemn and impressive man
ner, the duties they owed to the neiohbour-
hood in which they lived. " 

On the evening referred to, the Rev. H. 
Angus of Rugby introduced the business by 
expressing t!ie great pleasure he felt in meet
ing with so many highly _respectable friends 
to do honour to one who richly deservecl it. 
He then called upon one of the deacons of 
the church to present the testimonial, who in 
the most appropriate manner alluded to the 
very cordial attachment which had long and 
which did still exist between the belove,l 
pastor and the people of his charge; remind
ing them of the event which must in the 
course of things soon dissolve those endearing 
ties; and handed to Mr. Jones a beantiful 
purse containing forty sovereign:,, as a sm:111 
token of the personal attachment and a tfoc-
tion of his friends. The venerable pastor 
said in reply, that his feelings were eutirelv 
overcome, not only by the unexpected and 
noble present then made, but also by the 
handsome and affectionate manner in which 
it had been presented. He then, in gi\'ing a 
short account of his career and labours, al
luded to the violent and disgraceful persecu
tions attending the introduction of the gospel 

~he _pastornte ~f this church and congre
gation 1s reserved m the hands of the baptist 
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into "' olston more than fifty years ago. His 
statements were listened to with the deepest 
interest. Suitable addresses were then de
li1·ered by the ReY. Messrs. Harrison of Stret
ton, Nash of "'arwick, Lewis of Lutterworth, 
Dclf, Rosevear, and Lewit of CoYentry. 

COTTENRAM, CAMBRIDGESHIRE. 

The ReY. M. W. Flanders has accepted a 
perfectly unanimous invitation to become the 
pastor of the first baptist church, Cottenham, 
Cambrid1;eshire, and enters upon the duties 
of his office ""ith encouraging prospects of 
success. 

BIRKENHEAD. 

The Rev. John Metcalfe, late of the Wes
eyan connexion ,having received and accepted 

the unanimous im;tation of the baptist church 
and congregation, Birkenhead, was on Decem
ber 30th publicly recognized as the pastor 
of the church. The order of the services 
was as follows :-Rev. Thomas Dawson of 
Liverpool gave an interesting address on 
the character and constitution of a Chris
tian church; the Rev. Joseph Harvey of 
Bury, Lancashire, delivered the address to 
the church on unity and brotherly love and 
co-operation; Rev. Hugh Stowell Brown of 
Liverpool delivered the charge to the newly 
appomted pastor of the church, pointing out 
the duties and responsibilities of the ministry. 
The service was felt to be deeply solemn and 
interesting, the friends on retiring saying it 
was good to be there. On new-year's day, 
Mr. Metcalfe ha ptized four persons on their 
profession of Christ crucified ; one a sailor 
whose attention had been directed to the sub
ject of baptism while at sea; after an exami
nation by the ministers he put on Christ by 
baptism ; the four were added to the church. 
A public meeting was held on Friday even
ing, February 6th, to take into consideration 
the erection of a new :chapel, when it was 
resolved to open a fund forthwith to carry 
into effect the object ; and we look forward 
to the erection of a baptist chapel in this 
place to accommodate from six to seven 
hundred persons. 

IllCIULl.NSWORTR. 

We are · reg uested to announce that the 
Rev. A. Weinberg, pastor of the baptist 
church at Rickmansworth, is recovering from 
his serious illness, from rupturing a blood 
vessel ; and his congregation anticipates the 
pleasure of soon seeing him again discharging 
his pastoral and ministerial duties. 

REuENT STREET, LAMBETH. 

The Rev. T. C. Keen, Jun. of Cambridge, 
has accepted an in,1taiion to the ,pastorate 

from the baptiet church Regeht Street, Lam• 
beth, and is expected to commence his stated 
labours there on the fh-st Lord's day in April. 

RECENT DEATHS. 

REV, JOHN ALLISONo 

Died on January 17th, 1852, aged sixty
five, the Rev. John Allison, baptist minister, 
Chapel Fold, near Dewsbury. His end was 
peaceful and tranquil, for "he knew whom 
he had believed, and was persuaded that he 
was able to keep that which he had com
mitted unto him against that day." On the 
morning of his death he said he should soon 
be with sweet and happy spirits whom he had 
known on earth-with Steadman and Fuller, 
and Carey and Ward, and many others who 
have gone before, "having washed their robes 
and made them white in the blood of the 
Lamb." 

REV. T. TRO!tliS, 

Died,January 2lst,1852, the Rev. Thomas 
Thomas, Nantgwyn,in the eighty-second year 
of his age. He retired from the field like a 
sheaf of corn fully ripe, after a successful 
pastorate of upwards of half a century in 
the same place. Divine Providence highly 
favoured him in his life and death. His 
worldly circumstances were excellent, and his 
death triumphant. 

MISS ELIZ.A.BETH RIOKSON. 

The subject of- this notice, whose pro
tracted course was closed on the 8th of 
January in the present year, will be remem
bered by many of the ministerial readers 
of this Magazine who have visited the city 
of Lincoln, as one whose hospitable house 
was open for their reception, and whose 
liberal hand was ready to aid any Christian 
enterprise presented to her notice. 

The life of the deceased lady was not 
marked by great variety of incident, but 
there were features of character displayed by 
her, which may render a brief account both 
interesting and profitable to the reader. 

It was not until her seventy-second year, 
that Miss Hickson publicly put on Christ in 
baptism, and united herself with the avowe~ 
followers of the Redeemer; though there 1s 
sufficient reason for believing that from com
paratively early life she had been numbered 
amongst the secret disciples of Jesus. The 
natural timidity and reserve, which had so 
long deterred her from a public profession, 
were however at length overcome by the con
straining power of the love of Ch-rist, and in 
April, 18:34, the aged disciple openly obeyed 
her Lord's command. ·· , 'fhe sincerity of the 
profes5ion thus made was attested by the life; 
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for though Miss Hickson was not accustomed 
to s!ty much "'.ith respect to her spiritu~l ex
perience, the life presented abundant evidence 
of the reality of her Christian discipleship, 

For a period of about forty years before 
her decease, Miss Hickson had suffered from 
total deprirntion of sight. This trying afflic
tion was however borne by her with exem
plary patience and cheerfulness; and though 
this might partly be traced to natural dispo
sition, to the tender and unremitting attention 
of affectionate relatives, and to the many 
alleviations of the trial by which her lot was 
marked, there is no doubt that these dispo
sitions were much strengthened, as assuredly 
they were sanctified, by grace reigning within 
her, 

Blessed by divin!) Providence with ample 
resources, she gladly responded to the in
junction, "to do good and to communicate 
forget not," and whilst she was a liberal con
tributor to many benevolent and religious 
societies, her acts of private charity were 
numerous and unostentatious, and caused 
many a sorrowing heart to leap for joy, To 
the very dose of her extended life, Miss 
Hickson was a diligent and punctual attend
ant on the public means of grace; in fact 
she was ordinarily present at all the services 
of the church of which she was a member, and 
took a lively interest in its prosperity: and 
though the ability thus to attend the public 
means with but little interruption should 
justly be regarded as a signal privilege granted 
to her, the habit of filling up with regu
larity her accustomed place in the sanctuary 
may with no less propriety be marked as a 
signal excellency, and may well be instancecl 
us one respect in which her example is worthy 
of imitation. Her aged form, bendh,g beneath 
the weight of well nigh ninety years, was seen 
in the house of God on the last night of 
the old year, when, towards the moment of 
transition from one period of time to another, 
the congregation assembled to improve the 
solemn season. Again on the evening of the 
new year's day slie was present at a tea
meeting of the members and friend11, and 
though the meeting was long, she continued 
to its termll)ation, 

Her love to the people of God was as 
manifest as her love to the house of God, 
and afforded additional evidence of her Chris
tian discipleship, because she loved them for 
their Master's sake. And although there was 
naturally a preference for retirement rather 
~han society, she yet found much enjoyment 
In Chrietian intercourse, and especially in 
welcoming the ministers of Christ to her 
~b~de. Her ho use was indeed, as already 
1~t1mated, the home for ministers visiting the 
city. 

For some years before her decease, Miss 
Hickson had been accustomed to calculate 
n the extreme probability of her speedy 
emoval, and was standing in a waiting pos-

ture for the coming of her· Lord. Her de
parture however was scarcely looked for hy 
others, and probahly not even by herself 
without longer premonition than was afforded'. 

As already stated, Miss Hickson was at 
chapel on the evening of new years' day, 
and it proved to be the last occasion of her 
meeting with the Lord's people on earth. 
The following evening ·she retired to rest at 
anfhour somewhat earlier than her custom, 
in consequence of indisposition, and never 
rose again, That indisposition increased in 
intensity, until it terminated fatally on the 
morning of the 8th of January. 

The last prayer which the aged saint was 
heard to utter was one which accorded well 
with the humility of her Christian character, 
"God be merciful to me a sinner;" a prayer 
which she had long before presented with 
acceptance, and which she still felt to be as 
appropriate to her case as at the beginning 
of her Christian life. Little was said by htr 
during her illness, that illness being of such a 
nature as to deprive her for some time before 
death of the power of utterance; and during 
the early stage of the disease so little appre
hension was entertained that the sickness was 
unto death, that no special effort was made 
with the view of eliciting her state of mind 
in the prospect of an exchange of worlds. 
Her dying testimony, however, was not 
needed to give satisfaction to relatives and 
friends as to her safety in Christ; this fact 
had long before been established by the testi
mony of her life. The event of her decease 
was improved by her pastor from the words, 
"The darkness is past, and the true light 
now shineth," and a large congregation as
sembled on the occasion to evince the respect 
and esteem in which the venerable deceaserl 
lady was held, both in the church of which 
she had been a member and in the city in 
which she had resided upwards of sixty years, 

W. Gooo;11.AN, 

~ l\lit. JOHN BROWN. 

The baptist church in Newbury has during 
the last few months been repeatedly sub
jected to the incursions of the "last enemy." 
'rhe latter half of 1851 was saddened by the 
premature removal of three of their number, 
under circumstances of a very solemn and 
painful character. The first of these was 
l\Irs. Mary Anne Hill, a Judy distinguished by 
the most amiable temper and disposition us 
well as by an eminently consistent and fault
less life. She died in her first confinement, 
after great and prolonged suffering. The 
next was a poor man of the name of Daniel 
Hobrough, a name worthy of recorcl if only 
on account of this one fact, that in the 
course of about thirty years he walked no 
fewer tlrnn 11,000 or 12,000 miles on the 
Lor<l 's day for tho purpose of teaching in a 
village Sunday-school. His death res,Llted 
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from a melnncholy accident, having been 
knocked do,rn in the street bv a man in 
pu,.suit of some horses that ;ere running 
away, and received injuries from which he 
never recovered, hut which, after several 
weeks of excruciating pain, occasioned his 
remo,·al to the im·isible state. The third 
was John ,vakefield, who had been a mem
ber of the church upwards of thirty years 
during which long period he was not only 
enabled to maintain an exemplary character, 
but succeeded in conciliating the esteem of 
the most thoughtless, as well as in gaining 
the warmest affections of his brethren of 
e<"ery name. It was frequently remarked of 
him after his decease that John \Vakefield 
was a man of w horn it was permitted to no 
one to speak ill. He was killed through the 
fright of a spirited horse which he was driving. 
The vehicle in which he was riding heing 
brought into ,·iolent collision with a cart that 
happ'cned to be paSl'ing at the time, he came 
to the ground with terrific force, and was too 
much injured ever again to speak, or to mani
fest the slightest indications of consciousness. 
After a few hours his gentle and renovated 
spirit took her flight to the regions of cease
less rest and peace. 

Thus closed 1851. We l1oped the storm 
l1ad by this time spent itself, and that the 
hea,·ens were again about to smile. How 
little could we anticipate that the heaviest 
stroke had yet to fall ! Yet so it was. And 
now we have to mourn over as great a loss as 
we were capable of receiving in the person of 
any one of our friends; a loss the full extent 
of which none of us has yet had time to 
estimate, and which only the rich mercy of 
our diYi.ne Father can ever completely re
pair. 

Mr. Brown was born in very humble cir
cumstances. His parents were members of 
the Wesleyan body, and were both truly 
pious persons : he was ever in the habit of 
speaking of his father in terms of the greatest 
affection and veneration. The early years of 
our friend were passed in arduous toil for 
bread; ,v e cannot better depict his environ
ment at that time than by stating a fact to 
which he often adverted, namely, that he 
attained his twenty-seventh year before he 
became acquainted with the English alphabet. 
This will be the more surprising to those who 
knew him in after life, and were aware of 
the facility with which he used his pen, the 
ability with which he conducted a large 
business, and the correctness with which he 
managed his multifarious accounts, In all 
these respects it would be difficult to select a 
better model than Mr. Brown, He was en
tirely seif-taught; and what was denied by 
circumstances to his youth he, in a great 
measure, compensated by the diligence and 
energy of mature life; thus on the one hand 
fornishing encouragement to those who deem 
t hemselvcs oppressed by fortune, and on the 

other 1·eflecting reproach on such as tl1row 
their advantages away. It was with feelings 
of whnt might not inapproprintely be termed 
honest pride that he was accustomed, when 
passing the place, to point out the spot where 
he received his first sixpence, and would ob. 
serrn with characteristic nai'vete, " And I 
have never been without a sixpence since; 
hut,'' he would add, "that hns often been 
the only one I could boast of." 

The whole of his youth was: spent in con
tempt of the claims of religion. Nevertheless, 
such was his conviction of its truth and of his 
own obligations in reference to it, as well as 
of the intense criminality of his neglect, that 
he lived the greater part of thirty years under 
the most solemn daily impression that if he 
died in the state in which he was then daring 
to live he must inevitably go to hell. This 
circumstance he always referred to in after 
life as at once a proof of his own awful de
praYity, and of the surprising goodness and 
mercy of God, in not only continuing to 
spare him, hut also and more especially in 
afterwards bringing him to a knowledge of 
the truth and revealing his Son in him. 

Mr. Brown was considerably over thirty 
when this great change passed upon him, 
The circumstances which led to it are worthy 
of notice, Having finished the erection of 
the house in which he afterwards lived and 
died, and being about to remove into it, his 
father succeeded by a little artifice in exact
ing from him a promise that, instead of the 
usual '' housewarming," he would call to
gether a few friends, hold a prayer-meeting, 
and thus signalize the commencement of 
his residence there by seeking the blessing 
of Almighty God upon the future inmates 
of that dwelling. It was with some re
luctance that our friend brought his mind 
to this arrangement ; but having pledged 
his word he could not back out, and 
therefore invited Mr. Welsh, who was then 
the pastor of the baptist church in New
bury, and a few other friends to meet at 
his new l10use for prayer. They did so; and 
angels had to rejoice in consequence. The 
greater part of that night was spent; by Mr. 
and Mrs, Brown in earnest conversation 
about the state and salvation of their souls. 
They too learned to pray; and were:found 
amongst those who inquire the way to Zion, 
with their faces thitherward, They sought 
till they found divine life and peace; nor 
ever afterwards ceased to rejoice in the pos
session. 'fhe revolution which had thus 
taken place in our brother's thinking, feel
ings, and character was complete. From 
that time to the hour of his death he never 
once doubted the reality of his conversion or 
the certainty of his acceptance in the Be
loved. That" full assurance of faith," which 
unhappily falls to the lot of but few in these 
times, was uniformly and uninterruptedly his; 
and only tho~e who_ knew him intimately 
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could be nw:tre of the profoundly humbling 
views of himself with which this nssurance 
wns connected nnd which precluded all mis
giving as to the ground on "".hich it ~ested. 
He regarded himself ns the vilest of smners; 
but then he knew that it was for the _recovery 
of such sinners thnt the Redeemer lived and 
died and rose ngain, 

He wns baptizecl nnd received into. the fel
Jo1vship oft.he church by Mr Welsh m 1823, 
and very soon afterwards was unanimou~ly 
chosen to fill the office of deacon, the duties 
of which office he continued to discharge 
with great fidelity and efficiency till he was 
called to his reward, No feature of Mr, 
Brown's character, whether viewed as a pri
vate individual, or as an officer of the church 
to which he belonged, was more prominently 
marked than his love for the disciples and 
cause of Christ. His regular attendance on 
the means of grace was always a wholesome 
example and an encouraging stimulus to his 
brethren. During a period of twenty-nine 
years he ,vas never absent from the table of 
the Lord in his [own place of worship but 
twice• once through absence in London, 
·when 'he communed with a church there, and 
the second time on account of the illness by 
which he was removed to a happier and holier 
communion on high. It was a rare thing on 
the most ordinary occasions to miBS Mr. 
Brown from his place, and when we did miss 
him we al ways knew that it was on account 
of circumstances of which he was not master. 
He was likewise a liberal supporter of every 
local and general effort for the diffusion of 
the truth and the salvation of the world. In 
him the poor had a constant and warm friend. 
Not only was his purse ever open for their 
relief, but he was frequently in their dwell
ings and at their bedsides, comforting them 
in sonow, and pointing them to that Saviour 
whom he had found so precious to himself; 
and :several instances have come to light of 
lasting and, it is hoped, saving impressions 
having followed his honest, direct, and affec
tionate appeals. In this way he was '' a 
preacher of righteousness" to many who 
were altogether beyond the influence of more 
official attempts. He also made use of his 
social position in the town for the purpose 
of serving needy persons whose character he 
knew to be good; and not a few are at this 
hour enjoying the comforts of our well-en
do1ved local chmities in consequence of the 
zeal and diligence with which he pleaded 
their cause. To the poor he was a friend 
ever nccessible and never unkind; and we 
doubt not that the blessing of such as were 
ready to perish rested upon him and his to 
the close of his days. 

Reference has been made to our friend's 
standing in the town. He was for many 
years a highly esteemed member of our mu
nicipal counril, was successively elected to 
all our principal civic offices, and never failed 
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to give the most entire satisfaction to his 
neighbours by his manner of fulfilling these 
multifarious duties, On two different occa
sions he was chosen to the mayoralty; hut the 
unaffected modesty of his character induced 
him to decline the honour of serving. No 
other man in the town was more sincerely 
respected by all parties. He kne,v how to 
combine fidelity to principle with universal 
tolerance and love, and never permitted his 
zeal for a theory or a sect to out-run hi.s 
good-will towards any man or class of men 
with whom he had to do. If he erred here 
it certainly was on the side of that charity 
which believes, hopes, and bears all things. 

Mr. Brown's last illness was brief, but ex
tremely violent. He was with us at our 
annual tea meeting on the last day in the 
year, and in the evening addressed the church 
in terms of unusual endearment and wisdom. 
His object was to point out the importance 
of the closest union between brethren, to 
show the causes which often disturb that 
union, and to discover some of the means by 
which it might be advanced. The next 
morning he was at the early prayer-meeting 
at half-past six o'clock, and, though not 
well, appeared to be in his usual state of 
health. On Friday he attended the monthly 
church meeting, which was the last time that 
he was ever in the house of God, On Satur
day he was taken very ill with violent spasms, 
which continued to return after short in
tervals till nature succumbed to their attacks. 
During the early part of his illness he was 
not in possession of those bright views that 
usually distinguished hi.s experience, although 
he was the subject of nothing approaching 
towards despondency or gloom, He prayed 
earnestly and long for clearer manifestations 
of the divine favour; his prayers were!heard 
and were followed by even more than his 
ordinary rejoicing ; nor was there ever aga.in 
to be a cloud over his purified and gladdened 
spirit. He felt that his guilt was altogether 
removed, that the blood of Jesus Christ had 
cleansed him from all sin, that he had only 
to wait a short time for his release from 
suffering and for an abundant entrance into 
the everlasting kingdom of his Redeemer. 
So far was he from murmuring under his 
almost frightful agonies, that he regarded 
them all as necessary, repeatedly thanked 
his heavenly Father for them, and told his 
friends that he had no doubt but that there 
was some evil still left in him which the Lord 
thus designed mercifully to remove before 
admitting him to his presence. Between 
these fatal paroxysms it was delightful to be 
with him, and to witness the triumphs of a 
divine faith over the pangs of dissolving na
ture, over the timidity natural to man in 
such a crisis, and over the shocks of ap
proaching death. His mind was wholly at 
peace, his lips were full of the praises of the 
Recleem~r; all(! he as calmly awaited the ar-

Y 
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rim! of the final struggle as if it had been the 
commonest event of life. We ht'ard but one 
<·omplaint from his lips, and that was, that 
he had done so little for God while his debt 
of gratitude wns so deep ;nd boundless. 
Seldom has the power of real religion to 
support its friends under the lH'aviest afflic
tions heen more signally displayed than in 
the conflict through which our belo,·ed brother 
passed to his unfading, everlasting crown. 
Death was here the conquered, not the con• 
queror. His sting was gone, and with it all 
his power to awe. He appeared as a bright 
and smiling angel drawing aside the curtain 
of heaven, rather than as a grim spectre pre
siding Ol'er the carnirnl of the grave. Never 
did those beautiful lines of Mr. Tennyson 
appear more expressive than at the bedside 
of our dying friend:-

"I tru~t I have not wasted breath; 
I think we are not wholly brain, 
Magnetic mockeries ; not in vain, 

Like Paul with beasts I fought with death; 

"Not only cunning cast in clay; · 
Let science pTove we are, and then 
What matters science unto men, 

At least to me ? I would not stay." 

Mr. Brown expired on Monday the 19th of 
January, 1852, in the sixty-eighth year of 
his age. 

On the evening of the first Lord's day in 
February the event WllB improved by a ser
mon in the chapel where he had worshipped 
so many years, when the place was densely 
crowed in every part, and numbers had to 
go away because there was no room within 
the walls to accommodate them. The dis
course was listened to throughout with the 
most marked and solemn attention; and we 
have yet hope in ·God that what has so 
gloomy and mysterious an aspect towards us 
at present, may hereafter be found to have 
been fruitful in good to many survivors, as 
well as to the church of which he was so 
faithful a friend and so distinguished an or-
nament. J. DREW. 

MISCELLANEA. 

PROFITS OP THE BAPTIST MAGAZINE, 

On the 27th of January the Proprietors 
of this Magazine held a meeting at which 
they had the pleasure of voting sums to 
twenty-nine widows of baptist ministers :-

·;Recommended by-

E. G ............. J. Sprigg ........................ £3 

P, T ............. S. Kent......................... 3 

M. E ............ W. Morgan.................... 3 
J.C ............... J.T.Wigner ................ 3 

A. D ............ S. Burton...................... 3 

Recommended by 

J. F ............. H, W. Stembridge'""'"' 3 

c. B ............. J. P. Russell .................. • 3 

E. c ................................................. 3 

W ................ T. S,van , .. ,,., .............. , .• 3 
E. A ............. J. Trimming .................. 3 

H. T ............. c. Room........................ 3 

J. J ............. T. Swan......................... 3 

M. V ........... G. B. Phillips.................. 3 

S. W .......... A. Wayland ................... 3 

M. C .......... W. A. Salter .................. 3 

A. N ........... Robinson Pool ................ 3 

M. P .......... W. Drock ....................... 3 

E. R. ........... R. H. Mart.en.................. 3 

M. S ............ James Lyon .................... 3 

M. T ............ W. Payne ...................... 2 

J. R ............. E. Thomas ..................... 2 

D. J ............ J. Lloyd......................... 2 

A.M ........................................ , ....... 2 

C. J ............ E. Howells ..................... li 
A. H ........... E. Thomas...................... 1 

S. W .......... Dr. Cox ......................... ; 1 

A. P .......... Dr.Cox ........................... 1 

J. G ........... J. Brown ........................ 1 

E. H .......... J. Chappell ..................... 1 

BAPTIST METROPOLITAN CH.APEL BUILDING 

SOCIETY. 

A second meeting of ministers and ge11tle
men was held in connexion with the above 
society, at the Baptist Mission House on the 
5th ultimo, S. M. Peto, Esg., M.P., in the 
chair; when the constitution and rules (which 
had been prepared by a committee appointed 
at the last meeting) were 11dopted; and the 
com~ittee, trustees, and secretary, for the 
enswng year were elected. 

We are gratified in being able to state, 
that premises of support amounting to nearly 
£1000 per annum for the next three years, 
havl) already been received. The society has 
doubtless strong claims for prom pt and liberal 
aid, upon all who desire the extension of the 
Redeemer's kingdom ; and who, whilst pro
viding increased chapel accommodation for 
the constantly incrEasing inhabitants of our 
vast metropolis, are also concerned for a more 
effective representation of our distinctive 
principles as baptists. 

We understand that subscriptions and do• 
nations to the society will be received by the 
bankers, Messrs. Barclay, Bevan, Tritton, 
and Co., 54, Lorn bard Street, and at the 
Baptist Mission House, 33, Moorgate Street, 
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TIIE. MAYNOOTII ORA.N'r, 
At a meeting of the Executive Committee 

of the British Anti-state-church Association, 
held on the 12th February, 1052, the follow
ing resolutions were unanimously adopted:-

I. 'fhnt in the year 1845, the government 
of Sir Robert Peel brought forward a measure 
for increasing and placing on a permanent 
footing the annual grant to the Roman Ca
tholic College of Maynooth, which measure, 
this committee regarding as an extension of 
the principle of state-endowments of reli
gion, and as foreshadowing the intention of 
political parties to render the Roman Ca
tholic priesthood of Ireland stipendiaries of 
the State, felt it their duty promptly, de
cidedly, and energetically to oppose. 

II. That measure having received the 
sanction of the legislature, and recent events 
having led to a demand by a considerable 
party for its repeal, as well as for the with
drawal of the annual supplementary grant, 
thL, committee deem it expedient, under the 
circumstances, to repeat the sentiments in 
relation to the question at issue to which they 
have already, on several occasions, given 
public expression. 

III. That at the first Anti-state-church 
Conference, held for · the formation of the 
British Anti-state-church Association, a reso
lution, o~ which the following is a section, 
was unanimously adopted :-

That., in Ireland, these evils [na1Dely, the distri· 
but1on_ ~f state-hon~u~s and emoluments among 
the mm1sters of rehg1on, from considerations of 
state-policy, and to the injury of the best interests 
of the people] are greatly aggravated by the Pro
testant Episcopal Church in that country being the 
accepte~ Church of only a very small minority of the 
pop1;1lat1on, ancl are further illustrated by the 
R_egium . Donum, and the Maynooth Grant, which, 
viewed _in connexion, exhibit the government as 
pretending to sustain, with equal band protestant 
and Romanist dissenters, and the advocaies of theo• 
logi_ca.l. opinions diametrically opposed, while, in 
their distinct operation, they have conduced as little 
to the peace and good order of the country ae to 
the llloral and religious benefit of the people.' 

That, on the 26th of March, 1845, upon 
the introduction of the Maynooth College 
En_dowment Bill, this Committee passed a 
series of resolutions condemnatory of the 
measure, of which the following is one :-

That this Co1Dmittee cordially admit the claim ol 
!~eir ~oma1;1 ~atholic fellow countrymen, irrespective 
r· their rehg1ous views, to the enjoyment of every 
ight to which the citizens of a free country are 

:nt!tled; and they protest with equal earnestness 
gamst tho outrage done to the feelings of the 

~o~an catholic population of Ireland by the estab
t~ ment O! the Protestant Episcopal Church, as 

ey do against the wrong sought to be inflicted upon 
~:°1°0~:~fs!: giving state support to the diffusion 

IV. That this committee continuino- to 
entertain the views expresse;l iu the above 
resolutions, earnestly trnst that any effort 
put forth by the friends of the British Auti
stute-church Association for the repeal of the 

!'daynooth College Endowment Act, will he 
m harmony with the spirit of all the former 
proce':di?gs relating to the suhjcct which the 
A88oc1at10n has felt it necessary to adopt. 

MONTHLY SUMMARY. 

C_ONVOCATION -- EDUCATION -- MANCHESTER 
CONFERENCE-MAYNOOTH-FOREIGN PERSE
CUTION. 

SINCE our last number the two Houses of 
CONVOCATION and the two Houses of Parlia
ment have met :-the former of these, as 
usual, to go through the mere form of con
stituting themselves an assembly, and then 
separating without performing any functions 
of service eitl,er to their church or their coun
try. Petitions were presented by divers of 
the bishops, and speeches made in favolll' of 
the convocation at once proceeding to busi
ness, A proposition was made to address 
the Q,ueen, praying for her license for this 
church body to do what they said the inter
ests of the. church required; but the Arch
bishop of Canterbury assured t.hem that very 
little good would be got by the petition, as her 
majesty was very unlikely in the present 
divided state of the church to grant its 
prayer,and cut the matter short,ahout an hour 
afterwards, to the surprise and disappoint
ment ( of the reverend bishops and arch
deacons, by proroguing the convocation to the 
25th. The dignitaries of the church were thus 
left to sigh for those privileges which eyery 
Christian community, unburdened by state
pay, deems essential to its vitality. 

In the Honse of Commons the only measure 
which has been introduced of peculiar interest 
to our readers-with the exception, of cow-se, 
of the Reform Bill-is the Manchester and 
Salfo,·d EoucATION Bill. This bill, the object 
of which is, as has been said, to compel every 
one to pay for every one else's religion, has 
been already brought before the House as a 
private measure, its promoters showing far 
more anxiety that the principle of the mea
sure should be affirmed, than that it should 
be fairly discussed and understood. A de
bate took place upon it, when in spite of the 
zeal manifested in urging it forward, the 
second reading was eventually postponed till 
the 25th of February ; partly to secure the 
presence of some of the ministry at the dis
cussion, but chiefly to nfford the corporation 
of Mauch.ester an opportunity of speaking on 
the question. This they )lave since done, 
and in a decided manner ; a majority of 
thirty-four to twenty-two having determined 
that the bill is unnecessary, aml resolved to 
take all needful steps in opposing it. It 
would seem hardly likely that in spite of 
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this expression of opinion the bill will main
tain its ground, 

A Conference of the friends of Voluntary 
Education was Jield in Manchester, on 
Februar)· 2, which was attended by many of 
the most influential nonconformist ministers 
and la)· men. Papers were read by Messrs. 
J. H. Hinton, H. Richards, J.E. Giles; and 
Drs. Acworth and Halley, and Messr~. 
Sturge, Kelsall, Baines, Scales, and others 
took part in the proceedings. A large and 
enthusiastic public meeting was afterwards 
held in the Free Trade Hall, which was 
addressed by Re,·s. G. Smith, J. H. Hinton, 
J. E. Gile~, B. Parsons, Dr. Acworth, and 
Dr. Halley, and by E. Baines, S. :"1orley, 
and G. W. Alexander, Esqs. We earnestly 
hope that these and otl1er means may be 
successful in defeating both the compulsory 
schemes, and of diffusing so firm a trust in 
the volun~ry principle, that whether in this 
session or in any future one, no Government 
may think of proposing a state-paid and con
trolled education. 

The All'"TI-llh YNOOTH agitation has, in some 
parts of the country, been carried on with 
vioour. Meetings have been held in Bristol, 
EJinburgh, Southampton, Leices!er, and 
elsewhere, by the Protestant Alliance, at 
which petitions have been adopted, praying 
for the discontinuance of the grant on the 
ground of the errors of Popery ; while in 
Islington, Perth, Norwich, and other places, 
resolutions condemnatory of all state endow
ments of religion, and of course of the May
nooth grant as one of them, hal'e been en
thusiastically adopted. The committee of 
the Anti-State Church Association have 
passed a series of resolutions on the subject, 
to which, as they will be found inserted 
above, we direct the attention of our readers. 

At FLORENCE persecution is still carried on 
against protestantism. M. Madai and his 
wife, whose cases we mentioned some months 
since, are still in prisnn ; she in the Bargello 
(the Newgate of Florence) and he in the 
Penitentiarv of the M urate. V/ e learn from 
the'Daily News that a M. Bettini, who had 
married an English lady, was arrested in 
December for the crime of having taken his 
children to the Swiss church, out of respect 
to the protestant principles of his wife; and 
though the civil courts refused to proceed, he 
was noh·ithstancling condemned by the police 
commission to a year's labour at the galleys 
of Porto Ferrajo, 

Our readers probably are aware that two 
missionaries of the Free Church of Scotland, 
1,bouring among the Jews in HUNGARY, were, 
about a month since, summarily expelled 
from Pelith by an order from the Court oi 

Vienna. A deputation from the Free Churcl1 
supported by deputations from the Protestant 
Alliance, and the Scottish Reformation 
Society had an intervielV on February 7th, with 
I:ord Granville, when they represented the 
circumstances to the Foreign Secretary, by 
whom they ,vere listened to with attention, 
and wh? had already instituted inquiries on 
the subJect. He declined ghing a definite 
answer to the deputation till the result of 
these inquiries should be known. P, G. 

EDITORIAL POSTSCRIPT. 

A correspondent is anxious to see a discus
sion of this question :-What is the natme 
and magnitude of sin for which a member 
ought to be excluded from a Christian church! 
Perhaps some of our friends to whom the 
subject is familiar will favour us with their 
thoughts upon it within two or three weeks. 

The Committee of the Birminoham Town 
M~sion have determined to pur;ue a course 
which_ we should be glad to know was imi
tated m every large town and city throuahout 
the kingdom;' employing a native of Ir~lancl 
to visit and instruct his countrymen who have 
recently settled in the vicinity. The number 
of Irish immigrants who are totally ignorant 
of the gospel is exceedingly large, and they 
are not at all likely to receive a knowledge of 
the truth unless such means are adopted. 

A deacon of a baptist church in the vici
nity of London who expresses much pleasure 
at the formation of the new Building Society, 
and gives some hints respecting the plans 
which should be adopted, concludes by 
promising a donation of £20, and £20 a 
year, adding, "If the Society will build a 
chapel within the radius of a mile of my 
dwelling-house, I will give much more." We 
have forwarded his letter to the secretary. 

Mr. Alcock, of Parley, Rants, whose dis
tressing case was mentioned in our number 
for December, having received in consequence 
some seasonable supplies, has 1·equested, at 
the suggestion of some of the donors, per
mission to acknowledge their kindness, He 
says: "My most sincere and grateful thanks 
are due to dear, kind friends at Leicester, 
Bristol, Clifton, Bath, Portsea, Poole, Win
canton, Gillingham, Christchurch, Newport, 
Bradford, Hebden Bridge, Salendine Nook, 
Barnstaple, and Liverpool." He refers also to 
the interest taken in his case by many es
teemed ministers, in language which it would 
be pleasing to them to peruse, but for which 
we have not space, We are sorry to have to 
adcl that his afflictions and those of his family 
fitill continue, 
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HOW IS IT TO BE? 

This month will contain thirty-one 
days. On the last of them our accounts 
for the year will close. The day of reck
oning will then have arrived. Questions 
of great importance must immediately 
afterwards be decided. The treasurer, 
tl1e secretary, the members of Committee, 
will have to consider what course to 
pursue collectively and individually. 
Much, very much respecting the future 
will depend upon the amount of con
tributions that shall be brought in during
the current month of March. 

When our financial year commenced, 
the reader is aware, there was a debt of 
£1828. With a view to the diminution 
of this heavy burden, which had been 
some time accumulating/the Committee 
of the previous year had determined on 
a reduction of the number of agents in 
Iieland, and made other arrangements 
tending to lessen the annual expenditure. 
It has been the painful duty of the pre
sent Committee to carry these reductions 
into effect. They have applied them
selves to the task; and though time 
is necessary for such processes, the 
expenditure of the present quarter will 
be materially less than that of the 
quarter ending March 1851, and the 
expenditure of the quarter commencing 
on the first day of April next, will be 
much less than that of the present 
quarter. 

Meanwhile, appeals have been made 
to our friends for pecuniary aid, many 
of which have been received very kindly. 
We cannot sufficiently express our sense 
of the noble cl1aracter of the responses 
which we have obtained from many 
pastors of country churches-men whose 
rncomes were exceedingly limited. They 
have underlaken readily to plead the 
cause of the Society among their own 
people, and their expressions of attacl1-
ment to it have been warm. We did 
not suppose before, tliat we should find 
~hi~ feeling so ardent or so general as 
it 1s. Some of the wealthier members 
of the denomination also have contri
buted very handsome stuns, and showed 
that they appreciated rightly the import
ance of efforts to evangelize Ireland. 

Yet, we cannot help looking forward 
to the day of reckoning with anxiety, 
and putting the question to our friends, 
How is it to be ? . 

At the annual meeting of April, 18-51, 
a proposition was made to raise by 
a special contribution one thousand 
pounds, towards the liquidation of the 
debt. Several gentlemen came forward 
with one hundred pounds each ; and 
many others have given smaller sums. 
Is this effort to prove a failure ? vVe 
hope not; but, as yet, we have received 
only £744 towards the thousand. 

If there were a surplus in the ge
neral fund at the end of the year, that 
of course would be available. But, at 
present we have not enough in hand 
to meet the demands that will be made 
before that day arrives. vVe have made 
calculations on the subject with every 
wish to arrive at a favourable result, 
but all that we can say is this : if we 
receive during the month of March 
eight hundi·ed pounds the object at 
which we have been aiming will pro
bably be attained; but if the contri
butions coming in during the month 
should fall short of that sum, if we 
meet our friends at the annual assembly 
in April, it will be with feelings of 
disappointment and gloom. 

Considering the large proportion of 
the year's income which has come in 
sometimes during the month of March, 
the case is not hopeless; but it is Yery 
doubtful. Friends of Ireland! will you 
allow the Society to sink, or will you 
now make an effort sufficiently vigorous 
to relieve it from its embarrassments? 
vVill you surrender this large adjacent 
island to Pio Nono and archbishop 
Cullen; or will you send forth your 
agents again disburdened, inspirited, and 
grateful, to labour in fields which are 
"white already to harvest?" 

ANNUAL MEETIN□• 

The Rev. B. C. YOUN□ of CoRK has 
encrao-ed to preach the annual sermon 
fof tl~e society on Friday evening, April 
23rd, 1852. 



li8 CONTRIBUTIONS RECEIVED SINCE OUR LAST. 

Bec-clee, by Rev. G. ,,rright, Collection ........... , ........................... , ............. . 
Brixton Hill, w. H. Millar, Esq ............................................................. .. 
Chard, by Rev. E. Edwards-

Collection . .. ... ... .............. ....... .... .. .. ................... .... .. .. . ... 2 11 4 
Box, by Miss Jackson...................................................... 0 o 10 
Do., by Mr. S. Legg ................. _........................................ 0 12 2 

Co\lingham, Mr. E. Nichols, by Rev. G. Pope ............................................ . 
Eye, Suffolk, by l\ir. S. Gis.sing, Subscriptions ............................................ , 
Ford Forge, Northumberland, by R~v. T. Black ......................................... . 
Frome, Badcox Lane, by Rev. C. J. Middled.itch ; Colleotlon ............ 4 6 6 

Allen, Mrs. .... . .. ......... ..... .... ............. ......................... ... 0 10 0 
Biggs, Miss .................................................................. 0 10 0 
Biggs, Mr. S. .................................................................. 0 5 0 
Brittain, Mr .................................................. , .. , .. u,,,,..... 0 10 0 
Burgess, Mrs. . .•. . .. •••••• ... ... • ...... ... ... .... .... . .•••• .. .......... ..••• 0 1 6 
Coo1nbs, Mr,.................................................................. 0 5 0 
,:)ooper, Mr. .................................................................. 0 10 0 
Hassell, Mrs. ............................................................... O 2 6 
Mtddleditch, Mrs. ......................................................... 0 6 0 
porter, Messrs. J. and T. ............... ................................. b 10 O 
porter, Miss ................................. ,................................ O 5 O 
Potter, Mrs. James ........................ ;................................ O 5 O 

~~.M~~. 1~~eph .. ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: g ~ g 
~lebln, by Rn.)W. Knowles-

~!;, tg: ?: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: g fg g 
Higgms, Mr. R. .................. , ........... ;............................. O 10 0 
;Kp.owles, Rev. W. • ... ••. .. ... ......... .... ...... •• • • .... ......... ........ O 5 o 

Hal'low, by Rev. T. Finch; Moioty of Collection ........................... 2 11 0 
Friends, by Mrs. Lodge................................................... 2 9 0 
Frj.end, .A ••• ......... ........ ................ .... ••• .. ••• ...... .... .... ....... O 5 0 

Ipswich, Stoke Green, by Rev. J. Webb; Collection ........................ 2 13 2 
Co~ell, Mr. S. H .......................................................... 1 1 0 
Daines, Mr. .................................................................. 0 10 Q 

~~~. ~::t·.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 8 ~3 8 
fa"~i, i.:;.~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: f f g 
Neve, Mr. ..................................................................... 0 10 0 
l'eclr., )l:r. J. ......... ............ ........................... ......... ......... 0 10 0 
;E'olli.rd. Mr. ... ..... .. ... ... . .. ... .... ..... ... . .. .. ... .. .. . .. .. ... .. .. .. .•• .. . 0 5 0 
Skeet, Ml'...................................................................... 0 10 6 
6mith, Mr. Robert ........... .-.................... .'........................ O' 5 0 

w~m:,~~~.1:¥-.~· .. :::::::::::::::::::::::::::·:::::::::::::::::::::::·.::::: g fg g 
Cards ,md Boxes-

Adams, H................................................................... 0 16 0 
~derton, Miss .... ......... ............... ... .... .. .. .. .. ... . .. ..... ... .. 2 8 6 
Bayles, Miss Ann......................................................... 0 15 9 
Bird, Master F............................................................. 0 10 0 
<l<>oper, Master T. ...................................................... 0 8 6 
Girling, Master ..................................................... ;...... 0 2 0 
Goodchild, Master W................... ... .... ...................... .... 0 9 7 
F'lllcher, Miss J. ...................................... ................... 0 2 8 
.Skeet. Mr. R., j un. • ....... ... ....................... ... .. ............ ... 1 3 0 
Skeet, Miss ............................................................... 0 17 3 

£,.'d. 
4 1 0 
6 0 0 

3 0 4 
1 0 0 
1 2 0 
4 0 0 

8 17 6 

pli o 

5 Ii 0 

Ward, Mrs. ........................... .................................... 2 13 11 
Deduct expenses ...................................................... ~ 19 17 2 

Kington, by ll,ev. W. B. Bliss .................................................................. 1 13 2 
l,eicester, R ........................................................................... ;............... 1 0 0 
Liverpool, Half yearly Vote trom Weekly Collections at Pembroke Chapel, by 

J. Coward, Esq ......................................................................... 20 0 0 
London, !Blandford Street, by Rev. W. B. Bowes .......................................... 10 0 0 

· Heriot,t, J. J., Eaq., Subscription .......... ......................................... 1 1 0 
C. F ........................................................................................... 0 10 0 
For the Debt, by A. T. Jay, Esq., Additional Produce of Card-

Howell, Miss ......... ... ... ............ ... ............ ............ ...... 0 5 0 

~~. i~·a,'k~;."·: .. ~~~:.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ 1i g 
2 i 0 

For the llebt, by the Rev. J. George-
Tucker, H., Esq. ..................................................................... 6 0 0 

l16r the lJebt, Rev. F. Trestrsil's Card, Second Instalment .................. 10 0 0 
Mll,ll.chester, Mr. W. Coulter-

Cllennery, Rev. R. ......... ....... ..... ..... ...................... ......... 0 10 0 
~oulier, Mr. .. .... ......... .... ..... ......... ................ ... .............. 0 10 0 
Coulter, The Misses, Collected by .................................... 0 17 6 
Culyerwell, Miss ...... ............ .... ......... ...... ...... .. ............... 0 3 0 
Dowler, Mr . . ,., ............... ,,,,,,,,,,,,.,, ......... ,, ....... , ............ , 0 ~ 6 
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Contributions continued. 

Hallott, Mr . ................................................................. . 
£ •· d, £ a. d. 
0 2 6 

Homer, Mr .................................................................. . 
Hull, Mr. J. E .............................................................. .. 
Jones, Mr, B . .......................................... , .......•..... , .....• 
Jones, Mr. B., jutt, ............ , .................. , ....................... .. 
Jones, Mr. Thomae ................................ , ....................... . 
Lindley, Mr .................................................................. . 
Lindsay, Mr .................................................................. . 
Mc Henry, Mr . .............................................................. . 
Sykes, Mr.J ................................................................. .. 
Whiteman, Mr. . ................... , .................. , ................... . 
Wood, Mr ..................................................................... . 
Wood, Mrs., The Grange ............................................... . 
Sargont, Mr . ................................................................. . 

0 2 6 
o 2 6 
o 2 6 
0 2 6 
o 2 11 
0 2 ff 
0 2 6 
0 12 0 
0 2 6. 
0 1 6 
o 6 o 
0 5 0 
0 5 0 

Markyate Street, by Rev. T. W. Wake! Collection ........................ 1 0 0 
Cook, Mrs., Woodend ........................ :............................. 0 10 0 

4 15 0 

1 10 0 
Newcastle-on-Tyne, TuthilI Stairs, by J. L. Angus, Esq.; Collection ............... 5 10 0 
North Devon Auxiliary, Remitted by Rev. D. Thompson, March, 1851 ............ 10 0 0 
Presteign, T. Jones, Esq............................................................................ 1 1 0 
Sabden, G. Foster, Esq., Donation ............................................................ 100 0 0 
Stourbridge, Mr. J._Dorricutt..................................................................... 0 10 6 
Tewkesbury, Collection, May, 1851 ...... ............................. ......... ....... ....... 4 4 6 
Towcester, by Rev. J.P. Campbell, Collection............................................. 3 10 3 
Walton, by Hev. T. Roddy ........................................................................ 1 4 0 
Watford, Miss King, Suhs. £1, Don. £1 ...................................................... 2 O 0 
Wigan, by Rev. W. Ellison, Collection at Lord Street ................................. 4 15 0 

SCOTLAND. 
Alloa, Baptist Church ................ ................... ........................................... 0 10 0 
Arbroath, Collection, by Rev. D. Stewart ................................................... 0 10 0 
Dumbarton, The Church, by Mr. A. S. Smith ............................................. l O 0 
Elgin, Collection, by Mr. A. Urquhart......................................................... 2 0 0 
Collected by Rev. W. P, Williams-

Aberdeen- · 
Collection, by Rev. J. Mc Donald ........................ 2 0 0 

Do., by Rev. J. Price .................................... 2 1 l 
Rowell, J ., Esq................................................. l O 0 
Stewart, J .; Esq. ............................................. 5 0 0 

---10 l l 
Cupar, Fife-

Collection, by Rev. J. Davies .............. ,............... 1 0 0 
Beveridge, Mr. .. .. ... .... .. ....... ..... .. ...... ... .... ..... . .. 0 5 0 
Brown, Mr. T. ................................................ 0 5 0 
Dowie, Mr. A.................................................... 0 5 0 
Duncan, Mr. D. ................................................ 0 15 0 
Greig, Mr. T. ................................................... l O 0 
Hogarth, G., Esq. ..... .... .................................... 0 2 6 
Honeyman, Mr ...................... ;.......................... 0 5 0 
Lees, C., Esq ...... :............................................ l O 0 
Millar, Mr. J. ................................................... 0 2 6 
Rigg, The Misses ........................... ........... ....... 0 5 0 
Taylor, A., Esq ................... ,.... ........................ 0 10 0 
Taylor, W. A., Esq. .......................................... 0 5 0 

6 0 0 
Dundee-

Collection, by Rev. J. Blair................................. 6 0 0 
Do., at Meadowside ..... ................................. 4 0 0 

Blair, Rev. J. ................................................... 2 0 0 
Crighton, D., Esq ...................................... _...... 0 10 6 
Lowe, Mrs. A. ................................................ l O 0 
Nicoll, Mr. R................................. ....... ............ 0 5 
Watson, P., Esq. ............................................. l O 0 
Wright, Mrs. ................................................... 0 10 0 

--- 15 5 6 
Dunfermline-

Dewar, Mr. D. ............... .... ................ ............. 2 0 0 
Dewar, Mrs. ................ .............. .................. ... 0 10 0 
Inglis, Mrs. ... .. .. .. . .. ..... .. . ..... .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . .... .. .. . .. .. • 0 l O 0 
Robertson, R., Esq. ......... .... ............................. 5 0 0 
Spittle, Mrs. ................................................... l O 0 

9 0 0 

Edin~!!t~~Mr. G .................................................... 0 10 6 
May, Mr. W. ................................................... 0 10 0 
Milner, The Misses .......................................... 1 1 0 
Sinclair, Mr. P. ................................................ 0 11 0 
Wemyss, Mrs.................................................... 3 0 0 
Wigham, John, Esq. .......................................... l l 0 
Wilson, Peter, Esq. .......................................... l l 0 

7 14 

179 
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Conti·ibutions continued. 
£ ,. d. £ ,. d, 

Ferryport-on-Craig, Martin, Mr. W, ....................................... O 5 0 
Glaego"·-

Andcraon, Sir James ....................................... l O 0 
Anderson, Mr. Alexander ................................. 1 0 0 
Anderson, Mos,rs. D. and J, .............................. 1 1 0 
Anderson, John, Esq. ....................................... 1 0 0 
Ba1T, John, Eeq .. , ..• ,, ... o.................................... l l 0 
Brown, Mr. H................................................... 0 10 0 
Campbell, Messrs. J. and H. .............................. 1 1 0 
Crum, John, Esq. ....... ............... ....................... 1 0 0 

rn~~~tM~rA~d~:;:1.:::·:.:·::::.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: g g g 
Mitchell, J ., Esq. ............................................. 1 1 0 
Naismitb, Mr. A. ............................................. 0 10 0 
Oswald, Miss ................................................... 6 0 0 
Smith, Mr. David ............................................. 0 10 0 
Smith, Messrs. G, and Sons................................. 3 3 0 
Wright, Mr, J. ................................................ 1 0 0 

21 2 0 
Greenock-

Collection at West burn Street ........................ ,., 4 5 O 
Do., at Free Middle Church ........................... 3 1 4 

Fain-ie, Thomas, E2q. ........................................ 2 0 O 
Forsyth, Mr. John............................................. O 10 O 
McFie, W., Esq ............................................. 2 0 0 
Mc lllWTaith, Miss............................................. 0 5 0 
Martin, W., Esq. ............................................. 0 10 0 
Paterson, Mr. A. ............................................. o 5 O 

---1216 4 
Irvine, Collection.................................................................. 4 0 0 
P&iEley-

Collection......................................................... 4 ll 0 
Coate, James, Esq. ............................................. I I 0 
Coats, Messrs. J. and P. .................................... 2 2 O 
Friend, .A. ................................................ ,........ O 5 O 

7 19 0 
Perth-

Collection............... .......................................... 6 0 O 
Imrie, Mrs....................................................... 0 2 6 
Peacock, Mr. W. ............................................. 0 5 0 6 7 6 

St . .Andrew's-
Aikman, Mr. ................................................... 0 5 0 
Brown, Mr. W. ................................................ 0 2 6 
McCallum, Miss................................................ 0 5 0 
Mackenzie, Mr. A.............................................. 0 2 6 
Patterson, lli. ..,,............................................ 0 2 6 
Smith, Mr. W. ................................ ............... 0 5 0 
Stobie, Mr. W. ............... ... .............. ............... 1 0 0 
Thompson, Miss............................. .................. 1 0 0 

3 2 6 

103 13 5 
Acknowledged in January Chronicle , ................................ ~~ 56 4 JO 

Friends who have monies in hand for the Society are respectfully requested to forward 
them to the Treasurer or Secretary before the 31st instant, as on that day the accounts for 
the year are to be made up. 

A parcel of clothing from young friends in connexion with Dr. Steane's church, Camber
well, per Mr. Dickes, has been received for Rev. W. Hamilton, of Ballir.a. Parcels of 
clothing and of books have been received from Mrs. Risclon of Pershore, Mrs. Carter of 
Canterbury, Mrs. CozeUB of Clapton, and from Mr. H. Sutherland of Chelsea; all of which 
have been, or will shortly be, distributed among thankful recipients,_ 

Subscriptions and Donations thankfully received by the Treasurer,JoSEPII TmTTON, Esq. 
54, Lombard Street, London; by the Secretary, the Rev. WILLIAll GnosEn, at the Mission 
liouse, Moorgate Street; and by the Pastors of the churches throughout the Kingdom. 

COLLECTOR FOR LONDON, REV, c. WooLLAOOTT, 

4, Compton Street East, Brunswick Square, 
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'rlIE MISSION FIELD. 

Among the most significant indica- the pundits, the servants of Shiva ; 
tions of the decay of Hindooism, a very that insensibly they are constrained to 
sti·iking one is the decreasing popularity entertain it in their private intercourse, 
of some of the most important of the forcing the way into their private as
heathen festivals. The Indian journals semblies, and shedding its light on their 
all agree in saying that the festivities of errors. We cannot but commend to our 
the Durga Pujah have gone off this readers the ottrious particulars our 
year with greater tameness than at nny brother has forwarded of his visit to the 
bygone period. It shows itself in the Hajeepore mela1 as well as the striking 
economy practised, where before all was fact relative to the traot of our excellent 
recklessness and extravagance; feasting native brother Shujatale. 
is less general, and the licentious While our letters from Africa convey to 
nautchea are neither 110 e:itpensively got us the intelligence of the lamented death 
up nor ao well attended. Writers in- of our native brother WtLLlA:rits, we are 
different to missions attribute this to rejoiced to find that the work of God con
the increaae of knowledge among the tinues to make progress, and the health of 
people, and a growing conviction of our brethren to be mercifully sustained. 
the utter folly and vanity of idolatry. Mr, and Mrs. SA:trnR are now we trust 
Ft must however be borne in mind that happily settled at Cameroons, and Mr. 
whatever there is of education in the WHEELER has much to encourage him 
country, either owes its origin to 01• is in his solitary work. The dawn of 
under the du-ection of, the missionary brighter days seems at hand for Africa. 
bodies, from whose presses continually It would seem from late intelligence, 
issue works of a religious and 1oientiflc that the English squadron has very 
character, distructive of the mingled nearly put an end to the slave trade. 
system of Hindoo mythology and philo• All its strongholds near Congo have 
sophy. recently been abandoned, and at the 

Converted natives, instructed in the three or four remaining places it was 
missionary institutions, are nlso stepping expected the trade would cease by the 
forward to aasail with boldness and close of last year-rooted out, we trust, 
effect the idols of their countrymen, and never to be revived. 
to expound to the more cultivated Jamaica still suffers. Small-pox and 
Hindoos the authority of the gospel of cholera seem to emulate eaoh other in 
Christ. There have been recently an- their destructive ravages. The people 
nounced in Calcutta, courses of lectures perish by hundreds. The little help our 
on the Evidences of Christianity, the afflicted brethren can render is cheer
design of which has alone proceeded fully afforded, and with readiness are 
from the intelligent IMlal of two or three their efforts seconded from our Cholera 
well educated young men of the higher Fund. We rejoice that the tried band 
classes. Their connections, and their will speedily be reinforced by the pre
knowledge of the 1tate of mind of the sence of our brethren, DAY, J. E. HEN· 
upper ranks of Bindooa in Calcutta. DIIIRBON1 and CLAYDON, who sailed in 
give great intereet to their object. the "Hopewell" for Jamaica on the 

From our brother PARSONS' letter, it 9th ult. 
will be seen that discussions on Chris- The mission at Port au Plat, St. 
tian truth are not unfre<:1uent among Domingo, has been recommenced undel' 
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vtJry favour1tble auspices by our brother 
RYanoFT, llis communication gives 
soma interestittg particufarll of his pre
liminary visit. Suspended for four or 
five yearB, the labours 0£ our brother 
sMtn now likely to meet with divine 
success. A small body of Christian 
people already exists in the town, com
posed of members of churches who have 
emigrated from the neighbouring i.siands 
of the Bahamas. In these will be found 
a nucleus of operation, from whose 
midst may go forth with effect the light 
of truth. We commend this mission to 
the earnest prayers of the churches of 
Christ. 

One of the earliest stations of our 

beyond Maulmain, or to enter the Bur
man empire itself. The arrival at the 
throne of a new sovereign has, however, 
altered the whole face of affairs. Two 
missionaries have settled at Rangoon, 
and though at flret molested by the 
governor, now enjoy perfect liberty to 
preach the gospet This liberty is 
owing to a missive from the sovereign, 
directing their good treatment and 
inviting them to visit the capital in the 
spring. It is obvious that more en
lightened counsels prevail at the seat of 
government ; and that at last Burmah, 
so long closed, so long the object of 
prayer, will receive the messengers of 
Christ. The houses of the missionaries 

society was Rangoon in Burmah. There at Rangoon were constantly crowded 
Mr, FELIX CAREY planted the standard with visitors ; not fewer than 6000 in 
of the cross, and; in conjunetion with one month are calculated to have sought 
the eminent JUDSON endeavoured to instruction, and among them a few who 
evangelize the land. It was left sub- appear to be thoroughly in earnest. 
sequently eE.tirely in the hands of The day of salvation for Burmah, of 
our American brethren. For many which J uosoN so longed to see the dawn, 
long years did they labour and suf- has at length appeared. 
fer ; but: were unable to penetrate 

INDIA. 

MONGHlR. 

Mr. PARSONS has fav(mred. us with 
tho following interesting oommunica
tion, dated Nov. 27, i85i. 

The death of the 1·igliteous. 

' I have to speak of increase and of decrease. 
On the one hand, two dear brethren have 
been summoned home, we trust, to glory. 
The one was called away by apoplexy, and 
was unable to give any expression of the 
state of his mind on his dying bed, 'l'he 
other, whotn dear brother Leechman saw in 
n_ s)ck and enfeebled state during his pleasing 
VlSlt to us, nnd who had previously served 
~he church for about nineteen years by lead
mg the singing in the Encr!ish chapel was 
brought down by slow cl;grees, ancl 'often 
suffere_d most severely from the effects of 
0,omph~ated_ '.lisease. In his greatest affiic
hons, his spmt and conversation evinced the 
truth of what he often felt and said that 
affliction ,vas best for him. All hiil br~thren 

were much struck and delighted to see how, 
as his strength decreased and his outward 
man failed, and his iron constitution bowed 
to the violence of his complaints, his inward 
man Wall renewed ; and the nearer his end 
drew on, the more humble he appeared, the 
more emphatic was his self-renunciation, and 
the more calm and cheerful Wall his hope in 
the Redeemer. In his last moments, his 
hope seemed unclouded, and the remru-ks of 
all at his death appeared to show that they 
had recognized in his dying experience a 
fresh illustration of the faithfulness and power 
of Jesus. Blessed be God for such con
firmations of om hope in him. 

Sove1·eign grnce. 
On the 16th ult. it was our pririlege to 

recciye by baptism an aged disciple, whose 
conversion has appeared to us all a surprising 
instance of sovereign gracp. Though a 
member of a family whern Ch1·ist is owned 
and served, her daughter, son-in-law, and 

z I! 
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grand-daughter being members with us, she, received from our lips the invitations of a 
till lately, exhibited much enmity to spiritual SaYiour's love. It has been found advisable 
religion. She appeared to have no suitable to leave the office of distributing books chiefly 
concern to be prepared for an exchange of in the hands of some one brother, as, without 
worlds, "·hich, at her age, sl1e cannot suppose this, every speaker is liable to be interrupted 
to be far distant, and if she had any hope it continually by applicants, and the distraction 
was a delusi1·e one based on self-righteous- occasioned in supplying them. The dear 
ness. Not long ago, two of her grand-chi!- brother who undertook this part of the work 
dren were baptized in Calcutta, and a letter had indeed a laborious task, but those who 
from one of them to her is believed to have were engaged in preaching certainly felt very 
produced a deep impression on her mind. much the benefit of his exertions. It would 
The change produced in her by the Spirit of certainly have been gratifying to the friends 
God through this and other instrumentality of missions to have witnessed the scene at 
was Ycry conspicuous ; and it was with pe- our tents on the 7th and 8th inst. Through 
culiar pleasure we welcomed as a sister in a great part of these days, especially, two 
Christ this "brand plucked from the burn- separate congregations, often very numerous. 
ing." were being instmcted by the living voices of 

l,fore grace. 

Two other individuals are desirous of tes
tifying, in the same way, their attachment 
to Christ. In one of them a pious parent's 
prayers appear to be answered Jong after his 
removal to a better world. His father was 
one of the leading baptists of Calcutta of the 
last generation. Our dear friend appears to 
have been awakened some time ago, after a 
visit to Monghir; and a tract by Shujatali, 
translated into English under the title of 
"The Saviour's Complaint," founded on 
Rev. iii. 20, was a main instmment in that 
awakening. He subsequently for a time en
joyed a measure of peace and hope in Christ, 
but being afterwards much tried with fears 
and perplexities, he sought the counsel and 
advice of your missionaries here, for which 
purpose he visited Monghir (for he is not 
resident here), and since that I have heard 
from rum that he has found peace, and he 
expres.ses a wish to unite himself with this 
church, a step for which I feel encouraged to 
believe grace has prepared him, and I hope 
the Lord, in his providence, will soon give 
him an opportunity to take, 

The fair. 

I have been permitted, late] y, to pay a 
missionary visit to the Hajeepore fair. I left 
home on the 22nd ult., and my beloved 
family accompanied me to Dinapore, where 
they were kindly entertained at our dear 
brother Brice's, while I went over to the 
mela. Brethren Soodeen and Bundhoo ac
companied me. We had several oppor
tunities of speaking of Christ on our way 
up, but without any circumstance requiring 
particular notice. Brethren Kalberer and 
McCumby from Patna, Brice from Dinapore, 
and Bran<lin and Ott from Mozufferpore, 
with Kasee and myself, and two brethren, 
made up the missionary staff of labourers. 
It was cheering to see so many labourers in 
the field, and yet, though we were all em
ployed for several successi,·e days to the full 
capabilities of our voices, we could scarcely 
feel that a tithe of the vast assemblage had 

either a native or European brother, the voitl 
occasioned by those who retirecl being imme
diately supplied by new comers, while a third 
assemblage was eagerly crowding around the 
brother who undertook the distributions, to 
receil-e from him the same instmctions in a 
written form. The Mozufferpore brethren 
were, besides, similarly employed in another 
part of the mela. Thus very much seed was 
sown; and it is hard to think that He who 
has deolared that his " word shall not return 
unto him void," will suffer it all to fall into 
unfruitful soil. 

The Pundit, 

A Pundit, in conversation with some of 
us, much interested us by the account lie 
gave of serious dissensions which had 
lately taken place in Benares between a 
number of Shaiva and Vaishnava Pundits, 
during which they had busied themselves in 
searching out from the Poorans verses,-the 
Shaiva Pundits against Vishnu, and the 
Vaishnavas against Shiv; and he also assured 
us, that the merits of the Christian doctrine 
had been much discussed during the contro
versy. Numerous fakeers, as usual, were 
present, of a great diversity of names and 
sects. A remarkably large number came, 
throughout the time of our stay, to our tents, 
to hear, converse, or discuss. 

The holy book. 

One day, our attention being arrestecl by a 
gaudy palanquin, preceded by a herald on 
horseback beating two small dmms, nncl ac
companied by anumberof attendants,one ~old
ing a large scarlet umbrella, another wavmg _a 
fly-driver, &c.: we found on inquiry, that it 
contained the Grunth, or sacrecl book of the 
N anakshahee sect ; and afterwards we saw 
the same, or a similar book, laid in state 
amongst an encampment of fakeers, covered 
with a scarlet cloth. Such homage to a book 
is really illustrative of the state of mind of a 
vast numbct of the people. The suprem_e 
object of their regard, whether they avow it 
or not, evidently is the particular theory of 
religious doctrine and dut.y to which they 
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hove ottnched themselves. Indeed, I firmly 
believe that one of the greatest hindrances 
to the' conversion of the Hindoos, is the 
almost universnl habit nmong them of specu
lating nnd theorizing on religion, in a way 
that blunts the moral sense, by drawing off 
the attention from the real state of their 
hearts, and their real character, the theories 
themselves being almost all of a nature cal
culated utterly to delude or stupefy the con
science, The result is, that those who will 
argue for hours about God and his govern
ment, will witness the most flagrant sins 
without disgust or alarm; and to produce a 
real concern for pardon and salvation in their 
minds is a thing far more difficult than the 
innate depravity of the human heart would 
even cause it to be. 

Visitors, 

It is a gratification to us when any of the 
heathen visit us at our houses, that we may 
have the opportunity of doing what brother 
Russell has noticed as important, namely, 
directly confronting, at leisure, their objections 
and arguments. I had several visits from two 
Pundits, one of them a relative of the first 
convert of Monghir, Hingun Abisser, A 

Sepoy also came two days, on one of which 
he sat two hours reading the gospel, which I 
was glad to hear him say had been com
mended by the colonel of his regiment to 
him and his comrades. His approbation 
of the gospel, as being "very wise," is, alas, 
the furthest extent of the approval of multi
tudes, who acknowledge this without feeling 
the word of God binding on their consciences. 
A Mahommedan, also, of Behar, on his way 
to Mecca on pilgrimage, spent several hours 
at my house in warm discussion with Nain
sookh, our friend the Aflghanistan Gosall, 
and myself. Again and again have indi
viduals stayed for a few days with Nainsookh; 
and on one occasion, a man going on pilgrim
age to J uggemaut was so far convinced by 
our brother's conversation as to break off the 
symbols of his sect from his arm and neck, 
and return to his home, On such occasions, 
the envy and opposition of the Hindoos who 
pass the house are excited, and they do all 
they can to draw them away by false repre
sentations. They were but too successful in 
the cases of a Punjabee brahmin, and a 
fakeer, who seemed for a while well disposed. 
It resembles reprisals between the kingdoms 
of light and darkness, 

AFRICA. 

BIMBIA. 

The letter of our young native brother 
Fuller gives an affecting account of the 
decease of his fellow labourer Williams, 
who, from the establishment of the 
mission, has been a consistent follower 
of Christ. He adds to this some account 
of the last days of one of the converts 
baptized by our lamented brother Mer
rick. The letter is dated Nov. 11 th. 

The melaBcholy circumstance under which 
I am again called to write you a few lines is 
o~e of deep sorrow, and one which calls for 
aid and attention. The afflictions of our 
mission for the la.<1t few years are such that 
one can't think of them without deep sorrow, 
and hope that the church will consider Africa's 
sttite, 

The native preacher's deal h. 

It has pleased our heavenly Father to 
cause us to [eel the stroke of an unerring hand 
once more m the removal of our aged friend 
and brother Mr. Williams. He died at 
C_Jarence, and, therefore, we are unable to 
give any particulars of his death, but shall 

just ·write· as I receive the communication. 
Mr. Wheeler writes thus :-'' It has pleased 
the Lord to call our dear brother Williams 
from his suffering to the rest that remaineth 
for the people of God. He had been getting 
much better, but the last few days suddenly 
got much worse. I saw him last on ,v ed
nesday afternoon, he was then lying down 
with his eyes shut, looking quite calm, as if 
waiting for his last call. His poor wife told 
him I had come, and roused him. He 
opened his eyes slowly, and could move his 
arms ,vith much difficulty. He was unable 
to say more than a few words. He was 
sensible to the last, and just before he died 
asked for the Bible, and pointed out two 
passages of Scripture for his sons and children 
in Jamaica ; l'hilippians i. 1-6, and the 
other in Matthew. (His wife writes to say 
he chose Psalm xxiii, for himself.) It is 
only a few weeks ~ince I buried hit; little 
babe, and now the aged father has been called 
to follow ; he died on Wednesday evening 
at eight o'clock." 

Chlra's death. 

I know not if you have heord of the 
decease of one of our Isubu mentliers, by 
name Clara, an aged woman, one of the 
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two baptized by Mr. Merrick before he left, 
She died on the 31st of July. A few days 
before her decease I visited her without any 
knowledge of her being ill, and found her 
very low, Mr. Saker being here, he ad
ministered some medicine which refreshed her 
a little so as to enable nw to con,·erse with 
her ; on the following day, which was the 
29th, an entering the room she was surrounded 
by the natives, and was presenting her petition 
to God that he would speedily put an end to 
her suffering and receive her spirit, in every 
sentence breathing the sweet name of Jesus 
Christ. I conversed with her of the hap
piness which awaits them that love the Lord, 
and at every pause she would say,'' Through 
Jesns Christ." On the following day, after I 
had con versed with her for a little w hi\e, her 
country people said to her, "All our family 
never die without saying something to us, 
and are you going to die dumb 1 You are 
only talking with thos~ -God-men, you can't 
llllY anything to llS," Her answer was this, 
" I am wmmanded by Christ to say nothing 
to you ; you have heard enough, which i~ 
11Ufficient.'' Tµrn~ her eyes to the little 
ones she said to them, "What will ye do 1 I 
am going." Turning to Moind11, her sister 
in Christ, she said, '' I go before. Hold fast. 
I leave you in a world of sin and trouble, 
but Jesus Christ is above.'' The day she 
died Mr. Saker and myself saw her, and on 
asking her of the state of her mind she said, 
"Well!" Her tongue then became heavy, 
and she could say but little until half past 
six o'clock, P.M., her spirit took its flight, 
leaving us to chant, "How bless'd the 
p.ghteou.s when he dies." 

.Appeal for help. 

And now, dear brethren, the inelancholy 
event which has now taken place in the 
removal of our brother who has been the 
only company to me here, leads my mind to 
make another appeal to the church of Christ, 
but before this I shall jUBt make three 
remarks at which it may caUBe some to shrink 
at the thought of Africa. 1st. It may enter 
some valuable young man's mind that sick
ness and death cover Afric' s soil, 2nd, The 
little progress that the gospel makes may dull 
the spirit of the church ; and a scanty means, 
separation from all enlightened privileges 
and comf9rts of home, may be another. But 
in answer to these I would ask, llow many 
merchant ves~els that have left the shores of 
England for Africa, and every man on board 
of them h,1ve di~d in the rivers 1 but to this 
day are there none that will come on 
merchandi~e 1 Are there no more ships in 
Cameroons, in Bonney, and in Cala1;,ar1 Does 
the mosquito in Benin fright the sailors and 

captains 1 No ! they with undaunted vlgQUf 
pursue their trade with all the los~ of live!!; 
and for an eru·thly gain there are men to ba 
found who will come out to Africa ; but for 
the gain of an immortal SQ!ll, are there !lDl\!I 
who will think of the profit of a soul I Thin~ 
of this, and look a1·011nd you, Dut it may b11 
asked, where is the profit of 11H the lives lQsb 
at Isubu 1 Why there is II soul now in 
heaven which all the wQr!d gou\d. 119t 
purchase, and is not that ~qfficient cqmpen
sation for the lives lost if Wll had not 11nother ! 
Think of the many ship~ 9f war tl:iat h!J,VE; 
come out on the coast for the purpoae gf 
suppressing the slave trade, tl:111 losa of live§, 
and the length of time they have been 1m~ 
gaged in this business ; but has that hee,n 
accomplished as yet! No I But are th!lre 
none at the command of an earthly sovereign 
to come out for that purpose 1 There are 
hundreds who wowd not shrink at such a 
command ; but for the SoveNign of all the 
earth there are none capable to be found, 
But again, has Ollr society 1wver l11b,ourC!d 
with no ~ucce&s for a longef pe.riod, tha~ Uiey
have laboured in A,fr. ica, and. yet ha ... ve Y."Ql! 
not continued! A,nd why shou1g y:ou ijhfin\c 
for Africa 1 Thmk of the, South Seil~, 1md, 
remember Africa. ' 

It may be, as I said, because there are 
scanty means, and a separation from the 
comforts of home ; but our Lord says, " He 
that will not forsake home, land, father or 
mother, brother or sister, for my sake is not 
worthy of me; and whosoever will save his 
life shall lose it, but whosoever will lose his 
life for my sake the same shall save it.'' You 
may say, how can we, go without being {IQnt 1 
England has washed her hands from the 
abomination of slave:ry, and shall the evan
g~liza\ion of Africa fright you! Shall . the 
blood of Africa be required at your hands ! 
Think of this, and see if there are no young 
men who will be willing to spend and be 
spent fc;>r Gqd. See if there jlre none who 
will think of Christ's love when he· let'i the 
seat of glory to die for us ; and are there 
none who will think of fallen men, to tell 
them the blessed message of redem:ption? 
The harvest truly is large, but the labourers 
are few; pray ye the LQfd of the lmrvest 
that he would send forth h1b.oure,ra intQ his 
vineyard. 

In regard tQ the progresij Clf the gospel 
here, God is doing hia work llow)y and 
silently, I have among my inq\liren three 
hopeful ones, who l t.l'11at shall be ql!ch 11s 
shall be saved. I have not been al;,le to 
make any jotU'Iley yet; my time is no1v 
employed in printing the remaining parts of 
Mr. IYlerrick.'a worll:s, 1111d the Pm,1Ull &Qrip• 
turts. 
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WE S T IND I E S. 

JAMAICA. 

The lettera following are from the 
Rev. E. HEWETT, of Mount Oarey, and 
the R<!V, B. B. DEXTER, of Stewart Town. 
They convoy to our :readers some idea 
of the affliotions which still try our 
brethren and the churches. 

Under date J1n1ul!.ry ;:!,:lth, :Mr, lbw
ETT writes:-

The sum which you have placed in my 
hand~ has been distributed amongst about 60 
poor widows and widowers, and about 150" 
poor orphan children; also in the supply of 
warm clothing, brandy, arrow-root, and other 
articles of nourishment. 

I could give you names and other par
tieulars, but that would take up too much 
room, and is unnecessary; suffice it to say, 
that conscientiously, and to the best of my 
ability, I have distributed of your bounty to 
the most necessitous; and if the donors to the 
Cholera Fund could sometimes have been 
with me when distributing their gratuity, 
they ,vould have been richly compensated, in 
witneS&ing the happiness that has resulted 
even from the bestowal of the smallest sum. 

I assure you much, very much distress has 
been alleviated. Many a widow has dried 
up her tears, at the fact that there are still 
hearts to feel, and hands to help, in the time 
of need, and many poor orphans have been 
comforted with the thought that there is 
sympathy for them in the hearts of many 
that are far over the water. And I may 
further 11dd, that lifi: has been preserved, and 
health restored, which would have been lost 
for ever, h11d it not been for this timely aid. 

But our tale of sorrow is not yet finished, 
our cup is nQt yet filled, the direful pestilence 
h1111 again raged 11mongst us, quit<;i as fearfully 
as last year, Another hundred of our mem
bers have been sw@pt away, and their widows 
and orpllan chi!IJ.ren h.ave ~een left to mourn 
their abseMe, 

The disease has th~ year visited those 
partieular looa1ities that were passed aver 
last ye!ll', and in som11 measure also the 

, previous places where it ragccl; at all our 
stations it broke out at once, and I speak 
within bounds when I state that two hundred 
persons have been taken nway from our 
churches and congregations; that is to say, 
about one hundred members 11nd one hundred 
inquirers, hearers, 11ncl sabbath-school children. 
This year we bad it in our house at Mount 
C:irey ; . llO f~wer ~han llix wero · lying sick 
with th11 ~mbl-, du1eaee at one time, three of 

whom died, and three reeoTered. Two th11t 
died were the wife and child of one of our 
deacons, who were visiting us in search of 
health ; the other, the daughter of our infant
school mistress. Two of our deacons have 
been taken away, which make four with the 
two we lost in the beginning of this year. 

Oh ! the distress, pain, and sorrow I have 
witnessed; it cannot be described, and I do 
not think I could ever go through it again 
without falling a victim to the disease myself. 

If I could have felt it my duty to leave I 
would gladly have left the neighbourhood 
entirely, hut that was not to be thought of 
for a moment. Yet as a familv we have all 
been preserved; surely we have cause to 
praise God. 1 have been however far from 
well for some time, being broken down with 
anxiety and fatigue, but I hope soon to be 
able to ;work as usual again. As you may 
suppose, the last affliction has af!'ected us 
more than the first. Our resources have 
fallen off very much indeed, so that I am 
crippled now in a way that I have not been 
before. 

Again, can you help those orphans and 
widows who have suffered latterly? there are 
many of them in the most painful circum
stances of distress and poverty, and I feet 
deeply anxious to relieve them. 

Under date December 8th, Mr. DEX
TER writes:-

That there is a better disposition among 
the people to support the cause is plain, from 
the fact that the receipts this year are larger 
than in 1850, notwithstanding all the sick
ness; but you will most likely have heard 
from brother Clark that the small-po:!: has 
for some time been making fearful ravages 
throughout the whole of this neighbourhood. 
Hundreds have had it both here and at New 
Birmingham, and there have been many 
deaths. As we have no medical !llall within 
twelve miles a heavy responsibility rests upon 
us, and a great portion of our time is taken 
tip in hearing of the progress of otll' patients. 
and preparing medicines. We have at pre
sent between thirty ancl forty under treat
ment, besides a large number who are begin• 
ning to get better, and many others who act 
for themselves. Its fatality appears to be 
confined principally to strong men and in
fants. As a consequence many of our female 
members are left widows, and in several cases 
with large families. God has however blessed 
ou1· efforts, so that we have not had a larger 
proportion of deaths than in districts where 
there has been rl'gnlar medica\ attendance. 
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Neither vaccination nor previous attacks of 
small-pox seem to prevent, as scores have 
had the latter disorder a second time. The 
willingness of the people to help the afHicted 
is beyond all praise, seycral of our deacons 
having given up almost all their time for 
weeks together to the work. 

We ha,·e not yet been again visitc<1 by 
cholera, but are in continual fear of it, as it 
is raging all around us, and has recently 
proved fatal within three miles of this place. 
At Duncan's and Kettering it has been even 
worse than last year, thirty-one deaths having 
occurred iu the first six days. Were it not 
for the kindness of l\'Irs. Knibb and Captain 
Milbourne, it is hard to say what the poor 
people would do. 

In the church matters are much as when 
I last wrote. If spared till the 25th inst. I 
hope to baptize between thirty and forty, and 
there would have been a few more at New 
Birmingham, but for the sickness. They 
must now lie over till next year. Yesterday 
I preached a funeral sermon for four members 
who had died in the last few days. It is 
pleasing to add that they had all acted 
consistently from the time of their professing 
themselves on the Lord's side. One of them 
was a highly valued deacon of twenty-one 
years' standing, whom I shall miss at every 
meeting I attend. l\'Iay God raise up many 
more to fill the vacant places. 

To these we add a note from one of 
the native pastors, the Rev. E. FRAY, 

of Refuge. The date is December 9th: 

In the midst of anxiety arnl distress I have 
just time to send you n few Jines. 

I informed you in September of the ap
pearance of the small-pox in this neighbour
hood; since then it has continued to rage to a 
fearful extent, and God only knows when it 
will leave us, 

It is now my painful duty to inform you 
of the re-appearance of the cholera, so that 
we are now surrounded by the small-pox and 
the cholera. The small-pox has not been 
very virulent ; but the cholera has been, and 
is still, making sad havoc ; within the short 
space of two weeks we have had seventy-one 
deaths in this district. There are now ninety
two cases of cholera under treatment. The 
scenes that I have witnessed are enough to 
sicken the heart ; some of the people actually 
died from want. 

We are passing through a great commercial 
and agricultural crisis, and what the end will 
be it is hard for us to divine, but, tum 
wherever you will at present, poverty and 
distress stare you in the face. Under all 
these calamities our stay is, " The Lord 
reigneth.'' 

My object in writing now is to beg a grant 
out of your Cholera Fund, for the many 
widows and orphans thrown upon the charity 
of the church by this awful dispensation of 
di vine Providence. I feel certain my plea 
for them will not be in vain. 

ST. DOMINGO. 

In the following co=unication, 
dated Grand Cay, December 14th, 1851, 
our brother Mr. Rycroft details the 
particulars of his recent visit. 

Since I last had the pleasure of writing you 
I have visited St. Domingo, and now sit down 
to write you a few lines of information con
cerning our prospects there. Our old fritnd 
and brother, Mr. Vincent, I found still at his 
post, attempting all in his power for the 
maintenance of our principles, or the inte
resui of the Saviour. This old and interest
ing disciple appeared very happy to see us, 
and willing to enter into our object, The 
few people connected with us who remained 
in the country after the revolution of 1843 
have had his attention to the extent of his 
ability. This has at lea5t given us a name in 
the place. 

Puerto Plata. 

HaYing arrived in the town of Pnerto 
Plata on the Friday, it was thought I should 
be invited to uccury the pulpit of the pro-

testant body already in the place, who have 
a small chapel, and a limited congregation, 
for the population. In consequence of this 
I made preparation for an exclusive service 
on the Lord's day. No invitation, however 
having been given on the morning] of the 
Lord's day, I held service at the little c1IDute 
of friend Vincent, some distance from the 
ville where our baptist friends are accust0med 
to keep worship. We were few in number, 
but felt the presence of our Lord, and found 
it good to be there on every account. I 
thought, among other things, at this meeting, 
of the disciples at Jerusalem, in an upper 
room, and of what followed, in answer to 
their prayers. I thought of the little meeting 
at your beloved Kettering, and of its great 
and blessed results. 

State of religion. 

The whole scene being new, and its diffi
culties very apparent, tended to give illustra• 
tions and power to such statements of no 
ordinary character. I felt now the need of 

. that presence which gave success to the 
preacher on the memorable day of pentecost. 
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All is beauty in the sclllleS of this country, 
only man, alas I only man is disto_rted. U~re 
is the cross, it is tru~, _hut there 1s ~? Ch'.1st. 
Here is IL kind of rehg10n, but no spmtunhty ; 
11 form but no power ; there is literally death 
in the' pot. On Sunday last, being the fete 
of St. Andrew, men and women were to be 
seen at noon bespattering each other on the 
beach with mud, and then plunging them
eel ves in the sea, in remembrance, I suppose, 
of the swine into which the devil entered, 
when the Master drove them out of the 
possessed. 'l'he scene was ridicu!oUB enough, 
and fraught with painful instruction. It said 
how much the country needs our presence, 
and God's truth, At night I held service in 
the town, when a good gathering, under the 
circumstances of the time, took place. We 
preached the crucified One, and afterwarda 
sat and conversed with all for some time. 
The acceptability of our mission appeared in 
the presence of a good congregation, for the 
place, on Mon_daJ: evening. 'l'he protesta~t 
minister now mv1ted my acceptance of his 
pulpit ; this however I declined politely, being 
about to start for this station. 

Puerto Plata has in our absence been the 
administrator ef baptism by immersion, al
though a Wesleyan minister. Sometimes he 
sprinkles, or pours, and it appears sometimes 
does it just as it was anciently administered. 
The catholics say it is the right way. So far 
all is on our side of this question. This 
personal dedication to God gives us every 
advantage over the catholic church; we are 
severed from her, and from all her traditions. 
She sees none of her drapery about us. We 
are not an off-shoot in our worship. She 
cannot claim us in any respect as once in her 
connection. We stand before her on the 
foundation of the apostles,knowing but ''that 
same Jesus," and walking in his steps. 

A missionary field. 

Puerto Plata promises to become a large 
and an important place, after a while. At 
present it may contain three thousand souls. 
Here are merchants of the French, German, 
and English nations, while a disposition exists 
in many persons to make it their home as 
soon as its political health is established. 
The fear of war, of which there are sundry 
reports, deters many persons from residing on 
the island, but I think that war iB very 
distant. In this confidence merchants are 
building on a large plan, and strangers coming 
in. Merchants of liberal and religious views, 
or their agents, would be blessings here, and 
the country is very open for their operations. 

I rejoice to find another missionary is sent 
to J acme!. We should have two on this 
side of the island. I am totally separated 
from my missionary brethren at Jacmel by 
the political state of the country, as well as 
the distance. The city and its vicinity are 
open to UB. 

There is some probability of my obtaining 
a very small dwelling by January, but such 
a dwelling as this will neither be for our 
health or accommodation, it is a mere make
shift, with high rental. Houses are scarce, 
and not to let; people have to build their 
own houses. A house like Grand Cay 
Mission would command perhaps £60 or £80 
at Puerto Plata. I find a dwelling and 
several acres of land to it, in a healthy spot, 
only a few years old, and with suitable con
veniences attached, to be disposed of for 
2,800 dollars, it might perhaps be purchased 
for 2,000 dollars (£416), if the sum were 
offered. This would be our cheapest plan. 

I have, through the kindness of brother 
Treadwell, obtained a room, open to the 
street and very commanding, for a preaching 
place. I can be heard some distance out of 
the house, and if I please, at a great distance. 
ThiB room is no small consideration ; the 
rental is not however yet fixed. 

Our church order is appreciated as far as 
known,'.and our baptism acknowledged to a 
good extent. Even the good brother at 

I expect, either in January or very early 
in February, to sail for St. Domingo. I am 
only now arrived home after two weeks' 
absence, a day. We were a week on a 
passage of some thirty hours. The weather 
wa8 awful. We could not make a port out 
of the storm, and were obliged to submit to 
contrary gales of wind, and to be tossed on 
the great deep. The sea broke down into our 
cahin, and otherwise made its way over us. 
The vessel, unlike most we sail in, was strong, 
otherwise we might have been at home above. 
Thanks to our God we got safe to land at 
last, 

HOME PROCEEDINGS. 
The departure of Mr. and Mrs. MAKE- which has been forwarded to us, we 

PEACE for India has awakened great learn that on the former eTening the 
interest in Birmingham, and valedictory chapel was most densely crowded, it 
services were held at Broad Street being the occasion on w hicb. the public 
chapel, on Monday and Tuesday, Feb- valedictory services had been announced 
ruary 2nd and 3rd. From the account to take place. Amongst the ministers 
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present were the Rev. Messrs. J. MAKE- peace, A. LAWDEN, Esq., Mi•. EVANS, 
rEAOE, I. NEw, J. A. JAMES, T. SWAN, and the Revs. J. MAKEPEAOE, T. 
T. JoNEs,- CHEADLE, J. BAKER, W. SwAN1 C. M. BmRELL1 BREWIN GRANT, 
LANDELs, P. SrnREE, J. TAYLOR, E. E. THOMAS, J. BAKER, W. LANDELB1 J, 
THOMAS, and C. M. BIRRELL, of Liver- TAYLOR, &c. Addresses were delivered 
pool. l\fr. Ev ANs, secretary of the Bir- by most of these gentlemen, and it was 
mingham Town Mission, commenced the moved by the Rev. T. SwAN, seconded 
services by giving out the hymn; after by the Rev. C. M. BntRELL, and carried 
prayer by the Rev. J. BAKER, the Rev. with great cor<liality-" That this meet
C. M. BIRRELL, of Liverpool, founded ing devoutly acknowledges th(l Divine 
his observations in support of the goodness in rendering the return of the 
missionary enterprise from the last Rev. J, MAKEl.'EAOE to his native land 
charge of Christ to his disciples, to "go the means of restoring him to health1 

into all the world and preach the gospel an<l congratulates him on the success 
to every creature." After a lucid review with which God has crowned his advo, 
of the history of Christianity in its cacy of the missionary cause during his 
missionary character, from the days of residence in this country; and also 
the apostles down to the time of expresses its cordial affection a.nd 
Constantine, when Christianity became warmest sympathy towards him, 1n1d 
the path to the highest civil honours, earnestly prays that he and his family 
with its desolating effects on the piety may be safely guarded and conducted 
of the church, he came to the period of amidst the perils of the deep, to the 
the Reformation, and then to the present scene of his future labours.'1 Mr. 
century, when the idea was originated MAKEPEAOE acknowledged the vote ia 
that it was the duty of the church to a lengthened and powerful speech on 
proclaim the gospel to the heathen. behalf of the missionary cause. Thanks 
The Rev. P. SrnllEE gave out the next were also voted to the committee of 
hymn, and the Rev. T. Sw.AN prayed. management for the tea, to the Rev. a. 
This was followed by a spec;ial address M. BIRRELL, and to the ladies' sewing 
to Mr. MAKEPEACE from the Rev. J'. A. committee for their services. During 
JAMES, in language of sympathy and the day a valuable and extensive dis
congratulation on his return to India. play of needlework, papier mach,, 
This address, which was of consider!!,ble cutlery, and other presents, for l\fr, 
length, was characterized by peculiar MAKEPEACE to take out to India fat 
impressiveness and touching pathos, and sale on behalf of the missions, was 
will doubtless long be remembered by exhibited in the school-room. 
those who heard it. The Rev. I. NEw, On Sunday evening, Feb. 8th, Mr. 
pastor of the Bond-street chapel, gave MAKEPEAOE preached a farewell dis
out the closing hymn, and the services course to an overflowing audience1 from 
terminated with prayer by the Rev. W. Rev. xxi. I, "There shall be no more 
LANDELS. sea." Notwithstanding the extreme 

On the following clay, at half-past five, wetness of the evening, numbers went 
about 400 persons took tea together in away unable to gain admittance. Thus 
the body of the chapel, and the number terminated a series of most interesting 
present was oonsiderably increased as services, the impression of which will 
the evening advanced. The chair was not soon pass away. 
taken by the Rev. I. NEw, and amongst Mr. MAKEPE.lOE desires us to state 
those on the platform were Alderman that he has received articles from Bir-
LA WD!llll, G. EDMOND~, Esq., clerk of the mingham, Sheffield, Manchester, Chip-
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ping Norton, Bootle, and Norwich, to the 
value of about £200. These gifts are 
indeed creditable to the zeal and libe
rality of the friends of the mission. If 
the value of such gifts, sent year by 
year to various brethren in the field, 
coulcl be always ascertained, they would 
form a very considerable addition to the 
annual income of the society. 

During the past month, meetings in be
half of the society have been held at Bat
tersea,Dunstable, Tottenham, Brentford, 
itnd Canterbury, attended by the Secreta
rieund Rev, J. CLAJW, l\fr. RoJUNSON of 
~ettering, wita prevented visiting Dun
~table by the dapgerous illnes~ of his 
eldest son ; but the Rev. J. ToL:r,ER 
kindly, and at the shortest notice, under
took to supply his place. The Rev. 
J. E, J{E:NDERSON has attended meetings 

friends in England to receive them. At 
present there al'e fourteen pupils in th 
house ; but several more have been 
accepted. 

Professor GonwrN of New College 
presided at the openipg. The sec?etaries, 
Revs. Dr. TIDMAN and F. TREBTRAIL, 

detailed the proceedings whioh had beea 
adopted and the objects proposed to be 
accomplished; addresses were also given 
by Messrs. HENDERSON, DAY, CLAYDEN, 
of Jamaica, and others. The ladies and 
gentlemen present appeared highly 
gratifi.ed with the appearance of the 
establishment, and the prospects of 
maintaining a useful institution, whieh 
will prove a· great boon to our missionary 
brethren. 

THE DEBT, 

at Banbury, Hook-Norton, Illqxham, 11,nd We beg to call especial attention to 
Middleton; and Mr. CAREY at Kingston, the-enclosed letter. Thanks are due to 
in company with Mr. LEECl'U!Mi' of Ham- the pastor and church at Pershore, not 
mersmith. ¥.r, 'rRESTRJ.lL has left for only for the truly handsome contribu~ 
Sootland, whel'e he will be joined by Dr. tion towards the object mentioned, but 
lI01r~, iµ a visit to most of the churcl.es especially for the effort they have made 
there. to incl.uce one hundred other ehurchea te 

Wehavegreatpleasureinannouncing, imitate their example. We trust the 
and particularly for the information of idea thrown out by Mr, 0VER11URY of 
our brethren abroad, that the School for reduoing the debt by two or three th!)u
Sons of Missionaries was opened the last sand pounds will be reali:i.ed ; and we 
week in January, The committee have hope to see it effected at the next meet.
taken a commodious house, No. 1, ing in Exeter Hall. And it will be, if 
Mornington Crescent. The do1I1estic those churches appealed to by a sister 
arrangements are under the care of M1·s. ohurch imitate the example and make 
FLOWER, a missionary's widow, and the the effort ; and then, perhaps, a closing 
pupils are educated by a competent effort at the public m,eeting may extin
master, who appears eminently qualified guish the debt altogether. But the 
for his work. It is chiefly owing to the letter speaks for itsclf:-
inclofatigable energy and ze;u of the 
ladies' committee that the institution Pershore, Feb, 10, 185~, 
has been opened 80 soon and under such . ll'IY niu,J\ Sm,-Enolosed I send you n 

. ' . b1ll for £100, the result of our special effort 
prosperous circumstances. It 1s pro- for the deht on the Baptist Mission, to the 
posed to charge the missiona1•ies £15 liquidation of which we request it may be 
Per annum. th b d tl st1·ictly appropriated. We have written about 

, e expenses eyon 18 one hundred letters to differnnt churches and 
amount arising from suQh payment to individuals, urging them to unite in the eflbrt. 
he met by public subscription. Here, Will you let the subjoined list appear in the 
too the h'ld ·11 h 7 d . next nulllber of the IIerald :2 aml can you 

, c 1 ren Wl 0. ve a ,iome urmg not found upon it a special appeal, in the 
the vaoati®~, when they have no hope that we m11,y reduce the debt aJi least 
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one or two thous,ind pounds 1 Wishing you 
snecess in tho great work, believe me, 

Yours truly, 
F. 0,ERBURY, 

£ s. a. 
Mr. E. Andrew, .................. -............... 5 0 0 
Mr. James Andrews.............................. 5 0 0 
Miss Cawkwell .................................... 2 0 0 
Mr. Josoph Coombs .............................. l O 0 
Mr. W. Dufly....................................... l O 0 
Mr. Edwards ......... .............................. 5 0 o 

£ ,. ,!. 
Mr. Fletcher .... ,.... ............... ............... 0 10 O 
A Friend ............................................. 0 o 0 
Lieut. Mogridgc... ............ ..................... /j O O 
Miss Page ....................................... , .. 5 0 O 
Mrs. Perkins .................................... ... 3 1 O 
Mr. Ovorbury ............ .... .............. ...... ... 2 0 O 
Mr. Stone ...... ............... ..................... l O O 
Mr. Steele .......................................... 0 10 O 
Mr. Wnrnor ....................................... 0 10 O 
Mrs, Riedon ....................................... 63 4 O 

£100 0 0 

POSTSCRIPT. 

We beg to remind our friends that they may have in hand, as soon as 
this month is the la$t of the financial possible. The accounts will be closed 
year. The sooner all remittances can on the 31st instant, and unless remit
be made the better. Officers of aux- tances are made on or before that date, 
iliaries are respectfully requested to the contributions cannot appear in the 
send up their accounts, and what sums Report. 

EXTRACT FROM FAREWELL ADDRESS OF REV. J, MAKEPEACE, 
Al' BIRMINGHAM, FEB. 3, 1852. 

It is now about twenty months since my 
return from the burning plains of Hindostan. 
Serious thoughts were then entertained, that 
my shattered frame could never again brave 
that fiery clime, yet through God's abounding 
goodness, I am now, with recruited health, 
about to return thither. During my brief 
sojourn in England, it has been my privilege 
to plead the interests of our Indian mission, 
from one extremity of the land to the other; 
and I much regret that I did not enter upon 
this duty with the enlarged experience I have 
since acquired of the state of the churches, 
and the urgent necessity there exists of 
pressing upon them with tenfold force the 
claims of the myriads of our heathen fellow 
subjects in the east. 

As it regards the success of my visits in 
replenishing the Mission treasury by increased 
systematic contributions, I feel that in the 
main I had been as a man beating the air. 
It has however been affirmed, that, notwith
standing the apparent unsatisfactoriness of 
present results, an interest has been excited, 
which, under the Divine blessing, will be pro
ductive of future substantial benefit. 'fhis 
slow but sure advance is preferable to any 
spasmodic effort; which, as experience tes
tifies, too often ends in failure and dis
grace. But there is one source of satisfac
tion, that I return not alone to my over
wrought brethren, but that I am to have a 
colleague in the Rev. John Jackson, late of 
Falmouth. May your prayers unite with 
mine, that we may long he spared to labour 
harmoniously a1Hl successfully in hastening on 
the period of India's evaogelization. 

During the past year, seven brethren have 
been enrolled as agents of the society, some 
of whom are now actively engaged in different 
parts of the world. But it must not be con
cluded that there has been a· corresponding 
increase of means. The newly-employed 
brethren are barely adequate to fill up 
vacancies, so that aft.er all you have a 
diminished agency as compared with previous 
years, and consequently a diminished ex
penditure for carrying on your evangelistic 
operations. In Western Africa Mr. Wheeler 
has joined Mr. Saker, but not long ago there 
were five European labourers where now 
there are only two. Jn Ceylon, Mr. Davis 
has just arrived to supply the place of two 
valued and efficient missionaries, recently 
deceased. In Jamaica, Mr. East occupies 
the post of the lamented Tinson. In India, 
two German brethren have been engaged at 
Dacca, the scene of the labours of the late 
Mr. Leonard, and our almost superannuated 
brother Mr. Robinson, And though Mr. 
Jackson accompauies me as a missionary 
minister to Agra, yet the important station of 
Delhi is still destitute, and Saugor must be 
abandoned, I and a native preacher were 
the only missionaries of our own or any other 
society amongst nearly two millions of people, 
and these scattered over 30,000 square miles. 
Even this feeble agency must now be with
drawn, and the entire territory left a prey to 
a rampant idolatry. 

Now that I have travelled through tho 
length and breadth of the land, my opinion 
may he asked as to the state of religion 
amongst us as a body, and, consequently, as 
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to the prosp&ct of ndditionnl pecuniary help send the gospel to the heathen is a sure test 
to the Mission I On such a subject it is right of its stability or decline. 
that I should speak with diffidence, hut I One who tarries as a stranger among you, 
fear that our denomination is lacking in may, from his previous residence in the 
moml power, anrl tliat unless there he a more midst of myriads of idolaters, be sup
rapid growth and development of vital god- posed to be more than ordinarily sensitive 
Jiness, there will be no enlarged effort to to the spiritual condition of the church of 
meet the necessities of our home and foreign Christ in this land. I am not a timorous 
population. The low state of piety is alarmist, but is there not reason to fear lest 
mainly attributable to the backwardness of the church should be maaterec\ and overborne 
the churches adequately to discharge their by the dominant worldliness of the age l 
great evangelistic function. Their prosperity If we can hut discern the signs of the 
and power will ever be in exact proportion times, then now, if ever, must that memorable 
to their efforts for the propagation of the saying, uttered long ago from the banks of 
gospel at home and abroad. the Ganges be literally fulfilled, '' The spirit of 

'fhere may be much misapprehension missions must evangelize the church before the 
afloat as lo the amount of sympathy with the church can evangelize the world." Now, if 
missionary enterprise. It is surely no evidence ever, must we set ourselves to arrest the march 
of an earnest missionary spirit when, as is of infidelity, to counteract the tendencies of 
very frequently the case, the Society's repre- those Pantheistic dogmas which are being 
sentatives are called upon to address empty resuscitated from the charnel-house of Hin
pews and half filled chapels ; nor even when ?-uism, and to pour a tide of purifying 
they are filled to overflowing, if multiturles influences through the alleys and by-lanes 
come to gaze on the missionary as though he of humanity which are filled with the 
were a rare specimen from the ecclesiastical poisonous elements of death. 
menagerie, or listen to the thrilling recital of Would that my fathers and brethren in the 
hair-breadth escapes and strange adventures ministry would take these things seriously 
among barbarous and savage tribes. Interest to heart, and resolve, with the energy of a 
in our work must not be measured by the determined will to stir up the churches until 
eager aspect or applause of excited assemblies, their flagging zeal be quickened after the 
but by subsequent deeds of self-sacrifice for pattern of primitive times. Some, however, 
the welfare of the human race. there may be, who are suffering from stinted 

I fear that the missionary cause is not incomes, and who regard any extra contri
generally regarded as an object of paramount bution to the mission as so much deducted 
importance, but rather as incidental and from themselves. And what wonder, if with 
secondary. But this is an unwarrantable such narrow means the well-spring of their 
breach of the trust reposed in the churches affections be well nigh dried up! 
by their ascending Lord, and is, moreover, a Now as a remedial measure, let them see 
suicidal act. Their •grand and primary to it that their people are imbued with the 
obligation is to preach the gospel to every spirit of missions; and it will be found, that 
creature, and their well-being mainly depends those who are most forward to make sacri
on the proper discharge of this duty. It flees for the propagation of the gospel in 
cannot, therefore, be accounted strange, if we distant climes, ,vi!l be the readiest to provide 
become lukewarm and indifferent to the due for the adequate maintenance of devoted 
fulfilment of this solemn trust, that we should pastors at home. It is a mistake to discou
be smitten byaspiritual paralysisandrendered rage missionary efforts among the members 
comparatively powerless in the presence of a of our churches, lest their gifts should 
scoffing and infidel world. It cannot be involve a diminution of personal support. 
accounted strange if we partially close up the Let the pastor of a niggard!)' people, instead 
channel through which the water of life of looking at their contributions to the 
should be conveyed to distant barren wastes, foreign fund as so much wrung from his 
that the heavens above us should become as scanty pittance, labour with tenfold earnest
brass, and nocopiousshowersdescend torefresh ness, night and clay, to stir up their minds to 
and gladden the city of God. The saying of a sense of their great mercies and their obli
Luther, "that the stedfast maintenance of the gations to their Lord, until they were meltet.l 
doctrine of jnstification by faith is the surest by a view of the divine compassion nm\ 
test of a standing or falling church," may be inflamed by the fire of divine love. Such an 
accommodated to this subject ; and we think enlargement of heart could not co-exist with 
that the earnest recognition, on the part of any penurious dealings towards a zealous and 
any community, of the imperntive duty to: godly pastor. 

To be co11tin11ed. 
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FORF.IGN LETTERS R~CEtV-E:0. 
Al"RlOA. ., •• .,, .. BlMBIA. ... 1 ...... _.,,, ...... Fullet·~ J. •hu.,u November 11. 

CtARENOE .................. "'heeler, J. A .... Scpt. 10, Nov. ill. 
OLD CA.LAB ,n ............ W1tddcll, H. M .... October 24. 

A8u. ............... CALOUTTA .................. Le111ie; A .......... Novc1\lber !i. 
Thomu, J. .. .... December 8. 

Coto111no .................. Altett, J ............. Dccember lo. 
Davis, J ............. bccember 15. 

CvTWA ..................... Carey, ,v .......... November 20. 
INTALLT ..................... Pearce, G .......... Decon1bcr 6. 
MoNGRIR .................. :Paraons, J ......... November 27, 
SEn&MPORE ............... De11ham, W. H .... December 20. 
SE'll'RT ........................ Williamson, J ...... December 2. 

BAIIAlllAS ......... GRA.ND CAT ............... Rycroft, W. K .... Nov. 19, Dec. 14. 
Wymes,A.G.&ors.Dec. 27. 

NASSAU ..................... Littlewood, W .... November 21. 
BlltTTANY ...... Montux ..................... Jenkins, J ......... February 5. 
HAITI ............ J AClllEL ..................... Webley, W. H ... December 28. 

Webley, D ......... January 5. 
JAXAIOA ......... ANNATTO BAT ............ Jones, s ............ January 8. 

BELLE CASTT,E ............ Gibson, J .......... Decembet 23, 
KINGSTON .................. Oughton, B ....... January 2, 
MouNT CARE\" ............ Hewett, E ... :, ..... December 24. 
S'r. ANN'S BAY •••••••••••• Millard, B .......... Jatiilary 7. 

STEWABT TowN ............ Dexter, B. B ...... Jdiluary 7 • 

.ACKNOWLEDGMENTS. 
The thanks of the Committee are presented. to the following friencls

Mr. Da.rtnall, for a parcel of magazines ; 
Mrs. Walterson, for a parcel of magazines ; . 
The Young Men's Missionary Association, for a parcel of prints, for Rev. J. Bmithi 

Chitoura; 
Vernon Chapel Sunday School, first class of girls, by Mrs. Clarke, for a calle of clothing; 

books, &c., for Haili. 

CONTRIBUTIONS, 

R,ceived on tidcoitnt of the Bapfist Hissi,onary Society, dit'l'in!J tM 'WtMth 

£ ,. d. 

,fonual Subscription,. 
.Allen, J. H., Esq. ...... 2 2 0 
Anderson, W.W., Esq., 

and Mrs . .A. ............. 2 2 0 
Christian, Mr. .. .......... I I 0 
Gurney, W. B., Esq .... 100 0 0 
Gurney, Joseph, Esq .... 15 15 0 
Gurney, Thomas, Esq... 6 6 O 
Gurney, Henry, Esq..... 5 6 0 
Millar, W. H., Esq ....... /j O 0 
Moore, Mrs., Homerton 2 2 0 

Do., for Africa ... ... 1 0 0 
Sherwin, Mr................ l l 0 
Trotman, Miss .. .. ........ 0 10 6 

J)onationt. 

.Alexander. J. W ., Esq. C 0 0 
Bruuier, Miss ............ 5 0 0 
Butts, Mrs.................. 0 7 0 
Ednam,, Mrs. George ... 0 10 0 
G. C........................... 0 5 0 
GrillitLs, Mr. John ...... 6 0 0 
Keyes, G. T., Esq ....... 20 0 0 

of .fanua,·y, 1852, 

I'eto, S. M., Esq., M.P., 
£ ,. d. 

toward• expenses of 
JJeputatwn to lndia ... 500 0 0 

8.)'IlleS, Mr.................. 0 10 0 

LONDON AND MIDDLESEX 
'AUX[LlAIUES. 

Bloomsbury Chapel, on 
account .................. 10 10 0 

Hammersmith, on ac~ 
count ..................... 7 4 2 

Highgate, by Mise Hatch 2 0 0 
John Street-

Sunday School Biblo 
Claes, for Demeta-
(!Odie Seltool, Cey!on 4 10 0 

Staines-
Collection .. .. .. ......... 3 2 6 
Contributions ......... a l O 

6 3 6 

. . liEDFORnSJll&B. £ S, d. 
Blggleswade-

Contrlbutions, by Mas• 
ter .A. J. Foster, for 
Native Preachers .. , 0 16 4 

Litton, Old Meeting...... 5 14 O 

DEDKSEUl\ll, 
Walllngford-

Colleotions.... ........... !J 17 6 
Do., Dorchester .. . 0 15 O 
Do., Roke .. , ., .. ,.... 0 Ii 6 
Do,, Warboro' ...... 0 9 1 

Contributions ......... l5 3 4 
Do , for .Africa . ... • • I O 0 
l:>o, Juvenile So-

ciety , ... ,.......... 8 4 10 

35 Ii 9 
Less expenses ...... 1 10 3 

33 15 6 

Lese expenses ,,,... 0 2 6 BucKINOHA>ISHJRE. 
Chesham-

6 I 0 Contributions, for 
Native Pre<1..che1•g... l 2 O 
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£ 8. cl, 

Coln brook-
Oolle"tlon ............. ,, 

£ •· d. 
Wotton under Edge- Work,op-

2 IG 9 Rogers, Mr. John...... l O O Contributione, for 

£ ,. ,.l. 

Orendon, Long-
Oolleotlon ............. .. H O 0 

0 7 0 
l 6 0 

---.- N0,f,fre Preache-,·s ... 0 8 10 

Do., Iokford ........ , 
Oontrlbutlons , ...... .. 

Stony Stratford
Contributions ......... 11 G 6 

Do., Juvenile......... O 14 6 
Wrayebury-

Oolleollon ............... 2 O O 
Contributions ..... .. .. l 3 0 

CAMDmnaE!lllrm!. 

Cambridge-
J ohnson, M:rs., for 

Miss Hutchins '"' 6 
Nutter, Jamea,jun., 

Esq ................... 10 
Contributions, for 

Native Preachers .. , 0 

0 0 

0 0 

6 0 

HA,IPSHIRE, 

A l'oor Minister of 
Christ .................. . 

Wellow, J. W.
Contribntlone,by Mae• 

ler tJ. 1t. Payn, Lee, 
for .Native Preachers 

HERTFORDSHIRE. 

Ware-

I I 3 

1 G 6 

Contributione, by Mr. 
B. Medealf ...... ,.. 1 11 8 

Do., for Natice 
Preachers ......... O $ 0 

HuNTfN0DONSRIRE, 

Spaldwick-

OxP'OitDSHIRE, 

Milton-
Colleotions .•..• ,,,, .•• i •• 

Contributions ...... , .. 
~ 13 6 
2 0 1 

5 2 10 
Lees expenees .... .. o 2 4 

SHROPSHIRE. 

Oewestry~ 
Collection .............. . 

Less expenses 

SOMER9ETSBTR1t, 

5 0 6 

l 6 o 
0 5 3 

1 0 9 

CORNwALt, 

Millbrook-
Contributlons, for 

Native Preachers ... 
Wells

I 2 3 Contributions, for 
Sunday .School ui1t .. ,, 

Redruth-
Anon ................ ,.,1 .. 

Saltash
Contributions,byMiss 

Westcott .; .. , ....... 

0 12 10 

1 4 6 

l 1 0 

KENT. 

Chatham, Zion chapei, 
on account ............... 11 10 0 

Lewisham Road-
Contributions, Juve• 

nile ..................... 4 13 o 
DERBYSHIRE, 

Rlddings-
Sunday School, for 

Native Preachers .•• 
LANCASHIRE. 

0 7 3 Blackbum-
Contributions, for 

Native Preachers... 0 16 l 
Inskip-DEVONSIURB, 

Brixbam-
Collection ............. .. 

Catterall, Mr. C. ...... 1 0 0 
l 14 3 Liverpool, Myrtle Street-

Contributions ........ . 2 10 6 Contributions, Juve-

Newton Abbott-
Collections.; .... ,........ 3 8 I 
Contribution ......... l l O 

nile, for Rei·. W. K. 
Jlycroft's School, . 
BaJ,amas ............ 10 () 0 

Oldham-
Contributions, for 

4 9 1 .Native Preache,·s ... 0 13 l 
Less expenees ...... O 13 7 Preeton-

3 15 6 Collections ............... 23 11 4. 

DollsETSli IRE, 

Sberbome-
Chandler, B,, Esq, s 3 0 

ESSEX, 

llford-
Collection (moiety, 

less expenses) ...... l 12 0 

0LOUCEBTICRSR!Rl!l. 

Klngswood-
Contrlbutione, for 

Native Preache,•s ... 1 0 0 
Shortwood-

Biblo Class box...... . .. 0 16 0 

l.Jley-
Coilectlon ............... ll ll 10 

.Do., Cambridge...... O 14 0 
Do., Sllmbridge...... 0 H 6 

Contributions ......... 0 3 4 
Do., Sunday School 0 2 2 

3 16 10 
Leas expenses ... 0 3 10 

3 13 0 

Less expenses ...... 3 4 3 

20 
Sabden-

Contributions, for 
lfotire Pre..1che1·s ••• 1 

LE;ICE:STERSHIRE, 

Leicester-
R ............................ 20 

LINCOLNSHJRI!!. 

Brocklosby
Contributions, for 

't 1 

7 6 

0 0 

.Native Preach,rs ... 0 14 0 

NollTRUMBERLAND. 

North Shields-
Sunday School, for 

ll'ative Preach<rs ... 3 0 0 

NOTTINOI-IA!\JSIITRE. 

Woodborough ......... ,.. 4 3 10 I 
Le2s expenses ...... 1 2 6 

3 1 4 

Natfre Preachers... O 10 0 

STAi'FORDSHmZ. 

Coseley, Dark house .... .. 1 10 3 
Tipton, Princes End, 

Zion ........................ 10 5 6 
West Bromwich, Provi-

dence ..................... O 10 O 

SUFFOLK. 

Halesworth-
A few friends .. ....... 0 10 0 

WILTSHIRE. 

Downton-
Collections ............. .. 
Contribntions •.•..•... 

Do., Juvenile .......•• 
Do., Sunday School 

Girls! ............ , .. 
Do., Infant Cl.ass, 

in farthings 

10 4 l 
12 17 3 
2 3 6 

0 7 O 

1 0 0 

26 11 10 
Less expen,es ..... . o 8 3 

26 3 7 

Salisbury-
Collections ............... 15 12 0 

Do., Stratford ... . .. 0 9 9 
Do., Bodenham...... 1 5 3 

Contributions ......... 12 17 10 
Do., Sunday Schools 6 13 0 

36 17 10 
Less expenses ...... 3 8 9 

33 9 l 

Trowbridge-
Collections-

Back Street .. .. ..... 8 6 9 
Do., Public Meet-

Ing ............... 6 IQ G 
Bethesda ... ......... 3 1 o 

Contributions ......... 76 18 3 
Do., Sunday School 

Girls, Back Street 0 12 4 

95 19 9 
Acknowledged before 

and expenses ......... 94 19 9 

1 0 0 
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£•·d. 
'\T O'RCESTERSRJR 'R, 

E,·esbam-
Contributions, for 

}fo,ti1,e Preachn·s ... 0 12 0 
Stourbridge-

Dorricntt, Mr. Jos., 
Contributions by ... 3 3 0 

YORKSRTRB, 

Polemoor ... .. .... .. . .. .. .. 4 4 0 
Ripon-

Earle, Mrs............... & 0 0 
Shipley-

Collection ............... 6 10 6 
Contributions ......... 0 7 6 

Aked, Thos., Esq ... 100 0 0 

NORTH WALES. 

A.NGLESBA-
Llandegfan. ................. 4 2 0 

DENBIGHSRYR'E-
Llangollen, on account 5 0 0 

Mo?<."TGOMERVSHIRR
Mochdre-

Contributions, for 
Native PreacMrs ... 

Talywern
Contributione 

0 12 0 

0 9 0 

£ B, d. 
SOUTH WALES. 

BRECKNOCKSHIRB-

Cn~ri:mlom-
Collectlon .............. . 
Contributions ....... .. 

Errwd ........................ 0 5 
Pen)Theol ........... ,...... O 10 

0 Rbenezor ................. . 
0 Jabez-

Sirhowi ..................... 15 7 li Collection .............. , 

CARl\lAllTHENBHIRE-
Mydrim, Salem............ 1 12 6 
Rhydwillim ............ ... 2 0 0 

GLAMORGANSRrRE
Carditf, Tabernacle ...... 12 10 
Dinas-

Collection ............. ,, D 17 
Contributions ......... 5 8 

Do., Cymer . ... .. ... O 14 
Hengoed............ ... ... . . . 3 1 O 
N ewbridge............... ... 1 18 
Pelit)Tch .................. O 14 
Ton Gwyrddlas. ........... 2 2 

MONl\toUTHSHJRB-

7 

4 
8 
0 
0 
9 
0 
2 

Beulah ... .................. 3 10 4 
Blaenau Gwent............ 4 18 5 
Nantyglo, Hermon .. ... 4 O o 
Risca ........................ 5 6 1 
Tredegar, Welsh Church 5 10 0 

PEMBROKESBffiE-
Blaentfos-

Collection .............. 1 13 7 
Contributions 2 18 6 

Do., Sunuay School 3 3 3 

Contributions ....... .. 
Tabor-

Collection .............. , 
Contributions , ..... .. 

RADNORSHrRE-
Presteign-

Contributions ......... 
SCOTLAND. 

Auchencairn-
Contributions, ror 

Native Preachers ... 
Tobermory-

Contributions 
Do., for Nati-ve 

P1·eaclien 

IRELAND, 
Ballina-

Contributione, for 
Native Preachers ... 

C'onlig
Contributione 

Moate
Contrihutions 

Contributions on account of the Jamaica Special Fund. 

£ s. d. £ $. d. 

£ ,. d. 

0 15 7 
1 O 0 
2 15 9 

0 10 1 
2 10 6 

1 10 0 
0 15 G 

2 17 0 

1 0 0 

4 0 0 

1 0 0 

0 12 10 

0 12 8 

3 10 0 

£ •· d. 
Alexander,G.W.,Esq. 50 0 0 Accrington ............ ,, ...• 6 7 7 Nor,vich, St. Mary'e ...... 23 11 0 
Anderson,W. W., Esq 20 9 0 Andover, Mr. Baker 1 0 0 Oakham ..................... 3 O 0 
Angaa, Miss ............ 10 0 0 Bideford ..................... 1 12 4 South Shields-
Gouldsmith, Mre ....... 20 0 0 Banbury ..................... 3 6 6 McKay, Mrs ............ 5 0 0 
Gurney, W. B., Esq. 50 0 0 Bristol, A friend ......... 15 0 0 Sunderland, Garden St. 2 0 0 

Do., from a fund at Burton Latimer ......... 2 14 0 Swatfham .................. 2 3 6 
his disposal unGer Collingham- Sheepshead ............... 3 3 0 
the will of the Nicholls, Mrs ............. 5 0 0 
late Mre. Priest• Cambridge- Tunbridge-
ley .................. 200 0 0 Nutter, Jas.,jun., Esq, 5 0 0 Baker, Mr., .............. 1 0 0 

Howard, Luke, Esq ... 5 0 0 Dublin 16 lG 6 Waterbeach ............... 1 15 4 
Johns, Mr.!I'. Mary ...... 0 10 6 Leicester, Charles Street 8 12 0 Wallingford 2 17 0 
Nicholson, Captain ... 10 0 0 Middloton Teesdale ...... 1 4 6 W a1·mins ter ............ , .. 3 3 0 

N.C ........................ 20 0 0 Newcastle on Tyne- Windsor-
Smith, W. L., Eeq . ... /i 0 0 A friend .................. 0 10 0 Lillycrop, Rev. S ...... 0 0 
Watson, W. H.,Esq. 2 0 0 Northampton, College Walton on the Naze-

Street ..................... 2 15 0 Bolton, l\lr, ............ 0 0 

Subscriptions and Donations in aid of the Baptist Missionary Society will be thankfully 
received by William Brodie Gurney, Esq., and Samuel Morton Peto, Esq., M.P., Treasw-ers, 
by the Rev. Frederick Trestrail and Edward Bean Underhill, Esq., Secretaries, at tho 
Mission House, 33, Moorgate Street, LONDON: in EDINBURGH, by the Rev, Jonathan 
Watson, and John Macandrew, Esq.; in GLASGOW, by Robert Kettle, Esq.; in DuBLIN, by 
John Purser, Eeq., Rathminee Castle; in CA.LOUTTA.1 by the Rev, James Thomas, Baptist 
Mission Press; and at NEW YoRK, United States, by W, Colgate,Esq, Contribution• can 
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LATE MINISTER OF JOHN STREET CHA.PEL. 

THE late Mr. Evans was born at child of so much promise, and promoted 
Salisbury, on the ,15th of April, 1785. his welfare in every possible way. From 
He was the only child of the Rev. Dr. his birth he was destined for the church; 
Evans, priest-vicar of the cathedral in inasmuch as the eldest sons of his family 
the city, and who was at that time for many generations had in succession 
master of the endowed Grammar school, entered holy orders, and no other pro
in the Close. Concerning his early fession was ever thought of for him. 
childhood there 1·emains scarcely suffi- At eleven years of age he had ad
cient material for his biographer to be vanced so far in his studies as to make 
able to record very much more than a change desirable. His father•s school 
that he received the rudiments of his consisted for the most part of boys be
education under the tuition of his low him in attainment and ability, and 
father, and that a remarkable precocity his remaining longer at Salisbury was 
distinguished him from almost the com- deemed unadvisable. Accordingly, he 
mencement of his life. At three years was placed under the care of the Rev. 
of age, he exhibited so much forward- Isaac Hodgson, his uncle, with whom 
ness of mind, that he was placed in his he remained until he went to Oxford. 
father's school with boys far older" than His uncle was a clever man, a good 
himself; and pushed on rapidly, till in scholar, and endowed with talents the 
a few years he attained the honour of most likely to attract the admiration 
being head boy. Placed thus above and tone the mind of a sensible boy. 
many, far his superiors in age, he occu- IIe possessed, moreover, a happy art of 
pied a post gratifying alike to his own conveying knowledge, and brought on 
youthful ambition, and the fond vanity his pupil with great success. From a 
of his father, who loved tenderly his . child, never so happy as when he ,ms 
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book in hand, there was no need of spur 
or of remonstrance to urge him to the 
accomplishment of the appointed task. 
,vhen the set time came the lesson was 
invariably ready, and the 'llork allotted 
completed. Knowing well his love of 
reading, it was one of l\fr. Hodgson's 
plans, not to fasten him down to a desk, 
or to confine him to the walls of a 
school-room ; he allowed him to prepare 
his lessons where he pleased, and the 
consequence was, his favourite place for 
preparation 'Was a seat in a laurel tree. 

At the age of fourteen, a scholarship 
at Wad ham College, Oxford, being va
cant, the subject of this memoir was 
induced to compete for it, and gained 
the prize. W adham was at that time 
rather notorious in the university as a 
gay college, and it is not wonderful that 
the early part of a lad's college-life there 
was spent chiefly on the river by day, 
and at the wine party by night. Boat
ing was his favourite occupation. This 
he followed with a recklessness of peril, 
that for him to have escaped the fatal 
consequences of his ardour, shows the 
superintending hand of God watching 
over his safety. It was when the gun
wale of the boat was under water that 
he thoroughly enjoyed the excitement ; 
and his college companions on the land
ing-place have greeted his arrival with, 
"We knew it was Evans's boat in the 
distance, for no other but he would have 
ventured such a day." With a disposi
tion so eager, and a sensitiveness so 
keen, surrounded too by no ordinary 
temptations, as he was, the dangers to 
which he was exposed were extreme; 
but God left him not to himself in this 
hour of need. Conscience, though not 
savingly enlightened by the Holy Spirit, 
was not altogether silent. In the midst 
of the most hilarious scenes it told him 
this was not happiness ; there was an 
aching void, which loud laughter and 
boisterous merriment could not fill ; 
and referring in after-life to these col-

lcgc days, he has sometimes said that 
when the last lingerer of the large and 
jovial party which had reveled in his 
rooms had left, he has often looked 
round on the vacant seats and empty 
glasses, laid his head upon the table, 
and wept abundantly. 

Although the set of men with whom 
he was intimate in the first terms 
of his residence at Oxford belonged 
to the less serious and thoughtful 
members of the university, yet God did 
not leave him altogether without those 
who would give him better counsel; 
and the word of admonition, spoken in 
kindness, addressed to one sensitive as 
he was would not be spoken in vain. 
The pencil mark placed in the open 
volume left upon the table, "Novels, 
Evans ! novels, always novels ! " for a 
time turned his thoughts into a soberer 
channel. Nor can his son forget the im
pression which he has told him thefollow
ing incident made upon him. It was no 
uncommon thing in the university for a 
student who wished to escape chapels 
and lectures to have his name entered 
on the '' JEger " list, though his health 
was good, and he had no shadow of 
title to the indulgence. This list pro
perly contained the names of such as 
had a fair claim to exemption from 
duties on the plea of illness, and was 
kept by the bible-clerk of the college. 
The youth had been really suffering 
from indisposition when his name was, 
of course, rightly entered on the roll. 
I do not now remember whether he 
was, strictly speaking, convalescent, 
when he asked the proper officer to con
tinue his name upon the paper. His 
reply was, "Mr. Evans, I saw you out 
on horseback yesterday, and I scarcely 
think I should be justified in returning 
you as reger to-day." In vain he re
plied that horse exercise was recom
mended to him. "Mr. Evans, you will 
pardon me, I know you were out at 
dinner last evening; late hours arc not 
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good for invalids, I cannot report you as mind, direct from Him who said, "Let 
reger." The frank honesty of the man there be light, and there was light.'• 
struck him much, There was an in- In bed, in the quiet stillness of the 
tegrity in the objection, and an upright night, his sins came before him for 
candour in the explanation, which my judgment, and he said inwardly to him
father respected instantly. In after self, "If I pray, will God hear such a 
days he loved him ; he was the late wretch as I am 1" Like many another 
William Rowels, of Long Acre chapel. sinner whom Christ has afterwards 

The first event in his life, which drawn to himself, he cast his soul on 
really led him to think seriously con- the venture, he began to pray, and 
cerning his own state and condition, found soon that God heard and answer
was the death of his mother. To her he ed prayer. He had no human in
was most tenderly attached. The many structor,-no Ananias to tell him what 
hours of trembling anxiety through the will of the Lord was. Amongst his 
which he had often passed before he college friends there were none who 
could reach her apparently dying bed, could aid his imperfect sight or direct 
kept open continually the springs of his uncertain feet. The Great Teacher 
his tenderest affection ; and during the taught him; the Guide into all truth 
later years of her waning life, much of himself instructed him in the way that 
his vacation time had been spent in he should go. He led him to search 
her chamber, rendering to her those the scriptures, and there comparing his 
grateful attentions, which tend at once own heart and life with the perfect 
to cheer the heart of the sufferer, and standard of the law of God, he was 
to endear the object of solicitude. compelled to acknowledge himself a 

It is not surprising that when at the sinner, while the way of salvation he 
last she was delivered from the burden knew not. Thus did the Spirit of God 
of the flesh, her death should seriously commence his work by convincing of 
affect his health. Great fears were en- sin. 
tertained by his dearest relatives that "You have not broken the corn
the mother's disease had fastened itself rnandments; you have kept them one 
upon the son. Forty years afterwards and all, my son," was the vain comfort 
he has been heard to say, referring to with which his father sought to cheer 
this period of his life, "You see in his wounded and agitated spirit, when, 
me the beneficial effects of preaching. in bitterness of soul on his return home 
Shortly after my mother's death I had at the following vacation, he made 
pains in the chest, profuse perspiration known the discoveries that he had 
at night, a thin spare body, and all the made. Ilis fond parent knew nothing 
symptoms of incipient consumption." of feelings such as those which now 
Who that looked at Mr. Evans's stout were distracting the peace of his be
athletic frame, and heard his rich, loved child, and the calling back to his 
powerful voice in the pulpit of John recollection an unbroken course of past 
Street chapel, could have thought that, dutiful conduct and affectionate obe
as a young man, he was considered con- dience availed but little. The wounds 
sumptive ! He returned to Oxford, which sin had made were too deep for 
however, after some months' residence treatment such as this. No mention of 
in the Isle of Wight, restored in body, popularity amongst his friends, or the 
but with a spirit saddened and subdued. high character that he bore amongst 

It must have been shortly after this his large circle uf acquaintances, could 
that the first ray of light entered his I administer balm to his broken and con-
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trite heart. Seeking peace and finding 
none he sorrowed on, and life became a 
weariness : till at length his father, 
unable to imagine what sin his son 
could have committed which was thus 
harassing his conscience, was not with
out inward fears (as he afterwards 
expressed) that the child whom he 
loved was becoming deranged. 

The great desire now of all who loved 
him was to divert his mind and to 
charm away his melancholy by a round 
of ceaseless amusements. He often 
spent his vacations with his uncle and 
aunt, and many a round did they form 
of joyous recreations for his especial 
benefit. At one time visiting London 
for three weeks by himself he went 
eighteen times to the theatre. His 
great aim appeared to be to drown re
flection and drive all seriousness of 
mind into banishment. When brought 
within the vortex of amusement, so 
willingly was he swallowed up in it, 
that, coming sooner than he had calcu
lated upon to the end of his resources 
and still thirsting for the world's plea
sures, he parted with his watch to re
plenish his purse. But the Lord had 
taken him in hand, a good work had 
heen commenced in his heart, and the 
imperishable seed there sown was not to 
be choked. 

Entrance into holy orders was, alas ! 
in that day obtained without much 
difficulty ; and although, in all proba
uility, he was better qualified than the 
most of those examined with him for 
taking the ordination vow, the fact of 
his being a Fellow was considered abun
dant proof of his scholarship, and little 
evidence of any other kind was re
quired. Often since has he mourned 
over, what was then so common, the lax 
and easy admission into the sacred 
duties of a minister of Christ; and even 
at the period of his taking orders, he 
folt that wore was needed than a know
letlgc: of Grnek and Latin, and a college 

testimonial. "Mr. Evans, it is almost 
a matter of form to put a Fellow of a 
college upon his examination; there can 
be little question as to his being well 
qualified for orders," showed scarcely 
the spirit which even then he could 
believe to be suitable in an exainining 
chaplain ; and he has spoken of the 
fact of his ordination as being another 
instrument in the hands of God in 
bringing him to greater seriousness of 
mind, and a more real consideration of 
holy things. His first sermon was 
preached the Sunday following the ordi
nation, at the small church of Worldham, 
in Hampshire, belonging to his uncle. 

In May, 1809, he was at Worplesdon, 
in Surrey, near Guildford ; but here he 
did not remain long, for he soon after 
entered upon the curacy of Enville, in 
Staffordshire. His rector was resident, 
and unwittingly was made the instru
ment of great good to him. Their cus
tom was to divide the duty between 
them, the one taking the prayers, while 
the other took the sermon. Shortly 
after Mr. Evans commenced his labours, 
his rector, anxious to give a younger 
man than himself the benefit of his 
longer experience, said he thought he 
took much unnecessary trouble in com
posing and preaching his own discourses, 
and told him that he always read his 
sermon from a printed book, adding 
that his library was at his service. " I 
usually preach Blair's Sermons, Mr. 
Evans, but from what I have heard of 
your preaching I should say that Cooper 
would suit you best." He was a kind
hearted man (little competent, as he 
showed himself to be, to advise a young 
minister), and fully meant that his 
counsel should be followed. Accordingly 
he sent him "Doctrinal Sermons, by the 
Rev. Edward Cooper," and it was the 
perusal of this book which led his 
mind to comprehend and embrace the 
blessed and fundamental doctrine of 
justification by faith alone. 
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In the same year, lllOrl, he formed 
an engagement with Caroline Joyce, 
younger daughter of Thomas Joyce, 
Esq., of Freshford House, near Bath. 
Ile had now an additional reason for 
obtaining a field of labour in the south 
of England. And Staffordshire was too 
far removed both from his own relatives 
and hers, to make it any longer a desir
able position. His father's purpose was 
to buy him an advowson, and many 
negociations were entered into at this 
time in collsequence. None, however, 
seemed likely to be brought to a success
ful termination, and it being determined 
that the marriage should take place 
without waiting for an: advowson, he 
undertook the curacy of Milford, a re
tired village on the coast of Hamp
shire, and the marriage was solemnized 
in April, 1810. 

and likely, therefore, to effect that which 
had been their aim,-the glorifying of 
God and bringing souls to Christ. 

On first settling at Milford, Mr. Evans 
found himself without any religious 
society. All the persons who showed 
attention and kindness to him and Mrs. 
Evans were completely worldly in their 
tastes and habits. Dinner-parties they 
declined, as consuming too much time 
and unsuitable to their pursuits; but in 
the evening parties, where music and 
singing were the attraction, they soon 
became favourites, as they both had fine 
taste in these. Songs, both English and 
Italian, occupied the part of the even
ing . during which they were present, 
but, as they retired early, the card-table 
was not introduced till they had left. 

In the following year their happiness 
was much increased by the birth of a 
son ; but the infant, after languishing 
for some time, died before the expira
tion of its first twelvemonth. The dis-• 
tress of the parents on this occasion was 
great ; and, to the bitterness arising 
from the loss of their firstborn, many 
misgivings were added,doubtless brought 
to their minds by the Spirit of truth, as 
to whether the line of conduct they had 
adopted had been sufficiently decided, 

During this season of trouble his at
tention was directed to a volume of 
sermons by the Rev. John Hill. As he 
studied it, the Spirit of God poured in a 
flood of light upon his mind, and he was 
led to see the glorious doctrines of grace 
for the first time. His soul was quieted 
comforted, and strengthened ; he em
braced these truths with a delight which 
could only be felt by one who had gone 
through his previous exercises of mind. 
No sooner did he receive them than he 
began to preach them ; and this change 
in the character of his ministry was not 
long in producing a marked effect. An 
awakening in the parish commenced, 
which, though small in its beginning, 
was the precursor of a large blessing. 

So many were converted that Satan 
was alarmed at all these results of the 
preaching of the cross, and he soon 
stirred up at :Milford a bitter spirit of 
opposition to Mr. Evans personally, and 
also to those who had received the 
gospel which he declared. The former 
was manifested by some of the principal 
gentry leaving the church as soon as 
the prayers were over, before the com
mencement of the sermon, or by ceasing 
altogether to attend, and placing a 
padlock on the pew they had occupied ; 
and the latter, by some of the farmers 
refusing to employ the labourers who 
went to the services at the vicarage, 
while :servants were discharged for the 
same cause. In the principal family of 
the parish, nine servants were turned 
off in one day for their religion's sake. 
It ought to be borne in mind, however, 
that there was not at this time the 
effort to conciliate, or the humble and 
loving spirit, for which in after life l'tlr. 
Evans was so remarkable. He was then 
young and ardent, and his unflinching 
and uncompromising spirit in the cause 
of truth led him forward, and induced 
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errors which he afterwards saw and 
regretted, 

Bis rector, whose sentiments were 
entirely opposed to those held by Mr. 
Evans, being much annoyed by the re
presentations made to him gave him 
notice to quit the curacy in six months; 
but before that period had elapsed, that 
great change took place in Mr. Evans's 
views npon the subject of a national 
establishment which led to his with
drawment from its communion. He 
always looked back upon this time as 
one of the deepest trial and struggle to 
his mind. He did not take the step 
lightly, but after much thought, con
sideration, and prayer ; and seeking 
advice from elder brethren in the 
ministry, who might, he hoped, be able 
resolve his doubts, and lead him to 
view the subjects on which he was dis
tressed in some different aspect, that 
would permit him to remain in a com
munion, on the side of which all his 
earliest feelings and strongest predi
lections lay. But it was in vain ; the 
baptism of infants, the union of the 
Church with the State, and what he 
considered to be the consequent absence 
of holy discipline in that Church, were 
the points on which his judgment was 
convinced, and his conscience pressed, 
and which constrained him, with some 
few other clergymen, to secede. In those 
days this was far less common than 
afterwards, and the sensation produced 
by it was great. The world suspected 
their motives, the minds of the Evan
gelical clergy were deeply pained; they 
wer2 accused of schism, and shunned 
by many with whom they had formerly 
walked as friends ; and, as might be 
expected, both l\fr. Evans's relations and 
those of his wife were greatly displeased 
and wounded. All this was extremely 
painful to his sensitive and retiring 
mind : he loved the shade, and did not 
willingly come forward into notice ; 
but it was a step which he never 

regretted having taken. Whatever 
changes may have occurred in his 
views in the course of his after-life, he 
never wavered upon this ; and it 
becomes the more important that this 
statement should be distinctly made, as 
it was very generally believed, some 
years since, that he was desirous of 
returning to the establishment, and 
that it was only the three years' silence 
which had been imposed upon other 
clergymen who had seceded and desired 
to return which deterred him. Some 
circumstances in his domestic life may 
have given i'ise to the idea, as also the 
love and confidence that existed be
tween him and very many in the esta
blished church ; for wherever he saw the 
image of Christ, whether in churchman 
or dissenter, he loved it. He frequently 
was heard to declare that he was not 
conscious of the smallest increase of 
love towards those who held the views 
that he did, over others who saw differ
ently. All his connexions, and most of 
his personal friends, were in the Church 
of England, but he was a conscientious 
nonconformist to the close of his life. 

In January, 1816, Mr. and Mrs. 
Evans, with two infant children, quitted 
Milford, which had been the scene of 
such marked events in their lives, and 
went to Walford House, near Taunton, 
then occupied by the Rev. G. B--, 
one of those who had seceded with them. 
Here they were baptized by immersion, 
and remained on a visit of some months, 
Mr. Evans preaching in the neighbour
ing towns and villages, conferring with 
those who had left the church with him, 
and seeking to form plans for the future, 
for they had seceded upon the impulse 
of conscience, without having any pre
determined mode of operation. He, 
however, did not leave the little flock 
at Milford unprovided for; and we may 
state here, though it carries us on some 
years forward in his history, that he 
built a chapel, partly at his own cost, 
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and partly by contributions from his 
friends, formed a church, and sought out 
a pastor who might feed. and watch 
over it. 

Towards the close of the year 1816, 
Mr, Evans, with his family, removed 
to London, as his Mends urged him 
strongly to exercise his ministry in the 
metropolis. Here he preached for some 
months in l'Eglise Suisse, St. Giles's, 
which was soon crowded to excess. His 
doctrine and pulpit talents attracted 
many, while others were drawn by 
curiosity and the novelty of his position; 
but his health gave way, which com
pelled him to discontinue public engage
ments for a time, and visit Malvern, 
Brighton, and other places, for restora
tion. 

On his return to London, he engaged 
the chapel in Cross Street, Hatton 
Garden, where he first formed a 
church. Meanwhile, Mr. Henry Drum
mond, M.P., was seeking a site on which 
to build a chapel for him, in which, after 
some effort, he succeeded, and the 
spacious building in John Street, Gray's 
Inn Lane, was erected solely by Mr. 
Drummond's liberality, and given to 
Mr. Evans for his life. In October, 
1818, it was sufficiently advanced to
wards completion to allow of his preach
ing in it, and a congregation soon 
gathered. 

Soon after leaving the establishment 
and coming to London, circumstances 
occurred which led him to oppose cer
tain statements, which went to assert 
that Jesus the man was God by the in
dwelling of the Father, and it was not 
till after he was engaged in this con
troversy that he began to discover that 
the doctrine of the trinity was one to 
which he had never really devoted his 
attention. He had simply received it, 
together with the other truths of the 
gospel, and preached them as he found 
them. But disputable questions con
cerning the niceties of any point in 

divinity had little occupied his thoughts, 
nor was his transparent and ingenuous 
mind at this time subject to the disci
pline, in the absence of which contro
versies on abstruse subjects ar:, full of 
danger. He embraced the views known 
by the name of Sabellianism, and pub
lished a book advocating them, under 
the title of "Dialogues on Important 
Subjects." The sentiments contained 
in that book he subsequently discovered 
and declared to be subversive of the 
real deity of the Son of God, and infi
nitely derogatory to his true dignity 
and majesty; and that the Holy Spirit, 
being denied to be a divine person, is 
denied as to all his own personal deity 
and glory. Becoming, however, con
vinced of the unscriptural and perni
cious character of these opinions, he pub
lished, in 1826, a work entitled "Letters 
to a Friend," the object of which was, 
distinctly and explicitly to disavow the 
opinions advanced in his "Dialogues," 
which he did most unreservedly, re
tracing the steps which led to such de
viation from truth, giving his reasons 
for his subsequent change, proving from 
the word of God the fallacy of his for
mer sentiments, with deep abasement 
of soul, and confessing his error before 
God and man. He bought up all the 
copies of his former work which were 
at the booksellers' ; and, from that time 
both his friends and others were in
structed to purchase for him every 
copy, new or old, which they could 
meet with, and he invariably committed 
them to the flames, often with expres
sions of the deepest self-loathing and 
penitence before God. 

The year 1831 was marked by the 
heaviest affliction that could have be
fallen him, - the loss of his beloved 
wife, after a union of nearly twenty
one years. The blow was as sudden 
and unexpected as it was severe. She 
arose apparently in perfect health on 
Sunday, the 27th of February, was bken 
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ill at the Sunday-school about ten 
o'clock, and conveyed to the private 
rooms at the chapel, whence she could 
never be removed, and expired in nine 
days. She was a woman in every way 
worthy of him, and had proved herself 
a most valuable help and coadjutor, in 
all the varying circumstances of his life. 

From the time of the church in 
John Street being formed, Mr. Evans 
laboured intensely after its purity. He 
was not contented to walk by the light 
which was held up by others, or simply 
to follow in the path which had been 
trodden by those who had gone before 
him. He sought his original in the 
word of God, not as expecting to find 
there the specific model of a church of 
Christ, but the truths, principles, and 
discipline by which it is to be moulded 
and influenced. He was deeply con
scious of deficiencies in carrying out 
what was his constant effort for twenty
six years to effect, yet he faithfully did, 
according to his opportunities, what he 
conld to accomplish that which he be
lieved to be the design of the Lord 
Jesus Christ, in the gathering and pas
toral care of a church ; and it was 
precisely in this aspect that he rejoiced 
in his position as a Nonconformist. All 
who were familiar with his inmost heart 
knew what tender regard he cherished 
for many holy men who were ministers 
in the Church of England, and how 
absolute was the freedom of his mind 
from prejudice on the subject of es
tablishments ; but he saw clearly, and 
felt strongly, that the scriptural idea 
of a Rew Testament church was im
possible of accomplishment in the Esta
blishment itself. 

He long cherished the desire, founded 
on what he strongly believed to be 
scriptural authority, that the church 
should place around him a few gifted 
and spiritually-minded brethren from 
among themselves, to sustain the office 
of elders, to labour co-ordinately with, 

or subordinately to him in the spiritual 
oversight of the chw·ch, as distinct 
from, but in entire co-operation with, 
the deacons. Various causes combined 
to delay the accomplishment of this 
desire ; among others, the long disuse 
of the practice in the churches, and the 
dread on the part of the church of 
being suspected of a desire for innova
tion. In the meantime the service 
required was to some extent, rendered 
by the deacons, whose sympathy with 
him in his anxiety for. the welfare of 
the church, and whose harmonious co
operation awakened and sustained in 
him the warmest brotherly affection 
for them, and often drew from him the 
remark, that they were "a. band of 
brothers." The affection was on their 
part cordially and with the most tender 
veneration reciprocated. 

The various associations by which the 
church of Christ maintains an aggres
sive warfare with Satan and the world 
all claimed and had a portion of his 
regard. Schools, the society for visit
ing and relieving the sick poor at 
their own habitations, the Christian 
Instruction Society, the London City 
Mission Society, Foreign Missions,
in all these he took a Ii vely interest, 
though the demonstration of it was 
principally limited to his own congre
gation ; his natural temperament lead
ing him to withdraw from publicr 
meetings, and all his powers being fully 
occupied in his weekly routine of en
gagements. 

In preparing for the pulpit Mr. Evans 
spared no pains. He wrote a complete 
and copious sketch of his sermon, with all 
the principal heads and leading ideas 
fully arranged, and more or less filled up, 
according to circumstances. He did 
not, however, use these notes in the 
pulpit, and never had any assistance of 
the kind, always preaching from me
mory and the help given at the time. 
This was sought in earnest prayer; in-
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deed, he may be said to have studied 
and prepared his discourses in prayer, 
and to have delivered them in prayer, 
ancl here, no doubt, was one cause of 
the blessing which attended them. 

Jn January, 1847, Mr. Evans sus
tained a severe shock by an alarming 
attack of bronchitis, which was followed 
in the spring and autumn by repeated 
illness, so that he was laid aside for 
months. After a visit to Scarborough, 
he returned in October in a state of 
heaith which allowed him to preach on 
Lord's day mornings and on Tuesday 
evenings ; Mr. Shepherd, now of Henri
etta Street, taking the other services. 
As the summer of 1848 advanced, it 
became increasingly evident that he 
had overtasked his powers ; and perfect 
rest for some months was prescribed as 
the most likely means of restoring his 
lost energy. In the following summer 
it was thought advisable for him to visit 
Scotland, and he made a tour through 
some part.s of the magnificent scenery 
of the Highlands, and from thence re
paired to Stonehaven, a small place on 
the sea-coast, fifteen miles south of Aber
deen. 

On the 5th of September, while driving 
his wife and a friend in a hired phaeton, 
the horse became alarmed and ran ,iway 
with fearful rapidity, going down a steep 
hill, and the carriage coming in contact 
with a wall at the bottom of it, Mr. 
Evans was thrown out with great vio-• 
lence. The injuries received were very 
extensive ; he was deeply bruised and 
cut; but no bones were broken, nor was 
his head seriously hurt; so that, although 
the sufferings and disfigurement were 
great, and it was evident the nervous 
system had sustained a considerable 
shock, his recovery was confidently an
ticipated for the first few days after
wards, and his friends were filled with 
joy and thankfulness at his wonderful 
preservation: In a week's time, how
ever, an abscess uneitpeotedly formed in 
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the limb which had received the great
est injury, accompanied by fever, which, 
in a few days, assumed an alarming cha
racter; the danger became extreme, and 
his children were summoned. He rallied 
however, from this attack, under th; 
able and judicious medical treatment 
that was within reach, and hope con
cerning him again revived,-again to 
he disappointed ; for repeated attacks 
came on, and three months of suffering 
and distress were allotted to him, and 
to those who nursed him during the 
gradual bringing down of his earthly 
tabernacle. For the last six weeks, 
when his sufferings were the most se
vere, his exhaustion was so great that 
he was unable to make the slight
est exertion, and never even had his 
bed made during the whole of that pe
riod. 

On the last sabbath of his life, No
vember 25th, he sent a message to his 
people, that he felt his sins and his de
servings more than ever, but that he 
stood accepted in the Beloved notwith
standing all. "In Jesus I stand: Jesus 
is a panacea." On his wife inquiring if 
he had any directions for her, his reply 
instantly was, "Beware of antinomian
ism ;" and on being asked, if he meant 
by that, the resting on the doctrines of 
grace, without watchfulness of the walk 
before God, he answered, " I do ; all 
tliat religion is a fallacy." 

Much scripture was read • ., him dur
ing his last days and nights, but he 
heard it in silence, though he testified 
how welcome it was to him. His latest 
expression of consciousness, about two 
hours before his departure, was that of 
opening his eyes and raising them to 
heaven, as the text was repeated, "I 
shall be satisfied when I awake with 
thy likeness;" after which, life gradu
ally ebbed away, till he did awake in 
the presence of his Lord, at half-past 
six in the morning of December the 
first, 1849. 

2 B 
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ON THE PASTORSHIP OF NATIVE CHURCHES IN INDIA. 

BY THE REV, GEORGE PEARCE OJ CALOUTTA. 

TnE pastorship~of the native churches 
in this country is, almost without ex
ception, in the hands of Europeans and 
East Indians. If proof of this were 
necessary we have only to refer to the 
lists of the churches which are annually 
given in our "Mission Reports," and 
"Circular Letters" of the "Baptist As
sociation." This is a state of things 
which is coeval with the planting of the 
first church in the country. The mis
sionary who was the instrument of its 
formation took at once the oversight of 
it, and he or his colleagues continued to 
hold it while they lived. 

The history of every other native 
church in this respect has been the 
same ; the example then set has been 
universally imitated ; the removal of 
pastors whether by death or otherwise 
has made no change in the system. 
When a vacancy has occurred, it has 
always been :filled up by the missionary 
who succeeded to the station. The ap
pointment of any one else to the care 
of the native church where a missionary 
is located, seems never yet to have been 
thought desirable or practicable ; and 
hence at every station it still devolves 
upon the missionary to conduct the 
sabbath services, to receive and exclude 
members, to administer the Lord's sup
per, to marry, and to bury. Perhaps 
one or two cases will be thought of, as 
exceptions, but they are really not so ; 
an independent native pastor within 
the baptist denomination is nowhere to 
be found. 

We do not know that this state of 
things has hitherto excited any general 
uneasiness, or even attention. We 
think, however, that whenever atten
tion may be seriously directed to it, it 
will strike the mind as being in itself 
so mew hat anomalous- that the ele-

ments of such a union are not con
genial-that such a pastorate must for 
many reasons be inefficient-that if 
churches multiply much in this country 
it cannot be co-extensive with their 
number-and that it interferes with 
other important duties which mission
aries owe to this country. We confess, 
indeed, to some participation in such 
feelings, and we happen to know that 
similar misgivings are entertained by 
others at a distance from the mission 
field. We have good authority for say
ing that some of the warmest friends of 
our mission in India, who are well ac
quainted with its history and watch 
closely its operations, are beginning to 
feel strongly that the present pastorate 
of the native churches is not satisfac
tory. They are impatient that English 
missionaries should be confined so long 
to such narrow spheres of action ; they 
question whether there is much good 
derived to the churches thereby ; and 
they think that after so great a lapse of 
time since the commencement of the 
mission, the churches ought to supply 
brethren from their midst qualified to 
relieve missionaries of this department 
of labour. 

We do not intend to intimate by the 
preceding remarks, that the subject of 
a native pastorate has not occupied the 
attention of missionaries. We cannot 
but know that it has often been pre
sented in our monthly periodicals-that 
it is the ostensible object in the founda
tion of colleges, and that it has also 
occupied on several occasions the atten
tion of the missionary conference. Still 
we think that we are right in saying 
that it has not been presented in the 
light in which we are now presenting 
it, namely, the undesiraulenesa of a 
European pastorate for native members. 
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If we mistake not, attention has not 
concentrated on this point. The de
sirableness of obtaining native pastors 
is indeed acknowledged, but the con
verse-the undeeirableness of English 
pastors, is not generally felt. With the 
few that we have spoken to on the 
subject, the impression was, that the 
missionary-pastorate is necessary, and 
cannot be dispensed with,-suitable na
tive pastors are not to be had, it was 
said, and therefore missionaries have no 
alternative, if they care for their flocks, 
but to retain charge of them, and keep 
on as heretofore; and this is, we have 
reason to believe, the general feeling 
abroad. Nor are we at all cognizant 
that this is a state of things that is 
lamented; on the contrary, it is sup
posed that the native churches are 
greatly benefited thereby. If mission
aries are hindered to some extent in 
other work by pastoral labours, yet the 
loss is counterbalanced, it is thought, 
by the advantages which the churches 
must derive from the superior intelli
gence,~ tact, and piety of missionaries ; 
hence the case is viewed, it is probable, 
with more of complacency than un
easiness, and as a necessity that must 
be yielded to, but which need occasion 
no particular concern. Hence also it 
is, that with one or two exceptions, no 
serious trial of a native pastorate has 
hitherto been attempted ; the present 
system has become, in fact, stereotyped, 
and whatever may be said of the de
sirableness of a native pastorate, there 
is little hope of its being witnessed, so 
long as present opinions and feelings 
predominate. We feel it our duty there
fore to disturb this equanimity of feel
ing. Its universality we do not deem 
sufficient proof of its correctness. The 
sequel of this article will show, we 
think, that there are strong reasons for 
coming to an opposite opinion. Be this 
as it may, it is time the subject was 
carefully considered ; and nothing but 

good can proceed from drawing atten
tion to it. 

Looking at this subject in the light of 
the New Testament, be it observed then, 
that the apostles and their coadjutors 
the evangelists, were the first Christian 
missionaries to the heathen world ; and 
although they had qualifications, as 
witnesses of the resurrection of Christ 
from the dead, and of the truth of 
their message generally, which ordi
nary missionaries have not, yet as it 
regards the spiritual conversion of sin
ners and the means of its accomplish
ment, their work and ours are identical. 
Their object was to induce men to 
receive, promulgate, and practise the 
truth as it is in Jesus. They were the 
founders of the Christian church, and 
we may justly conclude that [in the 
means by which they effected the 
accomplishment of that great work, 
they have left an example which is 
altogether worthy of our study, and, as 
far as circumstances will admit, of imi
tation. In connection with our subject 
then, it is a remarkable fact in their 
history, and worthy of much con
sideration, that no one of the apostles 
or their coadjutors the evangelists, such 
as Timothy, Titus, Barnabas, Silas, &c., 
undertook the permanent care of a Chris
tian church. Many large and flourish
ing churches were indeed raised, by the 
blessing of God upon their labours; 
churches that both from their own im
portance, and from the importance of 
theirpositions,might well seem to demand 
the care of an apostle, or at least of an 
evangelist ; and yet with none of them 
could an apostle, or any of his coad
jutors, be induced to remain perma
nently. Impressed paramountly with 
the duty set forth in the terms of their 
original commission, and being specially 
guided by the Holy Spirit, they went 
forth from country to country, and from 
city to city, preaching the gospel of the 
kingdom to the unconverted, and ceased 
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not to do so, while life and opportunity 
lasted. 

We are aware that the case of the 
apostle James maybe thought of, as ,an 
exception to the above statement. To 
the latter part of it, it is so perhaps ; 
for he does not appear to have travelled 
so much as others. We often find him 
at Jerusalem, and even down to a late 
period in the apostolic history. Still 
there is no certain evidence that he 
became the pastor of the church at 
that place, indeed there is much to 
render the idea improbable. Our view 
of the matter is, that he was detained 
there in the providence of God to fulfil 
the special work of the apostleship, 
i. e. to bear a standing testimony to the 
guilty people of that city, and to the 
Jews who visited it, of the resurrection, 
and consequently, the Messiahship of 
Jesus of Nazareth.* 

In the prosecution of their object, 
however, we find that the apostle Paul 
and his companions (whose labours 
chiefly are narrated in the Acts of the 
Apostles) made a lengthened residence 
in several places-lengthened in com
parison with their stay at other places. 
In Iconium it is recorded of them that 
" they abode a long time ;" at Corinth 
also, they continued for about two 
years ; and at Ephesus for upwards of 
three. .A.t each of these places a large 
number of converts was gathered into 
the fold of Christ. Now it is remark
able, in connexion with this subject 
(the Pastorate of Churches), that the 
reason assigned by the inspired historian 
for their lengthened stay at these 
several places ( the reason is given in 

* The apocryphal sentences attached to the Be

cond epistle to Timothy and the epistle to Titu,, 
in which those two evangelists are said to have 
been respectively first bishops of Ephesus and 
Crete, are of no value. There is abundant. evidence 
from t.he epistles themselves, and from other parts 
of the New TeBtament, that their work at those 
places was only temporary; and also that they 
were employe(I subsequently, in places far distant. 

each case) is not the edification of the 
churches there, not the care of the 
large bodies of converts that had been 
gathered by their ministrations, but the 
further extension of the kingdom of the 
Redeemer, in the conversion of the un
converted. Concerning their stay at 
Iconium, Luke says, "Long time there
fore abode they, speaking boldly in the 
Lord, which gave testimony unto the. 
word of his grace, and granted signs 
and wonders to be done by their 
hands." Acts xiv. 3. Again it is said 
of their stay at Corinth : "Then spake 
the Lord to Paul in the night by a 
vision, Be not afraid, but speak, and 
hold not thy peace : for I am with thee, 
and no man shall set on thee to hurt 
thee : for I have much people in this 
city. .A.nd he continued there a year 
and six months, teaching the word of 
God among them." .A.cts xviii. 9-11. 
Of his residence at Ephesus, we have 
the following account, "And he went 
into the synagogue, and spake boldly 
for the space of three months, disputing 
and persuading the things concerning 
the kingdom of God. But when divers 
were hardened, and believed not, but 
spake evil of that way before the mul
titude, he departed from them, and 
separated the disciples, disputing daily 
in the school of one Tyrannus. And 
this continued by the space of two 
years; so that all they which dwelt in 
Asia heard the word of the Lord Jesus, 
both Jews and Greeks." .A.cts xix. 8-
10. Seeing then that the long detention 
of the apostle and his companions in 
these places, was with a view rather to 
preach the word to sinners, than to 
build up the disciples in the faith, and 
as we know that his stay in other places 
was but short, with the exception of his 
residence at Rome, which was com
pulsory, we are justified in concluding 
that his work, together with that of 
the other evangelists, was especially to 
plant, rather than to waier,-to lay a 
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foundation, rather than to raise the 
superstructure. So long as the preach
ing of the word took effect in winning 
souls to Christ, they remained where 
they were ; when conversions ceased, 
they took their departure for some 
other place. Hence the holy boast of 
Paul was, that he had fully preached 
the gospel from Jerusalem round about 
even to Illyricum. 

But let it not be supposed that we 
would convey the idea, that the spiri
tual welfare of their converts was a 
matter of little importance to the apos
tle and his associates, or that they 
treated them with neglect : far be such 
a thought: on the contrary, we feel that 
they loved them intensely - even as 
their own souls, they were "their joy 
and crown ; " yea, and as their very 
lives also ; "For now," said they, "we 
live, if ye stand fast in the Lord." 
Much indeed as the apostles were de
voted to the preaching of the gospel to 
the unconverted, they found time to 
devote to the welfare of the converts 
during their stay with them. It is 
indeed most affecting and instructive 
to read the apostle's address to the 
elders of the church at Ephesus, when 
standing with him on the shore at 
Miletus. It may well explain how at 
least the members of that church might 
safely be left to stand alone, when the 
time came for the apostle to leave them. 
In this address we have doubtless a 
faithful picture, not of his conduct only, 
but of the evangelists' also, towards the 
disciples in all other places. "He said 
to them, Ye know, from the first day 
that I came into Asia, aftei· what man
ner I liave been witli you at all seasons, 
· • • • • . and how I kept back nothing 
that was profitable unto you, but have 
showed you, aud have taught you pub
licly, and from house to house, ... 
wherefore I take you to record, that I 
am pure from the blood of all men. 
For I have not 5hunned to declare unto 

you the whole counsel of God 
Therefore watch, and remember, that 
by the space of three years I ceased 
not to warn every one night and day 
with tears." What an intense love to 
souls, what ceaseless effort for their 
welfare, what wonderful conscientious
ness and sense of ministerial responsi
bility does this appeal discover ; and 
what a model does it present for all 
modern missionaries ! 

Moreover we find too, that when 
the apostle could no longer remain 
with an infant church, he would, in his 
anxiety for its welfare, sometimes leave 
behind him for a time, one of his com
panions-as Timothy was left at Ephe
sus and Titus at Crete-to carry on 
the work that had been begun, and to 
watch over its interests. After such 
brethren had remained a few months, 
they followed the apostle, and rejoined 
him in his evangelistic labours. When
ever practicable he also re-visited the 
churches he had planted. A proposal 
of this kind which he made to a fellow 
labourer is thus recorded ; " Paul said 
unto Barnabas, Let us go again and 
visit our brethren in every city where 
we have preached the word of the 
Lord, and see how they do." 

The large churches at Corinth and 
Ephesus he visited again and again; 
and when he could not go himself, 
where the welfare of the disciples seem
ed to demand his presence, he selected 
and sent suitable brethren to abide 
with them for a time and attend to 
their affairs. Besides all this, as is 
well-known, he wrote epistles to several 
churches, which might be to them and 
the others instead of his personal pre
sence,-epistles that had also an ulterior 
object in view, even the instruction of 
the universal church of Christ, to the 
end of time. 

Nor must we omit to add as worthy 
of special notice, that from a very early 
period of his apostolic cal'eer he made 
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it a point, as it would seem, wherever 
it was practicable, to ordain elders in 
the churches before he took his leave 
of them. Thus he gave them an inde
pendent standing, and left them with 
an organization adapted to their pre
servation and prosperity. Some of 
these churches must have had elders 
chosen from among themselves and ap
pointed over them within a very few 
months of their first calling and esta
blishment. It is to the churches that 
were planted during the first journey 
of Paul and Barnabas that the follow
ing words refer. "And when they had 
ordained them elders in every church, 
and had prayed with fasting, they com
mended them to the Lord, on whom 
they believed." They did not wait for 
a lengthened probation, but having 
appointed to the pastorate the most 
suitable brethren which the churches 
could supply, they devolved upon them 
their future care and nourishment ; not 
doubting, but that from the faithful
ness of the pastors, the efficacy of the 
preached word, the assistance which 
they, the apostles, could for a time 
occasionally render, but, above all, from 
the care and blessing of Christ, the 
chief shepherd, they would do 
well. 

From the preceding review then, we 
think it is clear, that in the prosecution 
of missionary work in this country, 
missionaries have departed in two im
portant particulars from the course 
adopted by the apostles and their co
adjutors: namely, hy having adopted 
permanent locations, and in having 
undertaken the pastoral care of churches. 
The apostles we have seen spent their 
lives in itinerating. Missionaries are 
for the most part fixtures ; occupying 
generally a very limited sphere of 
labour, and seldom going beyond it. 
Apostles made the preaching of the 
gospel to the unconverted their chief 
business; missionaries who have con-

verts, encumber themselves with a per
manent pastoral charge of them. 

The former point of difference in the 
procedure of missionaries, namely, fixed 
residence, we will leave, being apart 
from our design at present ; and now 
proceed to inquire, whether missionaries 
have not erred much, in not having 
followed the apostolic course more 
closely in respect to native churches. 

1. By the adoption and retention of 
the pastoral office, missionaries have 
confin11d themselves to a narrow sphere 
of labour, and so seem to come short of 
their duty to the heathen world around 
them. The apostles having been put in 
trust with the gospel, and having been 
honoured of God to be its first mes
sengers to the world, felt it to be their 
one great duty as well as their highest 
glory and joy, to endeavour to spread 
the knowledge of it as far and as wide 
as possible. This they exhibited in the 
great extent of their travels, in the 
haste with which they went from place 
to place ; in their endless, untiring 
labours, and in the privations and 
sufferings they endured, and the risks 
to which they exposed their lives. "We 
are debtors," said they, " both to the 
Greeks, and. to the barbarians ; both to 
the wise, and to the unwise.'' Their 
ambition was to make all men see and 
enjoy the fellowship of the mystery 
unfolded in the gospel. It did not 
comport with their sense of duty, or 
with the feelings of their enlarged 
hearts, to spend their days in adminis
tering to the spiritual wants of the 
members of a church, numerous as they 
might be, or within the precincts of a 
single city or even a province ; their 
capacious desires embraced whole na
tions ; their bowels of mercy yearned 
over the countless masses cf mankind 
which had for ages lain in sin and ruin, 
and must still lie, unless they could 
convey to them the gospel. "We have 
the words of eternal life," said they, 
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,, shall we administer them to a few, 
and withhold them from the many 1 
The Christian few have them already. 
Let them live upon them as they ought. 
We must proceed and impart them to 
the destitute many." Hence we see that 
they suffered nothing to interfere with 
the fulfilment of their great duty-the 
evangelization of the world. 

Now, missionaries to this country 
undoubtedly occupy a position similar 
to that of the apostles. They are the 
first messengers of the Lord and of 
the Christian church, to these nations, 
to preach to them the gospel. The field 
to which they have come is vast, be
yond imagination. They are the special 
depositories of divine truth in this land 
of darkness. The people are perishing 
everywhere for lack of the gospel ; and 
how shall they hear it or come to know 
it, unless its appointed messengers make 
all possible effort to convey it to them 1 
Fifty years have elapsed, and how very 
small a portion of the people of this 
country have as yet been visited ! 
Within a. radius of two hundred miles 
from Calcutta, where the largest num
ber of missionaries have always been 
located, there are probably hundreds of 
towns and villages where the feet of 
missionaries have never trod. Mission
aries then are still largely their debtors ; 
and how shall they discharge their vast 
and solemn obligations to this people, 
unless they become disengaged from 
some of their present pursuits and re
serve to themselves more liberty of 
action 1 With the evangelical office 
they have undertaken, is it seemly1 is 
it satisfactory 1 can they be in the way 
of duty, to serve the few to the neglect 
of the masses, albeit those few are 
Christians 1 Much less ought they to 
be tied down continually by engage
ments of various kinds (as many are) 
which have little direct connexion with 
the spread of the gospel among the 
heathen, 

Much we know may be said in favour 
of various means that are adopted for 
the evangelization and improvement of 
this country, and we are very far from 
wishing to speak depreciatingly of them, 
and especially of labours that aim at 
the spiritual improvement of the native 
Christian community ; still, whatever 
has a tendency to abate concern for 
the salvation of the people at large, 
and hinder direct effort in that direc
tion, ought to be regarded with much 
jealousy, and guarded against with un
remitting watchfulness. Particularly 
should it be our care that that season 
of the year which admits of journeying 
should be left free for the extensive 
proclamation of the gospel, viva voce, 
in as many districts, towns, and villages 
as can possibly be reached. 

We are, however, not disposed to take 
so discouraging a view of the character 
of the native churches generally, but 
hope better things of them. We sub
mit whether the system that prevails, 
and whether much of the feeling that 
is abroad, of the practical incapacity of 
native brethren, is not in a great mea
sure owing to the standard that has 
been adopted, in respect to qualifica
tions for the pastoral charge of our 
churches. We think much of it is ow
ing to that standard : which is nothing 
less than the European missionary 
character. Brethren may not be con
scious of it, but there are several un
mistakeable proofs abroad, that such is 
the case. It is not indeed avowed, but 
the sentiment prevails in this way. A 
missionary feels that his personal know
ledge, piety, and authority are inade
quate to produce prosperity in his 
church, and scarcely, it may be, to keep 
it from sinking: how then would it be, 
he reasons, if the charge were relin
quished to a native brother 1 He must 
see some one succeed him, he thinks, 
equal in qualifications to himself, or he 
cannot hope that the church will stand. 
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Apply this case generally, as it undoubt- rather let us fear that the labour be
cdly will apply, and we have at once stowed is not well adapted to bring out 
the principal reason of a European its virtue. l\lissionary labour, in re
pastorate of the churches existing till spect to scriptural knowledge, piety, 
now. Let it be supposed that the apos- and devotedness, is doubtless often of 
ties had acted in this way, and had a high order ; but it is to be remem
made themselves the standard of the bered that it is not indigenous, it is the 
qualifications for the pastorship of the labour of foreigners ; which circum
primitive churches: it is plain that such stance, without doubt, is a great hin
pastors could not have been found; drance to its efficiency, and more so 
and that if the safety of the churches probably in the pastorate, than in labour 
depended upon such qualifications, they among the heathen. The missionary's 
must have gone to ruin after the apos- sabbath discourses to the church may 
ties left them. No: the apostles were in themselves be excellent; yet from 
content with a much lower scale of the dissimilarity in the European and 
qualification ; and so must we, other- native mind they often fail in reaching 
wise there is little hope of a native the comprehension of the people, or in 
pastorate for many long years to suitableness to their character and cir
come. cumstances ; hence they are like arrows 

3. There is reason to conclude that which fall above or beside the mark. 
the importance of the missionary pas
torate is unduly estimated. 

Our position is one that may natu
rally induce such an error ; nay, it is 
almost impossible from the circum
stances in which a missionary is placed 
in this country that he should wholly 
escape it. Bis superior station and ac
quirements to those about him, uncon
sciously impel him to the conclusion of 
his superior capacity for pastoral work. 
The difference in most cases is so wide 
between him and every member of his 
:flock, that he can scarcely avoid think
ing otherwise : and yet for all this it 
may be a false conclusion. The value 
of labour is correctly tested by its 
effects. Judging then by this rule, the 
result of the European pastorate of 
native churches is any thing but flat
tering. What the apostles were en
abled to effect within a few months, 
missionaries have not realized in a 
single case after many years' labour. 
This then does not speak well for the 
importance of the European pastorate. 
It may well suggest doubts as to its 
superior efficiency. Let us not say 
that the soil is sterile and ungrateful, 

The ministry, we are sure, is gene
rally exercised in great affection for the 
people and desire for their good. Still 
we have an impression that it fails 
much in exciting their love, without 
which a pastor labours but in vain. 
The causes of this are many. A prin
cipal cause is, the pastor's national dis
tance of position from his people, and 
the very limited social intercourse which 
subsists between him and them in con
sequence. Another, is the interferenct 
with native habits which missionaries 
not unfrequently feel it their duty to 
exert ; this causes great heartburnings. 
Again, the sentiments which Europeans 
so commonly entertain disparaging to 
native character, and which they often 
give vent to, do much to quench affec
tion, and especially, when incautious 
words of this nature fall from the pastor 
himself. Again, the dependent condi
tion of many of the people upon their 
minister for employment is another sore 
evil, begetting obsequiousness, deceit, 
dissatisfaction, &c. Now these things, 
with others that might be mentioned, 
militate constantly against the growth 
of unfeigned and ardent affection among 
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the mcmbors towards their European 
pastor. 

Under the present system also, church 
power or Jnfluence is very much lost, 
since most of the power in church 
matters is necessarily in the hands of 
the pastor. He it is who virtually 
manages its affairs, and the people in 
consequence take but little interest in 
what is done. In cases of discipline, 
however, the church often sympathises 
more with the offender than with the 
pastor-a consequence we think of its 
dependent condition ; hence the little 
salutary effect which discipline produces 
in our native churches. But we cannot 
enlarge here. We would only add that 
as pastors of native churches, there is 
reason to fear that we are more isolated 
from the people, and far less influential, 
than we suspect ourselves to be. 

4. The alleged immature character 
of the members of our native churches 
is not a valid reason in defence of the 
present system. The apostles we think 
did not proceed to form their converts 
into organized churches, and to ordain 
elders over them chosen from their 
midst, on the ground of the maturity 
of their character, but for reasons alto
gether different. We readily concede, 
that the first Christian inhabitants of 
Asia Minor and Greece-whether origi
nally Jews or Gentiles, were far superior 
in social circumstances, in physical and 
mental energy, and in piety also, to the 
Christian converts of this country. Still 
it is patent to all, that for the most part 
when they were left by the apostles to 
stand alone, they were very young 
Christians indeed. We know also from 
the epistles addressed to them, that they 
were very far from being perfect, whe
ther in respect to know ledge or practice 
-of some of them it must be confessed 
that they were very imperfect. Besides 
this, it is to be remembered that they 
lived everywhere among people and 
under governments that were decidedly 

YOL, XV,-FOU!l1'11 SE!llES, 

host.He to them ; from whom they suf
fered much, and were constantly in 
danger of suffering. Their stated means 
too, of obtaining evangelical knowledge, 
were far more scanty than what our 
people possess; for at the time to which 
we refer scarcely any part of the New 
Testament was written. The apostles 
knew also, that false teachers like 
grievous wolves would, soon after their 
departure, enter in, not sparing the 
flock. Still, knowing as they did their 
imperfections and weaknesses, and the 
dangers to which they would inevitably 
be exposed, they did not hesitate to 
leave them alone. Nor did they doubt 
that they would do well. The truth 
is, that, in the case of genuine converts, 
the apostles thought little of human 
weakness, but feeling themselves in the 
path of duty, they had strong faith in 
the faithfulness of God as well as in 
the vitality and energy of the Christian 
principle; hence on taking lea,e they 
commended them ,to God, in all con
fidence, and to the word of his grace. 
If our people then are generally sincere 
in their profession of the gospel, they 
ought not to be regarded so much in
ferior in character to the primitive 
disciples, as to require so very different 
a mode of treatment as that which has 
been adopted towards them. 

But the conduct of the apostles we 
think is marked with great wisdom. 
In their treatment of their converts 
they acted on the principle that men, 
whether in religion or secular business, 
become strong by ·exercise, and wise 
and practical by practice. Having 
carefully imparted to their people the 
great principles of the gospel, and 
showed them their duty in all things, 
they left them to carry them out. 
Having duly established them as Chris
tian communities, they felt it was better 
for them, that they themselves should 
be absent, rather than present with 
them. 'fhus they were thrown upon 

?. C 
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their own resource~, and with what knowledge - of the scl'iptures, 1night 
success let the history of the apostolic have been confidently recommended for 
age testify. this office. Had missionaries been more 

A friend writing to us ,:m this sub- generally impressed ,,ith the import
ject recently from England makes the ance of taking such notion, and hnd they 
following remarks. He says," We must directed more nttention to the training 
look forward to the time, when the of persons for pnstoral duties, there 
work will necessarily devolve on the would be no lnck of brethren confess
natives themselves. It would seem edly suited to suoh work. If we look 
therefore, the wise course immediately abrond we shall find no wnnt of talent 
to employ them in every line of Chris- in the native mind for acquiring krtow
tian duty and responsibility.-Not to ledge, how much soever you choose to 
wait till they are stronger, and so forth; i impart ; on the contrai•y, their acquire
since they can only become strong hy ments astonish every one. Numerous 
exercise, and stable by trial. You will instnnces of excellent out-door preach
have failures doubtless, but failures are ers of the gospel from among the Chris
inevitable under any circumstnnces ; tian converts from the beginning are 
and my impression is, they will not be familiar to us all ; and if native bre
numerous; indeed, not so grent by thren have not so generally excelled in 
immediate effort to employ them, as by the sabbath pulpit, it is wholly to be 
delaying it to a future time. Let them nttributed to the want of special in
be made responsible, and they will feel struction and exercise. It has been felt 
their responsibility,-let an indepe:11- that the pastorate was not to be their 
dence of character be cultivated, and sphere of action, they have therefore 
they will become independent, and so not _been trained for .it; for the same 
able of themselves to sustain the cause reason they themselves have not sought 
of God. We ensure feebleness by treat- particularly its qualifications. Let them 
ing them as feeble, and childhood by receive due instruction for the ministry 
regarding them as children." In these to Christian people, and why should 
sentiments we have the principles of they not succeed in the latter as well 
apostolic practice, and we cannot help as in the former 1 
feeling them to be of universal applica- As it respects, too, the capability of 
tion. Had they been adopted here long pastors and people to conduct the affairs 
ago, well had it been for the churches of the churches successfully if left to 
and the mission. themselves, we have but little doubt. 

But we are disposed to more cheerful Mnke them 'properly acquainted with 
sentiments respecting the character their responsibilities ; give them also 
and capabilities of native brethren than the due order of church government ; 
the regimen which has been adopted cause them to feel that they ai•e fairly 
towards them would seem to indicate. launched upon their own independent 
We demur to the idea that men cannot career; and then why should we fear 
he found among them competent (hu- the result? their new position we might 
manly speaking) to take pastoral charge I expect would deeply interest them and 
of the native churches, at least of those awaken their dormant energies to a. 
that have been longest established. successful course. Besides, many of our 
We have known several individuals peoplo nre not unacquainted with corn
among the _members of our churches, munal government. Among the social 
who, for stability of character, natural institutions of the Hindus, especially of 
good sense, general education, and the village communities in this country, 
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there are some not much unlike the 
constitution of Christian churches. 
Every villagi:i has its manclal, and every 
di vision of caste its head. These act in 
public deliberative assemblies of the 
people, in which all have a voice: at 
such times the law is set forth, its 
transgressions are considered, and j udg
ment is pronounced. Now these things 
have gone on from age to age, and 
with surprising efficiency. Be that as 
it may, our people are by no means 
ignorant of the the01·y at least of church 
government. Let the pastors and peo
ple, then, as we have said, be but well 
acquainted with the leading doctrines of 
the gospel ; let them be made to under
stand ·the chief marks of Christian 
character, together with the great ob
jects of church association : let them 
also be encouraged to enter on this new 
and independel).t ~areer with spirit and 
confidence ; let them be solemnly com
mended to God by prayer and in faith 
as (the apostles did the primitive 
churches : and we shall have done our 
duty, and the churches, we will not 
fear, will, by the help of God, do theirs. 
We have modern example to encourage 
us. Such measures are not untried in 
this part of the great mission field. 
Our American brethren in Arrakan and 
Tenasserim, whose nation are going 
ahead of us in :many things, and not 
the least in religion, have long since 
carried out the system of a native pas
torate with most encouraging results. 

In wi,iting thus upon the pastorate 
of native churches, we would not be 
understood as objecting to the mis
sionary superintendence of a circle of 
churches, the latter we deem to a cer
tain extent both needful and legitimate. 
The apostles, after surrenderin" the 
• 0 

immediate charge of the churches to 
their own elders, retained a certain 
degree of superintendence over them. 
Paul speaks of having the care of all 
the churches upon him. He continued 

to care much for their welfare. He 
kept himself acquainted with the state 
of their affairs. When they erred in 
doctrine or practice, he exercised autho
rity to set them right. When they 
fell into trouble he sympathized with 
them and adopted means for their help. 
Nor to the end did he cease his fatherly 
care for them, although his connection 
with them became gradually less and 
less intimate. Thus it must be here, 
and from the peculiar circumstances of 
the people, doubtless, a greater degree 
of personal inspection and control will 
be required for a time,' beyond that 
which the apostles were called to exer
cise. It will vary of course according 
to the standing of the churches ; the 
younger ones will demand more atten
tion than those that have been longer 
established. But still the superintend
ence of the churches of a district can
not be contemplated :as a permanent 
arrangement. We are not to plant 
diocesan episcopacy. When churches 
have for a time enjoyed the benefits 
of missionary superintendence, it will 
be proper to relax gradually the degree 
of it, with the view of its cessation 
altogether. How desirable this is in 
a pecuniary point of view, there can be 
but one opinion. Large sums of money 
have been long appropriated monthly 
on behalf of several of our village 
churches. It cannot be contemplated 
that these appropriations should be per
manent ; already do these periodical 
payments cause much uneasiness and 
grief. One cannot help asking, When 
are these to cease 1 Surely it is time 
that this money should be employed in 
another direction, and that present in
cumbents were able to help themselves. 

From the preceding remarks, the 
question will naturally arise, what then 
are the special duties of European mis
sionaries in this country 'l To this, we 
can only answer now, that their chief 
duty as we regard it, is (as has been 
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sufficiently indicatec1. in this paper) to us? if so they are worthy of attention, 
promote both by their own l)ersonal and something more. That the changes 
exertions, and the direction of the la- here proposed are impracticable, we 
bours of others, the promulgation of the cannot admit : that in carrying them 
gospel as widely as possible among out, great difficulties will present them
the masses of this heathen land. When selves, is quite probable; but difficulties 
this has been secured, Christian com- in such a cause must be r.ourageously 
munities, we venture to submit, claim met and overcome. The changes pro
the rest of their care and effort. Par- posed here must sooner or later come ; 
ticularly in this latter department of and under present circumstances, the 
labour, does it seem to be their duty to sooner they are commenced upon the 
train pastors and teachers for the bene- better. The welfare of the churches re
fit of the churches 1 To missionaries quires a new regimen; the duty we owe 
also must the native brethren look for a to ourselves as missionaries, requires 
Christian literature, for a considerable it. The work to be done abroad de
time to come. The direction of edu- mands it, and the present condition of 
cational efforts on behalf of Christian the mission calls for it. Such indeed 
youth will necessarily devolve also is the state of things at home, that any 
upon missionaries, but upon these material augmentation of missionary 
things we cannot enlarge farther ; if strength from thence is not to be ex
need be we may return to them again. pected. It is incumbent on us then, to 

husband well our small forces, and make 
Having thus disclosed thoughts the most of them. This we must do 

which have been long upon our mind, by teaching all to work, appropriating 
we ask for them, with all respect and to each one his proper department; by 
deference, a candid and serious consi- not wasting our time and strength upon 
deration. They will probably excite what may be done by others of inferior 
in some quarters surprise, and in others station; by doing that with all diligence 
be regarded as counselling changes which Providence marks out as our 
that are impracticable ; but the question special work;· and finally and chiefly, by 
should be, we think, are the representa- looking constantly to Him, whose word 
tions here made in accordance with is our guide, whose grace is our sup
scripture and the state of things about port, and whose blessing is our success. 

SCENES FROM THE PUBLIC LIFE OF JESUS OF NAZARETH. 

BY TilE REV, W, WALTERS. 

NO, II, JESUS TEMPTED BY TllE DEVIL, 

THREE evangelists out of the four when this temptation commenced was 
have recorded the event in our Lord's immediately after the baptism of our 
history which is the subject of this Lord, the descent of the Holy Spirit, 
paper. With such slight variations as and the testified approval of the Father. 
we might expect from the separate nar- "And so it often is, that after sweet 
ratives of three persons, all the state- communion with God in his ordinances, 
ments substantially agree. The time after _large discoveries of his love and 
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interest in him, follow sore temptations, 
trials, and exercises. There is a very 
great resemblance and conformity be
tween Christ and his people in these 
things."* 

All the circumstances must have 
been communicated by our Lord him
self, inasmuch as there was no witness 
of the scene. Who does not wish he 
had heard the account from his own 
lips, his exposition of the whole trial, 
and the practical and consolatory les
sons which no doubt he took occasion 
to inculcate 1 

The event is just such as we might 
have expected. "For this purpose the 
Son of God was manifested that he 
might destroy the works of the devil." 
It was, therefore, not strange that 
Satan should assault him, immediately 
he :entered upon his work. It was not 
to be supposed the serpent would allow 
the seed of the woman to bruise his 
head without vigorous resistance. Our 
Lord's whole life was a struggle with 
the powers of darkness - a struggle 
without a parallel; but the commence
ment and the close of his ministry seem 
to have been the two periods when he 
had to contend with the full force of 
hell. 

Jesus,· under the power of the Holy 
Spirit, immediately after his baptism, 
went up into the solitude of the wil
derness, there to meditate on his great 
mission. Retirement . (as we observed 
in our last paper) prior to important 
public engagements seems appropriate 
and has generally been sought. l\Ioses 
was in Midian with his father-in-law's 
flock, before he came forth as the leader 
of Israel. John, as we have seen, dwelt 
in the desert until he commenced his 
appointed work. Paul went for three 
years into Arabia, after he had seen 
the Lord, prior to his entrance on the 
apostleship. Our Lord's retirement 

• Di·. Gill on Matt, 11', 1 

into the wilderness is therefore only 
what might have been expected from 
one who was about to discharge so im
portant a mission. He fasted in the 
wilderness forty days. This entire ab
stinence from food for a long period 
has its parallels in the history of the 
ancient prophets. Moses fasted forty 
days when in the mount. And so did 
Elijah as he journeyed to 1-Ioreb. It 
was at the close of this forty days' 
fast that the temptations commenced 
which are recorded by the evangelists. 
Probably through the whole time our 
Lord had been variously and sorely 
assailed ; not till its close, however, did 
the attempts of Satan reach their cul
minating point. 

We purpose considering these tempta
tions in succession (following the order 
in which theyarerecorded by Matthew.) 

The ffrst is recorded thus, " And 
when he had fasted forty days and 
forty nights, he was afterwards an hu:i.
gered. And when the tempter came to 
him, he said, If thou be the Son of God 
command that these stones be made 
bread. But he answered and said, It is 
written, Man shall not live by bread 
alone, but by every word that pro
ceedeth out of the mouth of God." 
Satan desired Jesus to work a miracle 
for his preservation. He intimated that 
there was no necessity for him to suffer 
hunger for a moment, inasmuch as it 
was in his power to change the very · 
stones that lay around into bread, and 
satisfy all his necessities. The tempta
tion was to distrust the divine power 
and faithfulness. Hence the force of 
our Lord's reply. To perceive fully the 
power of this reply, it is necessary to 
consider the circumstances under which 
the language was originally spoken. 
l\Ioses intended to remind the Israelites 
that they were fed by manna from 
heaven during their journey through 
the wilderness, when other supplies 

1 were totally cut off; that therefore they 
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were not to distrust God, inasmuch as 
he could sustain them by extrao1·dinary 
means when ordinary ones failed. Man 
lives not only by bread. Everything 
which God's word appoints may be ren
dered contributory to his support. Our 
Lord quoted the language having in 
mind its original connexion. " It is 
not necessary," he says, "neither would 
it he right for me to work the miracle 
you dictate. I do not so limit the 
power of my Pather as to imagine I 
can be sustained in no other than the 
ordinary way. He can support me 
without bread. It is not for me to pre-
scribe to him the manner in which my 
hunger is to be satisfied; or to cherish 
such distrust as the working of that 
miracle would imply. God can sustain 
me by any method he pleases : at the 
right time and in the best way he will 
send supplies. I wait his will." The 
reply of Jesus is pregnant with in~ 
struction. It teaches his followers how 
they are to repel the adversary when 
similarly assailed. It encourages us to 
repose with an undisturbed confidence 
on the power, and wisdom, and faithful
ness of our God. It has led many a 
holy man with steady step through the 
thorny paths of this world's trial. And 
when all around him seemed darkness, 
and the heavens above were as brass, 
and the enemy has taken advantage of 
his woe to fill with a deeper darkness 
his soul, the remembrance of this vic
tory has caused him quietly to wait 
until through the opening sky the sun
shine of divine deliverance has beamed. 
Remember then, brother ! in all times 
of thy distress, that man liveth not by 
bread alone, but by every word that 
proceedeth out of the mouth of God. 

The account of the second temptation 
is thus given : "Then the devil taketh 
him up into the holy city, and sctteth 
h.im 011 a pinnacle of the temple, and 
saith u11to him, If thou be the Son of 
God cast thyself dow11 : for it is written, 

He shall give his angels charge con
cerning thee : and in their hands they 
shall bear thee up, lest at any time thou 
dash thy foot against a stone. Jesus 
said unto him, It is written again, Thou 
shalt not tempt the Loi·d thy God." 
This s.econd temptation was in its very 
nature the opposite of the fo·st. The 
first was to distritst God's care. This 
was to presume on that care. In the 
former case Satan wilfully e:;i:cludes the 
possibility of God's working a miracle 
on behalf of his Son. !Jere he brings 
forward the high probability of 4is 
doing so. Thus does the enemy vary his 
attacks that he may, if possible, toµc)l 
some part of our nature that shall pe 
susceptible. To give his temptation the 
air of truth, and invest it as )le thought 
with an irresistible powi;r, )1e cited 
scripture in its support. The passage 
cited is from the n4).ety-first psalm. 
"The psahn contains," says Hengsten
berg, " in representation of the truth, jf 
God be for me every thh1g else way 
be against me, the expression of joyful 
confidence in the protection. and help of 
God in all troubles and dangers. The 
whole object is to bring to a right trust 
in God." The same writer, speaking of 
the passage Satan quotes, well observes: 
-•' The languag.e in both of the two 
verRes does not apply to dangers which 
one seeks, but only to such dangers as 
meet the righteous man µnsought, in 
his course through life. The artifice of 
the tempter in Matt. iv. 6, consisted in 
keeping this out of view." Satan wished 
our Lord falsely to apply the scripture 
quoted. In effect he s_aye, "You are 
sure of di vine protection. It can l!>.e 
afforded. Here is a passage of God's 
word in which it is .actualJy promised. 
Why then fear to cast yourself down 1 
How admirable again is the Saviour's 
reply! How complete Satan's discom· 
fiture ! By another portion of divine 
truth our Lord expounds the one 
already quoted-teaches its correct up-
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plioa.tion-and justifies himself in ab
stliining from the act dictated hy the 
tempter. " It ie written,'. 'fhou shalt 
not tempt the Lord thy God." Moses 
in his use of this language taught the 
children of Israel that they were not 
to presume on the Lord's mercy, ·nor 
expect his care to protect them, if they 
disobeyed his commands and thus de
parted from the way of safety. So 
said Christ, "It is written, you are not 
to tempt the Lord. He has, it is true, 
promised to protect his children when 
they are called to pass through danger ; 
but not when they wilfully seek danger. 
He will not work a miracle, simply for 
your gratification or mine, or deliver 
me because I put him to the test. There 
is an ordinary and a safe way of descent 
from this pinnacle ; if I pursue that, I 
may expect and . shall experience his 
care. If I madly leap to the base, I am 
not warranted to expect safety at all." 

Here again we ha:ve a large lesson 
that demands our devout attention. 
The watchful care of divine Providence 
covers us all. The loving eye of our 
Father is ever open upon his children. 
If in the path of duty, on the omnipo
tent arm'.we may continually trust. But 
on miraculous interferences we must 
never presume. If we are called to face 
danger. in the exercise of obedience, 
then is God nigh unto us. Yet nowhere 
are we taught to hope he will interfere 
for us in an extraordinary manner, 
when by attention to ordinary means 
we may secure ourselves. The captain 
of a ship has no right to put to sea 
while he knows the ship's timbers are 
rotten, or a dangerous leak is un
stopped, cherishing the expectation that 
God will prevent that ship from sink
ing. No man is required to rush need
lessly into the midst of a neighbourhood 
pregnant with the pestiferous influences 
of some infectious and deadly malady, 
believing that his system will be ren
dered p1·oof against the power of dis-

ease ; and that for him the physical 
laws of God will be set aside. No man 
should dare to leap from the Monument 
hoping to alight in the street unharmed. 
The providence of God is a heart-sus
taining and a heart-cheering truth. 
Trust in God is a delightful and pro
fitable exercise. But to throw our
selves in to danger with a view of testing 
the divine power or faithfulness, or 
with the idea that God will mercifully 
help us, is folly, madness, sin. It 
is written, " He will give his angels 
charge concerning thee." It is also 
written, " Thou shalt not tempt the 
Lord thy God." 

The third temptation is recorded as 
follows :-" Again the devil taketh him 
up into an exceeding high mountain, 
and showeth him all the kingdoms of 
the world and the glory of them ; and 
saith unto him, All these things will I 
give thee, if thou wilt fall down and 
worship me. Then saith Jesus unto 
him, Get thee hence, Satan ; for it is 
written, Thou shalt worship the Lord 
thy God, and him only shalt thou serve." 
In the other two assaults the wicked
ness lurked in concealment. Here it 
appears on the surface. Satan seems to 
have gained strength by resistance, or 
peradventure our Lord's patience made 
him bold, or rather perhaps we should 
attribute his daring to the energy of 
despair. He hoped to overthrow by the 
promise of dominion and glory. His 
temptation may thus be paraphrased :
" You have come to be the Messiah, the 
promised deliverer. You purpose seek
ing dominion. Here is an easy and a 
speedy path to conquest and renown. 
All these kingdoms have been placed at 
my disposal. I own ancl rule them, and 
give them to whomsoever I will. You 
have only to fall down and render me 
worship, and they _are yours." Thus 
did he tempt Jesus to idolatry in its 
most 1·evolting form. This was the 
boldest stroke of the three. It was 
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tempting the Messiah too in the cha- God, and him only shalt thou 
racter of his great work. The monstrous serve." 
impiety of this proposal was not for a After our Lord's victory, angels minis
moment to be endured. We are struck tered to him. What kind of aid they 
not only with the wisdom aud point of imparted, who can tell? There may be 
our Lord's third reply ; but also with something more than poetry in the 
its decision-its tone of authority-its words of Milton, where he represents 
" Get thee hence, Satan." "Then saith them as setting 
Jesus unto him, Get thee hence, Satan: 
for it is written, Thou shalt worship the 
Lord thy God, and him only shalt thou 
serve." Here is quoted in substance 
the first commandment in the deca
logue. It meets the case. Without 
paraphrase or comment its application 
is clear. ,Yorship :must be given to 
none but God. This admits of no ex
ception. From this there can be no 
departure. We dare not violate a di
Yine command. How the two adver
saries seem to close as the conflict nears 
its end ! Fiercer grows the fight. It 
was a terrible blow which Satan last 
dealt: lmt he receives in return a 
thrust so deadly that he first stagger s 
and then flees. All the holy energies of 
Immanuel are roused. They unite in 
one invincible power. Their undivided 
utterance, like a voice of thunder, ter
rifies the prince of hell. Now the an
cient promise sees the dawn of its fulfil
ment. The seed of the woman asserts 
his power : and, discomfited, abashed, 
covered with confusion and dishonour, 
"The devil leaveth him." 

Let us not forget the lesson of this 
last victory. Many things may say, 
"This, and this, will we give thee, if 
thou wilt but fall down and worship 
us. ~fany objects may claim the 
heart's supreme love and the life's best 
service. Idolatry, brethren, is a sin 
that lurks in the near neighbourhood of 
every man's heart. It behoves us well 
to watch him ; for he is a wily foe. If 
you hear but the softest whisper 
escape his lips, be prompt and de
cioive with your reply, "It is written, 
Thou bhalt worship the Lord thy 

'' Deforo Lim spread 
A iable of oelcstial food; divine, 
Ambrosial fruits, fetchod.from Lho tree of life; 
.And from tho fount of life ambrosial drink, 
That soon refresh'd him wearied, and repair'd 
,vha.t ~unger, if aught, hunger had hnpair'd ; 
Or thirst; and as he fed, angelic quires 
Sung heavenly anthems of his victory 
o,·cr temptation and the tempter proud." 

Thus ended our Lord's temptation. On 
its issue depended the result of his ad
vent. A failure here would have been 
fatal. Success here was the pledge of 
success to the close. Oftentimes the 
outset of a course decides its character 
to the end. So here. This triumph 
was the earnest of a long series of illus
trious conquests until on the cross Jesus 
exclaimed, "It is finished," and tram
pled Satan under his feet. Then there 
was a glorious display of his divine 
power-a repetition before many wit
nesses of the scenes which first trans
pired in the solitude of the desert. 
Satan still walks the world, but, like 
Samson shorn of his locks, his strength 
has gone from him. He is still to be 
watched and feared ; but his power is 
limited within the compass of om· 
Saviour's control. The feeblest saint 
relying on Jesus is secure from harm. 

With two or three practical lessons 
from the whole subject we bring our 
reflections to a close. 

1. Be not ignorant of Satan's devices. 
How manifold are his arts! how well 

he suits his temptations to our circum
stances! how he perseveres in his en
deavours! how he varies his modes of 
attack! how he clothes his temptations 
in the dress of piety! There are two 
enemies it fits us well to know-Satan 
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nnd our own heart. Most men stumble 
because they are ignorant of the deceit
fulness of the one, and the devices of the 
other. Satan knows far more of their 
hearts than they know themselves; and 
hence they are easily overcome. Bre
thren ! ponder that expression, " The 
wiles of tlie devil." ' 

2. See tlie best mode of 'l'IUeting tempta

tion. 
Resist at once, and resist with the 

right weapon. Wield "the sword of the 
Spirit which is the word of God." It 
will always serve your purpose; you 
will find it mighty through God. At 
all times be ready with, "It is written." 

3. You are tempted and often condemn 
yoiwseif, confounding temptation with 
sin. 

Jesus was tempted, and yet he knew 
no sin. Temptation does not become 
sin till you yield to its power. It may 
sometimes be very difficult to discri
minate between temptation and inward 
depravity. An intimate acquaintance 
with your own nature will greatly help 
you to decide ; but do not write bitter 
things against yourself. Suppose not 
that every time you .are tempted you 
sin ; your holiest seasons are frequently 
those when the fiery darts of the enemy 
in thick showers fall. 

4. You al'e tempted and filled witlt dis
tress; you want s.11mpatlty and succow· . 

.New Park Sti'eet, London. 

"He knows what sore temptations mean, 
Por ho has felt the same." 

"For in that he himself hath suffered 
being tempted, he is able"-able not 
simply by power, but also by sympathy; 
able in a sense in which he would ,iot 
have been able had he not been tempted 
himself-" he is able to succour them 
that are tempted." '' For we have not 
an high priest who cannot be touched 
with the feelings of our infirmities; but 
was in all points tempted like as we are, 
yet without sin. Let us therefore come 
boldly unto the throne of grace, that we 
may obtain mercy, and find grace to 
help in time of need," 

5. You are tempted, and often fear yoit 
will fall. 

Jesus was tempted and triumphed; 
his triumph is the certain pledge of 
yours; you are one with himself ; fear 
not, victory awaits you. Cheer up, 
tempted brother! abandon not all hope; 
lift up thy head, for thy. redemption 
draweth nigh. It looks not seemly in 
thee thus to weep and fold thine arms 
in despair; be strong in the Lord and • 
in the power of his might. Your Leader 
beckons you onward to himself, and lo ! 
a voice from the excellent glory speaks, 
"To him that overcometh will I grant 
to sit with me in my throne, even as I 
also overcame, and am set down with 
my Father in his throne." 

CIRCULATION OF THE SCRIPTURES IN FRANCE. 

Tms last year, a Christian man, on 
a journey of business, came, on a 
Saturday evening, to a counti·y vil
lage. The inn people were unwilling 
to listen to him, when, on the sab
bath morning, he began to speak to 
them of the gospel. Disheartened by 
their coldness, he walked out to seek 
some retired spot, where he might 
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meditate and pray alone. His path led 
him to an orchard, near the door of a 
farm-house, and as he approached it he 
heard a voice reading. The door of the 
house-as often happens in summer
was open, and, placing himself not far 
from it, he heard a chapter of the 
scriptures read in an audible voice. 
When the 1·cading terminated, a general 

2 t> 
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conversation ensued upon the contents a stranger who came into that nei~h
of the chapter. He then presented bourhood; and that, since that tifull, 
himself to their view. The master of that party had met every eabbath to 
the hous!l sat at the top of the table; read it. And when this stranger asked 
a great bible, printed by the Bible the master of the house, "Did no one 
Society, was before him, and about direct you thus to meet1" he said, "Oh, 
fifteen perSons, to whom he had been yes; I was directed by these words, 
reading, were around him. When the 'Ask, and it shall be given to you; seek, 
~tranger declared that he was a friend and ye shall find ; knock, and it shall 
of the bible, and a disciple of Christ, be opened unto you.' This made me t:all 
h!l was at once received by these Roman my neighbours togtither; and since that 
Catholics with affection. Confidence time vie have been knocking at the door 
was at once established betWeen them, of heaven." Now, this was where no pro
and they told him that the bible had testant had evel: been.-Noei's Lecture 
been bought about two yeai-s ago, from oii tke Progress of the Gospel in France. 

THE BETTER DISPENSATION. 

BY MR, J. H. CUZNER. 

'.l'HA..'llKS ! thanks be to the Highest, we no more 
Wait 1n tbe outer Court, before 

'.l'be temple"s broidered veil ; 
We watch not now the stately priest 
Bearing on his anointed breast 

'.l'he dazzling pectoral. 

:We enter not that temple now" 
Nor look from proud MOriah's brow 

On fair Jerusalem. 
Altar a??d priel!t have pas~ed awa,y, 
Xh'e daily sheWbread, brazen sea, 
The mercy-seat of Deity, 

And the llhekinah's beam. 

That glory shines no more along 
The sacred fane, no more the song 

Of joy and triumpb "fails . 
Qn the rapt ear, but silence there 
Has built her mansion of deapair 

Within those ruined walls, 

And Judah mourns-a captive maid 
Despised, insu)ted, and betrayed, 
A scorn and a derision made, 

The gentile"• scoff and jest, 
Wandering 't"he toilsome track of life, 
Willi path of thorns and bread of strife, 

The grave her only rest. 

FOr sbe has known not flim, whose power 
EVen iD her last and darkest laour 

Was mighty still to save; 
,v-110se sovereign mandate, Peace, be still, 
Could calm the winds and hush the swell 

Of ocean's wildest ware. 
Hackruv. 

But, thanks to Israel's God, even we, 
By faith's discerning eye, can see, 
Shrouded in ft"ail huID"anity, 

The majesty of Heaven; 
The brightness of the Fatl)er's gtace, 
The glorious image of his face, 

For man•s tranSgresSion given. 

And we can mark how brightly shine 
In all their lineaments divine, 

'l'he mercy, truth, and loVe, 
The sympathy with huini,;it WO~; 

Which led him for a cross below 
To quit his throne above. 

And we can mark that brow .1rerabe, 
The gentle, lowly, lofty mien, 

When at tho judgment seat 
No lightnings blazed, or thunders roared, 
Nor eager angel's flaming sword 
Flew to protect that form adored, 

.And render vengeance meet. 

And we cah track that doloi·ous road 
Where He, the spotless Lamb of God, 

The perfect sacrifice, 
Atoned for sin-abolished death, 
And opened, broad and falx, the path 

To life and paradise. 

That. last great day is pns.t, and He 
Who died bath torn from death the proy, 

Asoendlng up on high ; 
Entering the heavenly temple now, 
A crown of glol'y on his brow, 

The Monarch of the sky. 
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REVIEWS. 

A Review of the Moral and Religious Con
dition of the Irish People, from the 
Conq,~est under Henry II. unlit tile Pre
sent Times. By R1cDARD l!'ITZRALPH. 

Dublin: S. B. Olclham. Lonclon: Seeleys, 
I 2mo., pp. viii., 59. 

RICHARD FITZRALPil is a name as
sumed for the occasion by a gentleman 
whose opportunities for observation and 
right-heartedness render his testimony 
valuable, but whose position in society 
makes it inconvenient to avow himself 
as the author. He is neither an ad
herent of the church of Rome nor of 
the Protestant establishment ; he is 
neither a minister of religion nor an 
agent of any of the societies which are 
aiming at the improvement of the Irish 
people ; but he is an upright, devout, 
and conscientious observer of the reli
gious condition of his countrymen, and 
a student of Irish history. He is just 
such a man, therefore, as impartial 
inquirers would wish· to· hear as · a wit
ness ; and it is as the voluntary deposi
tion of a respectable witness that we 
bring his work before the reader's at
tention. Abstaining pretty much from 
the expression of our own opinions, we 
shall simply adduce some of his. 

It is well known that in the year 
1156, Pope Adrian, being e:c officio pro
prietor of the whole earth, granted 
Ireland to Henry II. of England, by a 
Bull in which he said," You promise to 
pay us out of every house a yearly 
acknowledgment of one penny, and to 
maintain the rights of the church with
out the least infringement or diminu
tion. Upon these conditions we consent 
and allow that you make a descent upon 
that island, to enlarge the bounds of 
the church, to check '.the progress of 

immorality, and to promote the growth 
of virtue and of the Christian religion." 
For some centuries Ireland had been 
celebrated for learning and piety, and 
at this time the customs of its churches 
were more in accordance with those of 
the east than with those of Rome. 
"'fhey still retained something of the 
primitive order of pure Christianity in 
their ecclesiastical polity; though there 
is too much ground to believe that they 
retained but little, if any thing more, 
of the purity of the first Irish churches. 
But even at this degenerate period of 
their church history, it would appeai· 
that they had not altogether adopted 
the titles and gradations of Rome
titles which are more characteristic of, 
and congenial with, feudal times and 
dignities, than with the scriptural model 
of the churches of the first Christians. 
They did not as yet avowedly admit 
the supremacy of the pope ; Ireland was 
the last country in Europe to do so ; 
but the ready and facile subjection of 
the Irish at this time to the see of 
Rome gives painful indications of their 
decay in piety and in the pure faith of 
the gospel of Jesus." · 

The princes of Ireland submitted 
themselves to Henry, and the clergy 
acknowledged the supremacy of the 
Pope; but the people, whose condition 
was bad enough before under their na
tive petty sovereigns, gained nothing 
but disadvantage from the change. 
"Mutual conveniences are, as jurists 
say, the foundation of all contracts and 
bargains ; so it was with Henry and 
Adrian ; they had each his own wishes 
and objects with respect to Ireland, but 
miserable was the result to the poor 
inhabitants. They, though the persons 
most interested, were the least con-
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suited iu the transaction-their green 
fields, their toil and labour, their minds 
and t,heir bodies, were parcelled out for 
merchandize between Henry and Adrian, 
and between their respective followers 
and votaries, as if they were the sub
jects of legitimate traffic, just as if the 
bargain had been about cows and horses, 
or other articles of barter, and not their 
fellow men, having heads and 0 hearts, 
souls and bodies, like themselves. These 
poor people were henceforth doomed for 
centuries to be hewers of wood and 
drawers of water in the bondage and 
servitude of lords temporal and lords 
spiritual." 

At the time of the Reformation the 
condition of the Irish people was truly 
deplorable. " They were counted as 
aliens and enemies by the English ; it 
was often adjudged to be no felony or 
murder to kill a 'mere Irishman;' 
even in times of peace it was a good 
plea to an action, and was often so 
decided, that the plaintiff in the suit 
was an ' Hibernicus ' or Irishman, or 
what was equivalent, that the com
plainant was not one of the ' Quinque 
Sanguinibus,' that is, one of the five 
septs or clans that were made denizens, 
or enfranchised by special grace. The 
English were forbidden by divers heavy 
penal laws to marry, to foster, or to 
make gossipred with the Irish, or to 
have any trade or commerce in fairs or 
markets with the Irish. So late as the 
28th Henry VIII., the English were 
forbidden to marry a person of Irish 
blood, though the person had gotten a 
charter of denization, unless he bad 
done homage to the king in chancery, 
and given sureties by recognizance for 
his loyalty. Sir John Davis says that 
for three hundred and fifty years after 
the conquest, the laws of England were 
forbidden to the Irish." p. 22. 

The attempts that were subsequently 
made to introduce the Reformation ag
gravated existing evils. "Its professed 

friends were its worst enemies; they 
did not use moral means to produce 
moral resnlts-they did not use the 
scriptures, the Irish language, prayer, 
faith, reason, and arguments, to en
lighten and convert the Irish-these 
were not the means generally employed; 
had such been used there is every reason 
to believe that, under the divine bless
ing, there would have been abundant 
success. There were the same materials 
to work on in Ireland as in other 
countries. The people were not more 
attached to popery in Ireland than in 
other parts. The exactions, insolence, 
and profligacy of the Romish hierarchy 
were the subject of complaint in Ire
land as in other places; the only differ
ence was that their extortions in Ireland 
were but an item in the catalogue of 
many grievances, whilst in other coun
tries they were the most prominent 
evils. The faith too which triumphed 
in other parts of Europe would have 
had equal success in Ireland, if the 
same means were adopted to propagate 
it ; there was the same Lord, rich in 
his mercies and goodness to all, to bless 
his own truth to the poor Irish, as he 
did to the Germans, the Swiss, the 
English, and Scotch. These nations 
heard the word preached in their own 
language ; they understood what was 
said to them; they felt its power; they 
were convinced, and many were con
verted, and lived and died rejoicing in 
the faith of Jesus. How different was 
the mode adopted in Ireland. Church 
promotions were only given to those 
who could perform the reformed service 
in the English tongue, and if the latter 
could not be had, then in Latin. These 
languages the people did not under
stand. Even in a great portion of the 
pale, the Irish was the only language 
then spoken. It might be well askea, 
' Were men ever converted by preach
ing addressed to them in an unknown 
tongue ? !lath any nation changed its 
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gods or its old customs, at the bidding 
of strangers entirely ignorant of its 
language 1' Yet these were the men 
n,nd the means employed for converting 
the Irish from their idolatry and super
stition. They never heard the mercies 
of redemption-a Saviour's love or his 
power to save-preached in the endear
ing language of their country and affec
tions. But this was not the only cause 
of its failure. The Reformation was 
presented to the Irish people not as a 
friend and a deliverer, but as an enemy 
and oppressor-not as the harbinger of 
love and mercy, but as the cause of 
new distinctions and divisions." pp. 
39, 40. 

with their respective clergy, though 
sufferers themselves, were actively en
gaged in relieving with money, food, 
and clothing, the painful wants, hunger, 
and nakedness of their Roman Catholic 
countrymen and neighbours. Past strife 
and differences were forgotten in a high 
and elevated Christian sympathy and 
benevolence. Protestants heroically, 
and in a spirit of self-devotion, scaled 
the partition wall that hitherto divided 
them from their Roman Catholic coun
trymen, and shared in their sufferings 
and alleviated their wants. By these 
humane and self-denying efforts, thou
sands were saved who otherwise must 
have sunk under daily want and a lin
gering starvation. The writer has 
frequently, during the famine, heard 
Roman Catholics say, that ' only the 
protestants stood to them ; they must 
have all perished-that they (the pro
testants) were their best friends, and 
the best sort of people-that the priests 
only cared for money, and that unless 
you bad money to give them you might 
die like a dog.' There are grounds to 
hope that whilst their bodily wants 
were supplied, there are instances not 
few where their spiritual maladies 
were not overlooked or forgotten, and 
that some at least partook of that 
bread of which 'if a man eat he shall 
never die.' The roughest stones, when 
long rolled and jostled together, gradu
ally lose their sharp edges and corners. 
So it is with the Roman Catholic and 
opposite sects; the genial influence of 
a free and unrestricted intercourse has 
softened down, and is still softening, 
the roughness and asperities of igno
rance and bigotry. Roman Catholics 
now discover that these men whom 
their church and priesthood still brand 
as 'heretics,' are neither monsters in 

Changes in the law, which have 
taken place in our own times, and in 
the policy pursued by the government, 
the author regards as beneficial in their 
operation. "All distinctions and re
strictions are now removed ; the Roman 
Catholics are no longer bound together 
as a disqualified and distrusted faction 
and party ; their understandings are 
no longer closed by prejudices and dis
abilities against the appeals of reason, 
sense, and fact; their pursuits and 
business, now unfettered by penal en
actments, lead them into more constant 
and repeated intercourse with persons 
of opposite creeds and opinions ; they 
have thereby opportunities of hearing 
questions of religion, commerce, and 
science, discussed with freedom, and 
without fear or control. There is also 
the great influence and circulation of 
an unfettered press in which similar 
questions are discussed and examined 
with ability and without control. These 
combined agencies cannot fail to pro
duce the most beneficial results on the 
minds of the Roman Catholic people. 
The late famine has been signally over
ruled for good in this respect - the 
people of England generously contri
buted out of their nbundnncc, but the 
protestants of Ireland of every class, 

form nor demons in disposition ; they 
see with their own eyes ancl know from 
their own actual observations, that 
these heretics have all the sympathies 
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aud feel all the wants and desires of reading the scriptures aµd nnnounoing 
other men--that like themselves they pardon through a Saviour's blood, are 
must eat, drink, and sleep-that they now, under the divine blessing, telli~g 
are like all the other children of Adam, on the Irish-speaking population in 
and are besides in many instances kind these long neglected and benighted diij~ 
fathers, husbands, and neighbours- tricts. These humble men, however, 
men of benevolence and virtue. These had to bear the toil and heat of thEl 
salutary lessons, derived from real life conflict, the railing and pelting of 
and actual observations, stand out iu Romish mobs, and not unfrequently the 
promincut relief, iu contradiction to cudgel and whip of the Romish priests; 
the teachings of their church and yet ami<lst all this outward opposition, 
priesthood, and must tend to weaken the Lord has been blessing his word to 
their reliance on instructions so contra- the sonls of sinners. They have had 
dietary to their personal knowledge and often to go forth in sorrow and discou
cxperience. ragement, sowing the seed of the kings 

"It is admitted that this knowledge dam in faith and patience. But the 
will not of itself make Romanists Lord that seeth in secret has been with 
Christians or even professing prote~t- them, and is now rewarding · the~ 
ants; but we believe that great social openly. Several religious societies have 
and moral advantages are gained there- had agencies of this kjnd employed for 
by. These men of whom we write may several years past in the Roman Oatho
nominally continue in communion with lie districts of Ireland; we believe the_y 
the church of Rome, but we believe all date the origin of their labours 
that they are so far civilized, if not within the last forty year~. · We 'hay~ 
protestantized, in principle and habit, been kindly furnished froll'.l a_c9redited 
as to cease to be the blind votaries of quarters with their respective R~port~ 
the priesthood of Rome. No consider- of recent date. Our limits forbid giv
ation or persuasion would, we conceive, ing extracts from them as we had at 
induce these men to participate in the fir&t intended; but the perusal of the 
massacre of a St. Bartholomew; in Reports of the Irish Society's Missions, 
atrocities like to those of the rebellions of the Presbyteri~n Home Missions, of 
of 1641 or 1798, or to countenance the the Irish Evangelical Society, and the 
detestalile tortures of the inquisition. Irish Chronicle of the Baptist Irish 
But we rejoice to know that there are Society, will be found highly interesting, 
still greater and more pleasing indica- as confirmatory of the facts now stated, 
tions of good than even these-that and enabling the reader to judge fo1: 
not only in this respect is there a himself of the great and pleasb;1g 
breaking up of the fallow ground, and changes that are passing over the minds 
a gradual preparation, by the removal of the Roman Catholic people." pp, 
of prejudice and bigotry, for the recep- 53-55. 
tion of the truth, but that throughout The author gives at some length his 
the south and west of Ireland, persons reasons for believing thii.t the tim~ for 
are to be found anxious and earnest to Ireland's improvement is fully come, 
read and examine the scriptures, in and that the. present state of the popu
defiance of priestly authority and de- lation affords more of hope and promise 
nunciations. The labours of these than any which has existed for many 
silent and noiseless messengers of I centuries. He concludes his pamphlet 
mercy, who have for years past gone thus: - "The Irish mind, so long 
from house to house, and cabin to cabin, / sluggish, inert, and patient of impos-
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tui'e nnd deception, shows manifest 
signs of inquiry; the masses may be 
truly said to be heaving with great attd 
important changes; the phases they 
exhibit are auspicious; they are not in
dicative of infidelity or scepticism; 
persons are constantly emerging from 
those masses who evince a p1'actical 
independence of thought and action, 
and a self-sacrificing devotion to truth 
and conviction, in many instances de
cided conversions to piety and godli
ness; nor are these instances few or 
unfrequent, but illlmel'ous and real 
throughout the Roman Catholic dis
tricts of Irelaild. The writer has not 
long since been favoured with a list of 
over two huncli-ed converts from Roman
ism, twenty-nine of whom were for
merly Roman Catholic priests, several 
of whom were known to him person
ally, aild by name. Never before, we 
believe, was there so general an awak
ening, or so favourable an opportunity 
of sowing broadcast the principles of 
true religion in the minds of the Irish 
people; and never did it behove the 
friends of Christian benevolence and 
protostantism to make like correspond
ing efforts to meet the awakening and 
increasing desires for the bread of life 
eternal, and to send forth heralds of 
mercy to direct their fellow men to 
' the way, the truth, and the life,' and 
to point them to Jesus, 'whose blood 
cleanseth from all sin.' " 

The Analytical Greek Le:,:icon: consisting 
of an Alphabetical A,.,-angement of ei•ery 
occuning Inflexion of every Word con
tained in the G,·eek New Testament Sc,·ip
tu,·e.•,· with a Grammatical Analys·is of 
each Wo,·d, and Lexicographical lllusti-a
lion of the Meanings, a Complete ,Series 
of Paradigms, with (lran11nalical Remarks 
and Explanations, London: S. Bagster 
and Sons. 1852. Quarto, pp. xiii., 444. 

I_N July, 1848, we had the pleasure 
of introducing to the attention of our 

readers, the Analytical Hebrew and 
Chaldee Lexicon, a work admirably 
adapted to remove the difficulties which 
impede solitary students of that lan
guage in which the Old Testament 
oracles were recorded. It is with much 
satisfaction that we now announce the 
publication of a work on the same plan, 
of the same size, prepared for the use 
of those who have but little knowledge 
of Greek, and who yet are intent on 
t~e perusal of the original writings of 
Christ's inspired messengers. The pub
lication of these works has a direct 
tendency to promote religious know
ledge of the most valuable kind, and to 
remove some of the evils under v,hich 
dissenting churches have suffered. An 

· illiterate ministry is greatly to be de
precated ; but it is by no means de
sirable that the supply of pastors should 
be derived exclusively from those who 
have passed through college training 
and college temptations, We rejoice 
to know that many acceptable preachers 
of the gospel who had but few literary 
advantages in their youth, have applied 
themselves with success to the study of 
the original languages of scripture, and 
that they are in fact far better scholars 
than they have credit for being. We 
hope that the time is not very distant 
when it will be a customary thing for 
young men who have had but a common 
education at school, as soon as they 
become partakers of genuine i-eligious 
principle, to determine that they will 
not be dependent on any fallible men 
for their knowledge of the revelation 
which was given not merely to'' bishops 
and deacons," but "to all the saints in 
Christ Jesus." ·what obstacles woukl 
this remove, which pastors who have 
been intent on teaching the true mean
ing of scriptul'e and nothing else have 
had for some years to encounter ! What 
facilities woulJ this give for the difii.t
sion of divine truth in our own country 
and_ in the colonies ! Books which 
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tend to make easy to all classes the 
acquisition of ability to read the Greek 
New Testament, are among those which 
we hail with the greatest complacency, 
not merely for the sake of the personal 
advantage of those who avail themselves 
of them, but for the sake of their use
folness in the church and in the world. 

This is exactly a work of the kind. 
The Tables of Paradigms are very lucid 
and well planned. The analytical po1·
tion is more scientific and complete 
than Dawson's volume, which never
theless has been useful to many ; and 
the Lexicographical Illustrations of the 
meanings are exceedingly well executed. 

B R I E F N O T I C E S. 

Menwi,· and Remains of the Rev. Jame• Ha
rington Evans, late Minister of John Street 
Chapel. Edited by the Rev. JAMES JOYCE 
Ev ANS, M.A., Trin. Coll. Cantab., Chaplain 
to the Home and Colonial Training Schools. 
London: 8Yo. pp. xxviii. 666. Price 12s. 

To this volume we are indebted for that bio-
graphical sketch with which our present num
ber commences. It is edited by the son of our 
late respected friend, who, if we mny judge 
from the work, in spirit at least, bears a strong 
resemblance to his .father. He has felt the 
delicacy of his position, as "the son writing 
the :Memoir of his father-a Churchman edit
ing the Remains of a Dissenter," but he has 
fulfilled the du ties he had undertaken in a 
manner that will he satisfactory, we should 
think, to all his father's friends; and among 
that portion of them with whom we should 
rank ourselves the publication will rectify some 
misapprehensions and raise his father's reputa
tion. The Memoir extends to above ninety 
pao-es. The " Remains " consist of a. Memoir 
b/ the late Mr. Evans of his first Wife, an 
excellent woman ; General Correspondence, ar
ranged in chronological order, including a great 
n um her of letters, addressed principally to his 
family and to very intimate friends; Pastoral 
Letters, addressed to the Church in John Street, 
which will assist pastors to solve two difficult 
problems,-how to acquire, and how to retain, 
the affection of their flocks ; Ministerial Let
ters; Original Thoughts on Scripture, extracted 
from common- place books; Sketches of Ser
mons; and the commencement of a Cornmen
tan• on the Ephesians. Mr. Evans was evi
dently a man who habitually enjoyed much 
intimate communion with his unseen Redeemer, 
and the tendency of the whole book is to pro
mote holy obedience and devout habits. We 
have marked many passages as suitable to be 
transferred to our own pages, as soon as space 
can be found for their admission, 

0 u the Religious Character of our Public 
Scl,ools; a Paper read at the Conferences of 
t!te Voluntary 8clwol Association, ho/den at 
J,ondon, on t!te 9th of December, 18[, l, and 
ut JJfanchester on the 2nd and 3rd of J,'ebru
Hry, 1852; and containing an Examination 
of the Scheme of Secular b,struction pro
po,cd by the National Public School Associ-

ation. By JOHN How ARD HL'ITON, M.A. 
London : C. Gilpin. PP• 23. 

A keen exposure of the fallacious character 
and mischievous tendencies of the scheme for 
obtaining compulsory support of schools for 
secular instruction alone, advocated by gentle
men at Manchester. lllfr. Hinton shows that 
" the education imparted will not only be non
religious, but anti-religious; and the race of 
youth so trained will grow up, not only prac
tically 'without; God in the world,' but 
eminently prepared to fall into the wiles, and 
to follow the steps of the atheist and the 
infidel." 

Memorials of the Life and Trials of a Youtl1-
ful Christian, as developed in the Biography 
of Nathaniel Clieevei·, M.D. By the Rev. 
HENRY T. CHEEVBR, Author of " Tl1e 
Island World of the Pacific,'' "Life in the 
Sandwich Isles," &"c. With an Introduction 
by tlie Rev. George B. Cheever, D.1), 
London : Routledge and Co, Fcap. Svo. 
pp. 375. 

In this volume we are presented with the 
mental history, drawn chiefly from his own 
letters and journals, of one whose life from the 
age of twelve was one long and painful struggle 
with disease; whose rare maturity of characte,.. 
nnd great sweetness of disposition must have 
given promise of a useful future, thoui:h they 
must at the same time have awakened fear lest 
that promise should never be realized; whose 
almost incessant languor served to stimulate his 
thirst for knowledge; and whose forced attention 
to the body seemed to increase his interest in 
the welfare of his own and others' souls. The 
serious perusal of this narrative cannot but be 
of service to every thoughtful mind; and its 
issue in Routledge's cheap series puts it for a 
few pence within the reach of any. It is pre
ceded by a characteristic sketch by his eldest 
brother, the well-known Dr. Cheever of New 
York. 

Christian 1Vatcl,J,tlness. A Se1'1llon delivered 
Jan. 11, 1852, at Grey Friar,' Street Chapel, 
Northampton. By JosEPll PYWllJ,L. 
Northampton: Phillips. pp. 16, 

A serious exhortation to watchfulness, in 
which tbe preacher recognizes not only the 
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perils arising from worldly influences and cor
rupt disposition•, bnt also those which arise 
from the machinations of invisible but active 
foes which arc too much OTerlooked in modern 
ministrations, one! shows the necessity for vigi
lance in reference to the mind, the heart, the 
tongue, and the outward life, 

The Ilalf Century: it, History, Political and 
Social, By W ABIUNGTO1' WILKS. London: 
Gilpin. 12mo. pp. 348. 
It is enough to say of this work that its 

substance has appeared in the Nonconformist, 
That is a sufficient guarantee that it is written 
with ability, that it is thoroughly opposed to 
church establishments, and that in pronouncing 
sentence on princes or sbs.tesmen, of whatever 
party Justice is never hindered or restrained 
in the slightest degree by the interference of 
Mercy. The whole period to which this volume 
refers lies within our recollection; and we do 
not know any other account of it equally 
truthful and instructive. 

Gospel Reminiscences of the West Indies. By 
LEONARD STRONG, .Bath: Binns and Good
win, London: Nisbet and Co. 32mo. 

The first and longest piece in this volume is 
an account of the Labours of John Meyer, a 
native of Switzerland, who dwelt in Demarara 
some years teaching the negroes, relying on 
divine Providence for support, without any con
nexion with missionary societies, with much 
simplicity of purpose, and apparently with 
much success. The second is an account of a 
Negro Driver, who was converted to Chriet in 
a remarkable manner, and who after enduring 
the most eevere persecution was made very use
ful to hie countrymen. The third is an account 
of an innocent negro who was executed for 
rebellion. The whole is worthy of perusal, as 
illustrative of the power of a living faith, and 
of the adaptation of the gospel to the condition 
of the most ignorant of the human race, though 
it is somewhat disfigured by a studied pecu
liarity of phraseology, which eecms to us to 
savour of affectation. 

Philip's Comme,·cial and Industrial Atlas of 
the World; comprising Seventy-five Maps 
aud Charts, on a Large Scale, Constructed 

-from the most Authentic Sources, accom
panied by a Concise View of General and 
Physical Geography. By WILLIAM RHIND, 
Author of "A Treatise on Physical Geo
graphy." J,Vith a Copious Consulting Index 
of Places, carefully compiled from the Maps 
themselves. By J. H. JOHNSON. Contents 
of Part I. Australia. Canada. With 
Desrriptive Letter-press of England and 
Wales. Liverpool: published by George 
Philip and Son. pp. 10. 
It ie promised in the prospectus that the 

maps eha!I be very carefully printed on euper
fine paper ; that the index shall comprehend 
about thirty thousand names of places; and 
that the work shall be issued in monthly parts, 
each containing two maps, with two pages of 
descriptive letter-press, price two shillings and 
sixpence. If the other thirty-seven parts are 
executed in a style equal to the first, this will 
be n magnificent publication. 

VOL, X \'. - l'OVI\TII SEl\ll~. 

The Leisure Hour: a Family Journal of In
struction and Recreation. London : 56 
Paterno•ter Row, and 164, Piccadilly. Part; 
I. and II. 

It is by no means an easy taek which the 
conductors of the Religious Tract Society have 
undertaken. They wish to supersede some ex
ieting periodicals of low price and popular 
character, by producing one equally attractive 
and more improving. Some of those which 
have the most extensive circulation are noto
riouely irreligious ; some covertly insinuate 
principles which are fundamentally erroneous; 
while the best of them are distinguished by an 
entire avoidance of everything evangelical and 
devout. The effort to make a work of general 
information which may be acceptable to all 
classes, and especially interesting to the young, 
a vehicle for the occasional introduction of re
marks subservient to man's highest interestP, i11 
worthy of the excellent society from which this 
publication emanates; and we certainly think 
more favourably of the practicability of the 
plan than we did before these two portions 
appeared. We hope that the committee will 
spare no expenditure in the effort to make the 
work popular, nnd that the friends of the so
ciety of all ranks, denominations, and tastes, 
will exercise great forbearance, and criti
cise with great candour, for it is absolutely 
impossible that it should be so conducted as to 
please them all. 

RE.CENT PUBLICATIONS 

21.pprobeb. 
[ltshould be understood that inaerlion in this list ft not a 

mere announcement: it expresses approbation of the work, 
enumerated,-not of course extend.ic.g to every particular, but 
an approbation of their general chan.cter &lid tendency.] 

Letters on the Church of Rome, addressed to the 
Rev. Emmanuel Fal'aut, D.D., LL.D .. Chaplain to 
the King of Sardinia, and Italian Missionary to 
England, By BAPTIST WRIOTBESLEY NOEL. Letter 
IV. The Catholic Doctrine of Purgatory; to which 
are prefixed Further Remarks by the Rev. Abbe 
Faraut. Letter V. The Worship of the Church or 
Rome, London : Nisbd and Co., 16mo. 

Sermons to Young Women. First Sermon. The 
Influence of Christianity on the Condition of 
Woman. By J. A. JAMES, London: Hamilton, 
Adams, ancl Co. pp. 48. 

Sermons to Young Women. Second Sennon. 
The Conspicuous Place which Woman sustains 1n 
Scripture. By J. A. JAMES. London , Bam,tt<m, 
Adams, and Co. pp. 48. 

Monthly Series. James Walt and the Steam 
Engine. Londo1' , R. T .S. Price 6cl. pp. 192. 

The Eclectic Review. March,1852. Contents: I. Tho 
Genius and \Vritings or Bunyan. II. Siberia, and 
American Colonization. Ill. Sir Ja.mes Stephens' 
Lectures on French History. IV. The Puetical 
Works of John Edmund R•ade. V. Bishop Phil• 
potts. VI. Lord Mahou·s History or England. 
VIL Hildebrand and the E"communicated Em· 
peror. Brief Notices. Review ol the Month, 
Lon,!on: if'anZ aml Co. 

2 ll 
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ASIA. 

!l'HE BURMESE WAR. 

The Macedonian, a paper published by the 
American Baptist Missionary Union, contains 
the following observations: -

Most of our readers will have heard before 
this sheet reaches them, that the Govemor
general of India has sent armed \'essels to 
Rangoon, to obtain redress of the Burmese 
government for outrages committed on British 
subjects. The squadron, consisting of two 
steamers and a frigate, under the command of 
Commodore Lambert, reached Rangoon on 
the 26th of No,·ember, and its arrival created, 
as might be expected, intense excitement 
throughout the city. Communications had 
been made by the commander of the squadron 
to the government, the precise character of 
which was not known to our missionaries, and 
thirty-five days had been allowed for the 
answer to be returned. The missionaries, 
however, had no apprehension of personal 
danger. Mr. Kincaid closes his letter of 
Nov. 28, by the significant declaration that 
"all is safe." He evidently regards this 
unexpected movement on the part of the 
Ettst India government as a signal, if not a 
decisioe event in the history of recent mea
sures to regain possessiou of Burmah as a 
missionary field. N ,, thoughtful Christian 
can doubt that this movement will, in the 
end, contribute in the highest degree to the 
work of evangelization in Burmah. Indeed, 
considering it in connexion with the triumphs 
already achieved by the missionaries at Ran
goon, and the glorious hopes which their com
munications have awakened, we can scarcely 
resist the convic.tion that the empire of Bur
mah is henceforth to be classed among the 
fields in which evangelical labour may be 
safely pe1formed on the broadest scale. It 
has been well aaid of the evangelization of 
that empire,-including its six or eight mil
lions of Burmans, Karena, Peguans, Toung
thoos, Kemmees, Salongs, and Shyans,-that 
the as,i6nment of it to American baptists was 
so evidently of God, and its progress to the 
present Jay has borne such marks of his 
presence and power, that we can only regard 
the service as a divine commission to be 
iacred!y discharged; a work to be prosecuted 
until it is done. Its execution is reserved to 
us by the general consent of the Christian 
world. Missionaries of no other Chri,tian de
nomination share the work; and the question 

comes to us now, with a force unknown for 
the last fifteen yeal'S, Are we ready to sustain 
the sole responsibility of givin" to nll the rnces 
of _Burmah the blessings of~ pure Ohr!sti
amty? 

EUROPE. 
GER!IANY. 

In a letter dnted Ham burgh, January 27th 
Mr. Oncken says:-" I have just returneJ 
from a missionary tour to Oldenburg, and 
various parts of East Friesland, where we con
tinue to meet with much success in the worlc 
of the Lord. The want of labourers is felt 
much everywhere; and for want of these our 
num:rous stations for preaching the gospel 
can, m many instances, be visited only once 
in six weeks, and sometimes even only once 
in three months. May our gracious Lord have 
compassion on the perishing multitudes, and 
send forth devoted labourel'$ into the field 
ripe for the harvest. At Weener, Leer, Bunde, 
Feld, Oldenburg, and Bremen, I preached to 
large and attentive audiences. Oh that God 
would move and open the hearts of British 
Christians more to aid us in our struggle for 
God's truth. We need aid for missionaries, 
and for the circulation of the holy scriptures 
and religioius tracts. In 1851 we circulated 
26,033 copies of the holy scriptures, 45,000 
gospels, and 500,200 tracts. If the present 
system of politics continues, we shall soon I 
fear be ex posed to severe trials, as the per
secutions are everywhere renewed against us. 
May God prepare us for the contest, and keep 
us faithful to the end," 

The apprehensions thus expressed have 
been fully realized, as the following letters 
addressed to Mr. Oncken by two of his fellow 
labourers show :-

RENEWED PERSECUTIONS. 

February, 27 th 1862. 

DllAR BRO-rHER ONOKi:N,-Some time ago 
it was my pleasant task to inform yon, that 
our prospects with 1·egard to religious liberty 
were lirightening, and my assertion w,,s 
founded on the promise of government, 
that a concession should he granted us as 
baptists. As the aspect of things has, how
ever since then entirely changed, I with deep 
regret recall my words. 

It was in accordance with the wish of tho 
brethren at ---- that I spent Lord's 
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clny the 22nd lnat, with them, nnd baptized 
the wife of our venerable friend----~; 
11 young Indy, who hod requested u• to 
inform her when II baptism would take place, 
wns preeent nt the ordinance, She is the 
daughter of nn officer in the customs, and 
twenty-six yenu of nge. Hu!f-a-yenr ngo 
this person wns a free-thinker, such as there 
are, al11s ! nt present, thousands in our country, 
who deny the existence of Goel nncl the 
Snviour, of eternal life tmd eternal perdition. 
'J.'he spark of life had been almost ex
tinauished in Miss --- by intercourse with 
int:llectual but unbelieving friends, The 
first salntary impressions received with regard 
to divine things were from conver•ations with 
brother -- to whorn she had avowed her 
infidelity, and whose words of retnonstrauce 
and admonition becatue spirit and life to her. 
A• she was unacquainted with any of our 
brethren, and had never attended our 
services, I visited her, and was much grati
fied by her child-like reception of the truth 
as it is in Jesus. When she carne to -
shortly afterwards, to be present at the bap
tism of --'s wife, she communicated to me 
that she had found peace in believing, and 
desired to be examined and bnptized as soon 
as possible. On Sunday morning, 22nd 
inst., a meeting was held at brother--•• 
house, at which from thirty to forty persons 
Were present. In the afternoon a similar 
service was held ; but which passed off less 
penceably. We had already commenced by 
prayer and praise, and I was on the point of 
giving out my text, when suddenly the door 
of the apartment \vas thrown open, and to 
our amazement, several dragoons and a 
gens d'armes rudelv entered. 

The gens d'arme's held in his hand a paper 
from the magistrate authorizing him to 
dissolve our meeting. My first impulse was 
to conti11ue the address ; but when our 
enemies began to use violence I at once 
desisted, and said : '' Dear friends nnd 
~r~thren, we may not employ force in oppo
sn1on to the powers that be; let ns, therefore, 
no1v quietly return to our houses." 

The congregation then dispersed, amidst 
the hootings aud shouts of the mob in the 
street, I went with severnl friends to brother 
--'s house to remain there until the fol:ow
ing morning. At s~ven in the evening a 
report reached us that Miss -- and hrother 
-- (who had escaped to another house) 
hnd been taken prisoners, nnd a quarter of an 
hour later we heard the trampling of soldiers 
approach our asylum, Soon they entered 
the house and room we were in, and inquired 
whether there were any strangers present? 
All _were silent. Then turning to me they 
inquired my Irnme, and learning it to be -
from -- they declnred me to be their 
prisoner. I wished to produce my passport, 
but remonstrance was vain ; I was escorted 
lo a public hou■u, where our t"o other friende 

W'er& 11lreRdy in confinement, Here we were 
guarded by gene d'armes, and the profane 
language we were compelled to hear made 
us 11lmost long for the soliturle of the dun• 
geon that awaited us. On Monday morning, 
previous to our removal from -- we were 
a.ked whether we should prefer to ride or to 
walk to -- which is severnl miles distant. 
As the night had been cold, I advised my 
companions to walk ; besides, we should 
have been obliged ourselves to defray the 
expense of taking n carriage ; but our dear 
brethren, who had under aome pretext gained 
admission to the room we were in, no sooner 
heard a carriage mentioned than they 
hastened to procure us one at their own 
expense. Our kind friends also provided us 
with a good breakfast, and soon after we 
parted from them with tears of sorrow and 
joy, and took our seats iu the carriage, t,vo 
soldiers with loaded muskP.t8 being seated 
behind us. During our journey they asked 
ns to explain to them the difference between 
our faith and that of the Lutheran church, 
which I endeavoured to do. An eager 
interest gradually took the place of idle 
curiosity in their manner, and during the 
remainder of the way they treated us very 
politely. At eleven o'clock, A.M. we reached 
--, and de8cending from the carriage at the 
gates of the city walked to the Town Hall, 
where we were delivered up by our escort to 
the authorities. The chief officer, however, 
being ahsent, we were at once conducted to 
the jailor, and our pockets senrched by him 
in the presence of the soldiers, and every
thing, even the little money we had with us, 
taken away; then we each were led into a 
separate apartment, and the heavy key turned 
upon us. We had not been here long, before 
we were again led out, and taken to an office 
of the judicial court, where brother -
and Miss -- underwent an examination 
which lasted three quarters of an hour. 
The.11 had been arrested on account of thdr 
hal'ing entered -- without a passport, and 
as soon AS they could produce their creden
tials, they were dismissed with an injunction 
never again to attend a baptist meeting in 
--. I was now summoned to appear. and 
a multitude of questions relative to the 
object of my visit to -- put to me. I was 
asked whether I had preached and baptized 
at my own or at the instigation of any one 
else, and whether any person besides mvself 
had preached yesterday. Arts. "No." 
Ques. "Why did you not quit -- ns soon 
as you hnd performed the act of baptism ? " 
A11s. " Because it is against my conscience 
to travel unnecessarily on the sabbath." 

II ere the examination ended, and I was 
remanded to prison till my next citation. 
'l.'he jailor, nt the command of the officer, 
who had examined me, took me to a cell 
which cont11ined two culprits, une accused of 
theft. and fl1ihting, the other of some minor 
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offence. The cell was barely large enough 
to hold three persons, the walls were hioh 
and thick, and a feeble light was admitt~d 
by a small skylight. A short board reached 
from one ,ml] to the other, and served both 
as se:1t and table; the bed consisted of a 
thinly filled straw sack, that did not shield us 
from the damp of the floor. Cleanliness was 
out of the question, as prisoners are admitted 
in any condition, and the cold rendered it 
necessary to retain e,·ery article of clothing 
during my imprisonment. The fare was of 
such a quality that a strong healthy man 
might exist on it, but my weak heaith would 
not allow of my taking much; we received our 
food through a small trap-door in the wall. 
As we had no candle we were obliged to feel 
for our supper. But I experienced that, even 
amidst such inconveniences, it is possible to 
haYe sweet communion with God, and as I 
lay unable to close my eyes on my miserable 
pallet I remembered that the apostle Pal!! 
had been confined with his feet in the stocks, 
and that eYen our adorable Saviour said:
" The Son of man hath not where to lay his 
head," and sympathy with sufferings infi
nitely greater made me forget my own. Be
fore I was again summoned to appear before 
the chief officer, brethren --, --, and 
-- had been examined, and their evidence 
fully agreed with mine. Sentence was at 
length passed on me to the effect that as I 
had been the chief instigator of the bap
tismal act, and had held an " anabaptist 
meeting;" I should be imprisoned for eight 
days, receii·ing bread and water every alter
nate day. Brethren --, --, and -
ba,•e been sentenced to eight days of milder 
imprisonment and to defray one half of the 
costs, while I am to pay the other half. 

Brethren -- and --, who, since the 
above took place, had gone to a neighbouring 
village to converse and pray with the people, 
have in consequence been sentenced to three 
days' imprisonment. With regard to our 
marriages we have been informed, that 
neither will the clergy marry us, nor are we 
permitted to have them performed by our 
own ministers. Brother -- must there
fore give up his place, because he cannot be 
married. The minister of state has advised 
him to emigrate with his bride* to America, 
and the upper church councillor has told 
him that he will do all in his power to op
pose J,is settlement here. You have now 
a brief sketch of these later events, and I 
only add our united entreaty to you, dear 
brother One ken, and all who love the Lord, 
to assist us by your prayers, and committing 
you and ourselves to the God of all grace, I 
am your most unworthy brother in Christ, &c. 

MY DEAR BROTHER 0NCKEN,- Pardon 

• The term bride ia used in Germany before mar
riage ; wife afterwards. 

my Jong silence, for I well kno,v how you 
long to hear fronn1s. Brother -- has doubt
less communicated much that is important 
to yon, but as he could not be with us last 
ordinance sabbath I now inform you of 
things that have taken place since then. Ou 
Christmas day we had a tea meeting at -
not only for the church but also for such of 
our congregation, who felt sufficiently in
terested to wish to be present. We had 
agreed to give little addresses alternately, and 
thus the evening was spent in singing and 
speaking of Him whom our soul loveth. Our 
gracious Lord shed rich blessings upon us, and 
streams of living water flowed, I must not 
omit to mention that we had agreed a week 
before to entreat the Lord in private richly 
to dwell amongst us, for we all needed to be 
stirred up from the spirit of coldness and 
torpor that had crept over us of late. Thanks 
be to our Father in Jesus Christ that we felt 
where the ,vant lay; spirit and life were 
awakened among us, and even many of the 
strangers present were so affected that, not
withstanding the derision of those around 
them, they have since then made no attempt 
to conceal the impressions received. Several 
of these friends at their return borne sent me 
pressing invitations to preach at their villages. 
Brother -- and I therefore applied to the 
ministerium (ministry) for permission to 
preach, which was granted us, on condition 
that we would not admit strangers to our 
services, but we could send none away who 
demanded admission, on the contrary we 
were willing, most willing, to warn them of 
their inevitable destruction if they perished 
in a course of sin and rebellion against the 
Lord, With gratitude we also record that 
the Almighty has not left our imperfect 
labours unowned. Three persons have ap• 
plied for reception into the church. Two 
of these have long sought and now found the 
Saviour to their own and our great joy. The 
third candidate for baptism is my dear wife. 
Unaided I feel incapable of thanking the 
Lord worthily for his incomprehensible mercy 
and goodness, join me, therefore, dear bre
thren, in presenting the incense of gratitude 
at his footstool. Several of the meetings we 
held were crowded to excess, as such as could 
not find room within the house listened at 
the windows. At -- brother -- held a 
meeting at the house of a Christian friend 
and sister from --- ; -- had invited two 
persons to attend, who however did not come. 

Brother--and I also invited many of the 
villagers to be present. We escaped un
harmed, but sister -- has been imprisoned 
six days for having given the abo,·e-named 
invitations. Sometime ago she was imprisoned 
one day, for not permitting her children to 
learn the Lutheran catechism. The notary 
wished to keep her shawl to cover the Jaw 
expenses of her examination. While our 
sister ( a widow) was thus detained in prison, 
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her younger cl,ildren, a boy of twelve years 
and a girl ten yenrs of nge, were kept in a 
whole day at school, to oblige them to learn 
the catechism, and they were threatened with 
being thrown into a cellar if they did not 
obey, but they have hitherto remained eted
fast. The superintendent at -- has au
thorized the schoolmaster to punish the 
children until they learn the catechism, and 
this was done from Feb. 9th to Feb. 12th. 
The guardian of the children provided them 
each with a catechism, and sent them to 
school, whereas they still refused to learn the 
task set them, they were not only beaten with 
a stick, but the master struck them in the 
face with his hand, Their guardian continued 
to send them to school, driving them out of 
the house with the words, " March to school " 
and scarcely leaving them sufficient time to 
take their dinner, He also pulled the boy 
by the hair and struck the girl's face, so 
tl1at the children are quite intimidated and 
will not leave their mother's side. A few 
days ago I asked the little girl why she would 
not learn the catechism, to which she replied, 
"Because I do not believe what the catechism 
says, as I know the clergyman cannot forgive 
my sins." I must add that these children 
are well behaved, and have never before 
incurred punishment at school. 

The course of punishment was to recom
mence Feb. 16th, but I have heard no par-
1 iculars since then. Their mother has been 
fined and a part of her furniture confiscated 
to cover the law expenses which she refused 
to pay. The two elder children are seeking 
the Lord, the boy especially prays earnestly, 
his mother has frequently found him kneeling 
in retired places, and in every difficulty he 
takes refuge with the word of God. Should 
all efforts to compel the children to learn the 
catechism fail, they are to be taken from 
their mother and committed to strangers. 
They are also prohibited to leave their own 
village, that they may have no opportunity 
for intercourse with us, Now, my dear 
brother, this teaches us to pray, and oh! do 
you pray with us that these young friends 
may be saved from becoming victims to the 
devices of Satan, Sister -- who was an 
authorized nurse, has lost the privilege of 
continuing her business. Everything we do 
or say is minutely reported to government, 
because pastor Plass who is a vigilant spy upon 
us acts as reporter. In consequence of his 
accusations, brethren --, --, and I have 
been cited to appear, for having admitted 
non-members to our meetings and for having 
had the Lord's supper at mv house. For 
the latter offence I have been· fined one hun
dred dollars, and the other two brethren each 
four dollars, and to pay the law expenses. 
We now wish very much to make an attempt 
to have these fines raised by the grand duke, 
and also to gain protection for the children. 
Should the brethren in Hamburg consider 

this plan advisable, I beg you, dear brother 
to prepare two petitions, one for each cas~ 
separately for us, But above all, cease not 
to rem em her us in your interceBBions at the 
throne of grace, With affectionate regards 
to you all, I am, Your brother in Christ, &c. 

HOME, 

STOCKTON HEATH, NEAR WARRI:'IGTON, 

On the evening of February 3rd, 1852, 
some of the friends of the Lord Jesus in this 
place, having previ-'usly been baptized upon 
a profession of faith, met for the purpose of 
being formed into a voluntary society of pro
fessed Christians whose objects shall be, to 
meet for divine worship, to celebrate divine 
ordinances, to promote each other's spiritual 
good, and to spread around them the know
ledge of Christ, with a view to the conversion 
of poor perishing sinners. Hymns were sung, 
prayers were offered, scriptures were read, and 
after some appropriate remarks had been 
made, the friends rose up and gave each 
other the right hand of fellowship. Mr. 
Joseph Wilkinson, who has lived among 
them all his life, and who for some time 
has exercised his talents among them in 
preaching with acceptance, was most cordially 
chosen to be their pastor ; and two aged bre
thren were elected to the deacon's office. The 
number of friends thus uniting is about thirty, 
most of whom were formerly members at 
Hillcliff. 

ISLINGTON, 

The baptist church and congregation at 
Islington Green {under the pastorate of the 
Rev. G. B. Thomas) have at length succeeded 
in obtaining a suitable piece of ground in 
Cross Street, at a short distance from their 
present place of worship, on which they are 
erecting a new chapel. The new building is 
of the early English style of architecture, the 
front being faced with Kentish rag, and 
stone dressings. In the centre is a large 
traceried window, with two aisle windows and 
gabled roof. On each side are entrance 
porches containing the staircases to the gal
leries, making a frontage to the street of 
seventy-four feet, The dimensions of the 
interior are sixty-nine feet by forty-one feet, 
the walls twenty feet high, from which the 
roof springs to the height of forty-six feet, of 
open timber-work of one span, stained and 
varnished. The floor is a slight incline to a 
raised platform at the north end for pulpit, 
baptistery, &c. The seats will he open. At 
the back are two vestries fourteen feet by thir
teen feet each, and one fourteen feet by nine 
feet, capable of being thrown into one room, 
The ground is held on lease for ninety years, 
at a rent of £22 per annum. The builder's 
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contrnct is for £25i8, exdusil'e of {100 pnid 
for fence walls and the 1·edcmption of the 
lanu-tax, The chapel is to accommodate 
not less than eight hundred pereons, and is 
being erected under the superintendence of 
Mr. Barnett, architect, Gray's Inn. 

LESSNESS HEATH, 

Mr. Peirce having recei,·ed and accepted 
the unanimous invitation to the pastoral office 
·over the church at Lessnese Heath, Kent, 
has entered on his stated labours. 

BROJIPTON. 

The Rev. J. Bigwood has accepted the 
in ,·itation of the congregation meeting in 
Thurlow Chapel, Alfred Place, Brompton, 
to become their minister, and commenced 
his stated labours on Lord's day, March 14th. 

F A.LMOUTH. 

Mr. Samuel Harris Booth, late"of Birken• 
head, has accepted the pastoral office in the 
baptist church, at Falmouth, and will enter 
on his public labours there the first sabbalh 
in April. 

UNICORN YA.RD. 

The Rev. W. H. :Bonner intends to retire 
from the pastorate of Unicorn Yard Chapel, 
Tooley Street, io the course of a few weeks. 
His address is, 20, New Church Street, Ber
mondsey. 

SHORTWOOD1 GLOUCESTERSHIRE, 

.At this place a large meeting was congre
gated on the 11 th of March to offer an 
address of affectionate congratulation to the 
Rev. T. F. Newman, on the completion ot 
t wer,ty years' pastorate there, and to preeent 
him with a purse of one hundred sovereigns, 
the spontaneous contribution of attached 
friends and hearers, Mr. Newman was 
settled in the year 1832 at Shortwood, which 
had been the scene of the labours of Francis, 
Flint, and Winterbotham, who had succes
si rely enter£d into rest, and during the course 
of his ministry more than 630 members 
have been added. On this occasion near 
" thousand persons took tea together at 
fi ,·e in the eveniog, and by seven o'clock 
the large place of worship was densely 
crowded. After singing and prayer, Mr. 8. 
Leonard of Clifton was called to the chair. 
J\J r. Francis, the senior deacon, read an 
appropriate memorial trdciog the manifesta
ti ,,ns of divine goodness with which paBtor 
end people had !teen fa'Vtnlred, and preoented 

the obove-mentioned token of their esteem, 
Mr, Newmnn having responded nff'cctionntelyJ 
two or three resolutions were passed, which 
afforded opportunity for suitable nddreeses 
from numerous ministers aud other gentlemen 
who were present, eome of our own and eom.e 
of other Christian denominntione. 

ROMNEY STREET, WESTllllNSTEll,, 

On Thursday evening, March 18, a v~ry 
numerous meeting of members of the church 
nnd congregation and other friends was held 
for the purpose of presenting the Hev. H. J. 
Betts with a token of their strong nttnch
ment, and An expression of their deep regrl!t 
l\t his removal to Edinburgh. The Rev. Ii. 
Lewis was in the chair, supported by the 
Rev. R. W. Overbury, Rev. W, B. Bowes, 
Rev. J. H. B1ake, and other gentlemen, 
The meeting having been opened with singing 
and prayer, a report was read, stating that 
the number of subscribers to the testimonial 
wos 263, and that the subscriptions amounted 
to £27 11 s. 3d., of which £16 16s. had 
been ex1iended in the purchase of a copy of 
Bagster's Polyglot Bible, in eight languages, 
leaving a balance in hand of £] O 15s. 3<!. 
The bible was then presented by the Rev. 
B. Lewis with on appropriate address. 
Mr. Betts having acknowledged the kind
ness of his friends in a feeling manner, the 
Rev. R. W. Overbury moved the following 
resolution:-" That the subscribers to the 
fund desire to testify their esteem for Mrs, 
Betts, by presenting her with; a purse con
taining the remaining subscriptions, and they 
request that she will receive the same as a 
token of regaru from them, with their eamest 
prayer that the blessing of God may attend 
her future path ;" and the same having been 
seconded by the Rev, W. B. Bowes, and 
carried unanimously, the meeting was con
cluded by the Rev. J. H. Blake, with sings 
ing and pra)•er. Mr. Betts is expected to 
commence his labours in connexion with the 
church in Edinburgh lately under the pa8-
toral care of Mr. J. A. Haldane, on Lord's 
day next, April 4th. 

CAMDEN TOWN, 

St. Paul's Chapel, Hawley Road, nfter re
pairs, was re-opened March 23, 185~, under 
very favourable auspices. The Rev. J. C. 
HaITison, minieter of the independent chapel 
in Camden Town, read and prayed ; and 
after a second portion of scripture and prayer 
by Mr. E. Pryce of Gravesend, Mr. Brock 
preached from 1 Cor. ix, 20, 21, 22. The 
company then retired to a convenient room 
in the neighbourhoodforrefreshrnent,after par• 
taking of which, rnnny sentiments both liberal 
anti encouraging were expressed, anti much 
k.indneH of f1111lin11 cli!plu;yetl, Scni011 WIii 
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again hald In the evening, when the Rev. J. 
H Hinton rend nnd prnyed, nnd Rev. J. 
St~nghton of ICensinijto_n prenched f_rom 
Matt, xii, 30, nnrl Mark 1x. 40, the minister 
f the pince conclucling in prnyer, This cause 

is undertuken by the. Rev. Edward Whit_e, 
Jnte minister of the mdependent chnpel in 

Hereford, solely on h,s o":'n respo~sibility. 
Having recentlr .a?opted different views re
specting the 1mhatory . ordmance . of the 
Christian d1spen•at10n, his lnbours will here
after be devoted t~ the rnisin_g _n ba~tist 
church in this cxtens1 ve and flourt•hmg neigh
bourhood, where many of the members ~nd 
hearers of our London churches already reside, 
It is hoped, under the divine blessing, a self
sustaining church will shortly be collected, 
an issue which present appearances greatly 
encourage. 

WESTOW HILL, UPPER NORWOOD, 

The edifice, an account of the laying of 
the first· stone of which appeared in our 
number for September last, was opened for 
divine worship on Th11rsday the 25th of 
March. Large numbers asiembled on the 
occasion who listened with great pleasure to 
discours;s delivered by the Rev. W. Brock, 
and the Hon. and Rev. B. W. Noel. The 
buildin.,. is commodious and respectable, 
forty-ti~e by thirty-eight, and is on an emi
nence which commands an extensive and 
deli.,htful prospect. The sum expended has 
bee~ about£ 17 50, and the sums coutributed 
previously to the day of opeuing about seven 
hundred pounds. '£he assembly was how
ever highly gratified by an announcement 
that one of the contributors who had given 
a hundred pounds, had determined to make 
his donation a thousand, When the collec
tions made after the sermons are added, 
therefore, the whole cost will be nearly, if 
not quite discharged. 

RECEN'r DEATHS. 

REV, JOIIN FRY, 

of the baptist church in that village, he nttri
huted hi• conver•ion in hi~ Reventeenth year. 
In 180.5 he wns baptized, ,md he and the lnte 
Mr. Wood, for mitny yeRrs the respecterl 
pastor of the church Rt Utfculme, after de
voting two years to village prP.aching and to 
preparatory studies under the guidance nf 
their pastor, were admitted to the Bristol 
Baptist Academy, then under the presidency 
of the late Dr. Ryland, After a residence of 
three years in that institution, t,e was invited 
to supply the church at Coleford, where he 
was ordained April I 2, 1814; Dr. Ryland, 
and the late Mr. Holloway, then of Bristol, 
and others officiating on the occasion. 

At this time the chapel occupied by the 
church at Coleford measured onlv 30 feet 
by 18 fe~t. In 1315 it was enla~ged to 52 
f~et by 35 feet, and in 1828 to 52 feet by 42 
feet, its present dimensions; and, during Mr. 
Fry's pastorate, 2,1;6 persons were anded to 
the fellowship of the church. The following 
extract from the letter of the church at Cole
ford to the Gloucestershire Association, in 
June last, wiJJ testify the affection of those 
who survive him for the memory of his mi
nistrations. "Amongst those who have been 
removed by death, we desire to make special 
and respectful mention of a former pastor of 
this church, the Rev. John Fry, who for a 
quarter of a century bore office amongst us. 
'l'he closing years of his life were years of 
heavy affliction, but we confidently hope that 
his sorrows are ended, and that his infinite 
and eternal happiness has commenced. He 
is held in affectionate and grateful remem
brance by not a few of us, as one by whom wa 
were begotten again through the gospzl." 

The afflictions to which reference is made 
in the foregoing extract, will be learnt from a 
circular issued on behalf of l\lr. Fry and his 
family, at the close of his pastorate at Hatch, 
and dated November 28, 1845. 

"In the year 1839, the Rev. Johu Fry, for 
twenty-five years the successful and much 
respected pastor of the baptist church, Cole
ford, Gloucestershire, was left a widower with 
nine children, all of whom were theu unable 
to contribute anything to their own support, 
and the youngest was an inlant only three 

The Rev. John Fry, pastor in succession months old. 
of the baptist churches at Coleford, Glouces- "In connexion with his bereavement, Mr. 
tershire, and at Hatch, near Taunton, belonged I Fry was visited with mental halluci.nation, 
to a race of Christian ministers now nearly which involved himself and his connexions 
extinct, and his name is scarcely known to in a series of embarrassments and afflictions, 
the majority of the existing pastors of our I stripped him of the small amount of pro
churches, To this oblivion the afflictions of perty which he possessed, and dissolveJ his 
the closing years of his lifo greatly contri- pastoral connexion with the church at Cole
b11ted, but by those who knew him in the ford, where he had previously laboured with 
earlier periods of his ministry he was highly unusnal comfort and success. 
es(eemed, and but few of our pa,tors ha,•e "'£he mental excitement having subsided, 
enJoyed a larger measure of the confidence of and the conduct of Mr. Fry having restored 
then· churches, or have been favonred with him to the confidence of hb Christian con• 
more encournging sucee,s in their labours. nexions, in the m1t,1mn of 13-11 he un,ler-

Mr, Fry was a nntive of' Prescott, Devon, took the pastorate of the baptist church :it 
and to the ministry of Mr, 'l'homas, a paator Hatch, near Taunton. In this sphere hd 
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was permitted to labour with an encouraging 
measure, of success ; and his brethren who 
most intimately kne,v and respected him in 
his best days, rejoiced in the hope of his fully 
recornring his former standing and usefulness 
in the Christian ministry, and of his being 
permitted to pass the remainder of life in 
comfort and honour. In the inscmtable pro
vidence of Him who alone sustains the health 
of the mind as well as of the body, this 
hope has been, for the present at least, dis:lp
p)inted. In the months of May and June 
last, painful indications of returning insanity 
of precisely the same character as his pre
vious ,·isitation, appeared; and after milder 
means had proved ineffectual, and seemed 
only to aggra,-ate t!le affliction, it became 
imperative to consign him to the kind and 
judicious care of Mr. Gillett, the respected 
proprietor of the establishment for insane 
patients, at Fairwater Honse, near Taunton, 
who expresses a favourable opinion of his 
ultimate recovery; a result which his friends 
cannot but eameslv desire. In the mean
time, it is indispensable, either to resign him 
and his dependent family to the direction of 
the parochial authorities, or to provide for 
them by the united contributions of his former 
friends, and of such individuals, though per
sonally strangers to Mr. Fry, as possess the 
means and the disposition to he\ p in this 
painful emergency, and thus to prevent dis
honour to religion in allowing one of its 
respected and useful ministers and his family 
to be reduced to the condition of paupers. 

There are at present five children to be 
provided for and put into a way of maintain
ing themselves, by being apprenticed to useful 
trades. It is hoped, from Mr. Gillett's report 
of the probability of Mr. Fry's recovery, that 
the provision for him will not require to ex
tend beyond twelve months from the present 
time, and eligible situations for three of the 
children are already in prospect; but in the 
event of Mr. F.'s recovery, it can scarcely be 
expected that he will ever be able to resume 
the pastoral office; and the only provision 
for his old age consists in his being a bene
ficiary member of the Bath Soeiety for the 
assistance of aged and infirm baptist mi
nisters, the annual proceeds of which have 
not averaged more than £10 for some years 
past. 

"About £20 have already been expended 
in connection with the efforts for his restora
tion, and with Mr. Fry's consignment to Mr. 
Gillett's care, and though the church at 
Hatch has kindly engaged to continue the 
salary till christmas next, that will scarcely 
suffice to sustain the family to that period, 
and liquidate the debts already incurred. 
It is not intended, however, to appropriate 
any part of the funds now sought to be raised, 
to the payment of debts, bnt it is expected 
that the expense of supporting Mr. Fry in 
the Asylum for twelve months, and of ap-

prenticing the children, and clothing them 
dming their apprenticeships, will amount to 
the snm of not less than£ 180, in addition to 
the £20 already expended, and any surplus 
which the sympathy of the public may sup. 
ply will he faithfully appropriated to the 
promotion of the welfare of Mr. Fry and 
his necessitous family. 

"Taunton, Novc111be1· 28, 1845." 

This appeal was very genernusly responded 
to, especially by Christians of various deno
minations in the vicinities of Coleford and 
Hatch, and by ministers and friends in other 
places who had known and esteemed Mr. Fry 
in the years of his happy a111l successful mi
nistry, and a fund amounting to upwards of 
£300 was thus raised. By this fund Mr. Fry 
was maintained in the Asylum at Fairwater 
till it was deemed safe aud expedient to re
lease him from a restraint, against which he 
at first very strenuously rebelled, but to 
which, after his reason resumed its supre
macy, he frequently referred in terms of 
unqualified and ardent gratitude to those 
who had placed him under it, and to the 
proprietors of the establishment for the kind 
and judicious manner in which it was exer
cised. 

From the same fund £40 were appropri
ated to each of the children who had no 
learnt a business for their future subsistence, 
or who were too young to have acquired 
that amount and kind of education which 
their position required. After these appropri
ations, the surplus, with annual exhibitions 
from the London and Bristol Baptist Funds, 
the proceeds of the Bath Aged Ministers' 
Society, and of . the legacy of the late 
Samuel Broadley, Esq., provided an average 
allowance of about twenty shillings weekly, 
to Mr. Fry, for the payment of the expenses 
of his board, lodging, clothes, &c., and, also 
in addition to this weekly allowance, to liqui
date the expenses of his last illness and 
funeral. A small balance is still left, which 
it is proposed to appropriate to the youngest 
child, and to a daughter rendered, it is 
feared, permanently incapable of supporting 
herself by a mental affiiction of a similar 
kind to that of her poor father. 

On Mr. Fry's release from Fairwater, he 
was consigned to the care of a married 
daughter, then residing at Shaldon, and sub· 
sequently at Totness, nt the latter of which 
places he ended his chequered and mys
terious life, on the 25th of April, 185 l. 

For sometime after he left the Asylum, 
though evincing no disposition to injure 
himself or others, his hallucinations con
tinued, and it was feared that it would be 
necessary to put him under restraint for life. 
Happily the fever at length subsided ; and 
to his undue and unnatural hilarity, and 
dreams of wealth and greatness, there sue• 
ceeded n depression and gloom which con-
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tinued to his death, and which it wns pain
fully instructive to witness: It is, however, 
gratifying to record, that his demeanour was 
strictly and habitually moral and irreproach
able that he was constant and regular in his 
uttc~<lance on the ordinances of divine 
worship, un<l that his letters to the writer ~f 
this notice, for many months before his 
decease, breathed an increasingly devout an<l 
Christian spirit, as well as increasing gratitude 
to those who had befriended him th1·ough his 
many and severe afflictions. 

Hi, dyin"' illness was so brief, and followed 
s? closely ~n others which he had survived, 
that those who had taken the deepest interest 
in his case and had done most for the relief 
of himself · and his dependent family, had 
siarcely been informed that he was danger
ou~ly ill when his death was announced. 

'fhe little tha.t is known of Mr. Fry's 
parents, and the history of some of his chil
dren, justify the belief that there was some 
native taint of insanity in his mental con
stitution, requiring only appropriate conditions 
for its development, yet it pleased the all-wise 
Head of the church to endow him with the 
gifts of the Christian minister, a1;1d to ~ender 
him for many years, successful m their use. 
Wh~tever of mystery is seen in this fact, 
we can only bo1v to the sovereignty which 
ordained it, and await the revelations of 
eternity to justify it, There was much to 
astound in some of the manifestations of this 
mental idiosyncracy, and some who witnessed 
them were strongly tempted to regard them 
as derelictions of Christian principle, rather 
than as phases of one of the severest calamities 
to which our common nature is liable. But 
the friends who most intimately kne1v him, 
and who, through all his aberrations, watched 
his movements and sought his restoration, 
have the settled conyiction that his wildest 
and most astounding actions were the off
spring of disease and not of depravity, and 
they have therefore the consolation of believ
ing that he has himself, at length, attained 
that perfection and happiness to which he 
for many years so successfully sought to win 
others, and that they and he will ere long 
adore the wisdom and grace which made him 
the instrument of their s11lvation, 

ll!R, JOHii WILLLl.ll!SOII. 

The subject of this brief notice was horn in 
the neighbourhood of Rochdale, February 9, 
1789. It was his privilege to be trained by 
religious parents to the observance of the 
L~rd's <lay, and to regular attendance on rc
hg1ous ordinances. lu his youth he sat under 
the ministry of Rev, R. Robinson, pastor of 
the independent church at Hall Fola, a 
rillage about three miles distant; when he 
i·eceivcd gracious impressions which were 
never erased, and which were the means of 

YOL, XV,-FOURTH SF.l\JE,s, 

preserving him from many of the follies anrl 
errors to which young men are exf)osed. 

As he advanced in years these imprnssions 
were deepened by the ministry of Rev. 'f, 
Littlewood, at that time pastor of the baptist 
church, Rochdale, on which he was led oc
casionally to attend by his cou'!in, the late 
Rev. James Williamson,* with whom he had 
contracted an affectionate intimacy, and to
wards whom he cherished an attachment 
which death only interrupted. His view~ 
of himself as a sinner, of the salvation of the 
gospel through the finished work of Chris', 
and of the necessity of renovation by the 
Holy Spirit, now became clear and decisive, 
leading him, in faith and penitence, to that 
cross which constitutes the only basis of a 
sinner's hope before God. Joy succeeded to 
sotTOW, in connexion with the experimental 
knowledge of that great truth, "the blood of 
Jesus Christ his Son cleanseth us from all 
sin." Under the influence of devout gratitude 
he began to inquire what was his duty in his 
altered circumstances ; and, from a diligent 
perusal of the scriptures, combined with the 
counsels of his cousin and the instructions he 
received from the pulpit, he was led to see 
his obligation to unite himself with the Chris
tian church, But a question of some interest 
remained to be disposed of; he h:id been 
trained originally among the independents, 
with whom all his family and relatives, with 
one exception, still associated-must he join 
a different communion? This led him to 
examine the subject of baptism with prayer
ful care; as the result of which he was im
mersed on a profession of faith, December 6, 
1812. 

The amiableness of his spirit, and the 
uniform excellence of his character, so far 
commended him to the esteem and confi
dence of the church, that he was elected 
to the office of deacon in 1819; the duties 
of which he continued to discharge with 
equal prudence and kindness to the close 
of life. Indeed, from the commencement 
of his religious career to the closing hour 
of life, his public deportment was such as 
to adorn the gospel, and to lead others to 
"glorify God in him;'' while in all the re
lationships of social life, as husband, father, 
brother, and friend, he was uniformly kind. 
In a hi"h deoree he possessed "the ornament 
of n n~eek ~ncl quiet spirit, which in the 
si"'ht of God is of great pric~." Bttt in what
e:er esteem he was held by his fellow men, 
he cherished humble views of himselt~ ancl 
often mourned over his unprofitableness, "I 
feel " said he toward the clos~ of life, "just 
as ;rnch need to adopt the publican's prayer 
now as I di,! in the first instance, aml the 
same neetl of the blood of Christ to cleanse 
me from sin as when it wus first applic,l 
to me.' 1 

• Fol' n brief memoir of this oxccllcnt man, ~N~ 
Baptist Magazine for 1839. 

2 .F 
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The final scene was such as might be 
anticipated from the manner of his life, 
serene and liappy. Jliot a cloud threw its 
shadow over him ; his sun went down in mild 
radiance. Not a wa,·e tossed his bark ; it 
entered the haven of rest on the bosom of 
still waters. To the last, his confidence in 
the adorable Redeemer was unshaken. He 
was, however, prernnted by the difficulty of 
respiration from saying much ; but his occa
sional utterances were most satisfactory and 
edif'ring. When apparantly not far distant 
from another world, his son asked him, 
"Do you feel comfortable in the prospect 
of death! " He replied, "Yes ; I feel no 
ectasy of joy; but 1 feel safe, for 'I know 
whom I haYe believed, and am persuaded 
that he is able to keep that which I have 
committed to him against that day.'" Con
scious of the mercy which had been shown 
him in his being preserved, for so many years, 
from making "shipwreck of faith nn(l of n 
good conscience," he one day remarked to a 
friend, ''None of us are safe, but as we nre 
kept by the mighty power of God. Often 
ho.Ye I prayed that he would give me gmce 
to persevere to the end, and I doubt not he 
will grant my desire." 

A few days previous to his death, he secmec\ 
as though sinking into his Inst slumber; but, 
on opening his eyes, end seeing his famil,l' 
weep as they stood around his bed, he e1•1. 
denced the conscious and hnppy state of his 
mind by repeating the lines,-

" Then, while ye hear my heart-etringe break 
How sweet my n1lnutcs roll; 

A mortal paleness on my cheek, · 
And glory in my soul." 

After this, he seemed to rally again for a 
short period; but the same delightful frame 
continued to the close. That close was now 
near at hand ; and a few minutes before its 
occurrence, in answer to one of his family 
who was watching at his side, and who, 
observing how much he laboured for breath, 
said, " I ,vish I could afford you some relief;" 
he replied, "You cannot ; but, 

'Jesus can make a dying bed 
Feel soft as dewy pillows are ; 

While on his breast I lean my hea,d, 
And breathe my life out sweetly there!''' 

These were nearly the last accents which foll 
from his lips on earth; and were soon suc
ceeded by the more jubilant strains of heaven. 
He fell asleep in the morning of' March 4th. 

B. 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

ANSWER TO THE ~UERY ON PAGE J 76, 

To the Editor of the Baptist Jlfagazine. 

DEAR Sra,-To the question of your corre· 
spondi::nt,-"What is the nature and magnitude 
of sin for which a member ought to be excluded 
from a Christian church?" I answer, Tl10se 
persons whose conduct is grossly inconsistent 
with the objects of its constitution. I. One 
very obvious object is, that its members may 
meet together frequently for edification, for 
hearing the word, offering prayer and praise, 
a.nd eating the Lord's supper, A church has 
been rightly defined" a congregation of faithful 
men;" but if there be no assemuliug together 
there can be no congregation. Those persons, 
therefore, who are very much and wilfully 
absent from its meetings ought to be formally 
excluded, having already, virtually, excluded 
themselves. Their conduct is destructive to 
the very being :of a church-a practical con
tempt of ite Head and Founder, its constitu
tion and objects. 2. Another ollject of the 
constitution of a church, is, that it may ex
hibit 118 on a pillar a correct inscription of the 
doctrine of Christ. It should be then "a con
gregation of faithful men;" of men believing 
and faithful to gospel doctrine, Any one, 
therefore, who oustinately holds fundamental 
errors ought to be excluded. "A man that is 
an heretic after the first and second admonition 
reject." "If there come any unto you, and 
bring not this doctrine, receive him not into 
your lwuse, neither bid him God speed ; for he 
that biddeth I.Jim God speed is a partaker of 
his evil deeds," " I have a fow things 

against thee, because thou hast them that hold 
the doctrine of Balaam.'' " So hast thou 
them that hold the doctrine of the Nicolaitanes, 
which things I hate. Repent; or else I will 
come unto thee quickly, and will fight against 
thee with the sword of my mouth." The 
churches of Pergamos and Thyatira are 
severely blamed for su:ffering person•, holding 
false doctrine-for allo·¥ing them to remain in 
their communion, "Have no fellowship with 
the unfruitful works of darkness." 3, A 
church should be a congregatinn of faithfitl 
men-of men faithful to God's holy precepts." 
"A 'fellowship,' or 'communion' (that is 
community) of 'saints;'" so says Arcbbisho~ 
Whately. A holy society to "show fortl, ' 
unitedly "the praises of Him who bath callc,l 
them out of darkness into light.'' "The salt 
of the earth," "the light of the world," "a 
city set on a hill," for public observation. It• 
light so shining before men that they seeing its 
good works may glorify God. ']'hose therefore 
wbo are convicted of scandalous sins ought to 
be excluded. "Put away from yourselves that 
wicked person." "I have written unto you 
not to keep company, if any mar, that is callee! 
a brother be a fornicator, or covetous, or an 
idolater, or a railer, or e. drunkard, or an ex-
tortiancr, with such o.n one no not to cat," 
I C<>r. v, 11; "In common life," say• Dr. 
J)oddrid~e, "and mucl, less in such religious 
solcmniucs as are peculiar to the churcl, of 
Christ, which ought ever to be a pure and holy 
society." 

lly the way, the 5th eh, of 1 Corinthians is a 
most important portion of holy writ,-an em
phatic declai-ntion of the principle of selection, 
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a elanding condemnation of ell those doctrines 
and prncticee which tend to fu•c the church 
and the world into one undistinguishable 
mase. 

Yours truly, 
G. W. 

)IR, ONOKEN'S LABOURS IN GERMANY, 

To the Editor of the Baptist Magazine. 

DEAR Sm,-Allow me again to draw atten
tion to the appeal, (in the February number) 
invitinl( twenty brethren to subscribe £5 each 
to the German mission, conducted by brother 
One.ken and his colleagues. Several friends 
have already responded to my invitation, but I 
did not, last month recur to the subject for this 
reason: it was pithily remarked to me by a 
brother in con versinl( on the subject, " Ke
mem ber, that Englishmen require to have facts 
and figures, to induce them to comply with 
such a request." I instantly communicated to 
brother Oncken the above (anonymous) re
mark and I now present his reply. Can it be 
supp~sed that so impressive a corroboration,_of 
my appeal can fail of instant success ? 

Dear brethren, 1hink of our own peacefnl 
position, under the vine and the fig-tree, and 
send speedily and abundantly to the help of 
the Lord against the mighty, thus cheering and 
strengthening the hearts of our persecuted 
brethren. I am, dear sir, yours cordially, 

S, WILKIN, 
136, Long Acre, March 15, 1852. 

Hamburg, Feb, 27, 1852. 
BELOVED -BROTHER,-1 will most cheerfully ren

der any account~ to the public of the monies re
ceived from brethren in England and Scotland. 
The aid now needed is for various objects. 

1. In aid of missionaries. We have now four 
brethren with us, who (o.v.) will be sent forth into 
the field of labour next summer. This number will 
be increru~ed by two other brethren, formerly school
masters in the P1·ussian government school. Fo1· 
two out of these six, the Haptist Board at Boston, 
U, S., will p1·ovi<le; but for the other four we seek 
the nid of our brethren in England and Scotland. 
One dear friend has given a donation of £50. 

2. We need much aid for our fract operations, as 
we have commenced the year with a debt of about 
,£60, and with hardly any stock on hand, The 
London and American Tract Societies kindly aid us 
by an annual donation, but this, with what is col
lected among oursclve~, does not suffice for the 
immense field we occupy, Nor should it be for
gotten that we publish not only in the German, but 
~lso in the Polish and Danish language~. to which 
we wish to add the Dutch, Swedish, and Lithuanian. 
For thf" printing and publi~hing of denominational 
works we must look entirely to our own denomina
tion. 

3. We need s1tppo1·t fo1· the U1·etll'l'£n prepuriny 
for missionary wo1·k. 'l'he American Baptist Mission 
Union has recently voted us two hundred dollars for 
this important branch of the mission, but we need 
at least £70 annually. 

4. The persecutions arc rapidly increasing ln Yn-
1·ious dil'eclionF-; the facts (ri. v.) I shall bring soon 
before the public, to show that imprisonments and 
co11.fiscation of property, chiefly for rcfll:-ing lo barn 
tho infants sprinkled, are ngniu tho order of the 
tluy. Pm· tlici;e ue need aid. 

5, I am at pre~ent in renl distrc~s, for waut uf 
funds in aid of tho t:i,·u1tlatiun of the lloly Saipl!U'U, 
nrh;ing from tbo following fact: you nro aware that 
no little portion uf my lito has Uoeu devotc<l to tho 
clroulntiun of acripturoa witliuut the po1·nioious 

apocryphal book•, appended to all the bible• pub
lished by the German Bible Socictie~. For a 
ri.uarter of a century it hM been my aim to intro
dnc~ pure bibles into the schools, but in vain ; the 
hostility both of the state-church ministers and the 
echoolmasters was so great, that I could not euc
ceed until the mighty shakiDg of 1648 took place. 
Since then the school~ have gradually given way, 
and at present thousands of our school bible" might 
thus be disposed of. A considerable sacrifice must 
be made. The book costs half-bound back and 
edges leather, ls. l0d., and it must be sold for ls. 
Fifteen thousand of these have already been cir
culated, printed from p]ates belor.g:ing to the Edin
burgh Bible Society, but at least fifteen thr:-usand 
more ought to be circulated this year, for we know 
not how soon some insurmountable difficulty may 
be place1 in the way. The aid required cannot be 
had from bible societies, to which application has 
been made. I have printed five thousand copies, of 
which one thousand are already in ctrculation, and 
towards the expense of which I have as yet not 
receiverl more tban £1, from a Christian lady in 
Edinhurgb. These latter wants led me more es .. 
pectally to cry out for help I have made these 
statements to meet the objections of those who 
Wii\h to know to what their money is to be applied. 
Every one who knows the extent of the miesion baa 
expressed surprise that such a vast amount of la
bour bas been performed at so small an e:xpense. 

Let it not be forgotten what God bas wrought in 
Germany, Denmark, and Sweden, all more or less in 
connection with the church in this place. At 300 
places the gospel is now regularly preached by bre
thren in connection with this mission; 40 churches 
with double that nnmber of branch churches, num
bering 3806 members, 1400 Sunday scholars, with 
153 teachers, an annual circulation of 26,0 0 copies 
of the holy scriptures, and between 400,000 and 
700,000 religious tracts and many thousands of 
denominational tracts and books,-are the le,uling 
features in the history of this mission. :\lillions 
around us have heard the precious gospel through 
the united exertions of pastors, evangelists, col
porteurs, and the I:lembers of our churches-generally; 
and with these facts before us, and belleviog that 
wo are the only evangelical German dissenters in 
this country, we trust that our brethren wlll con
sider it a sacred duty to their Lord, to support hM 
not ow· cause, to the utmost of their abilities. 

In this confident expectation, I commit the work 
to the care of Him whose we are and whom we 
serve. Yours in the Lord, 

J. G. ONCKEN, 

EDITORIAL POSTSCRIPT. 

An extraordinary blunder committed at 
the printing office last month, rendered por
tions of two articles unintelligible. After 
the proofs had passed through the editor's 
hands finally, a compositor, in performing 
n mere mechanical operation, accidentally 
placed at the commencement of one half 
sheet (page 149) five lines which belonged to 
the commencement of the following half sheet 
(page 1.57,) In the half sheets which we 
ha,\ marked for press all had been right; 
and the error wu• not discovered till alter 
hundreds of copies were in circulation. ~lr. 
Haddon immediate!)· did nil that was possible 
to make reparation, causing a corrected half 
sheet to be struck off and substituted in the 
copies which remained unsold, or which might 
be returned; and now, any one who posses.scs 
an incorrect copy may have a pcrfocted one 
in ex~hange for it at the publillhere', 
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Tw,1 ntlicles in our present numbn occupy 
n much lmger proportion of onr space tl1an 
is con Yenient. Other matter has in conse
quence been eurtaikd, and we h,we to beg 
correspondents to excuse the postponement 
of some things which it l\'Otilcl have giYen us 
pleasure lo ins0rt. Bnt when the two pieces 
referrecl to haYe been read, it will be seen, 
we trust, that we ha,·e done right in admitting 
them. The first is a Memoir of the late 
HeY.J. H.Ernns,a man who had in his lifetime 
interested a large portion of the Christian 
public, and respecting whom there was much 
to tell. The second is a paper on the pas
torate of the nati,·e churches in India, the 
production of a mi~sionary who has laboured 
many )'Cars in Calcutta and the adjacent 
country, whose views are remarkably in 
accordance with some which we ha\'e long 
entertained, the correctness and importance 
of which are becoming increasedly apparent. 
Long as the essay is it is not too long, and 
we Yenture to adYi~e all who are anxious for 
the spread of diYine truth in heathen lands, 
to giYe it a careful perusal, as a part of their 
preparation for attendance at our coming 
anniYersaries. 

We are informed that the Rev. Joshua 
Russell's Journal of his Missionary Tour in 
Ceylon and India is in the press, and that it 
may be expected early in May. 

ANNUAL MEETINGS. 

These pleasant exercises will commence 
this year, as usual, with supplications to Him 
on whom all success is dependent for his 
blessing on the various societies whose effi
ciency they are intended to promote.: 

· On Thursday, Ap,·il 22nd, 

A meeting for prayer is to be held in the 
Library of the Mission House, 33, Moorgate 
Street, commencing at eleven o'clock, at 
which the Rev. Dr. Murch is expected to 
preside. 

In the evening, at half-past six, - service 
will commence in Surrey Chapel, when a 
sermon on behalf of the Baptist Missionary 
Society is to be preached by the Rev. G. H. 
Davis of Bristol. 

Friday, April 23rd. 

In the morning, at ten o'clock, in the Li
brary of I he Mission House, the fortieth session 
of the Baptist Union is to commence. A 
discourse will be delivered on this occasion 
by the Rev. F. A. Cox, D.D., LL.D. which 
will be open to all who desire to attend. 
After this the business of the Session will be 
transacted; and refreshments will be provided 
in such a manner as to facilitate the attend
ance of the brethren through the whole day. 

In the e\'ening, »t seven, worship will 
begin at Bloomsbury Chnpel, when a sermon 
on behalf of the Baptist Irish Society is to 
be preached by the_ Hev. B. C. Young of 
Cork. 

Lo,·d'&-day, April 25tf,. 

Sermons and collections for the Baptist 
Missionary Society at different baptist places 
of worship throughout the metropolis, a list 
of which, with the names of the preachers 
may be found in the Missionary Herald, ' 

1vlonday, Ap,·il 26tl,. 

'l.'he Annual Meeting of the Members of 
the Baptist Irish Society, for the transaction 
of business, will commence at eleven o'clock 
at the Mission Honse. 

In the evening, at half-past six, the Annual 
Public Meeting of the Baptist Home Mis
sionary Society will be held in Finsbury 
Chapel. 

Tue.~day, Ap,·il 27th. 
Annual Meeting of the members of the 

Baptist Missionary Society for the transaction 
of business in the Library, Moorgate Street. 
The chair to be taken at ten o'clock. 

In the evening, at half-past six, in Finsbury 
Chapel, the Annual Public Meeting of the 
Baptist Irish Society. 

Wednesday, April 28th. 
In the morning, at eleven o'clock, service 

will commence at Bloomsbury Chapel, when 
a Sermon will be preached by the Rev. J. 
Leechman, M.A., on behalf of the Baptist 
Missionary Society. 

At half-past two o'clock, at Mullen's Hotel 
Ironmonger Lane, the ministers educated at 
our respective Colleges, with the tutors who 
may be in town, intend to dine together. 

In the evening, the Annual Meeting of the 
Bible 'franslation Society is to be heln, we 
believe, in the Chapel, New Park Street, 
Southwark. 

Thursday, Ap,·il 29th. 

Annual Public Meeting of ;the Baptist 
Missionary Society in Exeter Hall. S. M. 
Peto, Esq., M.P., is to take the chair at 
eleven o'clock. 

At six o'clock in the evening, the Annual 
Meeting of the Hanserd Knollys Society is 
to be held in the Mission Honse. 

At eight in the evening, a Sermon is·to be 
addressed to the Young Men's Missionary 
Association, hy the Rev. C. M. Bin-ell, of 
Liverpool, in the Poultry Chapel, 
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APPROACHING [MEETINGS. 

The Annual Sermon on behalf of the Baptist Irish Society is to be delivered 
in Bloomsbury Chapel, Blooms~ury Street, on Friday evening, April 23rd; 
service to commence at seven o clock. The Rev. BENJAMIN CHARLES YOUNG, the 
faithful agent of the Society at Cork, and pastor of the baptist church in that 
city, has engaged lo preach on this occaEion. 

On Monday, April 26th, the Annual Meeting of Members of the Society will 
be held at the Mission House, 33, Moorgate Street: the chair to be taken at 
eleven o'clock in the forenoon. At this meeting, at which every person sub
scribing ten shillings and sixpence a year, and every baptist minister making 
an annual contribution or collection for the Society are entitled to be present, 
the proceedings of the past year will be reported, and the officers chosen for the 
ensuing year. 

The Annual Public Meeting is to be held in Finsbury Chapel on Tuesday 
evening, April 27th, commencing at half past six o'clock. The Treasurer of 
the Society, Joseph Tritton, Esq., has engaged to preside, and several well
known ministers have promised to address the assembly. 

CONTRIBUTIONS RECEIVED SINCE OUR LAST. 

Bacup, Irwcll Terrace--
Howarth, Mr. S .......... ,., .. . 

£ s. d. £ s. d. 

0 10 0 
Lord, John, Esq ............... . 
Ormerod, Miss .••••..••.•••••... 

1 0 0 
2 0 0 

Whitaker, :Mrs ............... . 
Whitaker, Miss .............. . 

0 10 0 
1 0 0 

5 0 0 
Banbury, by Mr. Cubltt ........................ 2 0 0 
Battersca, Moiety of Collection 2 2 0 

Cadby, Philip, Esq....... ....•. 1 1 0 
3 3 
5 0 0 Beaulieu, Hants, Rev. J.B. Burt ........... . 

Berkhampstead-
Baldwin, Mr., Sub.£1,ForD,btl0, • •.• 1 10 0 

Blnckheath, Stevenson, G., Esq ............. 10 0 0 
Boroughbiidge-

A Deceased Minor, by Rev. G. C. 
Catterall .................................... 10 0 0 

Bow, Huntley, Miss .................. ... ......... 1 0 0 
Bradford, Yorksbire-

Acwortb, Rev. J., LL.D. ... 1 1 0 
Allan, Mr......................... 1 0 0 
Bacon, Mrs .............. ,. ...... 1 I 0 
Brigg•, Mr. N. .................. 0 10 0 
Cooke, Mr. J.................. ... 1 1 0 
Dowson, Rev. H................ 0 10 0 
Eccles, Mrs...................... 0 5 0 
George, Mr. ..................... 0 10 0 
Harwood, Mr. .... .............. 0 5 0 
Halton, Mr. ......... ............ 0 5 0 
Illingworth, Mr. D............. 1 0 0 
Illingworth, Mr. J. ............ 0 5 0 
Laycock, Mr. H. ............... 0 10 0 
Milligan, Mrs. .................. 1 1 0 
Smith, Mr......................... 0 10 0 
Stead, Mr. .............. .......... 1 O 0 
'l'urncr, Mr. S. .................. l O 0 
Wndc, Mr. Joseph ............ O 10 0 
Watson, Messrs. ............... 1 o O 

---13 4 0 
Bridgewater, by Rev, H. Trend-

Col!ectlou ........................ 1 15 6 

£ s. d. £ ,. d. 
Browne, Miss •.•. ..•••.. ..•. ... O 5 O 
Good, Mr. ....•...........•....... 0 5 0 
Jenkins, Mr...................... 0 10 6 
Nicholls, Mr.... ................. 0 10 6 
Sully, Mr. J. W. ............... 1 1 0 
Sully, Mr. T. ..................... 0 10 0 
Whitby, Mr...................... 0 10 6 

Brlxton Hill-
By Joseph Hamon, Esq.-

Suhscription• ............... 8 12 1 
Donations-

Edrup, Mr.................. 2 10 0 
Marlborough, Mrs. ...... 2 0 O 
Potter, Mrs. ........ ....... 1 1 0 

Mrs. Hanson's Card,for Debt
Grii!iths, Mrs. ...••.........• 0 5 0 
Hanson, Mrs.................. 2 0 0 
Hunt, Rev. J. and Mrs.... 0 10 O 
Marlborough, E., Esq...... 1 0 O 
Marlborough, Mrs. ........• 1 0 0 
Woods, Mrs................... 1 0 0 

5 lJ 0 

Miss A. M. Hanson's Card,fo,· Deb/
Gurney, Thomas, Esq...... 3 3 0 
Heptonstall, W ., Esq....... 1 0 0 
A. D ............................ 0 5 0 
M. N . ........................... 0 5 0 

5 8 0 

4 13 0 24 11 l 

Camberwell, by Miss K. Watson-
Colls, Mr. .................. ...... 0 5 0 
Freeman, Mrs-................... O 10 0 
Ilrpbnrn, T., Esq. ............ 1 0 0 
Hcphurn, ;\lrs ..... ,............. 1 O ~ 
Heath, Mr ...................... 0 10 
Harwood, J. ~., Esq .......... O 10 6 
1l arrington, Mrs. . ... . .. . . . . .. . 0 2 6 
lvatts, Mr~. ..................... 0 5 0 
Jones, C., Esq ................... 0 10 0 
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Oonti·ib~ttions continued. 
£ s, d. £ s. cl, 

,vat,on, R., Eaq................ 1 1 0 
Young, T., Esq.................. 1 1 O 

--- 615 0 
Cambridgc-

Lilley. W. E., Esq. . ....................... 30 0 0 
Collected bY Rev. W. Miall-

Coll('ctiotls at St. Andrew's 
Street ........................ 18 8 6 

Fo~tC'r, R., Esq............... 1 0 0 
Gotobed, Mrs. ............... 1 0 0 
Gotobed, Miss .... ........... 1 0 0 
Johnston, Mr. R............. 0 10 0 
Simpi::on. The Misses...... 1 0 0 
Vawser, Mr. R............... 0 10 0 

--- 23 8 6 
C!ipstonc, by the Rev. T. T. Gough ......... 3 7 6 
Cossey. Coll"'ction ... ...... ............... ... ....•. 2 7 6 
Coventrr-

Coliect!on ... .................... 8 0 0 
Franklin, Mr. W................ 2 2 0 
Franklin, The Misses......... 1 1 0 
Newsome, Mr. H............... 1 0 0 

---12 3 0 
Devizes, by Rev. C. Stanford-

Collection ..................... ... 5 4 6 
Ans tie. Paul, Esq. ............ l 0 0 
Biggs, R., Esq................... 1 0 0 
Biggs, R, Esq., LL.D......... 1 0 0 
Stanford, Rev. C................ 0 10 0 
Weekly Subscriptions-

By Miss Overbury ......... 1 J6 10 
By Master Fox............... 0 17 0 
By Mrs. Fox .................. 0 10 0 
By Mrs. Stewart ............ 0 5 0 
:By Mrs. Anstie and Mrs. 

Powell ..................... 0 5 0 
---12 8 4 

Diss, by Rev. J. P. Lewis-
Collection ........................ 2 3 0 
Mines, Mrs. ..................... 0 10 0 
Taylor, .Mr., Winfarthing ... 1 0 0 

Exeter, Miss Adams ...•.•..........••........•..• 
Hackney-

Miss Eames, Subs. IOs., for J)ebt, £I. .. 
Haddenbam-

Collected by Rev. P. Tyler 2 3 6 
Collected by Miss Ann Mun-

3 13 0 
5 0 0 

1 10 0 

day·················•·"········· 
Harlington, Moiety of Collection 
.Haverford West, .March, 1851-

0 12 0 
---2 lo 6 

6 10 0 

Rees, W., Esq .................. , 
Walker, W., Esq ............ . 

Ha verford West, 1852-

10 0 0 
l l 0 
---11 l 0 

Rees, W ., Esq ................. ,. 10 0 0 
Walker, W., Esq. ............ 1 l 0 
Friend, by Mrs. Lewis Davis l O 0 

---12 1 0 
Horham, by Rev. J. Galpine-

Subscriptions ................................. 1 10 0 
Ingham-

Collection, by tbe Rev. J. 
WeLb ........................... 3 4 l½ 

Botten, Mr. ..................... 0 5 0 
Cooke, Mr. R. . . . . .............. 0 10 0 
Cooke, Mr. W. ............ ...... 0 10 0 
Cuoke, Mrs., sen................ 0 10 0 
Cooke, Mrs. R. ... . ... . . . .. ... ... 0 2 0 
Cooke, Mrs. S. C................ 0 2 6 
Frarey, .Mr. ...... ............... 0 10 0 
Matthew,, .Mr. .................. 0 G 0 
Postle, .Mrs. ... . .. . . . ... . ...... . 1 O 0 
llud·l, Mr........................ 0 2 6 
Sikock, Mr. J. .................. 0 10 0 
Silcock, Mr. R. B............... 0 10 0 
Silcuc:k, Mrs. C..... ............ 0 5 0 
Slii,per Mr. ........ ............ 0 10 0 
~li1•1,er, Mrs. .................. 0 2 ~ 
VeJ11mure, Rev. J. 0 10 0 
\"{!,:taker, Mr. ... 0 2 6 

;& 3, d. £ ,. d. 
Wills, Miss .................... , 0 2 6 
A Friend to the Caneo .. ... . 0 2 0 
A Friend ....................... , 0 2 0 
Donations to,rnrds Debt...... 0 0 O 

--10 ' 7t 
Leaminglon, by Rev. James Clark-

.Aspinall, Miss .................. l l 0 
Clark, Rev. James ............ 1 1 0 

Loudon
.Attenborougl1, G., E•q., by 

J. Harvey, lisq, Jo•· tlta 
Debt.............................. l 1 0 

Beddome, Mr. W. D.......... l 1 0 
Bens•m, Mr. ..................... 0 10 6 
Betts, Mr. James............... 1 1 0 
Bigwood, Rev. John ... ... ... 1 l 0 
Bligh, Mr. I. S. ......... ...... l l 0 
Bousfield, Mrs,.................. 1 l 0 
Burls, Mr. 0.. .•.... •...•. ••.... .. l l 0 
Collard, Mrs,..................... 1 1 0 
Elizabeth, Miss ............... 1 O O 
Francies, Rev. G................ O 10 6 
Freeman, Mias.................. 1 0 0 
Friend, bythellev. W. Brock l O 0 
Gilman, Mrs...................... l 1 0 
Groser, Rev. W., Subs. £1 

ls.,for Dtbt £1 ls. .......... 2 2 
Gros;er, Rev. Philip, Subs. 

£1 ls.,/01· J)ebt £1 18 • •. , 2 2 0 
Haddon, Mr...................... 1 l 0 
Hanson, Jos., Esq. ..•.......•. 1 1 O 
Ivimey, Jos., Esq............... 1 1 0 
J. c. .............................. 5 0 0 
L. M ............................... 40 0 0 
Low, James, Esq................ 1 1 0 
Lowe, G., Esq, F.R.S. ...•.. 1 1 0 
Maliphant, Mr. ..........•.... 0 10 e 
.Moore, Mr. G. .................. 0 10 6 
.Murphy, Mr. G.................. 1 1 0 
.Murch, Rev. Dr. ............... 1 1 0 
Napier, T., Esq .................. · 1 1 0 
Noel, Hon. and Rev. B. w. l 1 0 
Peto, S. JI.I., Esq., M.P ..• , ... 20 O 0 
Pilgrim, A........................ 1 0 0 
Poole, .Moses, Esq. ............ 1 1 0 
Price, Mr. W. C................ 0 10 0 
Rippon, Mrs..................... 1 1 0 
Sanders, Jos., Esq ............ - 1 1 0 
Shaw, Mrs . .M ............. ,..... 2 2 O 
Smith, W. L., Esq. ............ 2 2 0 
Stock, .Mrs........................ 1 1 0 
Trcstrail, Rev. F................ l l 0 

Do., Third instalment of 
Card.for J)ebt .......•.... 10 0 0 

Warmington, .Mr. Jamee •.. 1 1 0 
Devoushire Square, Col-

lections ........................ 14 12 0 
John Street ..................... 35 12 8 
Keppel Street ... ,.. ....... .•... 5 7 2 
Little Prescot Street ......... 11 0 0 
Spencer l·lace .................. 3 3 6 
New Park Street, Collected 

by Mrs. Marlborough, Joi· 
Irish Sr:/wol-

Gould, Mr. G ........... ,... 0 10 8 
Marlborough, Mr. .•.... 0 10 6 
Marlborough, .Mrs, ...... l 1 0 
Olney, Mr. D. ............ 0 10 6 

2 2 0 

Rippon, Mrs................ 0 10 6 
---17310 

Louth-
.Allenby, .Mrs. ...... ... ..... .... 0 10 0 
Allenby, Mr. John ............ 0 1 0 
Ashton, Mr. ...... ... ... ......... 0 5 0 
Bainos, Mr. ............ ........ 0 1 0 
Datterham, MrH. ... ... ......... 0 I 0 
Beeten, Miss..................... 0 12 0 
llellamy, Mrs. ... ...... ... ... ... O 15 0 
Campbell, Mr................... 0 2 6 
Dilchett, Mr ...... ,.............. 1 0 0 
Esbergor, Mr, ............. ,. ... 0 5 0 
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Contributions continued. 
£ s. d. 
0 6 0 
0 2 6 
0 10 0 
0 2 6 
0 1 0 
O 5 0 
0 2 0 
0 1 0 
0 G 0 
0 2 6 
0 2 6 
0 2 6 
0 0 0 
0 2 0 
0 1 0 
0 1 0 
0 0 0 

£ ,. d. 
Hudeon, Mr ..................... . 
Hunt, MrR ...... , ........... ,., ... 
Inghn.m, Mr .................... .. 
J{!ddall, Mre. G .............. .. 
J{tme, Mr ........................ . 
Larder, Mr . .................... . 
Mnrsho.11, Mr ............... , .... . 
Parkinson, Miss .... , ......... . 
Sutton and Pottenger ........ . 
Simpson, Mr,,,.,ro,,,,,,,,.,,,,, 
Sowden, Mr .................... .. 
Smith, Mr. J. .. .............. .. 
Stephenson, Mr. J. W, ,, ... . 
'\\'nite, Mrs. R .................. . 
Weims, Mrs .................... . 
Wilson, Mr. G ........ , ........ .. 
Whiting, Mr .................... . 

Ludgershall, Mias Southwell ................. . 
Lymington, Morsell, Mr ........................ . 
Melkeham, Collection............... 4 O 0 

Daniell, Rev. C. ............... 0 l O 0 
Fowler, Miss .................. 1 0 0 
Phillips, J. L., Esq............ 2 0 0 
Phillips, Mrs. Card for Debt 2 0 0 
Smith, J. F., Esq............... 1 O 0 

6 10 0 
0 10 0 
2 0 0 

Smith, R., Esq......... .......... 1 0 0 
---11 ]0 0 

Olney, Contributions by Mr. J. W. Soul... 3 0 0 
Pershore, by Mrs, Risdon-

Fo1· Scripture Read.era and Schools-
Andrews, Mr. Edmund ... 0 5 0 
Andrews, Mr. James ...... 0 10 0 
Calkwell, Miss ............... 0 5 0 
Coombe, Mr. Jos............. 0 9 3 
Edwards, Mr. ............... 0 10 0 
Fletcher, Mrs. ..... .......... 0 2 6 
Grove, Miss ....... ........... 0 10 0 
Hudson, Mrs. ............... I O 0 

Hudson, Mrs. H. ............ 1 0 0 
Overbury, Rev. F............ 0 10 0 
Page, Miss..................... 0 2 0 
Perkins, Mrs. ............... 0 10 0 
Risdon, Mrs................... I O 0 
Salisbury, Mrs................ 0 1 0 
Sherer, Mrs. .................. O 2 6 
Wagstaff, Mrs................ 0 5 O 
Warner, Mr................... 0 3 6 

For the Debt-
Hudson, Mrs. H ............ . 
Page, Mias .. , ......... , ..... , .. 
Riadon, Mrs .................. . 

1 0 0 
3 0 0 
2 0 0 
---15 3 g 

Rochdale-
Collection at West Street ... 14 19 0 
Collected by Mr. J. Littlewood

Blackett, Mrs. .......... ... .. 0 5 0 
Burchell, Rev. W. F....... 0 10 0 
Connah, Mrs. ............... 0 10 0 
Jackson, Mr. Jamee......... 0 2 6 
Kelsall, Henry, Esq ......... 50 0 0 
Littlewood, Mr. C. ......... 1 1 0 
Lit.tlewood, Mr. J., & Son 1 0 0 
Littlewood, Mr. W. ...... 0 JO 0 
Lord, Mr. Edmund......... 0 2 0 
Robinson, Mr. Thomas ... 0 5 0 
Stephens, Mrs................ O 5 0 
Wrigley, Mr. John ......... 0 2 6 

---6912 6 
Southampton

Delboux, M. L, Esq., by l\lr. W. F. 

Tbraps~o':;,0ty 'ii~~: ·y~;;;~~"c;°~biii'.:.:."" ...... 
Moiety of Collection ......... 2 15 0 
Sanderson, Miss H. M •• Box O 5 0 

!lverton, by Rev. E Webb ...... :::= 
rottenham-

Fletchor, Joseph, Eaq., for 
the Debi .. ... ........ ........... 6 5 0 

Collected by Brlcu, Mary ... 1 5 7 
Chapmnn, Mi~ill O 6 8 

0 10 0 

3 0 0 
l 5 0 

£ "· (l. £ 8 ,}. 

Jones, Mr, ... ,.. 0 10 O 
Jones. Mrs ...... I 14 0 
Pitt, Mr•. ... ... 0 3 8 
Pownall, Miss. 0 7 6 

Juveniles, by Miss Pownall O 1 0 

Trowbridge!, by Rev. W. Bame~-
Collection at Back Street ... 9 0 4 
Barnes, Rev W. ............... 0 5 0 
Cadby, Mr. P. .................. 0 2 6 
Cadby, Mrs. ..................... O 1 0 
Chapman, Mr. H................ 0 5 0 
Chapman, Mr. J, ............... 0 5 0 
Clift, Mr........................... 1 1 0 
Edminson, Mr. (two years).. 0 7 6 
Fowler, Mr. ......... ............ 1 1 0 
Gouldsmlth, Mr................ 1 1 0 
Go11ldsmith 1 Mr. Jesse, jun. 0 10 0 
Haywood, Mr., and Son...... 0 10 0 
Hooper, Mr. R................... 0 1 0 
Knee, Mr......................... 0 I 0 
Minor, Mr......................... O 2 6 
Moore, Mr.J ..................... 0 5 0 
Rymer. Mr........................ 0 2 6 
Salter, Mrs........................ 5 o o 
Smith, Mr......................... 0 2 6 
Spender, Mr...................... 0 2 6 
Stancomb, Mr. . ................. 1 1 0 
Stancomb, Mr. J. P ............ 1 0 0 
Stevens, Master, Collected by O 8 O 
Tompkins, Mr. W. ............ 0 1 0 
Wick~. Mr. James ............ O 5 0 
Woodward, Mr.................. O 2 0 
Friend ........................... 0 2 6 

D 13 

Sunday School Boys............ O 11 O! 
s~nday School Girls............ 0 3 3i 

--- 24 0 8 
Walworth-

Lion Street Female Auxil• 
iary, by Mrs. W. H. Wat• 
son, Treasurer ... .......... .. 9 10 0 

Collected by Miss Mary 
Townley........................ 2 8 0 

---Jl 13 0 

Wotton-under-Edge, by Rev. J. Watts-
Gritllths, Rev. J. ............... 2 JO 0 
Overbury, Miss ............... 0 10 0 

3 a o 
Worcester-

Colleetions ........ ............... . 
Brewin, Mr. E .................. . 
Crowe, Rev. W ................ .. 
Hardy and Padmore ........ . 
Horne, Jabez, Esq . ........... . 
"\Vaters, Thomas, &q ........ . 

Worstead-

8 6 0 
0 10 0 
0 10 0 
1 0 0 
1 0 0 
1 0 0 
--12 6 G 

Collection, by the Rev. J. Venimore .. JO 16 4 
Yarmouth, by Rev, D. Jennings-

Collection ........................ 0 19 0 
Burton, Snmue1, Esq. .... .. ... l 1 O 
Verdon, Mrs. ............... ... 0 5 0 
Collected by Miss Finch aud 

Miss Corbyn ............ ...... 1 IS 8 4 3 S 

SCOTLAND. 

An Old Subscriber ................................. 10 
Austruther-

J. P. and S .................... .. 
Dickson, Mr ..................... . 
:Porbes, Air • ..................... 
Horsburgh, Mr. 

1 0 0 
0 1 6 
0 2 H 
0 2 0 

1 6 6 
Fxpenses ........................ o o 3 

Edinburgh, Miss Pringlo ...................... .. 

0 0 

6 
0 (J 
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Contributions continued. 
£ a. d. £ ,. d. 

IRELAND. 

Abbeyliox-
erry, Rey. T. .................. O 5 O 

Berry, Mrs. ..................... O 5 O 
Berry, John ............ ........ O 2 6 
Berry, '\Villiam,................. O 2 6 
Berry, Thomas.................. 0 2 6 
Berry, Kate Anne ............ 0 2 6 
Berry, Rebecca.................. 0 2 6 
Berry, Margaret .... .. ... .... .. 0 2 6 
Berry, Jane ..................... 0 2 6 
Berry, Raebel .... . .. ........... 0 2 6 
Berry, Eliza ...... .............. 0 ?. 6 
Booth, Mr......................... 0 1 6 
Brownlow, Hon. Mr. ......... 0 3 6 
Crabtree, Mr..................... 0 1 0 
Claxton, Mr. John ............ 0 2 6 
Dobbs, Mr. R. .................. 0 1 0 
Edge, Mr. ........................ 6 1 0 
Hartford, Mr. E. ............... 0 2 6 
Hartford, Mr. T. ........ ...... 0 1 0 
Langford, Mr. ...... ......... ... O 1 O 
Leech, A.lien, Esq. ............ O 5 O 
M'Carthy, Mrs................... 0 2 6 
Molloy ........................... O 1 O 
Mercier, Mr. D.................. O 2 6 
Reade, Mr................... ..... e 1 6 
Stoker, Mr. ..................... O 2 O 
Sutcliff, Mr. ..................... O 2 0 
Seal, Mr. E...................... 0 5 0 
Tuttle, Mrs. ..................... O 2 O 
Vanston, Mrs. .... .............. 0 1 0 
Waldron, Mr. .. .. . .. ..... .... .. 0 2 0 
,vilkinson, Miss ............... o 2 6 
Young, Mr ........................ o 1 O 

3 18 0 
Ballina, by Rev, W. Hamilton ............... 6 12 l 
Balfast-

Collection, .Academy Street 
Chapel........................... 4 17 0 

Abbott, Mr. Joseph............ 0 3 0 
Arnold, Y..r. J. .................. 0 5 0 
Barlow, Mr. ..................... 0 5 0 
Ba tea, John, Esq................ 0 10 0 
Bateson, Sir Robert, Bart... I O 0 
Bain, Mr. Joseph............... 0 10 0 
Blackwell, R., Esq. ............ l O 0 
Blackwell, Mrs.................. 0 10 0 
B!.a.ckwell, Miss .... .... . .... .. 0 5 0 
Carson, Mr. W. ...... ... ...... 0 5 0 
Crawford, Mr. A................ 0 3 0 
Crawford, Mr. James ........ , 0 5 0 
Dickey, Messrs. A. and Co.. 0 3 0 
Eccles, Rev. W. S. ............ 0 10 0 
Edgar, Rev. Dr.................. 0 5 0 
Farrell, The Misses............ 0 10 0 
Frazer, Mr........................ 0 2 6 
Getty, R. and J., Esqra....... l O 0 
Gibson, Professor............... 0 i 0 
Hamilton, Hi.I~ Eaq. ......... 0 10 0 
Hamilton, The Miasea ...... l O 0 
Hamilton, Alderman W...... 0 2 6 
Hastings, Mr. William .... .. 0 10 0 
Lyle, Samuel, Esq. ............ l O 0 
M'Connel, W., Esq............. 0 10 0 
M'Tier, James, Esq............ I O 0 
Mulholland, A., Esq. ......... 1 0 0 
Pinkirton, Miss ............... 0 5 0 
Pratt, Mr. B...................... 0 5 0 
Roddy, Mr. R. .................. 0 2 6 
Rodgers, Mr. D. ............... 0 2 6 
Thompson, Gordon, Esq. ~... 0 10 0 
Thompson. W., Esq. ......... 0 5 0 

£ •· <! £ •• d. 
Toye, R.ev. Thomas .. , ......... 0 2 6 
Wnl'ing, Mr. Jlichnrd ......... 0 5 0 
\Vorkmnn, R.:~u~d J., Esqrs. 1 0 0 
,vurkman, n.., Esq ............ 1 0 0 

---22 6 0 
Colcr.n.ine-

Collection, including Contri~ 
bulions by Friends .. .. ..... 2 16 0 

Bellas, Mr........................ 0 2 6 
Boyle, Mr......................... o 2 6 
Drown,Rcv.J.,A.M .......... 010 0 
Canning, Rev. J. A............. O 2 6 
Canuing, Mr. J. ............... o 2 6 
Cuthbert, Mr..................... 0 2 6 
Gordon, Mr. 1'................... 0 2 6 
Gowdy, Mr. ... ............. ..... 0 2 0 
Henry, Mr......................... O l O 
Horner, Mr. .... ................. 0 1 0 
Hunter, Mr. S. .................. 0 2 0 
Matthews, Mr................... 0 l O 
M'Aldin, Dr...................... 0 2 6 
M• Arthur, Mr. .. ......... ...... 0 2 6 
li'Elwain, Mr................... O 5 O 
M•Curdy, Mr. .................. 0 l 0 
Moody, ;\fr. ............. .... .... 0 1 O 
Robb, Mr......................... 0 2 0 
Shannon, Mr..................... 0 2 6 
Taylor, Mr........................ 0 2 6 
Warke, Mr. ..................... 0 2 6 

5 9 6 
Conlig, Rev. W. M'Kce .................. ...... O 10 6 
Letterkenny, by Rev. W. S. Eccles-

Boal, Mr. G...................... 0 2 6 
Curson, Mr. ..................... 0 2 6 
Elliott, 111r. W.................. 0 10 0 
Gormley, Mr...................... 0 5 0 
Gal.lagher, Mr .. P................ 1 0 0 
Hi.11, Lord G...................... 0 10 0 
Roples, Henry, Eaq............ 0 10 0 

Londonden-y, by Rev. W. S. Eccles
A.lexander,Meaaro.J. R. &J. 0 5 0 
Alexander, Mr. M. J, ......... 0 5 0 
Cairns, Mr. ..................... 0 2 6 
Campbell, Mr. w............... 0 5 0 
C)uff, Mr. ............... ......... 0 5 0 
Cooke, Messrs. J. and J...... 0 2 6 
Denham, Rev. Dr. ............ 0 2 6 
Dunn, Mr. A..................... 0 10 0 
Dunn, Mr. R..................... 0 5 0 
Foster, Miss .... ................. 0 2 6 
Gilmore, Mr. P ... : .............. 0 10 0 

• Hyndman, Mr. S ............... 0 2 6 
Hunte1·, Mr. ..................... 0 2 6 
Jackman, Samuel, Esq. ...... l O 0 
M'Arthur, Mr................... 0 5 0 
M'Clure, Rev. W ............... 0 2 6 
M'Corkill, Mr. .................. 0 1 6 
Henderson, l\Ir. R. ............ 0 2 6 
Matherson, Mr.................. 0 2 0 
Maxwell, Mr. .................. 0 5 0 
Storey, Mr, ..................... O 4 O 
Stevenson, Mr................... 0 2 6 
Waller, Mrs ................ ,..... l O 0 

Newtown, by Rev. W. S. Ecclee-
Allen, Mrs........................ 0 2 6 
Dill, Dr ............................ 1 0 0 
L~ncey, Captain ............... 0 10 0 

Tubbermore, by Rev. R.H. Carson ........ . 
Waterford, A Friend, by the Rev. T. Wll· 

sberc .................... , .................. , .... . 
March 25th, 

3 0 0 

6 5 0 

1 12 6 
5 0 0 

0 10 0 

Subscriptions and Donations thankfully received by the Treasurer, JosEPIJ 'l'nITTON,_E~q. 
54, Lombard Street, London; by the Secretary, the Rev. WILLIAM GnosER, at the M1ss10n 
House, Moorgate Street; and by the Pastors of the churches throughout the l{ingdom. 

COLLECTOR FOR LONDO:-!, Rr:v. c. WoOLLACOTT, 

4, Compton Sti·eet East, Brunswick Square. 
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ANNUAL SERVICES 
OF THE BAPTIST MISSIONARY SOCIETY FOR 1852., 

THURSDAY, APRIL 22ND, 
SPECIAL PRAYER MEETING. 

A meeting for SPECIAL PRAYER, in connexion with the Mission, will be held 
in the Library of the Mission House, in the morning at eleven o'clock, at which 
the Rev. Dr. MoRCII will preside. 

EVENING SERMON. 

The Committee have grea.t pleasure in announcing that the Rev. GEORGE 
liEN"RY DAvrs, of Bristol, will preach the Annual Evening Sermon on behalf of 
the Society at Surrey Chapel. 

Service to commence at half-pa.et eix. 

LORD'S DAY, APRIL 25TH, 
ANNUAL SERMONS. 

The following are the arrangements, so far as they have been completed, for 
April 25th. 

The afternoon 11ervices marked thus * are intended for the young. 

PLACES, MORNING, AFTERNOON, EVENING. 

Alfred Place, Kent Road ...... Rev. W. Young ...... Rev, W. Young 

Alie Street, Little ............... Rev. P. Dickerson Rev. - Belgrave ... Rev, P, Dickerson 

Alperton ............................ ... ... •.• .., ••• ... ... ... Rev. B. Swallow, 

Austin Street, Shoreditch ...... Rev, L New ......... W, B.Watson,Eeq,* Rev, W. Robinson 

Battersea .......................... Rev, W. Walters ... Rev. I. M. Soule• Rev. B. Evans 

Blandford Street .................. Rev. H. Dowson .... ... ... ... ... Rev. C. Larom 

Bloomsbury ........................ Rev, G. Gould ...... Rev.Dr.A, Fletcher* Rev. W. Brock 

Bow ................................. Rev, Dr. Acworth... Rev.C.J.Middled.itch 

Brentford, New .................. Rev.G,W,Flshbourne. 

Brixton Hill(Salem Chapel) ... Rev. D. Gould ....... 

Rev, W, Walters 

ReT, C, Stovel 

Camberwell ........................ Rev. T. Burditt ..... Rev. W. Upton* ..... Rev, A, Arthur, 

Camden Town, Hawley Road Rev, E. White .... .. 

Chelsea, Paradise Chapel ...... Rev. W. B. Bowes Rev. F. Wills, 

Church Street, Blackfriars ...... Rev, John Branch. Rev. John Branch, 

Crayford ........................... Rev. B. C. Young. Rev. B. C. Young.* Rev. B. C. Yoong. 

Deptford, Lower Road ......... Rev. J, Kingsford .. . 

Devonshire Square ............... Rev.J.H.Hinton,H.A 

Drayton, West ..................... Rev. J, Price ......... , 

Eagle Street ........................ Rev, A. Arthur .... .. 

Eluon Street (Welsh) ............ Rev. B. Will!am, .. .. 

Gr1,·escn:l, Zion Chapel ......... RcY, J, T. C,Jl:icc, .. 

Rev. J, Russell. 

Rev, T. Burditt. 

Rev. J. Price. 

Ilcv. H. S, Drown. 

Rev, W. Jones. 

Rev. J, T, Collier, 
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PLACES, MORNING, AFTERNOON. EVENING. 

Greenwich, Lewisham Road ... Rev, J. Russell, ... ... ... ... Rev, S. Manning. 

Hackney ........................... Rev, C. M. Birrell ... Rev. W. G.Lawis,jun.• Rev. J. Clark, 

Hammersmith ..................... Rev. W. Robinson ... Rev. J. Leechman• Rev, G, Gould. 

Hampstead ......................... Rev. J. Castleden... Rev, W, B. Bowes 

Ilatcham ........................... Rev, J, E. Giles..... Rev.E, A. Claypole. 

llendon.............................. ··· ··· ··· ··· 
Henrietta Street .................. Rev, W, Allen ..... .. 

Highgate ........................... Rev, E. A. Claypole 

Boxton, Bnttesland Street.. .... Rev, J. Rothery ... 

Do., Old Town .................. Rev, W. H. Bonner 

Islington Green .................. Rev, H. S. Brown .. . 

Islington, South .................. Rev. J. Drew ....... .. 

J h St t B ,~ d R Hon. and Rev. B. W. 
o n ree , ewor ow...... Noel, l\1.A •. .......... 

Kennington, Charles Street ... Rev. T. Jones ...... . 

Kensal Green ..................... Rev, E. Harris ..... . 

Kensington, Silver Street ...... Rev. D. Katterns .. . 

Keppel Street ..................... Rev. John Stock ... .. 

Rev. G. Warn. 

Rev._C, Roem. 

Rev. J •. Drew. 

Rev, J. Rothery. 

Rev. 

Rev.~J. E. Giles. 

Rev. I. New. 
Hon. and Rev. B. W. 

Noel, :lI.A. 

Rev. T. Jones. 

Rev. E. Harris 

Rev.W .G.Lewis,jun. 

Rev. John Stock. 

Lee .................................... Rev. Dr. Murch...... Rev. S, Green. 

Maze Pond ........................ Rev. Dr. Cox......... Rev. T, F. Newman, 

New Park Street .................. Rev. B. Evans ....... Rev. W. Allen" .... Rev. E. Bryan. 

Norwood, Upper .................. Rev. H. Dunckley, >1,A. 

Poplar ......... _. ................... Rev. W. Upton .... .. 

Prescot Street, Little ............ Rev. C, Stovel .... .. 

Rev. H. Dunckley, >r.A. 

Rev. Dr. Acworth. 

Rev.J.RMillard,B,.11. 

Regent Street, Lambeth .. : ...... Rev, C, T, Keen,jun Rev.C.T.Keen,jnn.* Rev<D, Katterna. 

Romford ......................... ,. Rev. E, Carey ....... Rev. T. Joseph* .... Rev, T. Joseph, 

Salters' Hall ........................ Rev, S, Manning ... ... ... ... ... Rev. J. Hobson. 

Shacklewell ........................ Rev, J. Clark ......... Rev.J.H.111illard,B.A.* Rev. D. Gould. 

Shouldham Street, Paddington Rev. J. Phillips ...... Rev. Dr. Burns" .... Rev. T, Winter, 

Spencer Place ..................... Rev. C. Room ....... Rev. J. Peacock, 

Stepney College Chapel ......... Rev.C.J.Middleditch Rev. J. Angus, lll,A, 

Tottenham ........................ Rev, W. Brock....... Rev. R. Wallace. 

Unicorn Yard, Tooley Street ... Rev, T. Winter...... Rev. W. H. Bonner. 

Vernon Chapel .................. Rev. T. F. Newman Rev. O. Clarke* ... Rev. O. Clarke. 

Walworth, Lion Street ......... Rev, E. Bryan ...... Rev. W. Miall"' ...... Rev. H. Dowson. 

Walworth, Horsley Street ...... Rev, w. Jones...... Rev. J. George. 

Wandsworth ........................ Rev, ,v. Bnll......... llev. W. Ball. 

Waterloo Road ..................... Rev, F. Wills......... Rev. J. F. Sparke. 

Wild Street, Little R c ur II ............... ev. • noo acott Rev. C. Woollacott. 

Wiudrnill Street, Hope Chapel Rev. J. Ede ......... Rev, J, Euc. 

N.B, ColleQtions will bo made after these services, 
2 G -> 
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TUESDAY, APRIL 27TH. 
ANNUAL MEMBERS' MEE'l'ING. 

The Annual General Meeting of Members of the Society will be held in the 
Library at the Mission House. Chair to be taken at ten o'clock. 

This meeting is for members only. All subscribers of !Os. 6d, or npwm·ds, clonors of £10 or 
upwards, pastors of churches which make an annual contribution, or ministers who collect annually 
for the Society, and one of the executors on the payment of a legacy of £50 or npwanls, n1·e 
entitled to attend, 

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 28TH. 
ANNUAL MORNING SERMON. 

The Committee announce with pleasure that the Rev. JonN LEECI!MAN, A.M., 
of Hammersmith (recently returned from India as one of the deputation), will 
preach the Annual Morning Sermon on behalf of the Society at BL00J1snuuv 
CHAPEL. Service to commence at eleven o'clock. 

THURSDAY, APRIL 29TH. 

PUBLIC MEETING AT EXETER HALL. 

The Annual Public Meeting of the Society will be held as usual in Exeter 
Hall, at which S. M. PETO, Esq., M.P., one of the Treasurers of the Society, bas 
kindly consented to preside. 

The Committee have pleasure in announcing that the following speakers are 
engaged :-the Revs. Dr. Trn:arAN, of the London Mission; JoHN RATTENBURY, of 
the Wesleyan Mission; C. STANFORD, of Devizes; H. DuNCKLEY, M.A., of Salford; 
A. ARTHUR, of Edinburgh ; C. LARonr, of Sheffield ; and G. GouLD, of Norwich. 

Chair to be taken at eleven o'clock. 
Tickets for the Meeting may be obtained at the Mission House, or at the 

vestries of the various chapels. 

SERMON TO YOUNG MEN. 
In the evening of the above day, the Annual Sermon to Young Men will be 

preached at Poultry Chapel, by the Rev. C.- M. BIRRELL, of Liverpool. 
Service to commence at eight o'clock. 

THE MISSION FIELD. 

A tornado has laid prostrate in ruins 
the mission chapel at Clarence, in Fer
nando Po. In a subsequent page will 
be found our brother WHEELER'S de
scription of the scene, and to his pencil 
we are indebted for the drawing which 
is engraved on our first page. For some 
time preparations and subscriptions 
have been in progress for the purpose 
of erecting a mr;rc substantial house. 

The erection is now rendered impera· 
tive. There have been collected, among 
the native residents and visitors to the 
island, about £100 already. A similar 
amount from our friends in this country 
would at once effect the object. The 
health of our brethren continues good, 
and the work of God is advancing with 
cheering steps. 

No subject connected with mission· 
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ary operations is, perhaps, of greater 
interest at the present time, than the 
employment of native agency. It is 
intimately connected with the further 
progress of the gospel in heathen coun
tries, and still more closely identified 
with 'the permanence of the truth in 
those lands where missionaries have 
proclaimed the glad tidings of peace. 
The experience of our missionary bro
ther, Mr. PARRY, of J essore, will be 
found to throw much light on this sub
ject in relation to India, and to afford 
a practical answer to the question : 
How far may native converts be relied 
upon to act as pastors of native 
churches? 

The native converts of Bengal form 
now a large body of Christian people. 
Some of them are Christians of many 
years' standing, and have exhibited, in 
many ways, the reality of the work of 
grace upon their hearts. Deeply affect
ing must have been the gatherings of 
the Association of Baptist churches in 
Barisal, which took place at the begin
ing of the present year, and at which 
not fewer than five hundred native 
Christians were assembled. Let the 
festivals of heathenism be contrasted 
with the courtesy, the love, the faith, 
the purity of thought and feeling which 
animated this band of disciples, and who 
can doubt that the hopeful views ex
pressed by our brother PEARCE will 
speedily meet with their accomplish
ment? Bengal is ready for the gospel. 
The whole land is before us. Will not 
the churches of Christ arise and go up 
to possess it 1 

Another interesting fact, indicating 
the activity that is beginning to display 
itself among our native Christian bre
thren, is the formation of a native Bap
tist Missionary Society. Its second 
anniversary was held on the 30th of 
December, and there were present about 
a hundred converts, interested in the 
endeavour to carry the gospel to their 

countrymen. The Society is entirely 
conducted by our Hindoo brethren, the 
venerable Shujaat Ali being its presi
dent. The Association has opened two 
preaching places, or chapels, in Calcutta, 
and for some months past has employed 
an evangelist; besides which the Com
mittee and others have regularly been 
engaged in preaching to the heathen 
gratuitously. Besides many of the na
tive brethren in Calcutta, others belong
ing to the churches in the south have 
become subscribers to their funds. They 
have amounted in the year to a little 
more than £28. It is among the ob
jects of these native brethren to contri
bute to the self-sustaining power of their 
churches. We cannot but rejoice at this 
event. It is a sign that the Lord is 
working with His people. 

Notwithstanding the open or covert 
opposition of the Bishop of Calcutta and 
some few of his clergy, the marriage 
and burial acts are at length put into 
operation, conferring on our Christian 
brethren, both European and native, the 
privileges we ourselves enjoy. To the last 
efforts were strenuously but unsuccess
fully made, to have built in every burial 
ground a high wall to partition the dead 
of churchmen and dissenters from each 
other. In one instance the Bishop met 
with a most signal defeat. He ordered 
that the bodies of dissidents should be 
carried into the grave-yard through a 
small :side door ; but that they should 
by no means be borne to their last rest
ing place through the public and chief 
portal. With great good sense and 
Christian feeling the vestry of the 
church district rescinded the Bishop's 
decree. 

"Perhaps," says the Friend of India, 
"it is humiliating to our national cha
racter, in this land of heathens and 
Mahomed:rns, that it has required more 
than fifteen years to obtain the same 
privileges for Nonconformists which the 
members of the church of England en-
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joyed-that of being man-ied and buried 
like : other Christians, after their own 
forms. But the victory has been achiev
ed, aad the best mode in which we can 
manifest our gratitude for it, is to en
joy it with calm and grateful feelings, 
and without a spark of exultation." 

The expressed intention of the Ceylon 
government to renew its connexion with 
Buddhism, has called forth a long and 
able exposition of our sentiments on the 
connexion of the state with the church, 
from the pastor and members of the 
church at Colombo. It is in the form 
of a memorial to the governor. That 
such a remonstrance was required will 

be evident, from the following language 
used by Lord Torrington, in one of his 
latest despatches:-

" In itself, tho Buddhist religion is a 
mild and harmless one, and had as few 
objectionable points as any heathen 
doctrine. Unless we interfere with it, 
it will be destroyed, before another ;i,nd 
a purer one is built up in its place, and 
I am sure I need not point out to your 
Lordship the danger and misery that 
must overtake a country divested of any 
spiritual control." Anglicanism and 
Buddhism are the same to the state ; 
either will serve its turn. 

AFRICA. 

FERNANDO PO. 

The event which has deprived our 
black brethren of their place of wor
ship is thus described by Mr. WHEELER, 

under date of Nov. 27, 1851. 

Destruction of chapel. 
In my note to Mr. Underhill enclosed with 

J. Fuller's letter, I again urged speed with 
our new chapel; but a stronger appeal now 
has come. The tornado has spoken for us
the chapel is in ruins! It was a cloudy 
morning, and close ; there was little wind ; 
there had been a little rain before sun-rise, 
and I thought we were going to have a fine 
day. Presently-it was a little after six 
o'clock-the mnd a little freshened. 'l.'he 
next minute my boy, who was by the front 
windows, cried, "tornado come.'' I looked 
out, and saw the black cloud hurrying on, 
and hem-d the wind corning along with force 
and speed, The heavy clouds swiftly dark
ened the sky, and the wind soon lashed round 
the hoUBe, and agitated all the thatch ; then 
down dashed the rain, and I was congratu
lating myself that now soon the force of the 
wind would be spent. I hearcl quick steps, 
and my cook hurried in from the hack of the 
house, crying, " The chapel is down.'' I 
went and looked out from the back ; it was 
true indeed ; a few minutes had <lone it all-
8UCh was the rapid force of the tornado. Thev 
were just about conduding the usual morning 
prayer meeting at our good hrother \Vilson's 
when the ~'ind suddenJ_1, sounded its" Amen" 

~ver their heads, and so shook the place as 
abruptly to close it for them, As they 
hastened out, some espied the ruins of the 
chapel, and soon many were gathered to the 
spot, As usual, when rain comes with it, 
the wind soon moderated, the force of the 
first blast did all the mischief. I forward a 
rough sketch. I hope it will reach you soon, 
It occurred to me that you might like to en
grave it for the Herald, though not a scene of 
beauty. The circumstances and associations 
might give it an interest, and it would plead 
for our help. How we shall manage now for 
worship and schools it is difficult to say. 
The day school had just been removed to 
the chapel at some inconvenience in conse
quence of Captain Hamilton taking Longfield 
House. We shall have to run up a tempo
rary building for the two schools ; but I do 
hope we shall be able to raise enough for 
an iron-frame school as well.as chapel, wood 
is so periahable. We have raised, or pro
mised about £50, beside the £25 bill of Mr. 
Horsfall, sent Sept. 1st. The people will 
do their utmost when the frame comes out; 
and if the friends in England can help us in 
this our evident necessity, we should be 
gratefully encouraged. 

Hopeful signs, 

'fhe enclosed is another letter written by my 
cook-boy, Peter Dido, or Peler Bye, who was 
with Mr. Merrick. I do hope he is un~er 
sal'ing impressions, and watch his courso with 
anxious interest; as he understands Jsubu well, 
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~ncl Dunllah (his native tongue) partly, he 
~vould be very useful as a teacher. I think 
of engaging another lad-at first to help him, 
tJ,nt he may get more time for improvement, 
and afterwards to take his place as cook, if 
Peter's piety proves genuine, in order that he 
may be engaged as an assistant to the mis
sion, 

We expect to bnptize Gambia Job, my 
wood and water boy, and gardiner Jaut. 
He has long been inquiring; and though not 
of quick understanding, he appears suffi
ciently to understand the truth, and to be 
savingly under its influence. He is from 
Congo, Peter from Cameroons. Though 

trained at Bimbia, Gambia is an old mission 
servant. 

I am thankful to say I continue well· not 
having anything to complain of since th~ entl 
of October. ,v e have reaeon for much ~rati
tude that no accident occurred in the f;lling 
of the chapel, being happily at an hour when 
lt waa empty; half, or quarter of an hour 
later, the children would have been in. We 
made arrangements for service in the mission 
house, and brother V'lilson's shoo last Sun
day, holding the schools in the 0!atter place 
and in the cottage. Thus nothing will be 
interrupted; there will only be inconve
nience. 

INDIA. 

JESSORE. 

Our missionary brother, Mr. PARRY, 

thus writes respecting his stations and 
the native churches and pastors under 
his care. His letter is dated January 5, 
1852. 

.Advantages of native agency, 

I believe it is the will of God that India 
should be filled with the blessings of the gos
pel by means of native agency. The labours 
of native missionaries, from the commence
ment, have been blessed by God to the 
promotion of his own glory and the salvation 
of the heathen. Native agency costs little, 
which is an important advantage in the p_re
seut state of the pecuniary affairs of our 
mission. Native missionaries can bear with 
exposure to all kinds of weather without en
dangering their health. The field occupied 
by us is so immense that we can never expect 
English labourers to go oYer the length and 
breadth of the land, and sow the good seed. 
For the accomplishment of this great work 
we must look to native agency. 

Prog,·ess of Ille wo,·k by means of native 
agency. 

In this place the Lord has graciously raised 
u.p many labourers, There are nine labouring 
with me, and four in the Burresool district. 
I have asked brother Thomas to allow me to 
draw four rupees per month for the support 
o~ a native teacher and missionary, whom I 
wish to place in a station which has lately 
been commenced. In time I hope a native 
~hurch will be established inRusoolpoor, which 
IS the name of the new station. At present 
I must supply the public means of grace. 
A. convert and his wife, who were formerly 
!{mcloos, and two of their boys, one of whom 
18 about ten, and the other eight years old, 

with anot~er convert, formerly a!Mahon:iedan 
and a resident of the above-named village, 
will avail themselves of the public services. 
I lately visited all the churches situated 
towards the south of this place, and spent 
at each place from three to eight days. 
I spent four days at Rusoolpoor, and was 
glad to find that the conYerts above alluded 
to were endeavouring to walk as Christians. 
They hold their former faith in great con
tempt, and boldly confess hefore their heathen 
neighbours, that Jesus Christ, the Son of God, 
is the only and true Saviour of sinners. 

Converts from schools. 

During the past two months I a.'l.d my 
native assistants have haptized fourteen con
verts, who, we hope, are sincere belieYers. 
Two of those lately added to the church of 
God belong to the Christian Girls' School. 
It has pleased the Lord greatly to bless the 
religious instruction imparted to the children 
of the said school. Within a year, out of 
fourteen scholars, eight have believed in the 
Lord Jesus Christ, and have macle a public 
profession of their faith by undergoing the 
rite of baptism. The parents of one of the 
young converts"are l\Iahomedans. The father, 
about two years ago, brought his young 
daughter when I was spending a few days at 
Japherya, and begged of me to educRte her, 
and especially to teach her Christianity. I, 
of course, most gladly undertook the import
ant charge. 

Native churches and native pastors. 

With reference to your question, which is 
thus put forth, "Now what is there to hinder 
the formation, in every district where a consi
derable number of converts reside, of a church, 
over wliich n native n1ay act as pastor
preaching the word and administering the 
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ordinances of the honse of God!'' I reply, 
without hesitation, No objection exists or can 
he made to the adoption of native pastors for 
native churches. I have se\'en separate and 
distinct churches, situated in various distant 
places, the affairs of which are almost entirely 
managed by independent native pastors, in 
whom I have e,·ery confidence, I visit them 
two or three times during the year, and assist 
them in receiving converts. I examine them, 
to ascertain the degree of Christian know
ledge they possess, and their views of sin, and 
holiness, of righteousness by faith alone, of 
iustificatio", reconciliation to God, and the 
degree of gratitude and love they feel towards 
the Lord Jesus Christ, &c. If I feel satisfied 
with the replies given by the convert, I ask 
the pastor for his opinion of the convert ; if 
it be favourable, and the minister of the 
church bear testimony regarding the con
sistent walk and conversation of the convert, 
we all agree to his being baptized. Some
times I have to interfere in settling any dis
pute which may happen between the pastor 
and his flock. In such cases some of tht 
members begetting a party spirit, unite and 
separate themselves from the church, and 
have prayers amongst themselves. The great 
fault of the members of native churches is 
their disregard, in some measure, of the 
respect and love they ought to manifest 
towards their shepherd, in conformity to the 
word of God. I alwavs endeavour to per
suade the members to fove and honour their 
pastors, and not to despise them because they 
are like themselves. The churches are too 
poor and small to maintain their pastors. 
Each pa.star has from twenty to forty mem
bers. They are chiefly poor labourers, who 
can only earn about three rupees per month; 
and 'those who are lazy about two rupees 
only.' Many of them find it difficult to pro
vide themselves and their wives and children 
with food and clothing. If a man lias a 
wife and four young children, who cannot 
assist him in his work, their food will cost 
them as follows:-

Coarse rice, about 2 hds. or 
160 lbs. per month 1 14 

Salt and oil for food, and 
anointing the body, per 
month 10 

Fish, vegetables, tobacco, 
curry, spices, per month • 0 

A con pie of dhoolees, and a con pie of 
Jurries, which costs about two rupees, and 
about one rupee for the children's clothes, 
11~1! ser\'e them for a wl,ole year. It will he 
a<lmitte<l that such poor people cannot con
tribute e1·cn the smallest sum for religious 
purposes. The generality of natil'e Christians 
throughout l ndia are in a state of great 

pon-l'ly ; rice, 3ngar, tolmcco, nnd indigo nr"' 
the staple produce of this ?istrict. O~ving 
to the low price of these articles, tlrn agncnl
tmists cannot give much. 

Schools. 

The ~econd point alluded to in your letter 
of the 11th of J nne, is about each church 
having its own school. The poverty of the 
members prevents them from paying above 
three to four rupees per month for a teacher. 
Most of the children of the members of the 
churches are taught to read by their respec
tive pastors. I expect them to perform this 
duty, and they make no objections. They 
only devote a small portion of their leisure 
hours in teaching children. 

Itineracy and superintendence. 

The pastors of the native churches under 
my superintendence act as missionaries by 
preaching the gospel in their own neighbour
hood, and occasionally extending their labours 
to distant markets, situated at the clistance of 
about eight or ten miles from their residence. 
Occasionally they proceed on preaching ex
cursions, which occupy about two or three 
weeks on each occasion. Our dear friends 
with you-the friends and supporters of our 
missions-cannot object to support the pas
tors of the native churches, who labour as 
missionaries, and spend the greatest part of 
their time in disseminating the gospel. The 
salaries paid to these useful and valuable 
a<>ents from the mission funds cannot be con
sidered as a mis-appropriation of the money 
of the dear people of God in Great Britain. 
The only fault I_ have to find with ~Y. native 
preachers is their great want of actmty and 
zeal. I ~eruse the monthly journals in Ben
galee of eight native preachers, and if I find 
that they have not been very diligent, I write 
to them in Bengalee, and kindly suggest to 
them to labour more diligently, and, at the 
same time remind them of the promises of 
God to en~ourage them in their work, and to 
pros~cute it in great faith an:d entire ~ep~nd
ence on God with persevermg supphcat10ns 
for the aid of the Holy Spirit for themselves 
and their hearers. I correspond frequently 
with all the native preachers in Bengalee, 
which is very necessary, and, I hope, ben:efi• 
cial in promoting, indirectly, th~ great obJect 
for which we are jointly labourmg. 

Help Joi· schools needed. 

I have to superintend several schools for 
heathen and Mahomedan boys, and to seek 
for subscriptions for their support. Of late 
our subscriptions have diminillhed so much, 
that I was constrainecl to close a very pro
mising school. We need aid from ?ur .a!ar 
friends in the school department, which 1s_an 
important auxiliary to missionary labours. 
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BARISAL. 

The views of our missionary brother, 
PEARCE, are expressed in the following 
letter. It is dated Intally, February 6, 
1852, 

I have just returned home from a mission
ary tour of upwards of six weeks, during 
which time we visited the meetings of the 
Association at Dhan Dhoba, in the Barisal 
district; and, as the mail will leave on the 
8th, I hasten to give you some account of my 
joumeyand of the Association meetings, which 
I hope will be both interesting and encourag
ing. 

The journey. 

As to my tour generally, and my labour 
among the heathen, I shall be brief, as the 
every-day details of it or them would furnish 
little beyond what you are accustomed to re
ceive in journals of this nature. Our route lay 
up the Mata Bhauga, one of the inferior streams 
which divides the Delta of Bengal, and which 
taking a portion of the water of the great Gan~ 
ges, falls into the Hoogly, about twenty miles 
above Serampore. We spent about twelve 
days in this river, and about a fortnight in the 
Pudya, or Ganges, visiting every important 
town and village we could find on their banks 
in order to proclaim the word of God. Mr'. 
De Monte accompanied me in this journey. 
~f.ter the meetings of the association, we also 
v1S1ted J essore, the station occupied by bro
ther Parry. Brother Wenger, who join~d us 
at Dhan Dhoba, accompanied us to Jessore. 
I calculate the length of our journey to have 
been between eight hundred ancl nine hun
dred miles. 

Hi11duism vanishing away. 
In the review of our work, we cannot but 

feel happy at the manner in which we were 
almo~t everywhere received. Crowds of peo
ple listened_ eagerly to our message, and as 
eagerly received our books. Opposition we 
!'0und ~one that is worth mentioning. The 
1mpress10n that has been made upon my mind 
?eyond what I have ever received in former 
iourn~ys, ~s th~t the confidence of the people 
m Hmdmsm 1s gone. Their manner their 
tone, theLr confessions, on many occ~sions 
:nade me feel this in no ordinary degree'. 
The demeanour of the upper classes is much 
changed of late. Books were eagerly sought 
hy them especially; in some instances they 
came a long way to obtain them. As an ex
a1 m~le of the confessions made, take the fol
owmg :-

A llindoo's confession. 
At a place cal!ecl Has~ Khali, a large 

nu~1ber of respectable persons had been lis
tenmg to my sermon, several of whom were 

young men. One said, "Sir, Christians, I 
perceive, have greatly the advantao-e over 
Hindoos. You have but one Bible, ~ne way 
of salvation, and one hope of the future • 
hence you are a united and confident people'. 
But with us nothing is certain, for our shastras 
are many and contradictory; we have many 
gods, and many ways; we are divided by in
numerable castes, hence all is confusion un
certainty, and despair. Of the world to ~ome 
we know nothing." In the middle districts of 
~engal we met with very encouraging recep
tion from the Mahomedans also. There is 
evidently a change coming over them of a 
marked character. On several occasions the 
interest they displayed was even beyond that 
of the Hindoos. Hitherto the Mahomedans 
have been considered by all missionaries here 
as a very hopeless class, but such is not the 
case now, and the large accessions which bro
ther Parry of J essore has had from among 
them, confirm my present impressions. The 
church at Sat-beriah, under his care, is com
posed entirely of persons who were i\Iaho
medans, and it is still receiving accessions. 

Topic of address. 
Among the other topics which I cl welt upon 

in my addresses to the Hindoos, I was led 
much, in consequence of the subdued state of 
feeling prevalent, to point out to them the 
horrible prospects which their religion sets 
before them in relation to the world to come. 
Whatever differences and discordant notions 
there are among the Hindoos, they are all 
agreed in their belief of the transmigration of 
the soul. The doctrine of the met em psychosis 
is common to all sects; hence they are all, 
literally, "without hope in the world," for 
whenever they think upon it, it produces no 
hope, but a dismal, fearfnl prospect of exist
ence in a debased state of being. 

After referring to the mode of address 
that Mr. PEARCE finds most useful to 
refute the false theories referred to, he 
continues:-

Thus we speak, and so the impression of 
the falsity of the one, and of the truth and 
excellency of the other, the Christian system 
is deepening ancl widening throughout the 
land, until, I trust, the time will come when 
there will be a great seeking after God by the 
people of this Janel. In this journey I put 
into circulation a considerable number of 
scriptures and tracts, with as much care as I 
could command. In most cases I gave a 
trnct with a copy of the gospels, in the hope 
that the more familiar topics and style of the 
one might leacl to a careful examination of 
the other. May the mercy of God succeed 
these efforts for his glory. 
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A mission field. 
Thus have I now completed my visitation 

of most parts of the Delta of Bengal, carried 
on in different directions, throughout the past 
fi1·e or six years,and the result is-the greatly 
increased conviction which has long taken 
hold of my mind, that the Baptist Mission 
would do well-could not do better than to 
bend its main energies to this section of the 
rnst continent of India. Its immense popu
lation, its proximity to Calcutta, its accessi
bility in all its parts, by means of its water 
communications, unequalled in any other 
part of India, the generally superior circum
stances and intelligence of the people, and 
their comparative preparation of mind for 
the reception of the gospel, added to which, 
the numerous conversions which have been 
made in these districts, all combine to draw 
attention to it, and invite the most energetic 
labours. It is, moreover, a field hitherto un
occupied by other denominations of Chris
tians, and is left, as it were, for the Baptist 
Mission. May it be speedily occupied in all 
its districts by its missionaries. 

-for the occasion had drawn-together, not 
only Christians, but numbers of the heathen 
also. The Christian people-men, women, 
and children,-were many of them moving 
about in all directions, affectionately greeting 
their friends who had come from distant 
villages. Others were sitting in parties ·under 
the trees, singing hymns. Not a small number 
were engaged in preparing food for the five 
hundred or six hundred expected in the course 
of the day. While in two or three places 
groups of the heathen were sitting in circles 
in the midst of which were Christian preach~ 
ers most energetically directing their atten
tion to the claims of the gospel upon their 
faith and obedience. The tout ensemble was, 
as I felt at the time, one of the happiest that 
I had ever witnessed in this country. From 
the upper story of the building, on our first 
entering it, we got a sight, too, of the re
mainder of the people coming in from a dis
tant village, which had a most exhilarating 
effect upon my mind. Laden with their 
clothes and bedding for the occasion, they 
came on with animated steps in one long
continued trail, until I began to wonder when 
we should see the end of it. It could but 
remind one of the scenes predicted in the 
60th of Isaiah. We were sorry to find that no 
missionary brother besides myself and Mr. 
De Monte had arrived, and that none were 
expected, excepting Mr. Wenger. 

The Association. 

The meetings. 

But I must now turn to the meetings of 
the Association, which were of so interesting a 
character as to demand special notice. They 
were fixed to commence on the 13thof Janu
ary, and we were so happy in the arrange
ment of our movements in our progress 
thither, as to arrive at the place of meeting 
on the very day. The first general meeting took place on 

Tuesday evening, the 13th. This was chiefly 
of a devotional character. It was a highly 
interesting one. The chapel was filled to 
overflowing. Five hundred persons were 
supposed to be present, and the best spirit 
prevailed. The people sang with all their 
power; and the native brethren who prayed, 
did so with much emot.ion. An address, de
signed to prepare the people for the services 
of the occasion which had brought us toge
ther, was also delivered; and when all this 
was concluded, as the people seemed unwil
ling to separate, a brother from Seram pore, 
who had been out with another on a long 
missionary tour, gave an account of their 
missionary labour, in a manner that gratified 
all present. With this the meeting termi
nated, and we retired to our several lodging
places for the night, realising, in some humble 
measure, the feelings of the Psalmist when 
he said," Blessed is the man whose strength 
is in thee; in whose heart are the ways of 
them, who, passing through the valley of 
Baca, make it a well ; the rain also filleth 
the pools: they go from strength to strength: 
every one of them in Zion appeareth before 
God. How amiable arc thy tabernacles, 0 
Lord of Hosts." 'fhe paucity of missionary 
hrct hrcn led us to dispense at once with the 
formal business of the association, nnd to 
determine to conduct the meetings with a 

Dhan Dhoba is about one day's journey, by 
water, north of Bansal, and may be consi
dered the principal station of the district, 
where the converts reside. It is situated on 
the north bank of a small stream, which, at 
the distance of three miles, empties itself into 
a large river, one of a number which break 
away from the Ganges,and disembogue them
selves, at length, into the Bay of Bengal. At 
this station brethren Page and Sale have 
erected, within the last year, a large and 
picturesque-looking building, of two stories 
in height, the lower one intended for a chapel, 
and the upper one as a dwelling for the mis
sionaries, when they visit the station. The 
room below, or chapel, will seat at least four 
hundred persons with comfort; i. e. accord
ing to nati 1·e ideae. The ground upon which 
the building stands has some fine trees upon 
it, and when it is brought into order, accord
ing to the designs of the brethren, the whole 
wiil present a very charming appearance. 

The welcome. 
\Ve were greeted, on our arrival, by the bre

tl,ren and those of the people who had come 
in, with a most affectionate welcome, and, 
on going ashore the scene 1rhich we beheld 
added much to the pleasureablc interest ex
cited bi' our reception. Scattered 01·cr the 
grou11d 01\'ere groups of people, all apparently 
in a 8lale of the hi1;l1est enjoyment or wondc1· 
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view solely to the spiritual benefit of the 
native brethren in this district, nnd the spread 
of the gospel among the heathen therein. 

Hence the whole of the time of the asso
ciation was occupied with exercises in the 
chapel, of a devotional nature, and in preach
ing to the heathen, which the novelty of the 
occasion drew to the place in large numbers. 
It would occupy more time than I can spare, 
to give a detailed account of the successive 
services which followed the one described. It 
is more important, also, to present those par
ticulars which will convey the best idea of 
the work of the Lord in connexion with this 
mission. Suffice it to say, that during the 
four days in which the meetings were held, 
three sermons were preached by brethren 
Page, Pearce, and Wenger. The substance 
of the letters of the churches was communi
cated to the assembly. Information in 
efforts for the spread of the gospel, both in 
Calcutta and throughout Bengal, was also 
given by different parties. Exhortations were 
delivered suited to the circumstances of the 
people. Examinations of their progress of 
divine trnth were conducted, and many 
prayers offered. In all which engagements 
the most lively interest was manifested by 
the people. 

Incidents. 

Two or three incidents demand particular 
notice. As the people had recently been 
giving liberally in order to establish granaries 
for the relief of the poor, in several of the 
villages, to the amount of 250 rupees value, 
it was thought undesirable to ask them to 

the Association. At the close of the meetin"'s 
it was announced that a distribution of books 
would be made as a reward to those who had 
learned to read, and those who desired to 
have them were invited to come to the table. 
On this announcement immediately about a 
hundred applicants came fonvard, men and 
women, boys and girls, all presenting their 
claims, with the greatest earnestness. Know
ing as I did the condition of the people four 
years since, this was a most astonishing and 
gratifying scene, and a most unmistakeable 
proof of progress among them. At that time 
scarcely 11, person was found that could read, 
and certainly not a woman or child ; now 
how great a number presented themselves, of 
whom half, as it appeared to me were 
females. Delightedly did I therefore assist 
in the distribution; and as the ability of each 
applicant was tested before a book was 
given, it was most pleasing to find that in 
most cases they were fluent readers. With 
this distribution the meetings ended, and 
certainly it was a most satisfactory finish. It 
is important here to add, that brethren Page 
and Sale are about to open a boarding school 
for boys at this place, and they have agreed 
to reside here by turns, a month at a time, in 
order to conduct it, as well as to attend more 
efficiently to the care of the stations. It 
was most gratifying to me to learn from the 
brethren that chapels have been erected 
at most of the stations under their care, and 
suitable men appointed over the numerous 
flocks. 

Review. 

contribute to the funds of the Association. What I now saw and heard of the na
However, they did not think so themselves; tive preachers in this district, I was greatly 
and, therefore, they had arranged it between pleased with ; they seemed intelligent, and 
them to do what they could, and bring the imbued much with a right spirit for their 
sums contributed in the several villages to work. In respect to the people their growth 
the Association, and this without the know- in Christian character was most remarkably 
ledge of their ministers; hence at the close of evident, and the impression they gave me in 
one of the meetings. they took us all by sur- particular was that they were conscious of 
prise, by coming and laying on the table the having received the greatest benefits from the 
sum of twenty-four rupees, three annas; and gospel, and were full of lo1·e and respect to 
when we took the money and commended the missionaries, and thankful to God on 
them for their liberality, a considerable num- account of them. Lightness of heart, greet
her in the assembly rose and thanked us for ings, smiles, and thankful expressions seem 
accepting this their free-will offerings. This to be the order of the day as long as our 
was a most pleasing incident, and one that intercoul'lle with them continued. Well 
seemed to us fraught with important conse- then, in the review of the who!~, may we say, 
quences. "'Vhat has God wrought," for it is his doing, 

Distribution of hooks. 

Another incident must not be omitted. 
During two years past brethren Page 
~nd Sale have exerted themselves greatly 
m promoting education, hoth among adults 
and children of both Rexes. Schools have 
been established in several villages both for 
boys and girls; while at llarisal two boarding 
schools have been conducted under the 
immediate care of the missionaries, some of 
the results of these efforts were witncss~d at 

and it is wonderful in our eyes. To Him 
be all praise and blessing. And what may 
we not expect in future l 'l'here were 200 
additions from the heathen during the past 
year, and the whole community numbers 
between 1,200 and I ,:JOO persons under direct 
Christian instruction; the little one has alreaclv 
bceome a thousand, and soon, doubtless, it 
will be thousands. May I ~xpress tho hope 
that these beloved brethren at this station will 
lie amply sustained in their arduous labours 
in this important field of labour' 
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HOME PROCEEDINGS. 
The especial attention of our friends 

is respectfully called to the series of 
meetings that arc arranged for the 
annual services of the Society. Let 
prayer be made to the Father of mer
cies, that a spirit of devoutness may 
animate them all, that a lively sense of 
our obligations to the Redeemer may 
be felt, and that his Holy Spirit may 
be supplied in abundant measure to 
all who may be privileged to take part 
in them. 

On the 6th of March, our dear bre
thren MAKEPEACE and JACKSON, with 
their wives and families, left the Mersey 
in the "William Carey," for the future 
scene of their labours in Northern 
India:-Mr. MAKEPEACE specially devo
ting himself to the ministry of the gos
pel among the heathen, and Mr. JACK
SON to assume the pastorate of the Agra 
baptist church. By the generous kind
ness of W. JONES, Esq., of Pwllheli, 
the owner of this truly missionary ship, 
our brethren go out without cost to the 
Society. 

We have pleasure in announcing the 
safe arrival of our brother, the Rev. D. 
J. EAST, at his destination. He has 

already commenced the duties of the 
Institution at Calabar, and anticipates 
much pleasure and success in his im
portant work. 

Numerous missionary meetings have 
been held during the past month ; 
in various places in Scotland and at 
Poplar, by Mr. TuESTRAIL, assisted by 
the Rev. Dr. HonY. Mr. UNDERHILL 
has attended meetings at Prescot 
Street, Eagle Street, and New Park 
Street, in London; also at Saftron Wal
den, Thaxted, Luton, and Wokingham. 
At several towns and villages in Bed
fordshire, our brother, the Rev. JOHN 
CLARK, has been engaged in advocating 
the claims of the heathen, and of Ja
maica in particular; the Rev. E. CAUEY 
at Woolwich, Loughton, High Wycombe, 
and King's Hill; the Rev. J. RussELL at 
Keppel Street and Loughton ; and the 
Rev. J. LEECHMAN at Hitchin; and by 
the kindness of our brethren, the Rev. 
T. POTTENGER and the Rev. I. NEw, 
our friends in Cumberland and Mont
gomeryshire have also been visited. 
Generally the meetings have been good, 
and throughout a missionary spirit 
was manifested. 

EXTRACT FROM FAREWELL ADDRESS OF REV. J. MAKEPEACE, 
AT BIRMINGHAM, FEB. 3, 1852, 

Concluded from our last. 

Appealing to the highest motives, I 
would beseech our pastors to press the sub
ject of mis5ions with greater frequency and 
earnestness on the consideration of their 
flocks. As a commencement, I would 
entreat them to make the missionary enter
prise the subject matter of' consecutive pulpit 
discourses, to originate or perfect local organ
izations, in order that this succession of 
appeals may be followed up by a plan of 
sustained and systematic effort. Let them 
then see to it that the anniversaries be so 
celebrated, as to be anticipated by the people 
as a high and solemn festival; and that among 
the diversified philanthropic and religious 
sucieties, our great missionary institute should 
occnpy a conspicuous place. Such a course 
would infallibly awaken a deep and general 

attention to the claims of the heathen, and 
promote a genuine revival of religion through
out our borders. 

I am convinced that the pastors have, for 
the most part, the remedy in their own hands, 
and that if they will lead, the people will follow. 

And what a sublime moral spectacle 
wou Id it be, if some of our honoured bre
thren who occupy first-rate positions amongst 
us should publicly proclaim that, inasmuch as 
in this the eventide of the world's history, and 
the present dispensation, the gospel had not 
yet been preached as a witness to all nations, 
and but few qualified men were willing to 
make the sacrifice, they were prepared to 
resign their flourishing churches and comfort
able homes, in order to go forth on tl11s 
arduous service ! 
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Shall it be that the emissaries of an apos
tate church are ready to lay clown their lives 
to extend the dominion of the man of sin,
ond shall we refuse to encounter thehazarclsand 
risks of subduing the rebellious nations to 
the obedience of the faith 1 Indifferent to the 
spirit of bygone saints, who braved the scaf
fold ancl the stake, ancl ten thousand perils 
by sea and land, for the testimony of Jesus, 
shall we leave his sovereign claims and pre
rogatives to vindicate themselves in the sight 
of the heathen 1 Surveying the goodly 
heritage of religious privileges and spiritual 
immunities, which have been secured to us 
by the noble army of martyrs and confessors, 
shall we sit clown quietly lo enjoy them, and 
not care to convey them far and wide to the 
utmost bounds of earth 1 " Tell it not in 
Gath, publish it not in the streets of Askalon, 
lest the daughters of the Philistines rejoice, 
lest the daughters of the uncircumcised 
triumph." 

If we would secure am pier resources, there 
must be a more practical identification 
between the churches at home and the 
missionaries abroad. Missionaries should be 
regarded, not so much the agents of t!te 
Society, but as in cleed and in truth, the 
messenge,·s of the churches. Instead of 
intercourse with distant brethren being con
finrd mainly to official correspondence, let 
the churches in their individual or associated 
capacity, communicate freely and directly 
with the missionaries, and the missionaries 
with the churches. 

Difficnlties may suggest themselves, bnt 
upon trial these will vanish away. It surely 
would be a possible and unobjectionable plan 
for any brother to write once or twice a year 
to a church or association of churches with 
whom he may have _been identified, and 
whose sympathies would therefore be the 
more readily excited on his behalf. 

The reciprocal advantages of a periodic 
interchange of thought ancl feeling and ex
perience regarding the spread of the gospel in 
their respective localities would be beneficial 
beyond all calculation. At any rate it might 
tend to stimulate the sluggish energies of 
some who have sunk down into a state of 
almost passive inertness; and who, above all 
others, may be prone to murmur at the doings 
of their fellow Christians, and especially of 
those who manage the numerous and com
plicate(l affairs of our great institutions. 
Imperfections and differences there must 
exist, but if there were morn of labour there 
would be more of forbearance and less of 
complaint. It will ever be noticed that the 
most active chmches are the least qua!'felsome, 
and that those that have been riven bv un
hallowetl intestine strifes are those that ·have 

neglected or cast a,it!e the implements of 
spiritual aggression. The be3t antidote aaainst 
discontent, as well as the best preventi~e of 
heresy ancl schism, will be found in energetic, 
untiring endeavour for the restoration and 
enlightenment of those who are ignorant and 
out of the way. 

Consider once ai::ain our position in India. 
Is it not a marvellous and unparalleled 
phenomenon in the history of nations, that 
after a series of conr1uesls achieved with un
exampled rapidity, that mighty continent 
should yield its allegiance to this distant and 
diminutive isle; and further, that there are 
not on the spot more than between 50,000 
and 60,000 Europeans of all ranks and pro
fessiom, and these scattered over nearly a 
million of square miles, to exert over 150 
millions absolute authority ancl control ? 
Consider the almost boundless facilities now 
afforded for the wide-spread promulgation of 
the gospel among its di versified races ; and 
remember that opportunity is the measure of 
obligation. From the Himalayas to the sea 
the country is open before us, and we ham 
nothing to do but "to go up and possess it." 
The teachers of a pure ancl unco!'fupt Chris
tianity can now do in India what they cannot 
do in Europe. They can pass unmolested 
through kingdoms and states with nothing to 
impede their progress or excite their fear, 
proclaiming to every creature, without per
sonal limitation, the truth as it is in Jesus. 
Consider again the result of the evangelization 
of India upon China, Thibet, and other 
adjacent heathen realms. The conquest of 
India to Messiah must hasten the confnsion 
and overthrow of many of the mightiest 
confederacies of evil to be found in any Janel, 
and accelerate the appro::tch of the clay when 
the heat.hen shall be visibly given unto Jesus 
for his inheritance. Looking at India then ;n 
this and many other aspects, I ask what 
country under the sun can, at the present 
moment, possess more attractive charms, or 
lure by a more potent spell ! The attention 
and 1·esources of el'ery evan:;elical church 
should now be directed, with concentrated 
energy, to its evangelization. I appe:11 lo 
you as baptists, that you will not for a moment 
relax your efforts, but. resolve, that as you 
were the first in the field, so you will be the 
last in the retreat ; as you were pioneers in 
this glorious warfare, so you will ever maintain 
your post of distinguished honour in the v~ry 
vanguard of Emmanuel's army. But while 
you recognize the peculiarly distinctive claim, 
of India, it becomes you to plead and pray 
ancl contribute for the adrnncc of this blessed 
cause throughout the wi,le circnit of the 
habitable globe, 
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CONTRIBUTIONS, 
Received on account of the Baptist Jfissiona1·y Society, during the montlt 

of February, 1852. 

£ •· d. 

.Annua.l Subscription,. 

Bailey, Mr. W ............. l l 0 
Bartlett, Rev. T ., Marn-

wood ..................... l l O 
Benham, J. L., Esq...... 2 2 0 
Black et, Mrs............... I l 0 
Bond, W. H .• Esq. ...... 2 2 0 
Bonsfield, J. R., Esq. •.. 1 I 0 
Cartwright, R., Esq...... 5 0 0 
Collins, W., Esq.......... 5 5 0 
Deane, Dray, & Deane, 

Messrs..................... 3 3 0 
Dnnt, Mr. T. ............... I I 0 
Dunt, Mr. J................ I I 0 
Francis, Mr. J. ............ 1 I 0 
Goodings, Mr. W......... 2 2 0 
Graham, Thos., Esq...... I I 0 
Green, Stephen, Esq. ... 2 2 0 
Grove, Mr. T ............... 1 1 0 
Haddon, Mr. John ...... 2 2 0 
Hancock and Rixon, 

Messrs..................... l 1 0 
Hanson, Jos., Esq. ...... 2 2 0 
Harwood, J. U ., Esq. ... 1 I 0 
Heriot, Mr. J. J.......... I 1 0 
Hodge, Mr. T............... 1 1 0 
Johnson, Mr. G. ......... 0 10 6 
Johnson, Mr. W. ......... 1 I 0 
Jones, Charles, Esq...... 2 2 0 
Jones, J.M., Esq......... l 1 0 
Low, James, Esq.. ........ l l 0 
Lushington, Right Hon. 

Stephen, D.C.L......... 3 3 0 
Mann, Mr. Joel............ 1 I 0 
Martin, Mr. T. ............ I l 0 
Meredith, Mr. J. ......... 1 I 0 
Merrett, Mr. T..... ........ I 1 0 
Morrell, C., Esq. ......... 2 2 0 
Napier, T., Esq............ I l 0 
Olney, Mr. W. ............ 1 l 0 
Overbury, Mr. B.......... 1 I 0 
Peek, Brothers, Messrs, I I 0 
Phillips, Mr. T............. I l 0 
Poole, M., Esq............. I 1 0 
Potter, Mrs. ............... I l 0 
Prosser, Mr. E............. I I 0 
Rawlinga, Mr. D.......... 2 2 O 
Ridgway, Tbos , faq. ... 5 /5 0 
Rippon, Mrs. T............ 5 0 0 
Roe, Mr. F.................. I l 0 
SLup, Mrn.................. l I 0 
61.aw, Mrs................... I l O 

Smith, Mr. Eusebius .. . 
Smith, W. L., Esq ...... . 
Smith, Mrs. W. L ...... . 
Smith, Miss 
Sp&lding, Thomas, Es'l. 
Steinkopff, Rev. Dr .... .. 
Stone, Mr. N ............. .. 
Taylor, James, Esq ...... . 
Walkden, John, Esq ... . 
Waller, Sil" Wathen, 

Bart ...................... .. 
Whitehorne, Jaa., Esq. 
Woolley, Mr. G. B ....... 

Doiiations. 

£ •· d. 
l l 0 
2 2 0 
l 1 0 
l l 0 
l 1 0 
1 1 0 
I l 0 
2 2 0 
1 l 0 

2 0 0 
2 2 0 
2 2 0 

C. F ........................... l O 0 
Gouldsmith, Mrs., !or 

Scripture, in Jamaica 6 i) 0 
J. c ............................ 38 0 0 

Do., for Jamaica The-
owgica! Inatitution 5 0 0 

Legacia. 

Carey, Mra.,lateof Wes-
ton auper Mare ......... 19 19 0 

Highgate-
Sunday School ......... 1 7 6 

Islington, Sonth-
Sunday School, for 

Native Preachers ... Q 10 0 
Maze Pond, on account 18 0 O 
Regent Street, Lambeth, 

on account ............... 40 0 O 
Shakspeare's Walk-

Contributions, for 
Native Preachers ••• Q 6 8 

Vernon Chapel-
Sunday School, for 

:Native Preachers ... 1 O O 
Wild Street, Little-

Collection ............... 7 0 0 
Windmill Strett, Hope Chapel-

Sunday School ......... 0 8 6 

B.e:DFORD&IHIRB. 

Bedford, Second Church-
Contributions, for 

Native Preachers ... l I 6 
Blunham-

Contribntione, for 
N<aive Preachers ... 1 4 6 

Hearn, Mr. D., late of 
High Wycombe ...... 66 13 4 Dunstnble-

Collectlons ............... 13 0 8 

LONDON AND MIDDLESEX 
'AUXIL[ARIES. 

Bloomsbury Chapel-

Contributions ......... 7 10 0 

20 10 8 
Le,a expeI!Bee_· ... I 16 2 

Contributions ......... 25 
Do., for Serampore O O Wilden

Contribut!one Schoo! ............... 10 0 O 

18 15 6 

1 10 0 
1-Do., for Schoo!a in 

India ............... 20 0 0 
Camberwell-

Dra wing Room Society 
and Crawford Street 
Buuday School, by 
Mr. Dickes, !or ln-
taU11 ..................... 2 16 ll 

Drayton, Weat-
Contributions, for 

:Native Preachera ... I 11 6 
Harlington-

Collectione .... .. .. ....... 7 12 6 
Sunday School, for 

Native l'i·eachcrs ... l 11 6 

BBRKSlllRlil, 

Ablngdon-
Collections............... 7 8 11 

Do., Cothill ......... 0 13 6 
Do., Fyfield O 11 2 
Do,, Drayton......... 1 3 0 

Contributions ......... 22 0 9 
Do., '.Sunday School l 8 7 

33 5 11 
Less expenses ...... l 18 9 

31 7 2 



Wolllngford-
Contribution, nddl-

tlonol ............... l l 0 
Do., for Native 

Preacliers ......... 2 l 6 

Windsor-
Collection ............... 7 17 8 
Contributions ......... 8 6 11 

Do., Sunday Schools l 13 O 
Do., for Nativ• 

Preacl,ers ... . .. .. . 0 19 0 

18 17 l 
Less expenses .... .. O 7 l 
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DBVONSHIRB, 

Bampton-
Contrlbutlons ......... 0 O 

Bideford-
Angas, Miss ............ 10 0 O 

Do.,for '.lranalations 10 0 0 
Kingobridge

Collections............... 4 11 4 
Contributions ......... 8 11 4 

13 2 8 
Less expenoes • .. ... 0 14 6 

12 8 2 

Soho Street
Procoeds or Lecture 

Lumb, Rossendale
Sunday School, for 
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Native Preachers ... 0 13 O 
Oldham-

Contributione, addi~ 
tional, for Native 
Preacher a ... . •.. . . . .. 0 8 0 

Rocbdale-
Contributione, for 

Native Preachers •.• 1 5 
Sabden-

Foster, George, Rl!q., 
for Jarn,a,ica Theo-

18 10 0 Bssu. 
Wokingham, on account 15 11 8 Waltham Abbey ......... 3 o o 

logical Institution 50 0 O 
Do., for Serampore 

College............... 50 O O 

CAMBRIDGBSRIRB, 

Cambridge-
Contributione, for 

Native Preachers ... l O 0 
Wlsbeach-

Contributions ......... , 8 0 
Do.,for Translations O 12 O 

NOR TB l!AST CA>lllRIDGB-
&Hllt.B-

Barton Mills-
Collections ............... 6 5 4 
Contributions 6 17 0 

Burwell-
Collection ............... 2 4 8 

Isleham-
Collection, &c .......... 

Soham-
5 0 0 

Colloctions ..........••.•• 114 7 
Contribution 0 10 0 

22 11 7 
Less expenses .... _.. 2 3 O 

20 8 7 

CORNWALL. 

Palmouth-
Collectlons ............... 11 4 0 
Contributions ......... 19 10 8 

Do., for Native 
Preachers ...... •.• 1 0 0 

Do., Sunday School, 
for do................ l l 6 

Grampound-
Collection ............... 2 5 0 

Launceston-
Contributions, for 

Native Preaclier,... l 16 O 
Redruth ..................... 12 10 G 
Bt.Austle-

Collections ....... ........ 3 6 3 
Contributions ......... 4 5 6 

:rruro-
Collections............... 8 14 3 
Contributions ......... 21 16 11 

Do.,for Translations l O 0 
Do., for Schools...... 2 2 0 
Do., Sunday School O 6 6 

90 19 0 
Less e:i:penses .. .. .. ll! 2 o 

78 17 0 

DmnDYSIURE. 

Walton on T1·cnt ......... 1 10 0 

GLOUCESTEBSHiltB, 

Coleford-
Contributione, for 

Native Preachers... 0 13 3 

HAMPSHIRE, 

Ashly-
Sunday School, for 

Native Preachers ... l O 9 
Emsworth- . 

Contributions ......... 1 10 O 
HartleyRow-

Contributions, for 
Native P,-eacliers •.. 0 16 3 

- HERTP'ORDSEi:IRB. 

Markyate Street-
Contributions, for 

Native Preachers... O 15 8 
St. Albans, on account 10 0 0 
Watford-

King, Miss............... 3 0 0 

KBNT. 

Tottlebank-
Collection ............... 2 11 1 
Contributions 6 14 1 

Do., for Native 
Preachers I 5 2 

LBICJISTJ:RSBiltB. 

PoEton-
Back.ney, Mr. Samuel, 

Ilston, by Rev. Jas. 
Blackbum ............ 3 0 0 

Hnsbands' Bosworth-
Collection .... ........ ... l 1 6 

Leicester-
P. B., by Mr. Winks O 10 0 

NoRPOLR. 

N orwlch, additional...... 0 10 0 

NoRTBAMPTONSHJRB. 

Aldwinkle-
Contributions, for 

Native Preachers ... 0 10 11 
Brayfleld on the Green-

Collection ............. .. 
Contributions ....... .. Chatham, Zion Chapel-

Coliections.. ....... .... .. 7 5 1 Do., Sunday School 
7 Grendon Hall-

I 16 6 
0 3 8 
0 10 4 

Contributions ......... 3 19 
Do., Sunday School 3 10 s Collection ... ............ 5 O O 

Middleton Cheney ...... 2 11 6 

14 15 4 
Acknowledged before 

and expenses......... 12 0 D 

2 14 7 
Crayrord-

Sunday School, for 
Intally .................. 1 7 6 

Eynsford-
Contributions, for 

Native Preacher• ... l 7 0 
:renterden, Zion Ch&pel-

Contrlbutiono, for 
Native Preacliers ... l 1 0 

LANCASHIRE, 
Cbowbent .................. 2 0 0 
Llverpool-

Negros' Friend So• 
ciety, for Rev. B. 
B • .De:rter, Steii-art 
2'o,,m, Jamaica... 5 0 0 

Do., for R,v. E. 
Jle,cett, Mo,.nt 
Carey, ,lo. ......... 5 0 0 

Pembroke Cbapcl-
Contl"ibutions ...... 90 10 0 

Do., for llllally ... 3 5 0 
Do., Sun. School, 

for do............. ~ 13 7 
Proceeds of Lect\\re l 15 0 

NOTTINGRAJISBIRB. 

Sutton in A.shfield-
Contrlbutions, for 

Natii-e Preachers ••• 0 9 O 

OXl"0RDSRIRB. 

Banbury-
Collection .. ... .. ... • .. • . 2 9 6 
Contributions ......... I 12 2 

4 1 8 
Less exp on sea .. .. .. 0 4 0 

3 17 8 
Blozham ...... .... ........ l l 0 

Hook Norton-
Collections.......... ... .. 3 13 0 
Contributions .. ....... 3 o O 

6 13 0 
Less expentcs .... .. 0 4 G 

6 8 5 

8HROPSHIRR. 

Shiffoal-
Suoday School ......... 1 7 6 
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£ •· d. 
SoM&RSETSHrRE. 

Chard-
Contributione, for 

Jila..tfre Preachers . .• 0 0 
Tiverton-

Contribution... ......... l O O 
Do., for 1-tatfre 

Preachers •...•. ,.. 0 16 6 

8TAPPORDSBIR.E. 

Walsall, Goodall Street
Sunday School, for 

1',ruive Preack,rs •.• 2 0 0 

8L"FFOLK, 

Eve-
·contributions, for 

Na.tire Preachers •.• 2 0 0 
Ipswich-

Stoke Green-
Contributions .•..•• l 7 O 

Do .• Sun. School O 10 0 
Tnrret Green-

Collection .. .. ........ 4 0 0 
Contributions .....• 6 9 10 

Do., Sun. School O 9 0 

12 15 10 

£ s. d. 
W ORC£STERSIIIRB. 

Pershore-
Contributions. for 

Debt ..................... 100 0 0 

YORKSHIRE, 

Bedale-
Contributions, for 

Native P1·cacl1e,·s ••• 3 0 
Leeds-

Contributions, for 
Native PreacTu,·s 0 10 

Do., Juvenile Asso-
ciation, for do . ... 

Slack Lane-
l 10 

Contributions, for 
Natii,e Prcaclw,•a ••• 0 10 

Steep Lane-
Contributions, for 

ltattve Preachers ... l 9 

NORTH WALES. 
CARNARVONSHIRE

Ilan3or-
Contributions, for 

0 

0 

0 

0 

G 

Native Pr,ach"·s ..• O 16 6 

Less expenses •..... o 4 6 DENmaaserRE-
Wrexham ...... ... ......... 9 3 O 

12 11 4 

Lowestoft-
Collection, &c .......... 28 0 0 

Less expenses ...... l 4 0 

2G lG 0 
Mildenhall-

Contributions, for 
Rati,·e Preachers .•• 0 10 0 

Sudbury-
Collection ..........•.... 2 12 0 
Contributions ...... .. 2 6 10 

Sossnx. 
Battle-

Contributione, for 
Native Preachers... 2 I 9 

WrtTsHrnB. 
Damerham and Rockbourne-

Contributions 5 0 0 
Do., for ltratfre 

Preachers • . •• .. . .. 2 0 0 

SOUTH WALES. 
GLAMORGANSHIRE

Abercanaid-
Collection ............... 1 9 4 
Contribution............ O 2 6 

l 11 10 
Less expenses • ..... o o 6 

MoNMOUTII.SllIRJil
CJ.iepsto,v-

Contributions, for 

1 11 4 

Native Preacher• ..• 0 16 G 
Pontheer-

Contributions, for 
Native Preachers ••• 3 O o 

PEMDROKESHmE-
Beulah-

Collection ............ .. 0 11 7 
Broadbaven, Hephzibah-

Collectlon ........... .... 0 5 O 

£ s. cl 
Ifaverfordwest-

Colloctlons ............... 20 0 
Contributions ......... 94 17 

Do., Juvenlle ......... 6 2 

120 0 
Less expenses .•.••• 

Pembroke-
Collection .............. , 

Salem-
Collection ............... 
Contribution• ......... 

Smyrna-
Collection ............... 

SCOTLAND. 
Edinburgh-

Contributions, Juve• 
nile ..................... 

Ifawick-
Turnbull,' Mrs .......... 

Kirkaldy-
Collection ............... 

Locbgilphead-
Contributions, for 

Native p-,•eache1·s ... 
Tyree-

Contributions, for 
Native Preachers ... 

IRELAND, 

Tubbel'lllore-
Contributione, for 

0 14 

119 G 

2 12 

l 0 
0 7 

0 9 

0 9 

15 0 

4 0 

0 9 

l 0 

0 
0 
0 

0 
0 

0 

7 

0 
0 

5 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Natfre Preache,·; •.• 2 6 0 
Waterford-

Contributions, for 
Native Preachei·s ... O 19 9 

ERRATUM. 

The sum of £3 31., from Stour
bridge, acknowledged in the lfarch 
Herald, page 48, should Ii ave been 
as follows:-
Ml'B. Dorrientt, for India 1 1 0 
Mr. Jos. Dorricutt, for 

Gen.e1·al Purposes . . • 0 
Do., _fo~ Baptist Ho.me 

Misswn . ... . . •... ..... 0 10 G 
Do., for Baptist Irish 

Society.................. o 10 0 

Subscriptions and Donations in aid of the Baptist Missionary Society will be thankfully 
received by William Brodie Gurney, Esq., and Samuel Morton Peto, EsrJ., M.P., Treasurers 
by the Rev. Frederick Trestrail and Edward Bean Underhill, Esq., Secretaries, at the 
Mission House, 33, Moorgate Street, LONDON: in EDINBURGH, by the Rev. Jonathan 
Watson, and John l\facandrew, Esq.; in GLASGOW, by Robert Kettle, Esq.; in DUBLIN, by 
John Purser, Esq., Rathmincs Castle; in CALOUTTA, by the Rev. James Thomas, Baptist 
Mission Press; and at NEW YoRK, United States, by W, Colgate,Esq. Contributions can 
also be paid in at Messrs, Barclay, Bevan, Tritton, 11nd Co., Lombard Street, to the account 
of the Treasurers, 

J. J//\J;DON, PJHNTJ<:n, rASTJ,g STRB~T, FINSDUR\", 
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BAPTIST MAGAZINE. 

MAY, 1852. 

MEMOIR OF THE LATE REV. CHARLES SHARP, 

OF BRADNINCII, 

BY THE REV. CHARLES BAKER. 

l\IR. CHARLES SnARP, the subject of proachcs for a lengthened period, Rowe 
this brief memoir, was born at Salis- one day said with great tenderness, 
bury in the year 1775: He was not "Oh, Charles, why do you act thus 
favoured with pious parents or con- towards me? Have I done you any 
nexions. Early in life he was o.ppren- harm 1 I cannot bear it, Charles." 
ticed to Freemantle and Co., wholesale Mr. Sharp turned o.wo.y from him in a 
linen drapers of Salisbury. For several most contemptuous manner, but the 
years during this period of his life he aITow of conviction sank deep into his 
was very gay, and fond of worldly very soul, his conscience told him that 
amusements ; he had little or no re- Rowe was right. He endeavoured to 
gard for the sabbath ; in short, he was hide his feelings, and felt desirous of 
"without God and without hope in the retiring to some secret place where he 
world." Among other apprentices in might give vent to the emotions of his 
the shop was a Mr. Rowe, who after-

1 

overburdened spirit. Such a place was 
wards became a baptist minister. He 

I 
at last found, and here his grief was of 

was in the habit of attending the mi- · the most agonizing description. He felt 
nistry of the late Mr. Saffery, and some- 1 deeply on account of his unkindnes~ ;o 
times accompanied him into the country! Rowe, who had always treated him as 
and in his open-air services. On this : a friend and brother. Rowe presently 
account, Rowe came in for a large share I observed that Sharp was no longer a 
of ridicule from his companions in the I persecutor, and that his mind was 
shop ; and I have often heard Mr. deeply affected. He spoke to him and 
Sharp acknowledge with sorrow that .

1 

found him ready to converse on spiritual 
he was one of the worst in this petty , subjects. 'fhis agreeably surprised him, 
persecution. After enduring their re- · and he ventured shortly after to inYite 
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him to attend the open-air service the 
next Lord's day morning, which he 
promised to do. The word was accom
panied with divine power ; it reached 
his heart. His attendance on l\lr. 
Saftery's ministry now became frequent, 
and he resolved to break off from every 
evil practice. He went so far as to 
alter the style of his dress, thinking 
that his former garments indicated the 
vanity of his mind. " Here," he one 
day observed to the writer, "a legal 
spirit crept in, and I was going about 
to establish my own righteousness, but 
I was ignorant and inexperienced." 

.A.bout this time his apprenticeship 
expired, and as he had given satisfaction 
to his employers, they gave him ten 
guineas and engaged him as an as
sistant, promising to increase his salary 
five pounds per annum during the time 
he remained and gave satisfaction. 
But Mr. Sharp continued to attend with 
the baptists, and dissenters were much 
disliked in Salisbury at this period. 
This unchristian spirit manifested itself 
in deeds as well as words, and Mr. Sharp 
always considered himself the victim. 
One day, shortly after_ the above-men
tioned agreement, one of the dignitaries 
of the cathedral (and a customer) dined 
with the principal of the firm with 
which Mr. Sharp was connected; and 
the next morning he was told that his 
services were no longer required. He 
endeavoured to ascertain the cause, but 
his inquiries were evaded. He was now 
out of a situation; but was shortly after 
introduced by a friend to a large mer
cantile house in London, the principals 
of which were pious dissenters: this 
was in the year 1795. Mr. Sharp now 
attended the ministry of Mr. Booth. 
He often experienced indescribable an
guish while he listened to the heart
searching appeals of this faithful minis
ter of Christ. For some time his distress 
of mind was so great that, in the midst 
of his engagements he was obliged to 

' lay down his pen and run to Mr. Booth 
for comfort and instruction. Subse
quently, his spirit was so bowed down 
in the remembrance of past sin, that 
he determined to relinquish his situa
tion and return to his home. There he 
passed two months in mental anguish, 
refusing to be comforted. During this 
period the bible was his constant com
panion, and the throne of grace his 
daily refuge. At last he was led to 
exerci~e faith in Jesus Christ as his 
Redeemer, and his burdened spirit was 
relieved, and he could say, " 0 Lord, I 
will praise thee ; though thou wast 
angry with me, thine anger is turned 
away." He returned to London, and 
was again received by his former em
ployers. 

In the month of March, 1796, he was 
baptized on a profession of his faith in 
Christ, in Devonshire Square chapel, 
and shortly after received into the 
church under the pastoral care of Mr. 
Booth, in Goodman's Fields. He attended 
Mr. Booth's ministry about five years, 
during which time he became engaged 
to and married his late wife, who was 
a member of the church under the care 
of the Rev. Rowland Hill. Mr. Sharp 
now took up .his residence at Chelsea, 
and attended the ministry of Mr. 
Hughes of Battersea. After some time 
Mr. and Mrs. Sharp communed with 
the church at Battersea, He told 
Mr. Booth that distance from Good
man's Fields had induced him to do so. 
Mr. Booth gravely said, "Well, brother 
Sharp, I should not have done so." The 
church at Battersea was an open com
munion one, and Mr. Booth's sentiments 
on this question are well known. But 
here Mr. Sharp enjoyed much spiritual 
prosperity, and frequently united with 
the young men of the congregation in 
their meetings for prayer and other re
ligious exercises. 

In the year 1803, Mr. Sharp corn· 
menced business at Ashford in Kent, ns 
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is evidenced by a letter addressed to 
him by Mr. Booth, who says: "I am 
glad to hear that you arc comfortably 
settled ; may the Lord direct all your 
steps, and render you both useful and 
happy. I am an old man, my asthma 
increases, my work seems to be nearly 
done, and my dissolution at hand. May 
I be found quite ready." In this neigh
bourhood it appears by a letter from 
Mr. Hughes that Mr. Sharp began to 
exercise his gifts by preaching in the 
village of Bethersden. At first he read 
Burder's sermons with Mr. Hughes's ap
probation, but in the same letter Mr. 
Hughes added, "If the people, after all, 
fall off, or seem listless, you must set at 
it with an extemporaneous (or rather 
unwritten) pell-mell." In the year 
1806 his preaching was approved by 
the church at Battersea, and he was 
recommended to make known to his 
fellow men the unsearchable riches of 
Christ. In a short time the house in 
which he preached at Bethersden was 
too small to contain the congregation ; 
much good was done, and a church was 
formed in 1807, consisting of thirteen 
members, and Mr. Sharp became the 
pastor. Difficulties of a pecuniary kind 
induced him to remove from Ashford to 
Helston in 1809. 

During his residence at Ashford he 
had several providential escapes from 
death. Once he was thrown from his 
horse and fell on his head with great 
violence, but sustained no injury. At 
another time he fell over a precipice, 
and escaped unhurt. And lastly, one 
night as he was returning from Bethers
den he was met by three men who ap
peared to be soldiers, and robbed of his 
watch and some money, but through 
the gracious interposition of God they 
offered no violence to his person. 

He resided at Helstou about six years, 
where God blessed his labours to the 
conversion of many souls. Here he 
commenced a sabbath school (as he had 

previously done at Ashford and Bethers
den), which soon numbered a hundred 
and twenty children. In the year 1814, 
having experienced several discourage
ments, arising principally from the 
opposition of a senior deacon of hyper
Calvinistic sentiments, he left Helston, 
and by the earnest entreaty of John 
Saunders, Esq., of Plymouth, he was 
induced to settle at Bradnincb, with 
the view of establishing a baptist cause 
there. His efforts were blessed, and 
here for more than thirty-seven years 
he continued to make known the gospel 
of Christ. He was untiring in his 
efforts to benefit the people of the town 
and neighbourhood, by teaching and 
preaching. He originated, with the 
assistance of a few friends, the day 
schools which we have in connexion 
with our congregation, and it is pro
bable that there are hundreds in the 
neighbourhood who would have been 
unable to read or write but for his self
denying exertions. 

But while he was a friend to free and 
unsectariau education, and strove in 
every possible way to promote the good 
of his fellow men, he had to contend 
with much opposition, and his hopeful 
and sanguine spirit was ready at times 
to sink in him. May 6th, 18-!2, he 
writes:-" This day is the anniversary 
of my coming to settle with the congre
gation at Bradninch, twenty-eight years 
ago. Being greatly pained to see so 
little good effected by my ministry, I 
was much cast down in my mind, 
and ready to fear my work was done." 
He concludes by praying that the 
Lord would revive his work, and 
enable him to finish his testimony 
with joy; and his prayer has been 
heard. 

Since the settlement of his successor 
in 18-15, he has but seldom been well 
enough to pi·each on the Lord's day, 
but he could constantly say, "Lord, I 
have loved the habitation of thy house." 
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He was never absent from any public and I mm say, '0 death where is thy 
service unless from necessity. sting 1 O grave where is thy victory1 'l'he 

For several years he has been gra- sting of death is sin, and the strength of 
dually failing. One pin after another sin is the law, But thanks be to God 
was removed from the tabernacle until which giveth us the victory through 
the last was taken, and the tenant left our Lord Jesus Christ,•" 1 Cor. xv. 56, 
to ta:ke possession of "a house not made He then spoke of the comfort he de-
with hands, eternal in the heavens." rived from the fourteenth, fifteenth, six-

" Harry soul, thy days are ended, teenth, and seventeenth chapters of 
All thy mourning days below." John's gospel, and that sweet passage 

In the month of May last he appeared in Philip. iv. G, he said, "keeps me in a 
to be rapidly approaching his end. He praying frame all day long ; 'Be care
then said to me in one of my visits, " I ful for nothing, but in everything by 
wish to tell you how good the Lord has , prayer and supplication with thanks
been to me ; this morning my attention · giving, let your requests be made known 
was directed to the second chapter of unto God.'" 
Paul's epistle to the Ephesians: 'And The next time I called he said he felt 
you hath he quickened who were dead better, but was confident his stay in this 
in trespasses and sins.' The fourth world would not be long. "I am as a 
verse particularly struck me: ' But servant waiting for the coming of my 
God who is rich in mercy for his Lord. My lamp is trimme:l and my 
great love wherewith he loved us,·" light burning." In prayer I made 
&c. Then passing on to the eleventh some allusion to his usefulness, not 
and twelfth verses: "' Wherefore, re- with a view to magnify the creature, 
member, that ye being in time past as he would have felt, if he had allowed 
Gentiles in the flesh, who are called me to finish the sentence, but he would 
uncircumcision by that which is called not, he laid his hand on my arm, and 
the circumcision in the flesh made by said with emphasis, "Spare me, spare 
hands ; that at that time ye were with- me, Christ is all." When I next 
out Christ, being aliens from the.corn- saw him he appeared in the same 
ruonwealth of Israel, and strangers from happy frame of mind. "I am waiting 
the covenants of. promise, having no for the Master," said he," with my loins 
hope and without God in the world:' girt and my staff in my hand." He 
I do remember my horrible state," said then spoke of his early history and 
he, "and I humbly hope and firmly be- with peculiar pleasure of having been 
lieve that God who is ricli in mercy has 'favoured to hear Mr. Booth, through 
brought me out of it. I then take in whose instrumentality he had been led 
the concluding part of the chapter; to an acquaintance with doctrines 
'~ow then, ye are no more strangers which had been dear to him through 
and foreigners, but fellow citizens with life. " I had no Socinian heresy there," 
the saints and of the household of God,' said he, "but you know that I have not 
&c. Yes," he repeated with emphasis, confined myself to doctrinal truth, I 
·' a fellow citizen with the saints; this is have vJways delighted to proclaim the 
what I have long been praying for-I freeness of gospel blessings, and that 
ha,e long wished to be able to say in it is the duty of all who hear the gospel 
the full assurance of faith, 'My beloved to give it a cordial reception." 
is mine and I am his;' but hitherto I The bible .appears to have been his 
Jiayc been subject to bondage through constant companion, and for many 
fear of death. Now this fear is gone months he scarcely ever read any other 
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book. "Thousands of pearls and rubies," 
said he, "are nothing to the bible." 

It is unnecessary to multiply examples 
of his child-like dependence on God, 
"Without me ye can do nothing," was 
a passage which found a constant home 
in his mind, and was entertained as a 
most welcome guest. 

After some months, transport gave 
place to calm and settled peace, and as 
his physical strength was increased a 
little he employed himself for some 
time in distributing tracts in the town, 
and in visiting and praying with his 
Christian friends, but it soon became 
evident to all th:it the time of his 
departure was at hand. 

Through a long life he had wept 
with those who wept, and this trait 
of his character appeared to the last. 
On hearing of the lamented removal 
of a young lady of the congregation 
(Miss Greene) who died the Lord's day 
previous to his own departure, his first 
impulse was to visit the bereaved and 
sorrowing family to minister conso
lation, but his feeble frame was too 
weak'¾ enable him to accomplish his 
wish. He was compelled to relinquish 
his design, and he sent a line expressive 
of his sympathy. Howeve1· he could 
not rest until he had seen some of the 
bereaved family with whom he offered 
prayer, and it was remarked to me 
that this prayer was quite connected, 
and the mind appeared still vigorous. 
But it was a last effort. His race was 
nearly run. 'fhe setting sun gave out 
a softened light as it was sinking in 
a cloudless sky beneath the horizon. 
Within twenty-four hours after this 
interview his emancipated spirit winged 
its way to the mansions of the blessed. 

The last time I saw him was the day 
before he died, he appeared very weak, 
but was still able to walk about his 
room without assistance. His mind 
was calm, his hopes centred in Christ ; 
"If we arc found on the 'Rock of 

ages,' " he said, " all will be well : 
'Christ is all and in all.' " 

At two o'clock the next morning 
(Oct. 1/ith, 1851), a low moaning was 
heard in his room, and one short 
petition was offered, ".Dear Jesus, help 
me." His nurse entered, but he was 
unable to speak. ;\,[edical advice was 
procured, but it was unavailing. He 
gradually sank, until nearly six o'clock, 
when, without the least struggle or 
groan, his heaven-born spirit broke her 
fetters, and, winged her way to the 
regions of immortality and eternal life. 

But perhaps the reader will be dis
posed to ask, as he reviews this brief 
sketch, "Had Mr. Sharp no imper
fections 1" W c answer Yes, and few men 
ever more deeply deplored them than 
he. There was a sort of quickness of 
temper, which sometimes led him to 
act contrary to his better judgment. 
It was this gave to the reproofs and 
discipline of our revered friend the 
appearance of severity at times. This 
quickness of temper brought distress 
and darkness on his mind, and led him 
to humble himself deeply before God. 
We could fain wish that all who are 
troubled with irritable tempers felt the 
same distress follow, and were led to 
apply afresh to the Saviour for grace to 
mortify the deeds of the body and to 
crucify the flesh. 

"Finally brethren, whatsoever things 
are true, whatsoever things are honest, 
whatsoever things are just, what
soever things are pure, whatsoever 
things are lovely, whatsoever things are 
of good report, if there be any virtue, 
if there be any praise, think on these 
things." Apply daily to the same open 
fountain. Trust in the same Almighty 
and all-sufficient Saviour. Rely on the 
assistance of the same sustaining Spirit 
to enable you to o\'crcomc your great 
enemy, th•J devil, and your own cor
ruptions, and to mllk in the way cf 
holiness, then :-
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... "Yet a season, an.d you know, 
Happy entranrc will be gi\l~J, 

All your sorrows left below, 
And f3atth cxr.b=rnged for hcil.YCn." 

The funeral of our departed friend was 
attended by a large concourse of people 
of various denominations, and it has 
been determined to erect a tablet to 
perpetuate his memory, for which pur
pose £15 have been subscribed by 
members of his own and other con
gregations in the town, who are anxious 
to testify their respect for one who had 
lived to do good. 

Chapel Honse, Bradninch. 

The inscription on the tablet is, "In 
memory of the Rev. Charles Shal'p, the 
first, and for thirty-one years the 
faithful pastor of the church of Jesus 
Christ in this place, who departed this 
life, October 15, 1851, aged seventy
seven years." 

Assiduous in the discharge of his 
ministerial duties, and in the daily in
struction of the young, he secured the 
esteem of the members of his own and 
other congregations in this town, at 
whose united expense this tablet is 
erected. 

THE PROPHETS. 

NO, '\'III. PROPHETICAL AUTHENTICITY, 

THll subject of this paper would be 
better indicated, probably, to some 
readers by the title "Horre Propheticre,'· 
the design of it being, in imitation of 
the well-known treatise of Paley, from 
the unstudied coincidences which may 
be observed between the prophetical 
and historical books of Scripture to 
deduce an argument favourable to the 
authenticity of ea.eh of them. As a 
larger proportion of the paper will be 
taken up in deriving the "historic" au
thenticity than the other, we might 
also have denominated the paper "Pro
phetic Attestations." 

It is not necessary, in order to make 
the two kinds of records bear on the 
truth of each other, that we should 
previous! y settle their respective dates. 
We freely admit that various of the 
historical books of scripture were in 
existence when the prophets wrote ; we 
have no doubt that the prophets were 
familiar with these books : at the same 
time we hope to show that many of the 
confirmations which they supply to the 
statements of these books are E<) easy 

and unforced as to have all the value of 
separate testimonies. The allusions 
which embody these confirmations are, 
many of them, so indirect in their 
nature ; they occur often with such im
portant differences; they are inwrought 
for the most part so unartificially into 
the web of the prophecy ; and they 
exhibit sometimes the fact or facts 
narrated under such new aspects as 
prove them to proceed from independent 
authorities. 

Let us take first an example or two 
of indirect or oblique allusion. The 
sixteenth chapter of Isaiah's prophecies 
commences as follows : "Send ye the 
lamb to the ruler of the land from Sela 
to the wilderness, to the mount of the 
daughter of Zion." What is this lamb 7 
The whole passage is a part of a pro
phecy entitled " The burden of 1vioab," 
which extends through two chapters. 
(Isa. xv., xvi.) We must therefore look 
for the solution of our query to the 
historical notices which we have of the 
relations between Israel and Moab. 
Now it is only by comparing one or two 
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of these notices that we arrive at a understand it to be Petra,-the cele
sufficiently satisfactory account of the hrated Petra whose excavations have 
nature of the lamb spoken of. First of recently attracted so much attention,
all we read, 2 Sam. viii. 2, that the it will be evident is no part of the 
J\1oabites, after their defeat by David, territory of lY[oab but of Idumea.• 
became his servants and brought gifts, Here then the diversities are more 
i. e. tribute gifts. This tributary sub- numerous than the points of resem
jection would seem to have continued blance; nay, there is but a single 
till the time of J ehoram, king of Israel ; point of resemblance, and this is one 
for we read in 2 Kings iii. 4, that the which it needs some care and pains
king of Moab, who is there styled a taking to make obvious. 
sheep-master," rendered unto the king We shall find a like union of resem
of Israel, a hundred thousand lambs blance with diversity in the next 
and a hundred thousand rams with the example which we notice, for which 
wool." The next verse, however, informs we go to Zechariah. In eh. xii. 11 
us that in Jehoram's reign this was dis- of that prophecy the mour.ning with 
continued, for that "the king of Moab which the Jews will hereafter review 
rebelled against the king of Israel." their conduct to their Messiah is corn
We give the steps remaining to our pared to the mour-nin.9 of Hadadrirmnon 
conclusion in the words of Dr. Hen- in the valley of .Jfegiddo. Now here a 
derson, whose very probable conjecture very slight acquaintance with the scrip
it is that on the division of the king- ture histories suffices to remind us that 
doms under Rehoboam the allegiance the mourning alluded to is that which 
of the Moabites had been transferred took place in Judea on the death of 
to the Israelitish crown. "It is in all Josiah (see 2 Kings, xxiii. 29; 2 Chron. 
probability," says Henderson (Com- xxxv. 25). But why is this mourning 
ment. in loc.), "to some such tribute called "the mourning of Hadadrim
which had been withheld that refer- mon." Here the history is silent, and 
ence is here made, ,:i 'lamb' being we are reduced to depend on the tes
used collectively for 'lambs' - the timony of Jerome that Hadadrimmon 
lambs due to the ruler of the land, i. e. was the name of a place in the great 
of Judah. They were originally sent plain of Esdraelon near to Megiddo. 
to the king of Israel; but Isaiah knew What less like studied and forced con
of only one legitimate king of the formity than this 1 The prophet fixes 
Hebrews whose residence was, as here the general scene of the calamity like 
expressed, on 'Mount Zion.' " the historbn, but adds a more par-

Supposing this explanation of the ticular designation of it from his own 
phrase to he the true one (and it sources of information. 
appears to ourselves as just as it is To return, however, for a little to the 
ingenious) what coincidence, we would chapters which supplied us with our 
ask, could bear less trace of concert or first instance. We may be said to have 
collusion 1 Of the two kinds of tribute in these chapters something like a topo
paid by the Moabites one only is speci- graphical survey of Moab, a sort of 
fied ; this is mentioned in the singular synoptical view of the chief places 
rather than the plural: it is not con- within its borders. Now such a view 
nected with the sovereign who last we have, also, in one of the books of 
received it, nor with the region we 
8hould have expected it to be sent * For an explanation of this difficulty, seo Hen-
from. ,Sela, to such of our readers [19 <1w011. 
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!.he 1\:ntatcuch: see Numb. xxi. 25-31, I their purport, in lllOre general terms 
:md cspccinlly eh. xxxii. ;3, 34-::rn; ! would be, "Obse1·vc, if you please, all 
th_cse passages presenting u~, indeed, the ceremonial enactments of yolll' law, 
with what amounts to a list of the and with all the punctuality and for. 
llfoahitish chief towns. Of course, that mality possible." Now among these 
the names of most of these towns should exhortations it is only; the two inter. 
occur in the prophecy of Isaiah was in- mediate ones which call for any remark. 
cvitable ; yet who will say that the The "three years' tithes" and the "lea. 
transcription is that of a compiler 1 vened offerings" occasion us at first 
We meet with the same names, it is some surprise. We are not, from what we 
true, but we do not meet with them in read in the sacred histories, familiar 
the same order. V{ e meet with them, with oblations of this class. No case of 
but it is with additions and subtrac• either observance comes before us in 
tions. Some have disappeared from our any part of these histories. And yet, 
page altogether ; in their stead others on turning to the original ritual, we 
have come. These are just the changes find each observance prescribed-each 
in the geography of a territory which too on more than one occasion. 
the lapse of a few centuries would lead See Lev. vii. 13; xxiii. 17 ; Deut. xiv. 
us to expect; the substantial land• 28; xxvi. 12. We have here then all 
marks and principal centres of popula· the evidence of internal honesty. Can 
tion remain, but of the other spots any coincidence be imagined less salient 
some have risen, and some have sunk in or less open to suspicion than this 1 
importance. We have accordingly just Who would expect to find among the 
that degree of confirmation to the ac• idolatrous Israelites minutire of obedi• 
curacy of the historian for which re• ence of which no traces exist among 
flection would prepare us. We have the Jews 1 But for these exhortations, 
not the confirmation of a copyist, but we should have supposed that the enact• 
we have that of a subsequent observer. ments in question, like those respecting 
The identities of the names attest the the sabbaths of the soii (see 2 Chron. 
fidelity of the first writer: the diver• xxxvi. 21), had been tacitly suffered to 
sities are such as time would occasion. go into disuse. We should only, to say the 
Both the identities and the diversities least, have been able to infer the prac• 
are in the historian's favour. tice from the precept, as sometimes we 

Our next example will involve a have to infer the precept from the 
reference to the prec2ptive part of the practice. The passage in Amos affords 
Pcntateuch. In the fourth chapter of us a glimpse into the actual working of 
the prophecies of Amos, at verses 4 and the Mosaic constitution. It shows us 
r.,, we read as follows: " Come to Bethel that even less prominent parts of the 
and transgress ; at Gilgal multiply machinery continued going. It reminds 
transgression; and bring your sacri• us of the streams, some real and some 
flees every :morning, and _your titltes fabulous, which, after a long subterra
a/ter tliree y~ai·s : and oj}'er a sacrifice neous progress, re-appear suddenly in 
~f thanl:sgiring with leaven, and pro• some new and unexpected region. l\Iul· 
claim and publish the free offerings ; tifarious as were the prescriptions of 
for .this liketh you, 0 ye children of the ancient ritual, and likely not a few 
Israel, saith the Lord God." From the of them to slip out of use as easily as 
language of the two opening clauses they do from our memories, we yet sec 
here, it is evident that the four remain• that none of them were meant to be 
ing exhortations are ironical, and that otiose or dormant. 
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We spoke of the new aspect.s under 
which prophetic statements sometimes 
exhibit historic occurrences. A good 
illustration of this, we think, will be 
found in the following passage from the 
twenty-eighth of Isaiah. It is the de
nunciation which is contained in the 
twenty-first verse: "For the Lord shall 
rise up as in mount Perazim, he shall 
be wroth as in the valley of Gibeon, 
that he may do his work, his strange 
work, and bring to pass his act, his 
strange act." What is the first of the 
divine manifestations here referred to 1 
It can be no other than the interposi
tion on behalf of David and his army, 
recorded in 2 Sam. v. 20. Among other 
defeats of the Philistines at this time, 
one took place at a spot called "Baal
perazim." Nothing remarkable appears 
to have distinguished this defeat from 
others, either as to the formidableness, 
or as to the number of the enemies slain. 
The whole account of it, as well as of 
the previous hostilities which occasioned 
it, is despatched in four verses. After 
the more splendid military achievements 
of David, we pass it over as inconsider
able. Yet what is the impression given 
us of it by the prophetic allusion 1 It 
is evidently treated as a signal dis
play of divine prowess. It is held 
up as a celebrity which might well 
serve as a model for others, and full 
of instruction and warning. Our rea
Aoning from this representation of it 
is as follows. To exhibit an his
torical incident in a light thus novel 
shows that the prophet was no mere 
echo of the historian ; that he was not 
servilely intent on walking in his pre
decessor's track. It shows that their 
consonance, where they do agree, is 
that of two distinct minds. It lends 
the greater weight, therefore, to their 
opinions, whenever they are an instance 
of this consonance, the two writers 
painting the same transaction in simi
lar colours. It will Le sufficient to 
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cite, as an illustration of this, IIosea's 
advertences to the atrocity at Giheah ; 
see Hosea ix. 9 ; x. 10. In the ahsence 
of the prophet's twofold reference to 
this outrage, we might have supposed 
that it had but slightly impressed or 
affected the nation. No sign of humilia
tion on account of it appears in any 
national act, nor does any national lyrist 
brand it with his censure. We almost 
feel, as we pass from one inspired book 
to another, as if it had not excited the 
horror which it deserves. At last the 
prophecy of Hosea comes in to our re
lief. The stain is there seen to be 
indelible. The judgment of the his
torian ( see Judges xix. 30) is re-affirmed, 
and we are taught, by a new instance, 
not to construe silence into indifference 
or connival. 

It would be only going over ground 
along which no guidance is needed to 
remark on the frequent allusions of the 
prophets to the more memorable por
tkmsof the national history. The wonders 
of the Exodus and of the Red sea-the 
splendid theophany at Sinai-the tri
umphs which marked the entrance into 
Canaan-the repulse of the Assyrian 
invasion ; these and other topics formed 
a stock of interest from which they 
were never weary of drawing. We may, 
however, notice, in proof of their value 
as witnesses, a different class of facts 
which they have preserved to us. These 
are facts which we might style the 
li.1ra~ 11.,y6µ,va of history ; facts which 
have come down to us only, through 
the prophets. It is solely, e. g., from 
them we get any information as to 
the fall of the Egyptian Thebes or 
Diospolis, called by the prophet Na
hum "populous No," i. e. Noam
mon (see Nahum iii. 8). Apart from 
them we should have no knowledge of 
the migrntion of the Syrians, (see Amos 
ix. 7), or of the earthquake iu the reign 
of Uzziah. This b.ttcr fact is attested 
by t\\'O prophets, Ames and Zcch,tri,il1 

2 I 
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(see Amos i. 1, Zech. xiv. 5), but by 
both incidentally. Another interesting 
instance of this nature is Jeremiah's 
account of the Rechabites (see Jer. 
xxxiv.) This singular episode bursts 
upon us with all the effect of surprise. 
We have indeed the name of the an
cestor of this people once or twice in 
the inspired histories (see 2 Kings x. 
15, lG ; also 1 Chron. ii. 55), but this is 
all. No hint is given in either·lpassage 
of any peculiarity in his habits or 
opinions ; nothing said which would 
induce us to invest him with a patri
archal character. We gather from the 
brief record in the Kings that he was a 
man of repute and influence in his day, 
but no more. How slender a basis this, 
were it all, for the episode which the 
prophet introduces ! How impossible to 
believe that this episode was a structure 
on that basis. Little divergences like 
this enforce on us the conviction that 
the prophets were no mere retailers of 
historic stores ; that it was no part of 
the anxiety which they felt to prop up 
the credit of other authors ; but that 
they took their stand on their own au
thority, and their own title to cre
dence. 

It is in the nature of things that the 
historians should rather be aids to the 
interpretation of the prophets than 
vouchers for their authenticity ; but 
such confirmation as is possible from 
the former is not wanting. It is some
what that a comparison of the two does 
not bring to light any anachronisms in 
prophecy, and this is nearly as much as 
can be expected. Were any of the nu
merous allusions which the prophets 
contain to historical transactions incon
sistent with the professed era of their 
authorship, this would be a presump
tion against their authenticity. It would 
be decisive, for instance, against the 
authenticity of Isaiah were the re-

fcrence to llfogiddo, already noticed (sec 
p. 267), found in his writings. It would 
be strong presumption against the au
thenticity of Jeremiah did Ezekiel's 
mention of Daniel with Job and Noah 
(sec Ezek. xiv. 14, 20) come before us 
iu his. Btit so far as we are aware, no 
violations of chronological truthfulness 
of this kind have been detected, Even 
as painters of manners, the prophets 
will be found faithful mirrors of the 
fashions of their times. Although, e. g. 
they all join in complaints of national 
corruption and degeneracy, it is not the 
same forms of corruption which they 
reprobate. The women, e. g. in Isaiah's 
time, do not make cakes to the queen of 
heaven (see Jer. vii. Is), nor do those in 
J eremiah's weep for Tammuz (see Ezek. 
viii. 14). It is only in the prophets 
whose mission was to the ten tribes in 
particular, that we are reminded of the 
worship of the calves. Conformity to 
heathenish customs is not charged as a 
sin of equal prevalence both before and 
after the captivity. These proprieties of 
time and place are confessedly minute, 
but they all concur to show the genuine
ness of the prophecies. They are all, in 
their degree, verifications of the accu
racy of the titles prefixed ; they are 
just those parts of the impression on 
the coin which it would be least easy to 
counterfeit, and which therefore to a 
practised eye ascertain the whole to be 
sterling metal. 

In the preceding observations we are 
aware that we have done no more than 
collect a few sheaves, or more truly, per
haps, a few ears from a plenteous har· 
vest field ; but we hope enough has 
been gathered to induce others to thrust 
in their sickle. We have little doubt 
that a patient collation of the two 
classes of inspired writers would fur• 
nish materials for a work as complete 
and as conclusive as the HorCI! PaulinCI!. 
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ON THE ARGUMENT FOR INFANT BAPTISM DERIVED FROM THE 
WRITINGS OF TERTULLIA~T. 

DY II, J, RIPLEY, D,D, 

Dn. Woo»s next produces Tertullian 
as testifying to the existence of infant 
baptism in his day, that is, near the end 
of the second century, or in round 
numbers, A. D, 200. Here he bas an 
unexceptionable witness. No one can 
doubt it-see Tertullian's treatise De 
Baptismo, § 18-that the practice tpen 
existed. At Tertullian's period, we 
emerge, so far as historical evidence of 
infant baptism is concerned, from 
darkness into light. But when Dr. 
Woods says, p. 398, that the language 
of Tertullian proves infant baptism to 
have been the general practice, he 
transcends his authority. Tertullian's 
testimony is a clear proof that the 
practice existed in North Africa, but 
not that it existed in Asia l\Iinor ; nor 
is it a clear proof that it was universal 
even in North Africa. He dissuaded 
from the practice. And the fact that 
so learned and so frank a man as Ter
tullian, at an age so near to the 
apostolic, objected against it, induces 
a strong suspicion that he knew it was 
not an original practice of Christianity. 
But precisely how to argue about the 
fact that the first unquestionable 
witness of infant baptism is also an 
opposer of it, is so much a matter of 
mere probability, and one respecting 
which a man's private views and pre
possessions will so much influence him, 
that I prefer not thus to beat the air. 
I rather invite attention to a remark 
or two of Neander's, whose investi
gations, and ability to estimate his
torical circumstances entitle his opinion 
on such a subject to great weight. 

In his History of the Christian 
Religion and Church, vol. i., p. ::n:z, he 
says, "Immediately after Ircnmus, in 

the last years of the second century, 
Tertullian appears as a zealous op
ponent of infant baptism : a proof that 
the practice had not as yet come to he 
regarde_d as an apostolical institution ; 
for otherwise he would hardly have 
ventured to express himself so strongly 
against it." So in his work entitled 
the Spirit of Tertullian, p. 207, he 
says, " For these reasons Tertullian 
declared against infant baptism, which 
at that time was certainly not a 
generally prevailing pi·actice; was not 
yet regarded as an apostolical insti
tution. On the contrary, as the 
assertions of Tertullian render in the 
highest degree probable, it hacl just 
begtm to spread, and was therefore 
regarded by many as an innovation." 

So likewise Matthies says, p. 191, 
"Tertullian, who, as everybody knows, 
laboured with the utmost zeal to pre
serve every church institute, as being 
of apostolic origin, yet vehemently 
opposes the practice of baptizing in
fants; whence, it is evident, that infant 
baptism had come into use, certainly in 
the .Carthaginian church, and that it 
was regarded as an institute which did 
not proceed from Christ nor the 
apostles." Again, p. 193 : "Since Ter
tullian was a very strenuous advocate of 
ecclesiastical tradition, and most un
friendly to changes, with the exception 
of Montanism, it is obvious that the 
custom of infant baptism was not yet, 
at that time, prevalent in all the 
churches." 

In coincidence with these views are 
the remarks of Krabbe, in his essay on 
the Apostolical Constitutions, appended 
t::> Dr. Chase's edition of the Consti
tuticns, p. 420-" Exactly at the time 
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of the ongm of our Constitutions, it zealously Tertullian opposed infant 
,ms when infant baptism and the hap- baptism; and although the council at 
tism of persons grown up existed Carthage, A.D. 253, with Cyprian at 
together. 'l'ill the fifth century this their head, declared themselves in its 
continues, and the baptism of the favour, yet only in the African church 
grown-up is the more prernl2nt; but from that time it came gradually to 
then pxdo- baptism predominates, and prevail. In the Oriental church, on the 
completely displaces the baptism of contrary, the earlier usage remained 
adults. It is well known how very till the fifth century." , 

FEMALE INFLUENCE. 

JIY MRS, BARBARA Il, FARQUHAR.-

,rm::'i man awoke to life on the sixth be to thy husband, and he shall rule 
day of creation, created in the image over thee.'' From that time till the 
and glory of God, untainted by sin, he present, the effects of this curse have 
neither felt pain nor feared evil. been visible in the general condition of 

Unclouded glory shone above, beauty females. Vi'oman's dwelling may have 
bloomed and sweetness clustered be- been the palace of an Ahasuerus-robed 
neatb, fragrance and music floated in purple she may have commanded the 
around, luxuriant abundance invited service of numberless attendants ; or 
every sense-his home was a garden her task may have been to cultivate the 
planted by the hand of God-and all soil, and grind the corn for her warrior 
the creatures owned him as their lord. lord ; under every diversity of circum
But in the midst of all he was alone, stance she has been the slave of man, 
he had no companion -no being of as frequently the object of his con
like passions with himself-to share his tempt as of his affection. She has been 
enjoyment or participate in his feelings. regarded by him as an inferior, the only 
God saw that it was "not good" for end of whose existence was to minister 
him to continue thus solitary. Then to his gratifications and attend his plea
was woman created "bone of his bone" sure ; and no other education has been 
and "flesh of his flesh;'' a friend for thought necessary for her than such as 
him, who could share his emotions, and would fit her for this servile condition. 
converse with his mind. Such was In the midst of her degradation, 
she at first created ; the glory and per- however, she has retained and exercises 
fection of man ; formed for him,-his a powerful influence over the condition 
friend and equal, that human nature and destiny of man. In proportion as 
might be complete. he has abused his power over her in 

She was soon seduced, however, from degrading and trampling on her, has he 
the path of duty by the great tempter, in turn been degraded and vitiated by 
and in her tmn became the seducer of that influence. As her sin terminated 
man. Having thus abused her influ- not in herself but extended its baleful 
euce over him, she was degraded from contamination to him, so neither has 
her position as his equal, and made her curse rested on herself alone. In the 
sulJj0ct to Lim. 'J'he curse was pro- constitution of their nature, the mutual 
nrJunced against her, " Thy desire shall destinies of man and woman are so 
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entwined thnt her degradation is his 
debasement. He cannot be blessed if 
she is cursed ; he cannot remain pure, 
elevated, and happy, if she be vitiated, 
degraded, and miserable. If woman 
remain ignorant, man too must grope 
in mental darkness. If she wanders in 
the paths of vice, she drags him with 
her to destruction. It cannot be other
wise. Woman is the real teacher and 
guide of man-the potent moulder of 
human destiny. The fate of nations 
is in her hand. It depends on her 
whether peace and truth shall guide to 
prosperous reform ; or reckless revolu
tion stamp, with its bloody characters, 
the annals of the next generation. 

Woman is ever moulding .the future 
man ; however undesignedly she may 
exert it, her influence is around him 
and upon him. He comes in contact 
with it on all hands ; nature renders its 
withdrawal impossible. The expression 
of the mother's countenance, the tones 
of her voice, whether addressing her 
child or those around ; her feelings and 
ideas have given a stamp before infancy 
is past, to his character, which after 
years may deepen, but seldom, if ever, 
obliterate. This influence does not lose 
its power ; the boy and the youth are 
moulded by it. The mother, the sister, 
and even the servant-maid will sym
pathise with the sorrows of boyhood, 
and listen to the day-dreams of youth, 
when man would disdain to lend an ear. 
Nor is her influence less potent when 
youth is past. She is with man in the 
hour of man's weakness; to her he flies 
for assistance and sympathy in the 
season of suffering, and her sentiments 
become a part of his nature; 

Female influence has been potent in 
all ages of the world, among all classes 
of men, as well in barbarous as in civil
ized nations. Too often, alas! has it 
been exerted in luring man from the 
path of duty-a fact recorded in the 
blackest characters on almost every 

pnge of human hist<,ry. Hitherto the 
pregnant source of innumerable evils, 
it is, however, destined ere long to be 
one of the richest blessings to society, 
when, purified by piety and guided by 
intelligence, the influence of woman, 
like the early dew distilling unseen, but 
refreshing all nature, will renew the 
moral beauty of earth. That misery, 
however, which has ever been attendant 
on the dethronement of woman from 
her natural position as the companion 
and friend of man will never be re
moved till the last vestige of the long 
entertained idea, that the female mind 
is of an inferior order, fitting woman 
only to hold a dependent place, is wholly 
abandoned. 

Neglect of female education is the 
natural consequence of this idea. If 
the sphere nature assigns to females be 
regarded as inferior, and their duties 
considered frivolous, their education of 
course appears equally unimportant. It 
was to be expected that this idea should 
prevail in ages while man yet unculti
vated lived only for the present, while 
the seen and the sensual engrosses all 
his thoughts, leaving neither time nor 
desire to feel after the unseen and the 
intellectual. It is strange, however, 
that it should have any place among us 
in this age of civilization, when the 
links, uniting causes, and consequences 
are unveiled ; when the broad irre
sistible stream is traced to the bubbling 
spring, that may be stopped or turned 
aside by a handful of clay; when re
sults the most momentous and lasting, 
are discovered to arise from causes 
apparently the most trivial and tran
sient. How much more incredible that 
such an idea should obtain among 
Christians. Yet to what else can we 
attribute the general prevalence among 
them of systems of education for their 
daughters-so limited as regards any 
knowledge of the principles of science, 
and ~o little calculated to form them to 
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useful habits of thought and action 1 scarcely seems to have occurred to any 
It is to be hoped that this idea is fast that they ought to be acquainted with 
vanishing from all thinking and intel- physiology, medicine, or chemistry ; or, 
ligent minds ; although exploded in indeed, that they should be conversant 
theory, it still exerts a powerful influ- with any but the simplest autho1·s on 
ence in deciding to what studies young any subject. 
women shall be directed. As yet it 

IMPROVED LEGISLATION. 

TrrErrn is no more striking indication morals of the legislating class were too 
of the advance we have made upon the fitly represented by a circumstance re
habits of our fathers than this-that lated by Romilly : - " While I was 
whereas life is now taken only for life, standing at the bar of the House of 
and a growing feeling is in the country Commons, a young man, the brother of 
against even that exaction of supposed a peer, came up to me, and breathing 
equiv ... lents; Itornilly, a man of great in my face the nauseous fumes of his 
personal and political influence, at the undigested debauch, stammered out, 
head of his profession, eminent for elo- ' I am against your bill ; I am for hang
quence and legal skill-spent his best ing all.' I was confounded; and en
years, from 1808 to 1818, in trying deavouring to find out some excuse for 
to persuade the legislature to exempt him, I observed that 'I supposed he 
petty thieves from the gallows ; and meant that the certainty of punishment 
prevailed only in taking pocket-watches affording the only prospect of suppress
and bleaching-linen from the long list ing crime, the laws, whatever they 
of articles to purloin which was death. were, ought to be executed.' 'No, no, 
It affords, too, another instance of the he said, 'it is not that. There is no 
anticipation of legislative by public good done by mercy, they only get 
opinion. It was not till one institution worse. I would hang them all up at 
of the country set itself in opposition once.' " It was upon such materlal as 
to another, that juries rendered bad this that the Eldons and Ellenboroughs 
laws inoperative by pious frauds, and of the age stamped the impress of their 
prosecutors preferred to connive at theft fallacious logic and of a barbarous an
rather than to be parties to judicial tiquity. - History of tiie Half Cen
murder, that those laws were ameli- tury, by Washington Wilks, pp. 115, 
orated. The understanding and the 116. 

SOLITARY PRAYER. 

GR.A.TEFwL to tread once more the Leaving a basket of specimens by a 
soft green sward, and glad to be alone large white rock at the edge of the cliff, 
under the canopy of heaven, after so while the rest of the party were intent 
many weeks' confinement on shipboard only upon game, I proceeded alone, in
amoug men, I experienced a gush of land, to a high rocky ridge that corn
joyful emotion never before known. manded a view of the sea, the islands, 
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some fresh water lakes, nnd a distant 
sand beach, It was good to bo again 
by one's self. Christ's closet was once 
the mountain ; and here, where prayer, 
perhaps, was never before made, it was 
a privilege to pour out the heart's pent
up emotions, which flow more readily 
in the channel of articulate expression 
than when limited to an internal utter
ance which God only can know. Homo, 
friends, health, Christian firmness, and 
the wisdom that is from above, and 
-more than all, spiritual renovation and 
healing for companions of the voyage, 

were the subjects of that prayer. May 
it be presented with Christ's prevalent 
intercession before the mercy-seat on 
high! 

A surprisal by some of our ram
blers interrupted a communion, that, 
short as it was, shall make that 
rugged island more verdant in me
mory than the gardens of the Hes
perides. One short half hour in which 
the soul lives and has intercourse with 
its Maker is worth more than years 
in which everything is enjoyed but God 
-H. T. Cheever. 

PRAISE. 

"It is good to sing praises unto our God; for it is plcasad ; anl praise i::I comely."
Ps.U.M cxlvii. 1. 

W1THJN thee now, my Soul, let silence reign! 
The wanton current of thy thoughts restrain ! 

From Earth'• gay tempting scenes withdraw thy 

gaze, 
And to thy Maker breathe a hymn of praise I 

0 let me for a moment step aside 
From Life's thronged pathway and its busy tide, 

Look back upon the road my feet have trod, 
And mark the traces of the hand of God ! 

'Twas His commanding voice, that potent word 

Which e'en In Nothing's empty gloom is heard, 
That called me forth on this world's stage to be 

A living heh· of Immortality. -

All that I am and have to God I owe, 

His Love's the spring whence all my blessings flow. 

This form of clay, in which my spirit dwells, 

Of His unfailing sk111 and wisdom tells, 
Bears constant witness to that sleepless power 

Which animates, upholds it every hour. 

This spirit, which claims kindred to the sky, 

Which e'en Death's frequent arrow may defy, 

Adores the Author of its being, God, 

Father or Spirits, at whose mighty nod 

It wakened into life. He opens too 
A noble prospect to Its wondering view: 

Heir ol ·a destiny sublhne, it bends 

In reverence to Him whose love transceuds 

Its highest thought. God's noblest work, impre,scd 

With His own image, and so freely blcot 

,vith powers which shine with still increasing 
flame, 

It feels its greatness, whilst it speak.a the name. 
Of Him from whom alone that greatness came. 
Reason here sheds abroad her phcid light, 

Revealing.wonders to the men~al sight,-
Points with her hand to Him enthroned abovc,

And celebrates His wisdom, power, and love. 

Imagination here enchante the eyes 

With forms which 'nea.th her magic pencil rise. 

Fair Memory speaks ;-the dark and silent Past 

Grows bright; its pleasant voices come, as List 

They came, upon mine ear; and well-known !onns 

,Vbich now sleep calmly where the wasting storms 

Of Earth molest them not, are seen once more; 

.And scenes of former joy, returning, pour 

Their gladness on my heart. Here Hope doth 
bloom, 

And darts her beam into the Future's gloom, 

Until its midnight, darkness melts away 

At her command, and brightens into day, 
For Reason's calm delights, for Fancy's wing, 

For all the joys which Hope and Memory bring, 

I owe my thanks to God ; the loudest praise, 

Let me to Him with grateful homage raise. 

nut now, my Soul, the glowing Past review, 

And mark His fayours eYCr fresh and new ; 

What love and gratitude such gifts dcm1nd ! 

O Jot me trace His kind patenlll hand 
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In all lhe l1appines• my heart has known;- Ho will not fr<>m thy praloo• tum &\V~)', 

From Chance it camo not, but from God alone. He loves to listen when His chlldt·on pr"y I 

In childhood's weakness, v.•hcn I could supply 

No sing1e want,-no single danger fly, 

,Yhen yet I knew not what it is to live, 
Then did His care its 1mre protection gi\•e ;

And c,er Fiince ,vith each succeeding day 
He's smiled upon me as a Father may, 

Has given me all things richly to enjoy, 
Shall not His praise my noblest powers employ? 

Oft have I proved forgetful of that Friend, 
,,,..bo~e loYc liath ne'er forgotten me, to send 

Its blessings down ;-often have I repaid 

His goodness with ingratitude, and made 
Tbe "·orld my God ;-but yet He loved me still, 

And taught my backward heart t<> prize His will. 
Sometimes I may have thought His band scYcre, 
Sometimes His cbu:tcning has caused a tear, 

But still 'twas purest love ordained my lot;-
1\,..hat father loves the son he chastens not ? 

~,,.ith lov"ing-kindness He my life bas crowned ; 
His tender mercica still my path surround ! 

Bnt let me not His noblest gift forget : 
Oh! how can I repay that mighty debt ? 

To sav~ my f!:Oul from misery and grief, 

Sin •s just desert, He came to my relief; 

He freely ga 1·e His Son to die for me ! 

lli,s all-atoning blood bath set me free. 
Then shall I cease His goodness to adore ? 

,Vhat could His bonndless love have gil'en me 

more? 

Rejoicing Nature shonts aloud her son08 

In praise of Him to whom all praise bclonis, 

The gentle winds that whisper to the trees, 

The swift-winged blast that dashes o'er the seas ; 
The mountain stream that murmurs its delight, 

The bounding ocean glorying in its might; 
The birds whose mnsic charm the listetting ear, 

The forest-king with his loud roar of fear ;-
All 1.,lend their voices in sublime accord 

And sing the lofty praises of the Lord, 
And shall my tongue alone neglect its part? 

And shall my silence prove a thankless heart? 

Shall I, whilst grateful strains of love ascend, 

Forget to praise my best, my truest Friend? 

Away, the base, unworthy thought away! 

E'en nature seems to chide whilst I delay. 
Who bath been blessed, as I have, from above, 

And who should know so well that God is Love ? 

Come then, my Soul, approach the mercy-seat, 

Pour forth thy thanks, and worship at his feet ; 

Ul,i't. Coll., Londo11. 

'l'HJ~ rnAnm. 

Great God 1 Thy praiM wh~t crN1.turo tongue cnn 

tell ? 
In Thee all bcnuties meet, all glories dwell I 
Before the radiance of thine awful throne, 

All borrowed •plendout• fados, for Thou nrt God 
alone! 

Thou art supreme! Our eyes can only soo 
The faint reflection of thy majesty; 

Our higbest thoughts of Theo are mean nnd low, 
Thy greatness, Lord, Thyself alone canst know ! 

To seek thy presence I should never dare, 
Had I no Saviour's name to mention there, 

Did not thy mercy cheer my fainting heart, 
Did uot thy Love bid every fear depart. 

Father of mercies ! Guardian of my Soul ! 
Refuge, when tempests beat and billows roll! 
Giver of every good nnd perfect gift, 

To Thee, to Thee my thankful heart I lift. 
Whilst angels sweep their golden harps, and sing, 
In wortl1y strains:, the praises of their King i 
Whilst ransomed spirits in tliy pres~nce meet, 

And cast their crowns in rapture at thy feet ; 

Accept my praise, however poor and weak, 
Accept the gratitude I cannot speak ! 
0 may I feel! thy Love's attractive power, 

And learn to love thee better every hour. 
With songs of praise may I net be content, 

But to thy Glory may my life bo spent. 
Take then my heart, Great God! its sins forgive, 

Through Him alone who died that it might live. 
Into thy likeness may it ever grow, 

With eager gladness serve thee here below ; 

May its own joyful effort e'er fulfil, 

Nerved by thine aid, thy wise and sovereign will. 

Make it thine own! Teach it towards thee to liso 

In sacred converse ! Train it for the skios ! 

That when the pilgrimage of life Is o'er, 
When Earth, and Time itself, shall be no moro ;

I may be welcomed to thy Bliss above, 

V{here all is peace, and purity, and love, 

Where is no sound of woe, no chilly night, 

Where every rielng thought's a new delight;

There, with a crown unfadlng on my brow, 

There, shall I thank thee as I would do now, 

With the full choir of Heaven my voice I'll raise, 

}_nd lill Eteml ty with aongs of praise ! 
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REVIEWS. 

The Woi·k• of John Bunyan, with an Intro
duction to each Treatise, Notes, and a 
Sketch of his Life, Times, and Contem
pora,·ies. Vols. I. and II. Experimental, 
Doctrinal, and Practical. Edited by 
GEORGE OFFOR, Eaq. Blackie and Son, 
Glasgow, Edinburgh, and London: super 
royal 8vo. Pp. xx. 771, and 758. With 
numerous Illustrations. 

MANY a pious, learned, and faithful 
minister deplores from week to week 
the smallness of his congregation. He 
has done his best to become an effective 
preacher, but he cannot interest the 
masses around him. He has studied 
critically the sacred book which he 
desires to int~pret, anxious to asceD
tain the exact meaning of every text; 
he has read the works of the mos.t 
celebrated modern theologians; he has 
cultivated an acquaintance with science 
and general literature; he has adopted 
means to attract the attention of the 
neighbourhood to the place in which 
he labours ; he has habitually prepared 
with care his ordinary as well as his 
extraordinary discourses; but nothing 
he has done has been effectual to induce 
the multitudes around him to take a 
permanent interest in the services 
which he conducts. This is depress
ing; but he feels it to be still more 
discouraging that the persons belong
ing to the uneducated classes who are 
under the influence of religious feeling, 
and who arc members of the church 
under his care, have no very decided 
preference for his pulpit ministrations. 
They respect him because of his per
sonal excellencies, and the high esteem 
in which he is held by their most judi
cious and influential friends, but their 
attachment to him is rather the result 
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of good feeling on their part, than of 
direct attraction arising from the supe
riority of his public labours. He is 
tormented with a suspicion sometimes 
that a man of far less knowledge than 
himself would be in some respects more 
suitable to the station than he is, and 
decidedly more popular with nine
tenths of the community. 

If there is any one of our ministerial 
readers who is in this case, we should 
like to suggest to him an experiment 
which it might be advantageous to try. 
Bunyan was no less popular as a 
preacher in his life-time, than he has 
been as a writer of allegories since his 
death. Not only in the counties ad
jacent to that in which he resided after 
his imprisonment, did the people flock 
to hear him, but in the metropolis also, 
which he visited frequently. "When 
Mr. Bunyan preached in London," says 
his contemporary, Mr. Doe, "if there 
were but one day's notice given, there 
would be more people come together to 
hear him preach than the meeting
house would hold. I have seen, to hear 
him preach, by my computation, about 
twelve hundred at a morning lecture, 
by seven o'clock, on a. working day, in 
the dark winter-time. I also computed 
about three thousand that came to _hear 
him one Lord's day in London, at a 
town's end meeting-house, so that half 
were fain to go back again for want of 
room, and then himself was fain, at a 
back door, to be pulled almost over 
people to get up stairs to his pulpit." 
Undoubtedly his sufferings as a prisoner 
for conscience' sake, and his authorship, 
conduced to render him an object of 
curiosity ; but he was popular as a 
preacher before he was either a prisoner 
or a writer, and the character of his 
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preaching was evidently adapted to win 
t.he attention of shopkeepers and peasants, 
while men of cultivated minds also found 
in it much to lead them to desire to hear 
him again. If then there is any one of 
our ministering readers v,ho is unhappy 
because he cannot succeed in his efforts 
to fix the attention and promote the 
best interests of the common people, the 
experiment to which ,i-e refer as wortl\ 
a trial is this :-Let him procure the 
·works of Bunyan, and devote two or 
three forenoons in the middle of every 
week to their perusal. W c by no means 
:.idvise him to preach Bunyan's sermons, 
or even to recite any of the striking 
passages they contain ; but what we 
mean is that when his mind is free
when he has not yet fixed on the topics 
for the next Lord's day - he should 
subject himself to the influence of Bun
yan's earnest, plain, evangelical pages, 
which will affect his heart, and in con
sequence affect also the style and spirit 
of his discourses. Many of us who have 
been intent on the cultivation of the 
intellect have too much neglected the 
preparation of the heart for our public 
exercises. The deficiencies to which 
this has given rise have been more ob
vious to our hearers than to ourselves, 
and the consequences have been more 
perceptible than the cause. Now we 
should not follow Bunyan in all his in
terpretations of scriptuxe, though some 
of them are sounder than many which 
are eagerly received from the pens of 
eminent scholars, and those of them 
which are sound have this recommenda
tion that, being founded on the version 
in general use, they commend them
selves more readily to common readers 
than those which are derived from 
criticism ; nor chould we wish to see 
the writings even of Bunyan made a 
standard of orthodoxy, though there 
are few voluminous authors in whose 
works there is lees error than in 
h..is. But th0 serious perusal of 

his best treatises, in such circnm
stnnccs, won Id tend to place the heart 
in a right state for the work of the 
coming sabbath ; it would suggest al~o 
topics for sermons of a character to 
interest the busy and the illiterate. 
This is of no small importance. ,The 
thoughts which are most interesting to 
a literary man are often thoughts "\\'ith 
which his hearers can have no sort of 
sympathy. The difficulties from which 
he gladly finds relief iµ some profound 
dissertation, are diflicultieswhich it is 
of no use to attempt to solve in their 
presence, for they have never known 
them, and cannot be made to feel them; 
w bile there are a thousand difficulties 
occurring to them, which their pastor 
is not likely to advert to, because they 
are too small in his estimation to 
require notice. Bunyan was a man of 
their own cl11,ss; he takes up the mat
ter under discussion in a way that at 
once comes home to their understand
·ing, and his ~ode of treating it suits 
their feelings. His language too is 
that which ol;>tains the readiest access 
to their hearts ; it is not to them the 
language of a qua,si-foreigner, but the 
language in which they think, and 
which most promptly al;ld perfectly 
awakens their emotions. Familiarity 
with it will therefore exert an influ
ence on the style of a scholar which 
will be acceptable to the uneducated. 
There is no danger of his being led to 
adopt the obsolete words or the vulgar 
colloquialisms which he will find in 
Bunyan's pages; but the plain fresh 
Saxon of which they generally consist 
will do him no h~rm ; and the illus
trations employed will be frequently 
new to a man conversant only with the 
works of the learned, adapted to the 
comprehension of the many, and at the 
same time not offensive to men of taste. 

It would be tedious to give one-fourth 
part of the titles of the pieces contained 
in these volumes ; but if a few of them 
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nre tt1eritiorted it will be seen that they 
relate to subjects which all men, if they 
have any serious thought of religion, 
wili percehre at once to be not mere 
speculations but hll:ljebts important to 
them personally. The Jerusalem Sinner 
Saved-The Work of Jesus Christ as an 
Advocate-Christ a Complete Saviour
Come and Welcome to Jesus Christ
The Strait Gate-Light for them that 
Sit in Darkness-A Discourse Touching 
Prayer-The Acceptable Sacrifice-The 
Saint's Knowledge of Christ's Love-all 
indicate that the subjects treated of 
are elementary ; biit on this account 
they are the more suitable for such 
auditors as those to which we have 
been referi'ing ; the more likely to be 
overlooked, by preachers, but the more 
likely to be acceptable and useful to 
those who cari only be}ndtlced to hearken 
to religious instruction at all, by a per
ception of its impbttahcci and necessity. 

Many editions of Bunyan's Work 

have been published, but this is rnore 
complete, more correct, and more 
judiciously edited than any of its pre
decessors. 

The publishers have been very fortu
nate in securing the assistance of Mr. 
Offor, who being an enthusiastic ad
mirer of Bunyan, sympathizing with 
him in almost every opinion that he 
entertained, has delighted for many 
years in those investigations which 
were the best preparation for his 
present task. lUr. Offor•s accompani
ments will give to this edition of 
Bui:J.yan's works a peculiar value which 
must be permanent. To each piece he 
has prefixed a few observations, illus
trative of its history and of the cir
cumstances in which it was written, and 
he has appended to the text, wherever 
necessary, illustrative and corroborative 
notes. The concluding volume, we 
understand, is almost re:1.dy fo, de
livery. 

BR I E F N O T I C E S. 

E11cyclopredia Metroj,olitana : .or, Systei1i of 
U11iversal Knowled_ge; on a llfethodical plan 
projected by Samuel Taylor Colei-idg'e. Third 
.Divi,ion, History clnd Biography • . Sacred 
History and Biograph!,' : ji'om the Antedilu
vian Period to the 'J'ime. of .the Prophet 
Jlf alaclii • . Edited {Jl!d r,artly .written b~ Rev. 
1'. A. Cox, :b.D1, LL.D,, Hackney. 1:-,econd 
Edition, Revi~ed. LoiidoiJ.: Griffin and Co, 
Ci·own Bvo, Pp. 407. 

This volume our i•eaclers will recognize as a 
companion volume to one from the pen of the 
same editor, ,;m the subject .of Biblical Anti~ 
quitie,, lfhich we commenclec\ to our reaclcrs a 
month or two since. Like that, it is an in
t~resting book.. Ito object .is .to furnish .. ~ 
b1ogrnphieo-historical,. cqmpendhp)l of . the 
sacred narratire. ,of tlie OI,l Teehme':lt, i11ter
spersecl with such exegetical ~nd .'l-t times prnc
hcal remarks, as shall relieve the te.dium. of 
b?re analysis. . Chapters on the use of sacred 
h1sto~y, ori the hncient fh~?hology, nnd 011 _th~ 
i\fosn,c la", avowedly furnished by the editor 
l11mself; co1\!iiih ii)tich importailt mttlter; and 
a11 additional chapter on the female characteru 
of setiphu·ti ai1pplled Iii this edition will be 
1·cad with intel'cst. We recominell(l this along 

with the able volumes of the same series to 
the attention of our readers. 

Fem.ale Education: ·its Imporiance, Design, and 
Nature considerer]. By a Latoure,·'• .Deugh
ter. London: ·Partridge and Oakey. Pp. 
ix. 95. Cloth, gilt edges. 

The "Lnbourer's Daughter" who attracted 
So much attention two or three years ago by 
the publication of her "Pearl of Days," auu 
who has since become Mrs. B. H. I'an111bar, 
gratefully acknowledges the gratifying tokens 
of approbation she has received. from many who 
are far above her in social station, with whom 
she has been permitted freely to mingle. Hav
in" long felt the deepest interest in the subject 
of0 c<lncation, and being anxious that female 
c1lncation shou!tl be conilucted on improved 
principles, she now places her thoughts before all 
classes of the community, evidently with a view 
to those of the higher ranks as well as to those 
in. the inferior tlcpartq1cnts of society. Tht: 
subjects of her sticccssive cliapters nr~ Fcmal~ 
Influcncc-Impurtrincc of Female Education
Its Deaign an<l Nature-Knowledge of i\letlical 
Sci~nce-;lhe Philo,or,~Y of. Mirnl.a,ncl ~enera! 
Inforirinhon - E,lucahon of Females rn the 
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Tl umble "' olks of Life-Influence of Ignorance 
on the Performance of Ordinary Domestic 
Duty. Good Sense pervades the whole book, 
o.ncl many passages in it are very beautiful nnd 
impressive. The opening pnrngrnphs we have 
tran~ferrcd to our own pages in nn earlier part 
of this number. 

The I11q1tisition Rercaled; in its Origin, Polic,v• 
Cruelties, and Hist01y. TVith Memofrs of 
its r·frtin,.s in France, Spain, Portugal, 
Italy, E11_qla11d, rmd olhei· Countries. Dedi
cated to Cardinal 1Viseman. By the Rev. 
THOMAS T'rnrsoN, Author of Companion to 
the Bible. ~-c., re. London: Aylott and 
Jones. 12mo., pp. 3S4. 

If any would know what popery is, let them 
iudg:e of it b, such a work as this; which 
·,ho'i,·s us its ·deeds when unrestrained by the 
force of enlightened public opinion, or the in
fluence of scriptural and protestant sentiment. 
The history given in this volume, almost too 
horrible to bear reading, yet not too horrible to 
he true, supplies us with records so sanguinary 
and diabolical, that they "look like a diary 
kept in hell"-records, which stamp the system 
of which they are the exponents as of infernal 
origin; and indicate its only end to be the 
,engeance of eternal fire. 

Wayside Gatherings. By ROWLAND ELLIOTT. 
London : B. L. Green. 16mo., pp. 187. 

The pieces composing this volume comprise 
T'a.rious incidents and sketches of character, 
which are improved by the writer to enforce 
the 1"'eat duty of seeking diligently and with
out delay the salvation of the soul; and to 
commend godliness as the greatest of gains, 
both for this life and that which is to come. 
Originally published in a separate form, they 
have been already made instrumental in doing 
good, and in leadinll° some to seek the things 
which make for theu- peace. 

Oracles Interpreted; or Scripture Difficulties 
Explained. By the Rev. J. G. HEWLETT, 
Ph.D., Author ~f Thoughts upon Thought, 
Thoughts on the Holy Spirit and his Work, 
~c., lfc. London : Partridge and Oakey. 
12mo., pp. xii., 179. 

This little work ia well calculated to convey 
instruction to the young student of the bible; 
at the same time that it will help him to recon
cile apparent discrepancies, and induce the ac• 
knowledgment that the truth of God is and 
must be harmonious in all its parts. Each 
portion concludes with practical remarks, com
mending the lessons taught by the subject to 
the heart and conscience of the reader. 

The Journal of Sacred Literature. New 
Series. Edited by JOHN KITTO, D.D., 
:F.S.A. No. III. April, 1852. London: 
Price Five Shillings. 

This number contains several interesting 
articles. " Romanism as it is," is the subject of 
the first; the basis of which is several modern 
bnt generally foreign publications. The reader 
is then taken back to the fourth century to 

contemplate the life of Gl'cgory of Na1.ia11zmn, 
with the nid of Dr. Ullmnnu, of Ilcidclber;. 
He is then introclucecl to the llrphoim, nnd then• 
connexion with Egyptian history, and ohown 
the fulfilment of llalak's prophecy respecting 
the destruction of Amelck. Alford's Greek 
Testament is examined in the next article ; a 
favournble opinion of which is given, subject 
to important deductions. The Nature of n 
Miracle is then discussed, with especial 1·efcr
euce to what is called electro-biology. After 
this we have a review of Bcldam's, Neale'• 
and Churton's recent tours in Palestine. A 
translation of J ustin's Epistle to Diognelus 
follows, with some critical remarks; ancl 
biblical :ntelligeuce derived from a variety of 
sources concludes the whole. 

Women of Cl,ristianity Exemplary (01· Acts of 
l'iety and Charity. By JULIA KAVANAGH. 
Author of'' Women of France," ''Nathalie," 
".~fc..deline," ~c. With Portraits. London : 
Smith, Elder, and Co. 8vo, Pp. 474. 

An admirable gift book to a lady, and being 
elegantly bound, well worthy of a place on a 
drawing-room table. The subjects are well 
selected, and graphicolly sketched. The ten
dency is :decidedly good, though perhaps there 
may be a. dash more of asceticism than we 
should have thrown in. The portraits, including 
one of Elizabeth Fry, are finely executed. 

One Hundred Tunes selected from tl,e Psalmist, 
and Adapted to Hymns in every vai·iety DJ 
Jlietre Used in Public Worship. The Vocnl 
.,·core. London: J. Haddon. 12mo,, pp. 
96. 

Where the expense of the volume has cle
terrcd a congregation from the introdncticn of 
the scientific tune book called the Psalmist, 
the objection will be completely removed by 
this cheap publication. The selection is made 
judiciously. It includes twenty-one tunes in 
short metre, twenty-seven in common metre, 
twent.y-three in long metre, and thirty-three 
in pecnliar metres: an assortment amply suffi
cient for use,-better indeed in some respects 
than a larger. 

One Hundred Tunes sclectedfro,n the Psalmist, 
and Adapted to Hymns in cve,·y variety ~f 
Metre used in Public TVorskip. The T,·eble 
Part or Ai>-. London : J. Haddon. Square 
)6mo., pp. 56. 

This email book, containing the airs alone of 
the hundred tunes, is of course cheaper and 
more portable than the preceding which gives 
them in four parts. 

If11mns Adapted to all tl,e Different Meti-cs, 
and all the varict-ics of Accent and Expres· 
sion of the Tunes in tlie Psalmist. With an 
Index of Reference. Third edition. Lon
don: J. Haddon. 24mo., pp. 96. 

This is a convenient collection for singers; 
but we wish that it had been so compiled as to 
allow its being used in practising tunes without 
the recital of words of a character too sacred 
to be uttered with propriety when the thoughts 
arc occupied only with the music. 
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A Lord's Day llfanual for tl,e Ilouscholrl of 
Faith; in Short Spiritual Discourses on a 
J>Ortion of Scripture for every Lord's Day 
throughout tlte Year. With Fij1y-three 
clooice Jlynms, Original and Select. IJy 
(;onNELIUS SLI~I, llfini9ter of Provirlence 
Chapel, ll'Iaidstone. London : Il. L. Green. 
16mo., pp. 275. 

The Christians by whom this work will he 
valued most highly are such e.s are partial to 
the writings of the late Dr. Hawker of Ply
mouth, and the late Mr. Stevens of Meard's 
Court. 

A Visit to Jacmel, and the Story of Diane, 
By T. RADFORD HoPE. Leeds: Heaton. 
London : Roulston an,l Stoneman. Pp. 40, 
A brief sojourn with Mr. Webley and his 

coadjutors furnished the materials for this tract, 
which will be found interesting by its readers 
i:enerally, but especially by those of them who 
have some knowledge of the Baptist mission in 
Hayti. 

Bradshaw's Jlfonthly General Railway and 
Steam Navigation Guide for Great Britain 
and; Ireland. April, l 852. London : price 
6d. 
At the present season, when.persons not much 

accustomed to travel are going to various parts 
of the country to attend public meetings, it may 
be :convenient to them to be informed that the 
map, which accompanies this number of the 
well-known Rail way Guide, is a great improve
ment on former maps, marking in red ink the 
page of the book at which the proper route mny 
be found. 

REC NT PUBLICATIONS 

~ppt:obcll. 
[Tt should be understood that insertion in this list is not a. 

mere an.nouncement: it expresses approbation of the works 
enumerated,-not of course extending to every particular, but 
an approbation oC their general character o.nd tendency.] 

Philip's Commercial and Industrial Atlas of the 
World, comprising Seventy-five Maps and Charts on 
a large Scale, constructed from the most Authentic 
Sources, accompanied by a Concise View of General 
and Physical Geography. By W1LLU.M RHIND, 
Author of "A Treatise on Physical Geography." 
\.Vith a Copious Consulting Index of Places care
fully compiled from the Maps themselves. By 
J. H. JOHNSON. Contents of Part II. :-Europe, 
Palestine; with descriptive Letterpress of Europe 
and tho British Isles. Liverpool. Price 2s. Gd.1>p. l0. 

Tho Pictorial Family Bible according to the Au
!honzed Version: containing the Old and New 
Testaments. With copious original Notes. Dy J. 
K1TT0, D.D. London: JY. S. Orr and Co. P«rts 
20 aml 21, pp. 79 each. 

New Monthly Series. The Ancient British Church: 
be~ng_ an Inquiry into the History of Christianity in 
Dntam, previous to the establi~hment of tho Hep
tarchy. By WILLlAI\.I LINDSAY ALEXANDEH, D.l)., 
F ,S.A.S. Londo". R.1'.S. Price Od, pp. 192. 

Llttle Honry's Records of his Lifetimo. Dy tho 
Author of "Pleasant Pages.'' Old Eighteen-Fifty
Onc; n l'ale for Any Day in 1852. In which tho 
good old fellow gives a true account of himself, and 

mnkcs up a remarkable Yea.r Book. Lc,;uJ.0,1: If,wf. 
slon ar.d SlO'Mman, ] 2mo., pp. 114. 

A First Spelling Book. By C. W. Co,rnoN, M.A. 
Schoolri of Greenwich Ho8pital; Author of a Sys: 
tern of English Grammar. E<li,t9v,rgh : Oliv1;r rrn,J 
Eoyd. pp. 72. 

Tlte Country House. The Ox and the Dairy. Ry 
\V. C. S. MARTIN, late one of the Scientific Officer.-; 
o( the Zoological Society of London. Vol. IV. 
Lor,don: Charles Knight. 12mo., pp. 142. 

What is Death? A Sermon delivered in Poultry 
Chapel, London, on the evening of Thursday, No
vember 27th, 1851, on occasion of the recent Death 
of the Rev. John Philip, D.D., for Thirty years 
superintendent of the Missions of the London Mis
sionary Society in South Africa. With an Appendix 
containing additional particulars of Dr. Philip's 
early Life and labours. By RALPH W ..1RDL,\ w, D.D. 
London: A. Fullarwn ancl Co. 8i·o. 1'P· 50. 

Call to Repentance. A Se1mon, preached in 
the Chapel of the United Presbyterian Church 
Benfield Street, GlaFgow, in the evening of Lord'~ 
day, November 6th, 1851, in behalf of the Ont-of
Door Preaching Scheme. By the Rev. RALPR 
\VARDLAW, D.D. Published by request. Glasgo1c: 
George Galtie, 8vo. pp. 28. 

The History of Palestine from the Patriarchal 
Age to the Present Time, with Introductory chapters 
on the Geography and Natural History of the country, 
and on the Customs and Institutions of the Hebrews. 
By JoH~ KITTO, D.D,, F .S.A. Editor of the Pic
torial Bible, &c. &c. With upwards of 200 Illus
trations. Edinburgh: Adam and Black. 8i-o., pp. 
426. 

The Journal of Sacred Literature. New Series. 
Edited by JoHN K1rro, D.D., F.S.A. No. III. 
April, 1852. London: R. B. Blackade,·. 8m. pp. 
516. 

A School Rate inefficient for insuring National 
Education, as well as politically unsound in Princi
ple. By E. MIALL. A paper read at the Conference 
o[ the Voluntary School Association, holden at 
Manchester, on the 2nd and 3rd of FebruarV", 1852. 
London, Charles Gilpin. pp. ll, · 

A Few Plain Words on the Two Education Bills 
now before the Country. By JoHN How.ARD 
HrNTON, M.A. Issued by a Committee of Friends 
of Voluntary Education, formed in London, for the 
purpose of opposing the said bills in all their stages. 
London: Si·o. pp. 16. Price Tu:ope11ce. 

The Eclectic Review. April, 1852. Contents: 
I. India and our Supply of Cotton. 11. The Works 
of Fenimore Cooper. III. '\Vilkinson on the Con
nexion of the Human Body with Man. IV. Meri
vale's Imperial Rome. V. Patent Law Amend
ment. VJ. Longfellow's Golden Legend. VII. Re
ligion and Science. Vlll. Roebuck's History of 
the Whig Ministry, &c. London. Svo,, pp, 120. 
Price ls. 6cl. 

The Christian Treasury: containing Contributions 
from Ministers and Members of va.l'ious Evangelical 
Denominations. April, 1852. Bdinbllryh .- Sti·o., 
pp. 48. Price 5d. 

The Christian Journal of the United Presbvteriau 
Church. April, 1852. Glasgow : 81,•o., j)p. 47, 
Price 4cl. 
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El'ROPE. alisn1 and popery, like Pilate and Herod, 
have in this ne,v scheme cordially coalesced. 

FR.\:<ci:. "But n second decree falls still more heavily 
on the free churches in France not dependent 

The rcli~ioi!s :1spec: oi the pbliticij.I chan~ 011 or in connection with the state, as the term 
whic:i has re-cently rnken place in France is 'lndepertJent' in our correspondent's letter 
thus pn'!'E'nt.ed t~ ..-ie<I' in fhe Chl'istil!.n Times, signi6es. 'fhe Presbvterinn ministers and 
_,, parer whidl has peculi11r Stiul'C'ts of people who, under the ieadership of Frederick 
j,;foc:1:,1ti,,n i:i reference to the Protestant Monod, sereded some time since from the 
C~uc,-l-:e:, of the Continent. national reformed church, together with a 

'""-.,, need scarce!, remind our readers few congregatiomil churches who are closely 
:!cr.t,s:nce the i:-o1tp aelalofthc 10th Deceru- affiliated with them, are rtoiv placed under 
her, Louis Nap::ileon has given many decided the power of a law of • previous a1tlho,-isa
proofa of his anxiety to bribe and conciliate tio1•,' which was only intended, when framedt 
to his canse the implacable enemies of reli- to apply to political meetings, the iiberty ot" 
giol!s liberty. The restoration to Roine of religious worship having beeri hitherto iefl; 
the church of St. Genene..-e, so long known untouched. It is quite possible that this la,v 
as the Pantheon, the interference with the may be armed with a retrospective power, 
independence of the University of Paris, and and, if sq, the rights of existing ministers 
the su;:,pressidn of colporlage in inany parts and churches being forfeited, all future liberty 
of France, h::,,,-e all been accepted by the to meet as separate assemblies may be entirely 
Jesuits as an instalment.. of the price which withdrawn from them; At all events the 
th:cs- shall ..-et demand in full for their un- missionary stations in rural districts-every 
s:,,;pulous 'adhesion to an irresponsible des- one of which w:i.s :i centre of light arid in
potis:n. And, as stated in the letter of our fluence on,r a wide district-will noiv be 
P.::-is correspondent last week, two decrees broken up, and the advanced guard of th~ 
ha-;-~ been issued, by which another 'step in army of true protestantism will be forced to 
:d .:nee' has been gained, and a fresh proof retreat, while pressing on to victory. 
fn,,. of a fixei puq,ose that, while the exist- "It is with deep indignation and profound 
e:,ce of p,.:ites:anfum may be recognised 211d sorrow that we contemplate this 'beginning 
pe=med a little longer, yet that all spiritual of the end.' The powers of evil have formed 
b,edom shall be tr:unpled under foot. a confederacy alike crafty in its workings and 

"With regard to the National Reformed cruel in its aims: and we cannot but anticiplrte 
Church, its ' Presbyterian synodic system ' greater evils for the modem representatives 
is now utterly ignored and entirely over- of Coligni and the Huguenots than any which 
t~,rown. While ·the ancient protestant church have ye~ collie upon thetrt;" . 
of Hungary has been coerced by :M:arsHal The French. correspQtiderlt of the same 
Haynau, and placed by Austria nuder martial paper illustrates the alliance bebveen the 
Jaw, the reformed church of France is de- President and the Romish clergy by the fol~ 
pri ved of its ancient organisation, and is lowing statement:-" The gl:iverinnent papers 
,u',jected to the control of a central council, have lately given us a cfrcunistaritial iiccourit 
the majority of whose members are enemies of the ceremony in the Tt1ileries, of the pre
of the evan.;elism embodied in the confeSBion sentation of the cardinal's hat to the arch"'° lb~~e!:e, and which is in itself the mere bishop of Bordeaux. The pope's envoy made 
cce2:are 0f t~c state. That central cour1cil a speech in Latin, of which the following ill 
u;,po;,, !.; tl,e pastors a, tuft as cltanges tl11;ir the essential paragraJ!lt,: ' ~ut what, above 
/, ·c,l,e a, :t plea.e¥., 'with the c,:,n.;ent of the , all, rejoices the heart of Hill Holiness arE, your 
~,:,-.-e,.,,T.e:::t;' a:id under thia regim~ a ' noble efforts for the defence of order and 
:s.':0,,,'.:~ r=y be transferred tu an ernngelical i public pea.ce, an<l the protection with ~h!ch 
c ·,c.grcg;,t:con, and the fa?thful shepherd may you glory to 81Jl'l'ound our most holy re!J~on 
,,,, cin.65,:d away from his b<:lo,·ed fl9Ck. If I and its mirii.!tets. Y oiir lofty wisdom enablmg 
t:1,s sy,t<:m be carri<:d out, it will tend power- you to appreciate hpiv efficaciously the ca
l.l:.iy t0 the extirpatfou of 1·ital godliness in tholic religion and its salutary doctrine may 
then ,tional church, Aggreasive protestantism contribute to found, with public tranquillity, 
,,:il_v ex.i~ts in connection with the power of l the true and durable. happiness of peoples, 
iiviu~ truth, and we have reason to bcl!eve the sovereign pon!iff has the certnlrity t~~t 
,,iat m their hatred of a commo"'.I foe ration- yonr zeal, becommg more and lilore ah!• 
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ma.led, you will ncglccL no menne of favour
ing its progress in Frnnce, nnd of extending 
nfor its nclion, its prosperity, nm! its empire.' 
'fhe President 1111swered: ' I hope by nil my 
nets to deserve the au~ust confidence of the 
head of the church, qnd to justify the opinion 
of which you iµ:e the worthy interpreter.' 
And, when in hi~ l\l11J, the n~w cardinal said: 
•You hav~, my lor\l, by the addition of several 
members of the :french episcopate to the 
senate, overtume~ the wall of separation 
which it had bel)n thqµght proper in these 
latter times to raise between the spiritual 
one\ temporl\l po,wers,' the President replied: 
'Your eminence could 11ot doubt of the high 
mine that I attach to that peculiar pre
rogative of my position which permits me, a 
layman, to pince upon \he head of one of the 
princes of the church the insignia of the high 
rank he ~ a\J.out to occupy. This ceremony 
is not a vain formality; it is the emblem of 
the union that shouhl ei,ist between the spi
ritual and temporal powers, whose concord 
and peifect harmony aid so powerfully the 
happiness and peace of the world.'" 

PRUSSIA. 

The article in the Christian Tin1es to which 
we have referred above speaks thus of the 
state of things in Prussia : - · · 

"While ·we thus record the oppressive 
conduct of the French government, and 
denounce it as it deserves, we feel that a 
peculiarly humiliating duty further devolves 
upon us. It is only natural that popery 
should persecute whenever it has the power ; 
hut what will our readers say to the same 
conduct on the part of the protestant king
dom of Prussia 1 We never ranked ourselves 
among the admirers of Frederick William. 
We could not endorse the intelligence and 
piety of a monarch who one day endowed a 
protestant bishopric at Jerusalem, and the 
next poured forth his treasures, and pros
tituted his patronage, to aid in the corn pletion 
of the popish cathedral at Cologne. And 
since we heard from undoubted authority 
last summer that J esuitism and kingcraft in 
Prussia had ' made a paction' that the one 
was to preach passive obedience to the peo
ple, while the other was to protect and 
facilitate, v.e were prepared to hear of overt 
acts of anti-protestant policy, such as have 
been recently indicated. 

"It is then the disgraceful and lamentable 
fact, that protestant Prussia is at this moment 
persecuting the protestant dissenters, and this 
either with the direct approbation, or the 
clearly understood connivance, of the Lu
theran and the reformed churches. The 
baptists of Germany arc even now a small 
body, but they have exercised an important 
influence on the revirn\ and extension of 
pure religion. They have, however, been 

virtually anathematised hy men whom we 
ore taught to regard as thoroughly catholic 
in their spirit, and who, as such, have been 
received with enthusiasm on the platform of 
the Evangelical Alliance in this country. 
We need not say that we are not writin.~ 
either for or against the peen liar view which 
'baptists' take as to the mode and the sub
jects of baptism; but we write as evangelical 
protestants, remembering what services to 
the general interests of the whole church, 
and what a revenue of glory to the Saviour, 
have accrued from men holding these view., 
in every part of the world. And we are 
confident that-independent of the p,·estige 
attendant on the names of a Hall or a Fuller, 
or the personal affection which draws so 
many hearts i11 the clmrch catholic towards 
the many cherished brethren who labour 
amongst ourselves, as well as in the United 
States, where their denomination is more 
numerous than any other-there can and 
will be but one opinion in Great Britain 
among the true sons of the reformation as 
to the infamy which attaches to the system 
of persecution now being carried on towards 
protestant dissenters in Germany. In Prussia, 
as elsewhere, despotism in the state, impelled 
by fear of revolution, falls back on that 
accursed system which professes to hush the 
winds and waves of political discord into 
peace. The day of retribution for both is 
coming, and when it comes, bow tremendous 
the crash of their fall! Meantime, the 
heavens grow darker, protestantism on the 
continent is imperilled, and who can tell, but 
that if Britain be in any measure faithful to 
her sacred trust, as the guardian of truth 
and liberty, that she may ere long be com
pelled to bear the onset of the corn bined 
forces of European despotism! Let prayer 
be made to God without ceasing for our 
brethren who are suffering wrongfully, and 
let all good men unite in a loud protest 
against the oppressors and their atrocious 
policy. 

sr.AIN. 

A few months ago the Roman Catholic 
newspaper called the Tablet published an 
English version of a Concordat which had 
been agreed upon between the Pope and the 
Queen of Spain. It contained evidence as 
conclusive as anv that the history of the 
darkest ages can· furnish of Papal enmity 
against all liberty, civil or religious, especially 
the liberty of the press. An edict has ju,t 
appeared which is its fruit, anu which must 
startle any who arc still flattering themselves 
that modern catholicism has not the per
secuting tenclencies of the catholicism of 
tho~e persecuting days which we have been 
told have passed away no more to returu. 
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The Concordat contains forty-six m-ticks, .
1 

individual members ; lo ridicule the Romnn 
the following are the first four: -- Catholic worship or offend its ministers ; to 

"Art. 1. The catholic, apostolic, and excite to its allolition or change, 01· lo the 
Roman religion, which, to the exclusion pe,·mitting of any othe1· form of wo1·ship ; 
all other worship, continues to be the sole to suppose bad intentions in official nets ; to 
religion of the Spanish people, shall alwa)'S publish, without previous permission, any. 
be prcsen-ed in the states of her Catholic thing said either in writing or in conver. 
Majesty, with all the rights and prerogatirns sation; to abuse or ridicule the constituted 
which it ought to enjoy according to the laws powers of any nation not at war with Spain ; 
of God and the dispositions of the Sacred to publish, without the consent of those co,n
Canons. cerned, facts relating to private life, &c., &c. 

" Art. 2. Consequently instruction in the So closely reticulated is the snare which the 
uniYersitics, colleges, seminaries, and public priest-led Go,•ernment of Spain has laid, for 
or prirntc schools of what class soever, shall the smallest and least adventurous friend to 
be entirely conformable to the doctrine of liberty left in that fine but degraded 
the Cathoiic rcli.~ion, and the Bishops and country. 
other diocesan Prelates, charged by their The following are parts of an extended 
office to watch over the purity of doctrine, description of offenders :-
of Faith, and of morals, shall never meet 
with any obstacle in the exercise of this sur
Yeillance, even in the public schools. 

"Art. 3. The Prelates and the other Sacred 
l\Iinistcrs aforesaid shall never meet with any 
hindrance in the exercise of their functions ; 
no person shall molest them on any pretext 
in whatever relates to the fulfilment of the 
duties of their office; on the contrary, all 
the authorities of the kingdom shall take 
care to render, and to cause to be rendered, 
to them the respect and consideration which 
are due to them according to the Divine 
precepts, and will see that nothing be done 
which can bring on them disrespect or con
tempt. 

"Her Majesty and her royal government 
will lend their powerful patronage and their 1 

support to the Bishops in cases where they 
shall ask it, principally where they shall have 
occasion to oppose themselves to the malice 
of men who attempt to pervert the minds of 
the Faithful, and tc corrupt their morals, or 
where they shall have occasion to hinder the 
publication, introduction, or circulation of 
bad or hurtful books. 

" Art 4. In all other things belonging to 
the right and to the exercise of the Eccle
siastica 1 authority, and to the ministry of the 
Sacred Orders, the Bishops and the clergy 
depending on them shall enjoy the full liberty 
which the sacred canons establish." 

Now then for the result. The Patriot of 
April 12, obsenes :-

" The restoration of despotic power in 
Spain has been inaugurated by a stringent 
decree against the Press, which 'outherods 
Herod,'-in comparison with which the 
decrees of Louis Napoleon seem mild. 
Sarcasms levelled at public authorities, the 
promotion of riralries among different classes 
of society, the publication of alarming new8, 
nnd the manifestation of fear of evils which 
might disturb the public repose, are among 
the public offences to he restrained by law ! 
It is farther made a punishable offence, to 
attack, offend, or ridicule classes or cor
porations, eith~r as such, or in the person of 

" Art. 28, Offends against public order:
" I. He who publishes maxims or doc

trines directed to disturb the tranquillity of 
the State. 

"2. He who incites to di1obedience of the 
laws or of the authorities. 

" 3. He who by menaces or sarcasm seeks 
to coerce the liberty of the authorities. 

" 4. He who provokes or foments danger
ous rivalries amongst the bodies of the State 
or classes of society. 

" 5. He 1vho publishes alarming or false 
news with relation to public affairs. 

"6. He who manifests fears of events 
which may disturb the general repose. 

"Art. 29. Offends against society:-
" I. He who makes the apology of actions 

qualified by the laws as criminal. 
'' 2. He who propagates doctrines contrary 

to the rights of property, exciting the poorer 
classes against the richer ones. 

"3, He who attacks, offends, or ridicules 
classes of society, or corporations recognized 
by the laws, or offends the same classes or 
corporations for the defects of one of their 
members. 

"Art. 30. Offends against religion or 
public morality :-

" 1. He who attacks or ridicules the 
Roman Catholic Apostolical religion and its 
worship, or offends the sacred character of its 
ministers. 

"2. He who excites to the abolition or 
change of the religion, or to the permitting 
of the worsbip of any other one. 

"3. He who publishes IVl'itings which 
offend decency and good manners. 

"Art, 31. Offend.a against the authori
ties:-

" I. He who publiijhes calumnious or !n· 
jmious facts against persons who exe:c1se 
public charges, employments, or functions, 
individually or collectively, of whatever 
origin or nature they may he. . . 

'' 2. He who supposes bad intent10ns 111 
official acts. 

"3, I-le who ridicules the official acts or the 
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perso11s of nny of those comprehended in 
the first pnrngraph of this article." 

'l'o nrgue in favour of the toleration of 
Protestants, is, it will be perceived, a crime, 
a crime which in fact exposes the public 
writer who commits it to ruin ! 

AUSTRALASIA. 

PARR.A.MATTA, 

A letter from Mr. Ham of Sydney to one 
of the Secretaries of the Baptist Union gives 
an account of the formation of a baptist 
church at Parramatta, and speaks of its 
prospects as cheering. Mr. Ham says :
" My former account informed you of the 
arrival amongst us of the students Dr. Lang 
brought out for the ministry, and that among 
the number was Mr, William H. Carey, 
whose reception and acceptance among us 
led us to invite him, as a probationer for the 
ministerial work, to labour among our mem
bers at Parramatta for twelve months, with a 
view to the establishment of a new baptist 
interest for thatiinportant locality. From that 
letter you would also learn that, by the joint 
efforts of friends in Sydney and Parramatta, 
a fine piece of ground in the best part of the 
town had been purchased, and a small but 
neat chapel had been commenced on Sept. 
3rd, 1850. This place of worship, when 
built, was to cost £300, which, together with 
£150 expended for the land, made the entire 
debt (with incidentals) £500, 

" In order to obtain assistance to meet this 
sum, brother Carey determined, with the 
sanction of his own people and our church in 
Sydney, to pay a visit to the neighbouring 
colonies of Van Diemen's Land and Port 
Phillip, to collect for the new chapel. He 
left Sydney early in November, intending to 
return in time for the opening of the new 
chapel, which was fixed for new-year's day • 
but meeting with the most unexpected sue~ 
cess, and the greatest kindness and liberality 
from Christians of all denominations wherever 
he went, he was obliged to lengthen the pro
posed term of his absence. He finally re
tlll'n:ed to his charge late in February, having 
reahzed upwards of £160 from ,the friends 
of religion in Hobart Town, Launceston, and 
Melbourne. 

"~rrangements having been made for the 
operung of the chapel on new-year's day, a 
large party went with me from Sydney, with 
many friends of different denominations, and 
having engaged a steam-boat for the day we 
had it completely filled. It was a lovely 
day in the middle of our summer, and the 
outward serenity of the scene around seemed 
indic~tiv~ of the peacefulness that appeared 
to reign m every heait; while the orange and 
lemon gardens on either side of the river 
gave novelty and beauty lo the surrounding 
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prospect ; nor was our little steamer without 
interest on the occasion, being named • Tho 
Brothers,' a name peculiarly descriptive of 
the party that covered the deck on that 
<lay.'' 

In the opening services Mr. Ross, a con
gregationalist minister, Mr. Oram, a Wesleyan 
minister, and Mr. Ham of Sydney, took the 
principal parts. In the following April, a 
church of twelve members was formed, of 
which Mr. Carey was chosen pastor ; it has 
increased since to eighteen. 

NEW ZEALAND. 

In the letter already mentioned, Mr. Ham 
says, "I have great pleasure in also stating 
that we were much pleased with the visit of 
the Rev. D. Dalamore, on his way to Nelson 
in New Zealand. He cheerfully agreed to 
unite in the new Baptist Association for the 
colonies of New South Wales and Victoria. 
He has promptly sent me his first Jetter for 
the purpose of my including him and his 
church in my list for this year. I have now 
his official letter before me, from which I 
copy the following statistical statement:-

" Baptist Chnrch, Richmond, Nelson, New Zealand. 
Number of members ...... , ............ ..... 36 
Baptized in the past year .. ................ 35 

Total.................. 71 
Number of scholars in the sabbath 

school.......................................... 40 

"He adds, there are 12 or 13 more baptists 
in the neighbourhood who have not yet 
joined the church, but he expects they soon 
will." 

SYDNEY. 

Respecting his own station, Mr. Ham 
says,-" In the church ,ve are happy, united, 
peaceful, and pro~perous ; never more so 
since I have been in Sydney. Besides those 
already added, I have at present several 
more anxious inquirers and ,diligent seekers 
after salvation. These are not all among 
the young, but there are four married per
sons, and two of them have large families. 

'' I shall have:been labouring four years in 
Sydney in a few days, and I feel assured 
there never was a time, during that period, in 
which there has been so much deep and seri
ous impression on the mind of many in the 
congregation as at the present moment, while 
the number of attendants appears to be 
gradually increasing ; although. many of our 
friends are gone to.our newly-discovered and 
celebrated gold fields to seek to make their 
fortunes there; but I expect if they do ( as 
many are doing so) but very little of it will 
come into the treasury of the Lord for the 
support of his cause. Our statistics for this 

2 L 
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yeRr to this dRte, No,•, 21th, 18.51, are as 
follow-s :-

" i:i~~~:~(~~'.\~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: l; 
Withdrawn .................................... l 
Di~missed, to form the church at Par-

mmatta. ..................... ,................. 12 
Clear Increase ............................ ..... 10 
Total number of members .................. 186" 

He adds,-'' Allow me to gh·e you tliis 
one caution : not to encourage any ministers 
to leaye their charges at l1ome to come out 
to this colony under the false notion, that 
bemuse there is an abundance of gold in our 
mountains and ri,·ers, that there will be 
plenty for their support; I can assure you that 
those who have hitherto got the most of it 
are such (with very few exceptions) as care 
nothing about the gospel. If any should be 
disposed to come out as missi<l'llaries to the 
gold mines, they must have their support 
guaranteed From home, as there are no 
churches here to support them. There is a 
wide field for missionary labour; if there was 
any society to support the agents." 

HOME. 
RACUP. 

::\fr. Thomas Dawson having resigned the 
pastorate of the baptist church meeting in 
Irwell Terrace chapel, Bacup, and Orchard 
Hill chapel, Water Barn, where he has la
boured with great diligence and success for 
near twenty years, has since removed to By
rom Street chapel, Liverpool. Mr. George 
Mitchel of Horsforth has accepted a cordial 
and unanimous invitation to become Mr. 
Dawson's successor, in connexion with ~1r. 
John Howe as colleague and co-pastor, and 
co=enced his labouu on Lord's day, March 
7th. 

BOTH ED.AM, 

The entire liquidation of the debt on the 
baptist chapel, Rotheram, was commemorated 
on Lord's day, 14th of March, when two 
sermons were preached ; that in the morn
ing-, by the Rev. Alexander Raleigh of 
Masbro', and that in the eYening by the Rev. 
C. Larom of Sheffield. The following day 
a public tea-meeting was held in the chapel. 
The Rev. Amos Dyson, pastor of the churcli, 
reported that the edifice cost upwards of 
£1500, £460 remained upon it when he 
(Mr. Dyson) came to preside over the church, 
Nearly two years ago a most determined 
effort was made to remove the incumbrance. 
The members raised £!00, a bazaar realized 
£ 50 more, and for the rest the pastor had 
begged successfully. As a small token of 
their esteem for his untiring efforts In the 

roiuoving of the ,lcbt1 the church presentecl 
to him, by the hands of its eldest deacon, 
Dr. Kitto's Cyclopredin of Biblical Literature 
and Dr. Carson's 'l'reatise on Baptism; nnd 
also to Mrs, Dyson a china tea service and tray. 
Several appropriate addresses were delivered 
b~· ministers who were present on this pleas
ing occasion. 

BLUNHAM, BEDS, 

The members of the baptist church at 
Blunham held a tea-meeting on the 23rd of 
Mru·ch for the purpose of taking leave of the 
Rev. C. i\Iorrell1 who has accepted the 
unanimous invitation of the baptist church 
at Netherton, \Vorcestershire, to become 
their pastor, After tea, Blyth Foster, Esq.1 
of Biggleswade, was called to _ the chair. 
Prayer was offered by the Rev, J. _Frost of 
Cotton End, and addresses suited to the 
occaeion were delivered by the Rev. J, Jukes 
and the Rev. W. Alliott of Bedford. Mr. 
Morrell took a review of his labours among 
the people, during the ten years of his 
pastorate, and expressed the affectionate 
interest which he should ever take in their 
well-being ; after which1 one of the deacons 
rose, and testified to the respect_ and esteem 
which were entertained towards their late 
pastor, and as a token of it presented to 
him a purse of ten sovereigns. The ladies 
who provided the tea for the occasion pre
sented the proceeds to Mrs. Morrell, '£he 
meeting, which was ·very interesting; was 
closed by affectionate prayer on behalf both 
of the minister and the church. 

stoW-ON-THE•W0Lb. 

On Monday, Marcil 29th, the fdlmtlatioil 
Hone of a ne1v baptist chapel was laid at 
Stow-ort-the-Wold, by Mr. Richard Collet 
of Condicote, when, after the 118th psalhi, 
third part, Watts, had been sling, the Rev. 
John Statham implored the divine blessing 
on the nnde1taking, and the Rev. Thomas 
Bliss; A.B., delivered an appropriate address. 
After worship, tea was provided in the old 
chapel, of which about two hundred partook. 
A service was held in the evening, at which 
the Rev. J. Statham presided; prayer 1vas 
offered by the Rev. E. Amory, and addresses 
made by the Rev. Messrs. Hull, Bliss, 'real, 
Cherry, and Ricketts. The meeting was 
deeply interest'ng, ahd a lively hope was che
rished that God would graciously revive nnd 
prosper his cause in this town, The chapel 
will be forty-five feet by thirty feet, with 
schoolroom and vestries thirty feet by twenty 
feet. The outlay will not be much less than 
£500, towards which £2,J5 has been already 
given or promised, and from the kind llbe-
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rnJil,y evinced, it is hoped that at the opening 
there will be but n trilling debt remaining, 

S.I.DDEN, lANCASIIIRE, 

'l'he Rev. J. J. Owen of Derhy ho.9 ac
ccptecl a unanimous invitation to the pastorate 
of the baptist church here, ancl en tcred on 
his labours the Inst sabbnth in Mar<'h. 

ILFRAOOMDE, 

On Friday, April 9th, the first anniversary 
services in connection with the baptist de
nomination at Ilfracombe were held at the 
public rooms. A sermon was preached in 
the morning by the Rev. D. Thompson, of 
Great Torrington, At five P.M, about 120 
persons sat down to tea, after which a public 
meeting was held, when the large room was 
filled, and it was calculated that at least 250 
persons were present. The Rev, S. Shoo
brido-e of Newton Tracy presided, and ad
dres~es were given by Mr. Veysey of Great 
Torrington, and the Revs. B. Arthur of Bide
ford, S. Williamson of Bristol, S. Newnam 
of Barnstaple, W. Davey of Combmartin, 
and E. Merriman, the resident minister, The 
engagements of t}ie day were deeply interest
ing, and the presence of many friends from 
distant places added to the general gratifica
tion. 

EDINBURGH, 

On Friday, April 9, Mr. Alfred C. Thomas, 
of the Baptist College, Bristol, and Edinburgh 
University, was publicly recognized as pastor 
of the church meeting in Charlotte chapel, 
Rose Street, formerly under the care of the 
late Rev. Christopher Anderson, 

Mr. Thomas entered on his labours there 
last July, and God has not permitted him to 
labour in vain, both the church and congrega
tion having ste.adily increased. 

At the hour of meeting the chapel was 
filled in every part. The Rev. Mr. Davies 
of Cu per Fife having read and prayed, the 
Rev. W. Lindsay Alexander, D.D.,of Argyll 
Square chapel, delivered a masterly discourse 
on" the nature of the church of Christ;" and 
the Rev. C. M. Birrell of Liverpool gave an 
impressive and affectionate charge to Mr. 
Thomas. The venerable Dr. Innes of Elder 
Street chapel then implored the divine 
blessing; and his colleague, the Rev. Jonathan 
Watson, addressed appropriate exhortations 
to the church; after which the Rev. Mr. 
Culrap of Sth·ling closed the service with 
prayer. 

'!'here was also a meeting in the evening, 
over which the Rev. Dr. Innes presided. 
Prayer having been offered by H. D. Dickie, 
~sq., the Rev, Henry Wight of Richmond 

Place Chapel, the Rev. John Price of Aber
deen, the Rev. Mr. Davie~ of Cupar Fife, 
and the Rev. Mr. Bruce, United Presbyterian 
Church, Cowgate, successively addressed the 
meeting. Mr. Thomas having tendered tha11ks 
both for himself and the church, to his bre
thren in the ministry for their able services, 
and to the members of other churches for 
their presence on the occasion, the Rev. Mr. 
Watson terminated the meeting with prayer. 

Suitable hymns were read during the day 
by the pastor and his former fellow students, 
Mr. Price, now of Aberdeen,and Mr. Bullock, 
now of the Glasgow University. 

The several speakers gave their cordial 
welcome to their new coadjutor, and many 
earnest wishes were expressed that the divine 
blessing might rest on and render permanent 
the union that day recognized. 

On the Lord's day followin~ Mr. Birrell 
preached twice with great powe; to large and 
deeply attentive congregations, the fruit of 
which )t is hoped will be seen after many 
days. He also delivered a most appropriate 
address on the Tuesday evening to the church 
and their newly elected deacons. 

TREFOREST, GLAMORGA.NSRIRE, 

On Sunday and l\fou<;lay, April 11th and 
12th, services were held in connexion with 
the opening of an English baptist chapel at 
this place. Sermons were preached in Welsh 
by Messrs. Davies of Swansea and W. Jones 
of Cardiff; and in English by Messrs. Davies 
of Merthyr, Fuller of Cardiff, T. Thomas of 
Pontypool, and Walters of London. The 
devotional engagements were conducted by 
Messrs. Cooper of Aberdare, Morgan of Caer
went, Richards and Oliver of Newbridge. 
All the services were well attended ; the 
English baptist cause here has existed only 
about two years, and owes its origin, under 
God, to the faith, zeal, and perseverance of 
one pious family. The size of the recently 
erected chapel, which is a neat and com
modious building, is 50 feet by 35, and will 
seat about four hundred persons. The pros
pects of Mr. Williams the present minister 
are every way highly encouraging. 

AllERDA.RE, GLAMORGA.NSil!RE. 

On the 13th of April, 1852, an English 
baptist church was formed in this place, and 
the Rev. J. Cooper, late of Soham, Cam
bridgeshire, recognised as its pastor, on 
which occasion the following services were 
held. On the preceding evening, the Rev. 
W. Jones of Cardiff preached in English, 
and the Rev. D. Davies of Swansea in 
Welsh. In the forenoon of the 13th, the 
Rev. D, Davies very forcibly describe,l the 
nature of a Ciuiatian church. The Rev. W. 
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Jones fo1:me<l the church, nn,l prc:whed on · hi the Rev. ,vn,LrAM 
the occas1on. In the afternoon the Hev T 
Dm;es of Merthyr preached ,n, the deac~ns; 
office, and the Rev. T. Price of Aberdare 
preached in "'elsh. In the e1•ening, the 
Re,· .. A. G. Fuller of Cardiff preached in 
English, and Rev. T. EYans of Jllerthvr in 

Gno~ER, by the Bonl'd 
of Dnptist Minisl(•rs, ns n testimony of their 
fraternal esteem for him, and nu acknow
ledgmcnt of his services as its secretary fol' 
the Inst nine yenl's," 

Welsh. . 

Arnno:s, ESSEX. 

The Re,·. T. D. Worrall, having accepted 
the unanimous call of the church at Chow
bent, tac church nt Ashdon is now without a 
pastor. Mr. "\Vorrall's labours at Ashdon were 
greatly blessed, and the chl!rch regret his de
parture, bu( hope his services will pro,•e an 
abundant blessing in the extensh·e field where 
he is now called to labour. 

BRIDLI!l'GTON, YORKSHIRE. 

The Rev. G. H. Orchard having found 
considerable difficulty in his labours for 
eome time past from an affection of chronic 
bronchitis, has been necessitated to decline 
the pastorate of this church, from increased 
illness accompanied by loss of voice. 

LONDON BAPTIST BOARD, 

At the Annual Meeting of the Board of 
Baptist Ministers residing in and about the 
cities of London and Westminster, held on 
the 16th of March, the following resolutions 
were passed unanimously. 

I. That the cordial thanks of this Board 
be presented to our esteemed brother, the 
Rev. Wi.llia.-n Graser, for bill services as 
secretary, and that he be earnestly requested 
to continue them during the ensuing year. 

2. That as Mr. Groser has now been 
■ecretary of this Board for a period of nine 
years, it is the wish of its members to pre
sent him . with some token of their regard 
and gratitude, at a special meetiHg convened 
for that purpose. 

3. That Messrs. Green, Kingsford, Bowes, 
and Fishhourne, be a committee to confer 
with Mr. Groser as to the nature of the testi
monial, and that Mr. Green be convener, 
and also convener of the Special Meeting of 
the Board. 

In pursuance of these resolutions a Special 
Meeting of the Board was held on the 30th 
of March, the Rev. John Kingsford, the 
oldest member of the Board, in the chair, 
when a copy of Bagster's Hexapla, elegantly 
bound in rnorocco, and a handsome copy of 
Trommius's Greek Concordance on the Sep
tuagint, in two volumes folio, were presented, 
the former having this inscription:-

,, This volume, in conjunction with A. 
Tromm: Concord: Grrec: LXX, is presented 

PAULTON, SOMERSET, 

The Re,·. Richal'd Bentley, who hns been 
for the last three yearn the respected pastor 
?f the ~aptist church, Paulton, feeling called 
111 providence to remove to America, preachecl 
two very solemn and affectionate sermons on 
Lord's day, April 18th ; and at a meeting of 
the church the following evening, it was 
resolved to present him with a plU'se as a 
token of the esteem and affection entertained 
for him by the church and congregation. 
His removal is felt to be a loss to the neigl1-
bourhood as well as the church, and many 
prayers for his success and welfare follow 
him. 

RIDGMOUNT, 

The Rev. J. H. Brooks of Ridgmount, near 
Woburn, Beds, contemplating a removal from 
that village, is open to invitation from other 
churches. 

RECENT DEATHS. 

MRS, SARAH EDMUNDS, 

The subject of :the following brief memoir 
was born January 1st, 1754, and was conse
quently in her ninety-ninth year, at the time 
of her decease. She was brought up under 
the training of parents of strictly moral but 
of high church principles, and was therefore 
with them a constant attendant upon the 
performance of divine worship at the esta
blished church. It appears that quite in the 
jul'enile part of her life, she was impressed 
with serious thoughts for the safety of her 
soul, but these like the morning cloud or as 
the early dew quickly disappearing, proved 
only harbingers to the futlU'e showering of 
the Spirit's influences, which should remove 
every cloud of darkness from the soul, and 
unfold the glorious Sun of righteousness 
with all his healing virtue to the eye of 
faith. But with the progress of time her 
position became changed, having entered 
upon the married state she began to parti
cipate more fully the cares and trials of life, 
to which the early removal by death of the 
partner of her days: contributed not a little. 
'fhe God of providence, however, was over
ruling circumstances for her good nn<l his 
glory. About this period she was admitted 
into the friendship of one of the Lord's ser· 
vants, under whose pious conversation she 
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wns le,l to see her stnto as a sinner in the 
sight of God, nnd finally to flee to Christ 
for salvation. Having herself found the Lord 
to be gracious, she felt deeply interested for 
the spiritual welfare of those by whom she 
was surrounded, and to promote this object 
opened her house at the village of Hoo for 
preaching nnd the worship of God. This 
brought upon her the contemptuous sneers 
of an untltlnlcing world; but that grace which 
1,ad commenced the work in her soul carried 
it on; she was enabled meekly to bear every 
species of persecution and opposition, and 
was eventually rewarded by the assurance 
that many who had been most bitter were 
led in sincerity to embrace the cause of the 
Redeemer. In the thirty-second ye:ir of 
her age and second of her widowhood, she 
was privileged openly to avow her love to 
the Saviour, by public immersion into his 
death, at the baptist chapel, Clover Street, 
Chatham, then under the pastoral care of 
the Rev. J. Knott. - This was a day me
morable in the experience of the departed, 
and one to which she would ever refer with 
pleasure, but at the same time with a deep 
sense of her own unworthiness. She was 
thus brought into the fold of the Good Shep
herd, and was permitted to adorn her pro
fession by n life of consistency till its close. 
About six years from this time she again en
tered the married state, the individual selected 
(the late Mr. W. Edmunds) being a member 
of the same church, and who also preceded 
her into an eternal world. There were no very 
striking incidents in the personal history of 
the deceased, but like a trusting helpless 
child she placed her reliance upon her 
all-wise Father, and he gently and me,·
cifully provided for and watchecl over his 
charge. She would say when spoken to on the 
subject of God's dealings with her, "Surely 
goodness and mercy have followed me all 
the days of my life, and I have a goodly 
heritage." Her chief characteristics were, 
her deep piety, her habitual love of devotion, 
nnd her constant attendance at the means 
of grace; no light or trifling excuse would be 
admitted by her as a plea for absenting her
self from the Lord's house, and when, borne 
down by weight of years and their attendant 
infirmities, kind friends would suggest that 
she should spare herself the fatigue, she 
would reply," No, it is said, They that wait 
upon the Lord shall renew their strength ;" 
and then a happy smile lighting up her ve
nerable features she would add : " I have 
often found it so." Her last earthly com
mingling with the saints was at the table of 
the Lord on the first sabbath of the present 
year, her next, having joined the church tri
um phnnt, ,vns to "drink the wine new in her 
Father's kingdom." As her end drew near, 
the same peace of mind was granted her, 
death was in her estimation a conq ttcred 
foe; she would frequently say when alluding 

to it, "He will not lay upon me more than 
he will enable me to bear, for he hath said 
' I will never leave thee nor forsake thee.',; 
During the short illness which terminated 
her sojourn below, she was permitted to 
enjoy much of the divine presence, and to 
express her firm and unshaken confidence 
in the God of her salvation. At the last in
terview with some beloved relatives it was 
remarked, "You have many hours of loneli
ness" ( arising from almost total loss of sight 
and considerable deafness); she replied with 
marked emphasis," No; I am never alone." 
Upon the hymn commencing, "How firm a 
foundation," &c., being repeated, she said, 
"That is sweet; it is indeed precious." Beinil 
asked if there were any particular portion of 
scripture from which she would like her death 
to be improved, should it be her heavenly 
Father'.• will to call her home, she~lay appa
rently m deep thought for a minute or two, 
and then said, "The wages of sin is death, 
but the gift of God is eternal life through 
Jesus Christ our Lord." " Yes," she con
tinued, "it is all free, unmerited gTace." 
About two hours after this conversation had 
ended, the aged believer was deprived of 
consciousness; a lethargic slumber overspread 
her frame, in which quiet, peaceful state, she 
remained till the morning of Saturday, Jan
uary 17th, when, after a slight convulsive 
effort, her happy spirit wini:ed its way to re
gions of unsullied bliss, there to abide in the 
presence of the Lord for ever. The power 
of vital godliness was strikingly exemplified 
by the departed. Religion with her was not 
a secondary consideration, but the one steady, 
persevering aim of her existence. By her 
removal from ihe fumily circle, those of riper 
years are deprived of a pattern worthy of 
imitation, while the yonng h:tve lost a be
loved relative, from whose lips words of 
wisdom ancl affectionate ad vice would con
stantly proceed. 

MR, \VILLUll HEBDITCH. 

The subject of this brief memoir was born 
at Eastham, near to Crewkerne, in the year 
1808. His father, though at that time an 
independent, was one of the originators of 
the baptist canse at Crewkerne, where he still 
continues both a member and an officer. 
The early history of om· departed brother is 
unknown to the writer, but from the church 
book it appears that he was received as a 
member so early as the )"ear 1827. '.l'he 
pious example ever before him at home, and 
the fervent prayers which there daily as
cended from the heart and lips of his 
beloved parent, hnd much to do with the 
formatiou of those habits of serious reflection 
which our friend in vouth exhibited. The 
irrevocable dccisiou seems, however, to have 
been produced wider the affectionate ministry 
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of the late Enoch Crook. HaYing joined 
the people of God, and possessing talents for 
usefulness, our brother was early sanctioned 
and encouraged by the church to exercise 
his gifts in the ,·illages. In 1839, Mr. 
Hebditch was elected a deacon, an office 
which he retained to the day of his death, 
Through bodily infirmities he was often 
,l"anting in energy and promptness, but 
these deficiencies he amply <"ompensated by 
his prudence and stability. His value was 
especially s~en when the church was without 
a pastor. Not only would he often supply 
the pulpit himself, which he always did with 
acceptance, hut he would give the most 
judicious counsel when a minister was invited 
on probation. One instance in particular could 
be referred to, were it proper, when, acting as 
a careful pilot, he guided the tossed and en
dangered rnssel most safely through the 
storm. But he was not permitted to con
tinue long in this world. In the prime of 
life he was summoned to his Master's pre
sence. For some months previous to his 
decease he often complained of indisposi
tion, and for weeks before the solemn crisis, 
little hope was entertained of his recovery. 
But though the prospect of death was full 
before him, death had no terrors to him, and 
his mind was usually calm and peaceful, be
lieving as he did that his salvation was in 
the hands of Christ in whom he confided and 
whom he supremely loved. As his end ap
proached and appeared more near, he became 
anxious to leave this world of sin and sorrow 
and to enter into the joy of his Lord. Hence 
expressions of holy aspiration were often on 
his Ji ps ; and just before his departure he 
exclaimed, with peculiar emphasi•, " Blessed 
Jesus!" So died, on the 24th of January, 
this servant of God, furnishing another tes
timony to the thousands alre.ady adduced, 
that every succeeding death, in the case of 
believers, robs the monster of his chains and 
his prison of its gloom. So true is it:-

" Onr dying friends are pioneers to smooth 
•1 Our rugged path to death? to break those bars 
Of terror and abhorrence, nature throws 

~·Cross our obstructed way; and thus to mak~, 
Welcome as safe our port from every storm. 

The death of Mr. Hebditch was improved 
by his pastor on Lord's day, February 1st, 
from Ps. xviii. 46, words selected by himself. 
The presence and deep attention of a large 
auditory showed the respect in which he was 
held. 

JIU!.. AND MRS. PERKINS, 

Mr. W. Perkins was born at Colnbrook, in 
Buckinghamshire, in the year 1780. He had 
no early ed•1cational advantages, and when 
quite a youth entered into the senice of a 
gentleman who introduced him to the metro
polis, .At the decease of this gentleman he 

was .introduced into a Roman Catholic 
family, and afterwards to a business house 
in St. Paul's Churchyard, the proprietor of 
which was R God-fearing man. At this time 
he was so entirely ignorant of religion that 
he did not kno1v anything at all about Jesus 
Christ; and his ,vonder on the Monday morn
ing would ft·equently be excited when listening 
to the conversation of his employer with a 
follow shopman, as to the mnnner they had 
spent the previous day, the texts 'that had 
been giYen, and the subject of 'the dis
course ; frequently did he listen, and always 
wondered what pleasure there could be in 
religion, and what there could be attractive in 
this Jesus of whom they spake so highly ; 
this much he learned, that if religion had its 
pleasures he was an entire strange1· to them, 
and secretly he wished to be acquainted 
therewith. Walking according to the course 
of this world, it is no wonder his sabbaths 
were spent in recreative pursuits, and thus 
employed when, about 22 years of age, he 
,vas wandering over Clerkenwell Green, he 
inadvertently strolled into Clerkenwell church, 
wh~re the Rev. H. Foster was preaching, 
havmg taken Jabez's prayer for his text, '' Oh, 
that thou wouldest bless me indeed, and that 
thou wouldest keep me from evil, that it may 
not grieve me." This was to him as the begin
ning of days ; his sabbaths were henceforth 
employed in attending to the sanctuary of 
God. He selected most principally the evan
gelical ministers of the establishment u.ntil, 
in the 'course of reading the word, he dis
covered the ordinance of believers' baptfom, 
and baptism by immersion. It is not a little 
remarkable, that up to the present moment 
he had never heard of the baptists in any 
manner, although there was a baptist church 
in Colnbrook, and the gentlemen above n1-
ferred to were both baptists. He mentioned 
his difficulties to Mr. Foster, of whom he was 
highly fond, but, of course, was unable to 
gain anything satisfactory ; pursuing his in
quiries, he was ultimately led to the baptist 
meeting in Church Street, Blackfriar's Road, 
and was baptized by the pastor, the late Rev. 
James Upton, in or about the year l 804. 
He became an active visitor of the sick in 
connexion with the society connected with 
that church, and also with another connected 
with the Hoxton Academy chapel; and in 
this work of faith he might truly be said to 
"Jabour in season and out of season.'' Here 
it was that he met with her to whom he was 
afterwards united, and with whom, for forty
Jive years, he shared the vicissitudes of the 
present state. It might truly be said she 
was to him the sharer of his joys and the 
Eoother of his soHows, as well as the co· 
operator in every work of faith and labour 
of love ; frequently in her early days did she 
accompany him in his works of Christian 
benevolence ; and whe11 age and infirmities 
prevented active duties, as frequently did she 
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invite the poor to her own habitation, not 
only to relieve them from her purse, but also 
to nssist them by her counsels ; for after a 
life of Christian activity, her advice was 
judicious ; and it is no perversion of the 
words in her case, that "when the eye saw 
her it blessed her, and when the ear heard 
her it gave hee,I to her." Thus sustained by 
divine grace, they walked happily tooether 
taking active positions in the Bibi~ and 
Bethel Union Societies, besides subscribing for 
many years to the various societies of onr 
own denomination, while circumstances per
mitted. "If a man live many days, and re
joice in them all, yet let him remember the 
days of darkness, for they shall be many." 
This truth was painfully experienced by Mr. 
Perkins, who was unexpectedly attacked with 
paralysis after leaving the Lord's table on the 
first sabbath of the year 1838, thereby de
priving him for a season of the use of his 
liinbs, but ultimately causing him to be 
wrecked in every position, both of body and 
mind, so that for the last few years of his 
life he was : perfectly unconscious of passing 
events. To dwell on the kindness and affec
tionate treatment manifested by Mrs. Perkins 
towards him in this unhappy state for the 
long period of fourteen years, would be un
neces,ary ; it was witnessed by many Chris
tian friends, many of whom were thereby led 
to admire the grace of God in her. 

In the autumn of the year it became 
evident that his afflictions would be brought 
to close ere many weeks. It is not improba
ble, . that th_e annou~1cement of this fact by 
medical testimony might have been the first 
prelude to her own dissolution ; yet atill, she 
thought to have smvived him, and that her 
own wish would be realized, that he would be 
the first to enter into rest, and she would 
shortly follow. God's ways, however, are not 
as our ways. Othei· circumstances painfully 
occurred which worked upon her system 
already weakened by disease, and in the 
course of ten days released her from all her 
troubles and cares. The Master came and 
~alle~ for her, conveying her to her heavenly 
mhentance on the 7th November, 1851 in 
her 72nd year. ' 

It is supposed that the loss sustained by 
Mr. Perkms, though never communicated, 
was felt; the hand, the voice, the person and 
the every expression of kindness was rni~scd. 
He never afterwards mentioned her name but 
once, but his altered appearance plainly told 
the depth of his sorrow ; ho survived her 
only twenty-five days, dying on the 2nd 
December, in his 72nd vear. 

Their remains were depositeil in the High
gate Cemetery, Mr. C. Smith of Cumberlan,l 
St~e?t,_ where she had lately worshipped, 
officmtmg at the grave; and thua is produceil 
another of the many instances of those who 
were lovely and pleasant in their !ires 11ml in 
death were not clivi,led,_ ' 

HRS. JONES. 

Died, January 24, 18,S2, at Hackney, Mrs. 
Mary Jones, late of Lough ton, Essex, relict 
of Mr. Thomas Jones, formerly of Stony 
Street, Southwark, in the ninety-first year 
of her age. 

The following account is taken from a 
memorandum supposed to be in her own 
hand writing, in which the commencement of 
her Christian life is stated to have been in 
the year 1782. 

She says she first spoke to Mr. Rippon 
(afterwards Dr. Rippon) about makin<> n 
public profession of religion on the 18th of 
October, 1782; on the 21st she went before 
the chnrcb, on the 27th was baptized, and 
on the 3rd of November was admitted as a 
member of the church. 

On one of these occasions Mr. Rippo,i 
preached from Ps. lxviii. : "Strengthen, 0 
Lord, what thou hast wrought in us." She 
adds: '' Thou, 0 Lord, hast wrought great 
things for me, whereof I am glad ! 0 he! p 

me to praise thee for thy loving kindness and 
saving mercy to me an unworthv sinner. O 
gracious Saviour and kind FatGer, do thoa 
he pleased to encourage this poor heart of 
mine in the work it is en<>aged in to thv 
honour and my eternal f;licity au'd joy.'' 
After hearing another sermon on the deat'1 
of the wicked, she writes: "Lord, let me no, 
die the death of the wicked. Lord, from th;s 
time make me lo thiuk more of death, judo
ment, and eternity, and to rem em her, though 
young, I am hastening to the grave, the place 
appointed for all flesh; and how eyer long or 
short my stay on earth may be, may I ba 
helped through thy Spirit's influence to im
prove my fleeting time, to make much of 
thyself, thy Spirit, and thy word ; aud then 
at last, clothed with thy righteousness, saved 
with an everlasting salvation, redeemed by 
the blood of Christ, freed from the sins of mv 
nature, the sins of my practice, aboYe all tl{e 
sins of my deceitful heart, I shall sing wit:, 
the redeemed above the song of Mose3 an,l 
the Lamb for ever and ever. Amen. 

"And must this bo(h· dil\ 
This mortal frame ~lccay ?" 

"Yes," she writes, "this body must be the 
food of worms till the great decisire day whcr, 
the Lord of the heavens and earth shall como 
in the clouds to judge the world in righteom
ness, and I must be there. Yes, at that so
lemn tribunal, my soul, thou wilt he there to 
receive thy sentence, '' Come ye blessed,'' ol· 
that awful sentence, " Depart ye ctirse,l." 
Lord, help me to consider aud try my w:i_rs, 
to know whether I have an interest i:1 thv 
righteousness; and if I ha\"e I shall not b·c 
afraid of thee, 0 death I Though ut prcsrnt 
subject to bondage through fear, has n,,t rn,v 
Lord and ]\faster obtained the victorv and 
disarmed the king of terrors, and promi,c,l 
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that his rod and his staff shall guide his re
deemed pilgrims through the dnrk Yallcy, 
from tl1is world of sin nnd sorrow to tlw wnrl,l 
of joy above, where sin and sorrow will for 
ever flee away! 

"' Could 1 but say my God is mine, 
Could I but feel his glory shine' 

on this my poor heart, then, ,rith a pleasing, 
smiling, calm repose, l'd bid adieu to all that 
I call pleasure here below, and say farewell 
to all my joys, and sweetly lay me down in 
the cold prison of the tomb lill the great 
rising 1norning come." 

Such were the desires and such the ex
perience of our departed friend in the days of 
]1er youth, being then about twenty-one years 
of age, and she held fast her profession for 
nearly seventy years; although encompassed 
with many infirmities and sins, and called to 
pass through many trials, the Lord was faith
ful to his promise and never forsook her, even 
in old age. It was he that began the work, 
and he carried it on against all opposition 
from the world, the flesh, and the devil. 

When informed of her approac!iing end 
she recei,·cd the tidings with a calm resigna
tion, and setting her house in order waited 
for the king of terrors; but his terror was 
gone; she said she felt no ecstacy, but spoke 
of the faithfulness of God through Jesus 
Christ, and all;_of grace. Those words were 
the last she was able distinctly to articulate, 
but she evidently bad the full pos1ession of 
her understanding until a very short time 
before she fell asleep in Jesus; and of her it 
may undoubtedly and truly be said," Blessed 
are the dead which die in the Lord, they rest 
from their labours, and their works do follow 
them." 

She was in principle and practice a decidetl 
baptist; she was very liberal to the full ex
tent of her ability to the cause of God, and 
loved to hear of the spread of the gospel 
everywhere, especially of the prosperity of 
the church formerly in Carter Lane, of 
which she was nearly seventy years a mem
ber. 

ANN DILLING. 

In the record of the faithful the name of 
Ann Billing of Rothersthorpe is entitled to 
a place. For nearly twenty years she had 
been a member of the church at Thisling
bury. Her meek and quiet spirit, her 
diligent attendance on the means of grace, 
and her uniform consistency, rentlered her 
ornamental to her profession, antl spread a 
beneficial influence through the sphere in 
which she moved. Her life involved much 
more than an average amount of trial, which 
was borne with extraordinary cheerfulness, 
courage, and resignation. Her last affiiction 
was long and painful, being unable for four-

teen months to move herself in bed, but ii 
only furnished nn opporlnnity for patience to 
lrn,·e her perfect work. Dming the whole 
time her faith and hope were humble but 
cheerful. Amongst her last words to her 
pastor were these : " I now find the best 
way to die well is to live well." A statement 
remarbbly correct and entitled' to tho 
attention of all, particularly the young, 
On Lord's day, April 4th, she exchanged an 
earthly sabbath for that world-

u ,vhero the assembly ne'er breaks up, 
Aud sabbaths have no end," 

J, LORD, ESQ. 

March 13th, 1852, died, John Lord, Esq. 
of Invell 'l'errace, Bacup, aged forty-nine 
years ; in whose death the neighbourhood 
have lost a worthy patron, his work-people a 
good master, the cause of Christ a cheerful 
liberal donor and kind friend, and his family 
a good parent. 

IIIISS IIIETOALFE, 

Died, April 10th, at No. 10, Richmond 
Terrace, Birkenhead, aged 18 years, Mary 
Hannah, eldest daughter of the Rev, John 
Metcalfe, baptist minister of that place, 
after bearing protracted affliction with 
Christian patience and resignation to the 
di vine will. 

ROBERT KETTLE, ESQ, 

This useful and well-known Christian was 
taken from the church on earth, after a few 
days' illness, on the 23rd of March. Mr. 
Kettle was a native of the village of Kintillo, 
in the parish of Dnmbarney, county of 
Perth. He was much attached to his ;native 
place, which he was of late years in the 
habit of visiting periodically, and endeared 
himself to the inhabitants by many acts of 
kindness, so that his temporary residence 
became quite an event in the village. He 
settled in Glasgow about the year 1815, ancl 
by dint of industry and economy was able to 
commence business on bis own account as o 
yarn-merchant in 1829. He attached him
self to St. John's congregation, then under 
the ministry of Dr. Chalmers, and remained 
in connexion with it throughout the succeed
ing incumbency of Dr. Patrick M'Farlan, 
and during great part of that of Dr. Thomas 
Brown, co-operating with the exemplary 
parochial agency first established by Dr. 
Chalmers, in the capacity of a sabbath-school 
teacher and a member of the Conrt of Dea
cons. Although he snbsc<jucntly left the 
church of Scotland, his admiration of the 
parochial economy of Dr. Chalmers con-
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tinued unabntecl ; ond a few week_s before I admonition of his calm and hopeful death, 
his ~lenth he wns hen)·d to declare with much fi'.id me~t expression in the weighty sentence 
feeling, nt a meeting of sabbath-school . mth which he closed the printed address t" 
teachers, thnt that great man was" the hest the familtcs in his sahhath school district 
friend that Glasgow ever possc.ssed," He thirty years ago:-" Many are the oppor
felt n warm interest in the growing purity [unities of spiritual improvement that God is 
nn,l spirituality of the national establish- giving us; they are all talents that must he 
ment about that period, and took part in accounted for. Let us, therefore, work while 
the formation and management of the the day lasteth, taking care lest any of us 
Church of Scotland Society ; but in fail of the grace of God, watching with 
! 834 he was induced by the then prevail- prayer against all sin, seeking daily to Chri,t 
ing controversy to re-consider the subject of for life, light, and strength, that every day 
the connection of church and slate, which led may find us advancing toward the heavenly 
to his separation_ from the establishment, and Zion ; and when the night of death comettt 
his becoming a member of the baptist upon us, as come it will, may it be followed 
churGh, under the pastorate of the Rev. to us hy the bright glories of e\ernal day !" 
Mr. Paterson,-a step which he justified in a 
pamphlet published at the time. His con-
nection with a compamtively small body of 
Christians did not separate him from his 
former fellow workers or lessen his interest in 
general objects of riety and philanthropy, 
which he continued to the last to cherish with 
a large and liberal heart. He was a vice
president of the City Mission, and was 
unwearied in his attentions to the interests 
of various religious societies. Personally 
exemplifying the brotherly love, and en
deavouring to promote the unity of senti
ment and effort, which it is the object of 
the Evangelical Alliance to foster amongst 
the different members of the body of Christ, 
he delighted in frequenting its meetings; and 
the thrill of sorrow which shot through the 
large assembly in the Merchants' Hall, on 
Tuesday night, when the mournful in
telligence of his death was communicated, 
showed in a striking manner the estimation 
in which he was held. 

Mr. Kettle was in great measure a self
educated man. He possessed a large share 
of common sense, nnd the powers of his 
naturally robust mind were matured and 
elevated by reading, observation, and reflec
tion. It was only on rare and urgent occa
~ions that he could be induced to take part 
m public meetings, but when he did so, he 
never failed to produce an impression by his 
~hrewdness and sagacity, his caustic though 
moffensive humour and mother wit. Those 
who knew him best and came most in contact 
~ith him as a merchant, speak with admira
tion of the inflexible rectitude of his transac
tion~ in business, and the incorruptible in
t~gnty of his character. Nothing could 
disturb the equanimity of his temper, or 
sour the genial kindliness of his heart. His 
li~eral soul was constantly devising liberal 
thmgs. In the death of Mr. Kettle, the 
church has been depril'ed of a member who 
was universally beloved for the clear and 
steady consistency of his character ; and 
the public of one of cur most philanthropic 
and estimable citizens. 

?he lesson taught by the example of his 
active and well-spent life, and the parting 
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REV. S. A. DlillOcl\G. 

The estimable pastor of the congregational 
church meeting in Park Crescent chapel, 
Park Road, Clapham, was removed from 
among us on the 17th of April. Mr. Du
bourg was a native of France ; but be had 
resided long in this country, and had so much 
assimilated himself to its inhabitants in speech 
and manner, that it was possible to have 
much intercourse with him without per
ceiving that he was not an Englishman. 
Though he was not of our denomination, he 
was one of those men whom it would afford 
any Christian community pleasure to acln10w
ledge ; gentle, kind, and candid, in whom the 
eye of a human obserrnr could detect no 
fault. 

COLLECTANEA. 

THE B.l.PTI.5T L"XIOX. 

The Fortieth Annual Session of the Baptist 
Union was held on Friuay, in the Library of 
the Mission House, Moorgate Street. The at
tendance was not very numerous ; but the 
leading London ministers, and a considerable 
number from the country, were present, be
sides several lay gentlemen of respectability. 
After devotional services, the Rev. Dr. Cox, 
the appointed chairman, delivered an elabo
rate and eloquent introductory auuress, which 
we have much pleasure-in placing before our 
readers. The subject is-" the Demands of 
the Age," discussed under two divisions,-the 
demands which are to be refused, and those 
which are to be granted. This discourse 
abounds with valuable practical suggestions, 
and is characterized by remarkable beauty of 
style. It was listened to throughout with 
close attention ; and, among others, the pns
saaes relating to the right method of preach
ing were receil'ed with manifest approval. 

The statistical report of the churches ,,as 
1nuch less cnc.ouraging than last year. The 
treasnrer's account also cxhib;ted an in-

2 )! 
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cr,•asing dcht; but ils. entire liquidation was 
pr,wided for before the a~sembly rose; and it 
1s hoped, that a committee to whose con
sideration the m1ttter has been referred, will 
be able to de\'isa some plan br which the 
future efficiency of the Union may be se
cured. The lwalthy st1te of the Congrega
tion:il l'nion was referred to in proof of what 
might be accomplished ; and proposals to 
follow its example in •cYeral respects were 
receiYed with apparent foyour. Some of 
the country ministers seemed to be of opinion 
that the siherc of operations might be bene
ficially extended,-that, by aiming at greater 
things, r,reater things would be achieYed, 
Mr. Underhill produced an evident impres
sion by some remarks on the want of a high 
denominational purpose ,md literature; and 
mention was made of the establishment of a 
baptist lecture; but in the present state of 
the Union, it seemed inexpedient to pursue 
the matter further. 

The resobtions adopted show, that the 
Baptist Union is by no means neglectful 
of the great questions which call for the 
attention of religious bodies. With its usual 
soundness of principle, it takes distinct cog
nisance of the education question and of the 
Maynooth Endowment. 

'.l.'he resolution referring to state-persecu
tion of the baptists in various parts of Ger
many and in Sweden, was prefaced with an 
interesting statement by the Rev. Dr. Steane, 
who, with the Re,·. J. H. Hinton, has lately 
visited the foreign churches. On the break
ing out of revolution in 1848, they obtained 
civil freedom ; but they have since felt the 
full force of the re-action. In the Prussian 
dominions, Baden, and MecklenburgSchwer
in, they are cruelly oppressed. One of their 
chief grie,·ances arises from the marriage-law, 
which, in those Lutheran states, requires that 
every candidate fur the nuptial ceremony 
shall produce certificates of baptism, confirm
ation, and church communion; thus leav
ing to the children of baptist parents no 
option, in the eye of the law, bt1t celibacy or 
concubinage. Under the revolutionary:regirne, 
these restrictions were inoperative ; and the 
baplists, a'"ailing themselves of their oppor
tunity, were married in their own way. In 
consequence of the re-establishment of mo
narcl,ical power, howeYer, such marriages 
ham been declared null, and their offspring 
illegitimate. Hence, numbers have taken 
refuge in emigration. Those who remain, 
are the objects of a continual police crusade. 
Except in the free-towns of Hamburgh, 
Bremen, and Lu beck, and in the little 
Duchy of Oldenburg, all the German 
governments may be described as more or 
less actively persecuting the nascent baptist 
churches, which con•titute 11early the only 
lights of liberty that relieve the gloom of ,m 
all-petl'ading despotism. In Baden, Hesse
Cassel, and Meckle11burg Schwerin, the1·e 

are fines and luw ext>enses almost without 
en,! ; and gootls, an,\ even necesewy foo<l, 
are merciles,!y seized to defray them. One 
worthy pastor states, that all the members of 
his little flodc who had tnken pnrt in a par
ticular act of divine worship, hnd been thus 
mulct. In Berlin and various parts of 
Prussia, similnr scenes are of common occur. 
rence. The fairest hope of a change is in 
Sweden, where a religious-liberty party is 
forming among the national clergy, ,vho are 
one of the four estntes of the realm ; but it 
will be some time before the mujority of the 
reverend legislators, whose consent is inuis
pensable to nny law, will be induced to con
sent to a relaxntion. '.l.'he hopelessness of 
matters in Pmssin must be great indeed, 
when the perfidious hypocrite who reigns 
there, is counted as the best friend to tolera
tion in his own dominions. Dr. Steane stated 
it as a fact within his own knowledge, that, 
,·ery recently, the celebrated professor Heng
stenberg, one of the lights of protestant 
Germany, declared, he should be glad to see 
Berlin as full of Capuchin friars as it already 
was of policemen. Baptists, indeed, m11y 
not marry in Germany ; but the sword and 
the cowl are brought together again, and the 
sons of Luther bless the union.-Pafriot. 

COLONIAL BISHOP'S BILL, 

We observe that Mr. Gladstone's Colonial 
Bishop's Bill stands for the second reading 
on Wednesday. Its provisions are plainly 
framed in concert with the Tractarian and 
Romanizing prelates, who in Tasmania, in 
Australia, and Canada, are striving to obtain 
power whereby to crush Evangelical religion 
and establish their own exclusive and Anti
Protestant denomination. We trust it will be 
resisted and thrown out.-Record, 

MOSES STUART, 

Moses Stuart was horn in Wilton, Con• 
necticut, March 26, 1780. He was a farmer's 
son. At the age of twelve he became ab· 
sorbed in the perusal of '' Ed 1vards on the 
Will." In his fifteenth year, he was sent to 
an academy in Norwalk, Connecticut, for the 
purpose of perfecting his English education. 
Urged by his preceptor to prepare for a col
legiate course, he began his Latin Grammar 
with a characteristic impetus. In one even• 
ing he learned the four conjugations of verbs; 
in another, the sixty rules of syntax. In 
three days the principles of the whole gram· 
mar were in his mind, nnu he found himself 
a member of a class who had devoted several 
months to the language. Alike rapid was his 
progress in the French. 

In Mav, 1797, he entered the Sophomore 
ClaH or' Yale College. At this period his 
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tn1tes were pre-eminently for the mathe
matics but he was enger to grasp nll know
ledge.' He grndunted in 1799, and had with 
the entire npprobnlion of the c;ass the salu
tatory oration, which wns then considen,d the 
fil'BI appointment. During the next year he 
tnugbt in nn ncademy in North Fairfield, 
Connecticut; a part of the following year he 
was the principal ofa high-school in Danbury, 
in the same elate. Here he commenced the 
Htudy of the law, ancl soon removing to New
town he devoted himself entirely to 1 his 
study. He wne admitted to the bar in 1802, 
In many respects, he was well fitted for 
an advocate. He had a q nick and strong 
memory, a rare vividness of conception, a 
fertility of illustration, a readiness of utter
ance, a quickness of repartee, and an autho
ritative manner, which promised a brilliant 
career in the legal profession, 

About the time of his admision to the bar, 
he was called to a tutorship in Yale College, 
wliere he remained about two years. During 
the winter of IA02-3 he was converted, and 
in the enrly part of 1803 connected himself 
with the church in Yale College. Under the 
direction of President Dwight, he now pre
pared himself for the work of a preacher. 
1n March, 1806, he was ordained in New 
HaYen, as successor to Dr. Dana, where, 
during three years and ten months, he la
boured with extraordinary zeal and success. 
On the 28th of February, 1810, he was in
augurated Professor of Sacred Literature in 
the Theological Seminary at Andover. Here 
he remained until his death, which occurred 
January 4, 1852. Besides his labours at the 
seminary, he prepared the following works 
for publication : Commentm·ies on Hebrell's, 
Romans, the Apocalypse, Daniel, Eccle
siastes, and Proverbs ; seven e,litions of his 
Hebrew Grammar, Hebrew Chrestomathy, 
'franslation of Rodiger's Gesenius, thirteen 
printed sermons, thirty-four articles for the 
Biblical Repository, eleven articles for the 
Bibliotheca Sacra; also articles in the North 
American, Christian and Methodist Quar
terly Reviews ; also essays, letters, and 
translations from the Latin and German. 
And this is by no means a complete list of 
his published writings.-Christian Review. 

IIAYNOOTII, 

We most earnestly entreat dissenters to 
talrn a bold and decided stand upon May
nooth. The great body of them, we ho
nostly believe, do not see the value of gaining 
t)iis outpost. They clo not perceive how in
tnnately connected it is with the Irish Pro
testant establishment. They do not under
stand that the nearest mnd to the Irish 
national church lies through the Maynooth 
College. This popish institution is in our 
opiqion the strongest butt1·e11S of the Irish 

church. The Times knows this fact helter 
than many of our voluntary friends, who are 
so very consistent that they will not destroy 
any of the vermin with which their house 
and grounds aie infested, unless they can 
first gather them altogether, and put them to 
death in the same instant of time. Arch
bishop Whately knows this fact better than 
many of our friends, •.vho, had they acted 
upon the same principles in material mono
polies which they seemed prepared to do in 
ecclesiastical, would have stood back, and 
refused a helping band to put down the corn 
monopoly, until they had power sufficient to 
abolish the sugar monopoly, the timber 
mouopoly, and the navigation monopoly, at 
the same moment. Dr. Whately has no 
great liking for Romanism, but he has a very 
natural predilection for the Irish church, and 
hence he ad rncates the endowment of May• 
nooth. We are much afraid that Volun
taryism is not gaining much at present from 
the conduct of no small number of its pro
fessors. The suspicion is somewhat exten
sively entertained among those who hold the 
Establishment principle, that many Volun
taries seem more at home in demanding the 
repeal of Protestant than of Pnpish endow
ments. We are not prepared to say that 
this is the case; but certainly we should take 
care that our good be not evil spoken of. 
Something at least is gained, when we succeed 
in taking this fortress; and every monopoly, 
when overthrown, give, us greater facilities 
for taking the rest. Whenever a monopoiist 
has his own privileges wrested from him, he 
joins your ranks immediately, and helps you 
to subdue those with whom he formerly co
operated, on the instinctive principle of self. 
interest. The number of petitions presented, 
up to the 31st l\Iarch, is 206. 'fhe signa
tures amount to lU:2,-HB. This is hopeful. 
Let us bestir ourselves. The Glasgow Pro
testant Society has issued a spirited a<ldmsa 
to the Protestant electors, with which we 
fully sympathise. It concludes with these 
words-'· Let the overthrow of the Maynooth 
Endowment give unmistakeable evidence to 
the Government and the world, that the pro
ject of endowing the Roman Catholic church 
in Ireland is equally hopeless as reprehensi
ble."-United Presbyterian Magazine. 

GOSPEL ACCORDING TO :IIATTllEW. 

The Rev. Francis Bosworth, M.A., has in 
advanced preparation St. Matthew's Gospel 
in Greek, with full Critical Notes. It will 
form just such 11n edition of Matthew as is 
Forbyn's of Virgil, or Poppoe's of 'l'hucydides. 
Onr students are too often taught every thing 
else but how to use their knowledge. Vast 
stores of most ialuable i11formation :ie bid 
( so fap 11!1 we English are concerned) in Ger-
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man 1niters, which migl1t well he mn,1c 
nYailahlc for such a work since the,- are not 
theological but philologic;\, The object will 
he totally distinct from that of either Alford 
or Bloo111field. The syntatical construction, 
the compmrnd verbs, the Hebraisms - in 
short, whateYer may be needed, in order to 
light up the text, will reccii-e attention. It 
is especially designed for students, and will 
supply them with the most recent and 
thorough scholarship of Germany, minus 
neology. \Ve haYe been faYourcd with some 
specimens of this work, and perceiYe that it 
will form an excellent class-book, supplying 
all that maY be wanted in order to under
stand critically the original. If the plan 
ans1vers, the editor contemplates that the 
Epistle to the Romans might be treated in 
the same manner ; and eventually corres
ponding editions of the Psalms and Isaiah 
might be furnished. - Kitto's Journal of 
Sacred Literature, 

THE REY. PROFESSOR ROBINSON, D.D, 

The Rev. Professor Robinson, D.D., of 
New York, who, it was stated in the American 

Literary World, had left that city for another 
tonr in the Holy Lnnd, from which valuable 
topographical awl critical results might be 
expected, arrircd early this )'car in London, 
whence he proceeded to Berlin, preparatory 
to his proceeding to Palestine, which he ex
pected to reach at the beginning of April, 
His stay in London was short ; but the editor 
of the Journal of Sac,·ed Litera.tu,·e was 
enabled in repeated interviews to renew an 
acquaintance commenced twelve years ago, 
on the learned Professor's return from his 
first journey, and to confer with him on the 
objects cf his present undertaking. These 
hayc been alluded to in the article on Recent 
TraYels in Palestine. It appears to be Dr. 
Robinson's view rather to direct his researches 
to ground not previously traversed, or only 
imperfectly explored, such as the region be
yond the Jordan, and of the southern and 
northern districts, than merely to test or 
verify previous conclusions, except, perhaps, 
at J ernsalem, We have reason to hope that 
Dr. Robinson will from time to time forward 
some account of his proceedings for insertion 
in this J ournal,-Kitto's Journal of Saci·ed 
Literature. 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

BAPTIST BUILDING FUKD, 

To the Editor of the Baptist Magazine, 

DEAR Srn,-The Committee of the Baptist 
Building Fund have had their attention di
rected to the Baptist Manual for I 851, and 
its table of " Income and Expenditure of 
the principal Public Institutions connected 
with the Baptist Denomination in England 
during the past year." 

In all the prec~g Manuals the "Baptist 
Building Fund," with its income and ex
penditure, s_tan?s as one of the~e ~eno~ina
tional '' Institut10ns.'' In 1851 1t 1s omitted, 
lea Ying the readers of the Manual to suppose 
that the Society now ceases to be one of those 
institutions ;-this is confirmed by the follow
ing note at the bottom of page 58, Yiz. :
" The Baptist Building Fund having heen 
transformed for the most part into a Joan 
Fund, it presents no parlicnlars suitable for 
insertion in this Table." The Committee 
have, therefore, desired that I should request, 
that you will allow me, through your Maga
zine, to remove by explanation and a st?.te
ment of facts, the mistaken, and they fear 
unfavourable impression such official autho
rity is calculated to create. Fir,t, allow me 
to state that no alteration or "transforma
tion" uf the Baptist Building Fund has 

taken place in its objects or constitution 
since that in 1845, and in every succeeding 
number of the Manual, except the last, the 
Fund has had its proper place as one of the 
public institutions of om denomination; and 
in the year to which that note 1·efers, most 
certainly, not the smallest deviation, much 
less "transformation,'' has taken place to 
justify the note, or the omission in the 
Manual ; although, so far back as the year 
Hl45, an alteration was made, and carried 
out in 1846, by which the Society's assistance 
should not be confined to gifts, but extended 
also to " loans without inte,·est.'' As to the 
note in page 58, "That the Baptist Building 
Fund had for the most part been transforme,l 
into a Loan fund, and as such presented no 
particulars suitable" for insertion in the 
Manual ; if this be left without explanation, 
as it is !<Jft in the Manual, it will leave the 
readers to infer that the Baptist Building 
Fund has features in common with e1·ery 
Loan Society. It is well known that the 
borrowers in such Institutious pay large in
terest, and make sacrifice in part of their 
principal, to obtain the loans they require. 
Upon this I need not remark ; but as to the 
objects of the Baptist Building Fund, allow 
me to refer to the Supplement of the Baptist 
Magazine for December, where it is stated 
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thnt the object is, "To assist by gift or loan 
wit/tout interest, in the building, cnlarg~ment, 
or repair of places of ~o.l'Slnp b?longmg t_o 
the Particular or Cal vm1st1c Baptist denomi
nation, throughout the United Kingdom." 
These arc its objects; and, secondly, in a fo•.v 
Jines I will show to your readers what have 
been its actual operations, leaving them to 
judge whether such results are "suitable par
ticulars" for the " Baptist Manual." The 
Baptist Building Fund closes its annual 
accounts in July ; I cannot therefore state, 
what may be the actual amounts up to that 
time ; but I will give those that the Report 
will fully justify. 

We shall have to report at our Annual 
Meeting in July, taking, as I may safely do, 
this year at the same amount as the last ; 
that, from 1846 (the time at which t~e "Loan 
without interest'' fund commenced its opera
tions) up to 1852 inclusive, from 40 to 45 
churches will have had loans, (without any 
charge for interest, no expenses for mort
gages or law charges) amounting to more 
than £4000. Is it not fair to say, sir, that 
we have aided in the " erection" of chapels 
to this extent 1 And, according to the rate 
of interest these churches must have paid, we 
have already saved them from £500 to £700. 
And is it not fair to say, that we have made 
grants to this amount ! And when these 
churches ~hall have repaid all their instal
ments (hitherto they have faithfully and 
punctually done so), taking the interest at 
5 per cent., they will, by the help :of the 
Fund, have saved an amount exceeding 
£2000, and be entirely out of' debt. But, 
sir, in addition to this, the Fund has paicl in 
clii'ect grants, or gifts, to [various churches 
from 1846 to 1852, more than £1200. 

These are the facts and explanations I 
have at the request of the committee to beg 
you will insert in the Baptist Magazine for 
next month. They must remove any un
favomable or mistaken impression made 
either by the omission or note of the Manual, 
and we hope it may induce our friends 
who can aid us, and aid so efficiently, 
to come to the help of the churches and 
the relief of their pastors. Ah ! sir, what 
would have been the amount of saving 
to the churches, what the amount of debt 
liquidated and i11 a state of final discharge, 
had our goocl friends who have the ability 
enabled us to relieve the thirty cases that 
are now waiting for assistance from this 
fund; who have all said (and have given us 
names to secure its fulfilment), " We are 
"'.illing to pay you back the instalments; we 
give you responsible names to secure to you 
the repayment." But the Committee of the 
Baptist Building Fund cannot rcspon,l to 
their call in such efficient measure as they 
would desire, owing to the limited amount of 
funds at their disposal. Enough, sir, I trust, 
has been said to induce further help, and 

h_oping rou will kindly insert this communica
tion which the committee have requestecl me 
to make, I remain, sir, yours respectfully, 

1_Jom1 E,lSTTY, Secretary. 

April 15th, 1852,: 

VOLUNTARYISM. 

To thg Editor of the Baptist llfagazine. 

J?EAR Srn,-Having perused in your Ma
gazine several letters upon the voluntary 
support of the ministry, and feeling that it is 
most important, I beg to offer a few thouzhts 
upon the subject. ~ 

That no occupation in the middlin~ ranks 
of life should yield so poor a remm:eration 
!or arduous labour, both corporeal and mental, 
IS matter for grave consideration, and early 
reform. That members of churches aene
rally. d? not sufficiently ponder the subject, 
that 1t 1s seldom brought before their notice 
from the pulpit, which to multitudes is the 
chief organ of knowledge, is also to be de
plored. But we may mourn over an evil 
from January to December, and "if nothing 
more be done, the close of the year will find 
us in the same position as its commencement. 
Many right-minded Christians may feel de
sirous of knowing what is really their duty 
in this particular, and yet it may be impo3-
sible to lay down any general rule which 
could be of universal application. Now· 
although it should prove as difficult a matter 
to regulate, as the right adjustment of the 
proportion in which all parties should con
tribute of their property to the maintenance 
of the government of their country, yet 
would it be very desirable to possess some
thing like a scale, by which persons may 
ascertain fairly whether or not they are per
forming their duty to God and to man, to 
Christ and his cause in, the world, and to the 
minister whom they have chosen to preside 
over them in the Lord. The hints which 
may be thrown out, are simply intended to 
be suggestive. The patriarch Jacob, when 
on his way to Padan-aran, after his weil
known dream, said unto the Lord, "And of 
all that thou shalt give me, I will surely give 
the tenth unto thee," This was vo!t1ntaryism, 
and he prospered, and no doubt performed 
his vow. The venerable ]\fr. Jav once said 
in a discourse, "It cost a Jew one'.third of his 
income to maintain his religion, I wonder 
what it costs some Christians." However, 
some may be disposed to ask, were a Chris
tian to regulate his contribution to the cause 
of God by any fixed scale, must he be guided 
by what he expends, or by what he clears at 
the year's end! Assuredly by what he ex
pends, for he may not lay by anything, and 
yet he may expend a considerable sum. A 
man with a large family and a limited small 
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income cannot, it is quite obvious, afford as 
much as the man with a small family in the 
same position of society. If Christians would 
giYe about one-twentieth of,~hat they e,pend 
annually upon themselves and their families, 
and one-tenth additional of what they are 
able to la,· bv ,it the year's end, ,rnulZI not 
the nsrect of our diss.enting churches soon 
become rnstlv differe11t from what it is at 
present ? llut some will say, this scale 
would not do at all for our labouring men. 
'\'e grant it, and J·et 1<e doubt, whether the 
pious artizan would not be quite as willing to 
gi,·e, to the cause he loved, his sixpence 
11·eek l_v, out of his ten or tweh·e shillings, as 
would his richer neighbour to contribute his 
ten pounds out of his two hundred, which 
would only deprive the latter of a few luxuries, 
or a little worldly display, whilst the sixpence 
of the poor man would deduct from what 
might be fairly termed the positive neces
saries of life. Therefore did our Lord bestow 
his just commendation upon the two mites of 
the poor widow, and not upon the donations 
of the wealthy. 

There is another point of ,·iew in which 
the present subject may be looked at, and it 
is this. We li,,e in a day when subscription 
lists for all sorts of objects meet the public 
eye, one and another is commerided for his 
liberality to such and such a benevolent 
object, · whilst others may feel something 
approaching to shame, at the smallness of 
their own contribution, where ample means 
are known to be possessed. Now, why may 
uot the same plan be adopted in our dissent
ing churches, and each subscriher know whaf 
another contributes! It may be urged as a 
reason against this, that the scriptures enjoin 
us to secrecy. Yes, in almsgiving; bnt the 
rn pport of our Redeemer's cause, and his 
1ninisters are, or should be, his representa
ti,·es, is not almsgiving, but a positive duty, 
by the allegiance we owe to Christ, In 
fa rour of our argument it may not be innp
ptopriate to quote our Lord's inju11ction, 
"Let your light shine before men, that they 
may see your gvod works, and glorify your 
Father which is in heaven." But it may 
also be urged against this plan, that men 
would give from ostentatious motives, to see 
their names in a subscription list for a hand
s 1me sum ; to this it may also be asked aA a 
r .;joinder, how many would be ashamed to 
Boe their names there for what they now con
tribute? In the present state every thing 
goo,J will be tainted with evil; 11,e question 
s'10ctld then be, will the good predominate! if 
it will, we must be satisfied. ,v e might 
wention another passHge of scripture as 
ajiplicable to the subject: "Provoke one 
another to love and to good works." Chris
tians should couverse together about the 
1ualter, and with all prudence, might chal
lenge each other to do what is right, re
membering the words of the prophet : 

'' The liberal deviseth liberal thinge,' and 
by liberal things shall he stand." Mnny 
papers in yom l\fogazine have, in times past 
referred to the low statA of the churches; is it 
to be wondered nt, whilst Christ sees his 
ambassadors so badly supported, that he 
should withhold the visible tokens of his 
fa,·our? If we would have penlel'osln\ sea
sons, we must be ready to sacrifice our pi·o
perty in much larger proportions than we 
have hitherto done. The early Christians 
gave up their all, and their lives too, for the 
propagation of the faith which they had 
received. 

Hoping these few thoughts may elicit 
others from your correspondents, which in 
the end may be of practical utility, 

I rem11in, dear Sir, 
Yours respectfully, 

A WELL-WISHER TO 'fHE VOLUNT.I.RY 

PRINCIPLE. 

EDITORIAL POSTSCRIPT. 

The annual services in Lonqon commenced, 
as proposed, on Tht1rsday, April 22nd, with 
a meeting for united prayer in the Library of 
the Mission House. Dr. Murch presided• 
and supplications were offered by Di:. A~~ 
worth of Bradfor!l, Mr. Middleditch of 
Frome, Mr. Stock of Salen dine Nook, Mr. 
Leonard of Bristol, and Mr. Burnet of Kerns 
nay House, Kinlore, Aberdeenshire. The 
Library was well filled, and the service was 
interesting throughout. 

On Thursday e,•ening, at Surrey Chapel, 
prayer was offered by Messrs. Overbury of 
Eagle Street and Wills of Ramsgate, Mr. 
Davis of l{ing Street, Bristol, took as Ms 
text the words addressed to our Lord by an 
afflicted father-'f Lord, I believe; help thou 
my unbelief." In his discourse he illustrated 
these three principles as adapted to increase 
om· devotedness to missions:-The infinite 
value of the individual man-the impossi
bility of salvation by any other name than 
that of Christ- and our personal responsi
bility for the work, 

On Friday morning, the annual session of 
the Baptist Union was held in the Mission 
House Library. Official duties rendered it 
impossible fur the editor to hear the address 
of Dr. Cox, or unite in the deliberations that 
ensued; but one of the editors of the Patriot 
1Vas present, and he has published in that 
journal both the address at full length, and 
an account of the meeting which our readers 
may find on a preceding page. , 

On Friday evening, at Bloomsbury Chapel, 
Messrs. Do\VijOn of -!1radford, and Larom of 
Sheffield, prayed, Mr )"oung of Cork de• 
livered an iJ;1teresting duicourte ~ the ell;jcacy 
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f prayer founded on worcls contained in the 
~ighth chapter of the Revelation :-" And 
another nngel came nncl stood at the altar, 
having a golden censer; and there was given 
unto him much incense, that he should offer 
it with the prnyers of all saints upon the 
golden altar which was before the throne. 
And the smoke of the in~ense which came 
with the prayers of the saints, ascended up 
before God out of the angel's hand ; and the 
angel took the censer and_ fil_led it with the 
fire of the altar, and cast 1t into the earth, 
and there were voices, and thunderings, and 
lightnings, and an earthquake." The object 
of the preacher was to show that the prayer 
of the church was influential on all the great 
events of prophetic time. 'fhe teaching of 
the vision was elicited by asking three 
questions. I. What is th~ su~iect of t~e 
prayer of all saints~ This saint-prayer, 1t 
wns observed, asked-The overthrow of a 
gigantic world-po1ver which, in almost every 
age had presented a powerful obstacle to the 
progress of the gospel-th~ destruction of 
Antichrist-and the lordsh1p of the world 
for Christ. I I. What place in the divine 
arrangements is assigned to praye,· ~ '.L'he 
vision placed the offering of prayer at the 
forefront of those great changes which were 
to take place in the world. '£he seven angels 
with their speaking trumpets, were bidden to 
wait till the prayers of the saints were 
offered. It was as though God had said to 
those about to make proclamation of great 
future events, The prayers of the saints must 
be taken into the account. Let us hear the 
martyr-cry, Give attention to the w,estlers 
who take heaven by force. This, it was 
shown, was a principle of the divine govern• 
ment, At the opening of the apocalypse 
not a seal was broken, till the prayer of the 
saints was recognized (v. 8). 'l'he same 
place was assigned to prayer .at the opening 
of the gospel dispensation. The scene• of the 
pentecostal day were the open, world-view of 
the opening dispensation. The Christian eye 
discerns the ten days' prayer-meeting that 
preluded these demonstrations. Ill. What 
incentives to praye,· a,·e supplied by the 
vision i 1. 'fhe link tl1at unites prayer, and 
the putting forth of the divine power is clearly 
discerned, In the vision this link is bright
ened into an imposing visibility. '£he identi
cal censer, with whose incense the prayer, 
were mingled, was filled with the tire of the 
altar, and when its contents Wl·re thrown on 
the earth, "there were voices, and thunder
ings, and lightnings, and an earthquake." 
2. 'fhe intercession of Christ mingles with the 
:{>rayers of all saints. 'l'he early disciples 
tried the power ot the new name which had 
been given them, when the great high priest 
had newly passed to the higher sanctuary, 
and brought down one of the richest blessings 
that earth had ever received. 3. The prayers 
of the saints have accumulated before the 

throne, As the cries of the prophets and 
righteous men, ill treated of the Jews were 
treasured to bring down wrath upon 'a ge
neration who crowned their fathers' wicked
ness; so the prayers of the long train of 
witnesses await a tulfilment when persecuting 
powers shall be overthrown, and Christ placed 
on the throne of universal empire. 

The annual meeting of subscribers to the 
Baptist Irish Society was held on .Monday 
morning in the Mission House. On the 
motion of Mr. Larom, seconded by Mr. 
Birrell, Mr. Angus, president of Stepney 
College was called to the chair. The mi
nutes of the last annual meeting were read 
and acknowledged, after which the secretary 
read the minutes of the various committee 
meetings held during the year. These last 
included a letter from the treasurer referring 
to the principles on which he thought the 
financial proceedings ought to be conducted, 
and on which alone he could consent to 
retain his office. A resolution was then 
passed expressing earnest desire for the 
continuance of his valuable services, and 
adopting his suggestion~. The secretary and 
committee were then re-appointed, with the 
exception of four gentlemen whose ill health 
or pressing engagements bad interfered greatly 
with their attendance during the past year, 
and whose places were supplied by the 
addition of the Rev. J. A!Jis, the Rev. 
J. Howieson, the Rev. W. Walters, and 
Marcus Martin, Esq. - -

On Monday evening, at Finsbury Chapel 
the annual meeting of the Baptist Home Mis• 
sionary was held. After prayer offered by Mr. 
Larom of Sheffield, the chairman, Solomon 
Leonard, Esq. of Bristol, opened the meet
ing in an appropriate speech, and the Rev. 
S. J. Davis, the secretary, read an abstract of 
the report. He read also the Cash Account, 
the treasurer being prevented from taking 
his customary part in the engagements of 
the evening by an affecting occurrence which 
had suddenly rendered him a wi,lower. In 
ascending the stairs when going to rest a 
few nights previously, Mrs. BousHeltl Jell, 
and concussion of the brain \Vas occasi1.rne<l, 
which terminated fatally. Mr. Enoch Grif .. 
fiths of Upwell, an agent of the Society, 
moved the first resolution; am! was follo,ved 
by Messrs. Landels, Stovel, and Noel, who 
all delivered effective addresses, 

On Tuesday morning, the Baptist Mis• 
sionary Society held ito annual meeting of 
subscribers in the Library uf the Mi,sioa 
Huuse. J. L. Phillips, .b:,q., presiJed. A1ter 
the transaction of routine lmsin!:.':ss, the r~port 
of a committee of se1·en which had been 
appo:nted last year to inquire if it were 
pos•ible without impairing the efficiency of 
the Society to reduce the expendit11re of the 
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home management was brought up, and 
occasioned a long discussion. Ultimately, 
it was referred to the consideration of the 
incoming committee. The scrutineers having 
bought up the result of the ballot, it was 
i' mnd that the committee chosen were tlie 
, ,ome as the Inst., with the exception of Messrs. 
J. J. Davies, B. Williams, and J. H. Hinton, 
for whom are substituted Messrs. G. H. 
Davis of Bristol, G. Gould of Norwich, and 
J. J. Brown of Reading. 

An nppcnl to Dritish friencls of Amel'icnn 
neg1:oes is being made at the present time by 
Mr. Edmond Kelly, n coloured minister who 
has been for some time pastor of II bnptist 
church in New Bedford, in the United States, 
After purchasing himself, he has mnde his 
wife and children his own by payment of 
about £660, of which he was necessitated to 
borrow a portion which he is now endeavour
ing to collect in this country. His case is 
recommended unequivocally by our well. 
known friends, Mr. Girdwood and Dr. Sharp, 
the latter of whom says, in a letter to us: 
"You may plnce entire and implicit con-
fidence in all his statements." · 

We have just discovered that the following 
notice, intended for our last number, was ac
cidentally omitted:-" The Rev. Joseph 
Garside, having resigned the pastorate of the 
baptist church at Ogden, Lancashire, is now 
removed to Slaithwaite in Yorkshire, his 
former residence.'', 

BRISTOL ASSOOIAT!ON. 

We nre requested to announce that the 
meetings of this association are to be held at 
Devizes, on the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd days of 
June. Brethren Bentley, Baines, Haycraft, 
and Middleditch of Frome to preach. In 
case of failure, brethren Morris, Newman, 
Crisp, and Anderson. 

SOUTIIERN ASSOCIATION, 

The Baptist Southern Association- will 
hold its annual meetings at Whitchurch, 
Hanis, the first Tuesday and Wednesday in 
June. Brethren Bulgin of Poole, and Green 
of Niton to preach. The business begins at 
eleven o'clock on the Monday morning. 

DEVON ASSOCIATION, 

The last meeting to which it is possible to 
refer in the present number is the Public 
Meeting of the Baptist Irish Society in 
Finsbury Chnpel, on Tuesday e1·ening. This 
was well attended, and distinguished for the 
more than usual excellence of all the speeches 
delivered. The Treasurer, who presided, 
after prayer by Dr. Acworth, opened the 
meeting, and the Secretary read a report 
which will he found in the Irish Chronicle. 
Mr. Bowes of Blandford Street then moved, 
"That in the opinion of tllis meeting the 
blessinrrs which our Lord Jesus Christ bestow~ 
upon tl1e individuals of ewry nation who 
commit themselves to his guidance are the 
blessinos most needed by the people of 
Ireland · that this meeting earnestly desires 
therefor; that His gracious message should 
be made known to all the inhabitants of that 
afflicted country, and that it rejoices in the 
information contained in the report now read 
respecting the diminution of burdens which 
ha ye loo o repressed the energies of the 
Baptist Irish ~o~iety, :'11d the increasing 
readiness of Chnst1an fnends to co-operate 
in its support." This resolntion having been 
seconded by Mr. Manning, of_ From~, w~s 
passed unani':"ously_;; the meetmg umte~ m 
singing," Praise Gou from '!"horn all bl~ssmgs 
flow," &c., and a collection amountmg to 
£22 was made. l't'lr. Young, of Cork, then 
moved " That this meeting having heard 
with pleasure the list of Officers and ~om
mittee appointed ~esterday ~t the pr~vate 
meeting of Subscribers, cherishes a hvely 
hope that the gentlemen who ~ave, und1;r
taken the management of the SoCiety s affairs 
for the ensnino- year will be sustained by the 
confidence of ~heir constituents at large; and 
that they will be supplied with fun~s suffi
ciently am pie to enable them to d1scharg_e 
the remainder of the debt, and enlarge their 
operntions in a mann_er in some degree cor
respondin~ with the importance of Ireland 
as a field for missionary labour." 'fhis reso
lution having been seconded by Mr. Haycroft 
of Bristol was also passed, and after an 
expression' of thanks to the chairman, the 
assembly broke up, the only cause for regret 
having been that when Mr. Haycroft ro~e 
the time was too far advanced to allow of !us 
saying what he had intended to say on this 
occasion. 

The Devon Association will meet at 
Kinnsbridge, on W c<lnesday and Thursday, 
Jur.~ 16th and 17th, 1852. The business 
meeting will commence precisely at nine 
o'clock, A.JI, 

WESTERN ASSOCIATION, 

The friends at 'faunton, having intimated 
that the holding of the association at the 
time appointed would be exceedingly incon
venient, if not impracticable, in consequence 
of the great agricultural meeting which is to 
be held there this year, it has been ileemed 
desirable to postpone the meeting of the 
association for a fortnight. It will be held, 
therefore, at Taunton, on W cdnesday the 
23rd and Thursday the 24th of June next, 
the week after instead of the week before 
the meeting of the Devon Association. 
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ANNUAL REPORT. 

TnE course pursued recently by the 
Committee of the Baptist Irish Society 
will be understood the better, if a glance 
be first taken at its' financial history 
during the last twelve years. 

In the spring of 1840, when the an
nual accompts were made up, it ap
peared that there was a balance against 
the Society of £262. In 1841, that 
balance had increased to £435 ; and it 
went on enlarging till 1845, when it 
amounted to £I 904. In the ensuing 
twelve months more than a thousand 
pounds were received in legacies, and 
exertions were made to liquidate the 
debt, which would probably have proved 
successful, had not calamities occurred 
which could neither be foreseen nor 
prevented. The general failure of the 
crops on which the millions of Ireland 
were dependent brought upon the un
happy people all the miseries of famine, 
and diverted the resources of their 
friends into other channels than those 
in which they had been accustomed to 
flow. The absolute destitution of the 
poorer classes, the depreciation of pro
perty which impoverished thousands 
who had been in better circumstances, 
and the destructive pestilence which 
ensued, brought after them a train of 
consequences which may be overruled 
for ultimate good, but the immediate 
results of which were universal distress 
and prostration, The l;>enevolence of 
British Christians was aroused, and, 
among others, the habitual supporters 
of this Society generously contributed 
funds which they entrusted to its officers 
for distribution among the starving. 
These contributions having been made 
specifically for the temporal relief of the 

sufferers from famine, they could not 
be applied to the general purposes of 
the Society, or to the discharge of its 
incumbrances, and thus the debt was 
greatly increased. Six thousand pounds 
were raised for this humane purpose 
in the course of two years, and sent to 
the conductors of this Society ; but, in 
the same two years, the funds for spi
ritual purposes fell off to the amount 
of nearly two thousand. The effects of 
the blow thus struck continued for 
some time in operation ; and when your 
Committee took office last April, the 
debt with which they had to struggle 
amounted to £1828 4s. Id. 

It appeared to your Committee, there
fore, that the financial embarrassments 
of the Society demanded their first at
tention ; and that, however painful it 
might be to themselves to turn from 
the more inviting occupations to which 
the state of Ireland would have leu 
them, to the cheerless task of supplying 
funds to defray a past expenditure, they 
were called in divine providence to this 
exercise of self-denial, and bound to 
make the removal of that financial 
paralysis _under which the Society was 
suffering their chiefobject. Their views 
were seconded at the public meeting in 
Finsbury Chapel, when two or three 
zealous friends who were present offered 
to give a hundred pounds each towards 
the removal of a thousand pounds of 
the burden in the course of the year. 
This object has been kept in sight dur
ing the last twelve months. Handsome 
contributions have been received from 
many individuals; some congregational 
collections have been made towards it; 
members of the Committee, and ladies 

2 N 
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of their acquaintance, havo taken oards hoped that plans now adopted will pro
by means of which they have obtained duce results which will manifest them
donations in their respective circles. selves plainly and undeniably in the 
The result is that for this special pur- year now commencing. Pastors in tho 
pose of diminishing thP debt, the sum of country have performed themselves 
£890 lls. 4d. has been rece-ived. But those services which have been ren
in this case, it affords the Committee dered formerly by costly deputations. 
great pleasure to add that instead of Deacons and pl"ivate members of 
the General Funds of the Society being churches have kindly collected sub
meanwhile impaired, they have been scriptions fro1n their own : immediate 
augmented : there is a surplus which friends and forwarded them; and many 
more than supplies the deficiency of the individuals have sent their checques or 
special contribution. Cordial responses post office orders, without solicitation, 
have been made to the appeals printed or the intervention of any other person. 
from time to time in the Chronicle, so The experience of the year has given 
that, with the exception of the year no reason to distrust our friends in fue 
already mentioned in which an extra- provinces with regard to the future ; 
ordinary amount of legacies came in, and if they continue to act as they hav~ 
the receipts of the Society taken alto- acted during the last five or six months, 
gether this year, have exceeded the an immense saving will be effected; the 
receipts in any previous year of its ,rork will be done better than it was 
existence. The special contributions done by strangers; while a host of con
amounting to £890 l ls. 4d., and the comitant evils will be completely 
surplus of the General Fund all1ounting avoided. 
to £488 2s. 2d., have together sufficed A third object to which the Com
to reduce the debt by the sum of mittee has given attention has been a 
£1378 13s. 6d. The balance against the revision of the agency in Ireland. This 
Society now is £449 10s. 7d., a sum too would have been desira,ble had there 
large indeed, yet smaller than the I been no necessity for retrenchment; 
halance against the Society has been as, in the. course o.f a few yea,rs, such 
before for the last ten years. changes take place, both in persons and 

A second object which your Com- in places, as call for re-examination 
mittee has had in view has been the and alterations in ma,tters of detail. 
reduction of expenses incurred in ob- The inadequacy of the funds, however, 
taining contributions. In this their furnished an urgent reason for reducing 
success has been less apparent than in the number of persons in the service of 
the other particular, but, H is believed, the Society, even in ca,ses in which 
not less real. It may seem, on an in- efficiency was undoubted. Care has 
spection of the cash account, as though been taken to retain those agents who 
the cost for this, and other things con- appeared to be the most valuable; but 
nected with the IDanagement of the the Committee are anxious that it 
Society's affairs had been very large; should be understood that it is not to 
but -this has arisen from circumstances be regarded as a token that any one 
over which the Committee has bad no was worthless, that his connexion with 
control, connected with the fulfilment the Society has ceased. They h,ave 
of previous engagements. A large pro- been obliged, in some instances 
portion of the receipts of the year has sorely aga~nst their will, to dispense 
been forwarded spontaneously, at a with the aid of some whom they would 
very small cost; and it i:. confidently gladly have continued to maintain. As 
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ndministrators of funds which were far 
too scnnty for the work, they have had 
very pninful duties devolved upon them. 
•rhey have felt themselves compelled to 
pnrt with some whose services they 
would gladly have retained; and they 
have felt it to be equally necessary to 
restrict the expenditure of others whose 
efficiency would have been increased by 
more ample pecuniary supplies. 

Meanwhile, they thankfully record 
their conviction that, neither during 
the year that has just closed, nor in 
former years, have ;the labours of the 
Society been in vain. The political 
and social condition of the island has 
been such as to deprive those who have 
sown the seed of the sheaves that 
might have been expected to reward 
them ; and that has happened to the 

· spiritual husbandman, which has long 
been lamented in reference to the corn 
and the cattle of the Irish peasantry, 
that foreigners have been the consumers 
of the fruit of their unrequited toil. 
Emigration has deprived our ministering 
brethren of the converts who had been 
given in answer to their prayers; some
times after they had made open profes
sion of their faith, and sometimes when 
they would have done so had it not 
been for the instant persecution to 
which they knew that such profession 
would expose them, if it were made 
while they continued among their be
nighted countrymen. The pastors of 
the churches have been subjected to 
such perpetual discouragements arising 
from disappointed hope, through the 
removal of those whom they had looked 
upon, one by one, with feelings akin to 
those of the parents of Noah, when 
they said, '' This same shall comfort us 
concerning our work and the toil of our 
hands," as call for the heartfelt sympa
thy of their · friends in more settled 
regions ; and they will undoubtedly 
have the approval of Him who corn-

mended the nngel of the church at 
Ephesus, saying, "I know thy works, 
nncl thy labour, and thy patience, and 
how thou canst not bear them which 
are evil ; and thou hast tried them 
which say they are apostles and are not, 
and hast found them liars ; and hast 
borne, and hast patience, and for my 
name's sake hast laboured, and hast not 
fainted."_ 

In some cases the ministers them
selves have thought it right to transfer 
their families to lands of brighter pro
mise than their own. This has recently 
been the case with Mr. McKee, for some 
years a faithful agent of the Society, 
who sailed for America a few weeks 
ago. The church at Conlig, which had 
been under his care, has invited l\Ir. 
Brown of Coleraine to become its pas
tor ; and he, with the consent of the 
Committee, has removed thither. His 
departure from Coleraine has given oc
casion for a manifestation of kind feel
ing towards him on the part of fellow 
labourers of other denominations, the 
mention of which will afford pleasure. 
The rector, his curate, two Wesleyan 
ministers, and four Presbyterian minis
ters, have united in signing an address 
to Mr. Brown, which we have seen in 
one of the local newspapers, expressing 
their regret at his removal, and speak
ing in high terms of his uprightness, 
his diligence, and his amiable de
meanour. "From the avowal of your 
principles," they say, "you have never 
shrunk, even in the pulpits of those 
who differed from you ; yet there was 
so much of the meekness and gentleness 
of Christ about those avowals, that 
bitter controversy never resulted from 
them. With the ministers and members 
of other churches you have maintained 
the most friendly relations, making it 
evident that it is not only good and 
pleasant, but practicable, for such as are 
brethren to dwell together in unity. Of 
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deep though unobtrusive piety, of dili
gent and painstaking habits, of temper 
unusually gentle and amiable, tho
roughly conversant with the great doc
trines of the gospel, and deeply ac
quainted with the workings of the 
human heart, we cannot but congratu
late the people who are to be privileged 
with such a pastor." 

l\fr. Eccles continues to labour at his 
important station, Belfast, preaching in 
the regular place of worship, and in 
three other parts of that populous city. 
His hopes have been raised by pleasing 
additions to his flock ; but "just now," 
he writes, "almost in a single week, I 
have lost nearly the entire product of 
the past year's toil. Several brethren, 
at whom I had looked as likely to be 
efficient helpers for life, have recently 
removed to other parts, where, I trust, 
though lost to me, they are not lost to 
the cause of God. May the Lord grant 
me the patience which reiterated trials 
of this kind require ! " There is, how
ever, after all, a small clear increase. 
Fifty-three members remain, who are 
at peace among themselves, and he ob
serves, " Strangers are coming and set
tling gradually down as part of the 
regular congregation." 

Mr. Bain of Banbridge says, "The 
church under my care still continues to 
hold on its way, and although the mem
bers are widely scattered over the 
country, yet they seem to delight to 
meet together at least once a week. 
We have lost no less than three of our 
deacons and three members by re
movals ; and, in addition, three mem
bers with their families have emigrated 
to America. During the year I have 
baptized sixteen persons on a profession 
of the faith, the greater number of 
whom lhave been brought out of the 
world by the simple preaching of the 
gospel. God has given me favour in 
tLe eyes of the people; and from all 
denominations I receive true Ch/."istian 

sympathy. If I could see my way clear 
I should like to enlarge our present 
place of meeting, as it has proved quite 
too small for the number of persons 
attending our services, especially in the 
evening. During the last twelve months 
the gospel has been preached at Gilford, 
The Point, Ballymoney, Tonaghmore, 
Chief Row, &c. ; and pr[tyer meetings 
have been established at Law's Row, 
Smyth's Row, Scarvagh Hill, and Law
rence town, which have been productive 
of much good. The sabbath school 
continues to flourish in the midst of 
many difficulties ; and although the 
winter has been very severe, the at
tendance has been punctual. 

Mr. Hamilton steadily continues his 
labours at Ballina, and in the adjacent 
country. Without that help from co
workers which the extent of his sphere · 
and the readiness of its inhabitants to 
hearken to the gospel render desirable, 
he goes his rounds, paying monthly 
visits to Crossmalina, about eight miles 
west of Ballina; Newtownwhite, six or 
seven miles north ; Curragh, about ten 
miles north-east, and some other vil
lages. Three schools and their teachers, 
supported by the Society, are under his 
superintendence. The farm, which was 
taken about three years ago with the 
view of affording occupation and sus
tenance to the distressed peasantry, has 
recently been surrendered to the land
lord. It was only as a temporary relief, 
under peculiar circumstances, that it 
could be thought desirable as an appen
dage to a society like ours ; it has un
doubtedly answered valuable purposes, 
but the Committee were not of opinion 
that it was expedient to retain it longer; 
they have, therefore, very willingly 
carried out a resolution passed by their 
predecessors, recommending its aban
donment. Mr. Middleton, who super
intended it as their bailiff, has emigrated 
with his family to the United States. 

Our aged friend, Mr. Thomas, resides 
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still at ,Moate, where he preaches once 
on the Lord's day ; visiting also on 
Lord's day evenings, and in the week, 
Athlone and some other adjacent places. 
A different arrangement for this district 
has however been contemplated, and 
will probably be carried into effect ere 
long. Mr. Berry continues at present 
at Abbeyliex, where he has of late met 
with some cheering occurrences, though 
his congregation has never recovered 
from the effects of that extensive emi
gration which _depopulated the whole 
vicinity. 

place as Cork, however, as formerly in 
Corinth, or Ephesus, or Thessalonica, if 
extensive success is to be hoped, it must 
not be from the efforts of one solitary 
missionary, but from the exertions of 
a faithful united band, supplying each 
other's deficiencies, strengthening each 
other's faith, and acting together in 
harmonious concert. 

Our agents at other stations have 
performed their customary work we 
believe with regularity and some suc
cess, but we are not aware of occur
rences sufficiently out of the common 
course to require to be specified. Pass
ing over these, therefore, we come to 
Cork, a city equal in population to 
Bristol, where we have one solitary 
agent, Mr. Young. As our esteemed 
brother is expected to be present on 
the occasion for which this report is 
prepared, it is not necessary to say 
more than that we heartily wish that 
the circumstances of the Society would 
allow us to gratify his earnest desire 
for at least one colleague. In the 
midst of ignorant and prejudiced mul
titudes, surrounded by counteractive 
influences of the most formidable cha
racter, exposed to the hostile vigilance 
of a numerous, united, energetic priest
hood, his position must be unspeakably 
depressing; and when one family after 
another who attended his ministrations 
have been removed to some distant 
land, his faith and patience must have 
been severely tested. Were it not for 
the recollection of their own helpless
ness, with a heavy load of debt pressing 
continually upon them, the Committee 
could not advert to this subject without 
blushing; but the fact, however lament
able, has not been the result of their 
insensibility 01· negligence. In such a 

It is important to remember that in 
addition to the churches enumerated, 
there are others in Ireland which in 
former days were cherished by this 
Society, but which are not now depend
ent on its bounty. There are baptist 
churches in Dublin, Waterford, Par
son's Town, Coleraine, and some other 
places, which it has aided in times past, 
but which are not now partaking of its 
funds. The Committee are of opinion 
that it is not the proper work of a 
Society like this to provide permanently 
for churches which are able to maintain 
Christ's institutions among themselves 
without foreign aid. The business of 
such a Society as this they believe to 
be to make known the gospel of Christ 
among the ignorant, to promote the 
formation of churches where there are 
none, and to watch and aid such 
churches during their infancy. 

In conclusion, the Committee beg to 
remind_ their fellow believers that they 
need not be ashamed of the gospel of 
Christ, as though it were obsolete, or 
inadequate to the purposes for which it 
was designed. It is the power of God unto 
salvation to every one that believetb, to 
whatever race he may belong, or in 
whatever prejudices he may have been 
nurtured. "The foolishness of God" 
will be found to be "wiser than men." 
" What can be done for Ireland ?" has 
been the hard question of the nineteenth 
century, to rulers, to patriots, and to 
philosophers. There is an answer fur
nished by revelation f:om Heaven, if we 
have docility enough to hearken. The 
preaching of Chl'ist crncified may be 
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despised by statesmen, and laughed at will be broken, the de\'l.tlell of th ornfly 
by witlings, but it is God's instrument will be disappointed, but the poor will 
for the restoration of man to obedience rejoice in theil' Almighty Deliverer, and 
and happiness. When the gospel has the angelic anthem will be sltng with 
done its legitimate work in Ireland- new rapture by a full chorus of Mtions, 
that work which assuredly it will yet -" Glory to God in the highest, and on 
perform-the staff of the oppressor earth peace, good will toward men." 

CONTRIBUTIONS RECEIVED SINCE OUR LAST. 

£,.d.£s.il. 
Ashbourne-

T. A .............................................. 0 10 0 
Battersea, additional-

Blackruore, W., Esq. ..................... 2 2 0 
Birmingham, by Rev. B. C. Young

Collection at Cannon Street 10 10 0 
Collection at Mount Zion ... 4 1 3 
Beilby, T., Esq., Don .......... 1 1 0 
Bird, Mr. ...........•..•......... 0 2 G 
Bissel, Mr. .•.... ... ............ 0 5 0 
Brown, Miss A. Lucas ...... 0 10 0 
Chance, ,v., Esq ............... I l 0 
Dans, Mr. Joseph .......•.... 0 10 0 
Duke, Mr. W ...... , ............ 0 5 0 
Ewen,Mr.F ................... 010 0 
Friend, A ........................ 0 5 0 
Glover, Mrs...................... 0 10 (I 
Green, lllrs.... .................. 0 2 6 
Griffiths, T. F. Esq. ......... l O 0 
Hadley, Mr. Don. ••. ••••••... 0 10 0 
Harwood, Mrs. T............... 0 5 0 
Hetherington, Mr. ........ .. . . 0 3 0 
Hooper, Rev. J. ..•...... .•.... 0 10 0 
Hopkins, J., Esq................ 0 10 0 
Hopkins, J. H., Esq. ......... l O 0 
Laing, Mr......................... 1 0 0 
Lawden, Mr. A. .••••.....••.•. 0 10 0 
Lawden, Mrs...... .....•.•...... 0 5 0 
McCardie, Mr. James •..... l 1 0 
McC~rdie, Mr. J. W ......•..• 1 l 0 
Middlemore, W., Esq. ... ... l 1 0 
Morgan, Rev. T. ............... 0 10 0 
Morgan, !llessrs. W. & A.... 0 10 0 c 
Parish, Mr. Joseph............ 0 10 0 
Pearson, Mr. .................. 0 5 0 
Perry, Mr. J.C. ....•.......... 0 7 6 
Phillips, Mr. W................ l O 0 
Reeves, R. G., .Esq............ 1 1 0 
Room, Messro. W. & F ...... 1 1 0 
S~aw, Mr......................... 0 10 0 
Showell, lllr. T. ............... 0 o 0 
Southall, W., Esq. ............ 0 10 0 
Sturge, Edmund, Esq......... l O 0 
Sturge, Joseph, Esq. ......... l O 0 
S\van, Rev. 1' . ......... ,........ 0 5 0 
Taylor, Mr J ................... 0 5 0 
Taylor, Mr. T. .................. 0 2 6 
Thomas, Mr. John ............ 0 5 0 
Tipping & Lawden, Messrs.. 2 2 0 
Wade, Mr. J,.................... 0 10 0 
Walters, Mr. John .•....... , .• 0 2 6 
Wright, B., Esq. ....•.........• 1 0 0 
Zair, !llr ......................... ~ 41 14 9 

Bow, Subscriptions, &c. ................... ..... 4 9 6 
Braintree, Craig, Mrs. E. G. .................. 2 2 0 
Bratton, Ly Joshua \Vhitaker, Esq.-

Collection . ... .... ..... .. . . . . ..... 1 4. 9 
Auden;on, Rev. H ............. 0 t5 0 
Blatch, Miss..................... 0 10 0 
Brent, Mr......................... 0 5 0 
Reeves, Mr. ...•................. 0 2 0 
Salter, .Mi•• •. ....... ..... ....... 1 0 0 

Whitaker, Mrs ............... . 
£ t. d. £ ,. ,l. 
1 0 0 

Whitaker, Mr. Joshua .....• l 0 0 
Whitaker, Mr. Thomas ..... . 0 10 0 
Box, by J. S. Whitaker .... .. 1 11 0 

· Bristol, by Rev. B. C. Young
Collection at King Street ... G 11 6 
Bonser, Mr. E................... 0 10 0 
Cross, Rev. W.................. 0 10 O 
Cross, Mr. W. .................. 1 O 0 
Cummings, Mr. J. G.......... O 5 0 
J)avis, Mre., Don............... I O 0 
Ditchett, Mr. H. W. ......... (j 10 0 
Friend ............. .,............ 0 2 6 
Friend ........................... 0 2 6 
Three Friends • . . ....... .. ...... 0 3 0 

7 7 9 

---1014 6 
Camberwell, additional--

." Harwood, Miss, Produce of Ca,·dfor D,bt-
Bankart, R. N. and C. . . . 0 2 6 
Chatfield, Mrs. ............ 0 10 0 
Freeman, lllrs. G. S. ....•. 0 5 0 
Gurney, W. B., Esq. ...... 0 10 0 
Harwood, J. U., Esq ....... 0 10 O 

·Hills,Mrs.F.C ......•...... o 5 0 
Jameson, Mre. ............... 0 2 6 
M. E. S ........................ 0 2 6 
Sherring, S. s. ......... ...... O 2 6 
Steane, Rev. Dr. and Mrs. 0 5 0 
Whltchnrch, Mrs. ......... 0 2 6 
Young, Mrs. ....... .. .. . . . . .. . 0 2 

3 0 0 
Smith, W. L., Esq.,for Debt 10 0 0 

--13 0 0 
Cambridge, additional-

Collected by llliss Bromley............... 1 10 0 
Canterbury, Collected by Mrs, Carter-

Carter, Mr. . .. ... ............... 1 0 0 
Howland, Mr. .................. 1 0 0 
West, Mr......................... 1 0 0 
Small sums ................ ., .. . 3 3 0 

Chelsea, additional-
Collected by Miss Vines ................. . 

Chesham, by Rev. W. Payne-
Dall, Miss........................ 0 10 0 
Darvill; .Mrs. G., Collected 

by ........ ., ............. ,...... 1 16 a 
Garratt, J ., Esq. ... ............ 0 10 O 
Glover, Mrs...................... 1 1 O 
Tomlin, .Rev. W................ 1 1 0 
Moiety of Collection ......... 3 15 6 

Dunstable, by J. Gutterldgo, Esq.-
!llolety of Collection ... , ................... . 

Parsley, by Rov. J. Foster ....................• 
Hackney, by Miss Grauger-

Cox, Rev. Dr. .................. 0 10 O 
Cox, Mrs, ........................ 0 JO O 
Cotton, Mrs...................... 0 l O 0 
Jones, Mrs. ..................... 0 10 0 
Luntley, Mra . ...... ,........... 0 12 O 

6 3 0 

0 12 0 

14 0 

fi O JO 
1 7 a 
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£••d. 
1 l o ~~:Ji11:!~r~:.:::::::::::::::::: 1 14 8 

Colleoted by Mlse Findley... .1 16 9 

Hanley, by Rev. L. J. Abington .......... .. 
Haetlng•, by Rev. C. Wool)acott-

s. Ridley, Eeq., Donation/qr Debt ...... · 
Huclcler•fl•ld and Lockwood-

Armitago, Mr. Joseph ...... 0 10 0 
Willett, Mre. .................. 0 10 0 

ottering ......................................... . 
Lambeth, by Mr. A. C. Air

Alr. Mr. A. C................... 0 4 0 
Francies, Miss A............... 0 5 0 
Gabbett. Miss .................. 0 4 0 
Plackett, Mr, .................. 0 5 0 
Box ................................. 046 

Liverpool, by John Coward, Esq-
Collected at Pembroke 

Chapel, /01· the Debt ......... 45 0 4 
Ash burner, Mr. James .... .. 0 10 0 
Brooks, Mr. J; .................. 0 6 0 
Brooks, Mr. W.................. 0 5 0 
Brown & Ceames, Messrs. 0 10 0 
Buchanan, Mrs. ...... ......... 1 0 0 
Ceames, Mrs. E................ 1 1 0 
Cooke, Mr._ Jonathan ......... 0 5 0 
Cropper, Edward, Esq. ...... 1 0 0 
Cunningham, Miss ............ 0 10 0 
Cunningham, Master.......... O ~ 0 
Davis, Mr. James ............ 0 5 0 
Dickens, Mr. Benjamin...... 0 10 0 
Eglington, Mr. .. ................ 0. 10 6 
Ellison, Mr. Seacome ......... 1 0 0 
Edwards, Mr. Richard ...... 0 10 0 
Francom, Mr. Joseph......... 0 10. 6 
Garness, Mr. John ....... ..... 0 5 0 
Gibson, Mr. Thomas ......... 0·10 0 
Golding, Mr. George ......... 0 5 0 
Griffith, Mr. B. I. ....... ..... 0 5 0 
Heyworth, L., Esq., M.P. ... 1 0 0 
Holmes, John, Esq ............ - 1 1 0 
Hope, Peter, Esq. ............ 2 2 0 
Hope, T. A., Esq............... 1 1 0 
Hope, William, Esq., for 

Schools . .. .... . . .. . . . . .. . . .. • .. 1 l 0 
Houghton, Richard, Esq. ... 2 0 0 
Houghton, Mrs. ...... ......... 1 0 0 
Houghton, Miss ............... 0 10 6 
Houghton, Mr. James......... 1 O. O 
Houghton, Mr. J obn ......... 1 O 0 
Johnson, John, Es_q. ......... 2 0 O. 
Lang, Mr. Samuel ............ 1 1 0 
Moneat, Mr. James ......... l 0 0 
Mccullock, Mr. Samuel...... 1 0 O 
Mason, .Mr. Joseph............ 0 2 6 
Pearce, Mr. Samuel............ 0 W 0. 
Pickford, Mr. James ......... 0 5 O 
Hobinson, Mr. Thomas ...... 0. 10 0 
Hushton, Miss.................. 0 10 Q 
Vickess, Mr . .Jabez ........ ,... 0 10 O 
Vickess, Mr. John............ 0 10 0 
Walcot, l\:lr. S. B............... 0 10 0 
Urquhart, Mr. T. (2 years).. 1 O O 

£ •• d, [ 

7 4 ~ 
3 0 0 

2 0 0 

1 0 0 
4 10 0 

1 2 6 

--- 76 7 4 
Lout!on-

Allingham, John, Esq...................... 5 0 0 
IJ. B., Ann. Sub., by Rev. S. Green . .. 1 0 0 
Jay, Miss, Produce of Ca1'dfo,· IJeb/-

Benham, E. .................. 0 2 6 
Drew, Mrs. Ja.mes ......... 0 2 6 
Grant, Mi·..................... 0 ~ () 
Jny, Ja1ncs .............. ... 0 2 6 
.Jay, M. ........................ 0 2 6 
Lvwthor, Mrs................ 0 !.i 0 
Powtress, Edward ......... 0 5 O 
l'owtross, h\rs. E. ......... 0 2 O 
l·owtress, S. ... ............ ... 0 2 6. 
s. c .............................. 0 2 0 
:Shoveller, Mn1.... ............ O 2 6 
Staveloy, Miss ... ...... ...... O 2 (I 
Symondo, Mr. . ..... ........ 0 10 6 

Wat.churet, Mr. 
£ ,. d. £ ,. d. 
0 2 ff 

Hepburn, Mr. T., and Whym~ 2 lO O 
S. W., Card/or Debt-

Acworth, Mr. ............... 1 O o 
Beddome, Mr. W. ... ...... 1 O O 
Brown, John, Esq. ......... I O O 
Gillman, Mrs. ............... 2 O o 
Green, Stephen, F.!iq. ... .. 2 0 O 
Hepburn, T., !\sq. ......... 2 O o 
Whympcr, J. W., Esq. ... 1 0 0 

--10 0 0 
Stringer, MiPS, by Rev. J. Bigwood ... O 5 o 
Trestrail, Rev. F,, Produce of Co,·,_I, 

for Debt-
Coward, J., Esq., Liver-

pool ........................ 1) o. 0 
Cropper, J., Esq., LiYer-

pool ........................ 10 0 O 
Foster, C. J., Eaq., Cam

bridge........................ 5 0 O 
Foster, G. E., Esq., Cam

bridge........................ 5 0 O 
Johnson, Mr. H., Cam-

bridge........................ 4 O 
Nutter, J., Eaq., Grav-

chester . . .. .. .. . . ..... . . . .. . 5 o O 
Shedlock, Rev. J., Merton O 10 G 
"\Velch, j)Jr., Merton ...... 2 2 o 

41 12 6 
.Acknowledged ·previously 30 O o 

---1112 
From a Fund at the Disposal of Re,r. 

S. Green and others.................. 5 O O 
Austin Street, Shoreditch ............... 2 10 O 
Blandford Street, additional ; Misst 

Dobell .................................... 0 10 O 
Eagle Street Chapel Au:tiliary ......... 7 8 6 
Trinity Chapel, Southwark, AdditionsJ-

.Mrs. Lewis, Produce of Card J'o1· 
J)ebt ....................................... 600 

Manchester, by T. Bickham, Esq.
Votcd by the CongregationsJ an,! 

Juvenile Society of Union Cha~cl... 20 O O 
Newtown, Montgomeryshire-

Morgan, Mr. E. ...... . ..... ... ...... ... ... .. . 2 o o 
Norwich, Additional, by Mr. 0. B. Silcock

Aggs, Miss........................ O 10 o 
Birkbeck, H., Esq. ............ 1 1 0 
Brooks, Mr. T. .................. 0 10 o 
Cad!lY, l\lrs. ..................... O 5 O 
Caddy, Mr. George ............ 0 5 O 
Culley, John, Esq. ... ...... ... I 1 0 
Culley, Mr. H. U ............... 1 1 u 
Culley, Mrs. R................... O 10 0 
Etheridge, Mr................... 0 S 0 
Garney, J. H., Esq ............. 2 2 u 
Hodds, ~h·. ..................... 0 10 o 
Kett, George, Esq. ............ ~ 2 0 
Mackie, Mr. .................. ... 0 10 0 
Taylor, J. O., Esq. ............ 1 l O 

--- 1113 
Oswestry, E. Roberts, E.sq_............. ... ...... O 10 11 

O~ford, by Rev. E. Rryan-
Alden, Mr. J. .................. 0 5 0 
Alden, Mr. T. ...... ............ 0 5 0 
Bartlett, Mrs. T. ... ... . .. .. . . .. 0 10 0 
Bartlett, W. P., Esq.......... 0 10 0 
Bl'idgewater, A., llsq......... 0 10 0 
Bryan, llev. E................... 0 5 O 
Goring, H., Esq. ... ............ 5 0 0 
Grubb, Mr. J. .... ............. l O 0 
Underhill, Mr ......... ,......... 0 5 0 
Warne, llr. .................. ... 0 5 O 
Warne, Mr. J .................. 0 2 6 
Web!>, Mr ................... , .. o 5 O 

Plymouth, by Roy. S. Nich.t1lson-
SulJscriptious ................. 10 13 4 
Extrnfor tlie D,bt .......... .. 0 10 0 
Burnell, Miss, Carel/or lhbt-

Adnmson, Mr... 0 2 6 

9 
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llurnoll, Mr...... l O O 
Bmnell, Mr. J.. 1 0 0 
Burnell, ~lrs. ... O 10 0 
Burnell, Miss... O 10 0 
Friend ............ 5 0 0 
Mar,hall, C'ol.... O 10 0 
Prance,,v., Esq. 5 0 O 
Trowt, Miss ... 0 10 O 

l, •· d, £ •· ,I. 

---1426 
--- 2717 4 

Ramsgate, by the Re, F. Wills-
Collect.ion ........................ 3 17 6 
Knight, S., Esq. ............... 0 10 0 
Thickbroom, Miss O 10 0 
"~ills, Rev. Francis ......... 0 10 0 

Reading, by Re,. J . .T. l3rown-
Brown, Rey, J. J ............... 0 10 0 
Brown, Mr. J. .................. 0 10 0 
Champion, Miss ............... 0 10 0 
Collier, Mr. ................. .... 0 5 0 
Cooper, Mr. J. C............... 0 2 6 
DaYies, Mr. Jeremiah......... 1 1 0 
Davies, Mr. (Broad Street) 0 5 0 
Day, Mr .......................... 0 5 0 
Der.ne, Mrs...................... 0 10 0 
Elisha, Mrs. ..................... 0 10 0 
Gostage, Mr...................... 0 5 0 
Hawkins, Miss.................. 0 5 0 
Holloway, Mr. .................. 0 5 0 
Moss, Mr. ... ..................... 0 2 6 
Noon, Mr ......................... 0 5 0 
Salter, Mr......................... 0 2 6 
Tadman, Mr..................... 0 2 G 
1'1' alker, Miss .... .............. 0 2 6 

5 7 fi 

---5 lS G 
Ringstcad, by the Re.. W. Kitchen-

Collected by Miss S. Williamson ...... 1 1 0 
Rochdale, Additional, by Rev. W. F. Burchell-

Bartlemore, Mrs. ............. ... ...... ..... 1 0 0 
Stanwick, Collection by Rev. J.B. \Valcot 1 7 0 
St. Peter's,.Mrs. Cramp............ 2 0 0 

Mr. Smithett .................. 1 0 0 

Torrington, by Rev. D. Thompson-
3 0 0 

0 Friend of Ireland ...................... ..... 1 

n ollon, J 0!111 ................ .. 
Holton, William ............. .. 
Horn, W. c ..................... . 
McC01nb, Mr . ................. . 
?i-loynon, l\lr. T . ............. .. 
Robinson, E . .............. , .. , 
Savan, T. 
Saunderson, Adjutant .. , .. . 
Smith, R ....................... .. 
Spole, Mr. W ................. .. 
Walker, Mary ................. . 
Walker, Catherine ........... . 
Walsh, Michnel ............. .. 

£ •· d. 
0 2 0 
0 1 0 
0 2 0 
0 2 0 
0 1 0 
0 2 0 
0 2 0 
0 o 0 
0 1 0 
0 o 0 
0 2 6 
0 1 0 
0 5 0 

Cork, by Rev. B. C. Young-
Subscriptions/01' School .............. , .. . 

Dublin, by Rev. J. Miiligan
Allen, R., Esq., Jo,- Sclicols O 10 0 
Beater, Mr. ..................... O 10 O 
Bewley, H., Esq. ............... 1 O O 
Bewley, S., jun., Esq., for 

Schools .. .. .. .. .. .. ............ 1 O 0 
Bogue, Alexander, Esq.. ..... 1 O O 
Brooke, W., Esq. ............ 1 l O 
Cannick, - Esq. ............... 1 O o 
Drummond, D., Esq. ......... 1 O O 
De Vesci, Rt. Ron. Visct... 4 l 2 4 
Evans, John, Esq. ............ O 10 O 
Ferrier, Pollock, and Co. . .. 2 O O 
Guinness, Son, and Co....... 2 O 0 
Guinness, A., Esq . .. ;......... 4 o 0 
Kiernan, Miss ................. , O 10 0 
King, Rev. Alexander ...... O 10 6 
Lowry, Miss..................... O 10 0 
Mc Gregor, Sir Duncan ...... 1 O 0 
Moses, Marcus, Esq. ......... O 10 0 
Purser, John, Esq. ............ 3 O 0 
Purser, J. Tertius, Esq....... 1 1 O 
Russell, - Esq. ,Jo,· Schools O 1 O 0 
Todd, W., Esq................... 1 0 O 
Todd, Henry, Esq. ............ O 10 O 
Turner, Timothy, Esq. ...... l o O 
West, J oho, Esq.......... ..... 1 O 0 

31 4 10 
Expenses ....... ..... ....... ..... 3 2 5 

£ ,. d. 

3 4 0 

0 15 0 

Tring. by Mr. J. Burgess- ---28 2 5 
Bntcher, T., Esq................ 1 0 0 
Butcher, T., jun., Esq...... ... I O 0 
Butcher, Mr. F.................. 0 5 0 
Olney, D., Esq................... 1 O 0 

Waltham Abbey-
3 5 

Pugh, Mr....................................... 1 O O 
Grant, Mrs. produce of cardfor Debt........ 1 4 0 

IRELAND. 

Moate, by Rev. W. Thomas-
Adamson, Richard, Esq. ... 0 5 0 
Adams-on, Jones, Esq. ...... .. 0 ?. 6 
Clibborne, W., Esq............ 0 2 6 
Ed wards, Mrs. .. .... .. . . .. . .. .. . 0 5 0 
Flim, Mr......................... 0 4 O 
Green, Mr. James ............ 0 5 0 
Green, Mr. W................... 0 5 O 
Molone, Mrs..................... 0 2 G 
Molone, Miss .......... ...... .. 0 2 O 
Hopkins, Rev. John ......... 0 10 O 
Pegg, Mrs. ..................... 0 5 O 
Thomas, Rev. W...... ......... 0 5 0 

Abbeyleix, Additional, by Rev. T. Berry.. 0 16 0 
Athlone, by Rev. W. Thomas-

Burgess, Mr...................... 0 2 0 ---2 13 6 
Brown, Mrs. . ...... .. ... . .. ... . .. 0 I 6 
Constable, Mrs.................. 0 0 G 
English, Mrs..................... 0 1 0 
Fleming, Mrs. .................. 0 1 6 
Gains, Mr. G. .................. 0 2 0 

t1~1r,el:::::::::::::::·.::::::::::: i ~ ~ 
Heathly, H. N., Esq. ......... 1 0 0 

N enagh, by Master John Burr-
llurr, A. J., Esq. ............... 1 0 0 
Burr, Richard, Esq............. I O 0 
BmT, Mrs. Richard .... ..... 1 O 0 
Dun·, Mrs. W. .................. 1 O 0 
Frith, Dr......................... 0 2 G 
Kitson, Dr. ..................... 0 2 6 

£ ,. d. 
LEGACIES.-Mrs. Hannah Linnett, !ale of Halstead, Essex, Jess duty ............... 90 0 0 

Mrs. Dyer, widow of the late Rev.John Dyer, less duty .................. 45 0 0 

4 Ii 0 

Contributions for the New Years' Account will be acknowledged in the Chronicle 
for June. 

Subscriptions and Donations thankfully received by the Treasurer, JOSEPH TmTTON, Efq. 
54, Lombard Street, London; by the Secretary, the Rev. WILLIAM GnosEn, at the Mission 
House, Moorgate Street; and by the Pastors of the churches throughout the Kingdom. 

CoLLECTon wn LONDON, Rr:v. C. WooLLAOOTT, 
4, Compton Street East, Brunswick Square. 

J. HADDON, PRINTER, CASTLE STHEET, FINST3UllY. 



THE MISSIONARY HERALD. 

REPORT. 

TnE lapse of time has again brought round the perio( at which the Com
mittee of the Baptist Missionary Society are accustomed to present to the 
constituency their Annual Report. 

THE MISSIONARIES. 

Very few have been the years in which it has not been their sorrow to record 
the decease of some beloved labourer from among the missionary band. The! 
last year is .a gratifying exception. For although some of the missionary 
families have suffered from sickness, and one brother, the Rev. H. Smylie, of 
Dinagepore, has had to sustain the loss of his endeared wife, not one of the 
missionaries has entered on his eternal rest. With one exception the entire 
body of the Society's missionaries remains intact, while some few additions 
have been made to the number engaged in the work of God. 

In the last report it was announced that a suitable person had been found 
to follow in the steps of the lamented Davies, of Ceylon, and to replace 
the loss occasioned by the foundering at sea of the ship in which Mr. Dawson 
and his family were returning to this country. In the month of August, 
Mr. aud Mrs. Davis sailed for their destination, and arrived safely in Colombo 
before the close of the year. Meanwhile the inquiries of the Committee for a 
tutor for the important institution at Calabar, Jamaica, were crowned with 
success. At their invitation the Rev. D. J. East, of Waltham Abbey, signified 
his willingness to undertake the charge of the institution, where he arrived 
with his family early in the present year. The same month, November, that 
bore Mr. East to Jamaica, witnessed also the departure of the Rev. D. Webley, 
for Haiti. The precarious health of the Rev. W. H. Webley constrained the 
Committee to relieve the solitariness of his position, and they gladly accepted 
the offer of his younger brother to proceed immediately to his assistance. He 
arrived at J acme! in January, and the Committee rejoice to learn that the 
health of his brother is in a great measure restored. Besides these additions 
to our missionary strength, the Committee have obtained the services of the 
Rev. J. Jackson, of Falmouth, for the pastorate of the Baptist church at Agra. 
The health of the Rev. J. Makepeace being sufficiently established, these two 
brethren sailed together in the William Carey in the month of February, and 
are now on their way to the scene of their future ministry for Christ, accom
panied with the many prayers of the friends of the Society, whose interest 
in India has, in an especial manner, been awakened by the eloquent appeals 
and striking facts that have proceeded from the lips of Mr. Makepeace, 
during his sojourn in his native land. The Committee also heard with 
gratitude, about the middle of the year, that our breth1·en Saker and 
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Wheeler had resumed the intcnnptcd mission in W estcrn Africa ; at the 
date of the last advices their health was good, and their prospects were most 
cheering. One reduction only from the number of the brethren engaged in 
the service of the Society has to be recorded, occasioned by the return 
of the Rev. George Small, of Benares, on account of impaired health. 
He will not again resume the work, but intends to exercise his ministry in 
this country. 

While, therefore, Delhi is still vacant, and Benares requires the pre
sence of another missionary, the Committee have been enabled, liy God's 
blessing, in some measure to repair the breaches that death had made in 
Ceylon, in Africa, and in Jamaica; at the same time adding to the .effici
ency of the mission, and extending its operations in some important place& 
in India and in the island of Haiti. 

· THE AFRICAN MISSION, 

The resumption of the mission in Fernando Po, and .on the neighbouring. 
coast, has been attended by several encouraging circumstances. It was found 
that during the entire absence of European superintendence, the church at 
Clarence, numbering about a hundred members, had regularly met for 
Divine worship on the Lord's day, and for prayer during the week. Under the 
guidance of its deacons it had observed the ordinances of the house of God, in 
particular watching with jealous care over the purity of its fellowship. It 
might well have been thought, that many of the converts would quickly return 
to their degrading superstitions when the watchful eye and the warning voice 
of the missionary were removed. Such indeed were the fears of many. It 
would have been no surprise to have found the church disorganized and the 
members scattered, and large numbers again captive to the vices of savage 
life. But the grace of God had not been preached or received in vain. 
It manifested its power in the godly jealousy with which the church was 
on the one hand guarded from the intrusion of unregenerate men,.;and on 
the other hand by freeing itself from fellowship with apostacy. Three indi-. 
viduals had already been excluded from the church for sin before the arrival 
of Mr. Saker, and the closest investigation ended in the separation of only 
three more. Surely we have in this a striking manifestation of the power 
of the gospel to elevate, to sanctify, and to save the most debased of 
our fellow men ; and may we not learn to repose yet ·more confidence 
in the sincerity of the converts ; with less fear for the results commit 
these infant churches to the grace of God, and to the teaching of the Holy 
Spirit ? The Committee have marked their sense of the activity and de
votedness of the senior deacon, Mr. Wilson, by presenting to him a copy 
of Henry's Commentary on the Scriptures. On the continent, Mr. Fuller 
and M:r. Johnson, both black men, had continued diligently employed in their 
great work : the latter with very consideraLle success at Cameroons, the 
former at Bimbia. On the arrival of the missionary, several persons were 
found prepared to put on the Lord Jesus. Their faith had been severely 
tried by persecution, only with the effect of deepening convictions, and adding 
both to the numbers of the c:.indidates and to the steadfastness of all. It was 
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the privilege of Mr. Saker, shortly after his arrival, to baptize five convert~, 
as the first ingathering of our native brothers' toil. 

'l'he translation and printing of the word of God has been resumed by Mr. 
Saker; Mr. Wheeler has commenced the study of Fernandian, in order to · 
proceed with advantage on missionary journeys among the aborigines of Fer
nando Po. Ono heavy trial has, however, overtaken the church at Clarence. In 
the month of November, a destructive tornado levelled their humble chapel with 
the ground. For some time past the people had been making contributions 
to replace the old building by a new one. This is now become a necessity, 
and the_ Committee trust it will speedily be accomplished. 

WEST INDIES, 

In the islands of the West, three missions are sustained by the Society, 
those of Trinidad, Haiti, and the Bahamas. In the first two islands the 
population is chiefly Roman Catholic : but in Trinidad the power of Rome is 
supreme. With their national independence, the Haitiens gained a large 
measure of religious freedom, and the influence of the papacy declined. 
During the past year more converts than in several former years have 
been baptized in l)oth these fields of labour, while Haiti in particular presents 
many encouraging features. In both islands the mission has been extended : 
in Trinidad to the important district of Couva: in Haiti, at Port au Plat, where 
Mr. Rycroft, our late missionary at Turk's Island, with very encouraging 
prospects, has just settled, reviving the work some few years ago interrupted 
by the jealous independence of the native authorities. One hundred and 
thirty-one converts are in church fellowship at these stations, while the number 
of attendants at the regular services of the house of God on the Lord's day, 
averages upwards of 500 persons. In Trinidad, the first baptist and member 
Of the church has been called into rest, after many years' consistent walk as a 
Ch1·istian, maintained amidst much poverty and distress. He was an American 
slave refugee, and was the first on the island to speak to his fellow men the 
pure gospel of the kingdom. If in these localities the work has been slow 
in its progress, yet is the promise sure. Present success is a pledge of the 
faithfulness of Him who hath said, that in Christ Jesus" shall all the kindreds 
of the earth be blessed." 

TilE B.\II.A.M,\S, 

The mission in the islands, or rather islets, of the great sand-banks of 
Bahamas, has engaged the peculiar attention of your Committee. Although 
very numerous, perhaps some five hundred in number, not more tnan fourteen 
or sixteen of these rocky islands, or keys as they are called, are inhabited. 
They are for the most part long, nanow, and low, covered with a light sandy 
soil. The inhabitants are but thinly scattered over them. Cat Island, 
though ninety miles in length, has a population not exceeding two thousand. 
The population of the entire group does not reach thirty thousand individuals. 
Yet on these islands it has pleased God hrgcly to bless his worcl, and to gather 
numerous churches of Christ to show forth his praise. About 2i00 persons are 
embraced in the fellowship of the numerous churches, being nearly a tenth 
part of the entire population of tho islands ; and a considerable number of 
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persons are in communion with native baptist churches, that havo no 
connexion with the Society. In nearly all the islands suitable build
ings have been erected for the public worship of God, and also for the 
education of the young. The average attendance 011 divine worship in con
nexion with this mission is ahout eight thousand ; the week services are also 
proportionately attended by the people. Three missionaries have hitherto 
watched over this interesting field. Oue has confined his labours to the 
important island of New Providence, where there are churches numbering 
upwards of seven hundred members : while the other two have ranged over 
the various islands of the group. The difficulty of access, the danger attend
ing voyages at certain seasons of the year, and the wide scattering of the 
churches on the islands themselves, have constrained the missionary's visits to 
be few, averaging perhaps two in the year. The churches have therefore, for 
the most part, been necessarily left in the hands of native teachers or leaders : 
by whom, in the intervals of the missionary's visit, divine worship has been 
conducted, and the oversight of the churches discharged. They were not, 
however, pastors : the pastoral office has been retained in the hands of the 
missionary. It is obvious that, so far as the evangelization of the islands is the 
great object of the Society's labours, that work has been accomplished. In 
few countries in the world, if any, is the number of converts and church 
members so great in proportion to the entire population. It therefore, 
appeared to the Committee, that the time had at length arrived, when 
some effort should be made to set in scriptural order these numerous 
churches: to place over them pastors of their own colour and race, by whom the 
work of God may be maintained and perpetuated: and to withdraw, at least for 
the present, one of the missionaries, that he might be free to carry the word of 
life to a mere destitute people, thus enlarging the sphere of the Society's 
operations and economizing its funds. It was further considered that the limited 
means at our command forbade the hope either of extending our efforts to lands 
yet heathen, or of obtaining a sufficient supply of European brethren to meet the 
increasing demand for pastors made by the multiplication of native churches, if 
those means were to be constantly absorbed in providing for the wants of 
converts, who by every scriptural rule of duty and example ought themselves 
to sustain the work of God in their midst. While these views are evidently 
applicable to other regions as well as to the Bahamas islands, the Committee 
resolved, in the first instance, to apply them there. A plan therefore 
was carefully prepared for the settlement, at as early a period as possible, 
of native pastors over the existing churches. It was then submitted 
to the two missionary brethren, Messrs. Capern and Littlewood, for their 
consideration. In September the plan was finally resolved on, and its execution 
confided to the senior missionary, Mr. Capern, whose views in every respect 
were found to coincide with those of the Committee. Mr. Littlewood, being 
thus released from his engagements, has proceeded to Turk's Island to assume 
the duties lately discharged by Mr. Rycroft, while the latter brother, at the re
quest of the Committee, has undertaken to re-establish the mission on the north 
side of Haiti: so far accomplishing one object of the plan, the further extension 
of missionary labour, and without any increase in the number of the brethren 
engaged. 
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Too brief a period has elapsed to permit the formation of a judgment as 
to its success. Ono native brother has already entered on pastoral duty 
in the island of Eleuthera by the unanimous voice of the people, and on 
Cat Island a considerable number have expressed their wish to have the 
services of the brother who has for some time resided among them as their 
teacher. Prejudices have, however, to be removed: the long practice of the 
churches has to be broken through, and the discharge of scriptural obligations 
regarded as the duty of every member of the church of Christ. Reluctance is 
felt in some quarters to assume the burden of the pastor's support, and hesita
tion shown to yield to the necessity. Until, however, Mr. Capern shall have 
visited the entire group, and given those explanations that are requisite, no 
unfavourable conclusion can be drawn from the present manifestation of op
posed feeling in the one or two cases in which it has appeared. It is, indeed, 
but the natural result of the long continuance of the old system; but the Com
mittee are assured, in the language of Mr. Capern, that should some failures 
occur, the plan is nevertheless '' sound, scriptural, and the only practicable plan 
for this isolated and widely scattered people," 

CA.LABAR. 

:Before leaving the West for the East Indies, reference must be made to the 
training Institution at Calabar. During the interval between the decease of 
the late excellent tutor, the Rev. J. Tinson, and the arrival of his successor, 
the students, six in number, have been under the care of the Rev. Thomas 
Hands, of Montego Bay. In the month of August, two of these young brethren 
were set apart for the pastoral office over the churches at Mount N ebo 
and Refuge. Eight or nine coloured brethren are now exercising their 
ministry in the island, and with great acceptance presiding over communities 
that had been deprived by death or other causes of their European pastors. 
The Committee are gratified in having received the most cheering testimony 
as to the progress these brethren have made in knowledge, and of their fitness 
for the work on which they have entered. l'rlr. East commences the labours 
that he anticipates with no ordinary interest and pleasure, with four students, 
and several applications for admission are pending the decision of the Com .. 
mittee of the Institution. 

JAMAICA, 

No small portion of their time has lieen occupied by the Committee iu 
deliberation on the affairs of the churches and pastors of Jamaica. It is well 
known that since 1845, when the mission churches ceased to be dependent on 
the funds of the Society, the island has suffered greatly from commercial 
distress. Wages have been reduced so low, as to render the congregations, 
to a large extent, unable to contribute to the maintenance of the cause of 
Christ with that generosity which had previously marked their conduct. Several 
brethren have departed into rest, while others, constrained by circumstances, 
left the island and the work altogether. These difficulties have been still 
further aggravated by the recent visitation of the cholera; and since the 
cessation of its ravages the small pox has completed the work of devas
tation. Earnest and 1·eitcrakcl appc11ls renc~ed the, C,:mmittec fer helr. 
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The visit of several brethren to this country in search of invigorated health 
afforded a favourable opportunity to enter on the whole question, with tho 
advantage of their presence and personal communications, and in October 
the Committee arrived at the determination to form a special fund, 
which being carefully guarded from any interference with the independ
ence and self-reliance of the churches, should yet afford, in some measure, 
the relief that appeared absolutely required. Three objects are sought in its 
formation. l. The first relates to the assistance it may be desirable to render 
to any brother wh0se people do not adequately support him. 2. Secondly, it is 
is sought to afford some temporary relaxation to those whose health may 
require a change of climate. 3. And thirdly, some aid is contemplated to 
enable any brother, invited from this country to undertake the pastorate of a 
Jamaica church, to proceed thither. By the generous kindness of one of the 
Treasurers, a considerable sum was placed at the Committee's disposal, which, 
with additional contributions, has enabled the Committee to assist several 
brethren under each of these heads. 

Besides this, the very anxious question of relief for their widows and 
orphans, has received very prolonged attention. ·A plan has been proposed 
by the Committee, which, while on the one hand it will arrange the 
affairs of the Widows and Orphans Fund of Jamaica, will at. the same 
time afford the requisite assistance to the families of deceased brethren, and 
remove a large amount of pressing debt on the mission properties. The plan 
now awaits the acceptance of the brethren in Jamaica, which the Committee 
have no doubt will gladly be accorded, and the execution of it welcomed by all 
the parties interested. The Committee cannot but hope that these arrangements 
will meet the difficulties of the case ; and that the increased attention to 
divine things manifested by the people of Jamaica, and the considerable 
accessions now making to the churches, are the forerunners of brighter days. 

EAST INDIAN MISSION. 

In the East Indies thirty-five brethren are actively engaged in the work of 
God, having under their care churches numbering upwards of two thousand 
members, of whom about seventeen hundred are converts from heathenism, or 
from the false religion-of Mahommed. In this noble enterpl'ise they are assisted 
by ninety two native preachers. India and Ceylon abound in gratifying proofs 
of the gradual, yet certain, enlightenment of the native population by the 
preaching of the gospel. Everywhere crowds listen eagerly to the message of 
eternal life, and as eagerly receive the books distributed with. the greatest care 
.by the missionary. Education is earnestly sought after by the youth, and, even 
at the risk of conversion, Hindoo parents choose in preference missionary 
schools for the instruction of their children. In Benares itself, the holiest of 
Indian cities, Brahmins discuss with each other in their private meetings the 
evidences of Christianity, while converted natives openly challenge their 
former associates to a, searching investigation of their creed. It is also a sign 
of the increasing confidence of the converts that native missionary societies 
are being formed; as for example in Calcutta, where the native brethren have 
founded an association, of which the venerable Shujaat Ali is president. In 
the second year of its existence it has opened two chapels or preaching places 
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in the city, supports one native preacher, and spreads, by means of its own 
members, the knowledge of Christ in various parts of the suburbs. In other 
places, in a manner the most unlooked for, divine truth is found to have taken 
root beyond the eye and the personal influence of the missionary. Of this 
interesting examples are found in the case of the weaver and his family som; 
thirty miles from Monghir, and there is a still more remarkable case in the 
district of Comilla, near Chittagong. In the latter instance a large number 
of persons, about 120, wero led to seek after Christ by the perusal of a 
few books that at some fair had fallen into the hands of a Brahmin. The 
scorching sun of persecution had not burnt up the tender plant, and so 
advanced were they in Christian knowledge, that some sixteen were shortly 
after Mr. Johannes' visit baptized into Christ, and others will speedily follow. 
Invitations have come to our brethren from remote quarters to visit districts 
into which some portion of light had penetrated and excited a desire for more. 

Other general influences are likewise operating most effectually to undermine 
the fabric of Hindooism. Caste is relaxing its hold upon the people. By some 
it is openly despised. Others seek to lessen the stringency of its rules. In 
every previous era of India's history its conquerors have gradually yielded to 
the power of Hindoo social institutions; for the first time they are giving way. 
England's ideas of law, of right, and of morals, with England's Christianity, 
are mightier than they. The intolerant precepts of Menu are set aside, new 
modes of thought are rapidly spreading; and science is doing her part to 
uproot the dreams of Brahminical theology. "The impression," says 
Mr. George Pearce, in a recent letter, "that has been made upon my mind 
beyond what I have ever received in former journeys, is that the confidence of 
tlie people in Hindooism is gone. Their manner, their tone, their confessions, on 
many occasions, made me feel this in no ordinary degree." 

TRANSLATIONS. 

During the past year considerable progress has been made in perfecting and 
completing several important translations of the Scriptures. In Bengali, Mr. 
Wenger, assisted by Mr. Lewis, has carried through the press a new edition o 
the Old Testament, of which 2000 copies have been taken by the Calcutta 
Auxiliary Bible Society. The New Testament has been revised in manuscript 
to the end of Peter, and printed off to the 5th of Romans ; and a further 
portion is in type as far as the 2nd Corinthians. The alterations in this edition 
are numerous; but such as will add to its elegance and accuracy. The Sanscrit 
version has been somewhat delayed by the printing of the Bengali ; but the 
new edition of the New Testament revised, and with great labour improved, 
was :finished in October, and some little progress made in the Old Testament. 
The Hindustani New Testament, likewise, has left the press, as also a reprint 
of the Persian New Testament under ~Ir. Lewis's edito1·ial care, aided by Mr. 
Thomas. Other editions are in the press, or in contemplation, especially a 
small Bengali Testament, which, by its cheapness and portability, may be brought 
more within the means of .tho native Christians. The number of copies of 
Scriptures, or parts of them that have issued from the depository during the 
year, amounts to 32,821, and for the most p:nt distributed by the rnissionm·ic9 

of the Society. 
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THE DEPUTATION, 

It was permitted to the Committee, by divine providence, to welcome their 
beloved brethren, the Revs. Messrs. Russell and Leechman in health and safety 
from this interesting field in the month of July. They had ocl\upied nearly 
a year in the mission with which they had been charged, the visitation of the 
various stations of the Society in the East. The results of their obse1·vations 
and inquiries were laid before the Committee at great length shortly after 
their return, some of which have already received careful considei-ation, while 
others remain for deliberation. 

GENERAL STATE OF THE MISSION IN THE EAST, 

Ceylon was the first of the Society's missions visited by the deputation. At 
the time of their visit our brother Allen was labouring alone, having the care 
of all the churches resting upon him. In his company every station and school, 
,,ith one or two exceptions, was visited during the month of the brethren'a 
stay. The general impression produced by these investigations is given in the 
following words of :'.\fr. Russell, "The native preachers, as a body, are earnest 
and efficient men, prospered by God in their work ; and though the schools are 
elementary, we are persuaded that they do much good in their respective 
neighbourhoods, and in several of them there are scholars who give evidence 
that God has impressed the truth on their hearts. On the whole the mission 
is in a healthy and promising state. There is great cause for sincere and 
fervent gratitude on account of the multitude of natives who have been 
rescued from the cold, heartless, inefficient morality and superstition of 
l3uddhism, and the degrading rites of devil-worship." Mr. Leechman adds the 
following testimony:-" We have seen a good deal of our native brethren, and 
on the whole I am much pleased with them. There is considerable diversity 
among them, some more fitted for the work than others ; but all seem good 
men, honoured of God to be useful. We have met them singly and collectively, 
and I admire the grace of God in them. They know, and love, and preach the 
truth." With the schoolmasters l\'Ir. Leechman was less satisfied. Many 
need more instruction than they have hitherto received. "All," he says," are 
not equally defective : some seem good men, anxious to do good ; but all need 
improvement." His pleasure was, however, very great in witnessing the 
fervent piety of the native churches. "In our brief visit," says Mr. Leechman, 
" of course, we could do little more than scan the surface. Still I saw enough to 
fill my heart with gratitude, and to urge the Society onward ih the work of the 
Lord. I was not prepared for the gratifying scenes that burst upon me in our 
visit to the jungle. The half has not been told of what God has wrought through 
the instrumentality of the Society. We examined the native members, and much 
reason had we, on the whole, to be satisfied with their views and feelings. 
Some of them stood prominently forth as cheering specimens of the triumphs 
of Divine grace. I am couvinced that God is doing great things in these 
villages. They cannot yet with safety be left to themselves. European aid 
ar:d influence are yet necessary. They are, however, making advances, and 
eventually will walk alone." 

MADRAS, 

'l'bc Etoppaz-~ of tho steamer at Madras allowed our brethren to pay a 
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brief visit to the Rev. T. C. Page. The church gathered here is chiefly 
European or East Indian. It was found prosperous and in peace. The 
members are active in spreading the gospel in the [surrounding district, and at 
the time of the deputation's visit were supporting two brethren as missionaries 
among the heathen. The schools were with some difficulty maintained, 
while nearly the whole of Mr. Page's time was devoted to the welfare of the 
church. 

NORTHERN INDIA, 

The deputation reached Calcutta on the 1st Nov. 1850, and spent between 
four and five months in investigating the subjects especially commended to 
their attention by the Committee. During this period they visited, with one or 
two exceptions, all the stations of the Society, receiving, on the whole, a most 
favourable impression of the extent of the work that had been accomplished, 
and of the devotedness and piety of the various labourers in the field, both 
European and native. 

Much time was devoted by the deputation, to an examination of the 
spiritual condition of the native churches, and also of the individuals 
employed as helpers in the propagation of the gospel. The result was 
highly gratifying. The piety of the converts seemed devout, sincere, and 
deep. Many instances of loss and suffering for the gospel's sake were met 
with, and some interesting examples occurred of the concern felt by the native 
churches for the purity of their fellowship. On the question of the prepared
ness of these infant communities for independence of European aid, and their 
oversight by native pastors, the deputation found a great diversity of sentiment 
prevailing among missionaries of all denominations : indeed, it appeared at a 
meeting of the missionary Conference in Calcutta, at which the deputation 
were present when the question was discussed, that a majority of the 
missionaries was inclined to the negative side : on the other hand, says l\Ir. 
Russell, "two or three brethren argued strongly in favour of placing more 
confidence in native Christians," and adds, as the result of their observations, 
"that while superintendence appears to be necessary and proper, it should be 
such as will stimulate and encourage the native preachers, and leave the 
principal work and the connected responsibility with them." 

SEllAMPORE COLLEGE. 

The earliest of the questions submitted to the bretlu:en on their arrival in 
Calcutta, and to the Committee at home on their return, was the relation to be 
sustained between the Society and the College at Serampore. In the last 
report it was intimated that a correspondence, with John Marshman, Esq., was 
in progress on this subject, the final settlement of the questions involved being 
delayed till the Committee should be in possession of the views of the depu
tation. At its meeting in August last the Committee agreed upon the basis of 
an arrangement in general conformity with the views expressed by l\Ir. 
Marshman, and sustained by the opinions of the deputation. To the 
resolutions in which the views of the Committee were embodied, Mr. 
Marshman has given his cordial assent, and the Committee confidently 
anticipate that the arrangements thereby determined, and now in progress 
of accomplishment, will meet wit.h; the hearty conourrence of th0 members 
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of the Society, and be the foundation of a great enlargement of the 
Redeemer's kingdom. According to the plan adopted, the Committee are 
at liberty to use the College buildings, for the repair of which generous 
provision has been made by Mr. l\farshman, for the purpose of training a class 
of young men, both East Indian and native, for the ministry in India, the 
secular classes of the College being open to the students without charge. The 
responsibility of the management and direction of the College affairs will as 
heretofore remain with the Council, which will for the most part consist of ~ission
aries of the Society, the Committee only engaging to support the theological 
tutor and his class, the expense of which is not to exceed the sum of £500 a 
year. In addition to this the proceeds of Ward's Fund will be available for 
the same purpose. 

THE CALCUTTA. PRINTING PRESS. 

Not the least onerous of the duties imposed on the deputation was the inspection 
of the Printing Press in Calcutta, so nobly devoted by its founders, Wm. Pearce, 
Eustace Carey, John Penney, and others, to the advancement of the gospel in 
India. Since the decease of Mr. Wm. Pearce it has continued under the superin
tendence of the Rev. J. Thomas, and, as the examination has proved, has not only 
contributed many thousands of pounds to the support of the Society's stations 
in India, and at times when failing funds in this country endangered their ex
istence, but has issued very large numbers of copies of the scriptures and other 
books highly conducive to the salvation and enlightenment of the people of India, 
Very nearly a million copies of various portions of God's word have proceeded 
from its presses : upwards of two millions of school-books, at the expense of 
various educational societies, have likewise gone forth for the instruction of the 
the juvenile part of the population: and about 300,000 tracts and other 
miscellaneous works have been printed, and are spreading light and 
truth in every part of the land. It is most satisfactory to the Committee to 
learn that this important Institution is in a vigorous and healthy state, and 
is able so largely to aid 'them in the propagation of the gospel of Christ. 
The investigation entered upon and concluded by the deputation has placed its 
stability and value beyond doubt. 

CONSOLIDATION OF STATIONS, 

By the letter of instructions the attention of the deputation was particularly 
called to the widely-scattered positions of the Society's stations. Some of these 
are divided by great distances from each other, or not easily accessible from 
physical and geographical obstructions. Thus, the missionary brethren 
were often precluded from that mutual counsel and co-operation it is 
desirable they should ~enjoy, The painfulness of their position has further been 
increased by the solitariness of their work, since in many cases they have had 
to labour alone. Two methods of proceeding may be adopted in order 
to amend this state of things : either to place at every station at least 
two brethren, or so to arrange the stations that every missionary may easily 
reach some neighbouring brother with whom to confer and co-operate. On 
the whole, a combination of both methods appears to be the only practicable 
plan, and to this the suggestions of the deputation point, 
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TilE AGRA IIIISSION, 

The Society's Indian mission may be divided into three parts; the Agra, or 
north-west district ; the Behar, or central district ; and the Bengal mission. ' 

The first of these has already occupied the attention of the Committee, and 
in pursuance of the suggestions of the brethren and guided by the means at 
their command, the Committee have endeavoured to consolidate the mission in 
the Agra presidency, and to give it increased efficiency. The station at 
Saugor, in the Nerbudda country, will be discontinued, owing to its remote
ness from every other station of the Society, and the inability of the 
Committee to occupy· it with adequate strength. Besides, its recent 
formation enables the Committee to withdraw from it without any material 
sacrifice. Mr. Makepeace is therefore directed to proceed to Agra, the scene of 
his former labours, and as the Rev. J. Jackson will assume the pastorate of the 
English Church, the attention of Mr. Makepeace will be wholly devoted to 
native work. In immediate contiguity to Agra is the interesting station of 
Chitoura, and within easy reach are the stations of Muttra and Cawnpore, at 
which Messrs. Smith, Phillips, and Williams will respectively labour. The latter 
·station was some years ago discontinued, but will now lie revived, and we 
trust the work will be prosecuted with fresh impulse and success. These 
brethren and stations will thus be enabled to co-operate with each other, 
and give the mutual aid they require. 

THE BENA.RES !IIISSION, 

Of the Behar or central mission, the most important station is Benares. 
Although now among the oldest of our stations, various circumstances have 
kept it in a low condition, chiefly that the brethren have not had suitable 
premises in which to live and to labour. The offer of a building and com
pound recently occupied by the government as a school, presents a favourable 
opportunity for consolidating and placing on an efficient footing the mission in 
this noted stronghold of Satan. The Committee hope to secure the possession 
of these very suitable premises, and have resolved to strengthen the hands of 
the two brethren labouring there with a third missionary. The efficient st::.tion 
at Monghir is closely allied to Benares, and of easy access by means of the 
Ganges. The Committee would be happy to extend their mission in this 
quarter ; but at present Bengal claims their first attention, and with a few 
words on this district they close this ·portion of their report. 

THE BENGAL MISSION, 

The Bengal mission embraces Calcutta, the villages and stations to the 
south and east, and some few to the north. Barisal, Jessore, Dacca, and Chit
tagong are included in it. In Bengal is found the larger number of our 
missionary brethren labouring in India, and hy far the greater number of the 
converts that God has given as the fruit of their exertions. So far as the mani
festation of the Di vine blessing is an indication of the localities to be preferred 
for missionary labour, that indication is here indubitable and clear. Every 
part of the presidency is easily accessible by its numerous streams to the 
messengers of peace. 'rhroughout its borders the population is dense, willing 
to hear the gospel, and anxious for instruction. Scriptures, tracts, ancl school 
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hooks, can be multiplied beyond count in the language which a Carey first 
reduced to grammatical form, and in which an elegant and faithful version of 
the scriptures by Carey, Yates, and Wenger, has been made. The whole of this 
great country wit,h its thirty millions of people is before us ; and to the east of 
Calcutta till you touch on the mission of our American brethren in Assam, 
there is no other missionary society engaged. The Committee are most anxious 
to occupy this attractive field, and, immediately. The harvest is ripe. 
Witness the successes in Barisal, Jessore, and the marvellous discoveries 
at Cornilla near Chittagong. Providence summons the Baptist Misbionary 
Society to this special work, and the Committee ask their friends at once to 
arise, to conquer this land for Christ. Your first attempts have greatly prospered. 
Let a holy boldness inspire you to seize the favourable moment, and to send 
at least six brethren to aid our present laborious but successful missionaries, 
and to push yet further the victories of the Prince of Peace. 

HOME PROCEEDINGS, 

Having detailed the operations of the Society in the Foreip;n Field, the 
Committee advert, for a few moments, to its home proceedings. 

The very important subject of native agency, especially in its relation to 
the i:astorate of the mission churches, has received the very anxious attention 
of your Committee, and they have recorded the views that they entertain in 
the following resolution :-" That, after an attentive consideration of the papers 
laid before them by the Secretaries on the pastoral office in the mission 
churches, and on missionary work, the Committee are grateful to them for 
having recalled their attention to this subject, and now record their deliberate 
judgment-a judgment which is in entire coincidence with the views enter
tained from the earliest period of the Society's history, that it is in the highest 
degree desirable that the churches should be placed under the care of pastors 
elected and supported by themselves, and that to this end the missionaries be 
earnestly counseiled to direct the attention of the churches to such of the 
native converts as may be qualified by natural endowments and the grace of 
God to sustain the office." The principles involved in this resolution the Com
mittee have already put in operation in the Bahamas, and confide their 
application to other portions of the Society's mission field to those who shall 
succeed them. 

Your Committee cannot pass over, without notice the generous conduct 
of William Jones, Esq. owner of the William Carey, who has not only 
given a passage to Mr. and Mrs. Makepeace, Mr. and Mrs. Jackson, and 
their families, and provided for their comfort during the voyage to India, 
on the most liLeral scale, free of all expense to the Society, but enjoined 
the officers and crew of the vessel to treat them as his own personal 
friends; an act equivalent to a donation of two hundred and fifty guineas. 
TLe Committee have marked their sense of Mr. J ones's liLerality, by placing 
liim on the list of honorary members of their body. The Committee have also 
every reason to believe that the pastors and churches throughout the country 
generally continue to cherish an eamest desire to sustain the mission, and to 
(;ncourage them, in directing it6 concerns, hy their sympathy and confidence. 
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FJNANCES. 

At the last anniversary the Committee had to report a balance due to the 
treasurers of £5751 lls. 4d. The total receipts, for the present year are 
£19,1-!G lls. 9d., the total expenditure £18,088 6s. ld. leaving a balance on 
the year's account, in favour of the Society of £1,0,58 5s. 8d., by which amount 
the debt is reduced. ,The balance, therefore, now due to the treasurers is 
£4693 5s. 8d. It must, however, be observed that the total receipts are 
exclusive of about £300 of auxiliary expenses paid by the country treasurers, 
and this year they will be found to be deducted from the amount printed 
in the contribution lists. This plan has been adopted for the purpose of show
ing, as far as possible, where the money has been spent; while, at the same 
time, it is obviously more correct to make the officers of the Society responsible 
only for what actually passes through their hands. It is to be hoped that, 
in future years, this plan, which can only now be regarded as an experiment, 
may be rendered more satisfactory and complete. But for this slight change 
the total receipts of the Society would have appeared to be nearly £500 in 
advance of the previous year. The Committee have also most carefully watched 
the Home Expenditure, and by the adoption of plans which have been care
fully considered from time to time, they have been enabled to reduce the 
various items of expense included under this head. They have recently made 
an arrangement with a gentlemen in the North of England, whereby the loss 
on one of 5ts periodical publications, amounting to nearly £70 per annum, 
will in future be saved. The charges for interest, agency, printing, and inci
dentals are also less this year than they were last. In these items it will be 
found that reductions have been effected amounting to £278. They refer with 
all the greater pleasure to these reductions, because they are unaccompanied 
with any reduction of agency abroad ; on the contrary, as the report shows, 
four new missionaries have been sent into the field, and there has been an 
expenditure in India of £2000 more than was paid for that department in the 
previous year. 
, Various suggestions have been thrown out, from time to time, with the view of 
increasing the annual income. They have resolved not to apply specially for the 
reduction of the debt, but having paid this year a portion of it, to leave its 
further reduction to the influence of those plans of retrenchment, which, without 
impairing the general efficiency of the mission, have been tried with an en
couraging measure of success. 

But still some effort must be made to increase the income, if the plans 
suggested in this report with respect to India, are to be carried out. Your 
Committee have a strong conviction that the annual subscribers might do 
more. They referred to the "mournful monotony'' of their contributions 
in their last report ; and then suggested the giving oftener, and on a more 
systematic plan. How far this suggestion has been acted upon, the Committee 
have no means of judging. But they now propose to every annual subscribers 
to increase his subscription. An increase of one fourth would give a per
manent additional income of £1200, a sum sufficient to enable the Com
mittee to attend to the loud call from India. To attempt this without t\ 

permanent increase of funds, would only involve an increase of debt. 
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Bengal, therefore, can have no more rnisssionarics, unless this proposal 
be generally rC'spondcd to. They urge it on their brethren, and entreat 
them to ponder it well. In most cases the addition which each person 
would have to make would be small ; but the ag,qi·egate would be large. 

The Committee have now stated their difficulties, and the way in which 
they think these difficulties may be overcome, openings for usefulness cm· 
braced, the mission strengthened, and its power to extend the kingdom of 
Christ largely increased. They must leave the results with Him who has the 
hearts of all men in His hands, while they once more entreat the friends of the 
Society to remember their obligations to God, their solemn responsibilities to 
their Saviour and their Lord, the grandeur of the work in which they are 
engaged, the immortal welfare of vast multitudes of souls perishing in igno
rance and sin, and beseech them to abound yet more in earnest prayer, that 
God will pour out his Spirit on all flesh, and establish Zion, and make he~· a 
praise in all the carfa. 

BAHAMAS. 
NASSAU. 

The following extracts from a letter 
just received from :Mr. CAPERN will be 
read with much interest by our friends 
as illustrating the work of faith and 
labour of love in which our native 
brethren are engaged. It will, doubt
less excite a lively feeling of gratitude to 
God and an earnest spirit of supplication 
that these devoted brethren may prove 
stedfast and immoveable, always abound
ing in the work of the Lord. Under 
date of 1\Iarch 13th last, Mr. CAPERN 
writes:-

The following extracts from letters re
ceived from some of the native pastors will 
give you some idea of what they are doing 
and of what they think of the state of their 
field of labour. 

"I have been busily employed," writes 
J. Laroda, of Cat Island," ever since I came 
up, in visiting different settlements and teach
ing both old and young, in which I always 
feel great delight. Every day I am engaged 
in teaching some children wherever I g(), 
and nearly every night I am teaching some 
to sing. To-morrow, if all be well, I shall 
baptize two candidates at Port Howe, and re
turn home on Monday, if spared." He says 
that he has to contend with some rather for
midable opposition, but says," 1 hope the Lord 
will grant me sufficient faith and patience to 
endure it." This worthy and devoted brother 
is doing much in the great matter of education, 
the1e being now five day schools on the is
land, which was never the case before. 

From Eleuthera the native pastor writes, 
"I hope I may say that I am earnestly con
tending for the faith once delivered to the 
saints, trying to take courage and go forward in 
the work of the Lord, trusting that my labour 
is not in vain in the Lord. Since I left Nas
sau I have paid a visit to Tarpum Bay and 
to James' Cistern. To all appearance things 
are going on well. I know it is your desire 
that your children should walk in the truth, 
May none of us grieve your spirit, nor cause 
your hands to hang down, nor your knees to 
wax feeble, nor '.give the enemy occasion to 
speak reproachfully of the holy gospel of 
the Redeemer." 

From Long Island the native · pastor 
writes, " I was not able to write you by the. 
last opportunity on account of liaving so 
much to do, On Wednesday morning l 
keep a Bible class and preach at Palestine I 
on the evening of the same day I hold another 
Bible class and preach at the Harbour, a 
settlement twelve miles distant from the 
first mentioned station. My sphere of la
bour is indeed altogether enlarged, and I 
thank God for strength to perform my 
great duties. The church here is in a much 
better state than it has been for some time. 
Some who had run off are returning, and say 
that they can find nothing in the Church of 
England. They have seen the difference in 
the churches, and experience is the best 
schoolmaster." 

From Rum Cay, R leader writes, saying, 
"that things are wearing, at present, a ,·ery 
encouraging aspect, and that they are about 
to build a new chapel.'' I confess I long to 
go and see these friends, and bid them God 
speed. 
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JAMAICA. 

It will gratify our friends to )earn I on the 18th of March, and have resumed 
that our brethren DAY, HENDERSON, their labours amid cheering indications 
and CLAYDON, arrived safely in Jamaica of a divine blessing .. 

CONTRIBUTIONS, 
Received on account of the Bapiist Missionary Society, during the month 

of March, 1852. 
£ s. d. £ s. d. 

.Annual Subscriptions. Rawlings, Mrs. D., Ken-

Angus, Rev. Jos., M.A. 2 2 
sington, Collected by 1 0 0 

0 S. W.R ...................... 5 0 0 
Beddome, W., Esq. ...... 1 1 
Beddome, R. B., Esq.... 1 1 
Beeby, Mrs. ............... 2 2 
Benetfink, Mr. ............ 1 1 
Bigwood, Rev. John...... 1 1 
Burls, Charles, Esq....... 1 1 
Burls, Miss ... ............ 0 10 
Burls, Miss Jane ,........ 0 10 
Carey, Rev. E. ............ 1 0 
Cozens, Mrs. ••• . •• ••• ••. . •• 1 1 
Dallas, Mrs, ............... 2 2 
Edwai·ds, Mrs. •••.•.... ••• 1 1 
Fletcher., Jos., Esq. ...... 2 2 
Gardiner, W. B., Esq.... 1 1 
Gingell, James, Esq...... 1 l 
Gove1·, William, Esq..... I 1 
Howard, Luke, Esq...... 2 2 
Huntley, Miss . ...... ..... 1 1 
Jacobson, Miss, for Co-

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
6 
6 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

loiiies ..................... 1 1 0 
Johns, Mra............... ... 1 0 0 
Jones, Mr................... 1 1 0 
Maliphant, Mr. G. ...... 1 1 0 
Marten, Mrs. R. H. ...... 1 1 0 

Do., for Bntally......... O 10 0 
Do., for Jamaica The .. 

ological In.stitittion O 10 
~forch, Rev. Dr ... ,...... 1 1 

0 
0 

Legacies. 
Hickson, Miss, late of 

Lincoln (legacy duty 
paid by Executors) ... 100 

Yeary, Mr., late of High 
Wycombe .............. 178 

0 0 

8 6 

LONDON ASD MIDDLESEX 
\AUXILIARIES, 

.Alie Street, Little-
Sunday School ......... 3 16 0 

Battersea- , 
Collections............... 8 5 0 
Contributions ......... 28 4 8 

Do., Juvenile Asso• 
ciatlon (moiety).. IS 15 0 

Do., Sunday Schools 1 4 10 

43 
Previously acknow

ledged and ex
penses............... 4 

9 6 

3 6 

39 6 0 
Nash, W. W., Esq. ...... 1 1 0 Blandford Street-
Nash, Mrs. W.W. ...... 1 1 0 Juvenile Association. 10 4 0 
Payne, .Mrs., Leather-

head ....................... . 1 O Bow-
Peto, S. M., Esq., :h-1.P., 

and.Mrs. Peto ......... 100 0 0 
Pewtress, Thomas, Esq. 1 l O 
Phillip,, Mr. W. H., for 

Jndia ..................... 110 
l'hlllips, Mrs. E. ......... 0 10 6 
Pontifex, Mr............... 1 1 O 
Pritchard, Rev. G......... 1 0 0 

Contributions ...... .. 6 7 0 
Do., Sunday School 1 0 0 

7 7 0 
Less expensea .. .. .. 0 3 6 

7 3 6 

Cromer Street-
Juvenile Auxiliary, by 

Young Men's :Mis
sionary Association, 
!or Biagama Sclioo[,3, 

I, ,. . 

Ceylon .................. 1 1 & 
Devonshire Square-

Contributions ......... 28 13 10 
Do.,. for Female 
Education in India 5 2 G 

Do., Sunday Schools 2 5 6 

36 1 0 
Less expenses ... ... 0 6 o 

35 15 g 
Eagle Street-

Contributions ...... ,.. 7 8 6 
Do., JnYenlle............ 1 7 O 

Hackney-
Collections ............... 18 1 8 
Contributions ......... 30 1 1 

Do., Sunday Schools 8 3 6 
Hammersmith-

Collection ............... 9 1 9 
Contributions ......... 21 16 11 

Harrow on the Hill-
Collection, &c.......... 4 16 i 

Hatcham-
Jones, Captain, R.N., 

A.S...................... 1 1 0 
Henrietta. Street-

Contributions ......... 8 12 11 
Do .• Sunday School 

Girls ............... 0 12 10 
Do., Female Bible 

Class ............... 1 8 7 
Islington Green-

Contributions, by Mrs. 
Burrell ............ 5 7 6 

Islington,byMr.Barker 2 2 0 
Do., Sunday School 

Class ............... 030 
Ridley, S., Esq. ............ 1 1 0 
Russell, Miss............... 1 1 O 
Rust, Miss.................. 1 I O 

Brentford, New-
Collections ............... 18 4 

Do., for Jamaica .•. O 12 0 
B John Street-

Sands, John, llsq ......... 10 10 O 
Smith, Miss R. ............ 1 1 0 
Trestrail, Rav. F.......... 1 1 O 
Underhill, E. B., Esq... 3 S 0 
Vines, C., Esq............. 5 5 0 
Walters, Stephen, llsq.. 1 1 0 
Warmington, J as., E,q 2 2 O 
V. atson, S., Esq. ......... 1 1 0 
Welton, Mr. Hanry...... 1 l 0 
Wbeelor, Mr. D. D....... 1 1 0 

Doitations, 
An Old Subscriber .... ,. 70 
Biblo Tran~lation Soci-

ety, for 1.'ranslations (i00 
Friend, for ladia ......... 1 
Gouldsmith, M1·s .......... 10 
H .............................. Ii 

0 0 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

Contributions ......... 6 15 ' Contributions ......... 107 14 2 
Do., for Natii·t 

Preachers ......... 3 13 fJ 
Do., Sunday School O 7 2 

20 
Less expenses (two 

years) ............... 3 1 6 

25 19 l 
Cambcrwell ............... 91 18 6 

Ja mes Streot Sunday 
School ................. . 0 0 

Church Strect
Contributions,by Miss 

Pardon ............ 3 0 0 
Do., Sunday School, 

for M1·. Heinig' 11 
School at 1',·elo• 
chau ............... 8 0 0 

Do., Sunday School 
Association . . .... 7 1 l 

114 15 3 
Acknowledged beforo 20 0 0 

94 15 3 
Kensall Green ............ l O 0 
Kensington, Silver Street

Collections............... 6 6 5 
Contributions ......... 15 3 ~ 

Do., Sunday School l H 1 
Keppel Street-

Contributions ......... 4 9 6 
Do., Juvenile......... 0 1S 8 
Do., do., for Grand 

Pass School, Cu-
lorii.bo ............... 7 1"1 
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£ ,. d. 
Maze Pond-

Contribution• ....... ,. 40 16 6 
Do., Juvenile ......... 10 0 0 

50 16 
Acknowledged before 

and expenses ...... 21 II 6 

29 5 0 

New Park Street-
Contribution!!-, for 

Native P1·eacl1crs O 15 0 
Do., Juvenile Asso-

ciation, for llfrs. 
Allen's Bom·ding 
&lwol fo1· Native 
Feniales, Colombo 35 0 0 

Hnr1,ey, Mr. J., Hol
born Hill, to com
plete the sum 1·t
qu.ired to support 
the above Schoo!...... 35 0 0 

Poplar-
Ju,·enile Association 7 15 0 

Prescot Street, Little ... 20 0 0 I 
--1 

£•·d .. 
Shouldham·Streot-

Contrlbutions1 ......... •4 JO 0 
Do.,Jm·cnile ......... 0 10 O 

Tottenhan1-
Collection ............... 12 14 9 
Contributions ......... 19 18 8 

Do., Jm·euile......... 0 8 0 
Do., Sunday School O 6 2 

33 7 7 
Less expeuses ...... l 12 o 

31 IS 7 

Walworth, Horsley Street
Contributions . ... .. ... 3 8 I 

Less expenses . . . O 4 6 

3 3 7 
Walworth, Lion Street-

Contributions, Female 
Auxiliary ......... 18 

Do., Sunday School, 
0 0 

for Ceylon Schoo! 12 0 0 

Regent Street, Lambeth- I BEDFORDSHIRE, 

coi~c.t~o:,.~~ii~::::::::: 1 1g ! Ampthill and Maulden 
Contributions 45 15 8 (moiety).................. 5 7 6 

Do., for Haiti Cit~p;z 3 o o Cranfield-
Do., Sundny School 4 o 7 Collection .............. . l 2 7 

0 14 2 
0 16 0 

Do .. do., for ltati'l.'t Contributions ...... , .. 
Prerrchers ... ...... 3 0 6 Helho;{nSduRnedaacyh~hool 

Proceeds of Tea Meet-
ing .................. 3 JO o Collection ............... 2 4 O 

Do., of Lecture...... 4 15 0 Houghton Regis ......... 22 9 8 

71 12 6 
Acknowledged before 

and expenses .... , 40 9 0 

Leighton Buzzard, 1st Charch-
Collections....... ........ 8 5 6 
Contributions ......... 13 12 7 

Do., for &frica ....•• 0 6 0 
Do., for Schools...... 7 15 0 

31 3 6 Do., Sunday School 2 1 O 
Leighton Buzzard, 2nd 

Salters' Hall ............... 8 3 6 
Shacklewell-

Collections ............... 12 2 10 
Do., Juvenile......... 2 5 10 

Contributions ......... 9 9 6 
Do.; for .&fricrr...... 2 16 10 
Do., Sunday School 3 5 B 

Proceeds of Tea Meet-

Church .................. 4. 0 0 
Lat.on, Old Meeting-

Collectioµs ............... 18 8 4 
Do., Vill:ige Sta- -
. tions ............... 1 4 O 

Contributions ,; .. ;; ... 17 ·4 4 
Do., for Trinidad... I O 0 
Do., Sunday Schools 3 3 8 

Contributions 
Do., for lfotir, 

Pl'ea.chen 
Steventon-

Collectlon ............. .. 
Contributions, for 

Jamaica Scltoola . , , 
Thurle!gh-1 

Collecliou .............. . 
Contributions ........ . 

Toddlngton-
Collcctlon, &c ......... . 

£ •· d. 
0 lo 10 

I O 0 

2 15 0 

0 6 

1 14 0 
2 7 0 

4 10 0 

136 10 11 
Less expenses ... 5 11 1 

130 1D 10 

BERKSHIRE. 

Asbampstead-
Collection 2 9 0 

Do., Compton ...... 1 0 0 
Contributions . , ...... l 4 0 

Do., Sunday School 
Girls ............... 0 7 0 

Faringdon .................. 6 0 0 

Newbury-
Collections............... 8 7 O 
Contributions ......... 15 13 8 

Do., Sunday Schools O 11 3 

24 12 5 
Less expenses ...... O 14 5 

23 18 0 

Reading-
Collections ............... 18 110 
Contributions ......... 17 16 4 

Do., for Africrt ... ... 2 19 0 
Do., Juvenile ..... ;; .. 16 15 11 
Do., Sunday Schools 4 11 G 
Do., do., for Native 

Preachers ......... 1 15 11 
Henley Auxiliary

Contributions . •. ... 7 2 6 

69 2 11 
Acknowledged before 

and expenses ......... 49 8 0 

iDi; ..................... l O 5 Northall- 19 14 5 
Collection ............... 2 13 2 Reading, by Mr. Philip Dnvies-

31 I 1 Riseley- Contributions ......... 2 16 6 
Les, expenses ...... 0 14 0 Collection ............... 1 0 0 Do,, for Africa...... 0 10 0 

Shambrook- Do., for Native 
30 7 1 Collections............... 3 15 7 Prerrchers,Madras O 10 6 

The rei:nainder of Contributions for March is unavoidably postponed. 
ERRATUM. 

The sum of £20 acknowledged in the March Herald as a lJ01ULtion from G. T. Keyes, Esq., should 
have been entered thus :-Blandford Street, by G. T. Keyes, Esq., £20 Os. Od. 

Subscriptions and Donations in aid of the Baptist Missionary Society will he thankfully 
recei,·ed hy William Brodie Gurney, Esq., and Samuel Morton Peto, Esq., M.P., Treasurers, 
by the Rev. Frederick Trestrail and Edward Bean Underhill, Esq., Secretaries, at tho 
Mission House, 33, Moorgate Street, LONDON: in EDINBURGH, by the Rev. Jonathan 
Watson, and John Macandrew, Esq.; in GLA.soow, by Robert Kettle, Esq.; in DunLIN, by 
John Purser, Esq., Rathmines Castle; in C.nouTTA, by the Rev. James Thomas, Baptist 
Mission Press; and at NEW Yomi:, United States, by W. Colgate,:r::sq. Contributions can 
also be paid in at Messrs, Barclay, Bevan, Tritton, and Co., Lombard Street, to the account 
of the Treasurers, 

J, HADDON, PIUNTEn, CA.f;TL.11: liiTl\BET, FINISllfJRY, 
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MEMOIR OF THE LATE REV. BENJAMIN COXHE.AD. 

THIS estimable servant of Christ was and I began, I think, from the heart to 
born June 9th, 1772. His parents pray for an interest in him, till prayer 
were pious, and members of the church became sweet and I hope sincere. I 
of which Dr. Rippon was the pastor. went to school to the Rev. - Mason, a 
He says, "When I look back upon my pious clergyman of the~ Church of 
childhood and youth, oh ! what reason England,'.and on the week evenings had 
have I to do it with gratitude. Favoured frequent opportunities of hearing the 
above millions with a religious edu- Rev. - Foster, whose preaching I 
cation, and to hear Christians converse much valued, as well as that of the 
about the things of God-the Holy dear friend in our family, the Rev 
Scriptures put into my hands-taught Joseph Swain, in his evening lectures 
the principles of religion-taken under at Devonshire Square, and having 
the sound of the pure gospel, and in become more fully acquainted with the 
very early childhood affected with works of several judicious authors, 
those pleasing accounts of pious chil- such as Edwards (oh! that blessed 
dren in' Janeway's Token,' I believe I book of his on the .Affections), Hall, 
felt some desires to be like them, and sen., &c., and a gracious God also 
did endeavour, in my then poor way, to having been pleased to open the scrip
copy their example ; though, alas ! my tures to my mind, at one time one 
mind was often drawn after folly and passage and then another, so that a 
sin ; but the Lord did not let me alone few lines sometimes seemed sufficiently 
in my childish vanities, for he was large and glorious to fill heaven and 
pleased to shine by greater and greater earth, I became desirous of making a 
degrees upon my soul. I began to see profession of his name-seeing some • 
more of the evil of sin, the preciousness thing of the duty and privilege of 
of Christ, and my great need of him, church membership ; and as I had 

voL, XV,- FOURTll SF.RIES, 2 P 
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from my childhood sat under the 
ministry of Dr. Rippon, and as I do 
hope his lively, valuable preaching has 
be(en in a good measure blessed to the 
carrying on the work of God in my soul, 
and as his views of the truths of the 
gospel accord with my own, I did speak of 
this to my parents, who encouraged me 
to go to my dear minister : he received 
me in love-advised me to go to a 
throne of grace, and to come to him 
once more, which I did, and was told 
to ~o before the church on Monday 
evening April 21st. I then gave in my 
experience, and was baptized on Tues
day evening, May 2ith, 1794. Mr. 
Fuller, of Kettering, preached an able 
discourse on the occasion. On the 
next sabbath, June 1st, I was, with 
many others, received into the church, 
and partook with them of the ordinance 
of the Lord's supper. This was pecu
liarly delightful to my heart, and it is 
still a very sweet and significant ordi
nance to me. I do hope I was enabled 
to aim through the whole at the divine 
glory. Making a profession is a very 
serious work to me, yet a very pleasant 
one ; I do not, and I think I never 
shall repent it," "Last Lord's day 
evening, I heard from my pastor the 
surprising information 'that he had his 
eye upon me in reference to the work 
of the ministry.' I felt on Monday all 
day what I shall never ·rorget; sunk 
to the earth with surprise, and under a 
deep sense of my insufficiency; but 
I hope that I have been enabled to 
give myself to the Lord in prayer, 
willing to be disposed of as he shall see 
fit, and have felt sometimes an en
couragement at which I have been 
surprised, and which I scarcely dare 
utter. I know from whence my help 
must entirely come. I think I may 
say, prayer-meetings have been peculi
arly sweet, and I have sometimes en
joyed considerable assistance when 
called upon to engage. On Lord's day 

evening I was led out in prayer so as I 
should not have been able to have ex
presGed myself, if I had studied it." 
"My coming forward to speak before 
the church has borne upon my mind 
with considerable weight ; however, I 
desire to he found in the way of duty, 
and to comply with their request ; and 
have felt lately more than ever the 
sweetness of being able to do any thing 
for God." 

"On Monday evening at the church 
meeting, I was requested to with
draw, and our pastor informed the 
church that he wished to bring me 
forward to speak before them. I felt 
considerable composure, and some 
cheerfulness, knowing that the Lord is 
all-sufficient. I have also been en
couraged by what I have but lately 
known-that is the confidence and 
unanimity of Christian friends in this 
a:ffai.i•, I feel great thankfulness and 
encouragement in being at the divine 
disposal. Of myself, I can do nothing 
aright ; I need, and I would seek, much 
more grace.'' '' Last Thursday I waited 
on my pastor for a text, and felt the 
sweet i;elish of the truth of it upon my 
own soul-felt my heart drawn out 
t.owards Christ and a great rejoicing in 
him from the words given me, 'Yea, he 
is altogether lovely.' It seemed to 
myself as if I spake with fear and 
trembling, and that I should hardly be 
asked again ; but still the friends 
retain their expectation and confidence, 
and this continuance in tli:eir former 
judgment makes me almost expect the 
Lord does design to call me forth to 
labour in his vineyard, and notwith
standing all my personal discourage
ments, I do feel an increasing thirst 
and desire for the work." "I spoke 
before the church the third time, 
February 19th. I felt some pleasure 
and composme beforehand, and in 
speaking, less timidity, more liberty, and 
enjoyed more in my own soul than I 
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did either of the former times. The 
opinion of the church was taken respect
ing me and brother Keely, at the 
church meeting, on Monday, February 
27th, and I record with gratitude 
those who were there were unanimously 
of opinion that the Lord had bestowed 
on us gifts for the important work of 
the ministry, and we were sent by our 
pastor and the church to the Academy 
at Bristol, then under the care of Dr. 
Ryland and Mr. James." 

He entered the Academy March 
29th, 1797. Here he was beloved 
by tutors and students, as will ap
pear by an extract from his diary, which 
also shows that his value for prayer 
was no,t abated. " Last Thursday 
we had a solemn prayer-meeting in 
the library, in reference to our separa
tion for the vacation; it continued about 
three hours, and seemed indeed to me 
quite short : How ' sweet and how plea
sant a thing it is for brethren to dwell 
together in unity !' We had a very 
pleasant walk to Sheerhampton, where 
we dined, returned in the evening, and 
spent it at home together very com
fortably." It was no wonder, that 
morning prayer-meeting had laid a good 
foundation for enjoyment during the 
remainder of the day. But two or three 
of those loved brethren are now living, 
Dr. Cox, being younger, had not then 
arrived, but when he did, there existed 
between them also a mutual affection. 
We observe also in the diary, "On Wed
nesday morning, Sept. 22nd, I delivered 
my first library sermon from 1 Tim. vi. 
and part of the 3rd verse, 'The doc
trine which is according to godliness.'" 
That doctrine pervaded his p.reaching 
from its commencement to its termin
ntion. Dr. Rvland sent him more 
frequently and· rather earlier than is 
usual to supply neighbouring churches, 
and to preach in his pulpit, for he said, 
"his views of truth are so correct and 
scriptmal, that I can trust him in any 

place and at any time." He supplied 
a vacation at Exeter, and a warm
hearted invitation for him to return, 
with a view to the pastorship, is now 
before the writer; but most of his friends 
thought it best for him to return to 
Bristol a little longer. 

At the close of his studies there, 
he was invited to supply as a pro
bationer the church at Little Wild 
Street, previously under the pastoral 
care of the Rev. Samuel Stennett, 
D.D. He did so in June, 1800, 
and was ordained there the following 
October. Some unpleasant occur
rences however led him to send to 
the deacons some years afterwards a 
letter, which occasioned them to· write a 
reply, in which they say:-"We received 
your epistle wiMi much concern, and 
are sorry for the burden on your mind, 
but while we thank you for your frank 
and free communication, may it not be 
possible that your indisposition of body, 
by preying on your spirits, throws on 
our situation a gloom beyond what is 
warrantable 1 May not affliction double 
the cloud 1 We feel for your casting 
down, and admit that affairs are in 
some respects discouraging, owing to 
the proposed claim on the place, which 
may prevent some persons from coming 
to settle among us, but there are sea
sons, we need not tell our dear pastor, 
when it is our duty to wait, to stand 
still, yet hope for the salvation of the 
Lord, and that Israel in their sojourn
ings were not to move when the divine 
token moved not. We thus speak, be
cause we fear the chief object of your 
writing is to intimate thoughts con
cerning a removal i We attribute no 
blame to our minister. We think we 
did right in concurring in your settle
ment, and in concurring in your con
tinuance among us. We do not repent, 
we h:we at no time repented, and we 
are tlrnnkful for our respective spiritual 
advantages under your ministry, ancl 
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that your labours have been succeeded 
to so large an ingathering of members 
supplying the place of the aged who drop 
off. Be assured, sir, we think very highly 
of the grace and ministerial gifts God 
hath bestowed upon you, we exercise 
cordial friendship towards you, and as 
deacons we wish to do every thing to 
exert ourselves for your comfort, and 
though you say some of the senior 
ministers unite in advising your re
moval to a country church, in con
sideration of your delicate health, we 
finally add our request that you will not 
seriously think of leaving us, until it 
shall be quite clear to you, that God 
by his providence and Spirit calls you 
to laoour in another part of his vine
yard. Were this apparent, Who are we 
that we should oppose God 1 and then 
we trust the whole church would unite 
in prayer for your success, and sincerely 
bid you ' God speed.' " 

They were correct in thinking that 
indisposition of body, added to the 
ever impending illness of his valuable 
partner, threw on their situation a 
gloom beyond what was warrantable. 
We find on Lord's day, Sept. 15th, 1807, 
" preached at Wild Street in the ca
pacity of pastor, for the last time." "On 
that day as well as many preceding," he 
writes, " I was the subject of great 
anguish of mind, arising in a great 
measure from a sense of the necessity 
I was under of leaving a people so dear 
to me, most of whom regard me 
with a strong affection, to whom I 
had for seven years, except one month, 
administered the Lord's supper; yet a 
consciousness of acting consistently 
with what I think to be my duty, and 
that conclusion, after much deliberation 
and prayer, is very supporting to my 
mind.'' He was a man of sincerity, else 
we are ready to say, how could you, 
why did you leave them? and the greater 
trials he had at Truro, whither he went 
on the .':ith Sept., would lead us to 

reiterate the inquiry, were it not for 
the numerous instances of usefulness 
which occurred there, as many now 
living can testify. In a little more 
than a year he left, and preached a 
farewell discourse, October 2, 1808, 
which was printed. It was reviewed 
and highly commended in the first 
number of "The Baptist Magazine." 

He retired during the winter, and part 
of the spring, to recruit his health ; in 
April, 1809, he supplied six weeks at 
Cheltenham, and received an earnest 
invitation to the pastorate, which he 
declined, chiefly from the fear that the 
health of Mrs. Coxhead would not be 
equal to the almost constant succession 
of visitors that would arrive there. They 
soon after went to Truro for a visit, 
and there remained, at another place 
of worship, till 1820, when they left 
finally, and returned to London, resid
ing in comparative retirement, owing 
to the long illness and the death of 
Mrs. Coxhead, whose obituary, written by 
him appears in the Baptist Magazine for 
December, 1822. 

After this he travelled for his health, 
and preached a little, especially at 
Barnstaple, where he and the people 
felt a strong mutual attachment ; but 
he was afraid to settle with them, 
or at any station, till April 23rd, 
1824, when he went to Winchester, and 
for seven years, amidst all the discour
agements which were at that time 
more powerful in the city than now, 
he was their faithful and useful pastor, 
till his health became too far impaired 
to allow him to accede to their repeated 
requests for his continuance in that 
office. Yet five years longer did he 
remain there, and by every means in 
his power assist and encourage them, 
nor would he then have left but that he 
considered them settled, and Providence 
seemed to call him to Newbury, where he 
came, on the longest day of 1836; he 
was then in a very poor state of health, 
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and ditl not preach at all till the 30th 
of the following April, but after that it 
having become somewhat renovated, he 
continued very frequently to preach, not 
only at the baptist but at the inde
pendent chapel, till within a few weeks 
of his removal from this world, to the 
great joy and benefit of many around 
as well as of some who went before 
him into heaven. 

It would be interesting to his attached 
friends, but tedious to readers who were 
not personally acquainted with him, were 
we to publish the details of his subse
quent course, in which bodily debility 
repressed very often those exertions 
which he would otherwise have gladly 
made without intermission for the pro
motion of the good of his fellow mortals 
and the glory of his Saviour. He often 
preached, however, till very near the 
end of his days, with much energy and 
distinctness of voice. Many pleasing 
instances of his usefulness came to his 
knowledge, and others will undoubtedly 
be brought to light in the day when the 
secrets of all hearts shall be revealed. 
Extracts from his diary, too, might easily 
be furnished, containing thankful ac
knowledgments of his obligations to 
divine grace, and delightful anticipa
tions of future glory. Two sermons 
which he preached at Winchester a few 
years ago on consecutive sabbaths, il
lustrated his present state of mind and 
habitual hopes. The first was on the 
words, "For me to live is Christ," in 
which _he _showed that this is the case 

with a true Christian ; as-" The de
dependence of his hope is alone on 
Christ - To serve Christ is the em
ployment of his life-To love Christ is 
the great engagement of his affections
To live on Christ is his spiritual sup
port-To be conformed to Christ is his 
strongest desire-To honour Christ is 
his habitual aim-To be ready for the 
coming of Christ is his daily concern." 
On :the following Lord's day his text 
was, " To die is gain," and he showed 
that, at death, "the Christian gains, 
Vision without obscurity-Holinesswitt
out sin-Employment without weari
ness - Society without temptation -
Union without separation - Pleasure 
without pain-Honour without disgrace 
-Triumph without conflict-Satisfac
tion without end." 

Mr. Coxhead had naturally a strong 
dread of death, but before his departure 
it was completely removed, and his last 
moments were delightful. It was early 
in the morning, and Mrs. Coxhead having 
asked, in consequence of a remark he 
had made, "Shall we have more light 
than the fire and the candle 1" he re
plied, "0 no ; it would not signify if 
there were no light at all here, it is 
so very light beyond-so very light." 
"What light," she inquired. "Is it the 
real, right light 1" "Yes," said he, "it 
is the real, right light-it is Christ him
self." Soon afterwards Mrs. Coxhead 
sent for his medical attendant, who came 
immediately, but the pulse had ceased to 
beat when he arrived! 

SCENES FROM THE PUBLIC LIFE OF JESUS OF NAZARETH. 

BY THE REV. W, WALTEI\S. 

NO, III. JESUS AT JACOB'S WELL. 

· IT was about twelve o'clock one I rested himself on the ledge of a well 
sultry day in autumn that Jesus, near the town of Shechem, in Samaria. 
fatigued with the morning's journey, lie was on his way from Judea to 
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Galilee. The route he took was the 
direct and usual one ; although the 
more scrupuloue Jews avoided it be
cause it led through the country of the 
Samaritans ; and preferred the cir
cuitous one through Perea, along the 
east side of the Jordan. The well on 
which he sat was called at the time, 
and is called to this day," Jacob's well." 
This name has been assigned it by 
tradition. All travellers agree in repre
senting it M deep, and the water as 
cool and refreshing. It is situate at the 
foot of Mount Ebal, at the north
eastern entrance of the valley that 
runs between Mount Ebal and ]\fount 
Gerizim. Shechem ( or as it is called 
by John in this chapter, Sychar) is 
distant from it about a mile. Perhaps 
in our Saviour's time the town stretched 
farther eastward ; if so, the distance 
between it and the well must have been 
somewhat less. There is a difference of 
opinion as to the origin of the name 
Sychar. Probably it was used by the 
Jew~ to express their contempt of the 
inhabitants-the word signifying either 
idolatry or drunkenness. The present 
name is Neapolis; or in the Arabic 
form, Nablous. The town is about 
thirty-four miles north of Jerusalem
is situated in the midst of a richly 
cultivated district-and is still a place 
of some traffic and note. 

While Jesus rested himself on the 
ledge of Jacob's. well there came forth 
from this town of Sychar a woman to 
draw water. Little did she count on 
the results of that visit ! When she 
reached the well, Jesus, wearied and 
thirsty, begged she would give him to 
drink, She at once discovered by his 
speech, if she had not previously dis
covered by his dress, that he was a 
Jew ; and with astonishment replied, 
"How is it that thou, being a Jew, 
askest drink of me who am a woman of 
Samaria?'' John follows up this question 
with an expository note. "For the Jews 

have no dealings with the Samaritans." 
A long-standing quarrel had sepa
rated these two neighbouring peoples, 
and caused them to cherish toward 
each other deep hatred; hatred which 
somewhat modified continues to this 
day. The circumstances in which tho 
Samaritans originated-their rejection 
of the whole of the Old Testament 
except the Five Books of Moses-their 
opposition to the rebuilding of the tem
ple-and their own erection of another 
upon Mount Gerizim-these and other 
matters served to open and perpetuate 
a wider breach between the Jews 
and the Samaritans than that which 
separated the Jews from the Gentile 
nations. In consequence of this breach 
none of the interchanges and hospitali
ties of friendship were observed. For 
illustrations of this ill-feeling, see Luke 
ix. 51-53, John viii. 48. 

In reply to the woman's question, 
Jesus said that if she had known the 
munificent bounty of God, who blesses 
all men regardless of nation or clime, 
and the character and work of the 
person then talking with her ; instead 
of making any reference to peculiarity 
of country or sect, she would have asked 
of him, and he would have given her 
"living water" -not the motionless, 
dead water of a cistern; but the run
ning, leaping, living water of an over
flowing spring. Supposing he alluded 
to some spring with which he was 
acquainted, and not at all understand
ing the spiritual meaning of his reply, 
she asked in surprise whence he could 
obtain this water. Our Lord's next 
remark only increased her astonishment. 
"Those who drink of this water," said 
he, "thirst again; but I have water 
which when once received satisfies 
thirst for ever-water which shall re
main in all who receive it-water which 
shall not lie still and stagnant ; but 
which, ever gushing forth as from a 
perennial spring, shall be a well of 
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water bubbling up into everlasting 
life," 

What the Saviour said concerning the 
wator of Jacob's well, may truly be gaid 
concerning all the objects with which 
men seek to satisfy their soul's desires. 
There is nothing beneath the sun com
mensurate with the necessities and 
claims of man's spiritual nature. The 
money-hoarder drinks, but he thirsts 
again. The pleasure-seeker drinks, but . 
he thirsts again. The votary of fashion 
drinks, but he thirsts again. Like the 
horse-leech, the soul evermore crieth 
" Give, give." True religion alone 
satisfies the large desires of the heart. 
When man is made to possess this, then 
he is satisfied from himself. Other 
sources of satisfaction may fail. Little 
does he care. Other streams may be 
dried up, and their banks become 
parched and withered. Th.e fountain 
within ever refreshes his soul. It may 
be that some restless spirit now reads 
this page ; your perpetual cry is, " Who 
will show me any good 7" You try this 
experiment-you adopt that plan-you 
follow the other pursuit, and all with 
the hope of finding satisfaction; yet you 
are doomed to disappointment. You ask, 
"where is happiness!" and the world 
replies, "It is not in me;" and your 
companions in search say, "We have it 
not." As oft as you put the question, 
comes back the sad, dread, distressing 
"No." Listen, my friend! to what Jesus 
says; his words are as applicable to you 
as they were to that Samaritan peasant 
at Jacob's well: "The water that I shall 
give him shall be in him a well of water 
springing up into everlasting life." 

Still misunderstanding the Saviour's 
words, the woman said: "Sir give me 
this water, that I thirst no; neither 
come hither to draw." So fa; the con
versation naturally arose out of the 
circumstances of the time; now it takes 
altogether another character. Our Lord 
saw that the woman did_not comprehend 

his meaning ; but as he had thoughts of 
mercy towards her, he was resolved she 
should not perish. He determined to 
arrest her conscience, and secure her 
reverence and confidence by revealing 
to her his acquaintance with her past 
and present life. Instead of answering 
her request, or even pretending to hear 
it, he says unto her : " Go, call thy hus
band and come hither." The request 
seems strange; it has no connexion with 
the previous part of their conversation; 
it must have operated powerfully on the 
woman, for without any refusal or eva
sion, she truthfully replied that she had 
no husband. And now was the moment 
for Jesus to let in a flood of light upon 
this woman's mind, which should reveal 
to her what his previous instructions 
had failed to discover. "True,'' said he, 
" thou hast no husband ; thou hast had 
five, and art at present living in direct 
violation of the seventh commandment; 
he whom thou now hast is not thy hus
band." This intimacy with her past 
life and present state was something for 
which she was totally unprepared. Con
science, who perchance had slept a long 
and heavy slumber, now awoke ; and in 
a few, short, stinging sentences told the 
woman tales of guilt long forgotten. The 
manner in which he discharged his duty 
may be gathered from the fact that, 
although our Lord uttered only a sen
tence or two respecting her mode of 
life, she said when she went into the 
city, " Come, see a man which told 
me all things that ever I did.'' Con
science completed wh:.i.t Jesus began. 
She felt convinced now, that he who sat 
before her, that wearied frame in those 
dusty robes, was somewhat more than 
an ordinary traveller; and peradven
ture heartily wished she had given him 
to drink when first he asked, and th:.i.t 
now she were safely returning home. 

"Sir," said she, "I perceive that thou 
art a prophet ; " and anxious, no doubt, 
to turn off the conversation from a topic 
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book, and the sermon they hear on the 
sabbath ; they love at times to bo 
engaged in religious movements, and 
to sec their names on the subscription 
lists of our Christian institutions : but 
when you come to appeal closely to 
their consciences, to speak with them 
on the great concerns of personal, ex
perimental godliness, then you soon 
discover by the distaste with which 
such topics are received, the ignorance 
which is displayed with reference to 
them, and the desire to give the con
versation another character and aim, 
that they have neither part nor lot in 
the matter. Does conscience say to 
him whose eye now follows these lines, 
" Thou art the man 1 " Think, friend, 
how fearful it will be for you if at the 
last when the temple shall be finished 
it shall be found that though you were 
connected with its erection, you were 
not a living stone, but only a plank or 
a post in the scaffolding, and therefore 

of no more use save to be destroyed. 
Read now and on your knees before 
God, Matt. vii. 21-23. 

Our Lord knew what was in man. 

so full of shame to herself, and possibly 
desirous to learn what such a person's 
opinion was concerning a very impor
tant matter of controversy between her 
own people and the Jews, she continued, 
" Our fathers worshipped in this moun
tain; and ye say, that in Jerusalem is 
the place where men ought to worship." 
By the worship of the fathers she 
meant either1 that which the patriarchs 
rendered in that neighbourhood, or that 
which was rendered in later times by 
those who built the temple which now 
stood before them on Mount Gerizim. 
The Samaritans maintained that wor
ship anywhere, save in this temple, 
was illegal and worthless. The Jews, 
on the other hand, as strenuously (and 
with greater truth) maintained that 
worship anywhere, save in the temple at 
Jerusalem, was profitless to the wor
shipper and abhorrent to God. This 
was the point of dispute which the 
woman referred to Jesus. It was not 
so much that she wanted information 
on this matter, as that she wished to 
fend off any personal~ appeals to her 
conscience and heart. She was afraid 
that this man,having commenced, would 
continue his revelations. She dreaded 
the remorse and confusion that would 
follow ; and thinking his vanity would 
be pleased by the reference of such a 
weighty matter to his decision, she 
hoped he would fully enter into the dis
cussion of this disputed question. 

How often do we see this woman's 
conduct acted over and over again ! 
When men are awakened to a sense of 
their sin, how they try to calm their 
disturbed hearts and set their terrors 
aside ! How often will they substitute 
the machinery of religion for religion 
itself! They will talk about sects and 
denominations, about churches and mi
nisters, about the orthodoxy or hetero
doxy of this preacher, the excellencee 
or failings of such a professor ; they 
will criticise the merits of a l'eligious 

He saw the workings of this woman's 
heart, and perfectly understood her 
object in bringing the question before 
him. He was resolved not to go aside 
from his grand purpose. Yet at the 
same time he took occasion to state his 
opinion in favour of the Jews, and to 
teach the character of that worship 
which henceforward men were to pay 
to God. .A.s to the first point he said, 
"Ye worship ye know not what: we 
know what we worship: for salvation 
is of the Jews." The Samaritans re· 
j ected all the prophets and historical 
books, receiving only the Pentateuch; 
hence their knowledge of God, of the 
place in which he was to be worshipped, 
and of the kind of worship he would 
accept, was objectively considered in· 
ferior to the knowledge of the Jews, 
who had the Old Testament entire, who 
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knew that God had appointed his wor
ship on Mount Zion, and had ordered 
all its forms, and that moreover the 
Saviour would arise out of their midst. 
'l'herefore in this dispute they were 
right and the Samaritans wrong. As 
to the second point, Jesus took care to 
teach her that this debate would soon 
cease to be of any importance whatever, 
inasmuch as the time had now come 
when neither at Jerusalem, nor on 
Mount Gerizim was God to be wor
shipped to the exclusion of all other 
places ; and that no longer were rites 
and ceremonial observances essential 
to acceptable devotion. lie taught 
that now everywhere God might be 
worshipped with equal acceptance pro
vided the worshipper recognised the 
spirituality: of the divine nature,' the 
true manifestation of that nature in 
the person of Messiah, and offered his 
worship with the heart in truth. 

What a lofty lesson ! Alas ! that on 
the one hand it should be so grossly 
abused, and on the other so fatally for
got.ten. 

Tmnscendentalism, casting away all 
forms, even Christianity itself, would by 
a mere intellectual effort worship an all 
pervading influence, but no personal 
God. Thus while it professes the de
voutest attachment to spiritualism, it 
saps the foundations of morality and 
opens the flood-gates through which the 
full tide of sensualism may roll and 
deluge the world. A personal God in
volves individual responsibility, this 
imposes individual service and homage. 
Where these are ignored we have little 
to hope for truth and righteousness. 

Formalisni has constructed edifices 
after a given style of architecture-has 
consecrated them by episcopal hands
has appointed stated hours of service
has prescribed liturgies and rituals
has established a priesthood-and has 
taught that all these are essential to 
the acceptable worship of God. How 
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precious the truth which falls from the 
lips of Jesus! Neither religious edifice, 
nor episcopal benediction, nor prescribed 
ritual, nor ordained men, nor aught else 
which man can appoint may be made 
a requisite in the discharge of worship ; 
for the sailor as he swings aloft in the 
ship's rigging, the soldier as he paces 
his lonely round at midnight, the tra
veller far from home in an unfriendly 
clime, the merchant as he stands on 
'Change, the clerk as he sits before his 
desk, the beggar as he walks the street, 
the mother as she nurses her babe, the 
housewife as she attends to her cares,
all may worship him who is a Spirit in 
spirit and in truth. There is no longer 
any special spot or favoured form. 
Honest hearts and intelligent faith arc 
all which Heaven demands. 

This was to the Samaritan woman a 
new doctrine. Doubtless she was some
what annoyed that Jesus had given his 
decision in favour of :the Jews; and it 
may be that with this feeling there 
mingled a half-formed conviction that 
the person before her was the long pre
dicted and daily expected Messiah, whom 
as a teacher chiefly the Samaritans antici
pated. Hence she said, " I know that 
Messias cometh, which is called Christ : 
whenheis come,he will tell us all things." 
This drew from Jesus the frank and 
full avowal of his character and work. 
"I that speak unto thee am he." Before 
she had time to reply, his disciples 
returned from Sychar with the pro
visions they had purchased, and won
dered much at what they saw. She 
took advantage of their arrival to re
turn to the town that she might tell 
her neighbours what had transpired, 
and invite them to come and see for 
themselves this prophet, the Christ. 
During her absence Jesus taught his 
disciples several important lessons ; 
such as his own great business on 
earth, the future ingathering of the 
Samaritans, the fact of his own tle-

2 Q 
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parture, and their success in completing 
the work he had now begun. 

The men of the city having returned 
with the woman, entreated Jesus to take 
up his abode there for a short time; and 
in compliance he tarried with them two 
days. In addition to those who at first 
believed on the testimony of the woman, 
many more now believed because of his 
own word. Few as were the advantages 
of these Samaritans, in comparison with 
those the Jews possessed, yet it would 
appear they had diligently used the 
measure of privilege granted them; and 
hence, when the Saviour came they 
were prepared to receive him. The use 
they had thus made of their knowledge 
may account for Christ's speedy mani
festation of himself to them. It was 
in harmony with his own principle, "To 
him that hath shall be given." 

Let us learn from this to improve our 
advantages, to act on that we already 

know, thus shall we know more. He 
that doeth Christ's will shall know of 
the doctrine. The lines have fallen 
\mto us in pleasant places, we have a 
goodly heritage. In the days of our 
forefathers the vision was scarce. In 
other lands the people of God are simi
larly circumstanced to this.day. With 
many a Continental peasant the bible 
is his choicest treasure, but that t1·ea
sure must be concealed. May we never 
forget our privileges, nor never forget 
also that in proportion to privilege is 
responsibility, that in proportion to 
sliglited privilege is guilt, and that in 
proportion to unpardoned guilt will be 
condemnation at the last. Unto whom 
much is given, of him will there be 
much required. He that knoweth his 
master's will and doeth it not, shall be 
beaten with many stripes. See that ye 
refuse not Him that speaketh. 

New Padc Street, London. 

ON THE ARGUMENT FOR INFANT BAPTISM DERIVED FROM THE 

WRITINGS OF ORIGEN. 

BY H, J, RIPLEY, D.D. 

THE testimony of Origen, who was 
born A.,D. 185, and diedA..D. 253, is next 
presented. This, too, as proving simply 
the historical fact in his day, is wholly 
unexceptionable. No one can doubt 
that infant baptism existed in Origen's 
time. The three passages, either of 
which sufficiently proves this, are the 
following: " It may be asked why, since 
baptism is given to the church for the 
remission of sins, baptism is given, ac
cording to the observance of the church, 
even to infants ; for the grace of bap
tism would seem superfluous if there 
were nothing in infants requiring re
mission and indulgence'/" In Leviticum, 
Hom. VIII. 

" Infants are baptized for the remis-

sion of sins. • • • And because, 
through the sacrament of baptism, 
native corruption is removed, therefore 
infants also are baptized." In Lucam, 
Hom. XIV. 

" For this [ that is, for removing 
native corruption] the ch~h has r&
ceived a tradition from the apostles to 
give baptism even to infants." Comm. 
in Ep. ad Rom., Lib. V., cap. 9. 

Origen's testimony is thought to be 
of special value, because he says that 
the church received a tradition (not "an 
order,"·as the Lecture represents] from 
the apostles, to the effect that infants 
should be baptized. Now, however 
weighty at first sight this remark of 
Ol'igen's may appear, claiming for in-
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fant baptism an apostolic tradition, it is 
divested of all its force by Neander's 
observation respecting it, in hia History 
of the Christian Religion, vol. i. p. 314. 
" Origen, in whose system infant bap
tism could readily find its place, de
clares it to be an apostolical tradition ; 
an expression, by the way, which cannot 
be regarded as of :much weight in this 
age, when the inclination was so strong 
to trace every institution which was 
considered of special importance to the 
apostles ;* and when so many walls of 
separation, hindering the freedom of 
prospect, had already been set up be
tween this and the apostolic age.'' 
Matthies, Exp. Bapt., p. 194, makes a 
similar remark on this declaration of 
Origen. It would, indeed, be singular, 
if there had been a tradition which 
could be clearly traced to the apostles, 
or which was extensively, from the very 
first, believed to be thus· traceable, that 
Tertullian should not have known it, a 
man so learned, so frank, ·and so fearless 
in saying what he thought, and what he 

* As an illustration of this, though at a later 
period, Cyprian, about the year 250, speaking of the 
custom, when a. bishop was to be set over a people, 
of the bishops in the province assembling at the 
place in order to fill the vacancy in the presence of 
the people, represents the observance as derived 
from apostolical tradition. See N eander'e History, 
vol. I., pp. 199, 200, But who believes that an 
A posUe ever authorized such an arrangement? It 
should not be forgotten, that, previously to the time 
of Origen, the idea of apostolic tradition was fondly 
cherished by the bishops of the Church of Rome, 
especially as Mcnriog a E.tanction for views and 
practices prevailing at Rome. See Noander, vol. i., 
P. 214. Eve.n so early a writer as Irenams ingenu. 
onsly ocknowledges " thot tradition often originates 
in, and is propagated by, simplicity and ignoranoe," 
See Neander, vol. i., p. 215. In view of these ten
dencies, and; of the uncritical character of the early 
centuries, it is not easy to maintain one's gravitv at 
reading the following remark of Wall in his Hi;tory 
of Infant Baptism, quoted by Dr. Woods: "Since 
Origen was born, A D. 185, that is, eighty-five years 
after tl1e apostles, his grandfathor, or at least his 
great-grandfather, must have lived in the apostles' 
limo, And as ho could not bo ignomnt whether he 
Was himself baptizod ininfanoy, so he had no further 
than his own family to go to for inquiry, how it was 
Naotlsed in the limes of tho apostles." 

knew. And would there have been an 
entire silence respeoting such a tradi
tion in every Christian writer from 
Clement of Rome down to Origen 1 
That such an opinion had gained cur
rency in Origen's day is easily conceiv
able ; and that it was the growth of 
disputes respecting baptism is also very 
credible, for, as Neander observes, vol. 
i. p. 314, note: "In Origen's time, too, 
difficulties were still frequently urged 
against infant baptism, similar to those 
thrown out by Tertullian.'' 

Beyond this point of time, the exami
nation need not be extended. No one 
who is at all acquainted with ancient 
Christian ·writers, or with credible 
history, from the time of Tertullian, 
can reasonably doubt the existence of 
infant baptism, at least as occasionally 
practised in that writer's time. Dr. 
Woods proceeds to mention Cyprian, 
Optatus, Gregory, N azianzen, Chrysos
tom, Augustin, thus bringing the evi
dence down to the fifth century. All 
these are unexceptionable witnesses to 
the fact, and so are other contempora
neous writers. Historical light in re
ference to the subject begins to shine 
from Tertullian's pages ; all the writers 
preceding his time, even that important 
writer, Clement of Alexandria, having 
nothing to impart on the subject ; for 
certainly the passage in Irenreus is of 
such a nature that a similar passage on 
any subject of philosophy, or of civil 
history, would not for a moment be re
garded as sufficiently clear to occupy a 
prominent position, if a position at all, 
among testimonies. From the time of 
Tertullian, in the natural order of 
events, the stream of historical evidence 
widens, so that, should we take a retro
grade course, predo-baptism can be his
torically traced from the present day to 
the time of Tertullian. But there the 
chain ends ; from that point, say A.D. 

200, to the times of the apostles, all the 
intelligible testimonies and allusions 
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recognize only the baptism of persons 
who avowed in baptism a personal 
reception of the Christian religion. 
Should we take the natural course of 
history, making the Gospels our first 
documents, and proceeding in the order 
of time, we obtain the following result. 
The inspired records contain no trace 
of infant baptism; the succeeding Chris
tian writers, down to the time of Ter
tullian, are liarren of any trace or in
timation of infant baptism ; from the 
time of Tertullian, onward in the course 
of history, the notices of infant baptism 
increase. In other words, the further 
down we come from the time of the 
apostles, the more numerous are the 
historical traces of infant baptism ; 
while, going back from the present time 
towards that of the apostles, the nearer 
we approach their time, the less nume
rous are such traces, until at last they 
absolutely disappear from the page of 
history, and only traces of a wholly 
different character meet our notice. 

I rise from this examination with 
increased and satisfied confidence, that 
the voice : of God in history, properly 
heard and reported, is not at variance 
with his voice in revelation. :My con
victions become also deepened by the 

lessons of cccle3iastioal history, that the 
ordinances of religion need to be ob
served in close conformity to tho will of 
their author. If their original purpose 
he misapprehended, they become means 
and occasions of the grossest supersti
tion ; if that purpose be correctly un
derstood, and the ordinances observed 
in their original simplicity, with strict 
conformity to their founder's will, they 
have a singular efficacy in preserving or 
restoring purity of principle and prac
tice. At the same time, he who is 
deeply imbued with the spirit of Chris
tianity, while he acknowledges his 
Lord's authority in the ordinances, does 
not feel bound, like a slave, to any out
ward form as having in itself some 
peculiar holiness, or power to communi
cate or increase holiness. Ritual ob
servances ordained by heaven, he yet 
subordinates, and makes tributary to 
that true holiness of heart which is the 
ultimate object of all God's discipline 
and culture. From the outward he di
rects his thoughts and desires, like an 
affectionate child, to that Spirit whose 
inworking alone can fit him for his 
humble station in the kingdom of God 
on earth, and here mould him for his 
destined activity and glory in the king
dom of God on high. 

CHRONOLOGICAL ARRANGEMENT OF THE PSALMS. 

FROM WEISS'S NEW TRANSLATION. 

The irregularity with respect to the many of the most obscure Psalms were 
arrangement of the Psalms, Weiss composed (and indeed they do not seem 
justly observes, "contributes largely to to have endeavoured to find it out)-of 
the seeming obscurity of many of them, the individuals therein addressed or 
especially of those whose titles do not concerned - of the peculiar circum
indicate the occasion on which they stances of the sacred author at the time 
were written, or those the titles of of their composition-they failed to dis
which have been lost. This was also cover their proper meaning. It is 
the chief barrier in the way of the therefore the chief design of the author 
translators and expositors of the Psalms. in this volume to restore, as far as 
Being ignorant of the occasion on which possible, every Psalm to its proper 
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place. This will be done by diligently began to search the book of Psalms for 
and carefully tracing, from the internal himself-to direct his continuous and 
evidence of the Hebrew text, as well as diligent inquiries in the manner before 
from the application of David's history mentioned-the Lord has enabled him 
to the contents of the Psalm, the exact by these means to see many of the most 
time and occasion of its composition. seemingly obscure songs of Zion in quite 
'fhc author by no means presumes to a different light." If the Psalms be 
say, that he has found out the occasion read according to the following oruer, 
on which all the Dividic psalms were taking the twenty-third Psalm first, and 
written, or even that they can all be thus going on to the hundred and 
correctly ascertained; but he trusts second, great pleasure and advantage 
that he is able to say, that since he will be received. 

1. Psalm XXIII. 39. Psalm CVII. 

2, CXXXVIII. 40. XLIV. 
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77. CXLVII. 
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LIGHT LITERATURE. 

WE err grievously if we suppose that rature of the age may be even thus 
the frivolous is necessarily uninfluen- evanescent, yet not ineffioacious. By 
tial, and that when the word passes, its its wide and rapid circulation it may 
effects also pass with it. The spark act more powerfully on society than do 
struck from the iron heel of the la- graver and abler treatises ; and its 
bourer may have disappeared ere the authors, if unprincipled, may thus de
eye could mark its transient lusti-e, )"et serve but too well the title which the 
ere it expired have fired the train which indignant Nicole gave to the compa
explodes a magazine, lays a town in ratively decorous dramatists and ro
ruins, and spreads around a wide oircuit mance writers of France, in his own 
alarm and lamentation, bereavement and time-a title which his pupil Racine at 
death. Trifles may have no trivial in- first so warmly resented-that of " pub
fluence: what is called the lighter lite- lie poisoners."-Di·. W.R. Williams. 

SUNSET. 

ENSHROUDING the valley, empurpling the mountain, 
The iris-like colours of evening now float, 

The last brilliant showers from light's golden fountain 
.A.re laving, in beauty, the verdure remote . 

.A.nd soft to the ear is the mild zephyr telling, 
It whispers of gladness and joy from afar; 

The birds' homeward song to their wild forest dwelling, 
Illumed by the rays of the bright evening star. 

From out their deep prisons, the waves' careless music 
In richly-hushed murmurs, lull nature's repose, 

And tell in soft breathing, symphonious, cherubic, 
What infinite joy in their bright bosom glows. 

The stars, one by one, purple night is unveiling ; 
Creation is joining in vespers of praise; 

How soothing this hour-solemn silence prevailing, 
.A.nd sinking to sleep are the last bedimmed rays. 

Thus calm may I be as my earth's day is closing; 
Thus smiling with joy may I sink to my rest ; 

Fall softly to sleep, on my Jesus reposing, 
With Him to awake in the realms of the blest. 

'Twas for this my Redeemer to heaven ascended, 
For this He now makes intercession on high ; 

Oh, hope full of bliss !-life's journey being ended-
Thy dawn, Immortality, breaks on the sky.-Leila Ada, 
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REVIEWS. 

Tlie Idol Demolislied by its own Priest. An again been resorted to. Assertions 
.Answer to Cardinal W'iseman's Lectures were passed for facts, assumptions 
on Transubstantiation. By JAMES graced the logic, quotations of scrip
SnERIDAN KNoWLEs. Author 01 Virginiui ture were mutilated, and their point in 
and other Dramas, 1°, London, Long- numerous cases avoided. The contro
man and Co. IBSI. versial character of the lecturer soon 
CARDINAL WrsEMAN's introduction to after received an irrecoverable blow 

the notice of our countrymen was one from the vigorous and sturdy arm of 
of a highly favourable kind. The learn- :Mr. Palmer, of Oxford. It pleased the 
ing, the candour, the freedom fi;om then bishop of Melipotamus to intrude 
bigotry, that were characteristic of his himself into the controversy, raging 
"Lectures on the Connexion between in the University in 1841, on the sub
Science and Revealed Religion," inspired ject of Tract 90. He did not quite 
many with feelings of respect for a approve of the treatment Roman doc
Roman Catholic theologian who for once trine met with from Mr. Newman, far 
laid aside the insolent dogmatism of his as that gentleman went in his adhesion 
church, and treated religious questions to the "Holy Catholic Church." He 
in a scientific and philosophic manner. sought to supply a corrective to Mr. 
His appearance afterwards as a preacher Newman's ruischievous affirmations, 
in Moorfields drew crowded audiences, and to make known the true sentiments 
who listened with delight to the dulcet of the Roman Church on Purgatory, 
tones, the apparently fair argumenta- Satisfaction, and Saint Worship, and 
tion, the appeal to scripture, and the thereby defend that church from the 
forcible eloquence which stood forth pro- charges of idolatry and superstition 
minently in his lectures on the "doc- brought by the learned tractarian. In 
trines and practices of the Catholic the course of his remarks, and also 
church." It was a new thing to hear in a subsequent treatise, the cardinal 
a Roman divine appeal to the holy adduced many testimonies and made 
oracles, boldly take his stand on the certain representations which turned 
divine record, and prove, or at least out to be quoted from forged, or sup
attempt to prove, from that source the posititious documents, and which he 
divine origin of "doctrines and prac- must have known to be so. Since then 
tices" that protestants have been wont no one ventures to quote after Dr. 
to regard as springing up in subsequent Wiseman, cardinal though he be, or 
ages of darkness, or as the fruit of to take his representation of catholic 
unauthorized tradition. truth, as that truly held by the church 

But if the firm utterance and per- of Rome. 
suasive manner of the lecturer covered The cardinal's recent descent on 
up at the time the false assumptions English soil has recalled the attention 
aud unfair adductions of fact$ that of many to his early literary produc
everywhere abounded in his oratorical tions, and among others rtlr. Sheridan 
displays, the closer examination of the Knowles has given himself to the 
printed lectures soon dispersed the examination of the cardinal's views on 
illusion, The olcl arts of Rome had transubstantiation. The three lectures 
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on this subject given in Moorfields were 
merely a condensation of a series of 
eight lectures, delivered at an earlier 
period in the English College at Rome. 
In order to give his argument full scope 
Dr. Wiseman afterwards printed this 
more extended series, promising to sup
plement them with a volume presenting 
the patristic evidence. This promise is 
still unfulfilled: probably because he is 
hopeless of convincing English 11Caders 
by the fathers, seeing they are so hard 
to convert by his scriptural arguments. 
Jt is the peculiarity of the lectures he 
has published that they are (with brief 
exceptions) confined to an examination 
of the scriptural evidence for and against 
the doctrine. In this the cardinal has 
done homage to the protestant character 
of the people. He has condescended 
to enter the arena armed with the same 
weapon as ourselves. He has staked the 
doctrine on the issue. For once in 
Romish controversy, Rome's champion 
has entered the lists clothed with scrip
ture texts, laying aside for awhile the 
rags and patches of antiquity. 

To pass by what has been done in 
reply by Drs. Turton and Wordsworth 
of the Anglican establishment, we may 
satisfactorily call attention to the work 
of 11:fr. Knowles. With great pains he 
has tracked the lecturer step by step, 
at every stage dealing yet more deadly 
blows on his antagonist. There is no 
subterfuge left unexplored : no mutila
tion of scripture unnoted. The car
dinal is driven from post to post until 
the idol is shown to be utterly demol
ished by the hands of its own priest. 

The arguments of Cardinal Wiseman 
are di visible into two portions, those 
founded on what he calls the literal 
interpretation of our Lord's language 
in the 6th of John, and those on the 
words of the institution given by the 
evangelists and by Paul. Theologians 
of his school have laboured hard to 
prove that the former has a direct and 

palpable reference to the Eucharist ; 
that our Lord in the discourse addressed 
to the blinded Jews intended to affirm 
the doctrine of transubstantiation, 
asserting in unequivocal language the 
necessity of an actual eating of his 
body and blood to salvation. Our space 
forbids our attempting even an outline 
of the argument, but it is curious to 
note in the first place, the main prin
ciple of the cardinal's argument, and 
his treatment of the test of interpre
tation contained in the 62nd and 63rd 
verses. The lecturer labours hard to 
show, and claims credit as a close 
scripturist in so doing, that as the 
object of all human intercourse is to 
transfuse into other minds the same 
ideas and feelings that exist in the 
minds of the respective interlocutors, so 
we have a criterion and clue to the true 
interpretation of our Lord's language, 
respecting his flesh and , blood, in the 
manner in which the Jews understood 
it. They thought he intended to say 
that they were literally to eat of such 
horrible food. "How can this man 
give us his .flesh to eat 1" said they. 
Hence, argues the cardinal, as it cannot 
be supposed that our Saviour intended 
to deceive the Jews, but on the other 
hand must, in this instance, have used, 
and always did use, language so plain 
that it was impossible to be misunder
stood, his hearers truly expressed the 
views he wished them to entertain-that 
they must literally and not figuratively 
eat his flesh, would they have eternal 
life. Through many pages does the 
cardinal illustrate this supposed true 
principle of interpretation. In various 
forms he asserts and re-asserts the same 
thing, even to wearisomeness. But he 
has fatally overlooked one objection to 
his entire theory ; that the evangelic 
narratives do present numerous ex
amples in which our Lord so spake that 
he should not be understoou, and that 
for a very solemn reason. And tho 
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admonition is not inappropriate to a 
chlll'ch which can resort to the no
tions of malignant Jews for a justifi
cation of the doctrine it holds. "Unto 
them that are without," said He, " all 
these things are done in parables, that 
seeing they may see, and not perceive ; 
and hearing they may hear, and not 
understand ; lest at any time they 
should be converted, and their sins 
should be forgiven them." Alas ! poor 
cardinal. 

It is very characteristic of the Rom
ish doctor that in his continuous expo
sition of our Lord's words, he passes 
over the 62nd and 63rd verses, and 
adduces them subsequently as an ob
jection to the view he endeavours to 
prove. In a brief space he declares 
them irrelevant;and that it is the more 
unnecessary to examine them, since all 
Protestant commentators agree to set 
them aside as referring simply to the 
opposite characters of flesh and spirit, 
in the same sense as Paul uses these 
words in the 8th of Romans. Although 
the cardinal can mention the names of 
three or four Protestant commentators 
who adopt this interpretation, he is 
grossly in error in affirming it to be the 
opinion of all, or of even a majority 
among ~them. But on his treatment 
of this proof-text_ we will : quote Mr. 
Knowles:-

" Here at last we find the 63rd verse ; 
but in what state do we find it 1 
Mutilated ! The first clause lopped off ! 
Why 1 Because, as it stands in the 
text, it utterly stops the mouth of ob
jection, with regard to the testimony of 
two preceding verses, to either of which 
you cautiously abstain from making the 
least allusion ! Thus you ga1·ble the 
testimony of scripture. I do not at all 
wonder, sir, that you should feel so 
shy of this verse, though I may be 
astonished at your want of common 
caution, in betraying your jealousy of 
it, by mutilating it, when the argu-

voL. xv,-~'OUII.Tll SBRrns. 

ments of your opponents cornpel its pro~ 
duction. But Christ has not done; he 
adds a declaration which establishes the 
exclusively spiritual .character of his 
ministry from first to last. 'The words 
which I speak ;to you, are spirit and 
are life.' -the words, the doctrine, the 
whwe doctrine. From the commence
ment to the close of his ministry, he 
preaches spirit, and that spiritual 
preaching is life. Your dogma, sir, 
impugns the veracity of Christ. If he 
enjoin the real eating of his flesh and 
drinking of his blood, the words that 
he speaks are not spirit.'' 

The whole treatment of this import
ant key-text · to ! our Lord's meaning 
may fairly be stigmatized as an evasion. 

The difficulties of the Romanist view 
only commence with the assertion of 
the fact of transubstantiation. If it 
be granted that this incredible change 
takes place, that under the form and 
incidents of bread and wine there is 
literally and truly existing the body, 
blood, bones, nerves, and divinity of 
Christ, numerous circumstances must 
conspire to render the sacrament a valid 
one, and the salvation of the parti
cipants secure. It must at the same 
time be remembered that salvation 
hangs on the act of the officiating 
priest ; that if by any accident he do 
not make a sacrament of it, he deceives 
the soul of the receiver ; that since the 
holy wafer is worthy of the adoration 
which is paid to it, as being literally and 
truly Christ himself present before the 
eye of the worshipper, should there be 
by some unforeseen, fortuitous, or inten
tional event an imperfect host or mass, 
and the wafer after consecration remain 
nothing more than bread, the priest and 
the communicants are guilty of idolatry. 
Few, perhaps, are aware of the perils 
which beset every step of the process of 
transubstantiation. Innumerable de
fects may arise to injmc or prevent 
the wondrous transformation. Theso 
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defects may relate to the substance, 
that is, to the bread and wine ; or 
to the form, that is, to the process 
employed to procure the change; or 
to the priest himself, who may be 
unable to effect or to complete the 
magic work. We will briefly indicate 
some of the difficulties which stan,\\ in 
the way of making a valid sacrament, 
as they are stated by writers of the 
chm-eh of Rome itself. They are no 
imaginary difficulties raised by Pro
testant theologians ; but constitute an 
important part of the instruction ne
cessary for a priest in order to observe 
the rubric of the mass with due care 
and efficiency. 

The first class of possible defects, and 
therefore of an invalid sacrament, im
perilling the soul's salvation, relates to 
the officiating priest. He must be a 
true priest. Even an angel cannot 
make a valid sacrament, Consecration 
of the elements by any other being is 
wholly inefficacious : so that whatever 
defects are incident to his introduction 
to the priesthood tell fatally on his 
transubstantiating powers and gifts. 
If for example, at the priest's ordina
tion there should be delivered into his 
hands the paten without the consecrated 
bread, or the cup without the conse
crated wine, he receives not power him
self to consecrate. It is even doubtful 
whether if they be present the ordina
tion is complete without a physical 
touching of the elements. Some think 
it enough to touch the containing vessel. 
It suffices not at ordination to receive the 
host from the hands of any inferior priest, 
the ordained must take it from episcopal 
fingers. And the bishop, too, will ren
der his work invalid if he repeat not 
the words of consecration at the right 
moment, neither before nor after the 
presentation. He must also have an 
i1.wntion to ordain, and to impart this 
mysterious gift to the kneelingpresbyter. 

But serious defects in the priest 

although rightly ordained, may inva
lidate the sacrament he professes to 
make. Thus he must have rightly been 
baptized, and with intention on the part 
of the administrator. And this doc
trine of intention is necessary in every 
act of the priestly life. The priest 
must intend to transubstantiate. Who 
is to know or secure his intention, is a 
mystery : but it is of solemn importance 
to the validity of his work. In some 
instances a defect in the tonsure, or 
neglect in cutting the hair off the 
crown of his head, may entail on the 
priest the guilt of mortal sin, and there
fore invalidate the sacrament he may 
attempt to make. It is also regarded 
as probable that a priest falls into 
mortal sin who plays at dice, or visits 
theatres. Hunting is forbidden; but 
seems to become a mortal sin only when 
clamorously and often pursued. Fish
ing and coursing at the worst are but 
venial sins. :But secular business is a 
graver offence: for a priest to buy and 
sell in the market or shop and get gain 
as a trader, is a mortal sin. He deals 
in holier wares. We shall pass over 
those violations of decency, or breach 
of vows of chastity, which by word, or 
look, or touch, involve the priest in 
mortal sin ; it is enough to have pointed 
out the dread uncertainty which must 
fall on the heart of the communicant if 
he think for a moment of the concur
rence of things requisite to give validity 
to the priestly act. The sacrament may 
utterly fail if the priest be not all these 
rubrical directions require. He may 
give but bread and wine, when he pro
fesses to give the body of Christ. He 
may ruin the soul, while he professes to 
impart eternal life. The receiver knows 
it not. The wafer and cup are still to 
the touch, the tongue, and the eye but 
bread and wine. He has no means 
whatever of discovering the invalidating 
cause. The priest's mind, intention, 
character, elude his grasp, 
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Defects in the matter of the sacra
ment are not less fatal. The bread and 
wine must actually be present on the 
alt.ar before the priest; if the elements 
be behind his back, or a wall intervene, 
or the door of the tabernacle be closed 
upon them, the consecration is naught : 
yet probably the consecration is good if 
he do but touch the bread, in whatever 
position it may stand. The bread must 
be of wheaten flour. If it be so mixed 
with other grain as to be no longer 
wheaten bread, or if it be corrupt, the 
sacrament is not made, the transubstan
tiation does not take place. It is a doubt
ful act, if the bread be made with rose 
water, or any distilled fluid. But if the 
corruption be onlyincipient,or the bread 
not leavened after the custom of the 
Latin church, while the sacrament is 
valid, the priest commits a grave sin. 
So with regard to the wine. If the 
wine have become vinegar, or putrid, 
Ol' be made of sour unripe grapes, or be 
so largely diluted as no longer to be 
wine, the sacrament is invalid. It is 
obvious that the efficiency of the act is 
open to innumerable contingencies, and 
that at no stage of - the process can 
either celebrant or communicant be 
sure, the one that he makes and presents 
the body and blood of Christ, the other 
that he receives them. And yet on the 
certainty of this hangs salvation.• 

It were amusing, if it were not both 
wearisome and shocking to the religious 
sense of our readers, to transcribe the 
folio pages before us in which all these 
matters are treated, and minute direc
tions supplied to render the defects 
harmless, or to remove the consequences 
of their presence. At every step Romish 
priests are involved in a net of inex
tricable absurdities, only equalled in 

* Our authority for the ahovo statements Is the 
following work:- Rubricro Misealle Romani Com
montarlls lllustratl8, · A uclore Paulo Maria Quaroi 
Andrlcnsl Clerico Regulnri, Romre, 1655, Supc
rlortun permlesu, 

monstrosity by the fearful results which 
be they true, must fall on their deceived 
adherents. We can hardly conceive a 
more effective way of opening their 
eyes, than an exposition of the subject 
from the point of view we have here 
brief! y indicated. 

We have not attempted to follow Mr. 
Knowles in his dissections of Cardinal 
Wiseman's fallacies. Yet with no ordi
nary pleasure have we perused his 
work. It is not often that a "poor 
playright" is seen to abandon his be
guiling profession and put on the sim
plicity of Christ, devoting his unques
tionable talents to the service of that 
Master whose cross demands crucifixion 
to the world from his followers. Yet 
this the author of "Virginius" has 
done. We understand that it was at 
Torquay the word of God fell with 
power on the vigorous and richly 
endowed mind of Mr. Sheridan Knowles, 
and that a year or two since he was 
baptized in Edinburgh by our venerable 
and highly esteemed friend Dr. Innes. 
Who will not rejoice over this lost 
sheep now found of Him who has pur
sued us in the wilderness of destruction, 
and that talents once devoted to gratify 
the followers of pleasure are now con
secrated to Him who died for man's 
salvation 1 May that consecration be 
accepted to the glory of Christ our 
Lord! 

Leila Ada, the Jewish Convert. An A 11/hen• 
tic Memoir. By OSBORN w. TREllERY 

HEIGHWAY, London: Partridge and 
Oakey, 16mo, pp. 266. 

WE took up this book, intending to 
run through it hastily, and then prepare 
two or three sentences respecting it for 
our readers; but we had not proceeded 
far before we felt deeply interested in 
its contents, and having finished it we 
feel impelled to give them an outline of 
the narrative. 
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The young lady to whom it refers, 
and who was removed from this world 
a few days after she had completed her 
twentieth year, was the only child of a 
wealthy Jew who resided in Cornwall, 
and who has since followed her to the 
tomb. He was a widower, living in 
comparative seclusion, but delighting in 
his lovely daughter whose welfare it 
was his constant aim to promote. She 
was highly accomplished and could 
read and write several languages with 
fluency, but of her religious education 
the Mishna had formed the basis. Of a 
contemplative disposition, and anxious 
to acquire truth, she determined when 
about seventeen years of age to study 
the Old Testament. "I have read the 
Talmud," said she, "and have dipped 
into the learning of the East, and while 
my heart has been intent in the prose
cution of these studies, I have com
paratively neglected the blessed word of 
God-the majestic scriptures." While 
she was thus engaged and for some time 
afterwards, her mental history afforded 
a remarkable illustration of what Dr. 
Owen calls the work of the Holy Spirit 
preparatory to regeneration. At the 
next step of her course she says : "I 
have also determined to read the book 
which the Christians call the New Tes
tament. They profess that prophecies 
in the Old Testament are clearly ful
filled in the New; I intend to see what 
ground they take. It is true I have 
heard much and read much of the 
awful character of that book, and am 
told that a fearful curse rests upon the 
reading of it. I cannot think this to be 
true when it is intended to increase a 
knowledge of the difference between the 
Jew and the Christian. Besides, shall I 
not be a better Jew for reading it 1 will 
it not assist to imbue my mind with the 
proofs of the dreadful mistake which 
the Christians commit 1 I cannot doubt 
that I am right; suppose I were con
versing with a Christian, how could I 

give the lie to a book I have ·never 
read 1" 

Not long afterwards we find her say
ing, "I can scarcely write for weeping ; 
often I spend the night watches restless, 
and watering my couch with my tears. 
I am in a strait of bitter darkness
darkness which may be felt: 1 know 
not the way of salvation. In the Talmud 
I have no faith-I can have no faith. 
The more I read the lovely scripture 
the more clearly do I perceive that that 
book is altogether a fabi·icati'on of man. 
I can believe nothing else ; nay more, I 
feel that for worlds I could not insult 
God by imputing it to him, or supposing 
that He had anything to do with its 
being written. And the Mosaic law I 
cannot fulfil; it is impossible to me and 
all our nation; Lord help me and save 
me) 0 that thou wouldst take com
passion on my woful state and teach me 
what to do." 

At this time she was, with her father, 
making a tour through Switzerland, 
Italy, Greece, and Palestine, rapidly 
increasing her general knowledge, and 
developing powers of description which 
add greatly to the attractiveness of this 
volume. Meanwhile her religious pro
gress led her to write, before she left 
the land of her forefathers, "what can 
be the crime which our ancestors com
mitted, and of which to the present we 
have not repented, that the hand of the 
Lord has lain, and still lies so heavily 
upon us 1 Whatever it is, it must be 
some act or deed of a most atrocious 
character which they perpetrated before 
our dispersion ; an act, indeed, in the 
approval of which we have unchangingly 
persisted, and the guilt of which we 
have obstinately refused to acknowledge. 
I have read our national records, and I 
find but one act to which all our nation 
have in every age given their unani
mous, and persevering, and really ob
stinate adhesion-it is the crucifixion 
of Jesus the Son of God. That he was 
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the Messiah I no longer doubt. The 
New Testament agrees with the Olcl. In 
the 26th chapter of St. Matthew I find 
the fulfilment of the 53rd of Isaiah. 0 
what glories it has unfolded to my 

view!" 

gospel of Christ. I have committed it 
to Cod; I leave it in thy hands O my 
Father ; bless it, I beseech thee. This 
whole night do I intend to devote to 
special wrestling with thee for the sal
vation of my dear father." 

Having returned to England she was 
anxious to find a company of simple, 
earnest Christians from whom she might 
receive counsel. At a small village three 
miles from her residence :there was a 
chapel, to which she paid visits secretly, 
and soon she wrote in her diary, "Bless 
the Lord, 0 my soul, and never forget 
this day's benefits! I have sealed the 
covenant-have enlisted under the ban
ners of the cross by receiving the ordi
nances of baptism and the Lord's supper; 
but let me write while my eyes over
flow with tears of joy-my ,gracious 
Redeemer has manifested his presence 
to my soul, has filled me with the joy 
and peace of believing. That blood 
which the Jews imprecated on them
selves and their children has been 
showered upon me in the most abun
dant and unspeakable mercies ; I am 
happy beyond expression ; I do, indeed, 
rejoice with a joy that is unspeakable 
and full of glory. Christ is mine and I 
am his." 

A great difficulty, however, remained 
to be surmounted. How was she to make 
known all this to her father who loved 
her tenderly, lmt who was a strict ad
herent of Judaism, whom she had never 
hitherto displeased, but whose anger she 
feared would be now excited beyond 
measure 1 After much prayer for guid
ance and aid, she made the following 
entry in her diary:-" I have this night 
b.id a letter upon my father's dressing 
table ; in it I have detailed the change 
which has taken place in my soul ; in it 
I have avowed my belief in Jesus of 
Nazareth, and the joy and peace which 
I experience in believing. 0 that it may 
do him the good I ardently pray for
that it may lead him to embrace the 

Eight o'clock, the time for meeting 
her father in the breakfast room, arrived. 
She was kneeling with uplifted hands 
and streaming eyes, beseeching divine 
aid to meet the event. Feverish and 
anxious she entered the room in which 
her father was already waiting. She 
went up to him, and throwing her arms 
upon his neck was about to claim her 
usual kiss-

"' Leila!' ejaculated her father, so
lemnly, at the same moment turning 
his head from her. 

"' O, my dear, dear papa,' said Leila 
weeping, 'do not refuse to kiss me ; do 
give me my kiss, and then I will try to 
bear all you have to say. But, indeed, 
I cannot stay if you will refuse me 
this. I cannot endure so severe a 
mark of your displeasure.' 

"' What have you done, Leila ? How 
can you expect me to kiss you ? Can 
you imagine the night I have spent 1 
Is it for this I have had my daughter 
instructed in the law of the God of 
Israel, that she should mock at it, :i.nd 
cast it behind her back 1 Is it for this 
that I have withheld no means of know
ledge from her, that her learning should 
become a snare to her 1 0 my daugh
ter, perhaps my heart has been too 
much bound up in you. Now I am 
scourged : those hopes I had that you 
would soothe my declining years are 
blighted. But come, kiss me,' he con
tinued, holding out his hand to Leila, 
who stood petrified with anguish. ' Now, 
my choicest treasure, tell me who it is 
that has poisoned you ; let me know 
who it was made you a proselyte from 
the faith of your father Abraham.' The 
end of a long dialogue that ensued 
was this :-" You may sit with me at 
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breakfast ; after that you must enter 
my presence no more until a week has 
expired. Then I will see you again. 
If you persist in your apostacy, my dear 
child, I must do what I cannot bear to 
think upon-what it will almost kill 
me to do-part from you, that you may 
receive attention and instruction from 
abler hands than mine." 

The week elapsed, and the father re
sumed his discourse. "Now, my dar
ling, my precious child, come to the 
bosom of your inconsolable father, and 
tell him you have abjured all your 
sinful opinions and belief." 

" 0 my dear papa," sobbed Leila, 
"indeed I cannot, my belief is firmer, 
stronger than ever." 

"Then, my child, it is my duty,
you must leave me, as I said. To-day 
I will write to my brother at -· - ; 
while you are there I shall have no 
direct communication with you ; all 
that is necessary will be made known 
to me by your uncle. Till he answers 
my letter I shall see you no more." 

"0 it is cruel, very cruel, papa, to 
put:me away from you, when you are 
the only being _in the world I love, 
and with whom I can be happy. 0 
how happy we have been together ! in
deed I could :n.ot have supposed that 
you would do this; and you know that 
my uncle will certainly treat me un
kindly now that I am a Christian ; it 
will kill me, my dear father ; you have 
always been so very and so delicately 
kind to me, that I cannot now bear the 
very least unkindness or neglect. But 
I have never murmured against your 
will, and I trust to be saved now." 

"My dear daughter feels it much less 
than her father. What do you think 
it is I have to endure while I see my 
choicest treasure removed from my 
dwelling ; my child in whom my every 
hope was centred 1 The struggle is deep 
and severe, and nothing but a stern 
sense of duty supports me through it, 

Now, my dear, leavo me; I nm 
ill." 

Leila's uncle was a much more punc
tilious observer of the traditions of the 
elders than her father. Her aunt, too, 
was a leader of fashion, as it is phrased, 
and now she was placed in the midst of 
a giddy whirl of dinner and evening 
parties. Iler reluctance to attend a 
ball brought matters to a crisis. She 
was treated with great contumely, and 
not even allowed to take her meals with 
the family. At length an assembly of 
rabbies was called, who after a dis
cussion of seven hours, treated her 
literally as her Lord had been treated 
by their ancestors, when they smote 
him with the palms of their hands and 
spat in his face. They then pronounced 
upon her solemnly a series of curses, 
which ended with this, more distressing 
to her than all the rest,-" Further, we 
pronounce our anathema against thy 
father, or any of our nation, who shall 
come near thee, or have aught to do 
with thee whatever." They added, 
" You are permitted to remain here 
three days longer. That time being 
expired no Jew ma,y receive you into 
his house." 

Paternal affection, however, now 
triumphed over prejudice. Her father 
being apprised of the facts wrote 
instantly, '' Come to me directly-the 
very hour you receive this ; I am 
indignant at your treatment. What is 
the meaning of it 1 I never surmised 
it. I am sorry that it should be my 
act to place you in such a position. 
But I shall see my brother, and those 
who dared to strike you, and behave to 
you so disgustingly ; it will not be easily 
passed over. I will ahew that my 
precious child, if she choose to be a 
Christian, shall not be insulted ; or if it 
be so, that her father will avenge the 
insults." She returned; but her con
constitution had received a shock from 
sorrow, anxiety, and privations to 
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which she had not been accustomed. 
A few months afterwards, her father 
was weeping at her bedside. "Do not 
grieve for me, my dear papa," she said, 
soothingly ; "if you are faithful to God 
you !will soon be happy again with me 
in heaven." 

,, Then, my precious treasure, you are 
not deceived I You feel that your 
religion fully supports you in death 1" 

" O yes ! 0 yes ! Though I walk 
through the valley of the shadow of 
death, I will fear no evil-His rod
and-His-'" She could proceed no 
further, Her father, bending with 
grief, retained her hand in his. 
~ In a little while, having gathered 
strength, she asked, " Father, you love 
me dearly, do you not 1" "My child," 
he replied, " do not speak so to me ; 
you know you are the very soul of my 
existence." ._ -, - , 

" Will you grant me one request-a 
dying request 1 

"What is it? You know I will not 
deny you." 

" It is this-that you will never 
again doubt Jesus, my Saviour; but 
that you will begin to love and serve 
him. 0 think, my dear father, what 
he has done for me ! Read the New 
Testament;" and she'.looked inquiringly. 

"My dear, I have begun to read it. 
I have seen that your religion must be 
true. I never expected to witness a 
death like yours, my daughter. I have 
begun to pray ; you pray, too, that God 
will help me to follow you to heaven. 
I believe, my dear, I confess to you, 
and all present that I believe-in 
Jesus." 

Over her tomb her father 'placed an 
inscription which, after referring to her 
mother, says;-

"BY HER SIDE REPOSES THEm ONLY DAUGHTER, 

LEILA .A.DA, 
WHO DIED, NOVEMBER 27TH, 18-

AGED 20 YEARS, 

HER DEATH WAS IN THE FULL TRIUMPH OF FAITH; 

HER LANGUAGE WAS, 

'THANKS BE UNTO Gop, WHO GIVETH US THE VICTORY, 

THROUGH OUR LORD JESUS CHRIST.' 

THOSE WHO KNEW HER BEST LOVED HER MOST j 

TO HER PARENTS SHE WAS MOST TENDERLY DEVOTED; 

HER LIFE, lF MEASVRED BY THE WAY IN WHICH SHE LIVED, 

WAS LONG; 

HER CONSTANT DELIGHT 

WAS TO GO ABOVT DOING GOOD, 

THIS TESTIMONY IS WRITTEN BY HER FATHER, 

l WHO, TO ALL ETERNITY, WILL PRAISE GOD 

FOR SUCH A GIF1' ; 

HE BEING, THROUGH HER INSTRUMENTALITY, 

CONVERTED FROM THE DARKNESS 

OF JVDAISM 

·ro THE iAITH OF THE GOSPEL OF CHRIST," 

It is not often, that we meet with a this, or one which we can recommend 
small volume which gives us more more cordially. 
pleasure than we have derived from 
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Tnrs being the first number of a new 
quarterly, on a plan which differs from 
that of any of its predecessors, it will 
doubtless be agreeable to many of our 
r,mders to receive some notice of its 
existence and characteristics. 

Articles reprinted from the principal 
religious periodicals of America will 
constitute the stapfe of the work, into 
which will be introduced, however, 
some selections from critical produc
tions of France and Germany. The 
range of subjects discussed in the 
Review is to be wide and comprehen
sive, "embracing all the various depart
ments of literature contained within or 
bordering upon the territory of scrip
tural truth ; a principle of management 
which, it is hoped, will secure for the 
work the interest of a larger circle of 
readers than periodicals of the kind are 
usually found to attract." The first 
number, we are told, is to be regarded 
as a specimen. 

The article with which it opens is 
from the pen of a popular minister of 
our own denomination, Dr. W. R. 
Williams, pastor of one of the churches 
in New York. It contains an address 
which he delivered to the Hamilton 
Literary and Theological Institution. 
His design was to dwell upon some of 
the evils that endanger American litera
ture, and to bring before his hearers 
the remedy which as scholars, patriots, 
and Christians, they were bound to 
apply, and to which they must look as 
their preservative against the approach-

ing danger. The evils which he points 
out arc the mechanical and utilitarian 
spirit of the times-the fact.that the age 
is eminently, in some of its leading 
minds, an age of passion-the lawless
n~ss,. unhappily too rife through !urge 
districts of the territory, and in various 
classes of its inhabitants-a false liberal
ism-a rising spirit of superstition-and 
the influence of a demoralized and 
demoralizing press. The 1·emedy he 
shows is not to be found in legislation, 
or in education, or in philosophy, or in 
general knowledge; it is the Cross of 
Christ-" Let us not shrink to say it, 
The Cross of Christ is the only Conser
vative Principle of our Literature." 
Taking up the evils which he had 
enumerated, one by one, he illustrates 
the adaptation of faith in the crucified 
Redeemer to check them, and establish 
what is better in the place of each. 
The Christian, he observes, looking 
higher than the mere statesman, relies 
for his country's freedom, as well as for 
the purity of his country's faith, on the 
cross of Christ. Addressing his hearers 
with much earnestness, he then urges 
them to view habitually this cross in its 
two chief aspects, as revealing the way 
of the sinner's justification, and as 
showing the process of the believer's 
sanctification ; in their coming ministry 
to make the cross their theme, and to 
let it be their pattern. 

The second article is on " Professor 
Scherer's aberration from the ancient 
faith of the church on the subject of 
inspiration, and his consequent retire
ment from the Faculty of the New 
Theological School of Geneva." The 
reviewer takes occasion especially to 
refute the strange assertion of the pro· 
fessor that one of the elements of that 
Catholicism which was insensibly de
veloped in the ancient church, was 
'' The formation of the New Testament, 
that is to say the introduction of that 
idea . of inspiration which constitutes 
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the sacred collection and its dignity." 
Uc shows, on the contrary, the con
sciousness of the corrupt but dominant 
church, that with an inspired and open 
bible before the people, her reign could 
not last an hour. "Her first act was 
to overlay the pages of the scriptures 
with her traditions ; her next, to claim 
for those traditions a co-ordinate rank 
and equal authority; her 11-ext, to arro
gate to herself the sole and infallible 
interpretation of them; as soon as she 
could or dared, she forbade the reading 
of them by the people in their own 
tongue; she made them as scarce as 
possible even among the clergy - the 
libraries of her monasteries scarcely 
contained a copy of them. Catholicism 
hunted from the world the very book 
which she pretended to acknowledge as 
inspired and from God." 

The article entitled " Was Solomon 
the Author of Ecclesiastes," though 
comparatively short, is valuable. The 
late Professor Stuart, in his recently 
published commentary on this book, 
assigns three reasons for his opinion 
that Solomon did not write it, but that 
it was the production of some inspired 
man belonging to a later age. The first 
is derived from the occurrence of certain 
expressions which do not seem natural 
in the mouth or from the pen of Solomon; 
the second is that a state of the nation 
is implied different from that existing 
in his time; and the third refers to the 
style and diction of the book. Of these 
three arguments the reviewer disposes 
effectually, and then gives reasons which 
would lead to an opposite conclusion. 
First, we have t.he claim set up by the 
work itself. Secondly, we have uniform 
ancient tradition; which Professor 
Stuart himself admits, saying, " If this 
question be referred to the decision of 
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past times, then it ia easily answered. 
One and all of the older writers declare 
for Solomon." Thirdly, certain co
incidences are traceable between the 
style of Ecclesiastes and that of the 
book of Proverbs. The writer observes 
that arguments similar to those em
ployed against the antiquity of Ecclesi
astes have been employed also to prove 
a late origin for several other books of 
the Old Testament, and expresse9 his 
persuasion that the more thoroughly 
these arguments are examined, the less 
weight they will be found to have. 

Without proceeding further in our 
examination, we are ready to certify 
that this new periodical is likely to 
contain much that will interest an im
portant portion of the British public. 
We cannot profess to be admirers of 
that style of writing which is generally 
regarded by our American neighbours 
as the finest; it approximates too much 
to what in England we call verbose, 
inflated, and ambitious. Nor should 
we consign ourselves implicitly to 
American guidance in matters of faith 
and practice, or desire to see the 
universal adoption of the manner in 
which our transatlantic brethren often 
deal with those who deviate from their 
standards of orthodoxy. Yet we wel
come this publication. We find in it 
indications of varied learning and good 
sense, combined with strong attachment 
to the chief peculiarities of revealed 
religion. It is evidently intended to 
counteract the influence of some im
portations of baneful tendency; and, 
as it contains much seasonable truth, 
we cannot hesitate to recommend the 
series of which it is the commencement 
to the reading and thinking portion of 
the community. 
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sVerv T,·ansla6on, Exposition, and 01,ronological 
Arrangement of the Book of Psalms; with 
Critical 1\Totes on the I1ebrew Te.rt. B,1/ 
BEN.T AMIN "' ETSS, Missionary to the Jews, 
Algiers, Author of" A Christfrrn Jeu, on the 
Old Testament Scriptures." Edinburgh'. 
Oliphant and Sons. London: Hamilton 
and Co. 8vo. pp. viii. 539. 

A few davs only have elapsed since this work 
issned from· the press, and it is but a portion of 
it that we have had opportunity to peruse; but 
we cannot allow a month to pass without men• 
tionine: it to our ministering brethren. Glad 
shoull we be to kuow that every one of them 
would be in possession of a copy before the 
publication of our next number. We have 
seen nothing of the kind so intrinsically valuable 
since the appearance of Fairbairn on Ezekiel; 
and an exposition of Ezekiel, however good, 
must yield in utility to one composed in the 
s1me spirit on the book of Psalms. The 
author, who is a natural descendent of Abraham, 
is endently a master of the Hebrew language, 
nnd he writ,. under the influence of a truly 
Pauline attachment to him whom he now recog
nizes as Mes~iah the Prince. "Inasmuch as it 
has pleased Divine goodness," he says, at the 
close of the performance, "to open the eyes of 
the author of this book and shew him the 
Sa,-iour of his soul in the Old Testament Scrip
tures (before he saw the New) in which his 
forefathers as he himself gloried, and as the 
book of Psalms, along with the prophecies of 
Isaiah, wu that living stream that poured 
refresbin~ waters of conviction into his soul 
that the ~Messiah must have come already, and 
tl.at Jesus of Nazareth was the promised 
Sa,·iour the Son of God, of whom the Psalmist 
and Isaiah spake, the reader will perceive how 
,:rreat must be his joy when seeing that the 
Lord has enabled him to begin and finish a work 
on the sweet and inspired songs of Zion." By 
so doing be has indeed done much to glorify the 
Redeemer and edify the church. His trans
lation renders coherent and perspicuous many 
passages that have been thought disjo!nt~d. and 
obscure. His notes are learned and Judicious, 
I-le has studied carefully the history of David 
in connexion with the Psalms, and assigned to 
them a relationship to the events of the history 
which does much to illustrate their meaning, 
while the principles of interpretation on which 
he proceeds appear to us to be generally sound. 
No reader who can afford it will do justice to 
himself if he does not purchase this volume. 

The Seventh 01,apte,o of Paul's Epistle to tl,e 
Romans, with an Exposition and Observations. 
By GEORGE LAWRENCE, London: Nisbet 
and Co. Svo. pp. 25. 

This tract may be safely recommended to any 
one who is anxious to ascertain the meaning of 
t Lat remarkable portion of scripture to which it 
refers-a portion which has been abuser) by 
rnauy persons, and even misunderstood by 

eminent theologians. The writer proves clearly 
that the design of the chapter is to exhibit" the 
embarrassment and despair of one who finds his 
utmost endeavours after perfection by the law 
to be abortive, being daily convicted by it as 
under its curse, and is totally unable to find 
rest unto his labouring soul, until he comes to 
God through Jesus Christ our Lord." The 
commencement of the following chapter has 
long seemed to us to render this interpretation 
undeniable. 

The Families of Holy Scriptw·e. By CHARLES 
LA.ROM. London: Houlston nnd. Stoneman. 
l 6mo. pp. 246. 

Though Mr. Larom has been more than 
thirty years the respected pastor of a baptist 
church at Sheffield, he has not hitherto, we 
believe, made himself known to the denomina
tion as an :author. It wonld have been well 
for some others if, like him, they had ta.ken 
time to mature their minds and collect stores of 
thou~ht before they set the printing press in 
moti~n. He has now selected a subject of 
great practical i1?3por~ance, and _one for the 
illustration of which his long-contmued oppor
tunities for observation had prepared him. 
How greatly it would conduce to the happiness 
of society if all families :,vere well regulat~d ; 
if each individual knew his pince and kept 1t; 
if all co-operated together for the welfare of the 
wliole ! How rich are the histori~al portions of 
scripture in examples both for avoidance and for 
imitation I Mr. Larom brings before his readers 
the families of Adam, of Noah, of Abraham, 
of Isaac, of Jacob, of Eli, of David; in all of 
which there are varieties of sin and consequent 
distress prescnte~ to view;. but, o~ t~e other 
hand he exbib1ts to their admiration the 
famiiies of Zacharias, of Lazarus, and of the 
Philippian jailor ; with . other specimens of 
domestic life of a more mixed character. Cor
dial attachment to evangelical trutli, and de~ire 
to write what would be useful, are perceptible 
in every part of the book, 

Female Scripture Biograplty; preceded by an 
Essay on What Cl,ristianity ltas done for 
Woman. By F. A. Cox, D.D., LL.D. 
Author of "Biblical Antiquities; " " 1'he 
Life of l'hilip JIIelanctlwn; " " Our Young 
Men, a Prize Essay," (re. ~c. Second 
Edition. London: Snow, post Bvo. pp. 568. 

We well remember a hope and a fear ex-
pressed by certain reviewers at the first appear
ance of this work, about thirty-five years ago. 
In the Baptist Magazine, after descanting on 
the production of the young author at greater 
length tban was usual in those <lays, tlie re
viewer expressed his hope : - " We hope all o?r 
rearlers who are able to purchase the work will 
do it without delay; and that those young 
females who regard tl,e irnproTement of the 
mind more than the decoration of the body, nnd 
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who yet think they cannot afforcl it, will re
trench their incidental expenses till they can," 
A contemporary critic, whose severity was pro
verbial, [after confcseing that in glancing over 
Mr. Cox's hook he hacl "felt n temptation, now 
nod then, to mete out to him o. modicum of 
praise," announced hie fear,-a fear that some 
bocly of men in America would "he sending 
him over IL Diplomn in a year or two, creating 
him D.D." The first edition having long since 
been exhausted, and the hononrs conferred on 
the author hnving been borne very meekly, we 
have thought that we might without scruple 
acquaint our female readers with the estimate 
of the work formed by the men of the last age, 
congratulating them that it is now reprinted 
for their special benefit. They may find in it 
interesting memoirs of "holy women" belong
ing to the old time, and cautionary remarks on 
others whose lives present specimens of conduct 
which ought to be avoided. Having said thus 
much, we will take the liberty to express a hope 
and a fear of our own; a fear that some D.D.'s 
will die without having produced a work half so 
good as this; and a hope that male friends will 
remember, on suitable occasions, that this book 
will be to any yonng lady a peculiarly appro
priate present, 

A Lecture on the Historic Evidence of the Au
thorship and Transmission of the Books rf 
the New Testament, delivered before the Ply
mouth Young Men's Christian Association, 
Oct. 14, 1851. By S. P. TBEGELLES, LL.D. 
London: Bagster and Sons. 12mo. pp. xxiv. 
120. 

These are subjects with whieh every well
informed person ought to have some acquaint
ance, and at the same time subjects the success
ful treatment of which requires the hand of a 
master. We rejoice, therefore, to find a manual 
for popular use compiled by a man so competent 
as Dr. Tregelles is to give instruction relating 
to them even to the learned. The information 
contained in this volume ought to be accessible 
to persons of every class, and here is, in a small 
compass, everything on these subjects which a 
man engaged in secular business will require. 
After some general remarks on the process of 
proof, the author treats of the New Testament 
as a collective volume, of Paul's Epistles, of the 
Four Gospels, of the General Epistles, of the 
Apocalypse, of the results of evidence, of 
eVIdence from the channels of transmission, of 
the claims of Rome, of the transmission of the 
New Testament to us, of Rome as a keeper of 
Holr l Writ, of Rome as a witness of Holy 
Writ, and of the uses of such investigation, 

Tlie University of London a Parliamentary 
Constituency. By CHARLES JAMES FosTEI\, 

, M.A., LL.D., Professor of J11risprudence at 
University College, London. Published for 
the Committee of the Graduates of the Uni
versity. Bvo. pp. 31, Price ls. 

.Much information not otherwise easily at• 
tawable respecting the examinations in the 
London University, its affiliated institutions, 
the number e.nd average age of candidates, for 
the seTeral degrees, ancl the number of gradu
ates, may be found in this pamphlet, 

RECENT PUBLICATIONS 

'21.pprobe1J. 
([t should be understood that in_,;ertion in thi.!1 fo1t is Mt 1t 

mere announcement: it cxpres11eg approbation of th~ work'I 
enumernted,-not or course extending to every particular, but 
11n approbation or their general character and tendency.] 

Faneral Services for the Rev. Thomas Lewis, 
Minister of Union Chapel, Islington; consisting of 
the Funeral Oration, by the Rev. J. \V ATSON, 
Theological Tutor of Hackney College; "A Good 
Minister of Jesus Christ," a. Sermon by the Rev. J. 
LEIFCHJLD, D.D.; and" The :Ministry of the Dead," 
a Sermon by the Rev. HENR.Y AL.LON. Published 
at the request of the Church. Lor1,don: J. S1ww. 
Bvo. pp. 75, 

Tower:Church Sermons. Discourses preached in 
the Tower Church, Belvedere, Erith, Kent. By 
the Rev. A. MoNoD, Paris ; the Rev. Dr. KRU.lI~ 
:i',lACH&R, Berlin; and the Rev. T. BINNEY, London. 
Edited by T. BINNEY. London: Jackso'{/, a,'fl,if, Wat
ford. 16mo., pp. 275 . . 

Pulpit Outlines. One Hundred and Twenty 
Sketches of Sermons preached to Evangelical Con~ 
gregations. With an Essay on Etfecti ve PTeaching. 
By PRoF.e:3soR SHEPAR.D. London: J. C. BU$hop. 
16m.o. pp. 251. 

The Christian in BllEiness: or Brief Memorials 
of Miss Mary Bridge .. Second Thousand. London, 
John Snow. 12mo., Pl'· 124. 

Sudden Destruction: a Discourse deHvered at 
Islington Chapel, on Sunday, January 11, 1852, on 
the Loss of the Amazon, with a description of that. 
noble Vessel, a.nd her terrible destruction on the 
Morning of the first Sunday of the New Year. By 
the Rev. B. S. HOLLIS. Lori.don : Partridge and 
Oakey. 16mo., pp. 42. 

The" Amazon.'' A Sermon preached by the Rev. 
W1LLU.1U BLoon (one of the survivors), in the 
Church of St. Andrew, Plymouth, January 18, 1852. 
London:, Aylott an<l Jones. Bro, pp. 26. 

The Sabbath School, the Demand of the Age. A 
Disconrso delivered to the Sabbath School Teachers 
of the City of Edinburgh, 1852. By the Rev. 
JONATHAN WATSON. Edinburgh: .&dam and C. 
Black. l2mo., pp. 32. 

Repentance, What is it? and for whom Neces:~ 
sary? By RoBER.T BREWER. Leeds: John Heaton. 
L-Ondon: B. L. /l'teen. 32ino., pp. 30. 

Tenth Annual Pastoral Address, !or 1852. By 
G. Wv A.RD, Minister of Soho Chapel, Oxford Streec. 
Lon<fon. Pp. 12. Price 1,r. 

The Pictorial Family Bible according to tbe Au
thorized Version : containing the Old and New 
Testaments. ,vith copious original Notes. By J. 
KITTO, D.D. Lond01': W. S. Orr ancl Co. Purl, 
22 anc! 23. 

New Medical Dictionary for \be People ; the 
Dictionary of Domestic Meiliciue and Household 
Surgery. Dy SPENCEB THol\lsO~, M.D., L.R..C.:::i. 
Edinbiffyh. Part I. Lon(lon,: Gi·oombridge aml 
Sons. Seo. pp. 48. 

Tl1e Eclectic Review for May, 1852. Contents,_ 
I. History of Maynooth Coaegc. II. Davidsou·s 
Introduction to the New Testament. III. 1-fomoir:, 
of the Whig Party. IV. Representative men. 
V. Voyage of the Rattlesnake. YI. Literature and 
Romance of Northern Ew·ope. VII. Life of Lord 
J dfi-ey. Reviaw of tho Month, Literary Intelligence, 
&c. Lomlun; JVctrd wid Cc,. 
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I N T E L L I G E N C E. 

AMERICA. 

TIIE NEW POPULATION. 

The Home Mission Record of our Ameri
can brethren contains the following important 
ob~erYations :-

" To reach the great masses of European 
pe:isantry, or the gentry, who worship the 
Host and the Yirgin, l1as been, till lately, 
almost impossible. And even now, the 
word of the Lord cannot have free course 
in any papal state on the continent. Col
portcurs and itinerant preachers are doing 
something in a quiet, sma1l, secret way ; but 
the people are not addressed-the multitudes 
cannot be reachec. there. 

" Of nearly every nation God is winnowing 
out, as through a large and coarse sieve, the 
choicest families, and, perhaps, the most 
impressirn and available, and scattering them 
all over our country, especially in the 
mighty Yalleys of the ·west. They come to 
us, not only from Ireland, but from France, 
and Hungary, and Italy, and all the States 
of the German confederacy. They come to 
our shores, as flies the dust of a summer's 
threshing-floor. Their arrivals are reported 
at a thousand a day. Already we have 
nearly five millions of Germans in this 
countrr, one and a half million of Irish, 
more than three ~housand French people, 
and a1most half a million from other nations. 
Of all these, probably, five millions are more 
or less controlled by papal priests, and ha,e 
no correct knowledge of the plan of saha
tion by Jesus Christ; or say in their hearts, if 
not in so many words, " There is no God." 

" This class of immigrants bring with them 
their ignorance, their superstitions, their pre
judices, and their vices. They are not bar
barians, it is true, but they are idolaters, 
haters of God, and children of wrath. Here, 
they profane the name of Jesus, desecrate 
the Lord's day, introduce laxity of morals 
;ind corrupting customs, and spread far and 
wide, the upas miasma of infidelity. If 
this tide of foreign influence continues to 
flow in upon us a few years more, and the 
character of i's waters is not changed, like 
tl.e spring of Jericho, or the well of Marah, 
' death and a barren land' will he the only 
portion of our American Zion, and then no 
life-giring stream will go forth to bless the 
multitudes of the Eastern world. 

"But this is not all. California has already 
rc('ciied inlo its promiscuous population, 

thousands from Pagan Asia, mu] idolatrous 
Oceanica. They have brought their gods 
with them, and are real heathen. Many of 
t~~m will remain in this country, and become 
c1tlzcns, and all of them will remain long 
enough to afford us an opportunity to offer 
them the word of God, and preach to them 
the gospel. 

"Now, whether these immigrants from 
Europe,Asia, or Australia, return to theirnative 
country ,or become permanent residents amon" 
us, their influence upon their fatherland 
must be very considerable. If they are en
lightened and converted, they will be enable,! 
to shake the very pagodas of idolatry, effec
tually protest against popish error~ and 
superstitions, or meet the scepticism and 
infidelity of free-thinkers, ancl licentious, 
audacious writers. Now, who shall do this 
foreign work of home missions ! Who shall 
feel responsible for attempting the evangeli
zation of our foreign population ! Our So
ciety, and our missionaries, and our churches!" 

ST.I.TE-PAY COVETED. 

English baptists will learn with astonish
ment that American baptists are desiring, 
nay, demanding subsidies from the state for 
their colleges. The New York Recorder has 
an article on the subject, of which the follow
ing is a portion :-

" The Tribune of Saturday contained an 
article designed to prevent the passing of a 
bill giving aid to certain colleges the present 
year. It is understood that a bill has been 
agreed upon in the committee which has 
charge of the subject, which the friends of 
the various colleges applying for aid are ready 
to support. 'fhis hill, if we are rightly in
formed, provides for an appropriation in aid 
of Roche&ter and Madison universities, and 
also to the new methodist college at Lima, 
in Genesee county. There are some one 
hundred thousand members of baptist 
churches in this State, and at. least five times 
that number who are identified with baptist 
principles and interests. All these persons 
are more or less interested in one or the 
other of the colleges at Rochester an1l 
Hamilton. The methodist church members 
in the state are alike interested in the suc
cess of their new institution, and in the 
passage of the bill. 'l'he bill then may )ie 
considered as demanded by the whole bnphst 
and methodist body in the state of New 
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y 01 k, In the pnet, thcs~ ilcnominations 
have rcceivcil almost nothmg for colleges 
from the slate. 'fhcy have. been_ paying 
taxes, whilo the _State has given 1~menee 
,urns to epiecopnlrnn ancl preshyter1an. col
leges. Of this they ~ave not complamed. 
nut now, when they m turn ?re ~endy to 
,rofit by what the state can easily g,_vc, they 
1 1, ~or their share of the bounty which they 
ns '' · h · t t· have assisted to give to ot ere m pa_s ,me. 
Corning as they do to the State for aid, they 
nrc greeted by the Tribun~ with the court;ous 
title of the' HonBE-LEE0H s DAUGHT&ns. As 
a bnptist and a friend of this bill, we shou~d 
prefer to be met ~Y. the lea?ers ?f public 
opinion in tho political parties with some 
more courteous title; but we will let that 
pass. If the baptist den?mination, like the 
Catholics, were to r~lly its numbers at _the 
polls in order to infhct a wholesome pumsh
ment 11 pon wliatever party_ of politicians took 
the responsibility of throwrng contempt upon 
their applications, we should probably be met 
with better treatment. , • . • • 

"If there is fenr that the funds will not be 
properly appropriated, say so, and let eve;r 
safegunrd be_ thrown ar?und them that leg,s
lative ingenuity can deVIse. But one trouble 
is that collecres are aristogratic institutions, 
a~d thnt the ;ons of the rich may, by some 
possibility, receive some aid fr?m the money 
given by the state. Suppose 1t to be so, w:e 
ask, Ha ye the rich no ,·iglits in the publtc 
funds of the state! State property, as we 
understand it, belongs to the citizens of the 
State whether they are rich or poor. • • 

"Let the intelligent people of the:st~te look 
this matter in the face, and they will soon 
learn that those who make the loudest pre
tensions of regard for the common schools 
are the enemies from which, in the end, that 
institution has the most to fear. Above all, 
let every baptist voter hold his immedi~te 
representative in the Assembly to a strict 
account for his vote on this bill. If we could 
reach the methodist voters, we would say the 
same to them. Colleges are organized in 
such a way, that they cannot exercise a direct 
influence upon politics. Politicians, especi
ally those of the more unscrupulot\s class, 
haYc generally nothing to hope 01· fear from 
them, and hence they are not anxious to 
ucrure the good will of such institutions. If 
colleges had canal contracts to dispose of, or 
delegates to choose to National Presidential 
Conventions, their inte1·ests would receive the 
most careful attention from politicians and 
political papers. There is a way for us to 
secure our rights from the state, and if we 
are driven to make use of it, politicians may 
learn not to call us hard names, or to throw 
contempt on our requests when we make 
them." 

The hill authori,ing an organization to 
erect a crystal palace in the city of New 
York, for the exhibition of products of all 
nations, has become a law. It was discmsecl 
in 1he Senate, but it passed through the 
House by unanimous consent, and without 
debate.-Albany Journal. 

THE :IIISSIONARY UNION, 

The financial year of the Missionary Union 
closed with the last of March. The receipts 
for the year were about 99,000 dollars, being 
3000 dollnrs more than last year. While the 
receipts from legacies have been less, those 
from donations have more than made up the 
deficiency. Truly, ,ve have reason for pro
found gratitude to the great Head of the 
Church, for this evidence of an increase of 
the missionary spirit among our churches, and 
for an overflowing treasury to meet the de
mands of our enlarged missionary operations, 

RE:l!OV.l.L. 

The Sansom street church, Philadelphia, 
vacant by the removal of the Rev. Howard 
Malcolm, D.D., to the Presidency of :f:ewis
bnrg University, have extended a unammous 
and very cordial invitation to the Rev. Dr. 
Dowling to become their pastor. 

EMIGRATION WESTWARD, 

The daily Wisconsin says that the emigra
tion from Wisconsin to Californi11 exceeds 
belief. Farms are sold for half their value 
by persons in haste to migrate to the bnd of 
gold. . . 

Six men and a woman, em1gratmg to the 
West, were massacred in a house in Dod
dridge county, Va., last week, by another 
emigrating party, who put up at the same 
house. They robbed the murdered party of 
22 000 dollars, anti made their escape. 

The number of slaves in the Unitecl States 
has increased since the last censns 711,085. 

AUSTRALASL\. 

NEW ZE.\LJ.ND. 

A letter received by his family from Mr. 
Henry Daniell,. of Nelson, ~ew Zealand, 
!rives some particulars concemmg the forrn
;tion of a baptist church in that town, of 
which he is a deacon. A slight reference 
was made to the fact in our last, but the in
formation subsequently receive,! is much 
more full. 

The following is a summary of Mr. 
Danicll's statement ;-
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A few years ago a religious society was 
formed about nine miles from Nelson, 
adopting our views of baptism, through the 
exertions and under tlie guidance and in
stmction of a Mr. Horne. As, however, 
they differed very materially both in doc
trine and discipline from the baptist churches 
generally, those of our denomination who 
reside at Nelson itself did not associate with 
them. Mr. Horne wrote to England, stating 
that a baptist church had been formed in 
the colony of Nelson, and that he thought 
they would be able to support a young 
minister who was without incumbrance. 

This statement was inserted in the Baptist 
Reporter, and in consequence, Mr. Dolla
more, pastor of the baptist church, Bedall, 
Yorkshire, was induced to proceed thither at 
his own expense. Mr. Horne also procured 
from the governor a grant of land in Nelson, 
for the use of the baptist denomination. 
Shortly after Mr. Dollamore's arrival, the 
society in the country was dissolved (and I 
suppose this to be the one whose statistics 
are gi,·en in your last number), and the few 
baptists in Nelson offered to do what they could 
to support Mr. Dollamore if he would remain 
n.nd endeavour to raise a church and congre
gation. To this he consented, and had been 
with them six months at the time of the 
date of Mr, Daniell's letter, Nov. 16th, 
1851, during which time they had raised £30 
towards his support. A church was formed 
consisting of thirteen members, to which 
three had been added by baptism. They 
had had the use of a school-room for re
ligious services; but had commenced making 
sub■criptions for the erection of a chapel on 
the ground granted by the governor. ~fr. 
Daniell says, " We believe Mr. Dollamore to 
be a ,ery suitable person for our settlement : 
his preaching is acceptable, and I trust that 
he will prove a true gospel miruster. He 
earnestly requests his friends to do what they 
can to procure pecuniary assistance to enable 
them to defray the great expenses necessary 
in the founding of their cause." 
· Mr. Crisp of Bristol, Mr. C. Daniell, 
Melksham, and Bell, Budden, and Co., 2, 
J elfery's Square, St. Mary Axe, have con
sented to receive the donations which any 
feel inclined to make towards the object. 

HOME, 
BAPTIST UNION, 

At the Annual Session of this Body, some 
account of which was given in our last, the 
following resolutions were passed on some of 
the subjects which occupy public attention at 
the present juncture. 

the appropriate and impressive address with 
which he has favoured them; and that, tn 
ghing uttemncc to their feelings, the Session 
desire to declare their attachment to the great 
principles which have been explained and 
enforced, and their hope that when, at length 
"instead of the fathers shall be the children,': 
the same priuciples may be maintained, not 
only unimpaired, but with even greater fidelity, 
simplicity, and power. 

On the Denominational Statistics. 

That the Session look with a devout and 
affectionate interest on the partial yet ex
tended view of the Denomination which is 
presented by the returns now laid before 
them. They cherish lively gratitude to God 
that he has vouchsafed to that part of the 
body from which information has been re
ceived, a clear increase of 6,444 members,
a pleasing evidence that the Denomination is, 
as a whole, progressive, and not bereft of that 
Divine blessing which has so long been granted 
to it. They feel, nevertheless, with serious 
pain and humiliation, the facts, that it ls 
scarcely by more than one-half of the report
ing churches that any clear increase has been 
enjoyed, and that no inconsiderable number 
have suffered an actual diminution. They 
desire anew to engage themselves, and their 
beloved brethren throughout the country, to 
a solemn consecration to the work of the 
Lord, and to fervent prayer for the outpour
ing of his Holy Spirit upon their flocks, and 
all the labours of their hands. 

Pe1'secution of Baptists in Eu1'ope. 
That the Union contemplate with growing 

anxiety the almost universal attitude of the 
European governments in relation to religious 
liberty, Not only are the rights of con
science generally trampled on without scruple 
by the Roman Catholic powers, but they are 
also scarcely less flagrantly violated by Pro
testant governments. Especially have severe 
restrictions been imposed upon, and nume
rous hardships been suffered by, the baptist 
congregations in various parts of Germany, 
as ih Hanover, Mecklenhurg, and Prussia. 

That the Union cannot but make common 
cause with their beloved brethren who thus 
unjustly suffer, for whom they feel the warm
est affection aud the deepest sympathy; and 
that memorials be presented in their name to 
the respective governments of Prussia, Meck
lenburg, and Hanover, earnestly soliciting for 
the baptist congregations an uninterrupte,I 
liberty of worship. 

Popular Education. 
That the session, regarding with unahated 

interest the great subject of popular educa
tion, feel it their cluty to ex press their sen
timents in relation to the two schemes to 

On the Jnti-oductory Discourse, which birth has lately been given in th~ city. 
'l'hat the hearty thanks of the Sessivn he of Manchester, and to which the attcnt10n of 

given to their honomed brother, Dr, Cox, for . parliament has been drawn-vii., the Man-
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chcster nnd Salford School Bill, and the bill 
for enahling loco! districts to provide free 
schools. 

Concurring with the advocates of both these 
hills in the desire to promote the education of 
the people to the utmost possiole extent, the 
Session can by"no means concur with them in 
the ossumption that the resources of voluntary 
action are exhausted ; they believe, on the 
contrary, that these resources are capable of 
a much larger development, and that, aided 
by II wise application of the lights supplied 
by experience, they are fully adequate to 
afford all the assistance which the advance
ment of national education requires. 

With this conviction the Session contem
plate the proposed imposition of a school-rate 
with strong and unmitigated repugnance. 
Resting upon the practical fallacy, that it 
will be an ad vantage to the working classes 
to have a gratuitous education for their chil
dren; assuming the communistic principle, 
thnt the people are entitled to education at 
the public cost; tending to destroy the entire 
system of voluntary scholastic effort, and vio
lating the rights of conscience ;-thus highly 
objectionable in itself, a school-rate is also 
unnecessary, and therefore without auy show 
of reason or apology. 

The session wish to do full justice to the 
attempts which have been made to relieve 
the proposition of a school-rate of what has 
been called the religious difficulty, on the one 
hand by including, and on the other by ex
cluding, religious instruction of every kind ; 
but they cannot be satisfied with either of 
these methods. 'fo compel-as a rate on the 
former principle would compel-every man 
to support every creed, not only those most 
opposite to his own, but also those most op
posite to one another, cannot but be un
righteous in itself, an<l intolerable to a 
conscientious mind; while to exhaust edu
cation at large of the religious element-which 
would be the' result of a school-rate on the 
latter plan--would be to deprive it of a vital 
and plastic power, not only important but 
essential to its utility. 

Upon these grounds the session would have 
felt it their duty to oppose both the bills re
ferr~d to, had their position and progress in 
parliament required it. Under present cir
cumstances they have only to commend this 
subject to the attention of the churches, and 
to e_ngage their earnest co-operation in pro
moting, by the most enlightened and zealous 
efforts in their power, popular education on 
the l'oluntary principle. 

The JJfaynooth Endowment Act. 
. That the Union having, upon many occa

sions_, and with uniform consistency, recorded 
its d1sappro,·al of the appropriation of public 
ino~ey to religious objects of eyery kind, an<l 
havmg also protested in particular against the 
endO\vment by parliament of the Roman 

Catholic Seminary at Maynooth, they feel 
it their duty, at the present time, to make a 
fresh declaration of their sentiments, and thus 
to co-operate with the efforts now in progress, 
for obtaining the repeal of the act of par
liament by which that endowment is con
ferred. 

The Rev. J. H. Hinton read the report of 
the committee, together with a letter from 
himself to the session appended to the 
report, intimating his intention not to resume 
office ; also an audited abstract of the 
Treasurer's Account, showing a balance due 
to the Treasurer of £35 5s. I0<l., and a 
balance due to Mr. Haddon of £3 7 0s. 8d. 

'fhe report having been received, before 
proceeding to any other business the session 
entered on the consideration of the fact3 thus 
presented to them. After an extended con
versation, the financial difficulty was met by 
ministers and others present guaranteeing the 
payment (within two months) of sums 
amounting to £7 4 ; and as numerous 
suggestions had been thrown out in the 
course of conversation, as to modes hy which 
the Union might be rendered an object of 
greater interest to the churches, a committee 
wns appointed to consider by what means the 
usefulness of the Union and its increased 
acceptance among the churches might be 
promoted, and to report thereon. In order 
to receive the report of this committee, the 
session resolved to adjourn at its rising to 
Wednesday, April 2!1, at ten o'clock. 

The appointment of this committee was 
moved by the Rev. Dr. Steane, and seconded 
by the Rev. Owen Clarke, of London ; and 
it consisted of the following brethren : Revs. 
Dr. Acworth of Horton College, Dr. Burns 
of London, C. Birrell of Liverpool, J. 
Pottenger of Newcastle, B. Evans of Scar
borough, and S. Green of Shacklewell ; R. 
B. Sherring, Esq., of Bristol ; J. l\L Hare, 
Esq., of Hackney ; and E. B. Underhill, 
Esq., of London, with the chairman and. 
secretaries. 

On Wednesday morning, April 28, 1852, 
the session having met, pursuant to adjourn
ment, at the Mission House, the Rev. J. H. 
Hinton presented the following document :-

" The committee appointed to consider by 
what means the usefulness of the Union, and 
its general acceptance with the churches, may 
be promoted, and to report thereon, met at 
the lllission House, ,April 26, 1852, and 
report-

" 'fhat they recommeml the preparation by 
the secretaries of a paper adapted to engage 
for the Union a more general sympathy, and 
appealing to Christian brethren throu:;hout 
the kingdom for personal contributions; such 
paper to be inserted in the magazines, and 
addressed at the discretion of the secretaries 
to imlividuab. Beyond this, the committee 
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do not sec tlrnt thcv cnn benericially make 
:my recommendation:" 

It was. then resoh:c,1, tlrnt the report of 
tl!e committee be rcccIYcd, nnd the secretaries 
directed to act in nccordance with it. 

2000 copies were appropriated, nt thci,· 
1·eqncst, to_ t_he use of the _Cnlcuita A11xili1Lr\' 
to the Dr11tsh and Foreign Dible SocietJ; 
1:he Nell' 'l'cstamcnt in Bengali has been re'. 
,·1sed to the end of the 1st Epistle of Peter 
an~ printed to the 5th chapter of Romans'. 
It 1s mlende<I to publish mi edition of t hi 
New Testament i!1 1611_10,, _a size considcrnhl; 
smaller than any m wluch 1t has yet appearcc\ 
for ~h~ benefit ~s~ecially of the young native 
Clms_t1~ns, and 1t 1s e~pccted thnt they will 
be w11lmg to purchase 1t at a moderate price, 

The Rev. J. H. Hinton then intimated his 
neccptanec of the ofhce of joint secretary for 
the ensuing ye:lr. ~ 

The following resolutions also were 
passed:-

1. That the thanks of the session be given 
to George Lowe, Esq , treasurer, and to the 
Re1·s. E. Steane, D. D,and J. H. Hinton,M. A., 
the secretaries, for their attention to the 
business of the . Union during the past 
~·ear. 

2. That the thanks of the session be pre
sented to the Rev. Dr. Cox, for his kindness 
in presiding over its proceedings. 

The session was then dissoh'ed. 

DIBLE TRANSLATION SOCIETY. 

"' The twelfth annual meeting was held in 
New Park Street Chapel, Southwark, April 
28th, G. T. Kemp, Esq., in the chair. After 
devotional services, the Secretary, the Rev. 
Edward Steane, D.D., read the following 
report. 

The Bible Translation Society, though 
comparatively a feeble institution and sup
ported by a small income, l1as been privileged 
to do a great work. It sustained the trans
lators of the Word of God at a time when 
others deserted them, aud it hns subsequently 
carried on, not only without diminution, but 
at an increased ratio, the production of copies 
of the sacred scriptures in the languages of 
the East. The Committee cannot refrain 
from expressing the hope that the denomina
tion will uphold it, so long as the circum
stances in which it originated shall continue 
o deprive the learned labours of our mission

aries of that support to which they are enti
tled from the Christian church at large. 

'l'he brethren at Calcutta have, through 
God's rich mercy, uninterruptedly pursued 
their work through the past year in all its 
<lepartments. 

In the Bengali language the revision of the 
Old Testament has been completed, and a 
new edition carried through the press. On 
this important work great labour has been 
bestowed, no effort or cost has been spared to 
improve the translation wherever it appeared 
defective or capable of improvement. It has 
been the constant aim of our brethren and 
the burden of their prayer, that the rendering 
given might in all instances present to the 
mind of the reader the genuine meaning of 
the Spirit of God: wherein they have failed, 
they express their hope that they shall he 
forgiven ; and where they have succeeded, to 
God alone they give the glory. Of this edi
tion 4500 copies have been printed, of which 

In ~ons':qucnc~ of the demand for the 
Bengali s_c~1ptures, an_d the necessity, there
fore, of gmng much tune to them, bnt little 
progress has been made in the Sanskrit. 'l'he 
New Testai:nent, h01vever, entirely re-written 
from the nuddle of Romans to the end was 
finished iu October, Of the Old Testai:ier,'t 
the first volume, comprehending the Penta'. 
teuch and the book of Joshua, was completed 
towards the close of 1848, and the second 
volume has proceeded to the 11th chapter of 
the 2nd book of Chronicles. The natme of 
the work, and the desire of s,ecuring ns large 
an amount of accuracy in the translation and 
typogra1?hical execution as possible, hare 
necessarily rendered the progress slow· hut 
it is the abiding conviction of the brethren 
engagad on the work that correctness is of 
vastly :greater importance than rapidity of 
execution ; and that, in such a work neither 
time, labour, nor cost should be spared to 
secure the la1'gest amount of accuracy within 
their reach. 

l n the Hindusthani the edition of the New 
Testament, in the Arabic character, has been 
finished; and that in the Roman character is 
advancing. The reprint of the Persian Tes
tament l1as also been completed. 

~he distribution of the last year, in the 
vari_ous languages has amounted to 32,82 I 
copies. 

'l'he Committee have had the gratificati01~ of 
voting towards these important works the 
sum of £1400, being £100 more than last 
year. 

Among the receipts of the year the Com
mittee have to mention with thankfulness the 
donation of £100 by a friend of the Society 
who desires to have it acknowledged in the 
following terms :-" From a plain Scotsman, 
on the completion of his 70th year, who in 
this case is his own executor, and who begs 
to recommend to others to take this pleasure, 
in all cases where they can ,do so withont 
serious inconvenience to themselves." 'l'hcy 
have also to report with similar aclmowledg
ments, the receipt of £200 from W. B. 
Gurney, Esq., "from a fund placed at his 
disposal by the will of the late Mrs, Priestley.'' 

The entire receipts of the year have been 
£1877 Os, 3d. 

It was then moved by the Rev. A. Arthur, 
Edinburgh; seconded by the Rev, J, Stent, 
HastingR :-
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Tlrnl the Reporl now rand be •?opted, nnd prinled 
under llto dirccUon of the Committee. 

Moved by the Rev, H. Dow~on, Bradford ; 
seconded by the Rev, W. Walters, NewPark 
Street, Southwnrk :-

Thnt thl• meeting contemplate• with devout 
tlmnkfulnose the important eervic_e which the Bible 
'l'ranslation Society has been the metrumont of ren• 
dering In the trnnelntion of tl)e Wor~ of .God Into 
tho principal languages of India, and its circulation 

mong the myriads of its vast population, and deems ft of the greatest moment that the Society ehould bo 
vigorouely sustained, 

Moved by the Rev.J. Russell, Blackheath, 
seconded by the Hon, and Rev. B. W. Noel, 
London:-

That the following gentlemen be the Officers and 
Committee of the Society for the ensuing year. 

Treasure,·. 
G. T. KEMP, Esq., Spital Square. 

Secretary. 
Rev. EDWARD SrEANE, D.D., Camberwell. 

Committee. 
Rev. J . .A.Nous, M.A., London. 
Rev. W. B. BoWl!S, London. 
Rev, W. BROCK, London. 
Rev. J. BuRNS, D.D., London. 
Rev. J. H. H:iNTON, M.A., London. 
Rev. J. Honv, D.D., London. 
Rev. J. LEECBMAN, M.A., London. 
Rev. w. H. MuRcH, D.D., London. 
Rev. R. W. OVERBURY, London. 
Rev. J. RUSSELL, London. 
Rev. I. M. SouLE, London. 
Rev. W. WALTERS, London. 
Rev. J. AcwonrH, LL.D., Bradford. 
Rev. H. DowsoN, Bradford. 
Uev. C. M. BmRELL, Liverpool. 
Rev. J. J. BROWN, Reading. 
Rev. G. H. DAVIS, Bristol. 
Rev. C. J. MmDLEDITCH, Frorne. 
Rev. J. P. MuRsELL, Leicester. 
Rev. G. GOULD, Norwich. 
Rev. I. NEW, Birmingham. 
Rev. T. F. NEWMAN, Shortwood. 
Rev. J. G. PIKE, D.D., Derby, 
Rev. W. RoDrNSON, Kettering. 
Rev. F. TucKER, Manchester. 
Rev. J. V{Ene, Ipswich. 
Rev. T. WINTER, Bristol. 
S. LBONARD, Eaq., Bristol. 
J. H. AL',EN, Esq. 
J. L. PmLLIPs, Melksham. 
C. BuRLs, Esq.: 
S, JACKSON, Esq; 
J. Low, Eaq. 
G. LowE, Esq., F.R.S. 
T. l>EwTnEss, Esq. 
G. STEVENSON, Esq. 
E. B. UNDERHrLL, Esq. 
S. WATSON, Esq. 

Trai·clling .Agents. 
Rev. GEORGE FRANCIES, 61, Walnut Treo 

Walk, Lambeth. 
Rev. MANOAH KENT, Shrewsbury. 

MILL YARD, LONDON, 

. The Seventh Day baptist meeting house 
In Mill Y nrd, lmving l been closed for four 
months, during extensive repairs and im
provements, was re-opened on the 7th of 
April, and the anniversary of the opening of 

VOL, XV,-FOURTII SERIES, 

the original meeting-house, erected on the 
present spot J 59 years ago, was also cele
brated, 'fhe sermon on the occasion was 
preached from Rom. xiv. 12, hy the Rev.· 
,Joseph Turnbull (independent minister, aml 
formerly president of Wymondley College), 
Dr. Murch, and the Revs. W. H. Black, B. 
Mardon, and J. 0. Squier took part in the 
service. At the request of friends pre~ent, 
the Rev. W, H. Black gave a short account 
of tl1e history of the church, from the year 
1657, when it met in High Street, White
chapel, to the present time, taking especial 
notice of those members who suffered mar
tyrdom and fines and imprisonments for 
conscience' sake, but some of whom, not
withstanding severe persecution, lived to see 
the days of toleration, and to become great 
benefactors to the church, The service was 
well attended, and it gave great pleasure to 
all present to witness persons of almost all 
denominations of Christians, churchmen and 
dissenters, joining together to celebrate the 
anniversary of this ancient church, 

SUNNYSIDE, LANCASHIRE, 

The opening services connected with the 
new baptist chapel, Sunnyside, were held on 
Friday, April 9th, and Lord's day, April 
llth, 1852. 

On Friday morning there was a public 
meeting for supplication and thanksgiving, 
when the Rev. Abraham Nichols, pastor of 
the church, offered the first prayer, followed 
by the brethren Abraham Nuttall, and 
George Douthwaite. At half-past ten, the 
Rev. H. S. Brown, M.A., of Liverpool, 
preached, and also at six in the evening. In 
the afternoon, the Rev. J. E. Giles of Shef
field preached. The brethren Howe,1"litchell, 
and Williams assisted in the devotional ex
ercises of the day. 

On Lord's day at nine o'clock the teachers 
and scholars assembled in the chapel, when 
addresses were delivered hy Mr. George 
Douthwaite, and Mr. Robert Haworth. At 
half-past ten and half-past two sermons 
were preached by the Rev. James Acworth, 
LL.D.; president of the Baptist College, 
Bradford. In the evening at six, the Re,·. 
H. Dunckley, M.A., of Salford, Manchester, 
author of the prize essay, "The glory and 
shnme of Britain," preached, and the Rev. 
S. Jones of Lumb concluded with prayer. 

l'he chapel has been erected for the ac
commodation of the Rev. A. Nichols and his 
congregation. It is a neat and commodious 
!tructure, most pleasantly situated between 
Crawshawbooth and Rawtenstall. It will 
comfortably seat 500 persons, and with buriul 
ground attached will cost rather more than 
£1000, 'l.'he property is surrendered into 
the hands of trnstees for the use of the baptist 
denomination. 

2 r 
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The collections amounted to something 
more than £72, apart from all donations sent 
by friends on the occasion, 

AllllOTSBAM, DEVON, 

On Monday, April 26th, the foundation 
stone of a new baptist chapel was laid at 
Abbotsham. Mr. C. Windeatt implored the 
divine blessing on the undertaking, and Mr. 
Arthur read suitable portions of scripture ; 
and after giving a short address proceeded to 
lay the foundation stone. A psalm was 
sung, and Dr. Prince offered up the con
cluding prayer. 

The chapel will be thirty-seven feet by 
twenty-three, Notwithstanding the great op
position that was raised against the intro
duction of the gospel into this place, the Lord 
has greatly blessed his word, and the people 
are greatly delighted with having, for the first 
time, a chapel in their village. 

UNICORN YAll.D, SOUTHWARK, 

A valedictory service was held on May 
4th, on the termination of the ministry of 
the Rev. W. H. Bonner, who has laboured 
here for nearly five years. The chair was 
taken by the Rev, B. Lewis of Trinity chapel; 
prayers were offered and addresses delivered 
by several ministers, after which Mr. Bonner 
ascended the pulpit and deliYered a farewell 
discourse from Acts xx. 32, which moved 
many to tears of sorrow, lest they should see 
his face and hear his voice no more. 

KEPPEL STRll:ET CHAPEL, RUSSEL SQUARE, 

The Rev. W. H. Bonner, late of Unicorn 
Yard chapel, ha.~ entered upon an engage
ment to supply the pulpit in this place for 
three months. 

ABERDA.RE, GLA.MORGANSHIRE, 

The services connected with the opening 
of this chapel were held on Tuesday and Wed
nesday, May 4th and 5th, when sermons were 
preached by the several brathren. The 
congregations were very large and atten
tive, and the collections were good, amounting 
to £1 I O 4s. 6½d. 

The size of the new chapel is sixty feet by 
forty feet inside the walls, together with large 
2ncl commodiou• vestry for school purposes; 
and the total cost, including everything in
eide an<l out, is £1,374 J 5s. 6d. 

The old chapel is now in the occupation of 
the new English church under the pastorate 
of the Rev. James Cooper, late of Soham. 

LEDllUnY, nEnllFOnDSHlnE. 

The Rev. C, E. Pratt, late of St. Austell, 
CornwaJI, having received a very cordial and 
unanimous invitation from the baptist church 
Ledbury, Herefordshire, to become thei; 
pastor, entered upon his stated labours there 
the fourth sabbath of May. 

STEPNEY COLLEGE, 

During the Session now closing students 
have settled as pastors of various churches. 
Mr. Samuel Cox, at Southsea, Rants ; Mr, 
Thomas Peters at Rayleigh, Essex, as 
colleagtte of our venerable brother, Mr. 
Pilkington, and :Mr. Isaac Raycroft, B.A., 
at Wisbeach, as successor of Rev. C. Pike. 
The prospects of usefulness in each of these 
places are very cheering. 

Other students are supplying elsewhere 
with a view to settlement. 

The examinations of the session will be 
held at the close of June, and the next 
session will commence as usual in September. 

HANSERD KNOLLYS SOOIETY, 

The sixth annual meeting of this society 
was held at the Baptist Mission House, 
Moorgate Street, on the 29th of April, 
Charles Jones, Esq., in the chair. The 
attendance was more numerous than it has 
been for several years past. 

The literary report read by E. B. Under
hill, Esq., stated that at the commencement 
of ~last . year, the society had issued Dr. 
Du Veil's Commentary on the Acts of the 
A pasties, and would ere this have published 
the second volume to complete the fourth 
issue, but were unwilling to incur further 
liabilities until the cost of the present 
volume should be discharged, The Council 
were desirous of completing the first series of 
their works in twelve volumes, but the extent 
to which it shall be carried must depend upon 
the amount of support in the form of sub
scriptions which they may receive. The 
Council believe that the records of former 
days are well calculated to stimulate the 
ardour of the present, to direct its energies, 
and to revive that fervent faith and trust in 
God which wrought on the holy men of old, 
who under the heaviest burdens laboured to 
advance the religious interests of their fellow
men, and laid down their lives as a testimony 
to tlie word of God; and they, therefore, 
could not think that the interest of the 
baptist denomination in this important work 
had <ledined. 

Resolutions were moved and seconi!e<l by 
the Revs. W. Groser, W. Walters, J. T, 
Wigner, R. Morris, Dr. Haby ; Shem Evans, 
J. Low, ,\lld W. H. Watson, Esqrs. A 
long an<l interesting discussion took place on 
various points connected with the interests of 
the society, an<l several suggestions ~ere 
made with the view of increasing the c1rcu-
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Intion of the eociety's works. One of these 
we would especially cominencl to the prac
tical regnrcl of the deacons and other mem
bers of our churches ; a suggestion which 
has nlready been acted on to some extent, 
nncl the general ancl prompt adoption of 
which would speedily place the society 
beyond·. all pecuniary difficulty, viz., '£hat a 
complete eetj of the society's works should 
be presented to the pastor of every baptist 
church who does not already possess them. 

The Rev. B. Evans closed the proceedings 
with prayer. 

ENGLISH VERSION OF NEW TESTAMENT, 

We are informed that a number of 
brethren in England and America are en
gaged in the attempt to present our common 
translation of the New Testament, with all 
its substantial excellences unimpaired, in a 
form of as much accuracy and conformity to 
the original, in points in which it is acknow
ledged to be defective, as their combined 
labour may, by the blessing of God, be able 
to attain. The importance of the work, and 
its dependence for success in so eminent a 
degree on divine help, have led the friends 
of the object to request that the prayers of 
their brethren may be specially presented on 
its behalf. 

RECENT DEATHS. 

MRS, WOODROW. 

Died at Carleton Rode, Norfolk, on the 
3_0th of April, Mrs. Lucy Woodrow, aged 
eighty-five. After conducting family worship 
the previous evening sheJ retired to :rest_as 

usual, and awoke about five o'clock on the 
following morning stating that she had slert 
well during the night. A few minutes after 
thig she was seized with a fit of apoplexy, 
and ;expired a little before six. She was 
the widow of the late John Woodrow who 
was known here as the .peace-making deacon, 
and able supporter of the baptist church in this 
neighbourhood. Previous to the decease of 
her husband she did not manifest much in
terest in the cause; his mantle however seems 
to have fallen upon her, and much of his 
spirit and interest was manifested by her after 
his decease. Her house was always a home 
and a place of retreat for the Lord's servants. 
She was interred by the side of her husband 
in the burial ground connected with the bap
tist meeting house in Carleton Rode. 

REV, G. WOODROW, 

Died, May 16th, at the age of fifty-one, 
the Rev. George Woodrow baptist minister of 
Gloucester, His health had for upwards of 
t we! ve months declined so as to prevent his 
engaging in his beloved work, but hopes were 
nevertheless entertained that he would 
ultimately recover. He, however, who fixes 
the bounds of our habitation determined 
otherwise by calling him to his heavenly 
home. His remains having been borne to the 
neat and commodious chapel, Parker'• Row, 
erected by his zeal and perseverence, the 
Rev. W. G. Lewis of Cheltenham read the 
scriptures and prayed, after which a hymn 
was sung, and the Rev. J. Hyatt, independent 
minister, delivered an appropriate address. 
The body was then conveyed to the cemetery, 
where prayer was offered by the Rev. Mr. 
Roberts of Lady Huntingdon's connexion. 

CORRESPOND EN C E. 

NATIVE AGENCY Ill INDIA, ·1 

To the Editor of the Baptist Magazine. 

.Mv DF:~R BR(!TBEn,-From the frequency 
with which native agency and the native 
P.astorate, as connected with our eastern mis
sion, have_ of \at~ been presented to the Chris
}'~n public, 1t 1s not improbable that some 
ri_en_ds may be disposed to ask, whether the 

miss1?nnries, for these many years, have never 
perceived the importance of this subject? or 
jf. the.l'. have perceived it, whether they hav; 
caile~ 1!' any great measure to cari-y out their 
t onvich?n•? Or, grnuting the importance of 
h~ SU~Ject, and that the brethren have per

~:••~ it, and have not omitted to act upon their 
J f \!mpressions, may there not be some aspects 
0 t d subject, which, if uuderstoocl and duly 
~e~ar ed, would qualify the views now euter
ai~d, and moderate our expectations of the 

res ts of the ch!Wgcs, if any 11rc iu coutem• 

plation, in the practical operations of the 
mission. I beg a courteous attention therefore 
to a few brief paragraphs upon each branch of 
the subject. 

Upon the employment of native converts iu 
helping to evangelize the heathen, from the 
very beginning of our labours in India, and 
from the first inst9Jlce of their success until the 
present time, there has been but one sentiment 
entertained and but one course pursued. So 
that, I have the firmest persuasion, that no 
native brother has ever been united to our 
chnrches in India, possessing competent know
ledge of the simple elements of truth, and the 
most moderate power of verbal utterance, whom 
the missionaries have not engaged to preach 
the gospel near and afar off. Sumctime::i, a.nJ. 
with respect to some departments of labour 11.Ild 
some modes of operation, there h,we been dilfer
enccs of opinion and co~·rei3p0t1Ll!ug disso1:1-a1~cl! 
of fcc!iug, but, upon thill, a pcrkct un,uuuuty 
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of aentiment hM prevailed, and only one line 
of conduct has been pursued, The senior bre
thren, so designated in relation to those of 
m who were recently sent to the fielcl, when 
writing upon a point then in controversy be
tween us, remnrk, "Have we not sent ont to 
the work every brother who 'll'ILS e.t nil fit for 
the work, )'l'.'a, and l!!Ome who were not fit?" the 
lnst expression, to be taken, of course, with due 
allowance. Our l,onoured brother Chamberlain 
in the sevcrnl stations he fonnded and occupied, 
ancl in all his painfol itineraries did the same. 
Mr. Robinson, now of Cuttak, and Mr. 
V.'illillm Carey, of Cutwa, missionaries now of 
forty years' standing, have always followed the 
same course, RS we also did: who were united in 
Calcutt•, both in the city and through the 
neighbourhood. A day seldom passed, when, 
if illness or other unavoidable cause did not 
interpose to prevent, we were not seen in street 
or lane, or native chapel, yoked with a native 
brother in preaching the gospel and other 
kindred exercises, Happy are the recollections 
of such scenes, and happier still would they be, 
were not :JI hope of thell' renewal cut off. The 
names of Krishnoo Paul, Petumber Sing, 
Labuck Ram, Loobhoo, Kangalee, Brindubundh, 
Ingarnisser, and Paunchoo, connected with 
former days, recur with interest to the mind; 
nor less worthy of regard are Soojatalee and 
others now devotedly employed in advancing 
the' blessed work of evangelization, all, with 
only two exceptions, known to me, and who, 
from the competent knowledge they possess of 
the gospel economy, their general character 
and deportment, the good sense and shrewdness 
of some, the fluency and acceptable elocution 
of others, together with the cheerfulness with 
which they generally devoted themselves to the 
good work, may with thankfulness be referred 
to as a source of strength and of honour to our 
mission, of almost inappreciable extent. And 
I detract nothing from this jnst encomium, 
when I yet say, that, the efficiency of these 
brethren was in a great degree attributable to 
the fact, that the European brethren who were 
the instruments of their conversion generally 
accompanied them in their journeys, and worked 
side-by-side with them, as, no doubt, is the case 
with our brethren at present, In proof of the 
extent to which this instrumentality has been 
made availing, I need onl,r refer to a paper of 
statistics furnished to mmistere for their use 
in pleading the cause of the mission in the 
metropolitan churches on the sabbath precerl
ing the annual meeting. By that document it 
is made to appear that there are at present 87 
nati,·e assistants and preachers. A number, it 
must be confessed of no discouraging extent, 
and affording no nnequivocal proof that our 
mission brethren are sensibly alive to the im
portance of this instrumentality in the pro
secutiou of their work, that, between them and 
the Committee and friends of the mission at 
home, there exists no material difference of 
j udgment, perLaps, no difference at all, and, 
that, wLcn reference is made to this subject, 
it should Le with congratulation, that the thing, 
justly deemed <lesiraLlc, has been always <lone, 
is doing- lo greater and greater extent; and, the 
Lrdlircu rrl,rua<l should Le deemed entitled to 
c0112mujdnr0n, tL:lf, lJy tLe divine favour, they 

have proceeded in the right nnd desired direction 
so far, and have effeeteil so much, nnd not to 
seeming rebuke nnd chilling implications of cen
sure that they hl\ve attemptc,I and nccomplishe,l 
so little. 

If the missionai-ies have encourngcd 1md en
gaged the native hrethren always aml to so grent 
nn extent in proclaiming the gospel, it ongbt to be 
presumed that they have been inclined to dis
cove1· and to pursue the right course ns to the 
native pastorate, and that, if nil the circum
stances attending the cn.sc were known and 
were justly considered, it would be allowed by 
candid persons, that the brethren have been 
solicitous to discern and to do, and perhaps 
have oclually done, the best, and nil, that was 
practicable in their circumsbmces and the 
sphere in which the Divine hand has placed 
them: that they are as thankfully the devoted 
friends of the cause at home could wish them 
to be, to the advancing and meliorating state of 
things around them, and which will enable 
them more widely to accomplish their own 
desires and those of their friends at home, iu 
both enlarging and perfecting the churches they 
are fonnding. 

If the question, however, be asked, Why, 
then, have not the missionaries ordained native 
pastors, and left them to an independent 
course and to their own nnaided strength and 
resources ? two or three brief replies may 
be given, As, in the first pince, the churches, 
and the members of them respectively, have 
been few-they commenced ancl continued to 
grow up, for the most part, in the vicinity of 
the missionaries' own residence-it was natural 
that the converts should seek contiguity to 
their spiritual benefactors, for edification and 
Christian counsel. Often they have done so to 
obtain protection from persecution, and to be 
sheltered from domestic and social violence and 
wrong. Some have been ejected from their 
home, have been utterly repudiated by their 
relations and friends, have been despoiled of all 
their little substance, expelled from the circle 
in which they moved, every avenue to labour 
and to moderate respectability cut off, the 
common elements of subsistence and even 
residence absolutely denied, and existence con
verted into a withering and immitigable blank. 
In cases not a few, the converts have been from 
the Byragee or religious class, Their temporal 
and their professed religious life are absolutely 
identified. Upon their conversion, they arc 
entirely destitute. Employment they never 
had; and food and clothing, and residence, for 
a time, must be supplied, or they perish; o_r, 
they are driven back into dark and horrid 
superstition. In such cases, what is a mission
ary brother to do? le he, before he gives thnt 
which is needful to the brother who wants food 
and raiment, to stop and speculate upon the 
advantage that might accrue to the convert 
from hie being resigned to suffer, and to !ear!' 
the value of his convictions by the trials he JS 

called to endure ?--or, shall he not rather be 
guided by the philosophy which enjoins us to 
remember them that arc in bonds os bound 
with them, and them who suffer oclversity as 
being ourselves also in the body? S_uch tem
porary relief as we are thus nccessttatc,1 to 
supply, it is confessed may hr, n11<l has uecu, 
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nbused, But after a little experience nod a 
measure of practical wisdom is attained, and it 
tnkes no r-eat length of time to acquire it, the 
Joss sustamed will be but to a small amount, 
'fhe minimum of relief is generally given; and 
those who are not sincere have little temptation 
to continue with us; ancl finding that to be the 
case they go, and we derive from the unwel
com~ event o trifling accession to the wisdom so 
valuable to our work. Those who are found 
"faithful" [arc joined to the Christian follow
ehip • and, if they are deemed suitnble, arc en
gaged to help us in missionary labour. They 
accompany us daily in our publi_c exercises, help 
us in our psalmody, prny occas10nally; and, as 
they are able, begin to speak, dispute, and 
preach. So employed, they arc deemed en
titled to support. This has been accorded with 
strict economy. If, as the consequence of this, 
the hen then reproach and accuse our nati vc bre
thren of worldly motives, we know well enough, 
after a little practice, how to understand them. 
It is often mere affectation, If otherwise, their 
motives arc easily enough detected, and their 
taunts go for what they arc worth, Their 
levity or their malice is little to be regarded in 
tesolving the deportment of a missionary. 

The printing establishments of Serampore 
and Calcutta have been of great providential 
advantage in supplying labour and the needful 
•ubsistence to many native brethren in their 
emergency, and have spared them from destitu
tion, and the missionary brethren from much 
pain and anxiety, 

When converts become numerous, as, we 
trust, they soon will do, the Christian and the 
other branches of society will properly and of 
necessity adjust themselves to each other, as 
they do in other parts of the world. The 
recent order in council, setting aside the former 
legal consequences incurred by breaking caste 
will concur greatly with other causes sensibly 
at work to accelerate a glorious and beneficial 
change in native society, both social and 
religious, throughout the multitudinous millions 
of India. 

The candid reader of the above remarks will, 
therefore, perceive that the gathering of the 
native converts into the same localities in 
which the missionaries dwelt, arose from no pur
pose of the latter to acquire or retain pre
eminence and presidency; but rather and most 
t~uly f:om the natural order of events and pro
vidential arrangement, Where the missionary 
resided, thither the converts resorted. There 
the church was formed-there the ordinances 
were administered; nnd, as matter of course, 
the missionary would preside. If, as is alleged, 
such .!!residency may induce sycophancy and 
parasitical dependence, it may be replied, that 
the ~ame dangers are inch.lent to the same 
relations at home, The sole difference is 
rceolvable into the difference of Hindoo and 
English society; that there is a comparative 
feebleness in the intellectual character am\ 
me!'t~l habitudes of llindoo, perhaps of all 
As1nt,c charncter, and n conesponding un
stayedness ~ud imperfection of deportment as 
compar~d with the European inhabitants of the 
W,0 rld, 1s not matter of debate, but of fact. 
'l !••t such characteristics as are indigenous to 
climate an,! so rare will prercnt themselves in 

the Christian as well a.a other members of 
society, is reasonab_le to suppose, And, if there 
has been n seemmg reluctance to introduce 
native hrethren to the pastorate, and somewhat 
more delay ,ball have taken place in doin~ so 
than could have heen desired, or may have bee~ 
expected, it is justly to be ascribed to snch 
causes as have been above referred to, rather 
than to any high bearing on the part of the 
missionaries disposing them to keep the native 
brethren in dependence, and to withhold them 
from the enjoyment of their privileacs or the 
exercise of their talents to the utmost extent to 
which they are available, It is said that the 
Hon. Company employ many respectable 
natives in their service, and why cannot the 
missionaries do so in their work? The Hon. 
Company, it may be replied, employ in their 
service those whom they believe best qualified 
for its performance. Our missionary brethren 
have pursuc,l the same course, There has 
always been a portion of the native population 
educated and trained to business, and the 
choicest of them are at the command of the 
government, the emoluments of the public 
eervice being greater than can elsewhere be 
procured, The general character and the intel
lectual culture of the native population are 
rapidly advancing, and the Company are 
employing them in more responsible situations. 
Our native brethren have ordinarily been of the 
lower conditions of life; but in the proQ'l'ess 
of things, we may hope the Christian disciples 
may sometimes be of a higher status and character, 
and that no difficulty will exist to their bein" 
either evangelists or pastors. Ingarnisscr a"'f 
Mongyr was of respectable connections and 
excellent ahilities, and such is our brother 
So?jatalee of Calcutta. . Forty years ago 
Knshnoo Paul was both missionary and pastor 
in the district of Maida, Petroos in J essorc, 
and Peters in Orissa. After some two or three 
years the senior brethren thought it proper to 
withdraw them, and the stations were discon
tinue<!. Such disappointments we may hope 
will not be experienced to any great dee-rce in 
future; and reference is made to the past, only 
to assure the friends of the mission at home 
that this important part of the design has not 
been neglected by the brethren "·horn thcv 
have sent forth to effectuate their bencvolen't 
desires abroad. Strong evidence would he 
required to induce the belief, that brethren 
Leslie, Lawrence, Parsons, and George Pearce 
and others, are not apprecient of the importance 
of this as of other branches of labour; or that, 
being so, they should be averse to its adoption. 
The last named brother has written au ,Lie 
letter in favour of the native pastorate. TLis 
letter is an undoubted proof of our brother's 
candour, since for twenty years he hc!cl an 
opinion different from that which he now 
advocates: and the fact that so many brethren, 
members of the association to which he refers, 
entertain sentiments in unison with bis own, 
may indicate that a felicitous state of thinas is 
approaching: and, yet, that half the asscurblecl 
missionaries were of another persuasion, mny 
Le allowed to moderate our contidrnce and l'ur 
expectations for the future; whilst yet it may 
assure every candid person that the cour,c 
which the brethren of all d,,uomiuations haw 
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hitherto pursued has been from what they cou
sidcrcd to be the soundest wis,lom. 

Comparisons nre instituted between the 
labours of the 1tpostles and the economy which 
they practised in the churches which they 
raised, and that incumbent upon modern 
missionaries. Such comparisons are to be con
ceived of ";th some limitation nncl with a sound 
discretion, or we get into pcrpkxity by attempt
ing to urge them where similitndes fail, and 
where imittttion would be impracticable or 
absurd. Precedents bind, when circumstances, 
as time, place, persons, and occrlsions definitively 
coincide: not othcrt\·ise, except in limited 
degree which Christian wiS<lom must discern 
and Christian piety apply and carry into effect. 
It is granted that the spirit in which we are to 
labour, the objects of our labour, and the final 
ends of it, are in perfect and perpetual affinity. 
.From the history of the apostles' labours we 
may likewise derive much instruction 8.'3 to the 
manner of pursuing our great design and solemn 
incitations to holy affections. Beyond this the 
parallel will fuil. The distinction bet wcen the 
apostles and missionaries is not cxh:iu5tcd when 
it is allowed that the former were inspired, that 
they worked miracles and spake with tongues. 
It is presumed tLat in some super-eminent 
sense it devolved upon them to penetrate into 
every place, to which by any physical possibility 
they could gain access, they being the chosen 
and sole depositaries of the laws npon which the 
new dispensation was to be founded. For them 
to have rested long in one locality wonld seem, 
except nnder special di vine monition, incom
patible with their distinct function. The trust 
and the 1<orrelative duty between the apostles 
and others is entirely commensurate in this 
view of the cMe. The apostles, again, were 
under direct instructions often, if not always 
so, as imperatively to determrne the places to 
which they shonld joUiney, and in which and 
for what time to rest. But such specific and 
divine guidance is not vouchsafed to our brethren, 
The grand purpose to which their life is con· 
secrated, is to diffuse the gospel through as 
wide a compass 8.'3 their strength and their 
circumstances will allow. But what shall be 
the proportion of time they shall devote to 
travelling or comparative repose, and to what 
precise extent they shall make the gospel known 
in any place, whether so 8.'3 to give a moderate 
hope, that the greater part of its inhabitants 
may have derived an opportunity of becoming 
acquainted with its import; or whether they 
must prolong tlieir stay, until literally every 
one shall have been instructed, must be left to 
circumstances and the missionary's own coo
victien of duly lo determine. No committee, 
it is hoped and believed, will ever attempt to 
interpose a special directive authority respecting 
such details; and, least of all, can such inter
forence be apprehended from such a body of 
Christian persons, when it is remembered that 
the greater number of them consist of the 
ministers of Christ, who may naturally be sup• 
posed to Le too semiuly alive to the value of 
their own liberty in the service of Christ, to 
encroach wilfully on that of their follow 
servauta, who) v,,ith like responsibilities, arc 
called to labour iu anotucr part of his vineyard. 

The conduct of the apostles iu ordaiuiog 

elders and pastors over th~ churches they 
formed is refcr.-ed to ns an anthol'itativc example 
to regulate the proceeding• of misaione.riee, 
We grant the correctness of the general Jll'in
ciplc; only clesiring that its application nmy he 
made under their own direction ; for it is sup. 
posed their own conduct and the instructions 
they gave upon the same subject wouhl be in 
harmony. The things which Timothy had 
heard of the apostle _he was to deliver to faith
fol men who should be able to teach o(hers 
als,. (2 Tim. ii. 2.) "He was not to lny hands 
suddenly on any, lest be should be partaker of 
other men's sins." (1 Tim. v. 22.) (See also, 
the first Epistle of Timothy, chap. iii. where 
the qualifications of bishops, or pastors, are 
specified.) No society could desire, from motives 
of economy or zeal, so to hasten the progress of 
the work, that oUI brethren should collate to 
the pastoral office persons glaringly deficient in 
the attributes described in the passages above 
referred to; and, in cases where they are pos
sessed to any moderate extent, there can he no 
reason to suppose that the brethren can be long 
ignorant of their existence, or designedly averse 
to their appropriate application and their fullest 
development in accomplishing the great work 
to which their own Ii 1•es are devoted. That the 
benevolent anxieties of the Committee and of 
the Christian public at home should be alive in 
the same direction, is. both reasonable and 
proper. There can he no jnst cause for collision, 
nor for any great divergency of judgment upon 
these subjects; and if due candour he exercised 
towards the proceedings of our brethren abroad, 
and just regard be paid on their part to the 
benevolent wishes of the Committee and friends 
at home, and if we all mingle patience with our 
zeal and love, whilst we wait and labour for the 
" coming and kingdom" of our Lord, much 
good may result to the mission from the atten
tion these subjects are now receiving. To aid 
in the just conception of them, and so to con
tribute in some slight measure to that good, bas 
been my inducement in offering theee remarks 
to the courteous attention of our friends and 
the Christian public. 

Believe me, dear Mr. Editor, 
Yours, with due esteem and affection, 

May 18, 1852, EUSTACE CAREY, 

TIIE DAPTIST UNION, 

To the Editor of the Baptist Magazine. 

May 13, 1852. 
The proceedings of the late Annual Session 

of the Baptist Union have made the public 
acquainted with the fact that this body is in 
considerable financial difficulties, so consider
able, indeed, as to threaten the existence of the 
Union itself. It ie true that thie issue has 
been staved off for the moment by the liberality 
and public spirit of the brethren then assembled, 
by whom guarantees were given of the payment, 
within two months, of sums adequate to the 
liquidation of the adverse balance; but this 
serves ouly for the moment, and the difficulty 
will quickly, it should rather be said, will 
immediately recur, unless a different system 
can be pursued. 
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Jn these circum&toncM two lending questions 
present themselves. First, Is the "!]nion worth 
supporting? Secondl7., What 1s the best 
method of supporting 1t? A word or two on 
each of these questions. 

I. Jg the Union worth s_uppo~ting? What 
are its objects? What arc its domgs? 

Generally speaking, the Union has two 
objects. 1'he one of these is to give compact
ness and unity to the baptist denomination, 
both at home and abroad : the other is, to 
express the sentiments, on J.>Ublic m~asu~es 
interesting to them, of the baptist denommat10n 
in England. 

That these are desirable, useful, and even 
important objects will scarcely be questioned; 
but it may be said that the nttainment of them 
requ.ires ~ much more co"!plete _and extended 
ergauizat10n than the Baptist U mon possesses. 
We will not deny that with a wider organiza
tion the Union could render better service; 
nevertheless, with the organization which it 
bas, partial and defective as it _is, it can J.>Ursue 
the same ends, and to a certam extent 1t can 
accomplish them. 

The means by which the Union endeavours 
to give a degree of compactness and unity to 
the baptist denomination, both at home and 
abroad appear in the Baptist Manual, which is 
prepar;d and published by them annually. This 
work contains as complete a picture as can be 
formed of the ever shifting aspect of the 
denomination at home ; and by the annual 
letters of foreign correspondents, it presents a 
combined, though less detailed view of the 
denomination abroad. 

The Appendix to the Baptist Manual ex
hibits the means taken by the Union to express 
the sentiments, on public questions interesting 
to it, of the denomination in England. The 
pastors and representatives of the united 
churches meet regularly in an Annual Session, 
and a Committee is appointed from year to 
year, who meet as occasion may require; and 
these bodies respectively adopt such measures 
as may seem good to them. On some occasions 
they adopt and publish resolutions; on some 
occasions they lay before the churches the 
grounds of an appeal to the legislature ; on 
some occasions they write letters or send 
deputations to foreign brethren ; and on some 
occasions they present memorials to the British 
or to foreign governments. That these are not 
such complete expressions of the sentiments 
of the baptist denomination as could he desired, 
may be admitted: they are, nevertheless, 
expressions of its sentiments to a certain, all(l 
to a very valuable extent, especially seeing 
there is no other organization by which any• 
thing of the kind can be effected at all. 

We no,v put the question for an answer:
Is such a system of operations worth supporting? 
It ~•y perhaps be replied, yes, if they are well 
carried on; if they be not negligent of denomi
national interests Oil the one hand, or meclclle
Lme with indivi,lual churches on the other. 

et experience, then, be the jml~c, and those 
who _are acquainte,l with the lustory of the 
Baptist Union pronounce the verdict. ,vhich 
of the churches has to complain of its inter
ference; or what public-spiritc,l baptist of its 
neglect? Has it not at oi1ce spoken when it 

ought to speak, an,1 been silent when it ought 
to be silent? 

It is true that these operations make very 
little of either noise or show. The labour of 
getting up elaborate statistics and condnctinoo 
an extens1ve correspondence is quietly performed 
in the study, and no one hears anything of it 
tiU, in the annual ac:count, some twenty or 
thirty guineas is charged for labels and postages. 
An observant and responsible watchfulness of 
public affairs is a mere habit of the mind, and 
its results are only occasional, as in the trans
mission of a memorial to a despotic government 
on behalf of persecuted brethren, of which the 
public hears little, or a conference with a foreign 
ambassador in support ofit, of which the public 
hears nothing. All this is very trne. These 
operations are noiseless and unobtrusive ; bn t 
are they therefore worthless, or undeserving of 
support? Will subscription• be rel'lctantly 
given because they are lair! out in nothing more 
showy than blotted postage stamps? Or will 
an habitual watch be unsustained, because the 
occasions of its action are happily few, and the 
mode of its interposition necessarily concealed? 
We confess that we do not ourselves reason in 
this manner, nor do we think that our brethren, 
when they are awake, will do so. If, however, 
we should be mistaken, and there should not be 
found in the baptist denomination public spirit 
enough to supply about £l00 a year for such ob
jects, it will be easy, after reading this appeal, to 
Jet thehalting machinery go wholly into desuetude. 

II. Upon the supposition, however, of a 
different response, a brief notice is demanded 
for the second question. The Union being 
worthy of support, what is the best method of 
supporting it? 

It might seem that, the sum required for its 
support being so small, no difficulty ought to be 
found in raising it. The reverse, howe\'er, is 
the fact. And besides this, contributions have 
hitherto been sought from the most infelicitous 
quarter. The Baptist Union being a union of 
churches, contributions have been sought from 
chu1'ches. But churches as such have nothin" 
to give. There are usually not funds amilabl~ 
for such a grnnt, nor is the object adapted for a 
public collection. In this method, moreover, 
the appeal for money comes npen a large 
number of poor, and upon not a few i•ery poor 
churches, to whom the contribution of even the 
smallest sum is burdensome. ,ve are weary of 
these painful and almost fruitless appeals. It 
is no longer to the churches that the Baptist 
Union must look for support, but to individuals. 
\Ve especially press this matter upon the con
sideration of those baptists-and there are a 
large number of them-who nre capable at once 
of appreciating the operations of the Union, and 
of supporting them. Set it <lawn, dear bretllren, 
that the Union is not to be supported by five 
shillings or a pound a year from the chw·ch, but 
by an annual contribution ji·o,n yourselves. 
Put it into the list of your regular subscriptions; 
and without annexing a large sum to it, you 
will speedily free the Union from nil its ditli. 
culties, Ami permit us to a,M, that you will 
,loublc the value of your beneficence if you will 
supply it without asking-we mean without 
continual as1dng. The printing ant.1. issuing of 
n. thousand circular~ iuvolves a large amount of 
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both expense and trouble, espcci~lly to be 
rcwctted when the only object is to remind 
brethren thnt a small subscription is due, 

By order of the Annual Session, 
EDWARD STEANE, ls t . 
J. H. Hr1'TON, ~ ecre ar,es, 

nArTIST MISSION IN GEm!.\NY. 

DEAR SIR,-T,rice I have called attention 
to the importance of our_ brother Oncke~'• 
labours in the cause of Chr1~t a.t Hamburg; 1n 
Fcbruarv inTiting co-operation for the purpose 
of raising funds to_ help him and his ~oadjutors, 
and in your April number prcsentrng a very 
careful expose by brother Oncken of the 
objects proposed by them, ~ t_he grou~ds of 
appeal which would surely Justify and mducr. 
contribution to the fund opened at my instance, 
and which has already amounted to more than 
£60. I mav now be permitted to recur to the 
subject, by· submitting a brief sketch of the 
beads of that letter in April, which is of some 
length, and m,y very possibly have escaped. the 
notice of some of your readers, more especially 
in the midst of the exciting scenes of the last 
month. 

Mr. Oncken seeks pecuniary support,* 
l, In aid of missionaries, of whom four are 

about to be sent forth to the field of labour this 
summer. 

2. In aid of other brethren preparing for 
their intended work of missionary labour in 
future. 

3. In o.id of the distribution of tracts 
already printed in _Germ'.'n, J?anish, and Pol!sh, 
and to be printed 1f possible Ill Dutch, Swedish, 
and Lithuanian. 

4, In aid of brethren suffering imprison
ment, fines, a.nd confis~tion, ~nder persecution. 

5. In aid of the circulat10n of the Holy 
Scriptures without Apocrypha. 

In conclusion, let it not be forgotten what 
God has wrought i~ Germany, Denma~k, and 
Sweden in connection more or less with the 
Hambu~g church. The gospel is regularly 
preached at three hundred stations, There are 
forty churches and eighty branch churches, 
numbering 3806 members, 1400 Sundaysehola.rs, 
with 153 teachers; and an annual circulation of 
26000 copies of the holy scriptures, and 
between four and seven hundred thousand 
tracts. Such a.re the results of the mission : 
millions have heard the precious gospel through 
the united exertions of pastors, evangelists, 
colporteurs, and the members of churches 
generally. With the urgency of these facts before 
uo let us trust that our brethren in Great 
B;itain will support to the utmost of their 
abilities that cause which is indeed the Lord's, 
not ours. 

Soon I hope I shall be enabled to forward to 
our brother the sum, and far more than that 
,um for which 1 have pleaeecl. And still more, 
may we not hope that widely extended effort■ 
will not be in vain exerted, to induce the speedy 
termination of all persecution of every kind? 

Yours sincerely, 
1-J.amptrtead, May 16. S. WlLKIN, 

* Here see Intelligence, April, p. 230, under tbe 
liead ".Renewed Persecution." 

EDITORIAL POSTSCRIPT, 
Some of our rea<lers observed in tho 

"Morning Advertiser'' two or three weeks ngo 
a leading ,uticle of considerable length con
sisting of animadversions, which commenced 
thus: ",vc published yesterday a letter from 
the Hev. William Graser, Secretary of the 
Sunday School Union, and Editor of the 
Baptist Magazine, in reference to the appear
ance of the Rev. Dr. Dyer on the platform 
at the Annual Meeting of the Sunday School 
Union," Our attention h:wing been called 
to it on the day on which it was published 
we wrote immediately t(l the editor of th~ 
paper, saying that we never had the honour 
to he one of the Secretaries of the Sunday 
School Union, ,that a cousin of the same 
name had discharged the duties of that 
office several years, bnt that we knew nothing 
whate,·er of the transactions under dis
cussion. We supposed that the editor of the 
Morning Advertiser would have been de
lighted with the opportunity of announcing 
in his largest type, and in his most conspicu
ous column, that the editor of the Baptist 
Magazine was not the delinquent be had 
represented him as being. That gentleman, 
if report speaks truly respecting his identity, 
had expressed himself very courteously here
tofore, when some of his early works had been 
commended in the pages of the Maga
zine, and we thought it probable that he 
would be glad to say that the course which 
he condemned had not received our sanction. ,v e have not been able to learn, however, 
that our note has been mentioned in the 
Advertiser; or that the slightest apology has 
been made to the receiver of the flogging, for 
the mistake of the administrator in laying 
the whip on innocent shoulders, We agree 
with some of our friends who say that this is 
not right. We can think of but one excuse 
for it. Perhaps our assailant, in his cooler 
moments, 1·eviewing what he had written 
hastily, perceived that there was in it so little 
real weight that it could be of no con
sequence whether it attached to the 
editor of the Baptist Magazine or to any 
other person. This view of the case, we 
confess, is very much our own. 

The Rev, George Small, late missionary at 
Benares, does not intend to return to India, 
but we have authority to say that he would be 
happy to take a pastoral charge in this 
country. The Rev. William Symonds also 
informs us that it is his intention to resign 
the pastorate of the South Islington Baptist 
church at Midsummer next, and that he is 
open to invitations from other churches. 

We have just learned that J, G. Gotch, 
Esq. of Kettering finished his honourable 
course on Lord's day evening, May 23, aged 
80. 
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. ANNUAL MEETINGS. 

MEETJNG Oli' SU'J3SCRIBERS, 

At the General Meeting for the 
transaction of business held in the 
Baptist Mission House April the 23rd, 
at eleven o'clock in the forenoon, on the 
motion of the Rev. C. Larom of Sheffield, 
seconded by the Rev. C. M. Birrell of 
Liverpool, the Rev.Joseph Angus, M.A., 
President of Stepney College, was called 
to the chair. 

The Rev. Jonathan George of Wal
worth engaged in prayer. 

The minutes of the last General Meet
ing, held April 28th, were then read, 
with some parts of the Report, and the 
Balance Sheet of the Treasurer, audited 
hy Messrs. Solomon Leonard, and William 
Lepard Smith. 

The letter of the Treasurer recorded 
in the minutes of April 6th, was then 
taken into consideration, recommending 
that for the year 1852-3, "the expendi
ture should be confined, as strictly as 
possible, to the limit at which it at 
present stands, so that any Donations 
(not included in Country Contributions) 
or Legacies which may come to hand 
may be available for, and applied to, 
the liquidation of the remaining debt, 
and to provide for any unforeseen fall
ing off in the receipts or other con
tingency to which we are always 
exposed." 

It was then resolved on the motion 
of the Rev. R. W. Overbury of London, 
seconded by the Rev. James Webb of 
Ipswich, "That this meeting expresses 
its cordial thanks to Joseph Tritton, Esq. 
for his valuable services in the office of 
Treasurer during the past year, and that 
after having given grave consideration 
to his remarks on the subject, they 
1·espectfully and strongly urge upon 
their esteemed friend to act as Treasurer 
of the Society for the year ensuing. 
They beg to add that they have much 
pleasure in adopting his suggestion of 
the 6th of April as regards the future 
management of the business of the 
Society." 

Mr. Tritton having signified his 
acceptance of the office, it was moved 

by the Rev. B. Evans of Scarborough, 
seconded by the Rev. W. Walters of 
London, "That the cordial thanks of this 
meeting be presented to the Rev. W. 
Groser for his services during the past 
year, and that he be respectfully re
quested to continue his services during 
the year ensuing." 

A list of the attendances of the 
members of the Committee during the 
year having been read, it was announced 
that Mr. Beddome had retired on 
account of ill health, and Mr. W. D. 
Hanson on account of his removal to a 
distant part of the kingdom. The 
gentlemen whose names follow, having 
been nominated seriatim, they were 
elected to serve on the Committee for 
the ensuing year. 
ALDIS, Rev. JOHN'" 
B1owooo, Rev. JoHN' 
BOND, W. H. Esq. 
FrSHBOURNE, Rev. G. ,v. 
GEORGE, Rev.JON ATHAN 
GROSER, Rev. PHILIP 
HARVEY, J .. ,L\IES, Esq. 
HILL, JOHN, Esq. 
HowCEso~, Rev. "\V. 
JAY, ALFRED, Esq. 

Low, JA:\IES, Esq. 
MrALL, Rev. WrLLL<\.ll 
OLIVER, Mr. JA,rEs 
OVERBURY, Rev .. R. W. 
ROTHERY, Rev. JO::ib:PH 
SANDER~, JOSEPH, Esq. 
TREsTR.AIL, Rev. F .. 
\VALTERS, Rev .. ,v. 
W ATSO:Y, SAl\TTJEL, E::1(1. 
Yomw, T. E.9q. 

It was resolved that W. L. Smith, Esq. 
and J. H. Allen, Esq. be requested to 
audit the accounts of the ensuing year. 
The thanks of the meeting were;then 
presented to the Rev. Joseph Angus for 
his conduct in the chair, and the 
doxology was sung. 

PUBLIC MEETING. 

On Tuesday evening, April 27th, at 
Finsbury Chapel, the Treasurer, Joseph 
Tritton, Esq., took the chair at half 
past six o'clock. A hymn having been 
sung, and prayer having been offe:ed by 
the Rev. Dr. Acworth, the Chauman 
spoke as follows : 

l\Iy Christian friends! Eight yenrs ago I had 
the pleasure of presiiling at the Annual Meeting 
of this ~ociety; and though the period that has 
elapse,l has heen comparatively brief, yet a very 
cmsory glance at some of its more prominent 
events is suggestive of much matter for serio,us 
consideration and much motive for intluenhd 
action. That petio,l hns witnesseil many un,l 

:? l' 
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great changes in respect to the sphere of our 
labours, and that which may be termed the 
domestic or home department of the a,lmi
nistration of this Society. In respect to the 
latter, the Treasurer by whom I was supported 
on the occasion referred to has gone to his rest; 
members of the Committee, some in all the 
power of their manhood, and others well 
stricken in years, have also been withdrawn 
from amongst us; many whom I then had the 
pleasure of addressing have ceased to meet with 
us in these earthly assemblies, and have become, 
we doubt not, members of the general assembly 
above. Though in the secretariat of this 
Society, I am thankful to say, we have not to 
speak of the departed, yet the friend on my 
right is the fourth person who, during that 
time, has filled this important post. It is, 
however, I think, a matter for rejoicing and for 
devout thankfulness to God, that a succession 
has in each case been maintained, and that 
while some have fallen, others have been found 
to come forward to be, if we may use the 
scriptural phrase, "baptized for the dead;" 
while, if some have been led, in the providence 
of God, to see it right to retire, others again 
have come forward to be as substitutes in the 
place of the living; so that it can be said, that 
if some men have laboured, others have entered 
into their labours; and not for want of instru
mentality has the cause been in any wise 
straitened. 

Then, in respect to Ireland, what great 
changes and events have transpired during 
the last eight years! We will not speak 
of political changes or events; we are met to
night for spiritnal purposes. We would fain 
breathe an atmosphere untainted by the struggles 
of party, and undisturbed by the clashings of 
differences in mere worldly opinions; and I 
should be the first to blame myself if, on review
ing the proceedings of this evening, I should 
feel that I had opened the door, in any measure, 
for the introduction of topics which, in my 
experience, though not a very long one, I 
have known frequently to mar, never to make, 
a religious anniversary. There have been, 
however, and there are still, certain great social 
movements in the land, towards which our 
feelings and our efforts are directed, which muy, 
and which probably will, tell largely upon 
Ireland's future religious history. There 
was, for instance, that terrible famine, when 
the angel of death stalked through the 
length and breadth of the land, and filled its 
cabins and its cots with "lamentation, and 
mourning, and woe.'' And then came that 
terrible pestilence, to glean the fields already, 
alas ! far too w@ll reaped. And then there set 

in that strange modern Exodus of a peeled, nud 
stricken, and oppressed people, which is still 
continuing to 1'011 its deep tide to1vnrds the far 
woods of the ,vest, and threatening to drnin 
the very lifc-bloo,l of the land away, Truly 
dark and mysterious do these dispensations 
seem, if viewed only in the light of 
human judgment. Why, we are ready to 
inquire, these additional bitter and sorrowful 
ingredients in a cup already so full of 
misery? But, believing as we do in the 
perfect rectitude of that lofty and supreme 
government, to whose sway the whole of the 
nations of the earth and all their destinies are 
subjected-believing, as we do, in the righteous 
equity of llim whose word has respect, both in 
prophetic foreshadowing and in historic nar
ration, to the islands of the sea, no less than to 
the mighty mainlands of earth-we are per
suaded that there are existing in them principles 
and elements of profound wisdom and of 
paternal benevolence, and that if taken on 
trust for a little while, the mystery will be dis
solved, the purpose uuravelled, and the develop
ment thereof issue in ascriptions of glory 
and of praise unto our God. What if it 
should be found that when that perish
able root upon which millions of our fellow 
creatures were wont to depend for subsistence 
failed, there failed also the priesthood's boasted 
blessing to remove the deadly blight? What 
if, in the hour of deep distress, thousands and 
tens of thousands of English treasure, and 
richer far, an untold amount of English 
sympathy, showed the practical falsity of what 
a too credulous and confiding people had been 
industrionsly taught - that England's pro
testantism was antagonistic and inimical to 
Ireland's liberty, to Ireland's peace, and to 
Ireland's progress? And what if now a 
vast emigration is bearing away to a land 
where they r.an think, and breathe, and speak, 
and act, in freedom, in the high concerns 
of their souls, those whose intellects have been 
enslaved, whose consciences have been held in 
bondage, and whose salvation has been repre
sented as in the power of gold to purchase, 
and in the hand of man to bestow or to 
withhold? And what if, in their stead, 
there is coming up a race who will not bow to 
a yoke which neither they nor their fathers 
were able to bear? Then it strikes me we 
may see how, by these very means, sto~e 
after stone may be loosened in that gigantic 
structure of error which is casting its deadly 
shadow alike on the Irishman's home and the 
[rishman's heart; it may be, for aught we can 
tell somewhat like those thunderings, and 

' · h d lightnings, and earthquakes, of which we ear 
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but ~ n few evenings back, which mark 
the advent of the time when "the prayers of 
all saints" are answered and "the set time to 
favour Zion is come.'' 

Nor must we omit to make reference to 
that remarkable religious movement which 
is going on in a certain part of Ireland, 
I have made repeated and earnest inquiries 
into the nature of that movement, because 
I think it behoves every one, especially in 
connexion with similar institutions, to en
deavour as far ae possible to find out what the 
truth is; and I am constrained to believe, 
through the representations of disinterested 
persons, that amidst much, of course, that is 
merely formal, a mere change from one church 
to another, there is indeed a goodly proportion 
of sound conversion to God; and though this 
belongs to another branch of Christ's church, 
shall we not rejoice therein? "Nay, there
in we do rejoice and will rejoice;" and 
we will pray that in God's good time we, 
too, may participate in some drops of a shower 
so blessed, and experience ourselves some 
similar season of "refreshing from the pre
sence of the Lord." Be it ours, my friend.•, 
to go on, steadily sowing the seed of troth 
-pure, simple, evangelical truth, so .hate
ful to the powers of darkness, so precious 
to "the children of light," and be assured 
that the· tares will not always prevail against 
the wheat, .and that darkness will not always 
triumph over light, but that a time will 
come, when he who sowed in sadness shall reap 
in joy, and beneath a far greater outpouring of 
the Spirit of God, or in the light of our blessed 
Master's presence, the sheaves of the glorious 
harvest shall abundantly compensate for " the 
heat and the burden" and the much labour 
"of the day." 

The report which is a.boot to be read 
to you will furnish l you with all needful 
information respecting the state of the So
ciety, I feel, therefore, that I am relieved 
of any necessity of referring to it, further 
than to express thus publicly my gratitude 
to God and to the friends of the Society, 
who have enabled us to realise one of the 
most· prosperous years in its history. And 
I feel that I should be doing injustice to 
my own feelings, nod injustice to those who 
?•ser~e, humanly speaking, to bear the palm, 
If I ~Id. not state to this meeting my deliberate 
convichon that, under God it is owin~ to the 
energies, the tact, the prudence, the admirable 
mn~ngement, of the gentleman who, at the last 
•nmversary, was introduced ns the ne,v 
Secretary of the Society, I will now call 
upon Mr, Groser to rgad thQ Report. 

The Report, as given in the Chronicle 
for May, having been read, the Rev. 
W. B. BowEs of Blandford Street moved 
the first resolution:-

That, in the opinion of this meeting, the blessing~ 
which our Lord Jesus Christ bestows upon the in
dividuals of every nation who commit themaelves 
to Hie guidance, are the blessings most needed by 
the people of Ireland; that this meeting earnestly 
desires, therefore, that His gracious message should 
be made known to all the inhabitants of that afflicted 
country ; and that it rejoices in the information 
contained in the report now read respecting the 
diminution of burden$ which have long repressed 
the energies of the Baptist Irish Society, and the 
increasing readiness of Christian friends to co 4 

operate in its support, 

I never felt so powerfully the force of a sen
timent once uttered by one of the greatest men 
of his age-the late Sir Robert Peel-who, 
upon his last accession to office, sa.id, with very 
significant emphasis, " Ireland is my great 
difficulty." This, sir, is my present and some
what painful conviction, and this is my frank 
and ingenuous confession; Ireland is my great 
difficulty. It requires some nerve to look with 
the eye of a moralist or a Christian upon that 
country ; and to speak of the degradation 
and destitution of its inhabitants, as such 
a subject ought to be spoken to, a.nd pressed 
home upon the understanding and upon 
the heart. To expose the wrongs which have 
been inflicted npon;its hardy bnt light-hearted 
sons, to denounce the evil of social ecclesias
tical systems, under which for centuries they 
have been downtrodden and cha.fed almost to 
the madness of desperation, are themes which 
require and which demand the loftiest eloquence 
of the mightiest of our species, To probe 
those wounds from which their life-blood is 
flowing, and to remove the cancerous mischief 
which is spreading its influence over their social 
and moral manhood, requires the sound jndg
ment, the practical wisdom, and the steady 
hand, of no every-day practitioner, To con
vince the people of Irelaml what is not only 
necessary, but absolutely essential, to their 
peace and prosperity, to bring them clearly to 
discern who are their real friends, and who are 
their real foes, to tear up that moral upas which 
for centuries has struck its roots in their soil, 
and which has spread a wide and almost uni
versal withering and ,blighting influence over 
their present and their immortal prospects, has 
already wearied and worn down some noble 
spirits, and staggered men of Herculean in
tellect, To raise her masses from squa!itl 
misery, to prove to them that it is in their 
power to exchange their rags of ,vretchedness 
for the attire of comfort and respectability by 
their own personal and persevering industry
to pour the light of celestial truth upo11 their 
misguided intellect, and expound to them 
the way of salvation by Jesus Christ, am! 
by Jesus Christ alone-to match their immortal 
spirits from the devouring flames, by the power 
of the Eternal Spirit - are objects which 
righteously and louclly call for the zealous 
efforts and untiring operations of the united 
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church.. [Aud, sir, in this high &nd holy 
en tcrpri,c yon and (he Christian friends now 
R~scmblrd, in connexion ·with kindred institu
tions, have long Rnd nob]~·• Rnd not withont 
Pomc good measure of ~ncccsi:!-, patiently and 
industriously, been employed; Rnd though there 
nre <lifficultics in the way and in the work to 
which our attention is more immediately cnlled 
this evening; difficulties, perhaps, somewhat 
peculiar to the soil which your agents and our 
bclowd brethren in the gospel of Jesus Ch1ist 
arc labouring to clear and break np, and spread 
over with the incorruptible seed, the wore! of 
the living God, which liveth and abideth 
for ever; those antagonistic elements, mighty, 
o ud forbidding-, and trying as they may 
be and are, are not, however, insuperable. 
They arc to be opposed; they must be 
grappled with, and they can only be over
come by that magnanimous principle which 
has power with God himself to prevail. We 
know, sir, that man everywhere is by nature n 
rebel against God; that his mind rises up in 
fearful hostility to our Lord Jesus Christ; that 
the wondrous tale of undeserved mercy, the 
surprising intelligence of infinite love, preached 
by the gospel of salvation, excites and draws 
forth the enmity of every carnal mind ; so that 
if that madness be tamed, if that obduracy he 
softened, if the powers of that mind be sanc
tified, and the love of that heart be won; if the 
individual he brought to listen with calmness 
and attention to the voice of the Son of God, 
and to receive the kingdom of God as a little 
child, there mnst he the operation of the ex
ceeding greatness of the power of God, 
Ent the agents of this society have not merely 
to contend against this universal prejudice
with the dense darkness of wilful ignorance 
which covers the human mind; nor have they 
simply to contend with a lifeless religion, nor 
with the sceptic or the infidel; the struggle has 
to be maintained with a spirit of ds.rker working 
and of a more subtle form. The agents of this 
society, unquestionably, have been, and will be, 
sometimes called upon to address the mere 
nominal Protestant, to point out the delusion 
and the danger of resting on anything, in the 
matter of salvation, short of the glorious person, 
the perfect atonement, and the infinite sacrifice 
and righteousness of our Lord Jesus Christ. 
They may be called npon at times to remind 
individuals that it is possible for the free and 
unfettered circulation of the Word of God to 
be admitted and pleaded for, even by those who 
never look into that "perfect law of liberty" 
for themselves, and that the necessity and im
portance of a preached gospel may he properly 
and eamestly pleaded for by individuals who 
give themselves no trouble to ascertain whether 
they are the recipients of the blessings which 
the gospel proclaims, or the subjects of those 
conquests which the gospel is destined to 
win. Eut the individuals to whom we 
How refer have to contend with persons of 
aoother class; they have principally to do with 
a system tliat acknowledges the Bible, hut 
<leuies its free aud unfettered circulation-which 
partially sanctions the perusal of the Bible, but 
so obscures it with canon and comment, that 
if Lope be caught from its sacred pages, 
eLa<lows, clouds, and darkness rest upon it. 

It Lo,s no do11ht occurred in the mission of tLe 

agents uf this society, that some 'per~ons have 
opposc,l the gospel under the influence of colcl
hcnrtcd infidelity; the words of ctcmal truth 
may by some have been maligned ; its holy 
doctrines may have been scouted and scowled 
upon, as the sheer results of human trickery 
and wicked priestcraft, To such in,lividuale 
the agents of this society arc necessarily called 
upon to produce evidence of the authenticity, 
intei;rity, and inspiration of God's revelation; 
and 111 such a case there is some nppea1·ance of 
argument, and some ground to hope that the 
labours of your n,gcnts may lead the scoffc1· no 
longer to scoff, nnd the sceptic at once 
to trust, But the great difficulty lies here: 
yon have to contend with a system which 
denies the right of private judgment, and shuts 
up discussion; which not only lays its impious 
hand upou the reason, the conscience, and 
the responsibility of man, but puts a ~ag 
into his mouth and a padlock upon his bps, 
To question the wisdom or the truthfulness, 
the infallibility or the divine right of the 
church, is a mortal sin; to question it is to 
doubt ; to doubt is not only hazardous to the 
soul, but places the soul that even dares to 
doubt beyond the pale of salvation. The 
decrees of the church are the interpreters 
of scripture ; they are above scripture, 
and the source of all scriptural authority 
when they have decided, and to announce 
that decision is the final argument. This 
would not silence, unquestionably, the man 
of God; but it would at once silence the 
opponent or the questionist, and seal up all 
discnssion, and shut up all thought, and that 
perhaps for ever, And yet it is cheering to 
know, that amongst the people in the sister 
island there is a spirit of inquiry waking up, 
and that they are beginning to think and to 
reflect upon these things for themselves ; that 
they are not so inaccessible by the messengers 
of truth and ipercy as they once were, Ent 
the fearful J!OWer of a hungry priesthood has 
yet to be entrrely broken; and that abominable 
system which is Ireland's curse, and the Irish
man's oppression, is yet to be, and will he, con
sumed by the spirit of the Lord's mouth, 
and destroyed by the brightness of His 
coming. 

What misgoverned Ireland wants supremely 
is the good-will of Him that dwelt r. in the 
hush, and all that was prefigured and · in
tended in the dew of Hermon, that dew 
which descended on the mountain of Zion; 
for "there the Lord commanded the blessing, 
even life for evermore." As a nation, 
Ireland is morally wounded and morally 
diseased; hut "there is balm in Gilead, and 
there is a physician there." The leaves of 
"the tree of life," which stands in the midst 
of the street of the city of God, and which 
yields its fruits abundantly and constanlly, arc 
" for the healing of the nations ;" and the 
leaves of this tree properly and powerfully 
applied, even to Ireland's woes, shall be 
found to retain all its healing virtues and 
its sanitive power. Well was it said by 
one who, I question not, loved . sincere!Y 
Ireland's soil, and laboured anx10usly in 
Ireland's emancipation, and could, no doubt, 
weep over her captivity and her misery, that 
"her voice, like the moans of the winds in her 
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r r glen• is wile! and sorrowful; her story, 
" less it 'be of days long faded from her, is of 

f~[Jen fortunes and blightecl. hopes. If s~e has 
ceaaecl to wea~ the manacle, with her emancipated 
hand she smites ~er. own ~osom, an_d mars her 
beauty. Her music 1s the dirge; o~ 1f_he! heart 

icld to a more cheerful t?uch, 1t. 1s m !he 
y nmeasurcd mirth or frantic re•act10n which 
~espeaks only despairing love." B~t that 
message of mercy and l?ve, to which my 
resolution refers, the glono~a gospel of t~e 
blessed God, _attended by lbs o'!'n power, 1s 
sufficient to dispel her gloom, to wipe her tears, 
and to put a new song into her mouth, "even 
raise unto our God." Sir, I am satisfied; 

~ith this meeting, it is no matter of question or 
debate-we are all agreed that the best remedy 
for the miseries ?f Ir~l~nd ~s t~e precious W o!d 
of God, in its s1mplic1ty, in its power, and m 
its purity. The gospel ts the remedy, that 
gospel carried there by men full of faith and the 
Holy Ghost, and preached_ to the peop~e in all 
eimplicity and godly affect10n,. and received. by 
them "not in word only, but tn demonstration 
of the Spirit and of power," it will pour the 
balm into her bleeding heart, will place the 
ornament of grace npon her heaving bosom, and 
fix the crown of glory upon her dishevelled 
brow will melt her wildest cries into sacred 
song~, and sanctify the genius of her people _with 
a holy fire. 

The Report seemed to breathe something 
like regret, and perhaps justly, in reference 
to the tide of emigration that has set in 
from that country. There may, perhaps, be 
some relief to the mind in the reflection, that 
the seed which this Society has scattered there 
is now in the members of the churches connected 
with this Society I as seed carried on the wings 
of the wind across the Atlantic to a distant 
land; so that the Baptist Irish Society 
after all, may become a Baptist Colonial 
Society. Here, then, is good reason, I think, 
why this meeting should earnestly desire that 
the gracious mcseage of our loving and ruling 
Lord should be made known to all the 
inhabitants of that afflicted country. And 
if this desire is sincere and heartfelt, and I 
have no right whatever to question it for a 
moment, it will prompt to generous and self
denying effort, for the accomplishment of such 
a glorious object. I feel persuaded that the 
concluding sentiment of the resolution will 
find a ready and a universal response in the 
henrts of all present. 

It must be gratifying to you, honoured 
sir; and to my oldest friend in the world 
except my mother, your devoted Secretary, 
to the members of the Committee, and to 
all those who are connected with this Society, 
to find that the long accumulnting and em
barrassing debt has been so far diminished. 
I could have wished that it wns now altogether 
and for ever gone. Still, we have reason to 
rejoice that so much has been done in this 
'.lirection, and more cspecinlly thnt there is an 
mcreasing readiness among the friends of the 
Re~ecmer to co-operate in the support of the 
Soc(ety. But we must not forget to whom we 
are mdebted for all that is bright ancl promising, 
and to whom we must look for all future success 
nnd for all real prosperity at home aud nbroad. 

Man plant. and waters, God bestows the bleea
in_g; man draws the bow nt a venture, God 
wrngs the arrow, and make a it oharp in the 
he_arts of His enemies, wherehy the people sub
mit themselves unto Him; and He claima all 
the glory of it to himself, making it as a 
motto in our holy religion which must never be 
controverted-" Not by might, nor by power, 
but by my Spirit, saith the Lord of Hosts." 
Ye•, my Christian friends, in all our exertions 
for the spread of the gospel,'_for the salvation of 
our fellow men, and for every expectation of 
our final victory over "every high thing that 
exalteth itself" against our Lord Jesus Christ, 
our faith and our hope must be in God; we 
must ascribe all to the Spirit Jehovah, and 
regard Him constantly as "all in all;" arnl 
when He shall come forth, according to His 
promise, and speak as He did when creation 
started forth from its primeval chaos, and 
another more magnificent and beautiful shall 
emerge from that darkness in which the moral 
universe has long been involved: and when the 
great Jehovah shall look down upon our world, 
and pronounce it "good,'' yea, "very good,,, 
then shall "the morning stars" again "sing 
together, and all the sons of God shout aloud 
for joy." 

The Rev. SAMUEL MANNING, M.A., of 
Frome, having been requested to second 
the resolution, said :-

The principle implied in this resolution seems 
to be that religion is an individual affair, that it 
consists not in any ecclesiastical organization 
or the association of men together in any church 
alliance, but in a personal relationship between 
man and God, The blessings of his grace a.re 
bestowed upon the unit not the aggregate; upon 
the individual not the maas. Th.is assertion 
seems a trite, almost a trivial, commonplace, 
hut it involves many of the most important 
questions at issue between ourselves and the 
papacy; for Rome has always endeavoured 
to crush and stifle all individnalism in re
ligion, and to make it a mere affair of eccle
siastical organization and priestly control. 
We, as protestants, hold that organization can 
only discipline and apply the power which 
individual convictions have first developed. 
This was among the most important truths 
taught by our Lord-that any man, any where, 
might come direct and alone to God, and in sim
ple faith commit himself to his loving guidance; 
in secret in the closet, kneeling on the naked 
sod, in the great temple of the universe, or in 
the sanctuary with multitudes or alone, he 
might come and offer acceptable worship; nay, 
if he come as a true worshipper of the :Father 
he must come alone, a single isolated unit, to 
hold direct individual communion with the 
Most High. It was a strong conviction that 
each stood thus alone in the divine presence 
which upheld and sustained the primitive 
church in its arduous conflict; each acted and 
suffered" as full in his great taskmaster's eye." 
This conviction gave strength and courage to the 
great reformers of the church ; this nerved the 
arm and edged the swonl of our puritan 
ancestors; and this same distinct and viviJ. 
consciousness of personal responsibility am! of 
individual iutereourse with God mm;t still be 
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our principle of action. The organi•ation of 
the papacy seems perfect, _and with it we ca'.1• 
not pretend to COf?e, but 1f we can succeed m 
depositing this divme principle in the minds of 
her votaries that system wm crumble into ruins. 
But in affirming thi!! truth we come into 
collision not only with the papacy, but with the 
mere politician who expec_t~ to work out 
national regeneration by poht1co.l changes, the 
individuals being left as they were. But the 
strength of a chain depend~ ?POD the str~n!!'th 
of each link and the stability of a bmldmg 
cannot be weatcr than that of its ma~erials. 
He would be a very incompetent mechamc who 
when the links of his chain were unsound 
should content himself with coiling it into new 
forms and he would be a very incompetent 
archit~ct who should dwell exclusively upon' the 
principles of construction and the strength of 
his cement, whilst the materials he employed 
crumbled at the touch. Yet this is precisely 
the error into which the patriots and pseudo
patriots of Ireland have ever fallen. Her 
orators, of whom no nation has been more pro
lific and with whom no nation has been more 
cur~ed have excited the worst passions of their 
heare~ whilst professedly pleading for" liberty, 
equality, and frater~ity;" and whilst stimulat• 
ing to hatred and strife each part, have pretended 
to seek by political changes the peace and 
welfare of the whole. Whilst we admit the 
political wrongs under which Ireland has 
laboured, and whilst we join in the effort for 
their complete removal, still, as protestants, we 
maintain that " the blessings which God bestows 
upon the individuals who commit themselves to 
his guidance " can alone prove a pan_a?ea for ~er 
sufferings. But into this mere polit_1cal agita
tion there had been another element mtroduced 
in Ireland; the priesthood had joined the 
unholy alliance, and, whilst c!amorous for 
liberty riveted the chains and 10creased the 
burden~ upon the necks of their ignorant and 
credulous parishioners. We had been accustomed 
to look upon those priests as tyrants-now they 
came forth as deneagogue•, sti;r_ing. up the 
passions of their people, a~~ prec1p1tatmg them 
into blind but fierce hostility; but they were 
still the tyrants and the despots ~hat_ th~y h~d 
ever been and only assumed this diegmse m 
order th; better to gain their purposes, 
Rome protests that she is immutable and _un
changeable. In this instance we believe 
her. She has ever been the foe of freed?':' 
--ever the bitterest, deadliest ene1:1y of c,_vil 
and religious liberty. And sh_e 1s . so still. 
Whilst she steadily pursues her mvanable end, 
she stealthily shifts and varies her means and 
instruments. Now the abettor of tyrants. and 
then the instigator of anarcby-somet,_mes 
republican, sometimes the advoca~e of despotis1:1, 
,iucl all the while steadfast and immoveable m 
the real design of enslaving the individual,,, and 
through them the communities. It was ours 
to pro:est against this _hollow_ sham, ancl to 
maintarn that by no priestly Juggle, and no 
political sophistry, coulcl a nation of slaves be a 
nation of free men; that 

"He i.s a freeman whom the truth makes free, 
And all are 1:!la,·Ni beside." 

When Ireland has bee11 thus emancipated, hut 

not till then, would the boast of the great Irish 
poet be fulfilled, and she will be 

" Grcn.t, glorious, nnd free, 
Fir~t i.slc of the ocean, first gem of the eea ... 

When we thus speak of catholici!!m as fatal 
to civil and religious liberty and national 
progress, and protestantism as affording I\ 

guarantee for the attainment of these blessings 
we do not go upon theory o.lone, All history 
proves it. Look at the condition of Europe at 
the era of the Reformation. Spain was then 
supreme in arts and arms, in wealth, commerce 
and extent of empire. France alone could meet 
her in the field, Portugal could vie with her 
in richness and extent of colonial dominion, 
and Italy in mercantile enterprise, These 
countries remain catholic, and how have they 
fallen 1 

"Fallen from their high estate, 
And weltering in theil' blood." 

On the other hand, every one of the countries, 
be contended, which had received protestantism 
had risen just in the same proportion as the 
catholic countries had sunk. Prussia had risen 
to be one of the chief European powers; 
Holland was long the rival of England on the 
seas, and the successful antagonist of Spain; 
while England, Sweden, and Denmark, had 
taken, or were taking, a high position among 
the nations. It might be said that these,.facts 
were explicable from other causes-that the 
civilisation and prosperity of those catholic 
nations which had sunk so low had become 
effete, that they had lived their time out, and 
the period of national degradation was come; 
but this could not account for the uniform 
prosperity of protestant, and the degradation of 
catholic, countries. How was it across the 
Atlantic, when the veil that he.d for fifty-five 
centuries hnng over the Western world was 
withdrawn, s.nd a new world was opened up to 
European enterpri~e? ~er central and sol!thern 
provinces were rich In all that constituted 
national wealth and greatness; fertile beyond 
comparison or precedent, productive of gold, 
and gems, and spices; tberefore, the first 
colonists seized these, namely, Spain, Portugal, 
and, to some extent, France. The northern 
regions, possessing far less physical advantages, 
were peopled from protestant England and 
Holland, What was now the state of things? 
South America and Central America, peopled 
by the catholics of Spain, Portugal, and France, 
had sunk and were still sinking, and were now 
in a mo:e impoverished and degraded position 
than the mother country; whilst the United 
States he.d risen, and were still rising, to a high 
position in the world. But look a little more 
closely. One portion of the United States was 
peopled by England and Holland, and was still 
Jlrotestant; the other portion was peopled by 
France and Spain, and was still catholic. The 
southern portion, Louisiana, was declining, 
the pojlulation of those catholic states was 
going down - they were not advancing at 
all ; whilst the northern states, under the 
self-same government, with the same laws, 
the same president, the same house of 
assembly, were rising in an unprecedented 
ratio. 

But we have other instances nearer home. 
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At the periocl of the Reformation there 
were two portions of Great Britain-Scot
land and Ireland. Scotlancl was a dreary 
barren waste, peoplecl by clans, the bar
reJiness of whose soil, nnd the severity of 
whose climate, seemecl to condemn them to 
perpetual poverty. Ireland was one of the 
moat productive countries in the whole world, 
fertile almost beyond description ; with all the 
resource• of national wealth in unsurpassed 
profusion ; on ,the high road of the commerce 
of Europe and America ; with her water power 
sufficient to turn all the machinery of Europe; 
her harbours able to shelter from every wind 
that blowe all the fleete of the world ; her bays 
swarming with fish; her coasts indented with 
estuaries; her soil so intersected with navigable 
rivers, that ships of five hundred tons burden 
could sail into the very heart of the country; 
and on the testimony of competent witnesses it 
bas been shown that there was no part of the 
Irish soil more than thirty miles distant from a 
port. When we saw such an island as thio 
possessed by the ardent, generous, ar.d noble 
Irish, we should say, "What could prevent this 
nation from rising to great and unsurpassed 
dignity and wealth?" Yet what did we see? 
W by that Scotland, the barren, sterile, waste, 
being Protestant, had risen to an equality with 
England in wealth, power, and political influ
ence, insomuch that throughout the world the 
name Scotchman was considered as equivalent 
to that of a man well to do in the world ; 
whereas Ireland was sinking deeper and deeper, 
so that those who came from all the other na
tions in the world stood aghast at the terrible 
misery and wretchedness which they beheld. 
Prepared as he was by descriptions of Ireland 
and her inhabitants, yet he was startled in the 
extreme when he witnessed with his own eyes 
the terrible contrast between the rich and hum
rions nature of her climate and soil, and the 
cleep poverty and misery of her sons, Thus 
had Catholicism always proved itself fatal to 
national properity, while Protestantism had 
everywhere wrought national well-being and 
elevation. They were not solitary cases that 
he had mentioned; the fact was universal, 
and could never be disputed, When, then, 
we saw the almost hopeless misery of Ire
land, we could not but express and foe! a deep 
and thorou~h sympathy with the sentiment of 
th~ resolut1on, Ireland had, indeed, peculiar 
claims upon our sympathy. It was an integral 
part o_f our own empire ; her destinies were 
mextr1cably involved with our own. In the 
body politic, when one member suffered of 
course all must suffer. 

They had been reminded of the saying of a de
fi~rted and lamented statesman, that Ireland was 
us gre_atest difficulty. This wll.'l no new saying. 
We might go back to the time of Queen Eliza• 
beth, and show that in each succeeding age 
irom that, precisely the same language had 

ecn use<l by statesmen concerning that 

country, Edmund Spenser and Lord Cbon
cellor Bacon used the same langua•e respectin" 
it which we use at the present daY. Spense; 
on his return from being Secretary to th~ 
Governor in Ireland, wrote a history of the 
government of which he had formed a part, and 
stated his feelings as to the right course to be 
pursuer! with Ireland. He exhausted the En•
liah language in straining after words whi~h 
could express its fertility; and then, after de
scribing the misery and wretchedness of its 
inhabitants, he said: "All that has been done 
for this unhappy country, though dictated hy 
the wisest connsels and the most beneficer, t 
designs, has been nothing fo, the better but so 
much for the worse. W bet her it be that there 
is some fearful curse which rests upon it, or 
whether it be by some unhappy chance, or whe
ther it be designed by Providence as a millstoL e 
to be hung about our necks to drown us in the 
depths of the sea, is not to he known, 
but is much to be feared." Lord Chan
cellor Bacon also used similar language in re
ference to Ireland in his day. The Irish had 
an undoubted claim upon us, inasmuch as they 
were our brethren, It was their boast that 
they had been associated with us in all our 
glories and triumphs, and in the gathering of 
our imperishable laurels. In every Panthe~n of 
our great men Irishmen must be present. A 
renegade statesman had indeed branded them as 
"aliens, aliens in blood, in language, and in 
religion;'' but the universal voice of England 
rejected the allegation. In every department 
of Jiteratu re, science, and art, they had been 
connected with us, in noble rivalry, in fraternal 
emulation. In thoee victories, at once our 
glory and our disgrace, by which our empire has 
been extended and our power consolidated, they 
poured ont their blood like water; and the great 
captain of his age, who arrested and rolled back 
the tide of Enropeon conquest, and led on our 
united hosts to victory, was claimed by Irehncl 
as a son. Should, then, a country which had 
been, and still was, so closely linked with us, be 
neglected by their own brethren? If once the 
gospel was fairly introduced into Ireland, he 
believed it would be one of the wisest, soberest, 
and most Christian nations in the world; and 
it was alike our duty and our interest to hasten 
forward so happy a consummation. The rev. 
gentleman concluded by an eloquent appeal on 
behalf the society. 

The resolution having been put to 
the meeting, passed unanimously. 

The Rev. B. C. YouNG of Cork moved 
the next resolution, making an appro
priate speech, a report of which we 
regret to find we must defer, with the 
rest of the proceedings, to our next 
number. 
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CONTRIBUTIONS RECEIVED SINCE OUR LAST. 

B . £ •· d. 
r1Stol, l•dditional) b, Re,. B. C. Young-

Ed wards, FrnnciS, Esq..................... 0 10 0 
Crayford, by Re,. B. C. Young-

Smith, Mr. Joshua .......... ,................ 0 10 0 
Leice~ter-

Harrls, R. Esq. M. P. for 
1849, 1850, and 1851....... 6 0 0 

Harris, J. D. Esq. for ditto.. 3 0 0 
Harris, R. Esq. jun. for ditto 3 0 0 

---12 0 0 
Newcastle, /additional) Friend by Rev. T, 

Pottenger....................................... 1 O O 
Nottingham, by Rev. B. C. Young-

Ashwell, Mr. T. ......... ... ... 0 10 0 
Bald,,ln, Mr..................... 0 5 0 
Ball, Mr........................... 1 0 0 
Bayley, Mr. ..................... 1 0 0 
Cbripps, W. Esq.... ...... ...... 1 1 0 
Clark, Mr......................... 0 2 6 
Daniel, Master,................. 0 5 0 
Felkin, Mr. W. jun. ......... O 10 O 
Friend ............................ O 1 O 
Hallam, Mr...................... O 5 O 
Hazeldine, Mr................... O 10 O 

£ .,. d. 
Heard, John, Esc1, ............ 2 2 0 
Hill, Mr. T. ..................... 0 2 6 
Hill, Mr. W................... ... 0 5 0 
Judd, Mr. F...................... 0 6 0 
Lock, Mr. ............ ............ 0 10 0 
Lo1uax, 1'{r. E................... l l 0 
Mallet, Mr. ..................... 0 5 O 
Manning, Mr, .................. 0 5 0 
New, Mr. D..................... l O 0 
Rainbow, Mr. .................. 0 6 0 
Redgate, Mr. G. ... ... ......... 0 2 6 
Robinson, Rev, T. ............ 0 10 0 
Sisling, Mr. John ............ 0 10 0 
Tolley, Mr........................ 0 10 0 
Vickers, Mr...................... 1 0 0 
Wells, Mr. J. S. ............... l O 0 
Woodhouse, Mr................ o 5 O 

.---1517 6 

IRELAND. 

Banbridge, by Rev. T. D. Bain ... ... ... ...... 2 14 3 
Port Stuart, by Rev. J. Drown-

McRae, Mr..................................... 0 5 O 

FOR THE NEW YEAR'S ACCOUNT. 

Bradford, Wilts--
Morgan, Dr. by Rev. C. Woollacott .. . 

Greenwich, Mrs. Beeby ...................... .. 
Hammersmith, Friends, by Miss Otridge .. 
Lincoln, by Rev. Vv. Goodman-

Barnes, Mr. ..................... 0 10 0 
Craps, Rev. J. .................. 0 10 0 
Doughty, Mr..................... l O 0 
Hickson,the I.ate Miss (2 yrs) 4 0 0 
Hill, Miss M. A................ 2 0 0 
Penney, Mr. ..................... l O 0 
Penney, Mr. John ...... ...... 0 10 0 

London-
Bayley, George, Esq. ... ... ... 1 I 0 
Collection at Annual Meet-

ing, April 27th ............... 22 12 10 
Collection at Bloomsbury 

Chapel, April 23rd .. .... . . . 8 8 6 
Church Street Auxiliary, by 
, J. Sanders, Esq ............. 10 7 6 

£ s. d. 

l O 0 
1 1 0 
5 0 0 

9 10 0 

£ s. d. £ s. d. 
Phillips, Mr. J. R. Padding• 

ton .............................. 0 10 0 
---43 0 4 

Maidstone, Collected by Miss Watts ...... 1 13 o 
\Vandsworth, Mrs. Jos. Gurney, Card for 

debt .......................................... l 1 0 
Woolwicb (1851)-

Cbampion, Mr................... 0 6 0 
Fisher, Mr........................ 0 4 4 
Stone, Mr......................... 0 4 2 
Wates, Mr. B.................... 0 4 4 
Wates, Mr. J. .................. 0 4 4 
Wates, Mr. S. .................. 0 4 4 
Whale, Mr. ..................... 0 4 4 
Whale, Mr. G. .................. 0 3 3 
Whiteman, Mr. ................ 0 6 0 
Small sums ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 0 3 0 

2 4 l 
SCOTLAND. 

Millport, Cambraes Society, by Rev. J. 
Mc Kirdy....................................... 2 0 0 

Our thanks are due to Joseph Gurney, Esq., and to Mrs. Risdon of Pershore, for parcels 
of books and tracts. Such articles, and also supplies of cast off apparel, are valuable for 
diBtribution in Ireland, 

Contributions to the Baptist Irish Society which have been received on or before the 20th 
of the month, are always acknowledged in the ensuing Chronicle. If at any time a donor 
finds that a sum which he forwarded early enough to be mentioned is not specified, or is not 
inserted correctly, the Secretary will be particularly obliged by II note to that effect, as this, 
if sent immediately, may rectify errors and prevent losses which would be otherwise hTe
mediable. 

Subscriptions and Donations are thankfully received by the Treasurer, JosEPIT TmTTON, 
Esq. 54, Lombard Street, London; by the Secretary, the Rev. WILLIAM GaosER, at the 
Mission House, 33, Moorgate Street; and by the Pastors of baptist churches throughout 
the Kingdom. 

COLLECTOR FOR LONDON, REV, C. WoOLLAOOTT, 
4, Compton Street East, Brunswick Square. 
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ANNUAL SERVICES. 
The Annual Services of the Society 

were commenced by the usual meeting 
for prayer in the Library, Moorgate 
Street, on the 22nd of April. It was 
numerously attended. Dr. MuRcH pre
sided on the occasion, and supplications 
were made to the throne of grace by 
Dr. AcwoRTH of Bradford, Mr. Mrn
DLEDITCII of Frome, Mr. STOCK of Sa
lendine Nook, Mr. S. LEONARD of Bris
tol, and Mr. BuRNET of Scotland. In 
the evening the Rev. G. H. DAVIS of 
Bristol, preached at Surrey Chapel, 
taking for the text of his excellent re
marks, the words, "Lord, I believe ; 
help thou my unbelief." He urged an 
increased devotedness to the cause of 
God from a consideration of the infinite 
value of individual man-the impossi
bility of salvation by any other name 
than that of Christ-and the responsi-
Rev. JAMES AcwoRTH, LL.D. Bradford, 
JoSEPH H. ALLEN, Esq. London, 
Rev. JosEPH ANGUS, M.A. London,'. 
Rev. CHARLES M. BmnELL • Liverpool. 
Rev. WILLU.M B. BoWEs London. 
Rev. SAl\lUEL BRAWN Lough ton, 
Rov. WILLIAM BnOCii. London, 
Rev. J. J, BnowN Reading. 
Rer-. FRANCIS A. Cox, D.D., LL.D. London. 

Rev. G. H. DAVIS Bristol. 
Rev. H. DowsoN Bradford. 
Rev. GEORGE GOULD Norwich. 
Rev. SAMUEL GREEN. London. 
Rev. \V1LLIAI\I Gnos&n. London. 
Rev. J AI\IEs Honv, D.D. London. 
Rev. DANIEL KA'ITERNS Hackney, 
Rev. JOHN LEECHMAN, M.A. Hammersmith. 
SOLOMON LEONARD, Esq. Bristol. 

bilities which lie on every Christian to 
spread the savour of that name 
throughout the whole earth. 

A numerous assembly of members 
was convened on Tuesday morning, the 
27th, to transact the usual business of 
the Society. J. L. PHILLIPS, Esq., pre
sided. The report of the Special Com
mittee appointed last year to inquire 
into the home expenditure of the 
Society, was brought up and read, and 
after considerable discussion, referred 
to the incoming Committee, whose 
attention will be directed to the effe<;t
ing such retrenchments as may be 
found practicable and useful, The list 
of the new Committee was subsequently 
brought up by the scrutineers, when 
the result of the . ballot was found to be 
as follows :-

J iltES Low, Esq. London. 
Rev,C.J,MmnLEDrrcH Frome. 
Rev. WII.LL\111 H. MURCH, D.D. London. 
Rev. JAMES P. MURSELL Leicester. 
Rev. lsA.A.c NEW Birmingham. 
Rer. THOMAS F. NEWM.A....'I Short wood. 
THOM.As PEWTREss, Esq. London. 
JOHN L. PHILLIPS, Esq. Melksh11.m. 
Rev. WILLIAM Ron:c-:so)I Kettering. 
Rev. JOSHUA RUSSELL . Greenwich. 
Rev. ISRAEL M. SouLE B:ittersca.. 

Rey. EDWARD STE..A.NE, D.D. Camberwell, 
GEORGE STEVENSON, Esq. Blackheath. 
Rev. CHARLES STOVEL . London. 
Rev. F. TUCKER, Il.A. llfa.nchester. 
\V. H. \VATSO>I, Esq. London. 
Rev. JAMES \VEnn Ipswich. 
Rev. THOi\JAS ,v L'fTER . Bristol. 

The Annual Sermon at Bloomsbury· receive. lie closed with an earnest 
Chapel was preached the following ! appeal on behalf of the mission cause, 
morning, by the Rev. J. LEECIIMAN of· especially in India, which country he 
Hammersmith, from the words of the · had so recently visited. 
Psalmist: "Blessed be his glorious On Thursday Evening an excellent 
name for ever; and let the whole i sermon was preached to young men on 
earth be filled with his glory ; Amen,~ behalf of the Society, at the Poultry 
and Amen." The preacher enlarged on Chapel, by the Rev. C. J\I. BIRRELL of 
the desire expressed by David, and the· Liverpool, from Heb. vi. 10. 
hearty response which th11t desire shonld · 

VO!., X\', :' '-
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ANNUAL MEETING.-THURSDAY, APRIL 29. 

Although"the morning was somewhat 
rainy, a much larger number of the 
Society's friends assembled than could 
have been anticipated, and we now 
proceed to give, in our usual manner, 
a report of the interesting speeches 
delivered. 

One of the Treasurers, S. M. PETO, 

Esq., M.P., occupied the Chair, and at 
a later period of the day, the senior 
Treasurer, W. B. GURNEY, Esq. 

The meeting commenced by the Rev. 
A. A1tTHUR giving out the G7th Psalm 
and offering prayer. 

The CHAIRMAN said :-Dear Christian 
friends-In the achievement of any great en
terprise it is necessary at times to look to the 
experience of the past to guide us in our 
conduct for the future. In contemplating, 
retrospectively, the mission field, we can only 
say, in the emphatic words of Scripture
" The Lord our God bath done great things 
for us, whereof we are glad ;'' and, in con
templating the future, we can only place on 
his precious promises that firm reliance, that 
simple faith, and that earnest hope, which 
characterised our fathers in the mission
at the same time believing, that that faithful 
God who so blessed their labours will render 
to the labours of our society in time to come, 
if directed in that spirit, and in that spirit 
only, a four-fold blessing in comparison with 
the past. The work of our fathers has been 
to break up the field of labour-ours is the 
responsibility of sowing the seed of the gos
pel in the field which has been prepared. 
Now is come, emphatically, the time for 
preaching the gospel and teaching the young. 
In contemplating the vast continent of India, 
we see that the Scriptures have been trans
lated into its six tongues; and that the litera
ture of our country is daily becoming 
translated and extensively circulated-that'.at 
the present time the works of Bunyan, and 
that work of Doddridge which has been so 
extensively blessed in this country-I need 
hardly name it-are read in every tongue 
spoken in India. We find a vast difference 
existing bellreen this time and some few 
years since, in the general aspect of the public 
mind-that there is now a rapid spread of 
intelligence, an increasing' thirst for know
ledge. It is for us to say whether the 
Christian or the infidel shall occupy the field 
thus opened up. With us is the responsi
bility. It has often strnck my mincl, that 
there is something remarkable indicatecl by 
the Providence of God, in the way in which 

India has been committed to our hands
that Yast empire, consisting of one-sixth of 
the whole wol'ld, appended to a country like 
ours, and conquered for us, not by ourselves, 
but by the very people whose land it is. 
Has this responsibility been cast on us simply 
that our merchants may be enriched, or that 
we may derive from that country some eight 
millions annually! Or is it that the Christian 
people of this land should go there, and oc
cupy it, and make known to the people that 
gospel which has been the source of all our 
blessings ? Your society during the past 
year, in common with other kindred societies 
with whom it is our joy and our pleasure to 
work in perfect harmony-has had under 
consideration, with reference to the past and 
the present aspect of the mission, a very 
important question-How is this land to be 
occupied 1 If, when churches have been 
established, they must be provided by us 
with a permanent pastorate-if this be true, 
it presses upon our minds a conviction which 
there is no resisting-that the work of mis
sions will be a failure ; for it is not in the 
power of the people of this or any other 
country so to occupy that field. What, 
then, should be our conduct in reference to 
this question 1 We are not pretenders to 
apostolical succession ; but we do profess, in 
common with all our Nonconformist brethren, 
to make the Bible our only rule of faith 
and practice ; and looking to that safe and 
sure guide, we find that the apostles planted 
churches in various countries, but did not 
remain as the permanent pastors of any. 
They, under the blessing of God, did t_he 
work of evangelists thoroughly ; and in

structed, fully, brethren "apt to teach,'' in 
every place, to preside over the infant churches, 
as brothers among brethren. And, doing 
this, a blessing from on high descended in 
the richest and most gracious manner ; the 
churches were planted, watered, and God 
himself granted the incr<aase. My dear 
Christian friends, we must do the same ; we 
must place more confidence in the word of 
God than we have ever yet done. We must 
believe that that God who alone can regene
rate the soul will so bless our instructions, 
given iu accordance with his word, as i_n 
every case to raise up men fit to teach their 
brethren in all that pertains to the kingdom 
of God. This did not press so much _upo!1 
our brethren in the past as we conceive it 
ought to have done ; but with their view of 
the question we have little now to do. The 
queation with us is, " What is our duty?" 
I imagine it to be marked and clear. In con· 
nexion with your own 5ociety, as yet, 
scarcely any chlll'ch has been placed in that 
position in which a church under the New 
Testament dispensation, aB we humbly con-
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ceive shoulll be placed. In the Weat lrnlies, a very small part, if any, of the funds re
recoliecting the difficulties of our brethren quired, is practically to endow those churches. 
in those interesting islands, let me ask you, It must end in a paralysis of native effort, 
whether those difficulties would have been and produce effects too well known to need 
anything like what they are, if we had at an specification. Missionary societies have not 
early date cultivated an indigenous ministry ! for their object the creation of endowments 
There we have, as is variously stated, from in any form, with their attendant mischiefs • 
sixty to a hundred thousand resident pro• but the continual expansion of the kingdoU: 
prietors of the soil. Amongst these, you and of the Lord our Saviour, till his glory shall 
your beloved brethren of othe_r missionary fill the whole earth. Native mission churches, 
societies possess a large port10n of your ever dependent on the parent bosom, be
members. They are not in a position to sup- come unnatural absorbents of the nutriment 
port an E~~opean agency ; but they W?~ld which should :flow forth to the health and 
be in a position to support an agency arising salvation of other lands." 
out of themselves, and duly cultivated and I will read another extract, which refers 
prepared for the ministry in an institution to one of the most potent of the objections 
like that which you possess at Calabar, which have been raised to such native 
That institution, up to the present time, has agency :-
fuily answered all the expectations enter- " A main ohjection is thus stated by Mr. 
tained of it ; and though lately our beloved !Jlarkson,-' Indian converts lack energy and 
brother who presided at its head has been mdependence. They seldom originate mea
removed, or, I ,might rather say in relation sures ; nor, when originated by others, do 
to bis decease, translated from the scene of they carry them out of tbemsel ves. They 
bis labours to the enjoyment of his rich re- tread the path if others lead them ; they 
ward, yet the accounts we receive from his carry out measures if there be a directing 
successor of the students who have been mind and assisting hand. They have not 
educated there, and settled over the churches, the glow of seraphs ; nor do they fulfil the 
and of those who are now being educated, ministry of a flame of fire.' It is obvious to 
are such as to give us the utmost possible remark, that there is much in this objection 
confidence, and to assure us in the highest that relates to the physical temperament of 
degree of the value of such an agency. It the people, and very much of its weight must 
is for us now, if we believe this fact, to act be diminished on that ground alone. Again, 
upon it. Your committee, during the past it is equally true that, by the present system, 
year, have had the gratification of making the energy of the native converts is not put 
an arrangement with reference to the college to its appropriate test. They are not set 
at Serampore, one truly gratifying to their upon their legs to try their ability to walk 
own feelings, in connexion with every old alone. And, indeed, the very relations sub
association, and which they believe will be .sisting between the missionary and the people 
the means of benefiting India to an almost he gathers around him and fastens to his 
incalculable degree. And the secretaries girdle, are obstructions to the manifestation 
have recently presented a paper to your corn- of independence and the growth of self
mittee, from which, with your permission, I reliance. There are, however, many cases 
will read one or two extracts on this subject. of people in India in whom is found a manly 
I feel it to be due to them, though I feel that independence, a boldness of spirit, o.nd a 
tbe paper has met, from every member of power of action, equal to any demand that 
your ~committee, a· just appreciation, and I Christianity can make upon them; and, even 
can only commend it to the attentive perusal in the mild and more timid Bengali, these 
of the denomination at large :- attributes might, to some extent, be looked 

"It may be remarked that, under present for under a more free and generous treat
~rrangements, there must he an ever-increas- ment. Already Hindoos are found in every 
!ng absorption of the funds of the s1Jciety, department of the civil and judicial service 
m the mere support of the mini~try of the of Bengal, ancl there seems no reason why 
native churches and their European pastors. the qualities which fit them to occupy these 
Funds contributed for the extension of the situations under Government with credit and 
g?spel will continue to be, as they now are success, should not be discoverable and use
~irectcd to ~lie chief object of sustaining: able in the church of Christ." 
Ill feeble existence, the communities that I had the pleasure, on the Wednesday of 
re~ult from its promulgation, and all the last week, to attend on your behalf, one of 
evils_ which attend religious endowments be the most interesting missionary meetings at 
entailed upon them, For the maintenance which I was ever present, in the city of 
of the pastor, the erection and repairs of Bristol ; and there, too, I bad the sincere 
chapels, the support rendered and received pleasure of listening to our clear brother 
to~ards the sustentation of the Christian and Leechman, who is here to-day, and of receiv
phllanth1·opic labours of a church, chiefly or ing from him certainly one of the most 
nlt?gether from extraneous som-ces, towards l interesting statements I ever heard in con
winch the people themselves contribute but nexion with Chri1tian missions. I will quot.: 

2 X ~ 
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something that he said on this topic-the 
qualities of the natirn teachers. He was telling 
us of the peculiarities of the modes of thought. 
of the Hindoo, and the great difficulties there 
must naturally be for any European mind 
to meet that peculiarity ; and he grwe us an 
extract from one of the natiYe preacher's 
sermons. In preaching to a number of 
people on the hanks of the Ganges, who were 
there performing their ablutions, with the 
belief that this would remo,·e from their 
souls that stain which nothing but the blood 
of Christ can remove, he took this happy 
mode of illustration. He said:-" Now, if 
you wish to wash your linen, would you put 
it into a box, and lock it, and put that into 
the water 1 Your heart is the linen in the 
box ; it is encased in your body ; and how 
can such an ablution perform such a work !" 
Are not men of this class of mind fit to be 
placed over churches, and to bear the re
sponsibility of the pastor P All of you who 
are members of Christian churches rejoice 
in the thorough communion, and hearty in
terest, and lo,·ing affection which subsists 
between yourselves and your own pastors. 
Let me ask you, if that position were occu
pied by a member of the aristocracy, a person 
immeasurably remo,ed from yourselves-a 
bishop in lawn slee,es-instead of by one 
who sympathizes with your sorrows, who li\•es 
in your joys, who makes himself a part of 
your happiness, and to whom your happiness 
is the all-absorbing care-how would you 
feel ! Much as I lo,e many members of 
the aristocracy myself, I always feel a sort of 
chill come over my spirits in their company 
-much as I lo,e my Lord Shaftesbury, and 
delight , to be associated with him in every 
good and holy work, yet it is with a different 
feeling to that which exists between our 
beloved co-treasurer and myself, when we sit 
down to consider the things which pertain to 
the kingdom of God. '.l.'hern must be this 
difference betwen European and native teach
ers ; and until you honour God by following 
the whole of his commandments and carry
ing out his purposes fully-until you establish 
your churches, and make them independent 
-until you place the pastors in that position 
in which they should he placed, as brethren 
amongst brethren, as friends amongst friends, 
-rely upon it, we shall not have that mea
sure of succeos which we desire, and which 
the promises of Almighty God warrant us in 
expecting. Now, dear Christian friends, not 
to fatigue you, I will read only one more 
extract:-

,, Anolher objection is the want of suffi
cient knowledge in any of the native converts 
for the pastoral office. In meeting this diffi
culty it must not b.e forgotten, that nati l'C 

teachers are even now largely employed in 
communicating religious instruction to their 
brethren, both in and out of the church. 
And, indeed, a community jij seldom met 

with, however limited in numbers, in which 
there mny not be foun,1 one or more some. 
what in advance of the rest, both spiritually 
and intellectually, sufficiently so to take 
with a little additional instruction, the over.' 
sight. Education is, after all, compamtive. 
The native teacher may be fa1· below the 
standard of European attainment, yet far 
ahead of the society which forms his home 
and his companionship, and with the present 
means at command in all our mission fields 
there can be but little difficulty in giving a~ 
ample education to the gifted men whom 
God may raise up, and has raised up, to fill 
the office of minister and pastor. Books are 
constantly being published in the vernacular 
tongues for their use. The stores of Eu
ropean science are e,ery year becoming more 
accessible, and any amount of learning that 
is necessary for the discharge of pastoral 
functions can easily be obtained. We must 
confess ourselves to be more anxious for the 
piety than for the knowledge of the native 
pastors, and think that sincerity and thorough 
devotedness will go fur to make up any de
ffoiency in the latter." -
Now, if I wanted to point to any one thing 
or place, as an evidence of this, I should 
point you to Fernando Po, where there is a 
church of about a hundred members, which 
was for a long time left without a pastor. 
The letters we received from the deacons of 
that church respecting the conduct of the 
native brethren who now occupy the conti
nent of Africa, and the whole of the circum
stances connected with that church, were 
such as to lead us to the confident opinion 
and belief that all we had to do was to 
cultivate native agency, and look up to 
God for his blessing. One or two mo
ments on another point. You know I 
happen to be associated with my dear friend 
on my right in the office of treasurer of this 
society. Perhaps I may be permitted, before 
I sit down, to say one or two words about funds. 
We do not on this occasion intend to make any 
special appeal to you. I feel every day a 
growing persuasion, that if Christian principle 
will not work out certain results, impulses 
of extraneous character will not effect it. 
What I want to see in our denomination, is 
a more systematic order of giving. I !v~nt 
all of us to feel more and more that g1vmg 
is a religious act-that it is simply placing 
on the altar of God that which he has 
given us as his stewards. I want us to feel 
more and more the sanctity of giving-that 
what we give should be given with prayer; 
and if that rule is observed, and we give sys
tematically, I feel more and more persuaded 
that we need not have specific appeals. Let 
me relate one instance which has occurred 
during the last year. A lady, a member of 
one of our metropolitan churches, died, and 
left us the sum of £600. Our secretaries were 
in_ the habit of seeing her generally every six 
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weeks or two months at tho mission-house. 
She brought, I will not say in no one instance, 
but I believe in no one instance, less than 
£JO at a time; and when she did not bring 
any money, she came continually to suggest 
some course of exertion, by which the funds 
might be increased. 'l'his lady, it appears, 
never nt any one time possessed more than 
£ GO per nnnum. This is an illustration of 
the principle I want to press home upon you. 
She gave as in the sight of Goel ; and she 
abstained from personal enjoyment to for
ward his cause ; and now, having passed to 
that heavenly state where all is joy and 
perfection, one cannot but believe that there 
must be some stars in her crown, reflected 
from the sanctity of her mode of giving, and 
the prayers which accompanied it-not for 
a moment referring to any other cause of 
reward than that which Christ has pointed 
out, that they who sow shall bring their 
sheaves with them. We have the pleasure 
of seeing here to-day one of the members of 
our active missionary force, who almost above 
all others has commended herself to the 
warmth of our affections and our hearts. 
Miss Harris, of Hayti, is here to-day. I 
cannot in her presence say what I should 
say in her absence. I am sure I need only 
to refer to her to call forth from every heart 
the expression of loving sympathy and of 
ardent attachment. I now sit down, apolo
gizing for haviag occupied your attention so 
long, and call upon our secretary to read the 
Report. 

'l'he Secretary then read the Report. 
The Rev. C. STANFORD, of Devizes, moved 

the following resolution:-

"That this meeting has heard the encouraging Re
port, no:w read with feelings or lively satisf'o.ctioll, 
and ~cs1res to express its devout thanks:igivings to 
Almighty God for sustaining tbe Baptist Mission 
~hrough another year. It would especially record 
its sense of the Divine goodness in continuing the 
fiervices of the ofilcere and committee and the active 
co-operation of the pastors and churdhes throughout 
the land ; in prospering their belayed brethren 
Russel! and_ Leechman in their voyage and journey 
to India ; m bringing them back in safety and in 
P.cace ~ and in preserving the lives of an the mis
s10nar1es labouring in the field ; and trusts that 
these and manifold otbe1· tokens of the di vine 
mercy and blessing may stimulate every member 
of the society to increased activity and zeal and 
to tuore b~lio~ing and importunate prayer fo; the 
enlarged d1tfus1on of the Holy Spirit on this and all 
~thor evangelical missions, that they may prosper 
)et more and more, until tho wholo earth shall be 
filled with tho knowledge of tho Lord." 

The resoh1tion I now submit challen•cs 
Y?1! to cheri~h "11 spirit of del'Out thanks
givmg to Almighty God for sustainin° the 
Baptist Missionary Societv throu•h a1~other 
yea_r." History for a yea; should0 always be 
~eviewcd thankfullv, but sometimes grntitu<le 
11tse_lf is a mournftil thing. There is a great. 
'Iffcrcnce emotionally between gratitude for 
s_tcrn mercies and gratitude for tender mercies· 
for friends safo in hea ren and !or friend~ 

spared on earth, for a faint frinoe of illumi
nation round some dark cloud, a;d for a clear 
sunshine; between the spirit which cries in 
the still intem1pted language of grief, '' The 
Lord gave, the Lord hath taken away, and 
blessed be the name of the Lord," and the 
bright elastic up-springing spirit which adores 
him for precious gifts not yet taken away. 
This is the kind of thankfulness we are now 
summoned to express. We see the gentle
men in their stations still, who hold import
ant official responsibilities. " God has spared 
the lives of all the missionaries labouring in 
the field." Our brethren Russell and Leech
man have been brought in safety over the 
perilous 1"deep ; death has made no blank in 
our fellowships, no disseverment of the tie3 
and tendrils that twine and intertwine through 
our missionary connexions at home. These 
are st11pendous and unmeasurable mercies 
which we ought deeply to feel and publicly to 
record. The resolution also suggests grateful 
acknowledgment of the measure of succe,s 
God has been pleased to give our missions, 
especially in India. I know there has been 
much conflicting opinion among the most 
thoughtful men as to whether the results 
there have been in proportion to the means 
employed lo secure them. We may look 
with suspicion on statistical estimates of 
Christianity ; but if 1ve remember that on that 
immense continent of nations, containing 
150 millions of inhabitants, that only 403 
missionaries are at work, and that two thirds 
of the societies have on! v been established 
within the last twenty years,-if we remem
ber that the missionary churches show a 
larger ratio of increase yearly, and that what
e\'er doubt the Bishop of Calcutta may feel 
as to the credentials of missionaries as the 
ministers of Jesus, they can address li ,35G 
converts in the spirit of the apostle's langu,a.ge 
-" If I am not an apostle to others, yet 
doubtless I am to you, for the seal of ~ 
apostleship are ye in the Lord.'' If we allow 
that a mighty power is at work there, which 
has arrested the subtle, evasive faiths of 
superstition, has rocked to its ramified foun
dations one of the most gigantic systems of 
idolatry that earth has ever seen, has extin
guished the fires of Sutteeism, abolished the 
distinctions of caste, developed a conscience, 
startled men from the life of sensation to the 
life of thought, and has effectetl extensive re
form, where it has not effected renovation. 
If we are to understaml "that there is a pe1-
ceptible falling nway of the attendance at the 
great festil'!lls, that the number of idols sol,t 
on such occasions is diminished, aml that the 
offerings nt the great temples are of less nlue 
than they were," these things, if not uri'
liant n1iracles and striking magnificencc8 of 
success, arc illustrations of Divine power aml 
pledges of uni1·ersal victory. '!'here is, I um 
aware, a drawback to our gratitied feeling in 
the spreatl through British India of a resti-
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lential pantheistic infidelity. Unquestionably idea. Dut \Ve ought not to regal'd home and 
to renounce heathenism is not of necessity to foreign missions as if they were antagonistic 
embrace Christianity. Perhaps, however, we as if to attend to the one we must neglect 
are not to reg-ard this infidelity as prophetic the other. 'l'hey are developments of one 
of evil to the Christian cause. Perhaps it is principle, show obedience to one law, are the 
natural that unconverted Jet partially en- raying out of one li~ht, only the light must 
lightened men should pass from the grotesque strike the nearest object on its way to the 
absurdities of idolatry to the acknowledg- remote. I have no sympathy for a morbid 
ment 'of an all-pervading Presence with- benevolence that would drop n tear for the 
out personality, a spirit that '' glows in distant heathen, and neglect th~ heathen in 
the stars and blossoms in the trees. " the next street ; we would not neglect the 
Perhaps this is sometimes a kind of prepara- strange tribes of men who inhabit the un
tory deil!m, a stage in the process of convic- known regions of our own metropolis, the 
tion. The still, stagnant, deathful waters of 50,000 who gain their livelihood in the 
thought are beginning to heave and sparkle ; streets ; we would not forget the caste of 
the Spirit of God may be movin!( upon the costermongers in this city ; we would not 
face of the waters, and He who :sitteth upon forget that superstition on the one hand, and 
the throne may be about to say in his roy- infidelity on the other, are employing the 
alty, "Behold I create all things new." How- lecture, the press, and a wide net-work of 
ever this may be, I am sure we arc called to agency, to act upon the working classes of 
thank the Father of lights for his blessing on our own land ; and we would show intelli
the conscious and unconscious influence of gence for intelligence, zeal for zeal, power 
Christianity in India, :and to acknowledge for power, in attempts to counteract the 
real, if not rapid, success. The reasons for wrong and do the right. We believe, that if 
the slow spread of the Gospel are secrets hid the gentle Saviour appeared amongst his dis
in the cabinet of the Eternal King; but we ciples, as they keep this festival and stand 
ha.-e to acknowledge that it does spread; under this dome, he would say, go first to 
there may be sowing success as well as reap- the lost sheep of your own conntry ; go out 
ing success, success in foundation-work, sue- into the streets and lanes of the city; go 
cess in preparations. Such is the success of into all the world, preach the gospel to every 
our brethren in the East. Chamberlain, the creature; go, beginnin_q at London. Still, if 
apostle of India, was wont to say, " We are clad in the visible robes of his imperial Ma
throwing a little fire into the jungle, to pre- jesty, and speaking with the shout of a king, 
pare the land for cultivation." Forty years he were present to give forth his missionary 
after, Mr. Robinson, one of our oldest mis- Jaws, he would say, "go ye into all the 
sionaries, says, "The jungle is burnt." Now world; go-yourselves, or go by your represen
lct the sower go forth to sow; sow thoughts, tatives, and preach the gospel to every crea
sow sentiments, sow affection. I think I ture." This is Christ's unchangeable law; 
ha,·e made out a clear case; we ouf:ht to not a verbal, vocal, printed law alone, but a 
pay unto God practical thanksgiving; it will law of love, a living law, a law which, when 
not be enough to feel beautiful and bounding we become disciples, is a part of our own 
sensations of delight, to offer complimentary nature. The sentiment which says, leave the 
acknowledgment, or to thunder back thanks- idolaters abroad that you may instruct idola
giving song; God asks for thanksgiving sacri- ters at home, though it may wear an air of 
fices, thanksgiving lives, thanksgiving deeds; common sense and true philanthropy, is un
gratitude is a practical thing ; its first ques- grateful in spirit, as it is unsound in prin
tion is, " What shall I render unto the Lord ciple. If you pass this resolution you can 
for all his benefits?" What shall you render 1 never express it again. I never hear it with
This resolution furnishes a reply :-" This out being reminded that the same objection 
meeting trusts, that these tokens of blessing was doubtless made to the introduction of the 
may stimulate every member of the Society gospel into our own land, but that it was mer
to increased activity and zeal, and to more cifully overruled. England owes all its Chris
importunate prayer." I am aware, Sir, that tian light, love, and liberty, to missionaries. 
in reply to this challenge, many who are Christianity was not born here. Ours are not 
regarded as accurate statists, liberal politi- "the fields over whose acres walked those 
cians, and earnest benefactors of their race, blessed feet, which eighteen hundred years 
would say, " Economize your increased ac- ago were nailed for our advantage on the 
ti vity and zeal for the service of your home bitter cross." 'fhe gospel was brought to us. 
population ; thousands of reading men among There was a time when London was a forest, 
the great industrial classes would Bay, if when its river was unknown to song, and 
they said anything at all, whv should so when, the deeds of its in:1abitants unchroni
much mind, mu,;cle, and money, be exhausted cled in story, the red deer hounded over the 
on the evils abroad, while we have so many spot on which we meet to-day. '!'here wa~ a 
and such complicated evils at home. Not a time when the only notice of Britain standing_ 
fow earnest Christia!ls have tlwir judgmenti; on the page of history was one fragment of 
1w1i;netized and put out of order by this one Hecatcus, in which, speaking it is supposed of 
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our mysterious Stonehenge, he saya, thnt in 
nn island opposite Gaul, "there is ra remark
able temple of a round form, and the priests, 
striking their harps within the temple, chant 
sacred hymns to Apollo, and honourably ex
tol his actions." '£here was a time when a 
Roman gentleman writing to his friend, said, 
"'£here is a slave-ship arrived in the Tiber 
laden with slaves from Britain, but don't 
take one of them, they are not fit for you." 
There was a time when the first missionary 
set his ifoot !'on our shores. We know not 
how h~ was received. Perhaps painted 
savages crowded the cliffs with frantic atti
tudes and stormy cries; perhaps the mission
ary report might have said, "The barbarous 
people showed us no little kindness, for they 
kindled a fire, because of the present rain, 
and because of the cold.'' The men who 
loved not their lives unto the death succeeded 
in making an impression. They brought a 
noble vine out of the woods. They planted ; 
God gave the increase; and now the hills are 
covered with its shadow, and it sends out its 
bou.,.hs to the seas. No doubt the same argu
me.:'ts were employed against the mission to 
Britain, as we hear against Britain sending 
missionaries to the ends of the earth. It 
might have been said to these apostolic men, 
Why are you, soldiers of the cross, so remark
ably fond of foreign service 1 Why do you, 
lovers of your race, operate on the mote 
abroad and neglect the beam at home? Why 
is it that your charity finds its most conve
nient occupation at the antipodes ! Why go 
to preach grand spiritualities to the wild 
men now plunging through the wet woods 
and frosty waters of that little island l Hap
pily for us they listened not to such argument, 
and when we feel the sentiment expressed 
respecting the English nation by a foreigner, 
'' She has planted herself on that little 
island like the banyan tree, and her roots 
have spread under the sea, and come up ou 
far away continents, and in every quarter of 
the world, flowering with her language and 
laws, and for ever perpetuating her glory, 
though the first trunk dismember and die.'' 
Let us remember that England was once a 
missionary station, and let us apply to our
selves the charge : From other nations freely 
have ye received; to other nations freely 
give. Give your brotherly kindness; give 
your sympathy; give of your substance to 
B~~port the apparatus of the various evange
hsl!c societies, for vour missionaries are not 
ter_restrial seraphim·; missionary bills are not 
paid with logic; your agents are obliged to em
ploy expensive processes of travel and transit. 
Your necessarily expensh·e machinery is not 
Bl~pplied by the state, or by any power from 
without, for it is the will of God that all 
l!fe, natural life, material life, and spiritual 
hf':', should form its own machinery, that ma
chinery should be an ever-elastic and ever 
fresh formation from the life. Freely give, 

then, as the life of the tree freely gives out 
that which weaves its beautiful machinery 
of stem, leaves, and flowers. Give as if all 
depended on the gift, and pray as if all de
pended on the prayer. Never let us allow 
that claims at home clash with the claims a
broad. Never let us listen to those who seem 
to suppose that we should neglect continents 
abroad, till every street is evangelized at 
home. Never let us plead our inadequate 
resources. The Baptist Union reported last 
year 100,000 in connexion with our Baptist 
churches. 100,000 lights; 100,000 po,vers; 
100,000 evangelists ; 100,000 voices crying 
in the wilderness. Blend all these influences, 
consecrate them to missions, and imagine 
the vast volume of power-the piercing, 
shattering voice that would cry, " 0 earth ! 
earth ! earth ! hear the word of the Lord!" 
While we are urging you to this work 
from the inspiration of gratitude, there is one 
word yet to be spoken, '' One there is 
above all others, well deserves the name of 
friend." No friend loves like him, no other 
friend ever died for us. In the name of the 
great Missionary who visited our earth to pub
lish salvation, and to be salvation, whose 
voice we know, whose power we feel, and 
whose face we soon expect to see, let us he 
faithful to our high calling and support our 
beloved mission, 

The Rev. Dr. TIDMAN seconded the reso
lution. He said he was glad to be present 
for the purpose of reciprocating the catholic 
expressions of feeling contained in the reso
lution. He was not a believer even in mil
lennial uniformity ; he did not believe that 
the time would ever come when different 
minds would arrive at the same results ; but 
notwithstanding the diversities of opinion 
among mankind, a spirit of charity and 
brotherly kindness ought ever to be cherished 
and practised amongst them. He did not 
wish to see Ephraim no more Ephraim, or 
Judah drop the banner of Judah; but only 
Ephraim no more envy Judah, and Judah no 
more vex Ephraim. We should never see 
the day when there would cease to be the 
lion and the lamb; but he was quite ready to 
meet the day with gladness when '' the lion 
shall lie down with the lamb, and they shall 
not hurt nor destroy in God's holy mountain." 
The Report which had been read was what a 
report of a religious institution ought to be
plain, simple, and luminous. lt did not 
abound in characteristics of the marYellous, 
which engendered something like suspicion 
in thoughtful minds, and had no acceptance 
but with the credulous; hut it abounded in 
practical wisdom, an,l Christian feelin.~. One 
of the most imp~rtant matters presented in 
the Report as a ground for congratulation 
was the translation of the scriptures. He 
remembered the day when Mr. Ward visited 
this country, and delivered a long string ol 
wor{1s <lt'scribing so many distinct languages 
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of ln<lia, These wor<ls fell upon British missionaries, with its present hopeful con
<'nrs as strange sounds, and he ,·ery mnch dition. He then appealed to the meeting to 
doubted whether many of the literati of the be more liberal in supporting the missions 
day could haYe distinguished them the one than heretofore. The friends who had never 
from the other. It was delightful to know been a treasurer or secretary knew that 
that now, whereYer there was a missionary money must be paid, but they little lme1v 
and a mission church, there was the ,.ord of how difficult a thing it was to get it paid 
God in the language of the people. If the regularly. If the churches would be more 
missionaries had done no more than effect regular in their payments, societies of tliis 
these translations, then, as the forerunners of kind would have far less difficulty to contend 
others, as the perseYering labourers in this with. His society had to pay perhaps.£40,000 
great department, as some of the most ac- within the first three quarters of the year, 
complished scholars in the achievement of when not half that sum had come in ; and 
this great purpose, they were entitled to the he supposed that was often the case with his 
admiration of the whole Christian world, and baptist brethren. He hoped, too, that the 
would surely receive the respect and gratitude supporters of the society would endeavour to 
of ages 3·et unborn. If we wished to pre- increase their subscriptions; for really they 
sen·e the natiYe converts from error, the had been doing too much if they were not 
scriptures were the only certain preservative. prepared to do much more. We had stirred 
If we wished to arm them against danger, up the principle of infidelity in India-we 
they were the best means of defence. He had spread education there-unsanctified 
would mention one or two circumstances in education had been forced from the govern
illustration of this. In Tahiti, the society ment as better than nothing. That system 
had sustained most bitter opposition, and had thrown men out of the absurd theories 
cruel oppression. The French landed with of paganism, but had left them under its 
their guns, their brandy, with their sisters of reigning and dominant vices. Hence it was 
charity, and with their Jesuit missionaries; that the circulation of European infidel 
but the emngelical labourers had left behind works in Calcutta was larger, perhaps, than 
them the hible, and under the influence of in the city of London itself. There were 
that book the converts remained stedfast, not young men there who would despise the 
one of them having been seduced by the brahmin, and stand up with manly inde
&ophistries of the new comers. Madagascar pendence to defend Tom Paine, to reason 
had been a scene of trial and affliction. For for Voltaire, to decry the scriptures, and to 
the first seven years of the mission, the king call the missionaries old women. Since, then, 
of Madagascar was friendly to it, not for its they had helped to bring about this evil, they 
religious character, but for Hs civilizing and should also throw in the remedy, which was 
elevating power; but he was cut off by death, to be found in a better system of education, 
the victim of his own vices. During these of which the word of God should be the 
seven years of royal patronage, the mission- basi~. Nothing was so important for India 
aries numbered seventy converts, as they at this moment as a wise, discreet, and well
believed. Then came four years of persecu- administered system of Christian education, 
tion, in which the monster who now filled the There was another class of opponents with 
throne did all she could to undo what her whom they had to contend in India. They 
predecessor had encouraged. The shepherds had gone out from this country and told the 
were all sent out of the island, and the poor poor people, that such men as Dr, Carey, 
lambs were left in the midst of the wolves; and others who were labouring amongst them, 
but notwithstanding this persecution, the were not the ministers of Christ-were not 
number of converts increased from seventy sent out by the proper authorities-and that 
to two hundred. These unbefriended converts they alone were qualified and authorized to 
were to be left to the force of their own prin- minister to them the sacraments of the 
ciples, and to the protecting power of God; church. These men were not papists in 
and after twelve years of persecution, they name, but it was well known who they were. 
increased in number from two hundred to Then there were the papists in good earnest
more than two thousand; and though they had men who did not conceal their intentions·
had forty or fifty martyrs, there had not been men who did not go about preaching po11ery 
one apostate. He rejoiced that the society and living upon protestant bread, Whateve1 
had done its best to raise up native pastors. might be their errors, they were honest men; 
It was delightful to see these men raised up and they said they would dispute the ground 
and qualified by God for their work, and dis- hand to hand, and foot to foot. However 
charging the duties of their Christian pastor- we might rejoice in the number of protesta~t 
ship with credit to themselves, comfort to evangelical missionaries, the Roman cathohc 
their brethren, and honour to their Saviour. m':issionaries outnumbered them as three to 
'l'he speaker then adverted to the character one; and the great cause of the Reformati~n 
uf the Indian converts generally, and con- would have to be fought over again, even m. 
tra,ted the state of the I n<lian continent at the sight of the heathen. He had no fear of 
the lime when it was Yiaited 1,y the early thi~. As far as regarded any opposition from 
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the papists, he would say, "Come on, only Friday. On sabbath I went with brother 
fight fair." Let them have n fair field, nnd Wenger to Collinga Chapel. A venerable 
God speed the right. They would then have native brother preached-an eloquent bro
no reason to dread the is81le of the conflict. ther, with a fine intelligent countenance, and 

Rev. JoIIN LEEOIIMAN, A.M. The trust a beard that would gTace a patriarch. His 
committed to me and my colleague, as your text was, "Many are the afflictions of the 
deputation to India, was one of importance righteous." He preached with great power 
and responsibility ; and I stan_d before you and beauty. It did my heart good to listen 
to-day in the character of a witness, to bear to his touching appeals while describing the 
testimony to what I saw when on that mission afflictions to which the Christian is exposed. 
of Christian benevolence, I must not detain Referring, in pathetic terms, to the distress 
the meeting with details of the voyage. We which the pious feel when they see their 
sailed from Southampton, after having been relatives walking in the ways of sin and death, 
commended to God in earnest prayer at a he exclaimed, with tears in his eye, " Is that 
meeting of the London Missionary Society. not affliction 1" He then dwelt on Christ as 
We skirted the coast of France, Spain, and the righteous one, and pointed out the many 
Portugal ; entered the Straits of Gibraltar ; afflictions he endured for our salvation. 
sailed along the Mediterranean, having on After the sermon, the church met at the 
our left the mountains of Grenada, and on Lord's supper ; and as I found I understood 
our right Algiers, Tripoli, and old Carthage, the preacher, I ventured to give the people 
scenes rich in historic associations. We an address in Bengalee. I trembled at my 
reached Ceylon in safety, remained there temerity, and soon stopped, fearing they 
nearly a month, and saw much of the grace of could not understand me. However, brother 
God among the converts in that Island. We Wenger assured me I was understdod ; and 
then proceeded to Madras,-thence to Cal- the people cried out, " Speak more, speak 
cutta. Having visited Serampore, and made more ; we all understand.'' I was gratified 
arrangements about the College and the Press, not a little at this, and from that time became 
we started for Upper India. We visited Be- once more a missionary. My visit to Seram
nares, Allahabad,Cawnpore, and Delhi. We pore, the place of my former residence, was 
then returned, and.visited Agra, Muttra, and peculiarly affecting. There I had spent 
Chittoura ; came back to Benares, pro- five years in connexion with Carey and 
ceeded to Monghyr, thence to Cutwa and Marshman, and other loved brethren ; and 
Beerbhoom ; and then back to Calcutta. though many of the old friends were gone, 
We next visited the native churches to the still the work of God was advancing. Those 
south of Calcutta; then started for Jessore, whom I knew as youths I was delighted to 
Barrisaul, and Dacca. From this city Mr. find grown up to be fathers in the church. 
Russell returned to Calcutta, and I pro- The congregations were excellent; the church 
ceeded alone to Chittagong. At length we peaceful and prosperous ; and our meeting! 
met again in Calcutta, and having finished in the Christian village were seasons of re
our work, returned through the continent of freshing and joy. Pran Krishnu, the aged 
Ew·ope to our native land. We travelled native preacher, had gone to bis rest. He 
altogether about 20,000 miles; and, through was brought to the knowledge of the truth 
the goodness of a gracious Providence, no by a tract brought to his village by a tra
evil did befall us. It is difficult to know veiling fakeer ; his brother was brought 
what part of this immense field to bring be- to Christ through his instrumentality ; and 
fore the meeting. In Cey Ion the mission several of his sons have become preachers of 
has been remarkably blessed of God. The the gospel. Permit me to take you to Jes
native preachers were men of intelligence, sore, where Mr. Parry lives and labours. He 
well versed in scripture, and fitted for their is one of om East Indian missionaries-----has 
work, We went into the country, day after never been in this countrv-but is one of the 
d~y,_ and saw large chapels, comfortable fruits of our mission in india. He has long 
nuss1on-houses, and schools, built and paid been engaged in the work, and has been made 
fo~ by the people themselves, and the kind a signal blessing ·to many. From his own 
friends at Colombo. The congregations were lips we received many interesting particulars 
large and attentive. We asaembled the respecting the people of his charge. In 
members of the native churches, questioned that district the native Christiaus are much 
t~em, and took down their answers, which persecuted by the zeruindhars, or landlords, 
displ~)'.ed a knowledge of scripture truth who are unwilling to have native Christians on 
surpnsmg and delightful. When I got to their land, as they cannot extort money from 
Bengal I began to feel quite at home. them at their heathen festivals, as they do 
Many old friends welcomed me and thanked from others who still worship idols. On one 
Go~ for bringing us to visit them. I was occasion some of Mr. Parry's people were 
anxmus to hear a native brother preach in apprehended, aml,unjustly put in prison. One 
Bengalee, to ascertain whether I conld un- of the party was the native preacher. · They 
derstand that language, after being fourteen were kept in prison several days. The sab
years absent from India. We arrived 011 a bath came round, and though shut up, like 

• °2 X 
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Paul and Silas, they determined :to worship God, and then we conversed with the people 
God in the 'jail. They sang aloud the and examined them respecting their know~ 
praises of God. Their keepers came to for- ledge and experience. Their knowledge 
bid and scold them ; the native preacher surprised me. They not only showed a good 
then began to preach to them. At length acquaintance with the facts and doctrines, 
the chief officer of the zemindhar was obliged and precepts of the gospel, but gave a clear 
to set them at liberty, saying, ",vhat can we and scriptural reason for the hope that was 
do with these people 1 If we imprison in them. We exhorted them to continue in 
them, they sing; if we scold them,theypreach the faith, and parted from them with regret 
and argue." I asked one old man here, how hoping ere long to meet them in heaven'. 
old he was ? He replied, " nine years of They regarded our visit, they said, as that 
age ·" "for," said he," all the time till I of an angel from heaven. 'fhe native pastors 
kne.;, Christ goes for nothing." Another fact at all the stations seemed well fitted for their 
interested me much. One of the native work. They knew the people well, were 
members was in great trouble. She came to acquainted with their modes of thought, 
tell her griefs to the missionary. Her little and were, in some respects, better able to 
boy was with her. He listened with deep preach to their countrymen than Europeans 
fe~ling to his mother's sad tale, and look- are, Two of the native preachers in this 
ing up to her, said, "Fear not, mother ; part of the country pleased me much, and 
let us go home ; God will pronde for us." seemed particularly fitted for usefulness, 
A noble specimen of filial piety, and firm One of them had been a Musselman. He 
faith in this little child of the jungle. One heard Mr. Parry preach, and was brought to 
of the most pleasing visits we paid was to, Christ. His history was deeply interestino. 
perhaps, the sm:i\lest native church and sta- He said to me," The love of Jesus, the jew~l 
tion in India. I mention this, for I am not of my heart, makes me happy." When 
selecting the most favourable specimens, but asked how he preached, he said, "Looking to 
wish to present .the facts as they really are. the cross of Christ, I pray to God for a bless
Sailing along one of the noble rivers in Ben- ing." Telling us of instances in which God 
gal, one evening, we came near one of Mr. had made ,him useful, he said, "I preach
Parry's out-stations, called Kalispore. Here God converts." He seemed a truly good 
we were not expected, and had no intention man ; he has composed many beautiful 
of calling, as we did not know we should pass hymns, which I heard him sing with great 
near this place. It was a beautiful moon- interest. At this out-station we had no 
light night, and finding ourselves in that Christianfriend toaccommodateus.-Wehad 
neighbourhood, we were glad to rest awhile, to take up our abode in the native chapel, 
and visit these few sheep left here in the There were five of us at this station, and 
wilderness. We sent for the native preacher. there was only one little couch, which the 
He was delighted to see us. He and his peo- senior member of the Deputation, of course, 
pie had heard we were in the country, but occupied. The rest of us slept as we best 
did not expect to be favoured with a visit. could in our palanquins. When lying down 
He was soon off to assemble his people to in mine, after a very trying day's work, this 
meet us. We walked some distance amid good native brother said to me, with deep 
trees and bushes, the moon-beams playing feeling, "Of all this inconvenience and trou
beautifully on our path; at length we reached ble you will yet reap the fruit." I felt I 
this little Zoar. This station truly is '' a was doing so even then, when I thus received 
little one." There were a few huts ranged in this expression of his sympathy and affection. 
the form of a square, the humble dwellings At Barisal we witnessed the most cheering 
of these followers of the Lamb. At one end evidence of the progress of Christ's cause, 
stood their cathedral church !-the least, Day after day we had meetings with the 
the most unpretending of any thing of the disciples in that district of Bengal. We saw 
kind I had ever seen. It was a frail mat the grace of God and were glad. The in• 
erection-mud fioor, straw roof, two or three terest manifest at our meetingswas intense. 
openings for windows, a few mats for the dis- When the services were concluded, what 
ciples to sit on-there was the pulpit, facing greetings there were ! At our farewell ser• 
the door, and almost within a step of it, vice I suppose two hundred natives were 
though placed close to the opposite wall- crowded in the chapel. They were sitting 
the dimensions of the chapel were so tiny. close up to our feet, packed as tight as could 
A bout a dozen people were soon collected, be ; how still they were !-what expression 
and about filled the place. Bright black in their countenances I It was as exciting a 
eyes we saw gleaming at us, where we could scene as I ever witnessed, At the close, Mr, 
distinguish no face because of the darkness Page rose and said," I have now a word to 
that shrouded this little chapel. We soon say to you ; what have you got to send to 
found, however, that enlightened minds and the kind friends in England who have sent 
warm Christian hearts were there. We sang their 8ahebs to visit you, crossing the ocean, 
a hymn in their strange language to one of leaving all their friends, and exposing them
t heir otrani::er tunes. Prayer was offered to selves to so much toil and danger for your 
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good ? What can you oend them in return?'' 
One man cried out, " Send them · a bit of 
every thing we've got." Another said," Send 
them a bit of our hearts." A third said, 
"Send them lots of our Christian love.'' 
And I am happy now, in this great mlleting, 
thus to present to you their expressions of 
gratit~de and affi:ction: Go~ has done, and 
is domg, great thmgs m Bansal, whereof we 
are glad. On other points I must not en
large. Serampore College we found prosper
ing, under the zealous care of Mr. Denham, 
who is labouring alone with great success. 
We examined his classes of young men, and 
they acquitted themselves with great credit 
both to themselves and their tutor. We 
are extremely anxious to send him he! p 
with all possible speed. We found young 
Brahmins going to the college by the light of 
lanterns, very early in the morning, so eager 
are they for ,instruction. A class of these 
same persons attends Miss Denham for in
strucHon in crochet work, that they may 
teach this useful accomplishment to their 
wives at home, as it is impossible otherwise 
to get access to these respectable females. 
The mission press at Calcutta we thoroughly 
examined. It is a most valuable help to our 
m1ss10n. It is in a sound and prosperous 
condition. It is worth more than £20,000; 
and brings in per annum more than £2,000 
to our mission funds. A noble beginning 
has been made in India, but our work is 
only begun. In Bengal we have our strong
est missions, and yet there are millions, even 
in Bengal, who have none to preach to them 
the gospel of peace. In Tirhoot, a district 
of Bengal, there are I ,697, 700 souls, and no 
Missionary'of any denomination. In Puneah 
there are 1,352,165, and no missionary. In 
Rungpore there are 1,360,350 and no mis
sionary, In Tipperah there are 1,372,260, 
and no missionary. In Sylhet there are 
1,083,720, and no missionary. Thus I could 
go on, showing that there are upwards of 
~l,000,000 in Bengal alone, who have not a 
smgle missionary of any denomination to 
preach to them Christ and his salvation. India 
is. d?ing ':lluch to help itself; some of our 
m1ss1onar1es, from their own scanty salary, are 
supporting native preachers to help them in 
their almost overwhelming work. Hut help 
must come from England. I do not believe 
~hat the missionary spirit is on the decline 
m our churches, I do not believe that the 
resources and the liberality of our friends are 
exhausted. Lately a friend of my own sent 
for me, and said," I shall soon have to leave 
my property, and it may fall into the hands 
~f those who may not use it as I should 
like. I wish to do something for God now· 
take your pen, and mark down what I teli 
you." I did so, She said, " Write down 
£20 for the Baptist Missionary Society ; 
£ 20 for th, Bible Translation Society ; £20 
frr the_ Baptist Irish Society ; £20 for the 

Aged Pilgrims' Society; and £50 for your 
new chapel." This generous friend then put 
the £130 in my hand, and I had much 
pleasure in paying these sums as I was ue
sired. I trust noble examples like these will 
meet with many imitators. 

The Rev. JoHN CLARK (of Brown's Town 
Jamaica) then gave out two verses of th~ 
hymn," Joy to the world, the Lord is come," 
and offered prayer. 

The Rev. GEORGE Gouw (of Norwich) 
moved the second resolution:-
' "That this meeting rejoices to learn, that some of 
the breaches in the ranks of the mission band, occa
sioned by the decease of missionaries, both in the 
east and west, and which the Society bad to lament 
at its last anniversary, have been repaired; and that 
the Committee have been directed to suitable breth
ren prepared to go and preach the gospel to the 
heathen, and take the places of those removed to 
their final reward, and would afresh most affection
ately commend these brethren, and those who have 
so long and efficiently laboured in the field, to the 
divine benediction and care. 

The success which had attended missionary 
operations had been so great, that the funds 
at the disposal of the various societies had 
been drained more rapidly than the liberality 
of Christians had been able to supply them; 
and this had given some countenance to the 
impression, that the missionary spirit was on 
the decline. He was happy to say that such 
was not the case. As there was a tendency 
among some classes to delight in horrible 
tales and sad accidents, there was a tendency 
among some Christians to lay hold of any 
indication that the progress of Christ's king
dom was somewhat lessening. If it were 
meant to assert that some pastors of churches 
delighted in suppressing the truth, and sub
stituting some feeble utterances which might 
square with a cramped and cribbed theology, 
then there might be some grounu for saying 
that the missionary spirit was on the decline. 
The plausible ground for the assertion was 
this,-that Christians were now turning their 
eyes more anxiously than heretofore to the 
organizations which hat! been instituted for 
the propagation of Christianity. It would be 
an ill omen if committees were to imagine 
their institution to be so infallible as not to 
need frequent re-adjustment. Still there was 
not a man in their churches who was not 
anxious to maintain it intact, till a better 
scheme was devised. He hoped the com
mittee would feel that they had the unshaken 
and unshakeable confidence of the churches, 
While he would do all honour to the vouthful 
brethren, who showed themselves willing to 
take the places of men who had fallen on the 
field, covered with wounds, and to emulate 
their heroism, it was his privilege to rejoice, 
that some who had worn the sohlier's harness 
long and honourably in this land, had gone 
forth to preach the unsearchable riches of 
Christ to the heathen. If the churches took 
no interest in the success of 1nissionarv 
labour, the~· would not thus be willing ta 
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~acrifice their pastors, whom they had long philosophel'S or the apostles of comtnerce 
lo,·ed, and upon whose minishJ' theJ l1ad but as the disciples of Christ; and their niO: 
hung with delight. The novelty of the mis- was not to civilize the world, but to mnke 
sionary enterprise had now ceased; but there men his disciples. It was often said that 
was 110 reason to think that the missionary they ought first to civilize, and then to Chl'is
spirit had in any degree deteriorated, or that tianize; but he would say, that the religious 
the cause was likely less deep!)· to stir the elements of man's nature were among the 
best affections and thoughts of its former most indestructible with which he was en
supporters. They had lost Carey, but he had dowed ; he was religious before he was civil
been succeeded h,· Yates, in no whit liis in- ized, and the character of his religion deter
ferior; W engcr h~d followed Yates, and when mined the character of his civilization. When 
". enger should ha Ye finished his toil, it was every trace of civilization had become ext.inct, 
to be hoped that a Lewis might be found to -when laws, learning, commerce, and libertv 
catch the mantle of the ascending prophet, had fled, there yet remained within his soul 
and be anointed with a double portion of his the dim, disfigured elements of religion, on 
spirit. A great improvement had been made which the civilizer might again lay hold. 
in the mode of conducting missions. A few Civilization was not the foundation of religion, 
years ago, churches were planted in straggling but religion was at once the base and the 
towns at large intervals from each other; topstone of civilization;-that which im
now, the eye was fixed upon large cities, and parted to it both its stability and its beauty. 
a sort of military cordon established round Did they want to raise society ? Let them 
the district that was occupied. It were enter within the man-rake up the smoulder. 
absolutely sinful not to look at the success ing elements of his undying conscience
which had attended the operations of the reason with him "of righteousness, temper
society, as an indication that prayer had been ance, and judgment to come"-bring to bear 
continua!l~, madP. for the missionary by the upon him the mighty truth of redeeming 
churches at home. God Eometimes shamed love--and they would renovate his entire 
his church into new devotedness by raising nature, and fit him for sustaining all the 
up unexpected witnesses for his truth; but relationships devolving upon him, whether 
the general course of his government was to towards God or towards man. This was their 
raise up lahourers and send them into the simple but comprehensive design. Surveying 
harvest-fields, in answer to the importunate man as he lay prostrate in wretchedness, 
supplications of the faithful. He trusted cowed with a consciousness -0f guilt, tor
that all who were present would go from the mented with the fury shapes of superstition, 
meeting animated by profound gratitude to the projecting shadows of his own fears, their 
God for the mercv he had shown to their object was to raise him from the dust, and to 
society, that the nuinber of those who prayed bless hlm with the liberty of the sons of God. 
in secret for a blessing upon it would increase. Looking upon the world in which they were 

The Rev. HENRY DUNCKLEY (of Salford) placed, against the back ground of savage 
seconded the resolution. He said: To the ages, lighted up with the fitful gleams of a 
fancy of a young provincial, the denizens of still imperfect civilization, and summoning to 
this fa,·ourerl regjon stood somewhat midway their glance the dungeons where political 
between reality and romance; their presence tyranny immured its victims, the scaffold 
seemed imposing as their venerable structures where the dauntless martyr died, and all the 
-their criticisms as enlightened and decisive blood-stained trophies of slavery and war
as the laws which issued from their senatorial they aspired to be able to cleanse the world 
halls ; their entire man seemed marked by from its pollutions, and make it a temple 
something peculiarly magnificent, imperial, wherein God might dwell It had been 
colossal, as befitted the representatives of a objected to the advocates of protestant m.iR
municipal aristocracy, round whlch the genius sions, that the success which had attended 
of their country poured its richest light, and their efforts were not at all adequate to the 
which could vie with the proudest empires in means they employed. He begged to remind 
the historic spoils of time. Whether or not such objectors of the extreme arduousness of 
this feeling was a delusion he should not stay the task, and the comparatively short period 
to inquire ; it was sufficient for him that he during which their 1ilans had been in opera
could claim sympathy with the assembly in tion. It was true that for sixty years missions 
a name whlch was "above every name," and had been carried on, but even supposing they 
could remember that a Christian audience had been carried on upon an equal scale 
wae usually the last to refuse what courteous- during the whole of that time, thls was 110 

ness and kindliness required. The sacred period for reaping the world's harvest l10me. 
name in which they had met supplied an Changes in the outward circumstances of 
epitome of the object they wished t.o promote. mankind might be speedily brought about-a 
It was to honour Christ, to preach Christ, to single battle might decide whether a Hunga~y 
bring all mankind into allegiance to Christ. should be enslaved or free--and a rapid 
They cared not to avow that object in all its stroke of policy, the work of a single nig~t, 
0ffe1;sive simplicity; they were there not as might consign to a tomb for ye11rs the liberties 
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of n great nation. Aud where the imagination 
wns nppealecl to, where Jesuits moved about, 
arrnyecl in all the trnppings of sacerdotal 
pomp, where painting nncl poetry were em
ployed to impose upon the senses of the 
people-where tho theological champion, 
instead of putting on the whole armour of 
God, came forth from his ecclesiastical bou
doir all jewelled and perfumed, a very glass 
case model of millinery mysteries, followed 
by an invincible artillery of images ancl holy 
water-conversions might take place by a 
sort of magic, and nations be christened, 
though not, alas! Christianized, in a day. 
But when the missionaries went forth to fight 
with error, and their aim was not merely to 
effect an outward change in the condition c,f 
the world, but to reverse men's habits and 
opinions-the result was comparatively a slow 
one. 

[ The want of space compels us to omit a 
portion of Mr. Dunckley's address.] 

The present day seemed to present special 
promise with reference to the future, to en
courage them in the prosecution of the mis
sionary enterprise. Foremost among the ad
vantages which were now presented was the 
tendency among Christians to correct their 
conceptions of Christianity, and to deepen its 
hold upon the minds of its professors. Away 
with every notion of theological development 
which would tum the doctrines of the atone
ment and the divinity of Christ into the gro
tesque clothing of a Pantheistical creed : b1:t 
a faith was wanted more conformed lo the 
reality of God's word, and which, while it 
was deeply rooted in personal conviction, 
should sympathize boldly with all nature, 
":nd with _all life, God, through the specula
twe c~nfhcts of the present day, was working 
out this piety, and giving the power as well 
as the form of godliness. The Newmans and 
the Strausses were erratic enough, but they 
were under the control of unerring wisdom : 
the fulminations of the Vatican were mad 
enough, but they were controlled by a power 
whic~ wo1.1ld not allow "the gates of hell" 
to trmmph against his church. Let them 
mark the provision which God had made 
f?r spreading the gospel-a provision pecu
liar to the present times. A power had 
been wanting, which was chiefly maritime, 
whose wide-spread dependencies should 
become the centres of evangelical light, 
and whose commerce should furnish both 
the wealth needful for the enterprise, 
and th~ means of communicating with the 
most distant shores. God had been silentlv 
raising this power ; at his call Britain aros·e 
from ~he bosom of the deep, and became, in 
ch1e tune, the residence of arts and letters, 
Under his fostering care, her commerce had 
grown, until Englishmen were naturalized in 
every land. 'fhen an enterprise spread over 
the world requirecl a quicker medium of 
communication than had heretofore been 
possessed : am! just at that time came tile 

npplicat_ion of ste1m _to machinery, enabling 
us to triumph over wmd and h<le as easily as 
stem the waters of an inland lake ; and even 
the magnificence of this discovery had been 
eclipsed by the electric current-fittest em
blem of the mind that guided it-which 
promised soon to sanctify earth and ocean as 
the silent vehicles of holy thought. But the 
most remarkable indication of the final suc
cess of their enterprise was, his disposition of 
political power, in giving England such a vast 
preponderance over other nations. Wonder 
of wonders was Hindostan! God had placed 
us there--a cradle of civilization in the midst 
of the most remarkable superstitions-and 
given into our hands the charge of a hundred 
and fiftv millions of the human race. In the 
strangeness of onr destiny we saw the designs 
of God. Why had he placed us there ! It 
was not that we should cover ourselves with 
glory, or gather as into a nest the riches of 
so many people; it was not that the splen
dours of Ghuznee and of Delhi should throw 
their ljlldiance around the British crown, but 
that m, should plant on the Himalayas the 
standard of the cross, and raise to their true 
dignity the populations of that ancient world. 
In conclusion he would say, that under such 
circumstances as he had enumerated, the 
promoters of any merely human enterprise 
might well expect success ; but they had 
broader ground to build upon, and still 
stronger assurance with which to buoy up 
their faith. Their ambition was, the recovery 
of the world to God; but this was also God's 
purpose; it was that for which the Saviour 
came down from heaven; it was this which 
cheered him on in the path of suffering and 
of sorrow, and made him obedient unto 
death. The work was not theirs, it was 
God's; his Spirit commenced it, his power 
energized and defended it ; it was one, might. 
he say, with the constitution of the world; 
it was linked to the wheels of destiny ; it 
was one of those fiery chariots on which the 
King of Glory rode forth conquering and to 
conquer. Outwardly it might look like a 
series of reverses and failures; inwardly, 
looked at by the eye of faith, it was a suc
cession of triumphs. Their brethren might 
fall upon the field-Carey, and Knibb, and 
Burchell, and Davies, anrl Newbegin, might 
rest from their labours; bnt Goel still lived, 
his will must be obeyed, and in his presence 
might be discerned the dawn of triumph. 
Yes, it was before them. With the eye of 
faith they might behold the vision of that 
happy day. It looked as yet like a fair 
illusion-a soft anu. vernal landscape, sent as 
if to make us feel the sterilities through 
which they were passing, a heavenly ideal of 
truth, and happine5s, and bea.uty, sent to 
make us feel the distance which still s,,pa
rated earth and heaven. But it would be 
realized ; the time would come when ou<J 
song, the outburst of a deep feeling of love 
to God and man, should rise frnm all nalion3, 
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and mingle with the strains of heaven's more 
glorious anthem, which should announce 
that the kingdoms of this world had become 
the kingdom of God and of his Christ. 

The Rev. J. RATTENBUH (Wesleyan) 
moved the third resolution :-

That this meeting hns heard, with great pleasure, 
tbe views expressed by the committee, in their Re. 
port, on the neccssit_r of increasing the number of 
the societv's missionaries in lndia, and cordially 
approves the proposal made in it for the increase of 
the society's income, and hopes it will be cheerfully 
responded to by the subscribers ; inasmuch as this 
important object can only be attained, wit.hout an 
increase of the debt,:by a permanent addition to the 
society's income. At the same time the meeting 
expresses its satisfaction, that during the year the 
income, though bnt little above that of the past 
three years, has. permitted a reduction of tho debt 
due to the treasurers, which has eo long and so se~ 
riously impeded the society's operations, to the ex
tent of one thous:md pounds; and hopes that its 
supporters will cheerfully unite in extenc!ing its 
agency, rendered the more incumbent on them by 
the opening prospects in the Eastern World, and 
not only on them, but on the friends of all mission
ary institutions, since there is no other agency 
pro,ided for the conversion of the world, and the 
results of their Vl-bours ha,e proved the practicabi
lity of the work, and its acceptableness to God. 

He called to mind that Carey could not make 
two shoes of one size, and yet was the ablest 
of Bible translators. He wished he had the 
power of condensation, or that he could give 
e>:pression to feeling without words. He 
would then make a speech once for all in 
this place among the members of another 
denomination. He would just refer to the 
notice in the Report of Jamaica. That no• 
tice was rendered melancholy by the disasters 
of the cholera. His own connexion had lost 
l ,500 members 1,y that terrible visitation, 
and their contributions from that island had 
fallen off proportionably. But the Lord had 
strangely and blessedly turned the tide of 
their affliction. Their last accounts reported 
an addition to their churches of between two 
and three thousand memhers, and their in
c 1me had risen in the same sort. After a 
Jong night of trial they had the promise of 
enlarged prosperity. He trusted that this 
blessed visitation would come to their (the 
haptist) churches also. He must be par• 
doned for one other allusion. 'l'he Report 
mentioned that some of the churches made 
no collection for the society, and others 
o,ily in alternate years. Now he must say 
the W esleyans, who were notoriously good 
beggers, did better than that. They had 
not a chapel, large or small, in town or coun• 
try, wherever there was a minister and a 
congregation, that there was not also a mis
sionary society. It was an integral part of 
the church. 'I'hey never considered a chapel 
fairly opened till they had held a missionary 
n1ecting there. 

G. W. ALEXANDER, Esq., of the Society 
of Friends, was called upon to second the 
resolution ; and introduced by the chairman 
at, l1cHing shown great kindness to their mis
si•Jnari•:s iu tlie \Vest Indies. He said ;-

I should shrink from addressing even a few 
words to the meeting at this late hour, were 
it not the request of the committee that I 
should state the impressions produced upon 
my mind by what I observed of yonr mis
sions, in a recent visit to ,the West Indies. 
I cannot bnt think that, as to the question of 
the utility of missions, there is scarcely to be 
found more interesting and· satisfactory evi
dence of their success thun in those regions 
which it has been my happiness to visit. In 
no part of the ,vorld to which Protestant 
missions have been directed are they equal 
in extent, in proportion to population. The 
result of my intercouse with those mission
aries, Baptist, W esleyans, and Moravians, 
was to make me value more highly Christ
ianity in itself, independent of the denomina
tions into which the Christian church is 
unhappily divided. We saw in those beau
teous islands, which a few years since were 
the scenes of so much misery, wickedness, and 
universal demoralization, an amount of com
fort as large as is to he met with in any 
portion of our own country-a large propor
tion of the population under the influence of 
Christian instruction, conducting themselves 
in a manner that would be highly creditable 
to the people of any community, and setting 
an example of liberality to our own country; 
so large is the amount subscribed by the 
humble classes for erecting chapels and 
schools, and supporting ministers. In Trini
dad, which has a population of 60,000 or 
70,000, you have two missionaries ; with one 
of them I had the pleasure to converse, and 
I have no doubt that he is exercising a most 
beneficial influence in Port Spain. In Hayti, 
we visited that excellent female who is here 
to-day; than whom none has made greater 
sacrifices, or sacrifices that have been more 
blessed. In Jamaica we visited nearly the 
whole of your stations ; and I can truly say, 
there was not one that was not exercising a 
highly beneficial influence; one of those 
ministers, who offered supplication in this 
house to-day, has a congregation of two thou• 
sand persons. It was also my privilege to visit 
there the late excellent Joshua Tinson ; and 
I never visited any person whose deportment 
in the near prospect of death was more in
structive and consolatory. Not to lengthen 
remarks made at the desire of friends, I will 
say, that the result of what I have witnessed 
is a deep interest in the success of this society, 
and in the la hours of Christian missionaries 
throughout the world. 

The Rev. C. LmoM (of Sheffield) sup• 
ported the resolution. He had come n long 
distance for the purpose of speaking, but he 
could only now venture to assure the com
mittee of the zealous interest in this cause of 
the Baptists of Yorkshire. 

The Doxology was then sung ; the Rev. 
W. H. IloNNEn pronounced the benediction; 
and the meeting separated a little before 
four o'clock. 
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CONTRIBUTIONS, 
Received on account of the Bap#ist Missionar_y Society, during the month 

of Mardi, 1852.-0ontinued from page 80. 
£ •· d. 

BzRKBHIRB,-Continued. 
Sunnlnghlll-

Collectlon ............... 0 17 8 
Contributions ......... l 10 8 

Do., for Nativt 
P1·eac/iera ... .. .. .. l 2 O 

Wallingford-
Contributione, for 

Native Preacl,era... 0 18 g 

Wokingbam-
Collection ............... 7 4 11 

Do., Blackwater ... 1 10 10 
Contributions ......... 15 18 5 

Do., for Jamaica... I 10 0 
J>o., for Mrs. Sale" 11 

School, Ba risal .. • 3 16 0 

30 0 2 
Acknowledged before 

and expenses ......... 16 9 4 

13 10 10 

BuCKINGHAMSHJRE, 
Buckingham-

Contributions ......... 3 0 0 
Chesham-

Collection (part) ...... 4 0 0 
Contributions ......... 13 7 3 

Do., Sunday School 0 6 7 
Haddenham-

Collection .•.......... , •. 3 4 4 
Contributions 6 17 2 

Kingshill, Little-
Collection ..........•..•• 1 0 0 
Contributions 6 0 0 

Weston Turville-
Contributions, by Mr. 

R. Deverell ......... 3 0 0 
Wycombe, High ......... 10 0 0 

CAMBRIDGESHIRE, 
Cambl'idge

Contribution.e:, addi-
tional .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. . 5 18 4 

Lilley, W. E., Esq .... 45 0 0 
Horningsea-

Saundera, Mr. W ...... 5 0 0 
Shelford, Gre.n.t-

Contributions, for 
Native Preachei·s ... 0 13 5 

Helstone-
CORNWALL. 

Col!octions.. ............. O 13 4 
Contribution............ l O 0 

10 13 4 
Lesa expenses ...... O 12 8 

Penzance-
10 0 10 

Collectlons ............... 11 16 O 
Contl'lbutions ......... 17 6 8 

Do.,for Translations O 10 0 
Do., Sunclay School 1 5 7 

30 18 3 
Acknowledged beforo 

and expenses ......... 23 6 6 

Carlisle-

7 11 0 

CmummLANo. 

Contributions ......... 2 10 O 

Maryport-
£,.d. 

Collection ............... 4 5 6 
Contributions 3 3 4 

Do., for Native 
Preachers 

Stockton on Tees-
6 5 

Contribution ............ 
Whitehaven-

0 10 0 

Collections ............... 6 11 5 
Contributions ......... 7 16 l 

Workington-
Collection ............... 0 18 6 
Contributions ......... 0 9 0 

27 10 3 
Less expenses ...... 1 12 0 

DERBYSHIRE, 
Brassington-

Contributions, by Miss 

25 18 3 

Grafl'tey, for Native 
Preachers ........ .... 0 10 0 

DEVONSHIRE. 
Dartmouth-

Collection .. .. .. ... .... .. 2 0 6 
Contributions ......... 1 U 3 

Do., for .African 
School8 ............ O 10 3 

4 5 0 
Less expenses .... .. 0 5 0 

4 0 0 
Devonport-

Contributions, for 
Native Preachers ... 1 12 0 

Modbnry-
Contributlons 1 19 4 

NORTH D.EVGN AUXIL-
IARY ..................... 55 0 0 

Less expenses . .. ... 3 0 0 

52 0 0 

Plymouth, George Street-
Contributions ......... 95 13 10 
Acknowledged before 

and expenses ......... 60 2 11 

35 10 11 
Ringmore-

Contributions 1 16 8 
Do., Sunday School O 4 0 

Torrington, Great-
Contributions, for 

Native Preachel's ... 1 5 0 

DORSETSBIR E. 
Bourton .. ................... 3 4 0 
Poole-

Colloctlon . .. ............ 2 0 6 
Conll·ibutlons ......... 2 10 0 

Do., Sunday School 1 2 7 
,vimborne-

Contributions ......... 0 7 0 

DvnHAJ\I. 
Da1·1ington-

Contributions, for 
Schools ............... 21 0 0 

Houghton lo Spriug...... 0 7 0 

£ s. cl,. 
South Shields, Barrington St.-

Collection~ ................ 4 13 1 
Contributions ......... 19 5 8 

Do., Sunday School 1 0 0 

24 18 9 
Lese expenses .. .... 0 9 0 

24 
Sunderland, Bethesda-

9 9 

Contribntions (addi-
tional1 .................. l 

ESSEX. 
Colchester-

Contributions ......... 10 9 3 
Do., for Schools...... I O 0 
Do., for J)ebt ......... 2 O 6 

13 0 9 
Leas expenses ...... 0 1 3 

13 8 6 
Harlow-

Contributions ......... 16 15 9 
I!ford-

Contributions, by Mrs. 
W. Rose ............... 4 0 0 

Longbton-
Collection ............... 9 0 5 
Contribntions 6 4 6 

Do., for Native 
Preacher& 2 12 2 

Rayleigh-
Contributions 3 10 0 

Do., for Natii·e 
Preachers 1 0 0 

Saffron Walden
Collections............... 8 13 11 
Contributions ......... 17 0 3 

Do., for Schools...... 1 1 0 
Do., for lvati1.:e 

Preachers . .. . . .... 1 3 2 
Do., Sunday School O 10 11 

28 18 3 
Less expenses .... ,. 0 12 6 

28 5 9 
Thaxtcd-

Collection ............... 2 13 4 
Contributions ......... 2 16 8 

Thorpe-
Contributions, for 

Native P1·ecrchers ... 0 8 
Walton on the Nazo-

Friend..................... 2 0 0 

GLOUCESTERSHIR.E, 

Chipping Sodbury-
Contributions, for 

Natire Prectche1·3 ... l 12 6 

EAS'J GLOUCE'ST.ERSHIRE 
AlJXILIARY-

Arliugton-
Collection ............ 2 7 11 
Contributions ...... 2 4 'i 

Dourton on the \Vatcr-
Collection .. .. ... . ... . 2 14, 11 
Contributions ...... 10 0 

Ilurford-
Collection ... ... .... .. l 3 i 

Contributions ...... 0 19 4 
Proceetls of Tea 

Mectiug ............ 1 7 
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£ s. d. 
C ironcestcr-

Collection ............ 2 3 0 
Contributions ...... 8 12 0 

Cuts.dean ............... 0 10 0 
Fairford-

Collection l 18 0 
Contributions 2 11 0 

Do., Sun. School 0 ( 4 
Naunton and Guiting 6 10 7 
Stow on the Wold-

Collection 0 16 0 
Contributions 0 9 9 

Do., Sun. School 0 6 0 
\Yinchcomb-

Collections ............ 2 9 1 
Contril:mtions 5 3 6 

47 ]0 ]0 
Lt'SS expenses ...... 2 10 10 

45 0 0 
Ea.stington-

Sunday School, for 
Native Preache1·6 ... 011 7 

Gloucester .................. 6 6 7 
Lydbrook-

Collect.ion ............... 1 10 0 
Lydney-

Collection ............... l 0 3 0 
Contributions ········· 3 6 0 

Thornbury-
Collection ............... 3 9 6 

V\T oodside-
Collection, &c . ......... 5 1 3 
Contributions, for 

Nai,ive Preachers ... 2 6 2 
Wotton under Edge-

Collection ............ , .. 4 2 l 
Contributions 6 17 11 

Do., for IJebt ......... 2 0 0 

HAMPSHIRE. 
Beanlicu-

Burt, Rev. J. B ...... 21 0 0 
Do., for Rer. George 

Pearce•s Na,t,ive 
Preacher............ 6 0 0 

Guernsey-
Collections-

Cate! and Foret ••• 3 7 0 
St. Martin's ......... 0 17 2 
St. Saviour's ......... 2 6 7 
Wesley Road......... l 9 0 

Contributions ......... 1 7 0 

9 6 9 
Less expenses 0 2 6 

9 4 3 
Jersey-

Contributione 2 6 6 
Long Parish-

Sunday School ......... 0 14 6 
Lymington-

Mursell, Mr ............. 5 0 0 

Portsmouth, Portsca, and 
Goi::port Auxiliary-

Contriba.tions ...... 17 15 0 
Ebenezer-

Collection ............ 3 7 3 
Contributions 0 10 7 

Do., Juvenile:::::: 1 0 0 
Forton-

Collection 3 7 3 
Kent Street-

Collections, &c ...... 30 9 6 
Female ARsociation 4 12 9 
Sunday School, Ma-

rie la bonne ...... 1 0 
Landport-

Collection ........... , 4 l4 6 
Contributions 0 11 6 

Do., Sun. School l 9 6 

St. l'•ul'e SqMre- £ •· d. I £ '· d. 
Collection ............ 2 16 6 JfoNTINOMNBIIII\E. 

--- Blnutlsham, moloty ..... , 3 lG 0 
:-I 14 5 Houghton, do. ............ l o 8 

Ackno,,-Jedged before Huutingdon, do ............ 12 10 0 
and expenses ......... 53 5 0 Kimbolton, do............. 2 0 O 

Ramsey, do. .... .... .. ..... 3 17 2 
18 9 5 Do., Contrlbutions ... 0 7 0 

Romsey- St. Ives, moiety ......... 32 15 7 
Contributions ......... 8 9 l I St. N eots, do............... 9 0 7 

Southampton- Spaldw!ck, do. ......... .. 2 18 0 
East Strect-

Collections ........... , 6 16 O 75 7 6 
Contributions 2 13 3 Less expenses ,..... 2 2 6 

993 7350 
Less expenses O 13 o 

8 16 3 
Portland Cbapel-

Collectiou .... ........ 7 0 0 

HEREFORDSHIRE, 
Fownbopc-

Contributions 2 8 6 
Do., Sunday School 

Lays Hill-
0 l 6 

Collection ............... 0 5 10 
Peterchurcb ............... 5 0 0 

HERTFORDSH[RB, 
Berkhampstead-

Ba.!dwi,u, Mr. Jos ...... 
Bishop Stortford-

Sunday School, for 
:Native Preache1·s ... 

Boxmoor-
Collections ............... 
Contributions 

Hemel Hempstead-
Collections ............... 
Contributions ......... 

Less expenses 

Hilcbin-

l 0 0 

1 1 4 

2 6 0 
3 6 0 

7 3 9 
8 14 10 

15 18 7 
l 10 0 

14 8 7 

Collections ............... 17 11 4 
Contributions ......... 22 l 7 0 

Do., for Schools...... I O 0 
Do., Sunday School 2 4 ( 

43 12 8 
Less expe~ses ...... 1 0 0 

42 12 8 
Royston-

Contributions ......... 6 5 0 
St. Alban's-

Collections ............... 11 13 0 
Contributions ......... 12 5 11 

Do., for Emalty...... 2 5 O 
Do., Juvenile......... 6 13 4 
Do., for Natii,.e 

Preachei·s .. .. .. .. • 2 4 11 

35 2 2 
Acknowledged before 

and expenses ......... 11 0 0 

24 2 2 
Watford-

Collection ............... 10 7 4 
Contributions ......... 25 10 8 

Do., by Mr. J. Cha• 
ter, for ltev. I/. 
Gay .................. ~ 10 0 

Do., Sunday School• 0 0 6 

42 6 6 
Less expenses ...... 0 10 0 

41 16 6 

KENT. 
Bircllington-

Contributions ....... .. 
Do., Sunday School 

Boro" Green .............. . 
Broadsta.irs-

Collections ............. .. 
Contributions ........ . 

Do., Sunday School 
Girls ............. .. 

Canterbury-

0 8 6 
0 7 0 
1 10 0 

6 7 0 
5 18 6 

0 10 7 

Collections ............... 12 11 10 
Contributions ......... 3 1 JO 

Do., Juvenile ...... 46 13 3 
Do., for Native 

Preachers ......... 0 18 5 
Do., Sunday Sobool 2 9 0 

Proceeds of Lect4res 9 12 10 

75 7 2 
Less expenses • . .. .. 1 l 7 

74 5 7 
Chatham-

Acworth, Mr. Joseph l l 0 
Deal-

Collection ............... 2 Hi 
Contributions ......... 4 3 

Eythorne-
for Contributions, 

Native Preachers ... 0 13 6 
Faversham-

Contributions 3 4 8 
Lewisham Road-

Contributions ......... 6 16 11 

Maidstone-
Collections ............... 11 19 0 
Contributions ......... 22 9 0 

Do., for Translations 10 0 0 
Do., for Jcrniaica 

Theological In<ti• 
tuiion ............... 1 0 0 

Do., Juvenile......... 4 Y 0 

49 15 0 
Leae expenses ...... 0 12 6 

49 2 6 
Margate-

Collections ............... 10 0 0 
Contributions ...... 21 4 7 
Do., Sunday School l 2 2 

32 0 9 
Acknowledged beforo 

and expenses ......... 10 17 0 

21 9 9 
Meophnm-

Contributlons ......... 2 16 10 

R~1!!f1~~~~~s ............... 11 7 0 
Contributions ......... 28 5 0 

IJo., Sunday Schools, 
for 1Vc~t Aftican 
School• ............ !i 11 2 
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Proceeds of Toa Meet• 

ing .................. 4110 
Do. 1 0( Needlework, 

tor En/ally ••••••••• 
Snndburat-

Sunday School .•••••••• 
Smarden

Contribution• ••••••••• 
Stoplchurst-

Contribulione ........ . 
Tcntcrden, Zion-

Collection .............. . 
Contributions ....... .. 

1 1 0 

3 17 4 

2 0 0 

6 6 0 

4 0 0 
5 0 0 

Woolwich, Queen Street-
Collections ............... 13 8 0 
Contributions . .....••• 2 17 0 

16 5 0 
Less expenses •••••• ·O 5 O 

16 0 0 

LAN'CASJ-URE, 

A~l1ton under Lyne
Contributions .....•••• 25 0 0 

Do., by John John-
son, Esq., for 
1/ative Preachers 1 2 10 

Bootlo-
Collection •••.. ..••...•.• 8 8 O 
Contributions ......... 7 15 9 

Do., Juvenile......... 1 17 2 
Cloughfold-

Contributions, for 
Native Preacher• . .• 2 18 7 

Liverpool, Myrtle Street
Contributions ...•••.•. 1 O 6 0 

Manchester-
Collections-

Cavendish Chapel, 
Rev. Dr. Halley"s 53 1 10 

Great George Street, 
Salford ............ 2 17 4 

Grosvenor Street... 7 15 10 
Public Meeting ...... 22 2 5 
Union Chapel •..•.. 117 Ii 7 
York Street ........• 32 9 4 

Do., United Sun-
day Schools ... 4 10 8 

Contributions ........ 331 17 O 
Do., York Street 

Sunday School ••. 7 10 0 
Do., do., for Natfre 

Preache>"s ... .. .... 3 18 
Do., Union Chapel, 

(including Juve-
nile) .................. 30 0 O 

Do., do., Sunday 
School.. .•••...•..... 12 17 9 

Do., do., for NaUve 
Preac/ie,-s •••• ..•.• O 12 4 

Do., Great George 
~~eet,. Salford, 

vemle ...••..••... 15 14 3 
Do., Granby How 

(Wolsh) ..•...•..... 2 5 4 
Do., Grosvenor St. 1 o O 

Proceeds or Tea Meet-
ing ················••u• 0 14 6 

Acknowledged before 655 17 3 

and expenses ..•...••. 528 18 9 

Oldham
120 13 6 

Sa~~~~~ions, &e ........• 28 17 8 

Foster, G., Esq., for 
Jamatca. Tlieological 
lnttitution ..... , ...... CO O O 
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£ s. d. £ •· d. 
Spork Bridge- Worstead-

Fell, John, Esq., for Collection .............. , 7 18 4 
IJebt ..................... 10 0 0 

LEICKSTBRSIURB, 

Leicester-
Harris, R., Esq., M.P., 

for IJebt ............... 50 -0 0 
Harris, R., Raq., jun., 

· tor do ............••...• 10 0 0 

NoRFOLK. 

Baetoh-
Collection ............ ,,. 1 11 2 

Buxton-
Contribution ............ 2 0 0 

Do., Sunday Scl1ool 2 4 10 
Dereham, East-

Collection .......•....... 2 11 10 
Contributions 9 2 10 

Do., Sunday S~h~·;j 0 18 4 
Proceeds of Tea Meet-

ing ..................... 0 6 0 
Diss-

Collection 6 12 4 
Contributions 5 18 3 

Do., Juvenile ......... 3 3 8 
Do., do., for Nati,:« 

Preachers 0 17 8 
Do., Snnday School 

Downham-
0 9 7 

Collection ............... 2 19 2 
Contributions 2 11 8 

Do., Sunday School, 
Boxwell ............ 0 3 0 

Procsedsof Tea Meet• 
ing 0 3 6 

Ellingham, Great-
Collection ••••••...•••••• 1 15 2 
Contributions 3 0 4 

Do., Juvenile ......... 2 10 2 
Fakenham-

Collection ............... 2 15 0 
Contributions .•••....• 10 3 4 

Do., Sunday School, 
for Native Preach~ 
ers .................. 0 16 11 

Foulsham-
Colleetion ............... 7 0 0 
Contributions, for 

Native Pi·eachera. .. 1 15 O 
Ingham-

Collection ............. •• 5 O 8 
Contributions •........ 19 6 3 

Do., Sunday School O 2 G 
Lynn-

Contributions ........ , 2 0 O 
Mundesley-

Collection ••• ,.,......... 9 3 
Mllndham-

Collection .••..••..•••... l O O 
Neatishead-

Sunday School .••.••.•• 1 0 0 
Neelon ....••.••••.........• 2 7 6 
Norwich-

Orford Hill............... 3 0 
St. Clemcnt's-

Collections... ....... .• 7 10 0 
Do., Public l\leot• 

ing ..•..•......•.• 10 0 0 
Contributions ..•... 5 13 10 

Do., Sprowstou... 1 0 2 
Do., Sun. School O 9 o 

St. Mary's-
Collections ............ 21 0 0 
Contributions ...... W 16 7 

Sal house .....••••••....••. 4 1 O 
Swatfhnm-

Collection ........... ..•• 2 JG 6 
Contributions ......... 5 16 ~ 

212 18 9 
Acknowledged before 

and expense• ••.... 221 l 0 

21 17 0 

NORTHAMPTONSHJRB, 

Aldwinkle .................. 1 13 0 
Buckby, Long-

Contribution!!, for 
Na.asau Chapel ...... 1 0 0 

Bythome .................. 2 0 6 
Clipstone-

Contributions, addi• 
tional .................. 3 6 10 

Kettering-
Contributions 16 17 r; 

Do., Sunday Schools l 12 7 
Do., for Nati,-ce 

Preachers l 6 0 
Do., Broughton ...... l 2 0 
Do., Independent 

Congregation(Rev. 
T. Toiler's) ......... 0 0 

Ringstead-
Collection 2 10 5 
Contributions 5 12 7 

Do., Sunday School 0 0 9 
Stanwick-

Collection (part) ...... l 19 3 
Contributions 3 0 9 

Do., for Bapti:rt 
Irish Society 1 7 

Do., for Nati'te 
Preacher• ......... 0 11 0 

Thrapstone-
Collections (part) .••... 2 2 0 
Contributions 9 (i 6 

Do , for Jamaica ... 0 10 0 
Do., Sunday School 2 10 0 

Woodford .................. 1 2 0 

60 9 7 
Leas expenses .•• . . • O 6 9 

60 2 10 

No"R.TBUMBERU.~D. 

NORTH Oi' ENGLAND AU:s.IL .. 
IARY-

Bl~~~r~~ii~s. ...... ... .. !; t; 2 
Do., Broomhaugh O H 0 

Contributions ...... 3 15 4 
Ifamsterley ............ 2 10 0 
Houghton le Spring-

Collection ............ 2 7 G 
Contributions ... ... 0 G 0 

Middleton Teesdale
Collection ••..... ..... 2 9 G 
Contributions .. .. .. 3 0 S 

Newcastle on Tyne, 'futhill 
Stairs-

Collcetiona ....••...... 17 0 6 
Contributions ...... 19 lti 3. 

Do., Sun. School O lti 10 
Do., Newcourt

Collections............ 4 10 :l 
Contributions ...... H 7 3 

Do., for 1'rmisla-
tions............... 0 0 

Do., for Fwwle 
Edttcatiu,i ...... 5 G 

Sliicld:s, North
Collectious............ 9 17 7 
Contributions ...... 10 5 O 

Do., for ~d,oofa... l 11) lJ 
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Sbotley Bridge-
Collection ............ 1 10 0 

Walker-
Collection ............ 1 1 10 

£ s. d. 
Wellington-

Sunday School, Hadley O 18 6 

SOMERSETSHIRE, 

Devl,es, High Street and £ '· '7· 
Broml,am, on account 10 0 o 

Ludgershall-
Contrlbutlon ............ 1 O O 

.Melksbam-
104 18 2 Keynsl,am-

Acknowledged before 35 0 0 Contributions, for 
Juvenlle Association 10 O O 

69 18 2 
Less amount not re

mitted.................. S 15 2 

61 3 ~ 

rNo-rTINGHAJ\fSHfRE. 

Southwell-
Contributions ......... 0 10 0 

Sutton on Trent
Collections............... 1 15 0 
Contributions ......... 3 4 7 

Do., Sunday School 0 10 0 

Natfre P,-eacl,e,•s ... 0 14 0 

Minehead-
Collection .......... ..... 3 1 -6 
Contribution............ 0 10 0 

Stogumber-
Collection ............... 1 17 6 

Watchet and Williton-
Collection ....... ........ 3 17 0 
Contributions ......... 2 l O 0 

11 16 0 
Less expenses ...... 1 O O 

10 16 0 

WORCRSTGRSTTJRE', 

Bromsgrove-
Collection .............. , 2 11 2 
Contributions ......... 5 17 5 

:s 8 7 
Less expenses .... .. l 5 7 

Evesham, Cowl StreetJ 
on account ............. ,. 

Stourb1·idge-
Collection .............. . 
Contributions ....... .. 

Do., Sunday Schools 

7 3 0 

5 0 0 

2 0 0 
1 0 0 
2 1 0 

5 9 7 STAFFORDSHIRE, 

Less expen~es ...... 0 6 7 Hanley- YORKSHIRE, 

6 3 0 

OXFORDSHIRE. 

Bicester-
Contributions ......... 1 0 0 

Chipping Norton-
Collection ............... 3 10 0 
Contributions ......... 19 0 0 

Do., Sunday School 3 13 0 

26 3 0 
Less expenses ... 2 8 O 

23 15 0 

Coate, Standlake and Bampton
Collcctions............... 3 19 0 
Contributions ......... 2 18 5 

Do., for .lratfre 
Preachers ... . ..... 0 15 9 

7 13 2 
Less expenses •• .. .. 0 5 0 

7 8 2 
Hook Norton-

Collection ............... 4 0 0 
Lechl.ade-

Contribntions .......... 1 0 0 

Orlord-
Collections ............... 12 14 0 
Contributions ......... 23 11 11 

Do., for East Indian 
Schools .............. . 0 0 

Do., for 1Vtst Indian 
do ..................... 5 0 0 

Do., for Native 
Preachers ........ , 0 

43 a 11 
Less expenses ... 2 8 0 

40 18 11 
Rollright, Great-

Cor.tributions ......... 1 ]l 0 
Do., Sunday School O lJ 0 

8HROPSUIRE, 

Co ii brook Dale
Cor1LriLutiuns ,...... .. G 0 

Os1,estry-
Co11trl)Jutivn .,.,,.,,.... (! (I 

Collection, &c .......... 12 10 0 

SuRRE\:. 

Kingston-
Collections ............... 13 4 0 
Contributions ......... 9 15 11 

Do., Sunday School 2 0 3 

25 0 2 
Less expenses .... .. O 1 o o 

Barnolds,vick-
Collection .. .. .. ......... 4 15 O 

Boroughbridge-
Lofthouse, the late 

Miss Mary Ann ... 10 4 6 
Contributions, for 

Native Preach,,., ... 1 3 6 
Bradford-

Contributions ......... 36 12 0 
Do., Juvenile......... 2 2 6 
Do., for Schools ...... 1 0 6 
Do., for Native 

Mitcham
Contributions, by Miss 

2110 2 

E.Ring ............... l 1 8 

Teacher, Africa... 10 O 0 
Do., Sion Chapel ... 2 18 10 
Do., do., Sunday 

School............... 1 16 5 
0 Huddersfield and Lockwood

Contributions, for Fe .. 
Norwood, Upper-

Contributions ......... 10 5 

SussEx. 

Hastings-
A. B., for India ... 1 0 0 

Contributions, for 
:Native Preachers • .. 0 12 0 

'1\ .. A.RWICKSHIRE, 

Birmingham, Bond Street-
Collection, Farewell 

Service to Rev. I. 
Makepeace! ......... 7 1 4 

Contributions, for 
Native 1Preachers 5 6 6 

Abbey Plaee SchoolJ 
for Ceywn ............ 5 0 0 

Leamington-
Collections ............... 12 1 7 
Contributions 18 6 3 

Do., Sunday School 2 7 9 
Do., by Rev. James 

Clark 3 3 0 
Do., Mr. John 

White ............... 1 1 0 
Rugby-

Contrjbutions 1 8 0 
Do., Sunday School 0 5 /j 

Do., for Native 
Preachers 2 12 7 

Smethwick ................. , 2 3 0 

WILT8HJnB. 

Brallon-
Collcction ............... 4 1 2 
Contributions ......... 1;-3 4 10 

Vo.,Jurenilo ........ O 2 0 

male Education...... S O 0 

HULL AND EAST RIDING 
AUXILL\RY

Beverley-
Collection ........... . 

Do., Skidby ..... . 
Contributions .... .. 

Do., Sun. School 
Bishop Burton-• 

6 11 7 
l O 9 
2 3 2 
1 7 10 

Collection ............ 3 9 0 
Contribution......... 1 1 0 

Hull-
Collection, George 

Street ............ 17 2 8 
Do., Salthouse 

Lane ............ 840 
Do., Public Meet-

ing ............... 11 16 1 
Contributions ...... 9 18 0 

Do., Juvenile ...... 12 1, 

73 15 1 
Less expenses ... , .• 6 13 O 

67 2 I 
Lockwood-

Collection ............... G 12 0 

NoRTH RmrNo AuxrLIARY
Burllngton

Collections............ 8 1 8 
Conlributiono ...... l 2 0 

Driffield-
Collections, ........... 6 11 G 

1-Iuumanby-
Colleetion .. .......... 1 17 7 
Con\l'ibutlons ...... O 7 O 



£ a. d. 
J{llbam-

Co!leotlon ............ 1 13 3 
Mallon-

Collection ............ 2 8 7 
Contributions ...... 5 2 0 

Scarborough-
Collectlono ............ 19 7 4 
Contributions ...... 25 13 8 

Do., Sun, School O 16 6 

70 1 6 

FOR JUNE, 1852. 

D0NBJOFISJJIRE
Olyndyfrdwy-

£ B, d. 

Collection ............... 0 10 6 
Contribution• ......... 3 0 6 

Do., Sunday School O 10 6 

4 1 6 
Less expenses .... .. 0 1 6 

4 0 0 

3fll 

£ ,. u.. 
CAR1'JARTHEN'SHfRP.-

Felinfoel-
Collection 0 0 
Contributions ......... 0 0 

Horeb-
Collection ............... 0 7 6 

Llandilo-
Collection ............... 0 19 0 

L!anelly-
Sion-

Collection 1 0 4 
Less expenses ...... 13 10 0 Llangollen- Contributions 

Bethel (two yearsi::_:·· 
3 18 6 

Collection ............... 0 15 9 
65 11 6 Contributions ......... 5 0 8 Collections ............ 1 3 5 

Sheffield and Rotherham 
Auxiliary

Barnesley-
Collection ... ,........ 2 10 0 

Rotherham-
Collection ............ 3 14 5 
Contributions, Sun-

day School, for 
Native Preachers O 14 0 

Sheffield-
Townhead Street-

Collections ......... 15 12 10 
Contributions ... 15 4 t; 
Proceeds of United 

Communion ... 3 9 10 
Portmahon-

Collections ......... 9 7 0 
Do., Public 

Meeting ...... 7 14 7 
Contributions ... 15 9 8 

73 16 9 
Acknowledged before 

and expenses ........ , 58 2 9 

15 14 0 

NORTH WALES. 
ANGLE3EA

ANGLESEA. Missionary 
Society .................. 1 

Capel N ewydd . .. .. .. • .. .. O 
Holyhead-

Collections, &c .......... 12 
Do., Silo ............... 1 

Llanfachreth-

0 0 
4 9 

7 2 
3 0 

Collection ............. .. 

~:'iu~•m .. :::::::::::::::::: 
3 4 6 
0 5 0 
0 7 4 

18 11 0 
Less expenses ...... 1 14 6 

CARNARVONSHIRE
Bangor-

16 17 3 

Collection ............... 9 4 6 
Contributions ......... 1 15 6 

Capel y lleirdd .... .. ...... 1 8 6 
Garn Dolbenmaen-
Ll~~~~~;'.~~ .......... ,.... 1 10 0 

Collections............... 1 14 3 
L Contributions ......... 5 O 5 

lanllyfnl-

P~I1~!f1~n ............. " 1 12 0 
Contributions ......... 26 18 4 

Tyddyn Sion-
Contributions ...... ... 2 1 O 

Less expenses ...... 6~ 1{ g 
Gl 12 3 

6 16 5 
Acknowledged before 

and expenses......... 5 2 3 

0 14 2 
Llanrwst .... .. ... .. .. ..... 4 10 0 
L!ansilin-

Collect!on ............... 0 11 0 
Contribution .......... ,. 1 0 0 

Pandyr Capel-
Collection ............... 2 6 6 
Contributions ......... 2 1G 6 

5 3 0 
Less expenses ...... 0 7 3 

4 15 9 
Penycae-

Contributions, for 
Native Preachers ... 0 16 0 

MoNTGOJUERVSBIRE
Newtown

Collections............... 8 19 2 
Contributions ......... 29 16 2 

Do., for Jiati-1.:e 
Preachers ......... I 10 7 

Contributions ...... 5 0 0 
Logyn-

Collection 0 11 0 
Contnbutions ......... 2 10 0 

Penrhiwgoch-
Collection ............... 0 18 6 

Sardis-
Collection ............... 0 17 

Saron-
Collection ............... 0 8 

19 13 3 
Less expenses .... .. 0 6 4 

GLAMOB.GANSHIRE

Cardiff, Bethany-

19 6 11 

Collections ............... 13 10 6 
Contributions ......... 22 8 2 

Do., for Debt ...... ... 5 O O 
Do .• Sunday School O 8 6 
Do., do,, Bethel ... 1 13 6 

43 0 8 
Acknowledged before 

and expenses ......... 30 18 0 

40 5 11 12 2 B 
Less expenses ...... 5 7 1 Caerphilly-

Collection ............... 1 17 2 
34 18 10 Contributions ......... 0 17 6 

SOUTH WALES. 

BR ECKNOCKSBIRE
Beth!ehem-

Collection .............. . 
Contributions ........ . 

Pantycelyn and Elim-
Collection .............. . 
Contributions ........ . 

Ynysyfelyn ............. .. 

CARDTGANSHIRE
Cardigan-

Collectlon .............. . 
Contributions 

Do., i for Natii:e 
Preacliers ........ . 

Llandyss!l
Ebenezer-

Collection , .......... . 
Hebron-

Collection ........... . 
Contribution ........ . 

Ponybont-
Collection .......... .. 

1 18 2 
l 17 2 

Hirwaen-
Collection ............... 4 1 6 
Contributions ......... 7 1,5 5 

Do., Sunday School 1 17 8 

13 14 7 
Less expenses! ...... 0 1-l O 

13 0 7 
3 16 o Lisvane-
2 5 o Collection, &c. .... ..... 1 1 4 
0 15 0 Merthyr Tydvil, High SLreet-

Collection ......... ...... 2 13 4 

2 14 10 
3 7 6 

0 0 0 

0 11 6 

0 9 0 
0 2 6 

0 15 

Contributions ... .... . 6 7 6 
Morriston, Sion Chapel

Collection (less ex-
penses) ............ ... 0 11 S 

Waintrodau-
Collection .......... ..... 1 0 0 

MoNl\lOUTHSWRE-

Argoed-
Collection 1 4 6 
Contributions ......... 3 10 0 

Bassaleg, Bethesda-
Collection 2 1 6 

8 9 5 
Less oxponsos ...... 0 1 0 

Contributions 
Do., Sunday School 

l 9 0 
l 6 

Pcnycae, N"bo-
8 8 5 Collection 2 7 0 

Contributions ......... 0 0 
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£ s. d. 
risga-

Collection ............... 2 8 10 
Contributions 1 12 6 

Pontaberbargoed-
Collection ............... 0 13 10 
Contributions ......... 0 15 0 

Tredegar, English Church-
Collection ............... l 13 0 
Contributions ......... 2 12 0 

P.Kl\fBROKESHTRE-
Blaenywaun and Bcthsnida-

Collections ............ 1 9 1 
Contributions ...... 6 13 11 

Gerasim-
Collection ............ 0 9 0 
Contributions 3 2 9 

11 14 9 
ess expenses ...... 0 0 6 

11 14 3 
Cilfom- and R~moth-

Collection ............... 2 7 l! 
Contributions 2 4 11 

Croe~gocb-
Collection ............... 1 3 8 
Contributions ......... 4 0 2 

Middlemill- ~ 

Collection ............... 1 6 9 
Do., St. David's ... 0 7 10 
Do., Tretio ............ 0 2 6 

Contributions ......... 11 3 6 

Lees expenses ...... 

Newport-
Collection ............... 
Contributions ......... 
RADNORSHffiE

DoJen-

13 0 7 
0 7 6 

12 13 

l 5 2 
1 2 6 

Collection ............. .• 1 9 3 
Contributions O 12 6 

Newbridgc-
Collection ............... 1 18 9 

Rhayader-
Collection O 8 6 
Contributions .... ..... 0 l 7 

4 10 7 
Less expenses ...... o 0 7 

4 10 0 

£ s. cl. 
SCOTLAND. 

Abcrohirdcr-
Collection ............... 7 2 0 
Contributions ......... 0 10 6 

Aberdeen-
Collection, J obn St .... 9 ]5 0 
Contributions ......... 7 5 0 

An8truther-
Collection ... , .......... , 5 12 0 
Contributions 5 0 0 

Do .• for 1-latii·e 
Preache,-s ......... 0 15 0 

Cupar-
Collection ............... 2 0 0 
Contributions 8 19 10 

Do., for Native 
P1·eacher3 ......... 2 6 6 

Dundee-
Collection, Seagate ... 9 0 0 

Do., Meadowside ... 4 0 0 
Do., St. John's Free 

Church 6 0 8 
Do., St. Andrew's 

do ..................... 2 12 5 
Do., Rev. Mr. Gil-

fillan's ............... 1 0 6 
Contributions ......... 24 lo 0 

Dunfermline--
Collection ............... S 16 6 
Contributions ......... 15 0 0 

Edinburgh-
Collections-

Albany St., Public 
Meeting ............ 4 0 0 

Charlotte Street ... 25 0 0 
Elder Street ......... 50 0 0 

Do., Juvenile ...... 0 17 2 
\'Va.terloo Rooms ... 5 0 0 

Contributions ......... 33 13 5 
Glasgow-

Oswald, Miss, Scots• 
town . ................. 

Greenock-
Collection ............. .. 
Contributions 

Huntley-
Collection, Free 

Church .............. . 
Kemnay-

Collection ............. .. 
Kirkcaldy-

Collcction .............. . 
Contributions 

Leith-
Contributions 

Longside-
Col!ection, &c . ........ . 

2 0 0 

1 11 6 
4 0 0 

6 1G 0 

0 15 0 

2 6 9 
2 2 0 

0 15 0 

6 6 0 

£ •· d. 
Mont.rose-

Collection ............... 3 7 0 
Contribution ............ 1 0 0 

Paisley-
Collection ............... 3 8 0 
Contributions 0 lo 0 

Do., Sunday School, 
Georgo SU.·cct, for 
Schools . ........... 0 0 

Perth-
Contributions, for Fe• 

male Education ... , .. 2 0 0 
Pitsllgo, New-

Contributions ......... 0 6 Q 
St. Andre,v's-

Collection ............... 2 10 1 
Contributions 1 8 6 

Do., for Native 
Preachers ......... l 17 0 

Stirling-
Collection, Spital St. 4 0 0 

Do., St.John Street 2 16 0 
Contributions 1 0 6 

Tough-
Contributions ......... 4 1 0 

296 18 1 
Less expenses ...... 3 12 4 

293 5 9 

IRELAND. 
Dublin-

Contributions 2 2 1 
Less expenses 0 0 3 

2 l 19 
N ewtownards-

Mc Kee. Rev. \V ....... 0 10 6 
Waterford-

Mr. Coombs ............ 0 10 0 

FOREIGN. 
BENGAL-

Sewry, Beerbhoom ...... 280 0 5 
CEYLON-

Colombo ..................... 71 2 3 
Kandy ........................ 31 14 9 

NORTHERN INDIA-
Monghir ..................... 220 10 

WE'i.T lNDIES-
Haiti, !or Chapel ......... 17 6 11 

Tile following should bave been 
Inserted in the April Herald:

Brixton Hill, Salem 
Chapel. ................. ~ 

The Contributions for April are unavoidably postponed. 

Subscriptions and Donations in aid of the Baptist Missionary Societywill be thankfully 
received by William' Brodie Gurney, Esq., and Samuel Morton Peto, Esq., M.P., Treas1l!'ers, 
by the Rev. Frederick Trestrail and Edward Bean Underhill, Esq., Secretaries, at the 
Mission House, 33, Moorgate Street, LONDON: in EDINBURGH, by the Rev. Jonathan 
Watson, and John Macandrew, Esq.; in GLASGOW, by Robert l{ettle, Esq.; in DuBLIN, by 
John Purser, Esg., Rathmines Castle; in CALCUTTA, by the Rev. James Thomas, Baptist 
Mission Press; and at NEW YORK, United States, by W. Colgate, Esq. Contributions can 
also be paid in at Messrs. Barclay, Devan, Tritton, and Co., Lombard Street, to the account 
of the Treasurers. 



QUARTERLY REGISTER 
OP' T'HR' 

BAPTIST HOME MISSIONARY SOCIETY. 

The Annual Meeting of the Society 
was held on Monday, April 26th, in 
Finsbury Chapel, which was well filled 
on the occasion. The chair was occupied 
by SOLOMON LEONARD, Esq., A.M., of 
Bristol. 

The Rev. W. LAROM, of Sheffield, 
having opened the proceedings by 
prayer, 

The CHAIRMAN said-It afforded him 
great pleasure to _have an opportnnity _of 
speaking a word m behalf of the Baptist 
Home Missionary Society; not because 
it was Baptist ( though he liked i~ none 
the worse for that), but because 1t was 
a missionary society, the object of which 
was to give a wider diffusion to the 
Gospel of Jesus Christ ; and especially 
because it was a home missionary society, 
endeavouring to secure that diffusion 
amongst the populous but neglected 
districts of our own beloved country. 
He need not say that this was a field of 
Christian labour which had not by any 
means met with its proper share of at
tention and cultivation from the Christian 
church at large. Our Lord instructed 
his disciples to "begin at Jerusalem." 
This circumstance had often been re
ferred to as indicating a wonderful 
compassion on the part of the Saviour, 
enjoining the efficacy of His blood to be 
proclaimed first to the nation that had 
been employed in shedding it; but was 
that all He intended to convey? It was 
not only the dictate of compassion but 
the suggestion of unerring wisdom, 
teaching us where to begin and how to 
carry on attempts to evangelize the 
world; not commencing at the utmost 
limits of our commission and then work
ing our way doubtfully homewards, but 
beginning at home, se"curing Lho ground 
as we went on, even to the utmost 
regions of the world : or at least work
ing in both departments simultaneously; 
certainly not making our interest in the 
salvation of the heathen a plea or excuse 
'.or neglecting Lhat of those around us 
m a state of ruin and perdition. He 
was glad to find that Christians were 
evidently awakening to a sense of tl1<1ir 

duty in this matter. The increase of 
city missions and home and county 
missions was a proof of this ; and the 
success attending many of these com
paratively new-born efforts clearly show
ed what a promising and valuable field 
had long l:,een lying almost entirely 
neglected. Whole districts were as 
ignorant of, and as unconcerned about, 
the Gospel, as heathen countries. Let 
the church be awakened to a sense of 
its high vocation ; let each man lay him
self out for the conversion of others; 
and the event would fully justify the 
prediction of the Saviour, that "He 
would draw all men unlo Him.'' No 
cause with which the Almighty Sa,,iour 
was linked could fail, but it must issue 
in final triumph and full prosperity. 
But what a melancholy consideration it 
was that we should allow the opportu
nity of hastening that issue to escape 
from us, and be transmitted to those 
who should come after us. The time 
was short, and it was our bounden duty 
to be steadfast in the propagation of the 
Gospel amongst our own countrym1:cn, 
to work in the cause with all onr might, 
under the assured conviction that our 
labour would not be in vain in the 
Lord. 

A summary of the report was then 
read by the Secretary, who also read the 
cash statement, in consequence of the 
absence of the Treasurer through severe 
domestic afll.iction. The report, which 
is now ready for circulation, and which 
contains several extracts from the corn -
munications of the missionaries in rn
rious districts, closes with the following 
statement respecting the management of 
the society :-

For several years past the Committee 
have earnestly wished their respected 
secretary to relinquish his pastoral en
gagements, and. devote his time. ex
clusively to the mterests of the society. 
They have found from experience that 
travelling agents or deputations, how
ever excellent as such, could not con
stitute the link they felt to be necess::iry 
between themselves and their agents 

. ~ y 
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nn<l auxilinrics. On two previous occa
siom, therefore, they nnnnimons\y re
qneste<l their secretary to devote himself 
wholly to the reqniremcnts of the insti
tution. But while he was willing to 
undertake the labour, an<l make the 
domestic and other sacrifices which were 
necessary, he was anxious, if possible, 
that the society should be spared the 
expense inYo1'·ed in such an arrange
ment, at nn, rate that it should not be 
incurred unt'il other expedients hn<l been 
exhausted. During the last :hree years, 
with the ,·icw of economizing the re
sources of the society as far as possible, 
no regular collecting agency has been em
ployed. In many instances the churches 
have been left to make their own con
tributions ; in others, in which deputa
tions have been insisted on, they have 
been employed; and while the secretary 
has been obliged to be much more fre
quently from home t.han was compatible 
with due regard to his pastoral engage
ments, he has been quite unable to meet 
the exigences and satisfy the demands 
of many of the auxiliaries. At length it 
appeared indispensable to the efficient 
management of the affairs of the society, 
that some such measure as that pre
viously contemplated should be adopted. 
For the third time, therefore, your Com
mittee unanimously and cordially invited 
Nfr. Davis to undertake the treble office 
of secretary, collecting agent, and fra
ternal visitor of the stations ; convinced 
that his doing so would operate more or 
less beneficially on the interest of the 
institution through all its auxiliaries. 
S,ympathizing thoroughly in the con
victions of the Committee, though feel
ing as solicitous as ever not to incur any 
expense that could by a true economy 
be avoided, the secretary determined to 
give himself, at least for a time, exclu
sively to the work. Since his foll en
gagement he has laid before your Com
mittee much information which is likely 
to lead to important modifications and 
changes; and through variom channels 
they have become apprised that his 
occasional ministrations have proved 
useful to many of the churches. Their 
attention has recently been drawn to 
tl,e importance of discriminatin"', both 
in the body of the report and0 in the 
cash account, between those auxiliaries 
which are in working co-operation with 
tbem, and others which are simply af
filiated bodies. The cash statement of 
the present year makes a distinction be
tweetJ them. The attention of your 

Committee will :ignin be specially di
rcctc<l to this an<l. to a kindred subject; 
and it is probable that their relation to 
several of their auxiliaries will gradually 
become much more defined and bene
ficial to both parties than at present. 

The times in which we are living 
clearly enongh indicate the importance 
of healthful united action between the 
different sections of the same denomi
nation, and, as far as practicable, be
tween the several denominations ; while 
if any rivalry be admitted, it should be 
without jealousy, and of the most gene
rous and Christian character. Your Com
mittee unfeignedly rejoice in the wide 
field which is occupied, and in the im
portant results which through the Divine 
mercy, are being secured by kindred in
stitutions whose resources and appliances 
are much more extensive than their own. 
They are thankful, too, that a very much 
larger amount of home evangelizing 
effort is put forth by the churches than 
could possibly be registered by any 
Society however comprehensive its or
ganization. If the British churches arc 
not doing all that they might for the 
scriptural enlightenment of the British 
people, they are doing more than de
sponding friends, or uncandid foes, arc 
prepared to acknowledge. But while 
admitting this, it is not to be denied, 
and ought to lie deeply felt, that there 
is sadly too much occasion for humilia
tion, self-reproach, and repentance; and 
for L"cnewed self-consecration, effort, nnd 
prayer. Popery. is steadily, earnestlr, 
and systematically at work; and if the 
point from which it started only a few 
years ago be taken in to the account, 
it has more comparative success than 
certain chapel building and other 
statistics, which overlook this consider
ation, would lead us to suppose. Semi
popery, that form of the great apostacy 
from which our population has most to 
fear, is at work, if with somewhat less of 
Jesuit-like system, with numerous and 
important advantages which Jesuits 
cannot command. Infidelity is at work; 
both that which is indigenous, and th~t 
which is of German or German-Ameri
can origin ; boldly speaking out in some, 
and stealthily insinuating itself into 
much larger, portions of our literature. 
It behoves us, therefore, to endeavour 
to lay our plans wisely; and carry them 
out with "a zeal according to know
ledge," not waiting, however, for a per
fect org-anization, or perfect men ; but 
doing our utmost with tbc mcl).ns and 
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agents al our command ; nnd in a spirit 
of suppli~nt and c?nfiding d~pendcnce 
011 Him with whom 1s the'' residue of the 
Spirit'' and who alone " can give the 
incre~se." The gospel, made known in 
u compassionate spirit by men who l1ave 
been divinely taught it, and who l1ave 
experienced its life-giving energy, is 
still " the power of God to salrntion to 
every one that believeth." The true 
greatness of Britain depends under God 
on its wider diffusion amongst us, and 
on its more commanding influence. The 
eyes of many peoples, longing intensely, 
under the iron despotisms which for the 
moment keep them down, both for 
liberty and for religion, are turned to
wards us as exar.iples, and that they 
may obtaiu our help. " The Lord have 
mercy upon us, and bless us, and cause 
his face to shine upon us; that bis way 
may be known upon earth, his saYing 
health among all nations.'' 

The Rev. E. GRIFFITHS (of Upwell) 
moved the first resolution ;-

That the Report, an abstract of which has 
just been read, be printed and circulated under 
the direction of the Committee; that gratitude 
is due, and is hereby expressed, to Almighty 
God, for the measure of success which has 
attended the operations of the Society during 
the past year; and that while the great work 
of home evangelisation may be strongly enforced 
on recognised principles of Christian patriotism, 
it every day assumes increasing importance in 
consequence of the emigration of great numbers 
of our countrymen to our colonies and to other 
1,arts of the world. -

[As time did not permit Mr. Griffiths 
to deliver the latter part of his intended 
address, the substance of the whole 
is given from his notes considerably 
abridged.] , 

Had I been permitted to choose the 
sentiments of my present speech, it 
would have been that the Home Mis
sionary Society ought to be supported. 
There is a sense in which every Chris
tian is a home missionary, aud every 
Christian church a home missionan· 
society ; aud a wider sense in which 
a county associatiou is a home mission
ary society, I would now call your 
attention to a society whose C'perations 
are much wider than any of tlwse. To 
the efficient working of such a society 
us intimated in the report, it seems 
necessary to have the services of at least 
one competent person, who, while he 
acts as secretary to the society and 
collector of its funds, shall be a mission
ur? ,to the churches to stir up their 
n11ss1onary zeal, nnd a missiona1·y to 

the missionaries to counsel and encou
rage them in their work. The report 
speaks of the efforts of tractarians hy 
means of tl,e National Schools. We 
~now tl,at their _fa vo~rite doc~rine, bap
tJSmal regeneration, 1s recogmzed in the 
catechism which is regularly taught in 
those schools. Tl1e generality nf the 
cl1ildren may not bcliern the unscriptural 
doctrines oft he catechism, but by means 
0f tl,e schools in which it is taugl,t they 
are precluded from receiving scriptural 
instruction. So that if the tendency of 
these schools is not superstitious, it is an
ti-religious. The belief is gaining ground 
that if fairly dealt with the people may 
safc!y be left to provide for their own 
comfort and education. But the ques
tion occurs, by what moral force are the 
people to obtain these things ? With
out engaging to answer this inquiry, we 
may safely affirm that some time must 
elapse before they can be obtained, and 
still longer time before their beneficial 
results can be realized. Mean w bile this 
society proposes to go to the people as 
they are, and preach to them the gospel 
of Christ. W c are encouraged by the 
fact thal it is e:,sier to induce adults to 
bear the gospel, than to attend to any 
regular course of secular iustructiou. 
Aud it is generally found that when the 
parents become interested in the gospel, 
they are anxious for both t be secular and 
religious instruction of their children. A 
Baptist home missionary bas peculiar 
adrnntages. He has no political system 
to defeud. He may. for every good pur
pose, be a man of the people. He has 
no ecclesiastical organizatiou to uphold, 
he has simply to proclaim the truth as it 
is in Jesus. There is no scriptural doc
triue or precept on which he is bound to 
neutrality ; he may boldly declare " the 
whole counsel of Goel." However valu
able other means may be for prerenting 
the extornal manifestations of sin, it is 
only hy the gospel that the heart can be 
changed. Other means may act :.gainst 
the outworks of sin and misery, but tl,e 
gos~el is mighty through God to . the 
pullmg down of strong holds, and brwg
ing into captivity every thoitglit to the 
obedience of Cl:rist. To elevate a people 
without the gospel, woultl be nothing 
more than a temporal elerntion. They 
must still be left without hope for 
eternity. Nothing but the gospel can fit 
them for "glory, l1onour, and irnmor
talily." And it is only by keeping the 
spiritual and eternal ble,sings of the 
gospel permanently in view, that C\'t'll 
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its temporal advantages can be folly and 
effectually secured. Home missionary 
efforts are pre-eminently reproducti,·e. 
Chnrches formerly assisted by this 
society (several instances I happen to 
know) now contribute with comparatiYe 
liberality to both home and foreign 
missions. And from these churches men 
of God arc raised up to preach the gospel 
both at home and abroad. The report 
states that some of the churches have 
been diminished by emigration. How
ewr painful it may be to the churches 
to be thus deprived of tLeir members, it 
is pleasing to know that a few individuals 
of the many thousands VI ho are leaving 
our shores are true Christians, who may 
become tl1e living epistles of Christ iu 
distant lands. \Vho can calculate the 
good that might be effected in those 
distant lands, if but half of those who 
leave our shores were only converted to 
Go<l ? Seeing then the tendency of 
home missionary efforts to promote both 
the temporal and spiritual well being of 
man in every part of the world, we have 
ever.v encouragement to persevere, 
knowing that we are employing means 
which God has graciously engaged to 
bless. May the Society be encouraged 
to go forward, praying "God to be 
merciful to us and bless us, and cause 
!,is face to s!tine upon us, that !tis way 
may be known upon earth, Lis saving 
health among all nations.'' 

The Rev. W. LANDELLS ( of Birming
ham) seconded the resolution. He said: 
the question-how to evangelize our 
country, is now occupying a large sl!are 
of the attention of the church. The time 
has happily gone by when home was in 
danger of being o,·erlooked, in conse
quence of the superior eel& connected 
with foreign operations. The infidel 
cannot now taunt the Christian with in
sincerity, in professing to care for tlie 
heathen abroad while he feels not for 
the more wretched heathen at home. 
Various institutions for the benefit of 
our country have sprung into cxisttnce, 
and various means have been wisely 
c!tosen and are now vigorously worked 
and extensi,·ely supported by the most 
active spirits of tlie age. The fact is 
gratifyino- as an indication that the 
church has become more alive to her 
first duty, and to the ioterests of a class 
who liave a first claim upon her benevo
lent regard, and also as affording reason 
to liope that an increased interest, lea<l
ing lo more commensurate eff'orts, will 
Le crowned witl1 enlarged success. But 

the gratification is not unmingled; tho 
inc.rcascd interest indicates the existence 
of evil; it hns been awakened bv dc
plornble facts which have forced tl1em
sclves upon public observation-facts 
which show that the interest, gl'eat as it 
is, is not equal to the occasion, and that 
every argument by which it may be 
augmented, and the church stirred up to 
vigorous and persevering efforts should 
be diligently and incessantly plied. It 
is not unusual on these occasions to 
prove the necessity of such societies ·as 
this by quoting facts illustratiYe of po
pular ignorance. B11t it is not needful to 
appeal to the accident of popular igno
rance, while there is the essential fact of 
human depravity. Man's derangement 
is not so much in his intellectual as in 
his moral nature; and it will avail little 
that his intellect be cultivated while his 
affections are unchanged. Even in this 
age of vaunted enlightenment and pro
gress, when the world is to be regene
rated by the diffusion of knowledge 
much of the literature provided for th; 
people is comparable only to moral 
poison. It is like pitch-you cannot 
touch it without being defiled. Nor do 
we forget that knowledge, which is 
goo~ in itse!f, may be rendered by de
pravity the mstrument of greater evil. 
Could you combine the intellect of a 
Newton with the passion ofa Nero the 
intellect wo?ld not subdue the pas;ion, 
but the pass10n would press the intellect 
into its service; the result of the com
bination would not be a philosopher of 
such commanding force of character as 
the strong passions of the monarch would 
lead you to suppose, but an intelligent 
monster, in which the brute and the 
fiend were nearly equal. When J hear 
the talk which is now so common of the 
moral results which are likely to accrue 
from the diffusion of knowledge, I ask, 
Do facts justify the expectation? I think 
of Rosseau who was alike distioo-uished 
for his intellect and his vice ;-of tl1e pro
fligate Mirabeau, who had the most com
manding intellect, perhaps, which France 
in his day could produce ;-Napoleon 
comes to my remembrance, the man of 
the greatest mental capacity, not only in 
France but in Europe, but who was, 
withal, "a boundless liar," a thief, an 
assassin, a slanderer, '' a scamp Jupiter," 
as lie was well called, who trod upon 
the neck and waded through the blood 
of thousands, that he might obtain the 
object of !1is ambition ;-the name of 
Byron presents itself; Byron, who rose 
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nt one bound to the very pinnacle of racter of the day. Nor is tl,e condition 
fame, who was familiar with nature in of these parties in relation to Christinn
hcr wildest and her softest moods, but it_y merely a negative one; that of many 
who, with nil his genius and all his fame, of them, at least, is one of direct ari
wns, ere he reached life's meridian, a tagonism. Religion is so associated in 
worn-out debauchee, weary of living, their minds, that the slightest allusion to 
and yet unfit to die. When I think of it excites their intense hostility; its 
these things I see the utter inadequacy badges, its professors, but especially its 
of knowledge to regenerate the cha- ministers, are the objects of ridicule and 
racter and remedy the evils of society; scorn. To sneer at it is manly; to seek 
nod J see that we perform a gratuitous its destruction is to prove yourself a 
task when we attempt to prove the ne- benefactor of, and to merit the gratitude 
cessity of home missions by appealing of, mankind; to profess it is an inclica
to popular ignorance; for, however far tion of weakness or of fraud,; lo bP 
man may have advanced in knowledge, completely devoted to its promotion is 
though his intellect matched that of an to practise an organised and systematic 
angel, there is still need for the applica- deception for the furtherance of some 
tion of a more efficient remedy. Neither sinister end. That this is no exaggerated 
is it necessary to adduce particular in- description of the condition of the work
stances as illustrations of the depravity ing classes, especially in our manufac
and wretchedness of many of our coun- luring towns, you are very well aware. 
trymen. It may with propriety be as- And does not the fact present the loudest 
sumed that there are facts sufficient for argument in favour of such societies as 
our purpose with which you arc all tins? To rest satisfied with such a state 
acquainted. I communicate no intelli- of things is an impossibility to a Chris
gence when I say that only a small pro- tian man: and it is only in the measures 
portion of the inhabital¾ts of this land which home missions contemplate or 
profess to ham become partakers of a admit of that you car. find an efficient 
new, a spiritual, and a higher life; and remedy. \Ve plead not for the preach
when you reflect that, while destitute of ing of "another gospel," nor for the 
that life they are passing on to a dark application of any novel remedy; we 
and dismal futurity, is not the thought have already expressed our belief in the 
sufficient to make your hearts throb inutility of mere knowledge; nor have 
with the strongest emotions, and to ex- we any greater faith in the advocacy of 
cite in you the deepest sympathy? You virtue. It is essentially defective, be
cannot be ignorant of what is again and cause it confines its care to the present; 
again being brought to light-the ex- it overlooks futurity, and makes no pro
istence of thousands in your own city, vision for its enjoyment; and even in 
and of proportionate numbers in every the accomplishmeat of its own object it 
large town in the country, who are as is a failure. Popular sceptical philoso
low in the social scale, as far removed phy is equally useless, were it only for 
from the ameliorating influences of the its unintelligibility. Take a man of 
gospel, as brutal, as savage, as wretched ordinary intelligence, a man more iu
~s the most degraded heathen tribes. It telligent than many who understand the 
1s, alas! a too palpable fact that, long gospel sufficiently to be sanctified by it 
as the gospel has been proclaimed in the and to have derived from it a good hope 
land, that, studded as our towns are with of future glory, and try to find, in the 
sanctuaries, the mass of wickedness re- writings of Carlyle, Emerson, Parker, 
mains as compact and unbroken as Morell, and others, an answer to the 
ever. From some cause or other, the question, "What must I do to be 
measures which the church employs saved?" and you may, by the uncouth
exert but little influence on those by ness of your phraseology, so excite his 
whom their influence is most needed. wonder as to divert his mind a little 
In the very neighbourhood of the sane- from his own sorrows, but you can give 
tuary there are thousands who never him no reply which can soothe his ditfi
cross its threshold, and to whom the cnlties or dispel his fears. A system 
gospel is never proclaimed. They crowd which is too profound for the great mass 
to your fields, they throng to your public- of mankind, is one by which man, as 
!1ouse, they lounge about their homes in man, cannot profit, and is not to be 
idleness, or are engaged in some em- compared to that gospel which is 
P]oy1nent hav\ng nothing congenial, but adapted by it~ simplicity to the com
d1rectly at varaauce with the sacred cha- prchension of tl:e child, and commended 
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by its profundity to tl1e inYcstig11tion of 
the s:igc. But while we lmve full con
fidence in the gospel, as tl1c inhlrumcnt 
of the world's re.generation, there may 
be other methods of bringing it in to 
contact with the popular mind; without. 
changing the remedy, we may adopt 
uew means for promoting its 11pplication. 
Our church and chapel senices, as ordi
narily conducted, are useless, if the 
parties will not attend them ; nor is the 
11rcaching there al ways Lest adapted to 
the peculiar modes of thougl1t of our 
·working men. lf they will not come to 
l,car tl1e gospel, we must convey it to 
tlicm ; aml we must present it in a 
manner most likely to overcome tl,eir 
prejudices, to :,rrest their attention, and 
secure their belief. Let the gospel be 
presented thus, and we fear not for the 
results, wl,etLer bron£?ht into contact 
with the brutally profligate or the in
tellectually sceptical. I am glad to say 
tl,at your committee are fully alive to 
the importance of such efforts, and 
would gladly employ them to a much 
greater extent than their means will 
allow. They wisely resolve not to wait 
for a perfect organization, but to do 
what tl1ey can with the means they Lave 
in tlieir power, in a spirit of lrnmble, 
wppliant, confiding dependence ou God, 
·with v.Lom is the residue of tl1e Spirit, 
und wl,o alone can give the increase. 
Still, I can perceive in the expressions at 
tl1e close of the report a tone of just com
plaint, or of sincere regret, that you 
<lo not supply them with tLe means of 
instituting a more perfect organization, 
and procuring men adapted for another 
kind of laLour than that in wl1ich agents 
are usually eng-<lged ; a labour more 
loudly called for by the wants of the 
time, and for which little provision is 
u,ade by any denomination of Christians, 
but wLich is likely to be productirn of 
the most gratifying results. I, for one, 
<lo not believe in your inability; there 
may Le exceptions, Lut, as a general 
rule, I solemnly deny it; and if more Le 
not doue by you tl1an has been douc 
hitherto, I shall not attribute it to your 
want of ability, but to your waut of 
willingr,ess. I pray tliat God in His 
wercy way saYe us from the sin of 
ohrink.ing from tl1e post of duty, when 
tlie voice of perisliiug thousands around 
us calls upon us to Lestir oursclves
wlien tlie efforts of the adversaries of tl,e 
cros,, the infidelity which is seeking in
,idiow,l I' to undermine tlie citadel 
uf our · faitli, aud the Popery wl,ich 

is stretching forth it~ arms on 1111 
sides, summon us " to the help of the 
Lord, to the help of the Lord, aguinst 
the mighty." 

The resolution was put and curried 
unanimously. 

The Re\'. C. STOVEL moved the second 
resolution :-

?-'hat, ~otwith~tan~inl!" the efforts mnde by 
tins and kindred mstitnt1ons to evangelize the 
people, there remains an a.fflictive amount of 
1gnoranre, indifference, and pl'Bctical as well as 
speculative infidelity, to be overcome; and that 
as mea?•i ~~gaciously adjusted to the corrupted 
S?scept&b1hllcs of human nature, are being 
vigorously employed by the advocatesofvarious 
anti-Christian errors, which tend to the eternal 
undoing of our countrymen; it is highly im
portant that the agents of the society should 
be well 'lualified for their work, both by their 
ireneral mtelligence and as men of God, and 
that they may be greatly assisted in their 
operations hy liberal supplies of tracts and 
other publications distinguished by wise and 
benevolent adaptation to the characteristic 
requirements of the times. 
He could have wished that the proceed
ings had closed, as far as speaking was 
concerned, with the adwirable address 
of the last speaker, and the remainder 
of the service been consecrated to de
votional exercises. Very true it was, 
that even where the l,igLest and richest 
fruits of intellect had been acquired, 
the heart was in as much need of the 
sanctifying influences of Divine mercy DS 

it was before. The observations made 
in the preceding address respecting the 
popular literature of the day were 
worthy of the most profound considera
tion. The evil was not confined to 
books adapted to the lower orders, but 
extended to works of a more cultivated 
character. An illustration of this re
mark might be found in Carlyle's "Me
moirs of Stirling," in which he seems to 
have embodied in himself a practical 
development of Lis own Mephistopheles. 
But there was not so much danger from 
vulgar hostility cir refined scepticism as 
from the religious operations of the 
churches themselves. He could not 
take his New Testament in his hand, and 
walk through the region of his acquaint
ance, and say, "Here is a Jiving em
bodiment of the great truths which are 
written there." Still, in reviewing some 
of the operations of the society, there 
was ground for encouragement. One of 
the chief difficulties against which all 
such labours as tl,ose connected with 
this society had to contend, was tlie 
well-organised system of Catholicism 
and scmi-Catlwl.cism that so extensively 
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preYniled throughout the country, nnd it 
ncecled all their eff,nts to counteract the 
workinO's of that system. Especially 
were tl1eir labonrs rcqniretl, as Mr. 
Griffiths had shown,among working men, 
more particularly those in manufacturing 
towns, where Aerni-politics, infidelity, 
and sentimentalism, were preqented in 
such awfnl shapes-where on~ was com
pellecl to hear coarse blasphemies uttered 
at the corners of the streets, even on the 
sabbath-day. What was needed was 
some well-snstainecl effort to bring to
gether all the collective thoughts which 
many of these working men entertained 
in reference to religion, and to meet 
them by sound and scriptural arguments. 
An earnest, hearty, fervent ministry was 
needed, adapted especially for the rural 
population of the country. It was not 
theory against theory which they should 
endeavour so much to set up; it was 
not so much the amount of knowledge 
possessed by individuals, as the forma
tion of personal habits adapted to per
sonal intercourse, which must constitute 
the basis of all their advance in the work 
of God. We were apt to forget in our 
demonstrations of doctrine, that homage 
which was due to those personal minis
trations by which mercy was handed 
out to man. Let it be remembered that 
God was doing that which was already 
anticipating many ~f our movements, 
and which would either second our right 
entleavours, or shake thtJ whole structure 
of our communions as with the force of 
an earthquake, and crumble all the 
fabrics of our associations in the dust. 
There was now in this country a ten
dency to a sweet, and spiritual, and 
vitalising religion which no power could · 
repel. As in the days of our Lord it 
was said, " Where is the kingdom of 
heaven?" and Jesus said, "It is rising 
in ~he midst of you;'' so even no,v, 
while we were trying to press our little 
schemes, God was showing, in the 
str~aks that were seim upon the cloudy 
horizon, intlications of the mornino-. 
Let it, then, come and fill the whole 
horizon of our conception, and brino- the 
uay of triumph to our blessed Lord~ 

The Hon. and Rev. BAPTIST NoEt, in 
sec?nding the resolution, said: The 
various speakers had spoken with much 
force upon the adaptation of the gospel 
to the various classes of society. One 
had dwelt upon the tendency of the 
gosp~l to elevate and give force to the 
work mg classes ; another insisted on the 
way in whic1t it was cnlc1dated to save, 

nnrl ag:\'r:rndize, nn,1 bles~ tl,cm for tim() 
and for eternity. Bnt they cli,l not .~cck 
it unless it was adclressc<l pointedly to 
their minds ; they were very mnch 
disposed to overlook it, beca1ise, with 
all these high tendencies, it had, at the 
same time, an aspect which to our fallen 
nature was very repulsive. It hnmhle<l, 
nnd demanded the entire snhjno-ation of 
the will ; it insi~ted that a "restraint 
should be put upon the passions ; it !eel 
men into communion with God, which 
naturally they did not like ; and there
fore it mnst be patiently and powerfully 
addressed to them. The churches of 
Christ had a commission to present that 
appeal to man ; and unless they fulfilled 
their mission the masses of men remained 
unblessed, because uninstructed in the 
gospel. Never was that work wanted 
more than in our own day; and the 
churchesofChrist in this country had that 
commission directly given them by om 
Lord. Many churches of the establish
ment, with able and zealous pastors and 
willing and earnest people, were doino
their part in the work; and so were th; 
numerous churches within the vVeslcyan 
and Independent communities ; but 
amongst these he conceived that the 
society whose claims were then advo
cated had the advantage. The churches 
within the establishment had numbers 
on their side, and the prestige of long 
position; they had education, anrl talent. 
and piety among them, and might ac
complish, and he believed were accom
plishing, a great work for God. The 
\Vesleyan churches, whose mission it 
was to preach to the masses of our coun
trymen, in addition to having the gospel, 
which the evangelical churches of the 
establishment also possessed, had the 
advantage of being freed from the tram
mels of government, and were not ex
posed to that prejudice and dislike which 
were often attached to efforts sustained 
and ruled by the state. The Independent 
chnrches were, he thought, still happier 
in their efforts, because they possessed 
the gospel to preach to their fellow 
countrymen, as the Establishment and 
the W esleyans had; like the \Veslcyans, 
also. thev were free from the trammels 
of an establishment, and, better than that, 
they had that church ordi,r an<l dis
cipline which was calculated to strength
en their hands and materially aid them 
in their work. The Bartists, .c?ming 
last, harl an advantage m add1t1on to 
those which the Independents possessed, 
ina.smueh, if he mistook not, they cor• 
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r<'ctl_r appreciated Rnd rightly admi
nistered Christ's ordinance of baptism, 
which, rescuing men from all the rncon
~·eniences and mischiefs which in some 
a super~titious and in others a latitudi
narian interpretation of that ordinance 
had led to, did nppeal, when once their 
attention could be gained, to the reason 
as well as to the conscience of mnnkind. 
At the same time, while there were tbesc 
advantages, there were also obstacles in 
the way of these baptist churches en
deavouring to subjugate society to Christ. 
\Vhile they were endeavouring to com
municate the gospel to their countrymen, 
they were met with stern prejudices, with 
deep-rooted enmity, sometimes with 
passion, and not unfrequently with di
rect opposition and persecution. These 
disadvantages they might, and he be
lieved would, meet and successfully 
triumph over, because, however great 
was the loss to poor men of the gifts 
which parochial charities afforded, and 
however trying the withdrawal even of 
that employment which was necessary 
to enable them to support their families, 
:yet it was possible for men to conduct 
them1,ekes with so much prudence and 
thriftv wisdom as to raise themselves 
abov~ the necessity of parochial cha
rities; and it was possible for men from 
whom employment ~ight be withdrawn, 
under the blessed mfluence of true re
lig-ion, to become such excellent neigh
bours, such good workmen, and per.,ons 
so thoroughly and universally estimable, 
that self-interest might prompt men to 
give them a better employment than 
that which they had lost; and he be
lieved it was found eventually that 
those who were faithful to conscience 
and faithful to their Lord, outlived those 
difficulties, and completely chased them 
away. It was obvious that there were 
many districts in our l;i.nd which no efforts 
could reach except by means of an 
organized body such as the Baptist 
Home Missionary Society. Churches 
<lid not ori(Tinate themselves - they 
must be planted by sorue evangelist or 
other, and all. true evangelists were 
planted by ChrJSt. But such men must 
be maintained. How could men go to 
villages and towns where the gospel was 
not preached at all, or preached inade
quately, unless their brethren sustained 
them ? and this could not be efficiently 
done except by meanE of a systematic 
agency, without which those openings 
which the providence of God presented 
tu us could not be adequately seized. 

Ther"l was another thing which the 
society ought to do even morn syste
matically than it hnd ever done. The 
ministers of the various churches should 
successively visit the small towns and 
villages where the work had been com
menced, so as to encourage the labourers 
in their toil, that the people mi1rht see 
that their pastor or evangelist did not 
stand alone, but that there were many 
others who thought and felt with him. 
Such a systematic ,·isitation, he thought, 
the society might well afford. Still 
more needful, however, was it to bear 
in mind_ the wants of those intelligent, 
moral, but irreligious artisans who never 
entered into a place of worship -
thoughtful, reading men, willing to dis
cuss, and able to reason. Let them be 
visited by such a brother as he who first 
addressed the meeting, and who, while 
he sketched the character of the work, 
so fully proved how well he wns adapted 
for it. Let a number of Christian breth
ren be employed by the society for that 
express purpose, to address the work
men in public rooms and halls, to r'enson 
with them, to listen to their objections, 
and candidl_y weigh them, and answer 
them. Let them only go in charity, and 
faith, and patience, and without irrita
tion argue with these men, and he be
lieved that many of them would be won 
to the Gospel of Christ. He believed 
that a great impression might be made 
on the masses of men-those immortal 
myriads wh{> were hastening on to 
eternity-for whose welfare no efforts 
should be spared. They were but a 
small body; but let them bless God 
that there were others with similar feel
ings and principles who were helping 
them in the work, and that all their 
labours combined would produce, not
withstanding the obstacles in their way, 
a progressive in~uence on society which 
would leave tins country better than 
they found it. 

The resolution was then put and 
unanimously passed. 

Mr. SAUNDERS moved the third resolu
tion:-

That the thanks of this meeting be presented 
to the Treasurer, the other officers of the 
Society, and the Committee, for their services 
duriug the paot year; and that J. R. Bouefield, 
Esq., be the Treaeurer; that the Rev. S. J. 
Davie be the Secretary; and that the following 
gentlemen be the Committee for the year 
ensuing. (The names of the Committee were 
then read.) 

Mr. BARirnR seconded the resolution, 
which was passed unanimously 

J. H,\DDO:-..', J-RINTY.~, t·A&TLE SlRE1'..T1 t-IN~Bl'.RY, l,ONDON, 
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OF BT, PETER'S, ISLE OF THANET. 

llA vrna received a copy of a small 
publication by our highly esteemed 
brother, the Rev. J. M. Cramp, D.D., 
President of Acadia College, Nova Scotia, 
containing a biographical sketch of his 
late venerable father, it affords us great 
pleasure to present our readers with an 
abridgment of it. 

"My father," says Dr. Cramp, "was 
a native of St. Peter's, Isle of Thanet, 
in which place he spent his whole life, 
and laboured there in the gospel during 
the long space of sixty-four years. He 
was born March 25, 1770. He died 
Nov. 17, 1851. 

"At the time of his birth his parents 
were members of the church of Eng
land. Martin Cramp, his father, was a 
strong-minded, well-informed man, ac
customed to independent thinking. For 
nearly forty years he filled the post of 
village schoolmaster, with great credit 
and success. 

"My father was the subject of serious 
impressions in his early youth. He 
felt deep reverence for sacred things 
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and was very desirous of gaining religi
ous instruction. There was a yearning 
after spiritual life which was not pro
duced by the teachings of the parish 
minister, whose dry moral essays, 
though listened to with utmost atten
tion, were entirely incomprehensible, 
because they were destitute of heart. 
Most earnestly did the youthful hearer 
long to understand religion, and with 
great desire did he look forward to the 
seasons of Christmas and Easter, be
cause in the sermons then delivered 
there was something about Christ :-that 
was intelligible. 

"At length the tinie of enlighten
meilf:C,fITived. Within half a mile of 
the village, at Shallows, a secluded 
hamlet, a smail baptist church met for 
worship. It had existed from the time 
of King William III. Jonathan Purchis 
was the pastor. He was a very grave, 
solid preacher-plain, yet powerful
rich in doctrine-and a man of holy 
life. He preached and prayed, and 
watched and tended the little flock, in 

2 z 
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the spirit of the 'good Shepherd.' He 
was universally esteemed and respected. 

" In the autumn of 1 785 my father 
was induced by a relative to attend the 
meeting at Shallows one Lord's day 
afternoon. That was the turning point 
of his life. He heard then as he had 
never heard before. It was the gos
pel-it was something that he could 
understand. H c was astonished and 
delighted. From that time he became 
a regular attendant, and soon acquired 
extensive knowledge of the system of 
Christianity ; but as yet it was only 
knowledge. About a year afterwards 
l\fr. Purchis preached a rousing, alarm
ing discourse from 1 Pet. iv. 5 :-' The 
end of all things is at hand.' It occa
sioned deep anxiety, which was in
creased the following Lord's day, when 
the text was Heb. xii. 4 :-' Striving 
against sin.' From that time the be
ginning of a new life might be dated. 
'All was systematux11l_y new before,' as 
my father observed many years after, 
when furnishing the account to the 
writer-' but then it began to be e:x:
perime,ntally new.' After a period of 
considerable distress of mind, the word 
of the Lord brought relief. The Savi
our's invitations and promises-' Come 
unto me, all ye that labour and are 
heavy laden, and I will give you rest,' 
and ' Him that cometh to me I will 
ia no wise cast out,' remembered and 
believed, were as healing balm to the 
heart. Peace and joy were experienced. 
Christian life was developed. 

"A public profession of repentance 
and faith followed. The young con
vert's hesitation and diffidence were 
overcome by a sermon preached by Mr. 
Purchis from Gen. xxiv. 31 :-' Come 
in, thou blessed of the Lord ; wherefore 
standest thou without 1' He was bap
tized in March, 1787. 

"The d.urch scc,n recognised in him 
an aptness to teach, and encouraged 
him --- to engage in ministerial labour. 

He began to preach the gospel in the 
autumn of 1787. His occasional efforts 
proving acceptable, a room was hired 
in St. Peter's, and there he preached 
every Lord's day morning and evening, 
worshipping with the church at Shal
lows in the afternoon. :Mr. Purchis 
preached in like manner at Margate, 
The room first engaged was found too 
small, and a large one was procured, in 
which my father preached till the year 
1707, when he obtained the use of a 
meeting-house which had been built by 
the W esleyau Methodists, and opened 
for worship by John Wesley, a few 
years before, but was no longer needed, 
the congregation having dwindled away. 

"In the spring of the year 1800 'good 
Mr. Purchis' died. A division of the 
church into two separate and inde
pendent bodies was now judged ad
visable. The church at Margate chose 
for their pastor the late Rev. George 
Atkinson, who laboured there till his 
death in 1825. My father became 
pastor of the church at St. Peter's. 
His ordination took place July 1, 1800. 
The meeting-house at Shallows remained 
the common property of both churches, 
and was used by them for many years 
on baptismal occasions, till each was 
provided with a baptistery of its own. 
It is now unoccupied. 

"The life of a country pastor seldom 
furnishes copious materials for the 
biographer. It is mostly an unvaried 
round of duties and services, which, 
though associated with the highest in
terests of those entrusted to his care, 
are not generally distinguished by 
events sufficiently important to com
mand the publicity of human records. 
But the 'record is on high,' and the 
annals of conversion and piety will 
survive all other history. It is only 
necessary in this instance to state that 
for twtlnty-seven years my father bore 
the burden alone. He preached three 
times every Lord's day, and once, some-
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timM twice in the week, besides attend
ing prayer-meetings and discharging 
pastoral duties. In addition, the ma
nagement of his farm occupied no small 
portion of his time and attention, his 
ministerial labours being entirely gra
tuitous. 

"In 1827, after the death of my only 
surviving brother, I was associated with 
him in the ministry. That connection 
continued nearly :fifteen years. Pre
viously, in 1814, the place of worship 
had been enlarged by the addition of a 
gallery, erected at the expense of the 
congregation. In the spring of 1834 
a further enlargement was found neces
sary, the greater part of the old building 
was pulled down, and the present com
modious meeting-house was raised on 
the same site. The new place was 
opened for worship on the twenty-first 
of August in the above mentioned year. 
It is now the property of the church. 
The former building, with a burial
ground attached, had been purchased 
by my father for the sum of one hun
dred guineas, and the premises were 
presented by him to the church, being 
conveyed to trustees at the time of the 
enlargement. 

"Having completed the :fiftieth year 
of his ministry, jubilee services were 
celebrated, November 16, 1837, which 
attracted a large attendance of his 
friends from different parts of the 
country. It was truly a gladsome day. 
In the morning, after a meeting for 
special prayer and praise, my father 
preached from Acts xx. 32-35. The 
sermon was one of his happiest efforts. 
The exposition of the text was clear and 
full ; historical reminiscences were in
terwoven in the discourse, with much 
tact and pathos ; and in adopting the 
language of the apostle, in reference to 
himself and his labours, the preacher 
took great pains to show that he did it, 
not in a spirit of vain-glorious boasting, 
but under a deep sense of gratitude to 

God, through whose goodness he had 
' been enabled to preach the gospel with
out charge, as he intended to do till the 
day of his death. In the conclusion, 
adverting to the Apostle Paul's language 
on another occasion, 'Having, therefore, 
obtained help of God, I continue unto 
this day ; ' he expressed in a very feeling 
manner hig humbling conviction of the 
short-comings and sins of the past fifty 
years, and rejoiced in bearing testimony 
to the grace and faithfulness by which 
he had been sustained, amidst great 
weakness, and many disadvantages, 
' counteractions, griefs, and discourage
ments.' He referred also, with peculiar 
satisfaction to the religious improve
ment which had taken place in the 
district. He believed that there were 
then ten times as many Christians in 
the Isle of Thanet as there were when 
he commenced his public career. 

"At a public meeting held in the 
evening an address was presented to 
him, on behalf of the church and con
gregation, accompanied by a present of 
books, consisting of the Condensed Com
mentary, the Works of Andrew Fuller, 
in :five volumes, and the Memoir of 
Dr. Carey. 

" It pleased God to permit my father 
to continue in the holy service fourteen 
years after the jubilee celebration. He 
retained the pastorate during the first 
half of that period. In 1844 he resigned 
the office, and was succeeded by the 
Rev. James Smeed, still, however, 
preaching occasionally. On Mr. Smeed's 
resignation, in 1850, he was called to 
occupy the pulpit more frequently, and 
it was generally observed that the fresh
ness and vigour of his last ministrations 
indicated a high degree of spiritual 
mindedness. Meanwhile bodily infirmi
ties were increasing, and his deafness 
precluded, in great measure, the enjoy
ment of social intercourse ; but 'the 
inward man was renewed day by day,' 
as the hold on earthly things was 
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loosened heavenly realities were re
garded with stronger desire, and the 
importance of preparation for the ap
proaching change became the habitual 
theme of contemplation. 

" '1 our dear father,' writes one of 
the members of the church, with refer
ence to-the last few months of his life, 
was increasingly concerned for the 
glory of God. Frequently did he talk 
on the subject of glorifying God, and 
lament that he had done it so little, and 
that so little concern was manifested 
respecting it by professors of religion. 
He said to me some three or four months 
before his decease, "I have no desire to 
live but for the glory of God, and I 
don't see how I can glorify him much 
now ; but if by living I could in any 
degree promote his glory, I am willing 
to live." 

"• His humility was strikingly ap
parent. Not long before he was taken 
ill, he said to me, "I don't expect, nor 
do I wish it to be said to me, Well done, 
good and faithful servant. If the Lord 
will condescend to say, You have been 
an unprofitable servant, but I have for
given you-that will be enough for 
me!'" 

"In his last letter, dated October 29, 
after expressing his satisfaction with 
my position and prospects in Nova 
Scotia, and his prayer for me, 'that 
humility may be increased and faith 
strengthened,' he referred to the in
disposition under which he was labour
ing, and added, 'The Lord knows what 
he is about to do with me: may I leave 
it with him !' His great weakness com
pelled him to close abruptly, so that the 
letter came to me without the usual 
signature, exciting the melancholy ap
prehension that our correspondence had 
ceased. The fear was realized. In less 
than three weeks from the date above 
mentioned he finished his course. 

"His anxiety for the settlement of a 
suitable pastor over the church at St, 

Peter's had been pleasingly terminated 
just before his final sickness. The Rev, 
D. Pledge had accepted the cordial in
vitation of the church, and a public 
meeting was held on the 16th of October 
for devotional and other exercises in 
connexion with his entrance on the 
duties of his office. On that occasion 
their first pastor appeared among his 
people for the last time. His address 
to them was remarkably distinguished 
by unction and power. Having testified 
his entire satisfaction with the new ar
rangement, he poured forth his soul in 
ardent expressions of affectionate con
cern for the future welfare of the church, 
tendered fatherly counsel to the pastor 
and the flock, and solemnly commended 
them 'to God and to the word of his 
grace.' So closed his public labours. 

"It may be stated here that when my 
father began to preach the gospel, there 
was but one baptist church in the Isle 
of 'Ihanet : there are now seven. At 
the time of its formation the church of 
St. Peter's consisted of twenty-four 
members. Of the entire number added 
since that period upwards of seventy 
still remain in fellowship, a portion of 
the church having withdrawn a few 
years ago, and formed a separate com
munity at Broadstairs, Very many have 
entered into rest. 

"My father's last illness commenced 
in the month of October, and continued 
about four weeks. There was much 
bodily distress ; but ' the Lord stood 
by him and strengthened him,' so that 
the sick chamber was truly a hallowed 
place. 

"From one of the· members of the 
church, whose letter to me has been 
already quoted, and who watched at his 
bedside, as well as from the Rev. D. 
Pledge, I have received many interesting 
particulars, 'It was my privilege,' the 
former observes, 'to be with him the 
four last nights, and the greater part of 
the four last days of his mortal ex-
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istence; and a privilege it was, because 
I had the opportunity of witnessing 
what the religion of the bible can do 
in sustaining and comforting those who 
are under its influence in the prospect 
of death and eternity; and most cer
tainly the truths which he had so long 
loved and preached were the consolation 
of his mind in his last days.' 

" 'His end was emphatically peace. He 
struggled not; he groaned not; he sighed 
not; it was a perfect sleep. He died at 
twenty minutes to eight o'clock on 
Monday evening, the 17th inst. (Nov.), 
which was the hour of prayer at the 
chapel ; so that he might be said to 
be borne to heaven by the prayers of 
his people.' 

" He possessed a vigorous and discri
minating mind, and was distinguished 
by strong common sense, largely de
veloped. His ideas were generally clear, 
lucidly expressed, and [marshalled in 
due order. In keen discernment of 
motives and aims he peculiarly ex-

celled. If in my younger days I was 
tempted 'to think him needlessly sus
picious and harsh in his judgmcnts, time 
and experience altered my views, and 
I learned to admire his sagacity. A 
shrewd observer of men and events, 
and more accustomed to reflection than 
reading, he viewed all things in their 
practical aspects, and was ever ready 
with some wise maxim or just con
clusion, adapted to instruct, admonish, 
or advise, as the case required. 

"Had his mental powers been sub
jected to the culture and training of 
a liberal education, he would have ac
quired a high standing among his con
temporaries. There was abundance 
of valuable ore, but it had not been 
wrought. Fully sensible, however, of 
the blessings of enlightened instruction, 
he gave his children the advantages 
which it had not fallen to his own lot 
to enjoy, and he beheld with great satis
faction the progress of modern society 
in knowledge and generalimprovement." 

SCENES FROM THE PUBLIC LIFE OF JESUS OF NAZARETH. 

BY THE REV. W• WALTERS. 

NO, IV, JESUS ELECTING HIS APOSTLES. 

AFTER our Lord had been engaged in God-man retires from public duties and 
his public work about eighteen months, social intercourse to commune with his 
he determined to select from the general Father. Before him the sea of Galilee 
body of his followers a number of men spreads its waters. Above are the blue 
who should henceforth be with him on heavens. Solemn stillness reigns around; 
terms of oloser intimacy than the rest. and save that the dews are heavy and 
He was at the time in the neighbour- the night-air is cold and keen, the place, 
hood of Galilee. Mark his preparation the time, the occasion, all invite to 
for this choice ! " .And it came to pass prayer. He kneels on the sod ; and 
in those days, that he went out into a with clasped hands and upraised eye 
mountain to pray, and continued all directs his thoughts to the throne. But 
night in prayer to God." That night for whom does he pray 1 For himself 
there was no other such scene. It and for the men he was about to choose. 
excited no human interest, yet angels The next day's work would be the ante
gazed on it with p1·ofound wonder. The cedent of great and permanent results. 
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Was it not important that the proper 
men should be set apart, that all neces
sary qualifications should be given them, 
that the divine favour sholild be be
stowed, and that their great engage
ment should prove successful ? This 
was not the only time he thus pre
pared himself for his work. Did he 
not inwardly pray at the tomb of 
Lazarus, and did he not say, "Father, 
I thank thee that thou hast heard me 1" 
In Gethsemane "he was withdrawn 
from them about a stone's cast and 
kneeled down and prayed; " and in 
answer to his prayer an angel appeared 
strengthening him. Why should Jesus 
pray 1 Was he not the Father's equal? 
Did not all the fulness of the Godhead 
dwell in him 1 Was he not truly divine? 
Yes. .And therefore as to his nature 
he had no superior; there was none to 
whom he could pray. As to oifoce how
ever he was inferior and dependent. 
The subordinate position in which for 
our sakes he had placed himselfreckoned 
among its other duties that of prayer• 
It was as Mediator and not as God that 
Jesus prayed. Let us learn from our 
Master the best method of preparing 
for duty. How many mistakes might 
have been avoided, how many dangers 
escaped, how many engagements honour
ably and successfully discharged, had we 
oftener and more fervently prayed! 

With the return of day our Lord 
ended his devotions and proceeded to 
his work. The number of men he 
selected was twelve. The restriction 
has given rise to a number of specula
tions. He alluded probably to the 
twelve patriarchs who were the repre
sentatives of the twelve tribes of Israel. 
As Israel was typical of the Christian 
church, and the founders of Israel were 
the twelve patriarchs; so twelve apostles 
were to establish the church of Christ. 
The words of Jesus recorded in Matt. 
xix. 28, favour this view. 

Hitherto these men in common with 

the others had been ortly disciples -
leamers. Henceforth they were to be 
apostles-messengers. For some time 
they had followed their Master, had 
heard his discourses and seen his works. 
Now they were to receive fuller and 
clearer teaching, were to be endued 
with new and matvellous gifts, and were 
to go forth by two and two proclaiming 
the merciful reign of God in Christ over 
a guilty wotld. We shall briefly sketch 
tlie men, specify the powers with 1vliich 
they were endued, and state the duties 
tl1e.1J were to discharge. For a list of 
their names see Matt. x. 2-4. 

PETER, whose name first occurs, was a 
fisherman, and was introduced to Jesus 
by his brother Andrew. Probably like 
his brother he was a disciple of John 
the Baptist. He was one of the three 
whom Olshausen calls, "the flower of 
the twelve." One sad sin, a complicated 
and grievous one, darkens his career. 
He denied his Master, denied him re
peatedly, denied him with curses and 
oaths, and denied him at a time when 
his avowal of attachment ought to have 
been most frank, ready, and full. But 
who that reads can first cast a stone at 
him 1 He bitterly repented ; and was 
abundantly and graciously forgiven. 
After our Lord's ascension he was one 
of the foremost and bravest of his fol
lowers. There was not so much bluster 
and boast as heretofore ; but there was 
more calm decision and earnest purpose. 
Once we discover somewhat of his former 
fickleness; and we find Paul withstand
ing him openly to the face. His was 
the honour of declaring the gospel first 
of all to the Gentiles. He wrote the 
two epistles that bear his name, and 
suffered martyrdom according to the 
prediction of his Lord. 

ANDREW was the brother of Peter; 
and like him was allowed to pursue his 
calling for some time after his first 
interview with Jesus. Little is recorded 
of his history. We scarcely see hit 
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character. The only feature exhibited 
is one of exquisite beauty. "He first 
findeth his own brother Simon, and 
saith unto him, We have found the 
Messias. And he brought him to Jesus." 

"First •cek thy Saviour out, and dwell 
Beneath tbe shadow of hie roof, 

'!'ill thou havo scann'd hie features well, 
And known him tor the Christ by proof; 

'l'hen, potent with the spell or heaven, 
Go, and thine erring brother gain, 

Entice him home to be forgl vcn, 
Till be, too, see his Saviour plain."-KEEBLE. 

JAMES and JoHN were also brothers, 
sons of Zebedee. They too were fisher
men. Certain incidental notices how
ever lead us to conclude that their 
family was raised somewhat above 
humble life. Their father had hired 
men in his employ, their mother was 
able to contribute towards the Saviour's 
support, and they were acquainted with 
persons of station and influence at 
Jerusalem. Like the other disciples 
they had very erroneous views of Mes
siah's kingdom. Anticipating a tjlm
poral one, their ambition prompted 
them on one occasion to request some 
of its highest posts. Their ardour 
induced others to call them " Sons of 
thunder." An unlovely element in their 
character developed itself when they 
desired to call down fire to consume 
the Samaritans who had refused their 
hospitalities to Jesus. It was James's 
privilege to lead the van of aposto
lic martyrdom. What a marvellous 
change divine grace wrought in the 
heart of John! Naturally selfish, am
bitious, revengeful ; he became bene
volent, meek, loving. So much of his 
Master's spirit did he imbibe that at 
length he made him his chief confidant 
and friend. On the bosom of this "be
loved disciple" he leaned at the Last 
Supper ; and to his guardian care he 
commended before his death his sor
rowing mother. After the ascension of 
Christ, John tarried for some years at 
Jerusalem, he then removed to Ephesus. 

While labouring there he was banished 
to Patmos, a small rocky island in the 
.JEgean sea; where he was favoured 
with the sublime visions of the Apoca
lypse. Recalled from exile be returned 
to Ephesus, and continued a pastor of 
the church there till his death at an 
advanced age. In addition to the 
Apocalyse he wrote the gospel and the 
three epistles that bear his name. 

PHILIP was a fellow townsman of 
Andrew and Peter. Nothing is said 
of his mode of life before his attach
ment to Christ. The notices of his 
after career, though few, serve to teach 
us his character. He was doubting and 
timid ; slow to believe and fearful to 
act. How Jesus tries his faith t "When 
Jesus then lifted up his eyes and saw a 
great company come unto him, he saith 
unto Philip, Whence shall we buy bread, 
that these may eat 1 And this he said 
to prove him, for he himself knew what 
he would do." John vi. 5, 6. How he 
consults Andrew when certain Greeks 
wish to see Jesus; not daring to intro
duce them himself! What scepticism 
lurks beneath the request, "Lord, shew 
us the Father and it sufficeth us ! " It 
is not difficult to perceive how im
portant in every way it was for such 
a mind to be classed among the twelve ! 

B..i.RTHOLOlllEW is conjectured to have 
been the same person as Nathanael. 
The conjecture arises from the fact 
"that in the three first gospels Philip 
and Bartholomew are constantly named 
together, while Nathanael is nowhere 
mentioned : on the contrary, in the 
fourth gospel the names of Philip and 
N"athanael are similarly combined, but 
nothing is said of Bartholomew." It 
would seem that he was a devout man 
prior to his reception of the Messiah, 
and probably was one of those who 
looked for reclemption in Israel. He 
was not free from prejudice, however, 
for when Philip informed him that they 
had seen the Mcssi,ib, and that Jesus of 
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Nazareth was he, he asked with a sneer, him as their founder ; and therefore call 
"Can there any good thing come out of themselves Thomas Christians. 
Nazareth 1" How it supports the JAMES the son of Alpheus, sometimes 
Messiah's claims to find one with such c:iJlcd, either as being younger or 
prejudices against him, receiving him shorter in stature than James the son 
after examination as the Redeemer who of Zebedee, James the Less, we are 
was to come ! inclined to regard as identical with 

MATTHEW prior to his call was a "James, the Lord's brother." Their 
collector of Roman taxes, either at identity or otherwise is a difficult 
Capernaum or in its immediate neigh- question, and will always be a disputed 
bourhood. Though his occupation was one. He seems to have spent a great 
lucrative, yet he immediately abandoned part of his life at Jerusalem; perhaps 
it to follow the Lord. There is much the whole. It is evident from the 
in him to admire and copy. While references made to him in the Acts of 
Mark and Luke make no reference to the Apostles, and in the Epistle to 
his vocation, he calls himself" Matthew the Galatians, that he possessed con
the publican." The others would not siderable influence and was held in high 
degrade their brother, or pain him by esteem. He wrote the epistle which is 
alluding to a post so disreputable ; but ascribed to him, and judging from its 
his humility and his desire to glorify character and style, as well as from his 
the grace which had saved him, con- deliverance on the questions sent to 
strain him to give it prominence. He Jerusalem from Antioch, he must have 
made a feast too, immediately after his possessed a clear and vigorous intellect 
conversion, and invited his former -sound theological knowledge, and 
associates to meet his new Master. fearless honesty. 
Thus was he intent on doing good, and LEnnEus, called also Thaddeus, and 
on doing good to those with whom he Judas or Jude, was brother of James 
had done evil, and who were within his the Less. He is the author of the short 
acquaintanceship. These were genuine epistle to which his name is attached; 
proofs that he had received the spirit of an epistle full of faithful warning and 
Christ. terrible rebuke. 

THOMAS was the counterpart of Philip. SrnoN THE CANAANITE is also styled 
"Except I shall see in his hands the Simon Zelotes, both epithets pointing 
print of the nails, and put my finger to the Zealot sect to which he belonged 
into the print of the nails, and thrust prior to his Christian discipleship. Of 
my hand into his side, I will not this apostle we know less than of any 
believe." And thus for a whole week other. 
he gave himself up to sullen mistrust. We now come to one for whom it 
Out of this darkness, like many a would have been good had he not been 
doubter since, he emerged to clearer born; whose history teaches us that the 
regions ; and in the strength of a faith best society on earth is imperfect-that 
that convinced him without applying great gifts and superior privileges may 
the tests of which he had spoken be enjoyed in the absence of all grace
(for as Bishop Hall in his quaint way that there is a way which leads from 
says, "I do not hear, that when it came the gates of heaven to the abyss of hell, 
to the issue, Thomas employed his and that the best of us has daily need 
hands in this trial,") he exclaimed, to inquire, "Lord, is it I 1" JUDAS 
"My Lord, and my God." A sect of IscARIOT who betrayed him. We read 
Christians in India at this day claim nothing of him till he was called to be 
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an apostle. Everything we rend of him 
afterwards impresses us with the con
viction that he was a bad man. He 
was treasurer to the apostles and their 
Master, and stole what was entrusted to 
him. Covetousness, ambition, and 
general dissatisfaction with our Lord's 
conduct, no doubt, induced him to 
betray him into the hands of his 
enemies. The whole history of that 
treacherous deed confirms his baseness. 
When he found that Christ did not, as 
peradventure he expected he would, 
deliver himself and destroy his enemies, 
then the spiritual meaning of the pro
phecies concerning the Messiah burst 
upon his mind; he saw that he had 
procured his death-he was filled with 
remorse and anguish that could not be 
endured-he hastened to undo the 
mischief he had wrought; but it was 
too late. Maddened by the reply of the 
priests, his punishment, like Cain's, 
became heavier than he could bear; 
life itself grew an intolerable burden ; 
he took it away by his own hands, and 
went to his own place. And now his 
name will descend to latest ages 
associated with all that is mean, 
treacherous, and malignant in the 
crimes of mankind. 

We have thus glanced at the twelve 
men who were selected from the other 
disciples to be the apostles of Jesus 
Christ. Into the principles which 
guided him in his choice it would be 
vain to inquire. We must content 
ourselves with a knowledge of the fact, 
The tragical end of Judas caused a 
vacancy in the number, and one of the 
first acts of the eleven was to elect 
another in his place. They proceeded to 
this without any command or direction. 
And the fact that nothing is heard of 
Matthias on whom thefr choice fell, and 
that afterwards Saul was elected by 
Christ himself, would'appear to intimate 
the divine disapprobation of their haste 
and the nullification of their deed. 

VOL. XV,-FOURTll SEJ\IF.S, 

We proceed to consider the poicer.~ 
wit!, w!tich tl,ese men were entr1uted. 
Here, as well as in the consideration 
of the work they were to discharge, we 
must distinguish between the time prior 
and the time posterior to the ascension. 
Matthew tells us, and with him Mark 
and Luke substantially agree, that 
"When he had called unto him his 
twelve disciples he gave them power 
against unclean spirits, to cast them 
out, and to heal all manner of sickness 
and all manner of disease." They were 
thus endowed with the power of work
ing miracles ; a power which extended 
not only over men but over devils 
also; and a power most merciful in its 
aspect towards mankind. By these 
miracles they were to awaken attention 
-to create interest-to pave the way 
for the march of their doctrines, and to 
confirm their heavenly origin. Whether 
or not this power was always at com
mand, and whether or not, if always 
possessed, it was possessed to the same 
extent at all times, are matters into 
which we have no room here to enter. 
With respect to a class of passages used 
by Romanists to support the dogma of 
priestly absolution, we can only say that, 
a careful examination of those passages 
has led us to the conclusion that there 
is nothing in them to favour such a 
dogma. at all, and that the power which 
Christ's language confers is simply that 
of declaring to whoin and on what terms 
sins are to be forgiven. 

On the day of Pentecost they were 
endued with a new class of miraculous 
gifts. They were so enriched with the 
gift of tongues that in languages which 
they had never studied-whose charac
ters they had never seen, they were 
able to preach fluently, and as if they 
were speaking in their mother tongue, 
the gospel of the grace of God. This 
was a power not required before ; inas
much as during the lifetime of the Re
deemer they were restricted in their 

3 ~ 
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labours to the lost sheep of the house of 
Israel. But now as they were to preach 
salvation in all lands, it was necessary 
either that they should consume a long 
period iu preparatory studies, or that 
such studies should be superseded by 
miracle. The latter course Divine wis
dom adopted ; and its advantages are 
obvious. So it came to pass that those 
who were in Jerusalem over the feast, 
though the representatives of all 
languages, heard every man in his own 
tongue wherein he was born ; and when 
the apostles dispersed themselves among 
the nations, they were ready at any 
time and any where for the proclama
tion of their message. 

In addition to all, they had the power 
of imparting the Holy Spirit to others, 
and conferring powers similar to their 
own. It was thus provided that, as 
miracles were necessary for the esta
blishment of the Christian faith, they 
should remain in the church till that 
faith was sufficiently attested as from 
God. We see how these powers suited 
the times and the men. They accom
plished their purpose and were with
drawn. And when men come to us in 
these days claiming to be the successors 
of the apostles, we say, " Produce your 
credentials. If you have not the apos
tles' endowments we will not allow your 
claims.'' If in the madness of their 
fanaticism, or the depth of their deceit 
they say, " We possess the powers ; we 
can heal the sick ; we can raise the 
dead ; we can speak in other tongues ;" 
we reply, "Work and none shall hinder. 
Let there be no duplicity, nor secrecy. 
The deeds of the twelve were not done 
in a corner among partial friends and 
credulous disciples. They were wrought 
in the open streets-in crowded thorough
fares-in the presence of hosts of ene
mies. Till your miracles are of this 
kind we have a right to esteem you 
either fools or knaves." 

Before 1re close let us rapidly review 

the g1·eat tmths these twelve men were to 
announce to the ivorld. During their 
Master's life-time they were to be much 
with him receiving instruction. When 
he sent them forth, he said, "As ye go, 
preach, saying, The kingdom of heaven 
is at haud." '' And they departed, and 
went throught the towns preaching the 
gospel." At first the veil so rested on 
their hearts that they were not able to 
expound this theme with much fulness 
and light ; they were not able to bring 
to it that felicity of Old Testament 
illustration which subsequently enriched 
their instructions ; neither could they 
arrange its facts-state its doctrines
unfold its hopes :and issues with that 
power which marks their later teach
ings. Nevertheless, they had the grand 
theme itself; and what they lacked in 
knowledge they supplied in zeal. With 
this message they went through all 
the land of Judea ; avoiding the district 
of Samaria and the countries of the 
Gentiles. Some they found longing for 
such an announcement, and prepared 
by the ministrations of John for its 
reception ; but the bulk of their coun
trymen treated it with scorn. 

After Christ's ascension and the out
pouring of the Spirit, their work altered 
in character and increased in extent. 
They had now to declare the actual 
establishment of Messiah's kingdom 
- the fact of his death - the vital 
doctrines which invested that fact with 
such transcendent importance-and the 
certainty of his resurrection. It was 
essential that an apostle should be in a 
position to bear this testimony. Hence 
the remarks of the eleven when about 
to choose a successor to Judas ; and 
hence also Paul's question, "Am I not 
an apostle 1 have I not seen the Lord?" 
The death and resurrection of Christ 
were · the two central facts of their 
ministry. Thus they revealed the mys· 
tery which had been hid for ages; and 
opened up the matchless riches of God's 
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love to a lost world. All believers in 
their announcements were to be im
mersed in water on a profession of their 
faith, and formed into communities or 
churches. These churches were to con
serve the truth and ordinances of Christ 
as delivered to them ; and at the same 
time were to be centres of light
fountains of blessing in the localities in 
which they were formed. There was 
henceforth no restriction on apostolic 
efforts. Free as the air we breathe and 
the light which shines, was the blessing 
they had to offer. "The gospel for 
man" was their motto; and God help
ing them, they were resolved that all 
the world over man should possess the 
gospel. Splendid specimens were these 
men of redeemed, sanctified humanity ! 
They were the offscouring of the earth 
while they lived. Yet they did their 
work and did it well ; and now history, 
poetry, and the arts combine to eulogize 
their deeds and perpetuate their name. 
The saints have them in continual re
membrance. In the midst of our 
churches and families-at the domestic 
altar and in the closet, we read the 
things concerning them that have been 
written for our profit. Oh ! that we 
may catch their spirit-be inspired with 
their ardour-and at last share their 
reward ! After the Great Pattern him
self, let these men be the models for our 
imitation. The sculptor, as he sits in 
his studio with the marble block before 

New Park Street, London. 

him from which his chisel is to evoke 
grace and beauty thinks of Phidias and 
Praxiteles. What painter has not lin
gered in admiration over the histories 
and works of Michael Angelo and Ra
phael 1 Who among the poets has not 
read Spenser, Shakspeare, and Milton t 
The aspirant for military fame fires his 
soul in meditation on the achievements 
of Alexander, Cresar, Wellington. Let 
the Christian and the preacher of 
Christ's gospel admire and imitate 
Peter, James, John, Paul! 

One remark more. The truths these 
men proclaimed eighteen centuries ago 
are the same truths we proclaim at this 
day. All things else have been changed. 
Laws have been remodelled-systems of 
philosophy have passed into desuetude 
-metaphysical theories have been ex
ploded-scientific deductions have been 
abandoned, because they were drawn 
from fancies and not facts ; but the 
gospel of the kingdom is immutable. 
Its voice to day is that which it uttered 
by the waysides and on the hill slopes 
of Palestine-in the streets of the Holy 
City- on Mars Hill at Athens -in 
Cresar's palace at Rome - and which 
wild winds and billows bore from the 
rock of Patmos. It speaks of sins, 
numerous and weighty enough to sink 
to the lowest depths of hell : but it 
speaks of a Saviour able to save unto 
the uttermost all who come unto God 
by him. 

MOSES STUART'S LAST THOUGHTS ON GERMAN CRITICISM. 

IN the New York Recorder we have first appearance of his own works on 
seen extracts from an article which the the Romans and the Hebrews, and his 
late Professor Stuart prepared for the cautions to his countrymen against im
Bibliotheca. Sacra, a short time before plicit reliance upon the exegesis of 
his decease. His obligations to the German writers of even the most evan
wl'itings of Tholuck and contemporary gelical school are therefore the more 
German scholars, were obvious on the worthy of notice. "Coming as they 
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do," says the Recorder," from a veteran 
scholar who has done as much as any 
one man, to introduce the German 
method into this country, they have a 
special weight ; they come as a voice 
from the tomb." 

"All this, by the way, helps to show 
that it is far from being desirable to be 
cast on German commentary alone, 
for the elucidation of the true spirit of 
the scriptures. All that pertains to 
mere philology and criticism of a 
literary kind, the Germans have done 
more effectually, in general, than any 
other writers whatever. But on this 
point of all points, the real Christology 
of the Bible, it seems to me very unsafe 
to follow them. Even such learned and 
excellent men as Drs. Nitzsch, Neander, 
Tholuck, and Muller, in their new 
Deutsche Zeitschrift, deliberately and 
designedly call in question the inspira
tion of the bible, as we hold it. They 
acknowledge errors of fact, of science, 
and of other minor things; they admit 
discrepancy and contradiction among 
the various writers of the scriptures, 
and attribute these last to individual 
writers, in respect to their own works. 
If any one wishes for the proof, let him 
read Tholuck's Essay on Inspiration, in 
the said Zeitschrift, and Dr. Neander's 
Letter to the translators of his Leben 
Jesu, given in the preface of the trans
lators. Is it not time for American 
theologians to be on the look-out for 
such things 1 And above all, should 
we not provide for raising up our own 
critics and interpreters? Is there not 
talent enough in our American youth, 
if duly called out, to equal, yea, surpass 
the Germans themselves in such mat
ters 1 I cannot doubt it for a moment. 
But, alas! how are our churches to be 
roused up to a proper sense of their 
present duty and their danger 1 How 
are they to be persuaded that we should 
not be dependent on foreign countries 
for our sacred literature 1 And when 

will adequate provision be made to 
secure a corps of life-guards for the 
church and the bible, by an arrange
ment which shall establish and make 
permanent at least a small . body of 
them, who are competent to meet and 
repel every invading foe 1" 

After a fervent appeal for the better 
endowment of institutions for the 
foundation of an American school of 
criticism, and giving some details as to 
the best mode of securing such a result, 
the late professor proceeds thus:-

" Are these airy visions 1 I am afraid 
they may prove to be so. But how easy 
it would be for some half a dozen men 
in Boston or New York to do all that 
such a plan requires, even without sen
sibly diminishing their wealth, and cer
tainly with great augmentation of their 
happiness. Our statesmen soon find out 
how their country can be best and most 
effectually defended. They provide for 
manning the militia, when called out, 
with officers trained up in all military 
science at West Point. Two wars have 
effectually demonstrated the cleverness 
of these tactics. Why should 'the 
children of light' be less wary and wise 
than statesmen 1 Our all is at stake in 
the bible. As surely as its ins-piration is 
set aside, and our people are taught that 
enlightened views demand them to give 
it up, so surely is there an end to all 
evangelical religion among the mass; 
and all the autlioritative power of the 
bible will cease thenceforth to be recog
nized. Then we shall be where France 
is; or (which is not much better in 
respect to piety among the mass of 
men) where the Germans '.arc, having, 
on the sabbath, some twenty, or it may 
be thirty, but rarely fifty persons to 
attend a brief public worship, in their 
large towns and villages, and most of 
that brief time of worship occupied with 
music. If we are not to come to this, 
then may God put it into the hearts of 
wealthy and enlightened men among us 
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to raise up, here and there at least, 
bible colleges, sacred West Points, where 
officers will be trained up, who are able 
and willing to defend, to the last ex
tremity and triumphantly, that holy 
citadel of Christianity THE SCRIPTURES 

GIVEN DY INSPIRATION Oli' GoD ! 
"I.foving, in ·a preceding paragraph, 

ventured to speak plainly concerning 
the views of some men greatly respected 
and honoured, I must not do myself, or 
the distinguished writers above-named, 
the injustice of an exposure to be mis
understood. I would say therefore ex
plicitly that I do not think there is any 
good reason to doubt the personal piety 
of any of the gentlemen whom I have 
thus named, certainly none to doubt 
their highly distinguished talents and 
learning. I have, as I think, very good 
reason to believe that each of them 
regards the whole soul and essence of 
Ohristianit,y as centering in the person 
of Christ, and that without him is nei
ther true religion nor Christian sal va
tion. They receive and regard him as 
their Saviour, in an appropriate sense. 
But their education and modes of 
reasoning have led them to think less 
of what they would name the costume 
or non-essentials of the Scriptures, than 
we are accustomed to do. They sepa
rate facts and incidents, and what they 
regard as Jewish opinions and views, 
from what they would name the moral 
and spiritual essence of the religion set 
forth in the Bible; and while they are 
in a measure indifferent to the exact
ness of the truth and consistency of 
the former, they believe and receive 
the latter. Their refined education, 
and their great powers of discrimination, 
enable them, in some measure, to sepa-
1·ate between costume and person; and 
while they are not solicitous about the 
first, they seem readily to admit for 
substance the last. Endowed with such 
powers and such learning, they may, 
perhaps, do all this, without hazard to 

their own personal salvation. Who can 
doubt of the late N eander's personal 
piety 1 And so one might speak of 
Tholuck, of Muller, and of Nitzsch. 
But while they may make such dis
criminations as the abl\ve, perhaps 
salva fide in a personal sense, could 
their positions in regard to the scrip
tures be received by the undiscrimi
nating multitude of men, both learned 
and unlearned, without the most abso
lute hazard of all belief in the bible as 
divinely authoritative, of all belief in 
its doctrines, its precepts, and its facts 1 
Impossible, altogether impossible. The 
ground once abandoned which Paul has 
taken, that ALL SCRIPTURE IS GIVEN BY 

INSPIRATION OF GoD, every man of 
common attainments will feel at liberty 
to say whatever his own subjective feel
ings may dictate; to say, 'This is unim
portant, that is unessential; this is a 
doubtful narration, that is a con
tradictory one ; this is in opposition to 
science, and that to reason ; this may 
be pruned, and that lopped off, while 
the tree may still remain as good as 
ever.' In a word, every one is left, 
wholly and without any check, to be 
his own judge in the case, how much of 
the bible is consonant with his own 
reason and subjective feelings, and how 
much is not ; and these feelings are of 
course the high court of appeal. What 
now has become of the book of God, 
true, authoritative, decisive of all duty 
and all matters of faith 1 Gone, 
absolutely gone, irretrievably gone, as 
to the mass of men who are not 
philosophizers in casuistry and in the 
theory of religion. And if any doubt 
remains as to the effect of such doctrine, 
I appeal again to the religious state of 
the great German community-to their 
sabbaths, to their lonely sanctuaries, to 
their lack of missionary spirit, and to 
their general indifference as to revivals 
of religion, such as produce and foster 
warm-hearted piety. The Pietists (as, 
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in the way of scorn, they name all is too palpable. The worst of all ill, that 
Trnrm-hearted and practical religious the mass of the Germans look with 
men) are merely 'a smoke in the secret scorn on a man who claims that 
nostrils' of their scholars and their a practically godly, prayerful, humble 
statesmen. No man can rebut the life, is essential to religion." 
force of this appeal; for the truth of it 

EXAMINATION OF BARNES'S NOTES ON TEXTS RELATING TO 

BAPTISM. 

NO. XI. !lARK VII, 

"THEN came together unto him the 
1

: perly translated 'wash;' the second is 
Pharisees and certain of the scribes {3a1rnc1wvra, [BAPTISONTAI] which Ii
which came from Jerusalem; and when mits us to a particular mode of wash
they saw some of his disciples eat bread ing; for /3a1rril;w [BAPTIZo] denotes' to 
with defiled, that is to say with un- plunge,' 'to dip.'" 
washen hands, they found fault." This On this passage, Mr. Barnes writes as 
fact, which is also mentioned by Mat- follows :-
thew, Mark thought it desirable to "Except they wash. In the original, 
explain, as Olshausen observes, for the "' Except they baptize,' In this place 
sake of his non-Jewish readers. He "it does not mean to immerse the 
therefore adds, "For the Pharisees and " whole body, but the hands only. There 
all the Jews, except they wash their " is no evidence that the Jews washed 
hands oft, eat not, holding the tradition : " their whole bodies every time they came 
of the elders ; and when they come I " from market. It is probable they 
from the market, except they wash, " washed as a mere ceremony; and often, 
they eat not. And many other things " doubtless with the use of a very small 
there be, which they have received to " quantity of water, The washing of 
hold, as the washing of cups, and pots, '' cups. In the Greek, the baptism of 
brasen vessels, and of tables." Or, "cups. Cups, drinking vessels. Those 
according to Dr. George Campbell's ver- " used at their meals. Pots. Measures 
sion, which is somewhat explanatory, ,, of liquids. Vessels made of wood 
" For the Pharisees, and indeed all the " used to hold wine, vinegar, &c. Bi·aaen 
Jews who observe the tradition of the " vessels. Vessels made of brass, used 
elders, eat not until they have washed " in cooking or otherwise. These, 
their hands, by pouring a little water " if much polluted, were commonly 
upon them; and if they be come from " passed through the fire, if slightly 
the market, by dipping them ; and " polluted, they were washed. Earth
many other usages there are which they "ern vessels, if defiled, were usually 
have adopted, as baptisms of cups and " broken. Tables. This word means 
pots, and brazen vessels and beds." The " in the original beds or couches. It 
learned Doctor justifies his renderings by "refers not to the tables on which 
a note in which he observes that "the "they ate, but to the couches on which 
two verbs rendered u,ash in the English " they reclined at their meals, See 
Testament are different in the original. " notes on Matt. xxiii. 6. These were 
TLe first is ,,,.i,w.,rm, [NrPsONTAI] pro- "supposed to be defiled when any un-
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'' clean or polluted person had reclined 
"on them; and they deemed it neces
" sary to purify them with water. The 
" word baptism is here used-in the ori
" ginal, the baptism of tables; but as it 
" cannot be supposed that couches were 
" entirely immersed in water, the word 
" baptism here must denote some other 
" application of water, by sprinkling or 
" otherwise, and shows that ,the term 
" is used in the sense of washing in any 
" way. If the word liere is used as is 
" clear, to denote anything except en
" tire immersion, it may be elsewhere; 
" and baptism is lawfully performed 
" without immersing the whole body in 
"water." 

There are several things in this para
graph which require examination ; but 
at the present time we will confine our 
attention to the first-the washing 
practised by a Pharisee, or a devout 
observer of the tradition of the elders, 
on his return from market. Mr. Barnes 
says that "there is no evidence that 
the Jews washed their whole bodies 
every time they came from market." 
But we must observe that the question 
relates not to the common people but 
to those who observed the traditions. 
This is evidently the meaning of the 
evangelist's remark, in conformity with 
Dr. Campbell's rendering of the sen
tence. Had it been a national custom, 
the disciples would have done it, or, if 
they had omitted it, the remonstrance, 
and the reason assigned for the remon
strance must have been different from 
those of the text. Let us see then 
whether it be or be not fact that there 
is no evidence that the scrupulous fol
lowers of the traditions of the elders 
"washed their whole bodies every time 
they came from the market." It is not 
necessary for us as baptists to prove 
that they did ; every controversial pur
pose would be answered were we to 
show that they were accustomed to im
nierse their hands; but truth is valuable 

for its own sake, let us see therefore 
how this matter actually stands. 

We will turn first to the "Biblical 
Antiquities" of Dr.Jahn, late Professor 
of Oriental Languages, &c. in the 
University of Vienna, a work of high 
repute, and certainly written without 
any reference in the author's mind to 
the peculiarities of our denomination. 
That eminent scholars says, "The wash
ing of hands before meals ( a custom 
which originated from the practice of 
conveying food to the mouth in the 
fingers) was eventually made a religious 
duty, on the ground that if any one, 
though unconscious of the circumstance 
at the time, had touched any thing, 
whatever it might be, which was un
clean, and remained unwashed when he 
ate, he thereby communicated the con
tamination to the food also. The 
Pharisees judged the omission of this 
ablution to be a crime of equal magni
tude with fornication, and worthy of 
death. Consult the TALMUD of Babylon, 
Aboda Zara, p. 11, 1 ; Sota, p. 4, 2; 
Berachoth, p. 46, 2 ; Thaanith, p. 20, 2 ; 
cotnpared with Matthew xv. 1, et seq. 
They taught, that if a person had not 
departed from the house, the hands, 
without the fingers being distended, 
should be wet with water poured over 
them, and then elevated so that the 
water might flow down to the elbows, 
furthermore, the water was to be poured 
a second time over the arms, in order 
that (the hands being held down) it 
might flow over the fingers. This prac
tice is alluded to in Mark vii. 3, iav µ>1 
-;rvyf'ij vuf,wvrai" [ unless they wash their 
hands oft] "and is denominated by the 
rabbins ;t;!~ [NOTAL]. See Buxtorf's 
Chaldaic, Talmudic, and Rabbinic Lexi
con, col. 1335. On the contrary, those 
wlio had departed from the house wasltecl 
in a bath, or at least immersed their 
hands in water with the fingers dis
tended. The ceremony in this case 
(Mark vii. 4) is denominated rnv /-''I 
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f3a-,ml;o1 1rai '' [except they immerse] 

'' and by the Rabbins, ':;)~" [TOBAL.] 

Jahn, part III. 320. Dr.Jahn teaches us 
then that the observers of Rabbinical 
directions when they returned to their 
houses, after a temporary absence, 
" washed in a bath, or at least immersed 
their hands in water with their fingers 
distended." 

people. Ei·cept tlte.1/ wasli, tliey eat not. 
Or immerse themselves in water, as well 
as used (o•,• r,',•::i.i) "immersion of the 
hands " or washing of the hands by 
immersion, and which, if only intended 
is sufficient to support the primary 
sense of the word, baptizo." Gill cites 
his Jewish authorities for all these asser
tions,* one of which it will be observed 
is that when Pharisees returned from 
market they "immersed themselves all 
over in water." 

But there was an Englishman last 
century whose enthusiastic devotedness 
to the perusal of ancient rabinnical 
writings, and to the illustration of the 
scriptures by reference to their phrase
ology and regulations was unrivalled. 
The rabbinical learning of Dr. Gill has 
never been surpassed by any gentile ; 
let us hear him. In commenting on 
the passage he writes thus: - " When 
they come, &c. Wherefore this respects 
not things bought in the market, a 
sense favoured by all the Oriental ver
sions, for many of them could not be 
washed ; but the persons of the scribes 
and pharisees, who when they came 
from market, or from any court of 
judicature, immersed themselves all 
over in water, according to the true 
sense of the word /3ar.r1l;w" [nAPTizo] 
here used, for "If the Pharisees touched 
" but the garments of the common peo
ple, they were defiled, all one as if 
they had touched a profluvious person, 
(:i',•::ii:i 1:i•,in) and needed immersion" 
and were obliged to it. Hence, when 
they walked the streets, they walked 
on the sides of the way that they might 
not be defiled, by touching the common 

Higher authorities than these in 
matters pertaining to ancient Jewish 
customs could not be consulted. With
out going further then, we may decide 
that it is not safe to follow Mr. Barnes 
when he declares that there is "no evi
dence " that the persons referred to 
washed their whole bodies every time 
they came from the market ; that it is 
"probable" they washed as a mere cere
mony ; and that it was often " doubt
less" with the use of a very small 
quantity of water. But though we have 
thought it right to go into the subject 
thus far, we agree perfectly with Dr, 
Carson, who in reply to a writer who 
had said that there is no evidence that 
the Jews had such a practice, observed, 
"There is no need of such evidence ; 
the testimony of the evangelist ought 
to be sufficient. It is a false first prin
ciple to assume, that a fact in scripture 
cannot be believed, unless it is proved 
by the history of the times. This is 
not essential even to civil history." 

.A. COMMON HINDRANCE TO MINISTERIAL EFFICIENOY. 

"!I KNOW what it is," says Dr. Thomas 
Guthrie, "to sit in the study, and collect 
and arrange materials for the pulpit ; I 
know what it is to go and stand by the 
bed of death, and minister to a mind 
diseased; and he is ill fitt;d for such 

trying and tender offices whose mind is 
harassed with household cares. The 
situation of that man is far from en
viable who is expected to maintain cer-

• Maimon, in Misn. Chngiga, C. 2, § 7. lb. Hilch. 
Abot. 'fumaot, C. 13, § 8. 
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tain nppearancce in society and has not study, the genius and talents which 
the power of doing so; who is thrown God has given him, he would have se
with a large and generous heart into cured for himself both comforts and 
scenes of distress, only to have it affluence-that man may be, as I hope 
wounded by his inability to relieve he is, ready, with God's grace, to carry 
them; who often feels himself exposed his Master's cross ; yet harassed and 
to the suspicion of meanness, when in distressed, the black shadow of debt 
point of fact he and his partner pass upon his path, with accounts on his 
many a bitter hour considering how table he does not know how to meet, 
they shall not disgrace the manse, the and with children around him, happy in 
ministry, and their Master, by standing their ignorance of a father's difficulties, 
debtor in the world's books ; and whose he does not well know how to feed and 
steps to the house of sorrow, to bridal clothe and get out into the world-be
and to burial scenes, to his study and lieve me, that such a man is not in the 
his very pulpit, are haunted by a spectre, fittest state to write a sermon, or medi
that spectre-debt. The man who has tate a prayer, or go with sympathizing 
his back loaded with the burden of debt, mind to kneel by the bed of death, and 
or the energies of a once elastic mind weep with them that weep. It is wrong 
pressed down by the fear of it ; who is to conceal it; I know that there is a 
called to be respectable in appearances, great deal of suffering of this kind the 
to be generous in his charities and hos- world never hears of. You have not 
pit.able at home, and is denied the means heard of it because there are men, let 
of being so, is cruelly used ; he is called me tell you, who bring to a better work 
to make bricks and refused straw. Feel- than his the courage of the Spartan boy, 
ing that if he had carried to any other who, rather than expose his shame, 
market, devoted to any other profession, suffered the fox that he had stolen and 
his industry and unblemished character, wrapped in his cloak, to devour his 
his long years and weary nights of vitals." 

SPEECH SEASONED WITH SALT. 

" Let your speech be al way with grace seasoned with sa!t."-CoL. iv, 6. 

SALT is an article which renders him to salt. On them it devolved to 
savoury that which would otherwise be 
insipid; Job asks, therefore," Can that 
which is unsavoury be eaten without 
salt 1" 

Salt was used with · sacrifices, by 
divine command, to intimate that some
thing more than their own intrinsic 
excellence was necessary to render 
them acceptable to him to whom they 
Were presented. In themselves they 
were but insipid things. "With all 
thine offerings thou shalt offer salt." 

Christ's disciples were compared by 
VOL, XV,-FOURTH SERJES, 

preserve society from corruption, to im
prove it, and render it pleasing to God. 
"Ye are the salt of the earth." 

The distinctive principles of true 
Christians are, in like manner, com
pared to salt. These are their pre
servatives, the source of all that excites 
divine complacency, and of the things 
that are "good and profitable unto men." 
It was therefore said, "Have salt in 
yourselves." 

Speech made profitable to the hearers, 
by its accordance with the distinctive 

3 ll 
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principles of a genuine Christian,· is ordinary conversation has a beneficial 
speech seasoned with salt. The truths tendency. How desirable it is to keep 
of the gospel which he has received in- this continually in view ! "Let your 
fluencing his discourse, he becomes a speech be alway with graoe, seasoned 
sweet savour of Christ, and even his with salt." 

TO A SON LEAVING IIOME. 

Blcss'd be the course of all thy life, 
Bless'd every thought, and word, and deed ; 

The Lord defend thee 'mid all strife, 
Encompass thee, thy footsteps lead. 

May He with his paternal grace 
Illume thee in thy heavenward race! 

May He lift up his smiling face, 
Which for the sake of Christ his Son, 

Shines full of love, of peace, and grace, 
Till thou the crown of life hast won. 

The Lord thy God watch over thee ; 
l'hy father's blessing take, and think of me. 

Isriu! Ha,rtma:wn. 

THE VAUDOIS MISSIONARY. 

'' 0 lady fair, these silks of mine 
.A.re beautiful and rare ; 

The richest web of the Indian loom,' 
lVhich beauty's self might wear. 

And these pearls are pnre and mild to behold, 
And with radiant light they vie ; 

I have brought them with me a weary way : 
Will my gentle lady bny ?" 

And the lady smiled on the worn old man, 
Through the dark and clustering curls 

VVhich veiled her brow, ae she bent to view 
His silk and glittertng pearls; 

And •he placed their price tn t~e old man's hand, 
And lightly turned away, 

Bnt she paused at the wanderer's earnest call, 
"My gentle lady, stay!'-' 

"O lady fair! I have yet a gem 
Which a purer lustre flings, 

Than the diamond flash of the jewr-ll'd crown, 
On the lofty brow of kings ; 

A wonderful pearl of exceeding price, 
Whose virtues shall not decay; 

Whose light shall be as ~ spell to thee, 
And a blessing on thy way?" 

The lady glanced a.t the mirroring steel, 
Where her youthful form was seei;i, 

,vhere her eyes shone clear, and her darl;c loc_k,~ 
waved 

Their clasptng pearls between: 
" Bring forth thy pearl of exceed_ing worth, 

Thou traveller grey and old; 
And name the price of thy precious gem, 

-!1-nd my P.ages shall count thy gold." 

The cloud went off from the pilgrim's brow, 
As a sm_all and m_eagre book, 

Unchased with gold or diamond gem, 
From bis folding robe he took :_ 

"Here, lady fair, is the pearl of price, 
May it prove as such to thee! 

Nay, keep thy gold-I ask it not
For the wo,·d of 0od is free." 

The hoary traveller went his way
But the gift he left behind 

Hath had itB_pure and perfect work, 
On that high-born maiden's mind; 

And she bath turned (rorn her prido of sin, 
To the lowliness of truth, 

And given her lrnman heart to God, 
In its beautl(ul hoµr of youth. 

1'he C!t1·isli~n. T'l:~q,1w,1·!J• 
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REVIEWS. 

The Jl,fys/e,•y Solved: or, Ireland's Miseries; 
the Grand Cause and C11re, By the Rev. 
EDWARD MARCUS DILL, A.M.,M.D., Mis
sionary Agent to the Irish Presbyterian 
Chw·ch. Edinburgh: Johnston and 
Hunter, 18.52. 16mo, pp. viii. 304. 

THERE is one thing, and perhaps only 
one, in which all writers and speakers 
respecting Ireland agree : they unani
mously represent its condition as ex
tremely wretched. If misery gives a 
claim to the attention of the com
passionate ; if helplessness calls for the 
interference of the benevolent ; if des
titution is a preparative for the re• 
ception of the Saviour's message; then, 
by general consent, Ireland demands 
the prompt and determined exertions 
of every Christian philanthropist. Whole 
villages in ruins ; two hundred and 
seventy thousand dwellings destroyed ; 
one eighth part of the people having 
perished by famine, another eighth 
part having fled from their country in 
despair ; the remainder, with few ex
ceptions, anxiously desiring to escape 
from the scenes of disappointment and 
strife which surround them; the here
ditary landowners left without revenue 
or resource ; young men of high family 
becoming soldiers or police-men, their 
sisters begging to be made teachers in 
industrial schools ; poor-law unions 
deeply in debt or actually insolvent; 
and poor-rates reducing to beggary the 
few who have anything to lose ;-such 
are the sights commonly presented to 
the observer in Munster, Connaught, 
and Leinster, three provinces out of the 
four into which the adjacent island is 
divided. 

To what cause or causes then is this 
unparalleled distress to be ascribed 1 
This is the first and principal, question 
which this volume is intended to 

answer. The author shows that it 
cannot be attributed to the soil, the 
climate, or the want of rivers, harbours, 
and other elements of wealth; and, 
that it can be no more traced to the 
natural qualities of the race than of 
the country, its origin being the same 
as that of the Highlanders of Scotland, 
and the mountaineers of Wales. He 
argues against the adequacy of the 
political evils under which Ireland has 
suffered to produce the result ; the 
agitation which has done so much of 
late years to annoy and disorganize has 
neither been the original cause of the 
distress, nor without its uses ; the 
"prince of agitators," he maintains, did 
much to emancipate the Irish mind ; by 
inspiring the people with a love of 
civil liberty he awakened of necessity 
some longing for its twin sister, religious 
freedom ; it was his own teaching 
which mainly enabled them, at length, 
to see through his schemes, provoked 
the revolt which cost him his life, 
destroyed Irish agitation as a trade, 
and sent him down to the grave so 
little regretted that you now seldem 
hear his name pronounced even by 
them who formerly worshipped him. 
On the other hand, Ireland is not in
sufficiently represented in Parliament, 
having one hundred and five members, 
while Scotland has only fifty-three ; it 
is the object of the roost pains-taking 
legislation, more time every session 
being spent on Irish affairs than on all 
our colonial affairs together, and more of 
the public treasure having been lavished 
on Ireland than on any other portion of 
the empire. Discussing its social state, 
the author shows that the habits of the 
people are such as must lead to want 
and to general disorganization, and that 
"the country umst decline, in which all, 
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classes, from the landlord to the 
peasant, so generally neglect the duties 
of their station ; but that the social 
state must itself be derivative, flowing 
from higher causes. Entering then 
upon the moral state of the country, he 
cites documents to prove that according 
to the census of 1841, near 53 per cent. 
of the population of Ireland could 
neither read nor write ; while only 
26 per cent. could both read and write ; 
and that for the four years ending in 
1850, the average annual proportion of 
prisoners in Ireland who could read 
and write was not 18 per cent. He 
says that it is quite notorious that 
thousands in Ireland never saw a Bible, 
and know nothing of the Saviour, but 
the name ; that to the question, "Who 
made you 1" the missionaries often 
receive the answer, "It was my mother, 
sir," and to the question, "Are you a 
sinner 1" the reply is frequently," No, 
indeed, sir; " and that, in 1850, there 
were 17,108 prisoners convicted of 
crimes, for which 1,858 were sentenced 
to transportation. 

In every thing pertaining to social 
and moral condition the author shows, 
step by step, the immense superiority 
of Ulster over the southern and western 
portions of the island. He naturally 
concludes, therefore, that the difference 
between Romanism and Protestantism 
explains all the other differences ; 
"why the 'Black North' is a garden, 
and the 'Sunny South' a wilderness; 
why southern jails are crowded, and 
northern ones half empty." He appeals 
to statistics to demonstrate that in all 
the four provinces of Ireland, " as is 
the Protestantism, so are the knowledge, 
virtue, and prosperity." The chief 
cause of Ireland's wretchedness, he 
maintains, is her Moral Degradation, 
and the chief cause of her Moral 
Degradation is Popery. 

How t:ien does Popery operate to 
produce these dire effects? Ow· author's 

reply is, Popery is the enemy of know
ledge, virtue, and love ; and thus en
tails on its victims degradation and 
ruin ; it labours to eclipse the mind, 
corrupt the conscience, destroy ·the 
heart, debase the whole nature, and 
thus it ruins man's temporal state, and 
blights his eternal prospects. 

These are heavy charges ; but Dr. 
Dill establishes them one by one, as he 
proceeds. The whole tendency of 
Popery, he shows, is to paralyze the 
energies and blight the better qualities 
of man. Not only does Rome inter
cept the revelation of God, and substi
tute a human system in its place, but it 
makes its victims social cripples, and 
their life a prolonged childhood. " From 
their cradles to their graves they are 
dependent on their priest ; he thinks 
for them, prays for them, shrives them, 
anoints them, manages all their eternal 
concerns, and interferes pretty freely 
with .their temporal also. They must 
not even use their senses but as he 
directs ; for when he tells them bread 
is no longer bread they must believe 
him. And thus their whole training 
makes them helpless creatures ; they 
acquire of necessity the habit of 
dependence ; and accustomed to confide 
to other hands their eternal all, the 
greater interest, they come but too 
naturally to confide their temporal all, 
the less. How sadly exemplified in the 
case of our countrymen ! If they want 
their rivers deepened, their harbours 
improved, their very land drained, they 
look elsewhere for assistance. Hospitals 
are established-they look to Parliament 
to support them; trade is decaying
they look to parliament to relieve 
them ; the potato fails-they look to 
parliament to feed them ; they want a 
Galway Packet Station, and look first 
to England, then to America. Nay, 
they cannot even get up a rebellion 
without seeking Foreign aid: in 1798, 
Wolfe Tone presents himself befoi-e the 
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French Directory ; in 1848, Smith 
O'Brien waits on Lamartinc. And 
thus," adds the author, "our poor 
country lies a paralytic on the world's 
highway, crying to all nations to come 
and help her along ! " p. 150. 

The evils arising from the Celibacy of 
the Priests, and the effects of the Con
fessional upon both men and women, 
pass under review ; with the abject de
pendence produced by the doctrine of 
intention, whereby the efficacy of any 
rite is made to hinge on the intention 
of the administrator ; the impoverish
ing tendency of the many holidays by 
which business is interrupted, and of 
the system of merchandise in which 
gold is the currency, grace the com
modity, the altar the shop, and the 
priest the salesman ; the utter ex
tinction of political liberty, arising 
from the predominant operation of 
priestly influence. After referring to 
the manner in which the institution of 
trial by jury is perverted, the author 
proceeds to say :-

" Take one other bulwark of British 
liberty, the 'elective franchise.' Be
tween the landlord and the priest, this 
has also been little better than a 
mockery, for the people must generally 
vote for whatever candidate these 
masters direct. If they disobey the 
former they are ejected ; if they rebel 
against the latter, they are ' damned.' 
'Whoever,' exlaimed Father John 
O'Sullivan from the altar, on the eve of 
an election for Kerry-' whoever will 
vote for that renegade, the Knight of 
Kerry, I won't prepare him for death, 
but will let him die like a beast, neither 
will I baptize his children.' Fancy, 
then, these people between those two 
tyrants-the one threatening temporal 
ruin, and the other eternal ! It is all 
very well when both support the same 
candidate ; and right thankful :u-e the 
poor creatures to escape bybeing simply 
robbed of their rights as freemen, But 

the landlord being often a protestant, 
is frequently opposed by the priest; and 
then, imagine if you can the dilemma 
of the people ! Still the Scylla of 
beggary is nothing to the Oharybdis of 
perdition ; the terrors of the con
fessional far exceed even those of the 
'crowbar brigade;' and so the priests 
generally carry it over the landlords, 
have frequently boasted that they could 
'return cow-boys to parliament,' and 
have often led their dupes to the 
hustings. when they scarce even knew 
the candidate's name ! Thus one of the 
dearest rights of freemen is by Popery 
transformed into not only a yoke of 
bondage, but such an instrument of 
ruin, that thousands of the people 
would deem its withdrawal the greatest 
mercy that England could extend them. 
Yet these priests are the champions of 
popular liberty /-and one of the stand
ing themes of their platform harangues 
is the deficiency of the suffrage, and 
the necessity for its extension !" 

While in these diversified 'l\"ays 
Rome blights the poor Irishman's tem
poral interests, it is ruining his soul. 
"In her system," says Mr. Dill, '' all is 
pardon-regeneration is unknown
salvation in sin, never salvation frorn 
sin. The very term holiness is bereft 
of its meaning, and made a mystic 
sign-so we have holy water, salt, oil, 
clay, wells, boughs, trees, everything 
but a holy heart. All is external
penance of the body for sorrow of soul: 
confession to the priest for contrition 
before God, corporeal sufferings on 
earth, and material fires in purgatory.'' 

In treating of the cure for Ireland's 
woes we are happy to find the author 
avowing his opinion that legislation can 
do but little. Almost the only ground 
which remains for it to occupy, he says, 
is "the lcincl question." He thinks that 
some more sweeping measure for the 
transfer of land is needed than even 
the Encumbered. Estates Bill : with " a 
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thorough reform of those ruinous chan- that unprincipled measure was befot·e 
cery laws hy which so many proprietors the country; yet the vigour infused into 
have doubtless been beggared; and, it by funds drawn from protestant nnd 
aliove all, a new and equitable adjust- dissenting pockets is even g1·eater than 
ment, of the relation of landlord and its English opponents generally sup
tenant." It is indisputable, in his judg- pose. "There you see an extensive j:)ile 
ment that the want of such an adjust- of buildings," says Mr. Dill, "enclosed 
ment has been fraught with evil, and in a park of 100 acres, with gardens, 
that it has been, in a secondary sense, walks, playgrollnds, containing nutnher
the cause of many agrarian crimes. less apartments for pl'ofessors and stU• 
"It has done much, he affirms, to train dents, besides dining-hall, chapel, and 
our peasantry to insubordination, and library of 10,000 volumes; with a staff 
beget that chronic discontent which consisting of a president, vice-president, 
now glooms on the brows of thousands bursar, two deans, librarian, Dunboyne 
of them. It has caused many of our prefect, and ten professors, not to men
bloodiest murders. It has furnished tion a train of servants, including a 
priests and demagogues with their best butcher, baker, and brewer : and ALL 

text against the 'Sassenach,' proved a maintained at the public cost! And 
screen for Rome to hide her own deso- there you find 500 students, generally 
lations behind, and thus served to break of the lowest class ; their cabin costume 
the force of the demonstration that she exchanged for a black suit, with long 
is Ireland's grand curse. It is desolating black gaiters : and themselves, from 
the only fair, because the only protestant having in their humble houses, "culti
province in Ireland, provoking even its vated letters on a little oatmeal," now 
peaceful inhabitants to outrage, and amply supplied with smoking joints and 
thus destroying that moral tone which potations of ale, and receiving besides 
its gospel ministers have so carefully £20 a yea1· of pocket mone,1/ !I Why, if the 
cultivated, and how much more serious strength and glory of the British empire 
those outrages would be but for those were bound up in these 500, if they 
gospel ministers, on whom some are were destined to be her shield and stay, 
disposed to father them all, is pretty instead of her tormentors, they could 
evident from the fact that they are not be the objects of more bountiful 
almost exclusively the work of Ribbon- regard. And while these embryo pests 
men." of society are thus dandled on the lap 

But if there is not much that he of royal favour, how many of its future 
would call upon the legislature to do, ornaments are left to ply the trowel or 
there are things which he maintains, the shuttle one half of the year in order 
as we think very justly which it ought to support thetnselves at college the 
to undo. Above all, it is bound by both remainder ! Can the history of folly 
justice and expediency to withdraw the present anything like this? The world's 
aid which it affords to the dissemination most protestant nation supporting 
of moral poison throughout the land, Poper,y, and the very worst kind of it, 
and the training of men to teach the Irisli Popery, and in the very worst 
people to renounce personal responsi- form, A COLLEGE, not the hornets, but 
hility and transfer themselves to the the nest to hatch them in! This nation, 
guidance of a foreign hoard of eccle- continuing the grant despite the utter 
siastics. The endowment of Maynooth, failure of all the ends for which it was 
has proved itself to he as mischievous given, increasing it too as the mischief 
as we predicted that it would Le wlien increases, and, in 18,15, pei·manentl.1/ 
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endowing it with £30,000 a year! Ay, God and love to man-; "the only pos
imd now hesitating to withdraw this sible way effectually to restore virtuo 
endowment, despite the clearest proof and happiness to any country, is therein 
that by its continuance they are only to restore love to its ancient sway.'' 
fattening the tiger which thirsts for Now it is this restoration which the 
their blood! In a word, the most free gospel effects, and hence its matchless 
and enlightened nation in Europe foster- power as a remedy for national maladies. 
ing the worst forms of darkness and While we concur with the author in 
despotism; the great patroness of all much that he says on this subject, and 
good, nursing Satan's masterpiece of gladly receive his testimony respecting 
evil, and the most sagacious of nations the usefulness of that agency which the 
continuing to rear the viper just after friends of scriptural religion are em
it has disclosed its deadly designs by ploying,-while we unite with him in 
making a dart at her bosom." It is this wishing for the multiplication of schools 
writer's conviction, a conviction for in which the bible is duly honoured, of 
which we believe that there is an ade- readers visiting the peasantry and read
quate foundation, that "it needs to be ing to them portions of the sacred word, 
proclaimed with a trumpet tongue, that and of gospel ministers of every variety 
the priests have for years been playing of talent, we cannot help wishing that 
a deep game for the re-conquest of per- he had adverted to the feeble character 
fidious Albion." We believe that there of protestantism in Ireland and the 
is no exaggeration in the language causes of its inefficiency. This appears 
which he employs on this subject when to be one of the most disheartening 
he says, "Let all Englishmen know things which the friends of truth have 
assuredly that Rome's deadly eye is on to lament. Unless we are mistaken, 
"their faith and their firesides ; " and efforts for the conversion of the Roman
that wherever they meet her clouds of ists to Christ are not very generally 
priests, whether heading a mob, horse- made by the native protestants; nor do 
whip in hand, or at vice-regal levees in , they enter with much ardour into the 
silken hose, whether putting down a i\ plans of others which have this for their 
school in Connaught, or getting up one object. If the conversion of their 
in Edinburgh, all-ALL are patiently . Roman Catholic neighbours is to be 
performing their several parts in this I attempted at all, many of them seem 
gigantic coi;i.spiracy against protestant to think that it belongs to English 
England. The serpent's great design is Christians to do whatever is to be done 
on that Eden of protestantism, and he rather than to themselves. The spirit 
has for years been stealing steadily to- diffused by popery no doubt fosters 
wards it, and whether he has been now among them a feeling of helplessness ; 
taking a circuitous. route to beguile the among the Romanists nothing depends 
simple, or again hiding amongst the on the people but everything on the 
flowers to elude the suspicious, or, as in priests-the priests who are themselves 
the late aggression, making a visible dependent on their immediate eccle
·'Pi·ing, be assured of this one thing that siastical superiors-the superiors who 
ON HE coMEs.'' are themselves dependent on the higher 

The Grand Specific for the cure of authorities in Rome. The political cir
Ireland's maladies, Mr. Dill maintains cumstances of the island conduce also 
rightly, is the gospel of Christ. Every to this. England being the seat of 
form of personal and social happiness, government, and the wealthier country, 
he remarks, springs from love-love to the habit naturally arises of looking to 
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England for <'Vcrything. But much of zeal of their friend. That a version of 
the feebleness to which we ,efor origi- the New Testament shoulcl represent 
nates, we believe, in the habit of re- the emphasis of the original is part of 
cciving assistance for religious purposes the rule that 1·equires in a version 
from the public purse. The protestants general accuracy. A perversion of 
have been so accustomed to expect the emphasis is a perversion of meaning. 
British government to maintain protes- On that point all competent authorities 
tantism, hy the pecuniary assistance must agree. The value of the Vatican 
afforded, not to episcopalians alone, but manuscript again is universally ad
to presbyterians also-to every form of mitted, and any one who calls attention 
protestantism that is sufficiently pre- to its reading does important service. 
dominant to meet the public eye, that But if we erroneously multiply emphasis 
Yoluntary effort to support their own and so prize any one manuscript as to 
worship and diffuse the gospel around, deem ourselves independent of other 
has seemed to them unnatural and human aid (p. 55), we defeat the very 
uncalled for. Even the assistance af- end we have in view, and build again 
forded by religious societies in England the doubts and uncertainty we were 
may be abused, and has been abused, we seeking to destroy. 
believe, in some degree ; so that it is Let us illustrate these remarks. It 
incumbent on the administrators of is a common rule of Greek composition 
such aid to take care that the churches that the nominative pronoun of a verb 
in Ireland should be taught to cultivate is not expressed, unless it be emphatic. 
as much as possible their own resources, When expressed, such pronouns are 
and to take their part in missionary generally intended to give force or 
exertion. .As in India, however, so in prominence to the persons or things 
Ireland, an important preparatory work they represent, and such prominence 
has been accomplished. Obstacles have ought clearly to be given in any version 
been removed; attention has been ex- of the passage that contains them. 
cited; desire for knowledge has sue- This principle Mr. Taylor applies to 
ceeded to the stupid contentment of the Four Gospels, engaging to apply it 
stone-blind votaries; and Providence is with others to the whole New Testa
rapidly breaking up the wretched social ment, if he be encouraged in his labours. 
framework that needed to be removed, A single verse will explain this part of 
to prepare the way for the enjoyment his plan. John xvii. 23, he points thus: 
of peace and love and righteousness, " 3E in them and ttou in me that they 
under the sway of Him whose sceptre is may be made perfect in one; that the 
a straight sceptre, and whose dominion WORLD may know that tlJou has sent 
when once established shall never pass Me, and hast loved them as thou hast 
pass away. loved Me." The words here printed in 

The Emphatic New Testament, according to 
the authorized version, compared with /he 
uarious ,·eadings of the Vatican llfanu
script. The Four Gospela. By JOHN 

TAYLOR. London: Taylor, Walton, and 
Maberly, 1852. 8vo. 

HERE are two good ideas in danger 
of serious injury through the injudicious 

Old English are in the Greek emphatic 
pronouns, and by this type the emphasis 
is marked in the version. The pronoun 
Me is also emphatic in Greek from 
position, and the WORLD is emphatic 
(in J\fr. Taylor's view) from the use of 
the article. By employing capitals 
these kinds of emphasis are expressed, 
and often with happy results. "Could 
not THIS man which opened the EYES 
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of the DLIND " (John xi. 37); "And he 
whom thou now hast is not THY hus
band," Johniv.18; for example,express 
accurately the exphasis of the original. 
See also Matt. iii. 14; viii. 9. John 
xix. fi, 7. 

Unhappily this principle is pushed to 
an extreme. Six and twenty different 
cases are, enumerated in which it is said 
that emphasis is expressed, while in 
many of them there is no emphasis at 
all. Verbs for example in the infinitive 
mood and adverbs are made nouns in 
Greek by prefixing the article, as in 
Mark vi. 48, Matt. viii. 18, and all such 
are marked by Mr. Taylor as em
phatic. Now the article is employed 
in such cases to meet the requirements 
of grammar, and not to give peculiar 
f~rce to the word. To print such in
stances as emphatic confounds all pro
per notion of emphasis, and deprives 
the ordinary reader of the advantages 
which the general system advocated by 
Mr. Taylor is intended to confer. Could 
the six and twenty rules he gives be 
reduced to six, and really emphatic 
words be printed in emphatic type, a 
great benefit would be conferred, and 
the reader would be aided as much as 
by a corrected version. Of course we 
wish only the emphasis of the original, 
more than that would be exposition and 
not translation. 

The various readings of the Vatican 
manuscl'ipt which are given in foot-

notes will prove welcome to the general 
reader, especially in the proposed second 
volume. In the gospels there are no 
various readings in that manuscript of 
importance. The type adopted enables 
the reader to judge very fairly of the 
general importance of various readings. 
"J Esus saith," i. e. with the article, is in 
the Vatican manuscript, "Jesus saith," 
i. e. without the article, Matt. xvii. 26. In 
Mark vii. 36, our received text reads, 
"~£ charged them ... they published 
it." The Vatican reads, "he charged 
them . . . 1~£11 published it." The 
places of the emphatic pronouns being 
reversed. The general importance of 
this manuscript, may be gathered from 
the fact that ten out of a dozen or thir
teen important readings in the New 
Testament, which are adopted by all 
the great critics, Griesbach, Scholz, 
Lachman,- and Tischendorf, are found 
to agree with the Vatican. Unhappily 
the long standing promise of the Papacy 
that this text is soon to be given to 
the world is still unredeemed; and the 
various readings it contains are known 
only through imperfect collations. 

On the whole, we deem Mr. Taylor's 
book a useful addition to our stores. 
The idea is a good one, and if his plan 
be confined to real emphasis and not 
extended to merely grammatical forms, 
it will throw much light on the sacred 
text. He has found a good horse; but 
let him beware of riding him to death. 

BR I E F N O T I C E S. 

Tlie Pict?rial Family Bible, acco,·ding to the 
Authorized Version : containing the Old and 
New Testaments. JVith copious Original 
10lVotes, by J, KITTO, D.D. London: W. S. 

rr and Co. 4to. Parts xxiv. nnd xxv. 

B'This reprint of the original edition of Kitto's 
iblc having proceede,l ns far as the seventh 

chapter of Luke's Gospel, we renew our tcsti. 
lllony, that though it is not equal to the 

VOL, XV,-FOIJil'rU SERIES, 

" Standard Edition," we regard its progress 
with complacency, as it will afford valuable in
struction to multitudes to whom the more 
expensive work would be inaccessible. It is an 
cscellent family book, and exceediugly cheap, 

The Bible and the Working Classes; beinq a 
Series of Lectures delivered to the IVorki11g 
Classes of Bradford, Yorkshire, in 185 l. By 
ALEx.uiDEII ,v .\LLACE, Edi11bur9h. Senml 

3 C 
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Thousand. London, Hamilton, Adams, and 
Co. Pp. 298, 

Feeling in common with many Christian 
men th9.t for the appliances of Christianity to 
be brought to hear on the operative classes in 
this. country som('thing must be done different 
from :my efforts heretofore attempted, Mr. 
\V allace, at that time a resident at Bradford, 
~ecured the LC"ctnrc room of the 1\iechn.nics' 
Institute for an afternoon service specially in
tended for this portion of the community, and 
altogether unconnected with any religious sect 
or org-anization, There he delivered from week 
to wc'ck during the course of four months this 
series of popuiar addresses on ''the Bible." The 
plan proved eminently successful. Hundreds 
of working men attended from the town and 
the neighbourhood around, numbers of whom 
prided themselves in being Freethinkers, and 
were disposed to treat both the claims and 
teachings of the bible with disregard. At a 
large public meeting held after the services 
were brought to a close, the lecturer was re
quested to publish the addresses which had 
excited so much interest; and eight of the most 
influential religious men of Bradford subscribed 
an amount sufficient to defray the expenses of 
the first thousand copies. The second thousand 
has just been published, and we wish it may be 
speedily followed by a third. \Ve have read 
the book with intense interest. The circum
stances in which it originated-the character 
of the work itself-and the valuable results 
which may be anticipated as its fruit; all con
tribute to yield bigh satisfaction. Here and 
there we have to complain of confusion of 
figure and a style which reminds us of the 
finest writing of Theodore Parker and George 
Gilfillan. We must protest against this high 
pressure style. It is in bad taste-is becoming 
increasingly prevalent-and to yonng writers 
has seductive charms. Apart from this we 
heartily commend the volume to all cla•ses of 
our readers. Difficulties are not evaded; bnt 
stated and met. The claims of the bible to be 
at once the messenger of God and the friend of 
man are advocated and sustained, There is no 
sacrifice of essential truth for the sake of popu
larity. On the other hand, there is none of 
that offensive and feeble way of exhibiting 
truth which has disgusted multitudes of all 
grades in this Christian land. l\Iay such 
efforts as those of Mr. Wallace be multiplied 
a thousand fold, and may the God of the bible 
abundantly bless them! 

The Biole Class Jlfanual of the Life of Cl,rist; 
or a Harmony of tlie Gospels, in a Con
tinuous Narratfre, with Notes and Questions. 
By ANDRE" G. FULLER. London: B. L. 
Green. 1852. Pp. x., 181. 
To reduce the memoirs of the four evan

gelists into one continuous narrative would 
seem to a person who had never attempted it a 
mnch easier thing than it actually is. Some
times one of the writers gives a fuller account 
of a transaction_ than any of the others, ""d 
J:Ct paoses ov~r cncumstancc~ wLich_ tLey men~ 
t1on, and which must therefore be rntroduced 
tLough it is difficult to cll'!ermiue to '>I hat par: 
of Lis statement they belong. In many cases 

there A.l'e npparent disct'epancies which n more 
complete knowledge of facts thnn we possese 
might reconcile, hut to harmonize which re
quires much learning, nnd the sncrifice of 
com1non prepossessions. The fewness of the 
dates which arc given, 1.nd the similarity be
tween discourses which were tleliveretl on 
diffel'ent occasions add to the difficulty of the 
undertaking and the uncertainty which will be 
felt on many points when it is completed. Mr. 
Fuller has taken much pains with the present 
work, and has succeeded in constructing a nar
rative which reads smoothly aud yet is com
prehensive, In m!lny families. sabbath schools, 
and bible-classes, his publication will be accept
able and useful. It includes a few explanatory 
notes: many readers will wi•h that they had 
been more numerous, but in that case they 
could not have had the book on the same low 
terms as those at which it is now presented to 
to them. 

Scripture Teacher's ..J.ssistant, with Explana
tions and Lessons, designed for Sunday 
Schools and Families. By HENRY AL· 
TH.A.NS. London. Price One Shilling. 

It is surprising that a man of so much ex
perience in the instruction of children, and 
who enjoys so high a reputation among sahbath 
school teachers, should have published so very 
poor a book as this is. We have heard of men 
of celebrity lending their names to be put on a 
title-page, and the question has occurred to us 
whether the good nature of Mr. Althaus has 
not led him to accommodate some friend in that 
way in this instance. The very first explana
tion that is given is this : " Bethlehem, a c./ty of 
Judea." Does not the word "city" convey 
to an English child, not to say a London 
child-and it is for "London Sunday schools" 
especially that the author has written-an idea 
totally inapplicable to Bethlehem ? Such an 
explanation is far worse than none. And so 
are these : " Kingdom of heaven. Christ's 
kingdom of glory. Eternal happiness." p. 33. 
" Offended in me. Displeased with what I 
teach." p. 38, " The holy place. The holy 
ground round the city of Jerusalem." p. 64. 
Others are about equal to none; as, " Was the 
Son of God. I now believe that Jesus was the 
Son of God." p. 71. 

The Economy of Prayer; in Principle, Prac• 
tice, and Result; deduced from the Lord's 
Prayer. By JoSEPH EDE. Pp. 138. Lon· 
don : Roulston and Stoneman. 

No part of scripture is more comprehensive 
in its import-more suggestive of thought-ur 
more interesting from collateral circumstances 
than that in which oar Lord taught his dis
ciples the manner after which they were to 
pray. Hence in all ages of the church it bas 
been considered a fruitful theme for comment. 
Expositions of the "Lord's Prayer" however, 
like lectures on the" Pilgrim's Progress," have 
generally failed to impart either profit or in• 
terest. Through ignorance of biblical truth 
or want of sympatLy with the exercise of 
prayer, or general incompetency, writers on this 
subject Lave, for the most part, served to illu~· 
trnte the saying of an ohl W alcleminn, "'flm 
prayer can Bearce be expounded completely by 
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nil the theologian, in the world." ,v c have 
rencl this work, however, with interest o.nd 
profit, Taking up in their order the several 
parts of the prayer, it shows the principles they 
recognize-the practice they enjoin-and the 
natural results they warrant ns to expect. 
Some of the conclusions arc rather " far. 
fetched," and now and then an expression sa
vours of affectation ; nevertheless, there is 
originality arnl vigour, both of thought and 
style, which in these da7ns of servile imitation 
are quite refreshing. £he writer is himself a 
man of prayer. 

The Course of Faith, or the Practical Believer 
I>elineated. By JorrN ANGELL JAMES. 
London: Hamilton, Adams, and Co. 16mo. 
pp. x., 333. 

The deservedly popular author of this volume, 
speaking of his writings generally, says, "To 
awaken the sinner, guide the inquirer, and aid 
the believer in the path of life-rather than to 
load the student through the intricate laby· 
rinths of controversy or into the depths of 
profound biblical knowledge-is the highest 
object which my literary ambition has ever led 
me to seek, or my own consciousness will ever 
lead me to hope that I can obtain." The 
design and execution of the work correspond 
with this avowal; and we doubt not that, as au 
experimental treatise, it will be acceptable and 
useful to thousands. The subjects of its chap. 
ters are Faith in General-Faith in Justifica• 
tion-Faith in relation to Sanctification-the 
Joy of Faith-the Work of Faith-Faith's 
Victory over the World-Faith in Prayer
Faith in Hearing the Word-Strong Faith, 
including the Assurance of Faith-Faith in 
reference to the Blessings of this Life-Faith's 
exercise in reference to Affliction-Faith in 
reference to Death-Faith in its relation to 
Heaven, We are rather surprised that with 
these chapters there is not one on Faith in the 
Resurrection of the Dead. \~Te have long 
been of opinion that this primary article of 
faith in the primitive church does not hold the 
•ame place in modern theology as it holds in 
the apostolic writings; but we shoulcl have 
looke,l for a much fuller reference to it from 
such a man as Mr. James. A siugle paragraph 
on tile subject, in so large a book as this, would 
not have seemed enough, we think, to Paul. 
The last chapter, also, on Faith in its relation 
t_o Heaven, is in our view vague and unsatisw 
factory, not recognizing duly the superiority of 
the ultimate state of happiness to which the 
New Testament scriptures teach us to look 
forward, 

Sin Apprehended, Tried, and Condemned; being 
tlie reprint of a book entitled, " The Isle of 
l','fan," first published in 1627, B11 HICHARD 
BERNAND, rector of Batcombe,' Samerset. 
:Now edited by the Rev. D. F. Jarman, B.A. 
l',finister of Beq{ord Epi,copal Chapel, St. 
George's, Bloomsbury, London: Nisbet and 
Co. 16mo. pp. 113. 

'rhis ingenious allegory was first published in 
16~7 and must then haYc met with great favour 
as )t reached the sixth edition during the year 
of its pub~ication. Since then it has frequently 
heen reprinted. The present edition has been 

pu~ged. of the coars_e imagery an,! lang-uag-e 
whrch, 1n common with many writint1s of thn.t 
11-ge, the early editions contained, and!"' has been 
in several respects altered that it may be better 
adapted to the present state of society and 
education, The object of the writer is twofold. 
To convince of sin by unfolding its character 
and tracing out ita: sources, and to promote 
holiness by yointing out the hindrances and 
aids to the discovery of sin and also the grace• 
!'ecess&ry to a holy life, The allegory is divided 
mto two parts, In the first part we have the 
pursuit and apprehension of Sin. Sin is repre. 
•ented as a thief, pursued by the officers of 
justice, aided hy m~ny enemies to righteousne"' 
in his escape, at len_!l'th falr.ing refoge in the 
house of Mistress Heart, who keeps a common 
inn, a receptacle for all villains, proflir,ates, and 
thieves. In the second part we have the 
trial. Conscience is the judge., and Old 
Man, Mistress Heart, Wilful Will, and Covet• 
onsness are respectively tried and condemned. 
The dramatis persona,, of whom we have only 
mentioned a few, are for the most part well 
conceived and well sustained; and ,ve have 
seldom read a book in which the workin"s, 
springs, and aids of sin, and the hindrances ""to 
conviction, are so clearly and forcibly depicted. 
The developments of covetousness and its 
effects in the second part are admirable, and in 
this haste-to-get-rich age, well deserve the 
thoughtful perusal of every person. 

Lettei·s to a Romanist. No. I. The Doctrine 
of Popery as taught by the Church of Rome. 
No. JI. The Supremacy of the .Pope. No. 
III. Auricular Confession. ,Vo. IV. The 
Worship of the Virgin ifiary. No. V. The 
ivorship o_f Saints, Images, end Rdics. 

1Yo. VI. The Doctrines of Purgatory and 
Prayers fo1· the Dead. No. VII. The Doc• 
trine of Transubstantiation and the Mass, 
By a Quiet Looker-on, Scarhoroua-h: A. 
Russell. 12mo. 0 

If this gentleman bad continued to look on 
quietly, instead of m·iting these tracts and 
sencl.ing them to the press, it would doubtless 
have been more pleasant to the Roman Catholic 
clergy around him than the course he has pur• 
sued. Quiet, as the author professes to be, 
there is nothing in his production adapted to 
tranquillize those of his readers who are adrn
cates of the system 011 which he animadvert;,; 
fol' a more unsparing exposure of the maxirn3 
and practices of the apostate church we have 
never seen. ,vhether it was discreet or not, in 
illustrating the abominations of .Auricular Con
fession, to translate some of the quotations from 
Dens am\ Bailey, and place them within the 
reach of English readers, young nn<l old, is a 
question on which there will be differenc~ of 
opinion; nrgument may be adduced in favour 
of the affirm~ttive ns well ns the negative; and 
we will not undertake to pronounce judvment; 
but certainly there are many things i~ these 
letters for which it would not have been easy 
to procure the imprimatur of Cardi □ al Wise• 
m:i.n. \Ve have not observed, however, any 
thing unfair or dishonourable. The author, who 
dates from Scarborough, has cultivated an ex• 
tcnsivc acquaintance with the writings uf Ro
manists, nnd he is turning his knowledae thus 
laboriously acquire<\ to good account. ~ 
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The Fratc,·nal Memorial, a 1lfcmo.'r of tl1c Rev. 
Tf'illimn Fer11ic, lair Pa.star o( tlie Ch11rclt 
nssembling hi Zinn Chapel, J?,.()mr, Somerset; 
by the Rev. JOHN FEn'SIE, Farnham, Sm·rcy. 
London: Hamilton, Adnms, and Co, 12mo. 
pp, xii., 227. 

The snhjcct of this biogrnphicnl sketch was 
born in l S 14 nt Brewood, Staffordshire, where 
his respected father has been pastor of the 
in<lepeudent church more than forty years. 
When he was about twenty years of age he 
..,-as received into Highbury Colles-e, and in 
1889 he accepted the pastorate ot the large 
independent church meeting in Zion chapel, 
Fromc. Here he laboured acceptably and use
fully abo,·c ten years. A severe cold taken 
~fter preaching to a crowded congregation in a 
farm liousr, brought on an illness which tcrmi
uated in his removal from the midst of attached 
friends on the 13th of November, I 850. He was 
n preacher of superior abilities, and the Memoir, 
which includes many extracts from his letters, 
evinces on the part of the compiler, a spirit of 
brotherly kindness and Christian simplicity, 

Israel Hartmann, as Youth, Husband, and 
Orphan Schoolmaster, .A. Biography, from 
his Diary and Letters, Translated from 
theGerman by 21£rs.Tao:uPsoN,(nec) (Eliza
beth Maria Lloyd). With a Preface by 
Rev. ROBERT B1cKERSTETH, M.A., Rector 
of St. Giles-in-the-Field..,, London. London: 
iVertheim and .Macintosh. 16mo., pp. vii., 
201. 

Faith snstained this simple-minded German 
schoolmaster under many afflictions, and gave 
him habitual serenity throughout the vicissi
tudes of a life which beginning in the year 
172.5 did not terminate till 1806, 

The Imperial Cyclopredia. The Cyclopadia of 
the Briti1h Empire. Part XI. Leigh
Midrll,sex, Loudon:. Charles Knight. Im
perial 8vo, 

It affords us pleasure to witness the progress 
towards completion of this v;iluahle work, and 
to observe the announcements which arrom
pany it with rel(ard to other divisions of the 
comprehensive publication to which it belongs. 
Tbi,·, the Geographical portion of the Britbh 
Empire, is to be completed in sixteen half~ 
crown parts; and the two volumes comprising 
it will be of an "inestimah1e worth to r-;tuclents 
of politics or of English I,istory. Thr pro
pri<.'tor hag acted wisdy in taking- time to 
procure accurate topographical information from 
5µecial sources whtre it was not to be ohtaincd 
readil.,·, though at the expense of some deg1:ee 
of delay ; and be now hopes that the er.Ure 
work will he completed by the periodical issue 
of two Parts monthly, in about four years, 

The Lost Steamer: a Histor:i of the Amazon. 
London: Partridge aud Oakey. 16mo. Pp. 
vi., 2~8. 

The author undertook this work, he tells us, 
Jest it should be attempted 1,y some one wLo 
would not a,·knowledge the hand of God or 
s, ek his /!Jory; and he bas interspersed t hroul(l,
uut remarks of a religious ten<le11C'y. 'fhe first 
hundred pages are pleasant reading of a mi•-

cellancons chnracfer, the titles being the Launch 
-the E11gines-T1ial Trips-l'owcr nml Speed 
-Hrma1·kahlc Em-New Docks-Emhnrkn-
tion-the Chnnnel-llay of Iliscny-Prcscnti
ments-Middlc "·atch. But now comes the 
catastrophe. The sections are deeply interest
ing' but awful, which nrc he11dcd, the Fire-Bell 
-the Life-Boats-L~st H_ours; nnd scarcely 
less so nrc those winch give account of the 
sufferings nnd delivcrnnces of the minority who 
at various times and iu different circumstances 
reached the land • 

A Sufficient Jlfaintenance and an £.ffecicnt 
f'Imtsti·y. A Sermon with Notes by the Rev. 
THOMAS GUTIIRTE, D.D. Pub/islterl at tlte 
reque,t of the Kirk Sessio,. of Free St. 
John's, Edinburgh. Edinburgh: Constable 
and Co. Loudon : Hamilton and Co, 8vo. 
Pp. 31. 

To all members of churches who are in com
f~rtable circumstances themselves, and espe
cially to all who have the honour to sustain the 
deacon's office, we earnestly recommend this 
discourse, which will open to them trains of 
thought, new to many, and to others deserving 
of renewed attention, Their own welfare, and 
the welfare of thei, children, arc more closely 
connected with the subject than many of them 
suppose, 

The Cltristian Law of Life. A Sermon 
preached in Sur,·ey Chapel, before the Lon
don Missionary Society, on Wednesday, 
May 12, 1852. By JonN STOUGHTON, of 
Kensington, London : 16mo,, pp. 43. Price 
4d. 

The preacher treats his text, "For me to live 
is Christ,'' as an exposition of the law of our 
spiritual life, and a l(rand encoi.rngement to 
~piritual labour; mentions dfects which would 
follow from our fully embracing and acting out 
this law; and shows that "the inspiration of 
the sentiment expressed iu the text is the want 
of the age." 

Allegiance to tlie Faith : a Discourse occasioned 
by tlw Death ~f Rebert Kettle, Esq., preached 
in Hope Street Bapti.,t Chapel, Glasgow, on 
Sabbutlt, 4th April, 1 Sfi2. By JAMES PA
TERSON, D.D. Glasgow: 8vo., pp, 30, 
Price Sixpence. 

An appropriate sermon, comprising a bio
graphical notice of an excellent man of whom 
some account was given_ in our number for 
May. 

The Interpretation of the Prophecy r,latin_q to 
the Seven C/,urches, Revelation, C/i .. I. JI. Ill. 
London: Sampson Law. 18mo, Pp. 36, 

One small specimen will' probably suffice to 
enable the reader to determine whether to go 
into the investigation fully under the l(Uidancc 
r,f this interpreter or not. '' The Christians 
of the present day," he tells us," form £!even 
g-rcat divisions :-The Society of Friends, Inde
pendents, Presbyterinns, Methodists, Lutherans, 
Rpiscopalians, and U nitarinns, and these nre 
, l,e seven bodies spoken of in the second or 
full sense of the propiletic narrative," 
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M011ey, rind its Influence. A Tale,· Trans
lated fro1n the German by a Lady, for tlid 
/,e11ejit °{ a Fund for liebuildiny a London 
JlospitrL. Loudon: Wertheim and Macin
tosh, 16mo, Pp, viii., 127, 
One of Huffman's Tales for the Young, the 

princip11l design of which is to illustrate the 
mnxim that money har<lene the heart, trans
lotcd by II Lady, in the hope that its profits 
will aid the fund for rebuilding what is called 
Queen Charlotte's Hospital, 

The Sailor's Prayer Boo!,; a Manual of De
votion for Sailors nt Sea, and their J, amities 
at Home. London: Snow, 1852. 2-!mo. 
pp. xi., 183. 
'.l'his work opens with an Address to Owners, 

Agents, and Captains of merchant vessels, on 
the duty and happiness of maintaining reli
gious services on board their ships; and it 
proffers aid, by presenting to them ten sermons, 
prayers for morning and evening for five weeks, 
and" Special Servicea for particular occasions." 
Evangeiical principles are recognized pretty 
generally throughout; hut the phraseology 
employed seems to us to be often deficient in 
simplicity, and not always expressive of definite 
conceptions. We do not know of any better 
book of the kind, but we think that one very 
much helter on the same plan might he made. 

Tlie Eastern Lilly Gathered : a lf'Iemoir of 
Bala Shoondore Tagore. With Observa• 
tions on the Position and Prospects of Hindu 
l'cma/e Society. By the R,v. EDWARD 
SToRROW, Calcutta. With a Preface by 
the Reu. JAMES KENNEDY, M.A., from 
Benares, Northern India, London: Snow, 
24mo. Pp. ix., 86. 
The light which this small publication throws 

on the condition of the wealthier classes of the 
Hindoos, especially the ladies, entitles it to 
general perusal, 

llfy First Grief: or Recollections of a Beloved 
Sister, A Memoir and A11tobiography, by 
a Provincial Surgeon, Batll: Binns and 
Goodwin. 12mo, Pp. 134. 
An account of an amiable nnd !lovely ~ister, 

and pen ncd hy one whose warm heart was yet 
smarting UJ1der the stroke occasioned by her 
death. Setting forth faith in Christ as the 
only means tliroup-h which we may have eter .. 
n_al life, and vindicatinj{ t'hc doctrine of a par
ticular providence as fultHJing the, dcsig-ns of 
n. gracious God, it is adapted to impart conso
lation in trial, and to make the spirit rcsignctl 
~elf:~ will of Him who "doeth nil things 

The Justified Believer; his Security, Conflict,, 
and 'j riumph. By V,{, B. i\:IACKENZIE, 
M.A., Inc·umbent of St. James' Holloway, 
London: R T. S, 12mo. Pp. 147, 

A new edition of II scriptural, clear, ond 
fo'.ciblc exposition of the nll -impo1 tant "doc
trine of n standing- or falling churcli," ex
hibitini;: its fruits nntl blessings in the c,se of 
every believer, Well nclnptctl to c,t,bliob and 
comfort the Christian in the faith of the gospel, 
it will be useful both in and out of the com
munity to which the rcspectetl_author belong•. 

RE C,ENT PUBLICATIONS, 

'2lpprobelJ. 
[It should be understood tlmt in!lerlion in thig list i!I nrit a. 

mere nnnounccmcnt: it e:r.presse9 approbation of the works 
e numcrated,-not of course extending to every particular, but 
an npprobation of their general character and tendency.] 

.An Idea of a Christian. By S. W. PARTRTDOE, 
Author of" Voices from the Garden," &c. London: 
Parlrirfg, and Oakey, 16mo., p-p. 30. 

The Desolated Valley: a Narrative of the Flood 
at Holmfrith, Feb. 4, 1852. By J. G. MrALL. 
London , Roulston and Stoneman. 32mo., pp. 48. 

The Elements of Astronomy; comprised in a. 
Series of Questions and Answers:, adapted for the 
use of families and schools. By Mrs. JoH:sso:-r. 
New and improved edition. Lona<>n: Partri~1e 
and Oakey. 24mo., pp. 64. 

Memoir of Cecilia. Sloane. By C. WooLLACOTT. 
London: Houlston and Stoneman. 12mo., pp. 15. 

The Railway Traveller. By c.:WooLLA.CoTT. L01'\• 
don : Houl,ton and .S~oneman, 12mo., pp. 12. 

Little Francis, a. Tale for '.the Young. By C. 
WooLLA.COTT. London: Roulston and Stonrnia11 
12rM., pp, 12. 

The Christfan's Charter : an :Exposition ot Ro• 
mans, Chap. viii. Verse 32. Second edition. Lo:n, 
don: B, L. Grem. ~121iio., pp. 46. 

The Undivided Brothers. The Substance of a 
Sermon delivered at Park Street Chapel, Llanelly, 
on Sunday, August 17, 1851, occasioned by the me• 
lancholy Death of Luther and Frederick Rees 
sons of the Rev. D. R, Llanelly. By J. Roexs,s 
.Minister. To which is added, a Biographical Sketcb. 
Loudon: Snow. 12mo. pp. 31. 

The Lord's Short Work on tbe Earth. A Sermon 
preached in Free St. George's. Edinburgh, on Sabbath 
January 4, 1852. By RoBERT S. CA!'ll'DLiaH, D.D 
.Edinburgh.: John,tone aml H1mt,r. s,o. pp. 32 .. 

The Eclectic Review, June, 1852. Contents:-
I. Life and Letters of Niebuhr. II. \Vomen ot 
Christianity. III. Jw'lemoirE-of Sarah l\Jarg:uet Fuller. 
IV. Dr. Hooker's Rho<lodendrons. V. Local His• 
tory, and Public LiLraries. VI Bancroft.'s Ame• 
rican Revolution. Vll. Tbo Vi.~ible Heavens. 
VIIJ. Deans and Chapters. Review of the Month, 
&c. Lom!on, Ward and Co. Svo., pp. 126. 

The Christian Journal of the United Presbyterian 
Church. June, 1852. Glasgo1.o: R. Jacklon. St:o., 
pp. 50. 

The Christian Treasury; containing contributions 
from ministers and members of various Evangelical 
Oeucminations. June, 1852. Edinburgh. 81:0., pp. 
48. P,·ice 6cl. 

Two Stories for my Young Friends-the Erich sons. 
The Clever Boy, or Con::nder Another. By Mis.s 
FRANCES BROWN. Edinburgh: Paton and Ritchie, 
241110., pp. 144. 
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I N TE L LI GE N C E. 

AMERICA. 

Among the wonderfol changes which nre 
now taking place in human affairs, working 
out the accomplishment of the dh-ine pur
poses in the most unexpected ways, perhaps 
nothin,: is more remarkable than the facts 
advertcd to in the following paragraphs of 
the New York Recorder:-

nnITGRATION FROM CHINA. 

When a Chinese junk visited our shores a 
few years ago, the crew, with their oblique 
eyes and long tails, were almost as much of a 
curiosity as the queer looking hulk in which 
they had come to our shores. The idea of 
a Chinese emigration to ~ur shores was as far 
from our thought.s as that of the Grand 
Lama of Thibet. 

But God's ways are not as our ways. The 
discovery of gold in the West is to be the 
cause of the first effectual inroad upon the 
crystallized civilization of the Chinese. 

_We firmly believe that the emigration now 
gomg on from China to California will hnve 
the effect to make an entire revolution in the 
habits of the Chinese living upon the coasts 
of the empire. By a strange movement of 
God's providence, we are thronged by the 
Irish and Germans on the one side of the 
continent, and the Chinese on the other. 
The dutv of the Christian in v:iew of these 
facts is obvious. In a few years the count
less thousands to whom we send missionaries 
of the cross will be at our own doors, a part 
of our body politic, contributing their share 
to our moral and intellectual life. The fol
lowing letter from the Presbyterian gives new 
facts on this subject, in addition to those 
with which all are familiar. 

A recent letter from San Francisco brings 
the following additional intelligence:-

" The clipper ship Challenge is said to be 
on the way from Chioa with one thousand 
passenl(ers. I have before me a letter from 
Hong Kong, dated 15th of January last, in 
which the writer states that we rnav look to 
China for an emigration of fifty thousand 
souls to our population within the next five 
years. A.n intelligent sea-captain, just ar-
11Ye<l from there, informs me that thousands 
are saving up their earnings in order to col
lect 35 dollars passage-money to bring them to 
California. To this is to be added the ex
pensP of a little dried fish and rice, and a 
sip of tea, and in about forty or fifty days 

they rare safely landed on our shores. In 
the letter from China referred to, the writer 
says:-• I now know of more than six hundi-ed 
Chinamen booked for California, for whom 
shipping cannot now be had, althou•h there 
are now in our harbour some half 0a dozen 
large ships bouud for San Francisco and 
they will all take from two to three hu~dred 
Chinamen each,' " 

FRANK AVOWAL. 

The Shepherd of the Valley, a Roman 
Catholic newspaper published at St. Louis 
denounces plainly the doctrine of toleratio; 
thus:-" Well, then, is this doctrine of tolera
tion a Christian doctrine, or is it not ? does it 
come from heaven or hell; from God, or the 
devil? do we see anything of it in the bible, in 
the fathers, in the actions or writings of the 
saints, in the treatises of the doctors of the 
church ? was it heard of before the birth of 
Protestantism? has it not been condemned 
by the Council of Constance, and repeated.Jy 
by the supreme poi:itiffs? is it any thing 
more than a convenient theory, got up that 
Catholics living amongst Protestants may 
meet with less ill-will ? are not the French 
philosophers and their disciples its most 
zealous advocates? is not Gibbon full of it? 
has it ever had any thing more than a theo
retical existence, except where it has been 
practically impossible to carry into active 
operation the principles which it condemns? 
was St. Thomas right when he said that ' it 
is a much worse thing to corrupt the faith 
by which life is given to the soul, than to 
falsify money which is an assistance to the 
temporal life?' did he reason correctly from 
these premises when he argued that temporal 
princes might justly punish convicted l1ere
tics? may we not expect the church an<l 
Christian rulers to act again as they have 
acte<l ! is it not our boast that the church 
never changes, an<l is not her history an open 
book, which all may read, which we cannot 
close if we would, and of which we are ac
customed to say that we have no cause to be 
ashamed? 

" We will say, however, that we are not in 
favour of roasting heretics, and that, if this 
sort of work is to be revive<l-though in our 
miserable times it is quite impossible, since 
men have no belief which they care to pro
pagate, or for which they dare endure-if 
persecution is to be renewed, we should 
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rather be its victims tbnn its agents; but we 
are not, therefore, going to deny the facts of 
history, or to blame the saints of God and 
the doctors nnd pastors of the church for 
whnt they have done and sanctioned. We 
say that the temporal punishment of heresy 
is a mere q11estion of expediency; that Pro
testnnts do not persecute us here, simply 
because they have not the power; and that 
where we abstain f,·om pe,·sec1tting them, 
they are welt aware that it is merely because 
we cannot do so, or think that, hy doing so, 
we should inju,·e the cause that we wish to 
,erve." 

ACADIA COLLEGE, NOVA SCOTIA, 

At a meeting of the friends of Acadia 
College held at W olfville, March 25, 1852, 
the following resolutions were passed:-

I. That while education is justly regarded 
as a great and necessary good, essential to 
human happiness, and closely interwoven 
with the welfare of nations, baptists are under 
special obligations to promote its advance
ment, since, in addition to other and sub
stantial benefits connected with learning, it 
tends to foster that spirit of free inquiry and 
that love of religious freedom by which they 
have been ever distinguished. 

II. That the education of candidates for 
the Christian ministry ru;sumes growing im
portance as knowledge diffuses its blessings 
throughout the community; and that it is the 
duty of the baptist denomination to make 
liberal provision for the attainment of this 
most desirable object, both by founding Edu
cational establishments, harmonizing in their 
plans and methods of instruction with the 
improvements of modem times, and by ren
dering pecuniary aid to young men while 
pursuing their theological studies. 

III. That this meeting cannot but acknow
ledge, with profound gratitude, the goodness 
of God towardj the Institutions of learning 
founded by the baptists in tbese provinces, 
from which many and great advantages have 
been derived by numbers of individuals of 
various ranks and professions, more parti
cularly towards Acadia College, in which, 
raised as it was in faith and prayer, and there
fore associated with hallowed recollections, 
the future minister and the future missionary 
have pursued their studies, and prepared for 
the work of the Lord. 

IV. 'l'hat whereas, in order to secure effi
cient collegiate instruction a division of labour 
is absolutely necessary, so that each professor 
may be limited, as neru·ly as possible, to one 
branch of tuition, it is much to be regretted 
that there are now but two professors at Acadia 
College, and it is greatly to be desired that 
the number should be increased at the earliest 
pnssiblo period, 

V, That howevet· desimble it may be for 

various reasons to obtain support for the 
college by annual subscript ions, it has been 
found hy experience that the funds derived 
from that source are precarious and insnf~ 
ficient, and that the uncertainty of collecti0n, 
and consequent irregularity in the receipts, 
produce manifold inconveniences which are 
seriously detrimental to the successful work
ing of the institution; while it is manifest 
that the enlarged income required for an 
increased number of professors cannot be 
reasonably looked for without a change in the 
pecuniary arrangement. 

VI. That in order to place the college on 
a permanent foundation by procuring an ade
quate amount of annual support, it is de
sirable to raise the sum of not less than 
£10,000 for an endowment to be vested in 
approved '.securities; the interest of which, 
£600 per annum, together with tuition fees, 
the proceeds of the union societies, applicable 
to theological education, and any voluntary 
subscriptions which may continue to be rea
lized will suffice to provide for the appoint
ment of a suitable number of professors. 

A closing resolution expresses the con
viction of the meeting that the baptists of 
these provinces are fully able to raise the 
sum of £10,000 for the specified purposes, 
and details measures by which it might be 
accomplished. 

ASIA. 

BURMAH, 

The intelligence which has recently arrived 
of the capture of Rangoon by the British 
forces will render some extracts from cor
respondence which we find in the Magazine 
published by the American Baptist Mission
ary Union interesting, though they re late to 
events preceding the bombardment of the 
city. -

Having mentioned the visit of four officers 
sent by the British Commodore, and said, 
" The commodore came to demand redress 
for outrages committed on Captains Shepard 
and Lewi•, but he now found that hundreds 
of British subjects had suffered as great, and 
many of them much greater injuries, and 
that several had died under torture," Mr. 
Kincaid writes, Dec. 22nd :-

" After the deputation of four officers had 
left, which was immediately after reading the 
commodore's letter, in English and Burmese, 
the viceroy called me to him. He was deadly 
pale. His mind was so unbalanced that it 
overpowered his muscular system. His whole 
frame shook with emotion and his voice was 
feeble and tremulous. I almost pitied the 
man who had no pity even on widows and 
orphans. He kept me for half an hour, 
putting all s0rts of questions and corn pre
hending nothing. At length he_ ,lirected me 
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to carry a message to the commodore. ,v1ien 
half way home two horsemen riding at the 
top of their speed recalled me. I was 
taken to a large private room and found the 
governor with some fifty of his great chiefs 
around him. The commodore's Jette,· in 
English and Burmese was laid before me, 
and I was requested to say if the translation 
was correct. After carefully reading both I 
assured them it was. 

'''"'hat does it mean?' said the governor. 
'I am accused of being a bad man, com
mitting outrages on her Britannic Majesty's 
subjects, and yet the letter does not specify 
in what way 1 have done this. Tell me what 
I should d~.' 

"' I am not competent,' I replied, ' to 
ad,·ise in these matters.' 

"' Do not tell me so,' he said; 'you have 
more books and maps than all the other 
people in the city, and you kno,v what the 
English want and what I can do.'" 

"To get rid of his importunity I said, 
'You can write to the commodore and ask 
for an explanation.' This struck him favour
ably. Then he inquired whether the English 
had come for peace or war. 

"' For peace, undoubtedly,' I replied. 'If 
they had come for war, instead of three ships 
they would have had twenty-five or thirty.' 
After many unimportant questions I was 
allowed to leave, thankful to get away. 
Although, since the first of May last, he has 
treated me with uniform kindness, yet every 
sentiment of justice compels me to regard 
him with loathing. Since that time I have 
seen about one hundred British subjects in 
prison, some of them in irons, not a few in 
the blocks. Several have been cruelly tor
tured and hvo died under the torture, one of 
them a woman. No person in Rangoon, 
perhaps, has spoken out so openly and freely 
as I have, and yet I have often done violence 
to my better feelings by restraining my indig
nation ,vhen ,vitnessing the enormities of this 
man. He hrui been the patron of robbers, 
and in this as in other things has been upheld 
at court. Justice has at length overtaken 
him." 

"After a few days the governor recovered 
in some measure from the panic into which 
he was thrown, and commenced hostile pre
parations, buying up all the muskets in the 
city, collecting guns from all the neighbouring 
cities and fortifying the heights of Shway 
Dagong, and building stockades at Kee-men
ding, :four miles above the city. He has 
collected from the surrounding villages about 
10,000 men, and has invited to his aid a 
celehated robber chi~f with all his followers, 
thus getting together all the desperate cha
racters in the lower provinces. As yet we 
had felt safe in the old city, as the majority 
of the inhabitants are foreigners, but on the 
4th and 5th of December orders were issued, 
it was reported, to attack the foreigners, 

plunder them, cnt their throats, and hum the 
city. llodies of armed men nnd of desperate 
character were constantly parading the streets, 
Foreigners were all armed and kcepi11g ceuse
lcss watch in their houses. Com. Lambert 
very kindly gave me an invitation to place 
the ladies and children on board of one of 
his vessels, and the stern cabins of the steamer 
'Tenasserim' were prepared for them; but 
Capt. Barker, of the 'Duchess of Argyle,' a 
large merchant ship, invited us to take refuae 
on his vessel, which seemed preferable, as the 
ships of war were threatened with an attack 
by fire-rafts. On the evening of the 5th we 
took Mrs. Kincaid and Mrs. Dawson with the 
little children to a private wharf, where a 
boat was ready to take them on board the 
' Duchess.' The next day the young ladies 
wer,t on board. Dr. Dawson and myself 
remained on sl1ore most of the time." 

"A little after dark on the I 0th, as I was 
passing along one of the principal streets, I 
was suddenly seized by some eight or nine 
Burmans, who partly carried, partly dragged 
me into a dark, narrow lane. There I was 
surrounded by forty or fifty armed men. A 
long and not very pleasant altercation fol
lowed,-they threatening me, and I in turn 
threatening them ; they insisting on taking 
me to the governor, and I insisting on going 
to the custom-house. At length I got to the 
custom-house-I hardly kno,v how. A bun
dle of clothes from the washerman, which 
a Burman carried after me, was the excuse 
for this outrage. The custom-house officers 
interfered, and after a long dispute these 
guards went to the governor for an order to 
take me out. It was nearly two miles to the 
governor's, and while they were gone the 
custom-house officers hurried me off on 
board ship." 

"I have learned that two Portuguese, the 
tools of a Jesuit, have made the governor 
believe that I am at the bottom of the 
English expedition. This is the secret of 
his hostility to me, Within a few days the 
governor of Dalla has received orders from 
Ava to place his troops at the disposal of the 
Viceroy of Rangoon. Accordingly, 1/iOO 
men crossed the river early on the morning 
of the 19th, uttering the most savage yells. 
Yesterday 1000 men arrived from Prome. 
After all, the only men the governor can 
depend on are the robbers. The peasantry, 
that make up four-fifths of his army, will 
throw away their muskets and run at the 
firing of the first gun. The officers threaten 
the Karen Christians that they will place 
them 'in the fore front of the battle' if the 
English come on shore. 300 of the disciples 
are now on duty at the great pagoda. 'fhe 
churches are sending messengers to us almost 
daily to inquire how things are and to let us 
know their situation. Few of them sleep in 
their houses for fear of robbers. Our hearts 
nleecl for them, We can only say to them, 
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Look up to Him who took cnre of Elijah in 
the desert. The Durman pensantry, heathen 
ns well ns Christion, ore also sending mes
sengers to us, expressing the hope that the 
English will put an end to the brutal tyranny 
under which they have BO long suffered. 
Among our more than 10,000 disciples, be
sides hundreds who are 'almost Christians,' 
there is earnest prayer to Him who ruleth 
over all." 

Dr. Dawson writes, Jan. 2nd :-
" Every movement of ours seems to be 

watched, to see whether we have any con
nection whatever with the English expedition. 
At such a time it needs great vigilance in us 
to avoid suspicion, Our heavenly Father 
has thus far protected us from all harm, and 
he will continue to protect us, if we trust in 
him and' mind our own business.'" 

"The king is reported to be very much 
incensed with his ministers for keeping him 
in ignomnce of the proceedings of the Ran
goon executive. They have been receiving 
large bribes to cover up his misdeeds, The 
whole system of government in Burmah is 
rotten. Each man has to pay a large sum 
for his appointment, and in order to keep it 
has to make large annual offerings. This 
occasions oppression and extortion in every 
form. Every officer is a slave to all above 
him and a tyrant to all beneath him. The 
people are thus ground into the very dust. 
The masses pray for a change of government. 
The other morning I met a very decent look
ing Burman in my walk. He approached 
me, and with the big tear rolling down his 
cheek, said, 'he hoIJed the English would 
take the country.' A few days before, his 
house had been pulled down and he was left 
homeless with a large family. Such cases 
are frequent.'' 

nRITISH PATRONAGE OF IDOLATRY, 

The following petition on the connexion 
of the government of India with Hinduism 
antl Mahommedanism has been adopted 
by the Calcutta Missionary Conference. The 
statements in the petition were prepared 
very carefully, an it is hoped that the sub
ject will attract i!e earnest attention of the 
friends of missions both in Great Britain 
and in India. 

To the Honou1·able the Commons of Great 
Britain and Ireland in parliament assem
bled. 

The petition of the undersigned mi
nisters of the j gospel resident in 
Calcutta. 

OUMBLY SIIEWETH:-

~hat your petitioners, being members of 
var10us protestant denominations, and most 
of them having resided several yenrs in India, 

_ nre deeply interested in the progress of divine 
VOL, XV,--FOURTII SERIES, 

tmth in this country, and strongly parti
cipate in the conviction_, now generally enter
tamed, that the connexion of the government 
of India with the Hindu and Mahommedan 
religions, is both wrong in itself, and an 
obstacle to that spread of Christianity which 
your petitioners are aiming to secure. 

That your petitioners willingly and thank
fully acknowledge that much has been done 
in recent years to release the government from 
its active share in ,the ceremonies of those re
ligions, and to leave their disciples to main
tain them in their own way and from their 
own resources. They admit with pleasure 
that many of the most prominent evils which 
once existed have now been abolished ; that 
oaths are no longer administered in the com
pany's courts in the names of Hindu idols; 
that salutes in honour of those idols have been 
discontinued; that the pilgrim taxes at Gaya, 
Allahabad, Puri, and Dharwar, have been 
abolished; that in the presidencies of Madras 
and Bombay the revenue collectors are no 
longer active agents in maintaining idol-wor
ship; that the ttemple-lands are no longer 
under their charge; that they have ceased to 
appoint brahmans to pray for rain in seasons 
of drought ; to summon villagers to draw the 
idol-cars; to sanction officially with their 
presence and authority the actual ceremonies 
of Hinduism; and to present clothes, jewels, 
and fruit to idols in the name of the honour
able East India Company. 

That your petitioners belie.e that much 
still remains to be done before the govern
ment of India shall be finally and fully 
severed from the religious systems which it 
has so long sustained. Under the arrange
ment which was reported to your honourable 
house in August, 1849, committees of natives, 
or respectable individuals, have in numerous 
cases been substituted for the revenue col
lectors in the management of the shrines 
which the government supported; but in 
some respects the former direct connexion 
between those shrines and the government 
has only been replaced by an indirect one, 
calculated to a certain extent to hide the real 
character of the alliance. 

That your petitioners have learned from 
the return made by the government of India 
to your honourable house in 1849, that, at 
the present time and under the arrangement 
recently adopted, more than sixteen lakhs of 
rupees, or £160,000, are annually paid by 
the government of India for the support of 
temples and mosque3, of brahmans and moul
vies, of which about seven lakhs are ex
pended in the Bombay presidency and eight 
lakhs in that of Madras. That, while your 
petitioners admit that, to some of these grants 
the temples referred to have a strong claim 
(such grants being made in commutation for 
the revenue of lands, still under the charge of 
governnumt, and which cannot be surren
dered because their boundaries are unknown,) 

3 D 
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they feel convinced that searching inquiry 
would prove the claims of others to be more 
than questionable. That the fact is well 
known that, on several ocCRsions when new 
territories have been annexed by the govern., 
ment of India, and it has been found that 
certain voluntary contributions l1ave been 
customarily made for religious objects by the 
former authorities, these donations have been 
continued by the East India Company, under 
the belief that treaties which guaranteed pro
tection to the rights of the natives of those 
territories, bound the government also to 
perpetuate those gifts; although being ori
ginally voluntary, they are so still and ought 
to be withdrawn, on account of their injurious 
tendency, That in illustration of these re
marks y·our petitioners can point to the cele
brated temple of Parboti at Poonah which 
was a mere prirnte temple of the Mahratta 
Peishwa, and to the college of brahmans at 
the same place, which two establishments 
with other minor temples in that collectorate 
receive an annual gift from the East India 
Company of more than £10,000. 

That your petitioners have been informed 
that a custom formerly existed in the Agra 
presidency by which the government of India 
presented dresses of honour to Mahommedan 
Cadis on the occasion of the Eed festival, and 
that such gifts have been commuted into 
money payments and are continued to the 
present day. 

That your petitioners have heard on good 
authority that another custom has prevailed, 
by which, when the governor-general and 
other high officers of state in travelling, have 
approached celebrated native shrines, offer
ings have been there presented which were 
paid out of the public purse ; and that at 
Amritsir, J wala-mukhi and Tarantaron in the 
Punjab, such offerings have been presented 
within a recent period. 

That your petitioners have never observed 
any mention of these offerings in the parlia
mentary returns upon the subject of idolatry 
in India, and are aware of other cases which 
have in like manner been passed over. 'l'hat 
for a long period a poojari or brahman priest 
was employed, at an annual expense of about 
£200 ( or fu. 2000 ), in the salt agency al 
Hidgelee, whose duty it was continually to 
worship Lakshmi, the Hindu goddess of for
tune in the empty salt golabs, in order to 
secure the company's trade against loss; that 
at the opium agency in Behar a special gift 
was made to the brahmans to secure good 
fortune on the sailing of the first opium boats 
every season towards Calcutta ; that in the 
money advances at the beginning of the opium 
season certain payments to brahmans were 
regularly included; and that a similar practice 
existed in the salt agency at Hidgelee. 'fhat 
your petitioi:ers believe that these practices 
continued for a long period unknown to the 
heads of the. respecti \'e departments ; that 

they were nevel' specified in the pnrliame11tery 
returns, being reckoned in the ualt and opium 
agencies ns regular current el<pensee ; that 
these practices were recently brought to light 
and then suppl'essed ; and that your peli
tioners mention them now, because they 
believe that searching inquiry would probably 
bring to light other practices of n similar 
kind. 

That while solemn affirmations have been 
substituted for the oaths formerly taken by 
Hindus and Mussulmans in the company's 
courts, the lnw which permits this vai·iation 
from former custom has not yet been ex
tended to the courts established by her 
majesty's charters in India: and that oaths 
on the Koran and oaths in the names of 
Hindu deities continue to be administered in 
those courts as in former days. 

That your petitioners have heard with re
gret that, notwithstanding the positive orders 
of the court of directors, the residents at Ba
roda and N agpore have, within recent periods, 
recognized and attended in their official ca
pacity idolatrous festivals celebrated by the 
Hindu rajas of those territories; and that in 
the latter case such attendance was doubly 
painful from the fact that, in 1847, the act
ing-resident at Nagpore, Capt. Ramsay, com
pelled the missionaries to give up to the raja 
a young convert who had applied to them for 
baptism, on the ground that, under the Nag
pore treaty with the East India Company, he 
could not protect the raja's "discontented 
subjects," and your petitioners remind your 
honourable hou~e that this view of the obli
gations of the government of this country was 
formerly sanctioned by the government of 
India. 

That your petitioners believe that in the 
Madrissa college in Calcutta, and in various 
Sanskrit colleges endowed by government, 
the authoritative precepts, doctrines, and ce
remonies of the Hindu and Mahommedan 
religions are taught at the expense of the 
government; that the explanations and reasons 
that have been offered respecting such an ano
malous proceeding are insufficient to defend 
it; and that, in the case of these colleges, 
one of the most offensive and direct forms of 
the government connexion with false religions 
exists, notwithstanding the expressed wishes 
of the court of directors and of your honour
able house, intact to the present time. Your 
petitioners are aware of the value of these 
colleges as philological institutions, promoting 
the cultivation of the ancient and modern 
languages of India, and it is not therefore to 
this use of them that the objections above 
made have referred. 

'l'hat your petitioners have reason to he· 
lieve that, by a despatch to the governor
general in 184 7, the court of directors pro
hibited their public servants from taking part 
in missionary unde1takings, and thereby 
conveyed to many minds the impression that 
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they would view with disfavour 1111 who should 
not see it to be their duty to be entirely 
neutral in the great contest of Christianity in 
this country; and that yonr petitioners con
sider such II prohibition, in contrast to the 
court's own alliance with false religions, with 
feelings of surprise nncl sorrow. 

Further that, in respect to one of the great 
obstacles to that fnll and complete discon
nection of the government of India from the 
Hindu and Mahommedan religionll for which 
they pray, your petitioners would draw the 
special attention of your honourable house to 
the regulations of the Indian government 
respecting endowments for the support of 
those religions. That by regulation XIX. of 
1810 in Bengal, and regulation VII. of 1817, 
in the presidency of Madras, such endow
ments are recognized as " pious aud bene
ficial ;" the c~re of them is vested in the 
boards of revenue as "an important duty of 
government;" and questions connected with 
them have hitherto been placed, not under 
the jurisdiction of the ordinary ci vii courts, 
but under the officers of those boards. That 
your petitioners consider that several weighty 
reasons may be urged against those regula
tions; inasmuch as they constitute the go
vernment the trustee of such endowments, 
and treat them as if they were matters of 
great benefit to society and of pecuniary in
terest to the revenue authorities; inasmuch 
also, as to enforce them fully would t,ring the 
government into more intimate connexion 
with those religions than they have ever yet 
held; and chiefly, because they now stand in 
the way of those very arrangements which 
the government of India has recently been 
making for disconnecting itself altogether from 
those endowments. In the Madras presi
dency, for instance, the collectors have been 
forbidden to interfere in the management of 
mosciues and temples; yet the regulation which 
commands them to interfere still continues on 
the statute-book. While, at the same time, 
should breaches of trust in their management 
occur, the ci vii courts refuse to take them 
into consideration because that regulation is 
unrepealed. That this anomalous state of 
things was brought to the notice of the su
preme government of India by the govern
ment of Madras, several; years ago, and that 
they have provided no new regulations to 
meet the difficulty. 

That your petitioners feel the need of a 
searching inquiry into all these subjects. 'l'hey 
fear that while public attention has been spe
cially dirPcted to the temple of Juggernath 
an_d to the donation which it annually re
ceives, other matters not less important have 
continued almost unnoticed, although they 
have the authority of one of the members of 
!he supreme council in India l Sir H. Maddock 
1n !us published minute of 1844) for saying, 
that . " the tern pie of J uggernath is on! y one 
01 innumera,ble _lliiuiu temples_ receiving 

endowments from the government of 
India." 

That your petitioners hailed with lively 
gratitude the draft of an act which the su
preme council of India published in the 
Calcutta Gazette upwards of a year ago, for 
the final severance of government from the 
temple of J uggernath; and that your pe
titioners hoped that a measure so wise and 
just, demanded alike by sound policy, public 
justice, and Christian principle, would speedily 
be passed into a law; but that now they fear 
that the views and intentions of the govern
ment of India have changed; and that the 
passing of this act is extremely uncertain. 

Your petitioners, therefore, without dwell
ing on the very solemn subject of the evils of 
this connexion between a Christian govern
ment and the shrines of false religions, re
spectfully pray your honourable house to 
take into consideration such further measures 
as may be required for completing the entire 
severance of the government of India from 
the Hindu and Mahommedan religions; to 
institute a searching investigation into the 
allegations of this petition ; and to have laid 
upon the table of your honourable house a 
copy of the despatch of 184 7 above referred 
to, with a statement of its origin and intended 
aim. Your petitioners especially pray that 
your honourable house will be pleased to call 
for a c=plete, distinct, and detailed state
ment of every grant now directly or indirectly 
paid to the above religions, in every district 
and province of the continent of India under 
English rule ; to institute a rigid scrutiny 
into the ground and title upon which each 
one of these grants is claimed, whether it be 
to mosques or temples, to brahmans or moul
vies, to idolatrous ceremonies, or the educa
tion of the young in the authoritative sha.stras 
of those religions; and to cause every revenue 
official in India to report minutely on every 
fact that brings the government into any con
nexion whatsoever with Mabommedanism or 
Hinduism in the district under his charge. 
They pray also that your honourable house 
will direct the government of India to repeal 
the two regulations which your petitioners 
have referred to, and to enact in their stead a 
regulation applicable to all the presidencies 
of In,lia bv which the endowments of the 
Hindu and ·i\Iahommedan religions shall, like 
all other trnsts, be placed under the juris
diction of the civil courts. 

And lastly, your petitioners will ever pray 
that the spirit of wisdom and of justice may 
be abundantly granted to your honourable 
house by that great and gracious God, who 
has said that" righteousness exalteth a nation, 
but sin is a reproach to any people." 

EUROPE. 
PERSECUTION IN GREECE. 

The Rev. Dr. King, an American mis-
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sionary, has be~n imprisoned, tried, and con
dem~ed to exile for preaching Protestant 
doctnne at Athens. The New York Re
corder contains a letter from a gentleman in 
the Pi;;ens to a friend in Brooklyn, who 
says,- If you have been a reader of the 
Missionary Herald ~·ou are apprised of the 
contest between Dr. King and the ecclesi
astical government of Greece, that has been 
going on for some years past. This has at 
length reached a crisis. Yesterday the final 
decision of the court was given him, which 
sentences him to banishment from the coun
try. He has fourteen days to get read v for 
his departure. He will go to Constantinople. 
Thus, this venerable missionary and Phil
hellene, who came to Greece ,rith the first 
store-ship for the relief of famishing Greeks 
the almoner of American charities &c &c' 
is compelled to go at the dictatio~ or"Rus~ 
sian, Austrian, and French influence at the 
court of Otho. But this is a judicial sen
tence; and there must needs be a show of 
just.ice in the case, and Dr. King must be 
found guilty of a penal offence. At this his 
cnemi_es have been aiming for many years, 
but with poor success. At last he has been 
tried_ u_nder the law in the penal code which 
prohil.11ts the use of abusive, scurrilous offen
sive language against the established r~lit!i.on 
and witnesses depose that they have h0eard 
Dr. King teach contrary to the ' perpetual 
virginity of the mother of God ' and to the 
doctrine of 'the real presence 'in the sacra
~ent of the Lord'~ supper.' The eentence 
is based upon nothmg save this deposition; 
and thus the court have found him guilty of 
a breach of the law in question. The court 
find no evidence that he has reviled the 
established religion. The publication of the 
charge alongside th~ sentence would be the 
best possible proof of a judicial persecution 
in face of law and e,'idence. Dr. King has 
never once broken that law for all that 
appears in the trial. His 'counsel ably 
managed the case before the Areopagus 
(the highest ~ourt of appeal), and showed, 
claar as sunlight, that he is not an offender 
according to the verdict itself of the !owe: 
tribunal. N everthele~s, the king's attorney 
charged that ' the Judges have conscien
tio11:sly ~e~ided otherwise;' that is to say, in 
their opm1on, heterodox teaching is a breach 
of that 14th article !-is to abuse and rel'ile 
tbe established religion ! 

'' Everybody knows-it is, in fact, a thing 
perfectly well understood in the community; 
that the whole matter, from first to last, has 
been r_uled. by government to please the all
absorbrng rnfluence of Russian, Austrian, 
and French powers represented at Athens." 

PRUSSIA, 

'fhe present requireme11ts of the law 
respecting religious worship hnc been pre-

sented to a baptist minister in answer to his 
inquiries, by the Government of East 
Prussia, in the following terms :- " 

"In reply to the application of April 17 
we, in compliance with the order of Marci; 
11, 1~50, gi,·e for your illstruction the 
foll?wmg extract from the code of laws then 
mshtuted, page 277-lf you wish to hold 
religions meetings, our permission is not 
necessary, but only that you should, at least 
twenty-four hours before the commencement 
of the meeting, give notice of the time and 
place at which the same should be held to 
the police court of the place, who will then 
give you immediately a certificate to adver
tise the meeting. 

" If you hold meetings of this kind regu
larly, so that time and place is fixed, once 
for all, then the notice need only be given 
once at the police court, namely, twenty-four 
~o_urs befcn·~ the first ineetin_g, and a repe
tition of this for the followmg meetincrs is 
not required. 0 

" It is necessary here to remark that the 
meeting must commence at the latest within 
an hour of the time fixed, and if they are 
interrupted for an hour and recommenced a 
fresh notice will be required to prevent the 
incurrence of a penalty. It is also required 
that under all circumstances, your leaders 
should, within three davs of the formation 
of your Society lay bef~re the Police-court 
a certificate of the Statutes, and confession 
of faith of the same, with a list of the 
members, and to give any other information 
which may be required respecting it. 

Konigsberg, ,lf ay 28, 185 I. 
Government Office, Home Department.'' 

FLORENCE, 

Intelligence has been received of the trial 
of Signor Madivi and his wife for reading the 
bible. After having suffered several months' 
imprisonment, Madivi is sentenced to the 
galleys, with hard labour, for four years and 
a half, and his wife is to be confined in gaol 
for three years and a half. Afterwards they 
are to be for three years longer under the 
strict surveillance of the police. , 

PRANOE, 

Journalism, however conducted, is a power 
which it is difficult to render compatible with 
the ecclesiastical authority of Romish pre
lates. '.!.'he high eh urch virulence of the 
French journal called the Univers is well 
known; yet the French con·espondent of the 
Christian Times quotes a charge from the 
bishop of Orleans, in which he says, "Since 
the journal the Univei-s, ancl other journals, 
attack by name, and in a direct manner, the 
instructi,ms given by _ U/1 to the _ superiors, 
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lireclors ond professors of our smaller semi
~urie,, l;nve committe~ a ma~ifest act of 
uggression and usurpat10n ngmnst our ~u
thority; since to tolerate st~ch an aggress10n 
and usmpation would be, Ill what concerns 
us to admit in the church a sort of govern
m;nt independent of the H~!y See and the 
episcopate, n lay or presbytenan gove1;1me~t, 
which would overturn the most certain pnn
ciples and the most incontested rules of the 
hierarchy. , , we decree as_ follows:. I. We 
protest as much as lieth m us agai?st the 
temerities, aggressi_ons, and ll:'u~pat1ons of 
certain reli_qious Journals, pnnc1pally_ . the 
journal the Univers, in what touches reh_g10us 
things, church affairs, and . the authontr of 
the bishops. 2. We forbid ~11 supenor~, 
directors, and professors of our diocesan ~emi
naries to subscribe to the journal the Unive,·~• 
and we enjoin upon them to ce!'se from t!us 
day the continuation of previous subscnp
tions." 

HOME. 

GORSLEY, NEAR Ross, HEREFORDSHIRE, 

In this obscure and formerly barren spot 
a church consisting of 1.58 members bas been 
gathered, by the instrumentality of Mr. John 
Hall who went there in 1831 as master of 
one ~f the many useful charity schools sup
ported in accordance with the will of Ed ward 
Goff Esq. formerly of London. The con
greg~tion ~ttending worship on Lord's days 
has been of late seldom less than three hun
dred persons, besides 170 sabbath school 
children who for four years past have been 
clismissed to accommodate the adult hearers. 
A new freehold chapel, vested in trustee_s, 
having been erected, ,vas opened for worship 
on Tuesday, May 11 th, 1652, when l?rayers 
were offered by the Rev. J09, Sprigg of 
Westbury Leigh, the Rev. J. Chapman an,l 
the Rev. J. Eland of Newent, the Rev. J, 
Penny of Coleford, and the Rev. 'l'. Mellish 
of Hereford and sermons were delivered by 
the Rev. T.' Winter, of Bristol, the Rev. J. 
Branch of London, and the Rev. J. Hyatt 
of Gloucester, The building is sixty feet 
long and forty wide, and has behind it vest~ies 
18 feet by 34. It is neat and substantial, 
calculated to accommodate 4.50 persons, and 
the total cost has been nearly £6.50, Con
trilmtions have been obtained towards this 
sum by Mr. Hall from many churches in the 
neighbourhood and he is encouraged to hope 
that some at 'a greater distance will follow 
their example, The collections m_ade at th,c 
opening services and on the followmg Lords 
<lay amounted to £80, leaving a debt of 
about two hundred,; 

HAIL WESTON, RUNTINGDONHIIIRE. 

On Wednesday, May 12th, interesting 
services were held in the ancient haptist 
chapel in this place in C3nnexion with the 
ordination of the Rev, William Hawkins. 
In the afternoon, after singing a hymn, the 
Rev. William Ahbott of Wethcrden, Suffolk, 
read and prayed, The R~v. Thomas Gate 
of Keysoe stated the nature of a Christi:in 
church, and asked the usual questions of the 
church and the minister. The ordination 
prayer was offered by the Rev. Samu~! W el Is. 
of 'fhurlei"h. The Rev. Hugh Killen of 
Bedford then gave a charge to the minister, 
founding it on the words of Paul_ ~o th,; 
Ephesians, " The work of the mm_,stry. 
An adjournment then took place till the 
evenin~, when the service was resumed by 
the Rev. Peter Turner of St. N eats, who 
read and prayed. The Rev. W. E. Archer 
of Spaldwick preached a sermon to the 
people from the words of Paul to the Co
rinthians, " And this also we wish, your 
perfection." The attendance both of minis
ters and other friends was numerous, and 
hearty sympathy was expressed with the 
church and their newly chosen pastor. 

RAMSEY, HTJNTINGDO:ISHIRE. 

llfay 13th, the Rev. Philip Henry Corn
ford (late baptist missionary in Jamaica) 
was publicly recognised as pastor of the 
church and congregation assembling at the 
Great Whyte chapel in this town. In 
tlrn afternoon the Rev. J. H. Millard, A.B., 
of Huntingdon, delivered an excellent dis
course on the constitution of a Christian 
church. The Rev. J. Simmons, A. M. of 
Bluntisham, proposed the usual questions 
and offered the recognition prayer. To the 
inquiries proposed, Mr. Saunders Newton, 
one of the deacons replied, on behalf of the 
church, and the newly chosen pastor gave an 
interesting narrative of his religious life. The 
Rev. J, Simmons then delivered the charge 
to the minister. The evening service was 
opened by the Rev. J. H. Millard, and the 
Rev, J. Simmons preached to an interesting 
and attentive audience on the duties of the 
church to its pastor. Notwithstanding the 
unavoidable absence of other ministers who 
desired to be present, the day was a Yery 
happy one, and fervent are the hope~ enter
tained that the union thus recogmzed on 
earth may be consummated in heaven, 

IIAWORTH, YORKSHIRE, 

Upwards of twelve months since, 0 1\lr. H 
J, Keats accepted a unanimous invitation 
from the first baptist church in this village, 
meeting in '\Vest Lane chapel, to become 
their pastor; and ~aving stated(y laboured 
amongst them for six months, with fiuthful-
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ness, affection, and success, he was publicly 
sel apart to the ministerial work on Tuesday, 
May l 8, 1852, on which occasion the resident 
friends were gratified by the presence of a 
lnr.;c and respectable audience, including 
most of the neighbouring baptist ministers. 
The Re,·. H. S. Brown of Liverpool de
scribed the nature and constitution of a Chris
tian church, the Rer. T. Dawson of Liver
pool delirered a kind and solemn charge, 
from 2 Tim. ii. 15, and the Rev. II. Dowson 
of Bradford preached to the church and 
congregation from Phil. iv. 8. 

CARLETON RODE, NORFOLK, 

The ordination of Mr. P. B. Woodgate as 
pastor over the baptist church at Carleton 
Rode took place on Tuesday, May 18th. 
In the morning brother Crag from Ellingham 
commenced the services by reading I Tim. 
third chapter and engaged in prayer, brother 
Gowing from Norwich stated the nature and 
constitution of a gospel church, founding his 
rcma1 ks on a part of the 18th verse in the 
16th chapter of Matthew, "Upon this rock 
I will build my church." Brother Wright 
from Beccles asked the usual questions and 
concluded by prayer. The services were 
again resumed at two o'clock in the after
noon, when brother Wright offered the ordi
nation prayer, and delivered a charge from 
1 Peter 5 chapter the first four verses, which 
was solemn, weighty, and important. In the 
evening brother Howell from Kenninghall 
preached an arousing sermon to the church 
and congregation, taking for bis text the 
15th verse in 2 chap. of Philippians. About 
thirty ministers and friends sat down to 
dinner which was provided in the vestry and 
chapel, and about 140 at tea. The meeting 
house was well filled during the day with an 
attenti ,,e audience. 

EAST PARLEY, IlANTS, 

On Tuesday, May 18th, Mr. Pulman, late 
of Ufculm, Devon, was recognised as pastor 
of this church. In the afternoon, Mr. Gill 
of Milford opened the service hy reading 
the scriptures and prayer, the venerable Mr. 
Bulgin of Poole delivered an appropriate 
and powerful sermon from 1 Pet. i. 1-5, 
and Mr. Fletcher (independent) of Throop 
concluded, after which upwards of 160 
friends took tea together in the chapel. In 
the evening after reading and prayer by Mr. 
Sharp of Ashley, short and animated addresses 
were delivered by Mr. Fletcher to the young, 
llir. Sharp to backsliders, Mr. Gill to in
quirers, and Mr. Brown of Poulner to careless 
sinners, Mr. Bulgir, concluded the interesting 
senices by prayer. The chapel was filled to 
,,,,er/lowing, and lhe deepest attention paid to 
the things spoken. The church at Parley 

has for some timo past been under sorQ trial1 
may the Lord now send prosperity. 

BURTON•ON·TRENT. 

The Rev. John Young Aitchison of Glas
gow has accepted the unanimous invitation 
of the baptist church of Burton-on-Trent. 
He entered on his labolll's on the 27th of last 
month, with every prospect of success. 

WISBEOU, CAMBRIDGESHIRE, 

Mr. J. Haycroft, B.A. of Stepney College, 
having received a cordial invitation from the 
baptist church, Ely Place, Wisbecb, to 
become their pastor, entered upon his labours 
on Lord's day, May 30th. 

SOUTH ISLINGTON. 

The Rev. William Symonds having ten
dered his resignation of the pastoral office in 
connexion with the above church, expressing 
his unfeigned regret that a sense of justice to 
the church and of duty to himself, left him 
no alternative : at a meeting of the church 
held June 2nd, the fol)owing resolution was 
unanimously adopted:-" That as our es
teemed pastor, after having been with us 
twelve months, feels it to be his duty to re
sign his office, it is with deep regret we feel 
corn pelled to accept it ; and in doing so beg 
to express our sympathy with him under the 
circumstances which have led to so painful an 
issue, and our earnest d~sire that he may be 
directed to another sphere of labour where 
his happiness and usefulness may be greatly 
increased." 

STANNINGLEY, 

The Rev. J. Hillyard requests us to an
nounce that he has resigned the pastorate of 
this church, and is open to invitations. 

CANNON STREET, BIRMINGHAM, 

On Tuesday evening, June the 8th, a nu
merous and respectable company of persons, 
usually worshipping in the baptist meeting
house, Cannon Street, with gentlemen from 
other churches and denominations in the 
town, assembled there and took tea together; 
after which a valuable testimonial, consisting 
of a handsome purse containing one hundred 
and five sovereigns, and an elegant easy chair, 
was presented by the Rev. Thomas Swan, on 
behalf of the church and congregation and 
other friends, to Mr. J. W. Showell, one of 
the deacons of the church, as an acknowledg
ment of his highly important services as se
cretary for upwards of twenty years. 
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BROMPTON, MIDDLESEX, 

A new clmrch wos formed on 'fhursdny 
evening, June 10th, at Thurloe chapel, 
Alexander Square, Brompton, The Rev. 
J. Bigwood, who had officiated there as 
minister about three months, occupied 
the chair, and read from it a list of forty 
persons who had expressed their wish to 
enter into recognized fellowship under his su
perintendence. Some of these had belonged 
to the congregation before his first visit : 
others had obtained their dismission from the 
church meeting at Paradise chapel, Chelsea. 
and some were from other churches. 'fhe 
following resolutions having been moved and 
seconded were passed unanimously ;-

" 1. That believing it to be the will of our 
Lord Jesus Christ that his disciples should 
associate together for the advancement of 
each other's spiritual interests and the pro
motion of his glory, we, whose names have now 
been read, do hereby form ourselves into a 
Christian church, intending, in dependence 
on God's help, to perform towards each other 
such duties as the connexion implies, making 
the New Testament scriptures the sole rule 
of faith and practice. 

" 2. That having been encouraged to form 
this union by the willingness of our esteemed 
brother, the Rev. John Bigwood, to under
take the pastoral office among us, we affec
tionately and unanimously request him to 
take the oversight of this church, engaging to 
do our utmost to sustain and cheer him in 
the performance of those services which 
belong to an under shepherd." 

Mr. Bigwood has subsequently removed 
from Caniberwell, where he had been residing, 
to 46, Drayton Terrace, Brompton. 

WESTBOURNE GROVE, ~AYSWATER, 

The church and congregation now worship• 
ping at Silver Street chapel, Kensington, under 
the pastoral cate of the Rev. W. G. Lewis, 
have accepted the invitation of Mr. Peter 
Broad, to co-operate with him in the erection 
of a place of worship in this rapidly increasing 
neighbourhood, and to become its occupants. 
They have long desired to remove from their 
present chapel, the locality of which has be
co~e very disadvantageous, and the spot in 
which the new building will stand is in the 
midst of dwelling houses of a respectable cha
racter, in one of the most favourite suburbs 
of the metropolis. There is no place of 
worship sufficiently near to supply the wants 
of the large district, intersected by W eslbourne 
Grove, except a Roman Catholic Cathe,lral in 
the course of erection, and already obtaining 
the tributary aid of schools, 'l'o counteract 
~s far as possible the evil influence of such 
instructions, it is hoped that the worship of 
the IIBbbath, in its scriptuml simplicity and 

unsectarian character, will prove 11 blessing to 
all protestant Christians, while n vigorom 
system of daily instruction will be maintained, 
to rescue the young of the neighbourhood 
from the threatening contamination of false 
teachers. 

Westboume Grove chapel will he built of 
Kentish rag stone, faced with Bath stone. 
It will have a commanding aspect at the 
junction of four roads, and will he visible from 
a considerable distance. The extent of ac
commodation it is intended to provide in the 
first instance will be for 700 persons, with 
nearly 200 entirely free sittings; hut arrange
ments wHI be made for side galleries, se
curing, if needful, space for a congregation of 
more than I 000. The basement will be oc
cupied by spacious school-rooms, capable of 
containing 600 children, and constructed with 
an especial regard to ventilation, and the ad
vantages of detached rooms for infant and 
senior classes. The building is rapidly pro
gressing, and, when completed, will be put in 
trust for the purposes of divine worship and 
daily scriptural education, in connexion with 
the baptist denomination. 

RECENT DEATHS. 

REV. J, P.ICKETTS, 

The design of this short statement of the 
late l\fr, John Ricketts of Bath is not to 
eulogize the dead, but to magnify the grace 
of God, in the formation of his Christian 
character, and in enabling him to sustain that 
character through the temptations nd con-
flicts of life and in death. · 

It was not the privilege of Mr. Ricketts to 
be favoured with a religious education, for 
notwithstanding his parents were outwardly 
moral, and in general attentive to the ex
ternal ceremonials of religion in connection 
with the state-church, it is feared they were 
destitute of that grace which renews the 
heart and which sanctifies the affections. 

When Mr. Ricketts was about the age of six• 
teen, during a long and dangerous aflliction, 
he was terrified with the fear of death ; he 
was now convinced that he was a great 
sinner, and in deep anguish of heart he cried 
for the mercy of God through Christ Jesus ; 
but alas ! when he was restored to health, 
those serious and powerful impressions gradu
ally wore away ; ancl indulging the sinful 
propensitie~ of the flesh he pursued the 
pleasures of sin with avidity, with the inten
tion of &tiflling his former conviction. 

In the arrangements of an all-wise Provi
dence he was removed to Bristol, and by the 
earnest persuasions of a kind friem\ he was 
prevailed 011 to attend the ministry of the 
lnte Mr. Roberts, then the pastor of the 
church at the Pit hay, whose ministry was, 
through the power of the Holy Spirit, the 
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means of com-incing him of the exceeding 
sinfulness of sin. He felt the power of an 
enlightened conscience and feared the wrath 
of God. 'l'he violation of the solemn resolu
tions he made when he thougl1t himself near 
death, together with the sense he l1ad of the 
magnitude and multitude of his transgres
sions against God, :lilied him with apprehen
sion that God would never grant him his 
pardoning mtrcy. When sinking into despair 
he heard a sermon from these words, " Be
hold, now is the accepted time ; behold, now 
is the clay of salrntion," that enabled him to 
hop,., though his sins were as scarlet, thev 
shall be as white as snow; though they be 
red like crimson, they shall be as wool. At 
this time a visit to his minister, to whom he 
related the dealings of God with his soul, was 
much blessed to him, After a time he was 
induced to avow his discipleship to Christ, by 
being baptized into his name in 1815, and he 
united himself to the fellowship of the saints 
with the church under the pastorate of Mr. 
Roberts. For a season he walked consistently 
as a church member, and he was happy in 
the Lord. 

About twelve months after he made a pro
fession of his faith in Christ, he removed to 
Birmingham ; in this town he was a stranger, 
and unhappily he neglected to seek Christian 
intercourse. Those with whom he was asso
ciated in business were unconverted, and 
some of them professed infidels ; in every 
possible way, they sought to dissuade him 
from religion ; becoming less prayerful and 
watchful, he was at length prevailed upon to 
profane the Lo~d_'s day ; after this _ac~ of 
disobedience, retrnng to rest about m1dmght 
with a wounded conscience, he was terrified 
with a striking dream, in whieh it appeared 
to him the heavens opened, and Jesus 
Christ revealed himself in his majesty and 
glory taking vengeance ?n his enemies, a~d 
it especially se~med to h(m as tho~gh (?hr1st 
was invested with authority to consign him to 
everlasting perdition. His dream was blessed 
to produce terror working repentance to 
salvation not to be repented of. Soon 
after this a sermon greatly relieved his mini! 
from the text, " The blood of Jesus Christ 
his Son cleanseth ua from all sin," 

He removed from Birmingham to Bath in 
the year 1831, in which city he_commenced 
business as an upholsterer, which he con
tinued to pursue until the time of his death. 
He united himself to the baptized church of 
Christ meeting in Somerset Street. In union 
with several brethren of the church, he 
preached the unsearchable riches of Christ in 
several of the villages in the vicinity of Bath, 
one of these villages was Dunkerton, five 
miles from Bath. Great opposition was 
manifested against the preaching of dissenters, 
but the Lord gave testimony to the word of 
his grace. Sinners were converted to the 
faith of Christ, and after a time several were 

induced to follow the S,l\·iour in his holy 
ordinances. They were immersed in the nnmo 
of the Father, ot' the Son, nnd of the Holy 
Ghost, and twelve united together in church 
frllowship at the table of the Lord, in 
remembrance of His death who saiil, "Do 
this in remembrance of me." 

The newly formed church unanimously 
invited our departed brother to be their 
pastor, which he cordially accepted, and for 
nearly twenty years conscientiously and faith. 
fully discharged his office, renouncing the 
hidden things of dishonesty, not walking in 
craftiness, nor handling the word of God 
deceitfully ; but by manifestation of the 
truth commending himself to every man's 
conscience as in the sight of God, As the 
people were for the most part poor, he took 
the oversight of them in the Lord, and 
tra'l'elled from Bath each subsequent sabbath 
to minister unto them without any remune
ration, enduring hardships as a good soldier 
of Jesus Christ. . 

The ministry of our friend was much 
blessed, for, notwithstanding the population 
of the village was small, about eighty persons 
were baptized on a profession of their faith 
in Christ, some of whom have died happily 
in the Lord, and others are in this state of 
conflict seeking to promote his glory in the 
earth. 

The place where they met to worship God 
being too confined and inconvenient, Mr, 
Ricketts exerted himself to build a com
modious chapel that will hold from three to 
four hundred persons ; which, through the 
benevolence of Christian friends and his own 
liberality, is now free from debt, 

It was very affecting to the mind of our 
friend to see the children of this neighbour
hood growing up in ignorance and in sin. 
With a view to their religious instruction a 
sabbath school was commenced ; this led to 
the building of a substantial schoolroom in 
which two hundred children can be taught ; 
this was erected at his own expense, at a 
cost of three hundred pounds, and he has 
given it in grant for future generations, A 
day school has been established for some 
time past, and there are many children of 
both sexes in daily attendance. He has left 
a small endowment to assist in paying the 
teachers, It should be also added, to en• 
courage others to go and do likewise, that 
what he gave to the chapel and the cost of 
the school room must have amounted at least 
to £500. 

The affliction that terminated the conflicts 
of Mr. Ricketts was long and pninful. For 
more than twelve months he was unable to 
pursue his delightful work of preaching the 
gospel of Christ to the people of his charge, 
except two or three times ; he was, neverthe
less, much interested in their spiritual wel
fare, and he diligently sought to procure ror 
them a pastor, that should feed them with 
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knowledge and spiritual understanding. He 
was trnl y tlrnnkful to the Lord that in this 
matter h·is efforts were crowned with success. 

Although during his affliction he could 
seldom meet in the assemblies of the saints 
he was submissive to the divine will, and he 
was favoured with much holy enjoyment in 
retirement. The truths and doctrines he 
taught others in health afforded him strong 
consolation in his ~ickness. Through the in
ward witness of the Holy Spirit his mind 
was peaceful and happy. In this tabernacle 
he groaned, earnestly desiring to be clothecl 
upon with his house which is from heaven. 
He longed that mortality might be swallowed 
up of life, consequently, at the approach of 
the last enemy, he felt no disquietude, but 
he anticipated death · as the coming of his 
Lord to free from the cares, the pains, the 
strifes of this mortal life, ancl to introduce 
him to glory, and honour, and immortality, 
eternal life. A short time before his de
parture he requested that his dear people 
might be addressed from that passage, '' It is 
a faithful saying, and worthy of all accepta
tion, that Christ Jesus came into the world to 
save sinners, of whom I am chief." In taking 
a most affectionate farewell of his weeping 
comp~nion, whose kind attentions he had ex
perienced so many years ; and who had sa 
tenderly socthed and comforted him whilst 
the outward man was perishing-, he calmly 
committed his spirit into the hands of his 
Saviour, on the morning of the sabbath, April 
4th, 1852. The last utterances that were 
l1eard from his quivering lips were, "Glory, 
glory, glory.'' 

Our departed brother no dov.bt had his 
imperfections ; and no one was more con
scious of these than himself; and he was 
much humbled before God because of in
dwelling sin ; now, however, we believe he is 
complete in Him who is the head over all 
thims to the church. Let the aim of every 
reade1· be to show the same diligence to the 
full assurance of hope unto the end ; that ye 
be not slothful, hut followers of them who 
through faith and patience inherit the 
promises. 

MRS, MARY LEVET, 

Mrs. Levet was the daughter of the late 
Rev, Andrew Fuller, by hi• first wife. Two 
letters addressed to her by her father when 
at school at Northampton, and publ'ishet! in 
his memoir by Dr. Rylancl in 1816, refer to 
her first religious impressions, and her sub
sequent desire to gil·e herself openly to Goel. 
From that time forth ( some time in the year 
1300) · her life was devotee! to his senice. 
In 1811 she married Mr. John Level of 
Newmarket, by whom she hacl eight children, 
one of whom dim! in infancy, Her later life 
was II scene of deep and protracted affliction. 

VOL, XV,-ll'OUF.Tll LERIES, 

The loss of her husbancl in 1831 left her the 
widowccl mother of a y0tmg and numerons 
family. Yet amidst the many ancl sevrre 
trials of such a condition, she was enablccl 
to exercise an unwavering confidence in the 
"father of the fatherless and the friend of 
the widow," ancl saw her most earnest prayers 
answered ancl her highest expectations realizecl 
in the devotion of all her children in succes
sion to the God of their father. Nor could 
all the severe trials of succeeding years repress 
the feeling of grateful ecstacy with which she 
was accustomed to refer to so great a blessing. 
Her residence for several years at Coventry 
placed her in the midst of a circle of pious 
and sympathizing friend3 where the devoted 
piety and active usefulness of some of her 
children, two of whom have since gone to 
their rest, will long be remembered by many 
with feelings of no ordinary interest. The 
loss of one of these in 1844 at the a~e rf 
nineteen was felt as a severe stroke. 0 Her 
public devotion of herself to Goel at the 
early age of ten years gave promise of a life 
of self-consecration which only her premature 
death intercepted. The death of Miriam at 
a more advanced age, upwards of ,ix yearn 
after, was a still more severe visitation. Tl-e 
devoted and active piety of this valuable 
young woman is recorded in many "livin~ 
epistles." 0 

'.L'he mind of Mrs. LeYet gave "ay under 
the pressure of accumulated trials and evinced 
a fe~bleness ~hich to her friends was painfol, 
yet m the midst of all she pre,erved a steady 
and unwarering confidence in God. Durin,, 
these deep afflictions the sympathy of friend; 
at Coventry was largely manifested, and to 
the unwenried kindness of two friencls at 
Leamington may be ascrihecl under Go,! a 
great alleviation of her sorrows. At the close 
of 1851 she removed to \Vallin~ford to ex
perience the tender nurture of° her eldest 
daughter which, enfeebled as she was by 
successive attacks of paralysis, was peculiarly 
grateful and soothing. 

As she approached her end she referred 
by name to her children and brothers; said 
she should love to see them, but wished them 
to be told that Christ was her all in all, that 
she wanted no other Saviour; leaning on him 
she was not afraid to die, for all was well. 
'l'o her absent children she sent messages by 
name that they would soon meet, nEYer 
more to part; ancl commending her beloved 
daughter to God, she sank into a state of 
repose, and in n f~w hours slept in Jesus, 
March 25, 1652, m the 67th year of her 
age. 

A. G. F. 

MRS, WILLIAMS. 

Died !It Glasgow on the 26th of April, 
after an illness of only a few hours, Elizabeth 
the beloved wife of the Rev.John Williams: 

3 E 
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baptist minister in that city. She was born 
at Pembroke Dock, South Wales, Feb. 14th, 
1820. She was the child of parents who 
were both members of a Christian church ; 
and who trained up their children in the due 
respect of religious ordinances and attac11-
ment to the house of God. From early 
childhood she was quiet, dutiful, and seriously 
inclined; not however till she was nineteen 
years of age did she become the subject of 
true religion. Her conduct after her baptism 
was in entire consistency with her profession. 
She J0,-ed the house of God, and was regular 
in her attendance. She took much interest 
in the Sunday school, and was one of its 
most efficient teachers. On the 29th of Dec. 
l 840, she was united in marriage to him who 
now mourns her losa; and in the following 
February left England with him for Jamaica, 
and entered upon the responsibilities of a 
missionary's wife. During their short stay 
in that island her uniform kindness and the 
interest she took in the religious improve
ment of the black and coloured population 
greatly endeared her to the people of her 
husband's charge. She returned to this 
country in consequence of Mr. Williams's 
ill health in February 1843, and since then 
continued up to the time of her death to 
Jabour with him in the gospel. By her mild 
and kindly beha,iour she commended her
self to the esteem of all who knew her. 
The writer of this notice had the happiness 
of knowing her from early life, and can 
testify that those who were most familiar 
with her loved her most. The suddenness 
and severity of her last illness prevented 
her from giring any dying testimony to the 
power of dirine grace and the consolations of 
the gospel ; but if a holy life be the best 
evidence of an interest in the love of Christ 
and the possession of a heart renewed by the 
Holy Spirit, that evideuce her friends have 
seen. She was interred in the Southern 
Necropolis, Glasgow. The Rev. J. Paterson, 
minister of Hope Street chapel, conducted 
a service in the house prior to the departure 
of the funeral procession, which was un
usually large. 

ll!RS. SPRIGG. 

June 14th, aged forty, Eliza, the beloved 
wife of the Rev. J. Sprigg, M.A., Westbury 
Leigh, Wilts, was removed from this worl<l. 
Her end was peace; her confidence in the 
blood and righteousnes1 of our Lord Jesus 
Christ being full and unwavering. 

MAY MEETINGS. 

\Ve regret that last month our exhausted 
space prevented the appearance of the fol
lowing paragraphs, which were then in type:

On Monday evening, May 3rd, the fourth 

Annual llieeting of the VoLUNTARY SCHOOL 
AssocIATION was held at the London 'l'avem 
G. W. 'Alexander, Esq., the 'l'rensurer, it; 
the chair. It was stated that Mr. Doi1glas 
All port had been engaged as the permanent 
Secretary ; that the house in }font Road for 
the male normal school had been exchanged 
for more commodious premises at Walworth. 
that there were nine pupils in the establish'. 
ment, whose progress had been very satis
factory ; that there were four pupils in the 
female training school, and that the Com
mittee were desirous to increase the number 
of both ; that during the past year the Com
mittee had granted.,£121 ls. 9d., to eighteen 
schools in various parts of England con
ducted on the Voluntary principle ; and 
that the amount in hand for Geneml Pur
poses was reduced to £259 12s. 4d. At the 
close of the meeting,. the chairman an
nounced that S. M. Peto, Esq., M.P., had 
promised a donatioa of £2.50 for the present 
year; Joseph Sturge, Esq., £100 in addition 
to his annual subscription of £100, and 
several other persons £100 each. 

In the morning of Tuesday the 4th the 
CHURCH MISSIONARY SOCIETY met in Exeter 
Hall. The totai income of the year had 
been £118,674 10s. 2d., leaving a surplus 
over the expenditure and liabilities of 
£14,455. The missions now consist of 90 
English clergymen, 51 Foreign clergymen, 
and 21 Native clergymen. 

In the evening, the annual meeting of the 
CHRISTIAN INSTRUCTION SoCIETY was held in 
the Weigh House Chapel. It was re
ported that ninety-nine Christian congre
gations were associated in fellowship with the 
society, that nearly two thousand of their 
numbers were engaged in domiciliary visi
tation ; that 49,670 families had been visited, 
and that they had seventy stations for preach
ing and prayer. The receipts of the 
society during the past year amounted to 
£617 ls. 7d., and the payments to £617 ls. 
only seven pence remaining in haml for 
future operations. 

On Wednesday morning, May 5th, the 
annual meeting of the BRITISH and FoREIGN 
DinLE SocIETY, under the presidency of the 
Earl of Shaftesbury was held at Exeter Hall. 
The entire receipts of the year had amounted 
to £108,449,and the expenditure to£! 03,930. 
The issues of the scripture3 had amounted 
during the year to 1,154,642 copies, being 
805,J 81 from the depots at home, and 
349,461 from the depots abroad. 

'l'lie Public Annual Meeting of the ANTI• 
STATE CauRan Assoc1A'£ION was held on 
Wednesday evening, Lawrence Heywortb, 
Esr1., M. P., in the chair. The receipts for 
the year had been £1693 17s. lld.; a 
ualance remained in hand of £99 I ls. 6d. ; 
,,,d there was due from the publishers ac
count, the sum of £209 14s. 3d. 'fhe 
treasurer stateu that the actual cost of the 
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books issued was about £1,700 ;-£960 hnd 
been received ; there were £400 of book 
debts ; the first edition of several volumes 
was nearly exhausted ; the second would of 
course he more profitable ; and the issues 
were no1v bi-monthly. 

On Thursday morning, May 6th, the 
annual meeting of the LONDON CrTY MISSION 
was held at Exeter Hall, Sir E. N. Buxton, 
Bart., M.P., in the chair. '!.'he number of 
missionaries now employed by the Society 
was stated to be 270, there having been an 
increase of 25 during the year. The districts 
newly occupied included some of the worst 
portions of the metropolis. The receipts for 
the present year were £23,21617s.4d., being 
an increase on last year of£ 102 18s. Above 
I 00,000 visits had been paid to the sick and 
dying: above 21,000 meetings had been held 
in the abodes of the poor for prayer and ex
position of the scriptures ; 1,750,000 tracts 
had been distributed, and above 16,000 books 
and tracts had been lent, 

In the evening, in the same place, was held 
the meeting of the SUNDAY SCHOOL UNION. 
It was stated that the Right Hon. Earl 
Roden had retired from the presidency of 
the Union, and that W. B. Gurney, Esq. its 
founder and first Secretary, had accepted that 
office. The vacant Treasurership had been 
filled by 1111'. Alderman Challis. The net 
profit on sales of publications, &c. for the 
year had amounted to £1,020 10s. ll½d, 
which is applicable to the benevolent pur
poses of the Union. The number of schools 
connected with the London Auxiliaries was 
345 ; the number of teachers, 7,259 ; the 
number of scholars 75,657 ; the average 
attendance of scholars 52,259. 

The Annual Meeting of the RELIGIOUS 
TRACT SocIETY was held on Friday evening, 
llfay 7th. The issues of the society had been 
22,546,747, being an increase of 1,659,683. 
The total benevolent income had been 
£7,975 7s. 8d., exclusive of the Jubilee 
Fund, being an increase on the preceding 
year of £973. The grants of money, paper, 
and publications had amounted to £9,525, 
being £2,036 beyond the benevolent receipts 
for the year. The society's laboms had ;in
cluded France, Sweden, Denmark, Holland, 
Belgium, Germany, Switzerland, Italy, Russia, 
India, China, the South Pacific, Australia, 
Africa, and North and South America, as 
well as Britain. 

The eighth annual meeting of the RAGGED 
SoHoot UNION took place at Exeter Hall on 
Monday the 10th, the Earl of Shaftesbury 
presiding. The Report stated that fourteen 
new schools had been opened; the number 
of schools was now llO; the number of 
voluntary teachers 1650; the number of paid 
teachers 200; the number of children 13,700. 
Various useful publications had been: distri
buted; 8,000. bibles had been sold at the 
reduced price of sixpence, and children hacl 

paiil for bibles themselves to the exient of 
£200. The halance sheet showed an amount 
of receipts of £3.510, leaving per contra a 
balance in favour of the society of £37 6. 

'fhe fifty-eighth annual meeting of the 
LONDON MISSIONARY SocIETY was held on 
Thursday the 13th, in Exeter Hall, under 
the presidency of the Lord Mayor of Lr.ndon. 
The net income of the society for ordinary 
purposes had amounted to £65,316 15s. Bd; 
the net expenditure to £65,822 18s. 2d. 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

QUERY, 

" Is any thing attempted or likely to be 
"attempted on behalf of the multitudes of 
" Irish Roman Catholics who are flocking into 
" this metropolis? Surely advantage should 
" be taken of the opportunity to bring before 
" them the gospel of salvation. If we send 
" missionaries to Ireland, consistency as well as 
"benevolence requires that when its natives 
'' place themselves within our reach, we should 
" with the utmost prompt_itude provide for 
" them suitable instruction." 

ANSWEB, 

The inquirer will read with pleasure the 
following extract from the Annual Report of 
the London City Mission:-" A careful sur
vey of the districts occupied by the Mission 
was made in the summer, from which the 
fact ,vas established, that about one-seventh 
of the population visited by the missionaries 
professed the Romish faith- an immense 
proportion beyond what could have been sup
posed, except by careful inquiry. The most 
successful mode of workiog among a class so 
very numerous and so constantly increasing, 
through emigration from Ireland, must ne
cessarily be a very important inquiry at any 
time. Much attention has been given to it 
by the committee. Great success having 
attended recent efforts to diffuse the gospel 
among the Roman Catholics in Ireland, the 
missionaries have been collected on two occa
sions du:ring the year, that they might receive 
an account of the mode there so successful] v 
adopted by the Rev. M. Enraght, the late 
minister of Kilburn chapel, and by the Rev. 
A. R. C. Dallas, the rector of \Vonston, 
both of whom delivered to the missionaries 
most valuable lectures and instructions. The 
missionaries have also all been furnished 
during the year with a copy of Mr. Stan
ford's valuable 'Handbook to the R1>mish 
Controversy,' for their own use, presented to 
them by the committee of the Irish Church 
Missions. They have also been furnished by 
the committee with a supply of tracts from 
the British Reformation Society, for distri
bution in their districts among papists, grant
ed by the committee of that society at half 
price. A considerable number of Irish
speaking missionaries have also been engaged 
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by the committee dming the year, who have 
had long experience among this class of 
population, and who can address them in 
their own language. In the magazines for 
November and for the present month will be 
found lengthened illustrations of the working 
of the mission among papists. Some of the 
friends of the societ1· ha,·e considered that 
it has been too coutr~versial with them, and 
others that it has not been controversial 
enough. Tlw committee will give no opinion 
on these differing judgments; but they desire 
especially t<1 direct the attention of their 
friends to the important fact, that by God's 
grace they ham practically succeeded in 
obtaining a ,·ery general, in fact, an almost 
universal admission to Roman Catholic fa
mi:ies-a result which other agency has 
ordinarilv found most difficult. Even the 
Italian missionaries (whose work is far more 
difficult th~n that of the Irish missional'ies) 
report: 'We can safely say, with thanks to 
God, that nine times out of ten the word of 
God has been received with good-will, and 
very often with lively interest.' With re
markably few exceptions, the missionaries on 
Roman Catholic districts are able without 
ohjection to visit this large class of the poor, 
to bring the gospel before them, to read the 
scriptures with them, and, in a large number 
of instances, converse with them on their 
peculiar errors. The committee feel it to be 
a matter of praise to God that they have so 
far succeeded bcJO'.ld what has ordinarily 
been done. An open door is an important 
step gained. Nor has it been by any means 
simply this. The cases are very numeroW! 
during the year in which papery hao been 
renounced, through the instrumentality of 
the missionaries, and (which is far more) in 
which the pure religion of the Lord Jesus 
Cl,rist has been in its stead embraced with 
the heart and soul. An especial blessing 
appears indeed t-0 have rested on the efforts 
of the mission among this class of the popu
lation, and great hopes as to the future may 
reas3nably be entertained. Never, probably 
has there been on the part of the Irish 
population in London, so general a readiness 
as at the present moment to receive favour
ably the religious instruction imparted, espe
cially in their own tongue." We hope 
that the committee of the City Mission will 
be encouraged to peraevere in this import ant 
work. If they can find truly pious and effi
cient missionaries speaking the Irish language, 
the results to be expected from their visits 
are incalculable. 

EDITORIAL POSTSCRIPT. 

It was not correct, we find, to state in our 
number for May that the coloured baptist 
minister from Massachusetts, Mr. Kelly, had 
purchased himielf; it seem, that he had 

made an offer to his "o,vnem," but befo1·e 
the transaction was completed their insol-
1·ency had thrown him into the hnn<ls of 
persons who refused a proposal he transmitted 
to them, candidly alle~ing that he would be 
sure to return to Columbia, ns his family 
were there, and that they intended then to 
put him up to anction. He now needs, we 
believe, about £200 to repay the benevolent 
persons who lent him the money with which 
he purchased the freedom of his wife and 
children, but lo render him personally se
cure from the operation of the Fugitive 
Slave Law in the United States, would re
quire about £160 more. He has collected 
in this country nbout sixty pounds clear of 
expenses, but he is so modest and retiring a 
man, that we fear he will not get on half so 
well hy personal application as one would 
who had less moral excellence but more 
effrontery. 

The numerous friends of Dr. Jabez Burns, 
a well-known General Baptist minister, will 
rejoice to learn that he has been honourably 
acquitted in the Central Criminal Court of 
the charge of perjury which h,,d been 
brought against him, in relation to transactions 
connected with the bequest of property to 
the church of which he is pastor. 'l'he pro
secutor was subsequently induced to retract 
the accusation, by legal proceedings taken 
against him, and the Recorder congratulated 
Dr. Burns on the result in highly compli
mentary terms. 

The Court of Queen's Bench has been oc
cupied four successive days in trying a case 
in which Dr. Achilli, whose imprisonment in 
the Inquisition at Rome excited so much in• 
terest two years ago, was plaintiff, and Dr. 
Newman, formerly of Oxford, now a priest in 
high office in the Romish church, defendant. 
In a published lecture, Dr. Newman bad 
charged Dr. Achilli with a series of immora
lities of the grossest character both before and 
after his secession from tl,e Romish church. 
In order to justify the libel several female 
witnesses were brought from Italy, and ex
amined in court, as well as some worthless 
young women, natives of England. The 
result is the failure of Dr. Newman to esta
blish any one of the charges of immorality ; 
the only allegation which the jury regarded 
as true being that Dr. Achilli had been de
posed by a decree of the Inquisition I 

The Rev. G. W, Fishboume of Bow 
having changed his residence, we beg to say 
that his present address is "Shirley's Build
ings, Stratford, near London." 

In the Chronological Arrangement of the 
Psalms contained in our last there are two 
misprints. The 18th in Chronological order 
should be Psalm LXXXVIII, and the 104th 
in Chronological order, Psalm LXXVIII. 
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POSITION AND PROSPECTS. 

The Baptist Irish Society having 
recently commenced a new year of its 
existence, and being in circumstances 
differing from those in which it has 
commenced any former year, differing 
also from those of our other denomina
tional societies, it is desirable that all 
its friends, especially those who bear 
office in the churches, should have a 
distinct idea of its present position and 
prospects. The Annual Report, with its 
usual accompaniments will be ready for 
distribution in a very few days,-per
haps before these observations emerge 
from the printing office-and, in pre
senting it to our supporters, we wish to 
call their attention to two or three im
portant facts. 

First. The debt of the Society, though 
greatly reduced, is not extinguished. 
With pleasure and gratitude we think 
of the £1378 which have been paid; 
but we must not lose sight of the £449 
which are still owing. It would seem 
a very formidable thing to begin the 
year with arrears to that amount, were 
it not that our imagination has been 
familiarized to something worse. We 
must not forget however that there is 
still a debt-a debt to be provided for
a debt which so long as it continues 
will clog our operations. Many of our 
friends will probably look down the list 
of contributions with admiration of the 
zeal and liberality which have been 
displayed, and be almost startled, at the 
same time, in perceiving that in such 
an effort they took no part. They will 
see with regret that their own names 
do not occur among the generous as
sistants in an enterprise so necessary 
and so onerous. " If we had thought 

that it would be so general and so suc
cessful," some will be ready to say, "we 
would have brought in onr share." Will 
these allow us to remind them that it is 
not yet too late 1 In addition to the 
current expenditure for the year, we 
have to provide four hundred and forty
nine pounds. This sum claims the 
special attention of the few who in the 
year which has just ended did not make 
any extra donation for the debt. The 
importance of getting off the remains 
of that mischievous nuisance must be 
obvious. Being within sight of port, it 
is the more distressing to be becalmed, 
unable to enter. 

Another fact which pastors and dea
cons of churches should bear in mind is 
this, that the Baptist Irish Society has 
at present no machinery in operation 
for the collection of money. With the 
exception of the Collector of London 
Annual Subscriptions, there is now no 
individual whose duty it is to raise 
funds. The Secretary's official duties 
refer exclusively to the desk. When he 
was invited to take office, it was ex
pressly stated to him in writing that his 
work was not to include travelling, or 
preaching, or making speeches. It was 
intended then that another officer 
should be appointed immediately, who 
should spend part of his time in Ireland, 
and the remainder in visiting our own 
cities and provinces to solicit pecuniary 
aid. The individual had been selected. 
The arrangement had been made. Cir
cumstances occurred, however, which 
prevented the execution of this plan, 
and it is at present in abeyance. Con
gregational collections were made last 
year so readily, so effectively, and so 
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economically, by the pastors, that it is 
only for them to continue to do as they 
have been doing, and the expense of 
such an officer mav be saved. But this 
should be distinctiy understood by all : 
the conductors of the Baptist Irish 
Society have thrown themselves com
pletely upon the spontaneous zeal of 
their supporters. The arrangements 
for this summer must be made and 
carried out by the steadfast friends of 
Ireland throughout the country, for 
there is no travelling agent whose 
business it is to stir them up. Whether 
this system will be permanently adequate 
:remains to be seen : but we are sure 
that it will be wise in our friends to 
make it effective, and that they can do 
so if they please. Peculiar circum
stances may call for exceptional treat
ment. It is possible that occasionally 
some resident in Ireland may visit some 
towns in England, but this is not to be 
looked for ; it does not constitute any 
part of our plan ; and if the friends of 
Ireland in the provinces will co-operate 
with the conductors of the Society in 
London in dispensing with all that is 
called "deputation work," an immense 
saving of expenditure will be effected. 

.A third fact connected with last year's 
experience it may be advantageous to 
mention. The burden devolving on the 
officers and committee would have been 
much lessened, if the remittances of 
their friends had arrived earlier. We 
have not forgotten the grateful emotions 
with which we received contributions 
to the very day on which the accounts 
were finally made up; they were indeed 
welcome, and we would rather renew 
our acknowledgments than make any 
deduction from those which we have 
already offered ; but it should be known 
that remittances to the same amount, 
had they been received earlier, would 
have been yet more serviceable. In 
arranging for congregational collections, 
and in making those donations which 

with some of our supporters have be
come customary, it will be well to 
remember that the demands made ou 
our exchequer are pretty regular ; that 
they begin as soon as the annual meet
ing is over ; and that at the close of 
June, :md then again at the close of 
September, large remittances are al~ays 
needed for Ireland. It would be ex
ceedingly painful to allow the agents 
there to be disappointed and embar
rassed by the delay of payments already 
due to them ; but if they are paid 
punctually, on the present system, it 
can only be, as it has been hitherto, by 
advances made by the treasurer. 

We scarcely know whether we may 
venture a sentence or two on the pro~ 
portion of contributions for missionai·y 
purposes which it is proper that English~ 
men should at this time assign to 
Ireland. The claims of that unhappy 
but yet important country are by · a 
large portion of the religious public 
exceedingly underrated. It may be 
thought by some persons that emigra
tion has so emptied her cities and towns 
that Ireland can scarcely now be a 
suitable field for missionary labour. 
"Send to the places whither the people 
are gone," it may be said, "but remem
ber the immense reduction that has 
taken place in the population of Ireland, 
and withdraw your efforts from its for
saken soil." Yes, truly, the population 
is now but little more than six millions; 
but is it remembered what six millions 
actually are ? Million is a word e~sily 
pronounced, but its meaning is not 
easily realized. How much do we con
tribute for the salvation of each of 
these millions 1 How much for each of 
the units having a soul to be saved or 
to perish 1 Last year's income was 
larger than that of any preceding year, 
with one exception ; did the contribu
tions last year, then, amount to one 
shilling per head for the Irish objects 
of our solicitude 1 Did they amount to 
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one penny per head 1 Did they amount 
to one farthing per head 1 Divide the 
£3004, the gross receipts of the Society 
for the year just ended, among the six 
millions, and you will find that there is 
no coin of the realm so small as to 
describe the amount assignable to each. 

PUBLIC MEETING IN LONDON. 

After the proceedings reported in 
our last number, the following resolu
tion was moved by the Rev. B. C. 
You1w of Cork :-

That this meeting, having heard with pleasure the 
list of officers and committee appointed yesterday at 
the private meeting of subscribers, cherishes a lively 
hope that the gentlemen who have undertaken the 
management of the societts affairs for the ensuing 
year will be sustained by the confidence of their 
constituents at large, and that they will be supplied 
speedily with funds sufficiently ample to enable them 
to discharge the remainder of the debt, and enlarge 
their operations in a manner in some degree cor
responding with the importance of Ireland as a field 
for missionary labour. 

Mr. YOUNG said that he felt some trepi
dation in appearing before a London audience, 
and the more so as his . topic was Ireland. 
Politicians, philanthropists, and Christians, 
bad been puzzled with Ireland, Members of 
committees and even residents in the place had 
diligently prosecuted their inquiries, in order 
that they might understand that country, and 
yet had often failed in accomplishing their 
object. The reaolution he had to propose ex
pressed satisfaction that certain gentlemen had 
been appointed as officers of the society, and 
asked the meeting to pledge themselves to 
greater effort in the cause of Ireland. To be 
convinced that Ireland was an important field 
of labour, and to pledge themselves to increased 
exertion in that field, were quite different 
matters, He was glad, however, to find that 
an increased interest rras being felt iu this 
cause. While seeking subscriptions in some 
of the large towns of England, he had en
deavoured to uscertain the state of feeling in 
reference to the society, and he was glad to 
find that there was generally II rising inte
rest in its favour. Some few, however, to 
whom he had applied, shrugge,1 their shoulders 
when they heard Ireland pleade,l for, aud 
pretty clearly intimated, if not in so many 
words, that that country had disappointed their 
hopes. As he had come from Ireland, and as 
a practical resulution hcul been put into his 

hands in consequence of ;that fact, it would 
perhaps be expected that he should say some
thing as to the state of things in that country. 
Many people had expressed their surprise at 
the smallness of some of the Irish congre
gations, and had come to the conclusion tha. t 
the labours of the society had not been much 
blessed; and some had gone so far as to think 
that we should give up Ireland as a field of 
labour altogether, seeing that it did not yielcl 
such apparent and gratifying results as some 
other fields. Now it he were to go back to the 
early Churches in England some two centuries 
ago, many of them would be found to be very 
small; and yet large and important churches 
had arisen out of them. The Irish congre
gations, however, had been very considerably 
thinned by emigration-a circumstance which 
he considered a snfficient reply to any dis
couraging] observations which might be made. 
But he thought it was a false conclusion to 
which many persons came, that because a 
thing did not show ,any great present result, 
therefore it was a failure. Who did not know 
that there was a great work going on now that 
was not apparent? When Jerome, and Huss, 
and some of the early reformers lived, they 
were greatly opposed; and soon after they 
were put to death, it was publicly announced 
that all opposition had ceased. A few years 
afterwards Luther arose, and planted his 
celebrated "Thesis" on the church doors, 
going forth in his giant might, and bringing 
thousands to listen to and receive his 
doctrines. But did any one suppose that he 
rose up and acted independently of all those 
who had gone before him-that he went forth 
single-handed to the work? Had the labours 
of Wickliffe, and Jerome, and Huss, nothing 
to do with the glorious results which were 
brought abont by means of Luther. The 
seed had been lying beneath the surface of the 
ground, and when Luther arose it germinated 
and bore fruit. The Reformation presented 
truths to those minds that had been agitated 
about them before. He was glad to think 
there were other labourers for Christ in 
Ireland besides those connected with the 
Baptist society. ,vhen he saw others success• 
fol, he looked upon their success as his own 
for it all belonged to Jesus. He was noxious 
that the number of the saveu shouli.l be in
creased; but he could not conceal from 
himself the fact that while some systems in 
Ireland were successful iu bringing men out of 
the npostacy, there yet lurked in some of those 
systems evils which might again bring darkness 
upon the minds of those who were brought out 
of that darkness. He rejoiced, then, to think 
that theN was a society which exhibited the 
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simple gospel trnth to the people who now pos- I Catholic hierarchy ovet· the people, The prie,ts 
scsscd it not. It ought not to be forgotten that had said to many parents thnt they must not 
the agents of the society were labouring in a send their children to such places to mix with 
country where they were surrounded by iuflu- child,·cn of different creeds; but they clid not 
cnces which were not brought to hear upon heed their ,~arnings, nnd sent their child,·ctt 
people's minds in this country. The people notwithstanding; nnd he had been told, in re
were living under a fearful spiritunl tyranuy. gard to one of these colleges, that the numbers 
The priesthood was most despotic, and kept in attendance were steadily increasing. It was 
the people in fetters of ignorance and super- only natural to expect that the efforts of this 
stition. They "·ere almost worshipped by the and similar societies would be looked upon with 
inhabitants, and they were believed to he en· much dislike by the priests. A Rngged School 
do,Yed ,rith some supernatural power in consc- had lately been established in Cork, and it had 
quence of their supposed apostolical succession. been denounced by the priests, who told the 
N o,s, speaking of apostolical succession, he parents that in sending their children to the 
thought the doctrine of the Tartars was the school they sent them to the devil, Still, 
best kind of succession after all. Among them, however, the children came. There was a little 
when a priest died he was burnt; his ashes diminution in the number attending for n time, 
were carefully preserved, and the man who sue- but they very speedily increased. The priests 
ceeded him had to mix a certain quantity of on several occasions stoocl at the door of the 
them in water, which he had to drink, Thus school intimidating the children. He once saw 
he went on in his work day after day, until he n mau taking away three of them, and one of 
had drunk his predecessor right up. He was these children, looking round at him (Mr. 
glad to find, however, that the priests were Young) said, "I will soon be back again, never 
losing their influence in Ireland; and in that fear;" and he was as good as his word. The 
circumstance he saw great hope for the country. influence that the agents of this society were 
He would rather the. priests should lose their exerting iu Ireland was of the most salutary 
influence than see many converts to Protest- kine!. But something more must yet be done 
autism ; for when their influence was lost it for that country than had hHherto been effected. 
would be an easy matter to gather the people Would they allow their agents to be placed in 
into the Protestant congregations, and, by the the midst of men determined to crush them 
grace of God, into their churches. ,vheu these and using every kind of influence to put them 
people left their priests, their minds were a clown, to stand single-handed in the battle? or 
perfect vacuum ; 11,nd that was a fine state in would they send others over to help them? 
which to find the mind of a Roman Catholic. Whatever they did they must do it well and 
He became disgusted with popery, shut all thoroughly. 
such nonsense out of his head, and was ready 
to receive the instruction that might be afforded 
him. The condition of the "goclless colleges,"· 
as they were called, was another proof of the 

The Rev. N. HArcROFT, M.A. of Bristol, 
seconded the motion, and thanks were voted to 
the chairman on the motion of E. B. UNDER• 

diminished influence possessecl by the Roman HILL, Esq. 

CONTRIBUTIONS RECEIVED SINCE OUR LAST. 
£ s. a:. 

Dradford, by T. Aked, Esq.-
From Beloved Departed Ones . .... ... ... 5 5 0 

Great Brickhill ..... .... .... ... ... ... ...... ...... ... 0 0 
Hackney-

Moore, Mrs.................................... 1 0 0 
Maidt=tone-

W agborne, Mr. C. ... ... ... ...... ... ... ... ... 1 0 0 
Lciee.ter, by James Bedell•. Esq.-

Suuscriptions from Belvoir St. Chapel 16 0 0 
London-

Saunders, Mr. R-0be1·t ... ...... ...... ....... 0 10 6 

Woolwicb, subscriptions for 1851-
Cbampion, Mr................... 0 6 0 
Davis, Mr. R. .................. 0 4 4 
Fisher, Mr........................ 0 4 4 
Sherwin, Mr............ ........ 0 4 4 
Stone, J\lr. ... ... .................. 0 4 4 
Wates, Mr. B.................... 0 4 4 
Wates, Mr. J ................... 0 4 4 
Wates, Mr. S. .................. 0 4 4 
Whale, Mr. ...... ... ...... ...... 0 4 4 
Whiteman, Mr ................. _ 0 6 0 

Milton, by Miss C. Dent- IRELAND. 
Moiety of collections and subscriptions 1 10 0 

Tottenham- Conlig. by Rev. J. Drown, M.A.-
Fletcher, Joseph, Esq. Donation ........ 10 0 0 Baptist Church ............................. . 

----------

2 6 8 

1 14 8 

Subscriptions and Donations are thankfully received by the Treasurer, JoSEPH TRJTTON, 
Esq. 54, Lombard Street, London ; by the Secretary, the Rev. ~ILLI.UI GnosER, at the 
Mission · House, 33, Moorgute Street ; and by the Pastors of baptist churches throughout 
the Kingdom, 

COLLECTOR FOR LONDON, REV. c. WooLLAOOTT, 
4, Compton Street East, Bruns1!Jick Square. 
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THE MISSION FIELD. 

From various parts of the mission ment with idolatry. The inquiries, 
field we continue to receive encouraging now in progress before the House of 
reports of the progress of divine truth. Commons into the affairs of the East 
India presents many features of en- India Company, previous to the con
couragement, among which may be sideration of the renewal of their 
specified with joy, additions by baptism charter, have induced the missionaries 
to the church of Christ. of various bodies in Calcutta to prepare 

In the district of Backergunge the a memorial to Parliament on the matter, 
brethren report several conversions, "It is now," says the" Friend of India," 
and a pleasing state of advancement "neady forty years since one of the 
in the piety and social well-being of the best representatives of the good old 
native churches. The villages of this times of India informed Dr. Carey, 
district are wholly occupied in agrfoul• that for his own part he intended to 
ture. The frequent inundations often smooth his way to heaven by,· con
expose them to hunger and want; yet structing a road for Juggernaut. The 
among them are found m1my affeoting i·ace of brahminized Englishmen has 
examples of the power of divine grace, nearly died out." Yet the connection 
to strengthen character, to support in of the government with the temples 
affliction, to comfort in distress, and and the priesthood of Iliudoo deities, has 
to educe generous and benevolent feel- not wholly ceased. For a long:time the 
ing. directions of the authorities at :home, 

Five more persons have been baptized who, after ma,ny years of contrary 
at the interesting station at Kalikapur, policy, at last yielded to the repeated 
by our brother J OIIA:S-NES. The persecu- representations of Christian philanthro
tion to which the converts have been pists, have been evaded, until, during 
exposed has constrained him to obtain the past year, orders were issued in 
by purchase, a plot of ground on which India, breaking up the· bonds which 
to erect cottages for them, as well as bound the Indian government to the 
to supply them with the means of self- care of the idol Juggernaut. But in 
support. The remarkable circumstances various parts of India the connection 
attending this work of God, give in- still subsists. Much has indeed been 
creased interest to every communication done reversing the policy of former 
concerning the people, while we rejoice years: but some £1GO,OOO sterling a 
at the steadfastness they have displayed year continue to be expended in the 
in the hour of trial. The effort of support of Hindoo temples, Mussalman 
putting up huts, clearing the jungle, mosques, brahmins and nursjeeds. Only 
and giving the poor outcasts a fresh £10,000 of this is spent in Bengal, 
start in life, has not cost more than Other charges, however, in the local 
:fifteen pounds. Other hopeful oases revenue are paid, which do not appear 
of conversion have also occurred, to be rendered to the government, in 
and we may hope that as the poor dues to Brahmins, gifts to local shrines, 
people have now a resting place, they and propitiatory offerings, commenced 
will prosper, and that it will prove perhaps, fifty years ago. Temple lands 
th:it God has a great work to do there, remain under the management of the 

Among the , general subjects of in- Revenue Board, and oaths continue 
terest connected with missionary labour to be taken on the Koran, or by the 
it, India, is the conneii;ion of the govern- Hindoo deities, in the Queen's courts, 
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whioh hns long oeaeed to be the case 
in the courts of the Company. The 
missionaries desire to call attention to 
these facts at the present time, that 
in the new charter there may be in
serted a clause forbidding, on the part 
of the Company, any further connection 
with these heathen deities and practices, 
which disgraces a government calling 
itself Christian, and, at the same time, 
leads the natives to think their rulers 
either unbelievers or hypocrites, or at 
the least, wholly ,indifferent to the 
gospel they profess to have received. 

Late years have seen a large increase 
in the vernacular literature of Bengal ; 
not only do missionary presses pour 
forth floods of knowledge, both religious 
and secular, among the people ; there 
are not fewer than· forty native presses 
in Calcutta, established for the purpose 
of publishing Bengalee books, which 
send out 30,000 volumes annually. 
There is indeed among them a mixture 
of the bad with the useful ; hut it is a 
fact, not a little illustrative of the pro
gress of things in Bengal, that while 
every work but one of ancient Bengali 
origin, and full of idolatry and obsce
nity, has ceased to be printed, nearly 
four hund1·ed works have been printed in 
Bengali, since the Serampore mission
aries printed and published the first work 
in that language fifty-one years ago. Al-

though English education is eagerly 
sought after, and much encouraged by 
the government and some missionary 
bodies, the native language has become, 
and is daily becoming, more extensively 
the medium of intellectual and religious 
influence and enjoyment in the native 
community. The importance of this 
cannot be over-estimated; since, while 
thousands may learn the English, the 
Bengali must ever remain the language 
of the millions. 

Our readers will peruse, with deep 
interest, the letter of Mr. SAKER. If 
difficulties occur in the work of evan• 
gelization, yet these give way before 
the untiring zeal, :fidelity, and diligence, 
of the true servant of Christ. As will 
be seen yet further, results of no slight 
value follow the missionary's toil; and 
civilization, industry, and commerce, 
are found to accompany, in loving com
panionship, the beneficent influence of 
Christianity. 

Nor less encouragingJis the commu
nication of our brother EAST, from Ca
labar, giving cheering prospects of the 
institution he has undertaken to guide. 
To train a native ministry for Jamaica 
is an object of the first moment ; every 
day adds to its urgency ; and we may 
well strengthen our excellent tutor's 
hands by our generous sympathies and 
our prayers. 

INDIA. 

BACKERGUNGE. 

The visits paid .' by our esteemed 
missionary brother, the Rev. J.C. P ..1.oE, 

to the various stations in the Barisal 
district, are full of encouragement. He 
writes of them as follows :-

llf a1'ch 4th, 185'.l.-I have ju3t retumed 
from a visit to some of our stations ; and 
think you will be please<l to learn some 
particulars about them. 

l>HAHSHAR, 

The first place I visited was Dhamshar. 
Here I spent four days (Jan. 22ncl-26th.) 
You may remember that it was here, just 
twelve months ago, two brothers with their 
wives renounced caste, and joined our little 
Christian communitv. Unmindful of the 
indignation, abuse, and outstretched broom 
of their own mother,-and braving the 
threatened opposition of the zamindur, they 
declared for Christianity, an,l were nll but 

Z i.T '.l 
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carried off by the ramindltr's piadas, wl1en 
our people rescued them. Their offence 
was not soon forgi,·en. More than one 
petition have they been obliged to present 
for protection. '!'heir houses have been left 
alone, their mother has joined them, but 
their 2amindar, a wealthy and influential 
man in these parts, has not ceased to annoy 
them. They have been waited for at mar
kets, and wakhed in all their out-goings 
and in-comings, as though they had been 
thieves and robbers with the police after 
them. Every now and then promises of 
condign punishment have been renewed,
and then bribes held out to them, if they 
would but return,-but all in vain. They 
have remained stedafst ; and, on the 
evening of aabbath day, Jan. 25th, I bap
tized the elder brother, named Paban. 

SUFFERING FOR THE GOSPEL, 

thosP- lately come nmonget us, has given us 
a fine bit of ground for n chapel : nnd 11 

chapel we must have. The last day I was 
in the village, I ha,! a large congregation 
of Muhammadans, who kept me speaking 
nearly two hours. 

AMGAON. 

.A mgaon was the next place visited. This 
is only an out-station, with seven families, 
Before seeing the people, I inquired of 
the heathen about them. " One thing we 
know," 1vas the reply, "the Christians do 
not work on the sabbath, but meet together 
to worship God. We cannot say we have 
seen any evil in them." I spent a day with 
the Christians, and had many Hindus and 
Muhammadans around me all the time, 

IULIGAON, 

Next I went on to Kaligaon. Here the 
people had long been very unsteady. Months 
ago, the native preacher was taken very ill, 
and was nigh unto death. He was forced 
to come away, and there was no one to 
supply his place. ' Then three or four 
families kept away from worship, talked 
of Mahantism as better than Christianity
that is, sin better than obedience to the 
precepts of Christ. Soon the majority 
wanted neither Sabbath nor Scripture ; 
neither Sahib nor sarkar. So they dream.ed 
that he would give them up, and let them 
do what they liked. I do not think, there
fore, they were at first over-pleased at seeing 
my boats approaching their village. No one 
came out to meet me ; but I pushed on, 
and spent four days with the offenders, 
reproving, expostulating, and teaching. Fi
nally, they all promised to do better in 
future ; to be regular at worship, observe 
the sabbath, obey their teachers, and so 
forth. So I placed a school teacher from 
Digaliya among them, prayed with them, 
and came away, indulging a hope that this 
station would now revive a little. But I 
fear I hoped too soon. The last accounts 
from the place were not favourable. 

On the sabbath afternoon, I had a large 
number of heathen, together with the Chris
tian congregation. '£0 them I spoke at 
length of the glory and greatness of Christ 
-how that He is Lord over all gods; and 
that the gods of the heathen are vanity, 
There was great attention ; and after the 
service I ascertained that what was said 
was understood by all, perhaps felt by some. 

GHAGAII, 

On the Friday previous, the good man, 
with his eldest son, an interesting little 
fello"W, took some vegetables for aale to the 
neighbouring bazar. There he was met 
by his old friends the piadas, and marched 
off, prisoner-fashion, to the chaudhuri's ka
cheri. ""' e have caught you at last," cried 
they, "So you have become a Christian, 
ha..-e you ? " " I am a Christian," said 
Paban. Then follo"Wed sundry upbraidings, 
and railings, and threatenings ; all which, 
ho"Wever, failed to move the good man. 
Calmly he bore it all ; telling his enemies 
that he was now in their power, it was true ; 
they might do what they liked with him,
but they could kill only his body. "My soul," 
and twice he repeated it, "will go to my Father 
in heaven. That you cannot touch." "You 
are fined 25 Rs." cried out one of the great 
men : this elicited only a smile. " Pull his 
ears," cried out another ; but this was but 
gently done, and never disconcerted or anger
ed Paban. "Take him off," was the next 
order ; that is, being interpreted, Take 
him to the inquisition-like place where ryots 
are punished, and occasionally tortured. 
"Take me," said Paban ; "but it is late 
in the day, so let my boy go home, for he 
must be hungry." No; father and son must 
go together. They were removed ; but in 
five minutes a message came, to let the 
Christian go : and home he came at night, 
telling me that the de1·il had been after 
him trying to injure him. A significant 
question is now asked in the bazar : How 
was it a Christian was carried off to the 
kacheri,-and then dismissed unfined and 
unbeaten? "\Ve can answer this question. 
Would that the heathen could ! I hope 
Paban's example will be soon followed by 
his wife and brother too, They all seem 
getting into the right way. 

Our adult and children's schools at Dham
sl,ar are well attended. A few men, women, 
and boys have leamed to reacl. One of 

February l 0th. Left home again for 
GM.gar. On the way we stopped at a 
market place, and had a goodly number of 
hearers, to whom John and I spoke for 
an hour. The sun was so hot, and there 
was not a tree even to shade us, that I was 
obliged to finish sooner than I wished. The 
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number of men nble to read was rather 
surprising. They seemed all poor villagers, 
but yet managed tu read our tracts, and 
were glad to get them. 

CRUEL PERSECUTION, 

by loans, in times of want. We have 
similar, though smaller, golas in nearly all 
the stations. The Circular Road Church 
and the Native Christian Social Advance
ment Society have generously and con
siderately helped us in this matter: and to 
them I would renew our thanks. Late at night two of our people from 

Mdd,·a came on board, with a letter, stating 
that some ryots of Babu Ram Ratan Ray 
had seized our native preacher Adam, and 
beaten him most unmercifully. 'rhe follow
ing day we reached Ghagar, when I sent 
for Adam. In the afternoon he came, 
attended by all the Christian men in the 
village, by way of escort ! He had been 
beaten very severely, had marks of sticks 
all down his back, and had managed to 
walk so far with great difficulty. It seems 
that the previous Tuesday morning, while 
Adam was going into the village (Madra) 
to collect the children and others who attend 
school, six men, ryots of the Babu's, stopped 
him and told him to call on the Raja (Babu 
Ram Ratan) to save him ! This, of course, 
he would not do. So they seized him by 
the hair, knocked him down, beat him to 
their hearts' content with latMs; and then 
dragged him to n ditch, where they left 
him senseless and hopeless. :For all this 
treatment I could discover no reason what• 
ever, The Babu's gomashtas could assign 
none; for three of them came to me, asking 
me to make up matters, promising to send 
the offenders to me that I might punish 
them,-and asserting that the assault had 
been m·ade without their orders or know
ledge. However, as I could not believe 
that ryots unencouraged by their superiors 
are so hold and lawless, I would not listen 
to them ; but sent Adam that night to 
Barisal to petition the magistrate. How 
far we shall get justice remains to be seen. 
But if the offenders escape, matters shall 
not end. The fact is, this is the third time 
Ratan Babu's people have seized our native 
preachers, and ill-treated them; and we must 
not put up with such things. 

DIGALIYA, 

At Digaliya I spent five pleasant days, 
having worship with the people twice a day, 
examining candidates, attending to the 
schools, &c. On sabbath the 15th, I had 
a congregation of 147 adults crammed with
in the chapel, with nearly 50 little ones 
outside, After each service the people 
were questioned about the sermons, and 
were able to give a tolerable account of 
them. In the evening I had some Hindu 
hearers, 

BAPTISMS, 

On Monday, after a long examination, we 
received fifteen persons for baptism, seven 
men and eight women. They had all been 
candidates for twelve months, some for 
eighteen months. Their answers to the 
numerous questions put were very satisfac
tory. The testimony given by the native 
preacher and members generally, concerning 
their changed characters and consistent lives, 
was most decided and pleasing. It was 
with both joy and fear that I agreed to 
baptize them. Yet, after what I had heard 
and seen, I could not help asking, "Can 
any man forbid water that these should not 
be baptized ? " &c. At sun-set I immersed 
them in an adjoining tank. At night 
we had the Lord's supper together, and 
I do not remember to have been en
gaged in a more solemn service. One of 
those baptized is a very old blind man. 
He seemed nevertheless the h"ppiest of all. 
"I have no other wish," said he, when told 
that he was accepted by the church, "but 
to obtain a little refuge at the feet of Jesus 
Christ :-to lie at his feet is all my desire." 
When baptized, I asked him how he felt? 
" Full of joy in Jesus Christ," he answered. 
Ten of the rest, six women and four men, 
are from our adult classes, and are able to 
read the New Testament ; so that ,ve see, 
with no little gratitude and pleasure, the 
fruits of our efforts to get all our people, 
old and young, to read God's own book, 

On Thursday morning, the 12th, our 
people from Digaliya came for me, and 
dragged me and my goods in several little 
dingis through mud and water, . a distance 
of three good miles. The heat, the stench 
of the mud, and the disagreeable motion 
of the dingi made me feel quite ill. I was 
glad, about 11 o'clock, to get into the cha
pel. Here all was neat, clean, and tidy. 
'~'he first thing that struck me, was a pretty 
htt_le round gola which the people had just 
finished. Poor as they are, they left their 
fields, and gave about 12 Rs. of labour 
towards this object, and that most cheerfully. 
The paddy deposited here (now nearly 300 
maunds) is for the relief of the sick and 
helpless by gifts, and the people generally 

Aml more fruit God will give us; and more 
hum hie praise will we pay to Him ! 

There aie now twenty-eight women, ten 
men, and nineteen boys attending school in 
this village. Of these, thirty-one have 
learned to read with more or less fluency. 

BROTllERLY KINDNESS, 

It often happens that sickness, or the 
want of bullocks or seed, prevents a poor 
man from cultivating his field, and thus 
leads to misery all the year through. Well, 
to prevent the occurrence of such ,listress, 
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our Digali)'a people ha1•e, untold l1y me, 
~ormed themselves into 1•arious banda, agree
mg to henr the burden of the weHk, ~irk, 
and helple•s, and prepare and sow their 
land for them. This shows no little union 
and Joye amonii; them. Indeed, severnl 
little things c,f this kind I might mention, 
all which tend to show that the station is 
blessed of the Lord. 

PAKIIA!t, 

On Tuesday the 17th, I had engaged to 
go to P6khar, an out-station of Digaliya, 
but said I could not sit in a dingy and be 
dragged through the mud,-it made me so 
sick. So the men from Pakhar, after spend
ing Monday evening with us, set to, after 
midnight, and worked hard till morning, 
filling up all the broken parts between the 
ridges of the fields, so that I might be able 
to walk to their village, a distance of three 
miles. Then they came for me, took what 
things I required, led the way, and nmv 
and then carried me over places which, 
with all their trouble, were too wet and 
muddy to get m'er dry-shod. After twelve 
o"clock I attended to those who were learn
ing to read, saw how far each had got on, 
how much all knew of the First Catechism, 
and so forth. Though there are only tweh·e 
families here, there are thirteen women and 
eight men learning. Next we had worship 
together; and then proceeded to speak to 
the heathen, who had mustered full 200 
strong to see the Sahib, and hear what he 
had to say. With them we were engaged 
till evening. At night again the Christians 
came, and the heathen came, and the day's 
work was renewed. I wished much to stay 
a day or two longer in this village, but other 
places were wanting me; so, on Wednesday 
morning, I returned to Digaliya, and found 
the people from Madra had come for me, 

)IADRA. 

Thursday 19th, went to M/Jdra. Here I 

stayed but two tl11ys, btlt wns obliged to sit 1,p 
till much aner midnight to mitke up fol' the 
shortness of the visit, This stntion h im• 
pro,,ing, though it is not yet whnt we 
would like it to be. There nre twenty-two 
women who come to school three mornings 
in the week ; but no men. The nan1es of 
a few candidates for baptism were meh• 
tioned, but I thought it better for them to 
wnit a little longer. The cohgregation was 
very good both times each day. 

SUAGAON. 

Saturday 20th, proceeded to Suagaon. It 
was night before I got to the village, hungry 
and worn-out. On sabbnth-day we had 
more than the chapel could hold. 'I here 
was much attention to the preached word, 
On :Monday we received five women Who 
had fong been anxiously desirous of baptisn1. 
One of them has learned to read, and has 
grown considerably in knowledge. On Tues
day evening I baptized them ih a tank far 
from the chapel; the heathen . from the 
neighbourhood and several brethren from 
other stations, quite surrounding us. Oh, 
may all those thus confessing Christ be kept 
by his mighty power, through faith, unto 
salvation. Suagaon is now in a much 
healthier condition than it ever was. I hope 
things will daily improve. Five women, ten 
men, and three boys can read. Others are 
learning. 

Thus ended my two visits to the stations. 
Will not the reader join me in thanking the 
Lord for the tokens of his favour so evident 
among some of our people? Will he not 
join in prayer, too, for each one of these 
little churches, that it may be kept pure, 
and be greatly increased : and for the hea
then and Muhammadan, too, that they may 
turn to Christ? Pray, reader, pray, that 
Christ's kingdom may come, and his will 
be done on earth as it ia done in heaven ! 

AFRICA. 

FERNANDO PO. 

In a letter to one of the Treasurers, 
Mr. SAKER presents a most interesting 
picture of his manifold labours. It is 
dated!Clarence, January, 1852. 

I 110w enclose for you a rough'sketch of the 
material,' &c., which we shall need for our 
chapel roof, which lias been contemplated so 
long. I feel certain that you will be i11tereste<l 
with the circumstances which ,have caused 
the delllYrl rro, al~hough it will occupy rmn 

time to read, I will pen a few line~, but will 
be as brief as possible. 

The time left me to prepare for my voyage, 
after the Committee had sanctioned the 
building of the chapel, in October, 1850, was 
too short ( only eighteen hours) fol' me to 
send to you anv particulars of the material 
wanted. As soon as our voyage began, I had 
much time at command, and fall my plans 
weie reviewed ; and in the end I sketched 
the outline and details of nil that wus neces
rnry, inl',,mling oo fonrnrd it to you immctliate-
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Jy on lnnding, To do this I had no oppor
tunity for ITlnny weeks, In the meantime, 
the rnpld decny of our buildings here induced 
me to attempt to make bricks, so that, in time, 
we might hnve buildings less destructible thnr. 
those we now occupy. With this came the 
thought that, if I succeecl with bricks, how 
much better to make the chapel of tbnt 
material. This induced me to delay the 
building n little space, As soon as I could 
command a dny1 I began with the clay we 
have here, After a few difficulties were over
come, we succeeded in making 500, In 
attempting to bum them, we succeeded so far 
as to convince me that, by a mixture of clay 
and a suitable kiln, we should succeed to our 
utmost wish, In the meantime it became 
necessary for me to spend my time chiefly at 
Cameroons. Our next attempt was with the 
clay founcl there, which proved to be much 
better suited for our purpose, and we were 
full of hope, We made a few, and dried 
them in the sun ; they answered) well for 
all dry places, We then erected sheds, 
made tables and moulds, and at length built 
a kiln, with two fires, with which we can 
eventually burn 4000 at one time. 

'fhe next stage after the buildings were al 1 
ready was to obtain labourers, and in this 
matter we have an evidence of the success 
with which God has honoured us in Cameroons. 
In settling myself there seven years· since I 
resolved to make brick, if for no other pur
pose, yet for a good cottage for myself, nnd 
for months I tried, but in the end gave it up 
in despair, No persuasion or offer of pay
ment would induce the men to labour, La
bour, they said, was only for slaves. We set 
the example by continuous labour, and they 
laughed at us and regarded us as slaves or 
fools. In these few years there has come a 
change. We could not get bricks; yet we 
built a chapel of wood, and the people filled 
it. They heard, and, in time, felt the im
portance of preparing for the solemnities of 
another world. •rhe love of God, as seen in 
the person and work of Christ, arrested their 
attention, and some few sought unto us to be 
instructed, The truth made impressions on 
their hearts, and they were changed. Right 

WEST 

principles began to havo place, and when they 
went to trade in the country they cou\cl no 
longer succeed by fraud and lies, As soon as 
this ,vas seen, persecution came; and with the 
loss of all propertv,and with personal sulferin~ 
they barely retur~et! to tell their companion; 
And so it has happened that, as soon no a 
man decides for God, his own townsmen drive 
him from the markets, lest he should spoil 
the trade. This is a trial that comes on nil 
the men who are determined to obey God 
rather than men, In their sufferings they 
come to me to know what they are to do. I 
have replied," Cultivate more ground, raise 
and sell provisions, plant cotton, and open a 
new source of trade ; " and latterly I have 
said, "Make bricl<a, and 1 will pay you." 
Now see their answer-" \Ve will do anythimr 
if you will teach us! " I have taught then:i' 
and my brick-yard maintains five familie;, 
and in return I get 2000 bricks every 
week. This, my dear sir, is a triumph-a 
triumph which we owe to God ancl the 
influence of his holy word. Without the 
gospel, I could get no work done; with it, I 
can build a bridge across our wit!e river, or 
convert the wilderness into a fruitful garden ; 
and had I a sufficient sum of money to main
tain a few families through two years of 
labour, I could open a new source of profit 
and dependence for our people-even with
out money, I hope eventeally to succeed in 
planting a few acres of cotton, even as we 
ha,·e with sugar cane. 

It only remains to say, that we have made 
a specimen of paving tile, and shall try plain 
tiles for covering soon. 

We no,v need lime or cement, and in my 
travels I am searching high and low to obtain 
a material for lime. I hope to succeed. 

My brick-making is no longer a suhject of 
hope, so I make no further delay in sending 
you the particulars of the roof. 

We have since learned that our per
severing brother has secured lime suffi
cient for his purpose by the collection 
of oyster shells from the neighbouring 
beach. 

INDIES. 

HAITI. 

JACMP.L. 

Our young brother, Mr. D. WEBLEY, He thus writes of them, under date 
has now fully entered on his work in March 29th. Mr. JUDD is a missionary 
this important island, and has visited sustained at Port au Prince by our 
some of the eoones of hie fnturc labour. American B!\piis, brehhrcn. 
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Since we last wrote to ~·ou, we have toge
ther \'isited three of our st.ttions-Mont 
Plaisir, C11yes, 11nd 'M11rigo. 

Mont Plaieir, ns I believe ~-ou 11re already 
aware, is only a plantation about fifteen miles 
from J11cmel, of which Eliacine's father is the 
proprietor, and on which there are fe,v other 
re1ndents besides his family. As it was a busy 
time with them, we were able to collect but 
very few tog-ether. We spent the greater 
part of the da~· with them, and in the evening 
held a ser,;ce in their house, when my bro
ther expounded the scriptures, and praJ•ed 
with them. Eliacine's sister Aleida, who has 
been mentioned to you in previous letters, 
still continues anxious to be baptized. She 
has sought instruction from her mother-in
Jaw, already a member with us, and occa
sionally from the Mission family, and we have 
great hopes that she is truly converted. Ci
Tille also, who applied some time ago for bap
tism, and who has had so much difficulty on 
account of hi& lh•ing formerly according to 
the usual custom of this country with two 
women-remains, I trust, still determined to 
pursue the path of duty, and is, I believe, 
at present building a house with the intention 
of marrying and Jiving in it. 

not find ready utterance for· my feelings to 
them. Cayes is a village ot\ the sea coast, 
lying between J acme! and Marigo. \Ve pas
•ed through it in going to the latter, and gave 
notice that on our retu: n we should stay to 
preach. When ,ve returned we found the 
ground underneath a large spreading treo by 
the road-side swept and prepared for us. 

We went to Marigo, purposing to stay a 
few day•, but on arriving there, could not ob
tain graes for our horses, and were compelled 
to return on the following morning. In the 
evening we held a service in the Court-house 
of the ,·illage-the Commandant, an old 
man upwards of ninety years of age, who 
treated us with great respect and friendly 
feeling-having kindly offered and prepared 
it for our use. The Pervice having been 
previously announced through the village, 
we had an excellent congregation-better 
than on any former visit-the room be
ing well filled, and (as is usually the case) 
numbel'!I standing outside. The people ap
peared pleased to receive us-paid great at
tention while my brother expounded the 
11eriptureo, and prayed with them, and wil
lingly received the tracts which we distributed 
among them at the close. There are many 
encouraging aspects in this, and in most other 
such small country villages. Their inhabit
ants are less under the influence of the priests 
-being seldom visited by these men-(who 
rarely visit them more than once in twelve 
months) and are therefore less prejudiced 
against us than many others. They appear 
very hospitable-friendly disposed, and wil
ling to hear the gospel ; and ~hough their 
ready and numerous attendance 1s no doubt, 
in great part, to be attributed to the novelty 
of the thing to them, yet it is very encou
raging as giving us more ready access to them. 
I was much pleased with our visit here ; my 
heart yearned over them, in so evident a 
state of the grossest ignorance and darkness 
on everything relative to their spiritual inte
reets, and I felt it no 8mall pain that I could 

The Commandant had sent into tl10 moun
tains and neighbourhood around, to give notice 
of our coming-but, as we returned sooner 
than we had caused them to expect-the 
people of the village alone collected. These 
brought out their chairs and benches, and sat 
rouud my brother, while he read and ex
pounded to them the first part of the 13th of 
Matthew, and prayed with them. They lis
tened very attentively, and afterwards wil
lingly received our tracts. We were near the 
sea-so near, that every now and then my 
brother's voice was almost deafened by its 
roar. The scene had so many points of 
resemblance to that 1vhen the gracious words 
of Him, "who spake as never man opake," 
were first addressed to the multitudes who 
stood around Him on the shore-that, as we 
read and explained them, we seemed almost 
to realize it anew. These vioits have greatly 
endeared my chosen work to me, and encou
raged me to pursue it, and I trust soon, when 
more advanced in the knowledge of French, 
to enter with more effect upon it. I am ad
vancing slowly-but find it a much greater 
difficulty to surmount than I could have 
imagined. I hope, however, gradually to 
overcome it by patient and persevering labour. 
We have also, since our last to you, held our 
annual miosionary meetings. These have been 
this year more than ever satisfactory and 
pleasing, and we trust will prove productive of 
much good in various ways to the interests of 
our Mission. We had with with us our bre
thren Mr. Judd and Mr. Lillavois from Port
au-Prince, besides Dorval and Des Chapelles. 
Mr. L- is a young man formerly of the 
Wesleyan connexion-but having been a 
baptist, has joined Mr. Judd's church-io of 
very promising character and abilities, and 
has had considerable experience in preaching, 
We were all very pleased with him, With 
good talents, he appeared so open, simple, 
sincere, and so thoroughly imbued with the 
spirit of the gospel. Mr. Judd is about t.o 
ordain him, and leave him in care of the 
Church at Port-au-Prince, during his absence 
for a few months to the States. He has pro
mised to give us his address on the occasion, 
.which was highly interesting and impressive, 
so that I hope we may enclose it in our next 
communication to you. Those also of Dorval 
and Des Chapelles gave us all great pleasure. 
My brother has trooslated and enclosed them 
to you, and I am sure that on reading them 
you will share our joy and satisfaction. Our 
congregations were good-especially at our 
principal meeting, of which I have just 
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spoken, when our room waa well-filled, and baptized-bnt at present her father moet re
great numbers standing outeide. We hope solutely forbids it. The limits of my paper 
that very favourable impressions were then oblige me hastily to close. Let me afresh 
produced, which will yet appear. I ought entreat a large interest in your most earnest 
also to mention to you that Madame Fergus' prayers, for I most deeply feel the need I 
daughter has, we trust, experienced real con- have of them, 
version of heart, and is very anxious to be 

JAMAICA. 

CALABAR, 

In the following Jetter, our brother, 
Mr. EAST, gives us the interesting details 
referred to above. It is dated April 
6th, 1852. 

More than a month ago you had tidings of 
our safety, and now I am thankful to be able 
to inform you that, through the mercy of our 
heavenly Father, we are all well. To me, 
indeed, the climate is not only endurable, 
but delightful. One sometimes keenly feels 
the separation from the endeared associations 
of home ; but in my work, and in the sweet 
consciousness of believing that I am where 
God would have me to be, and doing what 
he would have me to do, I find my solace 
and my joy. As to my work, I was never 
more happily employed with my dear young 
brethren around me, eager for instruction, 
and ever receiving it in a spirit which makes 
it a real pleasure to impart it. I feel at home, 
and for the time being lose the realization of 
the fact, sometimes snddening to the spirit, 
that I am 6000 miles away from so many 
whom I tenderly love. 

It is nClw nearly two months since I com
menced my regular duties. 

On Sunday, the 21st ult., our esteemed 
friends, Mrs. and Miss Tinson, set sail from 
Falmouth ; so that, all being well, soon after 
the receipt of this it will be your pleasure to 
welcome them to the land of their fathers. 
Their continuance here for a few weeks after 
our arrival, was of great service to us; indeed, 
I hardly know what we should have done 
without the information and advice we ob
tained from them. 

A few days before their departure, we had 
here one of the most interesting meetings I 
ever remember to have attended. Thinking 
it might be gratifying to our friends, and 
answer some good purpose to tl,e Institution, 
I invited the native pastors who had been 
educated at Calabar to spend a day or two 
with us, and take their final leave of the 
widow nnd child of their late beloved and 
lamented tutor. They accordingly assembled, 
some on the evening of the ninth, and others 
on the morning of the tenth of the above
mentioned month. At family worship, on 
the morning of the latter day, brother Johnson 

led our dP.votions in a strain of simple piety 
with which our hearts were deeply affected, 
An hour or two before dinner we all met ; 
Messrs. Johnson, of Clarksonville; Smith, 
of Dry Harbour ; Palmer, of Staceyville ; 
Mc Laggan, of Moneague, Gordon, of Mount 
Nebo and Fray, of Refuge, with Mrs. and 
Miss Tinson, and Mrs. East, for mutual 
conference. Our first topic of conversation 
was one which lay very near to every heart ; it 
was not the departure of our dear friends, 
but the Institution, for the interests of which 
they had long lived and laboured. In this 
conversation I gleaned some few facts, in 
relation to the results of its operations, with 
,vhich you will be highly gratified. 

It appears that, from the commencement 
of the Institution, up to the time of our 
beloved brother Tinsou's death, seventeen 
students had left its walls. Now it will be 
remembered that, in the beginning, it was an 
entirely new and untried experiment ; that it 
had to be made under many circumstances 
of great disadvantage, and with such materials 
as could be obtained, most of the candidates 
admitted being married men, and many of 
them being almost destitute of the first 
elements of education. And yet, notwith
standing all these disadvantages, I ascertained 
that out of the seventeen who had received 
the educational benefits of the establishment, 
six are, at this moment, occupying respectable 
positions, some of them of extensive useful
ness, as pastors of churches ; that four are 
engagtd in the corn bined work of school
masters and assistant preachers ; that two 
others are occupied as schoolmasters ; and 
one as the pastor c,f a small native church, 
although not fully recognized ; while tlvo 
have died, and other two have returned to 
secular callings. Thus it will be seen that, 
except in the case of the two removed by 
death, only two have been lost out of the 
whole number received, although the highest 
objects of the Institution have not been 
realized in all. In the close of this con
versation, I received a distinct pledge from 
each native brother present of an annual 
collection for the College, most of them 
specifying the month in which they would 
make it, so that I might know when to look 
for it. ,;, 
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The,e matters ha,1ng been disposed of, our 
brethren •eYerally ~aYe expression to the 
deep feeling of their hearts on the occasion 
which had conyened them; and their addresses, 
evidently the spontaneous and unpremedi
tated utterances of their real sentiments, 
were of the most gratif~·ing description. J 
onll· wish all the friends of a native ministry 
in .this island could ha1·c listened to them. 
They ,~ere sometimes, indeed, interrupted 
and broken, but it was by the sobs and tears 
of gratitude and affection, in reviewing the 
benefits thev had received from him who now 
rests from 0 his labours, and of whom they 
spoke as a father, as well as in acknowledging 
the uniform kindness they had experienced 
under the domPstic superintendence of those 
of whom they were taking a last farewell, I 
may add, that of all ,vhich has transpired 
since I reached this land, nothing has afforded 
me more encouragement than the affectionate 
words of welcome and united assurances of 
sympathising and prayerful co-operation on 
the part of these dear native brethren, to 
myself and famil v on this occasion. I feel 
persuaded they will prove to be amongst 
the most zealous friends and supporters of the 
Institution. 

'.l.'he students joined us at the dinner-table, 

and spent the rest of the dny' with u~. A 
six o'clock in the evening, pastors,' elluletth 
Mrs. and Miss 'l'inMn, an,\ every member of 
our own family, met. agait1 in the librnry 
where we spent an hour it1 unitedly com~ 
mending our friends about to leave us to the 
kind care and protection of our h;n.\>enly 
Father. Most fervent and affectionate were 
the petition~ put up on their behalf, and we 
trust that, Ill answer to them, they will very 
shortly after you arc in receipt of this be 
welcomed by the warm and Christian greetings 
of those who love the Saviour in their native 
land, and who know how to honour those 
who have long borne the burden and heat of 
the day. 'l'he evening was closed by a 
general COnYersat1on on the religious and 
educatiounl interests of the island, when I did 
my best in preaching to them from words 
which, although not sacred, are nevertheless, 
I hope, pregnant with cheering truth in 
relation to this lovely land :-

,, Wait a little longer, 
There's a good time coming, boys, 

Wait a little longer." 

Before: our brethren separated, they gave 
our friends a practical proof of their love, in 
a present of seven pounds sterling, 

TRINIDAD. 

SAVANNA GRANDE, 

The prospects of our Mission in this 
island seem brightening ; and our bro
ther, Mr. CowEN, is cheered by the 
tokens of the Divine blessing on his 
labours. He says, under date of April 
5, 1852:-

I have great pleasure to inform you of the 
prosperous state of our work •ince the com
mencement of the dry season. Several highly 
interesting meetings haYe been held at each 
of our stations, when, I trust, good has been 
done and progress made. On last sabbath 
we held one of these extra meetings, which 
commenced the previous eYening. At each 
station we have been holding these monthly 
gatherings, when our friends came from all 
the surrounding places, and spent two days 
together, having six preaching services when 
the weather permits. On the past Saturday 
evening we had our little chapel crowded, 
and so on the following sabbath all the day. 
At the close of our second service I had the 
pleasure of immersing two interesting be
lievers, who, drawn by the Saviour's love, 
came to us, treading in his way and in the 
footsteps ;of the flock, The w11ter being 
rcarc<i n! this se~son: of the year, we had ti, 

go to a considerable distance in search of it 
The whole congregation turned out; and 
after clambering up hill rtnd down dale for 
nearly two miles, we at length found our
selves buried in the deep-shaded woods, on 
tbe banks of a branch of the Ortoire River. 
A large number of people ranged themselves 
on the banks, and listened most attentively 
to an exposition of baptist sentiments, as 
formed by the word of God, The woods re
sounded with the shout of praise we raised 
to our Prophet, Priest, and King, as we sang 
the beautiful hymn-
" Through floods ond flames, if Jesus leads, 

I'll follow where he goes ; 
Hinder me not, shall be my cry, 

Though earth and hell oppose. 
To Him we will give glory; 
To Him we will give glory; 
To Him we will give glory; 
His law we will obey." 

When again returned to the little chapel, 
we received the newly-baptized into church 
fellowship; and about thirty of us, of various 
colours, and from widely distant countries, 
surrnunded the tahle of our Lord, rejoicing 
alone in Him and his finished work, Brother 
Inniss clol!Cd the day's proceedings, which, I 
trust, will no\ be without much good to the 
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inhnbitanls of thnt distant neighbourhood. are tokens for good in the future. In a land 
On the coming sabbath I hope to be at like this, it is cheering to see any mado 
Couva, where brother Proctor lives, when willing to follow their Lord; and, I trust 
eeveml candidates for baptism will be im- the t,ime will soon arrive when our Zion wii'l 
mersed, and a church he formed. Oh that extend her borders and multiply her con
our Gou may indeed bless and prosper our verts, 
entrance into that important district, These 

FRANCE. 
MORLAIX. 

Our readers will peruse with interest 
the account given by Mr. JENKINS, of 
his labours in the cause of Christ, and 
the prospect before him of a continu
ance. It is dated May 14, 1852. 

Just a fortnight ago I visited the country 
for the purpose of preaching. Saturdav, 
evening, 25th ult., I preached in a large 
farm-house, to a good number of persons, and 
on that occasion proclaimed the saving mercy 
of Christ from these words, '' But go ye and 
learn what that meaneth, I will have mercy 
and not sacrifice." There was a good atten~ 
tive hearing. It was the first time for me to 
preach in this farm:house, but the family ex
pressed a warm destre that I would visit them 
often for the purpose of explaining the gos
pel to them. At the close of the meetina 
many questions were put to me, especially by 
the son of the house, and another youna 
~an, respecting the confession, mass, bap0 

fasm, ~e•: all evincing a spirit of inquiry and 
a conv1ction of error to a certain extent, but 
with~ _feeling which is suitable, friendly, ancl 
prom1s1ng. 

The sabbath I preached at Omnes's house 
to a good congregation, There was an inter
esting farmer present, who had walked from 
eight to ten miles to come to the meeting. 
Between three end four years ago he bought a 
Breton Testament, though unable to read. 
For some time he asked his neighbours to 
read it to him. But, though a man from 45 
to 50 years of age, he has learned to read his 
Testament, by the aid of a few lessons which 
he received of a young man in the neiah
hourhood, and I was surprised to perccive 
how much he had read of the Divine volume 
~nd how far he had laid hold of the mean~ 
mg of the gospel. Our Breton colporteur 
calling, a short time ago, at this man's house' 
fot)nd him reading his New Testament to ~ 
neighbour. 

We hnve not yet met with any difficulties 
as to our meetings in the country, but we can, 
not flatter ourselves that we are safe for the 
old law, in its worst and most extensive form 
ag11inet religioue meetings, hos treen put ii; 

force by a decree. My intention is to go on 
as usual, regarding our meetings in the coun
try just as our meetings in the town, as being 
established previous to this new law. In case 
our liberty will be attacked, we shall defend 
it as well as we can. I was grieved to learn, 
by reading the Christian Times you kindly 
sent me, that the meetings of the baptists in 
the department of the Aisne have been put 
a stop to by the civil authority, It is difficult 
to know what times are before us, but our 
trust is in the Lord, 

I am glad to tell you that our itinerary 
school goes on very well-far better than we 
expected. It was truly gratifying to my feel
ings to meet our Breton teacher the other 
day by a little farm-house, giving a lesson to 
read to the farmer's daughter, and her pro• 
gress was such that she could read pretty fair 
in our Breton Sunday School book. The 
teacher has now forty-four learners, which 
are thus :-five married persom, from the age 
of twenty-five to forty-niue years, six young 
persons, nineteen children from the age of 
ten to si."<:teen, and fourteen children from 
five to ten. Some more express a desire to be 
taught. I was told that a little boy, whose 
parents were not willing for him to learn read
ing, is so desirous of having lessons, that he 
goes to the house of a neighbour to meet the 
teacher, and that he makes rapid progress. 
The priest has ceased his open opposition. I 
was informed he even told a woman to con
tinue to learn reading. and that he would 
give her books to read. In fact, the rather 
formidable opposition, coming from ecclesi
astical end lay influence has apparently given 
way. The people in this district have ac
quired a certain independence of mind which 
is on the increase, and I am told that some of 
them are bold enough to ask reasons and 
argue with the priests. And certainly late 
events in France and Italy, the tenor of which 
is wiuely known, have not at all contribute,\ 
to the veneration of the people for their spiri
tual rulers. \Ve hal'e reason to bless the 
Lord for what goocl we are enabled to cl,, in 
these difficult time~. The tie Id of om labour 
is under culture to rcceil'e the good sec,! of 
the word of GoLl. Let us take courage ; w~ 
shall reap in due time, if we foint not. 
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CLARENCE .................. Saker, A .......... January 3 aud 9. 

Wheeler, J. A ... Nov. 27, Dec. 11, Jan, 2ll 
March 13. 

Wilson, J ......... November 28. 
A11n:n1cA ......... ACADIA COLLEGE ......... Cramp, J. ]I{ .... April 13. 

BosTON ........................ Webley, W. H . . May 31. 
NEw YonK .................. Colgate, W ....... April 16. 
QoEBEc ........................ Marsh, D .......... March 5. 

A su ................ AGRA ........................... Parry, J .......... February 11. 
BARISAL ..................... Sale, J .............. February 28. 
BENARES ...................... Heinig, H .•••.•.•• Jan. 7, Feb, 3 & 28, April 3 

and 29. 
BISBTOPORE .................. Su11per, F ......... Decemher 31, April 6. 
C.u.cuTTA ................... Lewis, C. B ....... January 7, Feb. 7, May 3. 

Seymour, J. F ... March 5. 
Thomas, J ....... Jan. 6, Feb. 7, March 8 (2 

letters), April 7 and 30. 
Wenger, J ....... Feb. 7 & 21, April 8. 

CAWNJ'ORE .................. Williams, J ....... February 21. 
CBITOORA ..................... Smith, J .......... January 9. 
CoLOMRO ...................... Allen, J, ......... Jan. 14, Feb. 11, March 12, 

May 10. 
Davis, J .......... January 14, February 13. 
Ferguson, A. M .. November 13. 

DACCA ......................... Bion, R ............. March 29. 
Robinson, W .... Dec. 23, Jan. 14. 

DINAGEPORE .................. Smylie, H ......... January 14. 
BowaAH ..................... Morgan, T ....... January 6, April 5. 
lli"TALLY ..................... Pearce, G .......... February 6, April 8. 
JESSORE ........................ Parry, J ........... Jan. 5 & 30, April 6. 
JosADAPOOR .................. Johannes, J ....... December 15. 
MADRAS ...................... Page, T. C ........ January 13. 
MoNGnm ...................... Lawrence, J ....... December 31, April 22. 

Parsons, J .......... Dec. 5, March 30. 
MoTTRA ..................... Phillips, T ......... January 9, April 9. 
SERAMPORE .................. Denham, W. B ... January 3, March 5. 

Marshman, J ....... April 22. 
SEWRY ........................ Williamson, J ...... March 29. 
ZILLA BAKERGONGE ...... Page, J. C., & Sale, J .•. January 22. 

BAl?AMU ......... GBAlilD CAY .................. Littlewood, W .... January 13. 
Rycroft, W. K .... February 29. 

llilAGOA ........................ Rycroft, W. K, ... February 5. 
NASSAU ....................... Capern, H .......... Jan. 2, 12 & 16, Feb, 12, 

Ma1·ch 13, April 9. 
BRITTANY ....... Mo.RLAIX ...................... Jenkins, J .......... March 4 & 22, May 16. 
H,UTl ............. JAcMEL ......................... Webley, W. H .... January 27, March 22. 

Webley, D ......... March 2fl, May 3. 
PUERTO PLATA ............... Rycroft, W. K ... April 9. 

JAlldAICA ............................................ Dendy, \V., & Millard, B .. March 10. 
ANNOTTA BAY ............... Jones, s .......... April 21. 
Baow1<'s TowN ............... Hodges, S ....... Feb. 24, March 11 nnd 26, 

April 8 & 26, May 10. 
CALAllAR ..................... East, D. J ........ Jan. - and 31, March 6, 

April 6, May 13,'. 
CARRIBBEA!il SEA ......... Henderson, J. E.March 17. 
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DRY HARBOUR ............ Smith, T .......... March )6. 
FALMOUTn .................. Gay, R .......... March 8 & 22, April 8, May 

9. 
FouR PATHS ............... Gould, T ......... March 9, May 12. 
GURNEY'S MOUNT .......... Armstrong, c ... Jan. 20, Feb. 23. 
KETTERING .................. Claydon, W ...... April 8. 

Milbourne, T .... February 20, May 25. 
KINGSTON .................... Gould, '!' .......... March 12. 

Oughton, S ....... March 2 and 31. 
LucEA ........................ Armstrong, C •••• March 25. 

May, J ............. Fehruary 2. 
MoNTEOO BAY ............ Reid, J ............ January 22, May JO. 
MoUNT CAREY ............... Hewett, E ....... March 24. 
MoUNT ANous ............... Teall, W ......... January 20. 
PORT MARIA ............... Day, D ............ March 26, May 14. 

Teall, W .......... February 10. 
REJ/DGE ........................ Merrick, E ....... March 12, May 14. 
ST. ANN's BAY ........... Millard, B ....... Feb. 9 & JO, March 10 & 

26, .May 11 and 25. 
SALTER'S HILL .............. Dendy, w ........ Jan.21, March 24, April24 

& 29, May 4. 
SAVANNA LA MAD ......... Hutchins, M .... February 3. 
SF ANIS II TowN ............ Phillippe, J. lVI. February 28. 
STEW ABT TowN ............ Dexter, B. B .... Feb. 19,: March 8, 22 & 30. 

TR!Nl"J;)AD ...... PORT OF SPAIN ............... Law, J ............ March 12, April27,i\Iay 14, 
SAVANNA GRANDE ......... Cowen, G , ....... Feb, 9, April 5 & 27. 
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The Rev, C. Armstrong, of Gurney's Monnt,Jamaicn, begs us thankfully to acknowledge 
the receipt of a parcel of tracts from the Religious 'l'ract Societ:v; nn,\ of the " Bristol 
Temperance Herald" and" Nonconformist" newspaper, from friends unknown. 

CONTRIBUTIONS, 

Received on account of the Baptist Missiona'l'y Society, du'l'ing the nior.tl1 
of April, 1852. 

£ •· a. 
Ass-u.,L COLLECTIONS. 

Annual Meeting at Exe-
ter Hall .................. 81 7 9 

.Annual s~rmon at Sur-
rey Chapel.. .......... 20 

Do., at llloomsbury 
9 

Chapel ............... 25 13 11 

A nmutl Subscription,. 
Denham. Mrs ............. l ~ 0 
Gough, Mr. E ............. l l 0 
Haynes, John, Esq_ ......• 3 0 0 
Smith, Margaret ....•.•.. 0 6 0 
Taylor, Mrs., Whet-

stone l 0 0 
Williama, Mrs ............. 3 0 0 

Donations. 
Friend ..................... l O 0 
Geldart, Thomas, Esq. 5 0 O 

Legacie.~. 
Dyer, ·Mrs. Mary, late of 

Sydeuham ............... 90 
Linnett, Mrs. H., late 

of HaLstead ............ 160 
Protheroe, Mr. Charles, 

late of Bristol ......... 91 

0 

0 

' 
LoNDON AND lfrDDLESEX 

A.UXILTARIES, 

Alie Street, Little-

0 

0 

2 

Collection ............... O 4 2 
Austin Street, Sborsditch-

Collection ........... .,.. 6 0 0 

£ 8, 
Maze Pond-

Contribution, add!-
tional ............... 0 10 

Do., Sundny School 10 0 
New Park Street-

Contributions 10 0 
Poplar, Cotton Street-
Collections 7 0 

Prescot Street, Little-
Collections .. , .••••.•••.•• 8 18 

Salters' Hall-
Collections .•••••.•••• , •• , 7 12 

Spencer Place-
Collections .•.•.•....••••. 6 3 

Tottenham-
Collections .•• , ....•.• , ... 12 11 

Unicorn Yard-
Collections ••••••••••••••• 2 18 

BB!DFOR.DSH[RB, 
Bedford-

d. 

0 
0 

0 

0 

2 

6 

0 

4 

9 

Rose, Mr. Thomas O 10 6 
Bunyan Meeting

Contributions ...... 33 11 11 

BrrcKINGHAMSHrRE, 

Wycombe, High-
Collections ............... 7 14 7 
Contributions 7 15 6 

Do., Sunday School 0 11 l 

16 l 2 
Acknowledged before 

nnd expenses ......... 12 2 0 

3 19 2 

Bloomsbur.v Chapel-
Collections ............... 71 
Contributions ......... 28 

CA.r.lBRIDOESHIRB, 

: 11 Ca.mbridge-
Fostcr, Mr. R, S ...... 0 10 6 Bow

Collectiono............... 7 7 0 
Camberwell-

Drawing Room Soci• 
ety and Crawford 
St. Sunday School, 
for Jntally ...... ... ... 3 12 0 

CORNWALL, 
Redruth-

Anon .................... . 

D BRBYSHIRB, 
Devonshire Square-

Collections ............... 17 4 Derby-
Contribution .......... .. Drayton, Weat-

Collections: .............. . 
Contributions ........ . 

Do., Sunday Schools 

2 9 5 
2 8 10 
0 7 0 

Eagle Street
Collections............... 9 13 

Rendon
Collection . . .... ... ...... O l 7 

Highgate-
Contributions ......... l O 

Islington Green
Collections............... 9 13 

6 

0 

0 

0 
Islington, Soutb

Collections............... l 17 3 
Contributions, for 

Do., for Native 
P.-eachers ......... 

DEVON'SHJRB, 

Bideford-
Contributions ..... ,. .. 

EssEx. 
Earls' Colne-

Collection 
Contribution• ......... 

l 12 0 

0 10 0 

0 lG 0 

8 0 0 

2 9 6 
2 0 0 

4 0 6 

£ .. d· 
Halste,d-

Collection 2 14 8 
Contributions . ........ l 11 2 

14 5 10 
Less expenses ...... 0 4 0 

4 l 10 
Harlow-

Collection •••.••••••••••• 5 8 0 
Potter Street-

Collection l 2 0 
Contributions ......... l 13 0 

WhiteColne-
Collection , ........... , •. l 11 6 
Contributions, Juve• 

nile ..................... 0 10 0 

GLOUCESTERSRIRB, 

Kingstanley-
Contributions, for 

Native Preachers... 0 8 a 
Woodside-

Contributions, for 
Haiti CJ/Lapel .. • .... . . 3 0 0 

HERTP'ORDSHTRB, 

Tring-
Olney, D., Esq ... ., ... ., 6 0 0 

KENT, 

Crayford-
Collection ............... 3 14 11 
Contributions ,........ 2 12 10 

Lee-
Collections... ............ 8 O· 0 

Lewisham Road-
Juvenile Society, for 

Colombo ............ 10 0 0 
Do., for CMtoura , .. 10 0 0 

.M~Jling, Town-
Collectlons ............... 11 2 10 
Contributions ......... 4 13 3 

Do., Sunday School l 17 7 
Do., for Pativ~ 

Preachers .... .. .. • l l 3 11 ---
19 7 7 

Lesa e:i:penses ..... , · 1 ~ O 

18 2 7 -
LANCASIUBB, 

Tl"eilgama 8clwols, Less expen•cm ,.,... O 6 6 Rochdnlo-
c~yfon .......... , ....... 5 0 0 

Keppel Street-
Collection•....... ........ 5 4 2 

4 S 0 
Ke!sall, H., Esq., for 

Chq,pa ~t Clarence 10 0 0 
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8unREY. 
£ ,. d. £ A, d. 

N~a.th, M011nt Zion, English-0XB'ORDBHIRB, 

Woodstock- Dorman•s Land- Sunday School ......... 0 6 8 
Contrlbutlone, for 

Native Prcaoher, ,., 0 12 6 
Collectione .............. . 
Contributions ........ . ~ ~ ~ SwsnM•, Bethe,da-

1:--- Nor wood, Upper- Collection ............... 4 2 2 
7 Contributions ......... 6 1 O 

SoJUlllRSBTSHIRli:, 

Bath-
CollectlonB... ............ 8 0 9 

Do., Limploy Stoke 6 13 7 
Do,, Twerton ...... 6 17 9 

Contribution• ......... 30 o 2 
Do., Juvenile, York 

Street ............... 10 18 0 

61 4 3 
Less e:rpenses ... 0 l 7 O 

60 7 3 
Bristol, on account ...... 166 15 7 

Contributions, for 
Haiti Ohapel ......... 77 0 0 

Frome, on account .. , ... 57 10 0 
Horsington-

Contributions, for 
Native Pr,ache,•s O 18 l 

Collectione ............... 1 6 

W1tT8HJRB, 

Corton ............. .... . ... 1 16 O 

10 3 2 
Less e:rpensee ...... & 3 2 

10 0 0 

Laverton .................. 2 13 6 pg:ui1ttoKESHffiE-

t~~fJ~i~;·::::::·:.:::·.::: 1~ ~ ~ Fishguard, Hermon-

Westbury Leigh-
Collectione ... , ...•....... 
Contributione ........ a 

Do., Sunday School 

6 8 3 
2 2 8 
2 11 3 

SOUTH WALES. 

CARMARTHENSHJRE-

Collection .............. . 
Con tri bu tion ... ....... . 

SCOTLAND. 

I 3 6 
0 2 6 

Aberdeen, George Street-
Contributions ......... 2 4 0 

Cupar-
Contributions, addi-

tional .................. l 0 0 
Helensburgb-

Do., Sunday School, Felinfoel, additional ... 0 2 6 Contributions ......... 0 12 0 
for do................ 0 I 11 

STAFJ'ORDSHll\B. 

Stall'ord-
Corfleld, Mrs. ... ...... 0 10 0 

GLAI\JOnGANSHIRB-

Dina51, Noddfa ............ 0 9 
Merthyr Tydvil, T.:1.bernacle-

Collection ............... 2 10 6 
Contribution............ I O 0 

FOREIGN. 
AlrERJCA.-

1\{ontreal-
Wenham, Mr.1o~ . ... 3 O o 

Ileceived di,ring the month of May, 1852. 

£ •· d, 
Annual Subscription, 

Stevenson, Mrs, L • 
Blackheath .... ..... ... I I 0 

Donations. 
A Dapllst, by the Editor 

of the " Church"...... 5 O O 
Barrett, Mr., Southwark O 5 0 
Byl, Mr. Leendert, New 

Orleans .... .. ............ 0 12 O 
Educational Committee 

or the Society or 
Friends, for Haiti 
School• .................. 20 0 0 

M. E ......................... 1 0 0 

LONDON AND MID8LES11:X 
AUX(LIARJES, 

Blandford Street-
Contributions, for 

Barfaal ............... 6 0 0 
Bu\tesland Street, Hoxton

Collectlons.......... ..... 3 8 O 
Camberwell-

Colleclions ............ 41 14 6 
Crnwfo1·d Street Sun• 

day Sohool, for Jn. 
tally..................... 4 O 0 

Chelsea, Paradise Chapel-
Colleotions.... ........... 4 5 

Church Street
Colleclions............... 9 10 O 

Deptford, Lower Road-
Collections... ............ 3 6 2 
Sunday School ......... O 10 o 

Eldon Strect-
Collections.......... ..... l 15 10 
Contribution• ......... 11 J 8 7 

¥ox ond Knot Court ... 3 o o 

£ •· d. £,.d. 
Flammersmitb, on ac-

count ..................... 15 0 4 
Hampstead, Hollybush Hill-

Collection ... ............ 3 8 8 
Contributions ......... 0 lj I 

Hatcbam-

BUCKINGHAMSHJR.B. 

Brickhil1, Great-
Contributions, for 

India .............. . 
Do .• Sunday School, 

for do ............... . 

I 13 0 

2 0 0 
Collections............... 4 0 6 
Contribution............ 0 /i 6 

Higbgate
Collections............... 6 17 

Kennington, Charles Street-

CUMBERUND. 
3 Cockennouth-

Contri.butlons, for 
Collections ............... 3 17 6 

Mazepond-
Collections ............... 14 3 5 

New Park Street-
Collections ............... 15 0 0 

Regent Street, Lambeth-
Collections ............... 12 15 6 

South Street, Sunday 

Natir, P,·eachers ... 0 7 0 

DURHAM. 

l\Ionkwearmouth Shore, 
Barclay Street-

Collection ............ 2 9 9 
Sunderland, Sans Street

Collections, &c.......... 6 15 3 
School, for .African 
School..................... l O 0 

Stepney College- Esssx. 
2 8 O Waltham Abbey-Collections .............. . 
0 10 o Juvenile Association 4 0 0 Sunday School ........ . 

Vernon Chapel-
Collcctions... ............ 4 8 6 
Contribution............ l 5 0 

Walworth, Lion Street-
Collection ............... 15 15 9 
Female Association, 

on account ............ 13 17 0 
Waterloo Road-

Collections. .............. 3 1 ! 
Contributions, for 

l{ative P·J"eachers ... 0 15 3 

BEDl"OllDSBIRE, 

A. S ...................... 10 0 0 
Bedford, Second Ch urcb-

Collection ............ ... ~ 0 0 

GLOUCESTEUSHII\E, 

Coleford-
Sunday School,' for 

Natfve Preachers ... 0 18 0 

HERTP'ORDSHIRb:, 

Totterldge and Whet
stone Missionary As-
sociation .............. . 

Tring-
Contributions ........ . 

KENT. 

Lewisham Road-

3 4 

3 13 0 

Collection ............... 10 0 0 
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£ S, tl, £, ~- ,1. ,. I, d, 
Contrlbutione, for Weston Super Mare- Yon1teHmE. 

Rn,. H. Hcinig's Collection ............... l 10 0 Bradford-
School .................. 10 0 0 •·From boloved do-

Sus&11x, 
parted ones," by 

LANCASRIRR, Tbos. Aked, Esq .... 6 6 0 
Brighton, Bond Street-Accrington-

Contributions, Juve- Contributions ......... 2 Ii 0 SOUTH WALES. 
nlle ..................... l IS 0 CARDTGANSHIRE-

WrLTSHIRII, Penypark-
NOllTRA1'1PTONSHIRE. Crockerton-

Collection ............... 1 10 0 
Vorwick-

Clipstonc .................. 13 0 0 Collection ............... 1 10 6 Collection ............... 1 6 a 

SOMERSETSRIRE, 
NoRTR WtLTs AND EAST SCOTLAND. 

Bristol- SOMERSET AUXILtARV- Glasgow-
Contributions, addi- Smith, Mossre. Geo. 

tional, for Haiti Beckington- and Sons 3 3 0 
Chapel ............... 2 0 0 Collection, &c ....... 5 18 0 Less expenses 0 0 6 

Cross, Rev. W. J ... 1 l 0 Bradford-
King Street- Collection ............ 2 8 0 3 2 6 

Bible Class, by Miss Contributions 16 6 0 
Gray, for Ra.iti .•. 7 14 0 Do., Sun. School 0 6 6 IRELAND. Caine-

Frome- Collection ............ 2 6 10 
Carrickfergus-

Collections- Contributions 2 0 0 
Contributions 2 8 6 

Sbeppards' Buton 6 6 0 Do., Sun. School l 9 6 
Less expenses ...... 0 0 6 

Badcox Lane 5 6 6 Devizes- 2 Public Meetinii'"" 7 0 9 Contributions ...... 11 14 8 8 0 
Contributions ......... 41 8 6 Do., Juvenile, ..... 7 0 2 

FOREIGN, 
60 9 49 9 8 JAMAICA-

Acknowledged before Less e:i:pen,es ...... 5 5 7 Annotta Bay-
and expenses......... 58 7 6 Contributions, !or 

a 4 1 .dfrica .. ,, ......... , .... 6 0 0 
l 14 3 

Oontributions on account of the Jamaica Special Fund. 

£ •. d. £ s. d. £, •· a. 
Brown, John, Esq ....... 5 0 0 Islington, by Mr. Barker 0 12 0 Sheffield-
Heriot, Mr . .T. J •• ~ ...... 2 2 0 London- Mr. E. Smith l 1 0 
Jacobson, Miss ............ l l 0 Sbouldbam Street 2 0 0 Slack Laue .................. 0 10 0 

Luton, Union Chapel::: 6 2 0 Spark Bridge-
Berkhampstead- Lyminf<(on- John Foll, Esq .......... 4 9 8 

Mr. Joseph Baldwin 1 0 0 Mr. Mursell ............ 0 0 Upottery .................. 0 10 0 
Bloxham .................. 0 13 6 Maidstone- Weston ..................... 2 11 l 
Bradford, Yorkshire- Mr. C. Waghorn ...... 1 0 0 Worcester-

"'From beloved de- Middleton Cheney ...... 2 10 6 Trotman, Miss ......... 0 10 6 
parted ones," by Newtown .................. 5 0 0 
Tho•. Akcd, Esq .... 3 10 0 Norwich, St. Mary's, 

Brickbill, Great ......... l 0 0 additional ............... 5 10 0 For West htdia Cholt1·a Fund . 
Oram pound 2 0 0 Oxford 3 19 6 ............... ..................... 
Haslingden 2 0 0 Padstow- Cardiff, Bethany ......... 6 9 2 
Hooknorton ............... 2 12 6 A Friend ··········"·" 0 5 0 Hammersmith-

Do., by Rev. J. E. Royston- Mr, Tonge ............... 0 10 0 
Henderson, ........... 2 1 6- Mrs. Carter ............ 0 0 

Subscriptions and Donations in aid of the Baptist Missionary Society will be thankfully 
received by William Brodie Gurney,Esq., and Samuel Morton Peto, Esq., M.P., TreasUl'ers, 
by the Rev. Frederick Trestrail and Edward Bean Underhill, Esq., Secretaries, at the 
Mission House, 33, Moorgate Street, LONDON: in EDINBURGH, by the Rev. Jonathan 
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MEMOIR OF THE LATE REV. JAMES ALEXANDER HALDANE. 

BEFORE the late pastor of the bapti$t 
church which assembled in the Taber
nacle, Edinburgh, was renewed by 
divine grace, he was an intelligent, 
high-minded, energetic naval officer. 
The work recently published by his son, 
entitled "Memoirs of the Lives of 
Robert Haldane of Aithrey, and of his 
brother, James Alexander Haldane," 
furnishes many interesting illustrations 
of his character and habits in early 
life, when far from God, and of the 
unusual nature of his preparation for 
the Christian ministry. 

One of these occurred when Mr. 
Haldane was third officer of an East 
Indiaman. "The ship was crowded 
with passengers ; amongst these there 
was a cavalry officer, who was returning 
home,-a notorious shot, a successful 
duellist, and much of a bul'ly. It after
wards appeared that he had been forced 
to leave the King's service, in conse
quence of his quarrelsome temper and 
aptitude for such brawls. In the course 
of the voyage he made himself very 
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disagreeable, and was rather an object 
of dread. On one occasion some high 
words occurred between him and Mr. 
James Haldane, arising out of a propo
sal to make the latter a party to a 
paltry trick, designed to provoke an 
irritable invalid as he lay in his cot 
with his door open, and was, in fact, 
actually dying. Mr. J. Haldane's in
dignant refusal issued in this captain's 
taking an opportunity deliberately and 
publicly to insult him at the mess-table, 
when, in return for a somewhat con
temptuous retort, the aggressor threw a 
glass of wine in Mr. Haldane's face. He 
little knew the spirit which he evoked. 
To rise from his seat and dash at the 
head of the assailant a heavy ship's 
tumbler was the work of an instant. 
Providentially the missile was pitched 
too high, pulverfaed against the beam of 
the cabin, and descended in a liquid 
shower upon the offending dragoon. A 
challenge ensued, and Mr. J. Haldane 
consulted with a friend as to the pro
priety of accepting it. That the chal-

3 H 
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lenger was under a cloud with his 0~71 

regiment was certain, although the 
particulars were unknown, and it was 
decided that it was optional to accept 
or decline the cartel. But, as the 
matter was then doubtful, it was ruled 
that, in obedience to the code of honour, 
it was safer to give the captain the 
benefit of the doubt ; and he was him
self the more clear on the point, as the 
reputation of the challenger as a shot 
might prob_ably be regarded as having 
influenced a refusal. 

" The preliminaries being arranged, 
it was agreed that they should meet at 
the Cape of Good Hope; but the captain 
of the ship suspecting mischief, refused 
leave to land. The meeting was accord
ingly postponed till they arrived at St. 
Helena, when they all went ashore, un
observed, very early in the morning. 
The night before, James Haldane made 
his will, wrote a letter of farewell to his 
brother, in the event of his death, and 
then went to bed, and slept so soundly 
that he did not awake till he was 
called. It happened that, owing to the 
apprehension of being observed and de
tained, the duellists had only one case 
of pistols, which belonged to Mr. Hal
dane's second, a uaval officer of some 
distinction, afterwards better known, 
during the war, as Admiral Donald 
Campbell, who commanded the Portu
guese fleet, and also enjoyed a pension 
for services rendered to Lord St. Vincent 
and Lord Nelson. The two antagonists 
were placed at twelve paces distant, 
and were to fire together and by signal. 
Before the pistol was given into Mr. J. 
Haldane's hand, his second, in a low 
tone, repeated what he had before told 
him, that this was a case in which he 
must have no scruple about shooting his 
challenger ; that it was not a common 
duel, but a case of self-preservation, 
and that one or the other must fall. 
The signal was given, and, as Mr. J. 
Haldane raised his pistol, with strange 

inconsistency he breathed the seore 
prayer-' Father, into thy hands I com
mend my spirit ;' thus verifying the 
observation of Tertullian, that in mo
ments of imminent danger men invo
luntarily call upon God, acknowledging 
his presence and his providence, even 
when they seem practically to forget his 
existence and trample on his laws. 
With this prayer in his heart, and, as 
Admiral Campbell testified, with his eye 
fixed on his antagonist, without a symp
tom of trepidation, he calmly drew the 
trigger, when his pistol burst, the con
tents flying upwards, and a fragment of 
the barrel inflicting a wound in his 
face. The other pistol missed fire, and 
the challenger immediately intimated, 
through his second, that he was so well 
satisfied with the honourable conduct 
of Mr. Haldane, that he was willing 
that the affair should terminate. This 
message was accepted as sufficient. 
Bowing to each other, they parted with 
civility, but, as might be anticipated, 
without reconciliation. To such mat
ters he scarcely ever alluded, but the 
facts were known to his brother and by 
him repeated not long before his death. 

"As a contrast to the spirit manifested 
in this affair, it may be ment~oned that, 
about ten years after this duel, Mr. 
James Haldane happened to be at Bux
ton, in the public room of one of the 
great hotels. There was a window open 
near the place where Mrs. J. Haldane 
was seated, and fearing, on her account, 
the effects of the draught, he shut it. 
A swaggering young man, more intent 
to display his self-consequence than his 
gallantry, with great rudeness imme
diately re-opened it. Mr. J. Haldane 
said, 'There was a time, sir, when I 
should have resented this impertinence, 
but I have since learned to forgive in
juries and to overlook insults.' 

"At the period of which we write 
'affairs of honour,' as they are mis
called, were of frequent occurrence, and 
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those who chose to live under the ty
ranny of the world felt it frequently 
impossible to escape. Indeed, from his 
ardent temperament and almost pro
digal courage, it is perhaps matter of 
surprise, considering the spirit of the 
times, that such a young man was not 
oftener thus involved. It has been said 
by his contemporaries, that this was 
partly owing to the fact that his known 
determination usually shielded him from 
provocation, and partly that his natural 
disposition being amiable, the spirit 
which would not brook an insult was 
equally averse to offer provocation. In 
themselves, duelling and personal quar
rels were abhorrent to his nature, and, 
more than once, when his co-operation 
as a second was requested, he was the 
means of effecting reconciliation with
out bloodshed. In one of these cases, 
both of the intended belligerents had 
requested to be allowed to place their 
honour in his hands, and refusing to act 
against either as an antagonist, he was 
enabled to arrange the matter to their 
mutual satisfaction. 

" There was, indeed, one occasion, 
some years afterwards, which· attracted 
much attention at the time, when he 
was the means of preventing a duel be
tween a friend of his and a very noto
rious colonel, who, not many years ago, 
wrote his own memoirs, under the title 
of a baronetcy, which he had assumed 
without legal authority, on the ground 
of collateral descent. This colonel had 
fought more duels than most men, and 
was equally expert at his pistol or his 
rapier. He had frequently wounded, 
and, at least, in one affair, killed his 
antagonist. Sitting in a large party at 
a dinner-table, after the ladies had 
withdrawn, at the house of his brother
in-law, in the neighbourhood of Stirling, 
the belligerent colonel engaged in a 
trifling dispute with an elderly and 
much respected gentleman, at whose 
head he finally levelled a decanter. 

This act of violence had been preceded 
by a torrent of abuse which moved the 
indignation of the whole company, 
although every one, including their host 
himself, seemed paralyzed. Scarcely 
had the decanter sped its way, when, 
at the same moment, the colonel's own 
collar was seized by the muscular arm 
of a young man sitting by his side, and 
he himself and his chair were suddenly 
projected into the middle of the room. 
Rising from the ground, his paroxysm 
of rage now sought another object of 
attack, but he was so calmly confronted 
by the steady eye and determined bear
ing of James Haldane, whose character 
was well known to him; that he involun
tarily and obviously cooled. He con
tented himself by hastily demanciing 
the meaning of this uncalled-for inter
ference in a quarrel that was not his, 
and being briefly but emphatically told 
that it was to prevent violence in his 
company, the irate duellist once more 
turned his reproaches on the original 
object of his ungovernable fury, and 
with great skill adopting the words of 
the unwelcome pacificator as a satis
factory explanation, walked out of the 
room, exclaiming, 'As for my friend, 
Captain Haldane, his object was only to 
prevent violence.' The gentleman who 
had been so rudely insulted was himself 
an old colonel, and at first considered · 
that he was obliged ' to demand satis
faction,' but the two brothers went to 
his house the next day and succeeded 
in convincing him that he was absolved 
by the subsequent recontre from any 
such obligation. So far as the aggressor 
was himself concerned, it seemed as if 
a spell had been broken ; the terror 
which was connected with his name 
was dissipated. He shortly afterwards 
went abroad, and never again returned 
to reside in Scotland.'' 

Some years afterwards, in 1793, when 
a large East India fleet was detained 
some months in the Downs, the crew of 
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the DllUon was in :t state of mutiny, 
and had begun to arm themselves with 
shot, iron bars, &c. commencing a deter
mined attack on the quarter deck. The 
officers having lost their command, were 
firing pistol-shots overhead, and serious 
apprehension was felt lest the men 
should gain access to the ship's gun
powder, and madly end the strife by 
their o'l'.·n death and that of all on 
board. "It was at this critical moment 
that Captain Haldane, of the l\Ielville 
Castle, appeared at the side of the vessel. 
His approach was the signal for renewed 
and angry tumults. The shouts of the 
officers, ' Come on board ; come on 
board,' were drowned by the cries of 
the mutineers, 'Keep off, or we'll sink 
you.' The scene was appalling, and to 
venture into the midst of the angry 
crew seemed to be an act of daring 
almost amounting to rashness. Order
ing his men to veer round by the stern, 
in a few moments Captain IIaldane was 
on the quarter-deck. His first object 
was to restore to the officers composure 
and presence of mind. He peremptorily 
refused to head an immediate attack on 
the mutineers, but very calmly reason
ing with the men, cutlass in hand, tell
ing them that they had no business 
there, and asking what they hoped to 
effect in the presence of twenty sail of 
the line, the quarter-deck was soon 
cleared. But, observing that there was 
still much confusion, and inquiring at 
the same time from the officers where 
the chief danger lay, he was down 
immediately at the very point of alarm. 
Two of the .crew, intoxicated with 
spirits, and more hardy than the rest, 
were at the deor of the powder magazine, 
threatening with horrid oaths that 
whether it should prove heaven or hell 
they would blow up the ship. One of 
them was in the act of wrenching off 
the iron bars from the doors, whilst the 
other had a shovel full of live coals, 
ready to throw in ! Captain Haldane, 

instantly putting a pistol to the breast 
of the man with the iron bar, told him 
that if irn stirred he was a dead man. 
Calling at the same time for the irons 
of the ship, as if disobedience were out 
of the question, he saw them placed, 
first on this man and then on_the other. 
The rest of the ringleaders were then 
secured, when the crew, finding that 
they were overpowered, and receiving 
the assurance that none should be 
removed that night, became quiet, and 
the captain returned to his own ship. 
Next day, the chief mutineers were put 
on board the Regulus, king's ship, and 
the rest of the crew went to their duty 
peaceahly." 

Soon after his marriage, in the same 
year, ·Oaptain Haldane sold his com
missioR and retired from the service. 
His mind now became occupied with 
religious inquiry, and a great change 
took place of which he gave subsequently 
this account :-

" On my return to Scotland, I con
tinued to inquire about religion more 
from a conviction of its importance than 
any deep conviction of sin. I was, how
ever, sensible I had been a great -sinner, 
but my views of God's mercy were such 
that I was under no great alarm. A 
Socinian minister with whom I met was 
of use to me (a Mr. Edwards), not from 
conversation, but because his opinions 
brought the great my-stery of godliness 
under my consideration. When I heard 
of the controversy respecting the person 
of Christ, it did not seem to me of very 
great importance. I had what the 
world calls charity for both parties, 
thinking both were Christians. When 
the matter was discussed I took the 
side to which I had been accustomed, 
but I had hardly any opinion on the 
subject. A conversation I heard between 
a person who was arguing, if not in 
favour of Socinianism, at least taking 
from them any degree of guilt or danger 
for their opinions, and an eminently 
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pious man, now in glory, struck me them. I did, however, consider the 
much. The latter was not disputing Scripture as a certain authority. As 
for victory, but maintaining that truth soon as I found it against any of my 
which was sweeter to his soul than the opinions, I readily gave them up. My 
honey-comb. Christ was precious to thoughts began now to be particularly 
him, and he justly considered that those turned to election, a doctrine which, 
could not be his friends who degraded indeed, was foolishness unto me ; it 
his character. I shall never forget the seemed so irrational, that I thought I 
earnestness with which he said, 'If I should never embrace it. A good minis
did not know my Saviour to be God, I ter, with whom I frequently conversed 
should this night lie down in despair; on the subject, told me, I should by and 
the Scriptures could, in this case, con- by change my opinion. I thought it 
vey no comfort to my mind.' The ex- impossible: and so much attached was 
pression struck me much, and led me I to my own way of thinking, that I 
to compare my views of Christ with his. could hardly suppose that sensible, 
I compared the Scriptures which he and good men, did really believe the con
others quoted, and the result was a trary. I always thought that I had 
conviction that Jesus was indeed the the better in argument on this subject. 
Son of the living God. I took some I was well pleased to enter upon it, and 
opportunities of conversing with the although every convenation left me 
pers:m to whom I have alluded, and, more established in my own opinion, 
being desirous of having my mind satis- yet they were afterwards of use. Once 
fied and of submitting to the truth, I in particular that minister read to me 
soon became more established in this the first chapter of the Ephesians, and 
fundamental and most important of all said, if the doctrine was not clearly 
truths. Conversations I had with two established by that passage, any meaning 
pious ministers were also very useful whatever might be affixed to Scripture. 
to me. They saw I was inquiring, that This passage made some impression on 
I was indeed desirous to know the my mind. But however erroneous my 
truth, and bore with much self-confi- views were, my whole thoughts were 
dence which I displayed in argument, engrossed about religion. Having 
of which, at that time, I was particu- nothing particular to occupy my attcn
larly fond. Fuller's 'Comparison of tion, I meditated on these things and 
Calvinism and Socinianism' was pecu- gave myself wholly to them. I hardly 
liarly useful to me, not so much from read any but religious books, and it was 
the general argument, which is admira- my chief concern to know the will of 
bly conducted, as that it "brought into God. This, however, afforded food for 
my view that text in Job where he ex- pride,-! thought my attainments were 
presses self-loathing and abhorrence. great, and had much self-righteousness. 
I saw that my views of sin must be Although I professed that my hope was 
very inadequate, and I asked of God to tixed iD Jesus Christ, yet my doings 
teach me all He would have me to were not wholly forgotten. I gradually, 
know. I shall here remark, that the moreover, got clearer views of the 
principal benefit I received from reading Gospel; and, in reading the Acts of the 
other books than the Bible was, that Apostles, xvii. 4-8, ' As many as were 
they explained to me more fully those ordained to eternal life believed,' my 
doctrines of which I was before satisfied, whole system, as to free will, was over
for I was too fond of my own opunons turned. I saw that being ordained to 
to read those books which opposed I eternal life was not the consequence of 
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faith, but that the children of God l1e
licYed because they were thus ordained. 
This gave a considerable blow to my 
self-righteousness, and hencefort.11 I 
re>ad the Scriptures more in a childlike 
spirit., for hitherto I was often obliged 
to search for some interpretation of 
Scripture which would agree with my 
system. I now saw more of the freeness 
of the grace of the Gospel and the 
necessity of being horn again, and was 
daily looking for satisfactory evidence 
of this change. My desire was now set 
upon frames and feelings, instead of 
building on the sure foundation. I got 
no comfort in this way. Gradually be
coming more dissatisfied with myself, 
being convinced especially of the sin of 
unbelief, I wearied myself with looking 
for some wonderful change to take 
place,-some inward feeling, by which 
I might know that I was born again. 
The method of resting simply on the 
promises of God, which are yea and 
amen in Jesus Christ, was too plain and 
easy, and like Naaman, the Syrian, in
stead of bathing in Jordan and being 
clean, I would have some great work in 
my mind to substitute in place of Jesus 
Christ. The Lord gradually opened my 
eyes; He always dealt with me in the 
tenderest manner, and kept me from 
those horrors of mind which, in my 
ignorance and pride, J had often desired 
as a proof of my conversion. The dis
pensations of his providence towards 
me much favoured the teaching which 
He has vouch~afed to afford. The con
versations of some of the Lord's people 
with whom I was acquainted were help
ful to my soul; and, in particular, I 
may here add, that the knowledge of 
Scripture which I acquired in early life 
was very useful to me when my views 
were directed to the great concerns 
of eternity. Many things were then 
brought to my remembrance which I 
had le~rned when young, although they 
seemed wholly to have escaped while I 

was living in forgetfulness of God. In
stead of those deep convictions which 
are experienced by some with much 
horror of mind, the Lord has rather 
shown me the evil of sin in the suffer
ings of his dear Son, and in the mani
festation of that love which, whilst it 
condemns the past ingratitude, seals 
the pardon of the believing sinner. In 
short, I now desire to feel, and hope, in 
some measure, that I do feel, as a sinner 
who looks for salvation freely by grace ; 
who prefers this method of salvation to 
every other, because thereby God is 
glorified through Jesus Christ, and the 
pride of human glory stained. I desire 
daily to see more of my own unworthi
ness, and that Jesus Christ may be more 
precious to my soul. I depend on him 
for sanctification as well as for deliver
ance from wrath, and am in some 
measure (would it were more!) con
vinced of my own weakness and his all
sufficiency. When I have most comfort, 
then does sin appear most hateful ; and 
I am in some measure made to rejoice 
in the hope of being completely delivered 
from it by seeing, in all his beauty, Him 
who was dead and is alive, and liveth 
for evermore. Amen.' 

" These were the notes of Mr. J. A. 
Haldane's confession of faith on tbe 
occasion of his ordination. He held 
fast the beginning of his confidence 
stedfast to the end, and with unswerv
ing consistency maintained the same 
doctrines down to the very close of 
life." 

It is not wonderful that with a heart 
thus affected, a man of Capt. Haldane's 
determined character should adopt 
prompt, vigorous, and unusual proceed
ings for making known the salva
tion of Christ to others. " For some 
time after I knew the truth," he 
writes, " I had no thoughts towards 
the ministry. My attention was di
rected to the study of the scriptures 
and other religious books, for my own 
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improvement, and because I found 
much pleasure in them. When I first 
lived in my own house, I began family 
worship on Sabbath evenings. I was 
unwilling to have it more frequently, 
lest I should meet with ridicule from 
my acquaintance. A conviction of duty 
at length determined me to begin to 
have it every morning, but I assembled 
the family in a back-room for some 
time, lest any one should come in. I 
gradually got over this fear of man, and 
being desirous to instruct those who 
lived in my family, I began to expound 
the scriptures. I found this pleasant 
and edifying to myself, and it has 
been one chief means by which the 
Lord prepared me for speaking in 
public.", . . . . "The success of a jour
ney to the west country increased my 
desire of going through the north, not 
to preach but to establish schools, while 
I was to be accompanied by a minister 
from England, who should preach in 
the towns and villages. Before we set 
out our plan was enlarged. Another 
Christian brother_ (Mr. Aikman), with 
whom I had become particularly inti
mate in a prayer meeting, who had 
studied for the ministry, agreed to ac
company us, and both he and I began 
to preach in a neighbouring village 
about the same time." 

" The people flocked in crowds to 
hear Mr. Aikman and the Sea-Captain. 
The parish minister, who had been at 
first quiescent, now burned with indig
nation, and took means to deprive them 
of the school-house, in which they had 
hitherto preached, and which had been 
filled to o,·erflowing. But Mr. Falconer, 
a pious tradesman, procured a spacious 
loft as a substitute, and when this was 
found insufficient, a large barn, which 
continued to be filled to excess by the 
people, who flocked from the neighbour
hood, and listened with interest to their 
earnest and affectionate appeals. About 
this time an incident occurred, which 

Mr. James Haldane mentioned with 
emotion not long before his death, in 
conversing with the surviving sister of 
Mr. Aikman, who was one of the last 
persons he visited. He was crossing 
the High street near the market, then 
held round the Tron Church, when a 
countryman, dressed like a miller, with 
a whip tied over his shoulder, rushed 
across the street, and eagerly holding 
out his hand, said, ' Oh ! sir, I'm glad 
to see you.' Mr. J. Haldane, surprised 
at this familiarity, replied, ' I do not 
know you.' 'Ah ! sir,' exclaimed the 
honest carter, as the big tear rolled 
down his manly cheek, 'but I know 
you, for you preached the gospel to me 
at Gilmerton.' " 

He now felt himself to be in a new 
position. "The idea of leading the 
retired life of a country gentleman was 
at an end. He had assumed a new 
character, incurred new responsibilities, 
and attracted to himself the notice of 
all Scotland. He had 'put his hand to 
the plough ' in the gospel field, and to 
have drawn back after such encourage
ment would have seemed an act of 
spiritual rebellion and deep ingratitude. 
The slumbers of a careless and worldly 
clergy had been broken,-the attention 
of the people had been aroused ; and 
whilst the 'gospel had been received by 
many, a still greater number began to 
inquire, What must we do to be saved l 
There was great excitement, and withal 
not a little irritation. Some derided 
his zeal as the ebullition of a distem
pered brain, whilst by those who knew 
th,tt he spoke ' the words of truth and 
soberness,' the question was eager 1 y 
canvassed, What confers authority to 
preach 1 Various opinions were ex
pressed even by good men, and by 
enemies to the truth lay preaching was 
loudly and bitterly denounced." 

" Encouraged by past success, and by 
the prayers and good wishes of Chris
tians of many denominations, i\Ir. 
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,fames Haldane and Mr. Aikman set off 
on their second extensive tour on 
Thursday, the 14th June, 1798, travel
ling by Peebles, Biggar, Hamilton, 
Greenock, &c., into Ayrshire and Gal
loway, preaching the gospel in all these 
districts, and finally completing their 
circuit home by way of Berwick. The 
attention which they excited was as 
great in the west and south of Scotland, 
as it had been in the north. Multitudes 
flocked to hear the gospel, and to the 
hearts of many it was brought home 
with power. In some places they en
countered more opposition than before, 
and especially at Ayr, where Mr. J. 
Haldane was interrupted in preaching 
at the market-cross, and summoned 
before the magistrates, who had been 
incited to interfere. But he had done 
nothing unlawful, and he was not a 
man to yield to intimidation. He was 
threatened with imprisonment if he 
should preach on the following day, as 
he had announced ; but he assured the 
magistrates that menaces without law
ful sanction were of no avail. He would 
not indeed preach at the cross, or at 
any place to which just exception might 
be taken, but simply in preaching he 

infringed no law, and, on the contrary, 
was protected by the Toleration Act. 
'Depend upon it,' said one of them
' depend upon it, that you will be 
arrested.' Mr. Haldane replied, 'And 
depend upon it, Sir, I shall be punctual 
to my appointment.' He was on the 
ground at the appointed time, and 
preached to a great audience without 
molestation. One of the gentlemen 
most eager in opposition was a county 
magistrate, lately returned from India 
with a large fortune. In the course 
of this altercation, having di~covered 
who the preacher was, and that they 
had mutual friends, he was disposed 
to treat him with greater courtesy, 
although still persisting in the deter
mination to put down field-preach
ing. He appeared on the ground next 
day, with some other magistrates, as if 
intending to carry their threat into 
force. Mr. J. Haldane proceeded, fear
less of their menaces. They listened 
in silence, offered no interruption, and 
went away seemingly awed and solemn
ized." 

Further than this we must not pro
ceed now, but we hope to resume the 
narrative next month. 

THE MINISTRY SUITED TO THE TIMES. 

AN ADDRESS TO THE STUDENTS OF THE BAPTIST COLLEGE, BRISTOL, AT THE 

CLOSE OF THE SESSION, JUNE 30, 1852. 

BY THE REV. STEPHEN J. DAVIS. 

DE.A.R BRETHREN,-The characteris- When the topic suggested by these 
ties of the ministry suited to the times words first presented itself to my mind 
is the subject on which I propose, in a I hesitated to adopt it, because a kindred 
fraternal spirit, to address you on this topic had recently been discoursed of 
occasion. The language of the Divine before the Baptist Union, by our vene
:Master, though not to be employed pre- rated father in the ministry, Dr. Cox; 
cistly as a text, may be quoted as whose exercise I had not the privilege 
appropriate and suggestive :-" How is of hearing, and have• not yet had the 
it that ye do not understand this time 1" pleasure of perusing. But I could not 
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clismiss it: no other appeared so suitable. 
I mention the circumstance as serving 
to show the importance of the subject : 
it presents itself just now spontaneously, 
and almost inevitably, to different 
minds ; forcing itself on thought, and 
refusing to give place to any other. The 
time allotted for the preparation of the 
address, originally too limited, has been, 
I am sorry to say, seriously lessened by 
engagements and anxieties not antici
pated, and not to be foregone. I trust, 
therefore, you will receive with candour 
the few thoughts to be submitted to 
your consideration ; and· accept "the 
will for the deed" as to what, in other 
circumstances, might have been better. 

That the times are marked by pe
culiar characteristics, many of which 
will be noticed in the progress of 
this exercise ; that they are specially 
important, viewed in relation to what 
they destroy, and produce, and re-pro
duce-as the crisis to which the world, 
has long been coming, to be foUowed, it 
is hoped, by a healthier and happier 
condition - as the grand connecting 
link between the preparatory past and 
realizing future ; and that it is of the 
last importance to their right guidance 
and ultimate issues that the Christian 
ministry should be suited to their exi
gencies, are points which may be 
assumed-which need not be argued or 
illustrated. The kind of ministry which 
is suitable is the point to which it is 
deemed important, just now, to direct 
your attention. A valuable end will be 
gained if you can get a definitive and 
vivid apprehension of· the sort of men 
you are expected to become, and must 
become, if you are to " serve your gene
ration by the will of God." A proper 
standard of ministerial character and 
qualification, in harmony with the duties 
and conflicts which await you, will 
assist to elevate your conceptions of the 
magnitude of your future work ; and 
make you, in the pursuit of your prepara-

voL. xv.-1,•oum:11 sERI~s. 

tory studies,at once humble and spiritual, 
earnest and laborious. Let it he dis
tinctly under'!tood that I pronounce no 
opinion about the existing ministry, 
young or old. Assuredly I stand not 
here as the accuser of my brethren ; 
and it is no part of my present duty to 
defend them. My object is simply to 
convey to your minds the idea which is 
in my own of the kind of ministry 
which the characteristics of the times 
appear to require. 

J. lT MAY BE OBSERVED FIRST, A:;'D 

GENERALLY, THAT THE TDfES REQuIRE 

A MINISTRY NOT 0:;'LY DECIDEDLY, m:;r 

EMINENTLY rrous. All times, indeed, 
require piety. Some other qualifica
tions very desirable,-nay, desirable in 
the highest degree, may be dispensed 
with ; this is indispensable. Talents 
however brilliant, genius however fasci
nating, learning however profound, 
eloquence however commanding, supply 
no adequate substitutes for decided 
11ersonal religion. Where this is want
ing-the spirit, the unction, which per
vades true ministerial life is wanting ; 
the motive to action is rotten ; and it 
is impossible, in the nature of things, 
that.ministerial work should be suitably, 
completely, efficiently done. All charges 
to ministers, therefore, all addresses to 
students, give deserved emphatic pro
minence to the indispensableness of 
earnest piety. 

A little serious reflection on some of 
the characteristics of '' this time" will 
show that eminent personal religion is 
required now ; that the minister should 
not only be a Christian indeed, but 
intensely a Christian. Selfishness, though 
cloaking itself under a thousand specious 
disguises, is seen, even by those under 
its influence, to be the prevailing prin
ciple. If Christian ministers, instead of 
largely sharing, are to be comparatively 
free from it, and able with the power of 
consistency both to denounce it and 
l'ecommend the opposite principle, their 

;I I 
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hearts must be tilled to overflowing 
with the love of God and souls. It is 
generally admitted, by many deplored, 
that the church is grievously pervaded 
by a worldly spirit, and characterized 
by worldly conformity ; that the tide of 
worldliness has set in so strongly as 
well nigh, in many directions, to have 
broken down the wall of separation be
tween the people of Christ and the men 
of the world. If Christian ministers 
are not themselves to be carried away 
with it; if they are to stem the torrent, 
and turn it back, they must emphati
cally live and labour under the" powers 
of the world to come." Besides having 
to engage in works of evangelical, mi
nisters have to take their part in works 
of general benevolence ; much public 
business is thrown upon them ; they 
are looked for in the social circle, and 
are expected to be largely acquainted 
with the current literature. Every day 
they meet with much which tends to 
dissipate and secularize the mind. How 
necessary that there should be a deep 
well-spring of piety in the soul, continu
ally replenished by intercourse with the 
great fountain of purity and power. If 
by intellectual activity, the times are 
also characterized by intellectual pride. 
Never before, perhaps, was it at once so 
intense and generally diffused. Minis
ters are in special danger from this 
quarter ; the more so, as the first and 
chief inquiry in many of the churches 
is for an intellectual ministry. How 
can they escape the danger, as subtle 
in its workings as it is disastrous in 
its effects, but as they abound in the 
grace of God 1 By multitudes the old 
Christian evidences are unheeded and 
despised; if convinced at all it must be 
by living proofs of the vital power of 
Christianity. The church of Christ 
must embody in the most attractive 
forms the religion of Christ. Verily mi -
nisters need be Christians in the highest 
sty le, if they are to give, and lead their 

people to give, practical exhibitions of 
the genius and influence of Christianity 
adequate to the dem:mds of such times 
as these. I might, as you are aware, 
carry this train of remark much further; 
hut sufficient perhaps has been advanced 
to show, in general, that the times re
quire an eminently godly ministry. 

II. T1IE THIES REQUIRE A nlINISTltY IN

TELLIGENTLY AND CORDIALLY ATTACHED 

TO EVANGELICAL TRUTII, In other words 
they require au eminently Christian 
ministry to teach emphatically Christi
anity. An intelligent attachment to 
evangelical truth implies that it has 
been studied carefully and devoutly in 
the pages of the New Testament itself, 
aided by the lights of modern criticism. 
The thing required is a comprehensive 
knowledge of the gospel, not according 
to some human version of it ; not as 
taught by Calvin or any other favourite 
divine; not as exhibited in the creed of 
this or the standards of the other c;:hurch, 
but as communicated in its purity and 
glory in the writings of inspired men. 
At all times important, an intelligent 
acquaintance with the gospel is spe
cially important at" this time." The age 
distances in general intelligence all pre
ceding ages; it would be utterly incon
gruous, therefore, if Christian ministers 
had other than an intelligent and com
prehensive knowledge of the gospel. As 
many, who reject, are doing their utmost 
to undermine Christianity, it is of con
sequence that its defenders should un
derstand and assert it in its scriptural 
simplicity, breadth, and harmony; that 
men may have no excuse for boasting 
that they have overthrown it when they 
have only overthrown human versions 
of it, more or less spurious and untrue. 
To the pride of the human heart the 
truth itself is sufficiently unpalatable; 
its unacceptableness need not be gra
tuitously aggravated by worn-out tech
nicalities not essential to its clear and 
full announcement, and which serve 
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only to confirm hostility and dis
like. 

Cordial attachment is equally indis
pensable. Only as cordially held, in a 
firm persuasion of its divine origin, in 
believing loving hearts which have ex
perienced its power will the gospel be 
proclaimed, at any rate with the fulness 
and zeal necessary to success; only as it 
is proclaimed can men be saved! It is 
the sole divine remedy for the corrupt 
and perishing; catholic, as adapted and 
to be made known to all; exclusive, as 
permitting no substitute and no rival. 
Men are to be rescued from the thraldom 
~nd consequences of sin, neither by the 
heathenism of ancient Greece nor of mo
dern Germany. Their case is to be met 
not by mysticism, but by the divine 
mysteries of the incarnation and the 
cross; not by transcendentalism, but by 
what the Spirit of God has plainly taught; 
not by some modification of Carlyle
ism, Emersonianism, or "philosophy 
falsely so called," but by the revelations 
of the New Testament. Even the ethics 
of the Christian system shifted from 
their proper place, given other than 
their appointed work, will be of no 
avail. Christian practice is the product 
of Christian principles ; and these of 
Christian doctrines. To expect the ma
nifestations of Christ's life apart from 
Christ's truth, is to look for the effect 
without the cause; fruit without vital 
juices; a superstructure without a foun
dation. We are not to be satisfied even 
with the Christianity of the transition 
class of German divines who, all honour 
to them, are nobly working their own 
way and leading their countrymen back 
from rationalism to true Christianity; 
we are to be satisfied with nothing short 
of the gospel in its scriptural complete
ness and glory. 

The cordial attachment to evangelical 
truth, necessary at all times, is parti
cularly necessary at "this time." Many 
earnestly, though for the most part 

covertly, assail it ; it can only he ade
quately defended therefore by those 
earnestly and intelligently attached to 
it. Some who would pass for its friends, 
instead of giving it prominent place in 
their ministrations, seldom mention its 
distinctive doctrines. Because preach
ing has been too exclusively doctrinal, 
going to the opposite extreme, they 
make it too exclusively practical. Not 
a few want to banish, not only tech
nicalities and human additions, but 
the characteristic and essential truths 
of the Christian system. They would 
have not merely more accurate state
ments and fresh illustrations ; but 
quite new teachers and new truths, 
dignified and passed off with the Chris
tian name. Under these circumstances, 
if the great ends of the ministry are to 
be secured ; if Christ is to be honoured ; 
if the lost are to be saved ; it is 
all-important that Christian ministers 
should hold fast, and hold forth the great 
verities of the gospel, intelligently, firmly, 
lovingly, and continually ; that, however 
large their views and wide their excur
sions, the cross should be the centre 
from which they start, to which they 
return, and of which in their progress 
they never lose sight. 

Cordial and intelligent attachment to 
evangelical truth implies like attach
ment to the inspired book that reveals it. 
At a time when loose and erroneous 
views of inspiration, the fruits of a 
false philosophy, are prevalent, this is 
of great importance. Europe was 
recovered to a true Christianity through 
the zealous agency of men who pro
foundly revered, earnestly studied, tho
roughly submitted to, and were pene
trated through their whole being with 
the spirit of the bible; and·only by the 
agency of similar men, born of the 
scriptures, intensely revering and loving 
the scriptures, "mighty in the scrip
tures," can a true Christianity, in such 
times as these, be maintained and ex-
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tended in the nation and in 
earth. 

}TI. THE TI1\!ES REQUIRE A MlNIS".'llY 

the be familiar with man's physical struc
ture, and diseases, and the remedies 
adapted to recover him, than that the 
Christian minister should master all 
that can be known of the structure, 
condition, and workings of man's moral 
nature. S.uch knowledge can least of 
all be dispensed with at "this time." 
It is one of the many strange and 
apparently inconsistent charact.eristics 
of the day that, notwithstanding their 
worldliness and scepticism, men want 
religious teachers to deal with them as 
men ; to address their reason, their 
conscience, their souls. They .are tired 
of mere abstract disquisitions, and doc
trinal essays. They want in the pulpit 
not long and profound trains of reason
ing, to be mastei:ed only in the study 
and in books; not brilliant coruscations 
which dazzle and confound; but plain, 
strong, rapid logic ; vigorously, pun
gently, sent right home to the con
science and the heart That ministers 
may be qualified to deal thus directly 
and closely with men, they must under
stand human nature .as it may be under
stood from philosophy, observation, self
inspection, and above all from the word 
of God. 

WHICI! DNDEHSTANDS AND SYMPATHISES 

W!Tll HUMAN NATURE, They are pro
verbially marked by mental activity 
and the spread of general information. 
Never was them so much thinking, 
although much of it of course is suffi
ciently crude. Never was there such a 
demand for knowledge; never such a 
supply. Thousands are occupied in 
producing it, - brnins, :pens, printing 
presses, night and day, all !l.re at work; 
tens of thousands in acquiring it. No 
longer confined to the professions, or to 
men of learned leisure, it not only 
ascends the heights, but descends to the 
very depths and dregs of society. Chris
tian ministers, therefore, to be efficient 
must be able to deal with working mind; 
keep abre!l.st, and even in advance of 
the general intelligence ; and be com
petent to draw with facility and accu
racy facts, reasonings, illustrations, from 
the ever widening range o_f .science, 
philosophy, and general literature. 

But the knowledge of human nature 
is to the Christian minister specially 
necessary. Throughout his whole course 
he has to deal with and act upon it ; 
to instruct it ; as a sub-ordinate agent, 
to change it; to defend it from danger; 
and guide it to "glory, honour, and im
mortality." His mission is to recover, 
elevate, bless humanity. How im
portant that he should understand it, 
mentally considered, and morally, and 
physically, at least in these two rela
tions; that he should be well acquainted 
with its powers, aptitudes, and suscep
til1ilities ; that he should be thoroughly 
convinced of its corruption; and both 
kn0w its errors, prejudices, subterfuges, 
and how it may be most successfully 
approached, reasoned with, influenced, 
and gained over to the cause of God 
ancl its own best interests. Not more 
necessary is it that the physician should 

Sympathy should ever accompany 
knowledge ; the latter being of little 
avail without the former. Knowledge, 
indeed, is power; but knowledge fired 
and directed by sympathy is immensely 
greater power. Men are so constituted 
as to be addressed effectually only by 
those who, besides under~tanding their 
case, deeply feel for them, and earnestly 
desire their r~covery and happiness. It 
is on this principle that men are em
ployed, not angels, - men who can 
speak from experience of the necessity 
and power of the "great salvation ; " 
who have felt the workings both of the 
impenitent, and of the penitent and 
believing heart. It is on this principle 
they are sent to preach the gospel ; the 
appeal from sympathy to sympathy, 
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from heart to heart, being much more 
rapid, vivid, and effective by this than 
hy any other process. It is on this 
principle that there is such divine 
adaptation in the love of Christ to 
" constrain" men. It is the love of 
one who has condescended to identify 
himself with our nature ; who is 
"touched with the feeling of our in
firmities ;" who was "tempted as we 
are, yet without sin." 

At "this time" sympathy is pre-emi
nently necessary. Reasonably or un
reasonably, many have the conviction 
that we are indifferent to their social 
condition ; and they are alienated from 
Christians and Christian ministers 
accordingly. What so likely to win 
them to a more cordial state of mind as 
the natural, healthful, sustained mani
festation, as opportunity offers, of large
viewed and large-hearted sympathy 1 
It is one of the most noticeable features 
of the times that certain classes are 
beginning to inquire and enter into the 
condition of classes below them in the 
social scale. It is not enough that 
Christian ministers should follow in this 
direction, they should lead, and lead 
they will in proportion as they are 
imbued with the spirit of Jesus, who 
entered into all the wants and woes of 
humanity; and who, without any osten
tation of sympathy, benefitted largely 
and continually the physical and social 
condition of the people, while he sought, 
with unparalleled quiet earnestness, the 
everlasting salvation of their souls. 

IV. THE TIMES REQUIRE A MINISTRY 

GIFTED WITH DISCRIMINATION AND 

MORAL COURAGE. Discrimination is 
necessary in the perusal of general, and 
in the study of biblical and theological 
literature, particularly the foreign and 
philosophical, that the precious may be 
separated from the vile, the gold from 
the dross ; that there may not be, on 
the one hand, wholesale rejection and 
condemnation, nor, on the other, un-

qualified adoption and praise. Dis
crimination is necessary that it may be 
seen when and how far, all things con
sidered, it may be right to take action 
in the great social and politico-religious 
questions, the agitation of which is a 
significant sign of the times ; so that 
zeal may not outrun discretion, nor dis
cretion hinder the due assertion and 
carrying out of principle. Discrimina
tion is necessary that change may not 
be mistaken for improvement ; that it 
may not be made from mere sympathy 
with the restless spirit of the age ; that 
the useless or injurious may not be 
spared because of its antiquity; and 
that the novel may not be adopted and 
lauded simply in consideration of its 
novelty. Discrimination is necessary, 
that there may be clear conceptions as 
to what amount of time should be de
voted to study, and what to active effort; 
when, and how far, the press should be 
made auxiliary to the pulpit; what 
style of preaching may be suited to the 
times generally, and to given places 
and circumstances in particular ; when 
academic rules should be strictly ad
hered to, and when for the sake of im
pression relaxed, as they sometimes may 
be very effectively ; and th;i.t there may 
be a manly independence of tastes and 
criticisms beyond precedent varied and 
conflicting ; the old and the young, the 
rigidly orthodox and the movement 
party, the intellectual and the simply 
pious, those who are ldoking for in
struction and those who are in quest of 
excitement, all having their distinctive 
preferences, and each claiming that he 
may be satisfied and pleased. Discrimi
nation is necessary to a right apprehen
sion of what is fitting in pastoral 
relations ; that admonition, reproof, 
encouragement, may be administered in 
the most efficacious manner ; that the 
right thing may be said, at the right 
time and in the right way ; and that 
while the democratic principle is allowed 
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its fnll scriptural action in the churches, 
it may not be allowed to run unchecked 
into unscriptural licentiousness, which 
can produce only confusion and every 
evil work. The particulars now ad
duced, others of course might be added, 
indicate with sufficient plainness some 
of the characteristics and characteristic 
dangers of" this time," and show that 
never did Christian ministers stand 
more in need of that invaluable but 
not superabundant quality - strong 
common sense. 

If amidst the dust and smoke of 
existing agitations and conflicts dis
crimination is necessary to discern 
what is right, to the firm assertion and 
carrying out of settled convictions, 
moral courage is, at "this time," of 
equal importance. It is necessary to 
the bold exposure and denunciation of 
doctrinal errors, specially those of a 
modern philosophical cast, which not a 
few hold to be necessary and indubita
ble proofs of strong intellect and ad
vanced intelligence ; and of the wrong 
doings, the sins of the times, which, 
dealt with as they deserve, are sure to 
awaken displeasure and hostility. It is 
necessary to the maintenance of a 
Christ-like nonconformity to the world, 
amidst many and plausible temptations 
to imbibe its spirit, and adopt, in ques
tionable particulars, its habits. It is 
necessary to a full proclamation, on the 
one hand, of th!) fundamental doctrines 
of the great salvation, common though 
they be, while many are calling not only 
for novelty of illustration but novelty 
of statement; and, on the other, to the 
preaching of many practical matters 
contained in the '' whole counsel of 
God," which not a few in the churches 
are not prepared to tolerate. It is 
necessary to the maintenance of a wise, 
dignified, and really powerful modera
tion, when it is the fashion to assert 
with intemperateness, be in desperate 
breathless haste, and hold up to repro-

bation, as wanting in principle and zeal, 
everything that is qualified, everything 
not of red-hot intensity, in assertion and 
in action. It is necessary to calm, firm, 
and, as long as there is reasonable 

· ground for it, hopeful perseverance in a 
course of scriptural study, prayer, and 
labour, amidst varied and complicated 
discouragements; having full confidence 
in God's truth, and in his ordained 
method for diffusing it amongst men. 
Befittingly to maintain at "this time " 
the right and the wise ; to guard the 
church from subtle error, and lead it 
into neglected truth ; to act on common 
sense convictions of what is required 
by nature and scripture, heedless of the 
vapourings of bad taste and bad Chris
tianity; steadfastly to preach what God 
has bid them preach, whether men will 
hear or forbear, requires the highest 
style of courage, based upon the highest 
principles, to be excited and maintained 
only by the influence which cometh 
from above. 

V. THE TIMES REQUIRE A THOROUGHLY 
DEVOTED, SELF-DENYING, AND LABORIOUS 
MINISTRY. I mention this particular 
last, not because it is one of the least 
but one of the most important. It 
might, as you are aware, have been in
cluded in the first part of the address : 
but it deserves, I conceive, separate con
sideration. The leisurely, easy, clock
work movements of our forefathers have 
passed away. In all trades and pro
fessions severity of competition has in
duced an amount of rapid, incessant, 
wearing action and turmoil, of which 
our plodding predecessors had no con
ception. The merchant or the trades
man who should attempt to conduct 
business in the quiet orderly way com
mon a century ago, would soon have no 
business to conduct. Ministerial work, 
whether as to the amount of it or the 
labour involved, forms no exception to 
the general rule. If Christian ministers 
are adequately to augment their stores 
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of knowledge; preach with variety, in
telligence, and power ; perform pastoral 
duties with any approach to adequacy : 
and take a befitting part in the great 
questions of the times-they must make 
up their minds to hard work ; there is 
no help for it. Diligent, earnest, self
denying toil, in circumstances ordinarily 
favourable, will, with the divine blessing, 
succeed: where these are wanting, even 
with favourable contingencies, failure 
and defeat are inevitable. 

Devotedness to the true work of the 
ministry ; entire, believing, loving de
votedness to the Great Master for whose 
sake, and in obedience to whose will, 
the work is to be done, is manifestly at 
"this time" indispensable. Love of 
ease and literary gratification will be 
kept in abeyance ; "labours more abun
dant" will be undertaken and pursued ; 
difficulties will be encountered and over
come ; good will be attempted " in sea
son and out of season ;" and every thing 
made to contribute to the one great 
end, the salvation of souls, only as 
ministers ar!J thoroughly devoted ; as 
" the love of Christ constrains " them. 
Much, indeed, ma,y be done, for a time 
at least, under the influence of inferior 
motives. But ministerial work, com
plete, sustained, efficient-such as will 
be truly and fully a blessing, such as 
Christ will acknowledge and reward
can result only from a deep conviction 
that the mission of ministers is to save 
8ouls, and from purposes devoutly and 
devotedly in harmony with it. In pro
portion as devotedness obtains, we shall 
hear little of deficiency of talent ; be
cause such natural ability as may exist, 
will be fully developed and engaged ; it 
will be turned to the best account, and 
make itself felt. Force of intellect, 
apart from devotedness of soul, cannot 
accomplish much in the cause and king
dom of Christ ; whereas great things 
may be achieved by a truly consecrated 
heart, though having at command only 

moderate natural abilities. As devoted
ness obtains there will be little com
plaint of want of earnestness. What
ever their constitutional temperament
however wanting in elocutionary train
ing-ministers who becomingly realize 
their responsibility, and are thoroughly 
consecrated to their work, without di
rectly aiming at any thing of the sort, 
will make it felt that they are earnest. 
They may not gain the reputation of 
eloquence ; but, speaking from a full 
heart, they will convey their thoughts 
forcibly ; their speaking will accomplish 
its object ; and only that kind of speak
ing deserves the name of eloquence 
which does effectually its proper work. 

Such, my brethren, as they appear to 
me, are some of the leading character
istics of the ministry required by the 
times. Think of the subject for your_ 
selves ; and pray as well as think. .A. 
great work is before you ; and in getting 
ready for it you may be assisted by clear 
and.comprehensive views of its magni
tude and importance. It will require 
all your possible preparatory effort ; and 
more than all. Make the best use, 
therefore, of your present advantages for 
acquiring knowledge; for the expansion 
and discipline of your powers; for learn
ing how to reason conclusively, arrange 
lucidly, illustrate tellingly, and compose 
with facility and force ; for learning, iu 
a word, as John Foster has it, "to think, 
and to communicate to others the result 
of thought." 

You cannot remain uninterested spec
tators of the great movements of the 
age : but suffer me, with fraternal fi
delity and affection, to guard you against 
such immediate action in relation to 
them as would withdraw time and at
tention from the proper and all-im
portant avocations of your student life. 
Your time for action will come much 
too soon. Your time for preparatory 
study is considerably too brief. Give 
yourselves, therefore, to your present 
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duties \\ith a severe exclusiveness; say- restraining, by simply preparing for 
ing resolutely to all solicitations to a action now. Study, then, with all your 
contrary course-not yet. Discipline might. Study that you may be, and, 
:first, then warfare. You will act all the with God's blessing, you will be "able 
more wisely and effectively hereafter by ministers of the New Testament." 

SCENES FROM THE PUBLIC LIFE OF JESUS OF NAZARETH. 

BY THE REV. W, WALTERS. 

NO. V, JESUS TRANSFIGURED ON THE MOUNT, 

AMONG the choice works of art in the 
Vatican there is one painting which 
every stranger seeks ; to its examina
tion the connoisseur summons his best 
critical powers ; the young artist re
gards it with fond and reverent ad
miration. It engaged the highest 
efforts of Raphael's genius ; and by 
universal consent is his master-piece. 
]\fore than three centuries have elapsed 
since its execution, still its glory sheds 
a lustre on the great painter's name. 
The subject is THE TRANSFIGURATION. 

The event thus commemorated was 
one of the most remarkable in con-

in some parts to the scene which is 
now to come under review. 

Matthew and Mark say that six days 
after this Jesus took Peter, James, and 
John up into a mountain apart. Luke 
says about eight days. This apparent 
contradiction is easily reconciled. 
Matthew and Mark speak of the six 
clear days which intervened. Luke 
includes with these the day on which 
the confession was made, and that on 
which Jesus and the three disciples 
withdrew into retirement. There is 
just such a variety of expression as we 
should expect to find ; yet substantial 

nection with our Lord's life on earth. agreement. 
It occurred towards the close of his Tradition has fixed on Tabor as the 
third year's ministry. The three evan- spot honoured by the glorious mani
gelists who record it specify the time festations that were made to Peter and 
in relation to the confession Peter had his companions. This opinion, however, 
made of Christ's divinity. The Master is of no earlier origin than the fourth 
one day asked his disciples what the century, and has no good reasons for its 
opinions were abroad concerning him. support; besides which, historic facts 
This he did not for the sake of informa- and other circumstances seem to prove 
tion, inasmuch as he knew all things, its worthlessness. There is nothing to 
but that be might elicit their confession assist us in determining the spot. 
and introduce some instructions he was There are several bills in the locality 
desirous to impart. After they had any one of which might have been that 
told him the several views his country- to which our Lord retired. Interesting 
men held, be said to them, "But whom as it would be to identify the precise 
say ye that I am 1" Peter, ever prompt, place, yet all we can know is that it 
replied, "Thou art the Christ, the Son was a high mountain. How many of 
of the living God." Then followed an the important transactions of sacred 
interesting conversation closely relating history are associated with mountains ! 
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Ae from physjcal causes they . often 
become the scene1j°of the grand~s~ dis
plays of God's natural perfections ; so 
for moral ends t~1iJ: have be.en. sel~cted 
by him for the noblest illustrations of 
his higher attributes. Bright was the 
mercy that beamed on Ararat when the 
ark of Noah rested on its top. Moriah 
yet speaks of the covenant made with 
Abraham. .Awfully. grand was Sinai 
when the Holy One came down. and 
gave his law to Moses. Never did 
Carmel look . so bold , as . on the day 
when fire from ~eaven .proved the supe
riority or" Eli]ah's. God. .· On Calvary 
outsid~ Jer~salem all the divine per
fections blent in harmony and shone 
with matchless lustre. Olivet was the 
spot to which the Man of sorrows loved 
to go, and _whence he asc_endea (the 
Man 'of sorrows no longer) to his Father. 
Noble are the mountains of the ·world 
in their altitude, their massiveness, 
their majestic sceJ'.\ery ; still nobler in 
being the hoine ,9f tl!e thunder and the 
storm;, but J?,Opler far in that they bear 
th·e '_footprints_ of the Deity and are 
associated with the _sublimest of his 
communications with the sons of men. 

From Luke'~ narr~tive we fini that 
Jesus, taking ·with _him the three who 
constituted the inner circle· of his fol
lowers, went up into the inoun:tain to 
pray.''. It' wo~ld ~eem. that it w~s abo~t 
evening ~hen· they ascended, fo~ very 
soon after Peter and his two companions 
fell asleep. Probably the fatigue of the 
ascent and the lateness of the hcm~·both 
combined to. produce this ·state. ·while 
they slept, Jesus prayed. As we are· told 
that from this time forth he began to 
show unto his disciples how he ipust go 
up unto Jerusalem, and suffer many 
things of the elders and ohief priests 
and scribes, and be killed, and be raised 
again the ~bird day; it is not unlikely 
that his mind was peculiarly impressed 
~y a prospect of his approaching suffer
ings and death, and that his petitions 
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·were for himself that he might be sus
tained through the terrible trial, and for 
his follow~rs that they might be pre
served faithful in spite of what might 
appear his defeat and destruction. To 
such a prayer we see in the immediate 
revelations which followed a beautiful 
and striking answer. 

While he was praying, a wondrous 
transformation took place in his coun
tenance and in bis dress: ' " His face 
did shine as the sun, and his raiment 
was white as the light." "His raiment 
became shining; exceeding white as 
snow ; so a·s no fuller on earth can 
white them." "The fashion of bis 
countenance was altered, and bis rai
ment was white and glistering." Such 
are the several statements of the evan
gelists, and we gather from them that 
there was a glorious change in his 
appearance; though its precise cha
racter cannot be described. The dis
ciples were not spectators of the trans
formation itself, for at the time they 
were heavy with sleep; but when they 
awoke they, ·perceived it had occurred, 
and saw , moreover that their Master 
had with him two companions from the 
heavenly world, Moses and Elijah, who 
also were clothed gloriously, with. whom 
he was engaged in intimate and weighty 
converse. These saints had been emi
nently useful and highly honoured men. 
By Moses 'the law was give?, and those 
numerous types which in Christ were 
to receive their fulfilment. Elijah had 
been a great reformer in his nation, 
had typified our Lord's forerunner
was summoned to glory without seeing 
death-and stood as the representative 
of all the prophets. Of all the ancient 
saints none were better fitted for this 
honour. The matter of their conver
sation was "the decease which he 
should accomplish at Jerusalem." Thi9 
was the all-absorbing theme. At the 
time it filled the minds and hearts of 
all he:wen's inhabitants. They had 

3 I~ 
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witnessed the incarnation with pro
found astonishment. From day to day 
they had followed the footsteps of Im
ma.nuel, their interest in his mission 
growing more intense as that mission 
approached its close. And now in the 
return of these messengers to the world 
which for centuries they had left, we see 
the height to which this heavenly inter
est had grown. They come to speak 
with him of his death. There seems 
but little congruity between the sub
ject and the scene. In this conver
sation the glorified saints and their 
Lord were engaged when Peter and 
the other two awoke. We can imagine 
their surprise. When their eyes sank in 
slumber they left their Master alone; he 
looked the humble Nazarene. Now 
they find him in glorious company, him
self adorned with the glory as of the 
only begotten of the Father. Peter, 
half stupified, not correctly apprehend
ing the circumstances, not knowing 
what to say, and yet knowing that 
Jesus was there, and that Moses and 
Elijah were with him, exclaimed, 
"Master, it is good for us to be here: 
and let us make three tabernacles ; one 
for thee, and one for Mose;;, and one for 
Elias." He had no thought for himself 
and his fellow disciples ; but he wished 
to erect booths for his Master, and the 
visitors from heaven that he might pro
long the scene. How often have the 
people of God found the language of 
Peter the expressive embodiment of 
their experience. When we have been 
with Jesus in our closet-when we have 
seen him in his word-when we have 
communed with him in his ordinances 
-when we have felt the constraining, 
sanctifying, gladdening power of his love, 
we have said with overflowing hearts, 
"It is good for us to be here." Breth
ren ! If it be so delightful to enjoy the 
fellowship of Jesus now, what must it 
be to dwell with him above ! If there 
be such attractions in his society now, 

what must be the attractions of his 
glorified presence on the throne ! If 
the faint and occasional glimpses we 
have on earth are so enrapturing, what 
must be the joy of those who see his 
face for ever ! 

" There, low before 11 is glorious throne, 
Adoring saints and nngele fall ; 
And, with dellgbtfnl worship, own 
His smile their bliss, their heaven, their nil.'' 

While Peter spnke a bright cloud over
shadowed them all ; and a voice came 
out of it, "saying, This is my beloved 
Son : hear him." Thus did the Father 
again bear testimony to the Messiah
ship of Jesus. It is similar to that borne 
on the banks of Jordan, with the 
addition which changed circumstanceii 
require. It was only necessary that 
the Ba.ptist should know Jesus was the 
Messiah ; hence God simply said, "This 
is my beloved Son, in whom I am well 
pleased." It was fitting that the disci
ples should receive this Messiah as their 
master, and obey his will ; hence there 
is added, "Hear him." By thi.s voice 
God strikingly honoured Christ in the 
presence of his three disciples. Moses 
and Elias were glorified as well as their 
Lord ; but no voice declared them sons, 
they were only servants. The disciples 
were not commanded to hear them, for 
their instructions had come to a close. 
Now the truth was in Jesus. " Hear 
him." Oh, that men would obey the 
Father ! What a home of truth and 
rectitude an<l peace would this world 
be, if all men heard Christ ! What error 
even among Christians would have been 
avoided, what strifes would have long 
since ceased, what love would have 
united the brethren if the professed 
followers of Jesus had listened to his 
voice ! The millennial glory will tarry 
till an obedient world shall" !iear him.", 

The disciples hearing this voice were 
alarmed, and fell on their faces. Per
haps while they were thus insensible, 
the conversation between Jesus and his 
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visitore, which had been broken off', 
was renewed. They were soon however 
recalled to consciousness by the voice 
and touoh of their Master. "Arise, be 
not afraid." How these words must 
have soothed their hearts ! Have 
they not often allayed our fears, 11nd 
calmed the tempest of the soul 1 We 
never knew a season when they did not 
dispel our darkness and put new joy 
into our hearts. They are like gentle 
rain and sunshine to the parched grass 
on the mountain side. Walk with 
Jesus, reader! and you will daily hear 
them. They will charm you like sweet 
music, and make earth the border land 
of heaven. 

"When they had lifted up their eyes, 
they saw no man, save Jesus only." 
Moses and Elijah had returned. Their 
mission was discharged, and they had gone 
back to report its issue. The cloud had 
vanished. The glory had passed away. 
The whole scene looked itself again. 
Thus it is with our sweetest seasons of 
spiritual enjoyment. They soon pass. 
Alas ! too, that they so seldom come. 
But though Moses and Elijah were no 
longer present, Jesus was yet there. 
This was enough. Little did they miss 
their fellow-servants, while the Lord 
remained. And when Christian friends 
depart from us, some to distant parts of 
the earth, and some to remoter regions 
still, much as we may wish to build 
booths for them and prolong their stay, 
yet we rejoice that the Master abideth 
with us ever. "Lo, I am with you 
alway." 

The scene having now come to a close 
they tarry there all night and the next 
day descend and join their company, 
from whom the whole transaction was 
to be kept secret until after the Lord's 
resurreotion. 

To the question, What purposes was 
tlds event intended to serve ? two answers 
may be given. It was intended to con
firm the apostles' faith in the Messiah- , 

ship of their Lord, and to prepare the 
Messiah himself for the sorrows which 
awaited him. &!Jarding it a.! de~gMd 
to conform the apostles, it bears the sa~ 
relation to them 1U the baptism of Je~ua 
and its accort1,panying phe~ bore 
to John. The Redeemer's humiliation 
and death drew on. In all the scenes of 
Gethsemane and the Judgment Hall, 
Calvary and Joseph's sepulchre, there 
would be much to shake the faith of 
the disciples, Jewish as their views yet 
were. The remembrance of this glory 
would preserve their faith immoveable. 
It lived with freshness and power in 
their memory through life. Years after 
Peter had it vividly in recollection 
when he wrote, "For we have not fol
lowed cunningly devised fables, when 
we made known unto you the power 
and coming of our Lord Jesus Christ ; 
but were eyewitnesses of his majesty. 
For he received from God the Father 
honour and glory, when there came 
such a voice to him from the excellent 
glory, This is my beloved Son, in whom 
I am well pleased. And this voice 
which came from heaven we heard, 
when we were with him in the holy 
mount." And many years later still 
John lived over that memorable night 
and rejoiced to say, the word was 
made flesh and dwelt among us, (and 
we beheld his glory, the glory as of the 
only begotten of. the Father) full of 
grace and truth." Until after the 
resurrection this confirmation, as we 
remarked a little above, was to be for 
the three alone. Till then they were to 
tell it to no man. Several reasons may 
be assigned for this silence. Had they 
related the matter earlier they probably 
would not have been believed, either by 
the people or their own brethren. After 
the resurrection, however, ( so stupendous 
a proof would that be in favour of Christ) 
they would find ready believers. Had 
they told the matter to' the people it is 
possible they might have saeriticed their 
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lives to the testimony. Moreover Christ 
had expressly told the Jews that no 
sign from heaven should be given them 
save his resurrection.·· "Certain of the 
scribes and of the pharisees answered, 
saying, l\Iastcr, we would sec a sign 
from thee. But he answered and said 
unto them, An evil and adulterous 
generation sceketh after a sign ; and 
there shall no sign be given it, but the 
sign of the prophet Jonas : for as Jonas 
was three days and ·three ~ights in the 
whale's belly ; so shall the Son of mau 
be three days and three nights in the 
heart of the earth." We see how the 
disciples made.known the circumstance 
as soon as the time of their prohibition 
had expired. The three evangelists who 
record it are indebted to them for the 
information. In their discourses they 
would refer to it when they deemed it 
necessary to prove the Saviour's l\Ies
siahship. In their writings they alluded 
to it as an event of transcendant in
terest and importance. And yet how 
the weakness of our nature is seen in 
the fact that Peter, one of the three, 
denied his 1\Iaster -after all. . Perchance 
it was a misuse of this manifestation 
that led to his sin, He was sure that 
his master was the Messiah ; he had 
seen him in his glory ; and heard the 
approval of his Father uttered from the 
cloud. He could not deny him after 
this. No; "Though all men deny thee, 
yet will not I." Little did he think 
that the brightest evidences are no 
guarantee for. our safety. There must 
be a perpetual reliance on the divine 
arm, or we faint and fall. While Jesus 
lay in the sepulchre the remembrance 
of this night must have strengthened 
the faith of the three; and serves to 
account for the fact that two of them 
were the first to believe the women and 
hasten to the empty tomb. They were 
noble men, destined for hard and ho
nourable service'; and we do not wonder 
that Jesus selected them to be eye-

witnesses and car-witnesses of manifes
tations so strongly confirmatory of his 
divine nature and work. 

A second purpose in tli is tmnsfi,qiwation 
was to prepare the .Alessiali for liis ap
proacliing si~fferings and ckatli. It is not 
at all unlikely that those feelings which 
in the garden constrained Jesus to ex
claim, " 0 my Father, if it be possible, 
let this cup pass from me," were already 
beginning to· distress his heart. And 

_as an_ angel w~ sent. to strengthen him 
t/iere.after his trial !J.ad become intensely 
bitter ; . so, two glorified. hui"uan beings 
were sent to fortify him. ~~w as his 
sorrows loomed up in the distance. ·The 
fact that the matter of their conversa
tion was " the decease he should ac
complish at Jerusalem" favours this 
thought. Two fitter persons than Moses 
and Elias could not have been sent on 
such a mission. Moses appeared as the 
representative of the typical teachings, 
Elijah as the representative of the pro
phetical teachings of the Old Testament 
concerning the Messiah. Moses would 
strengtqen him by ;em¥1di_llg him that 
in his suft:erings and death all the types 
'were· Jo. receive th~ir, e~p~sition; and 
Elijah by· ·assuring _him that the pro
phecies.would receive their fulfilment. 
Their conversation would turn on the 
eternal purposes of God's love-the gra
dual development of those purposes to 
mankind-the.accomplishment of them 
in the Messiah's death and its magni
ficent results ; and thus as he perceiv_ed 
that he was c;rrying ot{t . his Father's 
will and should see.of the travail of his 
soul, he sustained himself in the pros
pect of the garden and the cross. What 
a precious lesson we may learn hence ! · 
God is ready to support us _in all our 
trials. His pµrpgses, covenant, promises, 
love, and faithfulness, all are pledged 
to our help. He will shelter us from 
every storm-save us from every danger 
-strengthen us for every trial-redeem 
us from all evil. "'l'he eternal God is 
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thy refuge, and underneath are the ever
lasting arms." 

In addition to these main purposes 
of the transfiguration, there are two or 
three other subjects on which it sheds 
some Hght. We have an illustration of 
the way in wliicli the old and new dispen
sations agree ; at tlie. same time we are 
taugM the superiority of tlie latter to the 
former, bot/1 in tlie cliaracter of its head 
and tlie perpetuity of ils duration. The 
lawgiver and the prophet converse 
with the Lord of both ; so the systems 
they represent harmonize. The former 
is the latter in twilight ; embryo ; bud. 
There is no contradiction between them; 
but as Jesus was superior to Moses and 
Elias, so his economy is of more perfect 
growth. Theirs was glorious, his is 
more glorious. We should have a care, 
brethren! at all times that we do not 
set the law against the gospel, nor the 
gospel against the law; in many re
spects these two are one. Show the 
superiodty of the gospdto the law, as 
God showed the superiority of Jesus to 
Moses and Elias; but never set the two 
in opposition. You will thus steer clear 
of the rocks of. Antinoinianism on the 
one hand, and the whirlpool of Legalism 
on the other; and find that faith in a 
finished salvation and obediep.ce to a 
divine Lord are "lovely and pleasant in 
their lives." 

We ma,y regard tl.is mountain scene as 
an epitome of t/ie /ieavenly world. It gives 
us an insight into future engagements, 
honours, and joys; it takes us to the 
gates of the heavenly city, and allows 
us a momentary glimpse of its in
habitants. Regarded thus, what truths 
it teaches! Tlie Saviour will appeai· in 
heaven in 'all l!is glory. He will wear our 
nature, but our nature glorified ; he will 
be the object of u.niversal worship and 
love. We shall see him. We never saw 
him as he walked by the sea of Galilee, 
or retired to the Mount of Olivet; as he 
trod the streets of Jerusalem, or dis-

coursed over his evening meal beneath 
the roof of Lazarus at Bethany; but we 
shall see him as he sits on the throne, 
having all things subject to him, and 
receiving the ascriptions of praise and 
honour from all angels and the re
deemed millions for whom he died. 

His atoning work will be the univer8al 
topic of conversation. Whatever else may 
engage our study this will be the prime, 
all-engrossing theme. . The_one prevail
ing affection will be love to him who 
sep.t · hig Son to save us, and love to the 
Son who came. Science, literature, dis
coveries, all will be absorbed in the 
atonement. We shall find in this one 
theme, with its antecedents and conse
quents, matter for ceaseless investiga
tion and intercourse. And all other 
topics will present a value all'd a charm 
just in proportion:as they serve this in 
illustration and proof. _ · • ·· 

We shall recog;iize oui· companions in 
bliss, and be recognized in return. We 
see Moses and Elias, who lived at pe
riods far apart, known not only to each 
other, but also to Peter and his brethren. 
How pleasing the anticipation of listen
ing to Abel as he tells the tale of his 
joy when, as the earnest of all the re
deemed, he entered into bliss; of walk
ing with Abraham, and hearing from his 
own lips a description of the scene on 
Moriah; of sitting around Moses while 
he relates how the God of glory spake 
with him in the holy mount.; of joining 
with David in singing some of his rich 
old psalms; of studying the epistles to 
the Romans and the Hebrews with Paul 
who wrote them ; of associating with 
martyrs, and confessors, and saints of 
later times ; of meeting our own de
parted ones who have died in the Lord 
whose forms visit us in our dreams ; 
above all of looking on Him whom hav
ing not seen we love; in whom though 
now we see him not, yet believing we 
rejoice with joy unspeakable and full 
of glory! 

Xew Park Street, London. 
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THE EPISTLE TO THE LAODICEANS. 

Aui>sT much that ie admonitory and 
alarming, how much is there in this 
epistle to awaken hope ! Let us not 
overlook the encouraging portion of its 
contents. 

I. If any one in Laodiooa would 
hearken, the Lord Jesus Christ declares 
his reo diness to bless him. The in
dividual should not be disregarded, 
though he were to E.tand alone. "Alas!" 
one might be saying, "we a.re in a. sad 
state in Laodioea, and there is no hope 
of a revival. The brethren are all life
less ; and our pastor himself seems to 
be n.sleep." To thee, man, the Saviour 
speaks ; here is a message specifically 
fur thee. " If any man hear my voice " 
-though all others around are deaf or 
rebellious-" if any man hear my voice, 
and open the door, I will come in to 
him." 0 merciful high priest, thou art 
still faithful, still compassionate ! Thou 
still remembe-test thy promise, "Him 
that cometh unto me I will in no wise 
cast out!" 

2. Whatever was wanting among the 
Laodiceans, the Lord Jesus Christ was 
able to impart. "Wretched and miser
able and poor and blind and naked " as 
they were, they need not despair. He 
possessed gold, and eyesalve, and raiment 
in abundanoe ; to him therefore he 
counsels them to turn, that from him 
they might receive the good things in 

which they were deficient. The hungry 
applicant should sup with him and be 
filled. If any individual were convinced 
of his poverty, he had only to hearken 
to the gracious voice that addressed 
him and open the door ; he should be 
satisfied with good things, while the 
rich wore sent empty away. 

3. Even from Laodioea, the Lord Jesus 
Christ looked for some victor or victors 
to partake with him of his glory. "To 
him that overcometh will I grant to sit 
with me in my throne." Was victory 
possible then to a member of "the 
church of the Laodiceans 1" Was it a 
case to be contemplated that amidst the 
heartlessness, the cowardice, the indiffer
ence that prevailed, there should be one 
energetic warrior rising superior to the 
temptations of the times, and becoming 
entitled to the distinction awarded to a 
conqueror. Yes! from Laodicea itself 
the great Leader anticipated an acces
sion to the happy company who should 
enter into the joy of their Lord. He 
would aid the earnest combatant in a 
struggle with which he could sympa
thize, having himself triumphed in the 
day of trial ; and for his encourage
ment he says, "To him that overcometh 
will I grant to sit with me in my 
throne, even as I also overcame, and 
am set down with my Father in his 
throne." 

BAPTISMAL .ANECDOTES TOLD BY DR. CHALMERS. 

br the fourth volume of Dr. Hanna's in the house of one of his hearers, nenr 
Life of his reverend father-in-law, he which there ran a small burn or river, 
says, " Connected with the sacraments, which, when he reached it, was so deep 
Dr. Chalmers often told a favourite and swollen with recent rains, that he 
story a.Lout a Highland Baptism. A could not get across. In these oircum
dergyman went to administer the rite btances he told the father to bring his 
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child down to the burn-side. Furnished 
with a wooden scoop, the clergyman 
stood on the one side, and the father, 
holding his child as far out in his arms 
as he oould, stood upon the other. The 
service proceeded, and when the time 
came for sprinkling the bah~, the 
minister, dipping the scoop into the 
water, flung its contents across, aiming 
at the baby's face. He failed more than 
once, calling Qut to the father after 
each new trial, ' W eel, hast gotten ony 
yet 1' Dr. Chalmers wondered what 
the great sticklers for form and cere
mony in the sacraments would think of 
a baptism by a burnside, performed 
with a wooden scoop." 

"Sticklers" might perhaps think 
that the prevalent style of adminis
tration in the apostle's days was prefer
able ; reminding the doctor that in his 
commentary on the epistle to the 
Romans he had said, " The original 
meaning of the word baptism is im
mersion, and though we regard it as a 
point of indifferency whether the ordi
nance so named be performed in this 
way or by sprinkling, yet we doubt not 
that the prevalent style of the ad
ministration in the apostle's days was 
by an actual submerging of the whole 
body under water. We advert to this 
for the purpose of throwing light on 
the analogy that is instituted in these 
verses. Jesus Christ by death underwent 
this sort of baptism, even immersion 
under the surface of the ground, whence 
he soon emerged again by his resur
rection." "Sticklers" might also observe 
that if once the principle be admitted 
that it is a point of inditferency 
whether the ordinance be performed in 
a way accordant with the original 
meaning of the word used by the Lord 
in appointing it, or not, it becomes a 
mere matter of taste whether or not to 
use a wooden scoop ; and it would be 
as easy to defend the highlander's scoop 
by reference to the appointment, or to 

apostolic practice, as the lowlandcr'R 
basin. 

In his last visit to Englanrl, Dr. 
Chalmers being at the house of a rela
tive in Bristol was unexpectedly called 
upon In a large party to baptize. The 
following description of the process, in 
his own words, contained in the same 
volume may form a s•1itable accom
paniment to his story of the Highland 
clergyman and his wooden scoop. 

"Our tea was followed up," says the 
venerable doctor, "by the baptism of 
the younger children, which was laid 
upon me with the full consent and 
approbation of Mr. Haines, their clergy
man; it was a very awkward affair,
one vivacious boy of fourteen months 
was kicking and sprawling and laugh
ing during the whole of my address; 
and then to complete the thing the 
bairn instead of being held out to me 
horizontally was held out perpendicu
larly; so that I could not apply the 
water to the face of it but by touching 
its brow with my wet handful, and let
ting as much as I could trickle down. 
The child (Alexander Robert) thought 
I was playing with it, and got up with 
a great guffaw of a laugh, as the water 
flowed down its cheeks. I learned after
wards that the independent ministers, 
like the episcopalian, take the child in 
the one arm and baptize with the other, 
a thing which I could not have ma
naged, and more especially with a boy so 
active and athletic as he was. This 
explained, however, the perpendicu
larity of the presentation by the father." 

"Sticklers," as we have long been, 
for exactness of conformity to apostolic 
practice, in respect to both mode and 
subjects, we must confess that after 
reflecting on these instances of modern 
improvement in the art of baptizing, 
with all due respect to the advocates 
of progress, we must still continue to 
be " sticklers." 
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ADVANTAGES OF AURICULAR CONFESSION. 

lN a new Manual of Catholic Devotion 
entitled The Spirit of Prayer, pub
lished at Cork, with the approbation of 
the Romish bishop of the diocese, the 
following description is given of, the 
blessings resulting from the Sacrament 
of Confession.-" If confession is pain
ful on the one hand, how consoling is it 
on the other ! The soul approaches, an 
enemy to God, stript of his grace, the 
object of his anger, covered with the 
hideous leprosy of sin, and deserving of 
eternal death. By virtue of the sacra
ment, she is restored to the friendship 

of her Maker, enriched with his grace, 
rendered an object .of teiiderness and 
complacency to his heart, and dying in 
this state, ce~·tain of eternally_ enjoying 
his pi:esence." 

The unhappy penitent, on the. other 
hand, who has not given satisfaction 
to his Confessor, 0 .but_ .w.hose absolu
tion is " defe~red," is directed to· offer 
a prayer which comn;ie~oes thus ; 
" Alas ! my God, t l~a:ve the trlbui;i~l of 
mercy, without· having received the 
grace of justification which · I so ear
nestly desire." 

THE VOYAGE OF LIFE. 

BY CORNELIA M. DOWLUTG. 

IN a slight, fragile bark stood a beautiful boy, 
And his· young spirit ~u~tered iD: hope_ and in joy, 
And the light zephyrs; playe_d :with the curls of. hi~ .hair, 
And they kissed his brjght forehead so noble andfl\}r; 
And the light shallop danced on the gay billow's .crest; 
And he gleefully shouted, "'Tis never, a~ res~.''. · . 

On a dark, gloomy sea the same vessel ~.aS:born~,' ' .. , ,, . 
But the flowers which had decked it were scattered and gone ; 
And the youth, now a man of a p~oud, statily form, · 
Still guided the bark 'mid the roar of the storm ; ' 
And wildly it tossed on the sea's raging breast, 
And sadly he murmured, " 'Tis never at rest." 

Among breakers and rocks rode that same littfo,bark, 
And the heavens above were o'ershadowed and dark; 
An old man within in deep terror and woe : · 
But a seraph's glad voice murmured softly and low, 
" In that region above, of all regions the bj!st, . . 
Old man of the furrowed brow, soon shaU thou rest." 

Once more I beheld it, that vessel so· slight ; 
And 'twas moo·red in a haven all shining and_ bright: 
And the voyager gazed, and he bended the knee, 
As he thought of his journey o'er lije's troubled sea. 
Now safely at home in the land of the bleat, 
He smiled as he murmured," For ever at i·est.'' 

I'l1iladelpMa, June, 18u2. 
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REVIEWS. 

Journal of a Tour in Ceylon aud India, 
undertaken at the request of the Baptist 
Missionary Society, in company with the 
Rev. J. Leechman, M.A., with Observa
tions and Remarks. B,1/ JosHUA. RussELL. 

London : PoHt Bvo. Pp. xiv, 302, Price 

7s. 6d, 

IN the Annual Report of the Ameri
can Baptist Missionary Union for the 
present year we :find these sentences :
" The Committee cannot but regard our 
missionary literature, both the product 
and the nourisher of the Union and of 
other kindred institutions in America 
and Europe, rich, various, interesting, 
and instructive as it is, as one of the 
most valuable attainments to which we 
have already reached in the conduct of 
modern missions. We have our Biogra
phies, Travels, Voyages, Researches, His
tories ; our Essays, Discourses, Tracts. 
Every successive year is adding to the 
treasure.'' 

Our American brethren may say this 
with truth ; and so may the directors of 
the London Missionary Society, the 
Wesleyan Missionary Society, and the 
Church Missionary Society. The popu
larity of these institutions has been 
created and extended in a very great 
degree by publications which have 
mingled general information with mis
sionary details, and afforded to the 
younger part of the community both 
instruction and amusement. Their 
reapers are now gathering in a :financial 
harvest, the result of seed that was 
thus sown twenty or thirty years ago. 
But in this species of literature, the 
Baptist Missionary Society has always 
been lamentably deficient. We have 
had scarcely any thing of our own to 
present to our families with which to 
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excite an interest in rn1ss10ns, if ac
quaintance with the subject were not 
sought for under the influence of 
religious motives. A few pieces of 
biography are almost all that we can 
boast of as works attractive in them
selves. It is too much to expect of the 
greater part of our girls even, to say 
nothing of the boys, that they should 
seek recreation in Annual Reports, and 
devour with eagerness all monthly 
Heralds and Chronicles. They may find 
abundance of pleasant reading in books 
of travel and adventure having infidel 
tendencies, and yet more in books with 
attractive titles having latent Romish 
tendencies ; and they may find good 
books-very good books-having predo
baptist and episcopalian tendencies ; 
but how very little is there to interest 
them in the general literatiire of the 
baptist denomination '. Their belief is 
usually, in early life, that baptist prin
ciples are true ; but as they grow up, 
their imagination is familiarized with 
lively scenes and excellent persons 
belonging to other communities, till at 
length a struggle takes place between 
habit and inclination. "Shall we adhere 
to what we have been accustomed to 
regard as duty, taking our part in the 
dull, plodding, common-place of baptist 
life, or shall we enter into the more 
brilliant scenes which are presented to 
us in other circles 1" How this struggle 
ends, the church-books of many of om
congregational brethren would show, 
and the pew-openers of fashionable 
evangelical clergymen could tell. 

The unremitting attention to economy 
which for more than a qu,irter of ,i 
century has governed the Baptist Mis
sionary Society in all its proceedings 

3 I, 
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has conduced to this. Its Committee 
has long refrained from publishing any
thing but official documents, and has 
scarcely done anything to aid the in
dependent efforts of its members or 
friends to furnish subsidiary informa
tion. "Journal of a Tour in Ceylon and 
India ! " Such a work would have no 
more chance of publication by the Bap
tist Missionary Society than a ti-eatise 
on algebra. "Undertaken by the re
quest of the Baptist Missionary Society." 
Be it so; then it was proper to go; but 
as to a narrative of what was seen and 
heard, thete are only two ways in which 
it is possible for it to see the light. It 
may be brought out by some society 
which will carefully expurgate it from 
everything peculiarly baptist ; or it may 
be brought out by the writer at his own 
cost, with the probability of losing a 
good many pounds sterling by his enter
prise. 

We feel greatly indebted to Mr. 
Russell therefore for this volume. We 
earnestly recommend it to the p!lrusal 
of our friends, whether minors or adults, 
It has afforded us much p1easure, and 
raised our estimate of the usefuliless of 
missionary labours iil the east. There 
is a freshness about the description of 
scenes by a visitor, that does not belong 
to the official statements of a resident. 
We seem to realize the facts as we 
accompany the traveller. A few speci-• 
mens will illustrate this. 

At Ceylon, after attending wotship at 
the English chapel in the Pettah, Mr. 
Russell went with Mr. Allen to the 
Singhalese chapel in the Grand Pass. 
" A sight more gratifying than the 
finest scenery presented itself-a native 
congregation. One could not help being 
struck with that which met the eye, the 
c0l0ured skins, the white dresses, the 
lace jackets and ornaments of the 
women, and the fine forms of the men, 
and the tortoise-shell combs which 
adorned their heads. There were about 

ninety persons present, most of them 
members of the church ; and when the 
thought occurred, These are converts 
from Budhism and Devil-worship, and 
our brethren and sisters in Christ ; and 
when the service began, and they joined 
in singing the praises of the true and 
living God, through Christ Jesus, the 
effect was overpowering, and tears of 
joy and gratitude started to the eye. 
Ranesinghe, the native preacher, began 
the service by reading and prayer ; and 
then was kind enough to interpret the 
short discourse which I gave." 

In the interior of the island, Mr. 
Russell visited a plate called Kottiga
whatta, where he found a good chapel. 
" There is also a preacher's house and 
garden. The pa~tor is Isaac Whytoo 
N aden, now fifty-one years of age. He 
was a heathen lad, and heard the goRpel 
from Mr. Chater and Mr. Siers ; he 
afterwards travelled with Mr, l)aniell ; 
a fine grave earnest man he is. In the 
course of conversation he said, 'It is 
my wish to die in the work.' 'My 
great difficulty is to convey to the 
people a notion of sin.' The church 
consisted of eighty-three members; and 
there ate connected with it no less than 
seven schools. We conversed with the 
members; gave addresses,; and ex• 
amined the childten of six of the 
schools: a tolerably hard day's work, 
but very gratifying.'' 

"Another day we visited Bya1riville, 
also in the J uilgle, about ten miliis 
from Colombo i and where also there is 
a chapel, preacher's house and gatden. 
John Melder, the rt!ttive preacher, is a 
fine handsome tnan, speaking English 
well ; we were told that he is diligertt 
and persevering in his work. There is 
a church of a hundted and seven cons 
verted natives. Many of the members 
lllet us on our way. We examined the 
children of the schools connected with 
the place ; they looked very neat and 
answered very well. Here and at the 
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other stations, we had religious worship 
and conversation with the converts; 
and were fully convinced by what we 
saw a.nd heard, that their piety is 
intelligent, and that they are well in
structed in the great doctrines of the 
gospel. Both men and women assist in 
the distribution of tracts ; and most of 
those who have f:i,milies keep up worship 
at home. The answro;s to our questions 
were given without hesitation, and 
much to the purpose. One was asked, 
'Do you love Chris~ ? ' :E!:e replied, ' I 
forsake everything for Christ and flee 
to him. I seek my own salvation in 
the first place, and ~ith love I ought to 
seek the salvation of others.' 'If any 
one offends you, what ought you to do 1' 
' I must love him,' he said, 'and try to 
win him.' They are generally very 
poor, getting their living by the culti
vation of a small plot of ground, or a 
little merchandise. They give, however, 
when they can. 'That woman,' said 
John Melder, pointing to one, 'gives a 
dollar a-year.'" 

Of Agra,· Mr. Russell writes:-" The 
native city is a large, dirty, busy place, 
inferior to Delhi ; but the English 
quarters stretch far beyond it, and it 
being the seat of government for the 
upper '.provinces, there are numerous 
handsome bungalows with large com
pounds. There are two baptist churches ; 
Mr. Williams was still acting as pastor 
of one, Mr. Lish was pastor of the 
other ; neither of them derive any pe
cuniary support from our society.'' 

There are different ways of con
vincing men, but that which a Mussul
man took in order to convince Mr. 
Heinig will seem to have something of 
novelty about it. " Our missionary, Mr. 
IIeineg, mentioned to me, that soon 
after he began his career at Patna, a 
Mussulman, to whom he spoke of the 
gospel, struck him in the head and face 
with a long stalked fruit, which he had 
in his hand, so violently, that the fruit 

was broken into pieces ; he then took 
off one of his shoes and continued to 
strike him with that. "Why do you 
do this 1' Ml', Heinig exclaimed. 'To 
convince you: to convince you," was 
all the answer he could get. Seeing a 
tanna (police-office) neal', he went 
towards it ; on which, the Mahommedan 
fled. He went and asked the police to 
take him up ; but afterwards counter
manded it, thinking it better to forgive. 
The following evening he went to the 
chouk (market) to preach. The people 
had heard of the assault, and were in
quiring,' What will he do 1' He stood 
up and preached Christ, fully and 
firmly, without once alluding to it. The 
Mahommedans, however, took it up 
themselves, and said, ' As the aggressor 
had acted without any pro-vocation, he 
should have a gnaFd for two months; 
and when he saw Mr. H. or any Euro
pean, should put his finger into his own 
mouth till he had passed.' Mr. H. met 
him aecidentally a fortnight after ; 
when he ~t his finger into his mouth 
accordingly. They were not intenupted 
afterwards." 

We commend the following accoent 
of an ea.steirn custom to the special 
attention of those predo-baptist writers 
who have wearied themselves with vain 
efforts to dis.cover how OF where the 
parties obtained change of raiment in 
New Testament baptisms. At Dina
pore, Mr. Russell found the weather 
very pleasant ; " the mornings and 
evenings rathel' c8ol, notwithstanding 
which, both men and w0men were 
bathing every day in the river. It 
must be a cold busin€ss at this time of 
year ; and they do it in the coolest 
manner imaginable, as if they were 
amphibious. They vary indeed greatly 
in the mod'ltS operandi; some just 
splash the water over their face and 
limbs, and are off in a minute : others 
go through a regular washing, and 
carefully finish the toilette. They never 
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remove any part of their dress when 
going in, except sometimes that which 
covers the shoulders ; and they usually 
walk away with t.heir wet clothes on, 
oecasion:tlly covering them over with 
dry ones." 

We will not give any more specimens, 
a~ onr readers, if they take our advice, 
will purchase the hook: 

.\'oles and Reflections on the Epistle to the 
Hebrews. By ARTHUR PRIDHAM. Bath: 
Ilinns and Goodwin. London : Whittaker 
and Co. 12mo. 

S011rn months since, we reviewed 
Mr. Pridham's Notes on" the Romans," 
and commended the volume to the 
attention of the Christian student. 
The hope was then expressed that Mr. 
Pridham might be encouraged to publish 
similar comments on the Epistle to the 
Hebrews. This hope is now fulfilled, 

been given to a p:l.l'ticuln1• race. 'l'he 
man who hns runste1·ed the one epistle 
may be said to understand the gospel, 
the man who has nmstered the other 
may be said to understand the law. 
And the man who has mastered the 
two has the fullest evidence of the truth 
and glory of both, which human nature 
and divine dispensations, reason and 
fancy, realities and types, pictures and 
facts, can supply. In both epistles, more
over, are found innumerable touches, 
both of character and of doctrine, such 
as afford the best materials for brief 
impressive exposition. 

In these Notes, it must be admitted, 
the peculiar views of the author come 
more prominently before us, than in 
his Notes on the Romans. He thinks 
the common faith, that brighter and 
better times are setting in upon the 
world," a "presumptuous imagination" 
(p. 259). He deems it not improbable 
that sacrifices commemorative of the 

and we have pleasure in noticing his t t t ill g m' be . . one grea a onemen w a a 
work. It possesses the_ same_ qualities offered in the earthly courts (p. 188). 
as its predecessor, is written m a tone I And the e·gn of the Messiah which 
eminently spiritual and child-like, and most belie:: to have commenced when 
abounds in evidences of competent he ascended up on high Mr. P;idham 
acquaintance with the inspired original. postpones till his second ~oming. These 

The two epistles on which these Notes views have of course influenced the 
are written are as remarkable for their 
differences as for their agreement. In 
t1·uth they are identical, in proof and 
illustration they are entirely dissimilar. 
Their common theme is justification 
and holiness, their common order is, 
doctrine the foundation of practice, 
faith of morality; and their common 
contrasts, God's justice and mercy, 
Christ's dignity and tenderness. On 
the other hand, the Epistle to the 
Romans builds the gospel on the guilt 
and helplessness of man, the Epistle to 
the Hebrews draws out the gospel from 
the religious observances of the Jew; 
the .fi,·st prows it from the facts of 
history and consciousness, the second 
ilhtstmtes it from what had long since 

interpretation put upon some passages, 
but they are never given at length, 
nor are they advocated but with bro
therly love. There is so much more
over that is true and spiritual through
out the volume, that with this warning, 
we cordially commend it to our readers. 

The Gospel and the Great Apostasy; or, 
Popery contrasted with pure Chi-istianity, 
in the light of history and scripture: es• 
pecially with refe,·ence to its pi·esent cha
racter and pretensions. Prize Essay. 
London : Religious Tract Society, 12mo, 
pp. 262. 

Tms essay obtained the prize of £100, 
which, about eighteen months since, 
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when the papal aggression had excited and the supremacy oi the pope to the 
universal apprehension and indignation sovereignty of Christ; of the sacrifice of 
in our land, was laudably offered by the the mass and the idolatry involved 
Religious Tract Society for the best therein to reason and the atonement 
treatise on popery, which should for- of Christ; of the sacraments and rites 
cibly contrast its great leading errors of the Church of Rome to justification 
with the pure Christianity of the bible, by faith alone and sanctification by the 
and by its powerful appeals, clear state- word and Spirit of the Lord; and of the 
ments of facts, and simple illustrations, maxims and practices of popery as ido
should be especially adapted to the latry, deception, and persecution to the 
common people. We have read it with moral law, is forcibly argued, whilst the 
much pleasure, and general, if not un- belief and practice of the Church of 
qualified approbation, and we think it Rome on these several points are in
calculated to awaken an intelligent and disputably proved. The accordance of 
wholesome hostility to the most subtle popery with the predictions of inspira
and dangerous enemy of the gospel of tion is also shown, and one can scarcely 
Christ: it has also reminded us of some fail to perceive in the fainter develop
essentially popish features of our own ments of popery in the early or Nicene 
establishment and even of dissenting age of the church, the fulfilment of 
communities. The writer, several years the language of Paul," Now the ~pirit 
a ·resident in southern India, has had speaketh expressly that in the latter 
ample opportunity of becoming ac- times some shall depart from the faith, 
quainted with the practical working giving heed to seducing spirits and doc
of the church of Rome, and has also trines of devils ; speaking lies in hy
availed himself of those writings which pocrisy, and having their conscience 
elucidate its spirit and operations. The seared with a hot iron ; forbidding to 
subject is treated first analytically and marry, and commanding to abstain from 
historically, and then controversially. meats;" or, to recognize in the per
The characteristic features of popery, manent characteristics of full-grown 
the secret of its strength, its leading popery that system of iniquity predicted 
errors, their incipient forms, and the as the ":Man of sin, the son of perdition, 
sources to which they may be his- who opposeth and exalteth himself above 
torically traced, are marked out with all that is called God or that is wor
clearness and general accuracy. The shipped, so that he as God sitteth in the 
conditions of the argument between temple of God showing himself that he 
popery and pure Christianity are well is God. . whose coming is after 
put. The opposition of the infallibility the working of Satan, with all power 
assumed by the Church of Rome to the and signs and lying wonders, and with 
word of God; of the power of the priest all deceivableness of unrighteousness." 

BR I E F N O T I C E S. 

Mem_oirs of the Lives of Robert Haldane of 
A,rthrey, and of his brothe,·, James Ale:r
ander Haldane, By Ar.EXAND>.R HALDANE, 
Eiq., of the Inner Temple, Barri~ter-at
Law, London: 1852, Svo., pp. xvi,, 676. 

Robert aud James Haldane were two of the 

most remarkable men of the last generation.
Connected by birth with influential families, 
inheriting property of considerable vslue, pos
sessing- more than an average share of phy!iical· 
and intellectual power, they gave themselves 
in early life to the pursuit of one object, and in 
seeking it they co-operated together harmo-
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nionsly-throu![hout II long series of ycl\r~. From 
1795 to 1841 it was their con,tont business nnd 
delight to labour with all earnest~ess and dili
irence to promote the interests of the Re
deemer's kingdom ; and thoncrh more must 
remain to be revealed hereafter,~ much of their 
aurcess -n·os visible to thcmselvrs and their 
contemporariC"s, Their hearts were brought 
under the influence of the gospel at about the 
same time; their judgment was generally coin
cident in respect both to principles and to 
practical messures; and in the changes which 
they experienced as increa,sing li11bt broke in 
upon them, they went on in general with nearly 
equal steps. Hobert, the elder, being by far 
the "'caltbier, and having less routine duty to 
perform, was the more prominent of the two, 
s.nd was g-enerally regarded as the leader; but 
in the council chamber, we apprehend that the 
influence of the yonngcr brother was usually 
predominant. Tbe history of the senior is 
better known the.n that of the junior, ten 
years ha"Ving elapsed •ince his death, while th!' 
removal of the latter did not t.ake place till 
February, 1851 ; but the bio.,<TJ'8.pher has done 
wisely in weaving their stories together, for 
they s.nd their exertions were connected in
separably. They well deserved that an oct11vo 
volunu, should be published about them, though 
they were but fallible men. It seemed to some 
of their contemporaries as though a, stronger 
consciousness of their own fallibility would in 
eome cases have imparted an additional charm 
to their admira.ble char.acter. .Muscular. in 
body, in mind, and in creed, they were . rather 
fonder of wrestling the.n to some of u_s sontherns 
seemed pleasant; but the love of the truth waa 
very strong in them, and they wei:e consci
entious in all things, The biographer, who is 
the eldest surviving son of Jl.&. James Haldane, 
has fulfilled his duty in a manner for which 
the public will thank him. We cordially com
mend the work to the attention of readers of 
all classes, but especially to those ~o whose care 
many talents have been entrusted. 

Memoirs of tM Life and Writings of Tlwmus 
CJ.aimers, D.D., LL.D. By his Son-in
Law,theRev. WILLIAM HANNA, LL.D., Vol. 
IV. Edin burgh: Constable and Co. London: 
Hamilton and Co., pp. 610. 

The complete biography of the kind hearted 
Scottish giant. whose eminence as a theological 
teacher was acknowledged while he yet lived by 
all protestants throughout the civilized world, 
is now before us, Some who well deserved to 
be held in remembrance have soon after their 
deceOBe sunk into oblivion, because their history 
was never written; and some have suffered 
greatly in their posthumous reputation through 
the incompetence or unfaithfulness of those who 
undertook to describe their career; but these 
volumes will transmit to posterity a view of 
Dr. Chalmers so ample and so correct, that he 
will he regarded with reverence and affection 
by thousands who are yet unborn. A full ac
count of the steps which led to separation from 
the ecclesiastical establishment of those mi
nisters who formed the Free Church, and of 
the infancy of the Free Church itself, is given 
of coun,e in tLio last volume; but there is 
much else in it which to many readers will be 

more interesting, It details the zca,lous anil 
successful l'iforts mnde by Dr. Chalmcts on be
half of West Port, a district of Edinburgh, 
wliich hat! been 11otorio,us for filth, crime, nnd 
ungodliness, but in which now the habit of nt
tendnnce on public worship is ns general ns in 
any part of the city, whi\c it is not known tho.t 
there is a single child of any family resident in 
it who is not nt school. Pleasing illustrations 
are afforded also of his domestic ho.bit&, nnd of 
his peculiarities in social intercourse, down to 
the Lord's day evening on which he retired to 
rest, waving his hand aud saying, "A goner\\! 
g-ood night." In the morning, "The ex
pression of the face undisturbed by a singlo 
trace of snfferiug; the position of the body so 
easy thnt the least struggle would have dis
turbed it; the very posture of arms, and hands, 
and lingers, known to his family as that into 
which they fell naturnily in the moments of 
entire repose,-conspired to show, that, saved 
all strife with the last enemy, his spµ-it had 
passed to its pl,ace of blessedness and g\ory in 
the heavens." · 

.4 Letter of E:i:ample, E:,;hortation, a'(1,.d Re
proof to the Seceders from his Church; to
gether with. a Brief No~ice of~ P,µ;~uges 
in the Ministerial Life of his late Curate, 
Mr. Richm·d Jones Temple, alias Richard 
Jones, tc,, ~"- By i,lOBERT L. H.1,u,. l_l{.4., 
Incumbent of St. Barnabas, King Square,. 
London. London: Eglington, 1852. '8vo., 
pp. 78, 

No one should pass over thia pamphlet who 
wishes to study the history of ~e Rev, ]itich;,rd 
Jones, alias Risiart Johns, alias Richard 
Pritchard Jones, alias Robert K;. Joll.Cs, aliaJI 
Richa_rd Jones Temple, who is said to ha".e. 
been expelled from the independent college at 
Mo.nchester, discharged from. the baptist pas
torate at Whitchurch, Hants, ordai_n!'d. by the 
bishop of Cashel to a curacy in his diocese, 
engaged for a short sea.son at St. Sepulchre, 
Northampton, and then admitted to.be assi.st'!µt 
to the writer of this pamphlet at St, Barnabas, 
King's Squa,re, London. Independently how
ever of those who may be anxious to make 
themselves acquainted with the life and adven
tures of this ·personage, there ar<! two small 
classes of readers. who. should peruse it. We 
recommencl it very cordially to o.ll dissenters 
who imagine that the Church of England is an 
asylum from those evils which are supposed to 
arise from the democratic constitution of our 
churches, and to all bishops of the Ecclesiastical 
Establishment who are inclined to confer what 
they call "Holy Orders" on renegade dissenting 
ministers. 

Education for God: or, " The Pure Word of 
God_" A Record of Real Life. The Me
morial of A. M. R. ll., who fell asleep in 
Jesus, aged Nineteen. By the Author of 
" The Morning Visit," London: Seeleys, 
Fleet Street, and Hanover Street. 1852,, 
pp. 244. 

Notwithstanding all that has been written on 
this subject, there is room for much improve
ment in the training and education of the 
families, and especially the daughters of pro-
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fcssing Christians. Td tr4in them foe God 
shoul<l be the manifest aim of every Christian 
parent, and nt the same time to produce the 
,mpressicin on their rnlt1ds, ftom the earliest 
infohcy, that the conviction of the parent is 
that th1is their presellt happiness as well as 
their best interests will be secured. lnstearl of 
this that their d11ughtere may excel in those 
acc~mplishments which shall ftt them for so
ciety ilntl grace the drawing-room, appears the 
desire of parents generally ; and the religious 
education which is imparted is of that cha.racter 
and holds so subordinate a place, that it has 
]orig. been matter .of astonishmen~ to u.s that 
indifference to rchg1on ancl even infidelity has 
not been more frequently the result. Vanity, 
pride, and selfishness are the fruit. that may 
fairly he expected from the mode of training 
and educatioh generally pursued. We should, 
therefore, hail with delight any publication in 
which in a narrative form a purely scriptural 
education for God was developed. Hoping to 
find something of thie kind, we opened the 
volume before us; but though it contains much 
that is excellent we have been thoroughly 
disappointed, All that is said respecting the 
subject of the Memorial may be compressed 
into a very few pages, The writer occupies a 
much mdre prominent position. She is an 
ai·dent admirer of the Church of England; 
and though it is evident from her own state
ments, that her conversion and that of her sister, 
the subject of the Memoir, was effected in spite 
of the system she so µmch admires, rather 
than in consequence of it, tbere i• through
out the "o\ume the recurrence ad nauseam, of 
apologies for the Established Church, The 
book, therefore, is not one the circulation of 
which we should be anxibns to promote. 

TVhy are we Dissenters? Three Lect11.res on 
the Principles Qf Evangelical Nonconformity. 
By EusTACE :8.. CONDER, M.A. London: 
Snow, 1852. 32mo., pp. viii. 126. 

The first Lecture shows that the 'Constitu
tion of the Church of England exhibits so wide 
and essential a departure from the Divine and 
authorized model of a Christian churcb1 as to 
r~nder Dissent our solemn lod imperative duty. 
'1 he second shows that we arc not guilty of 
schism in dissenting from the church of England, 
but that the guilt of schism is chargeable on 
that church, on account of its terms of com
mu_nion, and its hearing and conduct towards 
scriptural churches. The third treats of the 
U~ion. of Church and State, illustrating the 
ObJeCt10nableness of State Control, State Powet, 
ar.~ State Pay. The good sense which pervades 
this li!l1all volume, arid the spirit of moderation 
combmed with firmness in which it is written 
will fon,ler its extensive circul~tion a public 
benefit. 

The Joumal of Sacred Literature. New 
Serles. Edited by JOHN KITTO, D.D., 
F.S.A. No. IV.-July, 1852. Loutlon: 
Svo., pp. 2i2. Price 5s. 

The editor and the publisher are ,loing tl1eir 
utmost to render this work all that it shoultl 
he, and if they fail it will not be their fault, 
hut the fault of those who ought to be purchasers 
01· fellow-labourers. There is in this.number a 

great deal of valuable i!latter. We cMilot 
enunl~rale tbe a!ti~les: were we td specify ~rly 
as worthy of d1stmctuln we •h611ld mentton 
"1'he last Blessings of Jacob, Transl9.ted from 
the Chaldee Targums of ,Jonathan Ben Uziel 
and Jer11salM1; "-" The Nature of our Lord's 
Resurrection Body," by Dr. Robinson, the 
design of whi•ch is to show, "first that the dis
ciples believed the body of their Lord after his 
resurrectioh to lJe the emme identical hotly of 
fleah !Ind bones which they had seen cmcifietl 
and laid in the sepulchre, and secondly that 
our Lord took special pains to impress this very 
belief on their minds." There is an elaborate 
article also ijil Dr. Edwartl Hitchcock's Religion 
of Geology and ite connected Sciences; of 
which the reviewer says, "The most ree~nt 
geological discoveries are explained in a highly 
attractive style, while no other work affords so 
complete a view of the bearings of geology on 
religion." 

A Textual CoinmentanJ on the Book of Paalms. 
By !i. N. CBAMPNEY, Attthor of an" IndeZ 
to Scripture lleadings," an "Inclex to the 
Book of Common Prayer," ~c. London: 
Bagster and Sorts. Square 16mb., pp. 93. 
Cloth. 

A convenient companion to the Book of 
Psalms, illustrating verse by verse, by copious 
references to other portions of scripture, re
ferences indicating not merely the place where 
each passa11e is to be found, hut also recalling 
it to the memoty of any one familiar with the 
eacred volume lly the citation of five or six of 
the word•. It will be particularly useful to 
ministers when selecting texts on which to dis
course, or studying sermons from texts in that 
favourite portion of the Old Testament. 

An Essay on the Local or Lay 1Winistry; 
as Exercised in the Wesleyan and other 
branches of the Methodist Family. By 
RICHARD MILLS, Wesleyan Local Preacher, 
Rugeley, Staffordshire. London: John Kaye 
and Co. Small Svo., pp. 250. 
In the year 1849, John Kaye, Esq., of Hud

dersfield, offered two prizes, one of £50 and one 
of £25, for the two best Essays on the local 
ministry as e:1isting amongst the Methodists. 
To this essay the first prize was accorded. It 
enters very fully into the history of the mi
nistry; shows the origin, and proves beyond 
question the great usefulness of the class of 
preachers to which it refers, and contains many 
suggestions, which may he pondered with ad
vantage by ministers of aU classes. 

The Titles a11d Simi/itudes of the Lord Jesus 
Christ, By JAMES LARGE. WithRecom-

. mendatory Preface, by Rev. J, Sherman w1d 
Rev. J. A. James. Vols, I. a11d II. Lon• 
don: J. C. Bishop. 12mo., pp. 163, 16-t. , 

These volumes will be hailed with pleasure 
by the Christian parent and Sunday school 
teacher, as portraying in a most interesting 
manner the character and excellency of Him 
who is'' altogether lovely." They will, tl.uubt
less, tend to excite renewed delight in that 
sacrc,1 volume, the spitit and life of which is 
the testimony of Christ. 
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Political Economy illustrated b,1/ Sacred 1-Jis
for_l/, By J~MES TA'l"LOR, Author of" The 
JIIone!f. System of En_gland from tiie Con
qW!st, ~·c., ~·c. London: Seeleys. 16mo., 
pp. ii. 
The leading principles of this work al'e that 

the prosperity which Adam Smith assigns to 
the earlier portions of the eighteenth century 
in this country w~s promoted by the system of 
political economy which had prevailed ; that this 
agreed essentially with the system taught in 
the holy scriptures ; that a leg-al provision for 
the poor is a disting-uishing characteristic of 
this system ; and that under the coined mone,y 
system now prct>ailing. u~nry is not inconsistent 
with the spirit of the Mosaic law, but under 
judicious regulation,s quite as Oeneficial to the 
burrower as to the lender. 

A Book for the Sea-side. With .Numerous 
Engravings. London: R, T. S. 12mo., 
pp. 2i5. 
At this season of the year many visitors to 

the sea-side will be irlad to carry with them a 
book replete with information respecting cliffs, 
plants of the cliffs, fishes, the stones and 
flowers of the beach, molluscous animals, shells, 
sea-weed$, and similar marine curiosities. Here 
they may find one suited to their purpose, and 
adorned with many wood-cuts. 
Wonders of Organic Life. R. T. S. lllonthly 

Series, Pp. 192. 
A good sixpenny worth of solid information 

respecting the vital principle-sleep-hyberna
tion of birds-torpidity of reptiles-migration 
of animals, and kindred topics. 

Tyre : its Rise, Glory, and Desolation. R. T, S. 
Pp. 188. Price 6d, 
This epitome of useful information on a most 

interesting subject constitutes the eightieth 
. volume of the l\Ionthly Series published by the 
Religious Tract Society ;-a series which we 
will venture to advise the Committee to prolong 
indefinitely, and the public to purchase ex
tensively. 

The Exhibition Lay. London: Groombridge 
and Sons. I 6mo., pp. 32. 
A brief description of the scenes in Hyde 

Park which distinguished the summer of 1851, 
in pleasing verse, extolling England also, as 

"A land of generous sympathies, 
Whose cbildren love to see 

Their fellow-men, in other lands, 
Free a.& themselves are free.'' 

Tlie Children ~f the BiJ,le, London: R. T. S, 
!6mo., pp. 76. 
Short and simple narratives, ilone np very 

prettily in cloth, and illustrated by many wood
cuts and six oil-coloured prints. 

Pa.uages in the Life of Gilbert Arnold; or tlw 
Tale of the Fcur Sermons. By SuLLIVAN 
EARLE. London: Richard Bentley. 16mo., 
pp. 146. Cloth, gilt edges. 
The external appearance of this small volume 

is very prepossessing; but we cannot say that 
the tale itself is to our taste, though it indi
cates a degree of ability which will probably 
appear to much greater advantage on. some 
future occasion. 

RE C,ENT PUBLICATIONS, 

1lpprobcll. 
[lt should be und<!rstood that insertion in this list Is not a 

mere announcement: it expresses npprobnllon or the work, 
enumernted,-not of course cJ.tcnding to e,ery pnrllculo.r, bu\ 
an npprobation of their general character nnd tcudcucr,) 

Serrnons to Young Women. Fifth Sermon. i,,► 
male Religious Zeal. By J. A. JAMES, First 
tl10usand. London : Hamilton, Ada.ins, and Co. 
16mo., pp. 140. 

The Glory of Young Men. A Sormon delivered 
in Pendleton Independent Chapel, on the occasion 
of the Oeath of Robert Needham;· Esq.: who died 
December 20th, 1851, aged thirty-three years ... i,y 
the Rev. A. E, PEARCE. Lo11don: Ji,/in &n,ow. 
12,no. pJJ. 22. ·. ' 

Books and Reading: a Lecture delivered lll the 
Young Men's Christian Ass.ociation, Devonport on 
Tues.day Evening, March 9th, 1852. By: the Rev. 
GEORGE SMITH, of London. PubliShed by request. 
London .- John Snow. pp. 32. , :n:;~;. , : ,-

f\:: 

The Vicar and His Pastoral. Questions addressed 
to the Rev. W. J. E. BENNRTT, A.M. By. One •not 
in Priestly Bonds. London: Hamilton, .Jdctr~,~.~,l 
Co. Si-o., 1'P• 32. · . _ ,.-, 

The Thirty-Eighth Annual Report of the Baptist 
Society for Promoting the Gospel in Ireland, fOr the 
Year ending March the 31st, 1852. With.an Account 
of the Annual Meetings, and a Llst of Contribtilions 
Lond,n: J. Haddon. Svo., pp. 46. · · :,!'.' 

The Annual Report of the Committee of the Bap
tist Home Missionary Society,- for the ·Eucourag_e• 
ment and Support of Preaching the Gospel in _the 
Villages and Towns of Great Britain, for the.Year 
ending March, 1852. With a List of Subscriben 
and Benefactors. Instituted in the Year 1797, 
London , J. Haddon. , Svo ,, pp. 40. 

The Fourth Annual Report of the Weekly Tract 
Society, especially designed to inculcate Religion, 
and to promote the Social and Moral Improvenient 
of the Working Classes, by the Circulation of appro
priate Tracts. Formed December, 1847.1851; Lond<m, 
8, St. Ann's Lane, 12mo., pp. 48. Price-6d. ~ 

The Report of the. Directors of the Protestant 
Union, for the Benefit of the Widows and Children 
of Protestant Ministers of all Denominations. With 
a Statement of the Receipts and Disbursements, 
from May 1st, 1851, to March 31st, 1852, London : 
.Reed and Pardon. 12mo., pp. 24. · 

The Eclectic Review, July, 1852. Conteuts :-
I. Farini's Roman State. II. Taylor's Wesley and 
Methodism. III. Laing's Denmark. IV. Modem 
Depreciation of the Bible. V, Lamartine's Hi•• 
tory : Napoleon's Return from Elba. VI. Respon
eibility of Joint Stock Companies, VII. Gutzlaff'• 
Life of the Emperor of China. VIII, The Univer• 
sity of London: Recent Movements. Review of 
the Month. Literary Intelllgence. Brier Notices. 
London: Ward and Co. 

The Christian Treasury for July,_containlng Con• 
tributions from Ministers and Members of .variqus 
Evangelical Denominations. Edinbui·gh: 8vo , pp. 60, 

1'ho Chri•tlan Joumal of" i110 Unlted Presbyterian 
Church for July. The Profit• ?e~oted -to. A~ed 
and Invalid Ministers of the United Presbyterian 
Church. Glasuow: Robert Jackson. London,· Watd 
and Co. · 
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AMERICA. 

BAPTIST MISSIONAP.Y UNION, 

The Annual Report of this Society has 
just reached us. This month, we muit con
tent ourselves with extracting the summary 
of its operations; next month, we hope to 
present our readers with interesting details. 

The number of missions prosecuted under 
direction of the board, not including the one 
to Ava, is eighteen, embracing dghty-t_hree 
stations and one hundred and four outstat10ns, 
besides three hundred an,l fifty places of 
stated preaching in Germany and France. 
Connected with the missio::s are lifty-seven 
missionaries, of whom fifty-two are preachers, 
and there are fifty-nine female assistants. 
'fwo missionaries and two female assistants 
have died, besides one missionary under 
appointment, and two female assistants h~ve 
joi:ied the missions. The number of native 
preachers and assi~tants _is. one. hundred ~nd 
ninety-seven ; total of m1ss10naries and assist
ants connected with the missions, three hun
dred and thirteen, Ten missionaries and 
female assistants are under appointment. 
There are one hundred and eighty churches, 
having a membership of 13,733, of whom 
were added by baptism 'the past year, I ,280. 
The number of schools is seventy-nine, in
cludini; four for native preachers, one normal, 
and sixteen boarding schools; with about 
1,700 pupils. The number of pages printed 
in three of the missions, Maulmain, Tavoy, 
aud Assam, was 4,392,300, 

The expenditure for the year ending 
March 31, 1852, has been I 02,958 dollars ; 
the receipts for the year 102,611 dollars. 
The balance agaiMt the Union, at that date, 
was 19,894 dollars, 47 cents. 

LIBERAL OFFEllS TO P.EDOB.\PTISTS. 

In the Tennessee Baptist several premiums 
are announced, competition for which is open 
to residents· in Europe as well as in the 
United States. The proposals are as fol-
lows:- · 

bible affordina a plain precept for, or example 
of, infant sprinkling for Christian baptism •. 

Five hundred dollars to any one who will 
furnish a solitary passage usually relied on or 
quoted by Predobapti3ts to pr_ove infant b~p
tism which has not been denied as authority 
for ~he practice by zminent ar,rl standard 
Pcedobaptist divines. 

One hundred dollars to any one who will 
produce, from standard historians, ~ s?li~ary 
instance of infant baptism among Chnstians 
(some heathen nations having practised it be
fore the coming of Christ) before the third 
century. 

One hundred dollars to any one who will 
prociuce an instance of pourin~ or sprinkling 
amon" Christians before the third century. 

On~ hundred dollars to any one who will 
produce scriptural authority to pro~e that 
the visible Christian church, as organized by 
Jesus Christ is an institution identical with 
the Jewish ~ommonwealth (or nation), once 
called " the church in the wilderness." 

One hundred dollars to any one producing 
scriptural authority to prove ~hat b1_1~tism 
comes in the room or place of c1rcumc1s10n. 

One hundred dollars to any one for one 
passage in the bible in which "bap!izo '' in 
the Septuagint, or New Testa~ent 1s trans
lated in ou~ version by " to spnnkle or pour 
upon." 

One hundred dollars lo any one producing 
scripture to prom that the peculiar form of 
church organization nnd government were 
left to the discretion of Christians in any age 
or a"es after Christ. 

o':ie hundred dollars that Christians, as in
dividuals or as churches, have a right to 
chan"e the ordinances or externals of re
ligim;: as taught in the New Testament, in 
the least, whether in eub•tance or form, by 
addition, diminution, change, or substitu
tion. 

Au impartial jury is to decide the validity 
of any claim presented; an equal number to 
be chosen by each party, the authority relied 
on bein~ fornished to the proposer of the pre
mium o~ie month at least before the trial, 

NOV A SCOTIA. 

To all Piedobaptist Catholics and Pro- AC.\DU COLLEGE, 

tes/ants. I 'l'hc Christian Mtssenger, published at 
1st. I will renew the gmnd premium offered Halifax J ,me 11th, con1ains a pleasing re-

Borne years since: po1'1 from :Cr. Cramp and Professor Ch1pma_11 
One thousand dollars for II pa688go in the of the studies of the young men unc~er theu 
VOL. xv,-i·ouRTll SERIES. ,) ill 
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care during tl,e year ending June 4th, with 
an account of the anniYersary held that day, 
including speeches from several ministers, of 
whom the ReY. Edward Very was one, and 
reference to orations and essays by under 
graduates, among whon1 were conspicuous 
the names of King, Rand, Phalen, and 
Grant. The very same page on which the 
signatures of the professors appear contains 
the following paragraph:-

" Astounding and most deeply alflicting 
intelligence reached us at three o'clock, p.m. 
on Tuesday, by a telegraphic despatch from 
Kentville, to the following effect: - Mr. 
Yer)·, Professor Chipman, and four students, 
Rand, Phalen, Grant, King, drowned yester
dav afternoon, returning from Blomidon." 

A supplement was afterwards issued con
taining the following particulars:-

DISTRESSIXG CALHIIIY. 

"HaJija.r, June I I, l 852. 
,. After our paper of this <lay was struck 

off we recei,·ed the followin6 letter from the 
Rev. Dr. Cramp; we hasten to furnish it in 
an extra in order that the particulars of the 
mournful event to which it refers may be 
communicated to our friends with as little 
delay as possible. We attempt no expression 
of our own feelings on reading the heart
rending intelligence Dr. Cramp's letter com
municates; indeed we feel wholly unable to 
do so. 

"DEAR BRETIUtEN,-After sending you 
the telegraphic despatch this morning I ob
tained full information respecting the cata
strophe which has spread' mourning, lamenta
tion, and woe' throughout our denomination 
in these provinces, and now hasten to transmit 
it to you. 

" Brother Very having a taste for geo
logical pursuits felt desirous of obtaining 
specimens from Cape Blomidon, so well 
known as Professor Chipman's favourite re
sort for that purpose. They agreed to form 
a party for a visit to the spot.. Four of 
the students, Benjamin Rand, Anthony E. 
Phalen, W. Henry l{ing, and William E. 
Grant consented to accompany them. There 
were also two boatmen, George Benjamin 
and Perez Col<lwell. · The following narra
tion of the disaster is given, substantially, in 
the words of Benjamin, the only survi\'Or. 

" They left Wolfrille yesterday morning 
about five o'clock. The weather was then 
fine. They were three hours crossing 01·er 
to the Cape, wl,ere the gentlemen landed, and 
remained till noon. It be;;an to blow just 
hcfore they started on their return, but became 
calm when they were between the Cape and 
Long S1,ell. It freshened again when they 
were about half way across, and l'eere<l round 
more to the south, heading them off towards 
Long Island. They tacked and stood across 
for Cornwallis, when they came about again 

they stood for Long Island Creek, intending 
to land there, as the wine\ had become stronger, 
When they were nearly hnlf n mile from the 
island a sea struck the boat and half filled 
her: they succeeded, however, in haling out 
nearly all the wate,·, ancl put nbout the boat 
before the wind, purposing to rnn in at the 
back of the island. Just then ( it was about 
four o'clock) they were struck by n heavy 
sea, which swamped the boat immediately. 
She went clown stern first, and turned bottom 
upwards. All with the exception of Grant 
(who sunk at once) and Professor Chipman, 
of whom presently, clung to the boat, and 
endeavoured to get upon it, whe11 it turned 
completely round till it was bottom upwards 
again; Rand and King were lost'in this last 
movement. The rnmaining four still clung 
to the boat. They were washed off two or 
three times, but gained it agairi.' At lerigth 
Phalen and Coldwell were washed off tB
gether, and rose no more. Soon after; Mr. 
Very was washed off, but he swam to the 
boat, and was assisted on it by' l3enjamin; 
He held on by the stem for ten or fifteen 
minutes, when three heavy seas in succession 
broke over them, ancl·swept Mr. Very away. 

" Professor Chipman was upon the main
sail, which had got adrift when the boat up
set. He was heard to call aloud for he! p, 
but none could be rendered. Benjamin saw 
him at about twenty rods' distance, a few 
minutes before Mr. Very sunk; he appeaie'd 
to be then dead. 

'' The boat dragged towards the shore till it 
was right off the point of the island, wj:ten i~ 
held on. Benjamin then stripped off' hi~ 
clothes and swam to the shore, which he 
reached in a very exhausted state. The boat 
was found this morning bottom u pward:S, biit 
little injured. · 

"Benjamin adds, that Messrs. Very, 
Phalen, and Grant had suffered muc? f'.rcim 
sea-sickness; Grant seemed to be qmte <llsl 
a bled by it, which may ac~ount . for 'his 
sinking immediately. · ' 

" It is not surprising that in the confusion 
of such a struggle no words escaped fl\~rp, 
indicating their inward feelings. All tlierr 
energies were concentrated fo the effort fli~ 
self-preservation. The Lord understo?cl ~1?~ 
utterances of their hearts. · 

" Yours truly, 
"J.M. CRAMP. 

".Acadia College, June B, 1852." 

NEW BnUNSWICH:. 

DEATH 01! THt;; REV.,S. ELDER, 

The Philadelphia Christian Chronicle of 
May 24th, says, "Died in this city, on the 
23rd inst. at Mr. John Jones's, Walnut Street, 
ltev: Samuel Elder, r.astor of the Fredericton 
baptist church, New Drunswick, aged 35 
years. 
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"Mr. Elder cnme from n uistant home to 
die nmong strangers. Pulmonary disease 
c.laimed him, like many of the noblest and 
most beautiful of earth's children, for an early 
victim. In th.e opening spring lie left the ice 
mid snow of his nortj-,ern home, to seek in 
the sunny south a more genial ~ir. But the 
hand of the destroyer was on him, and from 
the hour of his arrival in our city, he drooped 
and passed away like a flower in autumn. 

" A kind Providence sweetened the bitter 
cup given him to. drink. His last hours were 
spent in a CJ:!ristian family, who watched over 
him with the tenderest care as a brother in 
Christ. Several of . the city pastors visited 
his sick cham her and cheered him by their 
sympathy and prayers. Above all the great 
Master was with liim, and faith and hope 
sustained the soul in the hour of mortal agony. 
He felt that his work was done, and looked 
forward with unfaltering confidence to the 
rewards of . heaven, Without a murmur, 
without a struggle, he fell asleep in Jesus, 
and the Christian warrior entered into rest." 

EUROPE. 

FROCLA!ILI.TION AGAINST THE BAPTISTS. 

'fhe following is a translation of a public 
document which has just arrived from Ger-
many. . 

" We, by the grace of God, George Wil
liam, reigning Prince of Schaunburg-Lippe : 

"We have received from our government 
and consistory, information that for some 
time the sect of the baptists have been 
making inroads into our country and have, 
by public speeches and distribution of tracts, 
sought to gain adherents, and have even dis
pensed the holy sacrament; and as we can
not tolerate that this sect, so opposed to civil 
and ecclesiastical order, should further seduce 
our ~ubjects, we herewith command, that (in 
consideration that all spiritual exhortations 
have, proved fruitless), on the basis of the 
ecclesiastical law issued in 1614 as follows:-

" 1. No authorities of this country are 
allowed to grant permission of residence to 
a foreign baptist missionary. 

"2. Should, howeve1·, such m1ss10naries 
secretly, or without permission, remain in 
the country, they are to be imprisoned, in 
the first instance, during four weeks, and, in 
every repeated instance, during three months. 

" 3. 'l'he holding of religious meetings or 
convocations is to be punished, in natives of 
the country, by an imprisonment of one to 
two months, according to the degree of se
crecy or' publicity 'with which these have 
?een canied an, Foreign baptists conduct
mg such meetings are to recei vc punishment 
according to regulation 2. 

"4. Whoever gives up an apru·tment for 
such meetings, iii to be imprisoned fo1· one 

fortnight, provided he has not conducted the 
meeting himself. 

'.' _5. 'J.'.he, distribution or sale of baptist 
wntmgs 1s m every case to be punished hy 
imprisonment for one fortnight. Foreigners 
besides to incur the punishment of regu la
tion 2. Pamphlets which may be confiscated 
are to be forwarded to our government. 

" 6. The performance of ecclesiastical acts; 
viz.: dispensing the Lord's supper, ordina
tion, marriage, &c., is to be punished hy 
imprisonment for six months. Foreigners 
incurring the additional penalty regulation 2. 

"Biickeburg, June 29, 1852. 
" In the name of his grace, our most gra

cious Prince and Lord of Schaunburg and 
Lippe, the presidents and government coun-
cillors. "WERNER. 

" Von Lauer. 
"Published July 3, 1852." 

HOME. 

KINGSBRIDOE, DEVONSHI !\E. 

The baptist church in this town having 
found it necessary under the pastorate of the 
Rev. E. H. Tuckett considerably to enlarge 
their chapel, and also to build a schoolroom 
for the increasing sabbath schools, the con
gregation has worshipped with mnch comfort, 
while the alterations were in progress, in the 
commodious town hall. The spacious chapel 
was solemnly opened for divine worship on 
Tuesday, June 15th, when sermons were 
preached by the Rev. S. Nicholson of Ply
mouth, and the Rev. N. Haycroft, M.A., of 
Bristol, to very large congregations. The 
opening services were followed on the two 
succeeding days by those of the Devon Asso
ciation. On the following Lord's day, the Rev. 
N. Haycroft,M.A. again preached to crowded 
audiences. The chapel is built in the per
pendicular style of Gothic architecture, and 
is chaste, plain, and handsome ; its dimen
sions are sixty-four feet long by thirty-fom
feet wide, and the schoolroom forty-four feet 
Ly twenty-two. This important alteration 
has been effected for a snm less than .£ 500, 
towards which the church and congregation 
have nobly contributed, and are afao being 
assisted by friends elsewhere. 

ISLINGTON. 

A handsome and commodious place of 
worship, which has been erected in Cross 
Street, Islington, by the congregation accus
tomed to meet at Islington Green, was 
opened on 'fuesday, June 29th. At se1·en 
in the morning a prayer meeting was held, 
the attendance at which was highly en
couraging~ Large congregations assembled 
at noon and in the evening, when prayers 
were offered by Messrs. Cowdy, Hinton, 
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Clarke, and J. J. Bro'1·n, and ~rrmon~ were 
deli,·ered bv Messrs. Brock of BloomslmrY, 
and Stoughton of Kensington, In the af1~r
noon a numerous aS11emhlv dined in the 
former chapel, and receh-ed perlin,mt ad
dresses from the p11stor, Mr. ThomDs, Dr. 
Cox, and Messrs. Hinton, Stoughton, Grnser, 
,vhite, Ston"l, and Green. About £1.~0 
were collected during the dn)' and nt sub
sequent ser\'ices, including those of the ·en
suing sabbath. 

'J'he expense incurred is about £3000; the 
contributions received and promised rather 
more than £ l ()00. The church and its 
frienJs are making strenuous efforts to obtain 
tie remainder. 

The new Act relating to the "Certi~vinp: 
end registering places of religious ,vorship of 
protestant dissenters" having received the 
royal nssent on the s•me day, this was the 
first building entered under it in the office of 
the Registrar Generd. 

We have learned with pleasure that since 
the foregoing sentences were in type Mr. 
Peto has presented a donation of £100. 

HUDDERSFIELD. 

In June, l 851, the particular baptist 
church assembling in l{ing Street, Hudders
field, obtained the services cf Mr. W. K. 
Armstrong, B.A., of Horton College, for one 
year. At the end of that time, being encou
raged by many tokens of divine approbation 
shown both in the increase of the church 
and its renewed harmony nnd comfort, they 
presented him with a unanimous and press
ing imitation to assume the pastoral charge; 
and on the first sabbath of July, Mr. Arm
strong commenced his public ministrations in 
this new relation. The prospects of this 
church are now very encouraging, and it is 
hoped that its pwsperity will soon remove at 
least one hatf of the reproach so long resting 
upon the Yorkshire baptists that two . of 
their most important towns, Huddersfield and 
York are without baptist chapels. 

CAll{BRIDOE. 

The Rev. W. Robinson after sustaining 
the pastoral office at Kettering nearly twenty
two years has remo,·ed to Cambridge, having 
accepted the charge of the church in St. 
Andrew's Street, recently under the care of 
the late Rev. H.. Roff. 

EYNSFORD, KENT, 

Servicea connected with the recognition of 
Mr. J. Whittemore, late of Rushden, as 
pastor of the baptist church at Eynsford, 
near Farningham, took place ou 'l'u(-sday 
the 6th of July. 

IIAOI'OLE, NOnTilA:MPTONSIIIRE, 

In the early part of July, the. n~v. ,H. 
Grace of Aldwinkle accepted nn mvtlnhon 
to the pastoral chntg~ of the church nt 
Harpole, '.intending to enter on his stated 
labours there on the 25th ultimo, 

IIIGll \VYCO:MnE. 

Mr. G. Blakeman of the Baptist College, 
Bristol, having accepted the unanimous invi• 
tation of the church meeting in Union 
chapel, High Wycnmhe, tn become their 
pastor, entered upon his duties the third 
sabbath in July. 

WALTHAM .~DDEY. 

The Rev. Spencer Murch of Sudbury has 
accepted the invitation of the baptist church, 
Paradise Row, Waltham Abbey, to become 
its pastor, intending to comm,ence his labours 
on the 22nd of August. 

DEVONPORT. 

The1 Rev. Charles Rogers, S, PhCl!nix. 
Place; Stonehouse, Devonshire, having re
signed the pastorate of the baptist church, 
Pembroke Street, Devonport, is ;open to in
Yitation. 

I-RO~'ITS OF THE SELECTION. 

The annual meeting of the trustees was 
held on the 18th of June, Grants were 
made to 

Recommended by 
Mrs.T ......... W. L. Smith, W. Groser ....... £6 0 

w .... , .... W. Yates,W, G. Lewis ......... 6 0 

R ......... J, J. Brown, R. H. Marten ... 6 0 

B ......... Dr. Murch, Dr, Cramp ......... 6 0 

O ......... M. Thomas,'Thos. Thomas ...... 6 0 

W . ...... John Jones, Henry Clark ......... 6 0 

G ......... w. Colcroft, J, Foster ......... 6 0 

P ......... W. Yates, J, Berg .................. 6 0 

C ......... J. Rogers, Dr. Steane ............ 6 0 

N ,c, •••••• Dr. :steane, S. Green ............ 6 0 

G ......... Shem Evans, T. Sprigg ......... 6 0 

J .......... J. Edwards, J, Wilde ............ 6 0 

S ......... J. T. Brooks, John Halgil ...... 6 0 

H ......... M. Kent, W, Keay ........ , ..... 6 0 

K ......... J. T. Brooks, E. Adey ......... 6 0 

C ......... Dr. Murch, W. Groser ......... 6 0 

F ......... Dr. Murch, S. Green ··········" 6 0 

llf ......... B. Evans, R. Johnson ............ 6 0 

H ......... G. W. Flshbourno, Dr, Col< ... 6 0 

N ......... B. Evans, W. J. Stuart ......... 6 0 

D ......... I, M. Soule, J, H. Hinton ...... 6 0 
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11 ......... tt. Trend, F. Role,ton ......... 6 O 
H ......... J. B•rg, F. Tre,trall ............ 6 0 

T ......... Dr. Murch, A. TIiiy............... 0 0 
D ......... Dr. Murch, G. W. Flebbourne. 6 0 
H ......... c. E. Dirt, Spencer Murch...... 6 O 

1.. ........ 1•••• Now, T, Swan ..... ,...... 6 0 
D ......... Dr. Murch, B. Groen ............ G 0 

H ......... H. W. Stembridge, J. Chapple 6 0 
P ......... J. Venimore, J. Wheeler ...... G 0 

F ......... H. W. Stembridge, J. ColUns.. 2 10 

c .......... J. T Wigner. S. Green ......... 2 10 

M ......... E. Pledge, G. H. Whitbread... 2 10 
D ......... T. Wheeler. W. Brock ......... 2 10 
E ......... T. Morgan, T. Swan ............ 2 10 

W ........ Dr. Cox, J. H. Hinton ......... 2 10 

w ......... I. M. Soule, J. Crawford ....... 2 10 

H .......... C. Elven, J. H. Hinton......... 2 10 
v ........... J. Simmons, J. T. Brown ...... 2 10 

S., ......... B. Hall, R. Breeze................ 2 10 
P .......... Dr. Cox, s. Green ................ 2 10 

s ........... S. Kent, E. Mauning............ 2 10 
P .......... J. T. Brown,'Joseph Pywell... 2 10 

M ......... W. Robert, J. Webb ............ 2 10 
w ......... J. H. May, Richard Green.... 2 10 

R ........... B. Evans, W. J. Stuart......... 2 10 
A .......... B. c.·Young, W. Kitchen ...... 2 10 
T . ......... J. Foster, George Mitchell ... . 2 10 

J .......... T. P. Jones, H. W. Hughes... 2 10 

s .......... P. Tyler, John Davison......... 2 10 
D .......... J. Richards, T. Davis ........... 2 0 
H .......... T. Jones, J. W. Morgan........ 2 0 

£234 0 

The widows, to whom these grants have 
been made, are requested to send their 
addresses to the Rev. Dr. Murch, 57, Torring• 
ton Square, London, on the receipt of which 
he will transmit to them the sums voted. 

BRISTOL COLLEGE. 

On Wednesday, June 30th, the annual 
meeting of the friends and subscribers to the 
Bristol Baptist College was held in Broad
mead, Bristol. 

In the morning, essays were read hy two 
of the students ; by Mr, G. Blakeman on 
Prayer, and by Mr. John Hannay on the 
Resurrection of the Body, These essays were 
heard with pleasure, and a ,·ery able address 
was delivered afterwards to the students by 
the Rev. S. J. Davis, on the characteristics 
o~ the Christian Ministry suited to the present 
Times. 

The public businesss was tnnsacted as 
usual in the vestry, nnd very satisfactory re
ports from the gentlemen by whom the 
examination of the students was conducted 
Were read, 

The friends of the college dined as usual 
in the Lecture Room, and several acldresses 
1vere delivered expressive of cordial and 
unabated attachment to the college. 

Of the senior students two have hecome 
pastors of churches, and two are likely to 
settle in places where they have re,·eil'ec\ 
unanimous invitations ; one is occupying a 
station on tiial, and another, Mr. D. Webley, 
is en~aged in the mission field. 

Three candidates have been received for 
the next session. 

DR. ACIJILLJ, 

In the Postscript of our last number a 
brief reference was made to the terminatirn 
of a trial in the Court of Queen's Bench, in 
which the notorious Dr. Newman was found 
guilty of a libel on Dr. Achilli, the Italian 
ecclesiastic who having escaped from the In
quisition at Rome two or three years ago, 
found an asylum in this country. In re
,·iewing bis work entitled Dealings with the 
Inquisition, we warned our readers that it 
was a part of the established policy of the 
adherents of Rome to vilify every witness 
who exposed its abominations. Dr. Achilli 
has since had to experience the same sort of 
treatment as the history of the last three 
centuries shows that all able converts from 
popery have been accustomed to recei,·e; and 
we are anxious that our readers should hal'e 
a more just view of the case than they are 
likely to derive from those reports of the 
trial and editorial comments which are most 
extensively circulated, The following are 
extracts from an article in the Christian Times 
which gil'es an epitome of the case such as 
we should be glad that all the young people 
in our families should read, and which, if any 
of their elders have been mvstified bv the 
writings of popish emissaries.on the st1bject 
in the daily newspapers, it would be well for 
tl_iem also to consider. 

It is most important for the formation of 
right opinions with regard to the late trial in 
the Queen's Bench, that it should be dis
tinctly remembered that for all the scandal 
and impure details which ham been brought 
before the public, Dr. l\'ewman ar.d his abet
tors are responsible. As is alreatly well 
known, when Dr. Achilli had through British 
and Protestant influence been permitted hy 
the French authorities to escape from the 
Inquisition at Rome, he found in this country 
a welcome reception from a large body of 
ernngelical protestants, and by eloquent ex· 
posures, both from the platform and the 
press, of the dissolute and immoral character 
of ecclesiastics in Italv, he became a for
midable bnrri~r in the path of the papal party 
in England. He had adtlressed the ltalian 
priesthoocl thus:-

" Yes, the people, deceived hy you, have 
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good reason no longer to helicl'e in yon. 
You have deceil•cd them with your doctrines 
-your own, not those of the gospel-in
,·ented for your own proRt alone, not for the 
benefit of men's souls, to which you haYe 
eYen denied consolation when they could not 
gin' you silver and gold in paym<'nt for it. 
You decei,·e them with yonr practices, when 
J•ou, so aYaricious, vrcach disinterestedness; 
you, so i1npure, chastity; ~1011, so ,,indictiYe, 
forgiYencss; you, so insubordinate, sub1nis
sion; you, so turbulent, peace; you, so self
indulgent, temperance ; ~·on, so indolent, 
industry; ~-ou, ~o immoral, holiness. Thus, 
to this d,i)·, you have deceived the people, 
and they haYe ceased to believe in you, per
ceiving that God did not dwell in you-that 
God no longer spoke through your untruthful 
lips." 

It was, therefore, found necessary, if 
possible, to silence so dangerous a foe; and it 
was justly believed that this could he best 
effected by utterly blasting his moral charac
ter. Accordingly a lengthened article ap
peared in the Dublin Review, understood to 
be from the pen of Dr. Wiseman himself, in 
which a series of specific charge, were made 
against Dr. Achilli, which, if they were to 
be credited, proved that he was a base im
postor. Our readers will remember that 
while Sir A. Cockburn, in his address to the 
jury last week, insinuated that it was asto
nishing that Dr. Achilli had not taken earlier 
steps to vindicate his reputation, that Mr. 
Tonna-who had distinguished himself by 
his exertions to procure the liberation of Dr. 
Achilli- actually went to Italy after the 
charges of the Dublin Review were made, 
and as far as possible made inquiries which, 
although not as complete as he could have 
desired, yet proved to his satisfaction, and 
that on testimony of the highest character, 
that his friend had been foully wronged. Mr. 
Tonna, when he weut to Italy, saw Mr. Petre, 
nominally the Attache to the Tuscan Em
haesy, but in reality the English diplomatie 
a~ent at Ro:ne. He received. Mr. Tonna 
with extreme coldness, but hav1.11g been de
sired by Lord Palmerston to give M1·. Tanna 
all the assistance in bis power, be made 
inquiries of the Abbe Guide, the Pope's 
Foreign secretary, as to the nature of the 
charges made against Dr. Achilli. The Abbe's 
answer was, that the ' Holy office' had no
thing against him but delicti tenui ( •·malt 
faults), and that the c1,use of his arrest and 
imprisonment was his circulation of the 
bible. A pamphlet soon after appeared from 
Mr. Tonna's pen, entitled, "The real Dr. 
Achilli," in which, with happy irony, and 
with great force of fact and argument, Dr. 
Wiseman's article was held up to public re
probation as a tibsue of falsehoods, D1·. 
Achilli, also, in his hook entitled " Dealings 
with the Inquisition,'' thus noticed the article 
in the Dublin Review;-

" There is the renoWne,l Cnrdinal Wise 
man, the Archbishop of \Vcslminstc1·, nccorcl
ing to the Pope's crcntion, the snii1e who ha,\ 
the asenrancc to censure me from his pulpit, 
and to publish an infamous article in the 
Dublin Review, in which he has raked to
gether, ns in a dunghill, every species of filll, 
from the sons of Ignatius Loyola, nor is there 
lie or calumny that he has not made use of 
against me.'' 

Nevertheless, the slander continued to 
be actively circulated, and at length Dr. 
Newman, in one of his lectures to the 
Brothers of the Oratory, gave deliberate 
utterance to a libel on Dr. Achilli, en
dorsing every one of the charges of the 
Dublin Review, and couched in language 
betraying a spirit of intense hate and bitter
ness. Now it was that an opportunity .was 
furnished for a fair and full investigation, 
and Dr. Achilli, by the advice of lils friends, 
and conquering that spirit of co_nteinpt with 
which he had viewed the efforts of his ene
mies, resolved to appeal for protection to the 
law. Dr. Newman ack!nowledged .himself 
the author of the libel, and by .the late 
change in the law he had the_great advantage 
of putting in a plea of justification, and thus 
of setting to work the whole Romish priest
hood in Italy, from Monsignore Talbot; the 
Pope's secretary, downward, in order to 
collect such evidence as might prove. him to 
have been not an ignoble lihel!er. but. the 
champion of outraged virtue, as well as of 
Catholic truth, and thus consign Dr. Achilli 
to eternal infamy. Most justly; therefore, 
was it said last week by the counsel, and ad
mitted on all sides, that it was Dr. Achilli, 
and not Dr. Newman, who was on his trial, 
for no less than twenty-three distinct charges 
had been made against the former ; and 
"justification " was offered, such os if not 
sufficient to establish all of them, might at 
least establish the most prominent, and thus 
attach a moral certainty to all the rest. 
More than this, the witiiesses for the defence 
were presented to the court under most 
suspicious circumstances. Several of them 
came from Italy, where that system is in full 
vigour, which teaches according to Liguoti 
(the canonised saint of 1839, in whose 
writings it has been declared there is " not 
one word worthy of cellllure ") that "a person 
interrogated by authority may conceal the 
truth ; that to equivocate even without a 
just canse in swearing is only a venial 
offence ; and that it is lawful to equivocate 
for a just cause, and SUIJH A JUST 0AUSE JS 

GOOD IN A SPIRITUAL POINT 01" vmw, i. e., 
'fJIE GOOD OF THE CHUllOH.'' One of the 
witnesses declared that her curate had told 
her she ought to collle to England to give 
testimony, for "the honour of holy Mother 
Church and the honour of God." Moreover, 
these witnesses, coming from Italy, were, as 
foreigners, in no way amenable to justice, 
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should they commit perjury. They left th!! 
coitntry immeclintely, and were utterly care
less of English public opinion : while, on the 
other hand, Dr. Achilli must remain here, 
nnd if disbelieved in his testimony, he would 
hnvc been no't · only ruined in the estimation 
of the country, but exposed to the conse
quences qf deliherate perjury. And here it 
is well worthy of remembrance, that 
Garnmoni, one of the witnesses brought from 
Corfo to testify to hi.~ wife's infidelity and 
his own dishonour, finding that a police 
magistrate 'who knew well his antecedents 
was about to be sworn, he could not be in
duced at any price to come into the witness 
box, and fled im'rnediately from our shores ! 
Let it be remembered, also, that charges 
were brought against Dr. Acbilli in reference 
to certain crimes at Viterbo-they were five 
in number-that no evidence whatever was 
offered in support of four of them, and when 
one of th.em was attempted to be proved, 
the case utterly· broke down. And here 
again it is worthy of remembrance, that Mr. 
'l'onna when· he went to Rome, sent two 
lawyers ( one of them a Roman Catholic) to 
make special inquiries at Viterbo, with 
regard to the crimes alleged by the Dublin 
Review to have been committed by Dr. 
Achilli there. 1'he result was that they 
coiild discover nothing whatever against him, 
but on the contrary found his name in high 
,·epute. 

What struck us, as spectators of the trial, 
was that the· fabricators of false testimony 
were utterly unprepared to find their 
witnesses confronted, not, indeed, by Dr. 
Achilli's presence and his questions in cross
examination.;__for such a privilege was denied 
him, on the legal ground that he was the 
plaintiff, while in reality he was the defendant 
-but by documents which he had happily 
preserved ; and whose dates, in connexion 
with local appointments given him in the 
Romish Church, again and again proved that 
he could not have been present at the scenes 
where the alleged criminalities had been per
petrated. It was indeed most striking to 
mark the depressing influence of the 
Attorney-General's speech to evidence upon 
the accusers and their friends on the one 
hand, as cine after another the charges of the 
libel were broken to pieces, and its reassuring 
effect on the minqs of many who had been 
perplexed and in doubt, on the other. As to 
lhe English witnesses, it was clearly shown 
lhat (vhile two of them had only, according 
to the libtl, · a modified charge to bring 
against Dr. A chilli, that when the mgency 
demanded it, they swore to overt acts of 
crime, to make, as their employers thought, 
"assurance doubly sure,'' but in reality 
to discredit themselves. Doth of these 
witnesses, moreover, were confessedly fallen 
churnclers; ancl as for a third, she 
was pointed out to us ns one of the few 

women who had the effrontery to be pre
sent at such a trial ; and her whole demean
our, coupled with her eagerness in listening 
without a blush, to disgusting statements'. 
abundantly testified as to the amount of 
credit that should be given to her evidence. 
We need say nothing as to the acknowledged 
fact that these persons never made any com
plaint to Mrs. Achilli, and that excellent lady's 
testimony was in full accordance with her own 
conviction of her husLand's innocence, which 
is entirely shared by gentlemen of high 
Christian character who have thoroughly 
sifted the subject. 

But what, we ask, is to be thought, after 
nil this, of the outrageous assaults upon 
the judge and jury by the Times? We 
noticed in our last its first article, and ex
posed its unfairness, and still adhere to 
our opinion, although the clerical secretary 
of the Protestant College at Malta has gone 
out of his way to praise the "observations" 
of the Times as" very judicious,'' even while 
Lord Shaftesbury had declared on oath that, 
in dismissing Dr. Achilli, "We acted upon 
rumours, not upon any charges actually be
fore us." 

SHETLAND, 

Intelligent readers are aware that the 
Shetland Isles form the north boundary of 
the British dominions, being about six hun
dred miiles N.N.E. from London. A baptist 
church was formed there in 1818, Mr. Sin
clair Thompson, a native, being the first 
person immersed on a profession of faith iu 
the Son of God. Since that time three hun
dred persons have been admitted into fellow
ship, and they now form five cbtuches, distinct 
in some respects according to localities, 
though in other respects united. They ha rn 
built three places of worship, now the per
manent property of the baptists; and there is 
not a shillidg of claim upon any of them, 
though in money, exclusive of work, they 
have not been ahle to raise amongst them
selves above £40 sterling for the whole. 

'· There are still," says Mr. Thompson, 
"two of our little churches without a place 
of worship they can call their own ; or in 
which they can assemble for divine worship, 
with any degree of needed accommo,!ation, 
even for themselves and their families, to say 
nothing of the public. In the town of 
Scallaway, once the capital of Shetland, 
there is a church of about thirty members, of 
which a worthy brother of the name of 
Robert Scott is pastor : but they are confined 
to a room fourteen feet square, though sur
roun,led with a population of some six or 
,even hundred! In the parish of Sandsting, 
nlsn, upon the west side of the main land, 
they have 11 clnuch of twenty-five members, 
who l,avo been providentially supplied of 
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late with Rn excellent brother of the name of 
Charles Moodie, to teach among them, and 
preside m·er them in di,·ine things ; but they 
ha Ye no place at all wlierein to come together 
for the worship of God, excepting the sitting 
place of a family, measuring fifteen feet by 
tweh·e feet, and which must also contain the 
chests, ch~irs, ant! other articles of household 
furniture." 

Anxious to see each of these little clrnrches 
pro,·ided with a place in which to worship 
God, l\Ir. Thompson visited this country 
some months ago, and he would be glad if 
space could be al lowed in our pages for the 
purpose to express his obligations to Christian 
friends in rnrious parts of £nglar,d who ha\'e 
shown him hospitality, and afforded him as
sistance. He is anticipating still further aid 
from friends in the southern part of this 
island. who ha\'e promised to for,vard to him 
post-office orders. Some lie has received 
since his return home to his remote and quiet 
habitation at Spiggie, Dunrossness, Shetland. 

TWICKENHAM. 

On Wednesday, July 21st, a deeply inte
resting serrice was held in this vil;age, on the 
occasion of the formation of a new church of 
Christ. The Rev. S. J. Davis, of London 
preached an ahle and appropriate sermon, 
from Acts ix. 31. The Rev. W. Howieson 
of Walworth, who was then called to the 
chair, read a list of twel\'e persons who had 
expressed their desire to unite as a church of 
Christ. Resolutions expressh·e of their de
termination in the strength of God, to seek 
each other's spiritual welfare and promote the 
glory of God, were passed by the members, 
to;tther with one cordially inviting Mr. C. 
W. Skemp to become their pastor. The 
members of the newly formed church after
wards partook of the Lord's supper in which· 
they were joined by six others who had re
quested to be received as occasional com
municants. The church meets at present in 
a sm,ill and inconve11ient room, hut a chapel 
will be built as soon as an eligible site can 
be obtained. 

WEEKLY TJL\.CT SOCIETY. 

At the fourth annual meeting of the above 
sol'iety, held at Freemasons' Tavern, on 
Friday cvenin~ the 30th of April, prayer 
J,aving been offered, the Rev. W. H. Ell,ott, 
the secretary, opened the bu•inesij by reading 
the report, which stated, that special cxer
tious were dem!tnded at the prc•ent time for 
the regeneration of society, especially among 
tlie wurking population. It alluded to the 
torrent of pestilential literature which was 
still tlcwing, a11d stated that it was the ohject 
of this society to stem that tonent by a 

counter-flood of equally inte1·esting, but yet 
sound ernngelical literature. It stated. that 
the numbe1· of tracts now published weekly, 
(exclusive of special issnes,) was li000, and 
that the receipts for the year just ended 
were £339 16s. 4d., and the disbur3ements 
£2i7 16s 3d. ; showing a balance in hnnd 
of £62 0s. Id. The first resolution, adopt
ing the report, &c. was moved by the Rev. 
J. Baldwin Brown, B.A. and seconded by 
the Rev. W. Kirkas, in very able and 
eloquent speeches, and the second resolution, 
which was moved by the Rev. John Leech
man, M.A. and seconded by the Hev. J. 
Gage Pigg, B.A. both in excellent addresses, 
was as follows, viz.:-" '.l.'hat this meeting 
heartily rejoices in the measure of success 
which has attended the operations of the 
society during the past year, and expresses 
its conviction of the adaptation to the pro
posed end of the issue of a new tract weekly, 
thereby supplying perennially the increas
ing demand of a reading public, and of the 
working classes in particular; and that while 
it looks upon the past with devout thankful
ness, it looks to the future with ardent hope, 
and believes, that the instrumentality from 
week to week employed will, in the hands 
of God, be the means of enlightening, elevat
ing, and saving many of the souls of those 
who, in the cities, towns, and villages of our 
land, are in the darkness of ignorance, the 
depths of vice, and in the ranks of those 
who are the despisers of the religion of the 
cross. 

RECENT DEATHS. 

REV, J. SPAS3HATT, 

The subject of this brief memorial was 
born at Penzance, in the county of Cornwall, 
on the 19th of December, I 794. From his 
earliest youth he enjoyed the advantage of a 
religious education, his parents being emi
nently pious and useful members of the 
church of Christ. At the age of tweuty-five, 
Mr. Spasshatt became a dedded believer, 
and he l.iboured for some time with great 
success amoni;st the Wesleyaus as a local 
preacher; but his mind becoming impressed 
with tl1e importance of bdieverd' baptidm, 
he was immersed by the late Rev, Thomas 
Wilcocks of Devonport, in the summer of 
182:3. ~hortly after this he married his 
second wife, a11d for sevel'Rl years resided at 
1<'<1lmouth, where, although much enga.;ed 
in businesJ, he found time to devote his 
energies and tirlents to the cause of the 
H,edeemcr. Jn 1832 he relinquished a very 
lucrative engagement to become the settled 
pastor of thtl baptist chmch at Redrnth, 
where he was made hceedingly useful. For 
eight years he continued to labour in that 
neighbourhood, but at the expiration of that 
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time he· ~etbo,•ed to Dideforcl, in the north 
of Dev011, 'l11 compliance with an urgent 
8 ppenl from the deacons and mem hers of the 
church there. He remained at Bideford 
11.boilt three years and a half, during which 
time l1e WM mhde the honoured instrument 
in the hands of God of re•esta blishing the 
cau~~. whi~.h was before at a very low ebb. I 
At tliis jun'cture,·ho1Vever, he received letters 
froin his· tilcl deacons and friends at Redruth, 
begging him to return to them, as they were 
at that ti\De torn by party feeling, so that the 
cause seemed threatened with extinction. 
Such an appeal from those to whom his heart 
,vas knit by the ties of Christian love and 
friends\)ip was not unheeded by him. After 
providing a suitable minister for the cause he 
,vas about to -relinquish, he entered upon his 
second engagement with the church at Red• 
ruth, amidst the regrets and tears of !,is 
Bideford friends. - About four years since, 
however,his health began to fail him, and 
from th~t time to the day of his death he 
was iric;ipacitated by bodily illness from even 
uttendirig the Lord's house. To a mind con• 
stituted 'as his was this was a peculiar trial, 
and it was felt so acutely by him that at 
times it seemed too heavy to be borne, but it 
was a consolation in the midst of his deep 
sorrow and sufferings that he had given his 
living testimony to the power of vital godli• 
ness, and that his health had been devoted to 
the service of God, and the benefit of his 
fellow creatures. As a preacher he was 
energetic and faithful. His g-rand aim was 
to bring souls to Christ, for this he prayed
and for this he lived. As a friend he was 
firm, affectionate, and sincere. As a hus• 
hand and father he was tender, lo\'ing, and 
gentle. His widow and children who survive 
him can bear testimony to the truth of that 
scripture which saith, "The memory of the 
just is blessed." On the 19th October, 1851, 
this devoted servant of Christ breathed his 
last in the · presence of his wife and friends, 
at Lane Green, near Plymouth, whither he 
had gone in quest of health. He was followed 
to the grave by a large circle of friends, and 
was interred in the Baptist Cemetery at 
Plymouth, by the Rev. S. Nicholson. 

REV. W, WALL. 

Died, nt his residence, Kingsland Crescent, 
~he Rev. William Wall, long pastor of the 
independent church which met in Moorfields, 
and afterwards removed to the Pavement 
Chapel, New North Road; the oldest mem• 
b~r of the General Body of Dissenting Mi• 
n1sters residing in and near London and 
Westminster, having belonged to it above 
fifty•eight years. 

MR~. SALE. 

Dietl, in her ninety-fifth year, July 7, 
VOL, XV,-FOUUTH SERIES, 

Mrs. Ann Sale, who had been a member of 
the baptist church at W okinghnm nearly 
seventy years. She was grandmother of the 
Rev. John Sale, missionary at Barisa I, in the 
East Indies. 

ASSOCIATIONS. 

GLOUCESTERSHIRE, 

This association comprises the following 
churches:-

Gloucester .................... . 
Cheltenham ................... J. Smith. 
Tewkesbury ................... T. "\Vilkinson. 
Naunton and Guiting ...... J. Teale. 
Cubberley and Winstone . T. Da.vis. 
Winchcombe ................ s. Dunn. 
Ledbury ........................ C. E. Pratt. 
Ros~ ........................... . 
Ryeford ........................ S. Walker. 
Stroud ........................... W. Yates. 
Chalford ........................ R. White. 
Hil!sley ........................ G. Smith. 
Tctbury ....................... . 
Uley ............................. R. G. Le }laire. 
King Stanley .................. J. Lewis. 
Nuppend ....................... . 
Slimbridge .................... . 
Thornbury ..................... J. Eyres. 
Woodchester ................. H. Le Fevre. 
Ea.stccombe .................. S. Packer 
Pa.inswick ............... ..... J. Cook. 
Chepstow ..................... T. Jones. 
Monmouth ..................... H. Clarke, A.lf. 
Coleford ........................ J. Penny. 
Woodside ..................... H. Webley. 
Lydney ........................ E. E. Elliott. 

To which must now be added, 
Hereford ........................ J. Davey. 

The services were held this year, June 1st 
and 2nd, at Woodside, Forest of Dean, Rev. 
H. Webley moderator. Sermons were preach• 
ed by Rev. S. Dunn of Winchcomb, ancl 
Rev. E. St cane, D .D. of Camberwell. A,l. 
dresses were delivered by Rev. H. Clarke, 
A.M. of Monmouth, Rev. R. G. Le Maire of 
Uley, and ReY. S. Walker of Ryeford. 

Statist-ics. 
Number of churches .......................... 26 

Baptized .............................. 83 
Received by letter ... u ............ 55 
Restored .............................. rn 

--US. 
Deceased .............................. 34 ' 
Removed .............................. 73 
Excluded ............................. 11 

-- 118 
Clear increase................................. 20 
Number of members.................. 2300 
Sabbath scholars.............................. 3279 
Teachers ............. ......................... 447 

One church had revised its church•hook, 
thereby sustaining a nominal loss of sixteen, 
and from another twenty.four had seceded to 
form I\ new church. No less than nine of 
our churches have, during the whole or part 
of the year, been destitute of pastors, These 
two facts will nccount for our unfavourable 
stntistics. 'rhe Circular Letter this year is 
written by Rev. J. Teall of Naunton, on 

3M 
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'' The obligation of church members to attend 
the week-day services." Next year Rev. 
S. Dunn of Winchcomb, will write on 
"Christ's claims upon the Property of his 
Profl'ssed Followers," when the meetings will 
be held at Ross. 

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE. 

Thirty-nine churches form this body :-
Ald"•inckle .................. - Grace. 
Barton, Earl's ............... - Whitlock. 
Blisworth ..................... - Turner. 
Braunston ..................... - Stan ion. 
Br11.ybrook ....•......•......... 
Brington ....................... - Campion. 
Buckby ........................ - Thorpe. 
Bug brook ...................... - Larwill. 
Burton Latimer ............. - May. 
Clipston ........................ T. T. Gough. 
Desborough .................. , - Clements. 
Gretton ....................... . 
Guilsborough ................. - Hawkes. 
Haekleton ......... , ............ - Knowles. 
Haddon West ................. - Colo. 
Harpole ...................... .. 
Helmdon ....................... - Hedge. 
Kettering ................... , .. 
Kingsthorpe ...... , ........... - Litchfield. 
Kislingbury ................... - Lea. 
Moulton ........................ -Wheeler. 
Northampton-

College Street ............ J. T. Brown. 
Grey Friar•s street ...... -Pywell. 
Grafton Street ............ Josh. Brown. 

Oakham ........................ -Jenkinson. 
Olney ............................ - Simmons. 
Pattishall ...................... - Chamberlain. 
Ravenstborpe ................. - Haddy. 
Ringstead ...................... - Kitchen. 
Road ............................. - Brooks. 
Rnshden ..................... . 
Spratton ....................... - Marriott. 
Stanwick ....................... - Walcot. 
Stony Stratford ............... - Foster. 
Sulgrave ...••.........•......... - Coles. 
Thrapston ..................... - Cubit!. 
Towcester ..................... - Campbell. 
Walgi·ove ...................... - Cox. 
Weston near Towcester ••• - Clarke. 

'.l'he annual meeting was held on the first 
and second days of June at Olney. Mr. 
Cubitt was chosen moderator. The Circular 
Letter, prepared by Mr. Pywell, was on 
" The Special Duties of the Churches in 
Relation to the Pretensions and the Claims 
of the Ritualists.'' The venerable treasurer 
of the association, J. C. Gotch, Esq, having 
errtered into rest, l1is son, John Dm·is Gotch, 
Esq., was requested to take the office, the 
duties of which had been discharged for 
many years by his father. Mr. Gough of 
Clipstone was chosen secretary in the rlace 
of Mr. Robinson, whose resignation was 
rendered necessary by hia intended removal 
to Cambridge. Sermons were delivered by 
Mr. Haddy, Mr. Cubitt, and Mr. Pywell. 

,'':;,'latis:ic,. 

Bapli zed . .... .......... ... ........... 133 
Received by letter................ 41 
Restored............................ 9 

-183 

&moved by doath ,. .. ............ 67 
Dismissed . . . . . . ... ... ... .... • .... ... 4 0 
llxclndod ............................ 20 
Withdrawn ................. ........ 7 

-- 143 
Clear increase in thu-ty•slx churches ... 40 

The attendance of ministers and mes. 
scngers was unusually large, and the con. 
gregations were good. 'l'he meeting of next 
year is to be held at Guilsborough, 

DntSTOL. 

Forty.six churches constitute this body : 

Broadmead ................... 5 N.THSayccr?ft, ! .. nsp. 
Buckingham, Clifton ....... R. Morris. 
Counterslip ................... T. Winter. 
King Street ................... G. H. Davis. 
Maudlin Stroet ............... T. Jenkins. 
Pithay ........................... E. Probert. 
Thrissell Street ............ R. Tubbs. 
Avening ........................ s. Webley. 
Minchinhampton ............ J. Morria. 
Fishponds .................... ;J. Dore. 
Shortwood ..................... T. F. Newman. 
Sodbury ........................ F. H. Rolestone. 
Westbury-on-Trym ....... .. 
Wotton•under.Edge ......... J. Watts. 
Bath, Somerset Street ...... D. Wassell. 
-- York Street ............ W. A. Gillson. 
Beckington .................... R. Aikenhead. 
Bonrton ........................ J. Hannam. 
Cheddar ...................... .. 
Croscombe ..................... G. Pulling. 
Dllllkerton ..................... C. Spiller. 
Frome, Badcox Lano ...... C. J. Middled.itch. 
-- Sheppard's Barton ... S. Manning. 
Hanham ....................... . 
Keynsham .................... . 
Laverton ........ .............. . 
Paulton ...................... .. 
Philip•• Norton ........... . 
Pill ............................. . 
Twerton ...................... .. 
Wells ........................... J. H. Osborne. 
Weston-super-Mare ...... E. J. Rodway. 
Bradford ........................ W. Newell. 
Bratton ........................ H. Anderson. 
Caine ........................... T. Middleditch. 
Corsham ........ , .............. . 
Corton ........................ T. Hardick. 
Crockerton ..................... z. Clift. 
Devizes ......................... C. Stanford. 
Melksham ..................... C. Daniol. 
Penknap ........ ............... S. Evans. 
Sheraton ........................ s. Stubbins. 
Shrewton ..................... C. Light. 
Trowbridge, Back Street .. w. Barnes. 
-- Bethesda ........... . 
Warminster .................. G. How. 

The annual meeting was held at Devizes 
on the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd of June. Sermons 
ware preached by Messrs. I-laycroft of Ilristol 
and Middleditch of Frame. The Circular 
Letter prepared by Mr. Stanford was on 
Prevalent Errors respecting the Doctrine of 
Justification. Mr. Stanford was appointed 
Moderator, and Mr. Middleditch secretary. 
Among the resolutions passed was the fol
lowing:-

" That, Iµ the judgment of this Association, It 
is not the duty of the legislature to Impart religious 
Instruction to tbo people; but tbat, confining its 
attention to the care of their secular interests, It 
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ehould place all religion• denomination• on a footing 
of oquullty, by leaving them to oupport and to 
mnnnge their:own inatitutione; and that the .Asso
olatlon entertains the hope that the enlarged atten
tion to the question of religious endowments, 
occaoioned by the grant to the Roman Catholic 
College of Maynooth, wlll result in the abolition of 
that grant, and In the withdrawal of public property 
ancl legiolatlve authority from all religious bodies 
within these realms.'' 

The number of baptisms during the 
past year amounts only to 187, a smaller 
return than any presented during the last ten 
years, in the highest of which the numbers 
baptized were 474, and in the lowest 253. 

The whole number of churches is 46. The 
increase this year is only 41, which is five less 
than last year. There are, however, it is 
added, one or two circumstances which tend 
to relieve these discouraging statements. We 
observe that some churches have cleared their 
returns of a large number of the names of 
parties who haYe been for some time, and are 
likely to remain, non-resident among them. 
This, though it may lessen the numbers, does 
not really affect the efficiency of the churches; 
and it is essential to a fair representation of 
their numerical strength, It is right also to 
observe, that some of the churches are small, 
and have not enjoyed the regular services of 
a pastor, It is also gratifying to learn that 
the number of cases of exclusion is less than 
one half the number reported last year. It 
should be observed, too, tbat in some of the 
churches where the increase has been slight, 
the attendance still keeps up, and there are 
the usual manifestations of religious life and 
activity, while in several instances persons 
are about to be speedily received into the 
churches by baptism. 

Statistics. 
Baptized ............................... 187 
By letter ..................... ... ...... 134 
Restored............................... 11 

-332 
Deceased............................... 138 
Removed............................... 122 
Excluded.............................. 31 

-- 291 
Clear increase ............ .......... 41 
Number of members.............. 6753 
Teachers.............................. 968 
Scholars ............................. ,. 6~57 

The next meeting is to be held at Broad
mead, Bristol. 

PEMBROKESHIRE, 

The Annual Meeting was he\,\ rtt Betha
hara on the 25th and 26th of May. The 
Circular Letter does not contain any list of 
the churches; but it says, "We have to 
record the death of our beloved brother 
Benjamin Davies, Cilfowyr, who after spend
ing a life of indefatigable devotedness in the 
ministry for upwards of sixty years, fell to 
the grave in a full age, like as a shock r,f 
corn cometh in its season.1 He was eminent 
for integrity, faithfulness,'and Christian zeal. 
It appears that brother David Davies has 
resigned the pastorate over the church at 
Tabor; and that the brethren David Morris 
left Beulah, and Thomas Morgan left Pem
broke, for churches in Glamorganshire." 

Statistics. 
Baptized ........................... 293 
Restored . ............ .. .... ........ 81 
Received by letters............... 28 

-•102 
Excluded ........................... 114 
Died ............................... -, 123 
Dismissed ...... ....... ... ......... .. 56 

-2~3 
Clear Increase ................................. 109 

The next meeting is to be held at Penyhryn 
and Cilgeran, the first week in June, 1853. 

CAR.MARTHENSRIIUI AND CARDIGANSHIRE, 

The meeting of this body was held on the 
8th and 9th of June, at Pontrhyd-fendigaid. 
The following changes are announced : -
" That brother Evan Price whs set a part to 
the ministry at Cwmdu; that brother J. 
Evans is removed from Talybont to Por
thyrhyd ; that brother W. Owen is settled a.t 
Tabybont; and that our aged and faithful 
brother, J. Llewellyn, Rhydwilym, after 
labouring for many years in the vineyard, is 
gone from his work to receive his reward. 

Statistics, 
Baptized ........................... 293 
Restored ....... ............ ........ 83 
Received by letters ............... ~ 462 

Excluded ........................... 134 
Dismissed........................... Ci3 
Died ................................. 16S 

-365 
Clear Increase ...... ... .... .. ......... .. . .... .. 97 

The next Annual Meeting is to be held at 
Aberystwyth. 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

EDUCATION OF FUGITIVE !LAVES. 

To the Editor of the Baptist Magazine. 
MY DEAR FRIENo,-Some of your readers 

liave become acquainted with Mr. Henson, 
as an applicant for contributions on behalf of 
an institution in Canada whose object is the 
religious education of Fugitive SlaveB, 

Charges having been maue, not only against 
the mission but also against the character of 
Mr. Henson, several gentlemen have carefully 
inquired into the whole case, myself among 
the rest. 

We ha,! Mr. Binney for our chairman. 
The person who has circulated the charges 
against Mr. Hen.son in this country was pre-
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sent at our meeting, and had ample oppor
tunity gi\'en him to make them good. 

So far, howcYer, from his making them good 
he entirely failed in his attempt; and, not 
only so, but admitted with regard to one 
document, which he had been circulating to 
Mr. Henson's disadyantage, that it ,,.as a 
forgery. He admitted, moreoYer, that since 
he had kno,rn it to be a forgery he had cir
culated it. 

For such conduct no condemnation can be 
too severe. The person in question is, in my 
judgment, utterly unworthy the notice of our 
body, from which, especially I presume, he 
is endeavouring to obtain support. I trust 
we may have a series of resolutions on the 
subject ready for advertisement by your time 
of publication. 

Go1JJe1· Street, 
July 10th. 

I am yours truly, 
"'II.LIAM BROCK, 

CONTRIBUTIONS FOR GERMANY. 

distributed, that the Gredans might have no 
further complaint of deficient attention to the 
wants of their widows; nnd we read nothing 
of them afterwards in connexion with secular 
affairs. That, in his opinion, deacons were 
a second order of ministers in the churches, 
and that similar qualifications as to talent, 
faith, and practice, were required in deacons 
as in bishops ; I Tim. iii. 

Our friend invited the company to furnish 
him with texts of scriptme to prove the re
verse of his opinion; some said one thing and 
some another, but all came to the conclusion 
that, if the sixth of the Acts did not autho
rize the choice of deacons for the sole manage
ment of secular matters, our present practice 
was rather doubtfu I. 

After leaving the company and thinking 
on the very pleasant evening we spent to
gether, I thought, Mr. Editor, that the ques
tion might not be deemed unsuitable for the 
periodical organ of the baptist denomination; 
"Deacons ; ,vhat are they !" 

To the Editor of the Baptist :Magazine, i 
DEAR Srn,-1 forward you an extract of a 

brief note,just received from brother Oncken, 
written on the point of starting for Berlin, 

Yours most respectfully, 
PH!Lt-:MON, 

EDITORIAL POSTSCRIPT. 
An Act of the late Parliament has received 

the Royal Assent with which it is desirable 
that our readers should be acquainted. We 
intend to insert it in cur next number, at 
full length, with explicit directions for those 
who may have occasion to avail tliemselves 
of its provisions. At present, it may suffice 
to say that by the law, as it stood, if more 
than twenty persons assembled for worship 
in an unconsecrated building, they were 
liable to penalty unle~s it had been previously 
certified either to the bishop of the diocese, 
or to the archdeacon of the archdeaconry, 01· 

to the justices of the Peace at the General or 
Quarter Sessions, and by these parties, in some 
cases hostile, in other cases ignorant, it was 

"Hamburg, July 15, 1852. 
"Let me present to yourself and to all 

the dear Christian friends who contributed 
towards raising the £100, as proposed by 
you, my cordial thanks for the proof you and 
they have again given that the cause of 
Christ in this country is still near and dear 
to their hearts. The amount collected by 
you will be no inconsiderable aid in carrying 
out the ~arious branches of our mission, and 
I trust, by the Lord's blessing resting on it, 
much lasting good will be effected by this 
gift of love." 

A full detail will be presented at earliest 
con 1·enience. 

Yours sincerely, 
S. WILKIN, 

Cossey, No,folk, July 21, I 852. 

DEACO:KS: WHAT ARE THEY! 

To the Editor of the Baptist Magazine. 

DEAR Srn,-The writer was lately in com
pany with a social party of Christian friends, 
when the order of our churches formed the sub
ject of conYersation. A friend intro~uced the 
subject of deacons, and expressed his doubts 
whether the deacons of our churches were 
the deacons of the New Testament; all, ex
cept himself, seeme'.l quite satisfied on that 
point, and asked him if he had nerer read 
the first six verses of the sixth chapter of the 
Acts of the Apostles? He replied that he 
had, most carefully and often, but could find 
·no deacons there; all he found was the ap
pointment of a committee of seven to see 
that the funds of the church were impartially 

I necessary that the building should be regi~tered; 
but by the new act, the place of meeting is to 

I be certified to the Registrar General, through 
' the Superintendent Registrar of the district in 

which the meeting is to be held. Forms 
may be obtained of the Superintendent 
Registrar of every district, which being 
returned to him properly filled up, with a 
fee of half-a-crown, the same fee as was 
previously required, he will forward to the 
General Register Office, and the whole 
business will be performed without farther 
trouble or expense. 

The body of Professor Chipman, the affect• 
ing termination cf whose honourable course 
is recorded in a preceding pag', has been 
found, and interred at Halifax amidst the 
unavailing regrets of a large assembly. 

We are sorry to find that information has 
been received of the deallt of the Rev. J. 
Ham of Sydney, which took place last 
February. 
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SOWING IN IRELAND, AND REAPING IN AMERICA. 

A mw weeks ngo we received a letter 
from a minister who occupies a central 
position in Ireland, in wl1ich he snys :
" Time is proving that a great work bas 
been silently progressing in this country. 
The famine, awful and mysterious as it 
was, has been overruled for promoting 
and extending the interests of the Re
deemer's kingdom. Last Sunday a 
letter was read in the Roman Catholic 
chapel from the Roman Catholic Bishop 
of New York, in which the priesthood 
of h-eland are exl1orted by the bishop 
to use all their influence with their 
people to prevent them from emigrating 
to America, on the ground that the 
great majority of the Irish have re
nounced Romanism in the New World, 
and have become Protestants. This is 
cheering information, and confirms the 
report of newspapers and private in
telligence. So then it is not poverty 
alone that bas driven our millions away 
from our shores. I have often asked, why 
persons in comfortable circumstances 
with good prospects at home should 
join with the multitude; but now the 
cause is plain, the people are desirous 
to leave the Church of Rome, and they 
will continue to go, except from such 
districts as Connamara where they haYe 
protection from persecution, and it is a 
fact that at least one half of the popu
lation of , that extensive district have 
nbjured Romish errors, and the other 
half is likely to follow." 

Subsequently he w1·ites thus:-" Ou 
the first sabbath two were added to the 
church, one by baptism and the other 
by profession, and yesterday I preached 
to a large congregation of Roman 
Catholics and Protestants at my C -
station; a large room in a farm-house 
was filled, and at least one-fourth of 

them were Roman Catholics, and all 
paid the greatest attention whilst I 
preached from Psalm lxxxix. 14, 15. I 
spake afterwards to several Roman 
Catholics, and had much pleasure in the 
conversation. Three of those who here 
composed my congregation yesterday 
are candidates for baptism. This is, in 
our country, a time of great excitement. 
On the eve of the election the priests 
arc making the most they can of the 
Ecclesiastical Titles' Bill, and their 
orations are not of the most conciliatory 
kind. It is indeed such a time as that 
a man who steers clear of politics may 
do much among both parties by re
commending the peace and brotherhood 
produced by the reception of the 
gospel." 

Again he says, "I have known for 
years that many Irish Catholics emi
grated for the purpose of bidding fare
well to Rome, but I was not prepared 
for such blessed facts: and I feel deep 
gratitude to God that I have been made 
the instrument of strengthening the high 
and holy resolves of many. Now this 
great American work has wrought a 
great change here : the question now at 
home is only one of time, all that is 
wanting is only a beginning and an 
example; I do believe that whoever 
makes the effort, will prosper. I have 
waited upon two gentlemen and explain
ed to them what I thought they could 
do for God's cause. All I wanted was 
a promise that if any of thtir labourers 
and dependants left the church of Rome, 
that they would protect them so far as 
not to allow them to be turned out of 
employment ; that is really all the pro
tection that is wanted, You in your 
Protestant country will be surprised at 
this, ancl will scarcely understand what 
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I mean. I ivill therefore gi,·e you an 
example. I baptized John Cunningham, 
an intelligent Roman Catholic; for some 
time he was employed, but wherc,·er he 
went he was hooted at by his fellow 
labourers ; tl1ey would not work with 
liim. He was sure to be misrepresented 
to his employers, anrl the result after a 
long struggle was that he went back to 
mass. This grieved me much, and dis
couraged me too. He avoided me; he 
turned away from me if he happened to 
meet me, and almost ran in another 
direction. He became quite silent; was 
noticed by the people to work harder 
than usual, and after a year's hard toil 
he earned as much as took him to 
America. And now l1e is actually tliere, 
preaching the gospel to his countrymen 
with success, and has sent a sum of money 
to bring over his wife and children. 
Talk to Roman Catholics individually, 
and they freely confess that they loathe 
the priests. The laugh and joke at the 
expense of tl1e priest is not concealed, 

· and still if one of those men leave the 
Clmrch of Rome, the others equally dis
gusted with the priests will persecute 
him. I do believe that very soon the 
great bulk of the Roman Catholics will 
leave the Church of Rome. The only 
thing that is wanting in any locality is 
the beginning the example, Jet the con
verts be protected and employed and 
they will multiply. One gentleman has 
not only promised me the protection I 
have asked, but bas also kindly given 
me the names of some in his employ
ment who are reading the scriptures." 

Representations of the same tenour 
we have received from other friends, at 
various times, and some of them have 
met the eyes of our readers. We have, 
however, a document before us whicl1 
furnishes corroborative evidence from a 
quarter whence we should not have ex
pected it. We believed from the testi
mony of our agents that desire to eman
cipate themselves from he sacerdotal 

yoke formed a principal inducement 
with many to leave their native soil; 
that the success which had followed 
the exertions of our own and other 
labourers in the field had weakened tho 
attachment to tho priesthood which had 
formerly been universal; that they left 
Ireland prepared to refrain from con
nexion with the Romish clmrch, and 
willing to receive scriptural instruction ; 
but it seems that these causes have 
operated among the Irish emigrants 
after their a1·rival in the United States 
to an extent which far exceeds our 
anticipations. The Rev. Robert Mullen, 
a Romish clergyman entrusted with an 
important commission by the Roman 
catholics of Ireland, in a letter written 
from New Orleans, addressed to the 
priests of Ireland, and published in the 
Tablet, treats the losses sustained by the 
conversion of those who receive the 
gospel in their own country as unworthy 
of attention, in comparison of the im
mense losses sustained by the Romish 
church among the emigrants in tl1e 
United States, and asks, "Are all the 
" energies of the new association to be 
" directed to prevent the proselytism of 
" a few? Is there to be no voice raised, 
" no hope held out that will keep the 
" people at home, and thus save millions 
" from spiritual destruction ? I say 
" millions ; here are my facts :-

" The present population of the 
" United States is about 25,000,000, and 
" of these the Catholic church claims 
"only 1,080,000. 

" From the year 1825 to 1844, 
" J ,250,000 left Ireland, one million of 
" whom came to America; the propor
" tion of Catholics amongst them may 
" be very fairly estimated at 800,000. 

" Since that period to the present the 
" numbers who emigrated here from 
" Ireland, at the lowest calculation, 
" were 1,500,000; and taking the 
" Catholics as above, we will have, in 
" nine years, 1,200,000. 
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"A large number (say half a million) 
"came from Germany, some from Ituly, 
"Frnnce, Belgium, and other countries 
" during the last ten years, half of whom 
" were Catholics, say 2601000, 

" Twelve years ago America l1ad a 
" Catholic population (according to Dr. 
"England, Bishop of Charleston), of 
" 1,200,000. 

" Calculating the increase of this 
" number by births, at the very small 
" number of 500,000, and adding for 
" converts in the larger cities anu towns 
" 20,000, we will have the following 
"total:-
" Catholic emigrants from the year 1825 

to 1844 800,000 
" catholic emigrants from 1844 to 1852 1,200,000 
"Catholic emigrants from othcrcouutries 250,000 
"American Catholic population twelve 

years ago. 
" Increase by births since 
"Number of converts 

1,200,000 
500,000 
20,000 

" Number who ought to be Catholics 3,970,000 
"Number who are Catholics 1,990,000 

" Number lost to the Catholic church 1,980,000 

" Say, in round numbers, Two Mi!
" lions! 

" This calculation is vastly under the 
" reality, yet it is a startling revelation, 
" that two millions (principally of Irish 
" Catholics) have been lost to the church 
" in less than a quarter of a century!'' 

The first duty of the priest is, accord
ing to this gentleman, to put a stop as 
far as possible to a process so detri
mental to the interests of the Romish 
church, and h~ quotes the authority of 
the transatlantic prelates to enforce his 
opinion:-

" And in order that you may under
''. stand my calculation to be far under 
" the reality; I will give you a very high 
"authority-a man whose piety, zeal, 
" and transcendent talents have earned 
'' for him an imperishable fame. Dr. 
" England was consulted by the Central 
" Council for the Propagation of the 
" Faith, on the 19th of August, 1836, in 

" reference to the progress of Catholi
" city in the States. An authentic 
" copy of his letter, written Sept. 29th 
"of the same year, is now before me, 
" from which I take the followinrr ex
" tracts :-On the population acq~ired 
" by immigration and by cession ( of ter
" ritory), we may estimate at least one
" hnlf to have been Catholics; and sup
" posing the children to have adhered 
" to the religion of their parents, if there 
" were no loss, we should have at least 
" four millions of Catholics from these 
" sources, "Without regarding the portion 
" which was Catholic fifty years ago, 
" and its natural increase, and the many 
" converts and their descendants. , .. 
" If, I say, upon the foregoing data, 
" that we ought, if there were no loss, 
" to have five millions of Catholics, and 
" that we have (in 1836) less thau one 
" million and a quarter, there must have 
" been a loss of three millions and three 
" quarters at least, and the persons so 
" lost are found amongst the various 
"sects_to the amount of thrice the num
" her of the Catholic population of the 
"whole country." Speaking of his 
own diocese (Charleston), he says
" From thirty to fifty thousand of the 
" then population, who were not Catho
" lies, were the descendants of Catholic 
" progenitors, who with their descend
" ants were lost to the church. I have 
" no doubt ( wrote the holy Bishop) 
" upon my mind that millions have been 
" lost to the Catholic church in the 
" United States, nor do I believe that 
" the fact bas been sufficiently brought 
" iuto notice.' '' 

Again-
" Dr. Huglics (the great Dr. Hughes, 

" as he is justly called here) invited the 
" writer of this letter to share his hospi
ce tality, on which occasion I asked him 
" if the Catholic church really gained by 
" emigration. He said" that the people 
" at home did not fully underst:rnd the 
" position of many of the emi,zrants, 
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" thousands being lost in the large cities, 
" whilst in the country the Faith died 
" out in multitudes." At Charleston I 
" met Dr. Reynolds, the worthy succes
" sor of Dr. England. "'hen we were 
" leaving Charleston, and kneeling to 
" rccei,·e the good Bishop's benediction, 
" he held our hands, saying, ' Gentle
" men, I wish yon every success; you 
" are engaged in a great work of charity, 
" and you will serve religion even still 
" more by proceed'.ng, on your return 
" to Ireland, from parish to parish, tell
" ing the people not to lose their im
" mortal souls by coming here.' 

" I might multiply authorities from 
'' amongst the bishops and priest~, but 
" am sure you will be satisfied with 
" those given, who so strongly confirm 
" what I have said-namely, that mul
" titudes of your countrymen, and for
" mer parishioners, are lost to religion 
"l1ere, a fact sensibly felt by Father 
" ~fatl1ew, who wrote on his return 
" these remarkable words in reply to an 

"address : -' With full knowledge ·or 
" the poverty of the majority of my 
"unfortnnate countryinen (in Ireland), 
" I would earnestly recommend the111 
" to struggle in their native land rather 
" than expose themselves to the dangers 
" that await them among strangers.''' 

What this gentleman means by being 
"List to religion" is obvious. "MiUions," 
he says are "lost-and not only lost, 
" but in many instances actually using 
" the wealth which they acquired here 
" to destroy the church of which they 
" were members, and employing the 
'' energies inherited from Irish p11rents 
" to subvert the faith in ,vhich their 
" :rncestors gloried, to plant in its stead 
" barren protestantism." 

One soweth and anotherreapeth, Our 
fathers and ,ve l1ave laboured, and our 
transatlantic brethren are entering into 
our labours. It is well, "Both he that 
soweth and he that reapeth may rejoice 
together," 
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THE l\HSSION FIELD. 

The length to which the intelligence 
for this month has extended, deprives 
us of the space usually filled by the re
marks which have occupied the first 
page. But as there is much about the 
African Mission in this number, we have 
introduced a map of Fernando Po, which 
will give a tolerable idea of that interest
ing spot. 

Our readers are aware that Fernando 
Po is an Island in the Bight of Biafra, 
on the western coast of Africa. It is 
distant from the continent about 20 
miles, and is about 40 miles in length, 
by 20 in breadth. It is about 120 
miles in circumference, and like the ad
jacent part of the mainland is very 
mountainous, Clarence Peak, the most 
elevated point, attaining the height of 
10,700 feet. The southern extremity is 
also intersected by several steep moun
tains, varying from 1000 to 3000 feet, 
which, with the interveajµg valley, are 
covered with dense forests pf 'large 11,nd 
valuable timber, and watered by nume
rous rivulets. The wet season com
mences at the latter end of M;i,y, and 
continues till the end of November; 

the annual quantity of rain and the 
temperature are much the same as at 
the other stations on the coast. The 
sea breeze is regular, but the land breeze 
generally deficient, being intercepted 
by the high range of mountains on the 
mainland. 

Clarence, the principal settlement, is 
on the north side of the Island, in lat
itude 3° 53' N. and longitude 7° 40' E. 
and is built close to the sea upon 
an elevated plain, embracing two 
small peninsulas, Point William and 
Point Adelaide, with a semicircular 

space extending about a mile in length 
and forming a cove well adapted for 
shipping. The soil, which is generally 
argillaceous, resting on a bed of free
stone, gives proofs of abundant fertility 
when cultivated. The water, both of 
spring and brook, is of the best quality; 
and there are no marshes in the vicinity, 
the hilly nature of the ground not ad
mitting of their formation. It has been 
left for missionary devotedness to brave 
the dangers of its insalubrious climate 
after having been abandoned as a mill~ 
tary settlement. 

By a letter received from Liverpool 
as we were going to press, we learn that 
Mr. WHEELER has arrived in that port, 
somewhat invigorated, by his voyage. 

The intelligence from Jessore and 
Chittagong is most encouraging ; that 
from Africa equally so, though damped 
by the sickness and return of one of the 
brethren. Mr. SAKER'S letter respect
ing Mrs. H. J OHNBON cannot be read 
without deep sympathy; and the changes 
which he describes as having passed 
under her eye, pourtray, in brief but 
striking terms, the history of the mis
sion at Cameroons. 

Hll,iti mourns. May the desire ex
pressed by our afllicted friends, that they 
might be rememhered in this day of 
trouble, at a. mercy-seat, l>y the mem
bers pf our churches at home, not be 
expressed in vain. May these trials en
dear the mission more and more to all 
who desire to see it prosper, a.nd""incite 
them to importunate supplication fo 
the Holy Spirit to sanctify these afllic
tions, and still to guide and bless all who 
are engaged in its operations. 
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INDIA. 

BIRBHOOM. 

It is important that our readers should 
have from time to time, correct views 
of the labours of the missionaries. Their 
work is often very monotonous, seldom 
cheered by many instances, coming at 
once, of conversion to God. Faith and 
zeal are the more necessary in such 
circumstances ; and wh!ln we see our 
brethren continually exhibiting these 
virtues, amidst so much discouragement, 
we should assuredly sympathise with 
them, and honour them for their fi
delity and perseverance. The following 
extracts from the joii.rnal of the Rev. 
J. WILLIAMSON, relate to a journey 
occupying nearly the whole of November 
last. 

A month's itineracy. 

Set out for Supur mela, with Sanatan and 
Haradhan, native preachers, having two giir
ris, conveying our tent, books, llnd neces
saries. 

On our way, addressed crowds of people 
by turns; first in the market of Purindapur, 
and afterwards at the village of Hat Tikera, 
Gorgaria and Parua. 

Spoke the word of God to many people at 
Nethune, Monguldi, Livera, Kesubpur, and 
Kosba, among whom, as on the former day, 
we distributed many tracts and some gospels. 

Addressed rather small congregations at 
Bandanagar, and Kendanga, and large con
gregations at Bullabpur, Surul, Raypur and 
Mirzapur, when a good many gospels and 
tracts were given away. 

Addressed great numbers in the market 
and fair of Supur, which we reached on the 
previous evening. 

Some of us attended the fair, ,vhilst other 
went to the villages of Rajutpur, Birampnr, 
Mauli, Kakhutti and Mirzapur. 
. At the large village of Muluk in the morn
ing, and in the afternoon in the fair. \Ve 
had many hearers in both places. 

Spent the greater part of the day in the 
market and in the fair. At the former place 
w~ had many henre1·s nmong whom we dis
tributed _a good many' gospel8 nnd tracts. 

Remamed one clay more in the fair, which 
has become much less than in was some years 
ago, on which account we visited the nei 0 h-
bouring villages while at Supur. " 

Left the fair, in order to tnke a tour to 
the 1outh1mrd. Addressed n few people nt 

Gudgaw, and more at the villages of Dhan
sona, Semula, upper Khura, and middle 
Khura. 

Again at Singa and Bejra in the morniniJ, 
and in the afternooon at Bahira, a large vil
lage where we were not well received ; the 
people for a long time stirred up by two 
wicked brahmans, endeavoured to drown our 
voices by vociferating "Hari-bal ;" so that we 
were obliged at last, after many fruitless 
endeavours to speak to the people, to retreat 
to a distant part of the village, where we 
obtained peaceable hearers till dusk. 

Preached and distributed tracts and gospels 
to many people at Sienne in the morning, 
where we were well received ; and in the 
evening in the Supur market. 

Left Supur again, on our way home by a 
different route from that we came ; made 
known the gospel at Kamarpara, Durunda, 
and Ram-nagar in the morning to a good 
congregation, and in the afternoon in the 
Elambaza market where we obtained even 
more hearers, to whom, at their request, we 
gave many of our publications. 

In the morning went to the villages of Ban
kati, Ojudia, Sat Kamanu and Bosde, from 
which places we returned to our tent about 
noon. In the afternoon, went to Elamhazar; 
many bearers everywhere. 

Left Elambazar ; bad good congregations 
at Pair, Gum, less at Sonmonu and Surat, 
and larger again at Gara and Padma. 

At Guru, Ringon, and Gopalpur, had few 
hearers, but at Hilampur market many ; to 
whom we gave gospels and tracts. 

Preached in the Dubarjpur market from 11 
A.M. to 4 P.M. Numerous hearers, many of 
whom received books. 

Spoke to generally small congregations at 
Bandersul, Chinpoy, Kucksujur, and Panuru. 

In this tour, at some of the places men
tioned, the gospel has often been preached ; 
but at most, seldom, or never before. Our 
chief subjects of discourse were the great sin 
of idolatry ,-the necessity of renouncing it, 
together with all other sins,-man's inability 
to save himself or others,-the power and 
love of the Lord Jesus Christ, the only 
Saviour of sinners. 

On our way to and from Calcutta, also, we 
had several opportunities of making known 
the gospel in Dirbhoom, and on both sides of 
the Ganges; which we endeavoured to im
prove by preaching and distributing books at 
thirty-five ,•illages, where, with only one e"
ccption, we were listened to by a considerable 
number of attentive hearers. 

Since our return home too, we visite<I the 
large aml distant fair of Bodhinath at Deog
har, taking a new aml circuitous course to 

:l o 2 
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and from the fair, in order to obtain an op- the en·ors of their own religious Aystem, but 
port unity of making known the gospel, where without actual renunciation of Ilindulsn nnd 
it had ne1·er been made known before. 'l'his reception of Christianity ; though· we h~po 
last journey occupied us about three weeks. there is a gradual approximation to this desi
"'ith the exception of a lilt.le opposition as rable result, for which, lrnwcvcr, we must yet 
usual from the Pandas of Deoghar, we were labour and pray, and wait with patience for 
apparently welcomed e,·erywhere. Our words the fulfilment of God's promise, May He 
were acknowledged to be true, together ,vith, hasten it in his time, 
in not a few instances, declared comiction of 

HOWRAH. 

There are some interesting facts in 
the subjoined e:s:tracts from the journal 
of the Rev. T. MoRGAN and to which he 
has given the very appropriate title-

offices, and substantial out buildings. We 
asked an old Purohit for permission to enter. 
•· Oh yes," said he, "only let me go in and 
drive away the women.'' '' Would you rent 
me one of the pakka houses :" he said with 
great emphasis, "No, but we will let you 
live in one of them, as long as you like, 
without charge." Some of the young -men 
assured me the same, and I have no reason 
to doubt their sincerity. Our books were 
received with gratitude. After breakfast, 
went to the bazar, and had a capital con
gregation. 

,Hissionary labou1'S along the banks of the 
Damuda. 

I departed from Haurah at 7 P. Y., and 
reached the confluence of the Damuda at 10 
the next morning. Seeing the shore lined 
with men, women, and children, it being a 
great bathing day, we went on shore, and 
preached for two hours to an attentive con
gregation. The tide setting in, we moved 
with it, till 3 P. M., when we landed and 
found a village named Barga, where we 
r,reached till dusk to the whole population ; 
the women keeping at the prescribed dis
tance, but within hearing. This village we 
considered rather hopeful. 

Arrived this morning at Futtehpore. '£here 
is here a large bazar daily, and a market twice 
a week, Tuesdays and Saturdays. After land
ing we preached in the place where the weekly 
market is kept, and had a large congree:ation. 
They seemed much pleased with our expo
sure of Brahmanism. Went about a mile to 
the daily ba~ar, the people were soon with 
us. By the number of women present, I 
think the bazar must be nearly deserted. 
Spent the afternoon in visiting Eeveral groups 
of houses. I observed to an intelligent farmer 
that Hiuduism makes no prol'ision for holi
ness of mind, neither does it reform the cha
racter. His answer was, " That is a thing 
we never think of. When I have a lawsuit 
about land, I get false witnesses and gain my 
point ; then I buy an image, im•ite Brahmans, 
have puja, and thereby make atonement. 
When I sin again, the same process must be 
gone through." "Then," said I, "the Brah
rnans rather he! p you in wicked practices!" 
'.' Of cou:se they <lo," was the reply ; "for it 
1s to t1lelr ad vantage." 

Went out at break-of-day ; after. walking 
about a mile, we saw a large tank, with pak
ka buildings fur religious purposes; and a 
little further we met with a garden in the 
wilderness, extensive pakka upper-roomed 
houses, about twenty small temples, elegant 

In the afternoon we preached for nearly 
three hours to a mixed congregation of Sudras, 
Brahmans, and Musalmans. The Brahman's 
kept silent, and the people behaved well. At 
the close one of our hearers said," I approve 
of all that you have said; but I do not see how 
I can practise it, unless you were to support 
me." I find that the longer we remain here, 
the better the people behave. 

Early in the morning we visited a Musal
man village near J ainti. We had a large 
congregation. 

Ampta is a place of some importance; 
and our first stand was near some temples. 
The Brahmans came, and I soon saw that 
their aim was to lead us into controversy. 
We, however, both preached without much in
teruption. A Babu present requested me to 
examine the English school there, which is 
self-supporting. '£he examination and a cer• 
tificate rendered us quite popular. We re
turned to the bazar and preached to a large 
congregation. 

In the aften1oon we visited a rich Babu, 
to whom ten years ago, I gave a cop;r 
of the whole bible in Bengali. Near hie 
house there is an annual mela held ; and 
formerly, it is supposed, that no less than 
20,000 people used to attend. During my 
former visit I preached there for several days 
at the mela, and gave away n great number 
of tracts and scriptures. Since that time the 
attendance has much decreased. 

I found the olJ Bairn alive, he remembered 
me very well, and gave us a cordial welcome. 
'l'he whole family having assembled, and 
a large company of ladies having taken 
their position over head on the veranda, we 
preached. At the close, one of the young 
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men aaicl quietly," My fnther is a aena_ible old 
man hae read the book you gave him, and 
]ms ~o faith in Hinduism;'' then, turninJl to 
the women, he said, loucl enough to be heard 
by them " You said t.hat Christianity makes 
t1ie hea/ts of men goocl; it may affect the 
hearts of men, but never, never the hearts of 
women." 

Upon a review of tho whole, it appears, 
that there are some places where the people 
are by no means prepared to hear the gospel. 
These, howe\'er, are but few. In numerous 
places the people are prepared to hear the 
gospel, ancl that gladly ; and in others the 
opposition wean a way in proportion to our 
intercourse with the people, 

JESSORE. 

The Rev. J. PAnndhus writes to the 
Editor of the Oriental Baptist, and the 
contents of the communication will be 
read with deep interest, especially that 
part of it which refers to the Mohamma
dan convert, in whose mind the good seed 
of the kingdom had been vegetating 
for so long a time. 

I lately visited the church at S.atberiya and 
proceeded about fourteen miles beyond it to 
the south, for the purpose of meetin!l a per
son who had forsaken Muhammadamsm, and 
assumed the Christian name. The place is 
called Tola, a police and Moonsiff station 
situated on the banks of the Kubutuk. 
About four or five years ago I met this indi
vidual at Kupilmuni about six miles beyond 
Tola, when I spoke to him about salvation 
throu"h the Lord Jesus Christ, and he 
seem:d willing to believe in Him. Since 
then, he told me he had given up the religion 
of the Koran, as it could not avail to his sal
vation, and endeavoured to walk according 
the goRpel. During the above period of 
four years, he once called on me here, and 
several times nn Ali Muhammad at Satbe
riya. We had thus opportunities of instruct
ing and exhorting him, and it has pleased 
God to bless our efforts for his conversion, eo 
that;when I lately called on him,he told us that 
he had fully determined to become a follower 
of the Lord Jesus Christ. Finding such to 
be the case, I proposed to enter his house, 
and to have worship with him publicly, so 
that his neighbours might have an oppor
tunity of observing our mode of worship, and 
that he m;ght publicly tell them that he had 
renounced Muhammadanism. Having ob
tained his consent, I and Ali Muhammad 
entered the house and were followed by 
sevoral of his neighbours, in whose presence 
I desired him to declare his determination of 
embracing Christianity. He boldly did so, 
and his neighbours seemed to be plca•e<l 
abaut it. I then addressed them in a few 
words saying, that their neighbour and friend 
had come to the determination of embracing 
~hristianity from conviction that he was a 
smner, und that the Lord Jesus Christ who 
~lied for sinners was able to save his soul, but 
if any 011e knew that he wished to become a 

Christian from any secular motive, I should 
be glad to he informed about it. No one 
said any thing to the convert's disadvantage. 
Subsequently we had worship, and _we com
mended him to the grace and providence of 
God by prayer, and then left him. 

Bible Reading Club. 
On our way to Tola, we preached in 

some of the villages which lay in our course. 
At one place I met about forty travellers, 
inhabitants of the Krishnagar district. I 
preached to them for nearly an hour, and I 
was much pleased to find them very atten
tive. In the Tola bazaar I preached to a 
large number of auditors, consisting of Brah
mans, Sudras and Musalmans. They also 
heard with great attention, Two Brah
mans called on me, and asked for copies of 
our Scriptures. They said that their Shastras 
were false and inconsistent, and they were 
unable to learn from them the sure way o f 
salvation. I was informed that about eight 
Brahmans daily meet together for the pur
pose of reading our Scriptures, and conversing 
about the true religion. One of them had 
obtained a copy of the N ~,v Testament 
from me a long time ago, which he used 
to read and some of his neighbours com
ina to' the knowledge of it, expressed 
th~ir desire to hear and read our Seri ptures. 
Thus CClmmenced th•ir mePting daily together 
for this purpose. Those two Brahmans who 
called on me and aske<l. for our Scriptures 
belonged to this reading club. 

I spent eleven days with the people of Sat
beriva. I visited every member of the church 
residing in Satberiya, Begampur, Kumarpnl, 
Halimpur and Siki. Three Muhammadan,, 
with their families have lately renounced their 
false faith, for the purpose of embracing 
Christianitv. Thev attend divine service on 
the Lord'~ days, and the native preachers 
visit once or twice a week to instruct them. 

Prospect of a Native Cht1,·ch. 
The new convert of Tola, callc<l at Sat

beriya for the purpose_ of spending the Lord'.s 
clay with us. He agam called on me at th'.s 
distance last Saturday.and spent the Loni s 
day with us. I hope such apparent love for_ 
the Lord's day and his people o~ the part_of 
this convert emanates fron1 a ::-;mccre desin: 
to follow the Lord Jesus Christ. He has 
taken a copy of the new Testament from n,e. 
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which he told me wonld be read to him bv a 
Kayast, who is an intimate friend, a111i l 
hope he will follow his example. Thus I 
hR1°e a prospect, by the grace of Goil, of cs
Utblishing a little church Rt Tola, in the 
Lord's own time. 

The tli•o natiYe preachers who called 
for tracts and Scriptures, h,we lntely sent 
me their journal, from which I find they 
preached in many Yillages and markets 
which la)' in their course from Buridanga to 
Baliyaghat. In one \'illage they met a l'C

spectable Hindu who inrited them to his 

house, and the brethren hn,l worship with 
him nnd his family. Mnny of his neighbour! 
cnlle,l and heard the won\ of God gladly, 
The brethren state in Lhch· jontnnl, that they 
believe the people of the vil111ge in which 
they found some well disposed towards Christ, 
ianity will soo11 renottnce I-lhulltism, for the 
purpose of embracing tho gospel. Somo 
months ago a nativ,; Christian, who had acci
d~ntally visited the village ahove alludecl to 
found some of its inhabitants eager to heai'. 
the gospel, and RO I sent the native preachc!'s 
to seek after them. 

CliITTAGONG. 

From Mr. J 011.A.NNES we have received 
-.he following additional particulars of 
the work of God going on in connexion 
with this station, under date of Decem
ber 15, 1851. 

"I wish to be a Christian." Since her stay 
with us, she has indefatigably applied herself 
in learning to read, and has made satisfactory 
progress. I hope to baptize her soon, toge
ther with two other candidates. Her humble 
and unassuming demeanour has endeared her 
to us. Last month her father visited my house, 
and after some conversation with his daughter, 
he told me ." Sir, take care of my child-she 
lacked notl1ing at h_ome. If she is happy, you 
may see us also follow her footsteps," You 
cannot conceive how this expression has glad
dened the heal't of the daughter. 

You will be pleased to hear that at Chancl
gaw we entertain hopes of a few who desire 
to unite with us in church fellowship. These 
idolaters hm·e seen their errors, and are under 
instructions. The gospel is progressing in 
this part. One young woman, not many 
mouths ago, fled from the persecutions of 
her parents, and sought refuge in my house. 
She gave considerable offence to her idola
trow; parents for expressing her intention-

An old man from Rungunneah has pro
mised to join us with his daughter, We have 
baptized seventeen persons this year-thirteen 
at J osada.poor, in the district of Comilla, and 
four at Chittagong. 

DINAGEPORE. 

The interesting incidents met with 
by our brother SMYLIE, deserve record 
in the pages of the Herald. 

Inquirers. 

We al'e now at Chimtl. In this direction 
we have been as far as Goriya, a large market 
ten or twelve miles nearer the hills. Many 
respectable Musalman families received us 
affectionately. " What shall we do when 
you go ! " is here a common saying. " We 
trust you will soon come here again : and 
when you come, don't forget our house, If 
you would leave Paul with us, we could at 
least give him a house." We are about forty 
miles in a direct line from Dinajpur. 'fhis, 
however, can give no idea of the ground gone 
u1·er, because we go from house to house, and 
door to door, wherever our tent is, north 
south, east and west. 

The other day I called on two respectable 
farmers. 011 enteriug the first house I 
observed the New Testament lying very near 
tlie couch on a mor:i. ,vhen the man came 
iu, the firet thing he did was to take the 
lwok 1111d re<1uei;t us to explain something 

to him, By this I had an opportunity of 
seeing that the book had been well worn 
during the few months he had had it. 

The same day I called at Pir6 Baniya's ; 
he did not observe we were coming till we 
were immediately by his seat. He was deeply 
engaged in reading the New Testament. On 
looking up and seeing who had come; he 
said " It is a wonderful book ! " He then 
told us of a boy, who, he said, was for ever 
reading our books, At the moment the boy 
came in, and Pir6 ordered him to read a 
chapter. The other day, after a deal of warm 
argument, he said : " Well, after all, what is 
the use of all this, I still need a new heart, 
and the l{oran cannot tell me where to get 
it ! " 

While our tent was at l{(mta-naggar and 
Bfrganj, we had daily visits from two very 
interesting Hindu youths. Sometimes it hap
pened we had gone out among the villages 
before they arrived, yet they would follow us 
through all our wanderings, jungle, plain, or 
paddy fields, till they found us. '!'his they 
did, because, as they said, '' \Vhen yon go 
into Din/,j pur we shall not bo able to get 
instruction more than once or twice u year, 
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We_ will, llowev. er, gu wh.enever we can flnd I ,liately converted. Wi!li all t.heit _Jifof'e,sio. n 
time." nnd appearartce they still hold on to their 

Some 011 reading the above may lle led to oltl notions ; lame and Jlmping to be sure, 
klipposc, wo should have multitudes iinm~- and I hope this latnene,~ l'lill increase. 

CALCU'fTA. 
It wlll be seen from the folltJwlng and where Mr. SUPPER, late of Dacca, 

extracts from a letter of the Rev. J. has beeh located for some months. 
THOMAS, dated Calcutta, April 30th. Mr. TnoMAB gives Ui.e following account 
that the tidings from Comilla continue of his visit. 
to be encouraging, and that our friend 
Mr. JoHANNEB is not losing sight of 
that new and interestitig station :-

Mr. Johannes has been again into the 
Comillaitdistrict iind baptized five morE! coti
verts. He has succeeded in obtairting a 
plot of groiltid, bu~ has h3:d ,to incu: con
siderable expense m clearing the Jungle, 
putting up huts, and giving the poor outcasts 
a fresh start in life, · He mentions I 00 to 
160 rupees ail tlie amount of expenses 
beyond those previously incurred. He 
speaks of several hopeful cases, and I trust, 
as the poor people will now have a resting 
place; they will prosper; a11d that it will 
prove that God has a great work to do 
there. 

Mr. TiiOMAB has also recently visited 
Bisht6pore, C1ile of the villages south 
of Calcuttta, in the district which Mr. 
G. PEARCE has so long superintended, 

I have recently paid a visit to dur friends 
Mr. atid Mrg, Supper, at Bishtopore, chiefly 
to see what was required to be done to make 
the premiaes comfortable for their permanent 
abode. I was mnch pleased with them and 
with the place, and, as it is surrounded by 
very many populous villages, T entertain the 
hope that it will prove the centre of ex
tensive and successful operations. Our brother 
with his native preachers, is out every mor
ning, visiting one or other of the villages 
in turn, and he reports very favourably of 
the disposition of the people generally. I 
have arranged for supplying the house with 
glass windows, and surrounding it with a 
raised verandah all round, with boarded 
floors, by which mt<n.ns the house will be 
made much more comfortable, and they will 
have a dry walk during the rains, a very 
important provision in respect to health and 
comfort. Some out-offices must also be 
provided, and various other matters attended 
to, in order to make the place what it ought 
to be as a missionary residence. 

AFRICA. 
1v!r. WHEELER writes on FebruarJ 16th 

and March 1st; respecting the state of 
his health and his prospects. It will 
be seen, however, that he is apprehen
sive he cannot remain much longer at 
his post. 

Reluctant but obliged to leave. 
You see I write in good spirits, and, thank 

God, they seldom yield; when they do I arri 
at the lowest. But just now the doctor and 
quinine have raised me up from the last 
attack Of ague and fever. I asked Dr J.King 
whether I might not venture to go on here; 
but he says, and experience says, I cannot 
depend on present relief, I must go home, 
Mr. Saker, at first, wanted me to stay longer 
~t Cam_eroons, and keep away from Clarence, 
its anxiety, and its work. Rest, in this re
~pect, wn.s good, but the place was too relax
ing to my wrak frame, 
. I was able to preach, for the first time, 

last Lord's day, Iudeeu, I then felt, and 

have, for a day or two, wonderfully better ; 
but it does not stand. Alreadv a little 1088 

of sleep these two nights is • breaking me 
again. I regret I can tell you so little of 
my work, and so much of my unfitness for 
it, from the beginning of the year. Bnt 
while I have been unable to preach, for 
some weeks, I have gone as often as I 
well could, to hear; and have been pleased 
to find so much capacity for instruction. 
Brother \Vilson knows how to keep to hi:! 
text, and repetition is no loss here, while, in 
application he is plain, and often striking. 
Both he and brother Smith are clear in doc
trine, At the same time thev cau talk to the 
people with a simplicity, and ;vith idioms they 
can quite understand. This is more thau Mr. 
Saker or I can properly do. But I hope I 
have been improving in thiii. 

Converts aad inquirers. 
I tolu you, I believe, that I baptized the 

two females who had been so loug on trial, 
on the 14th March last. I had been indis
posed on the previous Saturday, and threut-
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ened with another attack. But the arrange
ments ,vere all made. Happily a good 
night·• rest refreshed me, nnd I was enabled 
to conduct the ser,·ice at the brook. I did 
not Yenture into the water, but left that )l~l't 
of the ser\"ice to deacon \Vilson. After their 
baptism had been deferred twice by my ail
ing,;, I am glad, at last, to see them brought 
into the fold. But the next [day sickness 
came on upon me, and I was unable to get 
up. There ha,·e heen many inquirers, and 
the most awaken the best hopes. Some, 
who have been long waiting, still inquire and 
walk cnrefully. I regret that the state of 
my head has forbidden my seeing nnd con
,•ersing with them, except some the last day 
or two. The deacons have acted very con
siderately, in keeping them from calling 
while I ha"e been ill. 

Mr. Saker has arrh·ed from CamProons, and 
will stay, I expect, till I go. Mrs. Saker, 
though suffering from ill health, will soon 
come o,·er for the rainy season. I admire 
her devotedness to her husband's comfort, 
which makes her so content to remain here 
with him, else she should certainly return 
home. Brother Saker wants help; the two 
stations are too much for him. There seems to 
me a special Providence in sparing a man so 
tough in constitution, and so admirably qua
.afied for his work. 

Cameroons, and we sought tho nssistnnce of 
the surgeon, who, when he came, gave us no 
hope of her recovery. For three dnys he 
attend~d to her, and succeeded in a~resting 
the disease, but still gnye us no hope, and 
from that time she gradually sank from 
exhaustion, until Friday evening, nt half-past 
four, she breathed her last. But she has left 
with us the consolitary hope that her spirit is 
gone to the better land, where sickness invades 
no more. 

The bereaved comfo1·ted. 

I much regret the necessity of leaving l1im 
so soon. It was imperative for me to leave 
for Clarence, on account of Mr. Wheeler's 
return to Europe, and his time is getting very 
short. But my dear wife will comfort him and 
his daughter as much as possible. A, note I 
have just received from my wife, tells me, 
" he is far better, and more consoled than 
we expectfld. Yesterday (the sabbath) he 
preached twice, and the congregation were 
deeply attenth•e. It was a solemn season to 
all of us. Caroline (his daughter) still feels 
her loss very deeply. I had much talk with 
her yesterday. I should indeed rejoice if the 
Lord should bless the word, and bring her as 
an humble suppliant to the feet of Jesus. 
Nichols prayed in the afternoon most sweetly." 

l\lrs. Johnson has been greatly interested in 
our work et Cameroons. She much opposed 

Mr. SAKER after giving an account of Johnson's first settlement there with me in 
Mr. Wheeler's varying health, of his 1845; at that time she _was wedded to Clarence, 

. . and would not leave 1t. At the end of the 
attempts to relieve him, of the_ changes year 1845 and the beginning of 1846 she 
he had recommended, and their result, passed the " wicket gate," and was brought 
finally concludes that a return to Europe under the influence. of truth, and_ sought 

. . mercy through a mediator. In due hme she 
was necessary and mevitable. He deeply was admitted a member of the church. Her 
regrets our brother's departure, yet, with first request then was to_join her husband at 
the courage and decision he always dis- Cameroons, but at that tu~:ie we had no_ house 

for her to occupy, and 1t was not till the 
plays, proceeds to take every step to spring of 1848 that we could finish a house 
prevent the work of God from being for them •. Up to that time, Johnson occupied 
hindered. l'tlr. Wheeler, in all like- a room with me. 

lihood, is on his way home. In the Striking changes. 

following letter, dated Birnbia, May 3, From the day of l\Irs. Jolmson's landing 
he describes the circumstances of another at Cameroons till her death, she would not on 

loss which the mission has sustained in 
the decease of Mrs. Horton Johnson, of 

Cameroons. The closing sentences of 

the latter will be read with animated 

interest. 

For two weeks previous to this, Mrs. Hor
ton Johnson was suffering much from 
dysentery ; and during the first few days we 
did not feel anxiety for the result; but to
wards the end of the week, when we found all 
,:,ur remedies failed of relie,~ng, we began to 
fear. At the beginning of the second week, 
H. M. S. vessel," Bloodhound," came_up to 

any account leave it. Her attachment to the 
people and the place was then as great as had 
been her former antipathy. And it has been 
her lot to rejoice with us in the first budding 
of the kingdom of God among that people. 
She has seen the multitude scoffing and 
reviling. She has seen the same multitude 
filling the house of prayer, while many 
among them exclaimed, '' What must I do 
to be saved ? " She has seen the careless 
forsake the house of God, and the earnest 
cleave to it as to their home. She has seen 
the first converts to Christ baptized in the 
rolling river, and has heard of the 1iews of 
that strange scene having floated back to the 
very source of that river. Twice has she seen 
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the cor1gregation scattered, and cruelly beaten 
for choosing n new religion ; and twice has 
she seen the congregation grnd uall y regathered; 
and othrrs, once the foremost to oppose, 
broken,henrted, come to seek admittance to 
the house of God. And now having helped 
us thus far, and rejoiced in the opening pro
spects of the mission, she is called to the 
church above, not the first of our little band, 
for Pne is gone before. 

It was near ten o'clock on Saturday morn
ing before I could finish the coffin for Mrs. 
Johnson, From the carpenter's bench, I 
went to the house of mourning, and thence 
to the grave ; und before the earth for ever 
closed over tbe remains of our dep,,rted sister 
it was eleven 1o'clock, and I had to hurry 
from that scene of sorrow to the vessel ; 11t 
half-past eleven we were on our way down the 
river, and anchored at Bimbia at seven o'clock 
in the evening, 

Through the kindness of Mr. Peto, 
we have had use of a letter to him from 
Mr. SAKER in which he gives a general 
summary of the past year's labours. Its 
date is somewhat earlier than the pre
ceding correspondence, but it will lose 
none of its interest on that account. 

Testament will he printed during the present 
year, and the Dualla Dictionary completed. 

Our schools are not so prosperous as I wish, 
At Clarence I have engaged a young mnn, 
educated at Sierra Leone, who,,in the absence 
of one more suitable, is a he! p. The school 
is well attended, and my satisfaction is not 
small in seeing it attended regularly hy 
teacher and scholars; but I wish I could 
speak of its efficiency. 

On the mountain I have sent a teacher to 
labour about three days every week through 
the year. To-morrow I visit the little school 
there. A few of the natives are very desirous 
of knowing more of the truths they hear 
from us. I wish it was in my power to Yisit 
them often. 

At Bimbia we have no school and no 
teacher. Mr. Joseph Fuller is my chief 
dependence in the printing office, and bas to 
conduct all the services during my absence. 

At Cameroons we have now two schools, 
and I hope the time is not distant when I 
shall be able to say they are efficient. At 
the station where we have so long been fixed, 
the school may be said to continue clay and 
night almost. Adults and children assemble 
soon atter four o'clock in the morning for 
scripture lessons and prayer, until six or half. 
past. Then the hour for our work to begin 
is also the hour of children's school ; this 
continues till ten. Afternoon, the school is 

Twelve months are now expired since I short. At five the adults assemble again for 
landed here from my European visit ; and lesson and prayer. At seven again in the 
they have been months of incessant labour evening, they take possession of J ohnson's 
and travel. I have not written you till this house, There " A B C,'' simple lessons in 
day, nor have I had time to write to any reading, and scripture reading, make a be
friend unless compelled ; but now I am wildering sound till nine ; after that is singing 
unexpectedly detained a few days at Clarence, and pra)er; not infrequently lessons are con
and gladly spend a few hours in writing. I tinued till eleven at night. Such, dear sir, is 
came here on the 27th of December, having Cameroons, the mi.sion station is a scene of 
ventnr_ed to cross the water in our little gig busy activity from early morn to night. La
and eight men with paddles. This is the bour, lessons, singing and prayer, is the life 
third time that I have thus crossed this arm at Cameroons. 
o~ the sea, and every one beside myself is too Our churches are, I hope, healthy. 
wise tc, make the attempt. Every body con- At Cameroons, a!l give me pleasure; during 
demns me; but what was I to do? The year the year I have baptized sixteen persons ; 
was expiring, and everything was to be settled, mauv more wish to join with us. I have 
money to be paid, and books made up. At married four couples; some others are only 
th_is hot season of the year, when we are days waiting my return. 
with scarcely a breath of wind, I see no At Bimbia, our little church has decreased 
~anger. At no time do I see danger, except by the death of one member ; but two hope
it be from a decayed boat, as mine is, or the ful ones wish to join the church, and ere long 
burning sun. I purpose baptizing them, 

In our printing work we have done what At Clarence, we have passed through some 
we could. During the year we have brought heart-rending scenes in consequence of the 
through the press about 37,000 pages of instability of some of our members. At 
lsubu Scripture and Dictionary; and not less present all is peaceful. In June last, I bap• 
than 60,000' pages in Dualla of Scripture, tized nine persons, and subsequently our 
C!Ms-books, and Hymns. brother Wheeler hns baptized one. Others 

The lsubu was that which was Jell in type await. 
or manuscript by our brother Merrick. One word on another subject may be 

'l'he chief part of the Dualla, which we written. Throughout the year, the Loni ha, 
have~ printed, is' a .new translation, a work preserved my health. I have had to travel 
1~hich is daily goingi,on. If my health con- by day and night, in t_he creeks, i_n the open 
tinue, I hope that a large purt of the New sea, in the sun, and m the bcatmg storms ; 
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yet the Lord lms preser,•ed me, even when 
the lightning hns shivered our ma~t, and the 
sea washed over us. MJ• dent wife too has 
been preAer,·ed, though sometimes has suffered 
much. Our labours have beeh heavy and 
without ceS91\tion, el'!m till no«-. The repair 
of buildings, &c., has g,ven us no little toil; our 
boats too ha Ye consumed many precious hours. 

One other subject . will be Cnuiio of ~ntle
faetioi1 to you and td the Committee. All our 
buildings and boats hnve been r~i,nired ; 1111 
our teachers and families ilnpplictl, !o!iether 
with my own expenses and my three clultlreu 
in England ; yet the total expenditure tor nil 
is ut1der £ !000. 

WE S T I ND I E S. 

HAITI. 
.t.A.CMEL, 

The intelligence convcy!ld in the 
letter of Rev. W. H. WEBLEY, dated 
Jacmel, June 28th, received by last 
mail, will be read with mingled emo
tions. That he has succeeded, by a visit 
to America, in obtaining the frame,vork 
for his new chapel at a far less cost than 
he could get it in Jacmel, and that the 
voyage has been very beneficial to his 
health, all our readers will be glad to 
hear ; but that part which relates to 
the alarming illness of his brother, who 
sailed for Haiti less than a year ago, 
will awaken deep sympathy with the 
sufferer, his excellent wife, and ·the 
whole mission band, to whom this 
unexpected visitation is a heavy and 
distressing stroke. 

After an absence of seven weeks it is my 
happiness to fin<l mJself once more at home. 
My last was date<l Boston, and was only a 
hurried letter of ad,·ice. 

My Yisit to the States to procure our 
chapel was rendered necessary, not only from 
the shattered state of my l1ealth, but froJl! 
the present high price of timber here, and 
from the difficulty of procuring workmen 
amongst the natives. I ha Ye been enabled 
to effect a considerable saving in the price of 
the woo<l for the building by going myself, 
have procured workmen who will come out 
and put it up, and ham met with a kind 
Christian merchant who has engaged to pay 
their passage. 

But oh ! I ha,·e sad news for you. You 
will learn from my ,sister·s letter, that my 
dear brother has been at the point of <leath, 
and the sad secret has burst upon our almost 
broken hearts tliat he cannot reside in this 
climate. I will not here narrate the circum
i;tances that ha,·e occurred, as she has tol<l you 
all, aud that much more fully than I could 

have done, as I \Vas absei1t during thEl riltlre 
serious part of his illness. As yet we CiltitiiJt 
bear the thought of parting with him, not 
dare we yet break the matter to hiin, Many 
and severe have been our trials since we 
landed here ; and no tongue can tell what we 
have endured ; but no previous trial has ever 
~qualled this. Our excess of grief at the 
bare possibility of his leaving us exceeds, if 
possible, our excess of joy at seeing him 
arrive. May strength be given us according 
to our day, and may both the Committee and 
ourselves be enabled patiently to eridure what 
is so manifestly the divine will, We would 
not repine. Rather would we pray that our 
oft-repeated sorrows may be sahctified, and 
that our sad hearts, bereaved of earthly 
good, may be taught to fihil solace in ,! eims. 
Pray for us, that our heart and flesh do Mt 
fail Uf!, 

Mrs. D. WEBLEY, in a letter of same 
date, enters into the details of her 
husband's illness. Though written 1n 
circumstances of the deepest distress; 
and evidently requiring great effort to 
control her feelings, there is pervading 
it,~ a delightful spirit of resignation to 
the Divine will, and mo.r;e firmness and 
composure than couid have been ex
pected. The feelings of the wife and the 
missionary are blended together in a 
manner both striking and beautiful. 

I am sure you will be sotry to bear that 
for the last week my dear husband has been 
very ill; and as his illness assumes a serious 
aspect, I thought it better to let you know 
every particular. We tire not afraid of its 
being fatal-only tliat it may hinder his 
future usefulness. Ever since we have bee11 
here his health has been i-emarkably good, 
except now and then he has felt a nervous 
affection in his face, and two or three times 
he has com1ilained of its feeling quite dead; 
ll'e all hoped that thie was rirnsed by the 
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heat, nnd thnt there wns nothing serious in 
it'• but the other clay he hnd n very violent 
uttack which came on with a twitching in 
the face artd couvulsion of the left side 
of his body, he then felt n rush of blood 
to his head,. ancl he thought he must be 
bleedin"' at the ears or nose. In a short 
time he'\ecome quite insensible, and on get; 
ting up from the ground, on which he had 
fallen, he felt very weak, ancl was able to get 
home with great difficulty. He had been 
out for a shoxt ride; and but through mercy 
he might have been killed, as it came on so 
very guddenly ;-he had only just time to 
get off the horse before his senses left him. 
We sent directly for the doctor, a very clever 
tnan, and_ one we have great confidence in. 
He bled him immediately, and desired him 
to remain very quiet ; he said it was from a 
flow of blood to the head, but hoped the 
bleeding would cure_ him, and said theri there 
was no danger. This was on the W ednes
day, and on Friday, In the inorning he had 
another attack, not quite so violent, but 
very alarming, and they leave him very 
weak. The doctor came, a11d seemed sur
prised and alarmed that he should have had 
a return ; and then told us that it was an 
attack of para! ysis. 

On Saturday morning early he ,vas taken 
again, bitt with less ".iolence and pain, as we 
had something at hand to give him ; he was 
bled again directly, as it is necessary to 
weaken him very much to prevent a re
turn. The doctor said he thought it his 
duty to tell us that if he remained here his 
life would be sacrificed-he would be sub
ject to these attacks, and every one would 
make him inore weak ; we are dreading every 
hour a return, and if there is, some decisirn 
step must be taken, as he assures us that he 
can never live in this climate. 

We did hope better days were ila1rning on 
us here with tll'o who had the interest of the 
people so much at heart; but I do trust, if 
we are to be called home, the Lord may raise 
up one to fill my dear husband's place. The 
doctor now says these attacks are epilepsy! 

therefore, of cour3c, the ntore dangerous. 
I am now writing in great h,1~te, as the 
packet is expected in to-morrow; will you 
therefore, excuse this hasty letter and all it; 
imperfections; my mind is so unsettled, and 
I feel in such a state of anxiety. 

As the packet did not leave so soon 
as was expected, Mrs. D. WEBLEY adds 
a few additional particulars in a note 

dated three days later than the previous 
letter. From this it would seem that 
Mr. WEBLEY was somewhat improved1 

but the medical attendant, Dr. Lecchi, 
orders him home as necessary alike for 
the preservation of intellect as well as 
life. 

I am able to give you a better account of 
my dear husband's illness. All Saturday and 
Sunday his sufferings were very great ; and 
on the Sunday night we feared, from all the 
doctor had told us before, that another 
attack might be fatal. However, it come 
much lighter than we could have expecteu ; 
but he was cupped immediately, and after 
spending the r.ight with him, the doctcr 
pronounced him out of danger. Since then 
the attacks have been much weaker; but 
he was bled in the arm again on Tuesday. I 
assure you the descriptior.. I have given , f 
his illness is very faint compared with whht 
it has been, and the sufferings he has had. I 
am . thankful the crisis is pass~d and he i$ 
better. 

The doctor says he must return to Eng
land, as he cannot live in this country. TLe 
certainty of this is a great trial to me, ns 
a future, quite unprovided for, comes with 
painful force upon my mind. With a con
stitution impaired, my poor husbanu will net 
be able to exert himself much; still, if h·s 
life is spared to return home, every oth, r 
trial ,vill appear light to me, and I sometim,s 
almost fear this. 

JAMAICA. 

It has been customary to gi-i•e, every some of the most signal tokens of God's 
year, when we have received the intel- favour and blessing were showered on 
ligence, the tabular statement respecting the Mission in Jamaica. Hence the 
the cJ1t1rches which constitute the spiritual state of that island will e-ver 
Western Union in Jamaica. 'fhough b~ interesting to our friends; and fur 
the Society has long ceased to have any their information we subjoin the statis
connexiotl with Jamaica, except that of ties of the churches in the Western 
fraternal rtnd Christian love, yet our Union for the past year. 
friends gcRetall y ~ cannot forget that 
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TABULAR VIEW OF CHURCHES AND STATIONS CONNECTED WITH THB BAPTIST 

WESTERN UNION, FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1851. 

NAME OF 

STATION. 
PARISH. PASTOR .1 

O' 

~ - --·-----,------- ------ - ------- -- - - - -- ----
l Annatto Bay ......... Metcalfe ............ S. Jone, ............ 1824 1824 19 34 4 34 63 I 2 ••• 4:l 559 127 
2 1 Bnff Ba.y ............ St. Gl'orge's .............. ,, ........ ., ., 20 11 21 13 ...... ,.. 3 155 120 
31'.\Iount Ansu• ..... St. Mary's ......... IV. Teall ......... 18341842 10 25 5 ~ 2u ... ••• lo ... 278 100 
41Spnntsh Town ... ( St. Catherinc's ... J.M. Phillippo 18191S20 73 1G 6 6 5 1 83 1237 150 Pa~sa2e Fort ... \ ••· "' 
5 Sligo Yillc ............ St. Thos. in Yak ......... ., ......... 1835 1835 42 4 ... 2 2 .•. ... 42 ... 25l 50 
6 Mount Nebo .................. ., ........ .I. Gordon ......... 1828 1842 ... 19 ... 3 26 3 2 •.• 15 281 33 
71\loncaguc ............ St.Ann's ......... W. M'Laggan ... 1834 1835 33 2 .5 2 5 2 ... 31 ... 155 18 
slst. Ann's Bay ...... .. ...... B. MH!ard ......... 18291829 61 52 1 4 22 1 ... 87 ... 691 320 
9jOcho Rios............ ., ................. ., ......... 1829 1829 37 8 ... 9 15 .•. ... 21 ••. 383 lu2 

10 l :oultart Gro,·e ..... ,, .................. ,, ......... 1S3~ 183.'; 25 9 I 4 6 •.• .•. 25 ••. 294 62 
ll /Sturgc Town......... ., ........ S. Hodges ......... lt'39 1845 22 20 4 12 4 ••. ... 30 ... 365 42 
12,Salem .......................... ,. .................. ,. ......... 1843 1846 26 31 ... 4 7 ... ... 46 ... 285 38 
13jDry Harbour .................. ,. ......... r. SD1ith ......... 1841 1842 36 10 1 13 11 2 ... 21 ... 261 23 
14 Brown's Town ............... ,. ......... J. Clark ............ 183U ld31 67 36 2 2U 28 10 ... 47 ... 1071 116 

:iiith:ny ··:ii""'"'" ......... " ........ F"j"h " ......... mm:9 :~ g 11 16 1i .. "2 54 ::: 567 12-5 

i~l~fa:°iie::::::::· ~!~~~d~n :::::::: i:•P:i:~;:n::::::::: 1ss51sa: 1~ 2; ! i ~f ~-~ ::: .. ~: --~ m !~ 
19 Point Hill ........... St. John's ................. ,. ......... 1834 183,5 21 42 ... 11 37 ... ... 15 ... 370 94 
21,IS!ewart Town ...... Trelawney ........ B. B. Dexter ...... 18291829 86 22 ... 36 40 6 ... 26 ... 656 80 
21:New BllTllmgh&m ,, ......... ,. ......... 16381838 94 17 3 18 6 I... 89 ... 298 70 
22!Refuge ............... ,, ......... E. Fray 1831 Hi37 67 28 38 58 12 2 ... 61 ... 596 129 
23 Falmouth ............ ,. ......... R Gay ............ 1827 1827 26 64 1 3! 33 6 ... 20 ... 883 53 
24'Salter•e Hill ......... St. James ........ IV. Dendy ......... 1824 1825 3 40 9 74 4U 2 2 ... 66 802 271 
25 Montego Bay, 2d eh .......... ,, ......... T. Hands ......... 1849 1849 40 2 36 21 4 3 ... 50 ... 381 130 
26 Mount Carey .................. ,. ......... E. Hewett ......... 1835,1842 46 14 14 80 2.\ 1 ... ... 32 626 180 

~~i1~~:;t.r~~\~i··::::::::: w~;i;;,d;.i,;~;i:: ::::::::: ;: ......... m~1m: ~~ 1; "<i ~f 1~ ~ 1! ::: ~~ !:~ ii1 
29:Watford Hill ...... Hanover .................... ,, 18381838 9 3 26 37 9 1 ... 9 222 50 
30 Gurney•• Mount ......... ,, ........ C. Armstrong ... 1829 1829 25 20 1 20 7 299 4 ... 284 302 26 
31 Mount Peto ...... ... ,, ........ .. ....... ,, ......... 18491851 29 16 301 11 5 •.. l 329 •.• 329 66 
32 Fletcher', Grove ............ ,, .................. ,, ......... 1835?842 ... 9 1 26 3 ... ••• ... 19 142 35 

133 Providence ......... St. Elizabeth's ........................... 18401841 14 5 ... 5 6 8 ... 192 21 
i34 Betbsalem ..................... ,, ................................. 1837,1840 ... 10 1 4 3 ... 2 2 176 is 

/ Total ............... / ...... 1056.663 490,659 549 358:351119 50814781' 2778 

NoTE.-ln consequence of the abEcnce and sickness of some of the pastors, no returns have been received 
from ten churches. The number of members in these churches last year was 3,600 

Number reported in 1851 ....................................... 14,780 

Total number ...................................................... 18,380 

HOME PROCEEDINGS. 

We have been compelled to devote 
so large a space during the past three 
months to the announcement of contri
butions, in order to keep the receipts in 
our books, and the public acknowledge
ment of them exact and complete, that 
we have not been able to notice the 
various meetings which have been re
cently held on behalf of the Society. 

During May meetings were held in 
various parts of Norfolk, which were 
attended by Revs. F. TRESTRAIL, J. 
LEECHMAN, and B. W. NoEL, assisted by 
the pastors of churches in the county. 
None of these meetings were wanting 

in interest, while many of them were 
unusually animated and encouraging. 
During the same month, Mr. TRESTRAIL 
visited many churches in Northampton
shire; Mr. UNDERHILL spent a Lord's 
day at Clipstone, and also attended 
meetings in Devon, Somerset, and 
Dorset; and Mr. l!'1sHBOURNE was de
puted to take part in the services at 
Union Chapel, Luton. T)le month was 
thus busily occupied, and, on the whole, 
satisfactorily. 

In June, Mr. UNDERHILL, with Ilevs. 
F. BoswonTn, and P.H. CORNFORD, were· 
engaged in Cambridge and vicinity, for 
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n week; and the Rev. T. SMITII went to them. Such intelligence is valuable on 
Colchester. Mr. TRESTRAII, visited Bath, many accounts, and is interesting to our 
Keynsham, and Paulton; and, while we readers generally. 
write, Messrs. CAREY and U NDERIIILL The Committee have had under their 
are attending meetings in Gloucester- consideration a plan, submitted to them 
shire. The turmoil and excitement by the Secretaries, for extending and 
consequent on the elections have some- strengthening the mission in Bengal 
what interfered with their proceedings, Proper-a district lying within lines 
but we hope the results will be found to drawn from Calcutta eastward to Chit
be equal, at least, to those of last year. tagong ; thence north- west to Dinage-

For the first two months of the pre- pore ; thence back again to Calcutta. 
sent financial year, the income of the There are more than twenty millions of 
Society was not quite equal to the cor- immortal beings in this district, ten 
responding period of the previous year. millions of whom have never heard the 
But at the close of June, the receipts gospel of Christ at all, and the majority 
were somewhat more than they were of the people are in a state of lamenta
at the end of June, 1851. The pay- ble destitution. To carry the plan, how
ments had been, however, considerably ever modified, into effect, will require 
heavier. As yet, the Committee have an increased income of £3,500 a year. 
not had to borrow from the bankers to When the Committee have fully consi
meet cm·rent payments. May we once dered, and matured their judgments 
more remind the Treasurers and Secre- upon the project, it will be made known 
taries of auxiliaries to send up what to the churches. Without their con
they may have in hand, from time to currence nothing can be done. To take 
time, on account, and not wait until they any step which would incur the risk of 
have received all the proceeds of their augmenting the present debt, would be 
district. This will tend to equalize the ruinous. In the meanwhile, may our 
incvme and expenditure, and very fa- friends be found uniting in fervent 
vourably affect the bankers' account. prayer, that the Spirit of divine wisdom 

We shall be glad, too, if our friends in may guide· the Committee in their de
the country will continue to favour us liberations, and incline the friends of 
with some statement of the meetings held\ the Society to respond cheerfully, and 
in the several districts-the attendance, with one heart and mind, to this call 
spirit, and general impression made by when it is made. 

POSTSCRIPT. 

We are happy to find by a note dated mercifully sanctify to them this painful 
June 24th, that our esteemed brother dispensation of His providence." 
Mr. CLARic, and his family, have reached The notice of our brethren abroad, 
Brown's Town in safety. He adds what particularly those in the East, is called 
cannot be read without deep sympathy : to an extract from a note which we 
"Heart-rending tidings reach me from have received from a kind and zealous 
every one I meet of the ravages of the friend. "'l'he rending of the Herald is 
small pox, and of the distresses which now become general. But there is one 
follow in its train. May God incline thing which makes against its being 
his people to aid the sufferers in their read by our poorer members who have 
season of aftliotion and sorrow, ancl no pastors. It is the nrnny w1ti•r1nslaterl 

I 
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,1•01·d.s which occur in the reports from I Mrs. Ai.LEN, of Oolombo, desires us 
abroad. If they could be explained in to state that she has received a box of 
a parenthesis, or in any way, it would clothing for her school, but there is no 
encourage the reading of the Herald at note with it to inform her from whom 
our meetings." it came. She also wishes us to suggest 

This hint :is important. The ortho- to any kind friends who may send her 
graphy of things, places, nnd persons, is articles for Ceylon, thnt modern things 
constnntly changing in eastern letters. suited for European wear are most 
We are often puzzled ourselves. We suitable, and that the shirts and loose 
got familiar with "pucka" houses. pinafores contained in the afore~!),id 
This month it' is pakkl\,. Once it was box were of no use at all for the natives. 
Koran ; now it is Quran. Formerly it If the goods had been sent unmade, 
was brahmin ; now it is brahman, and they would have l1een most acceptable 
BJ on through a long list. We trust for the girls ; but the Cingalese wear 
brethren, in. writing, will think of the I their own costume, and will not wear 
English public, and forget, for a time, frocks. 
Indian technicalities and sounds. 

FOREIGN LETTERS R"]!:CEIVED .. 

AFRICA ···········B'MBIA ·•·•···•··•·•····· .. ····ruuer, J. J ...... l\farch 4, 
Saker, A ......•... Apri~ ~. May 3. 

CAlllERPONS ...•........•.•. Saker, A .......... Feb. 26, March 15 and 29, 
April ]3 and 17. 

CL.AJ;"NCE ....... ,. ....... , .•.. Saker, A .•........ January-, May 5. 
Wheeler, J. A ... Feb. lfi & lti, l\'.larcj,. l ~ l!, 

April 15, one letter, !'\> 
date, recejv~4 July 7. 

AMF.RICA •••••· ... SllELBURl\; FALLS ......... Butler, w ....... June 10. 
As1A ....... , ....... CDTW.A ........................ Carey, W ......... llfay 2•l. 

MONGHm ...................... Lawrence, J .... ,.May 27. 
BABA'!IIAS ... , ••.•• GRAND CAY ........ ; ......... Littlewood, W .. ,May I, June 71 }5 llt 1~. 

NASSAU .................. , .••. Capern, H ......... May 7. 
BRITTANY ....... MOB.LUX •.•••••...•••......••. Jenkins, J ....... June 18. 
HAITI ............. JACMEL ........................ ,Vebley, A ....... June 27. 
· Webley, W. H .. June 28. 

PoRT AU PLAT , .............. Rycroft,"'• K.,Ju!le 8. 
J A~AICA ......... BROWN'S TowN : ...... · ........ Clark, J .......... June 24. 

CALABAR ............ : ........ East, D. J ..••... June 6 and 15. 
FALMOUTH ..................... Gay, R ......... June 7. 
KETTERING ..................... Milbourne, T ... June 8. 
KINGSTON ................. : .. Graham, R ...... June 12. 

Oughton, H. S,June 26. 
MANCHIONEAL ............... Campbell,G.,&ors .. March i!3. 
ST. ANN•s BAY ..........•... Millard, B ....... June 25. 
STORES HALL ............... Lynch, 1\.., S. ors .. March 20. 
STUBllE Tow111 ............... Hodges, S ....... Jun~ 10 1111d ~5. 

TRINIDAD ...... POB.T OF SPAIN ............... Law, J ............ Junc 26. 

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS. 
The thanks of the Committee are presented to the following friends

Mrs. Bullin, Luton, for a parcel of magazines; 
Friends connected with the Baptist Church, Addlestonc, for a pnrcel of clothing, fot• 

Africa; 
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Mr, Williamson, Ringstend, for n box of hook~, for Rev. W. K. Rycroft; 
Mr. Gilbert Blight, for n valuable series of the Periodical Accounts, Baptist Ma3azine 

Christian Observer, &c.; ' 
John Purser, Esq., nnd family, Rathmines Castle, Dublin, for a case of clothing nnd 

fancy nrtic)es, for Rpv, E. FraJI, Rtfuge, Jamaica; 
MiRs Waylen, Great Chilhnmpton, for a parcel of fancy articles, for the 1ame; 
A Indy, Stnffor~shire, by Hon. and Rev. B. W. Noel, for a brooch; 
The British and foreign School Society, for the grant of a case of school materials, value 

£51 for Rev, ll. Oapern, Bahamas. 

The Committee will feel obliged to any friend.~ who may have copies of the last year's 
Annual Report of thEl Society, which they do not require for their own uae or for 
distribution, if tliey will kindly return them, carriage free, to the Mission House; as the 
Committee's reserved copies are quite exhausted. 

CONTRIBUTIONS, 

Received on ~cgf)1f11,t of the Baptist Missionary Society, during the mor.th 

of June, 1862. 

£ ,. d. 

ANNUAL COL~~CTl~N, 

Annual Sermon to 

£ a. d. 
~UCKINGHA1'~SHJR~~ 

Swanbourne . .............. 0 19 0 
KENT. 

Bessels Green-
Young Men, at Pou!, Contributions ......... 1 1 0 
try Chapel . ." .....•....... 13 0 3 

Less expenses ...... 4 0 3 

9 0 0 

.tnnual Subscription•. 
Courtnall, Mrs ........... ·.. 1 1 0 
Giles, E., Esq. ............ l i 0 
Hassan, Mrs ..... :......... 1 1 0 
Thornton, Miss ......... 1 0 0 

Donations. 
A. D ........ : ........ ::.:.... 6 0 0 
1.S.R. M .................. O J.0 0 

CAl\tBRIDGES~IRE. 

Cambridge-
Contributions . ........ 4 4 6 

Do.,for E.L Schools 8 14 0 

DEVONSHIRE. 

Tiverton-
Co\lection .......... ..... 4 13 8 
Cql)tributions ......... 8 10 11 

Do., Sunday SclJqol, 
for Paul Ruttan; 
Dinagepore... ... .. . 5 0 0 

18 4 7 

Do., Sunday School O 18 IS 
Footscray-

Rogers, Mr. John...... 1 0 0 
Lessness Heath-

Collection ............. .. 0 0 

NORFOLK. 

NoRFOLK, or. account, 
by Mr. J. D. Smitb ... 150 0 0 

NoRTBAMPTONSBIR.E. 

LoNnON AUXILIARms. Less expenses , •... , 0 0 0 Braunstone-
Eagle Strest-c- · · · · .. · 

Juvenile Aux.iliary, by 
Young Men's Mis• 
eionary Association, 
for School, . • .. .. . • ... • 8 0 

Henrietta Street-
Collection .......... ..... 6 O O 

John Street, ou account 25 O O 
Boho Chapel-

Juvenile Auxiliary, by 
Young Men•s Mls
eionary Association, 
for Koltaville School 10 10 0 

Walworth, Horsley Stree~ 
Collection~............... 7 4 6 
Contributions ......... O 13 3 

Do., Sund.ajr School 3 18 9 

11 16 6 
Less expense■ ...... · O 4 O 

BElUtSHIRB, 

Reodlng
Contributlons, by Mrs. 

11 12 6 

18 4 2 

DoRSETSHIR E. 

Bridport-
Collection . . .... ......... l 7 6 
Contribution............ l O 0 

Lyme-
Collection, &c. . ........ 6 10 6 

\Veymoutb, on account 20 0 0 

Ess:e:x. 
Colchester-

Collection . .............. 8 8 6 
Less expenses ...... 0 9 6 

Romford-
Co)lectlon /moiety) ... 

Witbam-
Thomasin, Geo., Esq. 

IIAM'PSRIRR. 

7 10 0 

2 10 0 

1 0 0 

Whltchut·ch
Collections............... 3 2 7 
Contributions ......... 2 16 6 C, Davies, for Rev. 

T. C. Pave, Ma<lrn, 1 10 0 Do., Sunday School O 6 11 

Collection ............... 2 10 O 

SOMERSETSBIR'B. 

Bridgewater-
Collection ..•.•••.•.•..•• 1 15 9 
Contributions 7 6 6 

Do., Juvenile 
Bristol, on account:··by 

8 13 7 

R. Leonard, Esq ....... 335 0 0 
Burnham .................. 1 1 0 
Crewkcrne-

Collection 3 9 0 
Contributions ......... 0 14 3 

Hatch-
Collection ............... 3 16 0 

High bridge-
Col1ection, &:c .......... 0 17 2 

Isle Abbot-
Collection ............... 1 7 ' Montacute-
Collection, &a . ......... • a 4 
Contributions /iH 1 

Do., Sunday School 1 0 0 
~linehead-

Collection, &o .......... 5 3 s 
Contributions at \V ... 1 u 0 

Do., for Africa ...... 0 10 u 
Stogumber-

2 2 Collection .. , ............ 
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Watcbet 
£ •- d. £ 8, d £,.d. 1md Williton 4 4 6 Cemae- Bln.tnavon, Horeb-Contributions 2 18 10 Collection 

Wellington- 0 6 5 Collection ............... 1 2 (J 

Contributions 
Contrlbutlona ......... 2 7 0 

Ye°'·il- ········· 2 15 0 Castletown-

Collectlon1 ............... 4 SOUTH WALES. Collection ............... 1 10 5 
0 0 Contl'lbutlons 4 0 0 

398 0 6 
BR ECKNOCKSRIRE- Do., Sunday School 4 2 5 

Less expense! ...... 7 s 9 Brynmawr, Tabor- Ebbw Vnlo, Brierly Hill-
Collection ............... 1 s Collection ...... ...... ... 0 13 6 

390 11 9 Cefn-Coed-y-cymar- Contributions ......... 0 17 6 
Collection ............... 0 19 0 Llandewl-

Darran Felon- Collection ............... 2 1 8 
STAP'PORDSBJRE, Collection ............... 0 15 6 Contributions 1 2 6 

Contributions 0 10 0 Llanhlddol .................. 2 2 0 
Stoke, Burslem, and Hanley- Llanelly, Bethlehem- Llansalntfraid-

Collections, after Ser• Collection ............... 1 l( 4 Collection ............... 1 0 0 
ruons by the Hon. Contributions l 14 9 Contributions ......... 2 0 1 
and Rel", B. w. Llanfrmaeh-

......... Llauwenarth-
Noel, M.A ............. 46 5 10 Collection ............... 0 16 9 Collection ............... 2 13 3 

Llangorse- Contributions 5 4 a 
SUR.RE\', Collection u,, .• ........ 0 15 6 Newport, Temple-

Llangynidr- Collection ............... 2 0 0 
Addlestone- Collection ............... l l 9 Noddfa-

Contributions, box ... 0 4 6 Contributions 0 10 0 Collection ............... 0 7 0 
Llanviangel, Soar:.:.:·••''" Ponty~ool, Tabernacle-

\Jl.ESTMORELAND. Collection ............... 0 s 9 Collection ..... , ......... 2 0 0 

Cro•by Garrett-
Contributions ......... 0 17 6 Pontypool, Trosnant-

Maesyberllan- Collection ............... l 2 7 
Contributions, for Collection ............... l 10 2 St. Mellons-

Native Preacher~ ... 0 11 0 Contributions 1 0 0 Collection ............... 0 15 0 

Newhridge-
......... Contributions ......... 2 s 3 

WILTSHIRE. Collection ............... l 11 0 Twyn Gwyn-
Contributions 0 5 0 Collection ............... l 8 8 ......... Contributions l 15 4 Cbapma.nslade- ......... 

Collection ............... l 0 0 
GLAMORGANSBrRE-Coraham- SCOTLAND. 

Collection ...... , ........ l 8 0 Dowlais, Caersalem- Edinbnrgh-Contributions ......... 7 2 0 Collection ............ , .. 2 18 0 
Melksham- Contributions 2 0 0 Society for Promoting 

Collections ............... 6 6 11 Dowlais, Hebron- Female Education 
Do., Fo!'e£:t 0 4 8 Collection ............... l 4 6 

in the East, by 

Do., Beanacre 0 3 5 Merthyr Tydvil, Ebenezer- Robt. Irvine, Esq., 
for Calcutta Sc!.ools 15 0 0 

Contributions ......... 31 0 3 Collection ............... 3 5 5 Do., for Ceylon Do., for African Contributions ......... 1 15 0 Scllools 15 12 l 
School,s l 10 0 Pontypridd- ............... ............ Perth-Collection ............... 2 12 3 Collection ............... 9 0 0 

'\\..,. ORC ICSTBB.6RIRB. Contributions 7 10 0 
Ynysfach and Libanus-

Bewdley- Contributions, &c. ... 4 11 0 FOREIGN. 
Collections, &c, .. ,o, .. 9 7 ]0 

JAMAICA-Snnday School ......... 0 12 2 
MON.MOUTHSHIRK- Bethsalem-

Bethel- Contributions, by 
NORTH WALES. Collection ............... l 13 0 Sunday School 

ANGLESEA-
Contributions ......... 3 5 4 Teachers, for .Africa l 11 10 

Blaenau Gwent- Montego Bay, R!rst 
Amlwch, Salem- Collection ............... l 12 9 Church, by Rev. Jae. 

Collection ............... 0 18 4 Contributions 2 15 8 Reid ..................... 5 0 0 
Contributione ......... 8 g 0 Do., Snnday School 0 10 0 

Subscriptions and Donations in aid of the Baptist Missionary Society will be thankfully 
received by William Brodie Gurney, Esq., and Samuel Morton Peto, Esq., M.P., Treasw·ers, 
by the Rev. Frederick Trestrail and Edward Bean Underhill, Esq., Secretaries, at the 
Mission House, 33, Moorgate Street, LONDON: in EDINBURGH, by the Rev. Jonathan 
Watson, and John Macandrew, Esq.; in GLASGOW, by C. Anderson, Esq.; in DUBLIN, by 
John Purser, Esq., Rathmines Castle; in CALoUTTA, by the Rev. James Thomas, Baptist 
Mission Press; and at NEW YoRx, United States, by W. Colgate,Esq. Contributions can 
also be paid in at Messrs. Barclay, Bevan, Tiitton, and Co., Lombard Street, to the account 
of the Treasnrel's. 

J. HADDON, PRJ:i'TZn, CA!:iTLE lil'RJ!:BT, FI.NSJHmY. 



POSITION AND PROSPECTS 
OP' TIU) 

BAPTIST IRISH SOCIETY. 
AuouS'I', 1852. 

The Baptist Irish Society having 
recently commenced a new year of its 
existence, and being in circumstances 
differing from those in which it has 
commenced any former year, differing 
also from those of our other denomina
tional societies, it is desirable that all 
its friends, especially those who bear 
office in the churches, should have a 
distinct idea of its present position and 
prospects. Attention is requested to two 
or three important facts. 

First. The debt of the Society, though 
greatly reduced, is not extinguished. 
With pleasure and gratitude we. think 
of the £1378 which have been paid; 
but we must not lose sight of the £449 
which are still owing. It would seem 
a very formidable thing to begin the 
year with arrears to that amount, were 
it not that our imagination has been 
familiarized to something worse. We 
must not forget however that there is 
still a debt-a debt to be provided for
a debt which so long as it continues 
will clog our operations. Many of our 
friends will probably look down the list 
of contributions with admiration of the 
zeal and liberality which have been 
displayed, and be almost startled, at the 
same time, in perceiving that in such 
an effort they took no part. They will 
see with regret that their own names 
do not occur among the generous as
sistants in an enterprise so necessary 
and so onerous. " If we had thought 
that it would be so general and so suc
cessful," some will be ready to say," we 
would have brought in our share." Will 
these allow us to remind them that it is 
not yet too late 1 In addition to the 
current expenditure for the year, we 
have to provide four hundred and forty-

nine pounds. This snm claims the 
special attention of the few who in the 
year which has just ended did not make 
any extra donation for the debt. The 
importance of getting off the remains 
of that mischievous nuisance must be 
obvious. Being within sight of port, it 
is the more distressing to be becalmed, 
unable to enter. 

Another fact which pastors and dea
cons of churches should bear in mind is 
this, that the Baptist Irish Society has 
at present no machinery in operation 
for the collection of money. With the 
exception of the Collector of London 
Annual Subscriptions, there is now no 
individual whose duty it is to raise 
funds. The Secretary's official duties 
refer e.irclusively to the desk. When he 
was invited to take office, it was ex
pressly stated to him in writing that his 
work was not to include travelling, or 
preaching, or making speeches. It was 
intended then that another officer 
should be appointed immediately, who 
should spend part of his time in Ireland, 
and the remainder in visiting our own 
cities and provinces to solicit pecuniary 
aid. The individual had been selected. 
The arrangement had been made. Cir
cumstances 'occurred, however, which 
prevented the execution of this plan, 
and it is at present in abeyance. Con
gregational collections were made last 
year so readily, so effectively, and so 
economically, by the pastors, that it is 
only for them to continue to do as they 
have been doing, and the expense of 
such an officer may be saved. But this 
should be distinctly understood by all : 
the conductors of the Baptist Irish 
Society have thrown themselves com
pletely upon the spontaneous zeal of 



their supporters. The arrangements 
for this sctmmer must be made and 
carried out by the steadfast friends of 
Ireland throughout the country, for 
there is no travelling agent whose 
business it is to stir them up. Whether 
this system will be permanently adequate 
remains to be seen : but we are sure 
that it will be wise in our friends to 
make it effective, and that they can do 
so if they please. Peculiar circum
stances may call for exceptional treat
ment. It is possible that occa.sionally 
some resident in Ireland may visit some 
towns in England, but this is not to be 
looked for ; it does not constitute any 
part of our plan ; and if ·the friends of 
Ireland in the provinces will co-operate 
with the conductors of the Society in 
London in dispensing with all that is 
called "deputation work," an immense 
saving of expenditure will be effected. 

A third fact connected with last year's 
experience it may be advantageOIIS to 
mention. The burden devolving on the 
officers and c0mmittee would have been 
much lessened, if the remittances of 
their friends had arrived earlier. We 
have not forgotten the grateful emotions 
with which we received contributions 
to the very day on which the accounts 
were finally made up; they were indeed 
welcome, and. we would rather renew 
our acknowledgments than make any 
deduction from those which we have 
already offered ; but it should be known 
that remittances to the same amount, 
had they been received earlier, would 
have been yet more serviceable. In 
arranging for congregational collections, 
and in making those donations which 
with some of our supporters have be
come customary, it will be well to 
remember that the demands made on 
our exchequer are pretty regular ; that 
they begin as soon as the annual meet
ing is over ; and that at the close of 
June, and then again at the close of 
September, large remittances are alwa.ys 

needed for Ireland. It would be ex
ceedingly painful to allow the agents 
there to be disappointed and embar
rassed by the delay of payments already 
due to them ; but if they are paid 
punctually, on the present system, it 
can only be, as it has been· hitherto, by 
advances made by the treasurer. 

We scarcely know whether we may 
venture a sentence or two on the pro
portion of contributions for missionary 
purposes which it is proper that English
men should at this time assign to 
Ireland. The claims of that unhappy 
but yet important country are by a 
large portion of the religious public 
exceedingly unde1Tated. It may be 
thought by some persons that emigra
tion has so emptied her cities and towns 
that Ireland can scarcely now be· a 
suitable field for missionary labour. 
" Send to the places whither the people 
are gone," it may be said, "but remem
ber the immense reduction that has 
taken place in the population of Ireland, 
and withdraw your efforts· from its for
saken soil." Yes, truly, the population 
is now but little more than six millions; 
but is it remembered what six millions 
actually are 1 Million is a word easily 
pronounced, but its meaning is not 
easily realized. How much do we con
tribute for the salvation of each of 
these millions 1 How much for each of 
the units having a soul to be saved or 
to perish 1 Last year's income was 
larger than that of any preceding year, 
with one exception ; did the contribu
tions last year, then, amount to one 
shilling per head for the Irish objects 
of our solicitude 1 Did they amo11nt to 
one penny per head 1 Did they amount 
to one farthing per head 1 Divide the 
£3904, the gross receipts of the Society 
for the year just ended, among the six 
millias, and you will find that there is 
no coin of the realm so small as to 
describe the amount assignable to each. 

33, Moo1:qate Street, London. 
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IN the early part of Mr. Haldane's of North Berwick. According to the 
ministry, having made an excursion to wretched habits of the times, they were 
North Berwick, "he had announced the already deep in their potations, when 
intended sermon in the usual man- they were informed that Mr. Hal
ner, and had begun to preach one sum- dane was preaching in their immediate 
mer's evening not far from the shore of vicinity to the assembled people of 
that beautiful bay, stretchi_ng nearly North Berwick. The sound of the gos
twenty miles along the coast, at one pel had no charms for them, nor were 
extremity of which the Bass Rock and they willing that others should hear it. 
North Berwick Law rise, as from the Already heated with wine, they began 
ocean, to confront the ancient castle of to consult in what way they should put 
Edinburgh and the majestic rocks of down this missionary invasion of their 
Arthur's Seat. At that period the con- own territories. One of them, more 
vivial habits of East Lothian were no- reckless than the rest, said that it would 
torious, even in an age when Scottish be a capital plan to seize on the 
hospitality had become stained with the preacher, as had been done in the case 
vices of riotous excess. There were of some political lecturers in England 
many of the East Lothian squires who during the suspension of the Habeas 
drank so hard and so habitually, that it Corpus Act, and send him at once on 
is said by those who knew them well, board a man-of-war. It was replied, 
that they never went to bed sober. It that this would be rather dangerous, 
happened that the officers of the East and besides, that it would be awkward, 
Lothian yeomanry, and certain justices as the admiral of the North Seas was 
of the peace, including one who long ;\ir. Haldane's uncle by blood, whilst 
sat in Parliament for the county, were it was again observed, that the corn
dining with the provost and magistrates mander of the king's land forces was 
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his uncle by marriage. But as thry 
·drank on they became more and more 
resol,ed that in some way he should be 
put down, and open-air preaching 
crushed in North Berwick. Rising 
from the table, the provost and magis
trates sallied forth, threatening that if 
the preacher did not desist, they would 
make a law to stop him if they did not 
find one. In this infuriated mood they 
rushed forward to the spot, a boisterous 
throng not omitting oaths, with horrid 
imprecations, and other melancholy 
proofs of their half inebriated state. 
Mr. Haldane received them with 
calm self-possession, and in reply to 
their demands, intimated that he was 
infringing no law and interrupting no 
thoroughfare. He said_, at the same 
time, that if as magistrates they re
quired him to desist from preaching in 
that particular spot, he would certainly 
obey, but added, that when he heard 
men in 'authority setting such an ex
ample of profane swearing-' What !' 
exclaimed the magistrates, eagerly in
terrupting the half-finished sentence,
' what do you say of us 1' 'I would 
not,' he replied with firmness,-' I would 
not say what I think of you.' 'Con
science,' it has been truly said, 'makes 
cowards of us all;' and the same deter
mined composure of spirit, which a few 
years before had overawed the intoxi
cated mutineers at the door of the 
powder magazine of the Dutton, seemed 
now to have paralyzed the godless 
throng who had rushed from their revel 
to seize upon the preacher. In the 
meantime, great was the indignation 
that arose amongst the people who wit
nessed this wanton and indecent inter
ruption, and it is difficult to say what 
might have been the result, had not a 
respectable farmer come forward and 
requested Mr. Haldane to adjourn to 
his field, which was private property, 
and where the jurisdiction of the pro
vost ceased. He did so, and drawing a 

moral from the enmity to the gospc 
just witnessed, preached a powerful and 
impressive sermon, which sent away the 
people awed and solemnized. It was 
long remembered at North Berwick and 
in the neighbourhood. That sermon 
was not, however, permitted to end 
without interruption, for such was the 
rancorous feeling of the Provost and 
magistrates, that, nettled at the defeat 
they had sustained, they prevailed upon 
one of the country gentlemen who com
manded the Yeomanry to lend his drum 
for the purpose of drowning the preach
er's voice. This undignified act of 
magisterial interference did not, how

. ever, succeed, as the drummer was not 
allowed to enter the field, and the 
interruption was more vexatious than 
successful.'' 

" Twenty years afterwards, when 
walking one summer's evening near 
Portobello, with some of his children, 
Mr. Haldane met a tall, portly 
gentleman, of commanding presence, 
who, on seeing him, immediately ieft 
the foot-path, and uncovering, made a 
profound bow and passed on. Mr. 
Haldane returned the unlooked-for 
courtesy of the stranger, and next day 
discovered that it was the officer who 
lent the drum at North Berwick. Since 
that evening he had never met the 
preacher, but had deeply repented of 
the part which he was tempted to take 
in that affair ; it was a recollection that 
lay heavy on his conscience; and he 
afterwards charged his sons to do what 
in them lay to show respect for Mr. 
Haldane and kindness to his family. It 
is still more pleasing to think that this 
officer himself was a trophy of Divine 
grace, and that the preacher to whom 
he had once refused to listen, and whose 
voice he had tried to drown, spoke to 
him the words of peace and prayed by 
his side when laid on the bed of death. 
Four gallant sons of his had engaged in 
defence of theh· country; one of them 
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distinguished himself as the colonel 
of a Highland regiment, and another 
received promotion for his zeal and 
conduct on the field of Waterloo. Both 
became, what was far better, good 
soldiers of ,Jesus Christ. The last time 
that Mr. Haldane preached near 
London, was in the year 1848, when he 
proclaimed the gospel to a crowded 
military audience at Woolwich, where 
he had been invited by the excellent 
minister of the Scottish Free Church, 
at the request of Colonel Anderson, who 
holds an important command in that 
garrison, and is the eldest surviving son 
of him who, just fifty years before, had 
been a party to the interruption at 
North Berwick." 

In March, 1798, a few zealous Chris
tians were supping together at Mr. 
Robert Haldane's house, in Princes 
Street, Edinburgh ; the conversation 
turning upon the idea of having a place 
of worship built in that city upon the 
plan of Mr. Whitfield's tabernacles, it 
was mentioned that the Circus might 
be obtained, as the Relief congregation 
had left it, and Mr. R. Haldane looked 
to a lawyer who was present, saying,
" Mr. Dymock, will you enqnire about 
it to-morrow 1 and if it be to let, take 
it for a year." The place was secured; 
Mr. Rowland Hill was brought from 
London to open it ; and though, at first 
all who were engaged in the undertak
ing were members of the establishment, 
it was not long before they determined 
to form an independent church. " Mr. 
Ewing, as most familiar with such mat
ters, was requested to draw out a plan 
for its government, and, after repeated 
conferences, they with one voice invited 
Mr. J. A. Haldane to be their pastor. 
Hitherto he had aspired to no other 
office than that of an evangelist, 
preaching in the villages round Edin
burgh, occasionally making distant and 
extensive tours, and more recently, 
drawing around him crowds of attentive 

listeners on the Calton Hill. But 
having given himself wholly to the study 
of the word, 'meditating upon these 
things,' he had become 'mighty in the 
Scriptures ;' 'his profiting had appeared 
to all ;' whilst his unction in prayer, 
the solemn and unpretending eloquence 
of his pointed, direct, and telling 
addresses, his persevering zeal and 
remarkable success, his unwearied at
tendance on the sick, and his spotless 
consistency of practice, seemed to mark 
him out as ' a man full of faith and of 
the Holy Ghost,' well qualified for the 
pastoral office. It was not, however, 
without deliberation that he accepted 
the call, nor until he had explained that 
he considered his own gifts to be better 
adapted for the office of an Evangelist. 
But the call being persisted in, he 
yielded to what he deemed the voice of 
Providence, and assumed a post from 
the labours and responsibilities of which 
he never shrunk for the remaining 
years of his active and eventful life." 

"No sooner had Mr. James Haldane 
accepted the office of stated minister of 
the Circus, than his brother proceeded 
to erect for him a spacious place of 
worship, on a site purchased at the 
head of Leith Walk, Edinburgh, which, 
after the fashion of Mr. Whitfield's 
chapels, was called the Tabernacle. It 
was built by Mr. Adam Black, a mem
ber of the Circus church, and father of 
the eminent publisher, so long Lord
Provost of Edinburgh. It was larger 
than any of the city churches, and 
calculated to accommodate a greater 
congregation even than St. Cuthbert's. 
The entrance was by a descent of some 
steps, which conducted to three door
ways, leading into the vestibule of a 
spacious area, rising like an amphithea
tre, at a little distance from the pulpit. 
Above, there were two galleries, each 
capable of seating about eight hundred 
people. It was estimated that the 
whole place furnished sittings for three 
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thousand two hundred persons, whilst, 
on special occasions, four thousand 
might be crowded within the build
ing. 

" The cost was entirely borne by Mr. 
Haldane and when the building was 
finished, he offered to make it over in 
perpetuity to his brother. This Mr• 
James Haldane declined, alleging that, 
so long as it was a property devoted to 
religious purposes, it was as well in his 
brother's hands, who could, at his death, 
make what arrangements he pleased. 
But it was never contemplated by either 
of them that the property should be
come vested in trustees, so as to take it 
away from their own control, or expose 
it to the risks which have befallen so 
many orthodox endowments. 

" In May, 1801, the Tabernacle was 
opened, and the congregation, which 
had for nearly three years occupied the 
Circus, took possession of this new and 
commodious building. In that place 
did Mr. J . .A. Haldane labour for nearly 
fifty years, and counted it his privilege, 
from first to last, to minister in the 
gospel of Christ. The accommodation 
which it supplied was at first partially, 
and in after-years entirely, free to the 
public, and whatever was produced by 
collections or otherwise, after paying 
the current expenses of the building, 
was appropriated to the propagation of 
the Gospel. One of the last religious 
services performed in the Circus, was 
the ordination of Mr . .Aikman, on the 
17th of May. It was conducted by the 
late Rev. Mr. Moodie of Warwick, and 
Mr. Ewing of Glasgow, in concert with 
Mr. James Haldane, who preached the 
sermon from the words of our Lord's 
message to the church of Philadelphia 
(Rev. iii. 2), 'Hold that fast which thou 
hast, that no man take thy crown.' 
The 'Missionary Magazine' remarks: 
' The congregation assembled on this 
occasion was immense, the services of 
the day were solemn and interesting, 

much fitted to impress the minds of the 
audience with the incalculable value of 
the Gospel of peace.' 

Doubts of the scriptural authority for 
infai;it baptism occurred to the mind of 
Mr. Haldane frequently, while he acted 
upon the supposition that the presump
tive evidence in its favour preponder
ated. " Still the recurrence of these 
doubts led him to suspect that he had 
not fully fathomed the subject, and, 
therefore, after his return from England, 
at the end of 1804, he had determined 
fully to examine the Scriptures at his 
leisure, with prayer for direction and a 
desire to be led to a right conclusion. 
He felt that, on former occasions, his 
examinations had been conducted under 
the influence of a fear of diminishing 
his usefulness, if he were obliged to re
nounce infant baptism, but at last he 
was ' delivered from this snare,' and 
became satisfied that the more simply 
he followed the Lord, the more useful 
he should in reality be. In short he now 
viewed the conflict of duty and useful
ness as one that was absurd. The result 
was, that, after mature deliberation and 
reading deeply on the subject, his 
doubts so much increased that on an 
occasion when he was requested to ad
minister infant baptism, he was obliged 
to inform the church, that, although 
his mind was not made up to become 
himself a Baptist, yet, that, at present, 
he could not conscientiously baptize 
children. He concludes his letter :
' If I had not been compelled to baptize, 
I should never have mentioned my 
doubts till they were fully satisfied. At 
the same time, I informed the church 
that, although I were baptized, I should 
be of the same mind as formerly, that 
the Baptists and Predo baptists might 
have fellowship together.'' 

Nearly two hundred members follow
ed their pastor ; and within a year his 
elder brother also embraced baptist 
sentiments. Differences of opinion on 
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this and some other suhjects connected 
with church order, alien11,ted, however, 
from them many with whom they had 
been accustomed to co-operate. " The 
disruption not only divided and dimi
nished the church, but shattered the 
great congregation in Edinburgh to 
which Mr. James Haldane was wont to 
preach, and probably reduced it to one
third of its former average number. 
This must have been a. subject of regret 
to him, but it was one to which he 
seldom alluded, and seemed not at all 
to feel as a personal mortification. ' I 
am the Lord's servant,' was a striking 
expression of his, and whether he 
preached to thousands or to hundreds, 
seemed only to concern him, so far as it 
afforded the opportunity of proclaiming 
the everlasting Gospel. To the love of 
popularity he was insensible, and con
sidered any sacrifice made for this end 
to be derogatory to the profession of 
the Gospel and degrading to the cha
racter of a minister of Christ. 

"In 1816 Mr. J. Haldane spent some 
weeks at Gilsland, in Cumberland, in 
the hope of recruiting his wife's droop
ing health. On that occasion he met a 
well-known Roman catholic archbishop, 
the late Dr. Everard, titular of Cashel. 
He was one of the old school of Irish 
priests, before the well-educated and 
well-mannered race, trained in France, 
had been exchanged for the coarser and 
more turbulent pupils of the College of 
Maynooth. Dr. Everard was a man of 
very cultivated mind, who had lived in 
the families of some of the highest 
English aristocracy, and had seen much 
of the world. His character was de
scribed in glowing colours by Lord 
Glenelg, in one of his speeches on the 
Roman catholic emancipation question. 
At first he appeared at the hotel simply 
as Mr. Everard ; and the only circum
stance which created any suspicion, in 
regard to his rank, was the awe with 
which he was obviously regarded by a 

priest, who was also staying at the 
hotel, and whose reserved conversation 
and altered habits denoted a restraint, 
to which he had not been previously 
subjected. 

"On the very first day that they met 
at table, Dr. Everard singled out Mr. 
James Haldane from the crowd of 
visitors, and in the evening made up to 
him and engaged him in a very interest
ing conversation. Next day his atten
tions became more marked, and, at 
dinner, it appeared that the Doctor's 
servant had received orders to wait on 
Mr. and Mrs. Haldane as much as on 
himself. The intimacy increased, and 
every day hours were spent in the walks 
or drives around Gilsland, discussing 
the claims of the Romish church and 
the doctrines of the gospel. Mighty in 
the scriptures, and armed in Christian 
panoply, Mr. James Haldane repelled 
every argument drawn from the tradi
tions of the church or the authority of 
man ; and, on the other hand, assured 
his new acquaintance, that, if Romanists 
refused an appeal 'to the law and to 
the testimony,' it must be because there 
was no light in them. These friendly 
discussions were carried on with intense 
earnestness, and in a spirit that inspirea 
mutual respect. Dr. Everard con
fidentially disclosed his rank and posi
tion in the Romish church, but solemnly 
appealed to Heaven, that he sought only 
the truth, and was indifferent to all 
secular considerations. The conversa
tions became daily more interesting. 
On the Lord's day Mr. James Haldane 
preached in the assembly-room. Before 
the sermon, Dr. Everard begged the 
daughter of his protestant friend to 
persuade her father to preach in the 
drawing - room, and tell him how 
much he himself desired to listen. 
After the service was over, Dr. Everard 
asked why his request had not been 
complied with, and why l\Ir. Haldane 
had not preached in the drawing-room, 
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'where,· he said, 'I could have re- Spirit shining on its pages. He l\lso 
mained and listened without any breach said something about 'the traditions 
of discipline or canonical law, although, of the apostles.' 'What,' said Dr. 
of courae, it was impossible to follow Everard, 'do you speak of traditions 1 
you to another place.' Mr. Haldane I had thought you discarded them 
explained that many servants and entirely.' The reply was, 'The tradi
cottagers would have been excluded tions of fallible men I rejeot, but the 
from bearing, had he conducted the traditions of the apostles, as recorded 
service in the drawing-room, but offered by the finger of inspiration, are to be 
to go over all the leading topics of his received as every other part of the 
discourse. This he did, and discussed inspired word of God.' Mr. James 
them with his usual candour. A few Haldane added, 'Pardon me, but I 
days before he left Gilsland, Dr. Everard must tell you, in faithfulness and love, 
confined himself to his room and did that it is my firm conviction, that the 
not appear in public. He afterwards church which you so much esteem is no 
sought a parting interview with his other than the woman which the apostle 
protestant friend ; it was at once solemn John beheld in the Apocalypse 'drunken 
and affecting. The archbishop told with the blood of the saints and martyrs 
Mr. Haldane that the conversations of Jesus.' Again he said, 'Do not 
he had enjoyed with him, and par- think me rude.' The archbishop 
ticularly his appeals to the bible, had affectionately pressed his hand, and 
shaken him more than anything he had said, 'No, my dear sir; I know you 
ever before beard, and that it had made too well to think so. I am persuaded 
him very uneasy ; that he bad, there- that you only speak for my good.' 
fore, determined, with fasting and Mr. Haldane once more urged the 
prayer, once more to seek counsel of necessity of further investigation of 
God, in order that _his error, if he were the bible with prayer. A compliance 
in error, might be shown to him. He with this request was promised, coupled 
added, that his meditations, during his with an entreaty that his protestant 
hours of fasting and retirement, had led friend would do the same. Mr. Haldane 
him to this train of thought: 'Here is replied that his convictions were based 
a man who is certainly mighty ill the upon a. rock too solid to be shaken, and 
scriptures, but who interprets the bible one which would admit of being again 
for himself and depends on his own and a.gain examined with minute atten
pri vate judgment. The case is different tion. But he reminded Dr. Everard, 
with myself. If I err, I err with a long that all the claims of popery rested on 
line of holy men who have lived and human testimony; on principles that 
died in the bosom of the catholic would not bear the light of God's word, 
church.' Mr. James Haldane en- and around which there was, at best, a 
deavoured to show the danger of trust- lurid halo of doubt and uncertainty. 
ing to the example or opinions of fallible They parted with mutual expressions of 
men, although some of those named, regard, and Dr. Everard died a few 
such as Pascal and Fenelon, had been years afterwards, at Cashel, where there 
themselves persecuted for their protest- were whispers in the neighbourhood, 
ant tendencies; and he contrasted the which intimated that his dying room 
uncertainty based on the shifting sands was carefully watched to prevent the 
of human opinion with the certainty intrusion of those whose presence was 
that belongs to the written word of not desired, and that the mystery which 
God, read by the light of God's Holy was kept up, as to his illness, arose from 
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suspicions that he did not continue 
stedfnst in the Romish faith." 

" For many years Mr. Haldane was 
enabled to hold on the even tenor of 
his way, neither elevated by the excite
ment of popularity, nor depressed by 
the want of co-operation. He had still 
many seals to his Jninistry, and except 
at the very commencement of his career, 
there was no period at which his useful
ness was more remarkable, than at that 
which followed the disruption of the 
Tabernacle connection. But the good 
of which he was instrumental will not 
be known till the books shall be opened 
on the day of the gathering round the 
great white throne. We are told that, 
in that day, there shall be a bright 
diadem for those who have turned many 
to righteousness ; and that this honour 
was reserved for James Haldane, long 
after he ceased to itinerate and preach 
to wondering thousands, is proved by 
many authentic testimonies. Amongst 
others, the Rev. Dr. Andrew Thomson, 
who had one of the largest parishes in 
Edinburgh, pointedly remarked, that, in 
examining candidates for admission to 
his half-yearly communions, he found a 
greater number of instances of awaken
ings attributed to the preaching of Mr. 
James Haldane than to that of any 
other preacher in Edinburgh. The 
same testimony was borne by others, 
and it agrees with an anecdote which 
rests on the authority of a venerable 
minister in England, who still survives, 
and who stated that, in a conversation 
with Dr. M'Crie, during a visit to Edin
burgh, they were discussing the merits 
of various preachers, when the celebrated 
historian of J ohnKnox observed, that, in 
his opinion, Mr. James Haldane preach
ed the doctrine of free justification 
more fully and more clearly than any 
other minister he knew." 

"Although Mr. J. A. llaldane's strength 

seemed long to triumph over age, yet 
frequent attacks of gout reminded him, 
as he himself wrote, that ' the cloud8 
returned after the rain.' In a letter 
written when he was seventy-five, he 
says :-' As to exertion and fatigue, you 
greatly overrate my labours, and I do 
not feel more fatigued on the Lord's 
day evening than on other days. If 
ever I find, as is like! y should I Ii ve a 
little longer, that my work is too great, 
I will give up the Lord's day evening 
service. At present this is not neces
sary.' " "Thus, until verging on four
score years, did he conduct three ser
vices every Lord's day, preaching twice 
besides administering the Lord's supper 
in the morning, and delivering two 
addresses, equal in length to one full 
sermon." 

On the 8th of February, 18.51, after a 
few days' illness, "Dr. Allison remarked 
how forcibly his pulse beat, although 
his strength was fast sinking, and Pro
fessor Millar added, ' but he is quickly 
passing away, like a shock of corn, fully 
ripe, and you have cause to be thankful 
that he suffers so little.' During his 
waking intervals, he was in possession 
of every faculty, even to the last day. 
About an hour before his departure his 
devoted wife said, ' You are going to 
Jesus. How happy you will be soon.' 
A vivid smile lighted up his countenance 
with the expression of ineffable joy, as 
he emphatically said, ' Oh ! yes.' After 
this, Dr. Innes called, and prayed by his 
bedside. But it was doubtful if he 
heard. For about a quarter of an hour 
his breathing was rather difficult. He 
then became quite calm. His pulse 
beat almost to the last minute, and his 
face was suffused with colour. The11, 
in the presence of his family, he drew 
the last soft breath, and, in an instant, 
the shadow of death passed over hi~ 
countenance, and his ransomed spirit 
entered into the joy of his Lord." 
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THE FUTURE OF THE BAPTISTS. 

Tlie su.bstance of a Lectu1·e de/,ivered at Wolfville, Nova Scotia, Marcli 25tli, 1352. 

BY J, M. CRAMP, D.D. 

" TrrERE is a future for the baptists." 
These were the words of the celebrated 
Dr. Krummacher, on occasion of a visit 
from two English baptist ministers in 
the autumn of 1851. They are power
fully suggestive. 

What has been the " past" of the 
baptists? Is not the record highly in
structive and encouraging 1 It tells of 
uncompromising adherence to the word 
of God, in opposition to all traditionary 
pretences. It tells of reverential obe
dience to the Saviour's commands, dis
claiming the power to add, alter, or 
omit, and honouring the sole supremacy 
of the great Head of the church. It 
tells of consistent and continuous plead
ing for spiritual, personal religion-the 
individual, voluntary surrender of the 
heart to God, in repentance and faith, 
testified by the public profession. It 
tells of communities of baptized be
lievers, constituted according to the 
laws of the Saviour, regulating their 
worship and government by those laws, 
and aiming to exemplify the spirit of 
Christianity in the service of their 
Master. It tells of gospel truths for 
which they did "earnestly contend," 
and of precious promises by which they 
were comforted. It tells of their struggles 
for freedom-their assertion of man's 
inalienable right to think and act for 
himself in matters of religion-and 
their disclaimer of human authority 
and power in that connection, as op
posed to the just demands of the Most 
High, and the sole responsibility of in
telligent beings to himself. It tells of 
their indignant protest against the usur
pations of earthly governments, espe
cially the union of church and state, 
which they have ever regarded as un
holy and base in its origin, oppressive 

in its agencies, and destructive to both 
parties in its effects. It furnishes a 
long catalogue of witnesses for the truth, 
who shrunk not from poverty, hardship, 
and suffering, who "had trial of cruel 
mockings and scourgings, yea, moreover, 
of bonds and imprisonment," and in 
thousands of instances willingly surren
dered their lives rather than forswear 
the faith or deny their Lord. It tells 
of liberty of conscience, demanded of all 
men, and never by baptists denied to 
any. In these last days it presents the 
bright page of Christian missions in
scribed with testimonies of noble deeds 
and successful issues. 

So much for the past. What, now, 
are the aspects of these times 7 

In many respects they are encou
raging, and cannot be contemplated 
without much thankfulness to God; for 
a work is going on which promises glo
rious results. Education was never so 
extensive nor so skilfully conducted; it 
blesses the cottage as well as the palace, 
enlightening and elevating the mind, 
and rescuing it from the bondage of in
juri9us influences. Science is cultivated 
with unwonted enthusiasm, and its 
practical applications multiply conve
niencies and comforts in all our dwell
ings. The word of God, translated into 
the principal languages of the nations 
of the earth, scatters the seeds of divine 
truth far and wide. Christian churches, 
planted within the last fifty years in 
almost all heathen lands, like well gar
risoned fortresses in an enemy's country, 
proclaim the beginnings of a contest 
which is destined to be complete and 
enduring. These signs of the times, 
with others which might be mentioned, 
betoken improvement and progress. 

But there are many adversaries. Po-
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pery has risen up in its might. Having 
for a long time affected lamb-like speech 
and a peaceable bearing, it has of late 
thrown off its awkward and troublesome 
disguises, and resumed the manifesta
tion of its ancient spirit. The lion roars 
again as of old. The bible is openly de
clared to be a prohibited book, and in 
Italy men and women are cast into 
prison, for possessing and reading it. 
New anathemas are hurled against pro
testantism. Union with protestants for 
educational purposes is strictly for
bidden. In Hungary, Austria, and the 
kingdoms of South-western Europe, and 
even in France, the state, leagued with 
catholicism in order to gain priestly 
support, hinders as far as possible the 
dissemination of Christian truth; while 
conductors of the press in France, in 
England, and in North America, have 
not scrupled to claim for the Romish 
church the right to enforce submission 
to its decrees, and to punish all op
posers, after the manner of the per
secutors of bygone days. The Papal 
Antichrist is still the implacable. foe 
of freedom. 

Infidelity in its worst forms rages on 
the continent of Europe, and to no in
considerable extent in Great Britain and 
in this western world. Some of its 
advocates are contented with the mani
festation of practical disregard of re
ligion, even in its outward services; but 
a far greater number boldly proclaim 
their actual hostilily to godliness, and 
labour to the utmost to bring it into 
disrepute. For this purpose methods of 
all kinds, however dishonourable, are 
employed; forgotten difficulties and ob
jections are reproduced, as though they 
had never been satisfactorily removed 
or refuted; Christianity is made answer
able for evils which are the natural con
sequences of neglect of its principles, 
and particularly for the injustice of the 
state-church system and the abomina
tions of popery; science is pressed into 
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an unnatural !tSSociation with unbelief; 
and in both hemispheres the current 
literature is deeply imbued with infidel 
tendencies, beguiling thousands who are 
not aware of their danger till they are 
drawn into the perilous vortex and 
irrecoverably ruined. 

Yet there are other and better in
fluences at work. Not to dwell on the 
protest of all evangelical denominations 
against superstition and ungodliness, 
which requires in this place neither ex
position nor eulogy, it is especially 
desirable to advert to the under-current 
of religious inquiry, noiselessly pursuing 
its course in various parts of the world, 
and encouraging large hopes. 

The inquiries going on will not ter
minate, it is to be believed, in adhesion 
to the long established forms of pro
testantism. Abjuration of error will be 
followed by abandonment of will-worship 
in all its manifestations. The habit of 
obeying the monitions of conscience, en
lightened by the word of God, being once 
formed, the investigations of thoughtful 
men will be extended to religion in all 
its aspects and requirements. As they 
observe the prevailing tendency, in all 
protestant communities, to retain prin
ciples and practices for which tradition 
only can be pleaded, they will seek for 
societies of an exclusively biblical cha
racter. They will see clearly that "the 
want of unanimity among Christians" 
is not to be wondered at " so long as the 
question of 'what thinkest thou J' is 
made the principle of their creed, and 
for the safe guidance of criticism they 
have committed themselves to the end
less caprices of the human intellect;" 
and they will be prepared to say with 
the eloquent writer," whose words have 
been just quoted, "let the principle of 
'what thinkest thou r be exploded, and 
that of' what readest thou?' be substi
tuted in its place. Let us t,ike our lesson 

it Dr. Cl.Hilmer:::. 
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as the Almighty places it before us ; any outward act performed upon us or 
and, instead of being the judge of his by us, but by the truth of the gospel 
conduct, be satisfied with the safer and and the grace of the Holy Spirit. We 
humbler office of being the interpreter gather from the teachings of the 
of his language." Acting on these prin- apostles that a man should be a Chris
ciples the new protestants of this age tian before he avows himself to be one; 
will not rest till they have discovered and in full accordance, as we believe, 
or established Christian churches as free with the instructions of the New Testa
from human inventions as were those of ment, we admit none to our fellowship 
apostolic times. without a profession of repentance 

Believing that the baptist denomi- towards God and faith in our Lord 
nation exhibits the nearest approach to Jesus Christ. Their baptism is at the 
the ideal of primitive Christianity, we same time a declaration of their sole 
entertain the conviction that it will reliance on the Saviour, and a symbol 
become the centre to which the re- of their union with him in his death 
ligious movements that have been now 
alluded to will converge. 

There is, then, ' A FUTURE " for the 
baptists, fraught by God's blessing, 
with glorious results. In the new 
Reformation, by which the defects of 
the former event so named will be 
remedied, and the cause of truth 
established, not, as before, by the edicts 
of princes and the temporal sword, but 
by the word of God and the influence 
of the Holy Spirit, baptists will occupy 
a prominent place. It is their duty to 
observe the signs of the times, and to 
prepare for coming developments. 

It would be easy to enlarge on each 
of these topics. Let us confine our
selves, however, on this occasion, to the 
most important-piety and education. 

Baptists should be a pre-eminently 
religious people. Our profession and 
practice are peculiar. We deem it our 
special mission to plead for personal 
obedience to the will of the Lord. For 
this we have always contended. We 
reject hereditary membership, holding 
that men are not born Christians, but 
that they become Christians when they 
are born again, and that until then 
tbey have no right to Christian ordi
nances, because they cannot enjoy 
Christian blessings. We deny sacra
mental power, maintaining that the 
soul is renewed and sanctified, not by 

and his resurrection-a spiritual, vital 
union. Our churches, so constituted, 
profess to be societies of believers, con
gregations of saints. 

Membership in baptist churches, 
therefore, implies piety. The object of 
our union is to nurture godliness in 
each other, and to diffuse it abroad to 
the greatest extent possible, abjuring 
all attempts at mere outward attraction 
our efforts tend exclusively to the 
advancement of personal religion. We 
invite men to the faith and holiness of 
the primitive churches. Our desire is 
first to call them to God, and then to 
train them for heaven by a course of 
spiritual education. All this cannot be 
accomplished but by a truly spiritual 
community, nor can such efforts be 
long sustained unless there be a con
tinued spiritual progress. Orthodoxy 
is necessary, and order is necessary ; 
but neither orthodoxy nor order will 
ensure prosperity without a living 
likeness to Christ. How earnestly 
should we aspire after that blessing ! 
How diligently should we labour to 
obtain it, and in increasing measure ! 
With what ardour should we adopt all 
scriptural means to promote commu
nion with the Redeemer, and to en
kindle sympathy and love among his 
servants ! The extent and saving effi
cacy of our influence must depend on 
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the amount of our spiritual attain
ments. There are sects which can 
prosper without those attainments, 
because of the worldliness that is in
herent in their constitutions, and the 
connection of church privileges with 
natural descent ; but the baptist de
nomination depends altogether for suc
cess and enlargement on the prevalence 
of true godliness among its members. 
Our churches will be fit asylums for 
those who shall escape from the perils 
of cold and torpid formality, only as 
they shall exemplify the "work of faith, 
and labour of love, and patience of 
hope," by which the early followers of 
the Lord were distinguished. If these 
be wanting, or notably deficient, in
quirers will go where there is more 
power, though the form and order may 
be less agreeable to the apostolic 
pattern, and our "future" will be 
darkened by clo1,1.ds of disgrace and 
failure. 

We proceed to observe, further, that 
in order to ensure the continued pros
perity of our denomination it will be 
necessary, in addition to the adoption 
of such measures as may be conducive, 
by the divine blessing, to eminent 
piety, to improve and enlarge, as far as 
possible, our educational arrangements. 
If we are to become growingly influ
ential in society, and to take a promi
nent part in moulding the character of 
future generations, we must see to it 
that literature and science be cultivated 
among us with ardour. Rejoicing in 
the general progress of the age, we 
must determine to be found in the 
foremost ranks of the enlightened. Our 
children must be conducted to the 
fountains of all knowledge, and en
couraged to "drink deep." For them, 
and for others who may be entrusted to 
our car_e, we must make liberal pro
vision, nor must we be deterred by any 
consideration of expense or toil. We 
must resolve to seek out the best 

methods of instruction, to employ the 
best qualified instructors, and to frame 
our plans on a scale so comprehensive, 
and so well suited to the exigencies of 
the times, that our Institutions of 
learning may be resorted to with eager
ness by aspiring youth of all classes. 
Whatever may tend to general en
lightenment and the elevation of our 
race should receive from us prompt 
patronage. If we would fulfil our 
mission, it must be by taking a high 
stand. Let all men see that baptists 
are among the warmest friends of in
tellectual culture ; that they will spare 
no pains, and shrink from no exertion, 
and withhold no funds, in the attempt 
to scatter knowledge broadcast over the 
country ; that the religious system to 
which they are attached co=ends and 
invites inquiry, and fears not the most 
scrutinising investigation ; and that in 
all movements for the extension of the 
means of education and the better 
adaptation of its appliances to the 
advanced state of society they are 
prepared to assume their full quota of 
responsibility and labour. Less than 
this will not meet the demands of the 
present, nor comport with the hopes of 
the future. 

The baptists of the North American 
Continent have, for the most part, 
evinced a praiseworthy zeal in the 
cause of education. In the United 
States, besides Academies and Literary 
Institutions in great numbers, there 
are twenty Colleges owned by them, or 
under their control, in which about one 
thousand young men are now pursuing 
their studies. There are also ten 
Theological Schools, wherein nearly 
three hundred candidates for the 
ministry are under preparation for that 
great work. In the erection and 
endowment of those seats of learning 
immense sums have been expended, 
entirely raised by voluntary contri
butions. New enterprises of this kind, 
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involving large outlays, are entered 
upon nearly every year. 

These are gratifying indications of 
enlightened zeal. Row much it is to 
be regretted that in this respect the 
baptists of the British Colonies of 
North America are so far behind ! In 
Canada, the largest of those Colonies, 
they have no educational institution 
whatever. Their only College is in 
Nova Scotia. Its erection was con
fessedly an exhibition of self-denying 
and laborious effort, and ardent enthu
siasm, and it is destined, we hope, to 
exert a s11.lutary and extensive influence 
for ages to come ; but at present it is 
languishing under crippled means and 
defective arrangements, in consequence 
of which the intentions of its founders 
cannot be carried into full effect, and 
its very existence is perilled. 

In order to accomplish these great 
results we need union, devotedness, and 
faith. Urvion :-We must not "fall 
out by the way," nor w11.ste our time in 
unholy janglings, nor throw stumbling
blocks before one another, nor say, nor 
do anything calculated to cause division 
or estrangement. Devotedness :-we 
have professedly given ourselves and all 
we have to the Lord, to be employed in 
his service as he may direct-and we 
must be prepared to carry out the 
surrender, whatever it may cost us.
Faith :-The faith of Carey, which 
" expects great things and attempts 
great things "-the faith of Luther, 
defying the devil and all his hosts-the 
faith of the martyrs of the olden time, 
who obeyed God and risked all conse
quences-the faith which can remove 

mountains, which is "the substance or 
things hoped for, the evidence of things 
not seen."-

" Laughs at tmpoeaibiliticfl, 
And cries, 'It ehn.ll be dono.'" 

The practical manifestation of this 
union, devotedness, and faith will show 
that we resemble those worthy men of 
whom it was said in reference to a great 
occasion in Jewish history that they 
" had understanding of the times, to 
know what Israel ought to do." God's 
blessing will follow. We shall walk in 
the light of his countenance. Our ins 
fiuence will be felt on all these shores, 
and by men of all classes. 

" There is a future for the baptists," 
and it is our duty to prepare for it. 
Thousands of souls, just looking out of 
obscurity, and" feeling after God," ask 
your guidance in the search for truth 
and life. Freeuom outraged and down
trodden by earthly tyrants, calls upon 
you to assert the rights of conscience, 
and its entire immunity from human 
control ; and while it beckons you to 
the holy war, reminds you that it is 
your glory (a glory in which most 
Protestant communities have no share) 
to wield the sword of the Spirit with 
hands that have never been reddened 
by a brother's blood. Your martyrs, 
burnt, beheaded, strangled, or drowned, 
in every European country, at the era 
of the Reformation, and as yet un
known to fame, although their Chris
tian heroism was right noble, expect 
that in the diffusion and defence of the 
truths for which they suffered, you will 
display a zeal befitting your privileged 
lot. 

ON REGENERATION. 

"A 
young 
retll.rn 

BY THE REV, 0, II, DAVIS. 

DIFFICULT subject," said my I vacation drew near its close. "Yes," I 
friend, who was preparing to replied, " like all the operations of the 
to Ca1J1hridge as the long Creator, whether on matter or mind, it 
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ha9 its difficulties, but they arc by no 
means so numerous as men have made 
them." 

"Why," said he, with something of 
the irritability of scepticism, "what 
can be more difficult to comprehend or 
to believe, than that children have a 
totally new nature given them in their 
baptism 1 For my part the more I 
think about it, the more I get puzzled." 

"Precisely so, and these are the very 
difficulties which men have created, 
they have treated regeneration in 
relation to children as its objects, and 
in relation to baptism as its means, 
and thus have got far beyond their 
depth." 

" Well, but is not this the proper 
mode of treating it," said my friend, 
opening his eyes with astonishment, "I 
never heard of any other mode." 

"Perhaps not. But if, instead of 
using your ears, you had used those 
sparkling eyes of yours, you might 
have discovered another mode. You 
have a bible; have you ever diligently 
examined . its contents upon this 
subject 1" 

"Not so much as I ought," said my 
friend. "I have studied the prayer
book, and the various treatises on the 
point that have come in my way. These 
quote passages on one side, and the 
other ; but I ought to have been more 
guarded in taking the quotations of 
controversialists, who see every passage 
in the peculiar light demanded by their 
theory. But do favour me with your 
views upon the subject." 

"On one condition I have no ob
jection, and that is, that you will not 
at once adopt my statements, but con
sider them merely as suggestions for 
future consideration and research." 

My friend bowed and I proceeded. 
" All we can know upon this subject, 

must be derived from the inspired 
writings. Though a change effected 
upon us while on earth, it is yet 

amongst the heavenly things which 
Christ and his Spirit alone can unfold. 
We must therefore diligently search 
into those passages in which the term 
or its cognates are to be found. The 
term itself, which we translate 're
generation,' occurs only twice in the 
New Testament. Once it is used by 
our Lord in his answer to the apostle 
Peter, Matt. xix. 28. ' Verily I say 
unto you that ye which have followed 
me, in the regeneration when the Son 
of man shall sit on the throne of his 
glory, ye also shall sit upon twelve 
thrones,' &c. Once again it is used by 
the apostle Paul in his Epistle to Titus, 
iii. 5, 'According to his mercy, he 
saved us, by the washing of regene
ralion and renewing of the Holy 
Ghost.' In the first of these passages 
the term evidently signifies not a 
change passing upon individuals, but 
the renewed social condition which 
should be introduced when the Lord 
should reign in his kingdom and glory ; 
for the words 'in the regeneration,' 
belong not to the words which go before 
them in the text, but those which 
follow. In the second passage the 
word seems to signify not a new social 
condition, but a renewal of individual 
character. We who were "serving 
divers lusts and pleasures" are saved by 
the cleansing of regeneration,' i. e., by 
our undergoing the purifying processes 
of the new birth. The term, therefore, 
must either be equivalent to the new 
birth, or to the state consequent upon 
the new birth. The new birth itself is, 
in either case, that which we have to 
consider. This change either in its 
passive form as experienced by us, or 
in active form as effected by God, is 
mentioned by St. James, St. Peter, St. 
Paul, and more especially by St. John. 

"Now there are two facts, in respect 
to the application of these terms which 
are worthy of observation, and which 
tend to get rid of much of the difficulty 
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with which the whole subject has been 
surrounded. The one is that they are 
never used in relation to infants ; the 
other, that t-hey are never used, clearly 
and undeniably in connexion with 
baptism. 

"When St. James says, 'Of his own 
will begat he us with the word of 
truth, that we should be a kind of til-st 
fruits of his creatures,' he is speaking 
to beloved brethren who had fallen into 
divers trials, and whom in consideration 
of their new birth he thus exhorts, 
' Wherefore, let every man be swift to 
hear, slow to speak, slow to wrath.' 
He had men and not babes in his mind, 
and therefore any argument we build 
upon his words must have relation to 
men, and men. only. 

" When St. Peter says, ' Being born 
again, not of corruptible seed,' &c., he 
is addressing m.en, who had purified 
their souls in obeying the truth through 
the Spirit, unto unfeigned love of the 
bretluien,' and not making any state
ment about infants whatever. When 
St. Paul says to the Corinthians, 'In 
Christ Jesus I have begotten you 
through the gospel,' and to Philemon, 
'whom I have begotten in my bonds,' 
he is in the first case writing to men, 
and in the second case about a man ; 
and in neither has he infants in his 
mind. And when he describes our sal
vation by the ' washing of regeneration' 
he is evidently treating of the same 
class, which he describes in terms 
wholly inapplicable to babes,-' For we 
ourselves, also, were sometimes foolish, 
disobedient, deceived, serving divers 
lusts, and pleasures, living in malice and 
envy, hateful, and hating one another.' 
When St. John writes, ' Whosoever is 
born of God doth not commit sin,
whosoever believeth that Jesus is the 
Christ is born of God,' his thoughts are 
evidently engaged with men and not 
with infants. And when the Lord 
Christ discourses to Nicodemus of the 

new birth, he is talking to a man about 
men, and this rendered the whole state
ment the more incredible and con
founding to the unspiritual Jew." 

" Well," said my friend, " there is 
something in this certainly, but what 
do you conclude from it 1" 

"Why, simply this, that in treating 
of regeneration we should treat of it in 
relation to such as have grown up to 
sufficient. age to manifest moral cha
racter, and not in relation to babes. In 
pursuing the matter, therefore, it must 
be considered a practical subject for 
ourselves, and not a speculative dis
cussion concerning infants." 

" Agreed," said he, " but first for 
your other fact-" 

" That regeneration is not found with 
any certainty in connexion with bap
tism. Of all the passages in which the 
new birth is mentioned not one men
tions baptism., though many, as we shall 
subsequently see, mention specifically 
its proximate cause. Two passages 
alone make mention of water, John iii. 
5 ; Tit. iii. 5. When the firet of these 
passages was spoken, Christian baptism 
was not instituted. When the second 
was written, baptism was so long insti
tuted, and was so familiar a metaphor 
with the apostle, that it is morally 
certain that if baptism were regene
ration in any sense, Paul would have 
employed the word. Instead of this 
our Lord simply says born of water 
not of baptism ; and Paul ' the washing 
(not the baptism) of regeneration.' 
True it is that water is used in baptism 
and water occurs in these passages. 
But if, wherever water is used as illus
trative of the effect of certain ope
rations, we must mean baptism ; or if 
wherever cleansing is used, we must 
suppose water, we shall become but 
poor interpreters of holy writ. That 
either of these passages refers to bap
tism appears to me to be an unproved 
assumption, however generally received. 
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We must therefore free ourselves of 
this supposed necessary connexion be
tween regeneration and baptism, and 
thus we shall be open to whatever 
teaching an unprejudiced examination 
of all the passages treating on the 
subject may convey. In so doing we 
will pursue the following method. 

" I. We will seek for the outward 
marks of the new birth, whereby we 
may know whether we be regenerate or 
not. 

"II. We will inquire into the effi
cient and instrumental causes of this 
great change. 

"III. We will consider how far man 
is responsible for its production within 
himself. 

" I. With the outward marks of the 
true birth the apostle John amply fur
nishes us in his first Epistle. They are 
faith, love, habitual and triumphant 
holiness. 

" 1. Faith. 'Whosoever believeth 
that Jesus is the Christ is born of God,' 
v. 1. Believing Jesus to be the Christ, in 
the days of his flesh, was no ordinary 
attainment. Many, like Nicodemus, 
believed him to be a teacher sent from 
God ; but few believed that that root 
of the dry ground which had no form 
nor comeliness, was in very deed the 
Messiah the King. This faith involved 
their absolute submission to his au
thority, though submission brought 
suffering and death. Such faith the 
Lord himself declared to be the gift of 
Heaven. When Peter made the good 
confession, ' Thou art the Christ,' the 
Lord responded, ' Flesh and blood hath 
not revealed it unto thee, but my 
Father which is in heaven.' Such faith 
St. Paul esteemed the operation of the 
Spirit. 'No man is able to say that 
Jesus is the Lord, but by the Holy 
Ghost,' 1 Cor. xii. 3. A true living 
faith, then, that rests upon Christ's 
atonement for re.conciliation, that em
hraces his offers as its hope, that 

diligently cultivates his Spirit, and 
treads in his footsteps, is the first mark 
of a regenerate man. 

"2. L<YVe. 'Every one that loveth is 
born of God, and knoweth God,' 1 J obn 
iv. 7. This love of course embraces our 
Father as its first object. Its existence 
proves that we know him for ourselves 
in the experience of his grace, and not 
as the father of lies was used to de
scribe him to our hearts, filling them 
with fear and hate. It is not, however, 
confined to our Father. It embraces 
all the children of the same family. 
'Beloved, let us love one another. Every 
one that loveth him that begat, loveth 
him also that i.s begotten of him.' To 
love the brethren, therefore, wherever 
they are found, however divided by 
sectarian differences, and however ob
scured by poverty, and to love all men 
with that tender compassion which God 
has exhibited to the world, is the second 
great sign of a regenerate man. 

"3. Holiness habitual and triumphant. 
'If ye know that he is righteous, ye 
know that every one that doeth right
eousness is born of Him;' ii. 29. 'Who
soever is born of God doth not commit 
sin; for his seed remaineth in him, and 
he cannot sin because he is born of 
God,' iii. 9. 'Whatsoever is born of 

· God overcometh the world : and this is 
the victory that overcometh the world, 
even our faith,' v. 4. These passag8S 
teach us that a regenerate man cannot 
sin as the devil and his children sin, 
i. e. wilfully, malignantly, habitually, 
taking pleasure therein. He may l,e 
overtaken in a fault, but the word of 
God remaining in his heart must be 
the light and law of his life. He there
fore not only avoids the sins condemned, 
but cultivates the righteousness pre
scribed, being holy as God his father 
is holy, and reflecting the image of the 
new man after which he is formed. In 
this course he is opposed by the world, 
which is under the influence of Satan 
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its chosen but usurping god, but the 
world he overcomes whether in its 
fascinations or its threats. Habitual 
holiness is therefore the third great 
sign of a regenerate man. 

" These marks supplied by St. John 
are confirmed by Christ and St. Paul, 
'That which is born of the flesh is 
flesh, and that which is born of the 
Spirit is spirit.' Every birth partakes of 
the essential nature of him, who begets 
it. We have only to inquire, therefore; 
into the nature of the Spirit, to ascer
tain the nature which must be mani
fested in the regeneration. Now that 
Spirit is holy. His special work in the 
economy of grace is to sanctify, or 
make holy. The fruits of the Spirit, 
the results of presence and power, are 
'love, joy, peace, long-suffering, gentle
ness, goodness, faith, meekness, tempe
rance.' He who is born again must bear 
these fruits. Their exhibition alone is 
the evidence of the great change. Have 
you, then, my friend, these things in 
your own heart 1 Are you conscious 
that the old unbelief, selfishness, sinful
ness, under whose dominion you long 
lived, have been crucified with Christ, 
and that he is formed within the hope 
of glory, the centre and source of love, 
the pattern and principle of holiness 1 
Forgive this personal appeal, but what 
-avails any speculation on a subject of 
such momentous interest, unless it bear 
directly on our own moral condition 1 
If, my friend, you are conscious of this 
change, I do not think we shall have 
much diflioulty in ascertaining its cause, 
for your experierwe will correspond with 
the teaching of scripture ; and if you 
are not conscious of this change, it is 
of the last importance you should know 
how it is produced, that you may know 
where to apply for it. Listen, therefore, 
while I briefly touch on the SECOND 

part proposed for consideration:-The 
efficient, and instrumental causes of 
regeneration. 1. The efficient cause of 

regeneration is God the Spirit. Ile
lievers are 'born not of blood, nor of 
the will of the flesh, nor of the will of 
man, but of Goo,' John i. 13. 'Except 
a man he horn of water and of THE 
SPIRIT, he cannot enter into the king
dom of God.' ' The washing of re
generation, even the renewing of the 
HoLY GnosT,' Tit. iii. 5. God the Holy 
Ghost, is therefore by a special act the 
father of the believing, loving, sanc
tified children constituting the family 
of the Redeemer. On this point there 
is no question. We proceed, 2. To the 
instrumental cause, and that is, tlie word 
of God, tlie gospel of Jesus. This is clear 
from the express declarations of the 
apostles. 'For though ye have ten 
thousand instructors in Christ, yet have 
ye not many fathers : for in Christ Jesus 
I have begotten you, tlirough the gospel,' 
1 Cor. iv. 15. 'Of his own will begat 
he us witli tlie word of truth,' James 
i. 18. 'Being horn again not of cor
ruptible seed, but of incorruptible, by 
the word of God, which liveth and 
abideth for ever,' 1 Pet. i. 23. 'Who
soever is born of God doth not commit 
sin, for liis seed (the word of God) re
maineth in him,' 1 John iii. 9. 

" This evidence is strengthened by 
those passages which ascribe to the 
word quickening and cleansing influ
ences. For in regeneration the spirit 
which was dead is quickened, the moral 
nature which was unclean is purified. 
If, therefore, these results are ascribed 
to the word, as well as to the Spirit of 
God, the word must be the instrument 
which the Spirit employs. Now mark 
such expressions as these, 'Thy word 
hath quickened me,' Ps~lm cxix. 50. ' I 
will never forget thy precepts, for with 
them thou hast quickened me,' 93. 
' It is the Spirit that quickeneth : the 
flesh profiteth nothing ; t!te words that I 
speak unto you, they are spirit, and they 
are life,' John vi. 'The word of God is 
quick and powerful,' Heh. iv. 12. Now 
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nrc ye clean through the word which 
I have spoken unto you,' John xv. 3. 
'That he might sanctify it and cleanse 
it with the washing of water, by tlze 
wo1·d,' Eph. v. 26. 

" The evidence is further confirmed 
by the fact that each of the signs of 
regeneration is attributed to the word. 
' Faith cometh by hearing, and hearing 
by the word of God.' 'Seeing ye have 
purified your souls in obe.1/ing tlie truth 
through the Spirit, unto unfeigned love 
of the brethren.' 'Through sanctifi
cation of the Spirit, and belief of the 
truth.' 'Sanctify them through thy 
truth, thy word is truth.' Faith, and 
love, and holiness all owe their exist
ence to the word, which must therefore 
be the instrument of the new birth. 

"This instrumentality is perfectly 
agreeable to the nature of the case. 
A man, who is in the condition de
scribed by Paul, 'foolish, disobedient, 
deceived,' is to be made wise unto 
salvation, brought into submission to 
Christ, elevated above the joys of flesh 
and sense, changed into a loving and 
holy member of a heavenly community. 
How is it to be done except by present
ing to his mind and heart the varied 
motives for such a change, with which 
the gospel is charged 1 Knowing the 
terrors of he Lord, you must persuade 
him. KnoV1ing the love of the Lord, 
you must allure him. Heaven and hell, 
Calvary and judgment, the beautiful and 
good in contrast to the vile and worth
less, must be urged upon his conscience. 
And as the word takes effect, old things 
pass away, he is re-born into a new 
moral and spiritual life. 

"Now against this consistent mass of 
evidence which establishes the word of 
the gospel as the instrument of re
generation, only two passages are alleged 
to prove that that instrument is bap
tism, in neither of which is baptism 
mentioned, but only 'water' in the one, 
and 'washing' in the other. These 
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two instruments are utterly incon
sistent with one another. Baptism 
could only be a physical cause, acting 
physically. The word is a spiritual 
cause, acting spiritually. We must 
stand by the one or the other. If the 
instrument be baptism there is no need 
of the word. If the word, there is no 
need of baptism. If you interpret those 
passages of baptism, you cannot recon
cile them with the others which ascribe 
regeneration to the word : but if you 
understand the words 'water and wash
ing' metaphorically, as indicating the 
purifying effect of the new birth, they 
are in perfect keeping with the whole 
doctrine of scripture and the nature 
of the change itself. We cannot hesi
tate as to which interpretation we shall 
choose if only we are contending for 
truth, and not victory. Therefore, my 
dear young friend, let me again pray 
you to dismiss from your mind any 
supposition that· you were regenerated 
in your infancy by yord baptism, and 
seek to be born again of the word of 
God, which liveth and abideth for ever.' 

My friend drew a long sigh and said, 
-" I perceive that this subject assumes 
a very different aspect when viewed in 
relation to myself, than when treated 
as an abstract doctrine. And to myself 
I will confine my thoughts, yet, let me 
ask, how are infants who die before· 
they can be brought under the influence 
of the word, saved?" 

"Trouble not yourself,'' I replied, 
" with the question. You cannot for a 
moment believe that all infants dying 
unbaptized are for eYer lost. You leiwe 
so horrible a doctrine to those who 
have hardened their hearts in an en
forced celibacy, and know not, therefore, 
the feelings of a father, or of Goel. 
Doubt not but that the Spirit of God 
finds means to regenerate those whom 
Christ has justified, though they cannot 
believe. And again, I s:iy that regener,:
tion, as developed in the Scriptures, has 

3 ll. 
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to do with you, ·and all who like you 
arc capable of receiving or rejecting the 
"·ord of God.'' 

" One question more," said he, "and 
I have done. It is said we must be 
born again, but how can I be responsi
ble for a regeneration ? I atn in no 
sense responsible for my natural birth, 
how then can I be for my spiritual ?" 

" You propose, I answered, a real 
difficulty. It is the third topic we pro
posed to discuss, but I : am not sure it 
can be satisfactorily solved. Yet, per
haps, these thoughts may help you. 

" 1. You must never push a :figure too 
far. And it is evidently so misused 
when we derive any argument from it 
against any established fact in the 
spiritual economy. Now your responsi
bility to God for all you do and think, 
and feel, and are, is an established fact, 
which no necessity for a second birth 
can change or effect. You must adhere 
striclly to the true design of the meta
phor, which in this case is simply to 
announce the greatness of the moral 
change which must pass on an unspiri
tual and immoral man before he can be 
:fit for the kingdom of God. He must 
be not literally but metaphorically born 
again. The new-birth expresses the 
change, but leaves your responsibility 
to have the change effected untouched. 
You must be born again, and you must 
see to it that you are. 

"2. Regeneration is the work of the 
spirit, but it is tlirougli tl,,e word. All 
that a human spirit is conscious of is 
the reception of the word, the yielding 
to its influences, the exercise of peni
tence and faith through its persuasions. 
Had not God informed us of the fact, 
we should not have known that in our 
thus yielding, there was a direct opera
tion of his own. Now you admit your 
responsibility as to the reception of the 
word. You acknowledge your unbelief 
of God is a sin for which you may be 

justly punished. But as the reception 
of the word is the meaus of regenera
tion, yon arc rc~ponsible for that neces
sary change. 

" 3. Wherever God acts by a settled 
law, and ,ve are made acquainted with 
the conditions of such action, and those 
conditions are placed within our own 
reach, we are responsible not only for 
the conditions, but for the divine action 
dependent upon them. God has made 
the new-birth of a grain of corn de
pendent on its being sown in the earth. 
The farmer, therefore, who will not sow 
is evidently responsible for the absence 
of the crop. Now, God has made the gift 
of the Spirit contingent on our prayer. 
We must ask, and it will be given. If 
earthly parents, being evil, know how 
to give to their children who ask them 
bread, how much more shall our 
heavenly Father give the Holy Spirit to 
them that seek it ! Yea before we ask 
he -will answer, and while we are yet 
speaking he will hear. If, therefore, 
you neglect to seek that Spirit in 
earnest, importunate, believing suppli
cation, you are clearly responsible for 
his absence, and so for the regeneration 
which it is his work to effect. 

" Deceive not yourself, my friend, 
that because this is God's work you are 
free. In the whole of our salvation 
there is a human co-working with the 
divine. Hence Peter did not fear to 
say' Save yourselves.' Acts ii. 40. Nor 
Paul, ' In doing this thou shalt both 
save thyself and them that hear thee.' 
1 Tim. iv. 16. Do your part therefore, 
assigned by God himself, and he will 
not be wanting to his own. ' Repent 
and be converted,' cries Peter to sin
ners at Jerusalem. ' Repent, believe, 
and be regenerate,' should be the cry 
of every servant of God to a sinful 
world, and it is mine to you-Fare
well !" 
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INFANT BAPTISM THE GER:\I OF BAPTIS:VIAL REGENERATION. 

DY THE BEV, TIIOM..l.8 POTTENGER. 

BAPTISM is one of the questions of 
the day. Ciroumstancea beyond the 
pale of our own communion have forced 
it upon the attention of the commu
nity at large, and gained for it a degree 
of notoriety unknown since the time of 
the Commonwealth. The growth of 
Puseyism in the established church has 
revealed the fact that thousands of the 
clergy hold views on baptism which 
may be called steps towards Rome, or a 
bridge over which the Puseyites pass 
from the Anglican to the Roman church. 
The process is simple, the results are 
inevitable. The germ of the evil lies in 
unsound opinions respecting baptism, 
and in the belief of "another gospel." 
One error begets another, and the jour
ney from Oxford to Rome is soon ac
complished. Thus it comes to pass 
that our "venerable establishment," 
which has been lauded as the bulwark 
of protestantism, trains up numbers of 
her clergy in such a miserable way, that 
they become papists in disguise, or else 
they throw off the mask, and enter the 
ranks of the Jesuits. 

Nor is the evil now in question con
fined to the Anglican and Roman 
churches, for under various modifica
tions it may be found in all communi
ties which practise infant baptism. 
Even English nonconformists, who have 
nobly contended for the faith once 
delivered to the saints, have used lan
guage concerning the efficacy and bene
fits of infant baptism which became 
members of the papacy rather than 
descendants of Owen and Howe. 

It has been common with p::edo
baptist writers to charge us with making 
too much of believers' baptism-with 
making " a ritual ceremony of greater 
importance than moral virtues,"-with 
"making baptism a saving ordinance," 

a "darling hypothesis," and a 'passport 
to heaven." Is this true 1 Where arc 
its proofs ? Which of our ministers 
have written in this strain? Among all 
our confessions of faith which have 
been published during the last two 
hundred years, where can such state
ments be found 1 We ask for the proofs, 
and until they are produced we must 
plead not guilty. 

But can our predobaptist brethren 
clear themselve.~ from this imputation ? 
Have none of them converted infant 
baptism into a saving ordinance and a 
darling hypothesis ? Do not the ma
jority of protestant dissenters connect 
its administration with the reception 
of spiritual benefits, and in a modified 
form hold the principle of baptismal 
regeneration 1 I am aware they deny 
this in their confessions of faith, yet 
many of them have written about it iu 
terms which seem to confound an out
ward sign with an invisible grace, and 
to make "a ritual ceremony of greater 
importance than moral virtues." Let 
the reader judge for himself when he 
has compared the following quotations 
and remarks. 

The first notices of infant baptism iu 
ecclesiastical history wear the garb of 
baptismal regeneration. Irenreus says, 
"it originated in the idea that it was 
essential to salvation." " It is ordained," 
said Tertullian, "that no one can be 
saved without baptism." Gregory 
Nazianzen declares that "they who die 
unbaptized, without their owu fault, 
go neither to heaven nor to hell, but if 
they have lived piously, to a middle 
place." "Let us not therefore," ex-• 
claimed Austin, "of our own head 
promise any eternal salvation to infants 
without the baptism of Christ." Ancl 
according to Dr.Wall, "the whole troop 
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0f schoolmen suppose there is a place 
or state of hell, or hades, which they 
call limbus, or infernus puerorum, where 
unbaptized infants will be in no other 
torments or condemnation, but the loss 
of heaven." 

These statements may well excite our 
suspicions, and justify the belief that 
the mystery of iniquity was thus early 
at work. At first the evil was latent 
and its development was slow, but 
ultimately it changed the very form of 
the Christian church and brought upon 
Europe the dark ages. 

In justification of the title placed at 
the head of this paper, let me request 
the reader to compare the following 
passages selected from the standards 
and writings of men who represent five 
ecclesiastical communities. As a text 
or introduction to the whole here are 
the words of Dr. Wall, viz. "most of 
the predobaptists hold that God, by his 
Spirit, does at the time of baptism, 
seal and apply to the infant that is 
there dedicated to him the promises of 
the covenant of which he is capable, 
viz. adoption, pardon of sin, and trans
lation from the state of nature to that 
of grace." The first witness in support 
of this is, 

THE CHURCH OF ROlllE, 

The church of Rome declares that 
"sin, whether contracted by birth from 
our first parents, or committed of our
selves, by the admirable virtue of bap
tism is remitted and pardoned : by 
baptism we are signed with a character 
which can never be blotted out of our 
souls, it opens to every one of us the 
gate of heaven."- Quoted from Gibbs 
on Baptism, p. 18, 19. 

II. THE CllURCH OF ENGLAND. 

"In my baptism wherein I was made 
a member of Christ, a child of God, and 
an inheritor of the kingdom of heaven." 
-Church Catecliism. 

"How many sacraments hath Christ 
ordained in his church 1 Two only us 
generally necessary to salvation, baptism 
and the Lord's Supper,"-Jbid. 

The Rev. H. Melville says, "I entered 
the church when my parents brought 
me to the priest, and he baptized me in 
the name of the Father, the Son, and 
the Holy Ghost-and I have never been 
made more actually a member of the 
Christian church than I was then."
Baptist 21fagazine, A. D. 1836, p. 576. 

"Baptismal regeneration," says the 
Rev. H. Budd, "is the lever which shall 
renew human society, if faith but apply 
its hand steadily and faithfully to the 
work. God has done his part, the 
reformers have done their part, let us 
do ours." - Baptist Magazine, A. D. 

1827, p. 424. 
" The privileges of baptism, as ex

plained by our church, are an investi
ture with the promises of the Christian 
covenant, such as union with Christ, 
adoption into the family of God, and 
the inheritance of heaven."-Bridge's 
Christian Ministry, p. 578. 

III. THE PRESBYTERIANS. 

In the Westminster Confession of 
Faith we are told that "children by 
baptism are solemnly received into the 
bosom of the church, distinguished from 
the world and them that are without, 
and united with believers, they are 
Christians and federally holy before 
baptism, and therefore they are bap
tized." -Quoted by tlie Author of Jetliro, 
p. 220. 

"The efficacy of baptism is putting 
the child's name into the gospel grant. 
The child's actual faith, repentance, and 
obedience are thereby made debts, then 
incurred, to be paid at a future time. 
And surely this is abundantly sufficient 
to invite and encourage parents to 
dedicate their children in baptism."
M. Henry o;i Baptism. 

"Baptism may be administered to 
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infants to assure the parents that their 
futuro faith shall be counted and re
warded as righteousness, or, if they die 
in infancy, that they shall be raised to 
eternal life. In this view the baptism 
of infants is a reaeonable rite and must 
afford the greatest consolation to all 
pious parents."-fflaclcnig!tt on Rom. iii. 
ll. 

IV. THE INDEPENDENTS. 

"Baptism is to be administered to 
infants, says Johnson, being the chil
dren of the faithful, because it is the 
sign of his washing away our sins, re
ceiving us into Christ, and incorporating 
us into Christ for salvation by his death 
and resurrection; whereof the children 
of believers are partakers as well as 
they which be of years, and therefore 
can no more be deprived of baptism 
than of remission of sins, entrance into 
the church and ingrafting into Christ, 
and salvation by his means. "-Hanbury' s 
Collections, Vol. I. pp. 168. 412-413. 

"When children die in infancy, and 
are scripturally dedicated to God in 
baptism, there is much and consoling 
reason furnished to believe that they 
arc accepted beyond the grave. There 
is, I think, reason to hope well concerning 
other children, dying in infancy.* But 
there is certainly peculiar reason for 
Christian parents to entertain strong 
consolation with respect to their off
spring whom God has not only per
mitted, but required them to offer to 
him in his ordinance, pointing so ex
tensively and so significantly to their 
purification."-Dwight on Baptism. 

" The children of professing Christians 
are already in the church. They were 
born members. Their baptism did not 
make them such. Baptized young 
people! you have been in the bosom of 
the church ever since you drew your 
first breath. The seal of God's covenant 

* Th~ italics nro mill(', 

has been upon you."-Dr. Miller on Bap
tism, quoted with approbation by the 
author of Jetltro, p. 228. 

"We could not by any persr,nal sub
mission to baptism now exceed in faith 
or devotion, the intense solicitude of a 
holy mother, or the solemn faith of a 
godly father, who with united hands 
and hearts baptized us into the one body 
of tlte church of their God and our 
God."-·Philip's life of Bunyan,p. 210. 

"Was I baptized in infancy? Then 
have I additional incentives to gratitude; 
for from that early period has pardon of 
sin, free salvation, eternal life, with 
every new covenant blessing, been sealed 
to me. I was then added to the church 
that I might be saved. I was then con
stituted a visible member of Christ that 
I might be conformed to him. I was 
then put in the way I should go, that 
when grown up I might not depart from 
it. From a distance I was brought 
near. From a stranger I was made a 
fellow-citizen with the saints and of the 
household of God."-Anti-pcedobaptism 
examined by Dr. Williams, formerly tutor 
of Rotheram College, Vol. JI. pp. W9, 301. 

V. THE WESLEY.l.NS. 

"By water, as a means, the water of 
baptism, we are regenerated or born 
again: whence it is called by the apostle 
the washing of regeneration. In all 
ages, the outward baptism is a means of 
the inward. Herein we receive a title 
to, and an earnest of, a kingdom which 
cannot be moved. In the ordinary way 
there is no other means of entering into 
the church, or into heaven. If infants 
are guilty of original sin then are they 
proper subjects of baptism, seeing in the 
ordinary way they cannot be saved 
unless it is washed away by baptism."
Wesley's Works, Vol. VI.pp. 15, lo. l\·ew 
York Edition. Quoted from Judd on 
Baptism, p. 115. 

"To the infant child baptism is a 
visible reception into the coven,int of 
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grace and the church of Christ ; a pledge 
of acceptance through Christ ; the 
hestowment of a title to all the grace 
of the covenant as circumstances may 
require, and as it may be sought in 
future life by prayer, when the period 
of reason and mor:il choice may arrive. 
It conveys also the present blessing of 
Christ, which blessing cannot b.i nomi
nal, but must be substantial and effica
cious. It secures, too, the gift of the 
Holy Spirit in those secret influences l)y 

which the actual regeneration of those 
children who die in infancy is effected, 
and which are n. seed of life in those 
who are spared."-Richard JVatson's 
Institutes, Vol. III. pp. 428, 429. 

The Romanist 
declares that 
"by the admi
rable Yirtuc of 
baptism sin is 
pardoned, the 
soul is joined 
to Christ, and 
signed with a 
cba.ractcrwhieh 
can never be 
blotted out.'' 

The Chnrch
m&n says bap
tism made him 
"a member of 
Christ, & child 
of God, a.nd a.n 
jnheritor of the 
kingdom of 
heaven." 

It may nssist the reader in compar
ing the nbove quotations if we place the 
substance of them in parnllel columns, 
adding thereto the testimony of the 
baptists on the subject of baptism. 
Thus:-

The Presby- The Indepen-
terian te:i.ches dent rejoices 
that 1~ baptism that from "t.he 
may be &dmi- early period of 
ni$:tcred to in- his infant bap
fants to assure tism, pardon of 
parents that sin, free salva
their faith shall tion, and eter
be counted and nal life, with 
rewarded as every new cove

nant blessing, 
have been 

righteousness ; 
or if they die 
in infancy,that sealed unto 
they shall be him." 
raised to eter-
llal life," 

The Wes-
leyanmainto.ins 
that infant 1,ap
tism "is a visi
ble reception 
into the cove .. 
nant of g1·ace 
and the church 
of Christ - a 
pledge of ac
ceptance thro' 
Christ, and tho 
bestowment of 
a title to all the 
grace ot the 
covenant, as 
circumstances 
may require ... 

The Baptist 
an.ye, in the 
words of An .. 
drew Fuller, 
"the principal 
design of it ap
pears to be a 
solemn and 
practical pro
fession of the 
Christian reli
gion. Such is 
the profession 
we have mado. 
We have not 
only declared 
our repentance 
towards God, 
and faith to
wards our Lord 
J csus Christ, 
but have eaid 
the same things 
by our bap
tism.0 

If the reader has cnrefully weighed cise nature of the blessings which flow 
the foregoing passages, perhaps he is from its observance, but the words used 
now prepared to answer the question, by papists and protestants, by church
who "makes a ritual ceremony of greater men and dissenters, by the Puseyite and 
importance than moral virtues 1" or evangelical clergy, are almost the same. 
views baptism as a "darling hypothesis" Is this accidental 1 or is it the result of 
and "a saving ordinance?" Is it the a common error 1 AU of them plead 
baptist or the predobaptist 1 If words for infant baptism on the ground of its 
have any meaning there is but a connection with spiritual blessings, 
difference in degree between the while some predobaptist writers have 
Romanist, the ch1ll'chman, the pres- spoken of unbaptized children in terms 
l,yterian, the independent, and the of pity, and one of them said the bap
W esleyan, upon the efficacy of infant tists "make Esaus of all their children, 
baptism. They may differ respecting and put them out of the covenant in 
the amount of virtue which results from which God in his infinite mercy hath 
the ceremony, and also about the pre- already included them." When a child 
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is at the point of death, why is there so 
much haste to have it haptized 1 If 
there are no epiritual benefits resulting 
from the rite, and no connection 
between baptism and salvation, it is 
unnecessary; but if it conveys any 
blessings to the dying child, wherein 
does this differ from the principle of 
baptismal regeneration 1 And how can 
the advocates of this principle, even in 
its mildest form, expect to turn back 
the tide of Puseyism and popery which 
now threatens our native land 7 At 
any rate they must not accuse us of 
making too much of believers' baptism, 
so long as they maintain such opinions 
upon infant baptism as are expressed in 
a former part of this paper. 

It will be an auspicious day for the 
church of Christ, when the light of 
divine truth shall disperse the cloud of 
darkness which has for so many cen
turies hid from the people of Europe 
the nature and design of Christian 
baptism, and when the ordinance of 
believers' baptism shall re-occupy in the 
house of God the place it had there in 
the days of the apostles. " Had the 
Christian church in all ages," said Mr. 
Fuller, "admitted none to baptism but 
those who professed to repent and 
believe the gospel, it is scarcely con
ceivable that any others would have 
been admitted to the Lord's supper,
and, if so, a stream of corruption which 
has actually deluged it with antichris
tianism, would have been diverted at 
the spring head. The church might, 

indeed, have been conupted from other 
cause~, hut these would have hccn 
merely accidentol. Hypocrites and for
malists might have imposecl themselves 
upon it as they did in some degree in 
the apostolic age ; but they would 
have been intruders. Whatever of 
this kind might have existed, believers 
could not have been constitutionally 
yoked together with unbelievers. The 
carnal descendants of godly people 
could not hwe claimed a place in 
in Christ's visible kingdom. The church 
could not have become national, em
bracing as its children all who are born 
in a Christianized country, without any 
profession of personal religion. Princes 
and nobles, if worthy, would have been 
received into communion as brethren ; 
but not as rulers and patrons ; and, if 
unworthy, refused, even though an 
exposure to persecution had been the 
consequence. But, if persons be admit
ted to baptism without any profession 
of personal religion, or upon the pro
fession of others on their behalf, their 
admission to the Lord's supper will in 
most cases follow as a matter of course. 

And if all who are now bap
tized be admitted to the supper, the 
line of separation will be broken ; the 
church will be no longer a garden 
enclosed, but an open wilderness, where 
every beast of prey can range at 
pleasure."* 

* Fuller's Works. Vol. I\'., pp. 600, Gf,J. 

HARVEST. 

llY TIIE REV, JOSEPH DREW. 

"The harvest is the end of the wol'ld."-lllATTnEw xiii. 39, 

MEN lose much for want of reflect- interrogated for that purpose. Nature 
ing. There is no object near them that is only dumb to those who have no ears 
has not •·power to instruct, if it were to hear. To the attentive and thought-
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ful she is ever "discoursing eloquent 
music.'' The wise grow wiser, and the 
good better, through fellowship with her: 
by innumerable voices she teaches the 
docile mind and influences the tender 
heart. Even the S,n-ionr of the world 
grew more eloquent and pathetic when 
he drew his images out of her store
house, and pressed her treasures into 
his sen-ice. With a spirit strung to the 
nicest harmony with all the forms of 
beauty, and loveliness, and grandeur 
hefore him, and a heart infinitely 
sensible to every charm that struck 
upon his senses, and a deep sympathy 
with the minutest thing that still re
t:i.ins the impress of its original good
ness, he could make every place and 
scene which he frequented minister 
food to his reflective intellect, and lay 
the whole under contribution for the 
furtherance of the great object that 
brought him into the world. The 
aspects of the surrounding fields, the 
operations of the agriculturist, the 
various changes of the year, were all 
employed by him to illustrate and 
simplify the momentous themes which 
he was daily urging on the _attention of 
his hearers. 

Such an example it can never be 
wrong, however imperfectly it may be 
done, to imitate. And the transition of 
thought from the lower to the higher 
provinces of the divine government is 
not difficult. There is much that is 
analogous between them ; and it bas 
always been a favourite exercise with 
devout and thoughtful men to trace out 
the resemblance, and to employ it for 
the purposes of moral instruction. How 
successfully was this done by the 
prince of teachers in the beautiful 
parable from which we have ex
tracted the motto which stands at the 
head of the present paper. Guided 
by the view which it opens to us, let 
us hriefly consider two things ; the 
relation of the present to the future, 

and the relation of the future to the 
past. 

I. Trrn RELATION OF THE PRESENT TO 

THE ~'UTURE. Every moment of time is 
related to the Inst moment. Things a1·e 
not so much now as going to be. You can-• 
not understand what is, without regard
ing it in the light of what it is to become. 
Take a new-born infant, and what can 
you predicate of his state at any one 
moment 1 He is at no two successive 
moments in the same state, but con
stantly pru;sing out of one state into 
another. The same thing is true of 
mature persons, only the change is not 
so palpable. We are at no given period 
just what we shall be at a subsequent 
period. Every thing around us is sub
ject to the same law of mutation. The 
solid earth itself ;-what transitions has 
it not passed through? is it not now 
passing through ? shall it not continue 
to 'pass through, till the last great 
change has come 1 something before it 
is the goal towards which every thing 
is pressing. Hence the universe appears 
to be very much a grand assemblage of 
relations. Its relation to something 
else gives to every finite existence all 
its significance and importance. It 
exfats in time ; all its relations are in 
time, and determined hy time: but 
time itself exists in eternity, rests on 
eternity : without eternity there could 
be no time; time becomes eternity, 
floats all its children into eternity. The 
eternal is the bourne of which they 
are in search, the house in which alone 
they can rest. 

The world is only a field in which to 
raise crops for eternity. All time is a 
labour season looking forward towards 
the harvest. Take away the idea of a 
future state, and you deprive yourself 
of all the postulates by which you might 
solve the problem of life. Henceforth 
it is an enigma to which you can never 
find the key; a riddle wl1ich no num
ber of years would enable you to read. 
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Take in that idea, and the present 
hrightens into intelligence ; the fogs 
clear away; the day dawns ; and, if you 
cannot explain the mystery, you can, at 
least, see how it is to be explained. '1.1his 
is one of the boons of revelation ; it 
exhibits the true relation of the present 
life to the life to come ; it shows time 
suspended between two eternities,
man probationary and earning his 
future condition-the progress of the 
ages towards one changeless, glorious, 
eternal age. What speechless content 
does the heart find in such a contem
plation. What motives to earnest ex
erti()ll, patient endurance, careful self
discipline. How important do the 
passing moments become ; how all
powerful the incentive to improve them 
to the uttermost. 

" The harvest is the end of the 
world." The whole year looks round to 
the harvest. The teeming crops have 
scarcely been gathered into the barns 
before the ploughshare is thrust in 
again, and again the farmer's eye is 
turned towards the harvest. But for 
the harvest you could not understand 
the toils of the field. The expense, 
labour, and anxiety of the husbandman 
would look like insanity. But refer 
them all to the coming season of ripe
ness and ingathering and enjoying, and 
there is no longer any difficulty in the 
matter. So with the present world. 
Its events, and scenes, and characteris
tics will amaze and astound you, except 
you refer them to a fiitw·e and study 
them in this new light. Do this, and 
if you do not understand all, you will 
acquiesce in your ignorance, from an 
assured feeling that one day you shall 
understand all. Impatience will thus 
meet its appropriate check, doubt its 
proper answer ; while the soul will 
calmly await a revelation that shall 
scatter all her difficulties, and bring her 
the completest satisfaction. The spi
ritual struggles through which men 
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have to pass, the anguish which often 
overwhelms and rends their spirits, the 
conflicts of virtue and religion, the trials 
of the good, and the apparent immuni
ties of the wicked, will all assume a new 
character if viewed in their connection 
with a coming state of retribution. 

Prior to the harvest there is-a seed 
time-a time of germination and growth 
-a time of development and ripening. 
Suppose we had had no experience in 
the matter, what should we think of the 
corn in either of these incipient stages ? 
Could we think that the green blade, 
the crude stalk, or the soft ear, could 
ever be employed as the food of man 1 
Yet such is precisely our condition with 
respect to the economy of divine provi
dence. We have never seen a world
harvest, therefore we cannot tell what 
will be the ripened results of the processes 
now in operation. Perhaps the world 
is now in the green blade. Three seasons 
may yet have to pass over it before the 
harvest can arrive ; and what changes 
those seasons may produce-what hopes 
awaken, what alarms excite or lull, we 
are by no means competent to say. Or 
suppose it has advanced much further ; 
still the harvest is afar off, and we can
not comprehend it yet. We have no 
knowledge of similar past seasons to 
guide us in seeking acquaintance with 
this. 

Man is impatient. The hopes of the 
husbandman appear much more likely 
to be disappointed than realized long 
after he has scattered the seed in his 
fields. It is washed by the r(l,ins of 
autumn, chilled by the frosts and snows 
of winter, assailed by the biting winds 
of spring, and parched by the heat and 
drought of summer; yet he hop2s and 
labours on, and reaps with joy at last. 
l\Iany of the very influences which 
threaten his crops with destruction are, 
he knows, amongst the peculiar arrange
ments by which a benignant Providence 
preserves and develops them. He 1s 

:l s 
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thankful for the frosts which at once 
mellow t.he soil, and in a night destroy 
untold millions of noxious parasites ; 
,vhile their too great asperity is miti
gated by the virgin bosom of that fleecy 
covering whose presence would awaken 
nothing but alarm in the minds of the 
inexperienced. And does the world 
undergo no such vicissitudes 7 We know 
it does. And there is this difference.
The longest sea.son of the year lasts only 
a few months ; two, or three at the 
utmost ; but a world-season may con
tinue for many centuries ; while many 
generations are born, and struggle, and 
die. What are those likely to think 
who see none of the spring or sum
mer ; over whom only the severity and 
dreariness of winter have passed? Per
haps to think hardly of the world and 
its great Ruler ; unless they are wise 
enough to believe and confide where 
they cannot comprehend. Still the 
world-year revolves, and the harvest 
shall certainly come at length. 

In the great time-field there are two 
crops growing simultaneously-wheat 
and tares, the one sown by a divine, the 
other by an enemy's hand. Hence the 
conflicting interests which meet and 
clash here. Hence all the world's con
fusion, and barrenness, and malfertility. 
Remember, God did not sow the tares. 
Do not charge the woes of man's heart 
on him. He is no more chargeable 
with men's sorrows than he is with 
their crimes. The former are the legi
timate offspring of the latter; but for 
his guilt, man should never have wept. 
Let us know that we are enduring what 
we have wilfully brought upon our
selves. The tares could never have 
grown if our hearts had not fostered 
them. 

While the world's great processes are 
moving on, each man has his own little 
hLisbandry to attend to or neglect, and 
his harvest soon arrives. He scatters 
good or bad seed into his field, and is 

soon permitted to gather his crop, It 
requires no great patience to wait for 
the result of a life's activity or sloth, 

The world was intended us a seed
field for the truth, for the gospel of God, 
This seed has from the earliest times 
been . deposited in the soil of man's 
heart. There is no heart, perhaps, into 
which some part of it, pure or impure, 
has not directly or incidentally been 
dropped. For more than eighteen cen
turies the spiritual husbandmen have 
had directions to sow it in its purity, 
broadcast, over the entire earth. They 
have only partially obeyed. Many of 
them, or of others personating them, 
have adulterated the good seed with the 
"elements of the world," and a mixed 
crop may be found growing almost in 
every place. Others, who have dissemi
nated none but the pure seed, have 
disseminated that so sparingly that we 
cannot be surprised at the scantiness of 
the success. Well nigh, from the first, 
most have at times doubted, many de
sponded, and some even despaired as to 
the result. Hence much of the slack
ness that has characterized their toil. 
Of late, however, a new spirit has been 
awakened; the divine word has been 
rendered into almost all languages, and 
is being circulated amongst nearly all 
peoples ; so that he must be sceptical 
indeed who cannot foresee a more genial, 
prolific, and animating season than the 
history of our world has ever yet ex
hibited. The farther we advance into 
the seed-time, the greater is the number 
of the sowers; the greater and more nu
merous the facilities which open to them, 
the greater the energy with which they 
give themselves to the work. In the 
mean time the great harvest, at how
ever discouraging a distance, is ap
proaching, no created power can keep it 
back or retard it for a day. 

JI. WE HAVE NEXT TO CONSIDER TilE 

RELA~'ION OJ,' TUE FUTURE TO THE PAST, 

'!.'he harvest will ltave come. It was 
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intended from the beginning that the 
world should end; its whole history is 
included in the interval between these 
two points. The end has always been 
approaching ; every day has brought it 
nearer; this hour is irradiated with more 
of its light than the past. Our planet 
will have revolved for the last time; the 
last sun will have risen upon it; the last 
night will ha vo passed away. This stately, 
but storm-tost vessel, after performing 
a voyage of many thousand years over 
the heaving, troubled bosom of the great 
time-ocean, will at length have entered 
the roads and anchored in the harbour 
of a new, long-sought, eternal land. 
And as she nears those sunny, peace
ful, fruitful, happy shores, what new, 
unimagined joy will gush up in the 
hearts "of her faithful crew and weary 
passengers while they inhale the ad.ours, 
and descry the gleaming brightness of a 
country infinitely transcending all that 
poets have ever dreamed of or fabled. 
One glimpse of those delicious regions 
will be enough to compensate them for 
a whole lifetime of labour and grief. 

As we cannot understand the present 
without referring it to the future, so 
neither will the future be explicable to 
us without reference to the past. In 
the joyful harvest-field we have the 
accumulated produce of a year's ex
ertion, watchfulness, and care. Not a 
golden ear that waves in the breeze but 
bears testimony to the industry and 
care of man ; to the faithful beneficence 
of his Maker. The splendid corn-fields 
on which, a few weeks ago, we gazed 
with so much admiration and grateful 
1·ejoicing, and whose fruits have all 
been safely garnered for the wants of 
the ensuing winter, what have they not 
cost in money, in anxiety, and labour, 
to the agricultural part of our indus
trious population 1 They were at once 
labour, result, and reward. As soon as 
they came under our eye, we referred 
them to the prudent painstaking of the 

previous changeful months. And the 
sublime world-harvest, what will it be 
but the reaping of whatever man has 
thought, or felt, or said, or done, or 
neglected, or suffered, in the present 
life 1 Each of these is a living germ 
that must grow, and evolve, and ripen, 
and be reaped in a state of maturity at 
the last great day. You drop them 
thoughtlessly, it may be, into the pro
lific social mould over which you walk, 
and forget and lose sight of them, never 
suspecting for a moment that you shall 
meet with them again ; but you shall, 
and not alone. They will have had an 
influence as wide as mankind is scattered, 
as lasting as all time ; and, if evil, will 
discover, identify, and betray you, as 
their author when you are least expect
ing or desiring such an event. What 
solemn importance does this -fact give 
to every act of life. What an awful 
thing must it be to live. At the final 
day, on the harvest-field, man shall read 
his whole past history as he never read 
it before. Then will he see that things 
which he once deemed trivial have had 
a fearful influence in determining his 
endless state. Words dropped in light
ness, in anger, or malice, fell into minds 
which furnished them with congenial 
nutriment, and they took root, and 
grew, and became fertile in after mis
chief to numbers beyond calculation. 
The time of the year just p'.lssing has 
been full of instruction. If you have 
noticed the gardens, the hedge-rows, the 
fields, and the woods, yot1 have seen that 
there has been scarcely a plant that bas 
not been shedding its seed and thus 
providing for its reproduction. Many 
of these seeds have been so minute as 
almost to be invisible; many self
furnished with all the necessary ap
pliances for transportation to other 
places. They have been carried by 
winds, in the feathers of birds, in th0 
hair of animals, _ and in innurnernble 
othe1· ways, in some instances for 
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hundred~ of miles, where they shall live 
and multiply their own species. 'l'hcre 
is a seminal principle as real, as vital, 
as fecund, and infinitely more subtle, in 
the moral actions of men. Vices spread 
and propagate themselves with a celerity 
and cerbinty which it is absolutely 
frightful to contemplate. And all are 
l)eing treasured up for that harvest 
which is the end of the world. The 
appalling and exhilarating transactions 
of the great judgment will be easily 
enough explained by a reference to the 
principles which influenced men, and 
the conduct they pursued in the present 
world. 

Harvest is a season of great joy to 
some, and of great disappointment to 
others. As a rule, all will depend upon 
the manner in which the preceding 
months have been employed. Those 
who occupied them in the prudent 
operations of husbandry, now rejoice in 
the fruit of their toil. But such as 
neglected thus wisely to exert them
selves are destined to mourn now over 
their folly and sloth. Such will especially 
be true of the last harvest. The angels 
will have orders to "gather the wheat 
into the barn" of the Lord. The good 
will be taken personal and special care 
of. God has a safe and happy place to 
take them to. " Then shall the righteous 
shine forth as the sun in the kingdom 
of their Father." Who can tell what 
such a state involves? Who can imagine 
the raptures they will feel ? But 
what will be the disappointment and 
confusion of others ? " Gather ye to
gether first the tares, and bind them in 
bundles to burn them." "The angels 
s1:tall gather together out of his kingdom 
all that offend and do iniquity, and cast 
them into a furnace of fire ; there shall 
be wailing and gnashing of teeth." It 
is an awful and sickening spectacle to 
see men toiling and suffering here to 
earn no Letter reward. How do they 
w11tch over, tend, and foster, those weeds 

and vices of their nature which nre 
fitting them for, and leading them to, 
perdition. Oh, the pains that are taken 
to rear up this tare-crop for the sickle 
of the angels and the flames of hell ! It 
is as if a man should carefully grow, 
cut, and dry, fagots with which to burn 
himself to death. A whole lifetime 
spent in providing fuel for the fire that 
is never quenched, and in rendering 
more irritable the sensibility of the 
worm that dieth not. 

Reader, let me appeal to your common 
sense against such infatuation. Insanity 
like this, it is enough to break one's 
heart to witness, Do remember, the 
harvest is coming. "Be not deceived, 
God is not mocked, whatsoever a man 
soweth that shall he also reap. He 
that soweth to the flesh shall of the 
flesh reap corruption ; but he that 
soweth to the Spirit shall of the Spirit 
reap life everlasting." I don't know 
what some of you who fancy you are 
sowing to the Spirit think of it ; but I 
fear you will have but a poor harvest. 
I don't like the look of your fields. How 
seldom you are found labouring in them. 
The weeds are growing rank and high ; 
are flowering and going to seed. Take 
care, or you will have more tares than 
wheat. While for the rest, I feel a still 
deeper concern. There is no wheat in 
your basket. It is not the " seed of the 
kingdom " you are scattering. Are you 
not sowing to the flesh 1 Are not all 
your undertakings designed to answer 
some temporal end? Then you are 
sowing to the flesh. Are you not seek
ing merely to aggrandise and enrich, or 
else to gratify and please yourselves 1 
Then you are sowing to the flesh. Do 
not all your aims fall short of heaven, 
ignore the very existence of a supreme 
God, to whose glory everything ought to 
be done, exclude all right concern about 
those elements of your nature which are 
to survive time, and the perishing frame 
of this splendid universe 1 Then you 
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aro sowing to the flesh, and shall surely 
reap in the approaching harvest; but it 
will be "corruption," the rottenness of 
the grave, the foul putridity and pollu
tion of hell. What a harvest will the 
end of the world bring to you ! 

Our subject affords abundant en
couragement to the humble, sincere 
servants of Christ. The harvest is 
before you. Do not expect it yet. 
Patience and courage, brothers, "in due 
season you shall reap." Have you 
loitered in your work 1 Thank God, 
then, that the time of harvest is not yet 
come ; that you have an opportunity to 
redeem the time. Toil on. Sow with 
all diligence and care. Be not afraid of 
over-exerting yourselves. " He that 
soweth bountifully, shall reap also 
bountifully; and he that soweth spar-

ingly shall reap sparingly." In kind, 
in quantity, and in quality, you shall 
reap as good and as much, nay vastly 
more, than you have sown. And harvest 
is coming; genial winds shall blow, a 
bright sun throw his radiance and his 
warmth over every spot ; golden fields 
shall acknowledge the ardour of his 
beams ; the sickle shall be put in, and 
a redeemed, rescued, glorified multitude 
which no man can number shall rend 
the universe with the joyful shout of 
their" Harvest-home." After the harvest 
will come the season of appropriation 
and enjoyment; when those who have 
laboured in the field of the Lord shall be 
introduced to their rest and their reward, 
sharing in all the blessings accorded by 
the infinite grace of their Redeemer to 
a life of faith and obedience on earth. 

THE EMPTY VINE. 

DY THE LATE :11ms: SMALL OF BENA!tl1S, 

Composed in 1834, after hearing Mr. Thompson of Gifford preach from Hosea x. 1 :-'' Tmd 
is an empty vine, he bringeth forth fruit unto himself." 

Most faithful, tender, and beloved Lord, 
Bounteous bath been thy grace I 

Oh how o'erpowering to thy ransomed chilJ, 
The brightness of thy face. 

Thy way was in the sanctuary, Lord : 
Thy glory made us glad ; 

But Oh! indulgent Father, thine own word 
Makes our full bosoms sad. 

'' Thy vine, thino Israel, is an empty \'ine;" 
His fruit is to himself, 

His altars are to sin-his God disown\1, 
His root imparts not health. 

Because his root is rottenncss-0 Lord! 
Return unto thy vine ; 

Seest thou thine offspring grovelling iu the dust, 
And dost thou call us thine? 

Yes, we nre thine; thino only, thine aloi:c; 
The purchase of thy pain, 

But barren stlll-0 Lord, Uohoh.l our tear3, 
And cause our sins be slain. 

Our spirits fail-thy love's our sorrows' sourcl'. 
For can wo live in sin, 

Bought with a price so high? Oh, dearest Loni, 
Thou art life's joy nnd sp1•ing ~ 

Plead thou our cause, 0 LorU! plead it on high, 
Till living showers descend 

Ambrosial-and thine own goodly vine, 
With purple clusters !,end. 

Plead thine own cause, nor canst thou plead in Y:'Lin, 
Thou and thy flock are one, 

Cause us to see, feel, hope, live, die in thee, 
Shine forth, refulgent Sun. 

Shine forth! shine on thy blood-bought b~rila_;~•, 
Oh in thy living beams, 

Embrace thy Zion militant below. 
So mild and silver streams 

Of heaven's reflected light shall shine n!':ir, 
Across the midnight gloom, 

.And in this moral waste, this Up.1.s Yale, 
Heaven's fairest flowers shall bloom,-

Unbarroed amid the hurricane of dc'.l.th 
Sbeltcrc<l unseen in thee, 

The dwelling of the bl~st-portru.it of hL'a\"·11, 
Thine Oasis shall be. 

So shall the wretched sons or misery 
God's grace and glory sec, 

And sin's base slaves, like us, sbou.hl joyf~il '.:.1:l 
Thy blood-bought jubilee. 
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America as I .found it. B,11 the Autlw1· of sidcrable previous experience by which 
"A lllemoi,· of Ma,·y L11ndie Dnnc1111." to measure the qualities of new objects, 
Nisbet nnd Co. 12mo. 18b2. Pp. xii. 380. and to direct the eye at once to the 
WE cannot complain of the rarity of most salient points of a vast field; so 

books of this class. No country has that we have a book supplying no 
formed such an admirable subject for trivial contribution towards an expo
the descriptive powers of travellers and sitiou of our alter idem on the opposite 
the philosophic speculations of solitary shore. It is a tome easily read; broken 
students. But we shall not quarrel up, in modern style, into chapters so 
with such authors so long as their pro- short as constantly to cheer you with 
ductions are the result of accurate the conviction that you are getting on, 
observation and of sound thought. and, without the inanity of a minute 
The same object presents itself in so journal, or the personalities of a family 
many distinct aspects to different letter, giving you a lively nnd definite 
minds that the descriptions must be notion of the thing or group of things 
exceedingly numerous before it can be which the title of the section led you 
asserted that all its phases have been to anticipate. 'rhere is, of course, no 
placed upon record. Stuart gives us foreign country in which it is so easy 
the impressions of a well-educated man for a Briton to feel himself at home. 
of the world ; Lyell, the facts which •The language, and above all the easy 
strike a scientific observer ; and the la- manner, at once make you welcome : 
mented Mackay, the conclusions of the " Self-possessed quiet independence of 
political economist, while the host of manner seems common to all ranks. 
less marked tourists reflect rays as 

I 
No one looks bold or forward, for every 

varied as their several characters, one is doing what it becomes him, in 
attainments, and opportunities. The his position, to do. One never sees the 
lady who pens this volume must have supercilious stare of .inquiry which 
visited Kew England under favourable seems to ask, 'Who are you 1' 'Do you 
auspices, as the biographical work of belong to our set,' 'Are you one of us 1 ' 
which the name appears on this title- American deportment between persons 
page had previously delighted thousands of different ranks derives from its re
there, as it has done at home. The publican institutions a healthy freedom 
field in which she expatiated was, and at the same time a wholesome 
therefore, not the ordinary one of rail- restraint. There is no order of things 
way, steamer, and hotel, but of private more calculated to give native character 
alJodes, domestic merry-makings, quiet fair play, and native dignity its due 
intellectual discussions, and all tl1e weight. I never saw this exhibited 
manifestations of the religious life. To more to my taste than in the mistress 
the phenomena thus exhibited she of a large dairy in one of these 
hrings a mind full of genial sympathy mountain farms. She was tall, thin, 
with all forms of character; a relish of and mthcr delicate in appearance, yet 
the humorous lJ!ending with an she managed all the skilful parts of the 
affinity to the sad, together with a con- work with her own hands. We saw 
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mnny cheeses ns lnrge ne those which another of meal. They have been in 
now oome to England in wooden cases. the study and placed an ensy chair, and 
On wonder being expressed how she a rug before it, for their pastor has left 
could mnnago such huge and heavy life's meridian behind him. They have 
oheeses,she put on her apron,and with as been in the pantry, and left a barrel of 
much courtesy as a countess might em- sugar, a chest of tea, and a cask of 
ploy in showing her cabinet or her molasses. The children find with sur
hothouse, she went round the great prise a nice new great coat hanging in 
boiler, and showed the machine which the hall, as if it were quite at home. 
poured in the milk to be heated. Then And on mamma's bed a web to make 
we saw that which drew it off into the frocks, a beautiful new gown and cloak, 
tub when hot, and also how it was and a piece for jackets for the boys. In 
coagulated and afterwards worked into the midst of all the exclamations of 
curd and pressed. She explained the joyful surprise and grateful conjecture 
process with precision, in very me- as to the individual donors, the good 
}odious and complaisant tones, closing man steps to the garden to breathe 
her exhibition in the cheese room with more freely under this load of kindness, 
such grace and goodwill, that she would when lo ! his wood-house is packed full 
hardly accept our acknowledgments or of winter fuel, and the last waggoner 
expressions of gratification. She was stands at a loss, not finding room for his 
happy to have been able to gratify us. load. 'Take it to my neighbour the 
Having finished her round, she folded baptist minister down the hill there,' 
her apron, laid it in its place, and led us says the grateful pastor. 'I fear he is 
out with the air of an amiable and hardly so richly provided for as I am, 
obliging gentlewoman." and I am as much obliged to my friend 

This style of things makes itseli as if I had burnt every cord of it my
visible in the manner of supporting self." 
ministers, particularly in new settle- "This, Oh! tithe-paying people of 
ments where money is scarce. We England, is 'A Bee ! ' How sweetly 
confess our liking to something more could many of your generous hearts fall 
certain and less showy ; but our old- into the humour of the country, and 
world notions may be wrong. At all contribute your own pot of honey, and 
events the "Bee," as the ceremonial is your blessing with it ! " 
called, is not unwelcome to the rural This energetic friendliness exhibits 
minister. On a certain day the people itself in more extended forms in the 
invite themselves en masse to the benevolent institutions which are the 
manse, parsonage, or "shieling," of the chief ornaments of New England. What 
humble man, and as many as its four has been largely told us on this subject 
walls can ·contain enjoy a repast to- by other writers is here confirmed. 
gether, join in a social religious service, Societi~s meet the needy emigrant the 
and depart. moment he is flung upon the shore, 

"Then the family explore the house helping him "down East," or " out 
which had been given up to the friendly West,'' to regions where industry meets 
invaders. They have been in the larder, its reward; institutions afford education 
and there have left such marks as a to the orphan, an asylum to the friend-
8ide of bacon, a cask of butter, some less, a refuge to the delinquent, and a 
fine cheeses. They have been in the home to the seaman of all lands. 
garret and deposited a load or two of Prisons have been improved by all the 
flour, and a bag of buck-wheat, and experience of Europe, and the pnpil has 
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in mnny points, well doserving of ntten
!ion, gone fa\' in advance of the in
~tructor. How perplexing, in the midst 
of all this philanthropy, the treatment 
of the coloured race, both hond and 
free' 

"It was the only subject on which I 
sa "" a tendency to a ruffle on the sunny 
surface of American temper, and re
minded me of Tom l\foore's anecdote of 
an interview he had with Byron. Byron 
seemed never to have forgiven the pro
yidence which had disfigured his other
wise beautiful person, by a club-foot. 
While the poets conversed the eye of the 
Irish lyrist rested on the foot. The satur
nine lord observed it and his countenance 
darkened. Poor Tom became aware, 
and evaded a bitter burst, by making 
bis eyes wander carelessly over the 
whole person as if he had not specially 
marked the foot, and gradually the 
thunder cloud dispersed and sunshine 
returned. Every nation has its club
foot-some have two'.-some are per
fect centipedes in deformities. Happy 
America, if she have but one ! It is the 
more painfully deforming but will be 
more easily remedied. Even young 
ladies seem expert tacticians on this 
subject, and carry the war into the 
enemy's camp with great keenness. 
When a simple inquiry is made, not by 
an enemy, but a true friend, they accuse 
England of the cruelties perpetrated in 
Manchester on the manufacturers of 
cotton cloth as being worse than those 
inflicted on negroes who raise the raw 
material. They hardly believe when 
told that these people are free, that if 
they do not like one master they can 
engage with another, that they receive 
wages for their work, and if oppressed 
or injured they can bring the oppressor 
1,eforc a magistrate. If, however, con
vinced that this is not a point where 
they can make a breach in the wall of 
the British constitution, they will assail 
you on the wrongs of Ireland. Should 

the truth that Ireland has been mis
governed by reason of its popish prefer
ences be conceded, they triumph and 
say it does not become us to criticizo 
slavery ; as if evils on one side of the 
Atbntic could neutralize those on the 
other-or as if evils in our govemment 
of Ireland-the remedy of which has 
cost Britain millions of gold, and more 
than milions of ingenuity, trouble, and 
disappointment-ought to seal up our 
hearts against every benevolent senti
ment in reference to the African race, 
or shut us out from the natural desire 
of information as to the condition of 
one branch of the human species." 

The practical wrongs which every 
where meet the eye, awaken even in 
gentle hearts deep thoughts of retalia
tion which our readers can forgive :-

" The day and the scene were lovely 
as I sat on the dock at Poughkeepsie, 
waiting for the steamer, yet a brief 
exhibition of what appeared too common 
to draw the attention of others filled me 
with indignation and grief. A pleasant 
looking coloured youth, dressed neatly 
in clean summer clothing, leaned over 
the rails, looking down upon the water. 
Suddenly a dirty, ragged, vulgar fellow, 
perhaps jealous that a black man should 
look so much more respectable than 
himself, came up and tried to fasten a 
quarrel on him, which the dark man 
meekly evaded. The fellow struck him, 
and when still the injured dark man 
kept the peace, and tumed his face to 
the water, the fellow kicked him and 
went away triumphing. No one laughed 
with him as I was pleased to observe ; 
but no one said, 'Why do you insult 
this inoffensive man 1' He saw there 
was none to take his part. Had I been 
a man, I think the insolent fellow would 
have got a washing in the Hudson. It 
would have been an honour to have 
been carried before a magistrate for 
such a trespass. 0 America ! country 
of freemen, beware of laying up a store 
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0 f such injuries. The God of the black 
roan and the white is a God of judg
ment, and does not forget your good 
deods and your evil." 

Ile to whom vengeance belongs may 
be trusted, It is impossible that, un
der his government, wrongs so vast 
should go unpunished, and whatever 
may be in reserve, the present penalty 
is by no means trifling. We remember 
being struck with Sir Charles Lyell's 
curious remark upon the Southern 
States. "There appears to be no place 
in society for poor whites." Our 
authoress expands and justifies this 
laconicism. 

"When all things are fairly weighed," 
says she, "it appears that the slave
holder is as little really a freeman as 
is the slave. His system violates the 
eternal principles of justice, and con
sequently he dare not suffer the vicinity 
of the free negro, however just his claim 
to be there, or however it might advan
tage himself. Such an exhibition of 
liberty might spoil his gang. He dare· 
not admit the instructor, lest the aurora 
of knowledge dawning afar should in
fuse into his gang some idea of a life 
above that of the passive brute. He 
dare not indulge even one favourite 
and promising coloured man with edu
cation, lest his skill and knowledge 
should make others discontented. The 
freedom of the press cannot exist where 
he is. Rome is not more exact in her 
expurgated lists of books and news
papers than is the legislature in a slave 
state. Nay, he must lord it over free 
states, that he may the more easily 
keep his own in bondage. Is he then a 
freeman, or is he not rather the slave 
of a most evil and unhappy system 1 
Should a young lady from a free state, 
without sufficient knowledge of how 
matters stand, become the wife of a 
Southerner, she, poor inexperienced 
child, if she carry conscience and hu
manity with her, may be alarmed to 

vo, .. XV,-l'OUil'l'II s,rnrns, 

find herself called upon to exercise the 
offices and wisdom of age, being looked 
up to by a band of people utterly ur.
used to confide in themselves and each 
other. Though a coloured nurse watch 
by the bed of the sick domestic slave, 
the lady must drop the medicine. She 
must look upon the time-piece for the 
moment to administer it. She, though 
at midnight or early morning hours, 
may lbe awakened to give the potion. 
She must not only provide clothes for 
her numerous family, which has no 
provident habit because it is untrusted, 
but she may find it necessary to shape 
them, and fix the seams for the over
grown children who can with needle 
and thread be taught to fasten them 
together. Is she free ? I speak not 
of her moral, but of her mere physical 
condition. Does she not discover that 
she has married into bondage? Some 
of the most elegant, refined, intelligent, 
princess-like women that I have met 
with in the United States, were such. 
They have learnt to be waited upon, to 
have their slightest wish attended to, 
and withal, because they, with woman's 
nature, are pitiful to the sick and feeble, 
they have exercised much benevolence. 
They have, mayhap, endured much in 
being aware of cruelties which they 
had not power to mitigate. All this 
has refined their characters, still they 
are not Cornelias and Portias, fit mo
thers for the sons of a republic, they 
are refined into amiable despots, and Ji t 
mothers for the owners of slaves." 

No candid American can condemn 
the spirit of these strictures, and if all 
our travellers had been at once as bold 
and as tender, we should have had less 
to regret in the existing condition of 
the sister land. It is because it is so 
difficult successfully to touch a theme 
allied to such violent prejudices that 
we valuo every syllable wisely said 
upon it, and when we consider the 
position which this writer appears to 

3 T 
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hrr,e occupied, when we perceive that 
~he was continually surrounded by 
fastidious intellectual circles, when we 
],ear in mind that she must have penned 
this work under the consciousness that 
she had a reputation to maintain, and 
that every word would be perused by 
multitudes (an unmutilated copy pub
lished in New York now lies before us) 
who admired her other writings, we 
feel bound to acknowledge a debt of 
gratitude for her fidelity. Our readers 
will not regret taking the volume with 
them to the sea-side or to their rambles 
among autumnal woods. 

The Beauties of the Bible. An Argument 
for Inspiration. In Ten Lectures. By 
VvrLLIAM LEASK. London: Partridge 
and Oakey, 34, Paternoster Row, &c. 

Heroes of the Bible; or, Sketches of Sc1·ip
ture Characters. By W. S. EDWARDS, 

Congregational Chapel, City Road. Lon
don: John Snow, 35, Paternoster Row. 

THE most wonderful book in the 
world is the bible. Whether we regard 
the circumstances under which it was 
written-its subsequent history-the 
statements it contains, or the influence 
these statements have exercised over 
the present and future of man, it must 
be considered as THE BOOK, No other 
volume attracts so much attention or 
excites such intense interest in our 
own times. Its enemies endeavour in 
every possible way to depreciate its 
character and disprove its claims. Its 
friends, by setting forth its historical 
value-its poetical beauties-its pro
found wisdom -its unparalleled im
portance as a revelation from God to 
man-and its adaptation to all the con
ditions of our race, seek to invest it 
with strong attractions and establish 
it as the highest standard of appeal in 
all matters spiritual and eternal. 

To this latter class belong the writers 

of the works whose titles appear lit the 
head of this notice. This unity Clf de
sign, rather than any similarity in thcit· 
execution, leads us to class them toge
ther. The author of "The Beauties of 
the Bible" is now well known as a 
writer of books, the opinion of some 
being that while on the whole he 
always writes well, yet he might write 
better if he wrote less. We are of this 
way of thinking ourselves. The work 
before us originated in a course of 
lectures delivered in that part of the 
neighbourhood of London which is the 
scene of the author's ministerial labours. 
The lectures having been delivered he 
was requested by the audience to pub
lish them; and a " spontaneous sub
scription for a considerable number of 
copies" having been raised, he felt that 
"non-compliance would have been un
courteous and unbecoming." The sub
jects discussed are the structure of the 
bible-its poetry-dreams-biography 
- morality- parables--"--- predictions -'
miracles-design-and destiny. 

The Lectures most to our mind are 
those on the Biography and Morality of 
the Bible. We regret that the same 
amount of thought as they exhibit has 
not been bestowed on some others of 
prime importance. With the general 
views expressed in the work we fully 
agree, taking exception, however, to the 
pre-millennialism of the Lecture on 
Parables, and the following statement 
in that on Miracles :-" I look upon the 
miracles which Jesus performed when 
he was on earth as specimens on a small 
scale of the glorious deeds which he will 
perform on a magnificent scale when he 
shall come to be glorified in his saints, 
and to be admired in all them that 
believe." As "an argument for inspira
tion,'' these Lectures will serve to in
crease the faith and reverence of those 
who already love the bible; and in cases 
where their perusal may not convince 
they cannot fail to instruct and please. 
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The Author of " Heroes of the Bible" 
makes his first appearance as a writer, 
we believe, in the present work. Though 
he has acquired some reputation as a 
metropolitan preacher, it does not seem 
to us probable that this performance 
will establish his fame as an author. It 
is wanting in nearly all the elements of 
a good book on the "Heroes of the 
Bible.'' There is little analysis or 
appreciation of character; no individu
ality of thought or style. It is a com
pilation rather than a production. 
Sometimes we have a display of consi
derable descriptive power, but an excess 
of false eloquence spoils much that 
otherwise would be excellent. The 
writer might advantageously study the 
lessim taught by Bacon,-" Words are 
but the images of matter ; and except 
they have life of reason and invention, 
to fall in love with them is all one as 
to fall in love with a picture." We 
regr!lt to be constrained thus to animad
vert on a young beginner. One feature 
in our author commands our admiration 
and love-:-:-liis _earnest advocacy of pure 
evangelical truth. We have no doubt 
that in process of time he may be able 
to write a good book. Let him wait a 
while. The world will not meantime 
perish for lack of intellectual supplies, 
and his own mind lllay undergo a 
beneflcial process. 

Nuns and Nunneries : Sketches compiled 
entii-elgfrom Romish Authorities. London: 
Seeleys, 1852, pp. xii. 342, 

THERE are two distinct points of view 
in which this work may be regarded. 
It treats of practical questions which 
are beginning to awaken public notice, 
and which will demand ere long the 
attention of the legislature ; but inde
pendently of its bearings on subjects of 
temporary interest, it is a valuable con
tribution to the natural history of our 

species. It is the fruit of patient industry 
operating in extensive fields of investi
gation, and the view that it takes of the 
whole subject is comprehensive, careful, 
and candid. The determination of the 
writer to draw from the resources 
furnished by adherents of the church 
of Rome exclusively is kept in view 
throughout, and in many critiGal or 
delicate cases the originals are given as 
well as translations. Avoiding flippancy, 
harshness, and hasty generalization, 
dealing with the Conventual System as 
a fact which for many centuries has 
been exerting immense influence on the 
condition of human society, he illustrates 
its character and effects fairly, gravely, 
philanthropically, and piously. The 
natural result on the mind of the 
reader is a conviction, that however 
devout might be the intention of the 
founders of these institutions, or how
ever pure the motives which have led 
many to enter them or to encourage 
others to become their inmates, the 
state of angelic superiority which is 
sought cannot be attained ; human 
nature cannot bear the effort; irregu
larity and crime, misery and debase
ment ensue. The most amiable speci
mens of humanity placed in unnatural 
circumstances, deprived of legitimate 
opportunities and enjoyments, exposed 
to unlooked-for temptations, become 
corrupt and corrupters, degraded and 
vile. Thus it has been in successive 
ages, as is shown in these pages, wher
ever the effects of the system have been 
developed, whether among the .Anglo
Sai.:ons before the Conquest, or in the 
English nunneries after it, in Germany, 
or France, or Italy, or Spain. 

The volume commences with the 
Countess of Arundell's letter to the 
Editor of the Catholic Standard, in 
which she resented as an insult to 
Roman Catholic ladies the proposal that 
legislative measures should be taken to 
hinder the retention of females in con-
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vents by force, and t.he fallacy of her 
observations is pointed out. The cere
monies by which nuns are consecrated 
are described, including the espousal, 
the crowning, and the curse ; extracts 
from the breviary, which becomes their 
daily study, are given, and its ten
dencies displayed ; the mysteries of 
confession and penance are in some 
degree unveiled, and Liguori's book, 
"The true Spouse of Christ, or the Nun 
Sanctified by the Virtues of her State" 
is analyzed ; convent discipline and the 
physical restraints with which it is con
nected are illustrated, and the evidence 
of history to the tendency and conse
q uenccs of the system is largely adduced. 
Having shown that the Church of Rome 
is avowedly guilty of "binding down 
young and inexperienced girls by a vow 
which can never be shaken off, to a life 
which they may find, when their 
woman's nature developes itself, they 
are unfit for," and that the church of 
Rome, in addition to spiritual weapons, 
and the power of shame and ignominy 
which she flings upon the poor girl, who 
after noviciate would return to the 
world, "uses bolts and bars and lofty 
walls, and all the arrangements of a 
prison," the author demands that the 
prisoners "should have the liberty of 
telling whether they are immured by 
their own free will, or whether they 
desire to exercise the privileges of free
born British subjects. He sets forth the 
principles of British law as applicable to 
persons confined in lunatic asylums, and 
in some cases to deeds executed by a 
married woman, in which the commis
sioners sign a declaration that she was 
examined by them separately and apart 
from her husband, touching her know
ledge of the contents of the said deed 
and her consent thereto, and declared 
the same to be freely and voluntarily 
executed by her." 

"Surely, then, with these precedents 
1,efore us, a bill might be framed, such 

ns Roman catholic members of Par
liament might themselves support, 
which, without any offence to them, 
should vindicate the majesty of tho 
law. 

"The Act of Parliament need not 
assert nor suppose that women. are kept 
in nunneries against their will ; but it 
may provide against the possibility of 
such an evil. 

" The provisions of the Act need not 
be complicated. 

"I. Every house, in which commu
nities of females bound by religious vows 
reside, should be registered and licensed. 

"II. A register should be kept in 
every such house of all the inmates, 
giving both their real names and sur
names, as well as the conventual name, 
or name in religion, by which the indi
vidual is known in the sisterhood. 

"III. Certain officers of high re
spectability should be charged, by the 
Lord Chancellor, with the duty of visit
ing all such houses within the district, 
who should have the right of examining 
the register, and seeing every individual 
in the house. 

"IV. These visits should take place 
at least four times in the year, and 
without previous notice; and the nuns 
should be questioned, apart from tile 
Abbess, Lady Superior, or other elder 
nuns, and, above all, from the Priest 
or Confessor, as to whether she remains 
within their walls of her own free will. 

"It should be the duty of these 
visitors to state to each nun, that if it 
is her desire to quit the nunnery she 
can do so at that moment; and it should 
be the duty of the visitors further to 
see that the person so wishing to quit 
the nunnery should be placed either 
under the care of her natural guardian 
or friend, or under the protection of 
some discreet and respectable married 
female until an order could be obtained 
from the Court of Chancery." 
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B R I E F N O T I C E S. 

Sermons. 
Snow, 

By DANIEL K~TTERNS, 
Svo., pp. 462, 

London: 

Laconic as this title i•, to those who know 
Mr. Katterns it i• ample, It i• even more 
cxpre•sive than it would have been harl the 
announcement been made in a greater number 
c,f word•. . It indicates quietly the absence of 
nll o•tentatton, parade, pretence, and verbo•ity, 
In a sermon by Mr. Kattern•, we always ex
pect solid,,script11ral,_ pertinent thought, clearly 
expressed m appropna le language ; the reader 
who looks for this in tbe•e discourse• will not 
be di•appointed, Their number is two and 
tw~nty. The subject. arc, Providence-Temp
talton-Secret Prayer-] acob wrestling with 
God-The Sacrifice of Isaac-Christian Con
tentment- A G;oo~ Consci~nce -Mary an 
Example of Med1tabon-Chr1st the true Mel
chiudek-Man Self-destroyed, but not Self
saved-The Pillar of Salt-A Meditation on the 
Cross-The Unbelief of Thomas-The Hope9 
and Aspirations of the New Creature-the 
~ing of Kings-Peter Forewarned-Ou Arlop
t10n-Tbe Value of the Soul-the Holy Spirit 
-The Life and Character of Hezekiah-Paul 
before Agrippa-the Life, Character, and Death 
of David. If, as we believe, these sermons may 
be taken as a fair specimen of the author's 
pulpit exercises, the church at Hackney may 
be congratulated on its peculiar privileges; and 
p~rsons who_ being co_nfined from public or
rlrnanccs desire to avail themselves of printed 
sermons will find these pages well adapted to 
their spiritual improvement, 

Sermons. By the Rev. GEORGE SMITH, Mi
nister of Trinity Chapel, Poplai·, London. 
London: Snow. 1851. 8vo., pp. xv., 444. 

An apology is due to Mr. Smith for the 
length of time that this volume has stood upon 
our shelves unread. Our consolation is that 
he knows !he heart of a working man, and has 
ha~ expenence of the hin~rances and disap
pomt~ents ot: purp_ose w_h,_ch are continually 
~e,ettmg all d1ssentmg mm1sters who are will
mg to labour, To these he adverts as havin" 
impeded his compliance with wishes which had 
been frequently expressed, till at len~th the 
deacons of the church under bis care p;'esentcd 
a fo~m.al request to him to publish a volume, 
cons1stmg of such sermons as he thouoht most 
likely to benefit his own people, nnd to prove 
ac_ce_ptable to othe~ persons among whom his 
m1111stry has occasionally been exercised. He 
has just~fie~ their procedure by producing a 
work which 1s equally honourable to his mental 
powers and his spiritual attainments, The 
sermons, he observes, " while not so closely 
connected any one with the rest as to lay claim 
to the_ character of a body of divinity, are yet 
so varied and generally relatecl as to contain 
~omething like an outline of Christian truth in 
its lloctrinal, experimental, and practical de
velopment•." The subjects are, The Spirituality 
of God-the Exdusive Theme of the Christian 
Mi!'istry-the_ Doct~ine of ! '!st.ificntion by 
Fnith-Angehc Studies of D1vme \Visd(lm
Rc\igious Decision - Neglect of Relative Obli
gations-the Fire 011 the Jewish Altar-the 

Apocryphal ~aying-tbe }'.ather of Lights
th~ Renovation of All Thmgs-Jesus Christ 
gomg to the Fatber-Horeb; or the Manifesta
ti?n of God-Spiritual Things Prepored and 
D1Scerned-Babylon; or the Punishment of 
Luxur_y-The Going of a Man to his own Place 
-Chnstian Views of Eternal Life-God, the 
Comforter of the Down-cast-The Consequences 
of Despising or Honouring God-The Claims of 
the Saviour on the Young-Mutual Recog
nition in Heaven-The Doctrine of Christian 
A~surance. 

This volume and that of Mr. Katterns form 
an excellent pair. There is a great resemblance 
between them in every thing relating to senti
ment and style; and as they are brought out by 
the same publisher, and have the same external 
aspect, he who possesses either, if he is pleased 
with it, would certainly be gratified if he were 
to procure the other. 
Charles Knight's Imperial Cycloprerlia. Derli

C'lted In; Permission to Her Majesty. Sub
division: The British Empire. Part XII. 
Middleton-Parson's/own. London: half-a.
crown. 
For once, we have detected an error in thi5 

generally accurate and instrucfr•e publication. 
In the article on Nova Scotia it is said, .. There 
are several colleges in the province : King's 
College at Windsor, on the plan of Cam bridge 
and Oxford; Dalhousie College at Halifax, on 
the model of Edinburgh College ; a general 
institution at Pictou; a Baptist College at 
Horton; and Acadia College, a Roman Catholic 
seminary at Halifa.i:."-Acadia College is the 
Buptist College at Horton, of which Dr. 
Cramp is the principal, whom there is no 
danger of the Romish hierarchy claiming, 
unless they were gettiag up an Auto da Fe iu 
the province, in which case the position 
assigned to him would doubtless be very 
prominent. 

REC_ENT PUBLICATIONS, 

'approbrl!. 
[lt should be understood that in:1ertion in this list is not a 

mere announcement: it cs.presses approbation or the wod;g 

enumerated,-not of course e:ltending to every particular, but 
an approbation of their general character and tendency.] 

The Pictorial Family Bible, according to the 
authorized version : containing the Old and N ~w 
Testaments. '\Yith copious original notes, by J. 
K1TT0, D.D. London. Parts 28 an(l 29. 

The Eclectic Review, August, 1852. Contents:-
I. India. and our :mpply of Cotton. II. Life anJ 
Poetry of Delta. Ill. Pococke"s India in Greece. 
IV. Autobiographies of Gillies and Jerdan. V. 
The Limits of Testamentary Bequests. VI. The 
Grenville and Rockingham Correspondence. VU. 
Binney's Tower Church Sermons. VIII. Oxford 
University Commission. Review of the Month. 
Literary Intelligence. London.- Jrard mul Co. 

~ho Foreign Evangelical Review. No. II.August, 
1.8~2. Contents :-1. Morell's Philosophy of Rl'· 
llgton. II. The Arnaulds. III. Griufield's ApoloL":"y 
for the Septuagint. IV. Theology of the lntelle:.:t 
and that of the Fcolings. V. The Mosaic Legisla
tion. VI. Keill on Joshua. VII. The True Test 
of an Apostolical Ministry. VIII. University 
Education. IX. \Villiaw Penn. Plagiarisms from 
Pascal. Bdinbi1,1·uh, Pria 2s. 6d. 
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CHAPEL REGISTRATION ACT. 

The following is printed verhatim from the 
New Act of Parliament, entitled, "An Act 
to amend the Law relating to the certifyi11g 
and registering Places of Religious Worship 
of Prntest.1nt Dissenters," as issued by the 
Queen's Printer. It is dated 30th June 
IH5a ' 

Ai'N<J DECIMO QUINTO ET DECIMO SEXTO 

l'ICTORI..E CAP. XXXVI. REGIN..E, 

Whereas by an A et passed in the First Year 
of the Reign of King William and Queen 
Mary, intituled "An Act for exempting their 
Majesties' Protestant Subjects dissenting from 
the Church of England from the Penalties of 
certain Laws" (I W. and M. Sess. 1. c. 18.) 
it was enacted, that no Congregation or As
sembly for Religious Worship should be per
mittep or allowed by that Act until the Place 
of the meeting of such Congregation or As
sembly had been certified to the Bishop of 
the Diocese, or Archdeacon of the Arch
<l eaconry, or the Justices of the Peace at 
their General or Quarter Sessions of the 
Peace for the County, City, or Place in which 
the Meeting shall be, and registered in the 
Bishops' or Archdeacons' Courts respectively, 
or rec~rded at the Quarter Sessions: And 
whereas by another Act passed in the Fifty
second Year of the Reign of His Majesty 
King George the Third, intituled "An Act 
to repeal certain Acts and to amend other 
Acts relating to Religious Worship and As
s,·m blies, and Persons teaching or preaching 
tLerein" (52 G. 3. c. 155), Enactments were 
made for certifying and regilitering the Places 
of Mee .ng of certain Congregations and As
semblies for Religious Worship of P1µ
testants : And whereas it is expedient that 
rnch Places of Meeting should no longer be 
certified to or registered in the Court of any 
llishop or Archdeacon, or be certified to any 
Justices of the Peace, or be recunled at the 
Quarter Sessions, but that such other Pro-
' ision for the Certification and Registration 
1 l,ereof should be made as is hereinafter 
, ontained: Be it therefore enacted by the 
Q,ueen's most Excellent Majesty, by and 
witb the Ad vice and Consent of the Lords 
~piritual and Temporal, and Commons, in 
this pre•ent Parliament Msembled, and by 
the Authority of the same, That-

I. No Place of Meeting of any Congrega
tion or Assembly for Religious Worship of 
l' rotestants dissenting from the Church of 
England shall from and after the passing of 
tliis Act be cerlified to any lfalwp or Arch-

deacon, or to nny Justices of the Peace nt 
t.heir General or Quartet· Sessions of the 
Peace, or be certified to or registered in the 
Court of any Bishop or Archdeacon, or be 
recorded at the Quarter Sessions, and the 
certifying to any Bishop or Archdeacon or 
Justices of the Peace, or the certifying t~ or 
registering or recording in nny such Court or 
at the Q,uarter Sessions, nfter the Time afore
said, or the Certificate of any registering 
therein, given after the Time aforesaid by any 
Bishop or Registrar or Clerk of the Peace, 
shall be void and of no Effect; and the Re
gistrar of every Bishop a~d Archdeacon, and 
the Clerk of the Peace of the County, Riding, 
Division, City, Town, or Place in which such 
Places of Meeting respectively are held, shall 
within Three Calendar Months next after ih~ 
passing of this Act, make a Return to the 
Registrar General of Births, Deaths, and 
Marriages in England, according tci a Form 
to be provided by him for the Purpose, of all 
such Places of Meeting which, up to the Time 
when this Act shall come into operation, shall 
have been certified to and registered in the 
Court of the Bishop or Archdeacon respect
ively, or have been certified to the Justices 
of the Peace, or recorded at the Quarter 
Sessions ; and it shall be lawful, instead of 
certifying any such Place of Meeting to the 
Bishop or Archdeacon, or to the Court of any 
Bishop or Archdeacon, or to the Quarter 
Sessions, to certify the same in Writing to 
the said Registrar General, thrpugh the Su
perintendent Registrar of Births, Deaths, and 
Marriages of the Union, Parish, or Place in 
which such Meeting shall be held, and the 
said Superintendent Registrar shall forthwith 
transmit the said written Certificate to the 
Registrar General, who is hereby required to 
record the same in a Book to be kept by him 
for that Purpose at the General Register 
Office; and the certifying any such Place of 
Meeting to the Registrar General as afore
said shall have the same Force and Effect as 
if the same were certified to the Bishop or 
Archdeacon, 01· to the Justices of the Peace 
at their General or Quarter Sessions of the 
Peace; and the said Registrar General shall 
give to every Person demanding the same a 
Certificate that any such Place of Meeting 
has been duly certified. 

II. For every such Certificate of such Re
gistration the Parties so registering such Places 
of Wor•hip shall pay to the Superintendent 
J legistrar a Fee of 'fwo Shillings and Six
pence, and it shall not be lawful for him on 
any Ground whr.tever to demand or take ony 
greater Fee or Reward for the same. 
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II I. 'fhe llcgi•lrnr General shall in every 
Year mnkc out nn<l cause to be printed n 
i,ist of nil existing certified Places of' Worship 
which shall have been returned to him as 
nforesaicl, and also of all such other Places 
of Worship as shall from 'rime to Time be 
certifie<l to and recorded by him as afore
said, and shall state in such List the County 
ancl Superintendent Registrar's District within 
which each of such Places of Worship is si
tuated, and the Religious Denomination to 
which it belongs, and shall cause a copy of 
such List to be sent to every Superintendent 
Registrar of Births, Deaths, and Marriage• 
in England ; and such Lists shall be open at 
all reasonable 'l'imes, without Fee, to all Per
sons desirous of in.~pecting the same. 

I 

The following circular to Superintendent 
Registrars will assist in tmderstanding the 
course to be adopted by parties about to 
occupy a new place of worship. 

General Register Office, June 29, 1852. 

Srn,-1 herewith transmit to you, by 
direction of the Registrar Genera!, a copy of 
"An Act to amend the Law relating to the 
Certifying and Registering Places of Reli
gious Worship of Protestant Dissenters," 
which has this day received the Royal As
sent. Under this Act, certain duties will 
devolve upon the Registrar General, and 
upon Superintendent Registrars, for the per
formance whereof, so far a8 the latter are 
concerned, I am dil'ected to convey to you 
the following instructions:-

y ou are probably aware that under the 
law as comprised in the Act of 1 William 
and Mary, c. 18 (commonly known as the 
Toleration Act), and that of 52 George III. 
c, 155, no Congregation or Assembly for Re
ligious Worship of Protestants, at which 
there should be present more than twenty 
persons, besides the immediate family and 
servants of the person in whose house or 
upon whose premises such Meeting, Congre
gation, or Assembly should be had, was per
missible or allowable, until the place of such 
meeting had been certified either to the 
Bishop of the Diocese, or to the Archdeacon 
of the Archdeaconry, or to the Justices of 
the Peace at the General or Quarter Sessions 
of the Peace for the County, Riding, Division, 
City, Town, or Place in which such meeting 
should be held; and it "as further requisite 
that every such certified place of Meeting 
should be registered in the Court of the said 
Bishop or Archdeacon, or he recorded at the 
sai,l General or Quarter Sessions. 

'fhe recent statute, however, having altered 
the law in this respect, by providing that no 
place of Meeting of any Congregation or 
Assembly for Religious Worship of Pl'Otest
ants dissenting from the Church of England 
shall in future be certified in the manner 
above recited, but that in lieu_ thereof every 

such pfoce shall be certijieri in writing to the 
Re[Ji.,trar Uenerril through the Supr•,:inlen,f
ent He[Ji.,trar of the /Jistrir:t ·in which wr·h 
Meetin[J shall be held, it becomes necessary 
that yon should be immediately furnished 
with the means of carrying the Act int" 
operation in your District, whenever an a p
plicntion shall he made to you by persons 
desirous of availing themselves of its pro
visions. 

You will accordingly receive herewith a 
supply of blank Forms of Certificate, for the 
use of any persons who may hereafter require 
them for the purpose of certifying, ns a 
place of Religicus Worship for Protestant 
Dissenters, any Building, Room, or Place in 
your District whieh has not already been so 
certified under either of the Statutes of l 
William and Mary, c.18,and 52 George II£. 
c. 155, before cited. You will have the 
goodness, therefore, to present two of tht'se 
Forms to any applicant, upon request, with 
an intimation that when properly filled up 
and signed in duplicate, they are to be re
turned to you, with a fee of 2s. 6d., which 
you will be entitled to receive and retain for 
your own use; you will thereupon transmit 
the Certificates by post to the Registrar 
General, who will forthwith cause the same 
to be recorded as the Act directs, and will 
return one of the Forms to you, in order that 
you may deliver it back to the person from 
whom you received it. 

It is very possible, however, that you may 
occasionally have presented to you, for regis
tration in this office, Certificates made out 
not upon the printed Form, nor in e.1:act 
accordance with it; in either case you will 
have the goodness not to reject them, but to 
forward them to the Registrar General, who 
will himself decide whether to record them 
pursuant to the Act, or to return them, 
through you, to the parties for amendment. 
Should the latter course be adopted by him, 
you will be so good as to place in the hands 
of the parties, along with the defective Cer
tificates when returned to you, two of the 
prescribed printed Forms, with a reqnest that 
these may be used in lieu of the former, and 
that when they have been fille<l up an<l 
signed in duplicate, they may be left with you 
to be dealt with as before directed. 

A further supply of these Forms, when 
needed, will be sent to you at any time, on 
your written application. 

Yon will have the goodness to fill up and 
sign, and forthwith return to the Registrar 
General, the enclosed printed acknowledg
ment of the receipt of those now sent. 

'fhe Registrar General will forward to you 
in the year 1853 and in each subsequent 
year (as directe<l in section 3), a printed list 
of all existing certified places of Religious 
Worship belongi.n:i; to Protestant Dissenters 
in England and Wales. It will behove you 
to preserve these Lists carefully a, official 
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documents, the Act requiring that they should 
be accessible to the public at all reasonable 
times, without fee, To this end I am to 
suggest that they be constantly kept in the 
Register Office, along with the Marriage No
tice Book. 

It will be the duty of the Registrar General 
to expunge from time to time from the List 
of" existing" certified places all those which 
have wholly ceased to be used for Public Re
ligious \Y orship. With this view, and for 
the purpose of obtaining authentic informa
tion upon that point, he will probably have 
occasion hereafter to seek your assistance and 
that of the Registrars under your superin
tendence. Into that matter, however, lie 
will not now further enter, as a complete and 
satisfactory inquiry in reference to it cannot 
possibly take place until the Bishops' and 
Archdeacons' Registrars, and the Clerks of 
the Peace throughout England and Wales, 
shall severally have made to the Registrar 
General the "Returns" mentioned in sec
tion 1. 

I am, Sir, your very obedient servant, 
THos. :11:IANN, Chief Clerk. 

Forms, of which a copy is subjoined, may 
be obtained of the local Superintendent 
Registrars. 

TO THE REGISTRAR GENERAL OF BIRTHS, 
DEATHS, AND MA.nn.IAGES JN E~iGLA:-i' D. 

I the undersigned• of 
in the County 

of do hereby, under and 
by virtue of an Act passed in the sixteenth 
year of the Reign of Her present Majesty 
Q,ueen Victoria, en titled " An Act to amend 
the law relating to the certifying and register
ino- Places of Religious Worship of Pro
t~tant Dissenters," certifying that a certain 
Building known by the name oft 
situated at:f: in the 
County aforesaid within the Superintendent 
Registrar's District of is 
forthwith intended to be used, and will be 
forthwith used as a Place of Meeting for 
Religious Worship by a Congregation or 
Assembly of Protestant Dissenters from the 
Church of England of the Denomination 
called § And I request that this 
Certificate may be recorded in the General 
Register Office pursuant to the said Act. 

• Insert in thie and the l\vo following blank 
spaces, the Na1Ue, Residence, County in which it 
is situated, and the .. Ra.uk or Profeeslon of the 
Party certifying. 

t Ineert the name of the Bnild.lng if it have a 
distinguishing name; if not, expunge tbe worda 
"known by tl.Ie m,me of." 

t DescrilJe the eituatlon eo as clearly to Identify 
the Building. 

§ Insert the Religious Denomination of the 
Persons on whose t,ehalf the Building le certi. 
tied. 

Dated this* day of HI 

t of the Pince of Meeting 
above described 
MEMORANDUM.- The foregoing 

Certificate was duly recorde,l 
in the General Register Office, 
this day of 
18 , pursuant to the Act 
above-mentioned. 

ASSOCIATIONS.; 

DERKS ANO WEST MIDDLESEX. 

Eighteen churches constitute this body. 
Abingdon ....................... R. H. Marten: 
A<ldle.stonc .................... . 
Ashampstead ................•... H. Fuller. 
Beech Hill. ....................... H. Young. 
Brimpton ........................ . 
Dorchester ........................ J. Oldham. 
Harlington .........•.......... Wm. Perratt. 
Horsell ........................... B. Davis. 
Newbury .......................... Joseph D1·c,v. 
Reading .....•...•.•.........•..... J. J. Brown. 
Staines ........................... G. Ha.wson. 
Sunningdale ..................•.. G. Chew. 
Uxbridge .................. ...... J. Ainsworth. 
Wallingford .................... S. Davies. 
Wantage ......................... c. E. Birt. 
West Drayton .................. J. Gibson. 
Windsor ......................... s. Lillycrop. 
Wokingham ..................... c. H. Harcourt. 

The annual meeting was held at Walling
ford, June I st and 2nd. Brother S. Davies 
was chosen moderator. Brother · Harcourt 
was re.appointed Secretary. Sermons were 
preached by brethren Marten, and Birt of 
Oldham. 'l'he Circular Letter, written by 
brother Brown, is on Church Discipline. 

Slatuitics. 
Ba.ptized ....... ............ ........ .. 76 
Received by Letter............... 17 
Profession........................... 4 
Restored............................. l 

98 
Removed by death................ 25 
Dismissed ....................... ,... 12 
Withdrawn ........................ 16 
Erased ............................... 28 
Excluded........................... 7 

88 
Clear increase ............................... 10 
Number of members ...................... 1468 
School children .............................. 1674 
'l'eachero ...... ... ......... ...•...•. ... ..... ... 221 
Village Stations.............................. 27 

The next mee:ing is to be held on the 
Tuesday and Wednesday in " Whit.,un 
week " at Staines. 

DEVON. 

Thirty-five churches constitute this 
body:-

* Fill in the date, and add the Signature below 
it. 

t Add" Proprie~or,'' or "A Trustee," or" Occu
pler/' p s the case. may be.) 
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Appledore ..................... .. 
A,hwnter ......................... A. Facy. 
Ashburton ,.,,.,, ............... J. Dore. 
Dampton ......................... W. Walton. 
Be.rnetn.plo .,., ................... 8. Newman. 
Bldcford ......................... D. Arthur. 
Dovey Tracoy .................... w. Brook. 
Dradninch ........................ C. Bnker. 
Drayford .................... ,, ..... W. Cutcliff'e. 
Brlxl1am ........................... M. Saundcre. 
Budlelgh Salterton ........... :r. Collins. 
Christow ......... , ............... .. 
Cullompton ...................... U. Foot. 
Combmartin ..................... W. Davey. 

g~~%t~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::J. Hunt. 
Culmstock .............. .......... G. Brockway. 
Exeter, South Street .......... C. M. \.Vightman. 
--Bartholomew Yard .. G. Colo 
Hemyock ......................... R. P. Cross. 
Honiton ......... ...... , ........... W. E. Foote. 
Kingsbridge ...................... E. Tuckett. 
Modbury ......................... J. Bussell. 
Lifton ............................ J. Kmgs. 
Newton Abbott ............. . 
Ringn1ore .•...................... A. Foster. 
Sbaldon ......................... . 
South Molton ....•........••.... T. w. Blackmore. 
St. Hill,! Kentisbere .....•...• 
Thorverton .... .................. . 
Tiverton ......................... E. \Vcbb. 
Torrington ...... -................. D. Thompson. 
Torquay ......................... B. Carto. 
Uffculm ....•.............••••••... 
Yarcombe ........................ - Lockyear. 

The annual meeting was held at Kings
bridge, on the 16th and 17th of June, 1852. 
Brother Tuckett was chosen moderator. 
Brother Webb was requested to continue his 
services as secretary. Brother Walton reaJ 
the Association Letter on the Utility of 
Associations. Brethren Bunce, Newman, 
and Arthur preached. 

Statistics. 

Baptized •••.•.. .•.•.... .. .. . .. •••..• 40 
Ileceived by letter ............... 126 
Restored ••• .• .. ••• • . •. • • . .. . . .. • . . .. 14 

-180 
Removed by deatli . .. . .. . ...•.. .. 25 
Removed ............................ 42 
Excluded .................. ....•• •• 32 

99 
Clear increase .... ... ... .. ....... ... . .... ... 81 
Number of members ...................... 2070 
Schools.......................................... 33 
Children ...................................... 2874 
Teachers ........... , ... ... .................. ... 302 
Scholars .................. ,..................... 25 

The next meeting is to be held at Honiton, 
on the Wednesday and Thursday after the 
second Lord's clay in June, 1853, 

WESTEnr<, 

The following churches are comprised in 
this uody:-

Borough bridge ............... T. Baker. 
Bridgewater .................. H. Trend. 
Bridport ...•••.•...•....•..•.... T. Young. 
Burnhan1 .................... . 
Burton •.......••••••.•••...... J. Morchant. 
Chard ........................... E. Ed wards. 
Creeoh .•........•...•••.....•... G. Medway, 
Crewkerne ................. ... S. Pearce. 
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Dorchester .................. - Kerry. 
Hatch ........................... H. W. Stemhritl~c. 
Highhridgo .................. J. Bolton. 
Horeington .................. D. Bridgman. 
IRie Abbott• .................. J. Chappell. 
Kilmington ......... ......... J. Stembridge. 
Lyme Regis .................. A. Wayland. 
Minehead ..................... - Fuller. 
Montacute ..................... J. Price. 
North Curry .................. R. Serio. 
Stognmber ..................... J. G. Fuller. 
Street ........................... J. Little .• 
Taunton .................... ,, .. R. Green. 
Watchet ........................ S. Sutton. 
Wellington .................. J. Baynes. 
Weymouth .................. J. Trafford. 
Wincanton ............ ...... G. Day. 
Yeovil ........................... R J amf?s. 

The W estem Association helcl its annual 
meetings at Taunton, on the 23rd and 2,lth 
of June. The Association Sermon was 
preached by Mr. Trafford of Weymouth, on 
"success as promised by God to labourers for 
him ; " and sermons were preached also by 
Messrs. Fuller of Stogumber and Wayland 
of Lyme. 'fhe circular letter on "prayer 
meetings" was written by Mr. Pearce of 
Crewkerne. Mr. Green of Taunton was 
chosen moderator, and Mr. Trend of Bridge
water was re-appointed secretary. After the 
reception of a deputation from the Devon 
Association, several important resolutions 
were adopted. The American Baptist Free 
Mission Society met with sympathy and en
couragement. 'fhe Baptist Union was recom
mended to the pecuniary support of the 
members of the association. The grant to 
Maynooth was condemned on the general 
principle of opposition to all religious endow
ments. The objects of the Anti-State
Church Association were commended to the 
brethren, and a deputation was chosen to 
attend the next Triennial Conference. A 
Petition to Parliament against church rates 
,vas adopted, and separate petitions on the 
same subject were recommended to the 
churches. The Birmingham Scholastic In
stitution had a resolution passed in its favour. 
The low estate of the churches excited the 
regret of the brethren, and they deemed it 
desiraote to fix on the second Mondav in 
October, being the day appointed by· the 
Bristol and the Devon Associations on a 
similar account, for the purpose of special 
meetings throughout the association for 
inquiry, exhortation, and prayer. The 
churches that have not made collections for 
the fund are to be affectionately reminded 
of their duty in this respect. And it was 
resolved that tre geographical boundary of 
the association should be adhered to as it was 
determined last year, The cases of Kings
bridge and Y arcombe are to be presented to 
the churches during the year. 

This association now contains 26 churches. 
Letters were received from twenty-three of 
them, from which it appears that there are 
in these churches just 1800 members, am! 

3 u 
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l i68 Sun<lay ■chool children t11ngM liy 263 
teachoni, ~here nre 11]sQ 25 villngo elQtiqns. 

{italistic,. 
Baptl,ed.............. ................ o5 
By letter.............................. BO 

-- 05 
By death ............................. 2i' 
Removed ........................... B6 
Excl11ded ... ................. .•. .• 12 

-- 6.~ 
Clciar increase ................................. 30 

The next annual meeting is to be h~l<! at 
Hatch, and pri,thren Hare, Pric~, 'fraffor,1, 
;ind Trend are tP visit the hrethr~n pt' the 
De,·nn Association at their next meeting at 
Honiton, as the representatives of tl1e Western 
Association. 

Tm;; SJifFl}!,K IJ.l/?ns1 µoJfB ¥l~l0ll4!,¥ 
UN~(l/i, 

Th1s ~ciety, form!ld at Bradfield, pn Thurs
day, ,Tune l Oih, l8,i~, include& thirteq1 
chtlrf!he§ :-

Aldborough .................. J. Uatthc'"s. 
!larton•Mills ................... J. Riohardson. 
Bild~stone'., .. , .. : .. :, ... , ...... C. T. J::mtc. 
~otcsdalc ..•....... ······~····· E. Trick et. 
Bradfiehl ................... : .... G. Ward. 
:Jlary .....•.•........•...... -.•.. G. El,·cn. 
!>is~ ............................. J. P. Lewj.s. 
l~ye :•····'. ..... ~ ............. ~ ... ·c. ~arp2nfor. 
I fl~\"i'11'.:lL Sioke-Grcen ....... J. W ehb. 
'.1.'urr~t-Grceu .................. I· Lofd.. 

~~:i~:;:~.::·.·:::·:'.·:.·_.::·::.-:,::::·. ~: ~;r~t 
West·Row ................ :.:.;. W. C. El)fs. 

Th~ pr'ncipal rules agreed µpon !'• the pasis of 
this Union are as follows, Viz.:--:-

1. That tbis Society be called "Tpc Suffolk Baptist 
H.orne Jrfi.sf-iona.ry Union." - · 

II. That its oqjec,t be tb~ support an4 •;<L!!B•ion of 
HOJ\Ilt nuss10sA~v OP&R-,.TI.ONs, by ~idi.ng ppor apd 
des~n·ing churches, planting per1J1an·ept etationa, 
and pmmoL-ing the ca.nse of CbriBt by local e!forts, in 
a.or other ,vay approved ~1 the Ministers a.nd Mes• 
seugers at the AnJJ.:ua.l Meeti~g. 

III. T11;,t /lDY Evangelical )3apti.~t churc4 in th.e 
county or it.a borders, that shall· coptribnt~ to itH 
fi.rnd.ji by E-t~b_scriptLol)s or auull.aJ collections, ba cli
fi:>le for memDerehiP,, 

l V. That an anfillal mce_tipg of tbe representa.tiy.cs 
of this s.ocietj be beld at a place appointed J:>1 the 
J1rey-i.ou.s apoual ~eting, on tbe ~econd Th·u"rad iy in 
Jun• ; and ;pal, 4urlng the sen-ice~. at lea~t one pub• 
lie collection !J.e l)lade on bc)Jalf pf tb.o fund,;. 

V. That every cburcb in this .Union be repre.Sinted 
~-1, LlJ._e auowtl meeting by ite minister, an<i p:te or 
two defeiiated,µ.ewbers, wuo •hall be .entitled to rn:e 
~fd.°r:~frn•ulJje.c,t whicp may po~ uuder their 001;· 

VI. Tha.t the services of the _a.nnua.l me;3tin'=' Im aa 
follow~ :-Lo ~seJl!l>le a,t half.past ten o'cl<>ck pre• 
c.i,c!y, w~ell the mori,iJJg sh;.11 be d/lroted to do1·0· 
tional e:xercil:i.es. awi r:e<:1-d,i_i]g the etatiatica !$,W,t l;y 
the .cburel1eS. The aftcrno_o;, to !Jc a_ppr::iP.riated to 
lu1.i:1i11ess: aod Ut.e other services to be trnch. as tdiall 
be .~eterm.ined /Jy th.e cp11rcb M'llere the annuu meet. 
11_1g iB l_wld. 

/$1.a.t'4i,c•. 
:f!J.fll.µcd ............................. 87 
)t.ec,iycd by lcl.tcr ....... ,~....... :n 
;Restored .. ..... . .. ...... ... . .. . . .. .. . 4 

-- 124 

Removed by death .... . ..... .. .. .. 23 
Dlsml,scd ......... ...... .... ........ aµ, 
~Vltbdrawn ................... ;..... au 
Sop~rated ............ , .. , .. , ........ ...,~ QO 

Cloar ll)~l'l'~•• dllrlng the year ... , .. ,,.... ~4 
Nuulber of members ............ ,:.,n l 727 
Sabbath scholan ....................... 1433 
Teacl,~1·s, ..................... :, .. : ...... , ... ~i7 
V111116• etallone .......... ,:,,,:.:.;:.:, 34 

The next Annunl Meeting is to be held on 
the second 'l'hursd,ty in Jnne, iqq~, pt llo
tesclale. 

SUIRLEY, NEAR ~01JTII4MPTQI\'. 

The foundation sto1111 of tliis pe,v chap, 1 
,vas laid on Wednesday, July 14th, by 
Sampso11 Payl)e, Esq., ~:n~,~~!4 Jiouse. 
The asserpJil~ge on the o~()_~sion W.llil large 
and respe.::table. The three biiptist f!}inis
tera of Southampton that are united in this 
Christian enterprise were cotmtemHJPl!Q and 
assisted i11 the services by the l!.im! CA-opera
tion of the ministers of other depo1JJi111tions 
in the neighbourhood. 

The above service closed ahout flve o'clock, 
after which nearly three hundr!!d persons 
took tea together, in a booth erec~e~· on tl,c 
spot, and were 111 the course of the evening 
addressed by the Revs. 'l'. Adkin, Soutl:
ampton, T. Burt, Beaulieu, J, M11rti11 of 
Lymington, A. McLaren, S.' S. Pugh, W. 
Y arnold and G. Gr.egg of Southampton, and 
Griffiths of Romsey. 

The company broke up about nine o'clock, 
and separated cherishing the hope that the 
building may"be completed in a few months, 
and be known to many generations as the 
home of" a union church " 4istinguished for 
its attachment to the truth as it is in Jesus, 
and aiding in the eetablis)11ne11t .of Christ's 
kingdom in the world. 

The committee will require Ol)e hundred 
an<l fifty pounds beyond what tb,iy have in 
hand, or in promise, to finish the building ; 
they therefore very earnestly solicit the 
assistance of Christian friends at a distance, 
an<l as they apprehend int)ispq~i/ion may 
prevent their secretary from visiting some 
that expect him, they will feel very thaukful 
if fri.ends will forward tpeir !cind a/cl before 
Michaiibnas to the R.ev, W, Yarnold, 
Southampton. 

llONITON, DEVON. 

Services were held in this town, July 28th, 
in connexion with the ordination of th.e Rei•. 
W. Evans Foote, n.s the pastor of the baptist 
church, and the lllying the foundation stone 
of a new chapel for his ministrati.9n~. '!'he 
existing chnp,el being email an.cl inpol).vimient, 
that of the independent church was kindly 
offered and thankfully accepted for the oc
ca·;ion. In the morning the ordination SGrvice 
took place, when the introductory a,l,Qress 011 
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the nr1t111·0 of the Cl,Hst!m1 chlitt11 was ,1c
livcrcd hy the Rev. 'l'hM. Winter of J-ltistol; 
the <JUcslldlls wbrti propose,1, ntld the ortli-
111tlio11 prayer ofl'eretl liy the Uev. G. It. 
Jjavfs, Mr, Fobtl!'s fotmct J111stor; and an 
affectlhg charge Willi <lc!iverell by the Rev. 
'1'. S. Crisp, p!'e~ident of th~ llaptiat Col
lege. 

Iii the nl'tlitl\ooh the fotntdallon stone of 
the new chaj1el \vns laid in the jireserlre bf n 
large :thd i·cspcctahle auditory. AddreMes 
were delivered by Messrs. Winter and Dari•, 

nncl a liheral collection mrt,ie tn,var,ls tl1r• nc-.v 
building. 

In the evenin11 n sermon was preuchc,1 to 
the people hy Mr; Davis, 

A deep solemnity was thrown ovet all the 
services hy the melancholy fact that the 
pastor of the indeperldent church, the Hev. 
Mr, Wright, hnd died during the night pre
vious. It was feit hy nil to be n Htrii<ing 
warning to be always ready; n11<1 to work 
\vhile it is c:tlled to-day, because the night 
torncth whcrciu no man can work. 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

To the Editof oJ the Baptist ilf<iga.zine. 

DEAR Srn;-Allow me to call the atten
tion of your readers to the subject of the 
petitioris no\v in course of signature respecting 
the nunneries existing in this country; and to 
enclose you a copy of tbe Memorial to her 
Majtlllty praying for the inspectio:ri of such 
establishmehts, 

I am alvare that some persons object to 
this movement, on the ground that any steps 
taken for ,their regulation might imply the 
acknowledged legality of their existence. 
But whether legal or not, it is certain that 
they do e.11ist, and are itlcreasing much more 
rapidly than most people ai·e aware of, and 
it would be well if immediate attention were 
given to the matter. 

With us, as protestant diss'enters, the great 
principle of religious liberty must ever stand 
pre-eminent ; but while we would allow to all 
who feel it their duty to live a life of asceti
cism perfect liberty to do so, we cannot shut 
our eyes to the fact that the conventual sys
tem is essentially 6pposed to liberty both 
religious nnli tivil, and that while these 
establishments retnain close'd to all official 
inspection, and even to the visits of those 
related by the nearest and denrest ti'es to 
the deluded inmates; they cannot but be 
con9idered as most dangerous and pernicious. 

I am; Sir, 
Yours respectfully, 

MARY-·-·-

ADDRESS TO TUE QUEEN FOR TllE INSPEOTION 

AND CONTROL OF NUNNEltlES. 

To I/er Most Gracious Majesty Victo,·la, by the 'Grace 
of God, of Gre«t B1~tain and l1'eland Q""'"• lJc
Jender of the Faith. 
'l'he Loyal Address of tho undorsigneU Female 

lnhubltanto of and. it• neighbourhood, 
HUMBLY SHJl:WETH, 

That we, tho untlersigned, your Majesty's most 
dutiful and devoted Fomale Subject.&, residing in 
. and its neighbourhood, nre deeply son

"'hl• or the bleoslng• of Civil and Rellglouo Liberty, 
which, under Your Majesty's Oovernment, we enjoy. 
\Ve however l'Ob'TOt to obeerve that from one class 
ur our fellow sul>jocte theso blessings are lu a great 
inonsur-., wlthholct, ln c·oheo·quer\co or the existence 

in Your Majesty's dominidtie of the Convenh1al 
System-a system which we consider to be altogether 
Opposed to the pure and benevolent character of 
the Gospel. 

Under this ~ystem, young and inexperienced 
females are tmmt1.red in Nunneries, denied the 
privilege or free intercourse with their relatives 
and friends, deprived of the profitable and whole
some discipline of so~ial life, and exposed to con
ce~led dangere; from \Vhich uhnatura.l r'estralnt, if 
they shoitld repent of vows taken lri ignorance or 
rasbnes~, escape is almost impossible. , 

Tha~ we humbly repre~ent to Your Majesty that 
it is desirable to dispel the mystery which enshroud9 
these Conventnal establishments, and to deprive 
them Of that character of constraint and conce"&l
~en~ Which painfully con~rasts with the precepts of 
the Bible, and the liberty enjoyed by Your Majesty•• 
subje_cts. 

Relying upon Yonr Majesty's benevnlent care tor 
the Welfare of all classes of Your Majesty's subjects, 
we earnestly beseech Your ~ajesty to take e_ffectual 
steps to open these establishmehts to tegti.lai' in
spe•ctio'n, so that no pel"8on may be received ihto, 
or detained in, or dismissed from them, without the 
knowledge of the proper authorities. And that it 
may please God long to preserve .Your Majesty in 
the full enjoyment of all your RO)"ll authority for 
the well-being of this nation, and for the further
anee of His own glQ_ry, is the earnest pr:i.y~r of 

Your Majesty's loyal subjects. 

QUERIES ON CHI:ONOLOCHCAL AlUUNGEl!ENT 

Oh' THE PSALMS. 

The inquiries proposed by different cor
respo\Hi'ents arising from mist:1kes in the 
chronological list of the Psalms, tlerived from 
\V eiss, are nil answered we believe in the 
following columns. 

WEISs'i:I co:\l)JOS' 

01\Dl!!R. oRDkn. 
0 ......................... 140 

17 ........................... 77 
18 ........................... 88 
77 ........................ J.17 

104 ................... ........ 55 
120 ........................ 128 
136 ........................ 127 

It has given us pl'e~sure lo find that the 
table given in June has afforded gratification 
to many of our i'eft'ders; thottgfl we regret 
thnt the haste with which i't wll:'s ma,le out 
has occasioned them some unnecessary ttou
ble. 
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EDITORIAL POSTSCRIPT, 

The editor hal'ing been about to l'isit the 
north of Ireland, the preceding pages were 
st•nt to press much eatlier in the month than 
usnal, It will be found that there is mnch 
more than the common proportion of essay 
department, but when this has been pemsed, 
we beliel'e that the variation will not be re
gretted. A few of the articles of intelligence 
which haye subsequently arriYed are inserted 
below : others must stand o,·er till the next 
number. 

KEIGHLEY. 

Mr. "'ilJiam Varley, Slack Lane, near 
h:eighle3·, is ahout resigning his charge of the 
La ptist church there which he has held for 
tl,c last six years, and is open to supply any 
otl,er that may he destitute of a minister. 

STOW 0~ THE WOLD, GLOUCESTERSHIRE. 

The foundation stone of a new baptist 
chapel was laid on the 29th March last, and 
the opening services were held on Tuesday, 
August 10th. Mr. Landels of Birmingham 
preached in the morning, and Mr. Newman 
of Shortwood in the e,·ening. In the after
noon addresses were deliYered lw Messrs. 
Statham, SteYens, Hull, Cross; Bullock, 
Minton, and Burnet. The devotional services 
were conducted by Messrs. Bliss, Cross, 
Cherry, Dunn, Hull, and the minister of the 
place. It being the busy season of har\'est 
many were prevented from attending, but 
nevertheless, the place was well filled at each 
of the ser\'ices. Most of the neighbouring 
ministera were present, and all manifested a 
lively interest in the undertaking, On the 
following Lord's day two sermons were 
preached by Dr. Hoby. The morning was 
very wet, hut in the evening there was a 
crowded congregation. The collections alto
gether amounted to £52, which lea\'es a debt 
of about £100; the whole expense being 
rather over £500. 

HAWORTH, 

A hundred years since the first baptist 
chapel was opened at West Lane, Haworth; 
and on Lord's day, August 8, the centenary 
anniversary was observed; when the Rev. J, 
P. Chown of Bradford delivered two very 
appropriate discourses to large and listening 
congregations, in the new place of worship 
which has been built on the old site, 

COTTENHAM, CAMJlRJDGESHIRE, 

On Wednesday, June 16th, the Rev. M. 
W, Flanders was publicly recognized as 
pastor of the Old Baptist Church, Cottenham, 
Cambridgeshire. The services of the day 
were opened by the Rev, T. Sutton of 
Ebenezer Chapel in the same village. The 
l{ev. C. Elven of Bury delivered an intro-

ductory tliscourse, after which the Ruv. J, 
Peacock of London asked the usual ques
tions and offered the ordination prnycr. In 
the afternoon, the Rev. J. Wigner of Lynn 
offered prayer, and the Rei', T. Robinson of 
Little Staughton delivered an affectionate 
charge. '!.'he Re\'. G. G. Bailey of Hadden
ham closed. The evening service was com
menced by the Rei'. W. Nottage of Oak
ington, after which the Rev. C. Elven of 
Bury delivered a powerful address to the 
church and congregation, and closed with 
piayer. 

There were circumstances which rendered 
these sen·ices peculiarly interesting, both to 
ministers and people. Mr. Smith, one of the 
deacons, in making the usual statement on 
the part of the church, distinctly affirmed 
that they had had their eye upon Mr. Flan, 
ders ever since he visited them in 1840 to 
make a collection') for the new chapel at 
Risely ; and that, when age and affliction 
compelled their late pastor, Mr, Meakins, to 
resign, they were only prevented from giving 
him an invitation by their knowledge of the 
fact that lie had just remo\'ed to Eye, in 
Suffolk, The interest awakened by this 
statement was deepened by Mr. Peacock's 
affecting allusion to the fact that he took part 
in a similar service on the same spot forty 
years ago ; that he, Mr. Flanders, and Mr. 
Whiting, were originally all members of the 
church at Little Staughton, whose pastor was 
about to deliver the charge; and that there 
were two other ministers present whom he 
(Mr. Peacock) had the honour of baptizing in 
the name of the Lord Jesus, 

STEPNEY COLLEGE, 

'l'he Annual Session, 1851-2, of this insti
tution closed at the beginning of July with 
the usual examinations, in Hebrew, Moral 
Philosophy, Church History, the Greek of 
the New Testament,and Systematic Theology. 
The examiners were Revs, Dr. Cox, F. Bos
worth, M.A., E. S. Pryce, B.A., and Mr. 
John Freeman ; in Logic, Professor Foster 
of Uni\'ersity College; in Classics, Rev. N, 
Jennings, M.A.; and in Mathematics, Rev. 
S. G. Green, B.A., and Mr. West. 

The next session commences on the 14th 
of September. '!.'he annual sermon will be 
preached on Wednesday evening, the 15th, 
hy the Rev, F. Tucker of Manchester; and 
the annual meeting will be held in the Col
lege chapel, at three o'clock in the aftel'lloon 
of the same day, Friends and subsc1ibers 
will take tea as usual at the institution, 
between the services, 

The Rei', W. II. Elliot wishes us to in
form our readers that he has removed from 
12, Wharton Street, to 21, Chadwell Street, 
Myddleton Square, Pentonville, 
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TO THE TREASURER AND COMMITTEE. 

Conlig, County Down, 
August 19th, 1852. 

Mv DEAR BnETHREN,-Again I have 
the pleasure to address you from tliat 
island which is the object of your special 
rnlicitude and care. Last Saturday 
morning, after a voyage of tweh-e hours 
from Fleetwood, I landed at Belfast, 
wl,ere I found Mr. Eccles on the quay, 
waiting to conduct me to his habitation. 

Belfast, t.he largest town in the pro
vince of Ulster, and the principal place 
of trade in Ireland, is not only pros
perous in comparison with other parts 
of the country, it is absolutely increas
ing in population and wealth. The 
manufacture of linens, damasks, and 
diapers is carried on with great activity. 
Ginghams, muslins, quiltings, fustians, 
velvets, are also made here; ancl in the 
town and its vicinity arc numerous dye 
works, bleach works, and print fields. 
There is an extensive trade in cured 
provisions; the imports and exports 
huvc for some years been large, ancl are 
rapidly increasing; and steamers now 
rnn to London, Liverpool, Fleetwood, 
Whitehaven, Plymouth, Glasgow, Dub
lin, and many other places. The popu
lation amounts to one hundred thou
sand; of whom about thirty thousand 
nro Rom11n C11tholics, and thousands of 
professed protestants are content with a 
religion which is as destitute of vitality 
as that of the majority of professed pro
testants in Britain. 

Our brother Bain of Banbridge hap-

pened, through family circumstances, 
to be spending a few days in the town, 
and tl,is conduced greatly to the plea
sure of my visit. On Lord's day morn
ing he preached for brother Eccles, 
at Academy Street, from the words, 
" Here am I, send me." There were 
not more than a hundred persons pre
sent, I think, the number of attendants 
being greatly diminished, as I was in
formed, by an epidemic which in our 
own land is not nnusual in August, but 
which was prevailing at this time in an 
uncommon degree. After the public 
service, about forty, with whose appear
ance I was much pleased, staid to com
memorate the Lord's death. Brother 
Eccles presided, and I delivered a short 
address. 

In the afternoon we returned to the 
chapel that I might examine the sabbath 
school. Th ere are sixty scholars on the 
books; but in consequence of the prc
mlent malady, with which many of the 
teachers and children were affected, 
the number present was not more than 
forty. About half of them were reading 
the new testament, and I found the 
teachers interrogating them suitably on 
the meaning of tho lessons. I asked 
them some questions myself, the an
swers to which were similar to those 
which I have been accustomed to re
ceive from children of the same ages 
and social rank in England. After this 
I addressed the chil<lren and teachers. 

In the evening I preached to a com-
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p:111y ~omcwhnt l:1rgc1· pC'1·lrnp~ thnn 
I l,at which haLI met in t.l1e 111orni11Q·. 

ln a cottage in which brother ~:ccles 
l,as recently conducted a service, in the 
outski1·Ls of the town, I ]itcnchctl oh 
Tnes<lay evening to an nssembly with 
whicl1 I was much delighted. Having 
been informed beforehand that it was 
likely to consist principally of persons 
quite ignorant of the gospel, I explained 
the ,vay of salrntion as simply as I 
could to nhont forty decent looking men 
and women who had erowded into the 
room and its precincts, and who listened 
with as much attention at1d seriousness 
as could have been given to an elaborate 
discourse by one of the most polished 
congregations in Middlese1- or Surrey. 

Brother Eccles has been at Belfast 
about five years. When he formed the 
church it consisted of seventeen mem..: 
hers; there are now fifty-seven. 'l'he 
church is united ; and some young per
sons, male and female, have recently 
joined it, who are active and useful. 
He tells me that the attendance at 
prayer-meetings increases, and that the 
tone of the supplications offered indi
cates earnestness respecting the conver
sion of sinners and the eulargement of 
the church. His main difficulty arises 
from the debt on the chapel. You will 
remember that with the approbation of 
the then committee, when he removed 
from Coler-dine he purchased a place of 
worship formerly used by all episco
palian congregation who had erected for 
themselves one of smaller dimensions, 
Lmt of a style of architecture which they 
<lecmed preferable. The sum which he 
gave for it was nearly £400, about vne 
lmlf of which remains unpaid. Of 
course we cannot undertake to discharge 
this ; lmt I am sure that yoli will wish 
l1im success in the efforts that he is 
making amo□g l1is friends iu Great Bri
tain for the removal of the burden. He 

the connlry tl1at. hi8 cO.ir(s to nnnihilalL• 
it ha,·c not been nlrca<ly s11ccessf11l; and 
he believes that though the accessions 
to the clmrch hnvc been generally fron1 
the pdol'Cr c1lassbs; ytil, If it were not 
for the debt on the place of worship, 
there 111 hope that the congregation would 
soon be ahlc to meet its regular expenses 
without foreign aiLI. It should Le told, 
to our friend's honour, that within the 
last year he has declined two invitations 
from other churches, which it woulLl 
have been advnntageou$ in a pecuniary 
point of view to accept, one from the 
United States, and one from the nortl11irn 
part of our own ishuld. 

Conlig, whllre I now ain; fourteeti 
English miles east of Belfast, is· two 
iniles beyond Newtownards; about the 
same distanctl from Bangor, and the 
same from Donagltadtle. Thus, though 
in the village itself there are but four 
hundred inhabitants, it is in the Clintre 
of a triangle at each point of which 
there is a considerable population. The 
meu are employed principally in ad
jacent lead mines; and the women i11 
flowering muslin for manufaeturers at 
Glasgow, a species of work for which 
the district is eelebrated. Here the so
ciety owns a substantial chapel which 
might seat two hundred persons, a house 
for the minister to reside in1 a school
house, and a house for the school-master. 
These are built of the rough hard stone 
with which the country abounds, and 
slated. The church was formed twelve 
years ago; during the ministry of Mr. 
John Young, who was its first })astor, 
but who soon after removed to Andover 
in Hampshire, and afterwards went to 
the United States. There were ori
/l·iually. twenty"-seven members ; 122 
have smce been baptized and added; 
but through emigration and other re
movals, the present number is but fifty
fivc. Mr. Mulhern who succeeded Mr. 

considers it to Le owing to the potato Young, and Mr. McKee who succeeded 
!,light and the consequent difficulties of Mr. Mulhern, followed the example of 
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their predecessor in emigrntiqg to Ame
ricn. Mr. Brown hne removed hither 
,·cry recently AS you are aware ; and I 
1,opo that, Aided by his excellent wife, 
he will be the instrument of muoh good 
in the neighbourhood. He pas begun 
already to visit Bangor witl1 tmcts, nnd 
l,o tells me that these, especially Mr. 
Pottenger's " Dible the Friend of the 
Poor," are recch·ecl cngerly pqth nt 
Bangor nncl Conlig. Of the 11cceptable
ness of this trnct I also heard ot Belfast. 

Y esterclay I visitecl the d!iy school. 
A portion of tljc !JI.aster's and mistr~sses' 
salaries you contribute; the remainder 
is supplied by the National ~oarcl of 
Education. There are on the books 
eighty-two boys and girls, fifty~five of 
whom were present. A.n h9µr every 
clay. is spent in reading the scriptures; 
and the other books with which they 
are furnished seem to be sµit~ble.. I 
heard them read both in their common 
school books and in the New Testament, 
:ind after questioning them, examined 
theit· writing and cipheriug. The re
sults were satisfactory. 

In the evening I preached in the 
chapel. As nearly as I could judge, 
one hundred persons were present. At 
the close of the service, Mr. Hrown re
quested the members of the church to 
stny awhile. Between thirty and forty 
remained, and moved, seconclecl, anr! 
passed unanimously a resolution expres
sive of gratitude, in terms which I shall 
hope to lay before yon some weeks 
hence, acknowledging your " Christian 
liberality in providing them with gospel 
ministrations agreeable to the word of 
God." 

May you be enabled, dear brethren, 
to go forward with increasing energy 
and wisdom; and when all shall be re
viewed in the light of eternity, may you 
find cause to rejoice in the abundant 
success of your counsels, and especially 
in the approbation of our gracious 
Lord! 

I am, my dear brethren, 

Yours faithfully, 

"\V1LLIAM GaosEr.. 

POSTSCRIPT. 

Solitude, County Derry, 

August 23rd. 

On Saturday, the 21st instant, I ar
rived at this place, which is rightly 
named, as there js no other house near 
it. For many years it was the residence 
of the late Dr. Carson, and i.t is now 
the habitation of his youngest son, who 
is hi~ ,sµ!)cessor in the minis.try, and of 

some other members of the family. Its 
distance from Tubbermore would be 
according to English estimate at least 
two miles; aqd yesterday I had the 
pleasure of addressing the congregation 
there of which Mr. Robert Carson is 
pastor, and uniting with them in wor
ship. All details, however, it will be 
best to lea~e till I have opportunity to 
\Vl'ite :,gain. 
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CONTRIDUTlONS RECEIVED SINCE OUR I.AS'!', 

.. L. M. For the Dd,t .................... .. 
Kmg Stanlev, by Miss King-

Alder, Mr, ...................... o 5 o 
Friend ............................ o I o 
Heaven, l\1r. ................... O 5 O 
Hoare, Miss ................... O ,,; 0 
King, Mrs. P................... I I 0 
King, Mi~~..................... l O 0 
King, Miss H.................. I O 0 
King, Miss E.................. 0 5 0 

£ s. a. 
50 0 0 

4 2 
Epping-

Latham, G. Esq. By Treasurer...... 20 O o 
Lewisham Road-

Friends, bY Re,·. Joshua Russell .... 8 O 
Liverpool, Mpi;Ie Street-

Collectkn after sermon by the Rev. 
H. S. Brown.............................. 26 I 

London-
Chandler, J. Esq. (18511 ................. I I 0 
Roby, R<>v. Dr ........ ,................ .. 1 1 0 

SeYenoaks-
c. G., Life Subscription................ 10 10 O 

YonKsnm..:, collected by Rev. S. G. 
Green, B.A ............................... ..... . 

Beverley-
Arnott, Mrs...................... 0 2 6 
Atkinson, Mr................... 0 10 6 
Drewry, Mr...................... 0 2 6 
Smithson, Mr. R............... 0 2 0 
Collection ......... ... ...... ... ... 1 O 4 

--- 11710 
Bishop Burton-

J obn~on, Mr. ... ... ... ... ...... ... .... ........ 0 5 O 
Bridlir,gton-

Baron, l\fiss ........... ......... 0 2 6 
Baron, Mr. G. ................... 0 2 6 
Beilby, Mrs...................... 0 5 0 
Col"erley, Miss.................. 0 2 6 
Cowtan, Mr...................... 0 2 0 
Edwards, Mr•................... 0 5 0 
Forth, Mr. A..................... 0 2 6 
Forth, Mr. W................... 0 5 0 
Garton, Mr. ....... ........ ...... 0 2 0 
Johnson, Mrs. .................. 0 2 6 
Puckering, Mr .................. 0 1 0 
Collection ...... .. . .... .. ... .... .. 0 10 8 

Driffield-
Angas, 1'.lr ... ................... . 
Angas, Mr. H. ................. . 
Belshaw, Mrs, ................. . 
Drink.row, .Miss ............. .. 
"\Vhiting, Mrs . ................. . 
Contributions ................. . 

0 10 0 
0 5 0 
0 2 0 
0 5 0 
0 5 0 
0 4 6 

2 3 2 

1 11 6 
Grirnsbr-

Wheat.man, Mr............................... 0 2 6 
Hull-

Aston, Mr. W. P. ............ 0 5 0 
Darnby, Mr. ..................... 0 10 O 

Beaumont, Mr. (don.) ...... 0 2 0 
Carlill, Mr. ..................... 0 10 II 
Dalton, Mr. ... ...... ...... ...... O 2 (I 
Forth, Mrs, ... .. . ... ...... ...... O /j O 
Grant, Mr. ......... ......... ... O /J o 
Green, Mrs . ....... ,. ...... ...... O 10 o 
Greenwood, Mr. ............... O 10 O 
Greenwood, Mr, G............. O /J o 
Gresham, Mi·. ... ......... ...... o 10 o 
Harker, Mr. .. ......... ...... ... O 2 6 
Hill, Messrs. J. and J. H.... 1 1 O 
Hyde, Mr. (d-on, l ..... , ......... 0 5 0 
lr'\'ing, Mr., Jun. ............ O 5 o 
Raynor, Mr. ..................... 0 10 O 
Shaw, Mrs, (don.) ............ O 5 0 
Simonson, Mr .................. O 5 O 
Sykes, Mr. ...................... O 10 O 
.Viccars, Mr. G. ............... 0 5 o 
"" est> Mr. L. (schools) ...... 0 5 O 
Collection (Sa!tbouse Lane) 1 V i 

Scarborough-
Barry, Mr ........................ . 
Bottomley, Mr ................. . 
Clark, llrs ...................•.. " 
Hill, Mrs ........................ . 
Petch, Mr ........................ . 
Prentice, 1\Ir ................ .... . 
Rawson, l\ir ..................... . 
Rowntree, Mr .................. . 
Russell, Mr. n, ................ .. 

Tindall, Mr. R ................. .. 
Tindall, Miss ................. . 
Tindall, Mr. Jos ............... . 
Wheldon,;Mr . ................ .. 
White,Mr ....................... . 
Collection ....................... . 

0 10 0 
0 10 0 
0 10 0 
0 10 0 
0 10 6 
0 5 0 
0 10 0 
1 0 0 
0 3 u 
1 0 0 
1 0 0 
1 0 0 
0 10 0 
0 5 0 
-5 0 9 

£ s. tl . 

8 17 7 

---· 13 J 3 
York-

Allcn, Mr. Jas................... 0 10 O 
Hill, Mr. D. ..................... 0 10 0 
Meek, Mr. Alderman ...... ... 0 10 0 
Meek, Mr. jun.................. O 5 U 
Tuke, Mr. s...................... 1 O O 

SUl\Ii\lARY. 

Beverley ....... ...... ... ...... ... 1 I 7 10 
Bishop Burton.................. 0 5 0 
Bridlington ... ......... ......... 2 3 2 
D riffield...... ......... ...... ... ... 1 11 6 
Grimsby.. ... ...... ... ... ...... . . . 0 2 6 
Hull ............................... B 17 7 
Scarborough ..................... 13 4 3 
York .............................. 2 15 0 

2 1.; 0 

--- 30 lG 10 
Deduct Local Expenses...... 0 5 6 

. Travelling Expenses 2 8 4 
--- 2 13 10 

£28 3 0 

In consequence of the absence of the Secretary, who is in Ireland, sums remitted since 
the 12th of August are not acknowledged in t1,e present Chronicle. 

Subscriptions and Donations are thankfully re,eived by the Treasurer, JOSEPH TRITTON, 
Esq. 64, Lombard Street, London; by the Secretary, the Rev, ":JLLIAlll GROSE&, at the 
Mission House, 33, Moorgate Street ; and by the Pastors of baptist churches througrout 
th_e Kingdom, 

COLLECTOR FOR LONDON, REV, c. WooLLAOOTT, 

4, Compton Street East, B,·unswick Square. 
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THE MISSION FIELD. 

T'l·o subjects of especial interest call the same basis in relation to the govern
for watchful attention during the forth- ment as those of any other society. No 
coming parliamentary discussions on particular privilege attaches to them as 
the renewal of the East Indi:i Company's clergymen of the English establishment; 
Charter. The first relates to the govern- while the duties of the bishop and chap
ment connection with idolatry in India. lains, paid for by the East India Com
Considerable progress has, indeed, been pany, are confined to the military and 
made in the severance of this alliance. civil services. Not content with this 
Many thousands of temples in all parts position, Bishop Wilson has made several 
of India, especially in the Madras pre- attempts to obtain a territorial division 
sidency, have been given over to the and jurisdiction in his diocese : hitherto 
officiating priests, or to trustees in without success. It forms, however, an 
whom has been vested the management especial topic of inquiry in the Commons' 
of the temple revenues. Obstacles committee. An'' ecclesiastical provision 
have, however, arisen in the way of an for the diffusion of Christianity " seems 
entire separation from the great idol of to be an object that the Derby mi
Orissa. Some time ago a draft of an nistry will attempt to realize : or an en
Act was published in the Calcutta Govern- dea vour be made to identify the progress 
ment Gazette, for its achievement ; but of church missions in India with a state 
that act has not passed the legislative provision and governmental influence 
council. Delays have interposed, while and power. Up to the present time no 
some local authorities have represented aid in the advancement of Christianity 
to the Board of Directors that the has ever been given, with very rare 
government of India is bound Joi· ever exceptions, by the Company's chaplains. 
to act as the fiscal of Juggernaut, to see Missions in India from first to last have 
that the idol's table is duly served, and been voluntarily undertaken, and volun
his wooden body properly clothed. tarily carried on. "But if," says the 

The everuzsting nature of this bond editor of the Friend of India, "it be 
is a sheer absurdity. While the govern- intended, by the introduction of this 
ment of India enriched its proprietary topic of inquiry, to invest the ' eccle
with the proceeds of the pilgrim tax, it siastical' functionaries of government 
was only due to the brahmins interested with a missionary character, and place 
Li tlrn idol that he should be decently missionary operations, by a parlia
kept. Ilut the Company has relinquished mentary enactment, under episcopal 
the l:i.x, and there is no reason whatever jurisdiction and superintendence, we 
why the property of Juggernaut should have no hesitation in saying that it will 
nc,t lJe committed to the charge of his be a disastrous innovation; it will mix 
votari~3 as has already been done in so up the state with schemes of evangeliza
rnany instances for his compeers. tion, and create unnecessary alarm, if 

The other subject is one that has, or not dissatisfaction ; it will make more 
may have, an important influence on all hypocrites than Christians; and it will 
missionary operations. It is well known seriously interfere with the pious and 
that the church of England, represented independent efforts of the numerous 
by several bishops and chaplains, has missionaries not of the church of England 
no estalJlishment in India. 'fhe mis- now engaged in the field, and thus 
sionaries of th~ Church ~ilissionary ~.ml paralyze the efforts of the Christian 
Propagation. Socictie., blan.d on ,'"~<.:isc;ly [ worlu for the c,,nv~rnio11 of the heathen." 
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The friends of missions will have need 
to watch unceasingly the stealthy steps 
of this adversary to purely Christian 
voluntary endeavour. 

Our present number contains very 
much that will interest the churches of 
Christ, as illustrative both of the energy 
and zealous labours of our brethren, and 
of the certain progress that divine truth 
is making amid the myriads of India's 
population. Much and fervent prayer 
should arise that the Spirit of God may 
be poured out on the work, while earnest 
cries should ascend to the Lord of the 
harvest to send forth more labourers 
among the ripened grain. Greatly 
should we rejoice were the example of a 
valued Christian brother in India fol
lowed by others in this country, and 
in that too. An offer has been made to 
the Committee, and cheerfully accepted, 

to support one missionary in northern 
India, and we hope ere long to see 
Delhi, so long vacant, thus again 
occupied by a servant of Christ, a 
messenger of peace to the idol-worship
pers of that great city. 

But Bcnares, the holy city of In
dian mythology, is still wanting an 
additional missionary. Who will go up 
in the name of theLord ? 

Shall Fernando Po, and Haiti, also 
hold out their hands in vain ? 

Our readers will peruse with pleasure 
the long but valuable letter of our mis
sionary brother Mr. CHERN, and give to 
him their prayers for his success in the 
important work that occupies his time, 
that of " setting in order" the churches 
of Christ in that portion of the Antilles 
to which God has called him. 

INDIA. 

DACCA. 

Mr. BroN, under date of May 28, has 
favoured us with the subjoined sketch 
of missionary operations in Dacca. 

I, PREA.C!Ul!G, 

Four native preachers were employed, 
<luring the whole year, and the method of 
proceeding was much the same as during for
mer years. Our nntive preachers spend a part 
of their time in Daccn, and the other pnrt is 
spent in preaching the gospel in the country 
round. Dacca, or in visiting more distant 
places, as circumstances may require, ,vhen 
nt Dacca, they me employed in preaching in 
tho streets and in the villages aud markets 
near to Dacca, Mr. Bion being now rc
~i,lent in Dacca, the preaching in tho streets 
1s ca1Tied on with more vigour and to a 
greater extent than formerly. \Ve are also 
happy to state that the attention of the 
peoplo is grnnter than formerly ; crowds 
from I 00 to 300 come to hear, and though 
thero is sometimes opposition and <lisputiug, 
yet there is often a very pleasing appearance 
of seriousness. \Ve hope that some nt least 
me beginning to think well of the gasp,,]. 

A native preacher is always at the Chru:
tian village at Dayapur. Each ODA stays there 
a month, and then is relieved by another, 
who remains the same length of time, His 
business while there is to instruct the native 
Christians, by having worship with them 
morning arnl evening, and preaching to them 
on the sabbath. He visits the markets in the 
neighbourhood severnl times a week, for 
which he is allowed a boat, when necessary. 
In these mmkets, as in other places, there is 
often a considerable degree of attention paid 
to the word. Mr. Bion spenus one sabbath 
in this yil!age erery month, when he preaches 
twice, and auministers the Lord's supper to 
the communicnnts, 

II. !TINE!UCIES, 

Our itinerncies have been consiuerable, 
and we should ha 1·e visit eel other dista11 t 
places had we rcceil'ed su_llicient supplies of 
books in the late cold season; but the fai'.ure 
of the steamers left us for a Ion~ time almost 
without any books fo1· <listrihntion. Sand1ar, 
in 'fippernh, where the old Mahnnto lives, 
whu has often been mc11tioncd in our reports, 
has been visited three limes. 'fhis ohl man 
h;1s n ~l.r~,~t numlier of (\hc-iple3, who a.e 

~) X ~ 
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called lhc people of lhe Sat1·n Gooroo ( or 
true teacher). These people ha,·e renounced 
idolatry, sing onr Christian h1·mns, and read 
the seri pturcs, and have often gi,·en us hopes 
that they were not far from the kingdom of 
God. 'l'hc old Mahunto himself has seemed 
at times almost a Christian. But we have 
been obliged to change our opinion of these 
people, and especially of the old Mahunto. 
He has, it seems, disco,·ered that his craft is 
in danger, and that were he and l1is disciples 
to become Christians, he would lose the pre
sents whicl1 thev now make him as their 
Gooroo, and b1· ..;-hich he is supported. Mr. 
Dion spoke to him in October last., at the 
Baranee at the Munshi bazar, and he can 
fully affirm what has been said. ,ve cannot, 
therefore, expect that his disciples will come 
m·er to Christianity in large numbers; but 
indi,·iduals from among them may be 
brought over. We l1ope that one of them, a 
man who died some months ago, found 
the right way. This poor man was a con
stant reader of the scriptures. He lived a 
few miles from the Mahunto's house. Being 
convinced that many things among the 
followers of the Mahunto were wrong, he 
one day went o,·er to him to remonstrate, and 
to require that they should all walk according 
to the scriptures. But the l\Iahunto would 
not listen to the poor man's proposals, and 
lie returned home in great distress and soon 
after died. 

His neighbours say of him that he often 
explained the scriptures to them, that he 
was a most excellent man and the light of 
their village. May we not hope that this 
poor man has found the right way! 

Other distant places ha,·e been visited, as 
Bikrampor, Dumrai, Comillah, and some of 
these have been visited more than once. 
Places on the Megna River have been 
repeatedly visited, but it would be tedious to 
tell all particulars. The largest itineracy is 
that hy Mr. Dion, through the east of 
Bengal, quite into Assam. Mr. Bion was 
accorn panied by two native preachers; and 
he took with him a good quantity of scrip
tures for distribution, which had been sup• 
plied by the Calcutta Bible Society. Mr. 
Bion was ahsent full two month~, during 
which time, he and his a~sistants preached 
the gospel in many large towns, and villages, 
and to vast numbers of people. Nor did 
they cease to preach even when in ARsam, 
for they found that the greater part of the 
population understood Bengali ; hence they 
were encouraged to preach every day. 

l II. 60:l!E INCIDENTS, 

During !,is Jong itineracy, Mr. Ilion met 
with many incidents of an encouraging nature. 
l n one place, 'fackehazar, in the Dacca 
Zillah, he was requested to give some 
medicine to a Brahmin, who had the cho
lera. Mr. Bion went to him, and found 

him Yery ill, lmt a little medicine rcl'ivccl 
him. i\lr. llion then told him of his dnngcr, 
and asked him whether he hn<I ever hcnrd of 
the Saviour Jesus Christ. He replied:" Yes, 
yes, I know you; I have seen you nt n 
Baranee, and heard you preach. I nm from 
Bikrampor." (This place was sel'en days' 
journey from his home.) Mr. Dion con
versed with him n long tim<', and put this 
question to him: '' Have you any hope that 
your devtas can save you? Are you relying 
on them for salvation!" '' No, no ;" said he, 
"they cannot save me. I know that Jesus 
Christ is the only Saviour, but"-. Here 
severe pains checked his speech, nnd he could 
not finish the sentence. Before Mr. Bion 
left him, he ngain exhorted him to believe in 
Jesus Christ, and gave him n New Testament. 
He pressed Mr. Bion's hand affectionately. 
He seemed likely to recover. 

Another pleasing incident with which Mr. 
Dion met, was as follows. When he was 
about four days' journey from J umalpore, 
two young men showed evident mark( of 
pleasure : 'seeing his boat. One of the 
native preachers, observing that they seemed 
very much pleased, asked them if they knev, 
Mr. Bion. "0 yes!" said they, '' we heard 
him preach last year at Soorajgunge, and re
ceived a book from him, which we still have, 
and which we read very much. They were now 
six days' journey from their home Sooraj• 
gunge. Mr. Bion gave them another book, 
which they promised to read diligently. "I 
proceeded on my way," says Mr. Dion, 
"much encouraged." Such an incident was 
encouraging, because it shows that much 
good may be done by means of scattering the 
scriptures, even where there is no preacher to 
expound them. 

After Mr. Bion had been preaching in the 
hazar at Jumalpore, many people accompa
nied him to tlie boat for books. He hearcl 
them conversing among themselves, and one 
inquired of another, '' Who is this Sahib?'' 
"'!'his," said the other, "is the Dacca Padri 
Sahib, who preached here last year, and gave 
us so many good books." When p~eaching 
in the morning, a Mahiljon (wealthy Hindoo) 
came and said: "Why do you not come 
down to my house! We also wish to hear 
you. Do you not remember that last year 
you preached before my house!" Mr. Bion, 
thus invited, went nncl preached before this 
man's house; he soon had a large crowd 
of respectable people, who listened with 
great attention for more than an hour. 
While he was thus engaged, about twenty 
convicts passed by, and one of them cried 
out, "0 .:iahih, give us some of your books. 
I know something of their contents, and we 
have plenty of time to read.'' Mr. Bion 
stopped, and gave them somo books, nnd 
they made him many salaams. When he 
had done preaching in this place many of 
the people went to a distnncc of two miles 
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to hi, bont in order to get books, which they 
seem very co.meetly to desire, They nlso 
mnde mnny inquiries nbout the way of salva
tion, Surely it cnnnot be said, that such 
efforts ns these, are likely to be all vain, 

At Dubaree, in the Gown! para district, 
Mr. Dion was conversing with two or three 
people, before the court, but soon was agree
ubly interrupted. The deputy magistrate, 
n Hincloo, sent word to nsk why he did not 
come into the court, as the people there also 
wished to hear the same thing. Mr. Bion 
went. The court business was suspended, 
nnd he was able to preach the word of life 
to about sixty people of all ranks, The 
deputy magistrate and some Maulawis seemed 
to be much pleased, and begged for books, 
which Mr. Bion distributed with much plea
sure. 

Thus a comt was changed, for an hour, 
into a place for preaching the gospel of our 
Lord Jesus! 

IV, I:XQ.UIRERS, 

\Ve have, during the year, entertained 
several persons, whom we call inquirers ; 
persons who gave up their caste and professed 
a wish to become Christians. Some of them 
have remained a few days, or a few weeks, 
according to circumstances. They came for 
instruction, and they were instructed in the 
scriptures daily. In some of these we have 
been disappointed ; over two of them only 
have we seen cause to rejoice. One of these 
was a Ferajee; he came of his own accord, 
and said that he had no faith in Mohammed, 
and that he wished to become a Christian. 
We saw that he was very ignorant, and we 
did not entertain much hope of him ;-but 
was it right to refuse him, and drive him 
back to Mohammedanism ! W o agreed to 
keep him for a time, and instruct him, In 
the meantime his coming over to us caused 
n great excitement among the Ferajees. 
They beat him, and threatened his life, yea, 
even boasted that to kill him would be an 
act of merit. We felt it necessary to apply 
to the magistrnte for protection; this step had 
the desired effect, aud the poor man seems 
now to be in safety. After long waiting, we 
see a change in him ; and we hope that the 
Lord is gradually enlightening his mind, 

Another case of an inquirer gave us much 
more satisfaction ; but it soon ended in pain
ful disappointment. 'fhe name of this young 
man, about eighteen, was Omar Chand. He 
was a Ferajee from Bikrampore. He had 
been to Calcutta, and on his way home he 

heard the gospel at the Baranee, near M Lln
shigunge, last cold weather. The word had 
so much effect on him, that instead of going 
home, he proposed to come to Dacca for 
instruction, and as he appeared a very pro
mising youth he was encouraged to do so. 

We soon found that he was a good scholar, 
both in Hindustani and Bengali ; he had been 
educated for the priesthood; but what was 
more important, he seemed lo understand 
the way of salvation and to love the Saviour. 
Though with us but two or three weeks, he 
could pray extempore with feeling and pro
priety. On the 12th of December all our 
hopes of him were destroyed, by his forcible 
abduction. His father had discovered where 
he was, and he came to the house of one of 
our native preachers, where the young man 
then was, and inquired for him. He, hearing 
his father's voice, and suspecting nothing, ran 
to the door to speak to his father. Instantly 
his father seized him, and several other men 
then sprang from their hiding places and laid 
hold of him ; they then put a cloth over his 
face, and beat him, and led him away. As 
he walked along the street, he said that he 
would never forsake Jesus Christ-no, not 
if they killed him. Thus, we lost the poor 
young man. Whether he is alive now may 
be doubtful, for it is not likely that any 
alternative would be allowed him between 
apostacy and martyrdom. We may add 
that all old man, an illhabitant of Dacca, 
who bad for years heard the gospel, died a 
few months ago, giving reason to hope that 
he had taken refuge ill the Saviour. 

V. DAPTISlIS AND DISTRIBUTION OF SCRIPTUllES. 

The number of natives baptized during the 
year is 12; three other persom were also 
baptized, making fifteell iu all. 

'fhe volumes of scriptures which were 
distributed during the last year amounted to 
6,800, and the number of tracts '.l,500. These 
volumes of scriptures were distributed, ex
clusive of a great number which Mr. Bion 
teceived from the Calcutta Bible Society. 

YI, SCHOOL, 

The female I school• contains but eight 
children, under the care' of '!'any, the wife of 
one of our native preachers. They are 
taught reading and writing, both in Bengali 
aud Euglish. 'l'hey also leari, needlework. 
Thes" children are all Christians but one, 
and she is the child of a Mug. We have 
not yet succeeded in procuring any children 
of Hindoos and Mohammed,ms. 

BAlUSAL. 

The storm which has devastated this\ villages iu which the native Christians 
region, has likewise greatly injured the reside. The following account of it has 
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hecn derived from a letter of Mrs. SALE 

to Mrs. Bowes, dated May 27. 
You will he glad to hear that it has pkascd 

God to prc,serv<' our unworthy li,·cs through 
a most terrific storm, ••hich \'isited lls on 
the 14th of this month (Ma~·). It began in 
the CY('ning, and continued with Yiolcncc 
until midnight, when it ceased for awhile; 
but ahout 2, A,M. it came on again with 
rcdouhlcd \'iolence, carrying everything before 
it. Fifteen boats were upset near our house, 
many poor creatures were lost, and much 
property destroyed. It cost us nearly two 
hundred rnpees (£20) to repair the damage 
occasioned by the N ovcm her gale ; and now 
we ha,·e scarcely a chapel or native preacher's 
nonsc standing ; all have been more or less 
damaged, while some have been blown 
entirely down. How they are to be put up 
again, I know not. Do you think that my 
dear pastor could manage to put a paragraph 
in the Hemld for us 1 There are many, I am 
sure, who would be glad to help us in this 
emergency, if they were only made acquainted 
with our wants. Our poor people, too, are 
in sad distress in many places, having had 
their houses blown down and their cattle 
swept aw:iy, while the land is so inundated, 
that it is impossible to plough, or prepare for 
sowing their rice. For Dygalia and A shgor 
we ha,·e everv reason to fear a famine: think 
of so many hundred souls deprived of their 
all-their rice crops! 

I tl1ink I told yon of the marringP. of Mina1 
one of my school girls, but I do not think I 
told you that her husband Dhojon had been 
to me for a biblc;-yee, his wifo l\forn has 
tallght him to read I He told het· he was 
ashamed to sec his wife reading, while he 
could not ; and he ha,\ taken lessons from 
her CY<'ry evening until he could rend for 
himself. ls this not a new and pleasing 
feature in Indian life? The poor, degraded 
female slaYe, rather thnn wife, raised to be 
the companion of her husband ; and he, the 
lord and tyrant, condescending to ncknow
ledge her as his teacher. Jn this I am sure 
you will rejoice with me. My school is pro
grc~sing nicely. I am sti!I praying for a 
helper; with my t,rn children, I find the 
whole charge very fatiguing. I have several 
girls vying with each other in their marking, 
that they may send a sampler to those good 
ladies who so kindly assist them. J otela, 
Pooneya, Sorosolee, Lnckya, and Manickya 
are to be married shortly ; all to approved 
characters. The marriage portion of each 
school girl is a bible and three sareys; all 
those who can read have a brass plate given 
them ; this plate we allow them to take 
away when they marry. 

It need scarcely be added that we 
shall with pleasure forward any dona
tions we may be favoured with, for 
these poor suffering fellow Christians. 

CAWNPORE. 

The progress of the gospel and th e 
labours of' the missionary at this sta
tion and its neighbourhood are given 
by our brother WrLLI.Ut1s, as follows, 
under date of' May 7th :-

Our Engli•h services are pretty well at
tended, ancl I trust that several of the hearers 
are under serious religious imI,ressions. On 
the 3th of last month I had the pleasure of' 
haptizing two Europeans in the presence of 
a large company. Others may shortly be 
expected to fol101v their example. 

Work amongst the heathen. 

A spirit of serious inquiry is, I think, 
showing itself among some of our stated 
hearers. Then a3 to the real aspect of things 
among the poor benighted heathen around 
us, this, although dark, and dreary, and bar
ren, in many respects,yet affords some gleams 
of light and hope. The gospel is daily 
preached to them more or less, and while 
some are found to withstand the truth, there 
are others who hear, apJHOYe, an<l accept it, 
and the system of idolatry is daily being 
weahned. On the 3r<l instant, early in the 

morning, I went with one of our native 
preachers to Sarsiah Ghaut. We took our 
stand in the usual place; a large crowd soon 
gathered round us, to whom we preached for a 
considerable time, Some interested Drahmins 
opposEd us; the majority of the people, ho,v
ever, heard us with much attention. One 
learned and clever man with whom we con
versed, seemed to be very much pleased 
with the gospel plan of salvation, and said, 
before all the rest, "This is the true-the 
right way." On which one of the crowd 
called out, "You had better throw away 
your mata and janmi, and embrace Christi, 
anity at once." His reply was, "I would 
even do that to find the truth." He took 
leave of us in a very friendly manner, pro·. 
mising to call at my house for the purpose 
of having more intimate and quiet conversa
tion on these important matters. 

The discussion. 

On the evening of the same day I 
visited Dargaddi-Ghaut. At first I had a 
very interesting congregation, and the 
several persons present seemed to hear 
very well indeed, l>ut, · after a while, a 
puja1'1'i llrahmin came and interrupted us ; 
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certainly I have not met such n proud and this I have done accordingly, taking with 
biller enemy for some time past. We had a me brother Gun pat. We preached in 
long controversy on most of tho points at d_ifferent places, and distributed many por• 
issue between ua. I fear hut littlo good re- twns of scTJptures and tracts. Cal pee is 
suited from it. It could not have heen rather a large place, containing more than 
avoided, unless, indeed, I had walked away, 111,000 inhabitants, nearly all Hindus, I 
leaving him in quiet and undisturbe,l pos- should think, from the manner in which the 
saesion of the field. He lost hie temper people every where rece,ved us--that it 
two or three times during the discussion, would be a very good place for missionary 
especially when lie found the people on my efforts, The people seem to be free from 
sh!P. However, we parted at last, good those deeply-rooted prejudices which are 
friends. I believe I told you in my last almost universally manifested here, 
that I intended paying a visit to Calpee ; 

INCIDENTS OF BIBLE DISTRIBUTION IN INDIA. 

From the fifth Report of the opera
tions of our brethren in translating, 
printing, and circulating the sacred 
scriptures in the languages of India, we 
give the following interesting inci
dents:-

took for his guide in spiritual things. In 
accordance with its precepts he had cast 
away all his idol gods ; performed no pujas; 
but always spoke of the scriptures, and 
worshipped the one God they set forth. 

A fe1v days ago, Mrs, R. and myself took 
a walk to a village about five miles away, 
where we found a small Patshala consisting 
of five and twenty children ; on inquiring 
what books were read in the school, I was 
shown among others, some copies of the 
gospels. I asked if the Hindu teacher really 
set the boys to read them. He said, he did. 
It was too late in the evening to admit of our 
putting any questions to the boys to see how 
far they had attained a knowledge of the 
gospels, but it was apparent that they had 
been read. • 

About three or foilr years ago, a poor man 
living in one of the ,·illages near us received a 
copy of one of the gospels. He read it with 
care, and was so much taken up with it that 
every spare moment was spent in reading it. 
The pujas were given :up, he abstained from 
all foolish conversation with his neighbours; 
when he spoke to them at all, the subject was 
the truths of the gospel ; at length his friends 
and neighbours said, he was going mad ; they 
~natched the gospel from him and committed 
it to the flames, and without delay sent him 
away to some distant part of the country, 
and all further inquiry respecting him has 
proved unavailing. 

A brahman. 

Somo years ago, a brahman called upon 
!lle for a copy of the Bible, with which I 
immediately furnished him. He went away, 
nnd I never heard of him again till some 
ye_nr~ ago : when our native preachers on n 
m1ss10nnry tour heard at a village called 
Dakhinkhaln that in the vicinity there li1·ed 
ono Gopimohnn, who always kept near him, 
nnd frequently read a holy book which he 

A goldsmith. 

Another and a more remarkable instance 
of the happy result of the distribution of 
scriptures appi>ars in the case of a man 
named Mrityunjay, formerly an inhabitant of 
a village called Molladi, on the banks of the 
Padma. Some two or three years ago, our 
native preachers, on a missionary tour to 
Sylhet, visited this village, where they met a 
goldsmith with whom they conversed upon 
the concerns of bis soul; and on leaving him, 
gave him a copy of one of the gospels. They 
heard nothing more of him till they went to 
Barisal to the Association Meetings this year. 
While there, Mrityunjay came to their boat 
and turning to his brethren, said, "These are 
the men, from whose instructions I learned 
the way of life, and was delivered from the 
darkness of heathenism." It appears that 
after receiving the gospel, he had read it 
carefully with his relatives, and together with 
four brothers and his mother had gone to 
Baris.'\!, where they are all now members of 
the church. 

De,ire Jo·r the word. 

There are thousands of the heathen who 
are ready to receive the scriptures, and, I 
hope, to read them too with gladness; in fact, 
whene1·er we visited any of the villages or 
markets, the first inquiry of the people has 
been, " Have ~-ou brought :my books? Give 
us the word of God to read in our houses." 
Some would even name the book they wanted, 
an,\ cried out," Sir, we ham read a portion 
of the Dha,·maplls/aker .Antabhag (New 
Testament) lent to us by our friends, and the 
wonls contained in it a.re ,·ery instructive, 
give us the books that w0 may also have the 
word in our poss<➔ssion as our friends have." 
I have to remark here that the wen vet's at 
Baengachi village, who h:iye receive,\ the 
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scrirturc•s,arestudyingthcword withassidnity, his hnok with n neighbour, who kept it, nnd 
an<l se,·cra\ from among them ha,·c declared used to hcai- "·hen he read it. The brnhman, 
their conYiction of the error ,rnd sinfulness of from the perusal of the scriptures, wns con
i,lolntr~·, and of the truth of the gospel. Dnt vincc<l that his religion was vain, an,! thnt the 
the detestable caste, and anticipation of per• Lord Jesus Christ is tme, and desired to 
secution from their friends and neighbours, become his disciple, that from him he might 
keep them from making an open profession obtain salvation and the remission of sins. 
of the name of the Lord Jesus Christ. One For a long time he had intended to come to 
of them, of the name of Gadadhar Sen, who the mela, as Christian preachers often attend 
received a hible which he daily peruses, very it, that he might receive the badge of dis
often visited our nath·e preachers, and asked cipleship from their hands. When he camo 
them to explain to him the meanings of to us, he manifested much pleasure at seeing 
various passages of the scriptures which he us, and said, "I have found the people in 
had marked do1m in his bible. quest of whom I came to the mela. Now I 

Our good brother Nainsukh mentioned to am ready to follow any advice you may give 
me last week the case of a person of whom me. I am prepared to become the Lord's 
he had just heard, who had died professiug disciple, As it is written that people were 
his faith in the Lord Jesus Christ, although baptized in Jordan, so do to me. There is 
he had had nothing more than an occasional plenty of water in the Ganges, do not delay." 
inten·iew with a natiYe Christian, from whom W c tested his knowledge of the scriptures in 
he received a single copy of one of the many points, as about the new birth, about 
gospels. He was struck with the importance faith, and about the trials of Christians in the 
of the facts and doctrines of the gospel, and world, and he gave us correct answers. Wo 
as: he could not fluently read a printed cha- were very much pleased with all ,ve saw of 
racier, he employed a brahman to write out him, and said, "Go with us to Monghyr." 
the whole for him in the character which he He replied, " When vast numbers of people 
could easily read, and paid him several shall believe on Christ, will they all go to 
rupees for his trouble. He then studied his llfonghyr !" So we thought we would, at 
book closely and frequently, often read it to least, endeavour to keep him with us ten or 
the members of his family, and spoke of it to twelve days, till we should explain various 
his friends, renounced many of his heathenish parts of scripture to him, and see what was 
customs, and exhorted others to do the same, advisable to be done. Two nights he re
declaring that Jesus Christ was the true and mained with us on the boat, but on the third 
only Saviour. At length his friends de- I day he 8aid, "To-day my companions will 
nouuced him as a madman ; hut being a man I return home, so I will go and send them 
of some importance, they dared not, or per- away, and return to you." He went, but we 
haps they judged it more to their interest not saw no more of him, from which we fear that 
to go to extremities with him. He bore their his relatives took him away home by force, 
reproaches and scorn with firmness, and con- He was a rery meek and quiet person. May 
tinued openly to profess his belief in Christ, the Lord have mercy on him and support 
until it pleased God to call him from this life; him I 
and in the hour of his departure he addressed 
his prayers to Christ, and boldly exhorted 
those about him to believe on Christ and 
renouuce their idols, for Jesus Christ would 
come again to judge the world, and none 
would be saved but those who believed on 
him. This account was given hy the man's 
own brother, who told Nainsukh that he 
believed his brother was right in what he said 
and ditl, but he had not leisure to attend to 
these things, nor courage enough to avow his 
convictions. Is there not reason to hope 
that this poor man really received and died 
in the faith of the gospel ? If so, what 
encouragement does this case afford to go on 
sowing the precious seed, not knowing which 
may prosper, this or that; but feeling assured 
that every portion of God's word is incor
rupti6le seed, anti may, through the divine 
blessing, bring forth fruit to life eternal. 

A irahman of Purneah. 

Some years ago, he took a gospel from this 
mela, and read it diligently, at which his 
family were diapleased. Tl;ien he deposited 

The boatman's brother, 

The case described in the following extract 
encourages us to hope that many souls may 
be reclaimed and won for Christ, through the 
instrumentality of the written word, with 
whom missionaries never become acquaint-ed. 

Thursday, Mm·ch 3nl, our boat was de
tained all day by a strong wind. Towards 
evening, we went on shore, where several 
boatmen were sitting near a shop, and began 
to converse with them. Then one boatman, 
a native of the Ghazeepore district, said," My 
brother was a believer in Jesus Christ. He 
received a book about Jesus Christ from some 
such person as you, but the letters were very 
small. He therefore gave a considerable 
sum of money to a brahman to copy it out in 
Nagree, (the brethren think he mentioned the 
sum of Rs. 22), and he was reading it day 
and night, both for himself and to others. 
'l'hus he continued to read for more than 
twelve years, and when he died, he was 
taking the name of Jesus Christ, He used to 
tell us, that the keys of heaven and hell are 
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in tho hands of J csus Christ, thal what he 
opens none cnn shut, nnd whnt he shuts none 
can open." 'fhe boatman then repeated 
many stanzas of the Hindi tmct, in verse, 
entitled, "The Substance of the Bible," and 
said, "'l'hus he used to tell us that sin came 
into the world by Satan's assuming the form 
of a serpent, and deceiving the first woman, 
so that she ate the fruit of a tree, by doing 
which she became a sinner. That book is 
still in my house. Persons of good under
standing were not displeased with my brother, 
but used to love him, but sometimes evil
inclined people used to say he was out of his 
senses; to abandon the devtas and Ram, that 
was very bad." We gave the boatman a 
gospel and a tract. 

·An aged pandit conve,·ted, 

As to good effects of scripture distribution, 
I would refer to the case of an old man now 
nt J ubulpore. I believe that this old convert 
was brought to the knowledge of the truth 
by a copy of the scriptures given by Mr, 
Miickintosh. 

This very interesting old man I met with, 
in passing through J ubulpore to Amarkantak, 
at the house of the chaplain, The worthy 
chaplain had known him for some time from 
frequent visits to his house, but fearing him to 
be an impostor, and not being fluent in the 
Hind,i language, he had little conversation 
with him. His earnestness and the absence 
of a covetous craving disposition, however, 
being very evident, he was taken more notice 
of. On my arrival, Mr. D. requested me to 
converse with him, when I elicited the follow
ing particulars of his history :-He originally 
was a pandit in the city of Kotah in Central 
India. Many years ago some persons brought 
to Ifotah copies of the gospels they had 
received, I think at the Allahabad fair. 
'l'hcse were first read and then thrown aside 
by the pandits of the place, but he begged for 
and obtained them: He read these books 
with great interest, and became convinced of 

the trnth of Christianity. Soon after, he 
went with a party of his friends who were 
going on pilgrimage to A llahaha<l. In tho 
mela, he heard brother Mackintosh and his 
native preachers, and found that they preached 
the same doctrines as those of his hooks. On 
this he joined himself to brother Mackintosh, 
and remained some months with him receiving 
instruction. Mr. Mackintosh wished him to 
be baptized, but he wished to visit his family 
before he took this step. 

On his way home he pasaed through the 
Rewah territories, the rajah of which having 
heard of his embracing Christianity, offered 
him a pension and the charge of a tern pie, if 
he would return to his old religion, At last 
he settled do,vn in J ubulpore, but has never 
yet joined any Christian church, or broken 
caste. He has, however, from that time 
forth professed himself a Christian, and taught 
all his friends and neighbours Christianity, as 
far as he could. He formerly had many con
troversies with the pandits in his neighbour
hood, but now they all shun him. His 
family live with him, and he is supported by 
one of his disciples, who goes about begging 
for him. I saw several of his old thumbed 
books, which he seemed highly to prize, and 
especially those he received in Kotah. 

When speaking of the love of Christ and 
other religious subjects, he evinced great 
feeling, even to tears. I examined him on 
the important points of faith and practice in 
the presence of the chaplain, and felt much 
satisfied ,vith his answers. 

I should have said that he lives in the town 
of Gurrah, a hove three miles from J ubul pore, 
and is unwilling to leave bis present abode to 
live with Mr. D. 

On leaving, I suggested that he might come 
in every sabbath to J ubul pore, and expound 
the scriptures to the chaplain's servants. 
This service is, I find, commenced, and is 
held in the verandah, when many attend. 
Surely here too is a brand plucked from the 
!Jurning. 

WEST INDIES. 

BAHAMAS. 
Mr. CAPERN gives the details in pro

secution of his tmportant work in the 
following letter, dated July 8th and 
9th. 

Since I wrote to you in May, I have visited 
eight of our out-island churches, and, not 
having returnee! to Nassau when the June 
packet left, I was of course unable to make 
any communication then, I proceed to give 
you some account of my visit now. 

The Churches at Rum Kay, 
I went first to Rum Kay, and saw the two 

chtirches there. I paid a visit to this same 
island in December last, and brought under 
the attention of the churches the question of 
a uative pastorate. '!'here was an unwilling
ness -then very generally expressed to adopt 
the plan. They wished to be under the old 
regime,-the old leaders conducting the ser
vices, and attending to the usual bu.iness of 
the church, and the missionary occasionally 
visiting them to baptize\/lnd administer the 
Lord's supper. After some conversation with 
them, I found that their objection to the 
proposed plan rested almost entirely on the 
idea that a native pastor would be a heavy 
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p<'euniary lmrden to them. \Vhen I told 
them that there must he some change in the 
plans then existing, as their order was not 
Bcriptural, and, in consequence of this, their 
lRboms not so efficient as th<'y ought to be, 
they proposed that the old leaders should he 
appointed pastors. I told them that whilst I 
esteemed and lol'ed their leaders as good 
men, I con ld not concur in their l'iews, or 
comply with their wishes, as their leaders, 
were, in point of education, so very deficient. 
And one of the leaders had the good sense to 
say that, though he had been their leader for 
many years, and had done his best among 
them, yet he could not think of falling in 
with their suggestion that he should be their 
pastor. But this plan was proposed by the 
churches in order to avoid the pecuniary 
burden, which they so much dreaded, of 
supporting a minister. After much conversa
tion, I left them to weigh the matter, and to 
consult with each other about it, until I might 
embrace an opportunity of visiting them 
again. 

Choice of a pastor. 

\Vhen I returned to the island in May, I 
learned that the churches had turned their 
attention to the subject of a pastor, and that 
they had made choice of a brother whom I 
had sent to them as a te.-icher about six years 
ago. This worthy man, Samuel Kel'r, was 
greatly beloved by the people when he first 
went among them ; and they expressed a 
wish that he might continue with them, to 
instruct both tbemsel ves and their children. 
But after a while he had reason to demand of 
them," Where is the blessedness of which ye 
spake?" And he was for a long time in 
troubled waters, ar.d was induced in con
sequence to seek an appointment under the 
Board of Education. He also accepted an 
appointment as Registrar of Births and 
Deaths, 

The de~gnation service. 

I was glad to find that the hearts of the 
people had been again tnrned towards him, 
and that they had wished him to become theil
pastor, ;is he is, I trust, a truly pious man ; 
and in respect to intelligence, education, and 
ability to teach, he is far ahead of any one 
connected with us on !he island. I met the 
churches separately with a view to learn their 
sentiments and feelings; and, finding entire 
unanimity among them, appointed an evening 
for the two churches to meet together, to 
hold a designation service. They accordingly, 
at the time appointed, met, and a most 
interesting and impressive sel'vice was held. 
After singing, reading the Scriptures, and 
prayer, the principal leader of each church 
wns requested to state, in behalf of the 
church that had been under his cal'e and for 
himself, whether they really de,ired the 
Lrother then before them to be appointed to 

tnke the ove1·sight of them in the Lord, 
They having answered in the affirmative, the 
assembled churches (for there were none but 
mcmhcl's present) Wel'e desil'ed to confil'm, or 
othernise, what had been said by their lenders, 
by rising from their seats, and holding up 
their right hand. 'l'he entire body at once 
rose, raising the right hand. l\fr. Kerr was 
then, another hymn having been sung, desired 
to answer the questions usually put on such 
occasions. Three of the deacons and myself 
then commended <'Ur brother to God in 
pl'ayer. Another hymn was sung, nnd an 
address delivered to both pastor nnd churches. 

Ml'. Kerr will continue in his office ns a 
schoolmaster under the Board, unless any 
thing should occur to render it his duty to 
resign. He will have hvo churches underhis 
care, one of which is on the south side oft.he 
island, ;ind the other on the north, about five 
miles distant from each other. The two 
churches consist of about 150 members. 
Connected with these are two sabbath schools 
of 140 children. There was a larger number 
of mem hers at one time, hut some withdrew: 
about fifteen months ago, and joined them
selves to the other body of baptists, known 
here as the Prince William baptists. I left 
17 inquirers in the churches there, some of 
whom have probably been baptized by this 
time. The church on the south. side of the 
island is about to erect a new chapel, one 
larger than the old, and ,vhich will accom
modate the parents and their children too ; 
for no1v most of the children have to leave 
the chapel, when public worship begins. 

Prospects, 

Since my return to Nassau, I have a letter 
from the native pastor at Rum Kay, in which 
he says," I am thankful to say, the state of 
the church appears to be more encouraging 
than it was some time ago. 'l'he attendance 
at the prayer meeting has somewhat in
creased. The congregation on the Lord's 
day, especially in the evening, is generally 
pretty numerous. 'l'he sahbath school now 
has a much better attendance. The church 
has not received any addition since you left, 
on account of many things which arise to 
obstruct, but in all we do gratefully aclmow
ledge that God is with us, and has in some 
instances blessed our labours, there being a 
few inquirers who seem to have an anxious 
concern for their souls." 

When at Rum Kay, I formed an Auxiliary 
Dible Society, of which the native pastor is 
the depositary, and his son minute secre
tary. I hope at my next visit to organize a 
'l'emperance Society, for strong drink is doing 
vast mischief in this colony. And I may 
mention as a proof of the importance and of 
the need we h"ve of native pastors, that if we 
wish on the several islands of this colony to 
carry out any scheme or enterprise of bene
volence, our pri1lcipal agents are these worthy 
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men, 'fhey are the depositories and the dis• 
tributors of the Scriptures and of our tracts; 
they are likewise the depositories of our 
Sundny school bocks, nnd either they or their 
wives nre teachers of day schools. 

The Chm·ches at San Salvador. 

islands would send us some school materials 
-slates, pencils, copybooks, elementary 
books in arithmetic, &c., I should he ex
tremely thankful. For, in consequence of 
the poverty of the people, we mmt be depen
dent on charity. 

. , The pa.,tor's support. 
When I left Rum Kay, Ismledfor San Sal-

vador, and landed n few miles distant from the The native missionary looks to me for his 
place where, it is said, the great Columbus un-· aupport in part, as the churches do not as 
furled the flag ofSpnin 3GO years ago. I found yet contribute much, and we must give them 
when I went ashore that J, Laroda, who is time to learn their duty, and must ourselves 
a most devoted and zealous young man, and pay the penalty of past neglect, and of the 
who has the oversight of five of the churches, prejudice to our present plan, which we have 
had been spending a fortnight among the given birth to. Should all our churches on 
churches, ten or twelve miles distant from San Salvador, by the gracious influences of 
this place, He was then not less than sixty God's Spirit, be brought to unite~ and . to 
miles from his family. This good brother receive our brother Laroda as their native 
m_ay with propriety be called a native mis- missionary and pastor, and practically to feel 
sionary, as he can spend but comparatively their duty towards him, he could be well nigh, 
little of his time at home, having five churches if not altogether, independent of us. 
to visit, which are separated several miles El th 
from each other. There are three other eu era. 
churches on the island in connection with us, From San Salvador I went to Governor's 
but who at present refuse to be under the Harbour, Eleuthera, where our brother Wil
care of this native brother, lest they should liam McDonald is stationed. Here I found 
he required to contribute to his support. a good congregation, and a sabbath school 
They prefer the old order of things, and numbering upwards of eighty children. The 
would have an occasional visit from the mis- wife of this brother has a day school of nearly 
sionary, and be under no other pastoral care. thirty children. The chapel is too small for 
I trust, however, that I shall find more of the the attendants, and they were thinking in 
mind of Christ in them, when I may be per- earnest of completing a larger one, which they 
rnitted to visit them again. partly built some years ago, but in con-

Theii- stale. sequence of their poYerty were not able to 
finish, I am afraid that now they will not 
be able to purchase materials to roof it, 
though £ 15 would be all that would be 
required. There is another station, about ten 
miles distant, under the care of the pastor of 
this church. At this station also there is a 
day school; small, indeed, but it contains all 
the children at the settlement. 

The other churches, namely the five under 
pastoral or native. missionary care, arc in an 
improving state. Eleven have been added by 
baptism during the last six months, and eight 
more were to be baptized soon. 'fhe people 
were building a house for their pastor at one 
of the settlements where his wife and children 
reside, and seemed to have a desire to d') 
what they can for his comfort. At this 
se~tlement he has a day school of nearly 
thirty children, which are all the children at 
the settlement capable of attending school, 
When nt home he takes charge of it himself; 
and, in his absence, his wife teaches it. 
Having no school room, the school is kept in 
the chapel, which is tho case at two other 
settlements on the island. Had I the means, 
I. would at once open at least three schools 
more on this same island, for I nm increas, 
ingly convinced that our fnture strength am! 
prosperity wil!, under God, mainly depend 
upon the educational efforts we make now, I 
have rnason to believe that the Church people 
have it in contemplation to open schools very 
generally in the colony. And, by hming a 
school at these small settlements, they would 
attach to themselves parents nnd children too, 
Could I command fifty pounds a-year for 
~dncational purposes, I could open and keep 
ll1 operation six or seven achlitionnl schools. 
If any friend to the rising generation on these 

Brother McDonald was absent when I was 
at his station, having gone, by my request, to 
Nassau to help Mr. Bannister in supplying 
my lack of service, and to administer the 
Lord's supper to the church at Nassau ; and 
I was happy to find on my return that these 
two native brethren had been discharging the 
importnnt duties devolved upon them with 
great accertance to the people. Never before 
had a black man administered the Lord's 
supper in either of the mission chapels at 
Nassau, and I was apprehensive that such a 
step would cause some dissatisfaction in the 
church. But I rejoice to say, that nearly 
every one felt pleased, and thankful to God 
that, in the absence of the missionary, there 
was one of their own colour to fill his place. 
At any future time when I may be from 
home, I shall feel less anxious th:m heretofore 
respecting the congregntion. 

State of things at Nassau, 

At Nassau things are on the whole encou
raging. Last sabbath day I baptiztd thirteen 
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candidates, nearly all of whom were ~-oung, 
an<l five had been in our sabbath school. Six 
on the same day were restored to the fellow
ship of the chu~ch. Our Sunday schools are 
good, and the public means of grace are well 
attende<l. Mr. Bannister, who is with me on 
trial, sccn1s to be a pious nrnn, and to justify 
the hope that, if his lifo be spared, he will 
one day be useful in the Lord's vineyard. 

I am very desirous of visiting more of the 
islands, but as the hurricane months have set 
in, an<l sailing is become dangerous, and as, 
in the e,·ent of a hurricane occurring, I ought 
on all accounts to be at home, I shall not 
,·enture far from home until this season of 
dread shall have passed away. But though 
unable as yet to visit these islands, I rejoice 
to be able to inform )'ou, that on some of 
them the work of God is prospering. 

Prospect at Long Island and Ragged Island. 

Mr. Fowler, our natirn missionary at Long 
Island, writes, " I had the pleasure of going 
across to Ragged Island, and the God of 
mercy had mercy on me, in carrying me and 
returning me in peace, and making my 
voyage prosperous before me. 

" When I landed I fouml the church in a 
state of confusion, but all for the want of 
clearer knowledge. By the blessing of God, 
the right side of things WM soon seen, and nil 
things were done in order. 

" I had a feast on the Lord's day ; we sat 
down at the Lord's table, and commemorated 
his dying !o,·e. 
. " 'fhings, though not nll right, were at all 
events better than at mv first visit. There 
were several for baptism, ·but I baptized only 
four. 

" Here ( at Long Island) the Lor<l is still 
blessing us. I have had the Pleasure of 
baptizing the leader of the Metho"dist society, 
and next Sunday, God willing, I shall baptize 
the lay reader of the Church of Englund. 
He has given up his books and his com
mission, to become a baptist.'' 

Ragged Island is, I suppose, seventy miles 
from Long Island ; and to visit that island, 
and attend to the several churches on Long 
Island, must keep our brother almost con
stantly travelling. His wife, who is a most 
excellent, useful woman, has a day school of 
about fifty children. On this island, and also 
at Exuma, schools are greatly needed. 

HOJ\IIE PROCEEDINGS. 
We give, with much pleasure, the 

following account of the missionary 
meetings recently held in Birmingham. 
The collections have shown a consider
able increase on the previous year, and 
every indication was given of an en
larged desire for the salvation of the 
heathen. The Lord's day congregations 
were large and the sermons most appro
priate. 

The Annual Meeting took piace on 
Tuesday evening in the baptist chapel, 
Graham Street, the chair being occupied 
by Mr. HENRY WRIGHT. The attendance 
on this occasion was large, and a deep 
interest was manifested in the proceed
ings. After singing and prayer, the 
chairman addressed the meeting, and in 
the course of his remarks observed that 
he never devoted an evening to mis
sionary services without profit and 
enjoyment, and in his opinion mis
sionary operations were the most philan
thropic in which Christians could be 
engaged. Missionary societies were the 
glory of this oountry, and there was 

nothing for which they were so much 
indebted to God. They could point to 
many islands, which were formerly 
peopled by savages, and at which no 
ships could touch without danger, which 
islands were now populated by a peace
ful and happy race. The Rev. lsAAC 
NEW then read the report. 

The Rev. CHARLES VrncE moved that 
the report be adopted, and spoke at 
some length, remarking upon the diffi
culty of getting persons to assist in a 
good work. The proposition was 
seconded by the Rev. H. DuNCKLEY 

0ne of the deputation), who alluded to 
the position which was accorded to the 
Baptist :Missionary Society in the field 
of missionary labour, dwelt with mucl• 
ability on the details connected with the 
early history of the society, and con
tended that while it was their duty not 
to withdraw a penny from their foreign 
operations, they should not neglect the 
cause at home. The Rev. W. LANDELB 

moved the next resolution, and referred 
to the extensive fields for missionary 
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operations in Inclia, slating that in a 
certain clistrict of Bengal there was 
a population of more than fourteen 
millions without a missionary to instruct 
them, The Rev. N. RAYCROFT, one of 
the deputatiol\, then detailed at great 
length the operations of the society in 
the East and West Indies, and spoke of 
the efforts now being made by the 
Roman Catholics to frustrate the labours 
of the society in India. 

The Rev. J. VOLLER proposed, and 
the Rev. J. TAYLOR seconded, the ap
pointment of the Committee and officers 
for the ensuing year, and a vote of 
thanks to the chairman terminated the 
proceedings. 

Other missionary meetings have been 
held in Monmouthshire and Glamor
ganshire, at which the Revs. J. J. 
BROWN of Reading, and J. A.WHEELER of 
Fernando Po, have presented the claims 
of the heathen world on Christian sym
pathy. The Rev. F. TRESTilAIL has 
also commenced the annual services in 
the East Riding of Yorkshire. 

The Indian mail has brought us the 
gratifying intelligence of the safe ar-

rival in Calcutta, by the ". William 
Carey," of our clear friends the Revs . .J. 
MAKEPEACE and .J. JACKSON, with their 
families. The voyage had heen a plea
sant one, and throughout good health 
had been enjoyed. A shade of sorrow, 
however, is thrown over this by the 
announcement that our esteemed mis
sionary brother, Mr. GEORGE PEARCE, 
and his wife, will be compelled by the 
entire failure of their health, to seek 
restoration in their native land. They 
will probably make the voyage in the 
"William Carey." 

We have also to mention the arrival 
of Mr. and Mrs. D. WEBLEY from 
Haiti. The voyage has in some mea
sure alleviated our brother's painful 
affliction, and there is hope that in a 
few months he may be able to renew 
his ministry, if not in Haiti, in this 
country. 

The Jamaica packet that brought 
home the Rev. T, GouLD and Mrs. 
GouLD for health, informed us of the 
safe arrival of our esteemed brother, the 
Rev. Jom, CLARK, at Brown's Town, 
to the joy of his attached people. 

THE LORD'S DAY MISSIONARY BOX. 

We commend the following letter 
from an old and long-tried friend of 
the Society to the very kind considera
tion of our readers. The plan suggested 
is most simple and of easy adoption, 
and we trust will be cordially taken 
up:-

To the Secretaries of the Baptist Missionary 
Society. 

DEAR Sms,-Some of the remarks made 
by Mr. Peto at the last annual meeting of 
the Society, I have never forgotten. 'l'hcy 
nppenred to me so important at the time, 
setting in its true light the duty of Christian 
liberality in support of evangelical agencies, 
that it is a pity they shoultl be lost sight of, 
o_r fail of practical recognition. My reflec
tions on them have induced me to make the 
following suggestion, which, if you will judge 
of and entertain, or not, as you may think 
fit, I shall be both satisfied and obliged, If 

its very simplicity does not kill it in the out
set, I think it will accomplish something in 
the right direction. It is briefly this :-The 
establishment in every Christian family of a 
sabbath missionary box-, the contributions to 
be made at the hour of sabbath morning 
family-prayer. Several advantages wonl,l, I 
think, arise from it, both to the Society and 
to those who give. 

I st. To those who give, it would be a season 
of much spiritual communion. At the same 
hour heart woul,I be joined with heart through• 
out Christendom, in one common supplica
tion, And what cou!tl be imagined more 
inspiring than the general remembrance and 
pleading of the triumphant Saviour's last 
declaration: "All power is given unto me in 
heayen and in earth ; Go ye therefore
TUEREFORE," &c., &c. 

2nd. The children of the family would see 
the Society occupying a specific place in the 
duties and devotions of the house. 

I need scarcely say that the gi1·ing of an 
annual subscripti.on, however small, by the 
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head of the household, cannot haye a similar 
effect ; and none will deny that the present 
is a time of day when it more than ever he
ho1·es us to endcarnnr that our children 
shall feel an early and intelligent interest i11 
this honoured institution. 

We shoul<l take om· gift to the altnr~el'ery 
coin would be consecrated to its work by the 
word of God nnd by prayer. Oh, how infi
nitely to be preferred would this be to the 
feeling with which-one cannot but fe.1r
Mme of the most splendid donations nre 
ofte11 associated. C.mnot we more closely 
copy primitive mo,lels? Is it impossible to 
act (in this case at least) on apostolical ad
vice, and on the first day of the week lny ·by 
in sto1·e, as God hath prospered, &c., &c. 
But vcrb11m sat. It will afford me great 
pleasure to know that this proposal is thought 
worthy of trial. I can truly say that I regard 
a right spirit towards the Society as of far 
higher importance than an enlarged income, 
because it is with the Lord to save by many 
or by few. Still I earnestly pray and long 
for a larger income, as being, in the order of 
means, essential to the accomplishment of 
the divine purposes. 

'£he adrnntnges to the Society would be
lst. 'l'hat more prayer would be otfered in 

its behal.f-more, because it would be stated, 
once in the week at least; and also mare, 
because it would be stimulat.ed by the weekly 
contribution, the principle bein:;, that he who 
gives most prays most. 

2nd, There would be more money. Of 
this I ha ,·e no doubt. E,•ery one knows the 
difficulty to be greater in gi ,·ing a large sum 
as an . annual subscription, th,111 in gil'ing 
twice the amount in smaller items. This 
may be mathematically false, but it is expe
rimentally true; and the result of an honest 
trial of the plan would, I feel con'.indet, 
prove it so. But-

3rd. There would be a closer connexion 
between the contribution and the prayer. 

I am, dear Sirs, 
Very cordially yours, 

A SUBSORIBER. 
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Arn.tcA ........... B1MBIA ...................... _.Fuller, J. J ...... April 28, May 3. 
CLARENCE ..................... King, J. B ....... May 14. 

Wilson, J ....... May 16. 
A.su. ............... AonA ........................... Parry, W ......... May 29. 

BARISAL ..................... Sale, E ............ May 27. 
CALCUTTA ......... -.......... Lewis, C. B ....... June I. 

Thomas, J ....... June 2. 
CAwNl'OnE .................. Williams, R .... May 7. 
CoLOMBO ...................... Allen, J . ......... June JO. 

Davis, J .......... Junc 10. 
DACCA ......................... Bion, R .......... May 28. 
DrNAGEPORE .................. Smylic, H,: ...... April 22. 
FUTTEllPOllE ............... Edminstone, G .. llfay 29. 
MADRAS ...................... Page, T. C ....... June 9. 
l\lONGIIIR ...................... Lawrence, J,. .... January 7. 
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I:lAnni \S ......... NASSAU ....................... Capcrn, H ...... ... July 8 ancl 9. 
FnAt.CE ............ CAEN ........................... llarr!s, 111 ...... July 27. t 12 

MonLAIX ...................... Jcnkms, J ...... _.July 23, Angus • 
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JAMAICA BROWN'S Tows ............... Clark, J .......... u l an : d A 2) 

· ......... FALMOUTll ..................... Gay, R. , ....... No date (reccn·e ug. , 
July 22. 

GoRNEY's l\fouNT .......... Armstrong, C ... July 20, 
KETTERING .................... Hodges, S, & ore ... May 
llloNTI.GO BAY ............... llands, 1' ....... July 23. 
PB.o,·rnENCE .................. Claydon, W .... July 9. 
ST. ANi<s B.u .............. Millard, B ....... July 3 nnd 7. 
STEWART TowN ............ Hodges, S ...... July 8. 

Dexter, B. Il .... July 20. 
ST~IlGE To11·N ............... Hodges, S ....... July 23. 
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ACKNOWLEDGMENTS. 
The thnnlcs of the Committee are presented to the following friends-

Misoionary Working Pnrty, Gloucester, by Mrs. M. P. Wilkine, for a case of clothing 
and useful nrticles; 

J nmes Nutter, Jun., Esq., Gran eh ester, Cam bridge, for a parcel of magazine~, and last 
year's Annual Report; 

Mr. G. Blight and 'l'homas Young, Esq., for copies of last year's Annual Report. 

The Committee will feel obliged to any friends who may have copies of the lnst year's 
Annual Report of the Society, which they do not require for their own use or for 
distribution, if they will kindly return them, carriage free, to the Mission House; as the 
Committee's reserved copies are quite exhausted. 

CONTRIBUTIONS, 

Received on account of the Baplist Missionary Society, during the month 

of Julv, 1852. 

£ s. d. 
Annual Subscriptions. 

Bellamy, Mr. George ... l l 0 
Darkin, Rev. C............ 2 0 0 

Donations. 
Buxton, Sir E. N., Bart, 25 0 0 
Friend ..........•......•..• 2 0 0 
S. G........................... 2 0 0 

Do., for Jamaica 
Theological Institu-

. tion ............... ,.,... 1 0 0 
Society for Promoting 

Female Education in 
the East, for Mrs. 
George Pearce·s School, 
Calcutta .................. 15 0 0 

[Legacy. 
Ellis, Mrs. S., late of 

Sandhlll'st ............... 101 12 6 

LONDON AUXILIARIES, 

Alfred Place, Old Kent Road
Collection ... .... . .. ..... 2 l 2 

Bloomsbury Chapel-
Sunday School Asso

ciation, by Y. l\f. 
M. A,, for Haiti 
Schoot .................. 7 0 0 

Hawley Road ............ 7 16 9 
John Street-

Senior Bible Class, 
for Demetagoda 
Sehoot, Ceylon • .. ... 4 10 0 

Salters' Hall-
Box, by .Mrs. W. 

Jones .................. 0 4 11 
Trinity Chapel, Sunday 

School, by Y. M. M. 
A., for Gototooica 
School, Ceylon . ........ 4 10 0 

BEDFORDBHIRB. 

Blggloswado-
l•'ostcr, B., E,q......... 5 5 0 

Luton, Union Chnpcl
Collection, &c., (moi-

ety) ..................... 37 14 
Suudny School, for a 

.Nntive 1'eaclte1· ...... 10 o 0 

£ s. d. 
CAMBRIDGESHIRE, 

Cambridgeshire, on ac4 

Count, by G. E. 
Foster, Esq .......... 130 0 0 

Friend, by C. F. Fos-
ter, Esq ................ 21 0 0 

CORNWALL. 

Redruth-· 
Anon ..................... l 8 0 

DEVONSHIRE. 

Exeter-
Contributions ...... 6 0 
Do., for Native 

Preachers 0 9 6 
Bartholomew Street-

Collection •...•••.•... 7 2 3 
Contributions, by 

box ............... 0 6 4 
Do., Sun. School 0 11 7 

South Street-
Collection ............ 0 18 l 

15 7 9 
Less expenses ...... l 6 6 

14 l 3 

KENT. 

Dover, Sa.lem Cilapel
Contributions, Ladies' 

Auxiliary, for Haiti 
Chap<l ............... .• 12 4 0 

LANCASHIRE, 

Liverpool-
Ladies' Negl.'os· Friend 

Society, for J,,mafr(t 
Theolcgict",l Ir,stit-u-
iion ..................... 10 0 0 

Do., for .Ra. B. B. 
.Dexte1·, Ste~cart 
1'uu;n .................. 10 0 

Do., for Rev. E. 
lie-welt, .. Motwt Ca-
rey ..................... 500 

Do., for Reu. F. 
Jvl,nson, Clarkson-
ril/, ..................... 0 

£ s. d. 
Spark Bridge-

Fell, John, Esq.... ... .. 6 0 0 

N ORTBAMPTOSSRIRE. 

Blisworth-
Collection ..•...........• 3 5 0 
Contributions •••. .• ... O S 0 

Buckby, Long-
Collection ............... 9 8 O 
ContribntioDB •••....•• 2. 5 O 

Hackleton-
Collection ............... 4 19 l 
Contributions .•..••... 5 0 0 

Do., Sunday School l O 0 
Proceeds of Tea .... .. 0 18 0 

Harlestone.................. l 13 0 
Harpole-

Collection ............... 3 3 2 
Contributions ......... 2 9 10 

Helmdon a.nd Culworth l 10 O 
Kingsthorpe . . ............. 2 10 6 
Kislingbury-

Collections, &:e......... 9 9 
Contributions, for 

Natit-e Preachers .•. 0 6 
~lilton .................... 16 0 0 
Northampton, Grey-

friars' Street .. . ....... .. l 10 0 
Patti,hall .................. 3 0 0 

Ring-stcad-
Contributions,for Rei·. 

W. K, l(yc;-ojt's 
Chapel, Bahamas... 2 18 0 

Roadc-
Colleclions............... 4 10 3 
Contributions ......... 4 19 5 

Do., Sunday School O 17 0 
Proceeds of Tea .:.... 0 U U 

Sulgrave ..................... l 1G U 

Towccstcr-
Collectiono...... ......... 6 17 6 
Contriqutions ......... 13 3 3 

Do., Snnday School 1 6 11 

21 17 3 
Less expenses ...... o. 16 S 

20 11 0 
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£ t. d. 
V{c-~ton-

CollectiQn .••• ., ......... . 
Sudbury-

6 2 10 Holman, The 111l•scs l O 0 
Contributions ........ . l 3 0 

Do., Sunday School 0 15 2 

8 l 0 " .. AnwrcKSH'!RR, 

Less expensce ••...• 0 1 O Birmingham, on ac

·OxFORDSRmP:. 

Chipping Norton
Holloway, Miss, for 

01·phan Girl, Chi-

8 0 0 

toura .................. 4 0 0 

Sol\fERSETSHIRE, 

Bristol-
Baptist., Mrs., for Xa• 

tice Preacher, Ca.l-
rnlta .................. 15 0 0 

Street-
Collection ......... ...... 0 8 0 

Wincanton-
Collection ....... .... .... 4 4 
Contributions ......... 5 1 11 

Do., Sunday School O 11 0 

SUFFOLK, 

Ipswich-
Goodchild, Mr., the 

late..................... 1 0 0 

count, by Mr. J. H. 
Hopkins, ................. 140 0 0 

\VrtTstuRB. 

Bradley, North-
Collection ............... 3 8 6 

Less expenses ...... O O 6 

3 8 0 
Semley ..................... 2 10 0 

Trowbridge-
Collcction, Back St... 6 16 6 

Do., do., Public 
Meeting ... .. .. ..... 4 12 4 

Do., Bethesda ...... l 3 3 
Contributions ......... 53 11 6 

Do., for ])ove......... O 5 O 
Do., Sunday School 

Girls ............... 2 4 5 

68 13 0 
Less expenses ... O 13 G 

67 19 G 

Yonn:snmR. 

Bradford-
Aowortb, Rei•. Dr, .. , 5 ~ O 

SCOTLAND. 

Forlroee ...... ...... .... .. .. . O O 3 
Glasgow-

Collections-
Baronial Hall ... ... 9 6 6 
Hope Street ......... ?.3 8 11 
John Street ......... 11 13 7 

Do., for 1'ra.nsla~ 
tions ............ 419 

Public Meeting, 
Rev. J, Russell•• 3 14 6 

Contributions ......... 25 8 0 
Do., for Ttansla-tions.................. 2 0 
Do , for Jamaica 

Theologicai Jnsti• 
tution ............... l O 0 

FOREIGN. 

AFRIC!A-
Cameroons •••••••••.• , ... ,,. 

JAI\tAICA
Kingston-

Graham, Mr. R ......... 

! 14 0 

1 0 0 

ERRATUM IN ANNUAL REPORT. 

The sum of £14, acknowledged from Wotton under Edge (p. 80), ilhould have been 
particularized as follows--

£ •· d. 
Co1lcctior.. •••••••••••••••.••••.••• ,,.,, ................... ,........ 4 S B 

Snbscriptions : 
Eley. Miss ......................................................... 2 0 0 
Griffiths, Rev. J. ................................................ 2 10 0 
Rogers, Mr. John................................................ l O 0 

For Debt.-
Eley, Miss ............................................... ;......... 1 O 0 
Rogers, Mr. John ...... ............... ............. ...... ..... ... 1 0 O 

Boxes by 
Foxwell, Miss ....................................... ........... l 6 11 
Jenner, Mrs ....................•................... ,.............. 0 9 0 
Smith, Hannah................................................... 0 8 5 

--14 0 0 

Subscriptions and Donations in aid of the Baptist Missionary Society will be thankfully 
received by William Brodie Gurney, Esq., and Samuel Morton Peto, Esq., M.P., Treaslll'ers, 
by the Rev. Frederick Trestrail and Edward Bean Underhill, Esq., Secretaries, at the 
Mission House, 33, Moorgate Street, LONDON: in EDINBURGH, by the Rev. Jonathan 
Watson, and John Macandrew, Esq.; in Gusoow, by C. Anderson, Esq.; in DUBLIN, by 
John Purser, Esq., Rathminea Castle; in CALCUTTA, by the Rev. James Thomas, Baptist 
Mission Press; and at NEW YORK, United States, by W. Colgate, Esq. Contributions can 
also be paid in at Messrs. Barclay, Bevan, Tritton, and Co., Lombard Street, to the account 
of the Treasurers. 
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BAPTIST HOME MISSIONARY SOCIETY. 

MlSSIONAlUE:-3 'fO THE WORKING CLASSES. 

On this •ubject the following paragraph 
occurs in the Report for 185 I :-

Of the importu.nceof employing such agency, 
the Committee have a growing conviction. 
Whatever may be the fact in other denomina
tions, it is not forgotten in relation to our own, 
that in the majority of onr churches and con• 
gregations, the working classes, as it is the 
fashion to call them, outnumber the middle , 
classes. In general they are not more specially 
alienated from us than are other sections of the 
community. We cannot truthfully adopt lan
guage which has been employed on this subject, 
and say that we have lost our hold on these 
classes, supposing the term to refer to some 
hold possessed in times gone by. While, how
ever, the recognition of things as they are 
demands these qualifying remarks, there re
mains to be considered another fact alike pal
pable and afilictive, that multitudes of the 
more intelligent of the working classes, estranged 
from, or prejudiced against, even the serious 
professors of Christianity never put themselves 
under Christian teaching, never enter our 
places of Christian worship. How then are 
they to he reached and gained? No one mean 
that can he •uggested, bow excellent and far 
reaching soever, can possibly by its independent 
action remedy so great an evil, the result of 
causes complicated, deeply seated, and some of 
them to be reached only indirectly. Still one 
plan of comprehensive bearing an,l promising 
efficacy would be to employ highly gifted and 
devoted agents, drawn if possible from the 
classes in question, at any rate known to be 
in sympathy with them on questions of social 
and political progress, to address them on 
the great truths of Christianity in the freest 
possible form of lecture, oration, or colloquial 
teaching, whenever and wherever they might 
be able to obtain a candid hearing. The effect 
of such a system carried out with wisdom and 
energ;r by well qualified Christian men would 
be, with the divine blessing, to arouse attention, 
subdue prejudice, and induce numhers who now 
stand entirel;r aloof either to join existing 
fellowships of Christians, or to form fellowships 
of their own. It is manifest that such a plan, 
supposing it sufficiently discussed nud matured, 
to be carried into effective operation would 
1·equire a large amount of pecuniary resources. 
I• the obtaining of these hopeless? lu the 
present circumstances of our country ought it 
to be so? Can it be so without guilt, danger, 
ultimate disaster? At any rate the Committee 
cannot but avail themselves of the present 
opportunity of hringin~ the subject under the 
consideration of the friends of home missions 
generally, and particularly of the more wealthy 
members of the churches. If the servants of 

U,e Lord are in earnest and will liberaliy supply 
the means, snrely He will supply the men. 

In harmony with the above suggestions, 
the friends of the Society in the Northern 
Auxiliary determined at their last association 
and annual meeting to raise specially, for one 
year, the sum of £50, towards the support of 
an agent to visit the hitherto unreached por
tion of the population throughout their 
district, whose labours are to be of a strictly 
missionary character, The Committee have 
heartily agreed, as the Secretary had given 
the friends in the north reason to expect they 
would, to supply the remainder of the sum 
necessary for the support and travelling ex
penses of the agent. They are now making 
anxious inquiries for a suitable missionary, 
and are not without hope that they may 
obtain the services of a brother well qualified 
both by his talents and antecedents for the 
contemplated work. 

The Committee have given instructions to 
several of their agents to visit immediately 
after harvest, the more neglected districts of 
the counties in which they are severally 
situated ; preaching, as they have oppor• 
tunity, in the open air, in barns, or in cot
tages ; and distributing tracts through the 
whole of their route, 

Since the annual meeting, the Committee 
have adopted four new stations, which pro
mise, within a reasonable time, to become 
self-supporting:- Blaenavon, Monmouth
shire, where a new chapel was erected in 
1846 ; Bridgend, Glamorganshire, where an 
English baptist chapel of a very attractive 
character, yet economical as to cost, was 
erected last year ; Shotley Bridge, Durham, 
which also has a new place of worship well 
situated, so as to accommodate the popula
tion both of the village and the iron works ; 
and l\lepal, Cambridgeshire, which, together 
with the adjacent village, contains a popula
tion not otherwise provided with evangelical 
instruction. 

During the last quarter the Secretary has 
visited various places in Monmouthshire, 
Nottinghamshire, Derbyshire, Lincolnshire, 
Northumberland, Durham, east Gloucester
shire, and Huntingdonshire. He purposes to 
visit next quarter Buckinghams11ire, Somer· 
sctshire, Dorsetshire, \Varwickshire, Essex, 
and part of Glouceslerehire. He is at pre
sent engaged in visiting several of the London 
churches. 

Our fricnls at Stoll'-on-the-Wol,1 ha1·e 
:i y 
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opened their new place of worship ; and may 
now hop~ '.or the attendance of many who 
,vere unw1llmg to frequent their former incom
modious and dilapidated structure. The 
following is the account forwarded by Mr. 
Acock, the minister. 

The foundation stone of the above place of 
worship was laid l\Iarch 29th last, and the 
opening sen-ices were held on Tuesday August 
10th, It is a neat and snbstantial building 
from plans kindly presented by Mr. Williams 
of ,v eston-snpcr-Mare, 45 ft. by 30 ft., blue 
slates and projecting roof, with windows havin~ 
iron frames "ith circular heads. It is pewecl 
throughout, the middle tier having nO doors, 
being intended for free sittings, The gallery 
is large with a st'lne staircase. The baptistery 
is beneath the platform which is elevated two 
feet above the floor. There is a vestry and 
school-room separated by a moveable partition 
measuring 30 ft. by 20 ft. On the day of 
opening a prayer-meeting was held at half-past 
eight. Dr. Cox was announced to preach in 
the morning at ha.If-past ten; but an accident 
he met with in a.lighting from a cab prevented. 
This wa.s much regretted; but his place was 
well supplied by Mr. Landels of Birmingham, 
who preached an excellent sermon from Rev, 
vii. 10, "Sslvation." In the anernoon at 
half-past hvo, Mr, Statham of Bourton
on-the-Watcr, was called to the chair, and 
in the evening an impressive sermon was 
delivered by .\lr. Nemnan of Shortwood, from 
Luke x. 42. The day was very stormy, with 
mnch thunder and lightning; but though rain 
fell heavily in many places near Sto,v, none fell 
there. 

On Lord's day following, Dr. Hoby preached; 
the morning was wet, but in the even
ing the weather was more favourable, and 
a crowded congregation listened to the sermon 
1>ith great attention, A.bout fifty-three pounds 
were collected at the different meetings, and 
there is now 9. debt 1Jf about £100; the whole ex
pencliture being rather more than £600. 

The following from Mr. E. 1Smith, who 
supplies the stations near Bourton-on-the
water, relates to a village place of meeting of 
much humbler pretensions, and not originally 
constructed as a chapel :-" I thought it 
would not be uninteresting for me to give you 
an account of what we have done at our sta
tion at Staughton. After your kind offer, on 
behalf of the Committee, t-0 pay the rent, 
subscription was started, and the friends at 
Bourton contributed very liberally. The 
place is taken on lease for ten years, and will 
comfortably seat one hundred persons. It is 
well filled at the two services on Lord's day. 
The station is an interesting one ; good has 
been done, and is, I hope, through the divine 
blessing, still doing. The people have a 
quarterly subscription among themselves, and 
I think they will raise this year £.t for the 
Baptist Home Mission. The whole cost of 
fitting up our place of worship has this week 
l.ieen paid off. 

Jn a cr,mmunicalion from the Rev. D. 

Evans, Swansea, respecting Neath, he snys, 
" On my return home a few days since, aflet 
long absence, I found your letter. I gave its 
contents this week to Mr. Havard, the minis
ter at Neath, who is much cheered thereby, 
There was a tea meeting there last Monday 
evening, which I attended. Their present 
prospects are more encouraging than they 
have been at all previously, The place is 
full every sabbath evening ; and there are 
upwards of ninety children in the sabbath 
school, We are now making efforts to pay 
off a portion of their debt, and thus reduce 
their annual liabilities." 

From Dunmow, Essex, Mr. R. Morris 
writes," I came here in April last, and I hope 
that a foundation for future usefulness has 
already been laid, At present, our congrega
tions are but small ; our best, which is in the 
afternoon, numbers about seventy, exclusive 
of the sabhath school, which you will he glad 
to learn is improving, although we need active 
and efficient teachers, who will feel interested 
in the religious culture of the children. With 
a view to extend the cause, I have given 
attention to the neighbouring villages, not 
altogether in vain. At two of them the 
attendance is fully equal to our expectations, 
averaging from fifty to sixty, Lately I have 
occasionally preached on sabbath evenings in 
the open air, and have been well attended, 
The 'fract Society ha~ kindly voted me a 
grant of tracts for distrihution in the neigh
bourhood." 

The report of the Lancashire Auxiliary 
contains an excellent letter from the pen of 
H. Kelsal, Esq., the Treasurer, on the means 
of rendering the county operations more 
extended and efficient. The following extracts 
will be read with interest :-

But we dwell not here alone, We find our• 
selves in the midst of a dense poeulation. We 
are surrounded hy, and in partial intercourse 
with, myriads of fellow creatures, sharers with 
us of the same nature, alive to the same sym · 
pathies, and destined in common with ourselves 
to an endless existence when the shadows of 
time shall have passed away. It is affecting to 
think in what multitudes they arc here con
gregated together, and what high numerical 
terms are required to denominate them. Here, 
under circumstances of ceaseless activity and 
excitement, they are passing the probationary 
period of their existence, which is soon to be 
succeeded by that which is retributive. And 
what is their character? In some instance,, 
though not pertaining to our denominational 
communion, they are, equnlly with ourselvc•, 
the warm friends of evangelical truth and holi
ness, exhibiting the lustre of personal sanctity, 
and consecrated to the noble services and cn<ls 
of our common Christianity, In others, ho1v
ever, while discharging with fi,lclity the obliga
tions of social Jifo, they are altogether uncon
cerned about their eternal welfare; or, abandoned 
to the delusion and peril of a false peace, are 
substituting the forms of religion for its power, 
In yet more numerous instance•, they urc the 
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votaries "of a beguiling disoipation-" lovers of the want of facilities for collecting the small 
plea,ure more than !oven of God," or the vie- amounts, Some in easy circumstances and 
time of a gloomy and immoral scepticism, Large blessed with a portion of this world's good, 
numbers of the busy and responsible beings, by might, we think, do more. From an examina• 
whom we are surrounded, have snnk down tion of the last ten years' accounts, it is esti
into n stale of settled indifference to, and neg- mated, that only about 600 persons regularly 
Ject of, spiritual ordinances; and othen, from subscribe, whether yearly, quarterly, or monthly, 
causes which it would not be difficult t.o specify, to this object; and not more than one third of 
have become ho,tile to every form of religions the total number of members, in the associate 
profession and religions worship. We thus find churches, contribute to the various collections. 
ourselves in the midst of a population, no small Can such a state of things he justified? 
proportion of which is "living without God," In addition to calling upon individuals for 
and, unless Christian philanthropy inteYpose, periodical snbscriptions, we earnestly recom
will die "without hope." mend to the officers and members of the 

Our obligations to do all in our power for the chnrches the making of at least one public 
spiritual welfare of our neighbours and fellow I collection yearly, in their respective places of 
citizens thus ready to peri•h, are unquestion- I worship, for the County Mission, in order to 
able. The commission to" preach the gospel ; give to each individual an opportunity of con
to every creatnre," is unrepealed to the present I tributing, ,vhether a large or small sum, even 
day. "Beginning at Jerusalem," was enforced · to the smallest coin of the realm. Thus they 
alike by the example and command of oar who could not snbscribe their penny a week or 
blessed Lord. In accordance with this princi- month, might aid the general result. This 
pie, the "Yorkshire and Lancashire Itinerant plan has the express sanction of our Lord, who 
Society" was originally established. Our sec- commended the poor widow for casting her 
tion of this organization has existed separately, "two mites" into the public treasury. 
under the name of the "County Home Mission," In addition to the employment of a larger 
for the last twenty-seven years; during which number of regular agents, we submit that many 
period, with more or less success, it has steadily of the gifted memhers of the churches might do 
worked out its benevolent purposes. But who, more in promotion of the general design than 
that thoughtfully surveys the scene, in the they do at present. By them, especially, the 
midst of which we are placed, does not desire claims of adjacent villages and hamlets might 
that it should be rendered more effective, by be met to a happy extent, and the light of 
the increase of its agencies and resources? evangelical truth be made to irradiate many a 

\Ve do not, however, anticipate success so spot now dark with ignorance and error. And 
much from any organization, how wisely soever where is the Christian who, however humble 
devised and adjusted, as from a deep and abid- his station, cannot witness for his gracioug 
ing conviction, universally felt h,Y the 4758 Master by" a word fitly spoken" in the ordin
members composing the churches Ill the asso- ary intercourse of life? or, express his anxiety 
cintion, that each has individuaUy a duty to for the spiritual welfare of his neighbour by 
perform ;-a dnty arising from being put in the presentation of an "Appeal," or other reli
trust with the gospel of salvation, to· make it gious tract? or, by the example of a holy life, 
known, as far as practicable, to every inhabitant himself become "a living epistle of Christ, 
in the associational district ;-a duty yet further known and read of all men?" or, by consecrat
mforced by the solemn appeal, addressed to each ina; his leisure to the beneficent activities of 
severally, "How much owest thou my Lord?'' religion, be a missionary among his neighbour~, 

Permit us, then, brethren, in the first in- thus winning them to the obedierrce of faith? 
stance, and emphatic'llly, to plead for the in- \Vithout a deep-toned personal piety, however, 
crease of agents. There are numerous towns, any and every means at our commantl will be 
of large population, in which no church exists neglected, or employed with a fitful and feeble 
representative of the denomination; such, for inefficiency, and we shall grow "wearv in well 
instance, as Lancaster, Warrington, Chorley, doing." .. 
Middleton, &c., to say nothing of some less The present moment is one of unusual urg
important districts and rapidly growing villages, ency for increase,! Horne l\lission operations, 
in whose spiritual culture we ought to bear our inasmuch as the tiJe of emigration is set in with 
r,art, And shall they appe:,l to us in vain? extraordinary force; and it is a q11estion of 
fhat were a reflection on our religious princi- I great practical interest,- ,vhat are the princi
ples and personal character, such as no devout ples which the adventurous pilgrims shall bcor 
mind could contemplate without shamo and with them to their distant and adopted homes? 
regret. They are to found, in some instances, and in 

But, in order to employ such agency to others to builtl up, new states and empir,·s; 
preach the gospel, increased funds for their and they will inevitably impress their own cha
support are requisite, the present income of racier, whether for good or evil, on their work. 
the Society being insufficient to meet the Let us be concerned to bring them under the 
claims of the agents already engaged, influence of the gospel, ere they depart from 

Although the contributions have diminished among us, that thus, wherever the provit.lencc 
instead or increasing, during the last four years of God may guide their footsteps, they may be
of cheapened provisions nnd improved circum- come so many agents of righteousness, antl 
stances, we do not suppose that it arises from witnesses of the truth, in foreign !ant.ls; ant.! 
any indisposition (except, perhaps, in a few while eng~jtcd in their various secular cidlings, 
cases) to aid in giving to our benighted neigh- quietly dittuse around them "tl1e savour of tli, 
hours and fellow countrymen that gospel to knowledge of Christ.'' 
wltieh wo owe our salvation, but rathel' from But, brethren, whatever numbrr3 rnny ll·:n.._. 
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our shores, still greater and ever-augmenting 
multitudes will remain. Each one of this 
teeming throng is an object of intense interest 
to invisible "powers.". Each one is possessed 
of a spirit capable of knowing, lovrng, and 
enjoying God for ever-a spirit which will sur
vive the fires of the last day, and which trans
cends in value the material universe. Each one 
is hastening on to an eternal destiny of ha.ppi• 
ness or misery-the alternative to be decided 
by the ·character, whether of saint or sinner, 
which he sustains in this life. Each one ex&ts 
a.n important influence on the whole of which 
he is a part; conseqnently on ourselves, our 
families, and our friends. Each one has a claim, 
t.oo, on our deepest compassion and untiring 
efforts. And for each one we a.re, in our mea
sure, as having a. dispensation of the gospel 

committed to us, held t·esponsible. Is this the 
case? With what seriousness and earnestneea 
should we sddress ourselves to ottr high enter
prise ! No personal service we can render-no 
pecuniary sacrifice we can make, will exceed 
the claims which myriads of onr fellow country
men, and especially a. glorified Saviour, has 
upon us; and when we have done our utmost 
we shall still be "unprofitable servants." Let 
ns then, brethren, give ourselves, with increas• 
ing singleness of purpose and entireness of self. 
consecration, to the work to which we are 
summoned and pledged, humbly hoping to be 
"counted faithful" by HIM who "gave him
self for ns, that he might redeem us from all 
iniquity, and sanctify us unto himself a peculiar 
people, zealous of good works." 
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BO-DAU-PARAH, SEARCHING FOR TRUTH. 

BY MRS, EMILY C. JUDSON, 

Foit a period of more than two thou- Brahminists, while in China it held a 
sand years Boodhism had prevailed divided sovereignty, in Thibet it had 
uninterruptedly in Burmah. Intro- become so changed in character as to be 
duced right royally, and through a scarcely recognizable, and even in its 
royal medium from India, the work of old Cinghalese home had deteriorated 
propagation among the common people almost to a level with surrounding ido
had been followed up by missionaries latries, in Burmah it had only swerved 
from Ceylon, till probably no national a little from its original simplicity, and 
religion under the sun ever so claimed gathered a few premonitory stains. 
the undivided affections and convictions True the priests did not obey in spirit 
of an entire nation. Supported on the the command of Gaudama to go clothed 
one hand by the absolute authority of in rags, but their rich silken robes were 
an uncompromising monarchy, and on sewed together from such nominal frag
the other by the powerful influence of a ments as would bring them within the 
priesthood whose roots extended into letter of the law; and though they ad
every family of respectability, drawing hered to the original rule of owning no 
no stinted nourishment from family property, and striving for no political 
pride ; a structure really admirable in power, they ruled with absolute sway 
itself, still stood forth without a frac- over commoners and nobility1 and rich 
ture, and with only a slight mantling communities of leprous beggars were 
of moss and mildew to mar its beauty. their obsequious bankers. In one thing 
While this comparatively pure and ele- they had gone counter to the com
vated faith had been supplanted in its mands of Gaudama. They had been 
original dominions by the disgusting forbidden to inhabit monasteries within 
doctrines and horrible practices of the the limits of the town, an injunction 
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which had been from time immemorial 
practically forgotten. But the worst 
blot upon the Boodhistic religion, the 
most destructive of its purity, and the 
most degrading in its influence on 
the character of the people was naht, 
or spirit-worship. Little altars to 
both good and evil spirits were often 
erected at the very doors of the Kyoun,qs; 
and the younger priests not infre
quently shared their quota of rice with 
these invisible visitors, while the older 
ones winked at the folly. To a still 
more alarming extent was this de
moralizing practice carried on among 
the people. 

The great distinctive feature of 
Boodhism is its proclaiming ONE GOD, 

who alone (through images of himself, 
pagodas erected over his relics, and the 
priests who devote themselves to his 
honour) is the suitable object of wor
ship. A belief in a plurality of gods 
always has the effect of degrading a 
people-a truth trite enough in our 
ears, but one which the thoughtful Bo
dau-parah had occupied years in ar
riving at. In fact, the stern king had 
had too long a term of peace for the 
good of old institutions; and· during 
this term of peace, he had thought, and 
observed, and delved in old Pali books, 
till he became more learned in both the 
philosophy and mythology of Boodhism, 
than even the priests themselves. He 
had compared and pondered, till his 
shrewd mind had arrived at many 
startling conclusions ; and, bold man as 
he was, he expressed his opinions eo 
freely, that his most politic nobles 
trembled for what they well knew to 
he the glory of the nation ; his more 
reckless courtiers grew openly and 
gaily irreligious: while troubled priests 
in the recesses of their monasteries, 
laid a finger on their lips significantly, 
and sighed, rather than whispered, 
"paramat." * In the meantime the 

• Infidel. 

governors of different provinces seemed 
aware that the most effectual mode of 
courting royal favour was to hold the 
reins of religious intolerance slackly ; 
and latitudinous opinions and freedom 
of inquiry spread throughout the em
pire with wonderful rapidity. In this 
newly opened nursery of thought sprang 
up innumerable sects or schools of phi
losophy. There were men who denied 
the existence of matter; men who in
sisted that matter was only a develop
ment of mind ; and those who main
tained, with innumerable shades of 
difference, directly the reverse of this 
proposition. There were deists of a 
dozen different schools ; and transcend
entalists, who ventured farther into 
the realms of mysticism than the more 
practical occidental mind would dare 
or has the spiritual capacity to go. 
Among these free-thinking philoso
phers was a noble old patriarch liv
ing at Prome, who, according to all 
accounts, must have been a modern 
Socrates, and who, in the reign of the 
Grandson, became a still closer imitator 
of the ancient sage, by sacrificing his 
life to his faith. Another was Moung 
Shwayngong, a man of commanding 
personal presence, and exalted charac-
ter, who, with several of his disciples, 
afterwards embraced Christianity, and 
contributed to give a cast of uncommon 
intellectuality to the first Christian 
church in Burmah. One of his 
followers (probably the only survivor) 
an old lady now living in Maulmain, 
invariably attracts the attention of 
strangers, by her singular refinement 
and elegance of manner, her general 
intelligence, and her genuine Christian 
graces. And yet she is said to have 
been at the time of her conversion, far 
from a brilliant specimen of the intel
lectual coterie to which she belonged. 

At length Bo-dau-parah, having very 
unintentionally thrown open the flood
gates of thought throughout his realm, 
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took the alarm. He never had the 
least intention of allowing such latitude 
of opinion to common minds ; and he 
devoted himself with characteristic 
energy to finding a remedy. There 
were men of almost all nations assem
bled at Ava, and he resolved to have 
through their aid an examination of 
the different religions, in order that 
Burmah might adopt the wisest code. 
Royal councillors and aristocratic 
priests trembled ; but they dared not 
manifest their uneasiness by a murmur. 
The haughty king asked no adviser, 
and he constituted himself sole judge. 
The day was appointed ; the various 
representatives came together ; the 
royal secretaries sat down with their 
black books spread before them ; and 
the king conducted the examination in 
person, and sometimes, in his earnest
ness, withou.t the formality of an in
terpreter. There was the wily Brahmin, 
telling on his rosary the names of his 
multitude of uncouth divinities ; the 
exiled Parsee, with his finely cut fea
tures, and deep, melancholy eyes, in 
which slumbered a fire as fervid as that 
he worshipped ; the bearded Moslem, 
who hid the Son of God behind the 
shadow of his mighty human Prophet ; 
and the Armenian and Romanist, who 
also hid from the poor heathen king, 
the Saviour of the world, but, for the 
opnquering Prophet, substituted a 
woman. 

And were these all 1 Were Armenian 
merchants and Portuguese Padris the 
only representatives of the Christian 
religion in Burmah 1 Oh, "how un
searchable are His judgments, and His 
ways past finding out!"' Not far from 
the mouth of that same lrrawaddy, 
whose crystal tide swept down the 
white sands of the golden city, sat the 
first American missionary, pointing 
dumbly to the different objects in his 
room, and writing down their names as 
indicated in the strange accents of the 

teacher by his side. And while, with 
his heroic wife, his longing heart often 
turned toward the place where, years 
afterward, one received " in his body 
the marks of the Lord Jesus" to wear 
till death, and the other gathered up 
the seeds of martyrdom ; it was well for 
their peace, for their faith perhaps, that 
they could not divine the scene passing 
there at 'that moment. It would have 
appeared to them a golden opportunity 
lost for ever. Perhaps the reader will 
think it was. 

But there was one man at Ava calling 
himself a Protestant. A large-framed 
man, with coarse, strongly marked 
features, and ruddy complexion, though 
wearing the Burman dress answered to 
an English name. It was reported that 
for some crime, which rumour variously 
represented, though she never wiped it 
from blood-guiltiness, this man had 
escaped from the English navy, and 
taken shelter under a heathen govern
ment, adopting with the dress, the 
manners, customs, and as far as in his 
power, the character of the people. He 
had not troubled himself about religion, 
and in a time of such general laxness 
of opinion, he had not of course been 
troubled. This man, with probably 
some effort to recall his mother's teach
ings, and now and then prompted by 
the Spanish merchant at his side to 
whom we are indebted for the story, at 
last succeeded in repeating the ten com
mandments ! And that was all. The 
representatives of the different religions 
left the royal presence ; and not the 
faintest whisper of the gospel of Christ 
had fallen on the ear of the inquiring 
monarch. 

The king hastily retired to the inner 
palace alone ; while ministers of state 
and gallant court favourites, gathered 
here and there in little knots to discus 
the wonders of the day. Subtle meta
physicians enlarged upon the spiritual 
doctrines of the Parsee; gay, 1howy 
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young men compared sneeringly the 
pomp of any Moorman festival, with 
the gorgeous splendours of a Boodhistic 
cremation of priests ; the court wit per
petrated an epigram on woman-worship, 
while sober politicians attempted to 
weigh the effect of the whole proceeding 
upon the prosperity of the country. It 
was evident to all that the monarch 
was disappointed, chagrined; but none 
but the Almighty saw, or could guess, 
the workings of his dark, though power
ful mind. At length, after three days, 
he came forth in great state, and pro
claimed the Boodhistic faith to be the 
most elevated, the purest in the world, 
and the only one worthy the attention 
of Burmans. The shouts that rose 
beyond the magic circle of the king's 
personal attendants were almost deafen
ing ; and scarcely a voice in the golden 
city but joined in the general cry, 
ascribing half the attributes of Deity to 
the mighty brother of .A.lompra. But 
soon the cry died away in consternation; 
for the king had yet other communica
tions to make, and edicts to issue. As 
Boodhism was a pure religion, he deter
mined it should be observed in its 
purity. .A.11 the naht tables were ordered 
to be torn down ; and naht offerings 
and naht worship forbidden, on penalty 
of imprisonment and final death. 
Kyoungs erected within the limits of 
the town were dismantled ; and the 
priests stripped of their rich robes, and 
driven back to the wilderness. Then 
ensued a scene of confusion. Many 
priests, especially those of high family, 
resisted, and were thrown into prison. 
Many concealed their sacred garments 
under the plaided cloth of a layman, 
wound a turban around their shaven 
crowns, and fled to Prome, to Rangoon, 
and even across a section of the Bay to 
Martaban, Kyaikamee, or Bike, being 
everywhere protected by the trembling, 
sympathizing people. One of these 
fugitives actually obtained a shelter for 

the night, and a protection for his 
effects, in the house of the American 
missionary at Rangoon ; who heard of 
the persecution only as the cruel and 
causeless act of a despotic monarch, and 
never dreamed that it could be the work 
of a mind apparently ripe for the recep
tion of the gospel. 

Gradually the king relaxed in the 
energy of his measures, and affairs 
began ,ery slowly to resume their 
former position. But before much had 
been accomplished, he died, and left 
the throne to his grandson; who 
promptly restored the old order of 
things, with no scruples respecting 
undue pomp and glitter. And the 
result, under him and his successors, 
is well known to the Christian world. 

"Oh, if you could only, only have 
been there ! " was the exclamation of 
the listener to this tale. '.' Even a few 
words might have been sufficient." 

The narrator answered with a quiet, 
but expressive smile. 

"If you could only have known." 
"I felt as yon do when Lanciego first 

told me the circumstance, when we 
were chained together in the death 
prison at Ava; but God cares for the 
interests of his kingdom far better than 
the wisest and best of us know how to 
care. The religion of our Saviour, pro
pagated by despotism, would be a curse, 
and not a blessing to a nation. And 
even the favouring smile of royalty is 
a thing I have long since ceased to 
pray for. All we want of any govern
ment is bare toleration-that is, to be 
let alone. It is contrary to the very 
spirit of Christianity to begin with 
those in power, and work downward; 
and when it does so begin, the vital 
spark is sure to escape in the process. 
Christ, our pattern, began low. He 
did not turn away from Nicodemus, or 
the Roman centurion, or the nobleman; 
but he made no special effort for the 
benefit of those classes, with the view 
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of gnining, through them, greater in- Saviour has the good of Bnrmah infi
fluence over the lower orders. Mission- nitely nearer his heart than we have, 
aries, if they would be successful, must and He was watching when my poor 
have more faith in God; and work in 'eyes were holden.' I thank Him for 
bis own appointed way, preaching the His care; and I stand ready to do bis 
gospel to the poor. It is painful to think work, however lowly, and wait his time, 
of the pitiable old king groping so however long." 
earnestly in his darkness; but the 

THE EGYPTIAN BOOK OF THE DEAD. 

BY THE REV. JOHN ROBERTSON, M.A. 

"TEKEL. Thou art weighed in the balances, and found wanting." 

Tms book was found in the royal 
tombs at Thebes, and one similar to it 
was discovered by Champollien in the 
museum at Turin. Champollien thought 
it a species of liturgy, Rituel funeraise; 
but Lepsius, after more thorough ex
amination, has named it das Todten
buch-the book of the dead-a book 
that unquestionably belongs to the re
motest age of the Pharaohs. 

The document presents a full series 
of the funeral observances of the ancient 
Egyptians. In different and succeeding 
sections we have the funeral solemnities, 
the procession, with its windings, the 
mummy under a canopy, mourning at
tendants, the vessel which is to waft the 
corpse over the sacred lake, and the 
tomb with its usual emblems. But as 
the last libation is emptied, Anubis is 
pictured laying his hand on the dead 
body, and beyond the grave the departed 
re-appears, unshrouded and in lowly 
adoration before the sun-god. In the 
other world the shade, in his second 
life, appears now as a suppliant, and 
now he is pictured as combating with 
monstrous shapes of scorpions and 
crocodiles, but he gains the victory. 
Elysian fields are then rudely sketched, 
and in them the "Immortal" appears 
in all the various processes of successful 

husbandry. But nigh him is the last 
Hall of Judgment, where sits the stern 
arbiter, Osiris, with the small tablet on 
his breast, and before and around him 
are his balance, his secretary, and his 
forty-two assessors. It is remarkable 
that this balance has in one of its scale8 
a statue of divine justice, and in the 
other the heart of the deceased. This 
scale the dead man watches himself, 
but Anubis guards the other. Each of 
the forty-two judges records his own 
decision-a separate verdict. Horus 
examines the plummet, and !both records 
the sentence. The person at the bar of 
these solemn judges is allowed to plead 
in his own behalf, "I have defrauded 
no man, I have not slaughtered the 
cattle of the gods, I have not prevari
cated at the seat of justice, I have not 
made slaves of the Egyptians, I have 
not defiled my conscience for the sake 
of my superior, I have not used violence, 
&c., I have not grieved the spirits of 
the gods, I have not committed adultery, 
I have not forged signet rings, I have 
not offered to the gods that which is 
imperfect," &c., &c. It is plain that 
there are shadowed out in many of these 
hieroglyphs, the hopes and fears of a 
guilty bosom, for should the spirit when 
judged be discovered unworthy of ad-
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mission to paradise, it is ignominiously in susceptibility of enjoyment. It joins 
driven off to a darker world, and made the happy throng ~ho bathe in the pure 
to assume a bestial form typical of its river of water of life that encircles 
sensual character and grovelling pur- their dwelling. "They have found 
suits. A glutton is condemned to favour in the eyes of the great God, 
assume the form of a hog, and is sent they dwell in mansions of glory, and 
off under the guidance of a foul spirit enjoy the celestial life-the bodies which 
to wallow in a sty and feed upon they have forsaken shall sleep for ever 
"husks." But if the spirit has been in their sepulchres, while they shall re
acquitted, it rises higher in glory and joice in the presence of God most High." 

TWO ABBESSES OF THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY. 

From the Foreign Evangelical Review . . 

ANGELIQUE, the second daughter of abbey had an abbess, and Angelique 
Antony Arnauld, who was born in 1591 was made her coadjutrix. Let us hear 
and died in 1661, was in many respects some of her own expressions : "My 
the most distinguished person of .her father," says she to her nephew, the 
race; certainly_according to the Romish well-known Le Maistre, "asked me 
standard of judging. It will be neces- when I was seven years old, whether I 
sary to condense into a small space the would not be a nun. As he feared I 
copious materials towards her biography would say No, and, as I did not well 
which are before us, and which, if fully know what it meant, he anticipated me 
detailed, would give a lively picture of by saying: 'But·you shall be something 
monastic life in France, and of the more than a mere nun, my child ; I will 
power of this system to hem in and make you abbess, and mistress of the 
warp the most generous natures. And others. I felt that I must submit to 
that the story m"'y be as little broken him, and finding the hard lot somewhat 
as possible, we shall connect with allevia.ted by the abbacy, I replied, Yes, 
Angelique her sister Agnes, who was grandpapa, I will. At the same time, 
born in 1593, and died in 1671. An- my heart was almost broken,je crevais, 
gelique is the central point in the and I went into the corridor, thinking 
history of Port-Royal. Both Arnauld with myself, am I not unlucky to be 
and Marion had been champions for born the second daughter ! Had I been 
Henry IV.; and Marion received by the eldest, I might have been married." 
royal brevet the abbeys of Port-Royal Angelique was of an indomitable will, 
and St. Cyr, for his two infant grand- and early displayed her faculty of ruling 
daughters, Angelique and Agnes. What others. So far as she came to the know
a glimpse it gives us of French popery ledge of gracious doctrine, she contended 
and monkery, to read that Agnes was for it, at all hazards ; so far as she was 
m:i.de superior of St. Cyr, at the age of bound in the fetters of Popery, she 
five years! It was a period in which gloried in them, with a bigoted resolu
rdigion had become a play, and much tion. There was no submission or 
amusement was afforded by the little penance which she was not willing to 
Madame de St. CJr, In the following undergo ; and, when in later years she 
year she became a nun The other became familiar with the system of 
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Augustine, she found in the highest 
points of predestination and sovereign 
grace the means of subduing her rebel
lious will. This, however, is anticipating 
our story. For a time, the little girl 
was entrusted to the nuns of :!Vlaubuisson, 
a convent on the Oise. In 1600 she 
was taken to Amiens, where she went 
through the ceremony of confirmation. 
While at Maubuisson she made her 
profession, as it is called. When in 
1602, the abbess of Port-Royal died, 
Antony Arnauld lost not a moment in 
carrying his child to take possession of 
her benefice ; to this dignity she was 
raised at the age of ten years and ten 
months. The same day she first partook 
of the eucharist, and, as she says, with
out any instruction in its meaning. 
The p·ater who confessed the nuns did 
not so much as know the Paternoster in 
French. He opened no book but his 
Breviary, and spent his time in hunt
ing. Such was the priesthood during 
the wars against the Huguenots. There 
had been preaching seven or eight times 
in forty years. During the carnival, no 
one communicated, as the nuns were 
masquerading in the convent ; the pater 
was·meanwhile doing the same with the 
servants. The foundation had been 
dilapidated; in 1605 there were but 
twelve nuns. Angelique was a lively 
child. She read the lives of saints with 
less zest than Plutarch, which was then 
the favourite book in France. Henry 
IV., being on a hunting expedition, 
visited the abbey, desiring to see "the 
little abbess.''. He found her taller than 
he expected, which was no wonder, as 
she wore heels several inches high. 
While yet at a distance, the gallant 
li:ing sounded his bugle, and cried, when 
the nuns flew to the window, " I kiss 
the hands of the Lady Abbess." 

During the succeeding years, the 
young abbess passed through many 
stages of inward conflict, such as under 
other influences might have led her to 

the clearest Protestantism. Amidst 
much that was good, her zeal expended 
itself very much in externals, and 
especially in plans for reforming the 
abbey, and introducing a stricter rule. 
This reform she began with herself, by 
voluntary humility and macerations. 
At night she often went secretly to a 
loft in order to pray. She was some
times seen dropping melted wax on her 
arm. Having been taught by a new 
confessor that the house should, accord
ing to rule, be closed, even against 
her nearest friends, she once held out 
against her father and his family, as if 
in a beleaguered castle, conversing only 
through the grate, by which old Arnauld 
was highly exasperated. It shows the 
firmness of a girl of eighteen. The day 
was in after years referred to as la 
journee du guichet, or the day of the 
grate. Jn later life she used to record 
many of the instances of laxity in the 
nunneries and their confessors. In her 
apology for going out of the order of 
Citeaux, she says, " If the abbesses are 
proud, the confe,;sors are their humble 
servants - their valets de chambre. 
This is so true, that I saw one sowing 
beets, so as to make the abbess's name 
and cipher ; and another holding up the 
abbess's train, as lackeys are used to 
do. If, on the other hand, the abbesses 
are humble and entertain a reverence 
for the priesthood, the confessors become 
masters and tyrants, so that nothing 
can be done without their orders. Vv'hen 
such friars go back to their proper 
monasteries, they are intolerable, having 
become imperious from ruling over 
women." Angelique (says Reuchlin) 
gives us a list, we might say a menagerie, 
of confessors, of whom some were wolves, 
some foxes, and some boobies. Selfish
ness and jealousy were their common 
faults. 

After her father's death, which oc
curred when ~h~ was about twenty-eight 
years of age, Angelique was summoned 
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for a time to take charge of the nunnery 
of Maubuisson, in which she had spent 
part of her childhood. Its abbess was 
Madame d'Etrees, a sister of la belle 
Gab1·ielle, Henry's famous mistress. 
This was by no means an austere abbey. 
The nuns used often to go by water, 
with the prioress at their head, to a 
place agreed on, there to dance on the 
green with their holy brethren of St. 
Martin in Pontoise. Louis XIII. deter
mined to reform these and many the 
like abuses, and caused several sets of 
commissioners to be sent on that errand. 
They found they had to do with a re
fractory amazon. A priest was sent to 
take up his a.bode, and bring things to 
rights. The ladies locked him up, with 
all his attendants, in a tower, and kept 
them four days on bread and water, 
with the addition of a daily strapping, 
etrivieres. The abbey was at length 
evacuated only by a band of archers, 
the municipal guard of that day. They 
found the lady-abbess concealed in a 
chest or wardrobe, and carried her half
dressed upon a bed to Paris. Into her 
place Angelique was brought. She 
found the nuns free from all govern
ment. Till this time they had been on 
the best terms with the young fellows 
of the country, living as if in a gay 
chateau. Some of them had gardens 
of their own, with pavilions, where they 
received company. Plays were acted. 
The abbey was rich enough to support 
a hundred nuns, and contained but 
twenty-two. It was only by force of 
arms, such as was common in feudal 
ejectments, that the young superior was 
installed into her new place. 

In 1620, Agnes Arnauld was made 
coadjutrix of Port-R-Oyal. It was about 
this time that the sisters became ac
quainted with that famous saint and 
mystic, Francis de Sales. With him 
and with Berulie and St. Cyran, these 
ladies held many conversations on the 
porruptions of the church, which might 

well have befitted protestants. Like all 
J ansenists, they were contending for 
sovereign decrees, absolute grace, and 
inward vital religion as dil!,tinguished 
from forms. Their misery was that they 
sought this while subjecting themselves 
to the bishop of Rome. St. Vincent 
says in a letter :-" St. Cyran said to 
me one day, 'God has given me great 
manifestations, and still gives them. 
He has caused me to learn that there 
has been no church for these five or six 
hundred years. Formerly the church 
was a great stream of clear water, but 
now the church is only mire and mud. 
The bed of the stream is the same ; but 
it is no longer the same water.' I re
presented to him that all the heretics 
used the same pretext to cover their 
errors, and I especially named Calvin. 
'Calvin,' said St. Cyran, 'was not 
wrong in all he undertook ; but he de
fended himself ill.' " 

Angelique spent her life in her several 
religious houses, but chiefly in Port
Royal des Champs, in trying to realize 
the impracticable scheme of a conventual 
heaven on earth. None could be more 
sincere, devout, or energetic ; but she 
attempted all by means of rigours. It 
is not our purpose to trace the progress 
of her reforms. When complete, they 
comprised a variety of ascetic observ
ances. Property was common ; animal 
food was tabooed. The coarsest clothes 
were worn, not to speak of cilicia and 
pricking girdles. The nuns rose to 
matins at three o'clock. Absolute 
silence was observed, except in devotion, 
or certain prescribed conferences. Some 
hours were devoted to labour every day. 
The psalter was wholly said or sung 
every twenty-four hours. And at length, 
in pursuance of their special aim as 
nuns of the Holy Sacrament, and doubt
less to stop the mouths of the Jesuits, 
who twitted them with Calvinism, they 
so divided themselves, that at least one 
of them was at every moment of the 
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day and night kneeling in adoration I the leading spirit in all this, but Agnes 
before the idol-wafer." Angelique was followed her step by step. 

READING FOR YOUNG MINISTERS. 

WITH all respect for contemporaneous have so nobly laboured to stem the 
divines, I recommend you to familiarize devastating tide which takes its rise 
yourselves with the stately pages of a amidst the fretid swamps of continental 
Howe; with the devout and discrimi- Neology, which seeks to undermine the 
nating works of an Oxen; with the bulwarks of our religion, and deprive us 
pungent productions of a Baxter ; and of all that is positive in our faith, and 
with the affluent contributions of a sweep us into the bottomless gulf of a 
Barrow. Among more recent authors, vast and dreary negation ; but I know 
the athletic Andrew Fuller cannot be of no productions more masterly in con
overlooked, that muscular and sinewy ception, more healthy in their tendency, 
creature, that great wrestler in Zion, more bracing to the faculties of the 
who in his luminous productions has Christian student than those of the 
laid the church under deep and lasting venerable army of British evangelical 
obligations. His "Calvinistic and So- divines. To their pages, as to those of 
cinian Systems Compared" is a master- similar spirit, whether in Europe or 
piece of controversial writing, while in America, I diffidently but earnestly 
his "Gospel its own Witness," had he direct you. They are wells of living 
produced nothing else, he has raised to water, fed by the pure streams which 
himself a chaste and an enduring monu- have their silent origin near the base of 
ment. The writings of the class of the hallowed and sky-lit mount of in
divines to which such men belong spiration itself. They have taken 
(which steadily reflect the immutable their places in the archives of the 
features of evangelical truth) will long church; and are adapted and destined, 
survive theturgid mysticism of Germany, through the Divine benediction, to 
and the bewildering cabala of its ration- deepen the piety and to confirm the be
alistic philosophy. All honour to Ne- lief of the generations of the faithful to 
ander, to Tholuek, and to D' Aubigne, the end of time.-Miwsell's Greatness of 
with their illustrious coadjutors, who the Christian Ministry. 

THE POWER OF WORDS. 

REASON and scripture alike make it man hold each of us responsible for the 
idle to deny the power of speech over utterance of the heart by the lips. 
social order and morality; and lite- Human tribunals punish the slanderer 
rature is but speech under the influence because his words affect the peace of 
of art and talent. And a written lite- society ; and the Last Day exacts its 
rature is but speech put into a more reckoning for every" idle word," because 
orderly and enduring form than it usu- that word, however lightly uttered, was 
ally wears. We know that God and the utterance of a soul, and went out to 

influence, for good or for evil, the souls 
• Ranke. History of Pope•, p. 285. of others.-Dr. W.R. fVilliams. 
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LINES IN IMI'rATION OF CUNNINGHAM'S "MY HEART IS IN 
SCOTLAND WHEREVER I GO." 

Tfritten in Brutol College, 1821. 

BY THE REV. THOMAS SWAN. 
'Trs ma.ny long months since we sailed from the North, 
On a. clear day in Spring, down the sweet Frith of Forth, 
Bound for beautiful England, where cheerfulness reigns, 
Jn palace and cottage that chequer the plains-
Plains clothed in rich green, and surrounded with trees, 
Which brighten the prospect and sigh to the breeze, 
Enchanting the landscapes that England can show ; 
But my heart is in Scotland wherever I go. 

'Tis not the green valleys, the streams, or the flowers, 
The nightingale's music in thick-shaded bowers, 
The bounties of Heaven diffused on each hand, 
Which raise thee, fair England ! above every land : 
'Tis thy sons and thy daughters, so generous and kind, 
So polished in manners, accomplished in mind-
In thee streams of intellect copiously flow ; 
Yet my heart is in Scotland wherever I go. 
When I ponder the pages of those who once dwelt 
In thy bowers, and the stirrings of genius felt
A genius benignant, illumed by that SuN 
Which shone ere our orb had his courses begun; 
The Howes and the Miltons, whose vision sublime 
Pierced the gloom that o' ershadows the precincts of time : 
I trace their high soarings with rapturous glow ; 
Yet my heart is in Scotland wherever I go. 

When Foster unfolds his rich treasures of thought, 
From the points of an infinite universe brought, 
While the FouNTAIN of wisdom enlightens his soul, 
And the fire of his words, with resistless control, 
As if spoke by a spirit, come over my mind, 
And the world and its phantoms are all left behind ; 
Even then, in the midst of the rich mental flow, 
My heart is in Scotland, and there I must go. 

Yes, Scotland ! thy hills and thy mountains so high, 
In majesty towering aloft to the sky ; 
Thy valleys, productive, and cottages too, 
Thy sons and thy daughters warm-hearted and true ; 
Thy populous cities, so noble and fair, 
With the friends of my childhood, who all sojourn there ; 
Thy health-giving breezes, refreshing that blow, 
Make me think on thee, Scotland, wherever I go. 

J>fy mother dwells in thee, advancing in years, 
Beilignant in aspect, in smiles or in tears, 
My brother and sisters abide in thee too, 
Heaven graciously each of their spirits renew ! 
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My loved brethren dwell there, my pastor and friend, 
Who pointed our faith to the world without end
How can I but love thee, when these things I know 1 
I'll love thee, 0 Scotland, wherever I go. 

* * * * * * 
How often I think on the stars and the moon, 
Which brightened those evenings that vanished too soon, 
While we wahdered together, and gazed on the sky, 
And ascended in thought to the regions on high-
The regions where moon and where stars no more shine ; 
But JEsus beams forth in His glory divine; 
I think on those evenings, and feel, with warm glow, 
That my heart is in Scotland wherever I go. 

MENIE'S DYING EXPOSTULATION. 

liY THE REV. JAMES G. SMALL. 

He gazed upon her faded cheek
Her cheek so pale and mild; 

His sad heart was too full to speak, 
But thus she spake and smiled. 

'' Dear Willie, why sae sairly grieve, 
And look sae wae on me ! 

What gars thae choking sighs to heave, 
And tears start in your e'e 1 

'' I s't that ye see this wastin' form 
Melt like the drifted snaw,-

This heart that braved the roughest storm, 
Sink in the calm awa' 1 

"Is't that ye see this frame, that bore 
Fu' mony a wintry blast, 

N cnv, seared and blighted in the core, 
Witherin' awa' at last! 

" 0 wee! I ken what you maun feel 
When we at last maun part; 

0 wee! I ken how ill to heal 
That anguish o' the heart. 

" When severed fme a dear loved on<', 
Though by a hand divine, 

0 wee! I ken the heart is prone 
To murmur and repine. 

"But oh ! how wondrous is that g:rnce ! 
And oh ! that hope how sweet, 

That soon in one prepared place 
We twa again shall meet ! 

" Yes ! though I gang awhile before, 
You too will follow soon, 

And care and grief will a' be o'er 
When we are met abune. 

60i 

"Is't that n sair and throbbin' stoon 
Gaes through your sinkin' heart, 

And something tells ye that fu' soon 
We mnun for ever part 1 

"There's something tells me, Willie dear,--
1 kennn how it is,-

"And think ye, Willie, when I'm gane,
Gane to my home above, 

That ye'll be left on earth alane,
Robbed o' your only love. 

"0 mind there's Ane that"s luvit you 
Wi' love mair strong than mine. 

For oh ! what love sae strong and true 
As Jesus' love divine! 

"Keep close to Him; to him gie up 
The keepin' of your heart, 

And He will bless this bitter cup, 
And heal your bosom's smart. 

" Through Him alone may you sustain 
The weight of crushing grief; 

He only to affliction's pain 
May bring n sure relief. 

There's something says the time draws near 
When we shall meet in bliss. 

"It's may be that your clear blue e'e, 
And pale cheek g:ar me think, 

That 'neath your sorrows you, like me, 
At last fu' soon maun sink. 

"But, Willie, yet l may be wrang; 
Its God's to tak or spare, 

And he on earth may keep ye Jang, 
To glorify Him there. 

" But be it soon, or be it late, 
'Twill be when He kens best; 

It's no the dart o' chance or fate 
That then will pierce your breast. 

" Then rest ye still, content lo be, 
And bear what He may will; 

And if ye live, or if ye dee, 
Gie Him the glory still." 
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Daily Bible Illustrations: being Original 
Readings Jo,· a Yea,·, on Subjects j,·om 
Sacred History, Biography, Geography, 
Antiquities, and Theology. Especially de
si_qned for the Pamily Cil-cle. By Jo1rn 

KITTO, D.D., F.S.A. Editor of" The Pic
torial Bible," '' Oyclopd!dia of Biblical 
Literature,"<$,·c. <$_·c. Evening Series. Job 
and the Poetical Books. January-J\farch. 
Edinburgh : Oliphant and Sons. 1852. 
l 6mo. pp. x. 487. 

Daily Bible ll/11,strations. By JonN K1TTO, 
D.D., F.S.A. Evening Series. lsaiah and 
the Prophets. April-June. Edinburgh: 
Oliphant and Sons. 1852. l6mo. pp. x. 
485. 

A :M:oRNING Series of Bible Illustra
tions for every day of the year by Dr. 
Kitto has recently been completed, and 
has called forth general expressions of 
approbation from the lovers of biblical 
literature. It affords us pleasure to 
announce now the commencement of an 
Evening Series, similar in spirit and 
design but not in any degree superseded 
by the foregoing volumes. The publica
tions of the author having become 
numerous, it might be feared that some 
symptoms of exhaustion would be per
ceptible ; but we do not find it so. He 
not only retains the qualifications as an 
illustrator of oriental scenery and diction 
which he originally brought to the work, 
he has continued to read and meditate 
in a manner conducive to his own im
provement in those branches of know
ledge for which he was distinguished; 
and it is increasingly apparent that his 
heart is under the influence of those 
truths with which his daily pursuits 
render him familiar. Those parts of 
the scriptural system which are the 
least welcome to a self-sufficient student 

of theology, to him are evidently ha
bitual sources of life and joy. We wish 
to render it impossible that any of our 
friends should overlook the existence of 
this work, and to accompany our intro
duction of it to their notice with our 
warmest recommendation. Let the 
young people of our families be imbued 
with such knowledge and habits of 
thought as these volumes impart, and 
we shall not fear that sophistry will 
seduce them into either infidelity or 
Romanism. 

Assuming that it will be interesting 
to the more intelligent classes of our 
readers to learn what Dr. Kitto's opi
nions are on any biblical questions 
which he has examined, we shall devote 
a few pages to the record of some con
clusions to which he has come on topics 
discussed in these books. Taking up a 
distinct que~tion every day, he has 
applied himself to the removal of a 
great number of difficulties and the 
decision of a great number of doubts ; 
our report of the result of his investiga
tions must of course be confined to a 
few. 

The meditations of the first week 
bring out the author's reasons for be
lieving that the book of Job is not, as 
some have suggested, a work of fiction, 
but a real history; that it is the oldest 
book in the bible, excepting perhaps 
Genesis, and therefore the oldest in the 
world; that it was probably written by 
Moses, who communicated it to his 
brethren on his return from Midian to 
Egypt, or afterwards in the desert, as a 
narrative well suited to justify the ways 
of God to man and sustain them under 
their trials ; that the patriarch probably 
lived a 'little earlier than Abraham, and 
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that his era could not well have l,een 
later than that of Abraham's grandsons; 
that Uz, in which he dwelt, was that 
land in Padanaram where the elder 
branches of Abraham's family remained 
after his departure, a tract of country 
lying at the foot of mount Taurus ; that 
setting forth the sudden calamities and 
worldly overthrow of a man eminent for 
integrity, it discloses the secret intention 
of this in the counsels of Heaven, show
ing that there are "di vine objects to be 
accomplished in such dispen~ations 
which man cannot discover or take into 
account, and the possible existence of 
which ought in all cases to prevent 
harsh judgments, and to shut the com
plaining mouth." 

In the account given of Job's dis
asters, an instance occurs of the readi
ness with which Dr. Kitto avails himself 
of his familiarity with eastern usages to 
illustrate matters of minor importance. 
Referring to the tidings brought by the 
first messenger, he observes that "the 
cattle and the servants were properly 
occupied. But of the asses, it may be 
asked, had they nothing to do but to 
feed while the oxen laboured 1 Is not 
the ass as well as the ox a labouring 
beast 7 The answer to this is supplied 
by a circumstance undesignedly sup
pressed in our version. The original 
indicates that they were she-asses, as is 
distinctly marked in nearly all the 
'versions but our own. The translators 
probably thought it a matter of no con
sequence. But female asses, on account 
of their milk, were much more highly 
esteemed at all times in the East than 
the males, a few only of which appear 
to have been kept for continuing the 
breed ; and hence, perhaps, they are not 
noticed in the previous account of the 
live-stock belonging to ·our patriarch. 
She-asse~, on account of their milk, were 
also greatly preferred even for travelling: 
for the ass which Balaam rode is ex
pressly declared (in the original) to have 

been a female, as is that of Abraham." 
So also in commenting on the language 
ascribed to Satan, " Skin for skin, yea 
all that a man bath will he give for his 
life," he observes that there are at thig 
day in current use in the East, scores of 
proverbs which are perfectly intelligiblC', 
both in their allusions and application, 
to those who use them, but which would 
be utterly inexplicable to an English
man. Of many explanations of this sen
tence which have been given, he thinks, 
"perhaps the best is that which refers 
its origin back to the time when trade 
was conducted by barter or exchange of 
goods, and when the skins of animals, 
being a most frequent and valuable 
commodity, were used in some sort to 
represent property, as is still the case in 
many parts of the world. Tributes, 
ransoms, and the like, used also to be 
often paid in skins. Under this view it 
would seem that Satan, after this pro
verbial allusion to the principle of ex
change, or barter, makes application of 
it in the next clause, 'all that a man 
bath will he give for his life.' It will 
then express the necessity of submitting 
to one great evil to avoid incurring a 
greater, answering to the Turkish pro
verb, 'We must give our beards to save 
our heads.'" 

In like manner the pensive retrospect 
which the patriarch takes of his pros
perity, at the commencement of the 
twenty-ninth chapter, is beautifully elu
cidated by reference to eastern customs. 
"Oh that I were as in months past, as 
in the days when God preserved me ; 
when his candle shined upon my head, 
and when by his light I walked through 
darkness." For "candle" our author 
would read" lamp," candles being even 
now little used in the East, and never 
for the purpose of burning through the 
night; but it being usual to have a 
lamp burning all night in every occupied 
apartment. "The orientals rarely do 
anything by artificial light-there is no 
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rending or working. Hence they are 
1<atisfied with very little of it, and as 
they sit upon the floor, the lamp usually 
shines npon thei,· head~, even when not 
at rest." In the ensuing clause, which 
describes light given to one in motion, 
" When by his light I walked through 
darkness," he thinks there is an 
allusion to torches carried before tra
vellers. 

Again, Job craves to be "as I was 
in the days of my youth when the secret 
of God was upon my tabernacle.' The 
word 'youth ' is ill put in the transla
tion for a Hebrew word signifying ripe
ness or maturity ; and certainly the 
happiness which the patriarch describes, 
and the renewal of which he craves, is 
that of mature age, and not of youth. 
But what does he mean by the secret of 
God, being upon (or in) his tabernacle 1 
The word rendered ' secret ' means a 
couch or cushion upon which one re
clines, and also a divan or circle of 
friends sitting together in consultation. 
The idea intended to be expressed is, 
therefore, probably that God came, as it 
were, to his abode as a friend, and ad
mitted him to the secrecy of his friend
ship, and to an acquaintance with his 
plans. This idea is continually pre
sented to us by the sacred writers. Thus 
the Psalmist expresses the Lord's friend
ship towards his people by the phrase, 
' The secret of the Lord is with them 
that fear him, and he will show them 
his covenant.' So likewise in the 
patriarchal history, we find the Lord's 
remarkable question, 'Shall I hide from 
Abraham the thing that I do 1' The 
translations vary, but they generally 
convey this idea. 

" We soon come to a touching allu
sion to the days when, as he says, 'My 
children were ahout me.' He must be 
made of hard stuff who hears not in 
these words the echo of a sigh. The 
sentiment is exquisitely tender. He 
could not bear to dwell upon it-nor 

need we do so ; it is a most intelligible 
stroke of natural emotion. 

" He says that in those happy days, 
he 'washed his steps in butter, and the 
rock poured him out rivers of oil.' 
The first clause, doubtless, alludes to 
abundance with which his flocks afford
ed butter, but whether it bears refer
ence to any actual custom of anointing 
the feet with butter is not clear. The 
feet of oriental pastors being much 
exposed to the parching air, it was an 
agreeable refreshment to mollify them 
with oil or ointment, after they have 
been washed. That butter is sometimes 
employed for this purpose, we know, 
and this was probably among the uses 
of it known in the time of Job. We 
Ehould little hesitate about this, but 
for the abundance of oil mentioned 
in the next clause, for when oil is 
abundant, it is usually preferred for 
anointing both the head and the feet. 
But how is it that oil is said to be 
poured out in streams from the rock 1 
Some think that the word rendered 
'rock' should here be taken for an oil
press. But it seems to us more pro
bable that he has rather in view the 
kind of rocky soil in which the olive 
delights. Then, to describe the rock as 
pouring forth streams of oil, becomes a 
bold and forcible metaphor, quite in 
character with the poetry of the book : 
whereas to describe an oil-press as 
doing this, were comparatively tame 
and prosaic indeed. 

"Job then goes on to describe the 
honour in which he had been held in 
the very town which now witnessed his 
humiliation-where, it would appear 
from this account, he performed the 
duties, and received the consideration 
rendered to the principal magistrate or 
chief elder, or rather, perhaps the emir 
or sheikh ; for it is clear that he was 
not merely one of the principal inhabit
ants, but the chief of them. The pic
ture thus presented is very interesting, 
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and quite in accordance with the exist
ing usages of such a state of society as 
that which the book describes. In the 
discharge of his public functions, he 
represents himself as proceeding to the 
town-gate, the usual place of judicature 
and public business, and at or near it 
• preparing' ( or taking) his seat in the 
sLreet. Seats thus set in the open air, 
are ordinarily prepared by a servant 
laying a mat or carpet upon the ground, 
or upon a stone bench, in some shady 
spot under a tree or a wall. Whether 
Job sat in this fashion cannot be 
known; but it is so simple and so pecu
liarly oriental, as to render this pro
bable. Accordingly, some recent trans
lators render the clause by ' I prepared 
my carpet in the street.' But this is 
interpretation not translation. 

"He ~ays further, that when he ap
peared, the young men hid themselves, 
the aged rose and stood up, and the 
chiefs refrained from talking, and ' laid 
their hand upon their mouths.' The 
same marks of respect would be at this 
time shown to a person holding the 
same high place and character ; and 
the mention· of them would strongly 
impress an oriental with the idea of the 
high consideration in which Job was 
held. Mere boys never appear in so
ciety, or at meetings. Young men may 
be present; but must not speak; when 
grown to manhood they may take part 
in the conversation, but when the 
sheikh begins to speak, they cease, and 
attentively listen. That the aged should 
not only rise but remain standing, as 
we apprehend it, till Job was seated, is 
a very strong evidence of respect to his 
position and character, for being his 
seniors, and themselves objects of re
spect to others, this would not, in any 
ordinary circumstances, be expected 
from them or rendered by them. 
Scarcely more emphatic is the bated 
breath of the chiefs, whose attitude 
with hand upon their lips, is graphically 

indicative of the hushed attention and 
respect with which the great man was 
received." 

As may naturally be supposed, the 
early travels of Dr. Kitto furnish him 
with much assistance as an interpreter 
of the book of Proverbs. In the refer
ences made to diet, for example, facts 
are brought to his remembrance which 
correspond obviously with the senti
ments of the ancient teacher. He gives 
it as his deliberate opinion, where com
menting on Solomon's remark respect
ing "a dinner of herbs," that no one 
need hunger, far less starve, were the 
useful properties of many common vege
tables generally known. As it is, he 
says, many do perish in the midst of 
available plenty, literally," for la.ck of 
knowledge." "The daily necessity for 
animal food is not at all recognized in 
the East, though often indulged in 
beyond all reasonable bounds when it 
can be obtained. And this leads us to 
another text further on (xxiii. 20), 
where ' riotous eaters of flesh' are 
classed with 'wine bibbers.' This ex
pression, which seems strange to us, 
could hardly apply but in a country 
where flesh meat does not enter into 
the ordinary diet of the people-where, 
in short, it is counted as a luxury, 
and as a luxury is extravagantly in
dulged in, when it can be had, by 
those not in the constant habit of using 
it. We have often had occasion to 
witness a meal of meat indulged in 
under such circumstances to a degree 
of inconceivable intemperance, and en
joyed with a degree of hilarity very 
much like that which attends the con
sumption of strong drink in our north
ern climates. We have the Arabs more 
especially, but not exclusively in view; 
for it is in connexion with this people 
that the present expression, 'riotous 
eater. of flesh,' has been brought most 
forcibly to our mind, on beholding the 
strong and irrepressible satisfaction 
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with which a party of this people would 
receive the present of a live sheep, and 
on witnessing the haste with which it 
was slaughtered and dressed, the vora
city with which it was devoured, and 
the high glee, not unattended with 
dance and song, which seasoned the 
feast. We are almost afraid to say how 
much an unstinted Arab will eat when 
the opportunity is given. It is com
monly considered that an Arab can 
dispose of the entire quarter of a sheep 
without inconvenience; .and we have 
certainly seen half-a-dozen of them pick 
the bones of a large sheep very clean." 
Again-

" There is a passage in the sixth 
chapter describing ' a naughty person,' 
of whom it is said that 'he winketh 
with his eyes, he speaketh with his 
feet, he teacheth with his fingers.' 
Compare this with Psalm cxxiii. 2, 
'As the eyes of servants look unto the 
hand of their masters, and as the eyes 
of a maiden unto the hand of her 
mistress,' &c. Taking these two pas
sages together, we have much reason to 
conclude that the Hebrews possessed 
some mode of inaudibly expressing 
their meaning, or of conveying their 
orders by manual signs. They had at 
least, we apprehend, as much of this as 
we still find in the East, where motions 
of the hands are often employed in one 
form or another as substitutes for oral 
expression. Let us therefore see what 
practices, in illustration of these texts, 
the East can furnish. In regard to the 
one quoted from the Psalms, it may 
suffice to observe, that it is the custom 
in the East to convey orders to watch
ful attendants and officers by slight, 
and, except to those who watch for 
them, scarcely observable, but well un
derstood, movements of the hands and 
fingers. A person while apparently 
entirely engaged in entertaining his 
visitors, will give directions to his 
servants, in a way that usually escapes 

the notice of other pel'sone pl'esent, as 
he does not suspend his conversation, 
or make any marked movement, not 
even so much as to cast a glance to
wards the person to whom the order 
is given, so sure is he that the servant 
has not for an instant withdrawn his 
eyes from the hands of his master. 
Thus a despot has been known, while 
in company, to give a silent and unob
served order, by a slight movement of 
his hand, for the decapitation of a large 
number of persons. The hands are 
also employed, by clapping them to
gether, to summon the servant who 
may be in waiting outside, as bells are 
not in use for such purposes in the 
East. But with especial regard to the 
proverb before us, it may be observed 
that the Orientals are wonderfully pro
ficient in making communications to 
each other by means of signs and 
gestures with the eyes, the hands, and 
the feet. The number of signs of this 
sort which have a wide and most ex
tensively understood significance, and 
which are, in fact, in current use 
among the people, is very large. ];lav
ing seldom any nat11ral significance, 
few of them are at once intelligible to 
Europeans, but in the East a large pro
portion of the same signs are co=on 
to many diJferent nations, forming, for 
ordinary purposes, a tolerably adequate 
means of communication between those 
who do not comprehend each other's 
oral speech." 

Respecting Solomon's authorship of 
the book of Ecclesiastes, Dr. Kitto, 
while he adverts to the nature and 
number of the objections that have 
been advanced against it as "quite a 
monument of microscopic ingenuity in 
criticism," regards the old and re
ceived notion as substantially unshaken. 
The difference in style between this 
book and the Proverbs he accounts for, 
and says, "a.ssuming Solomon to be 
the author of both these books, there is 
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good reason to suppose that the book of 
Proverbs was produced much earlier 
than Ecclesiastes, which bears through
out the tone of an aged and 'used up' 
man's experience." 

The English word "Preacher," he 
observes, scarcely conveys the exact 
meaning of the Hebrew word KoIIELETII 
which signifies one who assembles or 
gathers people together, but more spe
cially one who so assembles them in 
order to address them or to give them 
instruction. " In chapter xii. 9, his 
practice of teaching the people is clearly 
indicated : ' Because the preacher was 
wise, he still taught the people know
ledge;' while from 1 Kings iv. 34, we 
learn that kings and people from sur
rounding nations resorted to Jerusalem 
to hear his wisdom. That all these 
were instructed in private audiences, is 
far less likely than that they heard him 
at meetings held periodically or occa
sionally for the purpose. A custom 
like this would be in entire conformity 
with eastern usages. Perhaps the prac
tice of the W ahabee sultan, Ibn Saoud, 
in our own time, may help us to some 
ideas on this matter. 'After supper 
he regularly assembled in the great 
room all his sons who happened to be 
at Derayeh ; and all who were desirous 
of paying their court to him joined 
this family circle. One of the ulemas 
then read a few pages of the Koran, or 
of the traditions of Mohammed, and 
explained the text according to the 
commentaries of the best writers. After 
him other ulemas delivered lectures in 
the same manner, and the Saoud him
self always closed the meeting by tak
ing the book and explaining every 
difficult passage. It is said that he 
equalled, or perhaps excelled, many of 
the ulemas in the knowledge of re
ligious controversy, and of the laws in 
general. His eloquence was universally 
admired ; his voice was remarkably 
sweet and sonorous at the same time, 
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which made the Arabs say that his 
words all reached the heart." 

Respecting the Song of Songs, in its 
external aspect, our author says, "The 
two lovers, or the bridegroom and the 
bride, appear throughout, expressing 
their feelings in highly impassioned, 
but in very beautiful, and in strongly 
figurative but in truthful language, to 
and of each other. The bridegroom is 
a king bearing the name of Shelomoh 
(the peaceful, or prince of peace), and 
the other a lady who becomes his queen, 
and who bears the corresponding name 
of Shelomith, which is but the feminine 
form of his own, and bears the same 
relation to it as Julia does to Julius. 
Besides these leading characters, there 
appears through the whole a kind of 
chorus, as in the Greek drama, com
posed of ' the daughters of Jerusalem ;' 
and towards the close two brothers of 
Shelomith appear, who each speak once 
only. Besides these, other characters 
are introduced or alluded to, such as 
shepherds, watchmen, gardeners, &c., 
but they are mutes and do not speak." 
But he contends strenuously that the 
allegorical or spiritual interpretation is 
not only the right one, but the only 
possible one. In this sense, he observes, 
the Jewish writers have always under
stood it, and " an Oriental, on first be
coming acquainted with this book, 
would read it with rapture, and recog
nize it as full of edifying spiritual ex
pression, the general purport of which 
he would be at no loss to gather ; and 
greatly would he be astonished to learn, 
that in the cold regions of the north, 
there were many who questioned that it 
had any spiritual significance." " It 
will be observed," he adds, "that most 
persons who once come upon the spi
ritual sense, whatever view they take of 
that sense, fall practically into the habit 
of treating it as a represenhition of 
their own soul's history, and of its 
intercourse with God. And this is 

4 B 
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right ; for if it represents the union 
between the Lord and his church, every 
member of that church will find it suits 
his case, and he has full right to take to 
himself what he finds suited to his 
wants and condition." The necessity 
for an improvement in the translation, 
however, he concedes : " In this par
ticular book of Solomon, it is especially 
allowed by all good scholars, that even 
to those who look only to the first or 
literal sense, and whose eyes are shut to 
the spiritual meaning, the So'ng0 of 
Songs is in the original a much more 
roodable book than the authorised ver
sion represents it to be." 

To the prophecies of Isaiah Dr. 
Kitto has given much attention ; espe
cially to those which refer to the person 
and exploits of Cyrus-an interesting 
portion of Isaiah's writings on which 
expositors generally have not enlarged 
so fully as on some other parts of the 
collection. Our author has not failed 
to avail himself of the recent discoveries 
at Nineveh for the illustration of facts 
and predictions relating to Assyria, and 
bas introduced into the second volume 
of this series a larger number of en
gravings than had been given in the 
others, many of them copied from the 
sculptures recently placed in the British 
Museum, or from M. Botta's great and 
costly work on Nineveh. One of these 
illustrates the language of the Almighty 
to Sennacherib-" Because thy rage 
against Me, and thy tumult is come up 
into mine ears, therefore will I put my 
hook into thy nose, and my bridle in 
thy lips, and I will turn thee back by 
the way by which thou earnest." "Com
mentator.shave usually explained this," 
says our author, "as a metaphor drawn 
from the mode of dealing with wild or 
refractory animals. But it now appears 
that it was literally the custom of the 
Assyl'ians themselves thus to treat the 
captives of their sword. In the sculp
tures we sr;;e prisoners (probably of 

distinction) hauled before the king by I\ 

rope fastened to rings passed through 
the lips and nose. In the piece we have 
copied from Botta's magnificent work, 
the king is represented as holding a 
rope fastened to rings, which pass 
through the lips of three captives, one 
of whom is pierced in the eye by the 
spear of the kip.g, at whose feet he 
kneels in supplication." 

The prophecy beginning " Bel boweth 
down, Nebo stoopeth, their idols were 
upon the beasts, and upon the cattle ; 
your carriages were heavy loaden ; they 
are a burden to the weary beast ; they 
stoop, they bow down together ; they 
could not deliver the burden, but them
selves are gone into captivity," gives 
occasion for the following remarks. 
"There is no representation of any thing 
of this sort among the ancient Persian 
sculptures ; but in the Assyrian mar
bles we find a curiously proximate 
subject. It exhibits in a bas relief, 
probably of the later Assyrian period, a 
procession of warriors carrying on their 
shoulders four images. Layard is doubt
ful whether these are the idols of a con
quered people, borne in triumph by the 
conquerors, or whether the sculpture 
represents the commemoration of some 
religious ceremony. But he uncon
sciously adds the curiously illustrative 
remark,-' It may record an expedition 
against the revolted Babylonians, whose 
divinities, as described by Diodorus, can 
perhaps be identified with the figures in 
the bas relief. The gods of the two 
cities, Nineveh and Babylon, were, 
there can be little doubt, nearly the 
same.' Under the view which makes 
them conquered idols, as we believe 
them to be, this sculpture is strongly 
illustrative of the present text; under 
the other view, it becomes no less illus
trative of Isaiah xl vi. 6, 7. 

"They Javi•h gold out of the bag 
And weigh silver in the balance; 
They bire a goldfmitl1, and ho maketh It a. god ; 
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They rall down, yea, they worship him; 
They bear blm upon the shoulder, and they oarry 

him; 
They eat him In hi• place, and there he standeth." 

Dr. Kitto agrees with those interpret
ers who believe that China is expressly 
promised to Messiah in the forty-ninth 
of Isaiah, when it is said, "Lo these 
from the north and the west, and these 
from the land of Sinim. '' After discuss
ing the subject fully he concludes thus : 
-" On the whole, then, a hypothesis 
which solves all difficulties, satisfies the 
claims of philology and history, unites 
the suffrages of the most independent 
schools and parties, fully meets the 
requisitions of the text and context, 
and opens a glorious field of expectation 
and effort to the church, may be safely 
regarded as the true one." 

The following judicious observations 
close the chapter on Jonah's gourd:
" Another point entitled to remark, is 
the assertion of the Lord's providence 
in the frequent intimation that the Lord 
prepa1·ed all the material and circum
stantial agencies that wrought in the 
history of Jonah. In his first adventure, 
the Lord prepared the storm, the Lord 
prepared the great fish : and, in the 
second the Lord prepared the gourd, 
the Lord prepared the worm, the Lord 
prepared the east wind-all is of the 
Lord's preparing. This also accounts 
for everything ; and we are not bound . ' m the case of the gourd, for instance, to 
find a plant which, without the special 
ordinance of the Lord's providence, 
should attain such growth in a night as 
to afford adequate shelter to the pro
phet's head. The Lord, however, is in 
all his dispensations economical of pro
digies ; and we are to suppose that in 
this instance He did not create a new 
plant for the occasion, or choose one of 
naturally slow growth. It is more in 

the ordinary course of even his miracu
lous providence to suppose that a plant 
naturally of rapid growth was chosen, 
and that this natural quickness of 
growth was preternaturally stimulated 
and quickened for the occasion. The 
word employed in the original Hebrew 
is generally supposed to denote the 
castor-oil plant. It is of exceedingly 
rapid growth, and its broad palmatic 
leaves extend a grateful shade over the 
parched traveller. It is not unknown 
in our gardens : but it does not in them, 
though still a plant of most rapid 
growth, attain the size or grow with the 
quickness that it does in the region of 
the Tigris." 

One of the Lord's day meditations is 
introduced by a fragment of auto-biogra
phy with the citation of which we will 
conclude our notice of these very inter
esting volumes. "Thirty years ago," 
says Dr. Kitto, "before the Lord caused 
me to wander from my father's house 
and from my native place, I put my 
mark upon this passage in Isaiah,-' I 
am the Lord : they shall not be ashamed 
that wait for Mc.' Of the many books 
I now possess, the bible that bears this 
mark is the only one of them all that 
belonged to me at that time. It now 
lies before me ; and I find that, although 
the hair which was then dark as night, 
has meanwhile become 'a sable silvered,' 
the ink which marked this text has 
grown into intensity of blackness as the 
time advanced, care spending with and 
in fact recording, the growing intensity 
of the conviction, that 'they shall not 
be ashamed that wait for Thee.' I 
believed it then ; but I know it now ; 
and I can write probat~1,m e.t, with my 
whole heart, over against the symbol 
which that mark is to me, of my ancient 
faith.'' 
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Letters on tlie Ch,,,.cl, of Rome, addressed to 
the Rev. Emmanuel Feraut, D.D. and LLD., 
CT1aplain to the King of Sardinia, and 
Italian Missionnr11 u, England. By BAPTIST 
"'RIOTHESLEY NoEL. London: Nisbet. 
1852. 16mo. pp. 59,5. Cloth. 

Having bad opportunity to characterize some 
of tbese Letters while they were in progress, 
we need not say more now than that the series 
being- completed furniohes a comprehensive 
and lucid view of the Romish system. The 
doctrine and practice of the church of Rome 
are contrasted with the doctrine of the bible 
and the practice enjoined by our Lord and his 
apostles, and in the development of this contrast 
Mr. Noel has shown, as he says in the preface, 
"that the church of Rome is the rival and 
enemy of the church of Christ; that its hier
archy is without commission or authority; that 
its doctrine is a spurious gospel, that its purga
tory is an antichristian fiction ; that its worship 
is idolatrous; that its sacraments o.re delusive 
and disgraceful; that its sacrifice of the altar is 
fictitious, useless, and profane; that its transub
stantiation is a blasphemous absurdity; that its 
confessional is a tyranny which enslaves and 
corrupts mankind; that its discipline is at once 
rels.xed and sanguinary ; that its opposition to 
the study of the word of God is impious; and 
that its whole system, against scripture and 
reason, is constrncted to give dignity, power, 
and wealth, to the priesls." The most curious 
parts of the hook however are the few pages 
which proceed from the pen of the challenger, 
Dr. Ferant; few as they o.re they may be 
studied advantageously as illustrations of the 
remarks in the book of Proverbs respecting "a 
scorner." Mr. Noel has wisely left them to 
make their own impression on the reader. 

Christophany. The Doctrine of the Manlfes• 
tations of the Son of God under the Economy 
of the Ol,d Testament. By the late Rev. 
GEoRGE BALDERSTON Krno, of Scarbo
rough. Edited by Orlando T. Dobbin, 
LL.D., M.R.I.A. London: Ward and 
Co., Paternoster Row. 

This is a posthnmous work; the author 
having completed it just before his death. It 
is written to prove that the manifestations of 
the Son of God under the Old Testament dis
penRation were much more numerous ~han 
Christians have been accustomed to believe, 
and that the right understanding and receptiu_11 
of this truth by the church would be the basis 
of unity among all its members, and the pre
cursor of universal triumph. The author has 
exha11sted his subject; and to any one who feels 
disJtosed to study it his work will be an in
valuable authority. It abounds in biblical 
criticisms-Quotations from the Fathers
and strictures on the writings of such men 
as Lord Brougham and Richard Watson. 
The question discussed is one of i?-ter_est and 
importance ; nevertheless we are mclmed to 

think with the gentleman who has undertaken 
to introduce the volume to the public, thnt the 
writer ha,l over estimated its practical results. 
We cannot speak in approving terms of the 
"getting up" of the work. It is intended, 
however, for a class of readers who overlook 
inferior paper and type if the matter be tho
roughly good. 

A Discou,·se on the Greatness of the Christian 
Ministry, delivered before the Students and 
811.pporters of Horton College, Bradford, 
Yorkshire. on Wednesday, Angust 4th, I 852. 
By J, P. MuRSELL, of Leicester. Publishsd 
by Request. London : Svo,, pp. 44. Price 
Sixpence. 

Taking as his motto the apostolic question, 
Who is sufficient for these things? Mr Mursell 
calls npon his hearers to form distinct ideas of 
the ministerial office in connexion with the 
work to which it relates, illustrates its diversi
fied excellencies, specifies the qualifications 
necessary for the right performance of its duties, 
and gives wholesome counsel respecting the 
spirit and manner in which they should be dis
charged. He says, however, "I believe it to be 
impossible to convey in language or adequately 
to conceive in thonght, the magnitnde of the 
Christian ministry. There is in it an essential 
and abiding glory, which no detraction can 
obscure, nor any eulogy enhance. Amid the 
marvels of that state to which we are all ad
vancing, it will not be the least that such a work 
should in the inscrutable wisdom of God have 
been committed to the hands of the feeble 
children of men." 

Bethel; or the Blessedness of Frequenting the 
House o[ God. By JONATHAN WATSON, 
Eld,r ~treet Chapel, Edinburgl1. London : 
Houlston and Stoneman. 32mo., pp. 32. 

This is the third edition of a little book 
eminently calculated to promote attendance at 
week day services. We are informed that a 
large edition has been printed by the permission 
of the excellent author which will be sold at a 
low price, in the hope that deacons of our 
churches will employ it as a stim,duo where the 
prayer meeting is not well attended. 

Notes and Narratives'of a Biz Years' Mission, 
I'rincipally among tlie Dens of London. By 
R. w. V ANDERKISTE. Late London City 
Missfunary. Half the Profits of tliis. W?r.k 
are devoted to the Funds of the M,ss,on. 
London : Nisbet. 16mo. pp. xvi. 352. 

It has long been our conviction that there is 
no part of the world that ne~ds missio~'!ry 
exertion more than the metropolis of the Br1t1sh 
empire. This opinion will be diffused, we 
doubt not, among the readers of this volume, 
which supplies ample evide11ce of the 11ross 
ignorance of multitudes by whom we ~•e sur- · 
rounded, of the necessity for persevermg and 
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•rstematlu efforts in order to gain their atten
tion, and of the cheering fact that filthy courts, 
garrets, and cellars, strongly as they are fortified 
against evangelical artillery; are not impregnable. 
'l'he experience of the author led him to think 
it desirable to call the attention of the Christian 
public to this subject by some publication which 
should illustrate the general labours and suc
ce,ses of the city misEion; but on consulting 
the secretaries they judiciously advised him to 
confine himself to what had fallen under his 
own observation. He apologizes for the per
sonal character that the work has consequently 
assumed, but it is on this account the more 
interesting and the more trustworthy. We 
recommend it earnestly to perusal, especially to 
the perusal of those who live within ten miles of 
St. Paul's cathedral. 

A Sermon to Sunday School Teachers, by the 
Rev. J. P, CHOWN, Bradford: Scarlett. 
pp. 15. 
This discourse delivered to the Teachers of 

the Sabbath School at Sion Chapel, Bradford, 
urges the importance of sowing good seed, sow• 
ing it perseveringly, and continuing to work 
though the circumstances may be discouraging 
and t'he results undiscernible, 

Remarks on Certain Statements of Alexander 
Haldane, Esq. of the Inner Temple, Barrister
at-Law, in his "Memoirs of R.obert Haldane, 
of ..tl.irthrey; and his Brother, James A. 
Haldane." By JOHN BROWN, D.D., Pro
fessor of Exegetical Theology to the United 
Presbyterian Church, and Senior Pastor of 
the United Presbyterian Cong,·egation, Brough
ton Place, Edinburgh, Edinburgh: Oliphant 
and Sons, Svo. pp, 

Dr. Brown and Messrs. Haldane took oppo
site views of the duty of a dissenter in reference 
to" that singularly ill-contrived impost by which 
the greater part of the incomes of the established 
clergy of Edinburgh is raised," Dr. Brown im
pugned and Messrs. Haldane vindicated the pay
ment of the rate. The remarks of Mr. A. Hal
dane on the manner in which this controversy 
was conducted and the consequences accruing 
from it, have given occasion to this pamphlet, 
the publication of which Dr. Brown thought to 
he necessary in order to set the course which he 
had pursued in its true light. 

The Local 1Winistry; its Character, Vocation, 
and Po_siti~n considered, with suggestions for 
promoting ,ts more extended usefulness, By 
JoeN HENRY CARR, Wesleyan Local 
Preacher, Leeds. London: John Kaye and 
Co., small 8vo, pp. 243, 

This Essay obtained the Second prize of 
£25, offered hr John Kaye, Esq., for Essays on 
the Local Ministry as exercised among the 
~ethodists. It seems to us worthy to rank 
side by side with its more successful com
petitor on the same important subject. 

The Spirit of Life in the Soul. By G. W. 
MILNE, Author ol,' " What is Chance?" 
"Universal Time,' "Harps of Old," ~c. 
London: Wertheim and Mackintosh, 24mo. 
pp. 94. 
Intended to illustrate the depravity of human 

nature, and the n&t\ll'e and source of spiritual 

life. Th~ absence of any table of contents or 
any headmgs to the several divioions to •how 
the course of thought porBued by the author, 
makes the book, though small •omewhat 
tedious. ' 

Every-day Aatronom'!/; or, Practical Le11son., on 
the Celestial Sphere. By BERENICE GAZE

Wl!LL. Bath: Binns and Goodwin, London: 
Whittaker and Co. 

An elegant little volume, written in simple 
and fascinating •tyle, adapted to attract tt,e 
young to read with pleasure this page of the 
testimonies of God; gaze with intelligence upon 
the starry sky which reveals hia glory; listen 
to the tale which the heavens are always telling 
of his wisdom and power, and thus improve their 
minds, enlarge their perceptions of the vastness 
of his works, and learn to adore him the Creator 
of all worlds. 

Isabella Hamilton, A Tale of the Sixteenth 
Century. Edited by the Author of" Aid• to 
Development," "The Memorials of Two 
Sisters," " Gift at Confirmation," ~c. ~c. 
London: Shaw. Square 24mo. pp. 95, 

Fact and fiction are blended together in this 
narrative, in a way which we think it a duty to 
embrace every opportunity to condemn, as 
greatly prejudicial to the interests of truth. 

What of the Bight? A Glance at the Past, the 
Present, and the Future. A Poem, in Four 
Parts. By THOMAS Bo DEN. Lond.ou: 
Jackson and Walford, 12mo. pp. 122. 

Had the writer allowed himself more time for 
correcting and polishing his lines, we do not 
think that he would have regretted it ulti
mately. As it is, we can only say that he has 
shown that his sentiments are scriptural and 
his intentions praiseworthy. 

The Union Harmonist, a Selection of Sacred 
lffosic, Consisting of Original and Standard 
Pieces, Anthems, ~c. Suitable for Use in 
Sunday Schools, Congregations, and Jlfosical 
Societies. Arranged by THOMAS CLARK, of 
Canterbury. London: 12mo, Price 2s. 6d, 
Cloth. 

It affords ns pleasure to announce a new 
edition of this esteemed collection in a size and 
style corresponding with the pocket edition of 
the Union Tune Book. 

Fire Side Harmony; or Dc,mestic Recreation in 
Part-Singing: a Selection of Favourite Old 
Glees, Rounds, and Canons, arranged to 
words Suitable for Families and Schools. 
By HELEN S. HERSCHELL. Third Edition, 
London: Partridge and Oakey, pp. 34, 

The principles on which the compiler has 
proceeded are these :-that it is far from desir
able to confine young persons to sacred music 
alone; that the pleasures of the battle and the 
chace are not suitable topics for the employ
ment of their vocal powers; and that it was 
therefore advisable to prepare for them some of 
the compositions of the old masters of English 
son~, arranged to words which might be sung 
in tile family and the school-room. 
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Half' Hotm of Engliali History •elected and 
illustrated by CHA.RLIIS KNIGHT, Part 
XXIV. 8vo. pp. iv, 52. 
This portion concludes the series, 

The Highlands; the Scottish Martyrs; and 
othe,· Poems. By the Rev, JA.MES 0. SMALL, 
Bervie. Third Edition, 

Of the first edition of these poems we gave a 
a favourable report in August, ]843. We are 
glRd that a third bas been demanded, and that 
it is enriched with some additional pieces. A 
specimen of the new matter may be found on a 
preceding page of our present number. 

RE C,ENT PUBLICATIONS, 

§lpprobrb. 
[lt •hould be undert1tood that insertion. in this list is not a 

mere annoUJlcemen.t: it expresses approba.Uon of the works 
enumerat:M,-not of course extending to nery particular, but 
an approbation. or their ,z-eneral character and tendency.] 

The Life and Epistles of St. Paul ; comprising a 
complete Biography of the Apostle, and a Transla• 
tion of bis Letters inserted in Chronological order. 
By the Rev. W. J. CoNVBEARE, M.A., late Fellow 
of Trinity CoBege, Cambridge; and the Rev. J. S. 
HowsoN, M.A., Principal of the Collegiate Insti
tution, Liverpool. With numerous illustrations 
on f:teel aod wood of the principal places visited by 
the Apostle, engraved cxpress.ly for this work, from 
original drawings made on the spot, by W. H. 
Bartlett ; and by maps. charts, coins1 &c. Part 
X !X. L<nuJ,on, 4to. Price 2,, 

The Pictorial Family Bible, according to the 
A;.itborized Version; containing The Oid and New 
Testaments. With Copious Original Notes. By J. 
KnTo, D.D. Londun: W. S. Orr. Part 30. 4to. 
P'lice ls. 

Six Lectnres on the Christian Evidences, ad
dressed to Students attending the United College 
of St. S&.lva.tor's and St. Leonard's, St. Andrew"s. 
Dy JoHN CooK, D D., Minister of St. Leonard's, St. 
Andrew's. Edinburgh: Paton and Ritchie, 16mo,, 
pp, 119. 

Boys of the Bible; consisting of Descriptions and 
Dialogues. L<m,don : Simplcin, Marshall, and Co. 
Square Bvo., pp. 192. 

Divine Communion ; or a Familiar Treatise on 
Prayer. With an Appendix of Scripture Readings. 
Second edition. London: Hamilton, Adams, and 
Co. 24mo., pp. 124. 

Monthly Series. Dublin : A Hietorleal Sketch of 
Ireland's Metropolis. In,ui,Qn: R. T, S. Pp, 192. 
Price 6d. 

Monthly Series. Lives of the Popes. From the 
Dawn of the Reformation to the Romanist re-action, 
A,D, lt31-1605. }'art III. Lo den: R,T.S. Pp. 
19~. Price 6d. n 

Bible Exercises, or Scripture References, for 
Schools and Families. By M1•• ANN. Lo'Jld<m: R. 
T/w,bald. 

Brief Notice of the late Rev. J, J. Weltthrecht, 
Missionary of the Church Missionary Society at 
Burd wan, Bengal. L<Y,ul,on: J, F. 6haw, Pp, 63, 

The Papal World: Books for the Young on 
Popery. Price one halfpenny each. I, What 11 
Popery? II. The Spirit of Popery a Worldly nnd 
Proud Spirit. Ill. Worship Paid to the Mother ol 
Jesus. IV. Purgatory and Prayer for the Dead. 
V. The Spirit of Popery an Unlovely and Pel'Bo• 
cutlng Spirit. VJ. The Mediation of Angele and 
Departed Spirits, VII. Merlto1foue Works and 
Indulgences. VIII. l'opery and the Bible. Lon
don, B. L, Gn,en, 

Green's Maps for Sunday School Teachers. No. I. 
Palestine in the Time of our Saviour, lllustratlng 
the New Testament. II. CountrlPs mentioned in 
the New Testament, designed to Illustrate the 
Trivels of the ·Apostle Paul. Designed for the 
Sunday School Teachers' Atlas of the New Testa
ment, published by B. L. Green, Londcn. 

The Oxford Methodist : or, the Early Life of John 
W .. tey, written for Young Children. By GEORGE 
E. SARGENT, London: B. L. Green. i2mo.,pp. 94. 

A Form of Baptismal Self-Dedication to God. By 
the Hon. and Re\>' B. W, NoRL, M.A. London: 
B. L. Green. Pp. 16. 

Blind Alice. By AUNT KirTY, Lon.don: B. L, 
Green. 12mo., pp. 120. 

GoEipel Reminiscences in the West Indies. Old 
Narquois. the Negro Driver. By LEONARD STRONG, 
Author of" The Condemned Negro," "John Meyer," 
&c. Third edition. Bath: Birins and Goodwin. 
24mo., pp. 32. 

The Social Position and Claims of Book-keepen 
and Clerks considered. By J. S. HARRJSON. Lon• 
dun: Ha1niUon,.Adams1 u.nd Co. Bvo. pp, 21. 

A Guide to the Knowledge of the Heavens. De-
1igned for the use of Schools and Families. By 
RoBERT JAl\lES MANN, M.R.C.S.E., &c., Author of 
"The Planetary and Stellar Universe," "The 
Atmosbere-its Properties and Relations," "T~e 
Achievements of Astronomy,'~ &c., &c. London: 
Jarrold and Som. 12mo., pp. 296. 

Morning; or, Darkness and Light. Evening; or, 
Sorrow and Joy. By the Rev. GEORGE B. ScoTl', 
London, J. Ni,,bet and Co. 16mo., pp. 128. 

Green Leaves, Glasgow: James Maclehose, pp. 
71. 

Tracts by JANE KENNEDY. The Barque that is 
freighted with Happiness. Crystal Thoughts. The 
Cup of Misery, and the Cup of Blessing. The Real 
Receipt for obtaining Riches. The Beautiful Oar• 
ment. The Impregnable Fortress. The Two-fold 
Cord. Bath: Bi"ns and Goodwin. i6mo., pp. 26 
each. 

Moral Portraits c or, Teets of Character. By Rev. 
w. LEAtiK, Author of "The Closet Book1 " uTbe 
Beauties or the Bible," &c., &c. London: Black
wood, Paternoster Row. 12mo., pp. 102. 

The Eclectic Review, September, 1852, Con• 
tents :-1, Pauperism and Poor Laws. II. The 
Arctic Robinson, III. Llfe and Writing• of Dr. 
Chalmers, IV. Squire's Contra! America. V. Mental 
Anatomy and Physiology, VI. Chronicle or Sir 
Walter of Heminburgh. VII, Memoirs of Robert 
and Jamee Haldane. VIII. The Eclipse of Faith. 
Review or the Month. Literary Intelllgenoe. Brief 
Notlcee. Lo11don, Price One Sltilli'II{' and Sixpence. 
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ASIA. 

ltlADB.AS. 

A gentleman who s_peaks_ of himself :'-8 
having been in connexion with pmdobapt1st 
churches nearly twenty-six yearo, and sus
tained three years and a half the office of 
deacon has communicated to the editor of 
the O;iental Baptist the following narra
tive:-

When an unconscious infant, my beloved 
parents (long . since in heaven) took me to 
the church of the parish in which I was 
born • and had me sprinkled at its font, an 
act ;hich no doubt they considered perfectly 
rioht and proper, they being at t~e time 
c;nscientious mem hers of the Anglican es
tablishment. For my own part I. never 
bad the slightest doubt of the pr~p~ety ?f 
the deed its scripturalness or vahd,ty, till 
many ye;rs after I had reached man'.s ~state. 
The fact is that, like _the great maJonty of 

. persons similarly brought up, I to, k _for 
granted what bad been taught me respe~tmg 
infant baptism, as it is called,_ was right, 
and was satisfied. Though spnn kled how
ever in connexion with the Church of Eng
land and placed for some years at a church 
scho~l I made but small progress in church 
princi~les, and never had the faintest desire 
to be confirmed. 

As nearly as I can recollect, about 1825, 
two years after my !dmission to a predo
baptist church, of which I was a member up 
to the period of my departure from England,t 
the first doubt respecting the scripturalness 
of infant sprinkling was lodged in my mind. 
At the time alluded to I attended a very 
interesting branch meeting of the British 
Reformation Society held at the Grove 
House, Camberwell, where, after several 
addresses by Protestant speakers, Roman 
catholics present were imited to controvert, 
if they pleased, the statements that had 
been made. A zealous papist instantly rose 
and cried out, '' Where did you get yo~r 
infant baptism from ? Did you not get ,t 
from us ~ " The inquiry startled me. I 
feared there was truth in what this man 
said, and the thought of deriving from the 
corrupt anti-christian church of Hom~ ~vhat 
I had been nccustomed to regard as a d1vmely 
instituted observance, made me feel uncom
fortable. •r~is uneasiness did not, however, 
long continue. The baptismal question was 

* St. Saviour's, Southwark. 
t March, 183a. 

not then, in my estimation, a very important 
one and I soon dismissed it from my mind. 

Things continued in this state until Au
gust, 1841, when Mr. Pengilly's excel)ent 
little work, The Scripture Guid_e to Baptism, 
fell in my way. The candid _and truly 
Christian spirit of this book, and its unceas
ing appeal "to the law and to the testimo!'y ,'' 
greatly pleased me, and secured for 1t a 
more than ordinarily attentive perusal. On 
laying it down, I felt that my mind _waa 
thorongbly shaken. I saw that my previous 
views respecting an important Christian or
dinance were grievously at variance with 
the word of God, and I was almost per
suaded to be a baptist. There being how
ever no baptist minister in Madras whom 
I could consult on the occasion, nor indeed 
a baptist church which I could jo!,n h:id I 
been immersed, I prosecuted the mqmry at 
that time no further, but adopted the reso
lntiont (a resolution which has been strictly 
kept) that no more infants of mine should be 
sprinkled.§ · 

Towards the close of l 84 7, a minister of 
the baptist persuasion arrived here, and a 
church, of which be took the pastoral ove~
sight, was formed. In consequence of this 
I saw it to be my duty to give the whole 
suhject a fresh, full, and final examination, 
and embraced the earliest season of leisure 
from press.ing official duties for the_ purpo_se. 
This occupied several month~, dur1r.g _wh1~h 
I investigated every passage in the Bible m 
which baptism is either mentioned or alluded 
lo, and that with the deepest and m?st 
prayerful attention. I also r.ompared scnp
ture with scripture, with the greatest, I may 
say, the most an.rious care. The result was 
my full conviction that there was not the 
slightest authority in the word of G_o,i for 
infant sprinkling,-that believers in the 
Lord Jesus Christ were the ONLY p• oper 
subjects for baptism, and that the ordina'!ce 
could be ONLY rightly administered by im
mersion. 

Shortly after reaching this conc'usion I 
separated from the predobaI>,tist church! of 
which I had been a member smce my arrival 
in this country in August, 1835, and in 
which, as already intimnted, I h~d f?r 
several years held office ; and havmg, m 

:j:: In co11cert with my late beloved wife, whose 
views entirely coincided with u1y own on tbl!I 
subject. 

§ At that time I bad one. livi~g child, who was 
sprinkled sllortly after her birth lll 1837. I have 
since had two, neither of whom bas been ta.ken 
to the font. 
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imitation of the example, and in obedience 
to the command of Him whom I call Mas• 
ter and Lord, been previously (,~z., on the 
29th April), immersed, I was admitted on 
Lord's day, the 6th May, to the fellowship 
of the little society of baptized believers 
formed in this place. For that little society 
I crave an interest in the sympathy and 
prayers of the brethren in northern India, 
and the oriental churches generally, and 
remain, 

Dear Sir, 
Yours in the bonds of the Gospel, 

E. MAru!DEN. 

AUSTRALASIA. 
PARRAMATTA, NEW SOUTH WALES. 

Intelligence of the death of the Rev. J. 
Ham is communicated in the following 
extract of a letter from the Rev. W. Carey 
to the Secretaries of the Baptist Union, 
under the date of March 22nd, 1852. 

"On the morning of sabbath the 14th of 
March inst., it pleased the great Head of the 
church to call away from his church and 
people and from the scene of his earthly 
labours the Rev. John Ham, for four years 
pastor of the baptist church, Bathurst Street, 
Sydney. 

"A \though his death had been looked for
ward to by all that knew him as an event 
which could not be long delayed; yet as is 
frequently the case, it was sudden when it 
came. On the 29th of February he 
was, as usual, preaching to his people. 
The following sabbath a supply was obtained 
for him, and he was considered in a very 
dangerous state. He rallied, however, and 
was thought fast getting out of danger, but 
on Wednesday night a relapse took place, 
and at twenty minutes before one on sabbath 
morning, the spirit of our beloved brother 
joined the ranks of the redeemed in glory. 

".It will be very gratifying to his Christian 
friends to hear that he died in the hope and 
peace of the gospel. No doubt of his 
acceptance with God, through the blood and, 
righteousness of the Lord Jesus Christ, was 
permitted to cross his mind. To many 
anxious inquirers he expresaed himself to the 
effect that all was well. He did not think 
that this illness would terminate his days ; 
but if it did, he was prepared to go. ' I 
speak not,' he aaid to one who etood by him, 
'of present joys, but J have the firm confi
dence that all is well.' Hie death was quiet 
and without pain. He literally slept in 
Jesus. Without a groan, without the moving 
of a limb; he breathed once or t1¥ice more 
heavily than before, and theu it stopped for 
ever. 

"The bereaved church know not where to 
look for a pastor. May the Lord in answer 
to earnest prayers send to them one, a man 

after his own heart, who shall break to them 
in fidelity and love the bread of life." 

In a letter from Mr. Carey, to the Rev. T. 
Swan of Birmingham, with a sight of which 
we have been favoured, it is added:-" The 
death of our brother has been a sad stroke 
to us all. His church are now bereft of 
their pastor, and knowing not where to look 
for one. He and I were the only baptist 
ministers in this part of the colony • and ae 
he was much my senior both in year; and in 
colonial experience, I feel left alone. Oh, 
that some earnest hearted man might be sent 
among us, who should lift up the standard 
fallen from our brother's hands, and carry it 
on to victory." 

WEST INDIES. 

SPANISH TOWN, J.AJIU.IOA, 

It affords us great pleasure to copy from a 
Jamaica newspaper the following account of 
the re-opening of Spanish Town Chapel. It 
took place, appropriately, on the first of Au
gust. Our brother Phillippo in transmittina it 
says," It will be seen that I have at length b~en 
brought th,·ough my difficulties-this is the 
'Lord's doing'-a fact of which I feel as 
certain as that the sun shines in the firma
ment. If it had not been so I should not as 
I believe, have been alive at the present h~ur, 
and the church never would have recovered 
her position and been restored to her present 
peaceful and prosperous state. " Bless the 
Lord, 0 my soul I" 

"RE-OPENING OF THE BAPTIST CHAPEL, SP .ANISH 
TOWN. 

"The baptist. chapel in this town was re
opened on the 1st instant for divine worship, 
in accordance with previous public advertise
ment, when two excellent sermons were 
preached. In the morning at 11 o'clock, 
the Rev. D. J. East, President of the Baptist 
College, Calabar, delivered an able and deeply 
interesting discourse, founded on the 102nd 
Psalm and 13th verse-" Thou shalt arise 
and have mercy upon Zion, for the time to fa
vour her, yea the set time is come ;" and in 
the evening a sermon scarcely less excellent 
and appropriate, was preached by the Rev. 
Mr. Teale, of St. Mary, from the 15th verse 
of the 14th chapter of the 1st Epistle to the 
Corinthians. 

"At an earlier hour of the day a social 
prayer meeting was held preparatory to the 
other services, presided over and addressed 
by the Rev. J. M. Phillippo, the pastor of the 
church; and in the afternoon a thanksgiving 
service was celebrated, commemorative of 
the l st of August, 18 3 8, when addresses 
suitable to the occasion were delivered by 
the Rev. J. M. Phillippo and the Rev. 
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Mr, Enst, in the unavoidable ahsence of the 
Hev. Mr. Johnston of Clarendon. 

"N otwithstnnding the prevalent sickness, on 
which account numbers of all classes, both in 
town nnd country, were necessarily unable to 
be present, the attendonce throughout the 
day was highly gratifying; but in the morning 
and afternoon the spacious chapel was com
pletely filled, in some parts crowded; while, 
at no previous period, it is understood, had 
the congregation presented a more respec
table appearance, or exhibited more pleasing 
evidences of deep interest and devotional 
feeling. 

"'fhe chapel and the whole premises being 
but just repaired and painted, looked neat 
and beautiful-in great contrast with the 
desolation and ruin they so lately exhibited 
- and these improved aspects of the out
ward condition of the church, added to the 
happy circumstances which the services es
pecially commemorated, seemed to excite 
in the minds of all, not· only deep and 
lively gratitude, but also the devout and 
earnest aspiration of the Psalmist, "Save 
now I beseech thee, 0 Lord; 0 Lord, I 
beseech thee, send now prosperity," 

EUROPE. 

GERMANY, 

The Missionsblate of August contains a 
letter dated Hamburgh, July 1st, of which 
the following is an extratt :-

" Last Sunday was to us a festat day, for 
the Lord had himself prepared us great joy. 
Four brothers and eight sisters who had made 
a beautiful profession before the church, 
were baptized in the likeneas of Christ's 
death in the presence of a numerous assem
bly. The Lord has truly shown himself as 
a prayer-hearing God, for for some time we 
had met every day to humble ourselves and 
pray for his mercy, and our prayers now re
turned in rich abundance. 

'' The candidates (in white garments) took 
their places right and left of the baptistery. 
Mr. Oncken preached from Acts viii. 26-40. 
During the baptism and the subsequent Lord's 
supper a deep silence reigned among the 
hundreds present. 

'' Yesterday evening was again a heart
quickening feast. It was the ordination of 
five of our missionary workers, 'l'he words 
directed to them went to the heart. 

"May the Almighty God be always with 
them and make them true and valiant la
bourers." 

Extract of a letter from Brother Drerksen, 
dated Tilsit, July 19th, 1852 :-

10 th_at ~hey ere obliged to aid in the spread 
of his kingdom ! May w0 soon see all kings 
and princes bow their knees in faith before 
the King of kings, and may we hear them 
and their subjects acknowledge, 'In him have 
we found righteousness and strength.' 

"Perhaps we may soon experience milder 
treatment. New complaints are not raised. 
against ~; the authorities do not appear to 
seek occasion for such, yet we have received 
but little freedom. The higher authorities 
observe a strict silence with regard to every 
thing. The difficulties already before their 
consideration are not answered. I have 
written twice to his majesty, but have re
ceived no reply. Whether the fine and costs 
will be enforced against me I do not know, 
to all appearance they will, as the sentence 
has been passed and sent to me.• 

"Although in Tilsit the power of unbelief 
holds the hearts of men enchained, that they 
may not come to Christ the crucified, in 
whom alone is to be found life and blessed
ness, yet in the neighbourhood of Raguit the 
grace of God has begun to make a course 
for itself, lost sinners draw water from the 
wells of salvation, and become happy through 
faith in Jesus Christ. He, who is to so 
many foolishness and an offence, is to them 
precious, and gives them power to conquer 
sin and the world ; while his enemies, with 
all the wisdom and enlightenment they claim, 
remain the servants of sin and have no peace, 
nor do they possess the courage either to 
bear the evils of this earthly life or to die 
joyfully. 

" A short time ago seven pardoned sinners 
living in the neighbourhood of Raguit ,v-ere 
united to the church. Three were bap
tized on the 1st of July, and the others, who 
according to law were obliged to announce 
their withdrawment from the establishment, 
will 1vithin a few days be buried with Christ 
in baptism and incorporated into tbe church. 
Many doors are opened to us for holding 
meetings, and a great unoccupied field Jie3 
before us on which the Lord will work with 
his word. Whether it will please him to col
lect many souls quickly is concealed from us, 
but in his name we will raise the standard ; 
may he only make us all useful in the ser
vice of his kingdon. 

"In Pi!lkallen, where the enemy always 
raged, two souls have dared, through belief in 
Christ, to turn to him in theapostolical manner, 
and will shortly receive holy baptism. They 
are a messenger of the court and his wife. 
We learn from this example what is pos,ible 
to faith, and how a man when he is happy ir1 
Christ can give up all to follow the Saviour. 
May the power of faith show itself arn@g 
all those who know the Lord, am! then ever, 

" lt was to me a great joy that dear 
)irother Oncken received permission to travel 
m the Prnssinn states. Thanks be to the 
Lord who inclines even the hearts of kings I 

* Iu a fonner letter Her D~rksen sar!-, tbat h~ Lia~ 
bot)n fiued with co.sts for b:1.pttzing aiid_alimrn1::;ter
ing thL' Lord's 1mp1)e . 

101.. XY.-1''0UllTII srmms. 
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mocken, and 1comen must acknowledge the 
truth that it is God's work, 

"Two mretings have been held already in 
Raguit by brothers Niemetz and Gultzace, I 
shall go there myself as frequently as possible." 

FLORENCE, 

The following affecting details respecting 
sufferers for the gospel whose case has been 
already brought before our readers, is con
tained in n communication to the Editor of 
the Christian Times, dated August 12th, 
1852:-

" I ha,·e only time at present to write you a 
few lines, to intimate the result of the 
appeal in the case of the poor Madiais at 
Florence. In the beginning of June, after 
ten months' imprisonment, their trial before 
the Corte Regia came on, when, as your 
readers are already aware, they were charged 
with impiety and blasphemy, because they 
had forsaken the Church of Rome and had 
attended some of the prayer-meetings held by 
the converts in Florence, and were sentenced. 
the one to about 6 ve, and the other to four 
years' imprisonment at Volterra and Lucca, 
establishments which have taken the place of 
the galleys, and in the former of which there is 
maintained the most rigorous system of 
solitary confinement and silence I ever met 
with. From this decision of the Corte Regia 
they appealed to the Court of Ca.ssation, and, 
after a delay of two months more, their case 
was argued before the judges last week, and 
on the 7th inst. an elaborate judgment was 
delivered, with a considerable degree of bitter
ness, confirming the former judgment. This 
took some of their friends by surprise, as it 
was ; understood the superior court would 
gladly have washed their hands of it, if they 
could, and that the judges were generally 
favourable to the case of the prisoners. 
That, however, even had it been the case, 
would not ha -re ensured their escape, because 
the police prefects have the power of 
condemnation too, and use it, as illustrated 
by Guicciardini's case last year. 
, "There remained but one more step to take 
on their behalf, and that was to appeal to the 
So,,ereign, not to pardon, but simply to com
mute the punishment, and to banish them· 
from bis kingdom. It is right to bear in 
mind that the poor Madiais are not accused 
of any crime whatever but that of being 
oonverts from the Church of Rome; no 
Repuitican leanings, no political inter
meddling, is laid to their charge! The 
Grand-Duke, when a petition was presented 
to him this week on their behalf, PEIUl~IP

TOln LY REJECTED IT, saying it was a matter 
of conscience with him and justice must have 
its course! This is the same man who some 
months ago made it a matter of conscience to 
!,ave the Leopoldine laws abolished, in order 
hat the Jews who enjoyed certain privileges 

by means of them might be brought once 
more into the same state of bondage in which 
Holy Mother Church keeps them in Rome I 

"Dy this time, the two poor disciples hnve 
been taken to their Aeparnte prisons at 
Volterra and Lucca, Francesco Madiai has 
behaved throughout most beautifully ; his 
resignation, and composure, and peace, have 
been exceedingly edifying, I learn, to those 
who visited him ; and, what is still more 
interesting, his conduct and his conversatio11 
had such an effect upon one of his gaolers, 
that he was suddenly removed from his 
situation, under the fear that he might 
become a convert. Let us hope that his 
may prove a like case to that of the gaol1>r at 
Philippi. With the same composure ~nd 
holy resignation Madiai prepared for his 
journey to Volterra, where he is, like PaJ.1I, 
to wear chains for the Lord's sake. 

"His wife has all along been in very delicate 
health ; and it was feared that, if the appeal 
failed, it might have the most fatal effects 
upon her; but strength has been given for 
the day of trial. She had shrunk from the 
idea of her hair being cut off ~hort, and the 
prison dress being put upon her ; but when 
the time came for her to undergo these 
indignities, the way seemed easy, and she 
sent this touching message by a friend to the 
brethren still at liberty, and who might be 
obliged to tread the same path : 'Tell the 
brethren who may have to come after us in this 
way of suffering, to wear anything rather than 
forsake their God ; and let them pray for U\!, 

not that we may be liberated, but that we 
may have grace given us to bear the cross, 
and to attain to the triumph of faith.' 
What mixed feelings must arise in the mind~ 
of God's people in England on reading thi~ 
case ! Gratitude to God for His faithfulne$$ 
in never failing His people in the hour of 
need; admiration of a faith so simple, and a 
trust so confiding as theirs ; indignation at a 
Government which can thus treat it.a most 
respectable and unoffending subjects at the 
instigation of the cursed Apostacy ; and fear 
lest Romish Antichrist should ever ,so 
interfere again with the liberties of Britain! 
Be assured all the will and the hazardou~ 
daring exist on Rome's part to bring it about; 
and England's policy now, as in Elizabeth's 
day, when the Spanish Armada threatened 
her shores, is humiliation and prayer to God. 
N othiug else will keep the monster back." 

HOME, 

AIBKEN BEDALE, YORKSHIRE. 

The Rev. J, Harrison Keighley was pub
licly recognized as pastor of the above church 
on Monday afternoon the 26th of July. A 
hymn having been sung, the Rev, W. Varley 
of Slack Lane read a portion of scriptur!l 
and prayed, after which J. S. Cuzner, E,,h 
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Skipton, delivered e. very able discourM, on 
" 'the nnture and constitution of a Christian 
church." The Rev. W. Stubbins, North
allerton, naked the usual questions and 
offered the ordination prayer. 'fhe Rev. D. 
Peacock, M11Sham, delivered a solemn charge 
to the minister. In the evening, the Rev. 
W, Varley delivered an appropriate address 
to the church and congregation. 

ABBOTSI!Alll, DEVON, 

On the 12tb of August, a new building 
was opened for public worship in this village. 
In the afternoon, the Rev. T. Winter of 
Bristol preached to about four hundred 
persons, and the Rev. Messrs. Shoobridge, 
Arthur, Williamson, and Thompson took 
part in the service. Above five hundred 
persons sat down to tea in a meadow which 
commanded a full view of the Atlantic 
Ocean. In the evening, two public meetings 
were held; one in the chapel, when addresses 
were delivered by Dr. Prince late of Africa, 
the Rev. S. Williamson of Appledore, Capt. 
Darracott, Mr. Sargent, and C. Smale, Esq.; 
the other was in the meadow where they 
had taken tea, when addresses were de
livered by the Messrs. Veysey and Mr. 
Arthur, who gave an account of the origin 
of the cause and of the chapel, and the 
liberality of friends towards its erection. So 
great was the interest felt, arising in a measure 
from the previous opposition which had been 
shown, that many persons came from upwards 
of twenty miles to be present on the occasion. 
The chapel is a neat Gothic structure, and 
will 5eat upwards of two hundred persons. 
It has been only about three months in build
ing, and through the liberality of friends, by 
the time this notice goes forth from the press, 
it will be entirely out of debt, and made over 
in trust to the baptist denomination. 

PRINCES RISBOROUGH, BUCKS, 

Mr. J.B. Blackmcre of Stepney College 
having received a unanimous invitation to the 
pastorate of the baptist church in this place, 
commenced his regular labours amongst the 
people on Lord's day, August 15th. 

LESSNESS HEATH, KENT, 

On Monday, August the 16th, the Rev, J. 
,Pearce was ordained pastor of the baptist 
-church at this place. The Rev. W. Woodard 
of Ilford explained the nature of a Christian 
church. The Rev. C. Hoskins of Crayford 
received a statement of Mr. Pearce's religioUB 
experince, call to the ministry, and confession 
of .faith, and offered the ordination prayer. 
The Rev .. J. Branch of London addressed the 
minister, and_the Rev. W. Walters of London 

preached in the evening to the church. The 
devotional Bel'vices were conducted hy Mesm. 
Blake, Cox, Whitemore, Blakeman, and 
Whymple. 

HORSFORTH, NEAR LEEDS, 

Mr. W. Jackson, late student with the 
Rev. J. Stock of Salendine Nook, under the 
auspices of the Strict Baptist Society, having 
supplied the particular baptist ehurch meet
ing in Zion chapel, Horsforth, from the time 
of Mr. Mitchel's removal to Bacup in Fe
bruary last, and having accepted a cordial 
invitation to the pastorate, commenced his 
stated labours on the first Lord's day in June, 
and was publicly set apart to the pastoral 
office on the 23rd of August. 

In the aftemoon, after devotional services, 
the Rev. H. Dowson of Bradford gave an 
introductory address and proposed the usual 
questions, which were satisfactorily answered ; 
the Rev. J. Whitaker of Heaton offered the 
ordination prayer, and the Rev. J. Smith of 
Bacup gave an affectionate charge to the 
young pastor from 1 Timothy iv 12, the 
Rev. Mr. Hillyard of Stanningly concluded 
with prayer. 

In the evening, after singing and prayer, 
the Rev. J. Stock of Salen dine Nook 
preached an appropriate sermon to the people 
from 1 Thess. v. 13. 

LONG CRENDON, BUCKS. 

On Tuesday the 14th of Sept. I 852, ser
vices were held in connexion with the com
mencement of a new baptist chapel in this 
village. 

The afternoon service commenced on the 
ground by singing part of the 132nd psalm, 
when Mr. P. Tyler of Hadenham implored 
the divine blessing. The remainder of the 
psalm being sung, Dr. Cox of London de
livered a beautiful and appropriate addre$s, 
after which he laid the centre stone of 
the building. The corn pany then sang part 
of the 156th hymn in the New Selection,and 
Mr. Bedding of Cuddington concluded with 
prayer. 

About 260 friends having taken tea toge
ther in the old chapel, a short and suitable 
address was delivered by Mr. Howell of Brill, 
independent minister. 

In the evening service commenced by sing
ing. Mr. Elrick of Thame, Oxon, indepen
dent minister, read and prayed, and Dr. Cox 
then preached from the 1st chapter of 2nd 
Corinthians, latter part of the 24th verse, 
" By faith ye stand." 

BIIUIINGHH(. 

Mr. Charles Vince of Stepney Colleg_e 
having accepted the unanimous invitation of 
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the bapti•t church assembling at Mount Zion 
chapel, l3irmingham,commenced his stated ser
,·ices there on Lord's day, Sept. 5th. On the 
preceding sabbath evening he had the pleasure 
of baptizing eleven disciples after delivering 
a discourse on the subject, when it is supposed 
that two thousand persons were present. 

BRANDON, SUFFOLIL 

r Mr. A. Scarr, late of Burwell, Cambs, has 
accepted a cordial invitation from the Suffolk 
Baptist Union to take charge of their home 
mission station at Brandon, and commenced 
his la hours there on the third sabbath in Sep
tern ber. 

RE'I'. J. BURNS, D.D, 

We are informed that the annual tea-meet 
ing of New Church Street chapel, Edgware 
Road, l1eld llfonday, Sept. 20th, was rendered 
peculiarly interesting by the presentation of 
a testimonial of sympathy and affectionate 
confidence to the pastor, Dr. Burns. The 
amount subscribed was one hundred and 
eleven pounds fourteen shillings, which not 
only pays the entire expenses of the late ma
licious prosecution, but formed a small purse 
of sovereigns, which with the testimonial cn
grosed on vellum and handsomely framed, 
was presented to him. It is a gratifying fact, 
that among the large number under the pas
toral care of Dr. Burns not one person has 
been unfavourablv influenced, either in the 
church or congregation, and that the pecuni
ary and spiritual interests of both were never 
more prosperous than at the present time. 
During this year the mortgage and debt has 
been reduced from £900 to £600. The ex
pense of having the chapel painted and put 
into thorough repair has been defrayed. 

SCOTLASD. 

The annual meetings of the Ba:1tist Union 
and Theological Institution for Scotland 
were held in the Waterloo Rooms, Edin
burgh, during the first week of August. On 
Tuesday, at eleven, A.M., the general com
mittee met on the business of the Union, and 
after devotional exercises the various minutes 
and reports of the executive committee and 
office bearers and letters from churches were 
read, considered, and approved. In the 
evening, the annual sermon was preached by 
Mr. Maclean of St. Andrew's. On the fol
lowing morning, after a prayer-meeting from 
nine to ten, business was resumed. The 
auditors reported that the accounts were 
correct. At the suggestion of the executive 
committee, steps were resolved upon by 
whieh more efficiently to attain the objects 
of the association, chiefly by the appointment 
of auxiliary or distinct committees throughout 

the country, and by increased effort of 11 

directly evangelistic charncter. Brother W. 
Walbran of Airdrie was engaged as evan
gelist.. It was reported thnt in the publica
tion department the Union had been instru
mental in publishing within the last six years 
above five millions five hundred and sixty 
thousand pages of religions truth. Severn! 
interesting cases of conversion were named as 
known to have taken place during the last 
year through means of the monthly magazines 
and tracts. One hundred and twentv-seven 
believers were reported to have been baptized 
since last year's meetings. On the evening of 
Wednesday the annual service was held, when 
stirring and interesting addresses were deli
livered by the brethren F. Johnston, Edin. 
burgh (chairman); W. Walbran (evangelist), 
D. Wallace, Paisley; John Pearson, Leith; 
Thomas Maclean, St. Andrew's; James Mal
colm, Musselburgh, &c. On Thursday morn
ing the yearly breakfast and meeting of the 
friends of the Academy closed the business. 
The tutor's, examinator's, treasurer's, and 
committee's reports were received and ap
proved. Various addresses, as on the pre
vious evening, were delivered. It was reported 
that the students were all more or less 
engaged in preaching, and in particular that 
Mr. Robert Macmaster had accepted the 
invitation of a church in Walsall, England, 
and that Mr. W. Lees was about to com
mence labours in Glasgow; and also that 
several new applications for admission were 
before the committee. A general feeling of 
confidence prevailed amongst the brethren 
that, by the divine blessing on their efforts, 
and particularly upon the arrangements now 
about to come into operation, increased and 
abundant success will henceforth attend. 
The office-bearers were re-appointed with the 
thanks of the committee, viz., Mr. George 
Banks, 7, Union Place, Edinburgh, treasurer; 
Mr. F. Johnston, 44, Rankiallor Street, tutor; 
and Mr. Thomas Hughes Milner, 31, Green• 
side Street, editor nnd secretary. 

HORTON COLLEGE, BRADFORD, 

The commencement services of this insti
tution were held on Wednesday the 4th of 
August. In the morning at ten o'clock a 
large number of ministers and friend~ of !he 
College assembled with the students m S1on 
chapel, where, after reading the scriptures and 
prayer by the Rev. W. F. Bt~rc~ell o!" ~och,; 
dale a discourse on the "Christian mm1stry 
was 'delivered by the Rev. J. P. Murs_ell of 
Leicester which hos since been published. 
At the close of the service a liberal collection 
was made in aid of the funds of the insti
tution ; and immediately afterwards the 
annual public meeting was held, the Rev. Dr, 
Acworth in the chair. 'fhe report referred to 
the lamented resignation of the Rev. F. 
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Clowes, lnte clnesical tutor, from ill health, 
nnd etnted that during the six months' 
vncnncy of the poet its duties hnd been dis
charged by the president, as far as consistent 
with his own engngements, and with wonted 
efficiency. At Christmas, the Rev. S. G. 
Green of Taunton, having been selected 
from several competitors, entered upon the 
office, nnd had hitherto discharged it success
fully. The report of work done was satis
factory, as !were also the testimonials of the 
Examiners. 'fwo students having completed 
their academic course had left the College ; 
and seven were entering, making up the com
plement of twenty-seven. The institution 
remained free from all incumbrance of debt. 
Several useful works had been added to the 
library ; and the cordial thanks of the com
mittee were given to those gentlemen who by 
timely donations of modern valuable books 
had enriched its stores. In this department 
however much remained to be done. 
Application had been made for affiliation 
with the University of London, and the 
necessary arrangements were nearly ·· com
pleted. The adoption of the report, the 
appointment of the committee, and other 
resolutions were submitted to the meeting by 
the Rev. Messrs. Burchell of Rochdale, 
Scott of Sutton, Foster of Farsley, 
Lomas of Leicester, Thompson of Hull, 
Evans of Scarborough, Dr. Godwin, and M. 
Illingworth, J. Fawcett, G. Gresham, W. 
Vickers, Esqrs., with other gentlemen. The 
necessity of largely augmenting the library 
was strongly represented by several speakers ; 
some liberal donations toward that object were 
promised, and a sub-committee was appointed 
to raise a special fund for the purpose, and to 
superintend its disposal. 

STEPNEY COLI,EGE. 

The opening of the session of 1852-3 of 
this institution took place on the 15th of 
September, A public meeting was held in 
the afternoon in the college chapel, G. T. 
Kemp, Esq. in the chair. The report pre
sented a very satisfactory and gratifying 
statement of the progress of the students 
in the various brandies of classical, mathe
matical, and theological learning, to which 
their attention had been given during the 
last session. Nine vacancies had occurred 
by the settlement of students over churches 
and from other reasons, and as many can
didates had been accepted for the usual 
probation. The library hns received valuable 
additions, amounting·_ in all to 131 volumes; 
and from the treasurer's account it appeared 
that the income had exceeded the expendi
ture hy £132. The devotional exercises 
were conducted by Rev. E. 8. Pryce, B.A., 
a_nd Rev. John Kennedy, and various resolu
tions were moved and seconded by Revs. 

J. Leechman, A.M., F. Trestrail, G. Smith, 
R. W. Overbury, S. Green; and W. B. Gur
ney, W. L. Smith, and T. Pewtress, Esqrs. 

A large company of ministers and friends 
afterwards took tea together in the college, 
and at half-past six the Rev. George Smith 
of Poplar preached an eloquent sermon in 
Stepney Meeting, kindly granted by the Rev. 
J. Kennedy. 

'Jhe collection amounted to between six 
and seven pounds. 

BAPTIST METROPOLITAN CHAPEL BUILDI:<G 

SOCIETY. 

Thia society has been actively engaged of 
late in taking measures to secure sites of 
land, and hopes soon to be able to announce 
the commencement of its first chapel. 
Friends who sympathize in this effort to 
provide increased accommodation for the 
inhabitants of our great metropolis will 
promote the object by early contributions, 
which will be thankfully received either at 
the bankers', Messrs. Barclay and Co., Lom
bard St., or at the Baptist Mission House, 
3i, M oorgate Street. 

RECENT DEATHS. 

MR. EBEl!EZER SMITH. 

It is believed that the memoirs of departed 
believers in Christ presented in the brief 
obituaries of our magazines, when prepared 
with a view to the honour of divine grace, 
and that survivor.! mav imitate the excellencies 
exemplified and reco~ded, constitute a rnlua
ble portion of the current religious literature of 
the day. We give, therefore, with a very 
high and affectionate esteem of his memory, 
the following account of the late Ebenezer 
Smith of Sheffield. We are informed that 
he was decidedly pious in his nineteenth 
year ; but that obstacles prevented for some 
time his being baptized and admitted 
to church fellowship. On his removal to 
Sheffield, in 1835, he becamE: a memher of 
the first baptist church there, under the pas
toral care of the Rev. C. Larom ; and in 
1836 he was called to the deaconship, which 
office he honourably held till the period of 
his death, on the twenty-second of May, 
1852. 

Previously to his settlement at Sheffield, 
Mr. Smith had resided at Chesterfield and 
nt Manchester, in each place being founu in 
happy connexion with th~ church of ~hri~t ; 
his early excellence, by rich grace, bemg m
dicated in the fact, that while at Chesterfield 
he was a deacon in the independent church 
there, under the pastorate then of Mr. 
Horsey, there being at the time no baptist 
church in that town. On hearing of his de
cease Mr. Horsey, his former pastor, thua 
wrote:-
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" So yout de11r b~other Ebenel:er liah 
p1t_1<Sted through the &hlldy vnle, 11nd is now 
.1omed to the company of immortRls. Let 
my soul be with his soul. No one 
who knew him 11nd who knows wh11t 
vitAl Christillnity is, citn hitve the leASt 
doubt rt!!lpecting his final hllpp)• stnte. He 
was an Israelite indeed in whom wn~ no 
guile. I ne,•er heard of anv blemish in his 
integrity, though he )lassed through very\rying 
scenes. In the midst of his troubles, to'O, he 
al wavs seemed to me to have his heart alive to 
the g0eneral interests of religion, to the exten
sion and prosperity of the cause of God. He 
"·as a man of prayer, and the tone of his 
mind was spiritual. He was in his element 
when ,•isiting the sick, and con\"eTsing on 
l!cripturnl topics. As opportunity afforded, 
he was prepared to do good unto all men, 
especiallv to them that were of the household 
of faith.'' 

Mr. Horsey had been separated from Mr. 
Smith many years, when he kindly wrote 
this ; but the testimony he bears, having re• 
ference to him while they were together, WRS 

truly applicable to him afterward through 
his whole course. The troubles referred to 
by Mr. Horsey passed away, but our dear 
friend retained his pious integrity to the last, 
and showed continued attachment to and 
concern for the prosperity of the great cause 
of the Redeemer, his zeal for which was 
manifest in his cheerful support of home and 
foreign efforts for the world's salvation ; and 
in his devoted attention to all the interests 
of the church to which he belonged. It was 
found that he had been in the habit of occa
sionally writing down his private religious 
'thoughts and communings. The following 
extracts from these papers will perhaps best 
present so m ueh of his history and character 
as may be further necessary, and will be 
read, we doubt not, with interest and profit. 

"'Nov. 7, 1847.-Another anniversary of 
my birth and ofmy baptism. Sixty-two years 
since the first event ; thirtycfour since the 
second. I have passed through diversified 
scenes, hut alj have been characterized by 
one thing, the mercy -of God. This like a 
golden thread has :been continuously mani
fest, notwithstanding the follies of childhood 
and youth, and the numeroUII sins of riper 
years. I find myself occupying a somewhat 
important sphere of life, as the head of a 
large family nearly all grown up, as a mem
ber of society, as having been for many 
years connected with a Christian church, and 
.for some yean1 officially so, as being an occa
f;ional preacher of the gospel, and connected 
with several religioua societies. I deeply feel 
my respom1ibility to my heavenly Father 
and to my fellow men, I feel a great enxi• 
ety to be useful in the cause of Christ during 
the remainder of my days ; but I fear I 
aometime11 counteract my own desires by 
unhallowed diBpositions and feelings. Thou 

God kholte8t nle 1tltogeth1!t ; -atld l would 
fully and fte~ly Mn~s &II my ~iflfu\ propensi
ties alld my itlconsistenciek ill ~tiltit llnd Ml\• 
duct nnto thM, May I be kept h11n1ble, 9piti
tually minded, kiitdly affuctionM, meek, 
self-denying, and dtl\'ollt, and hriI\g forth 
the fruits of holi1\e!!II. Amen." 

"Ma,-ch 2,~, 1849.~0ne of my ~Ill\& hM 
recently been chosen M II del\to'II in our 
chlltllh, I feel thankful that his )?llSt con• 
duct ha~ been Illich aa to wih the fa vourabl~ 
opinion of the 11astor ahd the membei11 ; and 
I trust that he will discharge his imp0rtant 
duties in a consistent !Ind useful manner, and 
enjoy a large measure of the divine fav1mr. 
Three of my Bohs ~ppear to be unacquainted 
with the power of religion, though regular in 
their attendance in the sanctuary. I am 
deeply anxious on their account, atrd would 
earnestly desire divine guidance to the most 
suitable means to convince them of sin and 
to lead them to Christ ; and I would ptay 
that my six children who have been bapti~ed 
on a profession of faith may give more de
cided and uniform evidence that they have 
passed from death unto life1 and may walk 
more worthy of their high calling of God in 
Christ Jesus," 

"JJfay 27, 1849.-The power of vital re
ligion in the church generally is, I fear, pre
vailing to a very limited extent. There is 
so little of the spirit of prayer, such feeble 
endeavours for experimental conversation, 
while the spirit of excitement is entouraged, 
any appeal to the senses or the intellect is 
eagerly res)?onded to, to the injury of the 
devotional spirit and the neglect of self-ex
amination and kindred exercises. Thou great 
Head of thy church, look graciously upon 
thy saints of every name, who are in this 
wilderness exposed to so many corrupting 
influences ; send down quickening grace into 
the hearts of thy people ; awaken them from 
the apathy and the worldly spirit which 
prevail so much among them. Let my soul 
resemble Gideon'e fteece, replenished with 
heavenly grace." 

"Jan_ 27, 1850.-I feel great occasion for 
fervent thankfulness for the satisfaction and 
comfort I frequently enjoy in the service of 
God ; and for the good hope which I possess 
of being numbered with the heirs of 
everlasting J life. Let thy g~, beloved 
Saviour, maintain its influence over :mr 
heart." 

'' June 16, 1850.-There have been but 
three persons baptized into our church dur
ing the last twelve months, a smaller .num
ber .than in any year since 1839 ; but that 
was followed by a glorious effusion of the 
Spirit, f;O that ninety-seven were baptized 
within the succeeding year, an awakenin~ 
deserving of most grateful remembrance. 
Gracious Head of thy church, come again in 
thy saving power." 

"Nov. 3, 1860.--I have been .enjoying 



r,llowship with th11 l,oJ,j. !'t hi, tabl,, and 
this le truly profitable, to meditate on his 
dying love nnd to partalte of the aimple 
but ei<pressive emblems of his death, 

u Here I'd elt for ever viewing 
Mercy's atreo.me in etreamfl of blood; 

Preoloua drops, my soul bed~wing, 
Plead and claim my peace with Gpd." 

"Deo, 29, 1850.~V,µ,ioue inportant ,ul). 
jects occupy the public mind, as the instrqc, 
tion of th11 111asse5_; U:u1 fWlllllDBipns ii) the 
Wesleyan denomination; the appointment 
of a papal hierarchy in Engl11nd ; the sepa.ra• 
tion of' the church frqm govel"Il!llent, or a 
complete civil equa.lity 9f all dimominations 
of professing Christian~. Amidst these 
troublings of the l\'l\tere may we not fear that 
vital go\llinelill will meet with serious impedi• 
ments ? I would clesire that the interest I 
take in any of thes1> p9intll may not cause 
me to relax in maintaining spirituality of 
mincl, and affectio11ate regard for 1111 the fol. 
lowers of Christ .of every name," 

"Mar~h 16, 1!151.-Though for some 
months I have ,scarcely been able to attend 
the house of God above once on the Lorc;l's 
day, I have generally enjoyed communion 
with God in retirement ; and experienced 
much comfort in perusing the word of God 
and other instructive books. My corre• 
spondence with pious friends has afforded me 
satisfaction ; and I would continue to employ 
a part of my time in this way, both for my 
own edification and the instruction of others. 
The humble hope of my personal interest in 
Christ, and of my adoption, through him, 
into the household of faith, has become more 
settled and undoubting; though my frequent 
inconsistency of spirit, and indulgence of 
unholy thoughts and desires have sometimes 
obscured my evidences, and rendered the 
exercises of devotion Jess profitable than 
otherwise. 

" 0 to grace how great a debtor 
l>ally I'm con~trained to be : 

Let that grace, 'Lord, like a fetter 
Bi!ld my wandering pei,rt to the,e." 

"Nov.16, 1851.-God has been better to me 
than all my fears. He has taken a gracious 
interest in my temporal welfare during the 
sixty.six years ofmy life; and he has granted 
me the richer blessings of his grace. I have 
attained a more realizing sense of my personal 
interest m the redemption of Christ, and a 
stronger persuasion that-

" My name is printed on his br~~st, 
His book of lite contains my name ... 

C27 

to 111,editate on the P\l~ity and bi~ of heaven ; 
and have felt more ardent desires to leave 
this depraved and imperfect state, and rise 
to the enjoyment of the divine presence. 

u O happy state of peace and love, 
Where pilgrims freed from toil are bleat • 

Had I the pinions of a dove, ' 
I'd fty away and be at rest." 

In these brief extracts from bis diary our 
dep11r-ted friend gave expression to that inner 
spiritual life, thii poseession of wh:ch distin• 
guishes 1111 the followers of Christ : he fur. 
nishes without designing it a portraiture of his 
own character, these priv11te utterances being 
in keeping with bis public and general de. 
portment ; he throws out many suggestions 
that should be valuable to survivors ; and 
ini!icates how great a loss his death must be 
to those he has left behind, and to whom he 
stood in the relation of husband-father
Christian - deacon - friend. About four 
months after he had written the last extract 
we have copied from his diary, he was re. 
moyed to that abode <>f peace and love h~ 
then contemplated with such strong deaire. 

HllS. REBECCA BUNCE. 

The subject of this brief sketch was the 
offspring of parents who literally ate their 
bread by the sweat of the face ; they walked 
in very humble life, and had a family of nin~ 
children, of whom Rebecca was the fifth. It 
was hers to partake of better things than her 
elder brother and sisters, for, while they had 
no education and were forced from very 
childhood to work in the field, she was put 
t.o the village day-school adjacent to Lewiss 
ham, Kent, where she was born in the year 

llow valuable is sµch a hope ! Many of 
my dearest relations are, I trust, walking in 
th~ truth. I mµ anxious that all my belove\J. 
ch_ildren may be partakers of like preciou~ 
faith ; that parents and children may at la;;t 
b.e found one whole family in the enjoyment 
of the inheritance of tpe S11ints in light." 

"Ffb. !l, 1852.-1 have been led fre.quently 

I 800. At this school she remained a con
siderable time, and was thus preparing for 
the sphere in which she was destined to 
move. For the benefits she received at this 
place she was al ways grateful, and tracing 
the hand of the Lord in the placing her there, 
she ascribed the results to him, regaruing 
him l\S the giver of every good gift and every 
perfect gift, to him she gave the praise. 
This difference in her case was brought about 
in the following manner. Her father, having 
broken his leg, became an inmate of St. 
Thomas's Hospital, and the duty of Yisiting 
him there devolved upon her. Being at his 
bed,side one day, a lady, who was visiting in 
the s.ime ward, offered her a book to read, 
she refused to accept it, moclestly sayin?, 
"Thank you ma'am, I can't read." The 
Lord touched the lady's heart, she sympa• 
pathized with the child, interested herself in 
her behalf, and gratuitously provided her with 
such instruction as the means of the viUage 
at that time afforded ; she was then seven 
years old. A lapse of several years finds her 
in the service of the late Mr. J oho Sharp of 
Lisson Grove North, wl\e_re !!he continued a 
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long time, gwmg unqualified satisfaction. 
Her hnnd having been s,·ught by Mr. John 
Hand ford, she left the service of Mr. Sharp, 
and was married to him. Both had decided 
for God a long time prior to this event, 
he having heen baptized by the late Mr. 
Williams of Grafton Street, Soho, at the age 
of fifteen ; she also early avowed herself on 
the Lord's side. • 

To her husband she proved an invaluable 
boon, managing her household, planning and 
contriving, rising early and sitting up late, 
that she might promote the general interests 
of the whole family, and render him all 
possible aid in the management of his busi-
1,ess. About the year I 834, a fall down the 
area in front of the house dislocated his 
shoulder and brought on a lingering sickness, 
which, after two years, deprived the wife of 
her husband and left five children fatherless ; 
the eldest, a daughter, being then only twelve 
years of age. Never, never, will the writer 
forget the scenes of that day, when the spirit 
fook its flight ; there were those who had 
only to mourn the loss of an earthly relative, 
giving way to excessive grief, while the wi
dow with the dark unknown before her was 
calm and comparatively happy ; not insen
ble of her peculiar position, but strong in 
the Lord and in the power of his might. 
The precious promises of the divine word 
were more than precious to her then ; she 
felt that a father of the fatherless and a 
judge of the widow was God in bis holy ha
bitation, and thus, having her mind staid 
u pan God, she Wal' kept in perfect peace. 

According to her faith, so the result proved. 
With redoubled energy she betook herself to 
the task of obtaining a livelihood for her
self and children, and by the great kindness 
of some friends, she was enabled to carry on 
the business, which, under her management, 
increased 1·ery considerably, and by a straight
forward and honourable course, which she 
invariably pursued, she had no small share 
of success ; but days of exces,ive labour 
and nights of sleepless solicitude doubtless 
undermined her constitution, always weak, 
and gave rise to distressing complaints, which 
subsequently removed her hence. In I 842, 
after a widowhood of six years, she was united 
in marriage to Mr. M. Bunce, to whom she 
proved an excellent partner; he survives to 
lament her loss. 

Of the way in which the Lord met with 
her, the writer is ignorant ; but she was a 
trophy of sovereign mercy and distinguish
ing grace ; she would often repeat, and with 
devout and grateful feeling sing :-

11 \Vhy was I made to hear bis voice, 
And enter while there's room, 
While thousa.nds make a wretched choice, 
And rather etan·e than come. 

"' fwaa the same love that spread the feast, 
That sweetly forced me in; 
Else I had still refused to ta ,te, 
And perished In my sin," 

Being a vessel of mercy afore prepared 
unto glory, she was in due time singled out 
from amidst a family of nine, and made to 
understand the loving-kindness of the Lord; 
entertaining the views which baptists hold, 
she was baptized in the name of the Lord J e
sus, and for a period exceeding thirty years 
maintained a walk and conversation becoming 
the gospel of Christ. The first church the 
writer knows her to have been a member of 
was that of Shouldham Street, London, of 
which her first husband was an honoured 
member and an active deacon during the 
earlier part of the ministry of Mr. George ; 
differences arising which could not be amica
bly adjusted, both, with others, withdrew 
from the scene of conflict ; to use her own 
words, wandering up and down as sheep 
having no shepherd ; after a long period of 
discomfort s~ie was received into the church 
at Blandford Street, under the pastoral care 
of the Rev. W. B. Bowes. Here she found 
a home and could sing again :-

" Lord, •us a pl"asant thing to stand 
In gardens planted by tby hand." 

Her connexion with this church lasted 
about seventeen years ; death only severing 
the tie. In life Christ was all her salvation 
and all her desire, in death he was her only 
confidence and hope. She trusted in hi$ 
gloriously finished work, and, after a season 
of protracted and complicated suffering, in 
sure and certain hope that though the earthly 
house of this tabernacle were dissolving she 
had a " building of God, a house not made 
with hands, eternal in the heavens,'' she com
mended her spirit into the Saviour's hands 
and shortly expired, without a struggle or a 
groan, July the 1st, 1852, in the 53rd year 
of her age, Her death was subsequently im
proved by her pastor to_ a very attentive 
congregation. 

MRS, SALE, 

The history of one who has lived well nigh 
a century in the world, who for more than 
threescore years and ten has been a d~cided 
and faithful follower of Christ, and for nearly 
that term of years connected with the same 
Christian church, cannot be altogether with
out interest to the friends of truth in general. 

Mrs. Sale, whose death was briefly noticed 
in the Baptist Magazine for August, was born 
at Barkham, Berks, Jan. 16th, 1758, Her 
early years were passed in comparative in
difference to the great subject of personal 
religion. Aceustomed to attend the parish 
church, she seldom if ever heard much that 
was calculated to enlighten the natumlly 
dark mind. To her late husband, prior 
to their union, she was indebted, under God, 
for her first decidedly rnligious impressions. 
He was a good man full of faith and zeal, 
and _ ever thrnugh his long life (80 years) 
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nnxiously sought to do good to all around 
him, Lodging in the house of her mother, 
he soon discovered thnt they were destitute 
of n sn ving knowledge of Christ, and earnestly 
endeavoured to import to them the gospel of 
the power of God. His conversation and 
exnmple were eventually blessed to her con
version. For some time after their union 
they continued unconnected with any Chris
tian church, though attending the ministry of 
the word at Wokingham, 1t appears, from 
her own statement, that though both felt 
the importance of taking such a step, and 
were convinced of the scriptural characters of 
believers' baptism they could not make known 
to each other their thoughts and wishes. 
During her husband's absence from home, 
she resolved to give herself to the people of 
Got.I, intending that he should not know of 
the circumstance until after his return. On 
the Lord's day morning, October 6th, 1782, 
she was publicly haptized in the chapel at 
Wokingham, to the surprise of her husband 
who that morning had returned only in 
time to be present at the service. The next 
Lord's day he, in the same place, was bap
tized and united with the church. Her pro
fession of religion was made at a time, when 
it was considered a disgrace to belong to a 
sect everywhere spoken against-a feeling 
which, alas ! too frequently betrays itself 
in many Christians in the present day, The 
cause with which she identified herself was 
small and the people poor, and a spirit of 
bigoted hostility to the truth displayed it
self in petty annoyances towards those who 
dared to think and act for themselves on the 
great matter of personal religion. The firm
ness and decision of character which dis
tinguished her through life was thus early 
manifested ; '_she boldly told the scoffing 
age that she had made choice of the good 
part which can never be taken away. 

Together with her husband she laboured 
hard and zealously for many years to promote 
the increase of Zion and the good of souls. 
They were of one mind, and may truly be 
said to have followed the ad,-.ice of the 
P,almist, " Pray for the peace of Jerusalem, 
they shall prosper that love her." When 
literally only two or three were gathered on 
the forenoon of the sabbath, and no one to 
preach to them the word of life, they resolved 
to mnintain the worship of God, and wait for 
brighter <lays. Nor did they pray in vain. 
They lived to see the chapel twice enlarged, 
the congregations greatly increased, and many 
added to the church. She was permitted to 
see her children and her children's children 
become the faithful and devoted followers of 
Christ, and one grandson, in the spirit of holy 
self-consecration, go forth to the work of the 
Lord in the distant East. She fully sustained 
the character of a mother in Israel, taking a 
deep and active interest in all that tended to 
advance the cause and promote the welfare 
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of individuals. She was the last link that 
connect,,d the present with the past ; all 
have pasaed away with whom ,he IVM first, 
and for many subsequent years associated in 
the church. Until within the last few year•, 
her faculties remaine<l unimpaired, so that 
she could even read without the use of spec
tacles; but though her eyesight became dim 
and her strength failed, her mind and me
mory retained their vigour to the last. Her 
religious experience was not of the brightest 
character, she was not often enable I to re
joice, and when she did, it was with trem
bling. Unbelief struggled hard at times to 
overthrow her confidence and to fill her with 
fear for her safety. Her vie,rs of herself and 
her own unprofitableness were most humble. 
While exercising a firm faith in Christ and 
the promises of God's word, there were time• 
when she could hardly think they were in
tended for one so worthless. At the com
mencement of her last illness, she said, '' If I 
am saved it must be owing to the mercy of 
the Lord Jesus to me a poor unworthy sin
ful creature." She added,'· I have derived 
much comfort from that passage, 'I will 
give unto him that is athirst of the fountain 
of the water of life freely.' I once looked 
to see if the word freely was supplied by the 
translators, and found to my joy it was in 
the original text." Very great was her anx
iety for the welfare of the younger members 
of her fami\v. Next to her own soul's ,al
vation there ·was nothing of so much import
ance in her esteem, as being satisfied of the 
real conversion to Christ of those dear vouths 
whom she so much loved, and for wh~m she 
so often pleaded at the throne of grace. 
Her faithful, affectionate, and touching, ad
vice to her own son will not soon be forgotten. 
Her knowledge of scripture, the strength of 
her memory, and the propriety of the many 
passages she quoted, were extraordinary at 
her great age, 

Her love to the cause of God and her in
terest in its prosperity was manifested to the 
last. The writer will notJoon forget on one 
of his last visits to her, w ~le she was able to 
articulate, the fervour with. 't'hich she audibly 
prayed for him and his family and the 
church, mentioning the deacons and the mem
bers, entreating for them a large measure of 
the spirit of holiness and great success. Al
though for years she had been in bondage 
through fear of death, and frequently the 
subject of doubts, it was peculiarly gratify
ing to see in her case the promise so evidently 
fulfilled, "At eventide it shall be light." 
She longed for her change to come, while 
fervently praying for patience to endure anci 
wait the Lord's time. 'l'hat change for which 
she had long been looking at length came; the 
worn-out tabernacle could no longer detain the 
spirit from her heavenly home. Calmly and 
peacefully she slept in Jesus abaut one 
o'clock on the1th of July, being the day on 

4 D 
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which her eldest ~on completed liis seven
tieth year. Her death was improved by 
her pastor from a passage selected by herself 
•ome years since, in John,~. 37, "Him that 
cometh unto me I will in no ,~i•e cast out." 
As she lived she died, "looking for the 
mercy of God in Christ Jesus." 

•• Gently she pasfled away, 
Supported br that arm, 

"W']1ich through her long, long pilgrim way, 
Had shielded her from ba.nn. 

"Sweetly she fe11 a.sleep 
Upon her Saviour's breast; 

Oh, let us not in sorrow weep, 
For she is now at rest. 

"' Long time she feared the Lord, 
And walked in wisdom's way; 

Long time she trasted in his word, 
And made its truth her stay. 

• , Dark clouds would ofttimes hide, 
The sunbeam from her view; 

But it was light at eventide; 
She proved God's promise true. 

-' She longed to follow those, 
Her loved ones gone before; 

To join them in their sweet repose, 
On Canaan's peaceful shore. 

" She knew t.hat others dear "T ere in her Saviour found; 
Some in the distant east, some near, 

13ut each to Zion bound. 

u Now, where no foes annoy, 
All doubt and fear removed, 

She gazes with ecstatic joy, 
On Him unseen she loved."t 

REV. JOHN GREEN. 

Died, on Tuesday the 14th of September, 
after a long and very painful illness, in the 
fifty-eighth year of his age, the Rev. John 
Green, minister of Newcourt Chapel, New
castle-on-Tyne, leaving the testimony of a 
godly life, a legacy of inestimable value to 
his sorrowing widow and family.•' 

MISS JIIARIA GILES. 

Died, on the 17th of September, aged 
!eventeen years, Maria, second daughter of 
Mr. Samuel Giles of Manchester. 

ASSOCIATIONS. 

LANCASHIRE AND CHESHIRE. 

This body comprises forty-four churches. 

Accrington ....................... C. Wmiame 
Ashton-under-Lyne •••..•.•... J. Macpherson. 
13acup, Ebenezer ............... J. Smith. 

Irwell Terrace ............... G.Mitchell,J.Howe. 
13lackbui-n ....................... . 
Bolton ............................ B. C. Etheridge. 
Burnley ........................... R. Evans. 
BurBlem ........................... W. Darker. 
Bury ............................. J. Harvey. 
(;howbent ...................... .. 
Cloughfold ........................ W. E. Jackson. 

Colno .............................. J. C. Park. 
Coni~ton ........................ R. S. Frerlfeon, 
Good~liaw ........................ J. Jelferson. 
Haslingden, Pleasant.strMt J. Blakey. 

Ebene1.er ..................... J. Bury. 
Herwood ....................... . 
Hill Clilfo ........................ A. Kon worthy. 
lnskip ........................... . 
Liverpool, Myrlle•etreet ... H. S. Dro,vn. 

Soho-street .................. J. Edwnrds. 
Pembroke Place ............ C. M. Dil·rell. 

Lumb ........................... ,8. Jones. 
Manchester, York•street ... R Chenery. 

Oxford•Road ............... F. Tuclrn1·. 
Grosvenor-street-east ... D. M. E,•ans. 
\Yilmot•streot Hulme .. . 

Northwich ..................... T. Swinton. 
Ogd•n ......................... . 
Oldham ........................ J. Birt. 
Oswaldtwistle ............... J. Harbottle. 
Pendle Hill ..................... J. J. Owen. 
Preston ....................... . 
R.an1sbottom ................. . 
Rochdale ........................ W. F. Burchell • 
Salford .......................... H. Dunckley. 
Stalybridge ..................... J. Ash. 
Stockport ...................... W I B. Davies. 
T,,ttlebank ..................... T. Taylor. 
Wigan, Lord.street ......... W. Ellison. 
Blackburn, King-street .. . 
Crewe ......................... .. 
Padiham ........................ J. H. Wood. 
Sunnyside ..................... A. Nichols. 

The Annual Meeting was held at Rochdale, 
June 2nd and 3rd. Dr. Acworth was chosen 
moderator. Henry Kelsall, Esq., read the 
draught of a letter which he had prepared, 
according to appointment, and which con
stitutes the Circular Letter for the year, on 
the question, "What means in addition to 
those in operation can he employed to secure 
more efficiently the objects of the County 
Home Mission 1" Messrs. Brown and Tucker 
preached. The Rev. W. F. Burchell was 
re-elected to the office of Secretary, with 
thanks for his past services. The following 
were among the resolutions adopted:-

That we regard, with feelings of painful solicitude, 
tho repressive measures which have been recently 
adopted by the continental potentates and govern
ments, leading to an abridgment of the religious 
liberties of the people in general, .and to wide-spread 
suffering on the part of the baptist churches in 
France, Germany, Prussia, &c., in particular. United 
to our persecuted brethren by the ties of a common 
humanity and a common faith, we avail ouri:;el ves of 
the opportunity of thus publicly and unitedly assur
ing them of our fraternal sympathy and affection; 
and earnestly commend to the churches that prayer 
be made unceasingly, on their behalf, to liim who is 
Head over all things to his people. 

That it is the conviction of this Association, that 
nothing has yet occurred to prove the voluntary 
principle insufficient to the edur.ation of the people. 
It would further expresi its opinion, that the adop· 
tion of any other principle, under either of the forms 
recently supported, would compromise our deeply 
cherished and long maintained views, and prove in
jurious to the eause of education itself. 

That this Association, deeply convinced of the 
need under whJch many ministers He of assistance 
in the education of their families, earnestly reeom• 
mend their friends to contribute to that object 
through any channel which they may deem appro• 
priate. And further, on• the ground of information 
now laid before them, in J'eference to the constitu
tion and management of the 1rnhool for ministers' 
sons at Shlreland Hall, near Birmingham, under the 
charge pf Rev. T. H. Morgan, they would expreH 
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their approbation, and urge the generous support of 
that lnstltuUon. 

Slati,tic,. 
Dnptlzed ............................. 273 
Received by Letter and Pro-

feaaion ............................. , 143 
Restored............................. 14 

-430 
Removed by death................ 73 
Disn1iE1sod .......... ..••••••• •.• .• ••• 06 
Excluded ................ . .... ...... 64 
Withdrawn ........................ 64 

-297 
Clear increase ...................... , ..••..•. 133 
Total number of members , .............. 4984 
Sunday scholars .............................. 12200 
Sunday school teachers .................... I: 98 
Day and Evening scholars ............... 1367 
Preaching stations .•••••....•.•••... ,........ 60 

The next meeting is to be held at Burnley, 
on the 18th and 19th of May, 1853. 

MIDLAND. 

Twenty.eight chuxches constitute this body. 

Brettell Lane ................... . 
Darkhouse ••• , •. ,., .............. . 
Willenhall ........................ S. Cozens. 
Providence ...................... J. Maw·ice. 
Wolverhampton •.•..•.......•. 
Walsall .......................... . 
West Bromwich, ProvidenceC. H. Marston. 

Bethell ........................ W. Jones. 
Ho1y Cross ....................... . 
Tipton, Zion Chapel ........ J. Voller. 
Wednesbury ................... .. 
Toll End ....... ; .................. . 
Smethwick ....................... . 
Birmingham-

Cannon Street ............... T. Swan. 
Bond Street .................. !. New. 
Mount Zion ................ .. 
Newhall Street .............. A. G. O'Neill, 
Heneage Street ............... J. Taylor. 
Great King Street ........ . 
Circus Chapel ; .............. W. Landels. 

Broomsgrove .... , ....•••••...•... 
Cradley ........................... J. Sneath. 
Dudley ........................... W. Rogers. 
Kidderminster .................. J. Mills. 
Netherton ........................ C. Morrell. 
Cats.hill ........................ .. M. Nokes. 
Stour-bridge ..................... J. Hossack. 
Bewdley .......................... G. Cousins. 

At the Annual Meeting which was held 
at the Circus Chapel, Bradford Street, Bir• 
mingham, June l and 2, 1852, Mr. Landels 
presided. Messrs. New and Mills preached. 
Mr. O'Neill read the Circular Letter, which 
at the request of the Association lte had 
prepared on the Errors of Popery, which was 
adopted. The Rev. T. H. Morgan was re
appointed Secretarv. 

'l'he following resolutions were passed :-

" That the best thanks of this .Association aro due, 
and nre hereby given, to the brethren who composed 
tbe Mining District Committee, for the efficient 
manner in which they have discharged the duty com~ 
mlttcd to their care. .And tbnt the same brethren, 
wlth Messrs. Middlemore, Hopkins, and Thomas, 
and the pastors of the Birmingham churche8, be a 
new Committee, with power to add to lheir number, 
for making the Home Missions of this .Association 
more efficient, and more equal to the pressing claims 

for evangelical_ labour con_etantly presenting them
eelvee among the teeming population around. And 
that the Rev. W. Landels be the Convener of the 
Committee." 

"That thiA Associatlon has heard With deep regret 
of the state of the churches in Jamaica, resulting 
from the visitation or the cholera, small pox, and the 
operation of other ea.uses, and recommends to the 
respective churches to manifost their Christian sym
pathy with their suffering brethren in Jamaica, and 
to aid them in any way that might be deemed most 
eff'ective. 

1st. '' That this Association having repeatedly 
testified its opinion that slave holding is a sin against 
God, desires to expree-s its S-ympathy with those 
Christian brethren in the United States of America, 
who decline to hold Christian fellowship with slave 
holders. 

2nd. a That this .Association having heard with 
regret' that certain epistles addressed by the 'London 
Baptist Union,' to their trans-Atlantic brethren, 
exhorting them to bear an uncompromising testi~ 
mony against slave holding, were suppressed by the 
body to whom they were written,' directs that these 
resolutions be forwarded to the Rev. Nathan Colver, 
to be used by him as may most advantt1geously serve 
the anti-slavery cause:• 

Slatisti,cs. 

Baptized ............................. 161 
Received by letter................ 92 
Restored............................. 7 

-200 
Removed by death ................ 47 
Dismissed ...... ... .................. 33 
Withdrawn ................. ........ 24 
Excluded ........................... 44 

-148 
Clear increase ........................... , •...• 112 

The next meeting is to be held at Dudley 
in the'' Whitsunweek." 

YORKSHIRE. 

Statistic.,. 

Baptized ............................ 265 
Received by letter ............... 125 
Restored ....... .... .............. .. . 41 

-431 
Removed by death ............... 108 
Dismissed .•.•... ............. .•.• ... 'i6 
Withdrawn ........... ............ 47 
Excluded ........................... 164 

-- 395 
Clear increase .............................. 36 
Total number of members ......... 6848 
Preaching stat.ions .......... ... ...... .• 89 
Sunday schoo)s ................ ........... 79 
Sunday school teachers .......... -, ... 2967 
Sunday scholars ......................... 12928 

COLLECTANEA. 

SCARCITY OF MATERIALS FOR FASTING. 

The want of materials for feasting is an 
idea with which Englishmen as well as Irish
men are conversant; but it appears from the 
Tablet that under the regimen of the church 
of Rome the want of materials for fasting 
may be sufficiently urgent to require epis
copal interposition. The bishop of Nevers 
has published the following dispensation :-
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<, Wherea1 it hBB beeri re}>resented to u! 
that the pa!ll!llge of tbe Prince Pre&idcnt of 
the Republic, at Nevers, fixed for the 15th of 
$eptember, coincided with the Wednesday of 
Quatre Temps, and that this passage will 
draw nn immense concourse of people to Ne
\'<'rs; ronsidering the impossibility ofprocnring 
on that day fasting fare in sufficient quantity, 
""e have relieved, and herebyrelie"e, the faith
ful from the obligation of abstaining from flesh 
meat in our episcopal city, on Wednesday, 
the J 5th inst. We nevertheless think proper 
to allow the obligation of fasting to subsist for 
those who wish to bind themselrns thereto.", 

PRAYERS FOR OUR CONVERSION, 

The Tablet of September 18th informs its 
readers that the very Rev. Father Ignatius 
( Hon. George Spencer) preached four times 
in Paris on Sunday last. First at eight 
o'clock in the morning, at the church of the 
Batignolles ; next at St. Roch, at eleven 
o'clock ; again, at seven o'clock, at the church 
of Notre Dame des Victoires ; and, finally, 
at St. Sul pice, at eight o'clock in the evening. 
We need not add that the object of his ser
mons was to obtain the prayers of the con
gregations for the convemon of the British 
nation to the Catholic faith." This desenes 
notice, fur the spirit which gives rise to this 
will cause other mPans to be employed as 
we11 as prayers, which it will become us by 
our prayers to endea\'our to counteract. 

SUBSCRIPTION FOR DR. ACHILLr's LIBELLER. 

In the Tablet of September 11 th it is 
said, "The Univers has an elaborate article 
on the subject of the subscriptions for Dr. 
Newman, in which it says, with too much 
truth, that the zeal shown in the cause, in 
England especially, hardly answers to what 
one might have hoped. The whole expenses 
are believed to amount to £1 0,000, and a 
recent circular of Cardinal Wiseman's an
nounced that the total amount of subscrip
tions (including p.-omises), so far, amounted 
to no more than £2,000. The Univers, on 
August 31 st, believed that not more than 
£1.000 had been added to this comparatively 
trifling sum since Cardinal Wiseman's circu
lar. Surely the Catholics of these countries 
Rre not, after all, going to a!Jow the noble 
Oratorian to be ruined for his high-minded 
zeal for the honour of the Church ! The 
French, who have shown the greatest enthu
siasm, evideutly think us very backward." 

"The 28th list of the French subscriptiona 
for Dr. Newman, given in the Unive,·s of 
Sunday las(," says the Tablet, " brings up 
the amount to J 6,7 32fr, 63c., that is, to nearly 
£670. As will be gathered from an adver-

tisement in another pRrt of our columns, 
the complete resnlt of the collections so fnr 
made in England and Ireland is not yet 
known, but we must confess thnt we have 
not been able to observe anything like thnt 
spirit and sympathy that surely ought to 
have been shown, and without which it is in 
vain to expect that our illustrious confessor 
will be released from the terrihle pecuniary 
responsibility in which his zeal for the honou,· 
of the catholic church has involved him. 
The Irish subscriptions amounted last week 
to not very much over three liundred pound• 
and a glance at the scanty list of subscriber; 
is most rlisappointing and painful to a catholic 
heart. We must say that the French have 
set us an example of warm-hearted, thorough
going zeal, which we should do well to imitate 
but which we seem in no hurry to take up."' 

THE CHURCH CATECHISM. 

The bishop of Bath and Wells has caused 
the fdlowing questions to be addressed to the· 
clergy of his diocese :-1. Do you make it 
a rule to teach all the children in your school 
the whole of the catechism? 2, In so doing, 
do you ever vary the method and order of 
teachi11g ! 3. Explain the cause and amount 
of such variation, if it exist in any instance ; 
e. g., in the case of unbaptized children, if 
nny; or of those nho were baptized out of 
the church of England ; or of those who, 
however baptized, were never formally pre• 
sented in the church by sponsors; or of those 
concerning whom there is a doubt regarding 
any of t.he above circumstances. Mention 
any other case, if there be any other, and 
state how you deal wit.h it.-Record. 

DR. ROBINSON OF NEW YORK, 

The Rev. Professor Robinson, D.D., of 
New York, who, it was stated in the American 
Literary World, had left that city for another 
tour in the Holy Land, from which valuable 
topographical and critical results might be 
expected, arrived early this year in Lon• 
don, whence he proceeded to Berlin, pre· 
paratory to his proceeding to Palestine, which 
he expected to reach at the beginning of 
April. His stay in London was short, but 
the Editor of the Journal of Sacred Litera
ture was enabled in repeated interviews to 
renew an acquaintance commenced twelve 
years ago, on the learned Professor's return 
from his first journey; and to confer with him 
on the objects of his present undertaking, 
'fhese have been alluded to in the article on 
Recent Tra\·els in Palestine, It appears to 
be Dr. Robinson"s view rather to direct his 
researches to ground not previously traversed, 
or only imperfectly explored, such as the 
region beyond the Jordan, and of the south· 
em and northern districts, than merely to test 
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0 1· verify previous conclu•ions, except, per
hn ps, nt Jerusulem, We hnve reason to hope 
thnt Dr. Robinson will from time to time for
ward some account of his proceedings for 
insertion in this Journal.-Kitlo'a Jour,wl of 
Sac,·ed Literature. 

lllAT'fHEW'B GREEK GOSPEL, 

The Rev. Francis Bosworth, M.A., has 
in advanced preparation St. Matthew's gospel 
in Greek, with full Critical Notes. It will 
form just such an edition of Matthew as is 
Forbyn's of Virgil, or Poppoe's of 'l'hucy
dides. Our students are too often taught every 
thing else but how to use their knowledge. 
Vast stores of most valuable information lie 
hid ( so far as we English are concerned) in 
German writers, which might well be made 
available for such a work, since they are not 
theological but philological. The object will 
be totally distinct from that of either Alford 
or Bloomfield, The syntatical construction, 
the compound verbs, the Hebraisms - in 
short, whatever may be needed, in order to 
light up_ the tex_t, will receive attention. !t 
is especially designed for students and Will 
supply them with the most recent and 
thorough scholarship of Germany, minus 
neoloe:y. We have been favoured with some 
speci.:i'iens of this work, and perceive that it 
will form an excellent class-book, supplying 
all that mav be wanted in order to under
stand critici°illy the original. If the plan 
answers, the editor contemplates that the 
Epistle to the Romans might be treated in 
the same manner ; and eventually corre• 
sponding editions of the Psalms and Isaiah 
might be fumished.-Killo's Journal of Sa
cred Literature. 

PRIESTLY ASCENDANCY IN EUROPE, 

The progress of Louis Napoleon through 
the south of France manifest.a at every step 
the league, offensive and defensive, formed 
between the Usurper and the Roman Catho
lic Clergy. Everywhere he reserves for them 
his most gracious smiles, while, in return, 
they, with grave enthusiasm, welcome him as 
" the Elect of God." In Germany, also, they 
continue to push their arrogant demands with 
unceasing ,igour. The Ecclesiastical Mes
senger ot' Westphalia states, that the protest 
of the Catholic Bishops of the province of 
Cologne, agreed to at their recent meeting, 
and addressed to the l{ing, is directed to the 
abrogation of five requirements of the Govern
ment, 'l'he Bishops desire to be free fro~ 
liabilitv to account to the Minister of Worslnp 
for the employment of the ~ubsidies grante,l 
to the Roman Catholic Church by the State ; 
from restrictions imposeJ on their missions 
into districts where the population belongs to 
both religions; from the interdiction which for-

bids the students of the,,logy tn frequent the 
Collegium Germanicum at Rome ; from that 
which prohibits the estahlishmcnt of foreian 
Jesuits in Prussia; and, lastly, from th~~t 
which restrains the Bishops from nominating 
priests who have studied in Jesuitical col. 
leges. Of all these trammels, as the Bishops 
call them, they demand the removal ; and 
the Church Journal ahove quotetl says, that 
the bishops of the Eastern Provinces will 
support the demand.-Patriot •. 

TRACTS FOR THE JNSANE. 

Startling as this announcement may be at 
first sight, when it is considered how varied 
the forms are which insanity assumes, it will 
not be thought wonderful that a judicious 
supply of religious tracts should in some cases 
he found remedial. The last number of the 
Christian Spectator contains the following 
paragraph :-

A m"dical gentleman, at the head of an 
establishment in Canada for lunatics, has 
supplied the following gratifying testimony:
" By the kind consideration of the Tract So
ciety, we are enabled to circulate tracts among 
the patients, who look for the little book 
with each returning sabbath. The value of 
these little monitors, when judiciously distri
buted, cannot be over-rated in the good and 
lasting effect they are calculated to produce 
in the minds of the insane,-to deny this 
would be, in our position, to refuse the evi
tlence of one's senses; for in many of the re
coveries of the past year, the individuals 
ascribed to these sources their first conscious 
relief, while, with an affection almost sacred, 
they have treasured up the valued tract till 
the period of their perfect restoration ; and 
when about to rejoin their friends, have drawn 
it forth, and earnestly requested permission 
to take it with them, at the same time ex
pressing a hope that, as it had been a source 
of much consolation and improvement to 
them, so it might prove to some loved mem
bers of their family, for whose best interests 
they were anxiously concerned." 

OFFER TO SUNDAY-SCHOOL TEACHERS. 

The Committee of the Religious Tract 
Society, feeling the great importance 0f 
aiding Sunday-school teachers in their 
efforts to acquire a sound knowledge of 
scripture truth, offer one lhousa1,d coµies 
of the PocKET CoM>IENTA.RY, either Old er 
New Testament, at half the CataloJue price, 
A teacher may, consequently, obtain the 
Commentary on the Old Testament, in o,·e 
volume, for ls 3d. (in two volumes ls. ~d.), 
or on the New Testament at 8d. This Com
mentary was compiled for those who c.;ultl 
spare but little money for books, or who have 
but a limited time for reading, or who wish 
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for a comprehension of what is most 
~·alua~le in the way of Scripture exposition 
m a smgle work. The comment is selected 
from Henry, Scott, and other approved 
"· riteni. It also contains a large ,•ariety of 
notes, illustrative of the sacred text, on the 
manners, customs, topography, and natural 
historv of the Eaat, 

Applications must be made by the Secre
taries of Auxiliaries, with the names of the 
teacheni ; to be addressed to Mr. William 
Tarn, 56, _Paternoster Row, London, with a 
remittance for the amount. Clear instructions 
must be giren as to the best method of for
warding the books. Individual applicat.ions 
cannot be attended to.-Ch,·istian Spectator, 
September 15. 

THE CITY MISSION, 

The Committee of the London City Mis
sion state, that they have during the year 
greatly increased their circulation of religious 
tracts, by supplying the missionaries with a 
large stock of loan tracts for special cases, in 
addition to their ordinary supply for gift. 

CAMDEN TOWN, 

Too late fo~ insertion in its proper place, 
we have received from n correspondent the 
following information : -In the number of 
this magazine for April, page 234, notice wns 
given of the opening of St, Paul's Chapel 
Hawley Road, for the convenience especiall; 
of those. members of baptist churches re
siding in this populous and increasing neigh
bourhood. It is gratifying to learn that the 
ministry of Mr. White has been so successful 
as to justify the friends whom his ministry 
had drawn together to form themselves into 
a Christian church, which was done on Wed
nesday evening, September 1. The service 
on this occasion was private, confined to those 
who either brought letters of recommendation 
from the churches to which they previouslv 
belonged, or who wished to enjoy occasional 
fellowship. It is, however, proposed on 
~ome future occasion, to hold a public .:ieet
mg, at once to commemorate this event and 
to elicit that cordial sympathy which Chris
tians and Christian churches residing in the 
same locality should ever cherish and display. 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

DEACONS::-WIIA.T A.RE THEY! 

To the Editor of the Baptist Magazine. 

DEAR Srn,-How much easier it is to ask 
questions than to answer them l When the 
embryo philosopher observed the apple fall
ing from his father's tree, and inquired why 
it fell to the earth and not to the sky, there 
being no more apparent obstruction to its 
upward than to its downward course, it was 
some long time before the problem was 
solved by what was no doubt his true theory 
of the law of gravitation. And it may not 
be the work of a day to show the identity of 
the "seven men of honest report" mentioned 
in Acts vi. 3, with the " deacons'' mentioned 
in Phil. i. 1, and 1 Tim. iii. 8, &c. But as 
it is something gained towards the removal 
of a difficulty to bring it into the narrowest 
compass, I submit, that herein is the gist of 
the inquiry-The identity or the non-identity 
of the individuals referred to in the Acts and 
the Epistles. 

Surely never was there a more striking 
example of "begging the question," than the 
easy confidence with which grave divines, 
fro~ Dr. Gill downwards, are accustomed to 
rcf;,r, like your correspondent's friends, to 
Acts vi. as the undoubted origin of the 
deacon's office. First, then, let it be consi
dered and acknowledged that neither in the 

original nor in our translation are the " seven 
men" chosen to manage the temporalities of 
the church, called deacons; had they in that 
passage, as in Philippians and 'rimothy, 
been called o,a1e6vo•~, the identity would, to 
say the least, have been more obvious than it 
is now. Verbally, therefore, Philemon was 
conect in saying "he could find no deacons 
there." 

Then again, his position seems strength
ened by the fact, which appears from a glance 
of the Greek Testament, that although the 
apostles did not apply the term deacon to 
the men then chosen, they did, in the very 
next verse, apply it to themselves, " But we 
will give ourselves continually to prayer, and 
to the ministry of the word,'' -o,a1<ovia rov 
Aoyov-deaconry of the word. May it not 
therefore be said, if any persons were called 
deacons in this chapter it was the apostles, 
and not " the committee" of seven! 

There is, however, an inferential argument 
which may be urged for the identity of the 
persons referred to, viz., that as in Acts there 
are but two classes of officers named ns exist
ing in the primitive church, the apostles and 
the "committee" of temporalities, and as in 
Philippians and 'rimothy there are also but 
two classes recognized, "bishops and dea
cons," it is fair to conclude they were identi
cal; still this is but inference, and not proof, 
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nnrl we, ns baptists, being somewhat sticklers ' 
for proof, it is not for us to lay too much 
stress upon inference,-we must only tnke 
it for wl111t it is worth. 

Other brethren will probably be able to 
pince the subject in a clearer light; but with 
my dim perception of it, I beg to put in a 
plea for cha,·ity-a little charity, dear sir, 
on this point at least, for the episcopalians 
who designate their temporal officers "church
wardens," for the presbyterians who choose 
"ruling elders," and the W esleyans who 
appoint "stewards," while we in our wisdom 
elect '' deacons." 

To the question then, if put in this form 
-"Deacons: what were they 1" That is, 
what were they in apostolic times? I reply, I 
do not know; for the good men, mentioned 
in Acts, appointed to the temporalities of the 
church, were not called deacons, and con
cerning those mentioned in the Epistles, who 
are so designated, there is not a word said 
concerning their secular duties, while their 
qualifications seem to imply that their en
gagements were spiritual; though what they 
differed from those of the bishops does not 
appear. 

But if the question is put in the present 
tense-" Deacons: what are they!" I reply 
-a useful and honourable body of men in 
our churches; and that the great Head of the 
church may abundantly bless all our good 
deacons, is the prayer of yours sincerely, 

CORNELIUS ELVEN. 
Bury St. Edmunds, Aug. 5, 1852. 

To the Editor of the Baptist ilfagazitle. 

DEAR Sm,-In attempting a reply to the 
question before us it will be necessary to pre
mise a few observations on the terms em
ployed in the Greek New Testament to 
describe the office and functions of the 
deacon. 

I. To denote the person, or agent, we 
have 01a,co110~ ( DIAKONOS) ; signifying '' one 
who renders service to another," either by 
executing his commands, or by conferring 
benefits upon him. This word is employed 
thirty times, nnd in our version is variously 
rendered,-'' servant," "minister," "dea
con," e.g., John xii. 26; Rom. xiii. 4; Phil. 
i. I. 

2. To denote the activity of the agent we 
have 01a<oviw (DIAKONEo); signifying '' to 
wait, attend upon, serve." This word occurs 
thirty-six times, and is rendered,-" to mi
nister,'' '' to serve," "to administer,'' '' to 
use the office of a deacon:" e.g.; Matt. iv. 
11; Luke x. 40; 2 Cor. viii. 19 ; I Tim. iii. 
10. 

3. To denote the thing performed by the 
agent we have oia1<011ia (DIAKONIA); signify
~ng "a ·service, a waiting," &c. 'l'his ,vord 
1s used thirty-three time•, and is rendered,-

''ministry."" ministration,'' ''administration,'' 
"servire,'' "office," '' relief:" e.g., Acta xii. 
2.5; 2 Cor. ix. 13; I Cor. xii. 5; Rom. xv. 
31; xi. 13; Acts xi. 29, 

It will be observed that our word deacon, 
is formed from the Greek word DIAKONos. 
It is fonnd five times only in our version ; 
where it evidently has a peculiar ecclesiastical 
sense. But on inspecting the passages already 
referred to it will be seen that the term DIA
KO:<OS and its derivatives were not exclusivelv 
applied to spiritual or ecclesiastical object;, 
but were, in fact, frequently employed in 
connexion with the secular, and even with 
the domestic relations of life. It appears, 
moreover, that the terms do not primarily or 
necessarily convey the idea of office, but sim
ply of service. Any person, whatever his 
office, station, or character who performed 
service for or to another, was, in respect of 
such service, a deacon. Thus Christ, (Rom. 
xv. 8,) disciples of Christ, as such, (John xii. 
26,) magistrates, (Rom. xiii. 4,) and wicked 
men (2 Cor. xi. 15,) are called deacons. 

We proceed to a brief examination of the 
passage, Acts vi. 1-6. The Grecians mur
mured against the Hebrews, "because their 
widows were neglected in the daily (ou.Ko
NIA) ministration/' The "twelve" said," it 
is not reason that we ehould leave the won! 
of God (DIAKONEIN TRAPEZAIS) to scr\'e 
tables. Wherefore," they continued, <; look 
ye out among you seven men of honest report 
full of the Holy Ghost and wisdom, whom 
we may appoint over this business," namely, 
this DIAK0NEIN T:&APEZAIS. 

Here we learn that the "twelve" had 
before them a DIAKONIA branching ont into 
two divisions; the one a DI.I.KONIA of the 
word, the other a DIAKONIA of tables. The 
former they retained as pre-eminently, 
though not exclusively, their own; the latter 
they devolved upon the "committee of 
seven." There wa.s a certain service to be 
performed for the church. It was entirely 
secnlar in its character. The "twelve," be
cause they had the ministry of the word, cast 
off this secular burden. It was put upon the 
" seven" in a solemn manner. To them it 
became an official labour. This official 
labour ,vas a DIAKONIA. But the DIAKOIHA 
was the service performed by a ( DIAKONos) 
deacon. Hence, the "seven" were properly 
deacons, although they are not expressly 
termed such in the passage itself. 

The" seven" having become officers in the 
church, the want of an official title would 
soon be felt. The "twelve," it is true, were 
deacons of the church, but in relation to its 
spiritual affairs ; and they had an official 
title already, namely, "apostle." The 
" seven•• were deacons of the church's secu
lar affairs, and as such they came to be 
called deacons, in a narrowed-an official 
sense of the term ; and the term would 
thenceforward be employed to denote the 
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official mana,qers of the c~m·ch's ,<ecular 
affairs. Such a pro~ess as is here supposed, 
namely, that by which a general term be
comes appropriated to denote a particular 
office, certainly took place in other and kin
dred cases. 

It is, of course, admitted that some nt 
least of these deacons were ministers of the 
word ; but it is denied that they were so as 
deacons. Neither spiritual qualifications 
nor duties were conferred or devolved upon 
them because they were deacons; but they 
were chosen to be deacons, because of the 
qualifications they had previously displayed. 
Some of the deacons of our churches are 
preachers of the word, and many more, pos
sibly, ought to be so, hut not as deacons. 

It is assumed here, that the bishops of the 
earliest churches were, substantially, the 
i;ame as our pasto,·s. The first mention of 
deacons, as church officers, clearly distin
guishes them from pastors ; Phil. i. I. The 
passage, I Tim. iii. 1-12, is equally signifi
cant. The friend was in error who stated, in 
reference to this passage, that "similar quali
fications as to talent, faith, and practice, 
were required in deacons as in bishops." As 
to faith and practice an equality is required, 
but not as to talent. The bishop is required 
to be '' apt to teach;" not so the deacon. In 
Rom. xii. 6-8, the diaconal functions are 
clearly distinguished from "prophesying," 
,. teaching," and "exhortation;" the words 
in verst::: 7, rendered '' ministry," '' minister
ing," being respectively, DIAKONEIN, DJAKONIA. 

The same distinction is indicated in 1 Pet. h•. 
11, where the word rendered '' minister," is 
DIAKONEI. 

\\' e conclude, then, that deacons, accord
ing to the scriptural model, are members of 
a particular church, chosen by that church, 
with the sanction of the pastor, and solemnly 
set apart to manage the secular affairs of the 
church ; the due performance of whose func
tions will require all the mental and spiritual 
qualifications which the apostle enumerates 
(I Tim iii. 8-12); will imply the most 
intimate, affectionate, and confiding relations 
betwt'en themselves and both pastor and 
people; and will allow, though not necessa
rily demand, their activity in directly spiritual 
labours for the church and for the world. 

These remarks are based solely on the 
express statements or necessary implication• 
of scripture. The view of some, that the 
"young men" mentioned Acts v. 6, 1 0, 
were deacons, is not pressed. For the histo
rical development of the office, and Its suc
cessive modifications in pa11t apostolic times, 
the reader mUBt consult the church l,istorians. 
A good digest of the teotimony of early 
writers on this subject io found in Kitto's 
Cyclopredia of Sacred Literature : Art. 
Deacon. I am yours very respectfully, 

W. KITCIIEN. 
Ringstead, .Aug. 11, I 852, 

AGE)) OR INFlRM BAPTIST MINISTEns' BOOlilTl". 

To the Edito,· of the Baptist Maga~ine. 

DEAR Sm,-A brother minister, who takes 
a Ii vely interest in the welfare of the above 
society, writes that he has recently mentioned 
the society in several places and that for 
the most part he finds total ignorance even 
of its existence. He accordingly suggests a 
plan for calling the attention of our churches 
to the institution ; and expresses his convic
tion that no one can hear of it without feeling 
that the object is most important, and that 
the ~mmber ~f annual collections might be 
considerably mcreased, As the committee 
are very desirous that the society should be 
as extensively known and as well supported 
as possible, they will be glad to consider any 
proposal for the promotion of its welfare. 

The pages of the Magazine have for several 
past years repeatedly referred to the institu
tion, and earnestly enforced its claims upon 
the ministers and members of our churches. 

The annual meeting was held at King 
Street chapel, Bristol, on Tuesday, June 
28th. It then appeared that three of the 
beneficiary members.had died since the former 
anniversary ; that there were eight new ap
plicants who according to rule claimed a 
part of the disposable income ; and that no 
fewer than thirty ministerial brethren would 
this year be sharers in the proceeds of the 
Institution. Besides the ordinary subscriptions 
and collections kindly transmitted during the 
year the committee have had to acknowledge 
the following special generous contributions ; 
viz. Mrs. Gouldsmith, £10; John Fenwick, 
Esq, £10; Robert Leonard, Esq., £9 6s. 9d.; 
J. Griffiths, Esq., £5 ; J. L. Phillips, Esq., 
£5; Mrs. Salter, £5 ; J. T1·itton, Esq., 
£5; R. B. Sherring, Esq., £5; G. W. B. 
Gurney, Esq, (for the late l\lrs. Priestley), 
£100. 

Additional subscriptions, donations, or con
gregational collections, will be thankfully 
received ; and the committee in their last 
report have suggested how desirable it is, 
where any difficulty arises, that our churches 
should assist their pastors, in constituting 
themselves members of this important insti
tution. A guinea a year, as entrance money, 
when the minister's age i,xceeds 26 years, is 
all that is required; and when it is conside!'ed 
how valuable the resources of this society 
might prove to an infirm or aged minister of 
Christ, it is believed that many in our churcl,es 
would readily step forward in this kind effec• 
tual manner to assist those who are lil'ing 
to promote their spiritual and eternal wel
fare. As the capital stock of the society 
amounts to £6200,it must be for the advantage 
of our ministers, whether older or younger, 
to become connected with it, as beneficiary 
members. 

I only add that I shall he happy to com
municate with any ministerial or other friend 
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dn this matter ; nnd truAt thRt the temporal 
interests of our pnston (more especially when 
infirm or nged), will soon begin to be more 
duly regurdecl amongst us. 

I am, dear Sir, 
Yours very truly, 

CIIARLES DANIELL, 
Melksham, Sept. 15, 18.52, Secretary. 

ROMISH TENDENOIES, 

To the Editor of the Baptist Magazine. 

DEAR Sm,-So widely has the spirit of 
popery of late years been spreading, like a 
plague spot, even in our own fair land ; so 
daring have been its recent inroads, and so 
audaciously has it lift up its horn in our very 
midst, that it evidently behoves us to pr~sent 
a front of determined antagonism to its fur
ther progress; and to regard, with a watchful 
eye, every movement of an enemy so in
sidious and stealthy in its character; so per
severing in its progress, and so deadly in its 
ultimate object. 

But who is to do this! On whom does 
it devolve to endeavour thus to stem the 
torrent of antichristian error! Clearly on 
all protestants ; on every section of the pro
testant church. And by whom has the duty 
been fulfilled? not, certainly, by the Church 
of England; on the contrary, it was there 
that the Tractarian heresy of Oxford sprang 
up .. It is through the stealthy, vigorous, and 
widely diffused progress of that heresy that 
Rome herself has been encouraged to plant 
her standard in our beloved land. To this 
attack may the so-called protestant Church 
of England be fairly said to have issued her 
own invitation ; and on herself, therefore, 
must the consequences rest. The sounder 
portion of her community must expect to 
buckle on their armour for the impending 
conflict against popish enemies, both internal 
and external. 

Nonconformists, however, of all grades 
ought also to be called upon, on every prin
ciple-to come to the help of the Lord 
against antichrist in all his forms. Most 
especially would it seem incumbent on 
our own body, to contend against the princi
ples and practices of the church of Rome, 
and against the insidious teachings of her 
emissaries ; because our weapons are the 
word of God alone, unadulterated by the 
traditions either of earlier or later ages. How, 
then, has this duty been fulfilled-and by 
whom ! Nobly has the gauntlet been taken 
up by some distinguished. ministers ; especi
ally by one of the church of Scotland, who 
has been delivering lectures in various parts 
of the empire-even bearding the very Car
dinal in his conclave, by challenge to per
sonal discussion with him. 

But are there none of the dissenting bodies 
who have taken the alarm a~inst the o.ppa
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rent spread of popery in Great Britain t We 
cannot doubt that many a faithful labourer 
in the vineyard, individually in his hum
bler sphere, and within his more limited 
range of action, has warned and admonished 
those around him ; and we know that many 
testimonies for the purity and simplicity of 
the Christian faith, again•t the effrontery of 
antichristian error have issued from the 
press, winging their zealous way in the nnme 
of the Lord, and on humble reliance on his 
blessing for the success of their efforts. 
But I had reckoned on greater things. I had 
hoped that something like a combined effort 
would have been made, at least hy our own 
denomination, if not with a wider range of 
dissenting co-operation, for the dissemination 
of protestant truth ;-by lectures, by public 
meetings, by prayer-meetings, by the dissemi
nation of anti-popish tracts, and by every 
other available means of informing the 
public as to the abominationa of popery. 

How is it that more has not been dorie, or 
attempted by us Nonconformists combinedly 
against Rome? Remains there so little in 
our historical-reminiscences to warn us, from 
the facts of the past, against the probabilities 
of the future ! Or has there been growing 
up among us, of late years, a spirit of con
formity to the world and the fashions of it, 
which finds us, at the hour of more imminent 
danger, not only unobservant of, and in
different to the inroads of papery, but even 
seduced by the example of the Church of 
England, to the imitation of popish archi
tecture, with church music and other similar 
observances ? 

For some years past, many _if the epis
copal churches newly erected among us, 
have followed r'.lther the models of early 
popish architecture, than the more simple, 
and "unpopish" edifices, built by our 
protestant predecessors. It has been re
marked that these recent churches, springing 
up in the nineteenth century, make their 
appearance among us as if in masquerade, 
just as certain exalted personages in their 
levees sometimes entertain each other by 
assuming the fantastic fopperies of two or 
three centuries ago. We wonder less to see 
the Church of England (popish in her 
origin, and semi-popish in her ritual, cere
monies, and even doctrines) thus imitating 
the architecture of the monkish ages, 
than to see these followed by independent 
and even baptist nonconformists. This closing 
allusion I am grieved to be called on to illus
trate, and to justify, by facts o!' recent occur
rence. In 18,18, an independent chapel was 
bu,lt in one of the suburbs of London, just in 
monkish fa,hion, and splendidly adorned with 
painted windows, and provid.etl with a magni-
1icent organ. Sad to relate, this was attempted 
to be justified. in a communication from the 
minister of the place, in a leading journal of 
nonconformist principles--such as might be 

I! 4 
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•npposed to have proceeded from one of the , teacher till he was thirty, although himself 
Pusev and Newman school, or from Dr. I impossible to act otherwise than right, con
""iseman himself, rather than from an ardent i firmed the law by his example. And this is 
mem her and admirer of thP. Anti-State , according to the nature of things : years 
Church Association. It was said that recently, sober the jndgment, preserve from the delu
on the opening of a dissenting place of worship, sions which we are constantly surrounded with, 
hni It in the same style, a young minister and in a great measure prevent from error. 
chose for his subject, the anointing of our If we appeal to experience through the 
Lord by Mary, and the ,indicator of that act history of our churches, what do we learn I 
applying his suhject to the splendid and richly a vast amount of evil arising from young per
ornamented Gothic structure just erected, and sons being called upon to exercise their judg
pointing to the cathedral windows, rich with ment upon grave questions. I have known 
painted glass, as a good work wrought for our ministers, having obtained by undue influence 
Lord! the aid of the young, carry measures fraught 

More instances, too many more, might be with destruction to the church, and, as a 
enumerated ; but enough has been said to legitimate cc,nsequence, ruin to themselves. 
state and explain the objects intended. I Both the predobaptist and baptist churches 
will only add my earnest hope, that the could tell of many disorders arising from 
munificent brethren who are combining for youthful influence having swayed decisions 
the erection of baptist chapels in the metro- big with important consequences. I have 
polis, will use their powerful influence in also known a great want of deference to age 
favour of the adoption of a simpler and more anJ experience arising out of the power 
truly protestant style of architecture, to vote; instead of the welfare of the church 

I am, dear sir, the unhallowed feeling of victory will take its 
Yours sincerely, place. The subject is well worthy of the 

Hampstead, 
July 5, 1852. 

S. WILKIN. thoughtful inquiry of every one having the 
prosperity of Christ's cause at heart. 

ON THt VOTES OF YOUNG MEMnERS OF 

CHURCHES. 

To the Editor of the Baptist .Magazine. 

Mn. EurToR,-lt has been for a long time 
deeply impressed upon my mind that there is 
in the present government of nonconformist 
independent churches some change required, 
not at all affecting their independent charac
ter, but for their preservation from many evils 
to which they are now subjected-I allude 
to the right of each member having a vote. 
Reason and experience unite to confirm me 
in the conviction that it is not according to 
the first, nor is it beneficial according to the 
last, that young persons, inexperienced, sud
denly thrown into circumstances to exercise 
their judgment on very grave subject8, say 
the choice of a minister, or the retention of a 
minister, or his dismissal,-! say this is not for 
the welfare of churches, and consequently for 
the prosperity of the cause of Christ, that it 
should so be. In the civil affairs of mankind 
none are accounted of age under twenty-one ; 
in the senate of our land and in other circum • 
stances younger persons would not be admitted 
to guide destinies of a very high order. And 
what is the universal consent of mankind when 
property or health is at stake ! Are the young 
in bw or physic appealed to? No. Then, 
i11 the far weightier affairs of religion, should 
inexperience direct and guide the churches of 
Christ 1 I say they ought not. Under the 
Jewish polity, thirty years was the age, and 
not younger, when the priests were allowed 
to c,fficiate; and our bleBBed SaYiour, as you 
are aware, assumed not the office of the 

It is in contemplation at the town where I 
reside to found a church, the registered con
dition of which shall be that only members 
who are thirty years of age shall have a vote. 

I am, dear sir, 
Yours truly, 

B. B. 

OBSERVATIONS. 

We have given the foregoing letter a pince 
on our pages, chiefly for the sake of calling 
the attention of the writer and those who 
intend to unite with him, to the utterly 
unscriptural character of the enterprise in 
which they are engaging. Should such an 
association as they contemplate be formed, 
it will not owe its existence to any directions 
which Christ has given, or its security to any 
arrangements which he has made ; but. it 
will be indebted for the degree of prosperity 
which it may enjoy to the superiori~y ~f 
the wisdom of its founders over that which 1s 
developed in the records of the New Testa
ment. When the Lord comes down to see 
the city :and the tower which these children of 
men have builded, delighting as he does in 
putting to shame those who attempt to improve 
his institutions, he must in vindication of his 
own honour, adopt some course sooner or later, 
which will insure to it the name of Babel. 
Who gave these brethren a right to maim any 
law for the government of one of Christ's 
churches, which he did not think proper to 
make himself? In what part of the charter 
of incorporation which he gave, do they find 
the privilege of inserting in the constitution 
of a church any " registered condition " of 
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tlfoir own devising 1 Who gave the men 
nhove thirty a right to disfranchise their junior 
fellow disciples, greater than the juniors have 
to disfranchise some of them, as men whose 
intellectual powers ore beginning to grow 
feeble, whose habits of thinking were formed 
in another age, and are unsuited to that into 
which their existence has been prolonged ! 
It is quite true that young persons do some
times arrogate more than belongs to them; 
but so do old ones. The proper remedy is 
the cultivation among all classes of an hum
ble, self-den)ing, conciliatory spirit. "Ye 
younger submit yourselves to the elder,'' says 
the Apostle Peter, in addressin" the younger
but in addressing the elder, 11~ does not ad~ 
vise them to silence the younger, or set at 
nought their judgment, but he adds, '' Yea 
all of you be subject one to another and be 
clothed with humility.'' ' 

But before we adopt our correspondent's 
principle let us see whither it will carry us. 
Grant that young mem hers of churches are 
eometimes unduly tenacious of their own 
opinion, and indisposed to yield becoming 
deference . to their seniors. Rectify this by 
allowing none to vote who are under thirty 
years of age. Now proceed. Every one 
who_ has known much of the practical diffi
culties of those who bear office in the churches 
bas observed that the persons who contribute 
the least are generally the most forward to 
grumble, and the most determined to have 
their own way. Let us preserve our consis
tency, and go on with our improvements 
allowing no one to have a vote who does not 
subscribe to a certain amount. Then bow 
often is it found that the least educated of 
the members are the most ready to obtrude 
their opinion, and to insist on its adoption. 
Let none have a vote then who cannot at 
least read and write, for it must be admitted 
!hat those who cannot are in many cases as 
mcompetent to form a correct judgment as 
some young persons who are under thirty. 
But Alps are rising on Alps. Alas it is 
sometimes the aged, the learned, and the 
wealthy who are smitten with the love of 
rnling, and w bat " registered condition•• can 
meet this case, it exceeds our ingenuity to 
suggest. . It ~i(l be best a_ft~r all to go back 
~o the. s1_mphc1ty of Christ s appointments, 
· suhm1ttmg ourselves one to another in 

the fear of the Lord." It will be best to 
~earken reverentially to him who says, "One 
IS your Master, even Christ, und all ye nre 
brethren." He who desires that authority 
should be confined to the class to which he 
happens t? belong, bas great reason to suspect 
that_ he wishes for more authority than comes 
to his share under the free institutions which 
Christ has given. Those institutions will 
~ork well, if worked in the spirit which he 
mculcateij ; but they will not work well if 
that spirit is wanting, and we cannot establish 
1my that will work better,-EDITOR. 

EDITORIAL POSTSCRIPT. 

Some of our friends have expressed a desire 
that the list of baptist ministers in England 
contained in our last year's Supplement 
should be renewed in December next, with 
such alterations as time may make requisite. 
Though this would involve very considerable 
labour, we shall not shrink from it, if the wish 
seems to be at all general. We should be 
glad to learn in the course of this month the 
views of those who deem it important. This 
also we request-and if it he done, those 
who take the trouble shall not do it in vain 
-that information be forwarded to us during 
the month of October respecting such deaths, 
removals, and ordinations as ought to render a 
new list different from the last. It is im
possible for any one individual to gain unas
sisted the accurate and comprehensive know
ledge which such a document requires and 
which imparts to it real value. Will our 
friends communicate within the next four 
weeks such facts as have fallen under their 
own observation ? 

Perhaps the deacons of churches in which 
the pleasure of a promising" settlement" has 
recently been enjoyed will allow us to give 
them a hint suggested by the letter on a pre
ceding page from the Secretary of the Society 
for the Relief of Aged or Infirm Baptist 
Ministers,-a Society which we believe to be 
now fully entitled to public confidence. The 
rules require entrance money in all cases, 
and in some cases the amount prescribed i~ 
considerable, tbougl1 not greater than justice 
to aged members demands. Would it not be 
wise if the deacons of churches whose pastors 
have not yet entered were to converse on the 
subject, with the view of raising, if necessary, 
the entrance money, by a contribution which 
if proposed in the honeymoon of a pastorate 
would be made readily and .'\"ith ease! 

Brown University, which,.. conferred the 
degree of Doctor of Divinity on the President 
of Stepney College a few weeks ago, is the 
same as bestowed this distinction on Caleb 
Evans of Bristol in 1789, and on John 
Rippon and John Ryland in 1792. Joseph 
Priestly, the celebrated natural philo•opher, 
received his diploma of Doctor of Laws from 
the same source. Its location is in Provi
dence, Rhode Island, the colony founded by 
Roger Williams, a Charter of incorporation 
having been obtained for this institution by 
Dr. Manning, its first President, in l 7 65. 

The reputation of the officers of our de
nominational societies being of great public 
importance, it is right that the readers of 
the Baptist Magazine should know that pro
ceedings in Chancery against one of them 
for the mis-appropriation of parochial monies 
have just terminated. A bill having been 
filed in the Vice Chancellor's Court against 
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Mr. Fletcher, the Treasurer of the Baptist 
Building Fund, in relation to parochi11I 
transactions which took place in the early 
part of the century, and the decree pro
nounced by the Yice Chancellor having been 
unsatisfactory to the plaintiffs, they 11ppc11led 
to the Lord Chnncellor, who on the 1 Gth 
of Jui)· last, after a long in1·estigation, ga1·c 
judgment. He dismissed the bill, with costs; 
making strong obserl'ations upon the ex
tr11ordinarv character of the proceedings 
"against ·a treasurer who had committed 
no fault.•• "Can any body imagine," he 
asked, " that this court is, at a distance of 
thirtv years, to open all these accounts, even 
if b)· ·1aw they could be opened, and to 
gi,·e a decree against the treasurer, who had 
honest!)' paid this money in 1818, some 
thirty years ago, no complaint being ever 
made from that hour to this, and the com
plaint now made being by persons who buy 
a security for the very purpose of making 
the complaint, and who file a bill three days 
after they bought that security, the man who 
sold that security never having had any 
notion that any ground of complaint existed, 
and never therefore making any complaint? 
This court must cease to be a court of 
equity," he added, "if it made a decree 
of that sort." The whole case "Gibbon 
versus Fletcher" has been published in a 
pamphlet sold by Messrs. Ward and Co. 

Our friend, Dr. Hoby, who is in Ireland, 
has addressed a letter to the Christian Times, 
in which he illustrates the air of superiority 
assumed by the Irish priests, combined with 
vulgar insolence, by an incident which took 
place when he was at Cushendall, a few miles 
north of Belfast. While the passengers were 
exchanging cars, he had given away some 
tracts · one to an intelligent-looking youth, 
who b~gan to read it. Two priests whom he 
had observed in a public-house ea.me out, 
and says the doctor, '' one of them, either 
having seen me give the tract, or noticing the 
young man who was reading it, grasped 
him by the shoulder. looked for a mo
ment at the tract, then rudely snatching it 
out of his hand, with an air of consequence 
and authority he tor.- it up ! Two or three 
of the passengers were so struck with this 
offensive display of priestly domination, that 
they immediately expOBtulated with the priest 
on the impropriety of the transaction. He 
was making some coarse reply, when, as 
ha,·in<> given the tract, I thought it my duty 
to des";,eud from the car where I was looking 
after luggage, and, advancing to the priest, I 
exnressed my concurrence in the opinion of 
mv fellow travellers, and, in language suf
fic"iently loud to be heard by the now gather
ing throng, I questioned his right thus violently 
to snatch away and destroy what I had given 
to the reader. fo a very insulting way he 
said it was no longer mine when I had gi1•en 

it a way, denied my right to distribute tracts 
in a wny which Jed me tt> claim the privilege 
of giving trncls and Testaments also, if I 
thought proper, and then, addressing the 
people, 1 said that I enrnestly hope,\ they 
would recein•, and read, and retain them, so 
as to learn the way of sal l'Rtion through 
faith in the precious blood of the Divine 
Redeemer I ' Ah, the Testament,' said 
hP, ' the Testament! and why not thu 
Bible I' 'Oh, yes,' I replied, ' cer
tainly, the Bible also, God's own blessed 
word ;' and I again proceeded to commend 
the Holy Bible as the greatest treasure they 
could poss<>ss. He perceived thut my object 
was more to preach to the people than to 
quarrel with the priest, and hastily taking a 
few steps into the middle of the road, he 
beckoned me, saying, ' Come here.' To 
this I replied, ' Oh no! Sir, I have nothing 
to say that these friends ought not to 
hear, Bnd, in fact, I wish them to hear all 
I do say.' Upon this he returned into the 
crowd, and in a very offensive way, placing 
his mouth near my face, he said, ' Then I 
can tell you, you have come to the wrong 
place for this." Retirin;: a step• or two, I 
replied, 'You may be assured, 8ir, you have 
found the wrong man, if you think of intimi
dating by this course of proceeding.' Upon 
this he commenced with a coarseness and 
vulgarity for which I was quite unprepared, 
saying, ' You, who are you 1 who sent you 
here ! ' &c. I then offered to exchange cards 
with him, when he insultingly said, 'Your 
card! who are you 1 I should like now to 
know what you get a_ day for this work?' 
I cannot recall the whole of this sndden 
altercation, but am happy to say that I felt 
no particular ruffle of tern per • • • . • 

. '' It would not be proper to 
trouble you more at large, but I must not 
omit to state that this well-dressed priest, of 
some little pretension as to outward appear
ance, actually stretched out his fingers, and 
with inimitable vulgarity put his thumb to 
his nose, and his little finger very near mine, 
uttering sounds which induced me to appeal 
to the people to form a correct judgment as 
to character and manners, by contrasting 
his conduct and language with mine! He 
also used the word 'puppyism,' and others 
equally offensive, but, what in these times 
of fmntic excitement might be deemed 
by rulers and magistrates more exception
able, he exclaimed, ' I will not be answer
able for your safety!' This was said with 
significance, and, as I thought, with an inten
tion to hound on the pitiable objects who 
expressed their readiness to do his bidding by 
very frightful yells!" 

The Secretary of the Weekly Tract Society 
requests us to state that the Office of that 
institution is removed from St. Ann's Lane 
to 62, Paternoster Row. 
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TO THE TREASURER AND COMMITTEE. 

Banbridge, September 6th, 1852. 

MY DEAR BRETHREN, 

ON Saturday, tlie 21st ultimo, I 
arrived at Solitude, a cottage in the 
county of Derry, in which the late Dr. 
Carson resided about forty years, sur
rounded by about twenty-five acres of 
land which he cultivated, and part of 
which he had reclaimed from an adjacent 
bog. It is beautifully situated at the 
foot of a hill whence there is an ex
tensive prospect, and it is about two 
miles east of Tubbermore. In this 
Yillage, in early life, he had been 
ordained minister of the presbyterian 
church, receiving like others occupying 
"the same position a salary from the 
government; but becoming better ac
quainted with the nature of Christ's 
kingdom, he threw up l1is prospects, 
cast l1imself and his infant family on 
divine providence, and preached, first as 
a congregationalist and soon afterwards 
as a baptist. The original part of the 
mecting-l1ouse which he erected in 
Tubbermore bears the date of 1814. It 
was subsequently enlarged,anu rendered 
fit to accommodate a numerous congre
gation who were indifferent to archi
tectural beauty, intent only on spiritual 
advantages. Not one penny seems 
ever to have been laid out upon it in the 
way of embelfahment, and scarcely 
more, if any thing, for conveniences. 
Here, however, many were brought to 
the knowledge of the truth, and the 
church that was gathered at one time 
amounted in number to about four 
hundred ; but emigration has operated 
here as elsewhere ; it is said that more 

than half the church and congregation 
have at different times removed to 
America; while of late many of the 
aged members of the church have been 
called to a" better country." 

Mr. Robert Haldane Carson, the 
doctor's youngest son, is his successor 
both in the pastoral office and in the 
little farm. He was at one time pastor 
of the baptist church at Pertl1, and has 
since Mr. James Haldane's death been 
invited to the pastorate by the church 
over which he presided in Edinburgh ; 
but the air of Scotland was too keen for 
him; his health suffered materially 
while lie was in Perth, and though it 
has improved since his return to his 
native soil, it is by no means in a satilJ
factory state. He appears to be highly 
and deservedly esteemed. 

The Lord's day exercises here, having 
been arranged for tl1e ohserrance of a 
people who travel many miles to 
assemble, differ materially from those to 
which we are accustomed. In the 
sabbath-school indeed, I saw nothing 
that would have led me to suspect that 
I was not in Middlesex, had I not 
known that I was in Ireland. 135 
children were present, out or 192 wl10 
are on the list, and they appeared to be 
well provided with teacliers. But tlie 
public service, which did not begin tin 
twelve at noon, the usual time in 
Ireland, lasted four hours. Mr. Carson 
gave out a psalm, prayed, and read a 
portion of scripture. We sang ~gain ; 
I preached, and after a hymn I prayed. 
,ve then commemorated the Lord's 
death at his table, all the congregation 
remaining. At the close of this engage-
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menl an intermission of a quarter of an 
hour was announced, at the end of 
·which all resumed their seats. After 
singing ·again, I prayed, read, and 
preached a second sermon, and tbe 
worship closed in the usual way about 
four o'clock in the afternoon. 

Coleraine, celebrated for its linen 
manufacture and its salmon fishery, is 
a clean, neat, prosperous town, con
taining about seven thousand inhabitants, 
situated in the most northern part of the 
island, near the mouth of the river Ban, 
a few miles west of the Giant's Cause
way. The baptist church there, as you 
know, does not now receive any assist
ance from the Society; but when I was 
at Belfast I had a kind invitation 
from one of the deacons, and Mr. Eccles 
thought it important that I should visit 
them. The resources of the resident 
baptists at Coleraine appear to be more 
adequate to the maintenance of worship 
without foreign aid than in any other 
town of Ulster; but whether you should 
resume connexion with our friends here 
or not is a question which will probably 
be submitted to your consideration here
after. They possess a place of worship 
which would contain two hundred and 
fifty bearers, and they have recently 
erected before it a wall surmounted by 
an iron railing. I worshipped with them 
on Lord's day, August 29th. Our exer
cises commenced with a psalm out of 
the Scotch metrical version, which, un
couth as its contents sound to an English 
ear, appears to be almost the only hymn
book in use in this province. I prayed, 
read a chapter, and preached; and then, 
in compliance with the request of the 
officers, after prayer had been offered 
by a brother, I presided at the Lord's 
table. At the close of this service one 
of the deacons announced that now 
there was opportunity for mutual ex
hortation. A young man who was sit
ting at a distance from the table then 

. arose, read a text, and deli ,·ercd a dis• 

course of considerable length. It dif. 
fcred nothing from what we call a ser
mon, except in this, that the speaker 
stood on the floor in the midst of his 
hearers; but it was technically distin
guished by our friends as an " exhorta
tion," and was regarded as the fulfil
ment of an express apostolic injunction, 
contained in two or three passages 
which they quoted, particularly that in 
the epistle to the Hebrews, "Let us 
consider one another to provoke unto 
love and to good works, not. forsaking 
the assembling of ourselves together as 
the manner of some is, but exhorting 
one another, and so much the more as 
ye see the day approaching." It seemed 
to me to be unseasonable, as we had 
been in the place more than two hours 
when it commenced, and as, having no 
dependence on what l1ad preceded, it 
introduced a new train of thought and 
tended to obliterate whatever impression 
bad previously been made; but there 
was not anything objectionable in the 
sentiments advanced. I suggested after
wards in private conversation, that it 
would l1ave been very suitable on a 
week day evening; but I was told that 
they had no week evening service, no 
prayer meeting even, either in the week 
or on the sabbath. The speaker, I found, 
did not belong to Coleraine, but to a 
church at a distance; but had he not 
been casually present, an" exhortation" 
would have been delivered by some one 
else. There are several speakers who 
take part in such exercises. The cus
toms of our brethren here and their 
habits of thought benr in every respect 
a nearer resemblance to those of the 
churches which are distinguished as 
" Scotch Baptists," than to those with 
which you are more familiar. 

Eighty persons were present at this 
midday meeting. I was requested to 
conduct another service in the even
ing, to commence at seven, The rain 
fell very heavily at the time; but the 
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numbel' of auditors was about the same 
ns before, 

Banbridge, in the county of Down, 
seventy-six miles north of Dublin, is a 
clean, respectable lo'>king town, con
taining about 4000 inhabitants, the 
greater part of whom are employed in 
processes connected with the manufac
ture of linen. The river Bann, from 
which it takes its name, rises about 
eight miles off, and flows in a north-west 
direction towards Coleraine, near which 
it empties itself into the sea. The 
largest congregation in the town is that 
of the Roman catbolics, whose chapel is 
capacious and well-built. There are 
three large presbyterian edifices ; but 
the doctrine in two of them is unitarian, 
and all are supported by the public 
purse, according to the arrangements 
made for the distribution of what is 
fallaciously called the llegium Donum. 
There is a small espicopal church with a 
high spire and ample revenues. There 
is also an exceedingly select congrega
tion of primitive methodists. 

Between six and seven years ago, a 
discussion arose among some of the 
presbyterian residents respecting the 
propriety of baptizing infants in private, 
some thinking that it ought always to be 
done in the public assembly. This led 
to inquiry respecting the design of the 
ordinance; and Mr. Mulhern, then of 
Conlig, was invited to visit Banbridge 
and preach on the subject. He did so. 
A popular presbyterian minister replied. 
Attention was excited; and the issue w:is 
that several persons were immersed on a 
profession of their faith in Jesus as the 
Son of God. In November, 18-!6, Mr. 
Bates, who had long been an agent of 
our society, was transferred from Dun
gannon to this place; deacons were 
chosen, and other arrangements were 
made for the maintenance of public 
worship in a cottage which was trans
formed into a meeting-house. To solicit 
pecuniary assistance towards the ex-

pense of this Mr. Bates visited the 
United States, and thus the way was 
prepared for his own removal thither, 
which took place in the latter part of 
1849. During his pastorate twenty
seven persons appear to have been 
added; but some of them were soon 
removed in providence to other towns, 
and against the names of many of them 
in the church book we find written the 
disappointing entry - "Emigrated to 
America." America, however, does not 
always fix the affections of those who 
land on her shores. Mr. T. D. Bain, a 
native of Belfast, who had been for a 
short time pastor of a church in Mas
sachusetts, having returned to visit his 
relatives, was induced to accept the pas
torate here. With the concurrence of 
your predecessors, he entered on the 
charge, July 28th, 1850, the number of 
members being at that time thirty-one. 
Twenty-five have since been added ; 
and it is remarkable that of these not 
one has been taken away hitl,erlo either 
by death or removal; all remain to the 
present time in connexion with the 
church. 

The meeting-house is too small for the 
number occasionally attending; it will 
not seat comfortably more than a hun
dred persons, The ground on which it 
stands and a large garden behind it are 
the property of the Society; and Mr. Bain 
has collected in Manchester, Liverpool, 
and some other places, an important 
portion of the sum calculated to be ne
cessary to effect an enlargement which 
he contemplates in the spring. Being 
laudably anxious to avoid the encmn
brance of a debt, he is disposed to go to 
work cautiously ; but I am sure that it' 
some of you saw with your own eyes 
what you have sent your Secretary to 
see, you would cheerfully as indiYiduals 
give our friend here a practical token ot' 
your good will and sympathy. As none 
of you have. ever had personal inter
conrse with him, I think it right to add 
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that the providence which led him 
hither appears to be one which we 
ought gratefully to acknowledge. There 
are stations requiring a rough energy 
which I should not expect to find him 
displaying; but in a small town like 
Banbridge, surrounded by such a popu-

lation as it contains, his gentleness and 
benignity are certain to conciliate 
respect, and conduce to permanent 
usefulnes~. 

I am, my dear brethren, 
Yours faithfully, 

WILLIAM GnosEn. 

CONTRIBUTIONS RECEIVED SINCE OUR LAST. 

£ •. d. £ 8, d. 
Abingdon, by Mr. John Buny-

Burry, Mr......................... 0 5 0 
Coxeter, Mr...................... 0 5 0 
Dickey, Mr .............. -...... 0 6 0 
Faulkner, Mr, .................. 0 5 0 
Jackson, Mrs. ... ... ... .... ..... 0 6 0 
Kendall, Mrs. .................. 0 10 0 
Leader, Mrs...................... 1 0 0 
Marten, Rev. R.H............. 0 5 0 
Payne, Mr. E................... 0 10 0 
Williams, Mr. J ................ 0 10 0 
Sedgefi01d, Mr................... 0 10 0 
Collection ... ......... ............ 1 18 3 

6 10 3 
Amersharn, by Rev. W. A. Salter............ 5 0 0 
Berwick on Tweed, by Rev. C. Robson ... 7 2 0 
CbampioL< Hill, Hollier, Mr. ............... .. 1 0 0 
Etlinburgb-

Bristo Street, by H. D. Dickie, Esq ... 9 8 2 
Sanday, R. L., Esq., by Rev. J. John-

stone.......................................... 1 0 0 
Halifax, Tate, Miss .............................. 0 10 0 
Lt!icester, by Mr. James Bedells-

Allen, Mr. John ... .. ...... ... 0 10 0 
Barne~, Mr. William......... 0 5 0 
Barnes, Mr. S. . . . ......... ... ... 0 5 0 
Barnes, Mr. John ............ 0 5 0 
Bedells, Mr. Jos................ 0 5 0 

Do. do. (Oxford Street! 0 5 0 
Bedell!-, Mr. James............ 0 5 0 
Bil!son, Mr. Chas. ............ 0 10 0 
Billson, Mr. Wm. ............ 0 10 0 
Branster, Mr. Jos. ............ 0 5 0 
Chapman, Mrs. ............... 0 10 0 
Cockshaw, Miss. ............ ... 0 2 6 
Collier, Mr. J no. ............ ... 0 10 0 
Donishorpe, Mr. J. F. ...... 0 10 0 
Ellingworth, Mr................ 0 5 0 
Franklin, Mr. Geo. ............ 0 5 0 
Godrlard, Mr. Jos. ......... ... 0 5 0 
Hobeon, Mr. S. J. ............ 0 10 0 
Horsepool, Mr. Jno. ......... 0 10 0 
J a.rrom, Mr. Jos................ 0 10 0 
J esson, Miss ...... ............ 0 4 0 
Manning, Mr. .................. 0 5 0 
Marshall, Mr. Walter......... 0 5 0 
M , xfield, Mr. Matthew...... 0 10 0 
Palmer, Mrs. .. .. .. . . . ... ... . . . 0 5 0 

Paul, T. D., Esq . .............. . 
£ •· d. £ ,. d. 
l O 0 

T. D. P .......................... .. 0 6 0 
P. D. I, ........................ .. 0 5 0 
Peet, Mrs ........................ . 0 5 0 
Robinson, c. B., Esq. ,ou .. 

Robinson, Mr. H. M . ........ . 
5 0 0 
0 10 0 

Rust, Mr. T. W . .............. . 0 10 0 
Sharpe, Mrs. . ................ . 0 5 0 
Sunderland, Mr. Thos. .. ... . l 1 0 
Thompson, Mr. Jno . ........ . 0 10 0 
Viccars, Mr. Thoe . .......... .. 0 5 0 
Viccar~ Mr. Sam.-........... . 0 10 0 
Wheeler, Jllr. S. S ............ . 0 5 0 
Whitmore, Mr. JnO . ........ . 1 0 0 
Porter, M_r. Thos. . .......... . 0 2 6 

20 5 0 
Acknowledged in July ... 16 0 O 

London-
Anonymous ... ... ... .... .. ...... 6 0 0 
Chandler, J ., Esq. . ........... 1 1 0 
Parnell, W. Esq.......... ...... l l 0 

Pontypool-
Grifflths, Rev. Rees, For the 

Debt .............................. 0 II 0 
Hiley, Mrs, Fo,- the Debt ... 0 10 0 
Jenkins, J., Esq. Subs....... I l 0 
Jenkins, J., Esq. For Debt 5 0 0 
Jenkins, W., Esq. Subs. .•. I 1 0 
Jenkins, W., Esq, Fo,· Debt 6 0 0 
Jenkins, Miss, For Debt...... 1 I 0 
Jenkins, Mr. J. D. For Debt O 6 0 
Jenkine, Mr. W.D., For Debt O 6 0 
Jenkins, Mre, For Debt....... 0 0 6 

4 IS 0 

7 2 0 

--·-14 8 IJ 
Sheepshead-

Cbrietian, Mr. B. ............ l 1 0 
Chrietian, Mr. J. ............... l O 0 
Stubbs, Mr. J. . ................. 1 0 0 

3 l 0 
Stourbridge, Dorricutt, Mr. J, . .............. 0 10 6 
York.-

Spence, Mr, Joseph......................... 0 10 0 

Our thanks are presented to Mrs. Flint, of Maidstone, for a package containing clothing. 

Subscriptions and Donations are thankfully receiv.ed by the Treasurer, JosEPH TnJTTON, 
Esq . .54, Lombard Street, London ; by the Secretary, the Rev, WILLIAM GnosnR, at the 
Mission House, 33, Moorgate Street ; and by the Patitors of baptist churches throufhout 
the Kingdom. 

· CoLLECTOR FOR LONDON, REV, C, WooLLAOOTT, 

4, C,mpton Street Ea,t, Brunswick Squart1. 
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THE MIRRIONAH\'" HEHAlJD 

nrn MISSION FIELD. 

TnERE are some· obscryations of great 
interest in the report of the labours of our 
brethren in the department of transla
tions and printing the scriptures, from 
which we have extracted the" incidents 
of bible distribution in India." We 
cannot do better than make a free use 
of these observations to illustrate the 
important work going on in that part 
of the Mission field. We do ao also for 
another reason. The translation of the 
scriptures is a '1'ork of great toil, and 
attended with much mental anxiety and 
effort, and is a work which does not 
strike th<l eye like the active out
door labours of itinerating, preachilig, 
and distribution of tracts and bibles. 
The labours of our brethren in this 
department are pre-eminent ; and those 
most competent to pronounce an opin
ion attest their diligence, fidelity, and 
accuracy. 

"The distribution of the word of God 
among the teeming multitudes by whom 
our missionary brethren are surrounded 
in this great country, is a work the 
importance of which can hardly be 
overrated. It is the diffusion of the 
true leaven, which is in time to exert its 
blessed influence on the whole mass of 
the community. The extent to which 
it has already operated, or is now opera
ting, may be in some measure con
jectured, but cannot be fully known 
until made manifest by the disclosures 
of the last great day. 

"In this blessed work the agents of the 
Baptist Missionary Society have been 
privileged to occupy an important place, 
and by them chiefly, though by no means 
exclusively, has the distribution from 
the society's stores been effected. While 
the missionaries of the Baptist Mission 
have been constantly supplied from 
them, it has been particularly gratify
ing to receive applications from mis
sionaries and others of nther dcnomina-

tions. All such applications have been 
cheerfully and promptly complied with." 

From the Report it appears that the 
distributions from the beginning of 1847 
to the end of 1851 amounted to 222,769, 
which, added to those previously sent 
into circulation, make a total of 609,906 
copies of the word of God, or of larger 
01• Slllaller portions of it, issued from the 
mission press to the end of 1851. These 
numbers are large; but what are they 
compared with the myriads of the popu
lation of Indi11 needing the bible 1 While 
we render praise to the God of all grace 
that he has aided his servants thus far, 
and enabled them to do so great a work, 
let the question we have put stimulate 
all who read it to fresh diligence, zeal, 
and prayer. 

The " Friend of India" continues to 
call public attention to the debate in the 
late parliament on the new charter, and 
particularly to its ecclesiastical topics. 
Speaking of the subjects which are before 
the Committee, appointed after that 
debate, as matters of inquiry, the editor 
observes, "There is one which excites 
no little surprise. After all that has 
passed in the last sixty years, we should 
scarcely have expected that any English 
ministry would have ventured to direct 
a parliamentary inquiry into the eccle
siastical provision which existed for the 
diffusion of Christianity. We hope the 
subject will be expunged from the list, 
because the agitation of it can do no 
good, and may do harm. By an 'eccle
siastical provision,' is evidently intended 
a provision in the ' ecclesiastical depart
ment of the state,' which at this pre
sidency consists of a bishop, archdeacon, 
and sixty-six military chaplains. To 
make an ecclesiastical provision, there
fore, is to provide for the diffusion of 
Christianity through the ecclesiastical 
servants of government,-in other words, 
to identify the state with the missionary 
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ente~prise. 'l'he functions or the eccle
siastical department in india are at 
present clearly defined. The military 
chaplains are appointed to watch over 
the spiritual ihterests of that section of 
the public ser'iice which belongs to the 
Established Church of England and 
Ireland. Whatever aid they may give 
to the cause of :missions is voluntarily 
given, in their private capacity; and we 
hail every such instance of missionary 
zeal with delight; But if it be intended, 
by the introduction of this topic of 
inquii'y; to in vest the 'ecclesfastical' 
functionaries of government with a mis
sionary bharactef, and place missionary 
operations, by a parliamentary enact
ment, under episcopal jurisdiction and 
superintendence, we have no hesitation 
in saying that it will be a disastrous 
innovation, It will mix up the state 
with schemes of evahgelization, and 
create unnecessary alarm, if not dissa
tisfaction ; it will make more hypocrites 
than Christians ; and it will serioiJ.s1y 
interfere with the pious and independent 
efforts of the numerous rnissionariM, not 
of the church of England, now engaged 
ih the field, and thus paraljze the efforts 
of the Christian world for the conversion 
of the heathen." These sentiments 
demand very serious attention; !thd 
it behoves the friends of missions to 
k-eep this subject in view, that the 

intllrests of the g'r'~at 1Ia.t1s~ may nbt be 
injured by an" ecelesiastical" encroach
ment, however iti.sidiously it may he 
contrived. It is a matter for thankfo!
ness that a paper ef such large circu
lation atld acknowledged irtfl11encc is 
under the direction of one who thinks 
rightly oh this momentous topic, and can 
and doE!s e±press his thoughts re~pecting 
it with so much precision arld force. 

'rhe intelligence from J acmel is pain
ful. We deep! y regret to learn that l\I r. 
WEBLEY's sorrow at the lass of his 
brother's services has been followed by 
so much domestic affliction. We com
mend hi.ruandhis family to the sympathy 
and prayers of our readers ; and more 
especially, that ere long help may be 
sent to a missionary overborne by wor:, 
and distress. 

The engraving, which giyes a view of 
the mission premises at Cameroons, is 
from a sketch taken by Mr. WHEELER 
Oh the spot, shortly before he left Africa. 
The centre building is the wooden fram-.! 
chapel used for divine worship, and for 
the weekly and Sunday school. The shed
looking erection~ on the left hand form 
a part of Mr. SAKER's present dwelling, 
and the wooden building on the right is 
Mt. HoRT6N JoHNSoN's, built on posts, 
the ground floor being used for a store 
house. 

INDIA. 

dALCUTTA. 

There was just time last month, 
after the arrival of the liidiah mail, to 
announce the safe arrival of the 
"William Carey," with Mr. and Mrs. 
MA:ir.EPE.!OE, and Mr. and Mts. JACKSON, 
and. their families. A few extracts from 
Mr. TnoMAB's letter, under date of July 
2nd, will be acceptable to our readers 

generally, and especially to the relatives 
of those dear friends, ,vho have probably 
by this time arrived at their destination. 

The " William Carey" is in. Y eoterday 
brother Wenger and myself went some di,
tance down the river, hoping to find the ship, 
and bring our friends on shore; but we were 
obliged to return without accomplishing our 
purpose, the vessel having anchored much 
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lower than we had expected. A friend how
ever went on ; and though it was late in the 
day_ when he reached the ship, they were so 
arnnous to come on to Calcutta, that he con
tri 1•ed to bring them all up, and between 7 
and 8 P.M. the unexpected announcement was 
made that they had arrived. Mr. Jackson 
with Mrs. Jackson and child took up their 
abode at brother \Venger's, while the l\fake
peaces, great and small, are my guests ; and 
I assure you mine is now no despicable family. 
We muster strong around the breakfast and 
dinner table; and could you just drop in and 
see us at such seasons, you would be roody 
to say the good old times have come round 

appears to me to be a rnnlly good one, and I 
confi<lently expect it will be found to work 
well. 

<?ur brot~er Peare~ che1:ishes the hope of 
their returning to India agam, after recruiting 
their health and strength in England. I must 
confess I can hardly expect that, shattered ns 
their constitutions are, they will ever be 80 
restored as to afforJ. nny reasonable prospect 
of their being able to live and labour with 
any energy and comfort in India. Time how
ever must decide this question, and if it decide 
in the affirmative we shall be glad to sea 
them again among us. 

again-the times of the patriarchs. Our M 
dear friends are quite well and in good spirits. r. WENGER, in a letter dated July 
The captain was very kind to them. 12th, intimates that as the "William 

Our clear friends the Pearces have been Carey" was likely to be sent to China, 
making arrangements with a view to return 
in the'' William Carey." As it has been for a passage had been taken for Mr. and 
some time evident that they must return home Mrs. PEARCE in the "Essex," which was 
for a season, if not for good, it has been ar- expected to leave about the 6th of 
ranged for the village stations to be under . 
brother Wenger, with the understanding that August. No doubt they are making 
he will _turn the services of Mr. Supper to good progress home, and we trust the 
a~count m the ~nagement of the mas tar as I rnya"e will prove beneficial to them 
Cll'cumstances will allow. Brother Lewis has 0 

agreed to take charge of Intally. This ar- both. They have indeed long "borne 
rangement, while the only one open to _us, the burden and heat of the day," 

MUTTRA. 

Mr. and Mrs. PHILLIPS, as our readers 
are aware, had been obliged to leave 
Muttra, and seek a restoration to health 
by a short residence in the mountains. 
Already they seem to have derived great 
benefit. Mr. PHILLIPS gives some ac
count of the locality under date of June 
10th. 

Having lately suffered from an attack of 
fever and ague, I feel weak nnd ,: ot able to 
write much. This place is like the Grampians 
hugely magnified. The highest point on which 
houses are built is 7 500 feet above the sea; 
the air therefore in the house is al ways cool, 
and except in June,tolerablewith an umbrella 
outside all day. The houses are scattered at 
all heights up the two united mountains of 
Landour and Mussurie. There are enough 
to fill twenty ordinary cantonments. It is 

Here we are, seven thousand feet above the the fashionable resort to all the sick of 
sea, recruiting our exhausted energies. It is North-west India, who cannot afford the ex
an English climate, and is doing us all good. pense of Simla. There are two churches, 
My last will have informed you of the pain- now filled by pious clergymen, one female 
ful necessity that drove us here. Catholic school and chapel, two good boys' 

My presence here has suggested to some of, schools, and some for girls. At present there 
our ftiends the propriety of purchasing a ! are four baptist families here, two of whom 
mission house- for sick missionaries of our I are permanent residents. On sabbath next I 
denomination. We should like your opinion hope to immerse in a stream at the bottom of 
on the subject. I need not enter into the the hill, one brother and two sisters; other 
arguments pro and con on this point, but pious persons have been studying the subject 
would simply inform you that the question of baptism before my arrival, and may yet be 
has beeu settled in the affirmative by the immersed. We have one English service n 
three great societies labouring in Northern week ; and when my health is rather more 
India. The American Presbytery Mission have established, I shall commence bazar preaching 
an estate here capable ofaccommodating three with brother Makepeace's Teloogoo convert 
families ; the Church Mission is building a I now with me. Friends here will nssiet t~e 
house in Landour; and the London Mission Muttra mission, whilst I am here, with their 
liave for some time had a mission and house contributions. 
at Almorah. 
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SERAMPORE. 

In a letter to the secretaries, dated 
July 1st, Mr. DENHAM offers some strik
ing remarks on the need of schools. 
Without unduly pressing their import
ance, he decidedly urges their extension 
as a most valuable auxiliary to the mis
sionary in the prosecution of his work. 

I fully concur with you that we have not 
made the most of our position and influence 
to instruct and prepare our teachers : as a 
denomination we are wofully deficient in 
the department of schools, though as bap
tists our views have least of all to dread 
the spread of light and knowledge, yet 
little has been done by us in the direct 
work of education since the days of our 
fathers. In reading their journals we can
not but be struck with the energy and 
far-sightedness of those good men, with the 
zeal and avidity with which they seized, 
and the care they expended on the three 
great departments of mission labour. They 
preached to the natives incessantly, they 
translated and distributed God's blessed word, 
and everywhere they opened schools. There 
was little or no novelty in their plans. 
Indeed, essential novelty in these respects 
would be undesirable, while to neglect their 
example would be blameworthy. It is 
agreed on all hands that they stimulated the 
moat apathetic bodies to do something to
wards educating the masses of the people; 
but, have not we ourselves grown cold since 
those good men were laid in their graves! 

When I came to Serampore and saw the 
state of things, these reflections deeply moved 
me. Our difficulties in endeavouring to re
suscitate the college, to say nothing of the 
immense outlay, you know were formidable 
and not few. i saw, or thought I saw, as 
in England so in India, that those churches 
were most healthy and the people composing 
them most nctive, where the young were 
looked after and cared for. One fact is, 
however, patent to all, that the preaching 
of the pastors at home is not less frequent, 
nor their success diminished, nor are their 
contributions to benevolent objects.less, where 
schools and bible classes are found in active 
operation. These observations npply to 
I~dia ; intimacy and frequent intercourse 
With the better instructed and more influen
tial youth among the heathen give a hold 
011 a neighbourhood that every wise mission
ary will improve. 

When in Burmah two years ago, the same 
facts struck me forcibly. Our American 
b~~thrcn have schools in every place. I 
VIBlted nearly nil the stations, and found that 
wherever there was n missionary station 

there was a school; ·and in some places very 
superior schools too. I may instance the 
schools at Obo, under the direction of 
Messrs. Vinton and Binney. The Karen 
female school, under the efficient superin
tendance of Miss Vinton, was one of the 
most interesting schools I ever witnessed. 
It is true that the Burmans and Karen 
mountaineers are more manly than the Hin
doos; still the whole of that mission redounds 
to the honour of our American fellow 
labourers; indeed their praise is in all the 
churches. 

I trust that you will not forget Burisal, 
and Mrs. Sale's schools there; and Intally, 
and the very useful school under the charge 
of brother Pearce. The head master of the 
Benevolent Institution in Calcutta, was a 
pupil in my classes here, and who has his heart 
in the work of preaching Christ among the 
heathen. Nearly all the young people who 
have joined our church here since my 
residence, have been from my Bible and 
other classes. In the course of the year I 
expect that one young man, of talent and 
of promise, will leave Serampore for Simlah, 
to assist in the school there, and I have 
no doubt but that he will make an efficient 
lay preacher in that far distant station. 

I have five clever and promising youths 
not supported by the college ; one has lately 
joined the church; also Mr. Felix Johannes, 
who is a member of the church, is with 
me at present on probation, together with 
a Christian Hindco, and a young man for
merly a Mussulman, not yet baptized. The 
young Mussulman has resided here about 
six months, nnd has given us great satis
faction. We have had many inquirers, at 
different times ; but I dread making such 
cases prematurely known, for many run well 
for a season who, by-and-by, grow cold or 
become offended. Perhaps there is nothing 
more trying to your missionaries than such 
rep~ated disappointments, many, even good 
Christian men, err here and grow impatient 
at apparently limited success. They overlook 
the fact that great events are tardy in their 
development, that there is much prepara
tory work yet to be done. From the days 
of Eden tg the ad vent of the woman's Seed 
do we not reckon 4000 years ! The destined 
leader and legislator of God's chosen people 
passed through many vicissitudes and trials, 
and had, moreover, eighty years' discipline 
to undergo before God openly called him 
and divinely commissioned him to lead his 
people from the house of bondage to the 
promised land. The slowness of the work 
may exercise us, but when a man n<lvances 
with Goel his steps may be slow, but they 
will be certain. 

'fhe annual festivals here are just ov,'r. 
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Th<' numbers in ntlendance throughout the The disreputable female"', connected with 
!1mc bore small proportion to former years. idolat,·y, were in greater numhere, and showed 
I'here was altogether n great fallinO' off among themRe!ves more openly and behaved more 

1 he pilgrims this n11r; the ntte~dance was insolently than I have known them do ,on 
" concourse of the lowest rabble, sprinkled former occasione. 
here and there with a few conntry Hindoos. 

CHITTA,.GONG. 

Mr. JOHANNES writes, under date of 
June 26th, and he seems to have con
siderable encouragement in his work. 
'rhc following extract will show on what 
it rests, and whence it is derived. 

At Comilla the people afford us great 
<'ncouragement. Eighteen souls have already 
h-en putting on the Lord Jesus Christ, and we 
!i:n-e a few hopeful inquirers. I think in a 
fc,,.- years, when the gospel is more extensively 
preached in this district, a very large church 
may be formed. If a brother was se,it here 
and schools established, much beneficial result 
is likely to follow. Pray for us, dear brethren, 
that the Saviour may be more and more 
glorified among these idolaters. 

We have also some who attend and 
encourage u.s at Chittagong, and of whom we 
entertain hopes. My old teacher, who has 
been with us for ten or twelve years, a high
caste Brahmin and a most intelligent man, 

: after rejecting the gospel for so many year~, 
has this year professed his regard to the 
religion of J csus, and I have every reason to 
hclieve he will answer my best expectations 
and be a warm adherent of the Lord Jesus 
Christ. He promises to be a very useful 
preacher, for which he appears to possess 
qualifications. His wife and childre11 will, I 
fear, leave him. He i~ n middle-aged man, 
and loves his wife and children dearly. How 
he may stand this trial I cannot say; but as he 
appears to be sincere, God will bestow his 
grace upon him and enable him to make the 
Saviour his all in all. He is a well-known 
character here; and as soon as the Brahmins 
find him separated from them, they. will
commence with their persecutions. One of· 
his daughters is married to a Brahmin. He. 
has also one son who ls with the mother in th11 
village. May God appear for ali our tried and 
persecuted converts, and enable thein to be 
strong in the Lord and in the power- of His 
might, 

INCIDENTS OF BIBLE DISTRIBUTION IN INDIA. 

In our last number, a few extracts, 
under the above title, were given from 
the Fifth Report of the operations of our 
brethren in translating, printing, and 
circulating the sacred scriptures in the 
languages of India. A few more are 
subjoined; for they cannot fail to inte
rest our readers, and afford them an 
insight into a part of mission work, 
which, though not so striking as some 
others, is yet of the highest impot-tanoe. 

}Ja,mer of a'isfributing the sol'iptw·es. 

You ask me about the distribution of 
scriptures. I will mention the plan which I 
have been pursuing for some years in Patna, 
as it may be useful to some young missionary 
or other. 

In Patna, where I am well acquainted 
ll'ith the people, and am generally known, I 
firs: give persons small books, and tell them, 
•rh._-n they have read them, to bring them 
1,ad: to me, and if they know their contents; 

I will give them larger. It has often hap
pened that one and the some book has gone 
to several persons, being taken from one and 
given to another. At the ln_st mela we visited, 
Paikunthpur, I pursued a new pl11n ; know: 
ing that a number of wicked men came to 
annoy me, by getting books just OLtt of sp9rt 
to destroy them, I put a price on them, ~nd 
took one pice of some, and of others two or 
three pice; this had a good effect, it checkeq 
those persons, as they would not spend th_eir 
pice for nothing, or for spoiling the books. 
Several hundred books I thus gave away for 
pice; but to those who had read our hooks 
~nd could tell me what they contain, I gave 
books gratis. One man came holding out his 
hands for a hook ; I asked him if he could 
read, he saitl, "No;" but added, '' i have a. 
friend who is not here at tho mela ; he 
reads every day, and I listen to him, and I 
like what he reads very much." From what 
he said, I perceived it was a tract he spoke 
of. I then gave him a gospel. I told the 
people that next year, if the Lord permit us 
to come again, they must tell me the con
tents of the books which I gav~ them. • 
intend to follow this plan at 1111 melas i11 
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fulure. I don't know that any one has been 
converted by reading the books, but we uni
versally hear it said thnt our books are good 
books; this testimony is given by the majority 
of readers and hearers, and, in my opinion, 
is of no small value. 

A proposed plan for systematic distribution. 

I have often thought of the plan you re
commended me some years ago, to leave a 
copy of the scriptures in every village where 
a person could be found to read it to his 
neighbours, and have in many instances acted 
upon it; not, however, as exten!ively as could 
be wis)led, I have had the pleasure of 
prenching in villages, where no missionary 
evet preached before me, and of leaving some 
portions, or the whole of the New Testament, 
with the understanding that it would be fre
<Jllently read to the people. But to carry 
011t this plan fully, we must have systematic 
itineration, or the colportage system, which I 
think a very .ei.cellent one; the Bible and 
Tract Societies here are trying it. I trust it 
will succeed 'and be eminently useful in dis
semhiating the. know!. edge of the one true and 
living God and of Jesus Christ whom he hath 
sent. 

Good effects-duly of pe1'severing. 

In some few. instances I have witnessed 
tllll goo(\ effects which the perusal of the 
word of God had produced, so that I could 
say, " on them that were sitting in darkness 
and in the region and shadow of death hath 
the light shined;" and even in cases where 
one could hardly conclude that real conver
sion had indeed taken place, yet former 
bitterness and opposition to the truth had 
vanished away as the morning cloud and the 
early dew, and decided hostility and indiffer
ence had been succeeded by thoughtfulness 
alld respect, which may, with propriety, bo 
regarded as the harbingers of still greater 
and 111ore permanent benefit to the indivi
duals themselves, as well as a noble mani
festation of the triumph of truth over error 
and, superstition. If by any means, through 
the divine blessing, whether by preaching, 
conversation, or the reading of the scriptures, 
the attention of (the enemies of Christianity 
can be arrested, and they themselves brought 
to indulge a spirit of inquiry and reflection, 
vc,ry m,uch has then been accomplished 
towards bringing them over on the Lord's 
side, Now, it appears to me quite plain, 
that for this purpose all these means 
combined ought to be resorted to. For 
c•xample, I go out into the streets and lanes 
of a city to preach,-many persons gathe, 
round me to hear;-some oppose with all their 
might, and raise objections ;-controversy 
or conversation necessarily ensues ;-then if 
I have by me some portion or portions of 

script)ire expressive of the doctrine or suhject 
of which we have been speaking, I hand it to 
them, that they may read for themselves. 
This I have done on many occasions, and 
have afterwards marked its beneficial tend
ency. Sometimes, indeed, I have been with
out any scriptures to give-which, by the 
way, is the case at the present moment, with 
the exception of a few portions which I lately 
obtained from a Chrietian friend in the 
station. Since I have been here, several 
parties have applied to me for books which I 
had not. Therefore I hope you will be so 
kind as to send me a good supply, as soon as 
you possibly can, in the Urdu, Hindi, and 
Sanskrit languages. 

The scriptiwes read. 

At the yearly melas at Bhuteshwar, where 
thousands are congregated from distant parts, 
scriptures have been regularly distributed to 
such as could read and were anxious to 
obtain them, and some instances of their 
effects have come to my notice. After one 
mela a man came to my house at Chitaurah, 
bringing a gospel and tract with him, and 
declaring that he was convinced of the truth 
of Christianity and determined to embrace it. 
I one day passed a Muhammadan with two 
books before him, and on turning to see what 
he had got, I found him carefully comparing 
two translations of the New Testament, 
which he had found out were not exactly 
alike. Again a short time since, after preach
ing in a village, a man brought me an old 
copy of the Hindi Testament, which he 
assured me he regularly read, and the con
tents of which he remembered to some extent. 
I mention these little incidents to prove that 
the bible is rend by numbers who receive it, 
and consequently, although some abuse it, 
yet it is making its way amongst the people, 
and leaving impressions where the foot of 
the missionary has never trod. 

Increasing desire for the scripl1'res. 

In my own district, during the last year, 
several have borrowed the Old Testament, 
and after reading it, have; returned it. 
Amongst the l\Iuhammadans especially there 
appears to be a spirit of inquiry, such as I 
have not before witnessed. Applications at 
my bungalow for the word of God ham been 
more numerous Inst year than in any former 
one; and as readers are increasing, tht:re is 
every prospect that the blessings of the gospel 
will become more generally known and 
appreciated. 

I have not a copy of the Sanskrit Testa
ment left, and my Hindi ones are also ex
pended. I will therefore thank you for a 
supply, W! soon as you can conven.ieotly send 
me one. 
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,v E S T I N D I E S. 

,JA!IIAICA, 

We insert the following extracts from we should have a famine, Flour, which 
a letter of our esteemed brother CLARK, sells in England for I Ss. or 20s. a barrel 

)s selling here for 50s. A threepenny loaf 
dated Brov;n's Town, July 8. The 1s by no means equal to n penny loaf with 
account which he gives of the state of you, and mast other provisions are propor
the churches under his care is very tionately high in price. 

The help you have enabled brethren to 
pleasing; and it must have been most dispense to the sick and poor has been very 
gratifying to him, after his long absence, welcome, I trust you will still have it in 
to find the people so steady, united, and your power to render aid where it may be 

required, and to afford assistance to brethren 
consistent. But his statements respect- themselves, whose means of support have 
ing the physical condition of the people been almost entirely destroyed, Let me 
are truly affecting. Grants continue to also beg the earnest and importunate prayers 

of all who take an interest in missionary 
be sent, from time to time, from the operations in this island, that the repeated 
Cholera Fund; but the SPECIAL FUND and heavy trials and afflictions through 
· 1 h d d l l which the people have passed may be 
1s near Y ex auste , an ate Y very blessed to their spiritual prosperity. 
little has been received on that account. I have reason to bless God for his good
How necessary such a fund was, and ness and mercy to the churches under my 
still continues to be, no one who reads care, With some exceptions, the members 

, . have, during my absence, walked according 
1\Ir. CL.l.RK s observat10ns can doubt. to the gospel. A few of those who were 
We hope they may tend to replenish awakened during the cholera have turned 

, back; but the greater number have been 
that fund. I faithful to their profession, There are a 

goodly number of candidates for baptism, 
During my ahsence, brother Hodges has but I have not yet been able to converse 

diligently and faithfully superintended the with them. '.l.'he attendance at our schools 
stations ; several neighbouring ministers, of has fallen off, in consequence of the sickness 
our own and other denominations, have and distress, but they will soon I hope be 
kindly assisted in supply:ing my lack of ser- restored to their former state, Since my 
vice, and my excellent native helpers ham return, I have preached one sabbath at 
earnestly persevered in their labours-preach- Brown's Town and the other at Bethany, 
ing the word, conducting prayer-meetings to immense congregations, To-day I go 
and schools, and visiting from house to to Clarksonville, to visit that portion of the 
house. flock I had the happiness of gathering, who 

The small-pox has prevailed awfully in are now under the pastoral care of brother 
the Brown's Town district, There have Johnson, and in a few days I hope to go 
been about two thousand cases, and a large to see those connected with Sturge Town 
number of deaths. The distress of the peo- and Salem churches, under brother Hodges's 
pie, I am told, was greater than was ever care. 
known before. Whole households were In the hurry of departure I omitted to 
prostrated, so that one individual could not request you, through the pages of the 
11.ssist another. Food was scarce; water Herald, to return my sincere thanks to 
could not be obtained except from a distance those dear friends who kindly and generously 
of six to ten miles, so that young plantain contributed to assist me in carrying on the 
suckers had to be cut down, to extract the work of God at these stations ; also towards 
moisture from them : and even now, where the liquidation of the debts on my chapels, 
the disease is, we hope, subsiding, there is and maintaining our two sabbath and four 
much suffering, In many cases those mem- day schools; and to those who made me 
hers of families, by whose labour the remain- the medium of conveying their liberality 
der were supported, are unable to work. to some of my fellow labourers-from each 
The drought to a large extent destroyed of whom they will no doubt hear in the 
the growing crops of provisions, while the course of a few weeks. 
prevalence of sickness prevented the usual I received boxes and parcels of useful 
amount of planting; so that were it not articles, which have just been safely landed, 
for the importation of food from America, fr<>m ladies at Dirl>!ingham for Mrs. Knibh 
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Mrs. Burchell, Mr. Hands, Mr. Dexter, and 
for several female teachers connected with 
our mission, as well as for my own schools; 
from Liverpool, Bradford, Luton, Leighton 
Buzzard, 'fhrapstone, Shacklewell, Devon
shire Square, Bloomsbury, Tottenham, and 
Stoke Newington : nlso grRnts of tracts, 
children's books, and lessons from the Tract 
Society, Sunday-school Union, and various 
friends, for the stations and schools under 
my care ; a box from Lion Street Sunday
school, containing Testaments, lesson•, and 
slates for the schools of our native pastors, 

and a gran(of books from the 'l'ract Society 
for native preachers ;-for all of ,vhich I beg 
to return my grateful acknowledgments. 

Our brother Hodges and his family will, I 
regret to say, be compelled to leaYe the 
island in search of health. Brother Hodge~ 
is unknown to the brethren, but I beg to 
commend him to you as a faithful servant 
of Jesus Christ. Brother and sister Gay 
will sail about the same time. Other breth
ren and their wives also greatly need a 
change, 

SA.VANN.A. LA. llIA.R, 

We have great pleasure in announc
ing the safe arrival of our beloved 
brother, the Rev. JOHN CLARKE, at 
Savanna-la-Mar. From his letter it is 
evident that he has returned to Ja
maica with the old feeling of interest 
in the people there, fresh and strong. 
He writes like one glad to return to 
that part of the mission field where his 
heart ever was, and from which he has 
been long separated. His letter is 
dated, Sutcliffe Mount, July 2nd. 

We reached Jamaica in safety, after a 
pleasant voyage of forty-three days from the 
Clyde ; and after remaining eleven days in 
l{ingston, we proceeded in a drogher to 
Savanna-la-Mar. In twenty-four hours we 
reached the place, and had a kind welcome 
from the many friends who assembled to 
greet us. On the sabbath the chapel was 
well filled, and many came a distance of 

twelve miles to be present on the occasion. 
On the following Lord's day, at Fuller's 
Field, the attendance was also good, and I 
was well pleased with the place, and with 
the warmth of feeling manifested by many 
of the people. 

We enjoy good health, and are pleased 
with the prospects of usefulness which appear 
before us ; and not the smallest cause of re
joicing on my part is the fact that, in a 
district very near to me, a great number of 
recently arrived Africans are located-some 
of them are married ; several have become 
inquirers, and nearly all express a deep 
interest in the truths they hear at this place. 
They are anxious to have their children 
taught to read, and I hope to find one of 
their number, who can read tolerably well, 
and be willing to act as an instructor to 
the rest. A person from Sierra Leone is a 
member with us, and our best sabbath-school 
teacher. I hope God will incline his heart to 
this work; and a young Creole, of unassum
ing manners, I have already taken under 
probationary training for a teacher of the 
young at this place. 

HAITI. 
J.A.CMEL, 

It is with sincere sorrow that we 
read Mr. WEBLEY's last letter, dated 
Aug. 10, and none will read the extracts 
which follow without deep sympathy 
for our brother, whose trials have been 
so numerous and heavy. 

Our house is now a very sad one, and our 
hearts are sorely desolate. Since the de
parture of my brother, my poor wife has been 
almost entirely confined to her bed, and is 
still an invalid. Her extreme suffering has 
been a source of great anxiety and sorrow to 

me, and I have even feared that she would 
not live through it. But, thanks to Him who 
always mingles mercy with deserved judg
rnent, she is now a little better, though still 
suffering from great weakness. During her 
illness our darling babe was taken ill with 
fever, and we feared that our heavenly Fa
ther was about to deprive us of this precious 
treasure. She is now better, though far from 
being well. The day she was seized with 
fever, I was myself taken with violent head
ache, so violent, indeed, that I immediately 
sent for a doctor to bleed me. The ncx t 
day, in spite of the precaution of the previous 
evening, I was taken with fever, and hall 
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to be hled and leeched, and eo again the fol- left me weaker than any previous one. How 
lowini:: da,,. After considerable difficulty sweet thnt hea1•en muat be ,vhere there will 
the fe-ver was got under, although we feared be no more pain. May these oft-repeated 
it would turn to bRin fever. I am, how- sorrows of earth prepare ua for the rest and 
eYer, very, very weak. My constitution wa, quiet of heaven. · 
so brBken up before, that thi1 last 11ttack has 

l'ORT AU PLAT. 

It will be remembered that some 
months since several changes took place 
in the Bahamas mission. It was thought 
desirable that the mission originally 
begun by Jlfr. RYCROFT in Port au Plat, 
on the north side of St. Domingo, and 
which was abandoned in 00I1sequence of 
opposition from the authorities, and the 
disturbed state of the country, should 
be resumed; and Mr. RYOROFll' removed 
from Turks' Island for that purpose, and 
having now been at Port a11 Plat some 
months, gives the following details in 
his recent correspondence :-

On the 6th of Marcl1 we sailed from 
Turks' Island for St. Domingo, where, after 
a short voyage of two days, we landed 
on the Monday, and on the 'l'hursday night 
opened divine service in a suitable room 
hired for the purpose. Froni that time 
down to this date, April 9th, we hnve held 
senices on the Lord's day, and during two 
evenings in the week, with an encouraging 
measure of success. True, our congregation 
inside has not been niore than from twenty 
to thirty ; but this small matter may kindle 

yet a great fire, a fire of light and love to 
the Saviour, tht shall mise m1111y souls to 
heaven and purity. We haYe at most of the 
services the natives round the doors and 
windows, especially under cover of night 
and the shade of the \'erandnh projecting fron: 
the house. When I see this I take my 
Spanish testament l\lld read to thelll, or at 
once endeavour to tell them in Spanish about 
the right way of salvation by Jesus alone. I 
have then all Ratisfaction in the good 11ttention 
of the people. 

I have reason to believe that here, at 
Pnerto Plata, we should soon have an encou
raging congregation, if we cot1ld obtain I\ 

chapel ; this establishment would tend indi
rectly to aid us in other places. It would 
make us known as having a stake in the 
country, and make yQur missionary k11own 
in a way that would render more easy his 
access to other places. 

I must not forget to say, we have opened a 
Sunday-school with eight children; b,ut should 
that institution increase, our accommodation 
will limit our efforts. 

Our first collection was made on Sunday, 
when on l\<l1mday we found something lik.e 
125 dollars had been subscribed, o:,; 11ine 
shillings and threepence sterling; I ha.ve 
opened a class, which will call upon our 
friends' liberality as well a~ aid their spi
rituality. 

AFRICA. 

Mr. WHEELER, whose health has been 
materially improved since his return, 
and who is now busily engaged in at
tending various meetings, has sent us 
an account of the kind manner in which 
the members of the church at Fernando 
Po provided for his comfort during his 
voyage. It is due to this affectionate 
people to insert Mr. V\THEELEl~'s note to 
us on the subject. 

I must acknowledge the proofs of kinil 
feeling and oensideration which I received 
n-om the pe,,ple at C:larence on my leaving 

the island. Any little thing they could do 
for me in the business of packing up, or 
needful for my comfort, they were too pleased 
to do; an\! one after another, when informed 
of my sudden summons from the captain to be 
ready to start, kept coming in to bid me 
good bye, or see what they co11ld do. ln the 
meantime I found that fowls, yams, oranges, 
pine-apples, and bananas, were being se~t 
into my yard for shipment for my comfort m 
the voyage. Our good and active brother, 
Wilson, superintended the getting in of these 
things, and told me that there would have 
been even more fowls sent, but that the 
coming of two war-steamers a few days 
before had uearly exhausted the supply both 
of fowJs and eggs. I may men~ion that the 
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supply 01 the~e forms one source of profit to 
the inhnbitnnt•. But the nnm ber of fowls 
nctmilly sent waa not less than thirty-eight, 
some sending even three. One womnn, a 
constant hearer, unable to get any fowl, met 
me nt the last, offering me some silver in11tead, 
which of course I declined, although she was 
sincerely desirous that I should accept it. I 
however made her understand that I quite 
appreciated the feeling which prompted her. 

Severn!, besides the deacons, accompanied 
me to the beach, assisting in carrying the 
things not already on hoard, and there J 
parted with them, with more felt thnn could 
he expressed in words on both sides. This 
seasonable supply of nourishing food, together 
with the goo(i provisions with ·which the ship 
was so liber~lly stocked, very greatly con
tribute4 to the restoration of my health, 
especially wheq the pure breezes of the 
cooler latitudes recovered my digestive 
powers. Thus, on landing at Liverpool, by 
God's blessing, ~ looked a very different 
being, to what I did on embarkation at 
Olarence. I have already informed yo4 of 
th.e very kind and generOlis way in which the 
ship-owners waived all mention of payment 
fur my passage home. 

Mr. SAKER continues to prosecute his 
,York with. ardour and zeal, Our fear 
fa that, in spite of all r.emonstrance, he 
will <>ver~ork himself, which is too 
evident frow. the recital he gives in his 
lettei, of J un,e 28th .• 

Now that I am compelled to pause, I can 
write you once more, but it is not an easy 
task. This day week and the day following 
I passed in indescribable suffering, and since 
tLen till now, I can scarcely leave my recum
bent position, yet I did manage yesterday to 
go to meeting, and stood in the desk two hours. 
You will, I am sure, excuse me if my letter is 
short, when I tell yon that it is only while 
lying down that I can write at all. 

I left. Bimbia agnin at midnight, May 4th ; 
next day at Clarence with Mr. Wheeler till 
the I 0th. During this stay we had to bury the 
r:cmnins of Mrs. S. Johnso11. On the morning 
of the I 0th left for Bimhin ; thence to Came
roo,ns-arrived on the 12th. Left again on 
14th, at midnight. Next day and night ex
posed to a heavy storm for fourteen hours ; 
arrived at Bimbia, sabbath day, 16th. Next 
111orning correcting proof sheets from l2 
o'clock till 5 ; then sailed for Chrence-a 
stormy passage ; once our boat was com
pletely on her beam ends. I had scarcely 
a hope that we should reach land again : 
yc•t WE>1mivcd at Clarence at night without loss. 
l'ound the house vacated, Mr. Wheeler 
had sailed-being five days before the time 
al'pointed by the captain ot the ve\l!el. The 

first duties of this station detained me there till 
the 31st. Left at midnight for Cameroons
arrived June 1st at 2 P.M. Here detained 
again till the 11 th. Left at midnight for Bim
bia; arrived at two next day. The next day, 
the sabbath, quiteunwe11, and could not preach. 
Correcting printing, and suffering, till the 19th; 
Left at 11 A,lr. for Cameroons;-arri,·e~ at ~ 
in the evening. Heard that my wife and 
child had left for Clarence on account of the 
heavy rains, Next day, still nnwell ; 
preached hut once. Monday 21st, very ill. 
Strong fever and intense pain at night. Next 
day worse ; requested a visit from a surgeon, 
who, although the kindest trader I know in 
Africa, was too much engaged. with his triide, 
to come and see me. Heard that a vessel 
was about to sail to Clarence at night ; a 
passage was readily granted. Next morning 
was carried to the vessel, and arrived here 
on Friday morning, very greatly bettered by 
rest, and have continued to do w,;,ll ever since, 
so as to preach once yeste:.day; and hope to 
leave again for Bimbia in three or foqr days. 

'fhis so far is a mere oqtline of journeys;
the labour connected with it ~ cannot de
scribe. To preaching and talking there is no 
end. Trans)atfog and correcting sheets is a 
serious task, and frequently involves intense 
study by night, whei;i there is nothing to in
terrupt attention. The New Testament is 
now our chief work, and I have printed to 
the 3rd chapter of Luke. Chapter 8 is in type 
this week. Next to this is the Isnbu gram
mar, which progresses slowly. Some Fernan• 
d ian lessons, and a new class bock for the 
Dualla schools, are in type. 

CLARENCE, 

On Monday, the 24th of May, I met the 
church at Cla.rence, and had the painful work 
of dismissing four members ; and early t!ie 
next day had to bury one of the best of our 
number. He ascended to join the church 
above in their unbroken praise. And now I 
arrive just in time to hear the last sad accents 
over the remains of our brother Richards, 
long an honourable deacon of this church. 
When I was here in May, I promised to 
perform the marriage ceremony for him. 
I dot1bt not. but he is now at the marriage 
supper of the Latllb, 

When I found !\Ir. Wheeler was really 
gone, I felt then that something must be doue 
to continue the services here. For me to 
resume the entire charge of this station I felt 
to be impossible. In a few· words then 
I will tell yon what I have done. I re
solved to visit Clarence all often as possible ; 
so that it imolves no neglect of anything 
on the continent;-to leave the services and 
the church at Cameroons more in the hands 
of Horton Johnson;-to appoint J. Wilson a 
teacher for the time being at Clarence, and 
arrange with him thnt two days shall be de
Yoted to the church dnring the ,veel., that 
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when I am not here, the services shall be con- J at Cameroons, Fuller at Bimbia, and Wilson 
ducted by him and by Smith during the week j and Smith at Clarence, I hope to continue all 
Rnd on the sabbath. So then, with Johnson the stations. 

FRANCE. 

MORLAIX. 

Amid the greatest opposition and 
discouragement with which the mis
sion has to contend in this district, the 
gospel yet makes its way, slowly in
deed, but with some tokens of success. 
Mr. JENKINS writes, Aug. 12th :-

In the first place I have to mention two 
interesting meetings held lately at our place 
of worship. One of these ie a kind of a 
general meeting, held alternately every three 
or four months in the placeR of evangelical 

- worship in this department. It was held 
here on the 26th, 27th, and 28th of June. 
It commenced on Saturday evening, by a 
re-union for reading God's word, prayer, and 
praise. On sabbath morning, the pastor, Le 
Fourdray (Brest), preached in French. In 
the afternoon, the Rev. J. Williams (Q,uim
per), preached in English. In the evening, 
Mr. Planta ( evangelist at L 'Orient), preached 
in French. At the close of the afternoon 
senice, a collection was made in favour of 
the work of distributing the scriptures in 
Brittanv, which amounted to 183 francs. 
On Mo;,day evening we had a closing meet
ing, in which was gi,-en some account of 
e,·angelical labours in this country. 

The other meeting referred to was a Bre
ton one held at our chapel last sabbath 
morning' (8th of August), to unite and 
edifv the Breton friends of the gospel of 
Christ. The attendance was fair, Some 
persons had come from a great distance. 
We had a good meeting; and we have 
reason to sa v it was a blessed thing to meet 
thus together in the house of God. It may 
be said with truth, of several of those pre
Eent, that they are like children growing in 
the grace and knowledge of our Lord Jesus 
Christ. There is among them some real 
progress, and we believe it is a beginning of 
a more extensil'e success of the gospel. 

The Itinerant School. 

I ham now to slate the case of om· itine
rary Breton school, and I shall feel obliged 
to you for laying it before the Committee. 
What I call our itinerary school is, as you 
are aware, the teaching of children and 
adults to read, from house to house, making 
use for that purpose of our Breton first book 

to read, and the New Testament. This 
mode of teaching was commenced on the 
10th of December last, by one of our Breton 
colporteurs, who had not succeeded in ob
taining an authorisation to sell the scriptures, 
It struck me he might be usefully employed 
in this other mode of doing good within the 
district where I preach in the country. It 
is true .we feared the difficulties which were 
likely to arise against this work. N everthe
less our friend went to work boldly. Success 
attended his labours. Priestly opposition 
and some lay influence soon came to bear 
aaainst him which made several tremble 
a~d abando~ the teacher and his teaching. 
This panic did not last long, and we had _the 
satisfaction of seeing confidence returmng, 
and with it a portion of those who had been 
frightened away, The priest of the parish 
where he chiefly labours preaches violently 
against us at present, complaining that the 
men especially, being led away by our errors, 
do not come to the confessional ; but I am 
told the people generally disapprove of his 
attacks and are becoming displeased with 
them. 'The good work of teachiug goes on, 
and gains ground. According to the teacher's 
account, at the commencement of this month, 
he has fifty-fil'e learners. They _are thus:
three married men, two marned women, 
ten young women, three young men,_ and 
thirty-seven children, from the age of six to 
fifteen years. The teacher g;ives a_ lesson 
daily to the greatest part of his pupils, but 
the others he is able to visit only every other 
clay. All a;e in the first book except one, 
who now reads in his New 'L'estament. 

1lfore Teachers wanted. 

I have the satisfaction of telling you that 
this work is so much on the increase, that 
another teacher or two are wanted, as the 
demand for lessons extends to a wide c.ircuit, 
and it appears quite probable that this is a 
work that would soon greatly expand itself, 
if supported and carried on with judgment 
and vigour. I am quite of opinion that it is 
highly desirable; all that is possible should 
be done to carry it on and extend it. I need 
not expatiate on its vast utility and import
ance. Knowing that none are more able to 
form a just idea of the value of this ex
cellent work than the gentlemen who form 
the Committee of our Missionary Society, I 
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dismiss this point, only remarking that this 
ls perhaps one of the most effectual means of 
evangelization we can make use of among 
the inhabitants of Lower Brittany. It suits 
particularly the Breton population ; it will 
enable us to prepare them for the perusal 
and understanding of the wortl of God ; to 
hear the preaching of the gospel with dis
cernment and profit; to rem©ve prejudices ; 
to spread true Christianity among them in a 
familiar way ; to open the way for introduc
ing among them with success our little religi
ous literature, &c. 

Shall the School be supported~ 

The question now is, what will the Com
mittee do to support our itinerary school, 
and whether it will be supported as a great 
means of evangelization, so as to enable us 
to foster and extend it as far as we shall be 
encouraged to do by the Lord's opening the 

way before us, and giving us suitahle agent. 
for the work. I think it is desirable that I 
should know the Committee's views on this 
subject. At present we have but one teacher 
whom I baptized some time aao. He ;; 
suitable for the work. He has re~eived only 
four francs per week salary, and was sn p. 
ported from December 10th t'l the close of 
June by funds collected here, in order that a 
trial might be made of this itinerary teaching. 
Now that his teaching is become a permanent 
thing, I am obliged to apply to you for funds 
to support him. But henceforth we must 
pay him five francs per week, as four francs 
are insufficient, though he receives something 
in the way of food from the people. 

Will any generous friend enable the 
Committee to decide our brother's ques
tion in the affirmative ? 

HOME PROCEEDINGS. 
DURING the past month meetings 

have been held in various parts of the 
country;; and on the whole, from the 
accounts we have received respecting 
them, they have been animated and en
couraging. Messrs. J. A. WHEELER and 
J. J. BROWN have been in Glamorgan 
and Monmouthshire. Mr. WILLIAMS, 
of Accrington, writes, that as they were 
unable to obtain a suitable deputation 
for that district, the pastors determined 
to do the work themselves. At a con
siderable sacrifice of time, the brethren 
PARK, EvANS, Woon, ◊WEN, WILLIAMS, 
and BuRY, assisted by Mr. GRIFFITHS, of 
Accrington, devoted a fortnight in 
advocating the mission cause, in Colne, 
Burnley, Padiham, Sabden, Haslingden, 
Cloughfold,andAccrington. Mr. W.adds, 
"The meetings have been well attended, 
and were of an effective character ; and 
I am happy to state that the aggregate 
proceeds of this year are larger than 
were those of last. Progress has been 
made, and still greater progress pro
mised." 

Our indefatigable friend, Mr. ELVEN, 
accompanied by Mr. JARROM, formerly a 
missionary in China, whose kind services 
on this and former occasions we beg to 
acknowledge, has been attending meet-

ings, on behalf of the society, at Barton 
Mills, Isleham, Soham, West Row, and 
Burwell. 

The Hon. and Rev. B. W. NoEL, M.A., 
Rev. E. CAUEY, and E. B. UNDERHILL, 
Esq., have been similarly engaged in the 
West Riding of York. Through the 
kindness and zeal of T. HARWOOD and 
J. CooKE, Esqs., the secretaries of 
the Auxiliary, a much larger number 
of churches have consented to receive 
the deputation than formerly. Mr. 
UNDERHILL afterwards goes on to the 
Newcastle district, and Mr. CAREY joins 
Mr. GouoH in Lincolnshire. Mr. GouLD, 
whose return from Jamaica was an
nounced in a previous letter, has visited 
several churches in Sussex, and Mr. 
LEECHMAN has kindly assisted him at 
the Brighton and Hastings meetings. Mr. 
BURDITT, of Saffron Walden, with Mr. 
GouLD, have taken the Hull district; Mr. 
SMITH of Brentford, and Mr. WHEELER, 
have visited St. Alban's, Hemel Hemp
stead, and Markyate Street ; Mr. G. H. 
DAVIS of Bristol, with Mr. CASSIDY, 
formerly of the Free Church Mission 
at Bombay, but whose license was with
drawn by the kirk session, in conse
quence of his avowing a change of 
views on the subject of baptism, and 
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who !ms been recently baptizcd hy 
l\lr. NoEL, ha!! taken Nottingham8hire 
and Leicestel'shire; Mr. WrrEEtER,North 
Devon ; and Mr. TnESTRAIL and l\tr. 
NEw of Birmingham, the Worcestershire 
Auxiliary. Some few of these engage
ments will run partly into the first 
week of the present month. We 'l\·ould 
faih hope that they will be found, in 
every respect, most profitable mis
sionary engagements, and that a liberal, 
devout., and earnest spirit has pervad.ed 
them. 

We again respectfully remind the 
officers of the Auxiliaries of a request, 
very often made, to send up their re
mittances speedily. We would say to 
thern,-don't wait until all your accounts 
are finally adjusted before you remit; 
but send up what cash is in hand. At 
this period of the financial year we are 
toinpelled to borrow of the bankers. But 
the amount required may be seriously 

diminished., if kind attention be given 
to this oft-repeated request, 

Let not the proposal made by hll oid 
subscriber in the last Herald he per
mitted to pass into forgiltfulnes8. A 
general adoption of it, by the heads of 
Christian families, could not fail to pro• 
dut:e a most btine:6.oial elfect. The 
thought that thusmanythous,,nd/amiUes 
were praying for the di vine blessing on the 
mission every Lord's day momirig, and 
that they were giving under the inBu, 
ence of solemn prayer to Him, is indeed 
delightful. May the suggestitin tb.rtiWn 
out by a most liberal and zealous friend 
soon become a fact ! 

We would. intimate to any friends 
who may not have received their copies 
of the RepoH, that they may have them 
Oil application at the Mission House, oi· 
by intimating in what way they hiay bil 
sent, if possible, free from expense to 
the society. 

POSTSCRIPT. 

We take the present opportunity of yeai·s, passed a i'esoliition iil !lekbow0 

correcting a mistake in the list of ledgment, and placed his ii.anie in the 
honorary members of the Committee, as list of honorary members. By an o'\rer0 

printed in the Report. Our esteemed sight, which was not discovered till it 
friend, the Rev.C.E. BIRT, A.M.,ofWan- was too late to correct the ertor; :M:t; 
tage, felt it last year to be his duty, in BrnT's name was omitted · from the 
consequence of the state of his health, to printed list in. the Report for the present 
resign his seat on the Committee. This year. It is due to the Committee, and to 
resignation was reluctantly accepted, Mr. BIRT, to explain this citcumstan(le; 
and the Committee, to mark, in the only which the Seeretaries most sineerely 
way open to them, their sense of Mr. regret. 
BrRT's services for upwards of twenty: 

FOREIGN LETTERS RECEIVED. 

Arn10.i. ........... CL.i.RENCB ..................... Saker, A .......... J1111e 28. 
AllA ............... CALCUTTA. ................... Lewis, C. B ....... July l. 

Thomas, J ... .... July 2. 
Wenger, J ....... July 12. 

Cln'rTAGONG ............... Joh!nncs, J ....... June 2G. 
LANDOUR ..................... Pbillipe, T ....... ,lune 10. 
SERUtPORII. ................. Denham, W. H .. July I. 

BRITTANY ...... lllORLAIX ...................... Jenkins, J ....... August 20. 
llAITI ............ JAClll.EL ........................ Webley, W. H . . Augu•t 10. 

PoBRTO Pt,ATA .............. Rycroft, W. K .. June 27, July iG. 
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JurAtCA ......... Mou:,T ANOUS ............... Teall, \V .......... July H. 
PORT MARIA .................. Day, D ............ Angnst :I. 
STEWART TawN ............ Dexter, n. B ... July '.V\. 
SuTcLitFE Mou NT .... , .... Clarke, J ......... July 21. 

TmNIDAD ...... PonT or SPAIN ............... Law, J ............ Aogust 9. 
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Friends nt Lewishntn Ro11d, for a box of clothing; 
Juvenile 1tfosionat)' SocMy1 Hanley, for a box of clothing, for Africa; 
A subscriber, for a parcel of Baptist Magazines; 
Drawing Room Society, Camberwell, by Mrs. Doxsey, for a parcel of usc:u! artiel?··, for 

India; 
Friends at Ketteting, for a box of clothing, for Rev. ll. Capnn, Bahamas; 
:Friend at Hammeramith, for a parcel of magazines and reports ; 
Friends at Mint Lahe, Lincoln, for a case of useful articles, including a number of btlOls 
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Miss Eley, Wotton under Edge, for copies of Reports; 
Rev. C. l{irLland, Canterbury, for do. 
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Annual Report of the Society, which they do not require for their own use ot for 
distribution, if they will kindly return themJ ca.rriage free, to the Mission House; WI the 
Committee's reserved copies are quite exhausted. 

CONTRIBUTIONS, 

Received on account of the Bap&ist Missiort,(1,ry Society, during the rnor.tlt 
of August, 1852. 

I!, s. ,l. 
Annual SubscriptiO'lla; 

Chal!dler; Mt. jobn .. ,... 1 1 0 
Croll, A. A., Esq .......... 10 10 0 

Luton, Old Meeting. on 
account u, .............. . 

BERKSBIRB, 

£ s. d. 

3 13 9 

Donatitiils, 
Anon ........................ 5 0 0 , Reading ..................... 22 12 8 

Bolloii, Rev. W., Pro• 
ceMs bf Property in 
accordance with the 
wish of tile hto Mrs. 
Bolton ...... ; .............. 600 0 0 

Coverloy, S.......... ........ 0 5 1 
Educational Committee 

of Society of Friends, 
for TrinidadSchools ... 25 0 0 

J.P.G . .................... 010 0 

LONDON AuxrLIARIES. 

Bloomsbury tbapel, oil 
account .......... ........ 6 0 0 

Spencer Place-
Branch SchoolJ Presi-

dent Place............ 6 0 0 
Vernon Chapel-

Young Ladies, Mlos 
Simcoe·•............... 0 5 0 

Walworth, Lion Stroot-
Female Auxilinty, on 

account .......... .... 5 O 0 

BEDFORDSHIRE, 

Cotton End-
Collection (part) .. .. .. 4 18 11 
Conll'lbutlon, Miss 

Arnold ............... 5 0 0 

BUClCINGHAMSHIRE. 

Amersbam-
Collection ............. ,. 30 11 0 
Contribution• ......... 48 7 2 

Do., Sunuay School 1 15 10 

80 14 0 
Lese expenses ...... 1 2 6 

79 11 6 
Speen-

Colleotion ........ ....... 3 13 2 
Sunday School ......... 0 5 10 

CAAIBRIDGBSHIRE, 

Cambridge-
St. Andrew•• Streot-

Co\leotion ............ ao 5 4 
Contributions ...... 57 12 4 

Do., Sun. School 7 Id 0 

Zi~~5e~~[o~-:...... ... .. 2 13 7 
Chesterton- · 

Collection, Juvenile... I I 6 
Contributions, Bible 

Class ............... 0 15 4 
Do,, Sunday School 0 17 9 

Cottenbam-
Colleot!on ........... ., .. 1 0 5 

Jl .. J. 
Landbeach-

Collection ............... I 5 ~ 
Contributions ········· 0 :l G 

Melbourn-
Collection ............... 5 11 
Contributions 2 12 0 

Do., Sunda.y School I 4. Ju 
Shelford, Great-

Collection ............... 2 5 0 
Contributions . ........ 2 0 

Swavesey-
d Collection ............... 

Waterbeach-
Collection 4 2 

Willingham-
Collection ............... 0 17 0 

16J 7 S 
Acknowledged before 

and expenses ......... 135 6 10 

ao o io 

DORSETSHIR E. 

Dorchester-
Collections........... .. .. 3 13 4 
Contribution............ 1 0 0 

Do,, for Natice 
P,-eachers .. • .. .. . . O 14 2 

5 7 6 
Loss expe11se• o 0 o 

4 15 6 
Gillingham ......... , ... .,.,, 3 16 ti 

(This contribution ahouhl has~ 
beeu acknowledged in th~ Sep
tembe, Heral<l.) 
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£ s. d. 
ESSEX. 

Loughton-
Contributione, half 

year .................. 406 
Do.. Juvenile, for 

Clarence Chapel... 0 5 0 

GLOUCESTERSKrRB, 

Wotton under Edge-
Collection ............... 8 O 0 
Contributions ......... 7 0 0 

Do., for J\Tai,h•e 
P1·ea.chers, India 2 0 O 

17 0 0 
Lese expenses ...... l O 0 

16 0 0 

HERTFORDSRIRR, 

Hitchtn-
" A Thank--offering for 

Journeying mercies" 10 0 6 

KENT. 
Lewisham Road-

Contributions ......... 4 4 10 
Do., Juvenile .••••• l 9 4 

Smarden-
Collection ............... l 4 6 
Contributions .... ...•• l 16 l 

Do., for Native 
Preachers ......... 0 l O 0 

Do., Sunday School, 
Biddenden • ........ 1 3 0 

N ORTB.A.MPTONSHm.E, 

Bugbrook-
Collection ............... 13 3 3 

Less expenses .... • • 0 5 0 

12 18 3 
Moulton..................... 7 0 0 

Northampton, College Street--
Collection, ............... 19 3 11 
Contributions ......... ~O 10 5 

Do., Sunday School, 
Nelson Street .. . 2 2 2 

Do., Bible Class, 
Mrs. Brown•s ... 8 12 9 

80 9 3 
Less expenses ...... 1 g o 

79 0 3 

STAFFORDSHIRE, 

Hanley-
Contributions, Ju'\"e• 

£ ,. a. 

nile, for Clarence 
C//ap,l.................. 8 0 0 

Tipton, Princes End, Zion 
Chapel

Collect.ions............... 4 8 2 
Contributions ......... 7 10 6 

Do., Sunday School O l 4 

12 0 0 
Less expenses ... o 4 O 

SURREY, 

Norwood. Upper-

11 16 0 

Sunday School ......... O 10 1 

\\'" ARWICKSHIRE, 

Birmingham, on ac• 
count, by lllr. J. H. 
Hopkins .................. 120 O O 

Coventry-
Collections ............... 18 l 5 
Contributions ••••••.•• 42 15 O 

Do., Juvenile ......... 32 17 2 

93 13 7 
Les• expenses .. • ... 3 0 7 

90 13 0 

WESTMORELAND, 

Kend&l-
Contribntions, by Miss 

£ •. ,!. 
GLAMOROANSHIRE-

GLAMORGANSIHRE, Oil 
account, by tho Rov, 
J. A. Wheeler ......... 44 0 0 

Abordare-
Collectlon ............... 2 7 0 
Contributions ........ , 3 8 0 

Do., Sunday School 1 3 10 
Cardiff, Bethany, on ac-

count, by Mr. Thos-. 
Hopkins ............... 30 0 O 

Rhymney, Soar and Jerusalem-
Collection ... .. .. .. .. .. .. 2 2 o 

Tongwynlas ........ ....... 1 0 2 
Treforest-

Colloclion ............... l 11 3 
Twynyrodyn ..... .......... 1 0 0 

MoNMOUTHSHIRB:
MONMOUTHSHIRE, on ac-

count, by the Rev. J. 
J. Brown ............... d4 0 0 

Abercarn-
Collection ............... 0 12 O 
Contributions ......... 0 12 6 

Blaenau, Salem-
Collection . ......... ... .. l J6 8 
Conti·ibutions ,... ..... 0 15 0 

Machen-
Collection ............... 0 10 6 
Contributions ...... ... 0 5 0 

Newport, Charles Street-
Collection ............... l 14 l 
Contributions .... :.... 1 10 6 

Do., Sunday School 1 5 6 
Risca-

Collection .. .. . .. .. .... . . l 3 9 
Contributions ......... 1 7 9 

Do., Sunday School O 16 

p El\fBROKESH[RE-
Perobroke Dock, Bethany

Cotlections............... 3 10 ".' 0 
Contributions ......... 3 0 0 

Sarah Foster ...... 34 l 0 
Do., by do., for 

Schools............... B 10 
RADNORSHIRE-

0 Rock and Franksbridge-
Collection ............... l 8 0 

42 11 0 
Less expenses ...... l 11 O 

41 0 0 

SOUTH WALES. 

Bn £CKNOCK6BfRE
pontestyl!-

173 15 3 
Less Rev. B. Prlce•s 

expenses............ l 15 0 

172 0 3 

SCOTLAND. 
Collection .............. . 
Contributions ........ . 

r {g 1g Elgln,MtssionarySoctety 3 7 7 

ERRATUM-ANNUAL REPORT-SOMERSETSH!RE. 

In the amount, £63 I 3s. 3d., acknowledged in the Annual Report as received from 
W. D. Hol'&ey, Esq., Wellington, the following sums are included :-

£ •• d. 
Bridgwater ..................................................................... lo l l 
Burnham ... .................................. .............. ....... ...... .. ... 0 16 4 
Gltltnghsm..................................................................... 4 7 3 
Higbbrldge ... ,................................................................. 2 0 0 
Montacute ..................................................................... 13 4 Ii 
Semley and Berwick ........ .................. ..... ........ .......... .... . 3 0 0 
Wlncanton ..................................................................... 11 12 0 
Yeovil ........................................................................... 10 19 O 

J, H.ADDJN, PRllffKR, CAITLB i&TIUCET, PINIAtrnY, 
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LOVE TO CHRIST. 

A SERMON BY THE LATE REV. PHILIP GROSER. 

"So, when they had dined, Jesus saith to Simon Peter, Simon, sou of Jonas, lovest thou me 
more than these? He saitl1 unto him, Yea, Lord; thou kuowest that I love thee. He saith 
unto him, Feed my lambs. He saith to him again the second time, Simon, son of Jonas, lovest 
thou me? He saith uuto him, Yea, Lord; thou kuowest that I love thee. He saith unto him, 
Feed my sheep. He saith unto him the third time, Simon, sou of Jonas, lovest thou me? Peter 
was grieved because he said unto him the third time, Lovest thou me? And he said unto him, 
Lord, thou knowest all things; thou kuowest that I love thee. Jesus saith unto him, Feed my 
sheep."-JoHN xxi. 15-17. 

THE scene of this most interesting about a hundred yards from the beach, 
conversation was the shore of the sea of when a stranger addressed them, and 
Galilee, and took place during the six finding they had taken nothing, advised 
weeks that our Lord remained on earth them to cast their net on the other side 
between his resurrection and ascension. of the vessel. They did so, and to their 
The disciples were in Galilee by ap- astonishment their net was immediately 
pointment of our Saviour, who had pro- full. John, the disciple whom Christ 
mised to meet them there; and the even- loved, the youngest of the party, and 
ing before this conversation, Peter and perhaps the quickest of sight and 
John and five other of the disciples thought-at all events one whose loving 
were together, probably waiting till the character would lead bis thoughts to 
time fixed had arrived. Peter proposed anything connected with his Master
to go upon the sea, as they had been remembered a similar miracle performed 
wont, fishing. The others agreed, but when first he became his disciple, and 
so little success did they meet with, that looking again at the stranger, exclaimed, 
though they had been toiling the whole "It is the Lord." Peter no sooner heard 
night when the morning was come they than, prompted by his natural ardour, 
had caught nothing. They were pro- and stimulated by sorrow at his late 
bably about to come on shore, and were denial of his Master and a longing tu 

XV ,-l'OUI\TII ~li:l\lES. 4 ll 
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tcslify his loYe, drawing his loose coat · admiration or respect, the love which 
tightly round him and leaving the may he shown to a neighbour, or that of 
others to bring the ship to land, he a disciple to his teacher ; tho other, 
casts himself into the water and swims that Peter used in reply, denoting warm 
ashore to the spot where Jesus stood. affection, the love of a friend to his 
The others having at length come, and friend."'· This distinction is the more 
a meal having been prepared and ended, interesting from the fact, that though 
this conyersation took place. Peter in each of his replies uses the 

The intention of our Lord appears Bame word, the stronger one ; Christ 
to have been to deepen Peter's sorrow, using the weaker word in the first two 
and to induce in him humility and self- questions, in the third adopts instead 
distrust; to reinstate him in the opinion Peter's word, as if he had said, Dost 
of his fellow disciples, and to give him- thou indeed love me so warmly 1 We 
self an opportunity of expressing his may notice, too, that Peter seems in 
own complete forgiveness of Peter's each case to have laid stress on the wo1·d 
desertion. Nor can we fail to notice thou, as if he had said, These my fellow 
the exquisite delicacy and kindness with disciples might well doubt my love to 
which he accomplishes his purpose. thee, but thou, tliou knowest that I love 
Though Peter had been at least three thee. Nor is this all; in his last answer, 
times in his company since his resur- when the third time our Lord put the 
rection, this appears to have been the question, and Peter saw that he referred 
first allusion to the subject. The three- to his conduct on the night he was be
fold repetition of the question could not trayed-when his thoughts went back to 
but call to Peter's mind his threefold thehallofthehighpriest,andhisoowardly 
denial ; though in a manner of all others denial, and his eyes filled with tears as 
the least calculated to wound his he seemed once more to see his Lord's 
tenderest feelings. The first time that glance fixed sorrowfully upon him, and 
our Lord put the question," Lovest thou above all when Christ now takes his 
me more than these 1 " there was doubt- word, and deeply sensible of his un
less an allusion to Peter's boast on the worthiness, yet conscious of the love he 
night of the denial, "Although all men really felt, says, Dost thou, indeed, love 
deny thee, yet will not I;" but in how me so warmly 1 he employs a stronger 
gentle, in how tender, in how loving a word than before, and declaring his 
manner is this allusion made. Peter belief in his Master's omniscience, says, 
had learnt humility from his fall, and "Lord, thou knowest all things ; thou 
silently passing by all comparison with knowest that I love thee ; thou art 
the rest, he appeals to his Master's confident, thou lcnowest certainZy 
knowledge of his heart. Our Saviour that I love thee," "Feed my 
kindly accepted this silent acknowledg- lambs, feed my sheep, feed my sheep," 
ment, and the second time asked merely, are the encouraging words with which 
" Lo vest thou me ? " "Yea, Lord, thou 
knowest that I love thee." Peter answer
ed as before. The force of this answer, 
however, cannot be fully conveyed by a 
translation ; since Peter does not use 
the same word that Jesus employed. 
There are two words in Greek signify
ing love ; but one, the one which Christ 
used, denoting rather esteem, the love of 

* Whether the preacher derived this criticism, 
which we have not found In llny commentary, from 
the work of Tittmann on the Synonyms of the New 
TeBtament, or from any other book, we do not 
know: but it le abundantly Juetitled in the dlesorta· 
lion of that eminent scholar, on the words 'Ayo.,rav 
[AGAPAN) and <1>,>..,iv [PHILEIN]. Young mini•tore 
may very advantageously study that troatiee, If they 
take care to reject the bad theology which Is mingled 
with the philological lore, 
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our Lo1·d testifies hi8 acceptance of his 
profession nnd his forgiveness of his 
fault, 

There are tnany important lessons 
which this narrative is calculated to 
teach. We will, however, confine our 
attention now to the circumstance that 
in reference both to Pater's past con
duct and to the discharge of those 
duties which Obrist now devolves upon 
him, whether in inducing humility or 
stimulating to exertion, our Lord calls 
forth the one and enforces the other by 
asking only the simple question," Lovest 
thou me 1," We think that this fact 
points out and illustrates the three fol
lowing truths :-

I. That love is peculiarly the evan
gelical motive. 

II. That Obrist is peculiarly the 
object of evangelical love. 

III. That love to Christ is the test of 
evangelical religion. To these points 
we will now therefore endeavour to 
attend. 

I. In general men's actions are per
formed from one of three motives, fear, 
hope, 01· love. These might indeed be 
regarded as but two, fear and hope being 
but different forms of direct self-in
terest, whilst love is a desire for the 
well-being of others. 

The different systems of religion have 
accordingly as their main-spring one or 
other of these motives. The grosser 
forms of paganism, and all idolatry, in 
its past or present developments, have 
been based on fear; their deities having 
been regarded as malicious tyrants or 
vindioti ve punishers, and their sacri
fices having been offered to procure 
the removal of calamities to which 
they were subject, or avert those which 
they were dreading. The lowest, and 
most mechanical mode of acting on the 
human will is impelling th0 man by fear; 
and it is not surprising that in the lowest 
and most material forms of religion this 
should he the moti vo appealed to. 

Other religions, somewhat more clc-
vated in their conception and elevating 
in their tendency, have joined to fear 
the inducement of hope, and have held 
out prizes, in this life or in another, 
which shall certainly be gained hy 
their sincere and obedient followers. 
Temporal dominion and the unceasing 
gratification of their sensual appetites 
in paradise, are the rewards to which 
Mohammed, for example, endeavours to 
persuade his followers to be devout and 
obedient. 

Nor was the religion of the Jews a 
religion of love. It is doubtless true 
that they received injunctions to love 
their God, yet those very actions which 
were calculated to call forth their grati
tude were of such a nature, and asso
ciated with Buch circumstances, as tended 
to excite fear in the bosoms of the be
holders. By mighty signs and a strong 
arm were they brought out of Egypt ; 
but this, though showing Jehovah's re
gard for them, at the same time 
made him known as an awful being 
inflicting the severest punishment on 
the despisers of his authority. Their 
law was delivered from Mount Sinai 
amidst thunder and lightnings-amidst 
blackness, ancl darkness, and a tempest, 
and sound of a trumpet, and the voice 
of words; and so "terrible was the sight 
that Moses said, I exceedingly fear and 
quake." Their worship consisted of the 
sacrifice of unotfending victims ; blood 
was sprinkled on the people, blood on 
the tabernacle, blood on the very mercy
seat itself; and curses of the most fear
ful kind were threatened from l\Iount 
Sinai on the slightest infringement of 
the law. At the same time the principle 
of hope was appealed to ; rewards were 
promised to them as a nation for con
stant ancl perfect obedience to the will 
of God ; security from their enemies ; 
peace among themselves ; casP, pro
sperity, temporal dominion, were ldd 
out as inducements to obedience : and 
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though the more spiritual could not 
and did not fail to see that service 
rendered from such motives was defec
tive-though many among them were 
constrained by the favours shown to 
them as a nation, and as inducements 
to strive after a higher, and a purer, 
and a nobler service, yet the masses 
of the people were influenced by motives 
of a different kind, and worshipped 
Jehovah because they dreaded his anger 
or hoped to profit by his regard. 

Very different is it with Christianity. 
Hope and fear are not wrong motives, 
and it does not therefore discard their aid. 
Nay, it does more than any other system 
of religion, to strengthen and enlarge 
them. It brings to light the obscured 
and scarcely recognized truths of a 
future, a certain, an impartial judgment, 
and holds out a prospect of joy unspeak
able and full of glory with which the faith
ful servant shall be rewarded. But it is 
not on these things that it loves to 
insist ; nor are these represented as the 
main springs of the believer's actions. 
Sinners indeed are warned that God is 
a consuming fire, and even Christians 
are stimulated to renewed energy by the 
hope of an "inheritance incorruptible, 
undefiled, and that fadeth not away." 
But while God is not divested of any of 
his glorious attributes .nor his law 
denuded : of its obligations, it is 
written in the brightest colours that 
God is love. The tear of penitence 
is drawn forth, self-sacrificing consecra
tion to the cause of Christ, as in Peter's 
case, so in that of Christians everywhere 
and ever, is urged by the simple 
question, "Lovest thou me ? " and the 
calm avowal of every Christian's heart 
is, " The love of Christ constraineth 
me." 

Love-love to God, and love to man
is the most delightful emotion that can 
take po~.scssion of the human breast. 
J~:io whatever heart it enters it slays 
the demon of discord and banishes the 

foul spirit of envy. Patient of all in
jury, forgiving all offences, finding some 
excuse for others' misdoings, seeking the 
welfare of all ; love suffereth long, and 
is kind-bearcth, belicvcth, hopeth, en
dureth all things. Wherever it exists 
there spring blooms afresh, and it is 
under the full influence of love that the 
" wilderness and the solitary place shall 
be glad, and the desert shall ,rejoice 
and blossom as the rose." 

Love lasts when all else has faded. 
Future glories, now the theme of pro
phetic prediction, shall be accom
plished. Languages shall cease, for 
spirit shall hold converse with spirit, 
and the language of heaven is one. 
Human knowledge, now so eagerly 
sought after, shall be ignorance com
pared to what we then shall know. 
Faith shall no more be needed and shall 
give way to sight-hope itself shall be 
lost in the realization of its anticipated 
joys-but love abideth-love shall per
vade every bosom of the blest-shall 
tune every note of praise--,-shall crown 
every song of triumph: "Unto him that 
loved us, and washed us from our sins 
in his own blood, and hath made us 
kings and priests unto God and his 
Father ; to him be glory and dominion 
for ever and ever." Thus excellent and 
thus enduring is the motive which the 
gospel peculiarly calls forth. 

II. Christ is peculiarly tlie object of 
evangelical love.-W e said just now that 
to the Jews the Divine Being was made 
known as one whom they behoved, to 
love ; and there is no doubt that they 
were, far more than others, the objects 
of his regard, and the recipients of his 
favours. Nor can there be a question 
that Christians, by the manifestation of 
his love in the gift of his Son, are laid 
under still deeper obligations to grati
tude, and are thus more loudly called 
upon to love their Father who is in 
heaven. But this is not the only, nor 
perhaps the principal way in which the 
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gospel calls forth and renders easy the 
love of the creature to the Creator. 

It is comparatively easy to under
stand that the universal Parent-the 
Being who is the source of our life
who has endowed us with faculties 
capable of happiness - who has sur
rounded us with the means of their 
gratification-who, by his kind and 
ever-watchful providence shields us 
from ever-threatening danger, and hour 
after hour supplies our returning wants, 
gently leading us through scenes of 
enjoyment, or with tender hand chas
tising us for our wanderings, and draw
ing us back to himself ;-it is easy, I 
say, to understand that such a Being 
should have, not our fear or our rever
ence merely, but our love, This how
ever is not the Being that the outer 
world or our inner consciousness makes 
known. These, indeed, make known to 
us a Creator and Preserver-but they 
present him to us as an awful Being 
-a Sovereign whose authority we have 
spurned, and whose laws we have 
broken-and a Judge, boundless in 
power, and surrounded by all the ter
rors of a judgment day. And yet more. 
That our love should be exercised on 
another, it is necessary that we should, 
at all events, form something like a dis_ 
tinct and adequate conception of him. 
But on the part of man towards God 
this is well nigh impossible. His very 
attributes, though we are compelled to 
believe, we cannot understand. Self
existent-everlasting-infinitely power
ful-every where present-all-knowing 
God-how can our minds grasp the 
idea, much less our hearts go forth in 
love ? And compelled as we are to 
derive our knowledge through the 
senses, and unable to conceive of any 
thing not material, how can we form an 
idea of that God who is a spirit, and 
whom we dare not suppose to be en
cumbered with any thing approaching 
to a human frame. And yet this is the 

Being whom nevertheless we are con
scious we ought to love. 

Nor is this all. The human mind 
would seem to require that there should 
be some sympathy between it and the 
object of its love. Some feeling of 
weakness-some experience of pain
some proneness to temptation-some 
fear of evil-some hope of higher good 
-some ability to weep with others• 
sorrows, and to be gladdened by others' 
joy-these things are wanting before 
our love spontaneously gushes forth 
and our souls go out freely towards an
other. A perfect Being, who, as being 
perfect and unchangeable, can neither 
hope nor fear, is one towards whom 
human nature may well feel the pro
foundest reverence, but whom it must 
ever be a most difficult attainment for 
any created intelligence to love. 

In wonderful condescension to our 
littleness, the Most High has in an 
astonishing manner presented us with 
precisely that manifestation of himself 
which humanity required. It is scarcely 
necessary to state that our Saviour, 
when dwelling on the earth, brought 
down in some measure to the level of 
our faculties the glorious attributes of 
the Deity, and at the same time showed 
himself such a one as to call forth our 
sympathy. The miracles which he 
wrought were instances-and instances 
that could be contemplated without 
that awe which more imposing mani
festations must have excited-of divine 
omnipotence and omniscienc,e; whilst 
the beneficent character of these mira
cles exhibited most illustriously the 
goodness and the love of God. Exposed 
to temptation-suffering from want
the object of contempt, and calumny, 
and persecution, and finally experiencing 
the agony of death, human nature 
every where must see its counterpart 
and can therefore bestow its love. No 
one can read the narrative of our Lord's 
life without feeling at every step that. 
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t hou1sh far transcending us in moral 
excellence, and doing what man of him
Felf can never perform, yet there is One 
who had n fellow feeling with ourselves, 
·and towards whom therefore our affcc• 
tions may go forth. 

But this of itself is not enough. Man 
can never be sati8fied by man. The 
soul of man ever seeks something nobler 
than itself. Though it cannot grasp 
the infinite, it cannot be content with 
the finite. The spirit that came from 
God, wherever it may wander, and how
ever little it may retain the likeness 
of its Divine Original, turns ever towards 
God again, not in its affections, indeed, 
hut in its cravings. Man needs a God 
to reverence-a God t-0 trust in-a God 
to love. Thus, while our enmity to God 
keeping us ever from him may be com
pared to that power in nature which 
drives our earth onward at an immense 
distance from its centre, our cravings 
after him resemble that other power 
which prevents us from rushing fur
ther and further from the source of life. 
The Lord, though a perfect man, yet as a 
mere man could never supply man's 
wants ; but as God-man no want re
mains unsatisfied. He, in whom bodily 
dwelt all the fulness of the Godhead, 
can call forth the love of man and fix it 
on God himself. That desire for sym
pathy which some have sought to gra
tify, by rendering their worship to 
departed fellow creatures, and desiring 
their intercession with the Supreme; 
and that search after the Infinite, which 
has led ancient and modern philoso
phers to worship the abstraction of their 
own intellect; both may be met and 
s:itisfied in that Saviour who took flesh 
and dwelt among us. He who said to 
Peter, "Lovest thou me 1" was one who 
was fitted, more than any other being, to 
attract man's love; and at the same time 
was one on whom, throughout eternity, 
man's love might worthily be placed. 
/'u(;h is the Being whom the gospc•l 

holds out to us as the peculiar objoot of 
our love. 

III. Love to Clit-ist is t!ze test of el!an
_qelical 1·eligio1i.~ If there be 11, revelation 
from God, and if love be the motive 
which is distinguished from all others 
as the main spring of right aotion, and 
if Christ is held forth as the peculiar 
object of love, it is plain that love to 
Christ must furnish an unfailing crite
rion by which to judge of the possession 
of real religion. Where that is and acts, 
there religion exists J where that is not, 
no matter what may be the opinion or 
the conduct, there is no religion. This 
standard is accordingly clearly recog
nized in scripture, "If any man love 
not the Lord Jesus Christ let him be 
anathema.'' 

Nor is it difficult to show that this 
standard must approve itself to any one 
who will take pains impartially to re~ 
gard it. It is true that, applied by man, 
mistakes would frequently and must 
needs occur. We can only judge of 
motives by actions; and these may 
often appear to spring from one motive 
when they really spring from another. 
But as the motives alone give moral 
worth to actions, all judgment tnuet be 
defective where these are not the object 
of regard. And as the Supreme Judge 
can never mistake, the having or not 
having right motives must certainly 
decide the character and determine the 
desert. 

Now love to Christ furnishes a pro
per test of character. Because, first, 
want of love to Christ evidences dis· 
obedience to God. The gospel of Christ
the message of God to a sinful world
is commonly spoken of and looked upon 
as an amazing manifestation of the 
divine goodness and mercy, and as lay
ing man under infinite obligations; and 
man is declared to be most ungrateful 
if he does not with a willing heart em
brace its offers. But this is not the 
only way in which it should he re-
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g1u·dcd. H is, indeed, a message of 
mercy and love, but it is a command 
stamped with divine authority, and obe
dience to which is demanded under the 
sanction of the heaviest penalties. The 
greatness of the condescension and the 
vastness of the blessing in no respect 
lessen the force of the command. But 
men forget this, and thus, while 
anxious to vindicate themselves from 
all charges of infringing the moral law 
of God, all the while they are guilty 
of this great act of disobedience, and 
are actually endeavouring to prove their 
innocence of one crime in order that 
more contentedly they may commit a 
greater. If there be any one here who 
has been wont to think his own incli
nation only is concerned in his treat
ment of the gospel of salvation, know 
this-that in turning your back on the 
mercy offered through Jesus Christ, you 
are committing an act of the grossest 
disobedience to the will of the Most 
High. God commands all men every 
where to repent, and enjoins upon us 
faith in and love to that Saviour, by 
whom alone our sins may be forgiven. 
The man who loves not Christ disobeys 
the command of God. 

Because, secondly, want of love to 
Christ evinces aversion to holiness. 
Religion may perhaps be defined to be 
likeness to God's moral nature, or sym
pathy with all the purposes of God's 
moral government; or hatred to all evil ; 
or a predominant and constant taste for 
holiness. If so, and if there can be 
found a means of estimating such a 
disposition, it is plain that tlie1·e is a 
test of real religion. And if there is 
presented to us an embodiment of per
fect holiness, our feelings and our con
duct in regard to that Being supply 
us with such a means. That Christ 
was so can scarcely need to be shown 
to any one acquainted with the sacred 
narratives. 

In whatever point of character we 

place the criterion or moral excellence, 
we shall find it conspicuously manifeet 
in our Jesus. Is it in delight in cnm
munion with God and desire for his 
glory 1 13ee him alone on the mountain
side after evening has set in, and before 
the day has broken-nay, sometimes all 
night, in prayer to God. Hear him in 
his teaching vindicating the divine 
honour, see him magnifying the law by 
his obedience-manifesting in a word by 
his whole life that his Father's busi
ness was that which he would be about. 
Is it placed in goodwill to man, and 
desire for his well-being ? His toilsome 
travels, his weary watchings, his pro
tracted teachings, his wondrous works, 
his consent to take our flesh, his life in 
all its griefs, his death in all its agony 
-all proclaim that he came to bring 
peace on earth, goodwill to men. Is it 
sought in condescension to inferiors ? 
He takes children in his arms. In 
readiness to console the afflicted and 
pity the distressed 1 "Weep not," he said, 
in tenderest tones, to the widow of N ain. 
And never did he send any from him 
without a blessing. Is it placed in for
bearance of others' feelings, and gentle
ness of reproof? "Lovest thou me ?" is 
all that he says to him who, having 
been the most forward in his profes
sions, was the first to deny him. Or is it 
in bearing injuries with meekness, and 
showing forgiveness to his oppressors? 
We need only point to the last scene, 
when priests, in their envy, had sought 
his destruction; when the people, whose 
benefactor he had shown himself, pre
ferred to him a murderer; when perjury 
had procured his condemnation by a 
mean-spirited and time-serving judge; 
and when, as the consummation-act of 
such cowardly atrocity, his euemies with 
taunts derided his sufferings, and mocked 
him in the very agony of death; instead 
of lifting up his voice to heaven and 
calling down fire upon them, he puts up 
a prayer for them and suggests a palli:1.-
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tion for their guilt: "Father, forgive 
them, for they know not what th~y do.'' 

Such is a faint out.line of his charac
ter ; and say, must not that be a bad 
man who sees in him nothing to attract 
his love 1 Imagine not that you can be 
neutral here ; for not to love the Lord 
is the plainest proof that you have no 
love to holiness. And if you love 
not holiness, you are wedded to sin ; 
you are a blot on God's universe, and 
death must be your doom. 

Because, thirdly, want of love to 
Christ evidences tlie gi·ossest ingmtitude 
for the greatest of blessings. 

Ingratitude has ever been accounted 
one of the worst of crimes. Men de
lighting in other sins have always 
sought to vindicate themselves from 
this. An ungrateful man is shunned by 
the good, and despised, even, by the 
bad. If, therefore, want of love to Chris£ 
evinces ingratitude, there is no doubt 
as to the man's moral condition. 

Ingratitude is to be measured by the 
misery from which one is rescued, or 
the happiness which is secured, and the 
sacrifice on the part of another by w horn 
this is accomplished. Each of these 
particulars shows our debt to the 
Saviour. 

We were lost ! We were breakers of 
the divine law! We were enemies of 
God ! Alas ! how much does this in
volve !-That we should hate a holy 
being and a bountiful benefactor, speaks 
too plainly the turpitude of our moral 
nature; that we should have arrayed 
against us the vengeance·of an almighty 
God, proclaims that we have nothing to 
look for but unmingled woe. Such 
were we-sinners whose crimes must be 
atoned for; sinners whose penalty must 
be paid; sinners helpless, and having no 
one who could be our helper. Then 
Christ appeared-left his throne of glory 
-exposed himself to the threatening 
penalty of the law-plucked man from 
the jaws of death, and opened up a way 

by which everlasting good might be his 
portion. 

Nor was this obtained at an easy price. 
We will not speak now of the toils and 
hardships by which his lot on earth was 
marked-of the poverty which awaited 
him-of the griefs which oppressed him 
-of all those temptations common to 
humanity which beset him. Nor will 
we speak of the distress which, as a holy 
being, was inflicted by the ever-present 
signs of alienation from God, nor of his 
desertion by his followers in the hour of 
his greatest need, nor even of the bitter 
agony of Gethsemane. All this he en
dured; but see him, having suffered all 
this, unjustly condemned to an igno
minious death. He hangs in agony on 
the cross. Man, whom he has loved, 
has rejected his love and procured his 
death. The hour of nature's struggle 
and nature's dread is come. Heretofore 
through life he has found consolation in 
all his distress from a Father's presence 
and a Father's love. This favour he 
has done nothing to forfeit; this favour 
is his life ; but this favour is now with
drawn. He is bearing our sins. He is 
bearing the anger of his God. He has 
ever sought God's love. Till now he 
has ever had it-but now it is withheld. 
"My God, my God," he cries, "why 
hast thou forsaken me 1" Deserted by 
man and forsaken by God, he expires 
in agony on the cross. 

Men and brethren, this was for you. 
Say, what is your desert, what must 
be your character, if you have no love 
to Christ 1 

This is a test of universal application 
-a test every man must apply for him
self. "Lovest thou me 1" is a question 
Christ asks of each man's conscience 
now. "Lovest thou me 1" is the question 
at the last day the Judge of all shall 
propose. "Lovest thou me 1" No, you 
do not. You love yourself ; you love 
your families ; you love your money ; 
you love your pleasures ; you love yonr 
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sins ; but you have no love to a holy 
Saviour. There are no charms for you in 
perfect rectitude ; no attractions even 
in the dying love of one who gave him
self for you ! Pitiable is your present 
condition ! Fearful is your future doom ! 
Yet once more look to the cross, and 
find there your Saviour. 

Or are there some whose consciences 
attest that, though often cold, often 
feeble, often wandering, our affections 
yet are fixed on Christ 7-that though 
we have but little delight in holiness, 
yet we are conscious of hatred to sin 1 
-and though loving little, yet that we 
long to love more, and are looking for
ward to the time when, having a better 
knowledge of our own character, we 

shall feel to him a warmer and a more 
enduring love 1 Let us, too, apply to 
ourselves the question, "Lovest thou 
me 1" Then why such fear to acknow
ledge publicly your obligations 1 Why 
so many wanderings 1 Why so little 
sacrifice 1 " Lovest thou me 1" Then 
seek to advance my cause. Then show 
your love by loving these my followers. 
Then act as though you felt that it be
hoved you to "live not to yourself, but to 
Him who loved you and gave Himself 
for you." May it be the case with each, 
that through the business of life, in the 
hour of death, and at the last great day, 
our conscience may declare, " Lord, 
thou knowest all things ; thou knowest 
that I love thee !" 

AN ADDRESS DELIVERED IN THE CEMETERY, ABNEY PARK, 
OCTOBER 20, 1852, 

AT THE INTERMENT OF THE AUTHOR OF THE PRECEDING DISCOURSE, 

BY HIS FATHER, THE EDITOR OF THIS MAG,l.ZINE, 

OuR first business on this sorrowful his future usefulness and honour, but 
occasion is to render homage to Him by who now surrender him at thy summons. 
whom the life was originally given that Accept the humble adoration of all the 
has now been resumed. Clouds and weeping relatives and friends, who bow 
darkness are rotmd about him, but their heads and worship, knowing that 
righteousness and judgment are the all thy ways are just and true, and that 
basis of his throne. Thy counsels are all thy determinations are wise and 
too deep for us to fathom, 0 Lord God kind. "Thou art worthy, 0 Lord, to 
our Creator! but thy character demands receive glory, and honour, and power, 
implicit and unwavering confidence. for thou hast created all things, and for 
Accept the believing acknowledgments thy pleasure they are and were created." 
of the widow-the chief mourner on "Blessed be the name of God for ever 
this dark and cloudy day-accept her and ever." 
acknowledgments that if it seemed good 
to thee to take away the desire of her 
eyes, the object of her warmest earthly 
love, it was thy unquestionable right to 
do so, and she is bound to acquiesce. 
Accept expressions of submission from 
the parents who nomished him in in
fancy, who guided his steps in youth, 
who cherished sanguine expectations of 
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And now that the earthly course of 
him who is taken from us is quite 
finished, let us give thanks for the good
ness and mercy that have followed him 
all the days of his life. Twenty-eight 
years has his Creator condescended to 
watch over him, preserving him from 
destruction and supplying his wants. 

~ li 
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It. was unmerited kindness which en
dowed him at first with those powers of 
body and of mind for which he was dis
tinguished. Opportunities were then 
graciously afforded for the acquisition 
of knowledge, and the development of 
the faculties which he possessed. The 
sufferings of God's incarnate Son for the 
redemption of the lost were made known 
to him, and the plan of salvation drew 
forth his admil-ation and gratitude. The 
risen Saviour became his hope, his joy, 
his strength. For a time he was per
mitted to preach to others that gospel 
which ho had himself received. Affec
tionate attentions soothed him through
out his illness. His sufferings were 
shortened ; and both consciousness and 
serenity were granted to him till he 
drew his latest breath. In the im
mediate prospect of dissolution his 
language was, "I know that I have 
committed myself to Christ, and that 
therefore if there is any truth in Chris
tianity I am safe." It was mercy that 
called him into being ; it was mercy 
that directed his course; it was mercy, 
doubtless, that withdrew him so early 
from this present evil world. Father of 
mercies ! We bless thee for his existence, 
and for all that thou hast done for him, 
" We are the clay, and thou art the 
potter."_ Thou madest him a vessel of 
mercy; thou filledst him with heavenly 
treasures ; and then thou transferredst 
him to thy holy habitation. Gracious 
Emmanuel ! We bless thee that thou 
didst redeem him with thine own blood, 
purchasing him for thy&elf, taking him 
into thy service, and enabling him to 
proclaim to others thy unsearchable 
riches. Spirit of truth and grace ! We 
bless thee that thou didst renew his 
heart, enlightening his mind, subduing 
his rebellious will, implanting in him 
the love of Christ, making him meet to 
be partaker of the inheritance among 
the saints in light. "Now therefore, 
our God, we thank thee and praise thy 

glorious name." The great purposes of 
an earthly existence have in his case 
been answered. The conflict is over. 
The course which he had to run is 
finished. It is not premature to triumph 
and give thanks. 

And what is the state into which he 
has entered 1 It is better than that 
which be has left ; "far better." Un· 
able as we are to form exact and definite 
notions of the condition of a disembo
died spirit, of this we are assured by 
infallible authority, it is a state of con
sciousness,-a state of enjoyment,-a 
state of increased proximity to Christ,
a state preferable to that of a believer 
here; "far better." Were the neces
sities of the church of God on earth to 
be left out of consideration, and per
sonal happiness alone to guide the 
choice, then, in the judgment of the 
apostle Paul, the condition of the de
parted Christian would be to be chosen 
in preference to that of a living, active, 
laborious, successful minister of the gos
pel on the earth ;-he would himself on 
personal grounds desire " to depart and 
to be :with Christ, which is far better." 
For " whilst we are at home in the body 
we are absent from the Lord." There 
is a distance from the Redeemer even 
in the case of those who enjoy the 
sweetest intercourse with him that our 
earthly condition allows, but which is 
no longer an obstacle to the disembodied 
spirit ; " absent from the body, he is 
present with the Lord." Absent from 
the body !-the body which is frequently 
the seat of pain and cause of disturbance 
to the mind-the body which is some
times a clog and a weight on the spirit, 
impeding its efforts and refusing to 
carry out its purposes-the body which 
even in health requires care, and occa
sions anxieties-the body which often 
predisposes to sinful emotions and acts 
-the body which is the medium of 
communication with that world the love 
of which is a snare, and with all that 
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is in that world ;-" absent from the let us call to mind our own circum
hody," yet not alone in gloomy solitude, stances, and hearken to the voice of 
but "present wit)l the Lord." With our heavenly Father, who has said to 
the Lord !. the gracious benefactor who us in his providence, "Cease ye from 
sacrificed himself for our salvation-the man whose bteath is in his nostrils, for 
Lord, in whom dwelleth all the fulness wherein is he to be accounted of1" If 
of the Godhead bodily-the Lord, whom a father might have been proud of his 
having not seen we love, in whom son, rejoicing in the prospect of his co
though as yet we see him not, yet be- operation with him in his declining 
lieving we rejoice with joy unspeakable years, and of his afterwards carrying 
and full of glory! Lord Jesus, hast forward the same plans and enterprises 
thou received his spirit? Is he now with with superior ability ;-if a wife might 
thee in some sense in which he was not have rested on the arm of her husband, 
with thee before ? Then is it well with forgetting that sin has made all human 
him, for thy presence constitutes fulness strength but weakness, and all human 
of joy. Lord.Jesus, we give thee thanks excellence but vanity ;-if sisters and 
on his behalf! Thou hast consummated brothers might have said of one of their 
thy purposes of love ; he is with thee number, "To him may we tum with 
where thou art, .and he beholds thy confidence for counsel and aid when 
glory! our parents die ;"-if intimate acquaint-

Thus then we leave him, unseen by ance might have thought that an 
mortal eyes, but in the enjoyment of earthly friend judiciously selected could 
spiritual pleasures suited to his incor- satisfy the demands of the present de
poreal state, till the time shall come for pendent state ;-then, reliance on him 
the redemption of the body. Then who has been taken from us might have 
shall the silence of the grave be broken been lawful and wise. But his knees 
by the voice of the Son of God, and he became weak, and his flesh wasted. He 
shall come forth)o the resurrection of was but a shadow, and it has disap
life. Then shall he appear with re- peared. 
newed readiness for high and holy ser- "Mnrk the field flower, where it growoth, 
vices, every token of weakness and Frail and beautiful ;-anon, 

When the south-wind softly bloweth, 
lassitude· having passed away, his body Look again,-the flower is gone ! 

fashioned like unto Christ's glorious such is man ;-his honours pass, 
body. The corruptible shall have put Liko the glory of the grase." 
on incorruption. The mortal shall have A few months ago, he was sitting in 
put on immortality. Then shall be the place in which you his relatives are 
brought to pass the sa:ying that is writ- now sitting, having come to deposit a 
ten, "Death is swallowed up in vie- miniature likeness of himself in that 
tory !'' O Death, where is thy sting 1 portion of the· cemetery in which we 
0 Grave, where is thy victory 1 The are now about to deposit his remains. 
sting of death is sin, which Christ was Sweet babe ! she was a beautiful spe
manifested to take away; the strength cimen of God's creative power, and it 
of sin is the law, the demands of which grieved her father's heart to part with 
Christ has satisfied by the endurance of her ; but she was mercifully saved from 
its penalty and the obedience of his life. the pains and perils of orphanage. 
"Thanks be to God, who giveth us the There, however, he sat ; and this fact 
victory through our Lord Jesus Christ!" may remind you whatever your hands 

Returning then without him to our find to do, to do it with your might, as 
habitations, pensive hut not unhappy, , there is no work, nor device, nor knuw-
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ledge, nor wisdom in the grave to which 
we are hastening. What amount of 
good has resulted from his efforts to 
serve Christ during his brief course it 
is impossible to ascertain, but we know 
that usefulness was his habitual aim. 
As soon as he was baptized he set 
himself, with characteristic energy, in 
conjunction with his pastor,* to esta
blish a sabbath-school in a neglected 
portion of the metropolis, and there he 
began to preach Christ's gospel. That 
gospel he afterwards preached in differ
ent parts of England, Scotland, and 
Ireland ; and the results can never be 
fully known till the Lord come, who 
shall bring to light all hidden things, 
manifest the counsels of all hearts, and 
award to every one of his servants the 
due proportion of praise. 

But let us not forget those trials and 
dangers by which we are still surround
ed, but from which he has escaped. 
For a moment let us think of ourselves. 
We are still exposed to the artifices of 
invisible but malignant foes. We are 

still liable to persecution, to famine, to 
nakedness, to peril, to sword. We 
kno,v not what times may pass over us, 
or what tempests may burst upon our 
heads. We know not in what form or 
under what circumstances death may 
present itself before us. Saviour of 
the departed, be thou our Saviour! 
Thou hast been raised from the dead, 
and thou wilt die no more. Death 
hath no more dominion over thee. 
Thou art able to save them to the 
uttermost that come unto God by thee, 
seeing thou ever livest to make inter
cession for them. Almighty Jesus ! 
guide us, succour us, purify us, sanctify 
us wholly. Be with us in all the 
vicissitudes of life. When flesh and 
heart shall fail, sustain and cheer us. 
Then receive us to thine arms, and in 
the day of open and final decision, 
give us our part with them who have 
known and trusted thee, that we may 
rejoice in the light of thy countenance 
and receive communications of thy love 
throughout eternity. 

TWO ROMAN CATHOLIC LADIES OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY. 

SARAH and Elizabeth ( or, as she was any sincerity or earnestness is to be 
generally called, Bessie) A--n were found. She had devoted Bessie from 
the daughters of a Scottish protestant, the cradle to be a nun, and, consequently, 
who had married a lady of Irish descent, had adopted a peculiar mode of educa
a member of the church of Rome. tion to prepare her for a convent life. 
Elizabeth was born in 1813, her sister From infancy she was accustomed to 
was seven years older. Their father observe the fasts of the Romish church 
dying when they were yet young, they most scrupulously, and with the utmost 
were educated by their mother in her rigour. On ordinary fast-days she only 
own religion, although their elder partook of one meal, which consisted of 
brothers were brought up as protestants. a few plain potatoes and salt. On par-

Their mother was a very rigid and ticular occasions she was not even 
devoted adherent of the church of Rome. allowed that scanty meal until a late 
Her religion being sincere, was tinctured hour. Her hunger was once so pressing, 
with asceticism, as is so generally the that she ate some raw potatoes, which 
case with those of her church in whom she found in the garden. Her whole 

education was one long noviciate for a 
• 'He Ecv. William Mhll of s1,oreditch. conventual life ; accordingly, she was 
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led not to expect the same indulgences 
as the other children, as the,y were being 
educated for the world, but 8he for a 
"religious." Her childish imagination 
was fired by glowing descriptions of 
heaven; and when she asked if she 
should ever reach that happy place, she 
was told she would without doubt, for 
she was to enter upon a "religious life," 
and be a bride of Christ ; and, of course, 
His bride would be with Him in heaven. 
Strengthened by this hope, she heroically 
bore the mortifications and self-denials 
imposed upon her, for the sake of the 
happiness for which they were preparing 
her ; and she longed for the time when 
she should enter those walls, which she 
looked upon as the portals of heaven." 

When it is added that the guardian 
of these young girls, (appointed by their 
mother's desire,) whom they :were ac
customed from their childhood greatly 
to reverence and esteem, was the well
known Dr: Doyle, the Roman catholic 
bishop of Kildare and Leighlin, the 
author of controversial works remark
able for the vigour with which they are 
composed and the ingenuity which they 
display, it will be seen that no case 
could easily be imagined in which the 
entrance of scriptural light and the 
renunciation of Romish error were, 
humanly speaking, more unlikely, or in 
which conversion actually occurring 
could more beautifully exhibit the force 
of truth and the efficacy of the grace of 
God. The means by which the change 
was brought about were such as to 
render it still more interesting. There 
was no intervention of liuman instru
mentality : we are called to contemplate 
only the providence of God, the Word 
of God, and the Spirit of God. 

Mrs. A--n was laid upon her death
bed. Then she began to foel a new 
anxiety concerning her spiritual state. 
She had been accustomed to regard the 
future with an unwarranted confidence. 
She knew not the work of Chl"ist ; she 

trusted to the priests to secure her 
entrance into heaven · and helievin(7 
herself to be a member of the tru: 
catholic church, thought she was quite 
certain of eternal happiness. But the 
forms of Romanism are powerless when 
conscience is really awakened. When 
Mrs. A--n saw death approaching by 
rapid strides, the thought of eternity 
overwhelmed her. She sent for the 
priests, and told them what agony of 
mind she endured at the p1·ospGct of 
appearing before God. They appointed 
various services of the church for her,
directed her in her devotions,-lent her 
books to read, and did everything in 
their power to allay her mental suffer
ings. But it was all in vain ; her 
misery increased. Her eldest daughter, 
being then about twenty-one years of 
age, suggested that some comfort might 
be derived from the bible ; not that she 
knew its value herself, but she perceived 
her mother's distress, and how unavail
ing every expedient yet tried had prove-a 
for her relief, and she remembered that 
she had read the bible to her father as 
he lay on his death-bed when she was 
yet a mere child, little heeding what 
she read, and that it used to give him 
the utmost pleasure, and to cause his 
face to brighten up with joy. The new 
expedient was tried, and the daughter 
read the bible to her dying mother as 
she had formerly read it to her dying 
father. Nor did this expedient prove 
vain like those which had been tried 
before. Light, peace, and joy entered 
into her soul. The bible continued to 
be read with increased eagerness and 
with increasing satisfaction. The closing 
scene of her life exhibited most beauti
fully the hope and confidence which it 
inspired. On an evening of the month 
of l\Iay she had desired to be taken to 
an open window. After conversing 
with her daughters for a time, she 
ceased from exhaustion, but continued 
gazing on the landscape before her. 
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They too gazed upon the scene and 
upon her, and all remained in silence 
for a time. At length she broke the 
silence, saying, with great emphasis, "I 
know that my Redeemer liveth." The 
exertion we.s too great, she fell back in 
the chair ; and they were the last words 
she spoke. 

After this, it is not wonderful that 
Sarah A--n should have addicted her
self to the study of the bible, nor that 
she should have begun to entertain 
some doubts as to the assertions and 
claims of the church of Rome. She had 
seen its priests, with all their appliances, 
fail in the attempt to comfort an 
agonized soul : she had seen that soul 
filled with joy and peace through the 
perusal of the Word of God ; she had 
seen, first in her father and then in her 
mother, the value of the bible proved 
amidst the trials of a death-bed. The 
Spirit of God gave efficacy to the word 
in her case likewise, and she became 
first of all a living Christian, and then, 
according to her conviction of duty, 
renounced all connection with the 
church of Rome. 

The happy change which had taken 
place in her had taken place also in her 
sister. The two sisters attained their 
knowledge of the truth and came to the 
resolution of separating from the church 
of Rome when they were living apart 
from one another, and without ever 
having had any communication with 
one another on the subject. 

They felt it their duty to communi
cate their resolution to their guardian, 
Dr. Doyle, whom they regarded with 
filial attachment, and who, on his part, 
regarded them also with the sincerest 
affection, who reasoned with them, 
corresponded with them, lent them 
books, and tried to exert his authority 
to win them back to Rome. 

At length, he said he would only 
lend them one other book, a great 
quarto volume, of which the only other 

copy in existence Wrl.B in the Vatican 
library. If that did not shake their 
opinion he should give up the contest, 
and argue no more with them, but con
sider them quite irreclaimable. This 
book consisted principally of accounts 
of the private life of Luther, and others 
amongst the Reformers, which were 
clothed in the blackest colours ; grievous 
crimes were laid to their charge, and all 
their imperfections magnified. 

When they had waded through this 
great book, a day and hour were ap
pointed, on which they were to give 
their final and decisive answer. They 
went to Dr. Doyle's house; he soon 
made his appearance, and sitting down 
between the sisters, he first turned to 
the elder one, and asked her if she still 
maintained the same opinion. She 
answered firmly, but respectfully, "I 
will not weary you with a repetition of 
the opinions I have expressed, but they 
have not changed." He then asked 
Bessie if she agreed with her sister 1 
She said," Fully and entirely : our judg
ments on this matter are quite agreed." 
He then rose and stood before them, and 
for not less than two hours, gave a most 
impassioned address ; in which, with all 
the powers of eloquence with which a 
deep interest in their welfare inspired 
him, he appealed, first, to their reason, 
and then to their affections and feelings, 
and ended by saying to Sarah, "And, not 
content with throwing yourself into the 
dark abyss of error and perdition which 
yawns at your feet, you drag your young 
sister with you; and will have to account, 
before the judgment-seat of God, for the 
ruin of her soul, as well as for that of 
your own." He ended, and fell back in 
a chair, overwhelmed with fatigue and 
emotion. During all the time he spoke, 
Sarah had not moved a muscle, or raised 
her eyes from the ground ; and, when 
he had ceased, a sharp conflict was 
taking place between her natural affec
tion and conscience. * * * She lifted 
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her henrt in prnyer to God for help in 
this trying moment ; and she received 
help ; conscience prevailed ; the struggle 
was over ; and she turned to Bessie, and 
said, "We had better return now.'' She 
made an attempt to rise, but fell back, 
having lost the use of her limbs from a 
stroke of paralysis, brought on, it was 
supposed, by suppressing her emotion 
during that long heart-rending speech, 
in which her feelings had been wrought 
to the highest pitch ; and had either 
been too deep for manifestation, or she 
had exerted such a strong effort to sup
press them, that it was too much fqr 
her strength. Dr. ·Doyle was by her 
side in an instant, deeply grieved at the 
result of the interview. He raised her, 
and urged her to make an effort to 
walk, but it was useless. 

Sarah was carried home, and con
fined to a sick room for some months ; 
and during the whole remainder of her 
life, which was prolonged for some 
years, she seldom could walk without 
help, and then only for a short distance. 

Dr. Doyl~'s regret for what had taken 
place, and the kindness which he always 
afterwards showed, must be mentioned 
to his credit. But that she to whom he 
was the unintentional cause of such 
suffering, should have continued to re
gard him with the affection she ever 
felt for him, and to labour so un
weariedly for his spiritual good, should 
surely also be mentioned to her praise, 
and to the praise of that grace which 
had infused into her heart so gentle a 
spirit. What impression the very 

spectacle of her Christian meekness and 
faithfulness may have made upon him 
will probably never be known till the 
day in which the secrets of all hearts 
shall be rcvealed,-what reflections were 
a.wakened in his mind,-how much he 
profited by her conversation, and con
descended to receive instruction from 
her whose opinions and arguments h~ 
had affected to despise,-and how far 
he imbibed the same sentiments and 
derived comfort on his death-bed from 
the same doctrines of evangelical reli
gion, of which he had been long so 
vehement a.n opponent. She was pre
vented from seeing him in his last ill
ness, nor had any one access to him 
then but those who were likely to be 
silent upon such a theme. An inscrip
tion upon his monument in Carlow 
Cathedral, declares his dying wish that 
the poor, who had been the special 
objects of his pastoral solicitude, should 
be reminded to pray for the repose of 
his soul,-but it need not be concealed 
that the conviction both of Sarah A--n 
and of her sister was, that he had 
embraced a better hope, even the blood 
of Jesus, and renounced the dead works 
of Romish ceremonies, and had died in 
the faith of Christ. 

The sisters were soon after separated 
from one another in consequence of the 
death of their eldest brother, and other 
circumstances,-Sarah died in February, 
1840; her sister became, in April, 1841, 
the wife of Mr. A-- W--, and died 
on the 17th day of March, 1842, shortly 
after having given birth to a little girl. 

THE NEGRO HUNT. 

DY THE REV, THOMAS D, BAIN. 

IT is not. at all wonderful that the 
slaves, under the cruel treatment to 
which they are subjected, should be 
perpetually attempting to escape. But 

in the Southern States, escal!,; is scarcely 
possiUe ; hence they take to the woods, 
kill wild hogs, rob meat houses, and 
steal corn from the cribs of their cruel 
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taskmasters. Sometimes, in a particular 
district, there will be as many as ten 
ncgrocs "lying out," belonging to differ
ent owners. Every theft that is com
mitted, every store that is broken open, 
every hog that is stolen, is laid to their 
charge; while it is well known that the 
domestic negroes plunde;: right and left, 
and commit the most barefaced robberies, 
calculating that all will be considered 
as the acts of the runaways. Then a 
number of planters meet for consulta
tion. They gravely talk of the rights 
of property, the threatened security of 
human character and human life-and 
from the awfully alarming aspect of 
affairs, they at once propose "a nigger 
hunt" through the woods, to put a stop 
to these depredations, vainly imagining 
that these trifling robberies will justify 
them in using the most cruel means in 
capturing the poor slave. A day is duly 
appointed ; they assemble, the horns a.re 
blown, and the negro dogs collected, and 
then the whole party start off on horse
back with as much glee as if they were 
going out on a deer-hunting expedition. 
It is next to an impossibility to escape 
these dogs. If a negro be hidden in the 
woods or secreted in the swamps for five or 
ten miles round, they a.re sure to trace him 
to his retreat, no matter what means 
he uses to destroy the trail. It is usual 
for the negro to make for the first river 
or creek, jump in, swim down the stream, 
and then pursue his course. But there 
is no eluding the quick scent of the 
ferocious animals. They will trail him 
to the water's edge, and crossing, fly 
down the river bank till they come 
upon his track again, and then run off 
in full pursuit. Of course the negro 
becomes exhausted in a chase of five or 
seven miles, and there is no alternative 
left lmt to climb the nearest tree. Im
mbdiatcly the dogs are there, and like a 
pack of wolves keep up a constant howl, 
attracting the attention of the pursuers, 
who now come leisurely, knowing that 

their victim is secure. They order him 
down. He refuses. They next threaten 
to shoot him, pointing the loaded rifle at 
him, all to no purpose. The remedy ie 
at hand, and the fatal axe is applied to 
the tree-then he knows infallibly that 
all is over. He prays for mercy ; but 
the tender mercies of the wicked are 
cruel ; and it is no uncommon practice 
to allow the bloodhounds to bite and 
tear the unfortunate wretch, in order, 
as they say, to terrify the negro and 
increase the ferocity of the dogs ! The 
whole scene now described has been 
gone through in the locality where I re
sided. I have seen the dogs, the cap
tured negro, and often wondered why 
God permitted such deeds of cruel 
tyranny, and could only find relief in 
the solemn declaration of the divine 
word, " If thou seest the oppression of 
the poor, and violent perverting of 
judgment and justice in a province, 
marvel not at the matter; for He that 
is higher than the highest regardeth, 
and there be higher than tpey." 

It is but justice to add, that many 
large slave-owners, men of humane feel
ing and Christian principle, highly dis
approve of the savage doings of their 
neighbours, and have expressed them
selves confidentially to me, as opposed 
to the whole system, and longing for the 
time when there shall not be a single 
bondman in their country. But such 
men are publicly spoken of as being of 
"no account," as harbourers of run
aways, and by their clemency giving 
encouragement to revolt and insurrec
tion. Individually many would liberate 
their slaves, but it is contrary to law to 
do so, unless they remove them out of 
the country. This despotic law pre
cludes the possibility of individual ex
ample and influence being brought to 
bear upon the inhuman system, and it 
has therefore been perpetuated from one 
generation to another. 
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WHAT GOD DO THEY WORSIIIP 1 

A IIINDOO youth, being informed by 
a missionary lady that her friends in 
America were not all Christians, looked 
in her face with astonishment. "What 
God do they worship 1" he asked. 

The heathen all worship sometliin,(J. 
For a human being, weak, frail, mortal, 
surrounded by the proofs of a power 
which he cannot direct or resist, and 
feeling himself borne along in a move
ment which he did not originate and 
cannot control,-for such a being to 
have no higher dependence than his 
own wisdom, and higher law than his 
own will. seems monstrous. The Hindoo 
does not understand such presumption. 
Some of his count.rymen, indeed, have 
been so far educated as to despise the 
fables of their ancestors, but have not 
accepted the Christian Jehovah as their 
father, or his Christ as their ·saviour. 
They are mere infidels. The idolater 
shudders at impiety like this. He says 
that a man had better worship stocks 
and stones than to ·worship nothing. 
He is partly right ; he who does not 
worship is not more than half a man. 
But men may and do worship objects 
that only make them worse. If they 
worship gods whose character is all evil, 
they will become like the gods they 
worship. And so says the apostle, "The 
things which the gentiles sacrifice they 

sacrifice to devils ; " and their wisdom 
is turned to folly, and their affections 
become "earthly, sensual, devilish." If 
they worship, in spirit and in truth, a 
holy, just, good, every way perfect God, 
they will be "changed into the same 
image, from glory to glory." 

Reader, in a Christian land, this is 
your high privilege. Our God reveals 
himself to your faith. He commands 
your worship, invites your love, and 
would requite your trust by purifying 
and perfecting your soul As a pledge 
and as the sure channel of his grace, he 
has given his Son. Do you worship and 
serve him 1 If not, what do you 
worship 1 Not the heavens and earth, 
nor the work of men's hands, surely. 
Is it the wor1d,-its wealth, honours, 
and flatteries 1 The world passeth 
away and the lust thereof. Or is it 
YOURSELF? repeating continually the 
sin of our first parents, who disobeyed 
their Maker that they might "be as 
gods!" What idolatry could be more 
wretched ? The Hindoo, bowing before 
the monsters of his fear, confesses his 
own weakness, and so confesses a great 
truth. The man who worships and 
serves only his own miserable self, 
utters and acts a monstrous falsehood. 
The most degraded heathen condemn 
him. 

THE INDEPENDENCE OF THE CHRISTIAN SYSTEM. 

THERE is a unity, or rather a unique
ness in Christian truth, an individuality, 
an isolation, a solitary grandeur which 
fires the imagination whilst it inspires 
the heart. It has an independency 
which is the legitimate consequence of 
its extraordinary origin. It draws no 
light and gathers no strength from other 
compilations of thought, other theories 
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of wisdom and of knowledge-it stands 
alone amidst the mental scenery which 
stretches in fascination or in wildness 
around it, like some glo1·ious mountain 
which lifts its inaccessible summit to 
the skies, while the lowlier hills lie in 
homage at its base. We can but regard, 
therefore, that phase of unbelief which 
professes to consider a modified Christi-

-! l 
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nnity as one among other agencies duction to others better than itself-as 
adapted to work on to some ultimate an insidious attempt to conduct it to its 
result-as a link in the chain of causes grave, with the poor pretext of attend
which is to be prolific of an aggregation ing it with polite funereal honours.
of effects-as an improvement on theories Mu1·sell's Greatness of the Christian 
which have preceded it, and an intro- .Minist1·y. 

THE DYING CHRISTIAN'S FAREWELL. 

FAREWELL to thee, darl..-rolling earth, 

Humanity's cradle and shroud; 

1 heed not thy sorrow or mirth, 

I heed not thy sunshine or cloud. 

Roll on, in thy destined eareer, 

Through ages on ages to come ; 

The time ofmy triumph is near

I go to my Father's bright home, 

Farewell to thee, life's stormy sen, 

With wrecks and with ruin o'erspreaa, 

,vhere wave after wave in its glee 

Is bearing me on to the dead. 

Rage on in thy wildest dismay, 

I heed not thy billows and foam, 

For my bark is exploring its way, 

To the land of my Father's dear home. 

Farewell to thee, dream of my yonth, 

So dear to my credulous heart; 

Alas! I mistook thee for truth, 

Till pierced by thy treacherous dart. 

Away, then, ye Tisions of bliss! 

]\fore dark than the sh11des of the tomb ; 

But one thing I ask-it is this-

To dwell in my Father's sweet home. 

Farewell to thee, valley of tears, 

Too oft bas this bosom been stung 

With a13gn-ish, and sorrow, o.nd fears, 

While I've wandered thy borders among. 

Fnrcwell to thy heart-wringing cares, 

Thy labour, ancl sighing, and gloom; 

For sweet through thy vista appears 

The light of my Father's sweet home. 

Farewell to yon loved ones so dear ; 

Walk ye in the ways I have trod, 

And covet no heritage here 

Ilut the smiles of a merciful God. 

Farewell, then, my loved ones so sweet, 

No more through this desert I roam, 

Though we part for a while, we shall meet 

Round the board of our Father's loved home. 

HarkJ hark! from the mansions on high 

I hear the soft whispers of love: 

"Pilgrim, be not afraid, it is 1-

Come, come to our banquet above." 

Then welcome, thou realm of the ,dead, 

.So dark and terrific to some; 

Let me rest on thy bosom my head, 

And wake in my Father'11 dear home, 
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THAT since the passing of the act of 
Emancipation the partisans of Rome 
have made great efforts to enlarge the 
boundaries of their church in this 
country is an undeniable fact, and that 
these efforts have to some extent suc
ceeded, is equally true. Yet, if churches 
have multiplied, if monasteries and con
vents, with their various crowd of 
mendicants, passionists, benedictines, 
brothers and sisters of the sacred heart, 
minims, cordeliers, and ursulines, in 
innumerable array, have sprung up like 
shadows from the dim ages of antiquity, 
beckoning the student and the enthu
siast to their cloistral solitude, if liberal 
donatives have been freely offered to 
win the lower classes to the sanctuaries 
of idolatrous worship, it is at least as 
certain that the abundant labours of 
Romanist& have availed but little to 
proselytize the masses of our country
men, or to move them from their stead
fast love for civil and religious liberty. 
Converts have not been many from 
aiuong the poor. But few of the middle 

classes have yielded to Rome's seductive 
influence. Her chiefest conquests have 
been made in the higher ranks of English 
society, among educated men, the pride 
of their alma mater, and the hope of the 
church in whose bosom they were 
cherished. But however numerous the 
converts may have been, and however 
striking the display of Romish practices 
and buildings, it may be doubted 
whether the revived attention of pro
testants to the subject has not resulted 
in much la-rger gains to the cause of 
-truth and freedom. Certain it is that 
the long dormant spirit of aggression 
on Rome has again been awakened 
among the various religious bodies of 
this country. Almost every sect turns 
its organization to some good purpose, 
and puts forth its labourers into this 
field. The press groans with books and 
tracts innumerable, assailing every ac
cessible point of the Romish defences, 
and painting for modern eyes the por
traiture of enormities which distance 
and time had veiled and divested of 
some of their most repulsive features. 

It were easy to account for the gain 
Rome has made among the imaginative. 
There is always a large dass of per
sons whose religious emotions are 
easily excited by a gorgeous and solemn 
ritual, and the musical devotion of a 
sensuous worship. The vast expanse 
of a cathedral is impressive to such 
Ininds ; it invites contemplation, and 
seems to give infinitude to feeling. .All 
the arrangements of such buildings incite 
the play of fancy. Thoughts may cluster 
around the massy columns, and seem led 
by the pointed arches they support to 
the high majesty of heaven. Every grin
ning corbel, every carved monstrosity, 
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has its use; while the soft and thrilling 
tones of the daily service of prayer steal 
away the passionate aspirations of the 
soul, and hear them far from the strifes 
of time. That many who have been 
wont to take part in the service of the 
college chapel, should be attracted to 
the more complete worship of the 
Romish church, in which the sensuous
ness of religious worship is carried to its 
utmost extreme, can excite no surprise. 
Their education, their early impressions, 
all tend to such forms. To them worship 
is nothing if it be not largely com
mingled with the outward and visible 
symbol. 

But putting aside the imaginative, 
the fanatical, the thoughtless, and others 
whose adhesion to Rome may have been 
determined by still lower motives, there 
is a class whose perversion is not so 
easily accotmted for. We have seen the 
children of evangelical parents become 
priests of the apostate church. We 
have known men once ornaments and 
preachers of evangelic truth abandon 
the pulpits of the establishment for the 
monk's cowl, and the Jesuit's gown. A 
clear sighted vision, and years of bold 
proclamation of the doctrine of man's 
justification before God through faith 
only, have not availed to hinder such 
from yielding to the allurements of 
the man of sin. It is no satisfactory 
explanation to throw out a doubt of 
their sincerity, or of their true conver
sion. If there be any certain marks by 
which a regenerated nature may be 
known, some of these individuals have 
borne them ; while the sacrifices they 
have made of friendships, of position, of 
respect, and of property, testify to the 
genuineness of their convictions. 

Still, it is an anomaly not to be over
looked, that men who have once to all 
appearance realized the blessedness of 
the man whose sins are covered by the 
all-sufficient merit of the Redeemer's 
sacrifice, should mix up therewith 

human merit, aud find in supposed pur 
gatorial fires a more complete purga, 
tive from sin than His blood, which is 
said, in scripture, to cleanBe from all 
sin. It is, indeed, most strange that 
any who have once enjoyed sweet con
verse with God by the alone interven .. 
tion of the great Intercessor, Christ 
Jesus, should now be induced to resort 
to saintly service, and to trust their 
cause in the hands of inferior and mul
titudineus mediators, of whose compas
sion they know nothing, and whose 
power to deliver is altogether supposi
titious. We wonder that thoughtful men 
should take refuge in a church, whose 
boasted unity is the oneness of a de
spotic usurpation, and commit their sal
vation to the care of a priesthood whose 
claims of exclusive power to save deny 
the words of him who said, "I am the 
door, by l\1E if any man enter in he shall 
be saved." Yet such cases are not rare. 

Not a few of the best converts Rome 
has made were trained in schools of 
evangelic piety, and own for ancestry 
the names of men honoured in these 
last times as faithful expounders of the 
pure gospel, and large contributors to 
that revival of true godliness which 
marked the opening years of the cen
tury. 

A reason for this may perhaps be 
found in one aspect of Romish theology, 
to which there is little that is analogous 
in the teaching of protestants. Rome 
has multiform ways of attracting to 
herself the hearts of men;. and one of 
the most alluring of these, to a certain 
order of minds, is the means she pre
sents in abundance for the cultivation 
of the highest forms of a contemplative 
and spiritual life. The greatest mas
ters of the interior life, of the hidden 
life with God, peculiarly characteristic 
of the regenerate soul aspiring after 
high degrees of communion with the 
invisible, are to be found among. the 
retired inmates of the cloister. Frolll 
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them have emanated works of the pro
foundest piety, expressive of the deeper 
emotions of the aspiring spirit. The 
meditations of these recluses are not 
seldom found in the hands of the most 
pious of protestant Christians, breath
ing as they do the purest sentiments, 
the holiest attachment to Christ and 
God, and revealing the sighings of the 
heart after fellowship with the Eternal. 
And this because pr0testa:ntism presents 
but few manuals of the kind. 

The object of this study is the entire 
sanctification of the soul. The Redeemer 
often urged on his disciples :the need of 
frequent and earnest prayer, Luke xviii. 1. 
His own example-the entire nights in 
which he sought communion with God, 
were comments on the precept he gave, 
Luke vi. 12. The forty days and nights 
of his sojourn in the desert, and the 
night of his passion, were spent in con
templation and prayer. Paul, again 
and again, repeats this lesson ; and 
Peter adds his exhortation to "watch 
unto prayer," Eph. vi. 18; Rom. xii. 11; 
1 Pet. iv. 8. 

For the manner of prayer, Jesus 
teaches us to withdraw from the obser
vation of men. He himself withdrew 
into desert places. In the private 
chamber the heart can pour out its 
griefs, its aspirations before God. There, 
with David, it may meditate on the 
divine nature, the love of God, the 
compassions of the Infinite, the purity 
of the Holy One, the sweetness of 
Divine friendship, and importunately 
press after their realization in itself. As 
the child of God by faith in Christ Jesus, 
the regenerate soul now desires to walk 
in love, to express, in every word, the 
love to God that animates it, to imbue 
every thought with this element, to live 
a loving life with God and men. 

But this state of pure love can only be 
attained through many watchings and 
many prayers. Conflicts of many kinds 
have to be endured, before the soul 

shall realize its blessedness and i ta 
peace-its perfect peace. "So run 
that ye may obtain," says the apostle. 
"Fight the good fight of faith, and lay 
hold on eternal life." The race is an 
arduous one, the warfare full of vicissi
tude and danger. The world, in its 
thousand-fold forms of temptation, be
sets the runner's path. The flesh, with 
all its passions and sensualities, coun
sels the pursuit of ease; while the 
devil, with weapons of fiery temptation 
and trial, strives to consume the ener• 
gies of love. 

The provision made by our popular 
protestantism for the cultivation of the 
higher forms of piety and devotion is 
but scant, if, indeed, it can be said, at 
the present time, to exist at all. Few 
are the guides placed in the hands of 
the people to instruct them how to live 
to God and with God. Great and laud
able diligence is displayed in awakening 
conviction in the unthinking and care
less, in leading the sinner to the aton
ing blood, in displaying the fulness and 
freeness of that salvation which Calvary 
secured for the guilty. But where shall 
we discover equal solicitude in the 
popular teaching of the day for the 
spiritual welfare of the believer, and 
his continued progress in the path of 
holiness and purity 1 Not that we would 
be understood as implying that practi
cal godliness is never insisted upon, nor 
the duties of practical piety forgot
ten. These are often powerfully urged 
and still further enforced by the con
sciences of the enlightened ; but we do 
miss the directing hand in this difficult 
path, the kind monitor, the wise assist
ant. Duty may be fully set before us, 
but the how to fulfil it is wanting. If 
prayer and the perusal of the divine 
word be urg©d, and the duty of their 
observance recognized, yet is there 
given no practical lessons as to the Lest 
method of reaping the most advantage 
from these necessary practices of piety. 
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It is a mistake to suppose that the life 
of church members requires no careful 
cultivation on the part of the ministry. 
It is the most important feature of the 
pastoral relation. For want of atten
tion to it, many who began to run well 
gradually relapse into indifference or 
fall away. The moral affections demand 
as much training as the intellectual 
powers ; and forming, as they do, the 
motive power of every individual man, 
they should receive the most sedulous 
regard. But where is the ministry that 
leads on the immature to perfection-the 
children of grace to the stature of men 
in Christ Jesus 1 where are the helps to 
self-discipline, to meditation and prayer, 
-so essential in too earliest stages of 
the Christian life 1 where do we find, in 
the pulpi-t or the press, an urgent de
mand on Christian men to seek after 
the attainment of purity of thought and 
feeling, loveliness of character, and that 
"holiness without which no man shall 
see the Lord 1" where are the means, 
by the diligent use of which the child 
of God may grow in grace, and in the 
know ledge of Christ Jesus 1 Because 
these are wanting, it is, we fear, an age 
of low attainment, and of spiritual 
dwarfishness. 

l\Iany have felt this,and have sought in 
the mystic theology of Rome the satisfac
tion denied them in their own commu
nion. The numerous works, some of 
them injurious enough because imbued 
with Romish error, that have issued 
from the Tractarian press, evince this 
tendency of unsatisfied desire, and the 
longing after a deeper and purer spiri
tual life. The errors and enormities of 
Rome have been forgotten or passed by 
in the joy of finding a spirituality of 
feeling that certainly is absent from 
the modern phasEs of our protestant 
theology. The monastic institution has 
been regarded with favour because of 
its opportunities for meditation and 
frequent prayer, denied to the active 

and bustling philanthropies of the day. 
Communion with God is welcomed, even 
in the solitude of the cloister, with all 
the mortifications and hardships of con
vent rule, since there is but little room 
for it amid the publicities of modern 
piety, and the eclat of platform celebrity. 
The platitudes of the evangelical pulpit, 
and the common-places of our protes
tant theology, have ceased to interest 
minds conscious of a deeper experience, 
and longing after higher and holier 
communion with the invisible. Hence 
many have been led on by the fervent, 
yet profound piety of a Fenelon to the 
study of St. Francis de Sales, from 
Thomas a Kempis to the counsels of 
perfection displayed in the works of 
Rodriguez. They have there found a 
response to the yearnings of a soul in 
love with God, and anxious to have its 
being penetrated with His sublime pre
sence. The result has been most mis
chievom. Romish dogmas have come 
to be thought less erroneous because 
held in combination with so much that 
is true and precious. The dross has 
been accepted for the sake of the gold 
imbedded therein. 

We must confess that while we long 
to see a revived piety in our churches, 
it is our conviction that it can only be 
obtained by a more diligent regard to 
the various aspects of the Christian life, 
and a practical observance of those rules 
of piety and holy living which expe
rience has approved as essential to the 
existence and growth of spirituality, and 
holiness of thought and feeling. 

Very brief must be our remarks on 
the works before us. Dr. Urwick is 
well-known as an able assailant of the 
errora of Rome, and his present work 
will not diminish his reputation. Of 
the next on our list we can but express 
our conviction, that if in substance 
true, it would have been better had 
the author given us the nn,rrative 
in an authentic form. We are per-
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suaded that this dressing up of facts 
into fiotitious forms is injurious to 
the truth. A few well authenticated 
instances of the chicanery and fraud 
practised in this story, would do more 
to baffie the efforts of Rome than all 
the tales that can be written. Let the 
truth be told, the plain unvarnished 
facts, and we are sure the warning 
would be vastly more powerful. The 
Witnesses in Sackcloth is a brief and 
somewhat meagre account of the suffer
ings endured on the revocation of the 
edict of Nantes by the Protestants of 
France. The most valuable part of 
the book is the large bibliographical 
index appended of the literature of the 
subject. The letters of Kirwan are as 
usual racy and full of point, and will 
well repay perusal. 

The Curse '(Jf Christendom, or the System of 
Papery Exhibited and Exposed. By the 
Rev. JorrN BAXTER PIKE, Autho1· of "Life 
of Christ," "The Church of the New 
Covenant," 9:c. London : Ward and Co. 
C. A. Bitrtlett. 12mo. pp. 296. 

WHATEVER difference of opinion may 
exist in regard to the political move
ments incident to the papal aggression
Lord J. Russell's famous Durham letter 
-the bill passed by the late parliament 
-or the proceedings -0f the Protestant 
Alliance, all who love the truth must 
rejoice that the attempt to develope 
fully the papal system in England, has 
awakened deep and alm-0st universal 
attention to it. Prior to this event 
there had been a criminal indifference 
to the subject, a general prevalence 
of false views regarding it, and a 
growing notion that it was not 
quite so bad a thing after -all ! Our 
public teachers for the most part ne
glected the study of it, and failed to 
communicate the necessary instruction 
to their flocks, especially the young. 
The papal aggression roused them from 
their fatal slumber; and we rc-joice in 

the evidence of their having turned to 
the subject with earnest thought and 
exemplary diligence. The effect of this 
cannot fail to be salutary. It will 
prevent our people from flying off into 
the opposite extreme of intolerance, 
and will prepare them properly to 
deal with the system. They will 
learn to distinguish between what is 
due to their Romish fellow subjects, 
and the systen.. of which they are 
victims, and tl . ..l priesthood who uphold 
it-subjects indeed of vast importance, 
difficult no doubt to deal with, but yet 
requiring unquestionably a very differ
ent treatment. 

Mr. Pike has contributed his share 
to this work. A sentence from the 
preface will explain his object, which is 
thus expressed: " T-0 bring together in 
as compendious a manner as possible, 
such a collection of facts and arguments 
as shall in the first place present a full
length portraiture of the Romish system; 
and in the next supply an antidote to 
its pestiferous evils." The work opens 
with an introduction designed to illus
trate the nature of the conflict in which 
we are engaged, and then discusses the 
following topics : Gradual development 
of papal doctrines-hostility of popery 
to the bible-supremacy of the pope-
infallibility of the church-idolatry of 
popery-the seven sacraments-Fur
gatory-mummery of popery-immo
rality of popery-intolerance of popery 
-Romish saints, miracles, relics, and 
legends. The last four chapters we 
particularly recommend to our younger 
readers, as deserving a careful perusal. 

'l'he subjects are treated with great 
manliness and force. There is no want 
of plain outspokenness. Things are 
called by their right names ; but there 
is no trace of an intolerant or unchristian 
temper. The writer quotes very largely 
from Romish authorities, and has evi
dently read extensively for his purpose; 
and for the most part these authorities 
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are given. This imparts value to his 
w0rk, and makes it a reliable one. 
There are a few statements and sen
tences here and there, whi.ch we should 
prefer deleting or altering, but not 
enough to render it necessary to modify 
our general expression of strong ap
proval. One thing is plafo to us, that 

our author Jwoves from incontcslible 
evidence-the evidence of the papacy 
itself-that it is "the curse of Christen
dom." At all events he has vindicated 
the justness of the title. The book is 
exceedingly well got up, and quite 
worth the price of it. We hope it mny 
have an extensive circulation. 

B R I E F N O T I C E S. 

77,c Past Teaching t/u, Present. A Discourse 
delivered at l.:ewcastle-upon-Tyne, June I, 
J S52, be.fore the Northern Association of 
Baptist Churches, at the Bicentenary of their 
Formation. By STEPIIEN J DAVIS. Pub• 
/ished at the R.equest of tke Association. 
London : Svo. pp. 24, Prioe 6d. 

Two hundred years havin~ elapsed since the 
formation of a baptist church in the county of 
Durham, the N orthem Association determined 
to celebrate the event at its annual meeting, 
and requested Mr. Davis to address them on 
the occasion. These pages contain a well 
studied and appropriate discourse, in which he 
showed that the ever,t ought to he com
memorated with devout and fervent gratitude;
that in order to secure prosperity it was neces
sary to hold and promulgate the same essential 
truths of Christianity as their fathers had main
tained ;-that it was necessary to be like them 
distinguished by superior pie!y, the worthy 
sons of eminently worthy sires ;-that the 
earnestness which they displayed it was no!" 
important to emulate ;-and that progress 1s 
only to be expected if we sympathize with them 
in dependence on God as the great agent apart 
from whom we can effect nothing. Nothing 
could he more pertinent to the occasion than 
the preacher's suggestions; and we are certain 
that out of the sphere of the Northern Associa
tion as well as in it, the perusal of this dis
course will give much pleasure, It is especially 
satisfactory that s~n.timents so evangelical a_nd 
practical, and a spmt so de_vout and ~armon!z
ing, should be brought to "."w on. th1." .o~ca.s10n 
hY one who is enaaaed habitually Ill v1S1tmg the 
churches and st:ti~ns assisted by the Baptist 
Home Missionary Society. The influence 
accruing from such intercourse must be very 
salutary as well as pleasant. 

Pearl, from the Deep: con,isting of Remain, 
and Reminiscences of Two Sisters, Convert, 
from t!te Roman Cailwlic Church far the ,ake 
of Conscience and of the Truth, a :Narrative 
accompanied by Valuable Letters and Papers. 
Forming a Segue/ to " The 1'1oming,of Life." 
London : Hamilton, Adams and Co. 16mo. 
pp. viii. 18-1. 

Tl,e piece in an earlier part of this number 

entitled "Two Roman Catholic Ladies of the 
Nineteenth Century," and that entitled "The 
Dying Christian's Farewell" are derived from 
this interesting volume. It contains also many 
well written letters from the sisters to relatives 
and friends, having more or less bearing on the 
cardinal truths which Romanism throws into 
the shade. Blended with the historical portions 
of the book are numerous references to an 
earlier work called "The Morning of Life," 
which some of our readers have probably seen, 
though it has never come in our way. rrhis is 
called "Pearls from the Deep" because, "as 
the pearl is taken from the darkness of the 
ocean depths, released from its natural prison
house in the shell, brought to the light of day, 
and set in a diadem that its ]µstre may be seen 
of all; so these two eminent instances of the 
power of the grace and truth of God were 
spiritually released from the darkness in which 
by nature every child of the human family is 
found, and were called by di•foe power and 
agency into God's marvellous light." 

Reality; or Life's Inner Circle. By llfRs. 
SAVILLE. SHEPHERD, Author nf "Ellen 
f-eymour," g-o. London: J. F. Shaw, 27, 
Southampton Row, Russell .Square, and 
Paternoster Row. 1852. 

Here is a book written b_y a lady, chiefly for 
the benefit of young persons of her own sex, 
"To guard the young against too easy a com• 
pliance with _the ways and. opi_nions of n~wly 
formed acquamtances,-to mspire them with a 
dread of flattery, and an abhorrence of every 
species of deceit and false pretension; and at 
the same time to implant right principles, and 
cherish the desire for real excellence, comprise 
the design of this little work." A lofty design; 
but one which might have been realized to a 
much higher degree by a series of admonitory 
and didactic discourses. We are among the 
number of those who believe that in most cases 
religious fiction is a very insipid anrl mawkish 
draught and seldom produces that healthy 
tone and vigorous action which is its professed 
aim. 'fhe present volume is one of the best of 
its class, 'fhere is no striking incident to 
enliven it; of this the writer is aware, an<l she 
assigus her reason for its omission. We have 
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in the "religious world" far too many of the 
Frogmore family who ever seek to serve two 
mn~ters; nncl far too few such aq the consistent 
Colonel St. Clair, and his excellent daughter 
Jcclith. · A spirit of devout piety pervades the 
work; and in the absence of' higher reading, it 
mny be of service to young ladies leaving school 
nnd about to enter on the duties and.trials of 
the world. 

The Dayspring; or Diurnal of Youth. A 
series of Meditations on Passa[!es of Holy 
Scripture, for every Morning in the Year. 
By Ministers of Various Denominations. 
Edited by the Rev 0. T. DonBrN, LL.D., &"c, 
Liverpool : George Philip and Son; London : 
J. C, Bishop, Aldine Chambers, 

This class of works has now grown somewhat 
Jorge, Bogatzk.y and Mason and Jay have 
had a host of imitators, The volume before 
as iliffers widely however from any of its pre• 
decessors, It is not the production of one 
mind, hut the combined effort of some three 
hundred, Of course such a book must present 
weat inequality, both as to matter and sty le. 
It is not every writer who can pen a short, 
pointed, spiritual meditation; who can express 
himself in a page or two so as to bring the 
reader into direct communion with God; and 
yet this we jncl11e ought to he one of the chief 
characteristics of "daily meditations," Most 
of the contributions in this volume are of this 
kind. In addition to the " Meditations " there 
are valuable introductory essays by the Editor, 
Drs. Drew and Acworth, and Messrs. Fairbarn 
and Thornton. We especially commend to 
young persons the paper of Dr. Acworth, 
entitled," An Earnest Warning against Levity." 
We thank the Editor for the work he has thus 
given to the public. It is calculated to in tcrest 
many persons who would not take up other 
hooks of the same class, and its perusal, in a 
right spirit, cannot fail to he a blessing. We 
gi,·e it our cordial commendation. 

Shout to the Lord, a New Nutional Tl,anks
giving Anthem; Appropriate fo•· the 5th of 
November, with Accompaniment for the Organ 
and Piano-forte. By WILLIAM Bmo, 
Author of" Original Psalmody, Anthem•," 
&'c. &"c, London: Cocks and Co., New 
Burlington Street, and sold at 64, White 
Lion Street, Pentonville, · 

One hundred and fifty-eight years ago, on the 
5th of November, 1694, Dr. Watts composed a 
hymn, beginning, "Shout to the Lord and let 
our joys through the whole nation run," de
signed to express thankfulness for the deliver
ance with which the inhabitants of this island 
had been favoured through the discovery of the 
gunpowder plot of 1605. It constitutes the 
92nd hymn of hi• second bool<; but so faint bas 
the sense of the importance of the event become 
in the lapse of years, that thou~h it is in so 
wcll..known a collection, it is probable that 
ther~ are mnny of our readers who hn.ve never 
perused it. Mr. Bird has now set it to music, 
and we shall be glad to fine! that the perform
ance of his lively and expressive composition 
supersede• among our ,·oung people less devout 
ways of commemoratrng the national cscnpe, 
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nnd e,cite3 the attention of both yonn" and 
old to the gratit11de for which it still calls.n We 
are sorry to ohseTVe, however, that the ,vord.i 
are either copied from an incorrect edition or 
carelesi:ily engraved; in two instances, the sc~se 
is affected by the errata; the commencement of 
~be second verse is giyen, "The mighty Gml," 
instead of O Thee, mighty God;" the third 
verse concludes, '' their vain designs thine 
envious foeg devise," instead of "the weak 
designs thine eavious foes devise·;" and the sixth 
vene concludes with the worrl "made" instead 
of "laid." These errors should be rcctific,1 
with the pen before the piece is sung. 

Wellington and Wur. By NEw.,uN HALL, 
B.A. P1.blished by Request. London : 
Snow, pp. 23. 

Feaiing "that amidst the universal enthu
siasm enkindled in reference to the departed 
Duke, the profession of arms of which he was 
so illustrious a member should share in the 
admiration due to the individual, and that 
the nameless horrors of the system should be 
overlooked while paying honour to the rare 
merits of him whose life was chiefly identified 
with it," Mr, Hall has published a discourse 
which is at once seasonable, evangelical, antl 
eloquent. 

Wellington and Victory; or Christians more 
than Conquerors. By the Rev. A. MonETO" 
BROWN, LL.D., Cheltenham. London: Snow. 
Pp. 24. 

Man's Estimate of Faithful Soldiers-•thcy 
are Conquerors, is the first head of this dis
course; God's estimate of Faithful Christians
they are more than conquerors, is the second. 
The latter is illustrated by reference to the 
facts that the war which they war,e is of a hettcr 
sort than that of conquerors-the weapons of 
their warfare are better than the weapons of 
conquerors-and the issues of the warfare in 
which they engage are better than all the con
sequences of the conflicts of earthly warriors. 
This is all true and good, but we question its 
correspondence with the thought which was in 
the mind of the apostle who wrote the text. 

Tl,e Closet Book. By W. LEASK, Author of 
" '}'he Footsteps of .1llessiah," " The Beauties 
o(the Bible," ~·c. &-c, London: Blackwood. 
Pp. 104, 

Good experimental essays on subjects of 
general importance; such as "Conviction"
" Introspection''-" Believe and Live." 

Uncle Tom's Cabin: a Tale of Life among the 
Lou.Jly; or Pictures of Slavery in the l]uited 
Stutes of America. Bp MRS. HARRIET 
B1mc11ER STOWE. Embellished with Eiy/,t 
Spirited Engravings. London: Ingram, 
Cooke, and Co. 227, Strand. 12mo. Pp. 35;,. 

Every body rends this book, we arc told, and, 
with a very few exceptions, every hody a.tlmirt>:; 
it. Having been assurell of this rcpL',lh:Jly wt> 

arc convinced that for us to re\'icw it woultl u~ 
lahour in vain. It docs not UL't>tl our reco111-
rncndation, and were we to censure it, this wou!J 
be useless as it has already established itself iu 

..} h. 
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the pnhlic f•,·our. But as it will he purchased 
hy lnmdreds who ctc~irc to dissemuu1.t-e the 
sC'ntimenh it <'nf'orc.·es we may with propl'iety 
say that this ecli1ion is far superior to any other 
that we have seen. The illustrations furnished 
by " skilful pencil alw1tys e.dd gre1ttly to the 
iuterest of au exciting ta.le, 

Thr TVhile Sfo~e: or, Jlfemoi,-s of " F11gitive. 
A Stor.11 of Slave Life in Virginia., etc. 
Edited by R. HILDRE":H, E.,q., Author. of 
a Hisforp of the Un'.t':d State~. F_rrst 
F:110/ish [1/,,stl'ated Edtt,on. Wtth Eight 
J;;11f11·r1i·;nqs. Te:nfh Thou.sand. London: 
] ngram, Cooke, anc! Co. 227, Strand. 12mo. 
Pp. 3!J2. 

This is a companion volume to Uncle Tom's 
Cahin, h,n·ing a similtLr purpose, tbe illustration 
of American slavery, and being of similar size 
ond in similar binding, The white slave who 
is represented as the son of his master, having 
in his veins the smallest perceptible portion of 
ne:rro blood, tells his own story and that of his 
wife from whom he wai; separated many years, and 
who like himself passes through diversified suffer
ings of the most dreadful klnd, till at leui:th 
they arrive at Liverpool rejoicing that there 1s a 
land "that impartially shelters fugitives alike 
from European and from American tyranny
Hungarian exiles and American slaves." 

The Eclectic Review. October, IS.52. London: 
Ward and Co. Svo. Pp. 128. 

Amon~ the articles in the present number 
there is ~ne which it may be advantageous to 
point out specially to persons who are not in 
the hahit of seeing this review regularly, because 
it relates to a subject on which it is of urgent 
importance to thousands to obtain trustworthy 
information. 1.'here are eighteen pages on 
Australia, its capabilities and prospects. We 
cannot epitomize the paper but it deserves 
the perusal of all wbo have reason to make 
themselves acquainted with the facts which 
render it dcsil"able or uildesirable to emigrate, 
or which would guide him who is about to lea,ve 
his country to an eligible locality. Tbe writer 
takes a very favourable view of Australian 
prospects, and. speaks highly of th~ works c:,n 
the subject which bear the name• of Make11z1e, 
Mossman, and Sidney. There are other articles 
this month which will be found interesting by 
many of our readers, particularly those on 
Household Surgery-the Contest with Rome
and the W esleya.n Conference. On this last 
subject the reviewer says, "Multitudes of the 
V.' esleyan people, who take no part in these 
agitations, heartily desire concessio!' by the 
Con fore nee as the means of restonng peace. 
VI' e do not venture to foretell the probable 
result of these agitations We look mourn
fully, rather than hopefully, upon them, and 
prav that he who desires his church to be one 
ma)· heal the breaches of Zioa." 

The Journal qf' Sacred Lif:eraturt, New 
Series. EditedbyJoHNKITTo,D,D. F.S.A. 
]Vo. V. October. 1852. London: It. B. 
Blackader, 1852. Bvo. Pp. 256. 

When this number came into our hands, 
glancing at its contents, we resolved to read 

larl!" portions of it, if not all; but other occ11-
rat1ons which we could not defer have deprived 
ua of this pleasure, One article ho,vever we 
have perused, em\ it relate• to R "ubject of pre
eminent importance: it. ie thot "On the Greek 
Vulgate," The writer maintains, and he 
arguee respectably, "that the result of a really 
independent and thorough examination of the 
subject would be, with all intelligent snd devout 
men, the rejection of the corrected text of 
Griesbach, Lo.chmann, and Tischendorf, e.nd 
the adoption of the common Stephanie and 
E!?.evir text, of which our English Testament 
is a version," The editor states the.t the article 
is inserted in the hope and CXJ;lCCtotion that it 
will excite a full discussion in his journal of the 
important subject of which it treats. This dis
cussion, holding ourselve~ open to conviction, 
we shall be eager to see ; for tbongh the adop
tion of the very worst text that has ever been 
proposed by modern scholars would not affect 
our lx,lief 1especting any important fact, doc
trine, or precept, yet it would on many 
accounts be better to possess a text. perfeetly 
correct in the most minute {'arliculars than to 
he coutent with one that 1s in any degree 
faulty. 

R E C,E N T P U B L I CA T I ON S, 

approbeb. 

(lt sbouJd be 1,1nderstood that insertion in this list is not a 
mere announcement: it expresses approbation of the works 
enumerated,-not of course extending to every particular, but 
au approbation of their general character and tendency.] 

The Young Christian. 1. Essay on the Distinctive 
F1;.atures of Early Religion. 2. Memoir of Mrs. 
Keturah Martin, Witherden, Suffolk. By W. 
ABBOTT, Blunbam, Bede. Lo,ulon: Hall and Co. 
32,no., pp. 45. 

The Moral Government of God: The Cil=l•r 
Letter of the York.shire Association of Baptist 
Churche•, for 1852. By B. Ev ANS. Leed.$: Prin.ted 
bp John Heaton.. 8vo., pp. 13. 

The Urgent Claims o: India for more Christian 
Missions. .By A LA.v:u .. u, IN 1NDlA, London: 
W. H • .Dalton. Bco., pp. 56. 

The Cbri&tian Treasw•v: containing Contributions 
from Ministers and Members of Various Evangelical 
Denominations. 0clober, 1852. lidin/Jurgh: John
stone, and Hur.ter. Bvo., pp. 4B. 

The Christian Journal of the United Presbyterian 
Church. October, 1852, 0la,gow: Jackson, LonrJ;,n': 
Bu,hop. 

M!s.0 ionary Record of the United Presbyterian 
Church. Edinburgh: Oliphant wnd &lel8. Lo,ui,:,n: 
llou1'ton and Stoneman. 
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AMERICA. 
'MIBSIONARlllS TO TUE EAST, 

We learn from The Macedonian'' that the 
first reinforcement to the Burman and Karen 
missions for the present year embarked for 
Maulmain on Saturday, September 18, The 
company consisted of the Rev. J, M. Has
well and Mrs. Haswell, who return to their 
labours among the Peguans, in connection 
with the Maulmain Burman Mission; Rev. 
Charles Hibbard and Mrs. Hibbard, appointed 
to the Maultnain Karen Mission, and station. 
ed at Maulmain ; Rev. J, R. Nisbet and Mrs. 
Nisbet, to the Arracall Burmese Mission, sta
tioned at Sandoway; Rev. Thomas Allen and 
Mrs. Allen, to the Burmese department of 
the Tavoy mission, stationed at Tavoy; and 
Miss _Sophia Hubbell, appointed an assistant 
in the Arracan Mission, Kemee department, 
to be stationed at Akyab. 

'' It is proposed, Divine Providence permit
ting, to send a second reinforcement to Asia 
in November, and a company to the long-ne
glected mission in Africa in December. These 
are cheering events to our missions, that have 
heen long waiting for help, though so far in
a<lequate to their wants as to give occasion for 
continued and earnest supplication that more 
men may be separated by the will of the Holy 
Ghost for this great work." 

ASIA. 

BUB.MAH, 

The advance of the English upon Burmah 
does not seem to alarm greatly the body of 
the people, Mr. Beecher writes, on the 
news of the first battle at Rangoon:-

It is worthy of remark that as soon as the 
people, Burmans as well as Karens, learned 
the news of the battle, and the probability 
that the entire province of Pegu would come 
under British rule, they all without exception 
manifested the greatest delight. The people 
of Arracan, having experienced the blessings 
of the mild and just government of the 
English, are firmly and warmly attached to 
it. And what is still more remarkable, all 
the B,umans and Karens, from the region of 
Bassein and Rangoon, are unanimous in 
representing that the great mass of the 
people in Burmah are anxious to throw off 
the oppressive yoke of the king of Ava, and 
would hail the triumphant adTance of the 
British troops into their country as the 

signal of their deliverance f'rom intoferable 
tyranny. May the Karena soon be brought 
to experience the blessings of civil and 
religious freedom, and their missionaries be 
permitted to live among them, and labour 
unmolested for their social and spiritual im
provement! -Macedonian. 

XAULMAl!i, 

Mr. Moore draws a sad picture of tbe 
state of things on the Burman frontier, which 
partakes of the worst characteristics of border 
warfare. He says: "Three days after Mar
taban fell into the hands of the English, the 
Burmese commenced their depradations on 
the English side. Four or five villages along 
the bank of the river were burned. Little 
or no property was saved. U pan intelligence 
of this the English commenced the work of 
destruction on the other side, as the only 
means of crippling the marauders. All the 
villages from Martaban for more than a 
hundred miles up the river have been laid in 
ashes. All the boats that could be found 
along shore in the jungle and up the creeks 
are destroyed, so that now it would appear 
there are no means for the Burmese to cross 
in large numbers. The sufferings of the 
peasantry on the Martaban side are beyond 
description. About 5,000 have left all and 
fle<l to this side; many were cut to piec~• in 
attempting to cross the river, About half 
the number who have come over are Karens. 
Several cum panies have come down to see if 
1ve could aid them in any way to recover 
their property, Nothing can be done for the 
poor refugees, The government will not 
permit them to return, nor are others per
mitted to cross over to the Burman side. 
For their better security, the government has 
given the Kru·ens of Dong Yan and vicinity 
two hundred stands of arms and a good 
supply of ammunition, All the houses in 
Dong Yan are full to overflowing. I would 
have gone up to give them a word of comfort 
in this their time of trouble, but the weather 
has been very oppressive since the lirst of 
.April, and I cannot endure much exposure. 
Large companies of Karens have been down 
everv week since the commencement of 
hostilities, All we can <lo is to endeavour to 
make them feel that we are their friends. 
\Ve have sent word to Dong Yan that we 
will provide for two or three hundred of the 
refugees, if they will come to us during tho 
rain~. 
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'' The Christian village of Chetlhingsvillc 
arnl its large teak chapel are destroycd~~ll 
but four houses, from which the people kept 
up so hot a fire that the soldiers durst not 
approach them. The month previous cho
lera desolated the village; thirteen Christians 
were cut down. That church is smitten, 
afflicted, and discouraged. They are without 
houses, without ricr, without 1noney, and in 
fear of robbers." 

EUROPE. 

ITALY. 

Testimony from different quarters concurs 
in affirming that the word of God is glorified 
in Italy, notwithstanding all efforts to ob
struct its course, Col. Tronchin, president 
of the Italian Society, Geneva, in a letter to 
the Re,·. Dr. Hallock acknowledging a dona
tion of 500 dollars from the American Tract 
Society, after mentioning the issue of a 
collection of hymns in Italian for which a 
great demand existed, and the intention of 
the society to publish divers other works, 
adds:-

Italy is now under a pressure that does 
not allow us to labour with so great facility 
as we could desire. Nevertheless, the king
dom of God advances, We have received 
at Geneva several converted Italians, whom 
we are instructing systematically in the word 
of God. By this means we hope to furnish 
good and faithful missionaries for that un
happy country. 

The iron hand which crushes Italy has no 
power to arrest the work of the Holy Spirit. 
Souls are brought, one by one, to rea<l. the 
word of God and various tracts, which we 
are enabled to furnish them by providential 
means, In many places in Piedmont, bible 
readings are kept up by converts. They are 
small congregations, it is true, but then the 
kingdom of God cometh not with observation. 

We have lately witnessed some gratifying 
co1wersions among the Italians. A judge at 
Naples a very zealous Catholic, having re
tired t; Rome, witnessed there all the popish 
abominations, aud be~me infidel and mate
rialistic. Obliged to flee from Italy, he took 
refuge at Athens, and procured a bible for 
the purpose of mak.ing sport of it, havinl!' 
heard Dr. King, the American missionary, 
speak of it. He spent a year and a half at 
Athens, and then left for Constantinople, an 
infidel still. Being compelled to return to 
Italy on account of bis health, he arrived at 
Turin ill, and dropped in at a little bible 
meeting held by one of our missionary 
friends, and some converted workmen, Tho 
Lord there converted him, and he is now 
with us al Geneva, studying for the ministry. 
Dr. Meile D'Auhigne approves him, as des
ti1J8d, to all appearance, lo become a very 
uble helpe1·.-/lfacedonian. 

FRANCEI, 

A letter, dated July Hl, states that nn 
evangelist made an excursion in Mny into a 
se~tion where his preaching brought strange 
~lungs to the e_ars of the people. A great 
m_terest was excited. He was arrested, and, 
w1tl~ a volunteer helper who had done good 
service, was sentenced to fine and imprison
ment, But the whole region was aroused, 
Thu pastor of St. E-- visited the district and 
had baptized twenty persons within fou;teen 
days. 

HOME. 

l'ONTISBURY, SIIROl'SHIRE, 

The baptist place of worship in this villaae 
having undergone a thorough repair, aid 
been made to accommodate a larger m1mber 
of bearers, was re-opened on sabbath 
September 19th, when two sermons wer; 
preached by the pastor Mr, Joseph Smith. 
On Thursday the 23rd a public meeting was 
held in the chapel, when 350 persons sat 
down to tea ; after which addresses were 
delivered by the Revs. E. Evans of Snail
beach, T. Jones of Minsterly, A. Crisp of 
Longden, and B. Price of Tredegar. On 
sabbath, September 26th, the Rev. B. Price 
preached morning and evening, and addressed 
the schools in the afternoon. 

The congregations were all very good, and 
the collections and subscriptions amounted 
at the clo,e to eighty pounds, leaving a debt 
of only twenty pounds. 

LOWESTOFT, 

On Tuesday, September 28th, the new 
baptist chapel erected in this town for the 
use of the church and congregation under 
the pastoral care of the Rev. J. E. Dovey, 
was opened for divine worship, when two 
sermons were preached, one in the morning 
by the Hon, and Rev. B. W. Noel, M.A., 
and one in evening by the Rev. William 
Brock, The devotional exercises were con
ducted by the Rev. G, Gould, T, A. 
Wheeler, and J, Alexander of Norwich, 
J. Flower of Beccles, J. S, Russell, M.A., 
of Yarmouth, J. Lord of Ipswich, J. T. 
Wigner of Lynn, J. Pike of Gorleston, 
and I. Dunckley of Somerleyton, who with 
many other ministers were present on the 
occasion, Although the weather was most 
unfavourable the chapel was densely crowded 
on both occasions, and in the evening, not
withstanding the pouring rain, the audience 
was so large that Mr. Noel kindly consented 
to preach in the independent chapel, which 
was lent for the accommodation of those who 
could not obtain admission to the opening 
6ervice at the other place. A public dinner 
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wos provitled nt the Royal Hotel nt which 
S, M. Peto, Esq,, M.P., presided, and to 
which 11bove two hundred persons sat down. 
After dinner Mr. Peto delivered a most 
appropriate and effective addrese, and was 
followed by H. Kelsall, Esq., of Rochdale, 
and J. Wright, Esq., of Birmingham, and 
the Rev, Messrs. B. W. Noel, W. Brock, 
J. E. Dovey, G. Gould, 'f. A. Wheeler, 
and I-I. More. The opening services were 
continued on the following eabbath, when 
two sermons were preached by the Rev. 
G. Gould of Norwich. The collections 
exceeded £100. The chapel, which is a 
very beautiful stmcture, is in the Byzantine 
style. It is substantially built and will 
accommodate 500 persons. An excellent 
school-room is attached ,to the chapel in 
conjunction with a good vestry, Contiguous 
to the chapel is a commodious house which 
has been erected as a residence for the 
minister. The entire cost of chapel, house, 
ground, &c., will be £2000, towards which 
about £1500 has been received or promised. 
The enterprise is most deeply indebted to S. 
M. Peto, Esq., M.P., not only for his mu
nificence in subscribing about £900 to the 
building fund, but also for the very deep 
interest he has evinced in the success of 
the undertaking, and the invaluable aid he 
has rendered in its prosecution. The com
mercial interests of Lowestoft have been 
greatly promoted by Mr. Peto, especially 
hy the construction of its harbour and rail
way, and it is pleasing to observe that 
simultaneously with this extension of its 
secular interests, there is a corresponding 
extension of its spiritual advantages. 

BYTHORNE, HU:STINGDONSIIIll.E. 

Mr. W. Sutton late of Kislingbury having 
supplied the baptist church in this village for 
upwards of twelve months with acceptance 
and usefulness, has received and accepted 
their unanimous invitation to the pastorate. 

• On Thursday, September 30th, a public meet
ing was held to recognize the connection 
between pastor and people. In the afternoon 
a sermon, appropria~e to the occasion, on 
"The duties, responsibilities, and encourage
ments of the gospel ministry, and the course 
most becoming those among whom it is ex
ercised,'' was delivered by Rev. J. Lea of 
Kislingbury, Mr, Sutton's late pastor. In 
the eveuing G. Cave, Esq., of Grendon Hall, 
occupied the chair, and addresses were 
delivered to the church, the undecided, the 
indifferent and hardened, and lhe young, by 
Revs. J. Cubitt of 'rhrapstone, T. Lord of 
Brigstock, S. Edgar, A.B., of Kimbolton, and 
J. Lea. Revs. W. E. Archer of Spaldwick, 
and J. Domoney of Woodford, also assisted 
in the derntions of the day. 

SPENCER PLACE, OOSWELL STREET. 

The Rev. D. ,Jennings, late of Sandhurat, 
Kent, after supplying the baptist church at 
Yarmouth, has accepted an invitation from 
the church at Spencer Place, to he co-pastor 
with their revered minister the Rev. ,J. Pea
cock, and entered on his labours there Oct, 
3rd. Hi& add,ess is 10, Waterloo '.rerrace 
Upper Street, Islington. ' 

ROMFORD, 

The Rev ·Ebenezer Davis of Romford 
Essex, ha vmg resigned his pastoral charge'. 
the church has given a united and cordial 
invitation to the Rev. Standen Pearce of 
Crewkerne, Somerset, after he had supplied 
the pulpit for three sabbaths, who purposes 
commencing his stated labours at Romford 
on Lord's day, Nov. 14. Mr. Pearce leaves 
a people with whom he has been united for 
nearly eleven years, and who part from him 
with deep regret, Mr. Davis continues f,,r 
the present to reside at Romford. 

STRADBROOK. 

The Rev. ~ohn Eyres, late of Thornbury, 
Gloucestersh1re,has accepted a unanimous in
vitation to become the pastor of the baptist 
church, Stradbrook, Suffolk, and entered on 
his pastoral engagements on the 17th October. 

CHIPPING SODBURY, 

The sabbath-school connected with the 
baptist chapel at Chipping Sadbury, Glouces
tershire, has been .in existence upwards of 
forty years, and the number instructed in it 
since its formation has been about 2COO. 
At the last aniversary held in August, it was 
resolved to hold a meeting of the old scholars 
and to get as many of them as possible to
gether at a gratuitous tea-meeting. The 
necessary arrangements having been com
pleted, the meeting was held on Wednesday, 
October 20th, when nearly three hundred old 
scholars assembled in the Town Hall. After 
the tables were cleared, the engagements nf 
the evening were opened by singing and 
prayer ; ·several questions were then proposed 
to the assembly and many pleasing facts 
elicited. A goodly number were found to be 
members of Christian churches, and several 
dated their first religious impressions to the 
instructions they received in the school, 
'l'here were two persons present who were at 
the school on the first sabbath it was opene,l, 
(more than forty years since) one of whom 
produced a book which he had rccei vecl as a 
reward (the first that was given). It was in 
good condition, and its possessor appeared 
to prize it highly. Many were in the school 
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thirty-fi,·e and thirty-eight years ago,and one 
woman repeated two hvmns which she had 
learnt thirty-eight yoors since, and wl1ich 
•eemed to be indelibly impressed on her me
mory ,11.nd she declared that she had rel\son to 
hies; Goo for the instructions she received in 
the school. A pleasing incident w-as related of 
a refractory boy once in the school, who after• 
wards entered the army. About four months 
ago a letter was receiYed from him stating that 
upwards of seYenty of the soldiers in the regi
ment to which he belonged were pious per
sons, and that he himself had been baptized 
and had joined a Christian church in India. 
It was ascertruned that there were present 
se,·ernl parents and their children who had 
been old scholars in the same school. After 
the interrogations addresses were delivered by 
the Rev. W. J. Cross of Clifton, Rev. F. H. 
Roleston, minister of the place, Rev. R. P. 
'!'hatcher, independent minister of Frampton 
Cotterell, and Mr, Neale, deacon, exhorting 
those who were unconverted to attend to their 
best interests without delav-those who had 
children to send them to· a sabbath-school, 
and all to a regular attendance on the means 
ot' ~race. 

The Rev. W. J. Cross kindly engaged to 
gi\'e forty copies of Pike's Early Piety to 
the young persons present, to be distributed 
at the discretion of the minister. The dox
ology was then sung, and the meeting closed 
with prayer. 

All appeared highly delighted, and it is 
hoped that the interesting services will be 
productive of great and lasting good. 

SEVENOAKS. 

The Rev. Thom:ll! Shirley has resigned the 
pastoral office after more than forty years' 
serYice, intending still to·reside in the scene 
of his former ministrations. 

MARGATE, 

The church and congregation assembling in 
the Ebenezer Chapel, Margate, after waiting 
for ten months, in the hope of some decided 
improvement in the health of their esteemed 
pastor the Rev. L T. Rogers, have been re
luctantly compelled in the absence of such 
improvement to accept his resignation. 

As a testimonial of their affectionate sym
pathy with his present afflictive circumstances, 
and as evincing the high estimate they formed 
of his public and private worth during the 
short period of his connection with them, 
they have had great pleasure in presenting 
him with the sum of fifty guineas, which has 
been liberally and cheerfully subscribed. 

BAPTIST BUILDING POND, 

The Annual Meeting of this Society was 
btld on Tuesday evening, October 12th, 

I 852, at the Mission House, Moorgete 
Street, Joseph Fl~tcher, Esq., 'l'reasurer, iii 
the chair, 

Dr. Acworth having engaged in prayer, the 
Secretary read the following 

Report. 

The Baptist Building Fund was formed in 
1824., and for many years received the 
liberal support of the denomination. Its 
object remains the same, viz., "to ussist in 
the building, enlargement, or repair of places 
of worship belonging to the baptist denomi
nation throughout the United Kingdom.'' 
During thG earlier part of its history, large 
sums were annually contributed to this 
Society to extend such important aid, and 
many thousands of pounds have been given 
to various churches throughout the country to 
carry forward this practical design, Another 
year has closed upon the operations of this 
Fund, and the committee are again called 
upon to Jay before the subscribers the result 
of their labours, and to make a further and 
urgent appeal on behalf of the interests of 
this valuable Society. Since the last annual 
meeting the Committee have given a careful 
examination to twenty-two applications from 
different churches, to nine of which assistance 
has been granted either by gift or loan, and the 
larger proportion of the remainder have to 
undergo a further scrutiny with a view to the 
same result. There are thirty-five cases, 
whose united debts amount to upwards of 
ten thousand pounds; where the churches, 
generally composed of poor yet devoted 
members, are anxiously a waiting the issue of 
an inquiry, with an expectation of relief 
from this Fund. Under these pressing 
circumstances, it is somewhat painful for 
your committee to reflect that they can 
extend its benefits to so_ small a proportion of 
the churches who need them; and in amounts 
so far below their real necessities., Never
theless there is some satisfaction in knowing 
that the aid given is effectual in its kind, and 
so far as it goes is calculated to produce the 
most beneficial results, The loan principle is 
still attended with success, and by means of its , 
operation there is a twofold ad vantage, the 
churches are in receipt of a larger amount 
than they could ever be with only the same 
amount of funds under the gift system; 
while the whole sum is gradually and year 
by year finding its way back into the hands of 
the Treasurer to be again distributed on the 
like plan, so that in the end the churchea 
themseh·es become the channels of mutual 
assistance and blessing, for every repayment 
by a church goes to form another loan for the 
same purpose. And this system of half
yearly in,talments so far from being a 
burden, has often proved a bond of union, 
and a stimulus to effort, and though every 
church finds ample personal security for the 
return of the loan ; your CommitLee 11re 
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pleased lo report that up to this period all the 
imtalments hnve been fnunctually, regularly, 
end cheerfully paid. The case relieved by 
gift (ne reported in the last) was on condition 
that the like sum should be raised by the 
church ; this was promptly done, and thus the 
whole debt wns at once extinguished. With 
the numerous opportunities of testing the 
practical value of this Society, it is some
what a matter of surprise that it is not more 
generally and liberally supported, but your 
Committee have reason to believe that the 
principles on which it is conducted are not 
sufficiently known to induce a just appre
ciation of its claims, and that it is needful 
some earnest effort should be made to bring 
them more prominently before the pastors 
and members of our churches. In order to 
this desirable end, tbe aid of our pulpits is 
sought, that the use and importance of this 
Society may be brought clearly and directly 
before the people, arid your Committee have 
the pleasure to report that the Hon. and 
Rev. Baptist W. Noel during the past year 
called the attention of his congregation to 
this subject, by preaching a sermon, and 
making a collection on behalf of this.Fund. 
It is the constant effort of your Committee to 
spread by this means a wider knowledge of 
the benefits of this Fund, and to enlist in its 
cause the members of the denomination at 
large. 

The agency of this Society being gra• 
tuitous, your Committee look for advocacy to 
their subscribers ; and if they will become 
truly interested in the Society, and observe 
its working, a large accession to its funds 
would be the inevitable issue. 

The same necessities exist for the con
tinued, or rather the increased, efforts of the 
Baptist Building Fund. The applications 
are always ·more than can be relieved, and 
the assistance, where given, always inade
quate, so that interest on a remaining debt 
has still to be paid; thus year after year, 
draining the resources of the churches, and 
circumscribing their efforts, often bringing 
pastor and members into difficulty, and 
casting a reproach on the cause of Christ. 
Whatever new machinery may be formed for 
the purpose of spreading the interests of the 
denomination by means of chapel-building, it 
will still be required that this fund be 
liberally maintained. Many of our churches, 
though long formed, have their usefulness 
much impaired by reason of this " yoke of 
bondage"-an old and oppressive debt. Free
dom, in this sense, is essential to a right 
discharge of duty; and this fund, if it can 
contribute to such an end, is engaged, in no 
mean degree, in promoting the truth of 
God. 

It is of the highest importance that the 
strength and spirituality of our churches 
should be preserved, as far as the absence of 
pecuniary difficulties will help to secure it. 

There is sufficient and more than sufficient 
in the history of individual members to re
quire their earnest efforts in relation to "the 
things of this life," but where to these anxie
ties is added a burden, always " too heavy to 
he borne," but which, notwithstanding, is 
viewed as an obligation which must he 
honourab!y discharged, there will be but little 
strength left to concentrate upon the great 
object of Christian association. The Saviour 
has taught hi.s disciples to pray "that His 
kingdom may come, and his will be done on 
earth as it is in heaven:" but how, we ask, 
can the people of God, if enthralled in thPse 
heavy chains, i~·'tate, however remotely, 
those ,heavenly natures, who, released from 
the fetters of this world, "serve Him day and 
night in his temple ?"-How can they whose 
energies are mortgaged to the money-lender 
find adequate opportunities for the nobler 
duties enjoined upon them as the disciples of 
Christ ! There is apparently no lack of 
means in the world for purposes which are of 
doubtful or positively injurious tendency. 
Support is efficiently given to objects inimi
cal to the principles which we profess and 
seek to propagate. The spirit of error ap
pears capable of influencing its votaries to 
contribute their substance to consolidate and 
extend its power; and it is to our shame if 
we, holding, as we believe, the " truth," 
should cease to '' contend for it earnestly," 
or in such a manner as shall be adapted to 
secure its triumph. Here, then, is one means 
of aiding the cause of the Redeemer, and by 
setting " bis people free," to make them by 
this release the more happily devoted to bis 
service. 

Your Committee, therefore, with all sin
cerity, ask once more for a serious and can
did consideration of the merits of this society, 
feeling assured that its interests will commend 
themselves to every unprejudiced mind. "The 
time is short;'' the day of Christian e,:ertion 
's not long extended ; and while we are hap
pily exempt from these monetary difficulties, 
it well befits us to help the needy, having the 
promise of inspiration that we shall not be 
unsuccessful. "Be ye steadfast, unmove
able, always abounding in the work of the 
Lord ; forasmuch as ye know that your 
labour is not in vain in the Lord.'' 

The following Loans and gifts had been 
granted during the year :-

Cullingworth ....................... . 
S,vavesey ............................. . 
Great Torrington ..... , ........... . 
Maesbrook .......••.................. 
Grim~by ......... , ................... . 
Dun~table .......................... . 
Darlington .......................... . 
Sbrewton ............................ . 

£ •· d. 
lCO O 0 
150 0 0 
100 0 0 
50 0 0 

100 0 0 
100 0 0 
100 0 0 
100 0 0 

£800 0 0 
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GIFT. 

Pailton ................................. f20 O O 

Since the formation of the Loan Fund in 
1846, £4700 had bPen Jent to forty-one 
churches, and had II floating capitnl of £3247 

The following resolutions were carried 
unnnimouslv :-

lt was moved by George Bayley Esq., 
~C'cnnded by Mr. Poole, Esq. 

That the- Report now read be received, Adopted, 
and printed under the direction of the Committee. 

J. Luntley, Esq. moved, nnd Dr. Acu·orlh 
seconded, 

The appointment of the Officers and Committee 
,for the year ensuing. 

It ,ms moved by W. H. Watson, Esq., 
seconded by R. Lush, Esq. 

That in the opinion of this meeting, the success 
which has hitherto attended the operations of the 
Loan Fund. and the advantages which experience 
has proved it to confer on the necessitous Baptist 
Churches throughout the country, entitle it to the 
confidence and support of the denomination at 
large. 

Mo,·ed by J. Oliver, Esq., seconded by 
J. L. Benham, Esq. 

That the thanks of this meeting are due, and are 
hereby presented to W. H. Watson, Esq., the So
licitor, and Mr. John Eastty, the Secretary, for the 
gratuitous services so kindly rendered by them to 
the society during the past year. 

Moved by N. Eastty,. Esq., seconded by 
Rev. G. W. Fishbourne, 

That the cordial thanks of the meeting he pre
sented to Joseph Fletcher, Esq., for bis valuable 
serrices as Treasurer of the Society, and for hie kind
ness in presiding on this occasion. 

.A.PPRENTICESHIP SOCl&TY. 

The annual general meeting of the go
,•enors, members, and subscribers of this 
society was held at the Congregational 
Library, Finsbury CircW!, on Tuesday, Sep
tember 28th, 1852, when the three candidates 
who stood highest on the pole were declared 
duly elected to the benefit of the institution. 

We understand that the Rev. J. Spong, 
the honorary London secretary, has been 
compelled to relinquish his office in con
sequence of increasing ministerial engage
ments, and has been succeeded by the Rev. 
J. Vale Mummery, of Richmond Grove, 
Canonbury, to whom all future communica
tions are to be addressed. '.l'his useful 
society is fully entitled to !upport from 
members of our own denomination, as we are 
informed that nearly one half of its grants 
ha ,·e been made to the sons of baptist 
minia~erst 

ASSOCIATIONS. 

F.AST AND WRST RIDINGS OF YORJ{~IIIRR. 

Sixtr-seven churches arc tlllilerl in this 
body .. 

Armley ........................ Robert Hogg. 
Ilarnoldswick ............... T, Bennett. 
BarnE!.lcy ........................ W. Ca.thcnrt. 
Be<lalo ........................ J. Jfarrleon. 
Bevcrley ........................ John Grcgaon. 
Bingley ........................ John Dawson. 
Bishop Burton ............... Georgo Taylor. 
Blackley ........................ J. Hirst. 
Borough Bridge ............ 0. C. Catcrall. 
Bradford, 1st Church ... ... H. Dowson. 
Ditto, 2nd Cburcb ......... J. P. Chown. 
Bramlcy ........................ John Walcot. 
Bridlington ...... ............ G. H. Orchard. 
Chapel Fold ................. . 
Cowling Hill .................. N. Walton. 
Crigglcston ................. . 
Cullingworlh ................. . 
Dewsbury .................... . 
Driffield ........................ T. E. Wycherley. 
Earby ,u••···•··········••·r···Richard Heaton. 
Farsley ................... ... J. Foster. 
Gildersome .................. J. Sargent. 
Golcar ........................... J. Whitaker. 
Halifax, let Church ...... s. Whitewood. 
Ditto, 2ud Church ........ . 

· Haworth, 1st Church ...••. H. J. Ke,ts. 
Di.t._to, 2nd Church ......... Thomas Harrison. 
Hebden Bridge ............... J. Crook. 
Horkinstone ................. . 
Horsforth ..................... Wm Jackson. 
Huddersfield .................. W. K. Arrnstrong,n.A. 
Hull-Salthouse Lane ... D. M. N. Thompson. 
Ditto-George Street ..... W. J .. Stuart. 
Ifun1nanby ................. . 
Hunslet ........... , ............ John Bamber. 
Idle ............................. . 
Keighley .................... . 
Kilham ...................... .. 
Kirkstall ..................... W. 0.stenby. 
Knaresborough ............... E. Franklin. 
Leeds ........................... A. M. Stalker. 
Lockwood ..................... J. Barker. 
Long Preston .............. . 
Malton ....................... . 
Ma.l!lham ........................ D. Peacock. 
M eltham ..................... T. Thomas. 
Millwood ..................... Bcnj. Shakspeare. 
Milnsbridge .................. J. Hatison. 
Mirfield ........................ H. S. Albrecht. 
Ossett .......................... . 
Pole Moor ..................... H. W. Holmes. 
Pudsey ....................... . 
Rawdcn ........................ R. Holmes. 
Rishworth .................... . 
Rotherham .................. A. Dyson. 
Salendine Nook ............ J. Stock. 
Scarborough ..... ............ B. Evans. 
Sheffield, let Church ...... c. Larom. 
Ditto, 2nd Church ......... J. E. Giles. 
Shipley .................... ... K. Johnstou. 
Skipton ...................... .. 
Slack Lane .................. W. Varley. 
Stanningley .................. - Hillyard. 
Steep Lane .................. W. E. Goodman. 
Sutton ........................ P. Scott. 
Wainsgate ..................... Thomas Vasey. 
Wakefield .................... W. Colcroft. 

The Annual Meeting was held at Bram
ley, on Monday, May 3Ist,and 'l'uesday and 
Wednesday,June 1st and 2nd. Mr. Walcot 
was chosen moderator, and Messrs, Larom 
and Town, secretaries. '.!.'he Circular Letter, 
which is on the Moral Government of God, 
had been prepared by Mr. Evans of Scar• 
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horough, Sermons were delivered hy Messrs. 
Hnnson, Whitttker, nnd Lnrom, It is re
marked, at the close of the minutes, "The 
various meetings were felt to he deeply in
teresting and profitable, 'fhe congregations 
wero large throughout the whole of the 
services, Though the churches were reported 
to he in a peaceful state, and some of them 
prosperous, there was cause for profound 
humiliation before Goel, that the increase 
was so small. The s.ermons were powerful 
and impressive; nnd the prayers were earnest, 
not only for the peace, but for the prosperity 
of Jerusalem. Great hospitality and kind
ness . were shown by Christian friends of 
other denominations, as well as of our own. 
Brotherly love abounded, and the entire 
engagements of the week were highly en
couraging, and will not soon be forgotten," 
The following resolutions were passed :-

"l. That this Associatien renews its protest 
against the Maynooth Grant, the Regium Donum to 
the Presbyterians or Ireland, and all grants of public 
money for religions purposes, at home or in the 
colonies. That the Permanent Civil Questions" 
Committeo be empowered, at any time when it 
seems desirable, to · recommend tlhe churches to 
adopt petitions against the national endowment 
of religious teaching. 

2. Tbat, in the opinion of this Association, the 
law probibiting marriage with the sister of a 
deceased wife is unsanctioned by scripture, unsound 
in principle, as well as a frequent source of immo• 
rality and domestic misery. That petitions founded 
on this resolution be prepared by the Civil Ques• 
tions• Committee, signed by as many ministers and 
delegates ae possible, and forwarded to the Right 
Hon. Lord Wha.rncliJfe and Mr. Cobden for pre
sentation to parliament. 

3. That this Association expresses its strong 
disapprobation of the Militia Bill, recently intro• 
<luced by her Majesty"'s ministers, and urged forward 
by them in the fact of all but universal opposition; 
views with alarm the attempts now being made to 
~timulate a war.spirit among the inhabitants of this 
country; and most emphatically proteE-ts. against 
every measure tending to anything like a gener.i.l 
military enrolment or training of Englishmen. 
That petitions against the Militia Bill be imme
diately forwarded to both houses of parliament, and 
entrusted for presentation to the Right Hon. the 
Earl of Carlisle and Mr, Cobden.~ 

Statistics. 

Baptized ... - ....................... 265 
Received by letter ............... 123 
Restored ... ......................... 41 

-420 
Removed by death ............... 103 
Disn1issed .•...•...•• , •..•..•. ,... ... 76 
Withdra,vn .................... H. 47 
Excluded ................ , .......... 164 

-- 390 
Clear increase ... H.: ........ , .............. 39 
Total number of members ......... 6848 
Preaching stations .. ........... ........ 89 
Sunday schools ................ ........... 70 
Teachers •.. , ............................. 2967 
Scholars ................................... .12928 

. The meeting of the Association next year 
1s to be held at Lockwood. 

VOL, XV,- FOURTH SERIES, 

WOROESTEnSHIRE. 

The following are the places in which the 
churches of this association meet an<l the 
names of their pastors, 

Alcester ........................ M. Philp!n. 
Astwood ........................ J. Phillips. 
Atcb-Lench .................. D. Crumpton. 
Evesham, Cowl Street ...... J. Hockin. 
Eveaham, Mill Street .•.... H. Barnett. 
Pershore .• ,, ......... u••·······F· Overbury. 
Stratford ....................... T. Bumpus. 
Studley and Cookhill ...... W. Maisey. 
Upton ........................... A. Pitt. 
Warwick ..................... T. Nash. 
Westman co to ............... J. Francis, 
Worcester ..................... W, Crowe. 

At the Annual Meetin6, held at Stratford, 
June 8th and !Hh, Mr. Bumpus presided, 
and the Annual Letter which he had pre
pared, entitled" The Unconvertecl, the Special 
Objects of Christian Solicitude," was read 
and adopted. Messrs. Maisey and Ewing 
preached. The services, it is said, though 
not largely attended, were pervaded by a 
spirit of harmony and brotherly love. 

Statistics, 

Baptized .............. ... ............ 51 
Received by letter ................ 15 
Restored............................. 1 
Returned ........................... 6 

73 
Removed by death •..••••••••••••• 28 
Dismissed ... ... .....••••.•••• ....... 15 
Withdrawn ......................... 3 
Excluded ............. _............ 9 

--55 
CJ.ear inc1·ease ... . ...•..... .. . •. . •.• . . . . ... . . IS 
Total number or members ............... 1224 
Scholars ....................................... 1913 
Teachers ......................... -........ ..• :i:.'55 
Villages .............. ·-··············"······ 24 

The next meeting is to be held at Astwood, 
on the Tuesday and Wednesday after ,he 
first sabbath in June, 1843. 

OXFORDSHIRE. 

The churches constituting this Association 
are twenty-three. 

Arlington ..................... B. Hall, B.A. 
Banbury ·••u .. ••····· .......... '\V. T. Henderson. 
Blockley ........................ E. Hull. 
Bloxham ..................... D. Nunnick. 
Bourton ........................ J. Statba.tn. 
Burford ........................ W. Cherry. 
Campden ................... .. 
Chadlington .................. T. Eden. 
Chipping Norton ............ T. Rlis~, A.B. 
c· t { D. White. irences er ............... J. M. Stephens.. 
Coate ........................... J. Jackson. 
Cutsdean .............. , ...... D. Ricketts. 
Fairford ............ u .......... J. Frize. 
Faringdon ..................... A. lllajor. 
Hook Norton ................. . 
King's Sutton ............... J. Sllnp.:::on. 
Lecblade ........................ A. Walsh. 
Midleto11 Cheney ........... . 
l\lilton ........................... W. Cherry. 
Oxford ........................ E. Bryan. 
Shipston ....................... J. Morris. 
Stow ........................... J. Acock. 
Woodstock. ............... -.J. Freer. 

4 L 
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At the annual meeting lwM at llomton
on-tlw-"·ater, June 8th and 9th, Mr.Jackson 
presided, and Mr. llliss was appointed 
•errctar)', l\Ir. !-'tephens read the paper he 
had been requested to draw up on " The 
Past and Present state of the Churches in the 
Association;" this valuable document was 
heard with deep interest, and the cordial 
thanks of the brethren were presented to the 
writer-with the resolution that it be adopted 
as the Annual Letter of the Assuciation. 
Mr. Smith and Mr. Jackson preached. A 
public meeting on the occasion of the jubilee 
of the Association "·as held. Mr. Cherry 
opened the proceedings by prayer; Mr. \Varne, 
on being called to the chair, m a thrilling 

.speech summoned up the hallowed recollec
tions connected with the spot where the meet
ing was being held, and was succeeded by 
Mr. Stephens, who related the history of the 
churches since they were united in Associa
tion at Bourton half a century ago; he was 
fol-lowed by Mr. Bliss, who, taking a wider 
range, detailed the progress of the denomina
tion during the last fifty years ; and Mr. 
Jackson concluded with personal reminiscences 
of the same period ; Mr. Hall closed the 
m 0 eting with prayer; after the meeting, 
hnsiness was resumed by the ministers and 
messengers: a letter, commending l\fr. 
i;\'heeler, formerly pastor of the church at 
Coate, to the churches in the United States 
was agreed to, and the following resolution 
passed, respecting " The Birmingham Scho
lastic Institution for the sons of Ministers:"-

That this Association concurs with the brethren of 
other Associated Churches in their estimate of the 
nature and importance of the Birmingham Institu
tion, and unites with them in urging its claims on 
the liberal regard of British Christians. 

Statuti.c,. 

Baptized ............ ;................ 53 
Received by letter ............ ... 24 
Restored ............ __ .... _......... 7 

84 
Removed by death .. ....... ....... 25 
Dismissed ....................... ,... 16 
Withdrawn ........................ 2 
Excluded .............. .-. .......... 10 

53 
Clear increase................................. 31 
Total number of members ••H••·-······· 1627 
Village Stations ................. -........... 37 
Teachers ................... , ................. -. 331 
Children ................. , .............. _ ...... 2404 

The next meeting is to be held at Banbury, 
on Tuesday and Wednesday, June 7th and 
8th, 1853. 

The following are some of the interesting 
facts respecting the progress of the churches 
<luring the last fifty years, contained in the 
Circular Letter-

" The association was formed at llourton
on-the- Water in the year 1802, and at first 
consisted of the following ten churches, viz., 
Al<.:ester, Bourton, Burford, Campden, Chel
tenham, Chipping-Norton, Coate, Fairford, 
Oxford, and Shipston. 

"Of the above ten churches which lil'3t 
united in association, eight continue in con
ne"ion with us, while t,vo, viz., Akester nnd 
Cheltenham, have withdrawn. Of these two 
churches it is interesting for us to know that 
each has sent forth its colonies, and has be
come the parent of neighbouring churches, 
"·hieh have in some remarkable instances 
greatly excelled them in numbers and influ
ence. 

" In addition to these eight originnl 
churches, the association at present comprises 
fifteen others, fonr only of which were in ex
istence at the date of its formation , the re
maining eleven having been originated, or at 
1east organized, du1ing the fifty years of our 
histo,y. 

The twenty-three churches of the associa
tion may therefore be thus classified-

I. Those united in association fifty years ago 8 
2. Those existing at that time not united_ ... 4 
3. New churches whicfi· have been formed 

since that tim& ...... ,_4 ....................... II 

23 

" I.-With reference to- the first class of 
churches it may l,e remarked, that while two 
(Burford and Shi pston) with respect to the 
number of members, remain stationary, and 
one (Fairford) has sadly declined, the re
maining five are now very considerably larger 
than they were when tl1e association was 
formed. 

" Bourton, which had then enjoyed for 
about twelve months the able and affectionate 
ministrations of the honoured and beloved 
Thomas Coles, M.A., had.fifty,.now one hun~ 
di·ed and thirty membe,·s. 

"Burford. The little band of sixteen dis
ciples, which fifty years ago listened in their 
small and old meeting-house to the ministra
tions of 'John Smith, of revered memory,' 
is represented by their sixteen successors. 

" Campden, with Blackley as an out-sta
tion, then, as for twenty-four years previously, 
blessed with the pastoral oversight of the 
venerable Elisha Smith, had twenty-one, now 
forty-seven members. 

" Chipping-Norton had then forty mem
bers, who were mourning on account of the 
loss of their highly beloved minister, Mr. 
Purdy, who for twenty-nine years had la
boured amongst them in the gospel. The 
church now numbers one hundred and forty
sia:. 

"Coate. Here the recently settled Joseph 
Stennett presided over a church of sixty 
members, supplying at the same time the 
chapel at Farringdon and some neighbouring 
villages. The church now contains eighty
three members. 

" Fairford had then for about eight years 
enjoyed the instructions of the late venerable 
Daniel Williams, and numbered seventy-two 
members ;-now reduced to thfrty-six, With 
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respect to this chureh it may be remarked 
that the death of old nnd influenHnl members 
and the removal of their families, secessions 
for the purpose of forming new churches in 
neighbouring places, and particularly clissen
sions, to each of which causes it has been pe
culiarly exposed, will fully account for its 
much•to-be-regretted decline. 

"The church at Oxford, containing one 
httnd,·ed and twenty-five members, had in the 
year I 802, been favoured for fifteen years 
with the invaluable ministry of the late emi• 
nent James Hinton, M.A., who had then at
tained the zenith of his usefulness and influ
ence. Two years before it had entered upon 
the occupation of its newly erected place of 
worship, which has since been considera:hly 
enlarged. It now numbers two hundred and 
seventy-eight members. . 

'' Shipston, which entered the associati<m 
with thirty-one mem hers, has now but the 
same number. 

" The eight churches of this class, the,-e
fore, contained at the commencement of their 
associational connexion four hundred and 
fifteen members,-they now contain: seven 
hundred and sixty-eight. 

"II.-With respect to the churches in 
class 2, namely those existing fifty years ago, 
but not united in association till a more re
cent period, we are sorry to say that it has 
not been in our power to obtain the same ex
plicit information as to what was their state 
at that time, as we have with respect to those 
in the prev-ious clllllS ; but generally we may 
remark, that while one (Middleton Cheney) 
appears to have declined in numbers and in
fluence, and another (Hook Norton) to have 
remained stationary, the other two appear to 
have increased, and to be increasing. 

"The ancient church at Cirencester which 
has just completed the second centenary of 
its existence, and which has been favoured 
for nearly the whole period with respect to 
which we write, that is to say for forty-eight 
years, with the valued labours of the highly 
respected and beloved, and still surviving 
Daniel White, commenced the present cen
tury having thirty-four members, it has now 
seventy-two. 

'' The still more ancient church at Hook
Norton now oontains sixty-six members ; 
what was its state in theyeari802 we have not 
been able to ascertam. 

" The church at Middleton Cheney at the 
beginning of this century, was in a very happy 
and flourishing state, under the pastorate of 
Mr. Thomas Green, who died in 1804, aged 
49, having held the pastoral office for twenty
three years, during which time he was instru
mental in adding one hundred and eighteen 
members to the church ;-it now numbers 
only fo,·ty. It is sad to be compelled to at
tribute the decline of this church to the mi
nistry of incapable and wicked men. May 
tl1e upriglit and consis!.ilnt character of the 

late pastor, .Joseph Price, who finisher] hi.1 
course in Decemhei- last, he over-rnlcd to the 
removal of every evil sti!lTTla attached to the 
Christian ministry and pr~fession. 

"The church at Stow, as well as those at 
Naunton and Cirencester, was, in the year 
1802, under the care of' the much respected 
Mr. W. ·wilkins,' but how many members it 
contained is unknown. It has now thirty-two, 
and the attendance on the pnblic services has 
so increased during the last few years. as to 
lead to the rebuilding of the meetin~-house. 

"The following churches have been formed 
and added to the association-

When formed. :,;ro. of meml)en 
Arlington ....•....... 1840 ................. 80 
Banbury ....•....... 1840...... 69 
Blockley .•.......... 1820 .................. 142 
Bloxham ·······-···1812 ..•.... -.......... 25 
Chadlington ....•. 1842 .................. 88 
Cutsdean -········-·1839 .............. _ ... 14 
Faringdon .•......• 1820 .. -·-············ 50 
Kinl(s Sutton ..•... 1846 .................. 3~ 
Lechlade ............ l.819 ................ -. 43 
Milton ......•••..•.•. 1837 •..•.........•... 37 
Woodstock •........ 1827 ....•........... 6D 

649 

"A general view therefore of the state of 
the association at its formation, contrasted 
with its present state, gives us this result-
,, Then, eight churches, containing 415 mem

bers. 
".Now, twenty-three churches, containing 

1626 members. 
"But these figures only indicate the growtb 

of the association during the fifty years, and 
the superior position which we occupy in the 
an'.icipation of the advancing halt~century, 
to that occupied by our predecessors in the 
commencement of the one that is past. Nor 
do they fully exhibit the latter, for in addi
tion to the increased number of org,inized 
churches, and the large increase in the num
ber of the professed disciple6 of our Lord, we 
must take into consideration all the various 
supplemental and auxiliary agencies which 
we possess that were unknown to our fathers. 
For instance, at the commencement of the 
period we have been re,·iewing, we arB not 
aware that a single Sunday school existed in 
connection ,vith either of the churches, now 
not one church is destitute of so interesting an 
auxiliary, while many of them have not only 
large and efficiently conducted schodls on the 
Sunday, but support, wholly or in part, esta
blishments for the daily instruction of the 
young. In our Sunday schools no less than 
2400 children are weekly instructed in the 
truths of God's holy wo~d. In addition tu 
this important agency, we should likewise take 
into consideration onr various auxiliary Mis
sionary, Bible, Tract, Sick-visiting, and other 
societie~, by which the friends of the Redeemer 
seek to advance his cause, and the whole will 
compel the acknowledgment, that the progress 
of that cause in our jn1metliate dis~t·iet during 
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the fifLy yenrs of onr existence as an associa
tion, has been \'ery cheering, and is hi,gh\y 
suggestive of n1otives and encouragemenb to 
renewed, faithful, zealous, and hopeful la
bour.'' 

lt should be remarked that though the 
eight churches respecting which it is possible 
to ascertain the rate of progress have nearly 
doubled their numbers during the half-cen
tury, a11d though the increase of the associ
ated churches this year has been small, yet, 
it has been larger th,1n the ave,·a_qe inc,·ease 
of those eight churches in the fifty years to 
"·hich the comparison refers. 

RECENT DEATHS. 
'W 

RE\'. H. HO'.ll:i;ELL. 
W' 

The Rev. Hemy Boxell was born in an 
obscure Yillage in Suffolk, and being brought 
up under the sound of the gospel was the 
subject of cal'ly eonvictions and religi-Ous 
impressions, which preserved him from many 
of the snares ,o which unshielded youth are 
exposed; anc\ as be advanced in years be 
grew in self-complacency- l'esting satisfied 
with his outwa,d morality, and the form 
without the power of religion, until he heard 
a sermon from these words, "For whosoever 
shall keep the whole law, and }'et offend in 
one point, he is guilty of all" (James ii. 10). 
This, as he said, stripped ]1im of the rags of his 
own righteousness, and for a fo1-tnight he felt 
in all but absolute despair, till another ser
mon from tbe words, " Believe on the Lord 
Jesus Clu·ist, and thou sI1alt be saved" (Acts 
xvi. :n ), l'elieved him of his burden and he 
went on his way rejoicing. 

He was baptized by the late Mr. Gold
smith of Stradbrooke, in the year 1824, and 
from tnat lime, feeling a great love for souls, 
he began to e:s:_::iound the scrip,ures, and to 
preach Christ, and was successively pastor of 
the baptist churches at Charsfield,at Chelms
ford, and at Rattlesden, till in the year 1341 
he accepted a uoanimous call to the pas
tJrate of the church at Kenninghall in Nor
fulk, whe1·e he continued to minister up to the 
time of Iiis last affliction. l\fr. Horsell was 
" a good minis,er of Jesus Christ," a man of 
great prnc\ence, and of unblameable li,e and 
conversat;on. He lived in the afiections of 
a peaceable and unifed people, encow-aging 
them in sa!,bath-school in~truction, in cor
·<lially aiding our foreign miss.ion, and in 
every good wo1d and work. For the last six 
years he had l.Jeen scarcel;v free from pain, 
yet co1Jti,rning in his beloved work, and !1is 
uttache<l people 1·emarked tbat he seemed 
evidently 1·ipenillg for heaven. At length he 
was confined to the chamber of affliction, 
during which he was the su:,ject of much 
excruciating suffering fi om iutemal cancer for 
~ome months, yet lie was divi11cly supported, 

enjoyed a solid resting on the great truths of 
the el'erlnsting gospel, and "n good hope 
through grace" of the " rest which 1·em1tineth 
for the peopl<' of Goel." \Vhen the incurn
ble nat11re of his disease was announced he 
exp, essed himself with perfect cnhnness as 
confiding in the lol'e and faithfulness of his 
co,·enant God, saying, "I know I shall not 
have one pain too much," One expression 
of the dying saint will never be forgotten by 
those who heard, and it is tmly a golde;1 
sentence; when asked the state of his mind in 
the immediate prospect of dissolution he 
said, " 1 am as satisfied of the ,·eality of the 
JJerson and wo,·k of Ch,·ist, as though I could 
now see him ; neve,·theless, to enjoy the ful
ness of that vision I must wait till I beholcl 
him face to face." 

In this peaceful frame he continued 
till the silver cord was loosed on the morn
ing of August 31st, 1852 ; and thus in the 
5f.rd year of his age he finished his course 
and enterec\ into the joy of his Lord. 

THE REV. CHENEY DURDE'rT. 

The subject of the following sketch died 
September 2nd, at Thorpe, in the sixty
se\'enth year of his aze, and the forty-second 
of his pastorate over the particular baptist 
church at Sutton-in-the-Elms, Leicestershire. 
He was born at Naseby, in Northampton
Ehire, in the year 1785. His parents were 
in Imm ble life but respectable in character. 
He set out in life by going into a farmer's 
service, and it appears that while in that 
situation he was brought to the knowledge 
of salvation through faith in Jesus Christ. 
It is not known under whose ministry this 
important and happy change was eflected; 
but the writer of these lines has a strong 
impression of having heard the departed 
state that it was brought about b.v his listen
ing to the out-door preaching of ministers 
of various denominations in the large sand · 
pits of his native village. Soon after his 
conversion he was baptized, and became a 
member of the baptist church at Guils
bomugh. Some of his new and pious friends 
in that neigh bomhood soon discovered in 
him, as they thought, gifts which under 
God might fit him for the ministry •Of' the 
gospel. These friends interested thernsel ves 
on his '.iehalf, and ultimately he was placed 
under the care and tuition of that excellent 
and judicious servant of God, the late Rev. 
J. Sutcliff. of Olney. Afcer leaving the 
mof of Mr. Sutcliff he went on probation 
to the church of Sutton-in.the-Elms. A,t 
the close of nc11rlv twelve months he received 
a very cordi11l ii1vitation from that chu1<eh 
to become their pastor. 'l'his, nftcr much 
rcfleciion and prayer, he deemed it his duty 
to accept, and the propriety of that step 
would oeem to appear iJ1 the tact that he 
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remnincd the beloved pastor of that church ' 
till within II few weeks before his death, 
when in his mind all hopes of restoration 
to health being given up, he resigned up 
his pastoral office into the hands of those 
from whom he had received it. We can 
with safety and confidence say that the 
departed was eminently a good man, and 
was cordially beloved by the mem hers of 
his church, by the neighbouring ministers 
of the gospel, and indeed by all persons who 
really knew him. He was remarkable for 
humility, for child-like simplicity, and fur 
an utter destitution of all guile and duplicity: 
he never assumed a character, nor the shade 
of a character on any occasion which <lid 
not substantially belong to him : no man's 
character was ever more lucid and trans
parent than his. And on this account the 
comparatively few failings he had Wilre the 
more conspicuous to his friends, as being ever 
surrounded by the clear and steady light 
of the virtues just mentioned. 

As a preacher he made no pretence to the 
higher sty le of public speaking ; but his 
preaching was always distinguished by good 
sense, by great plainness of speech, by 
thorough evangelical truth, and by an ear
nest desire for the salvation of souls. 
Whether in the pulpit or in the family, 
his prayers were unusually appropriate and 
impressive, full of holy fervour ancl the cleep 
pathos of his soul, and seldom could those 
prayers fail to leave the impression on the 
mine! of fellow worshippers, that the sup
pliant must be in the habit of praying much 
or be could not pray so well. The fu
neral of our dear friend and brother took 
place on Tuesday, the 7th of September, 
in the burial ground attached to the chapel 
at Sutton-in-the-Elms. It was attendeu 
by a large concourse of people from the 
neighbouring congregations and villages and 
by several ministers both ha ptists and 
independents. The Rev. G. Mia!! of Ulles
thorpe read and prayed, the Revs. J. Bar
nett of Blaby and T. Mays of Wigston
Magna gave out suitable hymns, and the 
Rev. J. Davis of Arnsly delivered a very 
appropriate and touching address to the mem
bers of the church and the congregation. 
When the corpse was placed in the grave, 
Mr. Charles Parsons, of Hinckley,-an aged 
and gitted member of the church just de
prived of its beloved pastar,-addressed the 
crowd of spectators in a speech which, by the 
ministers present, was much admired for its 
adaptation to the ,occasion, its beauty of 
thought, and the deep-toned feeling of friend
ship for the deceased, and of benevolence for 
the living, with which it was fraught. On 
the following Lord's day (September I 2th) a 
funeral sermon was preached to the church 
and congregation over which the departed had 
so long presided, by Rev. J. Jones, the pastor 
,of the baptist church at Monks Kirby. This 

service was undertaken at the previous I cqucst 
of the departed, between whom and Mr. ,J. 
an. intimate and very c?rdial friendship hau 
ex1.3ted for more than thirty years. The text, 
'2 Cor. v. 4, had been selected for the occasion 
by Mr. Burdett sometime previously to his 
death. Throughout his long and p:ii nfu \ 
affiicti-On, and in the immediate prosncct of 
death, the mind of our much-loved brother 
was divinely peaceful and happy. A widow 
and ten children are left behind to lament 
their great and irreparable loss. 

REV. H. HOWELL. 

The Rev. H. Howell, pastor of the bapliot 
church at Kenning Hal I, Norfolk, entered in
to rest, August 5th, 1852. 

MRS. JUCHARD HARRIS, JU:iIOR. 

The lamented Christian sister whose name 
is placed at the head of this brief obituary 
clied Septem her the 11 th, possessed of a" hop~ 
blooming with immortaliLy." She was born 
at Tamworth in the year 1812, in which town, 
so rich in its varied associations, the earlier 
years of her life were spent. Her removal to 
Leicester was occasioned by the event of her 
marriage to one who now, together with a 
~·oung and numerous fon1ily, mourns his 
meparable loss. Although distinguished by 
great natural amiability of character, and 
accustomed to attend regularly the l\'Orship 
of God and the preaching of the gospel on 
the sabbath, formerly in connection with the 
Established Church, and more recently at the 
baptist chapel in Charles Street, Leicester; 
yet it was not until the last few years of her 
life that she experienced the power of di vine 
truth, the "joy and peace of believing,'' or 
realised that important change which our 
Lord declares to be essential to an entrance 
mto the "kingdom of heaven." Her con
version, which was very marked and decisive, 
and which led to a full and unreserved consecra
tion of her heart and life to the Redeemer, 
was brought about by means which serve to 
illustrate the diversity of method adopted by 
an all-wise God in bringing souls into union 
and communion with himself. Devoteu at
tachment to her husband and an earnest 
desire to oblige and please him induced her 
to maintain family worship, during his absence 
from home on a continent..! journey, by read
ing morning and evening, "Fletcher's Family 
Devotions." The perusal of the truly excel
lent prayers contained in this work, iu con
nection with his snbsequent conversations, 
were productive, under the Divine blessing, of 
that godly sorrow for sin which "worketh 
repentance which needeth not to be repented 
of," and ultimately of a holy confidence and. 
peaceful trust in the finished work of Chriol. 
From this period up to the time of her death,. 
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her consciousness of the favour and friendship 
of _Go<l was ~carcely ever intenupted, her 
religious experience was very joy0us ; her sky 
almo~t without a cloud; her progress in the 
acquirement of knowledge was rapid, and her 
usefulness as a member of the church of 
Christ was very extensive. Endowed with 
great natural energy of character and a bene
volent heart, and these being under the influ
ence of Christian principles, and the powerful 
motives of true religion, the result of their 
combined operation was an unwearied acti,•jty 
in promoting the temporal and spiritual wel
fare of others. Without the slightest adula
tion the language of Job may be applied to 
her in an unmodified sense," When the ear 
l1ear<l me it blessed me, and when the eye 
saw me it garn witness; the blessing of him 
that was ready to perish came upon me, and 
I caused the widow's heart to sing for joy." 

Her last illness continued about three 
weeks, and was borne with the meekness of 
Christian resignation, and with the fortitude 
which springs from strong faith in the recti
tude, wisdom, and goodness of God, and from 
the realization of the truth of the "many ex
ceeding great and precious promises " which 
are the believer's portion. To her, death pre
!ented no terrors, eternity no alarms. Her 
con~ersations during the whole of this period 
were exceedingly interesting, and evinced a 
mind reposing intelligently and calmly on the 
great work of human redern ption, and, at the 
same time, fil!ed with heavenly thoughts and 
aspirations. It has been observed, in the 
case of many Christians, that there has been 
a brightening np of the mental faculties im
mediately preceding the hour of dissolution, 
somewhat resembling the propbetie power 
displayed by the ancient patriarchs under 
similar circumstances. It bas appeared as 
though the immortal spirit were asserting its 
distinctness from, and its superiority to, that 
frail tabernacle which it is about to desert, or, 
as though its various powers and suscepti
bilities were already being braced by the 
genial breezes of the heavenly Canaan. Thus, 
in the present instance, there was displayed 
an unusual lucidity and vigour of mind, 
wholly distinct from that unhealthy excite
ment which is sometimes produced by arti
fieial means. When it was evident that her 
end was very near .she summoned her remain
ing strength, and calling for her beloved and 
sorrowing parents and children, her other 
l'elatives and domestics, individually, she 
addressed them appropriately to their several 
ages and circumstances in a strain of earnest 
and pathetic eloquence, never to he forgotten 
by those who heard it. Shortly after this 
dying effort to benefit the souls of those 
whom she loved, her happy spirit took its 
flight to the presence of that Saviour "whom 
having not seen" on earth, she had so 
earnestly loved and served. The numerous 
,aud pensive concourse which flocked to the 

place of interment on the day of her funeral, 
and which crowded the sanctuary she wns 
wont to attend on the following Lord's day, 
strikingly attested the extent to which her 
virtues were appreciated, and the hil(h esti
mation in which she was generally held. Her 
death was improved to a large nnd affected 
audience from the language of the apostle 
(Phil. i. 2, 3,) "Having a desire to depart 
and to be with Christ which is far better" 
words so expressive of her own happy state 
of mind, and so calculated to comfort a 
bereaved family, an afflicted church, and a 
sorrowful circle of friends. It is earnest! y 
hoped that the exam pie furnished by her 
religious life, and her painful yet triumphant 
death may lead many, and especially those 
who were most dear to her, to follow her as 
she followed Christ, and ultimately meet her 
in heaven. 

ll!RS. FAYNE. 

On Friday, Sep. th, the beloved wife of 
the Rev. W. Payne of Chesbam, and daugh
ter of the Rev. W. Tomlin, was released from 
her sufferings and admitted to her rest. It 
was her privilege in childhood to enjoy the 
religious intruction of parents whose holy ex
ample was a Jiving commentary on the ex
cellency of the knowledge of Christ. By 
their care the seeds of truth were first sown 
in her heart, and, through the Divine blessing 
granted in answer to prayer, sprang up and 
brought forth fruit. Though she had early 
shown a quick susceptibility of religious im
pressions her humility and diffidence kept 
h.~r from making a profession of love to 
Christ so soon as many others ; but her sub
sequent course always caused the church to 
regard her matured decision with grateful 
satisfaction. For some years she was an in
defatigable Sunday-school teacher, a zealous 
tract distributor, and collector for the foreign 
mission ; and there are many proofs that she 
laboured not in vain. Her marriage gave 
reason bo hope that she who had been useful 
as a pastor's daughter would be still more so 
as a pastor's wife, and at first she was able 
very efficiently to discharge the duties of her 
important station ; after a time, however, her 
health began to decline, and though her life 
was spared for several years she was com
pelled reluctantly to abandon former methods 
of usefulness. She then sought out other 
ways of doing good; and by her kind and 
gentle watch:fiulness over the young females 
of the church and congregation became a 
great and lasting ble•sing to many who 
cheri.l,h her memory with the warmest .affec
tion. 

Her religioos experience was in the main 
trustful and joyous, though sometimes her 
heart was saddened by doubt and difficulty, 
The cross, the love of God in Christ., the 
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precious promises of the gospel were her 
cherished subjects of thought. 

For several months in this year she had 
been deprived of the ordinary means of grace. 
She derived however great encouragement in 
her retirement from several sermons preachetl 
by her husband at the beginning of the year, 
on the 23rd Psalm. 

'fhe sufferings hy which the" earthly house" 
was dissolved were protracted and peculiarly 
painful, so as to allow her little opportunity 
of expressing her views nod feelings in the 
prospect;of death; yet enough, and more than 
enough, fell occasionally from her lips to in
dicate that her hope was in Christ, and that 
reliance on the sacrifice of the Son of God 
gave her peace, subduing if it did not entirely 
destroy, the fear of death. A few days be
fore her death, when she was asked respecting 
the state of her mind, she ;ntimated her thank
fulness that the atonement of Jesus is all
sufficient, and remarked that self righteous
ness would not do in a dying hour. Thus 
she fell asleep in Jesus. adding, her testimony 
to that of others, that when heart and flesh 
foil He is the strength of his people's hearts 
and their portion for· eve~. 

MRS- BERRY, SENIOR. 

Mrs. Berry, the mother of the Rev. T. 
Berry of Abbeyliex fell asleep in Christ on 
the 2nd of October, aged ninety. She was 
originally a Roman catholic, but for tlie last 
twenty-five years she has renounced that 
church, and has had peace in believing the 
gospel. 

" Her case," says her son,, "was a peculiar 
one. For years she heard the scriptures 
read, and had the privilege of the teaching of 
a pious husband, but without any apparent 
change; but after my father's death when 
I removed from our home, and she was left 
alone without any teaching, then the Spil'it of 
God wrought in her heart what she had so 
often rejected. In agony she sent for one of 
our scripture readers, and begged him to 
pray with her; the Lord was gracious to her, 
and though when I left home I hatl no hope 
of her conversion, great was my joy, on 
my return, to find her full of love to Jesus, 
and, bleBBed be God, ever since she has con
tinued to love him who has now taken her to 
himself." 

MRS. COLCROO?T. 

REV. O. DARKIN. 

The Rev. Charles Darkin, late of Wood
stock, Oxon, departed this life very peace
fully at 7, P. M. on the 22nd of October, 
1852, at his residence in Cirencester. In this 
the place of his abode for the last fow years 
he was active and useful to the laat, and his 
departure will be a somce of deep regret to 
many, but especially to his bereaved and 
afll.icted widow. 

COLLECTANEA. 

CONVOCATIO.'<, 

The report having been circulated very 
widely that the revival of this obsolete autl.c
ritative meeting of Episcopalian d-ignitaries 
had been conceded to Tractarian influence by 
the government, many of our readers will be 
glad to learn that it has been officially contra
dicted. The Re1JOrd of October 25th writes 
on the Sllbject thus :-" The truth, though 
we can only surmise it, we take to be, that 
some two or three weeks back, somebody, pro
bably a man in high station, had persuaded 
himself, from something that had passed, that 
Lord Derby intended-if Convocation asked 
for leave to sit-to advise Her Majesty to 
grant her royal license. Whether this person 
had any ground for such a supposition, we 
have no means of knowing; but we believe 
that the supposition itself was entertained. 
And being spoken- of to- other parties, the im
preBBion soon got abroad, and a belief began 
to gain ground in all quarters that Convoca
tion would ask for leave to sit, and. that the 
desired permission would be granted. 

'' That such a belief, when it gained posses
sion of men's minds, shou d produce great 
alarm was naturally to be expected. But the 
consternation and the vehement anger exhi
bited in the present instance, exceeded nil an
ticipation. The fierce attacks of the opposi
tion papers, and their evident conviction that 
such a step would lead to the ruin of the ad
ministration, soon produced the natural re
sults. Two very emphatic disclaimers of any 
such purpose were sent to the 11-:Ln-ning Herald 
by leading persons in Downing-street ; and 
we may safely reckon that the peril which we 
feared is removed to a much greater distance 
than it occupied a month ago. 

We are requested to record the death of 
Mrs. Mary Colcroft the beloved wife of the 
Rev. W. Colcroft, baptist minister, Wake
field, which took place on the 4th of October, 
after a month's severe suffering from diarrhrea 
and dysentery. A more enlarged account of 
this excellent woman is promised. Her age 
was/, 1. 

'' 'l'he anger of the Tractarians at this frus
tration of their hopes is naturally very great. 
It is not at all improbable that the entire fail
ure of the attempt (should it fail) to 'make 
Convocation a reality,' may fill up the cup 
of bitterness with some of these poor mcu, 
and may induce them to take the linal step ; 
and, in their vehement desire for ' the 
Church's freedom,' to fly to a ,·hurch in 
which the very name of freedom is mL-

known .. '' 
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OLD CIIURCH HISTORIANS. 

. The Reco,·d announces a project which if it 
it ~e carried into effect will: we lrnve no 
dotrnt, be ~d vantageous in bringing to light 
man~· ancient deeds of darkness.-" We 
are gla~ to observe, that the proposed re
p~1hhcatto':1 of the Chtt1·ch Histo,·ians of 
En_qland 1s about to be commenced. This 
undertaking is quite in accordance with the 
taste and habiis of the present day. Jt will 
cna!:,le every man to study the facts of the 
case for himself, and to form his own conch,
sion, instead of borrowing them from modern 
,rriters. It will furnish, for each successive 
age_ of the English Church, the historian of that 
penod,-the chronicler ~ho narrates what 
he himself saw and heard. Most of these 
early writers were monks, but then it must 
be . remem0er~~ that these were the only 
u·r,iers then lmng ; and that it is only from 
their records that we can gain any know
! edge of w :,at. passed in those days. It 
s110uld al~o 1;>e remembered that, though Ro
man Cat,10hcs, m,my of them were not Pa
pists. In fact, we have reason to know that 
there are few objects for which Dr. Wiseman 
has laboured more sedulously, or, hit:1erto, 
1;10re _successfully, th,an to pr~vent a pu!,liea
t10n, m En;;hsh, of t,1e chromcles of Matthew 
Paris. At last, we trust. his efforts in this 
direction will be frustrated." 

CRYSTAL PALAOE. 

We are informed that the following 
nddress to the premier is in extensive circu
la\ion. Unless the prayer be granted, it is 
endent that the numerous servants enaaged 
at this building must consist exclusiv;'ly of 
µersons who are willing devote their time 
on the Lord's day to Stcular purposes. 
"TO THE RIGRT HONOURABLE THE EARL OF 

DERBY, FIRST LORD OF HER MAJESTY'S 

TREASURY. 

''. The Memorial of the undersigned in-
habitants ol' the parish of in the 
county of respectfully sheweth, 

" 'That your memorialists are of opinion 
that the opening of the Crystal Palace, at 
Syd~nham, on the Lord's day, will be pro
d uct1 ve of ver.v serious evil to the community. 
They therefore earnestly pray, that in the 
Charter ahont to be grauted to the Crystal 
Palace Company, a clause may be inse'rted 
prohi:,iting the admission of the public to th; 
Palace or its grounds, on any part of the 
Lord's day.' 

"And your memorialists, &c.'' 

. The Congregational Union has resolved, 
w1ch not more than ten disse11tients in an 
Assembly of four hundred ministers and de
legates, to memorialise Her Majesty the 
Queen, prayi,ig her not to grant a Charter 

which shall contain n provision for the dcse; 
crat)o~ of the sacred day ; and also, to me
morialise the Directors of the Crystal Palace 
Company, entreating them not to carry out 
that part of their intention. 'l.'he Union has 
further resolved to recommend all the lnde
pen_dent congregations to memorialise Her 
Maiesty and the Directors for themselves 
Notwithstanding a slight difference of jud,,.: 
ment on a. point of principle, there wns not 
we feel qmte sure, a single individual in that 
large assembly, (which may fairly be taken 
to rep~esent the entire Congregational body,) 
who did not regard the opening of the Crys
tal Pal~ce on. the Lord's Day as n measure 
threatenmg the most prejudicial consequences 
to the moral and religious interests of the 
country. 

About tl_1e same time, another important 
~epresentat1ve body was occupied in consider
mg the same question, and. with a like result. 
We allude to the Committee of the Sunday 
School .Union, which, we understand has 
adopted n terse and pointed memorial to the 
~rime m)nister, dissuading him by considera
t10ns which ought to have some weight with 
the chancellor of_Oxford University, and the 
author of the national system of education in 
Ireland,from acceding to the impudent request 
~f the Crystal Palace Company. Examples 
like these are sure to set in motion a larae 
prop?rtion of the moral part of the co~
muruty, whose feelings no minister of state 
can set at nought and outrage with impunity. 
-Patriot. 

INTOI,Im.A.NCE IN l'RUSSIA. 

Evangelicvl Christendom contains a letter 
from a Prussian minister, who says "On the 
7th of May Inst, brother Czerski and I were 
s;immoned before a legal° tribunal, and pub
licly accused for preaching Christ and ad
n_,inistering the sacraments to our congrega
tions, and for constituting ourselves into a 
different body, instead of belonging to either 
of the state churches, viz., the Romish, or 
Lutheran. Even religious articles, which I 
wrote from time to time in a publication of 
our own, and such as I insertecl somewhere 
else, were brought forward for the purpose of 
substantiating my crimes against the church 
and the state. We defended our own cause; 
we employed no counsellors ; but, in depen
dance upon a higher power, we spoke as the 
disciples of Christ, so that the hearts of the 
judges were moved, and we were acquitted. 
The solicitor-general, however, appealed to a 
high~·r court, whose ~ecision we know not yet; 
but 11 may be, and rndeed, I fear it will be, 
against us ; and there will remain no al ternn
ti ve for us, but, like the pilgrim-fathers of old, 
to quit the country ; else we shall either be 
bm1ished or imprisoned, or what is worse, be 
hnnted into Popish thraldom, or else into 
Lutheran indiffercntism-better callccl i11fi.. 
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delity. Oh, what times nre these we are living 
in I We are surrounded by Jesuits. I am 
persuaded there is one vast net cast all round 
Europe by these Popieh emissaries. 

LOUIS NAPOLEON AND POPERY, 

The Tablet contains a long letter from an 
English resident at Paris, complaining that 
the Catholic journals of our land have not 
done justice to the services rendered to the 
church by the "illustrious Prince President." 
The writer arrived in Paris in 1849, he tells 
us, '' a rank Puseyite~ ; but now, "by the 
mercy of God and the intercession of our 
Blessed Lady," he is something more. After 
setting forth the good deeds of the object of 
his eulogies, he concludes with a proposition 
which we will lay before our readers, and then 
if they do not adopt it, we shall not be the 
responsible parties, " Such," he says, "is a 
brief and imperfect, but, as I believe, accu
rate sketch of what has been done and is do
ing in this great country; and in conclusion I 
would ask your readers to say'an •Ave' daily 
for the ruler of the nation and the people, for 
that ruler and that people to whom have been 
vouchsafed the inestimable blessing and privi
lege of restoring our Holy Father to his city 
of Rome, and who are now drawing more and 
more closely the bonds of union with that 
Holy Pontiff, to whom Catholic Christendom 
looks, not simply with the affection and dnty 
of children, but with a love and devotion 
which words are unable and unequal to ex
press, declare, or do justice to." 

PnOTESTANTS OUGHT NOT TO PE!tSECUTE, 

Mr. Lucas, the ultramontane member for 
Meath, and editor of the Tablet, who writes 
in favour of religious equality and apologizes 
for the imprisonment of the Madiai, assigns a 
curious reason, not applicable as he thinks to 
Roman Catholics, why P-,o/estants ought not 
to persecute. " ID. every protestant country 
persecution is a solicism in terms. All pro
testantism which does not go the length of 
protesting against revelation altogether recog
nises the importance of a belief in revelation 
to the salvation of the soul. But believing 
also its own fallibility it cannot promise any 
certainty to the believer, and wherever it 
punishes for religion it acts under an uncer
tainty as to whether its chastisement is 
directed against truth or falsehood. Perhaps 
it is punishing the true faith. Perhaps it is 
destroying souls instead of saving them. It 
does not know; it cannot tell; all it has 
before it is a great ' perhaps,' and to punish 
men for not adopting, or for kicking against 
what at the highest is only a question or an 
hypothesis, and does not so much as pretend 
to certainty, is a folly no less than a crime." 
-So then, in the judgment of Mr. Lucas, 
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there is something in popery, that is its 
a_ssumpt!on of infallibility, rendering persecu
tion which would be criminal in others ac
cordant with its nature and claims. 

MANCHESTER ASSOCIATION FOR THE IMPROVE· 
MENT OF THE CONDIT!Ol'< OF DRESSMAKERS, 
MILLINERS, ETO, 

Much has been said respecting the em
ployment of females of tender age in ill
ventilated garrets and confined workrooms, 
regardless of time; many of them being kept 
at work from twelve to twenty hours per 
day,-which nothing but a nature stimulated 
by the fond (yet too often futile) anticipation 
of the future, could withstand the bitter 
trials they are subjected to-not unfrequently 
terminating in death itself; and if by chance 
they should escape this early doom, a greater 
portion of them are ill fitted to undertake 
the honoured and responsible position of 
wife or mother, from a succession of ill health 
aud other physical defects contracted during 
their long continuance at these sedentary 
employments. 

It is a fearful thing to contemplate the 
thousands of these young people who are 
plying their needles for the purpose of 
upholding the fashions of this fleeting world, 
while the rest of creation have long retired 
to rest, calmly reposing till the return of day, 
when they arise refreshed and invigorated. 
Does not this state of things loudly call for 
reformation ! Who can refuse to assist in 
putting down this monster evil? We trust 
that amongst the numerous improvements 
which from time to time are being made and 
contemplated, the cause of the poor dress
makers and milliners may occupy a promi
nent position. Never let it be said while 
we are vigorously suppressing slavery abroad, 
that we are fostering it in its worst phases 
in our own favoured land. 

The Manchester Association is endeavour
ing in various ways to alleviate these evils. 
Among others it furnishes gratuitously any 
circulars or tracts it hae published, on 
application to the secretary at 12, New 
Brown Street, Manchester. 

CHRONOLOGICAL OLD TESTAM&'IT. 

The Editor of the Chronological New Te•• 
tament has in preparation, and intends pub
lishing in January, Part I. (containing 
Genesis) of the Chronological Old Te,tament. 
The work will be framed on the model of 
that of the New Testament; but as the Old 
requires and admits of more extensive im
provement, so it has received at the hands of 
the Editor many helps to its elucidation 
which the New was not capable of receiving. 

I. It has been attempted to supplement 
the unsystematic simplicity of the historical 

-I ll 
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rortions of the Old Testament hy foll chro
n,,logical and geographical notes. 

JI. A translation is gh•en in the margin of 
c1·ery passage in the Septuagint cited in the 
New Testament, from which it will be seen 
that, though it is sometimes the case that the 
"Tilers of the New 1'esta.ment take their 
citations from the Septuagint, yet that it is 
not generally true, for in some instances 
thev dif.'er from both the Hebrew text and 
the 0 Greek \'crsion. 

l JI. l'amllel passages, affecting the sense 
and thro"·ing ligl1t upon the text, are printed 
iu full, inste"cl of being simply referred to. 

I Y. At the end of eHch book is given a 
series of critical notes on the Original He
lire11·, "·ith a collation of the various readings 
in all the ancient \'ersions in Walton's Poly
glot Bible, Yiz. the Samaritan text and ver
sion, Chaldee Tar~ms of Onkelos, Jonathan 
Ben Uziel, and Jerusalem, Syriac, Arabic, 
Septuagint, and Vulgate. 

GREEK SEPTUAG:NT. 

The fourth"and concluding volume of tl1e 
Septuagint, printed at Athens for the use of 
the Greek church, having been completed 
last autumn, there is now printinf: an edition 
of the Greek New Testament, to form a uni
form fifth rnlume. The Septua;iint. is printed 
from the authorized Moscow text, which 
appears on examination to follow the "Codex 
Alexandrinus," and not, as is the case with 
editions in popular use in this country, the 
"Codex Vaticanus."---Jou,·nal of Sacred 
Literature. 

SP Al'(ISH .um ITALIAN SCRil'TURES. 

A translation of the Old Testament into 
Spanish is progressing satisfactorily. Ar
rangements have been made for a new and 

complete revision of Dio.!Rti's Itnlinn bible. 
Exieting circumstances render thie nt once n 
most important and also a most delicate 
undertaking, but the Committee indulge the 
the hope that they have come to a wise deci
sion as to the principle on which the revision 
shoul<l be conducted.-.Tom·nal of Sac,·ed 
Lite.-ature. 

ANCIENT ORA.LORAN COFFINS. 

Mr. I{ en net Loftue, the first European 
who l1as visited the aucient ruins of Warka 
in Mesopotamia, and who is attached to the 
surveying ijtaff of Colonel Williams, ap
pointed to settle the question of the boull.d
ary-line of Turkey and Persia, writes thus~
" Warka is no doubt the Erech of scripture, 
the second city of Nimrod, and it is the 
Orchoe of the Chaldees. 

" Tl1e mounds within the walls afford 
subjects of high interest to the historian and 
antiquarian : they are filled, nay, I may say 
they are literally composed of coffins piled 
upon each other to the height of fo1ty-five 
feet. It has evidently been the great burial 
place of the Chal<leans, as Meshed Ali and 
Kerbela, at the present day, are of the Per
sians. The coffins are very strange affairs : 
they are in genernl fmm Uke a slipper-bath, 
but more depressed and symmetrical, with a 
large oval aperture to admit the body, which 
is closed with a lid of earthenware. _ 

'' 'l'he coffins themselves at·e also of baked 
clay, covered with green glaze, and embossed 
with figures of warriors, with strange and 
enormous coiffures, dressed in a short tunic 
and long under-garments, a sword by the 
side, the arms resting on the hips, the legs 
apart. Great quantities of pottery, and also 
clay figures, some most delicately modelled, 
are found around them ; and ornaments of 
gold, silver, iron, copper, glass, &c., within." 
-Art Joumal. 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

EMINENT BAPTISTS, 

Tu the Editor of the Baptist Magazine. 

Dur. Srn,-I recently met with the fol
lowing statement in vol. v. of the Voluntary 
Cl,urch Magazine, a periodical formerly 
pul1lished in Scotland :-

., But were we disposed to claim a little 
more respect for thill despisild body (the bap
tist denomination) we might point to the 
following individual• as having been members 
of that body, for all these eminent persons 
l,dun.yed to the baptist denomination. The 

list will startle some who were not aware of 
the fact. 

'' The greatest philosovher of ancient or 
modern times, Sir Isaac Newton. 

"The author of the most extraordinary poem 
ever written, John Milton. 

"The successor of Sir Isaac Newton in the 
mathematical chair, William Whiston. 

" The writer of the most popular allegory 
ever penned, John Bunyan. 

"The most learned commentator in .-abini· 
cal and oriental literature, Dr. Gill. 

" 1'he author of the best key to scripture 
metaphors, Mr, Keach. 
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" The most eminent p!tilanthropisl of 
modem times, John Howard. 

"'l'hc most eloquent preacher of our day, 
Robett Hall. 

'' The founder of tbst nohle institu~ion the 
Bible Sociely, Joseph Hughes. 

"The moat profound and oridinal essayist of 
the present nge, John Foster. 

" Were we to add any humbler nnmes we 
should foe!, dis~osed to particularize ihose of 
Knibb, Burchell, and Phillippo, the benefac
tors of the West Indian slaves ; Judson, 
the apostle of the Burman empire; Carey, 
Marshman, Thomas, and Ward, the inde
fatigabie translat01·s of the scri11tures at Se
ralljpore." 

Flattering as this "list" is to our denomi
national pride, I confess it did "startle" me 
when I first saw it. Is it true that Newton, 
1\filton, Whiston, and Howard, "belonged to 
the baptist denomination ~•• Will you, or 
some of your correspondents, be so kind as 
to answer this query ! and oblige 

Yours respectfully, 
JOHN WILLIAMS. 

Glasgow, Oct. 21st, 1852. 

COLLECTIONS FOR DENOMINA.TIONAL OBJECTS. 

To_the Editor of the Baptist Magazine. 

DEA.R Srn,-In the report of the annual 
meeting at Stepney College, reference was 
made to the slender support afforded to that 
and kindred institutions by collections in 
baptist churches and congregations ; and 
something like a reproach was intimated as 
attaching to the individuals constituting 
those bodies for their indifference to edu
cational institutions. 

It is to be regretted that the absence of 
congregational collections should seem to 
justify the charge of want of sympathy and 
interest in the efforts made to provide edu
cational machinery for the use of the rising 
ministry, It cannot be that the baptists are 
insensible to the value of learning : their 
efforts in acquiring knowledge may have 
been less ostentatious, but certainly have 
not been less successful than other classes of 
their fellow subjects. To maintain their 
distinguishing characteristic as a denomi
nation, demands an amount of knowledge 
and mental power not required by those who 
are content to pin their faith and practice on 
the opinions of fallible men like themselves. 
'fhe baptist has not only to satisfy himself 
f1om tlie fountain of all authority for faith 
and practice 11s to the pl'opel' subjects and 
mode of baptism, but has also, in addition, 
otten to meet and expose the sophisms by 
which the pmctice of infant sprinkling is 
represented as consistent with scripture 
authority. 

'i'he bapti1ts are friends to education and 
mental progreEs, and would more generally 

support our collcgo•, were their claims 
distinctly brought before them hy their 
pastors. What probability is there of 
increased support being obtained for a 
college, when its e.nnual meeting is an
nounced from the pulpit in something like 
the following terms l 

Mr. -- will preach the annual sermon 
for the -- college on Tuesday evening at 
six o'clock. Not a word as to the present 
position or future prospects of the institution. 
nor even an explanation of the general 
objects. After such languid announcements, 
and evident want of personal in\erest in their 
success on the part of the pastor, is there 
any wonder that the people should not foel 
any particular desire (o assist a society, 
about which they can learn nothing from 
their pastor, excepting that he considers a 
cold and languid announcement as a full dis
charge of all his obligation towards it. 

The practice of congregational collections 
for societies purely denominational, appears 
to me highly objectionable. We might with 
equal propriety appeal to every one who 
enters our dwelling-house and partakes of our 
hospitality, for a contri!mtion in aid of our 
rent, or in discharging our tradesmen's bills. 
What is wanted is a clear and intelli;ible 
statement of the claims of the several 
societies, and a hearty commendation of 
them by our pastors, and then I am sure the 
people will respond as they ought, and our 
societies will receive the continuous support 
which they severally deserve at the hands of 
the denomination. 

I am, Sir, 
Yours truly, 

GEORGE BAYLEY. 

2Gth, Sept, 1852. 

THE A.NNOUNCEMENT OF SUBSCRIPTIONS. 

To the Editor of the Baptist iUa9azine. 

MY DEAR Srn,-Having recently attended 
a missionary meeting, where they observed a 
practice, which., I regret to say, is becoming 
very general in our own churches, ,iz, : that 
of giving a public announcement at e,ery 
annual meeting, of the names of those who 
subscribe to, and collect for, the missions, I 
am very anxious to know if such proceedings 
can be reconciled with the declaration of our 
Lord in Matthew vi. 2--!, for I think it 
verily would require no ordinary interpreter, 
to prove that it is not a direct prohibition 
from such injurious practices, I s"y 
injurious, because I believe-
!. It is unscriptural, and opposed to the true 

spirit of Christianity. 
2. That it is calculatecl to create pri,lc, an,! 

undue ambition. 
3. That it is a,1 unjust and unneresssrv 

intrusion upon public time that migl;t 
be more profitably employed. 
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Pardon the liberty I have taken in troubling 
)'ou with this ; upon returning home from 
the meeting it became a matter of discussion, 
and it was at last proposed that the question 
should be decided by replies in the Magazine; 
the remarks of any Christian friend would be 
thankfully received, and carefully pemsed. 

Longing for the time when the church, 
freed from all her impurities "shall come 
forth, fair as the moon, clear as the sun, and 
terrible as an army with banners." 

I ml1, dear Sir, 
Yours respectfully, 

Oct. 20th, I 852. R. B. 

EDITORIAL POSTSCRIPT. 

Should an apology be required for the in
sertion of the two articles with which this 
number opens, it may be pleaded that the 
editor is not accustomed to obtrude upon his 
readers his own personal concerns or those of 
his family. But he has been called to follow 
to the grave his three eldest sons. The first 
died in 18 I 9, when he was four years old. 
The second died in 1843, when he was in his 
twenty-first year, a student for the ministry 
at Stepney. The third was remarkable foz 
strength, activity, and resolution. When he 
was a boy, he was bent on excelling his asso
ciates both in physical and intellectual ex
ercises, and be was so often successful that it 
became common for many who were his 
seniors to yield to him the first place. He 
was apprenticed to Mr. Haddon, and long 
before he was out of his time the manage
ment of this magazine in the printing
office was devolved upon him; and it was 
never done better than while it was under 
his care. Having determined to give 
himself to the ministry, he saved enough 
by diligence and self-denial to place him
self at Uni rersity College. When he had 
been there one session, the trustees of 
Ward's Fund became acquainted with bis 
case, and kindly offered to send him to the 
Uni1·ersity of Edinburgh. At the commence
ment of the fourth year there his health failed, 
and before the close of the session it became 
absolutely necessary that instead of taking his 
degree he should return to the south. Before 
tl1is however his energy had finally left him, 
and his voice was materially affected by his 
malady. No just estimate of him can be 
formed by any one whose acquaintance with 
him did not commence till after his return 
from Scotland. He was engaged to assist 
his father during the first twelve-month of 
the Irish Secretaryship ; but in the early part 
of the present year his physician advised him 
to seek a warmer climate, and mentioned the 
C0ve of Cork as eligible. He undertook to 
supply Mr. Young's place for a few weeks in 
J,i, absence, but became unable to preach, 

and returned to London much worse thnn 
when he left it, He was no longer able to 
labour in any way,and since that time though 
every thing that it was possible for human 
aid to do for him was done by his wife and 
her relatives in a healthy part of Surrey, the 
only conclusion of the scenes that could be 
expected was that which took place on the 
thirteenth of October. 

The readers of the Baptist Magazine may 
nmv be apprised without impropriety that we 
have frequently been indebted to his pen. 
He supplied the essay department with pieces 
which have appeared under the signature of 
Philos, in and since the year 1845, In the 
last two years he has written also several 
reviews, particularly those of a work published 
in Edinburgh anonymously but now well 
known, on the Theory of Human Progression 
of several books on Nineveh, and of Mr'. 
Hinton's Test of Experience respecting the 
Voluntary Principle in the United States. 

The first article in our number for Decem
ber will be a Memoir of the late Rev. John 
Green, well known as pastor successively at 
Norwich, at Leicester, and at Newcastle-on
Tyne, 

In our number for January our friends 
may expect an excellent portrait of Samuel 
Morton Peto, Esq. M.P. for Norwich, and 
one of the Treasurers of the Baptist Mission
ary Society. An exquisite miniature belong
ing to Mrs. Peto has been kindly lent to us 
for the purpose, and it ii in the hands of the 
engraver, whose previous performances lead 
us to expect that he will do it justice, 

We are informed that the Youth's Maga
zine, with which many of our readers who 
are now parents cultivated a pleasing ac
quaintance in early life, has recently passed 
into the hands of new proprietors, who have 
determined to commence a new series on the 
first of January, into which they hope to in
fuse additional vigour, while they promise 
that its unsectarian character shall be strictly 
preserved. 

We are much obliged by letters received 
from many correspondents containing addi
tions to last December's list of Baptist Minis
ters, and alterations which ought to be made. 
We cannot help regarding with respect the 
desire which they express that a revised list 
should be furnished next month, and we 
shall be glad to receive within the next week 
any communications which may aid in its 
completion. Let 'it be remembered, how
ever, that it includes only residents in Eng
land, and that the names of all baptist 
ministers residing in England are eligible, 
whether they happen to be pastors at the 
present time or not, 
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The following sentences were written 
in Ireland, and, had space sufficient for 
their admission remamed, would have 
formed the conclusion of the Secretary's 
letter to the Treasurer and Committee 
in our last. 

" This I have great pleasure in saying 
respecting all our ministering brethren 
in the province of Ulster : every man 
seems to be in his proper place. There 
is not one of them who could be removed 
without detriment. They have wives, 
too, with the exceplion of Mr. Carson 
who is unmarried, who seem to be well 
adapted to aid them in their work. 
There is much in them and in the con
gregations under their care which in my 
view is eminently encouraging, and war
rants you to believe that your delibera
tions and labours are not in vaill, I do not 
expect, indeed, ally very rapid successes, 
callillg forth astollishment, but I think 
that the work is progressing, and likely 
to progress gradually, quietly, perse
veringly, like a little leaven, silently but 
effectively leavening the lump. 

" Yet Ulster is not the part of Ireland 
to which I think that you should devote 
your principal efforts. The statiolls ill 
it which you now occupy you must not 
think of abandoning; they ought rather 
to be strengthened and sustained in 
greater efficiency. But scenes are ex
hibited to Tiew ill Leinster, Munster, 
and Connaught, which are unspeakably 
more deplorable than any in Ulster; the 
condition of their inhabitants is far more 
helpless, and the conflict there betweell 
the messeugers of salvation aud the 
powers of darkness is far more close 
and terrible.'' 

The following sketch is from the pen 
of our brother Eccles of Belfast, who 
was personally acquaillted with the 
facts. It exhibits scenes that are 
thoroughly Irish, alld will be read, we 
doubt not, with lively interest. 

In a rural district of the north of 
Ireland, quite near the public road, 

stands a Roman catholic chapel. It 
is the Lord's day. Ave Maria.~ and 
Paternosters are repeated by the as
sembled throng, with a zeal which 
would do hollour to a system in strict 
accordance with holy scripture. But 
there is one who, though in that crowd, 
is not of it. He too is intently engaged; 
but it is with a book. That book is 
the New Testament. To some cir
cumstances connected with the history 
of this man attention is llow solicited. 

He was by birth and education a 
Romall catholic. Whell a boy he had 
learned, at a school in the lleighbour
hood, to read with considerable pro
priety. His mind, llaturally strollg and 
inquiring, was thus, to some extent, 
cultivated, While therefore he received 
the doctrilles of his church with un
hesitating alld unqualified submission, 
he felt himself under a reasonable 
obligation to state the groullds of them, 
when asked to do so by those Pro
testants with whom he occasionally 
came illto colltact. He presently 
became bolder. He was not content 
with merely statillg his conscientious 
convictions as a Romanist ; he be
came the assailant, denouncing the 
doctrines of protest1tntism as here
tical and consequently destructive to 
the soul. 

fo all this Paul ( for so was he called) 
was perfectly sincere. He was satisfied 
that Romanism and the truth were equi
rnlent terms, that his church was infalli
ble, alld that all those who were without 
her pale were rushing, with all tl,e 
rapidity of time, into everlasting ruin. 
So he was taught; so he thought 
he read ill the scriptures; so he be
lieved. 

Paul was a man of strong passions. 
In all his debates he was thoroughlv 
in earnest. Thus the doctrilles r.;r 
which he contended became rooted ill 
his heart, engrossing and directing not 
only his waking thoughts but his sleep
ing fancies. 

Many a hard-fought field had there 
been to decide tho truth or falsehood 
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of a purgatory, and the prospects of 
such as died protestants. The proof 
from scripture was not, it seems, so 
s,rong as to preclude additional evi
dence. Visions and revelations, there
fore, came to Paul's assistance. 

In a state, whether in the body or 
out of the body he could not tell, 
he felt himself borne into the unseen 
world. Purgatory and hell were alike 
unveiled to his view. The Catholics 
of his acquainlance who had died he 
saw in the former place, some of them 
suff'ering se,·erely enough, others on the 
verv point of deliverance. All the 
pw.tcstants who, known to him, had 
departed this life, he saw in the 
unquenchable fire, plunged deep in 
proportion to the extent of their oppor
tunities of knowing and embracing 
Rornanism, and all bitterly bewailing 
the fa.al prejudices by which such a 
step had been hindered. 

To the arguments from the bible 
Paul was thus able to add additional 
proof from his own experience-proof 
of which doubtless he was himself 
satisfied, but the cogency of which 
was lost on the private judgment of 
his opponents. And thus, no~with
standing the apparent vantage ground 
on which he now stood, be still required 
to argue from the written word. "The 
bible, and the bible only," was received 
as conclusive evidence by those with 
whom he had to do. A close and con
tinual searching of scripture is thus 
necessitated, and a ray from the lamp 
of God pierces even the self-satisfied 
mind of Paul. He who had been so 
full of confidence, begins to doubt. 
The true nature of the suµposed vision 
he begins to understand. Tradition, as 
an authority in matters of faith, be 
finds he must surrender. He is per
suaded that God's word should be the 
rule even to Romanists. A acriptui-al 
wors/tip should be according to scripture, 
he now proclaims as a self-evidant truth. 
And accordingly when the great con
gregation is engaged in vain repetitions 
of prayers, Paul, on bis bare and bended 
knees is diligently inquiring after "a 
LetLer way." 

The light increases. Paul's under
standing opens gi-ddually to tl1e wide 
discrepancy between popery an,! the 
Lible. The extent of Lhis discrepancy, 
accordiug to his conviction for the time 
Leing, he marks by the distance at 
which he kneels from the assemL!ed 
tl1rong. At fir~t the prayerful perusal 

of tl1e New Testament was the only 
peculiarity of his worship as he kncit 
amid the ot.hers. By and by he Le
comes satisfled that the church he 
thought infallible is in error. Then 
he moves out of the crowd, and draws 
between it and liim a slight lino of 
demarcation. That line becomes more 
and more marked as his conviction of 
the exlent of error increases. Removed 
at length to a considerable distance 
from the other worshippers, this man, 
completely by himself llil the chapel
yard engaged on his knees in the 
diligent perusal of the divine word, 
presents to the passengers on the 
public road, according to their re
spective characters, matter either of 
merriment or of deep and solemn in
terest. 

It was in this way that this eccentric 
seeker after truth supposed he was to 
come out, and to be separate. The 
space which separated him from the 
other worshippers he intended as a 
protest against their unscriptural doc
trines and practices. 

Paul now gave his testimony loudly 
and strongly against the errors of his 
church. As soon as he had learnt for 
himself the truth which saves the soul, 
he laboured incessantly, as opportunity 
offered, in the chapel yard, and on the 
way side, on Lord's days and week
days, to make it known to his fellow 
worshippers. He was laughed at for 
his pains, which be felt painfully ; but 
he could not desist. He was in bodily 
danger; but he committed himself unto 
Him who preserved his servant in safety 
in the lion's den. 

It is the Lord's day. The attention 
of a military gentleman, on horseback, 
is attracted by a considerable crowd on 
the wayside. Warmer still was the 
strife of tongues. As he approaches his 
ear is caught by these words pronounced 
in a strong, distinct voice;-" No, no, 
friends ; be not deceived ; Christ will 
never be a patch.'' Satisfied as to the 
nature of the assemblage, the gentleman 
pursued his journey. He arrives in 
London. A few years pass; he is laid 
upon a sick bed, and feels he is dying, 
He has lived a dissolute and thoughtless 
life, but is now truly concerned about 
his soul. More than one clergyman 
waited upon him with instruction and 
consolation ; but they seemed to the 
sufferer not to understand his case, or 
not to know the appropriate reri:Jedy. 
The admonitions of one, however, oh-
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t11inccl the conficlence of the clyin~ man, 
1111d showed him that at lengt.h his case 
was understood. To him he felt he might 
speak all that was in his heart. He told 
him of the journey in Ireland, of the 
crowd by the road-side, and the strange 
language of the peasant, which, said he, 
remains unaccountably rooted in my 
1nemory; " a strange association, is it 
not-Christ and a patch?" The minis
ter proceeded at once, in connexion 
with these words, to preach Christ as 
" the end of the law for righteousness to 
every one that believeth'' (Rom. x. 4); 
and that this righteousness, described as 
a wedding garment (Matt. xxii. 11, 12; 
Isa. lxi. 10), is a complete cove1·ing, be
fore God, for the guilty soul; that this 
work of the Lord, which, ere he died, 
he declared "finished,'' does not need 
the aid of man's performances, but is, of 
itself, infallibly sufficient for fhe salva
tion of all who are willing to have life in 
the way appointed by God (1 Cor. iii. 
11 ; Gal. ii. 16; Phil. iii. 9; Heb. i. 3 ). 
By means of this testimony, He " who 
commmanded the light to shine out of 
darkness, shined into the heart of the 
dying man, to give the light of the 
knowledge of tbe glory of God in the 
face of Jesus Christ." Joy and peace 
were bis in the final struggle, through 
the truth which he had heard the Irish 
peasant preach. 

Paul continued to witness to small 
and great., and to testify the gospel of 
the grace of God. The whole amount 
of good which followed from his di1oin
tercsted labours eternity only shall re
veal. How little of it did be himself 
know! He has already entered into 
l1is rest. Owing, it may be, in part to 
his great poverty, to his eccentricities, 
and his never entirely amalgamating with 
any particular body of protestants, he 
was too much overlooked during his last 
illness. His latter end, however, was 
eminently peace. The truth which, 
under every disadvantage he had main
tained so long, was his support in death. 

From these particulars we should 
learn the value of the bible in the eva n
gelirntion of the world. It alone, in the 
•• demonstration of the Spirit," was the 
means of turning Paul to the "wisdom 
of the just." Let us circulate, then, this 
blessed book in thousands and tens of 
thousands. Popery in Ireland is strong ; 
the word of God is stronger still. "My 
word shall not 1·etum to me void. It 
shall accomplish that which I please, and 
prosper in the thing whcrcunto I send it." 

Every Christian also may be u.•rful. 
Paul never was idle. The word of God 
was his constant companion; :rnd n,eet 
whom l,e would in conversation, he had 
al ways a portion of it at command 
appropriate to their particular circum
stances. Reacler, go thou and do like
wise. Up, and be doing, and the Lord 
shall be with thee. ".Be thou faithful 
unto death, and thou slrnlt receive a 
crown of life." "The Lord is at hand.', 

A schoolmaster in the centre of Ire
land, in the employment of the Society, 
gives the following account of exertions 
to enlighten his neighbours :-

" Our sabbath school, which I con
duct on every Lord's day, from ten 
to twelve o'clock, is not large, there 
bein"' two others held on the same day. 
I co~mence by singing and prayer, and 
exercise the children in a chapter from 
the New Testament, suited to their age 
and capacity. I feel great pleasure in 
this delightful work, in which I have 
been engaged for nearly thirty year~, 
and hesitate not to say, that I know of 
no instrumentality so likely, under the 
Divine teaching, to impress the heart 
and enlighten the understanding of the 
young and rising generation, in this 
truly dark and benighted country. 

"Even here, I do not 'despise the day 
of small things,' but earnestly implore the 
blessing of him who bath said, ' Cast 
thy bread upon the waters, and it shall 
be seen after many days ; ' ' Not by 
might, nor by power, but by my Spirit, 
sailh the Lord.' If I had any encourage
ment in reward books, tickets, &c., the 
attendance would be much better than 
it is. 

"Among the nrious protestant families 
with whom I have become acquainted, 
I have met several who, from destitu
tion, old age, and illness, are unable to 
attend any place of worship, and who 
are seldom visited bv any rninister. 
These, I consider, have a strong claim 
on the sympathy and attention of the 
followers of the Redeemer ' who con
tinually went about doing good.' On 
such occasions I read and expounJ a 
passage in the Psalms, Gospels, or 
Epistles, which appears adapted to Lheir 
trying situation; always endeavouring 
to justify the apparenlly mysterious dis
pensation of Divine providence, show
ing that God doth not willingly afHict, 
but for our profit, and that all human suf-
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frring, whether mental or bodily, is the 
<'At•ct 0f sin. I then direct them to 
the Author of salvation, whll, by his 
0hediencc and death, has made a full, 
free, and perfect satisfaction for sinners. 
I close these solemn exercises by prayer. 
:rnd if I can infrr from incidents con
nected with them, I have reason to hope 
that m:r humble efforts have not been in 
Yain, c\·cr remembering that ' Paul may 
plant, Apollos water, but that God 
gi,·eth the increase.' 

" I also hold frequent religious inter
,·iews with persons of different denomi
n:itions, both with those whom I acci
dentally meet, and in my dwelling-house 
which I strive to improve for their 
~pi ritual advantage and the glory of God. 
In my intercourse with Roman 
Catholics, aware of the l1ostility of their 
priests to any exertions made to impart 
to them scriptural instruction, and thus 
prevent my usefulnes~, I do not usually 
read the sacred volume, but by intro
ducing some common-place subject, as 

the crops, the weather, &c., which leads 
to a long and often an interesting dis
course, either on the most important 
doctrines of Christianity, as the foll of 
man, necessity of repentance towards 
God and faith in the atonement of the 
Lord Jesus, or on the peculiarities of 
their absurd system, as purgatory, good 
works, invocation of saints, '&c. I 
invariably defend or illustrate these by 
a coustant appeal to the only standard, 
' to the law and to the testimony.' By 
this indirect way, I gain access to their 
minds, and also conciliate their affection. 
If I do not succeed in convincing them, 
I, at least, do so in removing much of 
that prejudice and ignorance on protes
tant sentiments iu which they are 
educated. 

"I studiously avoid entering into con
troversy, as much as possible, knowing 
from long experience that in proportion 
as the ' truth as it is in Jesus • is exhi
bited, so will error in faith and practice 
give way before it." 

CONTRIBUTIONS RECEIVED SINCE OUR LAST. 

£s.d.£s,d. £ a. d. £ a. d. 
Bristol, Miss Overbury ............ 1 0 0 

Collection at Counterslip ... 11 1 9 
---12 1 9 

Bury St. Edmunds, by Rev. C. Elven ...... 5 0 0 
Camberwell, Renard, Mr. S. .................. 1 1 0 
Edinburgh-

Collection at Elder Street ... 16 18 0 
Ditto .............................. 1 5 10 

--- 18 310 
Leicester, •Charles Street, by B. Harris, Jun., Esq.

Beales, Mr· John............... 0 10 0 
Fielding, .Mr. Joshua ......... 0 10 0 

Llanelly, by Rev. J. Spencer-
Collection ..................... 0 18 9 
Thomas, Mr. J. ............... 0 JO 0 
Thomas, Mr. W, ............... 0 10 0 

London. Miss Cozens............... 0 10 0 
Friend, by the Rev. S. Brawn 1 0 0 
H. by Rev. 8. J. Davis ...... 2 10 0 
Jay, A. T., Esq.................. 2 2 0 

Upper Norwood, Miss M. Mason .......... .. 
Wootton-under-Edge-

1 18 g 

6 
2 

2 0 
0 0 

Harris, R., Sen., Esq....... ... 2 0 0 
Harris, R., Jun., Esq.......... 2 0 0 
Harris, J. D., Esq. ............ 1 0 0 

.Mr.John Rogers,/ortlieDebt 1 0 0 
Ditto, for Bawridge Chapel 1 O O 2 0 0 

Paddy, Mr. (4 years) .... ..... 2 0 0 
8 0 0 

IRELAND. Liverpool, by J. Coward, Esq., Pembroke 
Chapel, Voted from Weekly Collec-
tions ............................................. 20 O 0 Banbridge, by Rev. T. D. Bain ............... 5 5 9 

Erratum in October. 

For Pontypool, read Pontheer Wotks, 

Thanks to E. J. S., Upper Nortbfleet, for a parcel containing clothing. 
We are obliged also to Mrs. Morgan, Clynderwin, near Narberth, Wales, for a donation 

of one pound to be expended in Bibles and 'festaments for the use of schools in Ireland. 

Subscriptions and Donations are thankfully received by the Treasurer, JosEPH TRITTON, 
Esq. 54, Lombard Street, London; by the Secretary, the Rev. W!LLU.lll GaosEa, at the 
Mission House, 33, Moorgate Street; and by the Pastors of baptist churches throuvhout 
the Kingdom. 

COLLECTOR FOR LONDON, REV. c. WooLLAOOTT, 

4, Compton Street East, lJrunswick Square. 
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MORE MISSIONARIES REQUIRED FOR INDIA. 

In a former number of the IlemU India is a grent congeries of countries 
some details were given of the extent to and peoples speaking diverse languages, 
which missions in India had succeeded There are differences of race to limit 
in supplying the wants of that great the labours of Christ's servnnts. A 
country. There were labouring in 1850 missionary in Bengal preaches to a 
no more than four hundred and three population altogether different from 
Protestant missionaries for its one that of Scinde, or Tanjore, while if 
hundred and fifty millions of inha- located in the first of these countries, 
bitants. It must not however be sup- he is more distant from the last than 
posed that these are uniformly spread London is from St. Petersburgb. 'rbe 
over the land. Many parts ai·e entirely following tables will give a clear idea 
neglected, while those whioh are occupied of area, population, languages; and re
are very scantily . supplied with the spective numbers of missionaries, so far 
messengers of mercy. as recent accounts present them. 

BRITISH l'OSSESSIONS, 
Aroa. 

Sq. miles. 

including Bengal, 1• 3 000 
Bengar Presidency,} 

!:~r~ ... -~~~'. ... ~~~ I , 

Agra Presidency,! 
or ~forth ~ estern 170 210 
ProVlilcea, mclud- 1 

ing Bundelkund ..... 

Pr~siden~y of Madras, 11261000 
mcluding M,r,ore ..... 

Presidency~ of Bombay 68,000 

Punjab .... .,.,.,.,, .. .,.,., 65,000 

Scinde ..... """'""' ..... .50,000 

Ceylon ... ... .. .... ........ 25,000 

Principal 
Population. languages. 

., • 'll' Hindui {

Bengali 

.,., nu ions Uriya 
Assamese 

~ Hindui 
28 millions l Hindustani 

18 millions 

8 millions 

4 millions 

l½ million 

l½ million 

Tamil 
Telugu 
Canarese 
Marathi 
Guzerathi 
Punjabi 
Hindustani 
Scindi 

~ Tamil 
l Singalese 

T1UBUTA.RY AND ALLIED STATES, 

Oude ........................ 24,000 6 millions l Hindui 
Hindustani 

Sikim ...................... 4,000 ! million Nepalese 
&jpoo<, Jy,po", M.,. l 

war, Indore, .B~opa.I, 120 OOO 17 millions i Hind ustani 
and other prmc1pah- ' Hindui 
ties in the N. West ... 

Scindia's , territory, 33,000 
called Gwalior ......... 4 millions Ditto 

Guikowar's territory, 
called Guzerat.. .... ,,. 2.5,000 2½ millions Guzerath: 

The Nizam's territory l Tamil called Hydrabad in 89,000 10 millions Canarese the Deccan ............ 
Berar or Nagpore ........ .57,000 3 millions Marathi 
Sattara, Sa wantwari, I 

12,000 ll million Ditto Kolapur ............... , [ 

Tr:1~f :.~~-~~. • .. ~'.~~ ... , ~~: G,500 1 million Malayalim 

Number of Missionaries. 

{ 

102 ; namely, 69 
for Bengal, I 2 for 
the 8 millions 
of Behar and 21 
for Orissa and 
Assam. · 

l .59. 

1
145. 

26, 

f 5 lately sent. 

1 lately sent. 

l 38. ---- -· 

l None, 

None. 

l None, 

None. 

6. 

! None. 

2 • 

l. 

19. 
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Dnudputra territories .. . 

Nepnul .................... . 
Butnn ................... , 

30,000 

36,000 
20,000 

I million 

2 millions 
I million 

l Hindui 
I Hindustani 

Nepalee 
Mixed dialect 

I None. 

None. 
None. I 

FOREIGN POSSESSIONS. 

French Possessions ...... 

Portuguese .....•...•.. , .•• 

530 

1,200 

210 000 I Bengali 
' Telugu 

500 000 Malayalim 
' Portuguese 

I None. 

None. 

From these tables it will be seen that habited by fourteen millions of souls 
the presidencies of Bengal and Madras there is no missionary whatever : while 
alone take three-fifths of the mission- in five others, with seven millions, there 
aries employed, while other countries are only eight. If now we tum to some 
are left entirely without the gospel. of the most important cities, with two 
But in these presidencies millions of or three exceptions, the destitution of 
the people never hear the gospel. In the means of grace will appear exceed
eight districts of Bengal proper, in- ingly great. 

Calcutta and the suburbs .... .. 
Madras .......................... . 
Bombay .......................... . 
Dacca ............................. . 
Benares ........................... . 
Agra ..•.....•....•...••......••••.... 

M;~~:.~~~~~-~.~~~.~~~~~~: ~ 
Midnapore ....................... . 
Delhi .............................. . 

Patna ............................. . 

Lucknow, ......................... . 
Saugur ............................ . 
Bareilly ........................... . 
Surat .............................. . 

Allahabad ......................... . 

Mirzapore ........................ . 
Poona .............................. . 
Ahmedabad ....................... . 
Joudpore .......................... . 
Jeypore .......................... .. 
Hydrabad in the Deccan ...... . 
Nagpore ........................... . 

Population, 
800,000 
700,000 
230,000 
200,000 
300,000 
120,000 

120,000 

70,000 
150,000 

200,000 

300,000 
70,000, 
65,000 

160,000 

70,000 

55,000 
100,000 
100,000 

60,000 
300,000 
200,000 

80,000 

Number of 
Language. Misaiooaries. 

Bengali 37, 
Tamil 25. 
Marathi 13. 
Bengali 2. 
Hindui and Hindustani ll. 
Ditto 12. 

Bengali and Hindustani 2. 

Bengali 
Hindustani 

l Hindui 
I Hindustani 

Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Guzerathi 

l Hindui 
I Rindustani 

Ditto 
Marathi 
Ditto 
Hindui 
Ditto 
Tamil 
Marathi 

None. 
None. 

\ One. 

None. 
None. 
None. 
None. 

l 4. 
3. 

One. 
None. 
None. 
None. 
None. 
2. 

Besides these cities, India has a world. The Sandwich Islands, with 
countless number of towns and villages, 80,000 inhabitants, have thirty-one 
with a population ranging from five missionaries. New Zealand, withl00,000 
thousand to thirty thousand ; places has forty. The population of the South 
where large weekly markets are held, Sea Islands under instruction is 800,000, 
or where pilgrims assemble in great and is taught by 120 missionaries. The 
crowds on festivals. West Indies, with their two millions 

The number of missionaries in India and a half of souls, are supplied with 
bears no proportion to the number the means of grace by no less than 
supplied to ~ome othe1· parts of the thl'Cc hundred and fifty servants of 

4 N '.J 
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Christ,. On the other hand, there are to life, and everywhere meet millions 
towns and villages within fifty miles of prepared to listen with respect to the 
Calcutta, with 30,000, 20,000, and 10,000 message he bears. The most difficult 
inhabitants, that never saw a missionary portions of the preparatory work arc 
till the present year, and were so un•- got through. Dictionaries and gram
known that no map gives accurately mars of the vernacular languages are 
their position or size. In the whole completed. The scriptures are trans
presidency of Agra, containing fifty- lated into almost every dialect, and a 
four thousand villages and large towns, broad foundation is laid for a Cln:istian 
and peopled with the finest races in and christianized literature. Prejudices 
India, there are only as many mission- also are giving way, and the power of 
aries as are engaged in the small negro caste is destroyed. 
settlements on the west coast of Africa. Education too has borne its part in 
Entire regions are wholly desert. Not awakening the native mind. Many 
a solitary herald of the cross is found in thousands have l;iad their faith in the 
them. Many of the finest and most religion and science of their fathers 
populous parts of the country are irretrievably shaken. The worst cus
wholly neglected, or if a missionary is toms and rites of the Hindoos are sup
supplied, it is at the rate of one to a pressed, and a wide-spread spirit of in
million. Dinagepore, a district with a quiry has been excited. 
population equal to that inhabiting The festivals are less numerously at
London, has but one missionary. It is tended. Hundreds of thousands have 
thus a missionary writes home to his dwindled down to tens, while a dull and 
friends : " I rode 250 miles in a straight abashed spirit has seemed to pervade 
line through a populous country, passing the throng. "Multitudes are convinced 
through many villages every three or that Christianity is the only religion 
four miles, and seeing many others in that will bear investigation, and the 
all directions, and occasionally coming time is not distant when multitudes 
to considerable towns, but in all that will embrace it." In this opinion the 
district there v)as iwt a single Christian missionaries of every denomination con-
1'(1,issiounry; not one person from whom cur. 
a heathen might hear the word of life. With these wants and these encou
My road lay parallel to the sea coast, ragements before us, what is the duty 
and at no great distance from it, but I of the churches of Christ in this coun
might have gone inland for 100, 200, or try 1 Surely neither men nor means 
300 miles, and except in one place have can be wanting, if Christians are alive 
found the whole land equally wanting to the obligations that press upon them. 
in Christian teachers." " Thousands daily emigrate from our 

But it must be remembered that country for other climes, prompted by 
while many obstacles exist in other the desire of bettering their earthly 
lands, there are scarcely any now in the condition, and, for the most part, with 
missionary's path in India, other than very indefinite prospects before them, 
those necessarily incident to the work. They sever the dearest ties. They en
All parts of the country are open. counter the greatest hardships. They 
Every town is accessible to the servant give themselves to the most arduous toil, 
of Christ. He may journey in every and that for the mere attainment of 
direction without obstruction or danger wealth. Can we suppose that higher 

motives will not lead many of our 
• Life of Rev. H. w. 110x, younger brethren to consecrate their 
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Jives to God 1 While other& labour for 
the "meat that perisheth," are there 
not some of our youth ready to lay aside 
every consideration of life for the glory 
of Christ and the welfare of men 1 
What should hinder this 1 Every mo
tive urges to its accomplishment. The 
work of Jesus in India was never so full 
of promise as at the present moment ; 
never could it be carried on with less 
peril to life or health. 

And the heathen are perishing. 
Crimes of every hue are committed in 
the name of their gods. Deities of the 
vilest character dominate over their 
hearts and minds. They are shrouded 
in the darkness of ignorance and super
stition. They are Satan's captives. 
The most monstrous rites are practised 
as worship. Men and women are de
graded lower than beasts ; while eter
nity rolls on its mighty flood laden with 
an irrevocable doom. 

Is there no pity for the perishing 1 
And the means, too-cannot they be 

found 1 Who can traverse our country 

without being struck with unerring 
signs of prosperity, of a growing com
merce, of increased production, of accu
mulating wealth. Yet how small a part 
finds its way into the treasury of the 
Lord. In no sense has the liberality of 
the churches kept pace with their pro
sperity. Former years have witnessed 
more zeal, and more generous support to 
our missionary society than it now en
joys. It is only required that a more 
conscientious attention be given to the 
wants of India, a more devoted spirit 
manifested for the welfare of our hea
then fellow subjects (and let it not 
be overlooked that by far the larger 
part of our Queen's subjects is hea
then), a more prayerful search be 
made after duty before God, and the 
abundant means that God is now pour
ing into the lap of England will, in 
some large and more sufficient measure, 
be devoted to the extension of the Re
deemer's kingdom. 

He who gave the talent says-" Oc
cupy till I come." 

INDIA. 

CALCUTTA. 

The case presented in )he following 
letter from our brother WENGER is 
highly illustrative of the state of feel
ing now appearing among the natives 
of India. The increasing frequency 
of conversions excites the enmity of 
the ungodly, and the adherents of the 
false gods are greatly disturbed by the 
evident progress of the gospel. The 
date of the letter is Aug. 5th :-

A fortnight ago, July 23rd, a native 
brother came to me from Mr. G. Pearce, 
bringing with him a young inquirer of a 
respectable caste, though not a Brahman. 
On conversing with the young man I found 
that he had rnnd the gospel of Matthew, 
and wns deeply impressed with the superiority 

of Christianity over Hinduism. He was 
acquainted with the great outlines of the 
gospel, and avowed his determination to cast 
in his lot with the Christians. The next 
day, Saturday, I saw him again, and was 
equally pleased. His relatives, with whom 
he was Ii ving, had however discovered his 
inclination to Christianity, and appeared 
determined to prevent him from embracing 
it. Next morning, sabbath, he was locked 
in by them, but succeeded in getting away 
to his Christian friend and accompanied him 
to chapel. To prevent future difficulties 
the two, accompanied by anoth<ir brother, 
started that afternoon for Ilansberiva, a 
Yillage about thirty miles above Caicutta, 
in order to fetch his wife, if they could 
get her, who was living there at her father's 
house. They arrived on Monday. The 
young man went to his father-in-law's house, 
without avowing himself a C'hristiau, and 
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obtained the consent of the family to take 
al\·ay ~is wife, But it was thought necessary 
to wmt for an 'auspicious' day, which was 
ascertained to be Wednesdav. On Tuesday 
his father-in-law receh·ed a letter from his 
Calcutta relath·es, giYing him notice of the 
young man's propensity to Christianity. He 
was immediately treated 11.9 a prisoner, but 
allowed t-0 see his wife, who after some 
talk said she would not object to share his 
new religion, 

Next morning he succeeded in slipping away 
from his keepers and rejoining his Christian 
friends, who were waiting for him at a distance; 
as the circumstance that they bad cooked on 
the boat instead of the bank had betrayed 
their Christianity, and rendered it advisable 
for them to go somewhere else, as they saw 
they were watched. 'l'hat evening they 
again arrived at Calcutta, thereby greatly 
relieving my mind and that of othera. The 
first Christian friend of the young man had 
previously ( on Saturday) secured another 
house in an out of the way p8l't of Intally, 
wha,h it was hoped the inquirer's relatives 
woitld not discover. It was the only feasible 
plan that I could devise for his safety. The 
following sabba.th, August 1st, he attended 
worshlp, and witnessed in the morning a 
baptism, and in the afternoon the Lord's 
supper. 

I now began to hope that there was 
no more fear of his being kidnapped, but 
I wrui mistaken. On Wednesday evening 
ing-the eve of brother Pe8l'ce's dep8l'ture 
-we had a prayer-meeting at my house, 
to commend our sick friends to the gracious 
care of the Lord. The company broke up 
at ten. I took the proofs of the Bengali 
Testament a•d worked at them for an hour, 
fearing lest I should have little time to devote 
to them next day. In fact I almost always 
sit up at work till past eleven. 

The alarm. 

At a quarter paat eleven I was just rising to 
go to bed when a rap was heard at the door, 
I found some Christians from Intally. They 
told me Jacob'• house waa surrounded, and 
had been since eight o'clock, by people who 
wanted to get hold of the inquirer. I took 
rny walking stick and accompanied them 
to the spot. I could only see about a 
dozen men, but I know not how many were 
lurking about in concealment, My first 
move was to enter the house. The door 
was locked behind me and we united in 
prayer. Afterwards I went outside alone, 
and talked to the people, endeavouring to 
persuade them to go home, and to come 
for an interview with the convert to my 
house on Friday, However, nothing would 
do but thev must see him and con verse with 
him. They a1Sured me over and over again 
,hat they intended no harm. At last I went 
i11, and told the young man to come near 

the door and converse with them. The 
door was opened so as to be left ajnr, the 
young man stood just within, and I stood 
in front of him outside, making them keep 
at the distance of about a yard and watching 
carefully that they should not rush in and 
sieze him. 

Pei·suasions. 
One of them then spoke to him in a 

manner, which, if the speaker had been 
sincere, I should say would have been 
admirable, He told him it was not right 
to embrace a new religion without hav
ing first instituted a thorough corn parison 
of its merits with those of ·.the old one, 
and so forth. He then said, " Will not you 
come home to see your mother again, and 
to he81' what we all have to say on behalf 
of the religion in which you were brought 
up 1 " Thus worked upon, he promised to 
go in the evening, but requested to be left 
undisturbed for the rest of the night. I then 
went in again, the door was locked, and 
as it was past one A.M, I made up my mind 
to go home. The people outside also were 
dispersing, and when I went out to go away, 
all who were visible went away likewise, 
some of them accompanying me a few hun
dred yards, as I was escorting some native 
Christians returning to their home on the 
mission premises at Intally, who were some
what afraid of being beaten unless I went 
with them. After taking leave of all, I went by 
a circuitous route once more towards Jacob's 
house, and had the satisfaction of seeing 
all quiet. Perhaps I might have taken 
the young man with me then, but I knew 
that the neighbourhood was watched, and 
I had told our enemies where my house 
was, so that any how it was not advisable 
to take him, especially as I did not wish 
to have brother Pearce disturbed in his 
feeble state, and after the excitement con
nected with the prayer meeting and the 
taking leave of friends. It was more than 
half-past one when I arrived at home. 

The abduction. 

Next morning at eight I le8l'Ilt that the 
enemies had come again in the night, but 
not deeming it prudent to break into the 
house at night had gone off after a brief 
p8l'ley, But about sunrise they had re• 
turned in greater numbers, entered the house, 
dragged the young man from under the 
bed where he was concealed, and carried 
him off, not in the sweetest mood. To me 
they had been all politeness, with the 
exception of one person who was somewhat 
in a passion. I know not what has become 
of the poor young man since, His widowed 
mother lives at Chandernagore, the French 
settlement, and he will probably be conveyed 
to that place. If so, I am not without 
hopes '. tliat he may escape and find out 
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Sujaat Ali and Mr, Manuel, who are both 
staying there nt present on account of their 
health, and whose whereabouts he is ac
quainted with, I believe that if his intellect 
is not tnmpere,l with by narcotic drugs, he 
will embrace the first opportunity to get 
away ; but time will show. He appeared 
to me to be sincere, and he eagerly sought 
instruction from his Christian friend during 
the week which he spent with him. To 
appeal to the authorities in such a case 
would probably be altogether useless; our 
hope must rise higher than the magistrate's 
court. 

Missionary movements. 

Yesterday evening brother Lewis, Mr. 
Seymour, and myself, with two native bre
then, accompanied Mr. and Mrs. Pearce 
on board the Essex, and took our leave 
of them off Garden Reach, after commend
ing them once more to the Lord. By this 
time they are probably near the mouth 
of the river. They both hope and wish to 
retnrn ; but that is an uncertain contingency, 
The Lord will do wbat is best. It Wall 

pleasant and yet sad for my wife and my
self to have them under our roof the last 
ten days. Brother Lewis takes charge of 
lntally, and I of Lukhyantipore and Kbari, 
in accordance with the wishes of all the 
brethren. 

Mr, and Mrs. Jackson left us on the 
17th July by steamer, and we see from the 
papers that they passed Patna on the 29th. 
We had them in our house and greatly 
enjoyed their company, Mr. and Mrs. 
Makepeace left in a country boat on the 
27th July. 

A great work done. 

bright anticipations. Oh ! that the 
Spirit of God were more abundantly 
poured out on the labours of our bre
thren! 

Having a little leisure, I sit down to give 
you the continuation of the history of the 
young man, commenced in my last. 

He found bis way back yesterday, and 
gave the following account of what had 
happened to him since Thursday morning 
last, the 5th inst. 

At the moment of being dragged out of 
Jadob's house, one of his captors gave him 
a hand blow with the fist, but after that they 
abstained from beating him,-a degree of 
moderation which could not be expected, and 
which I regard as an answer to prayer. He was 
removed in the first instance to a house at 
Intally ; but the owners of it not wishing to 
be served with a writ of habeas corpus-
which they expected would be taken out
the captors, by a very circuitous route, con
veyed him back to his former residence in 
Toltollah, near the Mohammadan College, 
and again entrusted him to the care of his 
uncle, in whose house he had been living for 
some years. He was locked up in a room, 
and a number of books-vile tales and poems 
-were given him to read. This fact shows 
the nature of Hinduism. In the parley 
which his captors had with me, ·and after
wards with him, the night before, they urged 
the propriety and duty of his reading some 
books in defence of Hinduism, or some of the 
Hindu sbasters and their commentaries, be
fore coming to a decision, But wher, they 
had got him into their power, they put into 
his hands the ordinary books, forming the 
staple of popular Bengali literature, and 

I was able yeaterday to put into brother simply calculated to excite the vilest sensual 
Pearce's hands the complete Bengali New passions. On Saturday he saw from his 
Testament, excepting the title and table of place of confinement (the window opening 
contents. The last two pages, however, were upon the street) two native Christians passing 
only a proof-sheet, So this great work, on by. To one of them he intimated by signs 
which I have bestowed a large amount of that he would make his escape as soon as he 
labour, whilst brother Lewis also has done could. Of this I heard on the sabbath after 
the 1ame, is now all but finished. May the morning service. To the other he ma
the Lord's blessing rest upon it. The Krish- naged to give a verbal message, which, how
nagur missionaries have not yet forwarded ever, was not delivered till Monday. On 
their long promised manuscript translation Saturday evening he succeeded in getting 
of the gospel of John to the Bible Society's out, and having a little money by him got 
aommittee, so that it is probable that for into a conveyance and went off to the river 
some years longer our version will continue side, where he embarked for Chandernagore, 
to be the only one in circulation. about twenty miles up the river. There he 

arrived on sabbath morning, found his way 
to Sujaat Ali's and Mr. Manuel's lodgings, 
settled with them to go down to Calcutt!\ in 
their company on Monday, and then attend
ed divine service, which Sujaat Ali conducted 
in the presence of about forty persons. Not 
long afterwards he was imprudent enough to 
go out into the street alone. He had not 

Since the above was in type we have 
received the continuation of the above 
narrative from our brother WENGER, 

and also its sad termination. The inci
dent will well illustrate the trials of the 
missionary lifo, how often hope run.s 
high, and is suddenly checked in its 

been there many minutes, befqre some of his 
relations-many of whom reside there, and 
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who were fully ncqlrnintcd with all recent 
occnrrences-discovered him and canied him 
off to tlieir house. They sent for l1is father
in-law and some others of his wife's relatives, 
and all exhorted him to desist from his pur
pose. To secure him, they again locked him 
up, nnd on the l\Ionday took him down with 
them to Calcutta, and once more handed him 
over to his uncle for safe custody. I ought 
to remark here, that many of the male in
habitants of the villages and towns on the 
banks of the Hooghly, attend office in Calcutta 
during the 11·eek, but go home over the sab
bath, as on that day all go,-ernment offices 
(except the post-office), and nearly all the 
offices of European merchants are closed. 
(When I first came here, thirteen years ago, 
the custom of keeping the sabbath was much 
less pre,·alent than it is now.) On Monday 
morning they generally return to town. Our 
friend, Nunda Nath - that is the young 
man's name-was again locked up all Tues
day. But it seems that on Wednesday he 
was left more at liberty. Though still a 
prisoner in the house, he succeeded in find
ing his way to the flat roof of a low apart
ment, adjoining the street. He jumped 
down a height of six or seven feet, got into a 
palankeen, and had himself carried to J adob's 
house. But Jadob advised him to seek 
another and safer place of refuge, and sent 
him to the Colinga chapel, where Sujaat Ali, 
who had in the meanwhile returned from 
Chandernagore, was equally SllI')lrised and 
delighted to see him again, after having 
missed him at Chandernagore on the sabhatb; 
this return took place yesterday about noon, 
Since then there has been no disturbance; 
but it remains to be seen, whether his rela
tives will find out his place of refuge, and 
make a third attempt to recapture him. 

I have, of course, seen him repeatedly 
since. I wish I could say that he is a con
verted character. I see no reason to doubt 
his sincerity; but his knowledge of the gos
pel is very imperfect. He knows very little 
English, but reads Bengali iluently. As he 
is the only child of his widowed mother, and 
belongs to a family possessed of considerable 
property, I do not see that the hope of 
filthy lucre forms any part of his motives. 
His intellect is not so acute as that of many 
other Bengali youths, but he is not deficient 
in co=on sense, and expresses himself very 
well. Probably his motives are of a mixed 
character; a desire to get rid of the stupid 
forms of Hinduism, to enter into what to 
him must appear a new world, and to learn 
English better, may constitute a part of 
them ; hut he seems very anxious to obtain a 
clearer knowledge of the gospel. 

letters and accounts in Bengali. The ques
tion nolV is, how to support him, and what to 
do with him after1Vmds. I have thought of 
Serampore; but I should like first to know 
more about him, and if I see that he is a fit 
character, to baptize him. This will require 
some time. Perhaps I can tell more-may 
it be of a satisfactory character-three weeks 
hence, when I shall despatch this letter. All 
these things I mention to you in full, mainly 
in order that you may see how ill prepared 
we should be for very numerous accessions 
to Christiar.ity from young men of this de
scription. Such difficulties occur in almost 
every instance, and can scarcely be under
stood, unless illustrated by the minute details 
which are connected with an individual case. 

Aug. 18.-Since the date of the above 
notice, Nunda Nath has been going on well. 
He seems really in earnest about his salva
tion, and anxious to grow in the knowledge 
of the gospel. I see no reason to doubt his 
sincerity, and our native brethren, who gene
rail y are very correct j ndges of such matters, 
are also perfectly satisfied on this point. 

Aug. 21.-On the evening of the 19th, 
when no further apprehension was enter
tained, N unda was going to calJ on J adob, 
who was very ill, and on the way was met by 
eight or nine of his former acquaintances, 
who carried him off, or rather compelled him 
to go with them to Toltollah, to a house very 
near his uncle's residence. The latter, with 
many other relatives, was then called, and a 
heart-rending conversation took place; affec
tion (accompanied with large offers of money 
and other comforts) alternating with rage in 
the minds and the language of the relations. 
They stated, however, that they did not wish 
to run the risk of having a writ of habeas 
corpus served upon them, and that he might 
therefore go where he pleased, either to his 
relations, or to his Christian friends. On his 
deciding for the latter, they let him go ; but 
as he was descending the staircase to go into 
the street, some of them beat him with their 
shoes, a punishment which is more of an in
sult than of an affliction-very much like 
kicking a man out of a house. In fact, it is 
possible that they literally kicked him out. 
He came back to Colinga immediately and 
his mind continues steadfast. 

It should be borne in mind that the defec
tion of a member of such a family involves 
all his relatives in disgrace, They are looked 
upon as having lost caste, and can only regain 
it at a very heavy expense. As such fines 
are very profitable to brahmans and others, 
they are not likely to be remitted. This id 
one great reason why the difficulties of young 
converts are so formidable. 

He made his escape without any thing in 
the world, except the clothes on his back. 
He is not aoquainted with any trade, for a 
trade is below the caste io which he belonged. 
His uncle u&ed to emrl0y him in cupyi11g 

Sept. 3.-On Tuesday, the 24th of August,
I started for the south, whence I returned on 
the l st inst. On the very day of my de
parture, Nunda Nath disappeared, together 
with such books, &c., as he could lay hie 
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A and, and I confess unexpected conclusion nothing further. ' 
hands upon, whilst he left some debts unpaid. I cornmunicnting with any one so that I know 

of this affair. He effected his escape without 

DACCA. 

Our brother B10N mentions in his 
letter, dated August 28th, the following 
case of an individual, who while con
vinced of the truth of the gospel, yet 
hesitates to put on Christ. Many similar 
cases have of late appeared in various 
parts of India. 

I am glad to say that our preaching here 
in town and in the neighbourhood is always 
attended with good and attentive congrega
tions ; but we have no inquirers for Christi
anity. There are many, I dare say, among 
the higher classes, who are thinking about the 
gospel, and even stand on the bazars to hear 
us, but they have no courage to come forward. 
I lately had an attorney in my house, who 
often visits me. I was surprised at his know
ledge and correct views of the plan of salva
tion. He keeps the sabbath day; prays to 
the Saviour; defends our religion among the 
Hindoos when it is attacked; is a subscriber 
to a Bengali periodical, and reads the 
scriptures diligently; but when asked openly 
to confess Jesus, he draws back, saying, " Who 
will support me!" He has a good living as 
an attorney, is reckoned among the better 
classes, as a mild, sharp, nnd intelligent man ; 
is called the Christian baboo ; yet at present 
there is no hope of his making a public pro
fession, I have also a door opened in the 

cantonments, where I have a weekly English 
service. Three from the band were baptized 
by me during the last and the present month, 
but I am sorry that this regiment will soon 
remove, and thus any further success among 
them be cut off. We shall soon have another 
baptism. A member of the church of England 
has offered himself to brother Robinson as a 
candidate for baptism. He is a very influ
encial gentleman, one who has spent a great 
part of his salary upon missions. Two years 
ago he was partly the means of a closer inquiry 
about baptism on mine and brother Supper's 
part. While we were still connected with 
the Basle society, be invited us now and then 
to his house, and afforded us much valuable 
assistance in our work. He will, however, 
not become a member of our church, but his 
open profession will, in some way, vindicate 
the step we took, which caused so great an 
alarm here and abroad. 

Our brother has had to endure some 
acts of hostility from the members of 
his old congregation. His adoption of 
baptist sentiments seems to have 
strangely excited their enmity, and 
they have endeavoured, though happily 
without success, to injure their former 
teacher. 

WEST INDIES. 

JAMAICA. 

The following extracts from recent 
letters give a general view of the state 
and prospeets of the emancipated ne
groes, and of the churches with which 
our brethren are connected. If dark
ness seem to cover the island, there are, 
nevertheless, gleams of a brighter day. 

Mr. CLARK writes under date of 
August 231;d :-

A fact wo1·th considering. 

Will you kindly hand the euclosed to !llr. 

Kelly, our coloured brother from America, 
and pay him £5 for his " case," as a token 
of the sympathy of my people for him in hi, 
trials. I have also an equal amount for 
Africa, which I wish to make a little more 
before I send it you. You may wonder at 
our people raising these sums, when they 
can scarcely support their own institutions ; 
but I findJ that to draw out their sympathy 
and liberality for others, does not diminish 
their contributions for home objects. It is 
little however these can do at present for 
either one or the other. Scarcity of em
ployment, low wages, shortness of provision~, 
and long continued sickness, have drainctl 
their resoll!ces. 
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llo11es and fears. · 

The small-pox is now spreading in the 
Bethany and C!arksonville districts, Other 
parts of the island are also seyerely afflicted. 
Estates are being abandoned ; the white 
population are fast leaving the island ; and 
the people are getting poorer and poorer. 
Still, I am not without hope. When things 
get to the worst, they will take a turn (at 
least for the natives), and I anticipate brighter 
days for Jamaica. But the struggle in the 
meantime is a severe one. May God en
able _us to persevere. We have his promise, 
that 1f we sow in tears we shall reap in joy. 

I am exceedingly glad that so much at
ten~ion has lately been called to the subject of 
native agency. It has been very gratifying 
to me since my return to find several youn"' 
men in my churches who give promise of 
usefnlne!S as pastors and teachers· and I 
believe this is also the case in oth~rs. In 
our brother East we have a worthy successor 
of brother Tinson. His heart is in his work. 
He labours indefatigably, cheerfully, and 
hopefully, and is just the man we needed for 
the post. 

I never bad more to trouble me or to en
courage me than I have had since my ;re
turn. I ha,-e had disputes to settle ; charges 
to investigate ; reproof to administer ; mem
bers to exclude ; till I have been almost 
broken down. On the other band, I have 
seeu proofs of sincere and ardent piety-in 
the holy walk of numbers ; their patience 
under afflictions ; and their Christian affec
tion towards myself, which have filled my 
heart with gratitude to God. I have up
wards of fifty candidates for baptism. The 
congregation here yesterday was one of the 
lasgest I ever beheld, and the services were 
of a very solemn character. During the 
week we had several alarming shocks of 
earthquake, which I attempted to improve 
by preaching from Acts xvi. 26 : "Suddenly 
there was a great earthquake," &c. ; calling 
attention to its results in the conversion of the 
jailor and his family, and earnestly enforcing 
the important lessons which such visitations 
teach us. 

Our Engraving represents the station 
at Sturge Town, under our brother 
CLA.RK's care. 

Under date of August 13th, Mr. J. 
E. HENDEBBON says:-

1 have lost, since the first appearance of 
cholera, at least four hundred persons con
nected with the two congregations. 'l'he 
long continuance of small-pox in the neigh
bourhood has reduced many of the survivors 
lo a state of poverty, from which they will 
JJot speedily recover. 

Tempoml destitution, and Spi1·itt1al 
p1·ospe1·ity, 

My cong1·egations continue very good, and 
opportunities for usefulness arc opening 011 

every hand. I baptized fifty-eight persons 
three weeks ago, and have as large a num
ber left who profess to be anxious about their 
souls. Our schools are attended better than 
we could expect, as the measles are very 
general throughout. the neighbourhood ; they 
do not prove fatal m many cases, but coming 
so speedily after the cholera and small-pox 
they add to our distress. The island is noV: 
in a most impoverished condition. All eyes 
are upon our delegates ;' and should they 
fail in obtaining relief, I suppose we shall be 
pronounced irretrievably ruined. It is in
deed a sad pity to see so beautiful and 
fertile a colony going to decay for the want 
of enterprize and capital. Should we not 
ag:i,in be vi~ited by the pestilence, I do not 
think the circumstances of the people will 
get worse-~erhapsthey may improve. We 
are very aDX1ous about our brethren at home. 
I suppose May, Gould, and Hodges will riot 
return. How are their places to be supplied ¥ 
You will say, by native brethren. I am 
afraid, however, that suitable persons cannot 
be found, and that forcing unsuitable ones 
into important spheres of labour, may be 
productive of disasters little thought of. We 
have certainly great encouragement from the 
manner in which those, who have left the 
Institution are conducting themselves, to 
persevere ; but I feel that there is a danger 
of pushing the thing too far. Those with 
whom I am acquainted seem to be working 
well, and God is blessing their labours. 

We beg to call attention to the fol
lowing extracts from a letter addressed 
to Dr. Hoby by Rev. J. HuME of Ja
maica, dated July 20. Our friends will 
be able to form a somewhat corect idea 
of the great difficulties which surround 
our brethren in that island and of the 
main cause of them. Mr. HuME has 
had the aid he asks for sent to him by 
the last mail. The case was too press
ing to admit of a moment's delay. The 
balance of the Cholera Fund, which yet 
remains unappropriated, is very small ; 
that of the "Special Fund" still less, 
Calls for help are still heard, and we 
hope they will not be in vain. 

The circumstances of this island are more 
depressed than ever, and especially, I think, 
in this an interior parish. In our immediate 
neighbourhood, out of five 511gar estates only 
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m,e remains in partial cultivation. Coffee 
properties have also around us been aban
doned, Not one in ten of the people con
nected with my station hove any work on 
the estates at all. They are mostly driven to 
grow provisions for the market, and now 
through a failure in their crops, from a deso
lating wind, and also through the check given 
to the cultivation of their fields by the 
ravages of cholera, they for some weeks have 
had nothing to carry to market, and but little 
to eat. Al ways at this season they suffer a 
little during the interval between the going 
out of the old provisions and coming in of 
the new; but never do I remember the inter
val so long as this year, nor so much hunger 
endured, 

We are still at our post; and though faint 
at times and often discouraged, still we trust, 
not without success, we pursue the great end 
of our residence here. 

My own health has suffered of late, and 
my strength is at present much reduced, yet 
I hope to recruit again. 

The abundant rains that fall at present 
and often flood the rivers that encircle us, 
have much affected the attendance on worship. 
The schools also suffer severely from prevail
ing epidemics; but, notwithstanding these 
temporary checks, we have abundant cause 
for gratitude that we do not labour in vain. 

Above fifty have applied for baptism, and 
I expect about one half may be accepted, 

TRINIDAD. 

PORT OF SPAIN. 

Mr. CowEN gives us the following 
particulars of the work in which he is 
engaged, under date of August 25th :-

Progress in the right direction. 

We have to thank our God for continued 
mercies. We are still pursuing with all our 
ability the one great object. Our little 
churches and congregations in these parts are 
on the whole promising. I am endeavouring 
to carry out your idea, and indeecl my own 
too to a certain extent, of a native pastorate. 
Since Mr. Inniss left us for Demerara, where 
he is now endeavouring to raise a baptist 
interest, the next best qualified among the 
brethren have been occupying a more 
prominent and useful part than heretofore. 
I visit them all in tum, a sabbath at each 
place, and find something to encourage 
me at each station. At Mount Hopeful 
my heart is often cast down at the sad 
spectacle of vice and darkness in which the 
people love to live. Yet I am not without 
hope here also, Some favourable tum will 
come. It is a great matter to be all ready in 
the field, ready to seize upon favourable 
opportunities of doing good. 

Rome the same every where. 

I am closely watched by nn Irish priest 
in the neighbourhood, who makes it his 
business to denounce me and my pince to 
any persons he may see on their way to 
my house for instruction, especially if they 
be Romanists. There are n few whom 
he cannot intimidate, and among them are 
two young men upon whom he lately 
exerted all his ghostly influence to fright 
them from the pursuit of scriptural and 
useful knowledge. 'fhey were christened in 

his church, he said, and so claimed them ?.S 

the property of the true church here and for 
ever. He was told they had been christened 
n the Romish church, but they never 
derived any benefit from the connexion ; 
were retained in darkness and ignorance of 
which they were now ashamed, and deter
mined no longer to be so deluded. After 
denouncing me 2s of the devil, and the bible 
they were reading at my house as not God's 
book, but one Protestants had made for 
themselves, the priest brought his thundering 
harangue to a close, by proposing a question 
which he thought would check these in
corrigibles in their heretical course via.,'' even 
though you are acquiring knowledge, what 
will it profit you if you gain all knowledge 
and lose your soula? I suppose you have 
read something like that in your bibles ?" 
After this he parted from them, leaving them 
to their wayward_ course. 

Gleams of light and life. 

A little after they were with me re
lating the particulars of their encounter 
with this guide of the blind, and more 
determined than ever to gratify the mental 
and moral wants of their nature, which 
had just been raised from the grave of here• 
ditary ignorance and spiritual thraldom to 
one of life and anxious inquiry. Since my 
last I had the pleasure to immerse one 
believer in Jesus our Lord, and, I trust, one 
or two more are on their way to Him for the 
deliverance and peace they need. Yet dark
ness covers the land and gross darkness the 
minds of tho people ; and generally speaking, 
there is no leaning towards, or inquiring oiler 
God, but a wide-spread rebellion and 
rejection of all the chums and invitations of 
the gospel. We are indeed grieved to hear 
of the sac\ news from Hayti and Africa. 
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How gr<'atly our Trinidad cause has been 
fayoured in_ this respect a~ least that your 
agents contmue, God helpmg them, to the 
present day. 

' We subjoin a letter of later date, 
September 3rd, from Mr. CowEN, giv
ing further information of the progress 
of the work of God in this important 
island. The account of the baptism 
will be found to be peculiarly interesting. 

It is my pleasure to report since my last 
the immersion of three believers in the Lord 
Jesus, which took place on last sabbath, 
August 29th, in the presence of a large num
ber of the labouring class. The morning of 
the above day set in with rpromise of good 
weather throughout, which is quite a treat at 
this season of the year, when we are so fre
quently deluged, our roads rendered impass
able, our ravines swollen and dangerous, and 
not a few of our wooden bridges entirely 
swept away. 

The road. 

On this occasion I had to travel a 
road or rather trace, which is intersected 
in several places by a deep and dangerous 
ravine after heavy rains. Three temporary 
bridges have of late been thrown over this 
raYine, so that wbenJnot covered with water, 
one can ride this road now without having the 
discomfort and trouble of dismounting and 
scrambling over as best one could according to 
ancient custom. Knowing the trace I had to 
travel, I was thankful to have the prospect of 
a fine day before me, which was also some 
guarantee that I should meet a congregation, 
which is not always the case when the wea
ther proves unfavourable. Under this feel
ing I started from home with a bag of clothes 
tied to my saddle as a change. 

The meeting. 

On reaching the place of meeting I found 
the house already filled in every part, which in 
Trinadad is rarely the case, so that it was with 
difficulty I could reach the spot from which 
I was to address them. Seeing very many 
persons outside who could not enter I proposed 
to remove to the open air under the shade 
of a large stool of bamboo that most grace
fully was waving its plumes in the breeze 
not far from the house. We were not long 
in transferring ourselves from the heated 
eucloBure to the cool and roomy space outside. 
The people all quietly seated, our song of 
praise was raised to the " Father of mer
cies, the God of all grace, comfort, and 
consolation," after which I directed their 
attention to, "I have a baptism to be bap
tiwd with, and how am I straitened till it be 
u.ccorn plished.'' The truths ad val!'sed were 

hear<l in the most solemn and becoming 
manner ; but we were soon warned by a 
cloud to the windward to return aguin for 
shelter to the house. In a little the rain be
gain to pour and all my hopes regarding the 
weather were fled. As we were all assemble,l 
however, I did not feel it so much as if it had 
commenced before the people were mustered. 
I soon saw we were in for an awful day's 
weather, The lightning flashed rapidly and 
almost with scorching vividness. The thun
der burst with awful grandeur over our heads, 
reverberating its weighty peals and rolling 
them along in quick succession till in the 
distance they ceased to be heard, No lan
guage can describe the torrent of rain that 
descended, accompanied with a strong wind 
which swept before it trees, &c., during the 
space of about two hours. 

An interesting prayer meeting. 

During the time the elements abroad and 
around us were thus contending and showing 
forth the majesty of Him who holds the winds 
in his fist and the waters in the hollow of his 
hand, who openeth and no man shutteth, and 
who sbutteth and no man openeth, who-

"Moves in a mysterious way 
His wonders to perform, 

Plants his footsteps in the sea, 
And rides upon the.storm," 

we were inside as many as could be crammed 
into the house and all standing, for the seats 
remained outside, praising and supplicating 
his great and glorious name, I never was at 
such a prayer-meeting before in Trinidad. 
Several of the brethren were requested suc
cessively to engage in prayer after singing a 
verse or two of a hymn, but no sooner had we 
bowed ourselves before the gracious throne 
of our prayer-heaing God than a hundred 
voices might be heard more loudly than the 
brother called upon, and all earnestly utter
ing the language of the publican, "God be 
merciful to us sinners." There was evidently 
some element at work in the hearts and 
minds of the people that day above all the 
times I ever met them before. And although 
it would be much more pleasing to see them 
melt and yield under the still small voice of 
grace and love, and to be more deeply 
moved by the precious word of God than by 
an occasional agitation of nature, either 
above or beneath them, yet to most of the 
persons then present the bible is a sealed 
book from their inability to read it, aad there
fore the volume of nature, as showing the 
mighty power of the Godhead, is the only 
one palpable to their senses, and bis voice in 
the elements the chief one that reaches their 
hardened feelings and stupified minds. 

Tlte baptism. 
'!'he storm over, we all turned out for the 

waler, and after a most disagreeable slide down 
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n slippery cleclivity we reached the ravine be
low, 1101v swollen far beyoncl its usual dimen
sions. In the sacred name of Father, Son, 
nncl Holy Ghost, I baptizecl the three believers, 
upon a confession of their repentance towards 
God nncl faith for salvation and eternal life 
in our Lord Jesus Christ, We scrambled 
hack again up the hill in the best manner 
we could, the whole party singing as they 
streamed through the woods, 

"We went unto the water 
To see where Jesus lay." 

By the time I had changed my clothes the 
house was again filled and about twenty bap
tized children of God were around the table 
of communion with our risen Lord. One of 
the newly baptized was formerly a member 

of the Romish church ; but it would seem as 
if the Lord in mercy hau brought her to a 
knowledge of the truth by showing her her con
dition_as a poor sinner and the way of salvation 
throughlhis finishecl work. The recital of what 
she experienced in her mincl was very simple, 
but satisfactory. It was clearly the language 
of the spirit. With her was haptized her 
husband, a young man who until lately was of' 
a wild turn, though the son of one of our mem
bers. "No preaching, singing, or praying," he 
aaid, " could move him, till the Lord showed 
him his real state, and inclined his heart to 
trust in him." The third party immersed was 
the husband of an interesting female added to 
the church a short time back. But some of 
our stations are dark and dead, affording 
little encouragement, yet the set time may 
come to favour them. 

HOME PROCEEDINGS. 

The past month has been, like its pre
decessor, a busy one in regard to public 
meetings. We have heard good tidings of 
them generally. Mr. BAYNES, of Not
tingham, has visited Liverpool, Bolton, 
and other places in Lancashire ; our 
brethren in those districts affording very 
efficient and cordial support. Mr. W. 
B. BowEs has visited Brighton; Mr. T. 
GouLD, with Mr. KATTERNs, Hampshire; 
Mr. WHEELER, Plymouth, and other 
places in South Devon; Mr. G. H. DAVIS 
and Mr. TRAFFORD, Wallingford, in be
half of the society. Mr. UNDERHILL 
and Mr. EDWARDS of Nottingham have 
visited Newcastle, Sunderland, and their 
vicinity. 

Mr. CAREY was prevented, by a sudden 
and severe attack of illness, from ful
filling his engagement in Lincolnshire. 
We are happy to state that he is much 
better, and ere long will, we trust, be 
restored to his usual health. The friends 
of the mission will deeply regret his ill
ness, but it will be a satisfaction to 
those who may have heard of it, to 
know that he is progressing towards re
covery. 

It is, perhaps, now gencrnlly known 

that the committee have had before them 
a plan for consolidating and extending 
the mission in Bengal. This subject 
engaged their most prayerful and pro
longed consideration at the recent quar
terly meeting. It was thought desirable 
that not only Bengal, but the whole In
dian mission should be consolidated and 
enlarged. The following resolutions 
were passed by the co=ittee-

" Resolved, I. That in the opinion of this 
committee, it is in the highest degree desirable 
that the operations of the society in India 
should be consolidated and extended. 

" II. That a sub-committee be appointed 
to consider and report on the best means of 
effecting this most important object. 

" III. And that the papers prepared by the 
secretaries be referred, together with the re-
ports of the deputation to India, for conside
ration to the sub-committee." 

To carry out this project, the greatest 
exertions of pastors, deacons, treasurers, 
secretaries of auxiliaries, and collec
tors will be needed, as well as of the 
committee and officers of the society. 
It cannot be completed without an in
come of £24,000 a year, a.nd will, pro
bably, require not less than eighteen or 
twenty new missionaries. It is hopcJ 
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that many may be found in India, that 
Serampore College will fumish some de
voted brethren, while the rest will be 
supplied by churches at home. It is a 
large and bold measure certainly. But 
it is absolutely necessary. Large mea
sures are often the wisest ; and boldness, 
combined with prudence, great faith, 
large hopes, and deep devotedness, dis
tinguished the founders of the mission. 
Let us on whom their work now de
volves but give ourselves earnestly to 
prayer, and we too shall have the same 
divine guidance and support that they so 
richly enjoyed. We invite the earnest 
attention of our friends to this subject. 
When the committee have carefully gone 
through the details necessary to an ac
curate estimate of what is required, the 
fullest information will be given. In 
the meantime the object is thus briefly 
stated, that it may engage the hearts 
and minds of those to whom the mission 
is dear. 

Some months ngo n conversation 
arose in committee on a correspondence 
with some of our brethren 1·especting 
grants from government in aid of 
schools, and it was thought desirable to 
institute inquiries whether any grants 
had been received by the missionaries of 
the society for such a purpose during 
the last ten years. A sub-committee 
was appointed, and they directed a cir
cular to be sent to each missionary with 
the view of obtaining precise informa
tion on the subject. Those inquiries 
were sent, '.and replies have been re
ceived. The sub-committee reported to 
the committee that no such grants had 
been paid to any missionary of the society 
during that period. It was previously 
understood that this was the case; but it 
is satisfactory to have that general im
pression confirmed by suitable evidence. 
This has been done, and without doubt 
the friends of the society will receive 
the information with great pleasu1·e. 

FOREIGN LETTERS RECEIVED. 

AFRICA ............ Bnmu ........................ Saker, A •.•.•••... Jnly 12. 
CLARENCE ..................... Saker, A •.•••..••. July 6. 

AMERICA ......... NEW YoRK •••••••••••••••••• Wyckoff, W. H •• October 2. 
Asu ............... BENARES ...................... Heinig, H •••••.. July 28. 

CALCUTTA ................... Fink, J.C ••••••. August 7. 
Thomas, J ...... Augu,t 7. 
Wenger, J •••.•.. July 3. 

COLOMBO ...................... Allen, J .......... August 14. 
INTALLY •..•••••.•.....•••••. Pearce, G ....... July 31. 
KANDY ........................ Davis, J •••..••.•. August 13. 
SER.UlPORE .................. Denham, W. H .. Augnst 6. 

Robinson, J .••.•. August 7. 
BAllAMAS ......... NASSA.U ....................... Capern, H ......... Scptember 9. 
BRITTANY ...... MoRLA[X ...................... Jenkins, J ....... September 21. 
Il.uTr ............ JAcMEL ........................ Webley, Yv. H •• Septemhcr 27. 
JA"AICA ......... ANNOTTA BAY ............... Jones, S .......... August 23. 

BROWN'S Tow>1,. ............. Clark, J .......... August 23, Sept. 23. 
CALADAR ..................... East, D. J ....... Aug. 20, Sept. 7 & 13. 
HoBY TowN .................. Hcnderson,J.E •. August 13. 
MoNT£GO BAY ............... Hande, T . ...... September 23. 
MOUNT ANGUS ............... Teall, w .......... August 12. 
PORT MARIA .................. Day, D ............ July 30, Sept. 10. 
ST. ANN'S BAY .............. Millard, B ....... September 21. 
SPANISII TOWN ............ Pbillippo, J. M,.Augnst 26, Sept. 26. 
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TRINIDAD, ...... PoRT o~ SPAIN ............... Cowen, G ..... , ... August 25. 
SAVANNA GRANDE ......... Cowen, G ......... September 3. 

VAN DmMAN'S LAl'ID ... LAUNCESTON ......... Dowling, H, ...... April 6. 

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS. 

The thanks of the Committee are presented to the following friends-

The Committee of the British and Foreign School Society, for Copies of their Annual 
Report, for the Missionaries; 

The Committee of the British and Foreign Bible Society, for a grant of Bibles, for the 
Jamaica Theological Institution; 

The Ladies of the Working Society, Mare Street, Hackney, for a box of useful articles, 
for Miss Harris, Haiti, and a package of useful articles, for India; 

Miss Huntley, Bow, for a parcel of magazines (four years); 
Rev. C. J. Middleditch, Frome, for fifteen copies of the Annual Report for 1851. 

CONTRIBUTIONS, 

Received on account of the Baptist Missionary Society, during the mor.tn. 

of September, 1852. 

£ s. d. 
ANNUAL COLLECTIONS. DEVONSHIRE. 

£ s. d. 
Tetbnry-

£ •· d 

.Tuv&NILE MEETINGS- Kilmlngton ............... 2 4 10 
llloomsbury Chapel ...... } Upottery 1 4 o 

Collection ............... 2 l 7 11 
Contributions ......... 1 19 1 

Holywell Mount ......... 3 14 9 ................ .. 
Walworth, York Street 

.fnnual Subscriptions. 
E~~s, Ja~~s, Esq., by 

Record ......... ...... 2 0 0 
Farrington, Mr, B,, Cork 1 1 0 
Hoby, Rev. Dr ............ 10 10 0 
Parnell, Mr. W .. , .... ,.... 1 1 0 

Donation. 
Friend, ............. ,......... O 10 O 

MIDDLESEX AUXILIARY, 

Highgate, by Miss Hatch 1 10 O 

BEDFORDSllIRE, 

teventon-
Halgh, Mrs . .... , ...... , 2 0 0 

BERKSHIRII, 

Heading, additional, on 
account ......... ,........ 8 10 6 

DUCKINGHAAISHIRE, 

Ool/1 llill-
Collectlou (moiety) ... 1 3 6 

ESSEX. 

Bra.intree
Collections............... 7 17 6 
Contributions ......... 5 7 9 

13 5 3 
Less expenses ...... 1 1 O 

HAMPSHIRE. 

Andover-
Juvenile A.Bsoci.atlon, 

for Bundlioo and 
Sood.len, Mo"17hir... 7 12 0 

LANCASHIRE, 

12 4 3 Liverpool
Continental Society, 

for Morlaix , .......• 10 0 0 
GLOucESTERSHIRII. Pembroke Chapel ...... 80 0 0 

Ayenlng-
Collection ............... 1 10 9 
Contributions by 

boxes ............... 0 10 1 
Do,, Sunday School 0 5 9 

Cutsde•n-
. ., Collection ............... 2 0 0 
Klngstanley-

Collection , .. , .... ,...... 4 17 0 
Contributions ......... 10 11 10 

Do,, Sunday School 1 15 2 

Shortwood-
Collections, .............. 12 2 6 
Contributions ......... 25 7 6 

Do,, Sunday School 6 16 5 

44. 6 /J 

NewChun:h-
Collection ............... 10 5 10 

Less expenses ...... 0 9 10 

9 16 0 
Sabden-

Collections............... 7 4 5 
Contributior.s ........ , 6 19 11 

Do,, Sunday School 6 l:l 10 
Do., Village ......... 0 13 4 

Tottlobank-
Collection ............... 3 18 6 
Contributions, for 

Native Preachers ... 0 10 0 

NORFOLK. 

Less expenses ... 2 4 0 Fakenham-
Fyson, J., Esq .......... 11) 0 0 

42 2 5 
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NoRTHAMFTONSRia:: :J. d. 
Friend, near North. 

ampton ............... 10 O o 
Guilsborough-

Collection, &c. ... .....• 7 O O 
Kettering, Ebenezer

Contributions, by Mr. 
E. Jenkinson......... O 13 O 

Walgrave-
Collection (moietyl . .. 1 O O 

RUTLAXDSRrRE, 

Oakham-
Collection .... ........... S 2 9 
Contributions by box O 12 O 

SUFFOLK. 

Eye, Second Church-
Contributions ......... 6 12 0 

WARWICKSHIRE, 

Birmingham-

£ s. d. 
Do., Sun. Schools 9 19 l 
Do., Infant Class O l 8 

Great King Street
CollMtions............ 3 l ff 

Heneage Street-
Collectlons ............ 12 0 6 
Contributions ...... 14 11 O 

Do., for Rev. J. 
llfakpeace'sNa• 
tire Teacher, 
.Ag,-a, ............ 1 10 0 

Do., Sun. Schools 9 10 7 
Do., Infantile 

School. ........... 15 O O 
Zion Chapel~ 

Collections, &c...... 5 O O 

317 4 2 
Acknowledged before 

and expenses ......... 286 6 0 

30 18 2 

WILTSHIRE. 
Collection, Public 2 Shrewton 

Meeting ............ 13 18 5 0 0 
Proceeds of Break-

fast, 1851 •••.•.... 2 7 4 
Bond Street-

Collection•....... ..... 8 1 3 
Contributions ...... 22 12 0 

Do., Sun. Schools 3 18 O 
Do., do., Girls, for 

India .•...•.•.•.. 2 14 7 
Do., for Baptist 

YORKSHIRE. 

Crigglestone-
Collection . . . ..• ... . . ..•• 0 10 0 

Halifax, Second Church
Collections ... . . . . . .. • .... 4 10 0 
Contribution............ 1 l 0 

Irish Society ... l 3 5 Hebden Bridge-
Do., for Bapti.st 

Home Misti.on 
Cannon Street-

9 l 

Collections .......... _ 17 11 3 
Contributions .••.•• 4:5 15 6 

Do., for .Africa ... 10 O 11 
Do., Snn. Schools 15 12 3 
Do., King's Nor-

ton ............... 3 7 4 
6 

Collections ............... 19 18 0 
Contributions ......... 7 5 0 

27 3 0 
Less expenses ...... 0 10 O 

26 13 0 
Leeds, on account, by 

Mr. H. Gresham ...... 110 0 0 
Do., Alvechurch O 6 
Do., Shirley St.... 0 4 

Circus Chapel-
8 Wakefield-

Collections ............ 13 11 7 
Contributions ...... 48 17 5 

Do., for Schools... l O O 
Do., Sur,. Schools 2 7 4 

Graham Street-
Collections ............ 12 8 0 
Contributions ...... 17 12 9 

Do, for Bihl• 
Translation So-
ciety............... 0 10 6 

Collections ............... 16 13 6 
Less expenses ...... l 11 0 

15 2 6 

York, Lendal Chapel-
Collection ............... 15 4 6 

Less expenses ...... l 13 6 

13 11 0 

£ S, d. 
SOUTH WALES. 

MONJ\IOUTHSHIRK-
Abergavenny-

Frogmore Street-
3 16 8 Collections ......... 

Contributions 4 13 4 
Do., Sun. sch~i l 16 7 

Lion Street-
Collection ............ 3 3 1 
Contributions 3 13 2 

Do., Sun. School 0 8 8 
A bersychan-

Collection ............... 1 13 9 
Contributions .......... l 5 0 

Caerleon-
Collection ............... 0 12 3 
Contrlbuti<!lls . ........ 4 17 1 

Pontbeer, Sion-
Contributions ......... 32 8 4 

Pontryhdyryn-
0 Collection ............... 0 5 

Contributions ......... 7 18 0 
Pontypool-

Collection •••.•.••••••••• 6 0 0 
Contributions ......... 9 13 0 

Usk-
Collection ............... 0 15 6 

82 19 5 
Acknowledged before 

and expenses ......... 68 7 6 

p .El\.lBROKESHIRE
Harmony-

Collection .••.••.••..•••• 
Contributions .••...••• 

Llangloffan-
Colleetion •••.••.••••••.• 
Contributions 

SCOTLAND. 

Edinburgb-
Sanday, R. L., Esq., 

for India ........ . 
Do., for West Indies 

IRELAND. 

Dublin-

14 11 11 

0 15 0 
2 19 6 

1 13 0 
e 11 o 

l O 0 
l O o 

Purser, John, Esq .... 10 0 0 

Subscriptions and Donations in aid of the Baptist Missionary Society will be thankfully 
eceived by William Brodie Gurney, Esq., and Samuel Morton Peto, Esq., M.P., TreasUl'ers, 
by the Rev. Frederick Trestrail and Edward Bean Underhill, Esq., Secretaries, at the 
Mission House, 33, Moorgate Street, LONDON: in EDINBURGH, by the Rev. Jonathan 
Watson, and John .Macandrew, Esq.; in GLASGOW, by C. Anderson, Esq.; in DUBLIN, by 
John Purser, Esq., Rathmines Castle; in CALCUTTA, by the Rev. James Thomas, Baptist 
Mission Press; and at NEW YoRJi:, United States, by W. Colgate,Esq. Contributions can 
also be paid in at Messrs, Barclay, Bevan, Tritton, and Co., Lombard Street, to the account 
of the Treasurer~. 

J. HADDON ASD SON, l'rtl:"llTER, (;J\.f;'J LR ~TnY.Rr, FINS2UnY~ 
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MEMOIR OF THE LATE REV. JOHN GREEN, 

OF NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE. 

BY UIS SON. 

THE subject of the present memoir 
was born at Loughborough, in the 
county of Leicester, on the 14th of Fe
bruary, 1795. His parents were pious 
people, of high moral character, and 
members of the General Baptist church. 
His father carried on the business of a 
builder, but was usually engaged on the 
Lord's day in preaching in the neigh
bouring villages. He was a man of 
amiable disposition, and was much 
esteemed as a simple, earnest preacher 
of the gospel. His wife was a woman 
of more than ordinary mind, and of a 
fervent, chastened spirit. She died in 
1807; and although John was so young, 
her teaching and pious example were 
never wholly lost upon him. 

John was the fourth of seven children, 
three of whom survive him. He was 
early sent to the old grammar school in 
his native town, where it is underntood 
he displayed great activity of mind for 
one so young. Among his schoolfellows 
were the late lamented Dr. Yates, mis-

xv,-1,•oum·11 BliRIEs. 

sionary to India, the Rev. J. Wallis 
tutor of the General Baptist College, 
Leicester, and the Rev. J. Jones of 
March. John was always the favourite 
of the family ; his kindness of disposi
tion, his playful humour, a rich vein of 
wit which continued till the last, to
gether with decided mental superiority, 
drew towards him the warmest affections 
and the respectful regard of all. The 
straitened circumstances of his father 
did not allow of his being long at school, 
and too soon he was sent from the 
parental roof to push his way in the 
world. In his twelfth year he was 
apprenticed to a grocer, a member of 
the society of Friends, where he was 
subjected to much inhuman treatment, 
the recital of which in after life would 
bring tears to his eyes. The conduct of 
his parents in sending him entirely from 
home so young always appeared to him 
reprehensible. 

But that which was most painful to 
him in after life in reviewing this 

4 o 
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period, "·as the sinful and destructive 
influence to which he was subjected 
and the readiness with which he j•ielded 
to it. There is indeed scarcely a darker 
view of the deep depravity of our fallen 
nature, than is presented to us in the 
case of a number of men and youths 
assiduously endeavouring to corrupt and 
pollute the minds of mere children, 
who are connected with them in their 
employ. A sort of fiendish joy fills their 
spirits as they see the aptness of the 
young to drink in their evil teachings. 
In this instance they succeeded but too 
well. Sin became his chief delight ; he 
followed the ways of Satan with his 
whole heart ; the thought of his heart 
was only evil, and that continually. 
Not that he was outwardly immoral, or 
descended to any openly flagrant mani
festations of impiety ; on the contrary, 
his attendance at chapel on the Lord's 
day was regular and punctual, and his 
deportment correct, so much so that 
while he was conscious of living in the 
service of sin, he was held up to others 
as a pattern of right conduct. Nor was 
his mind inactive in regard to the pur
suit of knowledge : his father used to 
say of him, " Our John will know the 
bottom of everything," and whenever 
he could find an opportunity for read
ing, he employed it upon books of 
history, travel, and general information. 
It could not be said of him at this time, 
that he was altogether without religious 
impressions; appeals from the pulpit 
often made him very miserable, and 
frequently there was the inward resolve 
to give up bis sinful course; but the 
frivolities of companionship were suffi
cient to drive away all right thoughts 
and allow him quietly to pursue his 
accustomed course. 

The treatment he received continued 
so bad that it became quite evident his 
independent spirit would not much 
longer submit to it ; accordingly, at the 
age of sixteen, he returned home to 

assist his father in his business. He 
now enjoyed a better opportunity of 
gratifying his desire of reading, and as 
his mind opened, he became increasingly 
observant of men and manners. His 
spiritual state, however, remained about 
the same ; but an event was now about 
to transpire which constituted the turn
ing point in his history. 

When John was in his eighteenth 
year, his father accepted an invitation 
to become the pastor of the General 
Baptist church at Long Whatton, a 
village about four miles from Lough
borough, and as he carried on the build
ing business there, John removed with 
him, continuing to assist him. .All was 
now strange and new, his sinful com
panions were left behind, and he ceased 
to care for their society. On coming to 
Whatton he was at once thrown into 
the society of a number of serious young 
men who soon formed a strong attach
ment for him. By them he was intro
duced into the sabbath-school, where he 
also met with one of riper years, who 
took a deep interest in all that con
cerned his mental and spiritual advance
ment. 

There was at this time at work among 
them a mutual improvement society, 
which he joined, entering into all its 
pursuits with a keen relish, soon con
vincing his companions of superior 
natural abilities which simply required 
careful training. It was not, however, 
only in intellectual pursuits that he was 
making an advance; the seed of a divine 
life had taken root in his heart, and 
was beginning to break its way through 
the yielding soil. The commencement 
of this cbauge may be dated from his 
first settling at Whatton. He seemed 
at once to breathe a different atmo
sphere-the spell was broken-he began 
in some measure to understand the 
great purpose of his being-bis eyes 
were opened to see his own sinfulness 
and the necessity of the new birth, and 
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ns nn humble and contrite sinner he 
oast himself on the mercy of God 
through Jesus Christ, and found joy 
and peace In believing. On Lord's day, 
May 2, 1813, he, with eleven others, 
among whom was she who afterwards 
became his wife-was baptized by his 
father in a running stream at Whatton, 
a baptismal sermon being preached by 
the Rev. Mr. Felkin of Kegworth. 

Having thus put his hand to the 
plough, he never looked back. The 
people of God were his companions, the 
cause of God was the object of his 
earnest solicitude. Shortly before his 
death, speaking of the worldliness of 
some professors of religion, he said, 
"Before I knew the Lord I was entirely 
the servant of sin, and I delighted in 
sinful company, but from the time I 
became a Christian I have never made 
a companion of an ungodly person for 
an hour.'' 

No sooner were the friends at What
ton satisfied that he was a renewed 
character than they urged him to the 
exercise of his abilities in preaching, 
and in compliance with their desire he 
commenced to speak whenever an 
opportunity presented itself, occasionally 
occupying his father's pulpit. These 
labours proving acceptable, and the 
church judging that his qualifications 
were such as would. fit him for the 
work of the ministry, they unanimously 
recommended his being sent to the 
Academy at Wisbech, then under the 
care of the Rev. Joseph Jarrom, In 
consequence of this he proceeded there 
in the autumn of 1815. In a com
munication to the writer from the Rev. 
J. Jones of March, a fellow student 
with Mr. Green, Mr. Jones writes as 
follows, "I well remember your father's 
coming to Wisbech in 1815. It was 
soon evident that he was a young man 
of mental powers above the common 
order. His understanding was clear 
and correct, and his memory strong 

and tenacious. He had enjoyed hnt 
little culture from education, but with 
these natural powers of mind, his pro
fiting under instruction was soon 
apparent to all. Ile was sociable and 
affectionate, but self-relying and inde
pendent. This temperament of mind 
disposed him to assume an air of autho
rity and dictation ; still he was not 
overbearing but kind and conciliatory. 
It was evident, too, that he was habi
tually pious and devotional, and he con
scientiously spent a considerable portion 
of time in prayer in his study. His 
mind and habits of thought and applica
tion were such at this period, as reason
ably to lay a foundation for respect and 
eminence in the Christian ministry." 
For the talents and character of his 
tutor Mr. Green entertained the highest 
respect, and a mutual attachment ever 
afterwards subsisted between them. 

The church at Barton Fabis in 
Leicestershire, being destitute of a 
pastor by the death of the venerable 
Samuel Deacon, Mr. Green accepted 
their unanimous invitation to succeed 
him, and in July, 1817, he commenced 
his labours there. On the 23rd of October 
in the same year he was married to 
Miss Elizabeth Ayre, daughter of Mr. 
Thomas Ayre, farmer of Coleorton, 
Leicestershire, who survives him. The 
church at Barton was composed of a 
number of branch stations lying at a 
considerable distance from each other, 
which made the duties of a pastor very 
onerous. Mr. Green preached regularly 
three times on the Lord's day, walking 
from eight to ten miles, besides preaching 
four nights in the course of the week, 
and for this purpose walking many 
miles. He laboured here with great 
earnestness and zeal, and his efforts 
were much blessed, many through his 
ministry being addecl to the church. 
Here he experienced, for the first time, 
one of those visitations of mental de
pression which in afkr life embittered 
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so much of his path. From the first 
awakening of his mind he had been 
troubled with difficulties on the Socinian 
controversy, and now that he had 
become somewhat settled, these diffi
culties came upon him with increased 
force. Possessing a remarkable tender
ness of conscience, his difficulties caused 
him great distress of mind, as he 
abhorred the idea of becoming himself 
a Socinia.n. At length he determined 
on a thorough examination of the 
question, and laboured day and night 
for its solution. The conclusion at 
which he arrived was a firm belief in 
the true deity of Jesus Christ. But the 
effort was too much for so sensitive a 
mind, and for a few weeks he suffered 
severely from mental depression. Soon, 
however, his mind assumed its wonted 
tone, and he pursued his ordinary 
labours, at the same time storing his 
mind with knowledge and cultivating 
his intellectual powers. He continued 
at Barton till the autumn of 1823, when, 
owing to a spirit of domination on the 
part of some who claimed to exercise a 
kind of hereditary rule, he resigned his 
charge. 

In November of the same year he 
removed to Norwich, where, unlike the 
midland counties of England, the general 
baptist cause has never made much 
progress. His success, however, at 
Priory Yard chapel was very consider
able, as both the church and congrega
tion were greatly increased. But, as 
well as the thought connected with pre
par.ation for the pulpit, a mind like Mr. 
Green's required a subject which should 
give scope for more extended investiga
tion and research. The Arminian system 
never appeared to him without its diffi
culties, though somewhat modified, he 
accepted it in the commencement of his 
ministry as the nearest approximation 
to the truth. Subsequent thought upon 
it served to shake his faith in its sound
ness, and led him to an earnest and 

laborious study of the vadous questions 
involved in it. Once started upon n. 
train of serious thought, his mind could 
not stop until it had reached the furthest 
limits of its capacity, though the diffi
culties which beset him in his investiga
tions, in relation to the divine govern
ment, cost ;him much agonizing pain of 
long duration. It is impossible to state 
all the circumstances which conduced 
to bring this important question to a 
final issue, but a devout and prayerful 
study of the scriptures was not among 
the least. Probably, too, the society 
into which he was thrown, which was, 
for the most part, of persons holding 
sentiments denominated Calvinistic, con
tributed in some measure, by presenting 
new phases of the question to his mind. 
The venerable Joseph Kinghorn was 
then in the vigour of his days, and from 
:M:r. Green's first settling in Norwich, 
a close intimacy and a strong attach
ment was formed between them. It is, 
however, known that the writings of 
the learned Dr. Gill had a great effect 
upon him, although he repudiated very 
much that Dr. Gill held. At length 
fully convinced that the Arminian 
scheme is one which does not account 
for facts, and is not founded on scripture, 
he avowed his change of sentiments and 
resigned his charge at Priory Yard 
chapel, and withdrew from the General 
Baptist body. 

Mr. Green's first intention was to 
leave Norwich, but a number of his 
friends pressed him to recommence 
preaching in that city ; and in accord
ance with their desire, he opened a large 
school-room · for public worship, com
mencing to preach on the first Lord's 
day after his resignation of his former 
charge. In this place he continued 
many months, drawing around him a 
goodly number, and his labours in this 
place were by no means without tokens 
of the divine approval. 

For some time previous to this period, 
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~nd more or leBs for several years after, 
he was much employed in private teach
ing, in the classics and mathematics, 
.principally among the junior branches 
-0f families in the higher walks of life. 
His engagements in this way might 
have been very lucrative, had not a 
;greater love to the ministry of the 
gospel, and the necessity of time for 
study, caused him to decline advantage
ous offers. But as it was, his labours 
were such as none but a man of strong 
constitution could perform. Denying 
himself of needful rest, from early 
morning till long after midnight, his 
days were spent in ceaseless toil in 
acquiring knowledge for himself, or in 
imparting it to others. Numbers now 
occupying positions of high responsi
bility as bankers, merchants, medical 
men, and not the least as ministers of 
the gospel, owe t-0 him no inconsiderable 
part of their mental training. 

In June, 1830, Mr. Green accepted 
the unanimous invitation of the newly 
-formed church now meeting at Charles 
;Street, Leicester, to become their pastor, 
:intending to remove thither at the 
,ensuing Michaelmas ; but while making 
]preparations for this purpose, he again 
,became afflicted with mental depression, 
which compelled him to relinquish the 
'Ulldertaking, as he was for the space of 
,several months quite incapacitated for 
preaching, indeed almost the sole mental 
·exercise he could indulge in was the 
:study of the Greek tragedians and 
historians, an exercise not involving 
,questions which most seriously affected 
him, 

To those who have never experienced 
mental depression in its darkest forms, 
or who have not been intimately con
nected with those who are called to 
endure it, it is exceedingly difficult to 
make it intelligible. In the present 
instance it was doubtless to be traced 
to physical causes ; extreme sensitive
ness of conscience coming into frequent 

collision with the immense difficulties 
which the mind laboured to solve, the 
thinking powers, long over-wrought, 
sunk at length, ieaving the shattered 
mind a prey to the workings of a con
science now a hundred-fold more active 
than before. The most minute actions 
of childhood and youth stood before the 
view ; a vast array of guilt that could 
not be:wasbed away. Ordinary transac
tions in life then assumed a sinful aspect 
to the sufferer, which in other persons 
be could regard as faultless ; the word 
of God became a book of terror; the 
mind incapable of receiving spiritual 
consolation ; all was darkness and 
despair. Reasoning against such a state 
of mind is cruelty and torture in
describable to one so afflicted : kindness 
and commiseration, endeavouring to 
draw the attention of the mind from 
itself, rest, change of scene, and con
genial associations, in time allow the 
mind to regain its ordinary elasticity, 
and all once more becomes clear and 
peaceful. 

In the following summer hope began 
to beam, and in the autumn Mr. Green 
was induced to supply the pulpit of a 
newly erected chapel in the vicinity of 
Kirstead Hall, about seven miles from 
Norwich. This place was the property 
of G. S. Kett, Esq., who had recently 
seceded from the church of England. 
Here the gospel was almost a novelty, 
and many were drawn to hear it, not a 
few of whom were savingly converted 
to God. In watering the souls of others, 
his own soul was watered, his mind was 
entirely free from gloom, and now some
thing more settled than the place of a 
supply appeared very desirable. Ac
cordingly Mr. Green endeavoured to 
find a place in Norwich suitable for a 
permanent place of worship. A large 
and substantially built warehouse iu a 
most eligible situation being for sale, 
Mr. Green, single handed, bought it, and 
commenced immediately both to recon-
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struct it, and to collect funds for the 
undertaking. The project was favour
ably thought of by his friends, and no 
great difficulty was experienced in 
raising the needful amount of money. 
On the 29th of January, 1833, a neat 
and commodious house of prayer was 
completed, and the opening services 
conducted by Messrs. Brock, Puntis, 
and Alexander (independent), all of 
Norwich. A church, consisting of a 
very small number, was formed and 
gradually progressed in strength during 
the time of Mr. Green's connexion with 
them. The congregation speedly reached 
and continued to maintain, an average 
attendance of about six hundred persons, 
and additions to the church were both 
frequent and numerous. 

In the summer of 1834, Mr. Green 
received a second invitation to become 
the pastor of the church at Charles 
Street, Leicester, which however he 
declined, and continued to labour among 
the people whom he had been the means 
of bringing together. Besides these 
pastoral labours, for a number of years 
he held the office of secretary of the 
Norfolk Association of Baptist Churches, 
in which capacity he frequently visited 
the various churches in the county, and 
by this means extended the circle of his 
influence and usefulness. In Norwich 
too, a city somewhat celebrated for the 
intelligence of its inhabitants, he formed 
many agreeable associations with persons 
of various denominations. His con
versational capabilities and his strong 
reasoning powers, induced many to seek 
his acquaintance, in complying ,with 
which he found both agreeable and 
beneficial relaxation, the w.ant of which 
after his removal from Norwich he 
severely felt. 

In the early part of 1839 Mr. Green 
was again prostrated by an attack of 
mental depression, which soon compelled 
him to lay aside all preaching for a time. 
In the spring of the same year he visited 

Leamington in order to consult the late 
Dr. Jephson, but during a stay there of 
six ,veek~, he found no real benefit. 
Shortly after his return home he pro
ceeded to Holland, visiting Rotterdam 
and Amsterdam, and from thence jour
neyed up the Rhine. This change was 
decidedly beneficial to him. Most even
ings he enjoyed some alleviation from 
his sufferings, and as often as he did he 
sallied forth to the cottages of the poor 
to converse with them on the interests 
of their souls. On his return home Mr. 
Green resumed his charge, and speedily 
regained vigorous health. His minis
trations were again much blessed, and 
many souls won to Christ were the fruits 
of his toil. 

In 1841 the increasing wants of his 
family led him to think of a removal ; 
and having been strongly urged by the 
committee of the Bible Translation So
ciety to become their travelling secre
tary, he accepted that office, and com
menced journeying at Christmas of the 
same year. He· soon found, however 
that his new calling was entirely unsuited 
to his tastes and habits. Protracted ab
sence from home, and the entire want 
of opportunity for study, made him wish 
again for the comparative settledness of 
a pastoral charge ; nor was he long 
without an opportunity of gratifying his 
desires. The church at Charles Street, 
Leicester, being again without a pastor, 
unanimously invited him for the third 
time to accept that office. He acceded 
to their request, and commenced his 
labours there in May, 1842. On enter
ing upon his engagements in this new 
sphere he soon discovered, to his deep 
sorrow, that discord prevailed to a fear
ful extent ; and, with that promptness 
which was his wont, he exerted him
self to effect reconciliations, and to 
bring about such a unanimity of spirit 
and healthy tone of piety, as should 
become the foundation for future suc
cess. His spirit was much bowed down 
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by the task he had undertaken, but in 
humble dependence on divine aid, he 
went on, and very shortly all things wore 
a different aspect. The congregations 
increased rapidly, and from sabbath to 
sabbath he had the happiness to preach 
the everlasting gospel to large and at
tentive audiences, and many especially 
among the young were united to the 
church. The earnestness of the minis
ter seemed to have begotten a like spirit 
among the people, and the prospect was 
that of many years of usefulness and 
happiness ; but a circumstance arose, 
trivial in itself, which led to consequences 
most deplorable. Conduct very similar 
to that which drove the godly Jonathan 
Edwards from Northampton was mani
fested here. The disappointment of his 
hopes and prayers, and the wreck of 
moral principle which he witnessed, 
were more than he could bear, and 
plunged him again into the depths of 
despair, more bitter and more protracted 
than any he had before known, and in 
May, 1846, he was incapable of proceed
ing with his ministerial engagements. 
For many months he did not preach at 
all, but whenever relief was afforded to 
him he accepted invitations to preach at 
various places in Leicester and its neigh
bourhood. 

His mind having very much recovered 
its usual vigour, in February, 1849, Mr. 
Green accepted the unanimous invita
tion of the church at Newcourt, New
castle-on-Tyne, to become their pastor, 
By a series of disastrous events this 
church had been brought almost to the 
verge of extinction, and on accepting 
their invitation ho calculated that that 
success which had invariably attended 
his ministrations elsewhere would not 
be wanting here. In this, however, he 
was to a great extent disappointed. The 
congregation and the church were con
siderably increased, but he felt very 
painfully that, at least in appearance, he 
was labouring very much in vain, Very 

soon, too, after his settling in the north 
he experienced the ill effects of the cli
mate on his constitution. His voice, which 
never in more than thirty years' preach
ing had failed him, became seriously 
affected, and by continued exposure 
to the raw night air grew worse 
and worse, Profuse hemorrhage and 
consequent prostration of strength made 
a very visible alteration in his previously 
healthy looking countenance, but no en
treaty could induce him to take rest till 
physical inability compelled him. In 
the summer of 1851 his medical adviser 
strongly urged a change of air and 
scene. In July of the same year the 
church appointed him as their represen
tative to the Triennial Convention of 
German Baptist Churches, to be held in 
Ham burgh; and accordingly on the 15th 
July, in company with J. L. Angas, Esq., 
he sailed for the continent. Having 
attended all the meetings with very 
great pleasure, he proceeded to Copen
hagen, to visit his daughter, the wife of 
the Rev. A. P. Forster, who resides there, 
and returned home by way of Ham
burgh. This visit was very beneficial to 
his health ; his former lassitude and 
feebleness were exchanged for a large 
degree of health, and his spirit was 
much cheered by the sight of the great 
work which the Lord is carrying on by 
the baptists in Germany, especially by 
the church in Hamburg. The pros
pect again appeared promising, and Mr. 
Green entered afresh on his engage
ments. But the event was otherwise. 
On the first Lord's day in September 
l\Ir. Green administered the ordinance 
of baptism, and, remaining too long in 
the water, took cold, from the effects of 
which he never recovered. With some 
interruption, however, he continued to 
preach till the first Lord's day in Fe
bruary, 1852, though often, as he after
wards said, at the risk of his life ; for 
when to others he seemed to be preach
ing with his usual earne~tness, to him-
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self it was frequently with the momen
tary expectation of falling <le-ad in the 
pulpit. Suffering very severely from 
chronic bronchitis and enlargement of 
the heart, he became at length confined 
to his room, and sank so low that his 
life was quite despaired of and death was 
almost daily expected, while from the 
nature of his sufferings he could not lie 
in bed more than vne or two hours 
during the whole night, and frequently 
not at all. Extended disease of the 
heart brought on dropsy; but by skilful 
medical treatment this was dispersed, 
and the hope of ultimate recovery again 
held out, if only sufficient strength 
could be gathered to enable him to take 
a journey southward. In April Mr. 
Green was so far recovered as to warrant 
his undertaking the proposed journey, 
and accordingly he proceeded to Leices
tershire, and from thence to Norfolk, 
and very slowly at first, and then more 
decidedly, he regained health and 
strength, and he himself became some
what sanguine of ultimate recovery. 

This visit was a season of much spi
ritual joy. Rambling in the :fields and 
lanes, he experienced such communion 
with God as he had never before known ; 
it seemed almost as if God were present 
with him face to face, and as he saw, 
scattered about the country, many walk
ing consistently in the truth who were 
the fruits of his ministry-some of more 
than thirty years' standing, the thought 
came very powerfully into his mind, 
that he had not lived in vain, and it in
spired him with a stronger desire to be 
more than ever devoted and earnest in 
the cause of his great Master. A 
few days before he had fixed to return 
home he took cold, which was succeeded 
by rheumatism. On the first symptom 
of this he hastened home, never more 
to go out till his lifeless body should be 
deposited in the tomb. For nearly three 
months he endured such an amount of 
bodily suffering as falls t') the lot of few. 

Till within a fortnight of his death he 
was unable to lie in bed, and passed his 
weary days and nights sitting in Ill 

chair, leaning forward. The prospect 
of protracted suffering made him fear 
lest excruciating pain should betray 
him into the thought or expression of a 
murmur, and he prayed earnestly and 
besought the prayers of others, that he 
might be kept faithful, and it is a mat
ter of deep thankfulness to his sorrow
ing family to reflect that in all his suf
ferings he manifested perfect resignation. 
He was not triumphant, but resigned
no ecstacies, but peaceful reliance on the 
atonement of Christ-waiting, longing 
to be gone-committing his dear family 
to the care of an ever-watchful Provi
dence. For some days previous to his 
departure he was conscious only at 
times. Mortification had commenced, 
and every appearance indicated speedy 
dissolution, and on the 14th September 
he breathed his last. On the following 
Friday his remains were conveyed to their 
last earthly resting place, followed by his 
mourning family and the various minis
ters of the town, with the deacons and 
members of the church ; and on the 
evening of Lord's day, 26th September, 
a funeral sermon was preached to a 
crowded congregation by the Rev. Tho
mas Duncan, of the Free Church of 
Scotland. 

As a husband and a father Mr. Green 
was tender and affectionate, yet ruling 
his household in the fear of the Lord. 
Now here did his character shine with 
more brightness than in the family 
circle. Ever solicitous for the comfort 
and well being of all, he sought to make 
home a delight, Possessing an exube
rance of wit, he knew how to sport with 
his children, while he taught them to 
honour and obey him. The spiritual 
good of all connected with him was an 
object very near his heart ; all worldly 
advantages were as nothing compared 
with this. His children saw that with 
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him to serve the Lord was the great 
hnsiness of his life. lie strove to incul
cate every moral virtue, and to bring 
the whole soul into subjection to the 
will of Christ. His habit was to read 
two or three chapters in Hebrew very 
carefully every morning, and the New 
Testament he habitually read in the 
original. If by any circumstance he 
had been deprived of his usual oppor
tunity of private devotion, he was un
easy and unsettled till he could get alone 
and pour out his soul to God. 

As a student he was diligent, careful, 
and laborious, regarding no pains too 
great which were expended on a really 
important subject. He valued accuracy 
ofknowledgemorethanextent; heread 
slowly and weighed well his author's 
arguments, so that when he closed a 
book he knew thenceforward what was 
in it. The great secret of his extensive 
attainments was the extraordinary man
ner in which he improved every spare 
moment of time. It was to this cir
cumstance, much more than to advan
tageous opportunities, that he owed 
anything of eminence. He abhorred 
everything approaching to idleness ; and 
sheer mental labour was a real luxury. 

As a pastor, he was ever alive to the 
spiritual interests and advancement of 
his flock, that he might present every 
man perfect in Christ Jesus. The poor 
and sorrowing of his charge were the 
peculiar objects of his care and atten
tion, and at any personal inconvenience 
he was ready to afford them relief. But 
he never would consent to degrade the 
pastoral office by frittering away his 
time in mere idle gossip. He always 
had something more important to do, 
both for himself and for his people. A 
counsellor in difficulty ; a friend of the 
oppressed ; he often cheered the down
cast, and caused the widow's heart to 
bound with joy. Having tasted largely 
of the cup of sorrow himself, he knew 
well how to find a way to the hearts of 
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othors, and to pour into the woun,lcrl 
Rpirit the oil of consolation. 

The writer is happy to be able to ap
pend to this an estimate of Mr. Green's 
more public characteristics, from the 
pen of William Felkin, Esq., of Notting
ham. After a few introductory remarks, 
Mr. Felkin goes on to say-" He would 
find out a difficulty if it were within the 
horizon ; loved abstruse inquiry and 
disquisitions ; could and would split a 
metaphysical hair ; never dismissed a 
doubt without investigation, or an ad
verse disputant without fierce combat 
and often a sound drubbing. He, how
ever, pursued inquiries into many im
portant subjects, as I conceive, in a 
manner calculated to increase rather 
than settle doubts-either in his own 
mind or in that of his hearer or oppo
nent. This I trace in some degree up 
to the course of academic instruction. 
Many of Mr. J arrom's theological posi
tions he could not help doubting : and 
I know nothing more distressing to some 
minds, or more fatal to their future 
comfort, than while acquiring knowledge 
from the lips of a tutor, to feel com
pelled to defer assent to his doctrines on 
some of the most important points of 
instruction. 

"The bane of lHr. Green's life I should 
suppose to have been spiritual doubts ; 
or he must have been less anxious on 
topics that I know much harassed him 
at times. Upon such subjects I thought 
obliquity of mental vision easily ob
servable-most likely to be accounted 
for in a large degree by physical infir
mity and disease. But enough in the 
way of apparent censure ; it is not at 
all intended to be real censure. 

" I never heard l\Ir. Green preach 
after his student career more than a few 
sermons-it must not be, therefore, sup
posed that my estimate is of much value. 
Such as it is, I give it you. He was 
grave-earnest-showed he felt all he 
said-desired greatly the glory of Gotl 

-l l' 
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nnd the ral Yntion of sinners. Hated 
lcyity in th0 house of prayer and in the 
conduct of worship. Wns perspicuous 
in the C'Xpression of thought-knew the 
vnlne of words to an extraordinary 
nicety, and used them with great cor
rectness. Spoke inrnriably in good 
Saxon English, in which respect he was 
a model both in and out of the pulpit, 
was deeply read in theology, whether 
historical, disputati,e, or practical,
moral philosophy, and natural history. 
His public exercises were, therefore, full 
of matter, highly interesting, and sug
gestive to the true inquirer and thinker; 
but he was laborious to follow on the 
part of the young and the half-hearted
tiresome to the careless. His command 
of facts, whether natural or historical, 
was admirable and immediate ; so he 
was excellent in illustration. I know he 
was thought occasionally harsh, severe, 
and dogmatic, both in converse and in 
the pulpit. I have heard him and felt 
him say hard things ; but they were, 
perhaps, not the less deserved and true. 
A proud man would find him unbend
ing, a sinful one severe, a flippant, con
ceited one, harsh and decided, no doubt. 
But he who could condescend to '.seek 
for knowledge at a deep, full reservoir, 
needed not to wait long near Mr. Green 
for a perennial stream discovering itself 
amidst the rocky undulations. His con
versation was rich ; and when he led it 
was redolent of literary and scientific 
information. His power in conversa
tional exposition of difficult and abstruse 
subjects was extraordinary, and rendered 
intercourse with him as profitable as 
pleasant. He had had converse long 
and deep with the most noble subjects of 
thought, and with the minds who had 
most thoroughly handled them. lie had 
searched largely the physi_cal, the intel
lEoctual, and the moral; and to all he 
brought spiritual light ; not resting 
. ,, tis1ied wit!, any knowledge that was 

not subordinated to the great end of till 
wisdom, the showing forth of the glory 
of God in the salvation of sinners. Mr. 
Green had large stores of knowledge, 
but they were sanctified by their use in 
the service of piety and virtue." 

Shortly before his death Mr. Green 
said, " I have reason to bless God foi· a 
well-formed mind; I know nothing of 
the ecstacies which some talk about, bat 
I think I have known what pure joy is. 
When pursuing trains of nol>le thought, 
I have looked down with perfect con-• 
tempt on all the greatness of the world, 
and, though I am far from ah old marl 
I have lived a longer life than mariy; 
and with much of sorrow and darkness 
I have thoroughly enjoyed life, and now 
I look to heaven with different views 
from many. I expect to find it a place 
of cea~eless activity, where weariness 
of body will never compel me to stop 
short in the midst of iny thought." 

To that blissful region he has passed 
away, and is now no mote in this world, 
to his family or to the church; having 
entered upon a scene and a state wholly 
congenial to the longings of a sanctified 
spirit; and thus, in the words of R. Hlill, 
"Heaven is attracting to itself what
ever is congenial to its nature, is enrich
ing itself by the spoils of earth, and col
lecting within its capacious bosom what
ever is pure, permanent, atid divine." 

May the same gracious Spirit which 
was through a long series of years the 
comforter and guide of the ·departed 
watch over the bereaved· widow and 
family, minister to all their necessities, 
and prepare them for a blessed reunion 
with the beloved husband and father. 
And inay this humble tribute to the 
memory of a revered parent inoite many 
others to the pursuit of the most en
nobling objects, and in such a manner 
that all may redound to the glory of 
God. Amen. 
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SCENES FROM THE PUBLIC LII<'E OF JESUS OF NAZARETH. 

BY TSE .IIEV, :W:, WALTERS. 

NO, VI. JESUS JNSTJTUTINO THE LORD'S BUPPF,lt. 

IT was a high season in Jeruealem, It is invested with i.-resisti\,k charms. 
for the Passover Feast had commenced. The room in which the family is assem
Many strangers had arrived, some from bled has nothing unusual in its appear
the surrounding country, others from ance. It is the ordinary room for such 
more distant lands. It was one of the occasions. But the family itself is 
three annual festivals which required unique. There are thirteeen men; 
the presence of all male Jews through- some of them united to each other hy 
out the world. Yet, though the city ties of consanguinity; others sustaining 
was so full you might have passed along to one another no blood-relation at all. 
its streets and met scarcely any one Nevertheless they are all bound to one 
abroad except a Roman soldier or tax- another by the nearest and most per
gatherer, or some abandoned outcast manent ties, and he who presides over 
from whose breast piety had departed that feast is their head. We are in the 
and for whom there was no home. The presence of Jesus and his twelve dis
public thoroughfares and places of ac- ciples. They attend to the arrange
customed resort were quiet. Still the ments of the feast in the prescribed 
aspect was not that of desolation. No way. As spectators and listeners let us 
black pall hung over the city like that observe the group. What busy con
which covers a place depopulated by versation is that in which all except the 
the plague or sacked by a besieging president seem engaged 1 How excited 
army. The moon now almost at its full, and earnest some of them grow! Ah ! 
had arisen, and serene and peaceful as poor human nature with its desire for 
a babe in the lap of its mother, J eru- power and superiority is there. Slow 
salerp. seemed to repose amid the moun- have these men been to learn the lessons 
tains that were round about. From of their Master ; dull in comprehending 
out of every house came the sound of his own spirit. They are contending 
happy voices, for the people in their who shall be the greatest. This desire 
families were commerp.orating the night has not been quenched yet. It m~s the 
when the angel passed over the dwell- beauty of those who profess to imitate 
ings of their fathers in Egypt, and the lowly One, ancl is the parent ol" 
spared the first-born. And a few hours some of the worst evils ,vhich tear ~ci,d 
later you might }iave heard the rich devour the flock of Christ. In his o,n1 
music of the chanted Halle! closing the inimitable way the ]\faster represses the 
night's solemnities. strife, and teaches them the character 

Of all the families who that night of true greatness. And now listen as 
celebrated the Lord's Passover to one he passes on to topics more painful than 
only is our attention peculiarly drawn.* this. At that table sits one who is 

meditating his death ; who is about to 

* The apparent discrepancy between tho three 
synoptic Evangelists and John, concerning the exact seen that we have taken tho fonn~i.· view. The 11,:'.~ter 

night on which our Lord instituted the supper has is well and fully discu~s~d by 01:,bausen in hi,:; ··Cum~ 
no doubt been noticed by our readers. From the meutary on the Gospel:?," anU Professor Rub\1.::011 
nccount of the former we should conclude that it was in his "Harmony of the Gospels in Greek.·· Sed 

the first evening of the passover, 'Iha latter seems Olshausen's Com. (Clark's Edition,) vol. J. p. 122-
to Indicate that it was the eveuing beforo. It will be 136, And Rooinson's Harmony, p. 2H-22J. 
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hetray him into the hands of his the present we le.we the twelve 
enemies. And Jesus wishes to indicate there. 
the traitor. He does so, and Judas The feast est~.blished by Jesus was 
withdraws. He was no fit person to designed by him to be a standing ordi
~hare in the supplementary feast about nance in his church. It has received 
to be established ; a feast only for various names, some highly objection
friends. But there is another burden able, others scriptural and therefore 
on the Lord's heart : its pressure is correct. From the sacramentuin or 
heavy and sore. And as if anxious to oath which was taken by soldiers, the 
free himself of every load, he foretells Latin church called it a sacrament. As 
how Peter would deny him, and how the soldier swore allegiance to his 
the whole of them would forsake him country, so the Christian was supposed 
in his trials which were coming on. We in this ordinance to swear allegiance to 
will not meddle with the hearts dis- Christ. By some it is termed the 
turbed by such tidings. Too sacred for eucltai·ist from the ex-pression Evxapiu
intrusion are the chambers in which ri1uqr, "having given thanks," found in 
their sorrows lie. the account given by the evangelists. 

And now the passover is at an end; Thanksgiving is thus supposed to be its 
but Jesus taking the bread which re- chief idea. In the Romish church we 
mains gives thanks and distributes it find it called a m,ystery, an oblation, a 
among them, with the command to eat. sacri:fice, &c., terms all of which are 
In like manner taking the wine-cup out employed for obvious purposes, and not 
of which they had been drinking, he only are without any sanction from 
again offers thanks and gives them that scripture, but are moreover positively 
also, with the command to drink. Thus unscriptural. In the New Testament 
he establishes a family feast which all it is designated the" breaking of bread," 
his brethren are to celebrate till he "the communion"-" the Lord's table" 
come again. The scene increases in -and'' the Lord's supper." Acts ii. 42. 
interest, as he proceeds to deliver what 1 001·. x. 16, 21 ; xi. 20. These appcl
J eremy Taylor styles, "his farewell lations we prefer to use as sufficiently 
sermon, rarely mixed of sadness and expressive, and less liable to abuse than 
joys, and studded with mysteries as any men may invent. 
with emeralds." What gracious words A number of questions occur all of 
they are which fall from his lips, and them highly important; but they open 
how graciously spoken ! How he corn- a field too wide for discussion in a paper 
forts them in the prospect of his de- like the present. What were tile ends 
parture ! What instructions as to the wliich tlie Lord's supper was to answer ? 
closeness of the union between them How long was it designed to continue ? 
and himself! How kind to prepare Who are tlie parties to attend to it ? Witli 
them for the world's hostility and the what dispositions should it be observed ? 
persecutions they would have to suffer! Our replies must be brief. 
What exhortations to ask the Father in I. WHAT WERE THE ENDS WHICH THE 

his name for all they might need! And Loan's SUPPER WAS TO SERVE 1 It is 
what earnest intercessions for them at impossible rightly to observe it, unless 
the throne ! How those counsels and we know what answers we are to furnish 
prayers; the tones and looks with which here. In the earlier history of the 
they were uttered; the deep meaning church, it was fearfully abused, and 
they conveyed sunk into their souls as it hits been even in later times. The 
they follow him to Olivet ! Fur Corinthian church, thinking of their 
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heathen festivals in honour of the 
gods, prostituted it to the lowest 
ends. Popery has for ages made it 
a perpetual sacrifice for sin. In this 
Protestant country it has been grossly 
misunderstood and misapplied. Until 
a few years ago it was the sine qua 
non to all places of power and 
emolument under government ; and 
"the sacrament," as it is termed, is yet 
given to malefactors prior to execution, 
and persons about to die. All such 
purposes are violations of its original 
design. 

a. lt was instituted that as often as 
believers observe it they ma,y remember 
Jesus. "This do in remembrance of 
me." Luke xxii. 19. Paul, in his refer
ence to the supper, quotes the precise 
words. It is as if the Master had said, 
" I shall not long be with you. I am 
about to return whence I came. Do 
not forget me. Let this rite which I 
now establish call me to your recol
lection. As often as you observe it, 
think how I lived with you and loved you 
-how I instructed you and died for you. 
Take this as a parting gift, and cherish 
it in your hearts for ever." It "is 
like," says Flavel, "a ring plucked off 
from Christ's finger, or a bracelet from 
his arm, or rather his picture from his 
breast, delivered to us with such words 
as these, ' As oft as you look to this 
remember me. Let this help to keep 
me alive in your remembrance, when I 
am gone and out of your sight." 
Brethren ! what an appropriate me
morial it is ! how well it has served its 
end ! How often, amid the thick of 
worldly cares and the enticement of 
vanities, has it collected the wandering 
affections of the soul and centered them 
on Jesus! How often has the sight of 
it stirred up the dying embers of our 
love and kindled them to an ardent 
flame ! How often has it filled us 
with recollections too large and tender 
for utterance ! How often have we 

retired from it to our home, and in the 
sweet solitude of the closet sung:-

" When to the croas I turn my ey~f', 
And rest on Calvary, 

0 Lamb of God, my sacrifice! 
I must remember thee ;-

" Remember thee and all thy vain;i., 
And all thy love to me ; 

Yea, while a breath or pulse remainF, 
Will I remember thee. 

"And w:ien these failing lips grow rlumb, 
And mind and memory flee, 

When thou shalt in thy kingdom comr-. 
Jesus, remember me ... 

b. It was intended to teac!i the ,S'a.·iaur'., 
atoning work. "Take, eat ; this is my 
body which is given for you. For this 
is my blood of the New Testament, 
which is shed for many for the remission 
of sins." "For as often as ye eat this 
bread and drink this cup ye do show 
the Lord's death till he come." From 
these passages it is evident that Christ 
intended to represent in the supper the 
vicarious character of his work. It 
teaches us the fact of his death, for of 
this it is a perpetual witness. It teaches 
us the manner of his death, for the bread 
broken sets forth his body bruised, and 
the wine poured out his blood shed. It 
teaches us the design of his death, for 
without shedding of blood there is no 
renuss1on. As in preaching we declare 
in words and to the ear the grand 
doctrine of the Christian atonement ; 
so in this ceremonial we declare by 
symbols the same doctrine to the eye. 
The truth taught is one ; it is the mode of 
teaching alone which differs. The supper 
is through all ages an exposition of the 
passage, "Christ died for our sins." Let 
me see therefore in this institution all 
which the Lord's death declares. Let 
me learn the purity of the Divine law ; 
the evil of siu; the holiness, justice, 
wisdom, and grace of God ; the love of 
my Redeemer. Let me see here the 
method of my pardon ; the fountain for 
my pollution ; the balm for all my 
s01·rows ; my hope for heaven. 
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c. It wa& intended to giiicle ow· faitli 
to the Lord', second appeamrwe. "Till 
he come." One of the most interesting 
:wpects of the supper is this. It con
nects Christ the crucified one with 
Christ the glorified-the dying sufferer 
with the reigning,jndging Lord. While 
it turns us lmckwarcl. to behold all that 
Jesus cndnrc<l, it invites us to look for
ward also to all the glories in which he 
is to he robed. It assures us that he 
who once was here, though we saw him 
not, will again appear among men ; that 
he will l\·ear our nature ; that he shall 
be glorified in his saints and admired 
among all them that believe ; and that 
we shall reign with him then. What a 
thrilling thought ! What a stay for the 
soul driven hither and thither by the 
storms of life ! What a. light in dark
ness! What a. well-spring of ever-living 
joy ! Sorrowing believer ! Approach 
the table of thy Lord with thankfulness 
and hope ! Thy heart is bitter as gall. 
Thy troubles descend on thee as sweep
ing hail. Weary and sore-footed thou 
walkest from day to day. Friends are 
few. Sympathy is slow and chary of 
its relief. .And to swell the whole, 
Satan and thy sins distress thee. See, 
brother, in that bread and wine a 
pledge that the Friend who died for thee 
has not forgotten thee, and that he will 
come again. Here his voice speaking 
through those emblems, "Till I come." 
Patiently, joyfully endure all the Lord 
may appoint ; "for thou shalt rest, and 
stand in thy lot at the end of the days." 
" And it shall be said in that day, Lo, 
this is our God; we have waited for 
him, and he will save us: this is the 
Lord ; we have waited for him, we will 
be glad and rejoice in his salvation." 

d. It 1vas intended to set /wt!. tlie 
fellowship -u;e have with C!trist and with 
one another. "The cup of blessing which 
we ]Jless, is it not the communion of the 
blood of Christ 1 The bread which we 
break, is it not the communion of the 

body of Christ I l•'or we being qiaµy 
are one l>read and one body : for we 
are all partakers of that one brea1V' 
l Cor. x. 16, l 7. We att1md to it as to 
a family festival. In it we all show 
ourselves members of one great com
munity of which the head is Christ. We 
identify ourselves with the whole body 
of the faithful; and teach the world that 
however we may differ in our views 
concerning certain subordinQ.te matters 
of Christian doctrine and practice, yet 
we are all one in Christ. May the time 
soon arrive when the world shall see t)le 
oneness and believe 1 W)len a really 
united church shall be the answer of 
that prayer with wqich our Lord clo~ed 
the institution of this supper, "That 
they all may be one ; t)lat the world 
may believe that thou hast sent me ! " 

e. It was designed to be a valuable 
auxiliai:11 in the divine lif~. All divi11e 
arrangements have this for their end. 
While we disclaim every thing like 
sacramental efficacy, yet we deeµi. it 
possible to go too far in a11ot)ler direc~ 
tion. We believe that in the Lprd's 
supper as ~ baptism, or any other act 
of divine service or worship, the~·e is an 
adaptation to promote the spirit1J.al 
good of the receiver; the good, how
ever, depending not on the· person who 
administers it, nor on the or44iance it
self, but on the state of lllind of tp.e 
receiver at the time. It serves to deepen 
our views of the enormity of sin-to 
enlarge our conceptions of the Divine 
character-to humble us before the 
throne of God-to fill Olll' hearts with 
divine love, and to secure a gener~ 
advancement of the spiritual life. "The 
Lord's supper," says an old writer, "is 
a medicine to the diseased and languish
ing soul ; and therefore men must as 
well seek to purify ap.d heal their hearts 
in it, as to bring pure and sound hearts 
to it."* All who rightly approach the 

• Willlam Perkin•. 
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tahlc c!ln well tmclcrstancl the lines of 
Batty:-

" 8wect the momen h, rich In bleRsing, 
'Which before the cross I spend; 
Ltfo, and henlth, nnd peace possesRing, 
From the sinner's dylng Friend." 

Such we consider are the uses of the 
Lord's supper. With the remaining 
questions we must be still more brief. 

II. How LONG WAS TIIIS INSTITUTION 
DESIGNED TO CONTINUE ? The language 
of the apostle is sufficiently explicit and 
decisive. "Till he come." It is not a 
local rite ; having reference to one age, 
or one class of persons. It is of per
petual and universal obligation. The 
frequency of its observance, and other 
details having reference to the mode of 
its celebration may be left to the views 
and circumstances of the church ; but 
the perpetuity of the institution is 
placed by scripture beyond dispute. 
Wherever Christianity may push her 
conquests - wherever believers may 
establish themselves-whatever circum
stances may surround them, and what
ever changes IIiay take.place in the polity 
and discipline of the church, this part 
of her constitutii:ln must remain intact. 
it is to be coeval with the present dis
pensation, abiding "till he come." 

III. Wno ARE THFl PROPER PARTIES 
TO PART.A.KE OF THE ORDINANCE 1 None 
save believers; but all such. Infants 
are not fit parties, for the same reasons 
as they are unfit subjects for baptism. 
It would however only be consistent for 
those who baptize infants to admit 
them also to the table of the Lord. Un
believing adults are unfit persons, for 
the same reasons as they are unfit for 
any act of devotion or service to Goel. 
We are shut up then to believers in the 
Lord Jesus Christ : and even they need 
the warnings of the apostle, " Where
fore whosoever shall eat this bread ancl 
drink this cup of the Lord unworthily, 
shall be guilty of the body and blood of 

the Lord. But let a man examine him
self, and so let him eat of that hrea,l 
and drink of that cup. For he that 
eateth and drinketh unworthily catcth 
and drinketh damnation to himsdf, not 
discerning the Lord's body." 1 Cor. xi. 
27-29. All believers are to receive 
the elements in bot!. kinds ; and unless 
they are thus received the institution is 
observed unscripturally. 

IV. WrTH WHAT sPrnn srroi::Ln WE 

APPR0ACII TO THE TABLE OF THE LORD J 

Confessing before God all our sin
eherishing a profound sense of onr 
absolute indebtedness to Divine grace 
for our salvation-exercising a lively 
faith in the Saviour whose work the 
ordinance represents_- renewing our 
vows of consecration to his service
imploring a fresh supply of strength to 
do and suffer his will-waiting for his 
second coming to judge the world and 
gather his saints together, and an
ticipating the day when with all the 
redeemed we shall enjoy his presence 
through everlasting ages. 

The reader will thank us for closing 
this article with another passage from 
Flavel-a passage with which he 
closes one of his own discourses-and 
which is fragrant with the odour of 
Christ ; " Hern is an ordinance to pre
serve his remembrance fresh to the end 
of the world. The blood of Christ doth 
never clry up. The beauty of this Rose 
of Sharon is never lost or withered. He 
is the same yesterday, to-day, and for 
ever. As his body in the grave saw no 
corruption, so neither can his love, or 
any of his excellencies. When the 
saints shall have fed their eyes upon 
him in heaven thousands and millions of 
years, he shall yet be as fresh, beautiful, 
and orient as at the beginning. Other 
beauties have their prime and their 
fading time ; but Christ's abide eter
nally. Our delight in creatur1es is ofteu 
most at first acquaintance ; when ,1-1e 
come nearer to them, and see more of 
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th<'m, the edge of our delight is rebated. farther prospect of Christ enterto.ins the 
Rut the longer you know Christ, and mind with a fresh delight.. He is, as it 
the nearer you come to him, still the were, a new Christ every day, and yet 
more do you see of his glory. Every the same Christ still." 

THE UNPROFITABLE SERVANT. 

A SKETCH.-MATT, XXV, 24-30, 

DY THE REV, SAMUEL HARRIS DOOTII, 

THE character of the "unprofitable 
servant," with his reception and his 
doom, involve lessons which it would 
be well if we laid to heart. This 
man who had received the "one talent" 
was a servant as truly as those who had 
received more. He shared with them 
protection and support. The nature 
of the trust committed to him he 
understood and confessed. But the 
accusation he brought against his lord 
is not borne out by the facts of the case. 
He called his master " a hard man,'' but 
the master was justified in entrusting 
property to the care of his servants, and 
equally justified in expecting some re
return: while the manner of his reckon
ing with them and the way in which 
he rewarded fidelity prove him to have 
been both wise and kind. Or, supposing 
the charge to have been true, then self
interest would have prompted more 
strenuous efforts on the part of this 
servant, fearing the consequences of his 
master's avarice, which would only the 
more certainly fall upon him, if this 
trust were neglected. Or, again, if he 
feared the loss of this talent through 
the uncertainties of commercial specula
tion, then he might have deposited the 
money where not only the principal 
would be safe, but whence he would 
receive interest for its use, and thereby 
have been prepared to return his lord's 
property " with usury.'' The fact is, he 
knew the benevolence of his lord, and 
instead of fear at his severity he hoped 

to escape f~·om 1mnishment through his 
mercy. It was a. subterfuge. But he 
was punished. And our question '.is, 
on what principle was he punished 1 
He was condemned as " unprofitable." 
He had done nothing. He had 
attempted nothing. He was therefore 
pronounced "unprofitable." He had 
been clothed and fed at his lord's 
expense ; but he had given no ser
vice in return. He was like a drone 
among bees, adding nothing to the 
stores. Like a branch without life, 
which not only deforms but endangers 
the tree, so this servant was a moral 
excrescence, for he imperilled the mora
lity of his fellow servants, while he was 
himself an encumbrance. He was like 
ground which, since it grows no wheat, 
may perchance grow thorns. At least, 
it is unprofitable ground. And there
fore he was condemned to be cast out 
from this service, where industry and 
fidelity were essential elements of cha
racter. 

This rapid review of the character 
and destiny of this servant has developed 
this principle, as one by which men will 
be judged, "the absence of good, irre
spective; if that were possible, of posi
tive evil;" or, in other words, "tlie 
n.e,gation of good, will be sufficient to 
condemn any man." Now what sort 
of a character is this, which will be con
demned for the " omis3ions " with which 
he may be charged 1 It were instruc
tive, if we could sketch such a man. He 
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is one who, having abilities of some kind 
nnd of some degree, takes no deliberate 
step that will dishonour God; hut he 
neglects to do anything that may pro
mote his glory. In this proper sense, 
he has done nothing good. He is not 
nn nthcist. He is not even an un
believer, for he knows there is II God, 
and he will confess at once that Christ 
is the only hope of salvation. But his 
religious convictions have no greater 
intensity than this ; for he lives practi
cally as though the religion of Christ 
were a simple question of fact, involving 
no truth, and having no other relation 
to his eternal welfare, than the death of 
Cresar, or the destruction of Carthage. 
" Yes, yes," he says, and he goes on his 
way with no principle changed, no 
passion subdued, no affection enkindled. 
Or, since this character may. be found 
in our congregations, perhaps in our 
churches, we superadd another feature to 
the sketch, and remind ourselves that 
this man has his seat in tl:.e sanctuary, 
and it may be his name among the pro•• 
fessed people of God. But there the 
matter ends with him. For if you follow 
him into his counting-house or his shop, 
you will there find him immersed in his 
ledger or his wares. His thoughts are 
of gain, but not of God. The deity 
self, or the mere spirit of business, has 
excluded the Supreme. He does not 
labour that God may be glorified. He 
will think no more of His honour when 
he has doubled his property than he did 
before he was worth a penny. This 
man has not robbed any of his fellows. 
He has gotten all "honestly," as men 
would say. He has even abstained from 
getting when by so doing he would pre
vent the ruin or injury of others. He 
does not defy or insult society. 'His 
moral tone none can decry. His children 
welcome him as he returns home or 
quits his business for the day. But he 
is not on the Lord's side. It is not his 
first thought in the morning, what can 

YOL. XY.-FOUR1'1l SERIES. 

I do to glorify Christ 1 It is not his 
last thought at night, what have I done 
for Him 1 He has no religious instruc
tion to impart. There is no savour of 
the divine life in and around him. He 
does not, either by his words or his 
Christian bearing, rebuke sin when he 
meets with it. He cannot, at least he 
does not, point to the cross when the 
soul of any one about him is in trouble 
for salvation. There is no family altar 
in his house, or if there be, the worship 
presented there is like the body with
out life ; '' the form of godliness, but 
denying the power thereof." His reli
gious dress sits ungainly upon him. 
Men think him happier when the sub
ject is not named. Perchance he can 
discourse , to you learnedly on the 
sciences, and he can lead you poetically 
"Through nature up to nature's God ; " 
but ask him of the lifo in Christ, and he 
will stammer and say, "Yes, it is true;" 
but when a painful silence has passed 
he will resume the theme so ungraciously 
interrupted. He will even talk of the 
accessories of divine things-of preachers 
-of congregational statistics-of civil 
and religious liberty-of educatiou
and of missions ; but test him below the 
surface, and attempt to elicit one re
sponse on personal piety, and you have 
smitten that man speechless. And 
when you have left him, he may think 
you personal, or, more charitably, he 
may call you an enthusia~t. 

This man is not disabled from action. 
He has the same faculties as his fellow 
servants, perhaps developed in a higher 
degree than in other men. He has 
intellect. He has opportunities for 
employing his talents. No impedi
ment, but such as are common to all, 
resists him. He has the same pre
cepts to guide him. He has the same 
promise of the Holy Spirit to help him 
in the dischiirge of his duty. The re
ward promised to every faithful servant 
of Christ, is held out to animate his faith 

~ Q 
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and to add constancy to enthusiasm. 
There are the same obligations to obedi
ence resting upon him as are accounted 
imperative by others. And the same 
illustrious examples of those who have 
done well are before him to check indo
lence and to assure him of ultimate 
success. But he. has done nothing for 
Christ. He leaves to others to labour 
for their Lord-to men of more earnest 
faith and less extinguishable zeal. We 
cannot say this man is a traitor in the 
camp-that is, he has formed no secret 
league with the enemy. He had rather 
the cause of Christ should prosper. He 
only says, "I pray thee have me ex
cused." He has not renounced allegi
ance to the Redeemer-that is, he has 
not shaken hands with infidelity; but it 
is in evidence against him, that he has 
taken no decided stand in this great 
conflict between holiness and sin. He 
would not quench the ardour of his 
more devoted brethren. He bows with 
respect at the mention of honourable 
deeds in the service of Christ, but he 
has no hand to help when "the enemy 
cometh in like a flood." He is not, if 
we may so say, the "unjust steward;" 
but he is one who, in the striking lan
guage of our Lord, has " hid his talent 
in a napkin." There is not positive 
evil, but there is a negation of good. 
While all others are acting, he alone 
acts not. Good and evil are at issue, 
and he is interested in it; but he resists 
not the one, he aids not the other. He 
is an "immoveable " on this moving 
order of things. He is a nonentity, 
which adds nothing to beauty or to 

worth. His absence would leave no 
blank ; even as his presence fills no 
space. Let him be blotted out, and 
none will say "he is gone." . Let him 
remain, and none will say "he is there." 
This is the unprofitable servant. This 
is the man who does nothing for religion 
and for Christ. 

And for this unprofitableness he will 
be punished. And let not such a man 
suppose he will escape detection. At 
the day of account he will have to do 
with One who can balance motive and 
its results. There will be a moral ana
toin,y at the bar of Christ. And this 
man will be rightly judged. Christ 
would build up, but he would destroy. 
Christ would bless, but he would curse. 
'' Not so," says he. Ah! but he will 
not help the work of the Lord-that is, 
for all he cai·es, these results may happen. 
It is well to be warned against such a 
course. The servant who is unprofitable 
to Christ, will be as sure to find his 
place in outer darkness as he will be 
sure not to find a place in heaven. He 
will be as sure to be lost, as he will be 
sure not to be saved. Let not this 
principle be questioned ; but let the 
consequences which it foretells be laid 
to heart. It cannot be helped if the 
absence of light be darkness, if the al
ternative of health be disease. Shall 
the nature of things be denied, because 
by the essential law of being we discover 
that the negation of life is death 1 "He 
that is not with me is against me ; and 
he that gathereth not with me scattereth 
abroad." 

Falmout/1. 

WAYSIDE PREACHING. 

BY MRS. EMILY O. JUDSON. 

THE sunlight fell aslant upon the I day, the burning rays were not yet level 
fragile frame-work of a Burman zayat ; enough to look too intrusively beneath 
but though it was some hours past mid- the low projecting eaves. Yet the day 
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wn,s intensely hot, and the wearied 
occupant of the one bamboo chair in 
the centre of the building, looked hag
gard and care-worn. All day long had 
he sat in that position, repeating over 
and over again, as he could find listeners, 
such simple truths as mothers are 
accustomed to teach the infant on their 
knee ; and now his head was aching, 
and his heart was very heavy. He had 
met some scoffers, some who seemed 
utterly indifferent, but not one sincere 
inquirer after truth. 

In the middle of the day, when the 
sun was hqttest, and scarcely a European 
throughout all India was astir, he had 
received the greatest number of visitors, 
for the passers-by were glad of a moment's 
rest and shelter from the sun. The 
mats were still spread invitingly upon 
the floor ; but though persons of almost 
every description were continually pass
ing and re-passing, they seemed each 
intent on his own business, and the 
missionary was without a listener. He 
thought of his neglected study0table at 
home, of his patient fragile wife, toiling 
through the numerous cares of the_ day 
alone, of the letters his friends were 
expecting, and which he had no time to 
write, of the last periodicals from his 
dear native land, lying still unread ; and 
every little while, between the other 
thoughts, came real pinings after a 
delicious little book of devotion, which 
he had slid into his pocket in the morn
ing, promising it his first moment of 
leisure. Then he was naturally an active 
man, of quick, ardent temperament, and 
such views of the worth of time :is 
earnest New England men can scarcely 
fail to gain ; and it went to his heart to 
lose so many precious moments. If he 
could only do something to fill up these 
tedious intervals ! But no, this was a 
work to which he must not give a 
divided mind. He was renewing a half
tested experiment in wayside preaching, 
and he would not suffer his attention to 

be distracted by anything else. While 
his face was hidden by his book, and his 
mind intent on self-improvement, some 
poor passer-by might lose a last, an only 
opportunity of hearing the words of life· 
To be sure, his own soul seemed very 
barren and needed refreshing ; and bis 
body was weary-wearied well nigh to 
fainting, more with the dull, palsying 
inanity of the day's fruitless endeavours, 
than with anything like labour. Heavily 
beat down the hot sun, lighting up the 
amber-like brown of the thatch, as with 
a burning coal ; while thickly in its 
broad rays floated a heavy golden cloud 
of dust and motes, showing in what a 
wretched atmosphere the delicate lungs 
were called to labour. Meantime, a 
fever-freighted breez~, which had been 
all the hot day sweeping the effluvia 
from eastern marshes, stirred the gloEsy 
leaves of the orange-tree across the way, 
and parched the lip, and kindled a 
crimson spot upon the wan cheek of the 
weary missionary. 

"God reigns," he repeated, as though 
some reminder of the sort were neces
sary," God Almighty reigns; and I have 
given myself to him, soul and body, for 
time and for eternity. His will be 
done_!" Still, how long the day seemed ! 
How broad the space that blistering 
sun had yet to travel, before its waiting, 
its watching, and its labouring would 
be ended ! Might he not indulge him
self just one moment 1 His hand went 
to his pocket, and the edge of a little 
book peeped forth a moment, and then, 
with a decided push, was thrust back 
again. No, he would not trifle with his 
duty. He would be sternly, rigidly 
faithful ; and the blessing would surely 
come in time. Yet it was with an 
irrepressible yawn that he took up a 
little Burman tract prepared by himself, 
and saw every word as familiar as his 
own name, and commenced · reading 
aloud. The sounds caught the ear of a 
coarsely clad water-bearer, and she 
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lowered the vessel from her head, and 
seated herself afar off, just within the 
shadow of the low eaves. Attracted hy 
the foreign accent of the reader, no one 
passed without turning the head a few 
moments to listen ; then catching at 
some word which seemed to them offen
sive, they would repeat it mockingly 
and hasten on. 

Finally the old water-bearer, grinning 
in angry derision till her wrinkled 
visage became positively hideous, rose, 
slowly adjusted the earthen vessel on 
her head, and passed along, muttering 
as she went, "Jesus Christ !-no Nig
ban !-ha, ha, ha ! " The heart of the 
missionary sank within him and he was 
on the point of laying down the book. 
But the shadow of another passer-by 
fell upon the path, and he continued a 
moment longer. It was a tall, dignified 
looking man, leading by the hand a boy, 
the open mirthfulness of whose bright, 
button-like eyes was in perfect keeping 
with his dancing little feet. The stranger 
was of a grave, staid demeanour, with a 
turban of aristocratic smallness, sandals 
turning up at the toe, a silken robe of 
somewhat subdued colours, and a snow
white tunic of gentlemanlike length, and 
unusual fineness. 

"Papa, papa J" said the boy, with a 
merry little skip, and twitching at the 
hand he was holding," Look, look, papa! 
there is Jesus Christ's man. Amai ! 
how shockingly white J" "Jesus Christ's 
man " raised his eyes from the book 
which he could read just as well without 
eyes, and bestowed one of his brightest 
smiles upon the little stranger, just as 
the couple were passing beyond the 
corner of the zayat, but not too late to 
catch a bashfully pleased recognition. 
The father did not speak or turn his 
head, but a ray of sunshine went down 
into the missionary's heart from those 
happy little eyes ; and he somehow folt 
that his hour's reading had not been 
thrown away. He had remarked this 

man before in other parts of the town 1 
and had striven in various ways to 
attract his attention, but without suc
cess. He was evidently known, and 
most probably avoided; but the child, 
with that shy, pleased, half confiding, 
roguish sort of smile, seemed sent as an 
encouraging messenger. The mission
ary continued his reading with an in
crease of earnestness and emphasis. A 
priest wrapped his yellow robes about 
him and sat down upon the steps, as 
though for a moment's rest. Then, 
another stranger came up boldly, and 
with considerable ostentation seated 
himself on the mat. He proved to be a 
philosopher, from the school then re
cently disbanded at Prome ; and he 
soon drew on a brisk, animated con
troversy. 

The missionary did not finish his day's 
work with the shutting up of the zayat. 
At night, in his closet, he remembered 
both philosopher and priest ; pleaded 
long and earnestly for the scoffing old 
water-bearer ; and felt a warm tear 
stealing to his eye, as he presented the 
case of the tall stranger and the laugh
ing, dancing ray of sunshine at his side. 

Day after day went by, as oppressively 
hot, as dusty, and bringing as many 
feverish winds as ever; but the hours 
were less wearisome, because many little 
buds of hope had been fashioned, which 
might yet expand into perfect flowers. 
But every day the tall stranger carried 
the same imperturbable face past the 
zayat ; and every day the child made 
some silent advance towards the friend
ship of the missionary, bending his half
shaven head, and raising his little nut
coloured hand to his forehead, by way 
of salutation, and smiling till his round 
face dimpled all over like ripples in a 
sunny pool. One day, as the pair came 
in sight, the missionary beckoned with 
his hand, and the child with a single 
bound, came to his knee. 

"l\foung-Moung ! " exclaimed the 
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father in a tone of surprise blended 
with anger. But the child was back 
again in a moment, with a gay coloured 
Madras handkerchief wound around his 
head; and with his bright lips parted, 
his eyes sparkling and dancing with 
joy, and hiR face wreathed with smiles, 
he seemed the moat charming thing in 
nature. "Tai hlah-the ! " (very beauti
ful) said the child, touching his new 
turban, and looking into his father's 
clouded face, with the fearlessness of an 
indulged favourite. 

"Tai hlah-the ! '' repeated the father 
involuntarily. He meant the child. 

"You have a very fine boy there, sir," 
said the missionary, in a tone intended 
to be conciliatory. The stranger turned 
with a low salaam. For a moment he 
seemed to hesitate, as though struggling 
between his native politeness and his 
desire to avoid an acquaintance with 
the proselyting foreigner. Then taking 
the hand of the little boy who was too 
proud and happy to notice his father's 
confusion, he hastened away. 

FREE TRANSLATIONS OF DIFFICULT PASSAGES IN THE 
EPISTLE TO THE ROMANS. 

CHAPTER r. 1-7. 

1 PAuL, a servant of Jesus Christ, called 1 
to be an apostle, separated unto the 

2 gospel of God, (Which he had pro
mised afore by his prophets in the 2 

3 holy . scriptures,) Concerning his 
Son Jesus Christ our Lord, which 3 
was made of the seed of David 

4 according to the flesh, And de- 4 
clared to be the Son of God with 
power, according to the Spirit of 
holine~s, by the resurrection from 
the dead: By whom we have re
ceived grace and apostleship, for 5 
obedience to the faith among all 

6 nations for his name : Among 
whom are ye also the called of 

7 Jesus Christ : To all that be in 6 
Rome, beloved of God, called to be 
saints. 7 

PAUL, a bondsman of Jesus Christ, 
a called Apostle, set apart to pub
lish the Glad-tidings of God--
which He promised of old by His 
Prophets in the Holy Scriptures, 
concerning His Son (who was born 
of the seed of David according to 
the flesh, but was marked out as 
the Son of God with mighty power, 
according to the spirit of holiness, 
by his resurrection from the dead), 
even Jesus Christ, our Lord and 
Master. By whom I received 
grace and apostleship, that I might 
declare His name among all the 
Gentiles, and bring them to the 
obedience of faith. Among whom 
ye also are numbered, being called 
by Jesus Christ---to all God's 
beloved children, called to be 
Christ's people, who dwell in Rome. 

CHAPTER I. 15-17. 

15 So, as much as in me is, I am ready 
to preach the gosrel to you that 

16 are at Rome also. For I am not 
ashamed of the gospel of Christ : 
for it is the power of God unto 

15 Therefore, as far as in me lies, I am 
ready to declare the Glad-tidings 
to you that are in Rome, as well as 

16 to others. For [ even in the chief 
city of the world] I am uot ashamed 
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17 

salvation to every one that be
lieveth ; to the Jew first, and also 
to the Greek. For therein is the 
righteousness of God revealed from 
faith to faith : as it is written, The 
just shall live by faith. 

of the Glad-tidings of Christ, eee
ing it is the mighty power whereby 
God brings salvation to every man 
that has faith therein, to the Jew 

17 first, and also to the Gentile. For 
therein God's righteousness is re
vealed, a righteousness which 
springs from Faith, and which 
Faith receives-as it is written : 
"By faith shall the righteous live." 

CilAPTER IV. 9-13. 

!) Cometh this blessedness then upon 
the circumcision only, or upon the 
uncircumcision also 1 for we say 
that faith was reckoned to Abraham 

9 Is this blessing then for the circum
cised alone 1 or does it not belong 
also to the uncircumcised ? for we 
say, "his faith was reckoned to 
Abraham for righteousness." How 
then was it reckoned to Him 1 

10 for righteousness. How was it 10 
then reckoned 7 when he was in 

11 

u 

circumcision, or in uncircumcision 1 
Not in circumcision, but in uncir
curncision. And he received the 11 
sign of circumcision, a seal of the 
righteousness of the faith which 
he had yet being uncircumcised; 
that he might be the father of all 
them that believe, though they be 
not circumcised ; that righteous-
ness might be imputed unto them 
also : .And the father of circumci
sion to them who are not of the 
circumcision only, but who also 
walk in the steps of that faith of 
our father Abraham, which he had 

when he was· circumcised, or un
circumcised 1 Not in circumcision 
but in uncircumcision. And he 
received circumcision as an out
ward sign of inward things, a seal 
to ·attest the righteousness which 
belonged to his Faith while he was 
yet uncircumcised. That so he 
might be the father of all the 
uncircumcised who have Faith, 
whereby the righteouBness of Faith 
might be reckoned to them no less 

13 being yet uncircumcised. For the 
promise, that he should be the heir 
of the world, was not to Abraham, 

12 than to him ;-and the father of 
circumcision to those [ of the house 
of Israel] who are not circumcised 
only in the flesh, but who also 
tread in the steps of that Faith 
which our Father Abraham had 

or to his seed, through the law, but 13 
through the righteousness of faith. 

while yet uncircumcised. For the 
promise to Abraham and his seed 
that he should inherit the land, 
came not by the Law, but by the 
righteousness of Faith. 

CHAPTER VI. 1-5. 

l What shall we say then 1 Shall we 1 What shall we say then 1 shall we 
continue in sin, that grace may persist in sin that the gift of grace 

2 abound 1 God forbid. How shall may be more abundant 1 God for-
we, that are dead to sin, live any 2 bid. We who died to sin [ when 

3 longer therein 1 Know ye not, we became followers of Christ], how 
that so many of us as were baptized can we any longer live in sin 1 or 
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into Jesus Christ were baptized 
4 into hie death 1 Therefore we are 3 

buried with him by baptism into 
death ; that like as Christ was 
raised up from the dead by the 4 
glory of the Father, even so we 
also should walk in newness of 

have you forgotten that all of us, 
when we were haptized into fel
lowship with Christ .Jesus, were 
baptized into fellowship with His 
death 1 With Him therefore we 
were buried by the haptism wherein 
we shared his death, [ when we 
sank beneath the waters ; and were 
raised from under them], that even 
as Christ was raised up from the 
dead by the glory of the Father, so 
we likewise might walk in newness 
of life. For if we have been grafted 
into the likeness of His death, so 
shall we also share His resurrection. 

5 life. For if we have been planted 
together in the likeness of his 
death, we shall be also in the like
ness of his resurrection. 

5 

CHAPTER VI. 17-19. 

17 But God be thanked, that ye were 
the servants of- sin; but ye have 
obeyed from the heart that form of 
doctrine which was delivered you. 

18 Being then made free from sin, ye 
became the servants of righteous-

19 ness. I speak after the manner of 
men, because of the infirmity of 
your flesh; for as ye have yielded 
your members servants to unclean
ness, and to iniquity unto iniquity; 
even so now yield your members 
servants to righteousness unto 
holiness. 

17 But God be thanked that you, who 
were once the slaves of sin, have 
obeyed from your hearts the teach
ing whereby you were moulded 

18 anew; and when you were freed 
from the slavery of sin, you became 

H) the bondsmen of righteousness. (I 
speak the language of common life 
to show the weakness of your 
fleshly nature, [ which must be in 
bondage either to the one, or to 
the other].) Therefore, as you once 
gave up the members of your body 
for slaves of uncleanness and licen
tiousness, to work the deeds of 
licence; so now give them up for 
slaves of righteousness, to work 
the deeds of holiness. 

CHAPTER VII. 1-4. 

1 Know ye not, brethren, (for I speak 1 
to them that know the law,) how 
that the law bath dominion over a 

2 man as long as he liveth 1 For the 
woman which bath an husband is 
bound by the law to her husband 
so long as he liveth : but if the 2 
husband be dead, she is loosed 

3 from the law of hei· husband. So 
then if, while her husband liveth, 
she be married to another man, 3 
she shall be called an adulteress : 

You must acknowledge what I say 
[that we are not under the Law] ; 
knowing, brethren, (for I speak to 
men who know the Law) that the 
dominion of the Law over its sub
jects lasts only during their life ; 
thus the married woman is bound 
by the Law to her husband while 
he lives, but if her husband is dead, 
the law which bound her to him 
has lost its hold upon her ; so that 
while her husband is living, she 
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but if her husband be dead, she is 
free from that law : so that she is 

4 
no adulteress, though she be mar
ried to another man. Wherefore, 
my brethren, ye also arc become 
dead to the law by the body of 4 
Christ ; that ye should be married 

will be counted an adulteress if she 
be joined to another man ; but if 
her husband be dead, she is free 
from the Law, and although joined 
to another man she is no adulteress. 
Wherefore you also, my brethren, 
were made dead to the Law, by 
[ union with J the body of Christ ; 
that you might be married to 
another, even to Him who was 
raiserl from the dead that we might 

to another, even to him who is 
raised from the dead, that we 
should bring forth fruit unto God. 

bring forth fruit unto God. 

CIIAPTER VIII. 3, 4. 

3 For what the law could not do, in 
that it was weak through the flesh, 
God sending his own Son in the 
likeness of sinful flesh, and for sin, 

4 condemned sin in the flesh; That 
the righteousness of the law might 

3 For God (which was impossible to 
the Law, because through the 
weakness of our flesh it had no 
power), by sending His own Son in 
the likeness ,;if sinful flesh, and on 

be fulfilled in us, who walk not 4 
after the flesh, but after the Spirit. 

behalf of sin, overcame sin in the 
flesh ; to the end, that the right
eous statutes of the Law might be 
fulfilled in us, who walk not after 
the Flesh, but after the Spirit. 

CHAPTER VIII. 19-23. 

l!) For the earnest expectation of the 19 
creature waiteth for the manifesta-

For the earnest longing of the whole 
creation looks eagerly for the time 
when [the glory of] the sons of God 
shall openly be brought to light. 

20 tion of the sons of God. For the 
creature was made subject to vanity, 

21 

not willingly, but by reason of him 
who hath subjected the same in 
hope; Because the creature itself 
also shall be delivered from the 21 

20 For the creation was made subject 
to corruption and decay, not by its 
own will, but through Him who 
subjected it thereto ; with hope 
that the creation itcelf also shall 

22 

bondage of corruption into the 
glorious liberty of the children of 
God. For we know that the whole 
creation groaneth and travaileth in 

23 pain together until now : And not 
only they, but ourselves also, which 
have the first-fruits of the Spirit, 
even we ourselves groan within 
ourselves, waiting for the adoption, 
to wit, the redemption of our body. 

be delivered from its slavery to 
death, and shall gain the freedom 
of the sons of God when they are 

22 glorified. For we know that the 
whole creation is groaning to
gether, and suffering the pangs of 
labour, which have not yet brought 

23 forth the birth. And not only they, 
but ourselves also, who have re
ceived the Spirit for the first fruits 
[ of our inheritance], even we our
selves are groaning inwardly, long
ing for the adoption which shall 
ransom our body from its bondage. 
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ON RESTRAINING PRAYER BEFORE GOD. 

DY THE REV. J, JENKINSOII', 

THAT the Creator and Ruler of the spirit. Whilst we pity the atheist, let 
universe should have erected a throne us blush that the sentiments he avows 
of grace for the expre~s purpose of there so often exert the force of principles 
distributing pardons to the guilty, upon ourselves. 
assistance· to the helpless, liberty to the Next to this denial or doubt of God's 
captives, protection to the endangered, existence is ignorance, or an erroneous 
guidance to the perplexed, and salvation view of his character and of the worship 
to the lost, and that the beings in whom he requires. Hence the heathen, and 
all these characteristics are combined alas ! too many who disavow the name, 
should, as with one consent, either per- content themselves with presenting a 
tinaciously disregard this inestimable mere external service, without attempt
privilege, or with shameful infrequency ing or desiring to yield the homage of 
and languor avail themselves of the the heart! Hence, too, if the idolater 
opportunity afforded them, is a pheno- has lost his pocket shrine, the catholic 
menon so amazing as that its announce- his crucifix and rosary, or the episco
ment might well ex<Jite the highest palian his prayer-book, he, in many 
incredulity. The lamentable and as- instances, deems it a sufficient reason 
tonishing fact is, however, every hour for the omission of his customary d<!
obtruded on our notice, and alas ! too votions. And when we permit either 
frequently confirmed by our own ex- our own conduct or that of others, or 
perience. Although a gracious audience the want of a sensible degree of faith 
is ensured to every humble suppliant and comfort to interrupt intercourse 
by the explicit and oft-repeated declara- with Heaven, do not we evince a similar 
tions of Him whose grace we need ; mistake, and act as though the character 
though He has commanded, invited, of God, and the obligations of man, were 
entreated us to seek that grace, and has as mutable as the circumstances in which 
surrounded us by those who have sought we are placed, or the emotions V\"e ex
and obtained it ; yet, not only is the perience 1 
greater portion of our race utterly Ignorance of God always induces 
regardless of his kindness, but even depreciated views of his character. 
those who have tasted of his grace, too Sometimes, howewr, this depreciation 
often restrain prayer before him. imposes itself on the mind under the 

In proof of the folly and wickedness guise of a more elevated conception of 
of this nothing need be said. It must him. Thus the unitarian denounces 
l:,e highly ungrateful and provoking to the doctrine of the atonement as incom
IIim whose mercy is thus slighted; in patible with the belief of the infinitude 
every case dangerous and injurious to of divine mercy ; whereas in fact the 
oursd ves ; and, if persisted in, certainly providing, the offering, and the aocept
followed by eternal ruin. ance of that atonement, and the salva-

At the bottom of neglect of the throne tiou of countless millions of sinners for 
of grace, atheism or sceptical doubt of the its sake, is the most stupendous m:mi
clivine_e:r:istence, will be generally'found. festation of that mercy which the 
This is the prolific root whence all the universe has ever seen. A similar 
wickedness of man proceeds, and none mistake has often led to the restraint of 
more naturally than an undevotional prayer. The Most lligh has been 

XY.-FOUH'l'II SEltlLS. -I R 
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rcg11.rdcd as feeling himself so transcend
ently great, and his own blessedness so 
entirely independent of the conduct or 
condition of his creatures, as that he 
beholds with the most perfect indiffer
ence the bursting of a bubble or the 
destruction of a world, and that there
fore it would be as presumptuous as it 
would be vain to expect his interference 
in answer to our supplications. But 
how imposing soever such a view of the 
Supreme may at first sight appear, it 
really debases his character to a level 
with that of the least loved of earthly 
potentates. The grandeur of the Uni
versal Sovereign is not that of an 
oriental monarch, but the majesty of a 
master mind directing the movements 
of every atom of the seemingly dis
ordered mass ; the majesty of a God 
walking on the waves of the tempestuous 
ocean, gathering the wind in his fist, 
allaying the fury of the storm, or 
employing it for the aocomplishment of 
his own designs; and who while 
managing the universe can hear and 
answer the petition of a child. The 
greater his exaltation, self-sufficiency, 
and independence, the more honourable 
is his condescension ; the greater his 
intelligence, the more capable is he of 
attending to unnumbered things with
out distraction ; the more perfect his 
wisdom, and the more comprehensive 
his plan, the greater is the <Jertainty of 
all actual occurrences forming part of 
that plan ; and consequently that prayer 
so far from tending to disturb his tran
quillity, or interrupt the harmony and 
order established by his immutable 
decree, is in reality a result of his all
wise and beneficent appointment. The 
intelligent suppliant neither expects nor 
desires to alter the purpose of the 
Almighty, but he believes that when
ever the time is near at hand in which 
God has decreed a blessing to be given, 
the divine High Priest, who is perfectly 
acquainted with his Father's will, sends 

down his Holy Spirit to prompt and 
indite prayer for its bestowment ; and 
that every prayer so originated is certain 
to be answered, because that Spirit 
always "makes intercession for the 
saints according to the will of God," 
Romans viii. 27. He who has decreed 
the end, has, in every case, decreed the 
means by which that end shall be 
attained. One of the most important 
of those means is prayer. 

Pride of lieart and liati·ed of God con
stitute another source of the restraint 
of prayer before him. How aptly has 
our great poet described the prince of 
darkness as being "as far from asking, 
as God from granting grace." And 
there is scarcely a more common mani
festation of the pride and enmity of 
man's heart, than is seen in his refusal 
to implore the mercy which he needs. 
" The wicked, through the pride of his 
countenance, will not seek after God." 
Psalm x. 4. Over the portal of the 
temple of grace is inscribed in legible 
characters, " Knock and it shall be 
opened unto you ;" but the knocker is 
at the bottom of the door ; every one 
that knocks must consequently stoop ; 
to many this is irksome ; they therefore 
pass on unpraying and unblest. That 
feeling, too, of unworthiness and false 
shame which keeps the Christian/rom 
the throne of grace, or induces him to 
withhold the full confession of his guilt, 
always arises from latent pride, and at 
least a partial dislike of God's way of 
showing mercy. 

The pressure of secular engagements, 
united with a belief that sufficient op• 
portunities of seeking salvation will 
hereafter occur, exerts a powerful in
fluence in producing restraint of prayer. 
Preposterous folly ! Vain delusion ! 
Is not all the future, even life itself, 
proverbially uncertain 7 Are we not 
living as with the rope around our 
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necks, and may not our death-warrant 
arrive at any moment 1 And were it 
not so, is not preparation for another 
world the one great end of our existence 
in this 1 Even were success in sublu
nary pursuits infinitely more certain 
than it i~, how great the infatuation of 
seeking the acquisition of any earthly 
good before having sought that pardon 
which alone can enable us to enjoy it ! 
And though the Christian has obtained 
forgiveness, yet as undue anxiety about 
the present world endangers his loss of 
all evidence of this important fact-is 
inconsistent with his profession, prin
ciples, and experii-nce-and exhibits 
base ingratitude to his gracious bene
factor, his folly is equally surprising. 

Besides secular engagements there 
are others of :a different kind, which 
though really or apparently connected 
with the service of God, are sometimes 
the occasion of depriving the soul of the 
privileges and enjoyments of the more 
retiring saint. Perhaps there is scarcely 
a minister or active Christian in the 
world who has not at times had cause 
to confess, "they made me keeper of 
the vineyards, but my own vineyard 
have I not kept." Nor is it unlikely 
that the wily adversary of our souls 
sometimes stimulates to active or la
borious services for the very purpose 
of leaving us less leisure for that retire
ment without which the vital principle 
of piety will certainly decay. This is a 
serious thought, and one which should 
be pondered by all whom it concerns ; 
but let not indolence, timidity, or car
nal ease, hence derive an excuse for 
refusing or neglecting to devote the 
utmost energies of mind and action to 
Him who has laid us under infinite and 
eternal obligations. 

Want of l-ibert,y and enjoyment at a 
tlirone of grace, is the only other cause 
we shall specify as producing restraint 
of prayer. 

There are unquestionably seasons in 
which the Sacred Spirit in a special 
manner "helps our infirmities;" and 
at such times it is all-important that 
every sail should be hoisted to the 
heavenly breeze. But in seasons of an 
opposite description it becomes us to 
remember that though delight is usually 
an attendant or result of sincerity, it is 
in no case the standard of duty. Were 
we alwaya to pray""1-ithout any sensible 
manifestations of the divine favour, 
neither the importance of obtaining that 
favour, nor our obligations to seek it, 
would be in the least diminished thereby. 
The more cause we have to suspect our 
own sincerity, and the less pleasure we 
find in the exercise of ·'devotion, the 
more necessary is it for us earnestly 
and perseveringly to implore that 
spirituality of mind, or that habitual 
sense of the reality and importance of 
eternal things, which is the most effec
tual corrective of an undevotional frame. 
This possesssed, the axe will be laid at 
the root of our unbelief ;-ignorance of 
God will give place to scriptural views 
of his character and the worship he 
requires ;-pride of heart will be sup
planted by humility ;-leisure for inter
course with our best Friend will be 
secured amidst the most pressing secular 
or religious engagements ;-and sbvish 
fear, darkness and discomfort in de
votional exercises will be exchanged for 
the sweet and "glorious liberty of the 
sons of God." 

Oakham. 
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EXAMINATION OF BARNES'S NOTES ON TEX'l'S RELATING TO 
BAPTISM. 

NO. XII. MARI{ VII. 4, 

Our number for July last contained 
the Note of Mr. Rarnes on this verse 
unabridged, and we took into considera
tion that portion of the paragraph to 
which it belongs which relates to the 
immersion of pharisees and other ob
servers of the traditions of the ciders 
when they returned from market. It 
is to the latter part of the paragraph, 
however, that Mr. Barnes refers with 
the greatest complacency. Here he 
has found something tangible. Heark
en ye baptists ! "If the word baptism 
is used here to denote any thi711J except 
entire immersion, it may be dsewhere." 
Who can deny this proposition 1 Cer
tainly we shall not ; and therefore all 
that Mr. Barnes has to do, in order to 
secure our adhesion is to prove that 
it denotes something less than entire 
immersion here. 

Now then for the evidence,-" Tables. 
This word means in the original," says 
Mr. Barnes, "beds or couches." Granted. 
" The word baptism is here used," says 
Mr. Barnes; and again we say, Granted. 
" But," says Mr. Barnes, "as it cannot 
]Je supposed that couches were entirely 
immersed in water, the word baptism 
here must denote some other application 
of water, by sprinkling or otherwise." 
Stay, stay, good friend; not quite so 
fast. "Beds," if you please, but if you 
mean to maintain they were feather 
beds, you must bring forward your 
evidence. "Couches," if you like, Jmt 
if you wish to argue that they were 
such couches as would spoil by an 
effectual washing, just prove it. 

Dr. George Paxon, an accredited 
Presbyterian writer, in his work on 
the Manners and Customs of the East, 
tells us that, " The eastern beds 
consist merely of two thick cotton 

quilts, one of which, folded double, 
serves as a mattrass, the other as a 
covering." Now, is the immersion of 
a cotton quilt an absolute impossibility 1 
If not what becomes of the argument 1 

Does any reader ask for evidence 
of the use of similar beds among the 
ancient orientals 1 Dr. Jahn of Vienna 
furnishes it in his learned work on 
Biblical Antiquities. He speaks of the 
table in the east as a round piece of 
leather spread upon the floor, on which 
is placed a sort of stool to support the 
platter. Mr. Barnes tells us, however, 
that the word " refers not to the tables 
on which they ate, but to the couches 
on which they reclined at their meals." 
Hear Dr. Jahn then respecting these. 
"The seat," he says, "was the floor, 
spread with a mattrass, carpet, or 
cushion, upon which those who ate sat 
with legs bent or crossed. They sat in 
a circle round the piece of leather, with 
the right side towards the table, so 
that one might be said to lean upon the 
bosom of another. Neither knife, fork, 
nor spoon was used, but a cloth was 
spread round the circular leather to 
prevent the mats from being soiled, 
which is the custom in the east to the 
present day.'' If such were the beds 
or couches, is there any thing incre
dible in the statement that by very 
particular people, such as those spoken 
of in the text, they were afterwards 
immersed 1 

But we will call one more witness. 
Perhaps Mr. Barnes himself will kindly 
tall us what sort of things they were 
which served for the common people as 
"IJcds 1" In his note on Matthew ix. 2, 
where a man sick of the palsy is repre
sented as lying on a bed, the word used 
being precisely the same as that in the 
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text, Mr. Burnes eaye, "Thie was pro- washed may he, according to Mr. 
lmuly a mattrnse, or perhaps a mere Barnes, "a mere blanket ;" now, in his 
hlunket spread to lie on, so as to be judgment, you may sprinkle a blanket, 
easily borne." " Perhaps a mere blan- or you may wash a blanket otherwise, 
ket !" If eo, where ie the foundation but immerse a blanket you cannut. In 
for Mr. Barnes'e triumph over those the spirit therefore of the ancient phi
who maintain that baptism is immer- losopher who ran about the city crying, 
eion 1 "Tho word baptism, he says, is '' I have found it! I have found it !" he 
here used-in the original the baptism rejoices in his discovery ; here is the 
of tables-but ae it cannot be supposed thing that was to be demonstrated, and 
that couches were entirely irr.mersed in here are the steps that lead to it, " If 
water, the word baptism here must the word here is used, AS 1s CLEAR, to 
denote some other application of water, denote any thing except entire immer
by sprinkling or otherwise, and shows sion, it may be elsewhere, and bapti~m 
that the term is used in the sense of is lawfully performed without immers
washing in any way." The thing to be ing the whole body in wat, r." 

LINES ADDRESSED TO MR. TURNBULL; 
A YOUNG MAN OF GREAT PROMISE, MUCH ESTEEMED, AND A SWEET SINGER I~ 

ISRAEL, WHO PASSED AWAY TO GLORY FROM BRISTOL COLLEGE. 
WRITTEN DECEMBER, 1817. 

BY THE REV, THOMAS SWAN, NOW OF BIRMINGHAM. 

So sweet, so heavenly are thy strains, 
They swell my heart with rapturous joy; 
Listening, I think I've reached those plains, 
Where sorrow's thorns shall ne'er annoy . . 
When first upon my wondering ears 
Thy touching notes fell soft and shrill, 
Soon were my eyes dissolved in tears, 
Like those of old by Babel's rill. 

But then, ah then, the sweetest note 
That ever graced an angel's song, 
By thee was heedlessly forgot, 
Nor ever warbled on thy tongue. 
That note is caught-it gives a charm 
To all the music of the sky ; 
Fear not, sing on without alarm 
Those melodics which never die. 

While hearing thee, upon the willows 
My ill-tuned harp is straightway hung; 
But wait, till, safe o'er Jordan's billows, 
We reach that shore so often sung. 

I hope to sing as loud and sweet 
As any of the ransomed throng, 
Encompassing Emmanuel's feet 
With an eternity of song ! 
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The Life and Epistles of St. Paul. l3y the 
Rei•. W. J. CoNYBEARE, M.A., late Fellow 
of Trinity Col/eye, Cambl'idge; and the 
Rev. J. S, HowsoN, M.A., I',·incipal of 
the CoTlepiate Institution, Liverpool. In 
Two volumes. London: Longman, Brown, 
Green, and Longmans. Quarto, pp. 492, 
and 573. 

THE :first portion of this work was 
published in the beginning of the year 
Hl50 ; and since that time, as successive 
parts have appeared, we have taken 
repeated opportunities to mention them. 
Now, however, in announcing its com
pletion, we may with propriety charac
terise it somewhat more fully. 

The brief narrative furnished by 
Luke, and the incidental notices of his 
labours and sufferings occurring in his 
own epistles, are the only authentic 
sources whence a biography of the 
great apostle of the Gentiles can be 
drawn. What is called Ecclesiastical 
History furnishes but little, if anything, 
respecting him on which reliance can 
be placed. Know ledge of the countries 
which he visited, the characters of the 
rulers before whom he was brought, the 
public events which affected his position, 
and the prevalent opinions and customs 
of his contemporaries, may however do 
much to elucidate his opinions and 
writings. The editors of the work be
fore us observe justly that "in order to 
present anything like a living picture 
of St. Paul's career, much more is 
necessary than a mere transcript of the 
scriptural narrative, even where it is 
fullest. Every step of his course brings 
us into contact with some new phase of 
ancient life, unfamiliar to our modern 
experience, and upon which we must 
tLrow light from other sources, if we 

wish it to form a distinct image.in the 
mind. For example, to comprehend 
the influences under which he grew to 
manhood, we must realize the position 
of a Jewish family in Tarsus, ' the chief 
city of Cilicia ;' we must understand 
the kind of education which the son of 
such a family would receive as a boy in 
his Hebrew home, or in the schools of 
his native city, and in his riper youth, 
' at the feet of Gamaliel' in Jerusalem ; 
we must be acquainted with the pro
fession for which he was to be prepared 
by this training, and appreciate the 
station and duties of an expounder of 
the law. And that we may be fully 
qualified to do all this, we should have a 
clear view of the state of the Roman 
empire at the time, and especially of 
its system in the provinces ; we should 
also understand the political position of 
the Jews of the dispersion; we should 
be (so to speak) hearers in their syna
gogues ; we should be students of their 
rabbinical theology. And in like man
ner, as we follow the apostle in the 
different stages of his varied and ad
venturous career, we must strive con
tinually to bring out in their true 
brightness the half effaced forms and 
colouring of the scene in which he 
acts ; and while he 'becomes all things 
to all men, that he might by all means 
save some,' we must form to ourselves 
a living likeness of the things and of the 
men among which he moved, if we 
would rightly estimate his work. Thus 
we must study Christianity rising in 
the midst of Judaism ; we must realize 
the position of its early churches with 
their mixed society to which Jews, 
proselytes, and heathens had each con
tributed a characteristic element ; we 
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must qualify ourselves to be umpires (if 
we may so speak) in their violent in
ternal di visions ; we must listen to the 
strife of their schismatic parties, when 
one said' I am of Paul, and another, I 
am of Apollos ;' we must study the true 
character of those early heresies which 
even denied the resurrection, and advo
cated impurity and lawlessness, claim
ing the right ' to sin that grace might 
abound,' 'defiling the mind and con
science' of their followers, and making 
them ' abominable and disobedient, and 
to every good work reprobate;' we must 
trace the extent to which Greek philo
sophy, J udaizing formalism and Eastern 
superstition, blended their tainting in
fluence with the pure fermentation of 
that new leaven which was at last to lea
ven the whole mass of civilized society. 
Again, to understand St. Paul's per
sonal history as a missionary to the 
heathen, we must know the state of the 
different populations which he visited, 
the character of the Greek and Roman 
civilization at the epoch ; the points of 
intersection between the political his
tory of the world and the scriptural 
narrative: the social organization and 
gradation of ranks, for which he en
joins respect ; the position of women 
to which he specially refers in many of 
his letters ; the relations between 
parents and children, slaves and mas
ters, which he not vainly sought to 
imbue with the loving spirit of the 
gospel; the quality and influence, under 
the early empire, of the Greek and 
Roman religions, whose effete corrupt
ness he denounces with such indignant 
scorn ; the public amusements of the 
people, whence he draws topics of 
warning or illustration ; the operation 
of the Roman law under which he was 
so frequently arraigned ; the courts in 
which he was tried, aud the magistrates 
by whose sentence he suffered ; the 
legionary soldiers who acted as his 
guards ; the roads by which he tra-

velled, whether through the mountains 
of Lycaonia, or the marshes of Latium; 
the course of commerce by which his 
journies were so often regulated ; and the 
character of that imperfect navigation 
by which his life was so many times 
endangered." 

On these principles Mr. Conybeare 
and Mr. Howson have united in an 
attempt to furnish a work which may 
present to English readers a faithful 
exhibition of the apostle's character, 
and assist them in their efforts to 
understand and feel the truth which 
he was inspired to develop. They 
express their hope "that this biography 
may in its measure be useful in strength
ening the hearts of some against the 
peculiar form of unbelief most current 
at the present day. Certainly the more 
faithfully we can represent to ourselves 
the life, outward and inward, of St. 
Paul, in all its fulness, the more unrea-· 
sonable must appear the theory that 
Christianity had a mythical origin ; and 
the stronger must be our ground for 
believing his testimony to the divine 
nature and miraculous history of our 
Redeemer. No thoughtful man can 
learn to know and love the apostle of 
the Gentiles without asking himself the 
question, 'What was the principle by 
which through such a life he was ani
mated 1 What was the strength in 
which he laboured with such immense 
results ? ' Nor can the most sceptical 
inquirer doubt for one moment the full 
sincerity of St. Paul's belief that 'foe 
life which he lived in the flesh he lived 
by the faith of the Son of God, who 
died and gave himself for him.'" 

To both these gentlemen we feel our
selves indebted. Mr. Conybeare has 
translated anew the apostle's epistles 
and speeches ; Mr. Howson has written 
a narrative; and the whole work has 
been revised by them jointly. It is 
plain that they had qualified themselves 
for their undertaking by much pre-
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hninary study; and they appear to 
have been guided in their labour by 
sincere love of truth. In some respects 
their predilections differ from our own ; 
phraseology comes naturally to them 
which we should decline using ; and we 
do not always coincide in their inter
pretations; but they have evidently con
ducted their inYcstigations with upright 
intentions and with exemplary freedom 
from party spirit. Episcopalians as 
they are, they say that "of the offices 
concerned with chm·ch government, the 
n2xt in rank to that of the apostles was 
the office of overseers or elders, more 
usually known (by their Greek designa
tions) as Lish ops or presbyters. These 
terms are used in the New Testament 
as equivalent, the former (i.,,-iu1<0,ros) 
denoting (as its meaning of overseer 
implies) the duties; the latter (,rp«1(3v

.,.,po,;) the rank, of the office." Vol. i. 
p. 465. And again, on Titus i. 6, which 
is rendered, " No man must be ap
pointed a presbyter but he who is with
out reproach, the husband of one wife," 
etc., it is said, ",v e see here a proof 
of the early date of this epistle, in 
the synonymous use of ir.lu,co1rot and 
r.p,u13vrEpot ; the latter word desig
nating the rank, the fc,rmer the duties 
of the presbyter. The best transla
tion here would be the term overseer, 
which is employed in the A. V. as 
a translation of ;.,,-iu1<01rot, Acts xx. 
28 : hut, unfortunately, the term has 
associations in modern English which 
do not permit of its being used here," 
Vo!. II. p. 477. So, in reference to 
baptism, we are told with equal honesty, 
in the note on Romans vi. 4. "This 
passage cannot be understood unless it 
be borne in mind that the primitive 
baptism was by immersion." In refer
ence to the baptism of Lydia's house
hold it is observed, "It is well known 
that this is one of the passages often 
adduced in the controversy concerning 

inf;int baptism. We need not urge this 
view of it ; for belief that infant baptism 
is most agreeable with the institution 
of Christ does not rest on this text." 
What text, or texts, it does rest on, we 
arc not informed. 

Into the narrative, as here presented 
to us, there are interwoven many dis
cussions and casual remarks well adapted 
to elucidate the story, and interest the 
reader in the facts recorded. The 
translation, we confess, does not come 
up to the level of our expectations ; but 
of this, we have given our friends some 
opportunity of forming their own judg
ment, in a previous article of our present 
number, derived from this work and 
entitled, " Free Translations of Difficult 
Passages in the Epistle to the Romans. 
The theory adopted respecting the last 
days of the apostle is briefly this :-that 
after his first imprisonment at Rome, 
being set at liberty, he returned to Asia 
Minor, and went thence to Spain; that 
he subsequently wrote the first epistle 
to Timothy, the epistle to Titus, and 
finally when imprisoned again, the 
second epistle to Timothy, and that 
then, though he had been acquitted of 
the first charge brought against him, he 
was expecting condemnation on a second 
or a third. "He saw before him, at a 
little distance, the doom of an un
righteous magistrate, and the sword of 
a blood-stained executioner ; but he 
appealed to the sentence of a juster 
Judge, who would soon change the 
fetters of the criminal into the wreath 
of the conqueror; he looked beyond the 
transitory present; the tribunal of Nero 
faded from his sight ; and the vista was 
closed by the judgment seat of Christ." 

The editors have entitled themselves 
to an honourable place among the bibli
cal critics of the present age, and we 
heartily wish their work an extensive 
circulation. 
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Con,·se of /he llislory of .lfodern Philosophy. 

fly M. VIOTOR CousIN. Translated by 
W. O. WIGHT, Edinburgh: T. and T. 
Clark. I 852. 2 vols. 8 vo, 

TuE lectures that form this course of 
philosophy were delivered in Paris in 
1828-9, and excited great sensation in 
that city. Expositions of doctrine gene
rally deemed intelligible only to the few 
were then listened to by thousands, and 
were circulated weekly through the 
press even to the remotest provinces 
of France. The popularity which 
they obtained, the persecution to 
which the lecturer was subject, the 
eloquence of his style, and the compre
hensiveness of his purpose-nothing 
less than the conciliation of all phil9s0-
phical systems-combine to render this 
publication acceptable. The translator 
seems, moreover, to do justice to the 
spirit and clearness of the original. We 
give it, therefore, (whatever may be 
thought of M. Cousin or his philosophy) 
a hearty welcome. 

Psychology (the science of the mind) 
is a theme of deep interest. It gives a 
knowledge of the most important part 
of ourselves. It analyzes the processes 
of thought ; classifies and arranges 
them under their appropriate laws, and 
supplies practical rules on mental dis
cipline and the formation of character. 
To the Christian student the science is 
peculiarly interesting. It shows how 
little we know on subjects nearest to 
us ; exhibits contradictions of opinion 
more startling than those which are 
seen in the history of religion, and 
helps us to trace to their origin many 
of the heresies, moral and religious, 
which have divided mankind and im
peded the truth. 

" Whence come our ideas 1" has been 
in all ages the first question of philo
sophy-the first in time and in import
ance. For nearly three thousand years, 
to our certain knowledge, it has been 
discussed, and we fear it is unsettled 
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still. On different views of this ques
tion were founded some of the earliest 
eastern sects. Greece divided upon it, 
Plato and Aristotle representing differ
ent schools. In modern times the con•· 
troversy has been resumed. Locke on 
one side, and Reid, in part at least, 
upon the other. France, in the person 
of Condillac, pushing Lockeism to pure 
sensualism ; and German mysticism car
rying Reidism to extremes of which the 
cool Scotchman himself never dreamed. 
In the meantime Cousin with his Ec
lectism, and Sir William Hamilton 
with his, of a nobler and purer kind, 
attempt to combine opposite systems, 
professing to reject what is erroneous in 
each, and to honour what is true in all. 
If now-a-days there are any who think 
that religion alone has difficulties and 
mysteries, it may be well to remind 
them that the first question of psycho
logy-" What are ideas, and whence 
do they come 1"-is as yet unsolved, 
though men have spent a hundred 
generations at least in attempting to 
solve it. 

" They come,'' says Locke, " from 
outward things through the senses, and 
from the reason.'' "They come from 
outward things through the senses 
alone," s'.l.ys Condill:i.c, and other expo
sitors of Lockeism. "They come chiefly 
from the mind itself," said Plato. So 
said the Realists of the middle ages. 
So said Spinoza and Malebranche, with 
strong infidel tendencies. So say 
many modern speculators, who look to 
the mind itself for all truth. Round 
these opposite explanations most mo
dern inquiry will be found to range. 
Some indeed attempt to honour both ex
planations, while others deny the suffi
ciency of either, and seek refuge in 
philosophic scepticism or in mysti
cism ; the first denying the possibility 
of knowledge on such questions, and the 
second maintaining that our knowledge 
is a matter of intuition or of feeling, 

4 s 
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which needs no explanation, and ad
mits none. 

At first sight it seems difficult to 
connect such speculations with religion 
or morality ; but in truth they are 
closely connected with both. Take, for 
example, Condillac's view of the system 
of Locke, and apply it to morality. All 
ideas, he maintains, are gathered from 
outward things through the senses. 
Whence, then, do we gather our idea of 
1·i'rtne ? By what sense? From what 
objects ? And Paley and Bentham 
answer him :-From the seen tendency 
of certain acts to produce happiness, 
personal or general. 'fhis answer may 
be varied, but so long as we are shut 
up to the senses for our definition of 
virtue, it is impossible to define it 
otherwise than in earthly and degraded 
terms. The answer will remain sub
stantially the same. 

Applied to religion, this theory has 
been attended with several advantages. 
By throwing doubt on the existence of 
all innate .conceptions of religious truth 
it has exalted the bible. Men have 
thus learnt a double lesson-to distrust 
themselves and to honour the scriptures. 
But on the other hand, as error is 
always on the long run mischievous, so 
here, these advantages have been largely 
counterbalanced by corresponding evils. 
Some have learnt to deny, as Paley 
does, the existence of a natural con
science ; and others, through the force 
of re-action, not only question the truth 
of scripture, but seek the living among 
the dead, and profess to find in them
selves all that is really true in scripture. 
Such is Sensuism in its religious and 
moral results. 

Look again at the system of idealism, 
as framed by Plato, and as advocated by 
some of the Schoolmen. Men are born 
withideasofthetrueand thejust, Hence 
the uniformity of human judgments on 
questions of ethics. Hence also the uni
vr,rrnlity of what men would call the" re-

ligious sentimenL" This theory, if it 
be taken alone, and applied either to 
morals or to religion, has clearly a ten
dency to foster extremes as pernicious as 
the sensuism of Condillac and Paley. In 
morals it produced the sublime mysti
cism of Cudworth and More, and in reli
gion it produces the self-sufficient ex
altation of human nature, and deprecia
tion of the bible, which characterize so 
much of our modern speculation .. , , 
It is a curious illustration of the im
portance of this question of the origin 
of ideas, that an Irish bishop proved, on 
what was supposed to be Locke's theory, 
the non-existence of an external world, 
while on the same theory David Hume 
"proved" that man can conclude nothing 
from creation in favour of a Creator, for 
"power" and "causation" and wcrld
making are things man never felt, or 
heard, or touched, or saw, and therefore 
he can know nothing of them. 

We say pointedly "what was supposed 
to be Locke's theory." For there is 
evidence to show that Locke himself 
recognized the existence of truths all 
but intuitive, and so agreed with the 
more sober of the Scotch metaphysi
cians. His honoured name has, in fact, 
unjustly suffered through its connection 
with Condillac in France, and with 
some of his expositors at home. · Had 
he lived in our time, he would in all 
probability have occupied that middle 
path on these questions where we believe 
that truth will ultimately be found. 
Whether by Cousin, or by writers of 
his school, may be doubted. The whole 
subject is so deeply affected by consi
derations both moral and religious, that 
it may be questioned whether any man 
will settle it who does not carefully sur
vey the whole field, under the light and 
teaching of a higher wisdom, alas ! than 
Cousin professes to have received. 
Whence come our ideas, is in part at 
least a moral and religious question, to 
be settled therefore only on principles 
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admitted by really moral and religious 
men. Nevertheless, as a work that 
views this question from an intellectual 
stand-point, these lectures contribute 
essent.ial help to the student. Other 
topics are also discussed; but the greater 
part of the volumes is devoted to the 
opinions that have prevailed on this 
prime question, and to the bearing of 
those opinions on various systems of 
philosophy and ethics. 

To the 1tnlettered Christian, and to 
the lettered Christian who regards 
these metaphysical studies with indif
ference or distrust, we have a word 
of admonition and of encouragement. 
This book, like all of its kind, is 
nothing else than philosophy undoing 
its own puzzles, correcting its own 
mistakes, or now and then attempting to 
grasp itself. IJo not despise sucli studies. 
Not much, perhaps, is to come of such 
studies in our present state. The 
mind of man is too profound a mystery 
ever to be fully comprehended here. 
But such studies have their importance, 
and error needs to be rebuked. IJo not 
fear them. The gospel is safe. The man 
who understands most profoundly the 
questions which psychology has to dis
cuss will be the first to recognize in 
psychology the hand-maid of religion. 
Hitherto she has been well-nigh an 
empty-handed worshipper ; but in the 
end she will come and present on the 
altar, as each science has in part done, 
large incense and a pure offering. 

Ko Condemnation in Christ Jesus.· As un
folded in the Eighth Chapter of the Epistle to 
theRomans. ByOcTAvrnsWINsLOw,D.D. 
Author of " Glory of the Redeemer in his 
Pe1·son and Work,"" Inner Life," ,re., ,S·c. 
London: J. F. Shaw, 1852. 12mo, pp. 
404. 

TrrE eighth chapter of the Epistle to 
the Romans has always been a choice 
portion of divine truth with all devout 

Christians. Perhaps it contains a full,,r 
exposition of gospel doctrine-a mnrc 
explicit statement of the heliev2r·s 
privileges-and a richer array of argu
ment in favour of his present and ulti
mate security than can be found in any 
other similar division of the word of 
God. At the same time there are 
passages in it encompassed with serious 
difficulties. To the biblical critic there
fore, as well as the experienced Chris
tian, it presents a suitable field for 
research and thought. For ourselves, 
we regret that in the volume before us 
there is not somewhat more of the 
critical element. The author scarcely 
professes to deal with any of the gram
matical or logical difficulties of the 
apostle; so that the reader who takes 
up this exposition expecting to find a 
comparison of various readings and 
conflicting interpretations, or consecu
tive and conclusive argumentation, will 
soon put it aside in disappointment. 
Nevertheless, as a doctrinal and an experi
mental treatise, it possesses a high and 
permanent value. In reading it, we 
have been frequently reminded of our 
older divines. The rich vein of evan
gelical truth which runs throughout ; 
the accurate acquaintance with the 
human heart which is everywhere 
manifest ; and the pointed, antithetical 
style in which several parts are written, 
lead us back to the seventeenth century. 
There is moreover a beauty of expres
sion which the writers of that age lack, 
and which cannot fail to charm mauy 
who stumble at the homely phraseology 
of our fathers. We should have liked 
to have given our readers two or three 
specimens of the mode of expositiou 
before us ; but our space forbids. 

To any who bewail the loss of friends 
that "sleep in Jesus;" or who are in 
bondage "through fear of death," we 
commend a perusal of the chapter 
entitled "'l'he Resurrection of the 
Christian." 
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To persons who are perplexed by the 
doctrine of election, we direct special 
attention to the chapter which has for 
its motto "Divine Predestination." It 
contains a scriptural and lucid repre
sentation of the truth that God has 
chosen his people in Christ to everlast
ing life ; and shows that while this 
trnth is most precious to the believer, 
it relieves the sinner from none of his 
responsibility, and need be no stumbling 
stone in the way of the penitent's ap
proach to the cross. We are not sur
prised to hear that while the excellent 
author has received from persons of all 
ranks, numerous letters expressive of 
the profit derived from a perusal of the 
whole work, especial reference has been 
made -to this and the following chapter 
on "Effectual Calling." These the 
Spirit seems to have pre-eminently 
blessed. 

Here and there throughout the work 
there are opinions expressed from which 
we feel called to dissent. The writer's 
views of our Lord's second advent, and 
other sentiments akin to these, are not 
in agreement with our own ; but such 
views are very sparingly introduced. 
The volume has our hearty commenda
tion. To thousands of God's people it 
cannot fail to prove a rich blessing. 

We must not forget to say that it is 
the substance of a course of sermons 
preached to the author's own church at 

Leamington. Expoaitory preaching, we 
regret, has to a great extent fallen into 
disuse ; partly from a false taste which 
our people have acquired, and partly we 
are convinced from the inefficient way 
in which some have executed the task. 
Every preacher who has paid any proper 
attention to this department of minis
terial labour knows that it is vastly 
more difficult to expound clearly and 
judiciously an epistle or a chapter than 
it is to compose a topical discourse on 
some scripture motto. In the former 
case you have to bring out the meaning 
of the Divine Word. In the latter case 
you take a text and bring from all 
quarters everything to it that serves 
your purpose. There are two things 
which every expositor must avoid ;
minute criticism and loose comment. 
There should be just criticism enough 
to give a correct view of the passage, 
and a style sufficiently easy to keep up 
the hearer's attention. For the good of 
our churches and our ministers too, we 
hope soon to find a larger amount of 
this scripture exposition. We are glad 
there are men who still adhere to the 
custom of our ancestors, and very much 
in their way. May Dr. Winslow long 
be spared, first to preach, and then to 
publish many more such expositions as 
that we have now introdu-0ed to our 
readers! 

B R I E F N O T I C E S. 

Two Prize Essays on T"-e Past Biblical 
History ~f the Jws. London: Wesley. 
5612. 1852. l6mo., pp. 220. 

Some time ago the proprietor of the J._.wish 
Chronicle offered prizes for two esaays-onc of 
them on the History of the Jews frorr. the time 
at which the Old Testament records terminate. 
The sum mentioned was too small to excite 
emulation, or even to remunerate the successful 

competitor for his labonr; ancl it was fouml 
when the appointed time was at hand that no 
progress towards the desired consummation had 
been made. Laudable nationality, however, 
induced the authors of the two essays before us 
to come forward, anrl with the sanction of Dr. 
Alder the chief rabbi and other Jewish gentle
men this small volume is published, We have 
read both essays with great interest, an<l think 
them highly honour1Lblo to the writers, '!'hey 
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look nt the trnnsnctions to which they have to 
nrlvert of conrac from the Jewish point of view, 
Lut they have treated of them candidly and 
with much good sense. The authorities to 
which they appeal are principally th,,se to 
which Christian writers would resort for a 
similar purpose. The indignation which they 
express nt the oppressiona and persecutions to 
which their race have been subjected from 
nominal Cluistians is no more thl\n we fee], 
an~. the!' honourably dieti~~ish between t~e 
spmt ol the pretended Chnstian and the spint 
of Jesus by whose name he i, unworthily called. 
"Against Christianity itself as it now stands 
in the book called 'the New Testament,'" says 
one of them," I have no animosity." He rrives 
moreover a truly Pauline representation of the 
dislike engendered between the professors of the 
Lwo creeds, when he accounts for it thus:-" On 
the part of the Jews, 1. Because Christianity 
denied them that proud and distinguished 
honour of being for ever the only chosen and 
peculiar people of God." "As concerning the 
gospel,'' said our apostle, writing to Gentile 
converts, "they are enemies for your sakes." 
We shall be glad th3t this book should have an 
extensive circulation ; it is adapted to promote 
mutual good-will between the descendants of 
Abraham according to the flesh, and those who 
are according to our persuasion, '' the children 
of God through faith in the Messiah, Jesus," 
to whom also it is said," And if ye be Messiah's 
then are ye Abraham's seed, and heirs accord
ing to the promise." 

Review of Dr. Wardlaw's Lectures on the 
Abrahamic Covenant and Infant Baptism, 
{re,, {re. By ARCHIBALD M'LEAN, One of 
the Pastors of the Baptist Church, Edinburgh. 
lVith an Introductory Essay, by the Rev. 
Alexander Anderson, Aberdeen. Elgin: 
Peter M Donald. London : Longman and 
Co. 1852. 12mo., pp. xlix. 408. 

Students of scriptural theology are greatly 
indebted to Mr. M•Donald of Elgin for render
ing accessible at so low a price the valuable 
works of Archibald M' Lean. This is the 
seventh volume of a series of which we have 
had many previous occasions to speak ap
provingly. Though there a.re statements in 
Mr. M'Lcan's writings to which we should 
demur, we should fi.nd it difficult to point out a. 
man who has written as largely in defence of 
evangelical truth, without mingling with his 
instructions an equal proportion of error. It 
was from the apostolic writings that he had 
drawn his system; in scriptural phraseology he 
explained it, and by scriptural arguments he 
was able to support its fundamental principles. 
We earnestly commend to all young ministers 
the careful perusal of these volumes. That 
now before us relates chiefly to the Abrahamic 
covenant and its supposed connexion with 
Christian baptism, and it is introduced by an 
able essny on the subject by Mr. Anderson, 
which will add to its usefulness, The posses
sors of tl!e octavo edition will fiod here the 
chief portion of their third volume and part of 
the second. The present series comprehends 
now all the piece• published in 1823 by Mr. 
Jones, with the exception of four, which arc 
uot of much intrinsic value. 

The lf,Iart11rs, llerne.q, anrl Bard.i of t!1e .C:r:ntti."'!, 
Govena1't. fly GEOR<.rn GJLFIJ,LAN, ;\l A. 
L,,mdon: Albert Cockshow, 41, Ludgate 
Hill. 1852. 12mo. pp. 256. 

"Tbe purpose of this volume is to present a 
succinct a_nd impartial account o_f the history of 
the Scottish Covenant, an unbia.~sed estimate 
of the character of its principal actors, and 
some general deductions applicahle to the great 
questions of the present day." The writer bas 
accomplished his purpose and produced a book 
which does justice to his theme, reflects credit to 
himself, and cannot fail to do good service to the 
ea.use of religious freedom. He has introduced 
to this age a race of men, and women t.oo, who 
with all their errors and extravagancies were 
some of the noblest specirnensofhumanity-who 
followed the Lamb through evil report as well 
as good-and who now walk. with him in white 
having been counted worthy. Such a book a; 
this before us has long beeu required. Wood
row's pages, " N aphtali," and " The Cloud of 
Witnesses" possess few attractions for the 
majority of readers. How:ie's " Scottieh 
Worthies" is delightful rea«ling, but it blends 
too much fiction with its facts. Pollock's tales 
are meagre. The poetry of Scotland has ·never 
risen to the height of this great argument. Here, 
however, we have at last (thanks to the Anti
State Chnrch Association and Mr. Gilfillan) a 
history written in a style which must secure a. 
general perusal, with a candour which all must 
admire, and a truthfulness on which all may 
rely. We trust the book will circulate by 
thousands among the youth of our country · 
and hope its soccess may induce the autho; 
to attempt a similar nndertak.ina on a laraer 
scale. The religious history o"r Scotland~ is 
a noble subject. We think Mr. Gilfillan co111<1 
paint it with a master-hand; and from a hint 
given in the present volume expect on aome 
future day to see the picture. 

The Foreign Evangelical Review, sVo,·ember, 
1852. No. III. Contents: I. Life and 
Writings of John Foster. II. LEcolampa
dius-The Reformation at Baste. III. The 
Theology ~f the Intellect and that of the Feel
ings. IV. The Origin and Progress of Jfor
monism. V. Trench on the Study of fVords. 
VI. Resurrection and Ascension of ow· 
Lord; A Gospel Harmony, V 11 J. Uou[d's 
Edition of Owen. VIII. Strauss's Life of 
Jes.us. Jx_. Sources of the American 1-'opu
latton. Title and Contents for Vol. I., witi, 
names of Writers, {re. Price 2s. 6d. London 
and Edinburgh. 8vo. pp. xii. 214. 

This busy month it is impossible for us to 
indulge our appetite among these temp tin.-, 
luxuries, but we can see at a glance that 1f ,;; 
coul~ afford tilll:e to ~o so we shouhl be highly 
grallfi.ed. It lS cv,dent that the provisi"n 
spread out this quarter is, to say the leasr, 
quite equal to that furnished iu i\lay athl 
August. An alteration of the plan is howev,-r 
announced; which we must mention, thou,Yh • 
we are not sure that it. is a.n irnprovcme,~t. 
Succeeding numbers arc to contain ori~in,11 
matter in addition to the articles derived 'from 
American aud Continental sources, and thl! 
price of each portion is to be raised from half a 
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crown to three shillings ond sixpence. The 
next number is not to appear till the first of 
J\lnrch, so that the future issues will be in 
l\larch, June, September, and December. We 
cordially wish this undertaking great success. 

Hora, Biblicre Sabbaticre. Sabbath Script1tre 
Readings, by the late THOMAS CHALMERS, 
U.D., LL.D. In Two Volumes. Vol. I. 
Edinburgh: Constable and Co, 12mo, 
Pp. nxiii, 356. 

A cheap hut respectable reprint of a volume 
which was characterized and commended to 
the attention of the readers of the Baptist 
:Mag,zine in September, 1848. It includes 
devout and experimental meditations on every 
chapter in the New Testament, written by the 
justly celehrated author in his last days for his 
own private use. 

Fo1tr Months in England. By a West Indian, 
the Rev. JoHN HORSFORD, Wesleyan Mis
sionary, St. Vincent's. London: Partridge 
and. Oakey. 1852. Pp. 232. 

A musing gossip by one, every hair of whose 
head and every joint of whose toes is thoroughly 
,vesleyan, 

Visit to the Holy Land, Egypt, and Italy, by 
MADA.ME loA PFEIFFER, Author of "A 
Woman's Journey Round the World," " Visit 
to Iceland,., {re. Translated from the German 
bJ! H. W. Dukken. W,th Eight Tinted 
Engravings. London : Ingram, Cooke, and 
Co. 12mo. Pp. xvi, 336. 

A pleasing simplicity pervad~s ~his lady's 
narrative, hut her remarks do not mdicate much 
familiarity with scripture. 

RE C_ENT PUBLICATIONS, 

anrobeb. 
[lt should be understood that insertion in this list is not a 

mere announcement: it expresses approbation of the work a 
enumerated,-not of course extending to nery particular, but 
an approbation of their general character and tendency.] 

The Scripture Pocket Book for 1853: containing 
an Almanack; also a Passage of Scripture for every 
Day, with an arrangement by which the Bible rnay 
be read in the course of the Year; and a Variety of 
Useful Information. London.: R. T, S. Price 28. 
Ruan tuck. 

The Christian Almanack for the Year 1853, 
Lo,uu,n: 11.. T. s. Price ls. Pp. 76. 

The Baptist Almanack for 1853 : containing, be 
sides all the useful Almanack Statistics and Informa
tion, Baptist Directory, a Guide to all the Baptist 
Chapels in London, with the Minister's Name and 
.Address; al1w Chronological Record of Recent 
Events, and a List of the Metropolitan lndepende.nt 
and Congregational Ministers, and the Chapels 

- where they officiate. Loruion : Price ld. 

Charles Knight's Imperial Cyclop,edia Dedicated 
by Permission to Her Majes.ty. The Cyclop&:ldia of 
the British Empire. Part XIJJ. Partick-Sligo. 
L<,1ulon. 4to., pp. 221. Price 2s. 6d. 

Excursion~ to Arrnn, Ail~acrat~'i and tl10 two 
Cum.braes, wit.h reference to the Na1 uml History 
of these Islands; to which are nddcd DircctlonR 
for laying out Scn-weede, and preparing them fur 
the Herbarium. Second series. lly Rev. DAVID 
LANosnoRotroH, n.n., .A.L.s, M.w.s., M.R.s.s., 
and author of "A Popular History of British Sea
weeds.•• Edinbm·gh: Johnstone and Huntc1', Svo., 
VP• 196, 

Moral a.nd Religious Anecdotes, with others of a 
more general description. By JOHN WHITEcnoss, 
author of "Anecdotes illustrative of the Assembly's 
Shorter Catechism," "Sabbath~ Evening Lessons." 
Edinbu,-gh: John,;tone and Hunte,·, 8vo., pp. 257. 

Principles of Elocution; containing Numerous 
Rules, Observations, and Exercises on Pronuncia
tion, Pauses, Inflections, Accent, and Emphasis i 
also Copious Extracts in Prose and Poetry, calcu
lated to Assist the Teacher, and to improve the 
Pupil in Reading and Recitation. By THOMAS 
E\VIN'G, Author of" A System of Geography,•• &c., &c. 
Thoroughly Revised and greatly Improved. By 
F. B. Calvert, A.M., of the New College, Edinburgh, 
&c. Thirtieth Edition. Edinburgh: Oliver and Boyd, 
12,no., pp. 412. 

Providence Displayed; or Anecdo:tes illustrative 
of Providences of Mercy and Judgment. By JOHN 
WHITECtrnss, author of "Anecdotes illustrative of 
the Assembly's Catechism," "Moral and Religious 
Anecdotes."' Edinburgh: Johnatone and Hunter. 
16mo., pp. 71. 

Monthly Series. Money; its Nature, History, 
Uses, and Responsibilities. London: R. T. S. Pp. 
192. P1-ice 6d, 

Monthly Series. Caxton and the Art of Printing. 
London: R.T.S. Pp. 192. P,·ice 6d. 

Heads and Hearts. A Lecture delivered before 
tbe Young Men's Christian Association. By the 
Rev. JoHN C. MILLER, M.A, Rector of St. Martin's, 
Birmingham, in the Town Hall, BirDlingham, March' 
9th, 1852. James Taylor, Esq., in the Chair. Lon
don: Hamilton, Adams, and Co. 16mo., pp. 32. 

The Foundation, Construction, and Eternity of 
Character. A Lecture delivered before the Young 
Men's Christian Association. By the Rev. JOHN 
ANGELL J AJ\.IES, in the Town Hall, Birmingham, 
Jan. 9th, 1852. Tho Right Hon. Lord Calthorpe in 
the Chair. London: Hamilton, Adams, and Co. 
Pp. 32. 

Simple Poems for National and Sunday Schools. 
By ANNA H. PoTTs. Cambridge: pp. 36, 

Mas•illon on the Deity of Jesus Christ. A new 
translation from the Original French. By tho Rev. 
JOHN STOCK. Leeds: J, lleaton, 18mo. Pp. 40. 

The Great Want of the Age : or, Education as It 
ought to be. Particularly witlJ reference to Public 
and Day School•, and the Duties of Parents in rela• 
t!on to the same. A Di,courso delivered by Rev. 
T. B. BARKl!'R, Principal of the Pestalozzlan School, 
on Wednesday, June 16, 1852. London: B. L. Green. 
1811W. Pp. 24. 

Wellington as Warrior, Senator, and Man, By 
T. BINNEY. Thir<l Thoueand. London: Hamilton, 
Adams, arnl Co. 16,no. Pp. 100. 
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I N T E L LI G E N C E. 

AMERICA. 

THIil AMERICAN BIBLE UNION, 

At the annual meeting, held in the begin
ning of October, in the first baptist church, 
New York, the officers and managers were 
elected. They are the same as last year, 
except two or three of the Board who had 
removed. The treasurer's report exhibited 
the J"eceipt of 16,527·73 dollars ; and the ex
penditure of 16,597'62 doilars ; leaving the 
balance in the treasury about the same as 
last year, Not quite 8000 dollars of the dis
bursements were for the machinery of the 
society, leaving a very little more than half 
the receipts to be applied to the avowed ob
jects of the Union. This is however some
what better than last year, when the expenses 
were nearly three-fomths of the receipts. 

The annual address was read by Dr, Cone. 
The report was read by t.he Secretary, Mr. 

W. H. Wyckoff. It states that considera
ble progress has been made in the revision 
of the Spanish, French, and English Scrip
tures. Some portions are ready for stereo
typing, but are delayed for further revision. 

At the close of this meeting a conciliation 
meeting, composed of members of the Bible 
Union and of the American and Foreign 
Bible Society, took place, As this was a 
somewhat remarkable meeting for the cir
cumstances of this case, we shall here give a 
full account of it as furnished by the cor
respondent of the Tribune. 

The preceding paragraphs are taken from 
the Philadelphia Christian Chronicle. For 
our readers it will suffice if we give the con
e! usion to which the meeting came, after much 
discussion, 

Rev. Mr. Armitage observed that the feel
ing which appeared to pervade the Convention 
would do more to effect substantial unity 
than all the resolutions they could put upon 
paper. It was a step toward a glorious 
cementing of the two societies. They would 
go home from the meeting feeling that they 
are nearer the consummation than they were 
in the morning, even if they did not strike 
a single blow. He moved the following 
resolution :-

" Resolved, That in view of the difficulties 
attending the deliberations of this body, a 
judicious committee of seven be appoi11ted 
to take charge of all the documents presented 
to this meeting to day, to be reported upon 
by them at a meeting to be held at a year 
from this time." 

At the suggestion of the Moderator, Mr, 
Armitage amended his resolution so that the 
meeting might take place "within a year." 

This having passed, 
Rev. Mr. Judd moved that the committee 

consist of three friends of the American Bible 
Uniou, and three of the American and Foreign 
Bible Society, and that the Moderator ap
point the seventh. 

Rev. Mr. Armitage then, on behalf of the 
American Bible Union, nominated Dr. Cone, 
Rev. Mr. Judd, and Dr. Eaton. 

Deacou Hill declined the appointment on 
the part of Dr. Cone. The namo of Mr. 
Armitage was substituted instead. 

Rev. Mr. Corey, for the American and 
Foreign Bible Society, nominated Professor 
Anderson, Revs. Wescott and Taylor of 
Brooklyn. 

It was then agreed that the six committee
men appoint the seventh. The name of Dr. 
Taylor was withdrawn and that of Mr. 
Lathrop substituted. A resolution was then 
adopted empowering each party in the Com
mittee to fill any vacancy that might occur. 

The Moderator then briefly returned thanks 
for the courtesy shown him while discharginis 
the onerous duties of the chair, and after 
singing and prayer by Rev. Mr. Galusha, 

The Convention adjourned sine die. 

AMERICAN BAPTIST PUBLICATION SOCIETY. 

At the meeting of this institution, recently 
held in connection with the Philadelphia 
Baptist Association, the Rev. T. S. Malcom 
read a letter from a gentleman in Missouri, 
ordering twenty-five copies of the Works of 
Andrew Fuller, now sold in three volumes 
for five dollars, to give to poor ministers. and 
closed his address by calling on the Rev. Dr. 
Belcher, the editor of Fuller's Works, to 
address the meeting in reference to it. 

Dr. Belcher ascended the platform, and 
said that he should confine himself to a few 
facts illustrative of the providence of God in 
connection with books. 

Somewhat more than a century ago, an 
eminent minister in Massachusetts was 
persecuted by his people at Northam pion 
and driven from them. He settled at the 
small town of Stockbridge, where he wrote a 
book, which has influenced the minds of 
many thousands of divines, and in not a few 
instances corrected their theology. 11 e 
refel'red to Jon a than Ed ward,, and h;.. 
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Yo'nmc on the FrC'edom of the Will. This 
volume was soon after reprinted in England, 
where the baptist denomination was then in 
an awfully low condition, probably not 
having in it a dozen ministers who would 
hololly and fully invite an unregenerate 
sinner to opply to Christ for sah·ation. On 
minds like those of Robert Hall the elder, 
,) ohn Sutcliff, and John Ryland the younger, 
it produced a mig4t)• influence in correcting 
<'rrors and expanding holy benevolence. 
The former of these eminent ministers being 
en !led on to attend the ordination of a young 
man "·ho had recently entered the ministry, 
earncstlv recommended to him Edwards on 
the Wiil, as likely to expand and improve 
his system of theology. This young farmer 
and minister was Andrew Fuller. Not long 
after this period Fuller wrote and a while 
after published a book called The Gospel 
\Vorthy of all Acceptation, showing the duty 
of all men to repent and believe the Gospel. 
'fhe cry of "heresy, heresy !" was almost 
ernry where heard ; but nevertheless, in a 
few years it was found to have done more 
than· all other means put together, to turn 
the moral dunghill into the garden of the 
Lord, and to enlarge the hearts of the 
ministry, leading them freely to persuade 
sinners to be reconciled to God. 

Among the strong-minded young men who 
studied this little volume was a young shoe
maker, who had also become a baptist 
pastor. He felt that if these principles were 
true, attempts ought to be made for the 
conversion of the heathen world, He also 
published a book, and at length he origi
nated the English Baptist Missionary Society, 
the fruitful mother of all modern missions. 
This shoemaker was William Carey. No 
one, the speaker observed, would doubt the 
proviclential hand of God in these move
ments. 

But this was not all. The American 
colonies had also become not a little infected 
by the antinomian heresy. This was 
especially true of what are now called the 
British provinces. Fifty years since not a 
baptiEt minister in those provinces could 
exhort hls hearers to spiritual duties with a 
mincl free from shackles. A copy of The 
Gospel Worthy of all Acceptation crossed the 
Atlautic to these shores, and was reprinted 
on Prince Edward's Island ; and such was its 
effect on the untaught but powerful minds of 
the Mannings, the Hardings, and the 
Dimocks of that day, that it revolutionized 
their preaching, and antinomianism has 
never got footing there since. 

Another somewhat curious fact might be 
mentioned. In the then territory of Maine, 
there lived an excellent baptist minister also, 
named Andrew Fnller, who, the speaker 
remarkecl in passing, must have been, if any 
inference might be drawn from the forms and 
,countenances of his descendants, some kin to 

Andrew Fuller of l{ettering. This same 
American Andrew loved Jol11i Gill's writings 
better than AnMew Fuller's, and wrote to 
him of l{ettering with a view of correcting 
what he considered his mistakes, It 
required however but few letters from the 
English Andrew to show the American 
Andrew that he himself needed some 
correction in the matter of doctrine ; and 
once convinced of that fact, nobly did 
Andrew Fuller of Maine preach to sinners 
and very many of them did he bring t~ 
Jesus ; nor has there since been any difficulty 
on the subject in that now noble state. 

These, the speaker said, were only a few of 
the fucts in this case, the whole could never 
be told till the last great day; enough, how
ever, has been said to encourage Christian 
authors and readers, and especially to sustain 
the practice of circulating the writings of 
Andrew Fuller and other similar authors, 
-Philadelphia Ch,·istian 01"-onicle. 

REV, W. R. WILLIAMS, D.D. 

Rev. Dr. Williams has been relieved from 
pulpit labours by his church for some months 
past, on account of his health, We are 
happy to learn that this has been attended 
with much benefit, He has preached in the 
city the two Sundays just past with an elo
quence and power of reasoning which he bas 
never surpassed.-New York Recorder. 

THE NEANDER LIBRARY, 

A letter just received by Professor Conant 
from an American friend in Berlin says-" I 
trust you will soon receive the long-expected 
treasure. I receive many congratulations 
here in Berlin upon the good fortune of our 
University in obtaining this library, I find 
that we have not over-estimated either its in
trinsic value or that which grows out of its 
having belonged to the distinguished pro
fessor. If there are in America many who 
cherish the name of ' the great and good 
Neander,' much more here, in the immediate 
circle of his 1ife-labours, where his many 
virtues and his personal influence still live and 
shine, is it held in the highest veneration, 
Every little memento of the teacher or the 
friend is prized as an invaluable treasure," 
This literary treasure, about which there has 
been so much discussion, has at length 
arrived. The time since its purchase has 
been occupied in re-binding the volumes when 
it was necessary, so as to fit them for use in a 
public library-a wom which can be done 
much cheaper in Germany than in this 
country. We hope that some man of wealth 
will be found who will do himself and his 
family the honour to assume the cost of this 
purchase, and make a donation of the books 
to the 'fheological School, - New York 
Recorder. 
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EUROPE. 

U ERMA NY. 

The following extract from a hrief note 
from Mr. Oncken to Mr. Wilkin, dated 
l lamhurg, 12th of November, has just nr
rivPtl :-

" I returned only recently from Elberfeld, 
where I have been labouring in the Master's 
cause nearly five weeke. I immersed there 
t1velve believers, and many more are on 
the point of obeying the divine command. 
Brother J{obner went there last Saturday to 
continue the work, and if my hopes are 
realized, and my prayers answered, we shall 
ha,·e soon in the beautiful Wieppenthal a large 
and influential church, throughout the valley, 
and the surrounding country." A spirit of in
quiry is abroad,· among the numerous be
lievers of these parts, such as I have not 
1Vitnessed in this country before. I hope soon 
to give you a detailed account." 

Mr. Wilkin adds, '' I am happy to have 
just receired a Jetter fron brother Lehmann 
of Berlin, giving an account of his improved 
health." 

FLORENCE. 

The depub tion that is seeking the release of 
the Madiais has not yet been able to report 
success. There are rumours, however, im
porting hope respecting their individual case 
notwithstanding the detestation of religious 
liberty which governs the authorities of their 
country. 

The correspondent of the Daily News at 
Florence writes as follows :-'' We remain in 
expectation of further and more rigorous 
measures to put a stop to the protestant 
movement. 'J'he government is aware that 
the presence of the deputation has inspired 
the protestants here with renewed confidence 
in the ultimate triumph of their principles, 
and that an address expressive of this senti
ment, emm,ating from a very numerous body, 
and thanking their Christian friends of dif
ferent states for their exertions in favour of 
the Madiai, was placed in the hands of Lord 
Roden before his departure." 

'fhe following is from the Roman cor
respondent of the same journal, writing on the 
I 0th :-" The vigorous searches of the Ho
man authorities after bibles, within the limits 
of the Eternal City, have now extended 
beyond the pale of Christianity, and the 
Jews' quarter has been subjected to a strict 
perquisition by the police agents. One would 
imagine that with respect to the Old Testa
ment, at any rate, the Jews might be allowed 
to judge whether the translation of Diodati 
was sufficiently correct for their perusal ; but 
it appears that the cardinal vicar, under whose 
especial surveillance the Hebrew community 
are placed, knows better than their own 
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rabbi what is 1it for I hem to read, and has, 
therefore, confiscated the forbidden books, 
together with many of their own editions ; 
which, upon their complaining of the loss, 
th<'y have been advised to go and a•k for 
again at the police office. It is really 
astonishing that, in the so-cal\e,l centre of 
Christianity, the dissemmination of the bible 
should be looked upon by the ecclesiastical 
authorities with as much horror as the circu
lation of the most atheistical production•." 

HOME. 

BLACKBURN. 

The Rev. Mr. Barker, late of Burslem, 
Staffordshire, having accepted a unanimous 
invitation from the baptist church meeting in 
Branch Road chapel, Blackburn, entered 
upon his labours there on the first sabbath 
in October with pleasing prospects of success. 

MIDDLETO:< CHENEY, 

Mr. R. Gutteridge, late of Stepney College, 
having received a unanimous in~itation to 
the pastorate, commenced his stated labours 
here on the last Lord"s day in September, 
under very encouraging prospects. 

On Tuesday, October 19th, a public tea
meeting was held to welcome Mr. Gutteridge 
in the neighbourhood, which was numerously 
attended. After it addresses were delivered 
by the Revs. W. T', Henderson of Banbury, 
C. Clarke of Weston, and F. Clarke, late 
of Ashford, Kent, and other ministers. 

SALFORD. 

Interesting services have recently been 
held in connexion with the opening of a new 
chapel in Salford. This important borough, 
containing eighty thousand inhabitants, has 
been destitute until lately of any suitable 
place of worship belonging to the baptist de
nomination. For several years past actiYe 
exertions have been made to supply this 
deficiency, and the foundation stone of the 
present edifice was at length laid by Henry 
Kelsall, Esq., of Rochdale. 'l.'he chapel was 
opened for divine service on the 21st of Octo
ber, when two sermons were preached by the 
Hon. and Rev. B. \,V. Noel, and ccllcctions 
made on behalf of the building fund. Not
withstanding the excessive inclemency of the 
weather, the congregations were lar~e and 
influential. On the following Lord's day the 
Rev. J. Aldis of London, formerly pastor of 
the parent church, now meeting in York 
Street, Manchester, preached in the morning 
and evening to crowded congregations. On 
the following Monday evening a tea party wns 
held at the old school room, when appro
priate addresses were given by the Revs. J. 

4 T 
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Aldis, C. M. Birrell of Lil·erpool, F. Tucker, 
R. Ch0nery, D. M. E"ans, J, Haney, J. 
Corbett, and IT. Dunekley, pastor of the 
church. Edwin "'alters, Esq., who occunied 
the chair, han~somelv offered an annual' do
nation for the next ·four years towards the 
liquidation of the debt, an example which 
was promptly followed by se,·ernl other 
friends present. The closing service of the 
seri,·s was held on Thursday evening, the 
28th of October, when the Rev. H. S. l3rown 
of LiYerpool preached. The collections 
amounted in all to £15,';, besides the sums 
prorniscitl at the tea n1eeting. The archi~ 
tectural style of the chapel is peculiar in the 
neighbourhood, being tliat which is technically 
kno,rn as the early Tudor. It is composed of 
stone and bricks on a plain surface, which is 
relieved hy blue bricks wrought in orna
mental characters, in keeping with the style 
of architecture. The building is reached by 
a flight of steps of Yorkshire stone, on ar
ri,·ing at the top of which an open porch is 
entered, extending across the entire front, 
and communicating with two subsidiary 
porches forming vestibules to the gallery, 
and to the ground floor of the chapel. In 
front there are two towers, one of which con
tains the staircase to the gallery, and the 
other sernral class rooms. The towers are 
finished with a gabled termination on every 
side. The roof is an upright slated one of 
an ornamental form. In the chapel there 
are two principal ai;les, wiLh side seats and 
a centre range. At the south end, where 
there is a beautiful stained seven-light win
dow, a commodious gallery is erected for 
the use of the Sunday school children. 
On each side of the chapel there are six 
window·s, and at the north end, behind the 
choir, there are five handsomely stained lights 
in a sort of octagonal recess. Behind the 
lectern, or reading desk, is a large chair to 
be used instead of a pulpit. Side galleries 
may hereafter be erected for the itccommo
dai'on of at least four hundred people. 
Under the chapel is a large school room, 
intended to hold five hnndred children in 
classes. The baptistery, which is under the 
choir and behind the minister's seat, i~ ca
pable of containing twelve hundred gallons 
of water, and is intended to remain open. 
The aisles are laid with tesselated paverr,ent. 
The stone used in the erection of the fabric. 
which, besides _being fine in its quality anJ 
exceedingly durable, has the advantage o: 
being very easily worked, is from II ollington, 
S!affordshire. The chapel is inte11ded to 
seat eight hundred persons, including the 
se~ts for the children. Its entire cost, ex
clusi re of the ground, but including wanning 
apparatus, railing, &c. will be £2300, towards 
which £1400 has peen paid, leaving a debt of 
£~00. Several friends have recently offered 
to give a liberal per centage on the whole 
amount, provided arranfements are forth wit!, 

mnde to effect its entire li,Jttidation within four 
yenrs, and steps will be tali en to secure this 
,·ery desirable ohject, 

HAY, BRECONSHIRE. 

The history of the Welsh baptists contains 
interesting and authentic accounts of many 
parties of that profession living in the neigh
bourhood of Hav from time immemorial. 
The church in ti,e vale of Olchon, six miles 
from Hay, being one of tl1e oldest baptist 
churches in Britain. During the time of 
Howell Vaughan's pastorate over that church 
upwards of two centuries ago, we are told in 
history that "a meeting-house was erected 
in Hay," no traces of which remain so far 
as the writer can ascertain from inquiries 
made of the oldest members of that body ; 
hut we are informed that when Charles the 
Second was restored, that tlte baptists were 
driven out of the town, ,,md were obliged to 
take refuge in the mountains that surround 
the place, and there in the deep ravines and 
woods they worshipped the God of their 
fathers for thirty-nine years; it is'.not impro
bable that the original chapel was then de
molished. 

The present clrnpel was ere.cted about half 
a century ago, and had fallen into a dilapi
dated condition, besides which a public 
thoroughfare has always existed near the 
entrance door, and an unsightly piece of waste 
ground between that and the street, which 
has ever since its erection been a great 
nuisance. 

The church resolved to repair the chapel 
and if possible to improve th" external aspect 
of the property. Parties having land ad
joining the waste portion consented to sell a 
part to allo1v the boundary wall of the chapel 
to come square to the street. The lord of the 
manor made a grant of the waste. And a re
quisition having been got up by the minister 
of the place it was mutually agreed by the 
freeholders and others of the town that the 
thoroughfare be stopped, thus sccuri~,g to the 
property 130 square yards of land, which forms 
a spacious burying grrnnd, greatly needed by 
us, the bit of ground originally possessed be
ing literally crammed. The chapel having 
been closed for sel'eral sabbaths, it was re
opened on Sunday, October 24th, when three 
admirable sermons were preached by the 
Rev, Thomas Thomas of Pontypool College, 
the proceeds of collections and tea-rr.eeting, 
with some subscriptions, amounted to £35. 

In addition to repairs and alterations be
ing made to the chapel, the dwelling house 
attached to and belonging to the chapel pro
perty has been improved. And also a com
modious room erected for a day-school, which 
is regularly appropriated to that purpose, 
and free to any of the children of the town. 
The debt remaining, including some previous 
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liability,amnunt~ to £250; any sub3criptions 
to uid in remuving this incumbrance would 
he gratefully received nnd ncknolV!edged by 
the pastor John H. Hall, or the deacons. 

EDINDURGH. 

1'he recognition of the Rev. H. J. Betts, 
formerly of Westminster, as pastor of the 
church meeting in the Tabernacle, Leith 
Walk, Edinburgh, took place on 'fhursday, 
October 28th. The introductory discourse 
upon the nature of a Christian church was 
delivered by the Rev. 'f. Dawson of Liver
pool. The usual <1uestions to the pastor 
were asked bv the Rev. W. S. Eccles of 
Belfast, who ·also offered the recognition 
prayer. The charge was given by the Rev. 
Dr. Innes of Edinburgh ; and a sermon to 
the church and congregation was pr~ached 
in the evening by the Rev. J. Watson, co
pastor. with Dr. Innes. 

On the following evening a public soiree 
was held, at which the Rev. Dr. Alexander 
of Edinburgh presided. Addresses upon the 
necessity of the missionary spirit, the im
portance of sabbath-schools, the mutual 
duties of pastor and people, and the value of 
prayer, were delivered by the Revs. Messrs. 
Wight, Arthur, Dawson, and Thomas. 
Deep interest was felt in the different ser
vices; and the pastor enters upon his labours 
with encouraging prospects of success. 

OSWESTRY. 

'l'he Rev. D. Crnmpton having resigned 
the pastorate of the baptist church at Atch 
Lench, \Vorceste1·shire, has received and ac
cepted the unanimous and cordial invitation 
of the church at Oswestry, Shropshire, and 
entered upon his stated labow·s there on 
Lord's day, October 31st, 1852. 

NEWCASTLE, 

1'he foundation stone of a new chapel for 
the •ruthill Stairs church and conitregation, 
"·as laid in Berwick Street, Newcastle, on 
the 9th of November, by the Rev. Dr. Ac
worth of Bradford. 'l'he total expense of 
the edifice, including the cost of the site, is 
estimated at nearly £3000. '.f'he subscrip
tions, either realized or promised, amount 
to about £1250. A further snm will 
be realized by '.he sale of the old chapel, 
and a hope is entertained that the remaining 
sum, about £600, will be spt'e<lily raised, so 
that the chapel may be opened free from 
debt. 'l'he new chapel is to be in the Italian 
stvle of architecture, and built of stone. It 
will be 74 feP.t 6 inches l,y 40 feet inside, 
having three galleries, aml sittings for 810 

persons. There will be a school-room under 
the chapel, 49 feet by 38 feet 6 inches, 
which can be lengthened to 63 feet. There 
are also to be three class rooms, a vestry, 
and chapel keeper's rooms. 

The proceedings were commenced by sing
ing and praytr. A bottle, containing a num
ber of documents and coins, was then deposited 
in a cavity prepared for it under the founda
tion stone, after which the Rev. Dr. Acworth, 
with the assistance of the Rev. T. Pottenger, 
the pastor, "laid'' the stone in the place it 
was designed to occupy, and then delivered 
an appropriate address. 

The doxology was then sung, after which 
the company adjourned to the Lecture Room 
of the West Clayton Street Congregational 
Chapel, where tea was prnvided by the la<lies 
of the congregation, of which upwar<ls of .'iOO 
persons partouk. After tea a public meeting 
was held in the chapel, the Rev. T. Potten
ger in the chair. 

Addresses appr~priate to and congratula
tory of the occasion of the meeting, and 
breathing a spirit of brotherly and Christian 
love, were delivered by the Rev. Messrs. 
Pringle, Reid, Bell, Acworth, Carrick, and 
Stuart, and Messrs. D. H. Goddard and 
James Wilson. The meeting was closed 
with prayer by the Rev. G. Douds. a minis
ter of the United Presbyterian Church. 

BAPTIST BUILDING FUND. 

At a meeting of the committee of the 
Baptist Building Fund held at the Mission 
House, Moorgate Street, on Tuesday evening, 
November 9th, 1852, it was resolved: that 
this committee record with unfeigned sorrow 
the decease of Joseph Fletcher, Esq., who 
for seventeen years zealously and faithfully 
dischar:;ed the duties of treasurer to the 
Baptist Building Fund ; whose exertions to 
promote its objects, liberal subscripti,ms to 
its funds, principal attendance at the meet
ing of the committee, snund judgment and 
enlarged experience, material~y contributed 
to it3 present prosperity. They wonltl glorify 
the grace of God as manifested in the de
por~ment of their departed friend, whose 
character combined the sternest integrity 
with firmness of purpose, and tenderness of 
heart, and who through his unusually long 
life maintai11cd an unswerving adherence to 
the principles he professed. 

'£he committee hope that their Divine 
Master may in his good p:-ovi<lence direct 
them to a successor who shall fill the vacant 
oflice as worth ii v and l'fficientl v as he whose 
death th )Y 1101v record. They desire most 
respectfully to express their sincere sympathy 
and condolence with the family of their lak 
esteemed treasurer, aml earnestly pray that 
God woulcl bless and sanctify this bereave
ment to their present an,! eternal welfare. 
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INSKII', LANOASHIRF. 

_Mr. John Compston of Preston, has rc
cc11·cd Rnd accepted the unanimous invitation 
to the pastorate of the baptist church lnskip, 
Lancashire, and entered on his labours there 
on the second sahbath in November. 

ROMFORD, 

The ReY. J errard Blackman ha~ing been 
Mmpelled throug-h ill health to resign his 
pastoral charge, so recently entered on, at 
High Wycombe, the church has given a 
11n'.l•1imous invitation to the Rev. E. Davis, 
l.,te of R-0mford, which he has accepted, pur
posing commencing his pastoral duties on the 
first sabbath in December. 

KEPPEL STREET, RUSSELL SQUARF0 

"' e are informed that the Rev. W. H. 
Bonner, late of Unicorn Yard, has accepted 
the invitation of the church in Keppel Street, 
to become their pastor, and that there is a 
pleasing increase in the attendance at the 
chapel. 

RECENT DEATHS. 

REV. G. PRITCHARD. 

October 26, 185'2, the Rev. George Prit
chard, formerly pastor of the baptist church 
at Keppel Street, London, departed this life 
in the seventy-ninth year of age. His end 
was peace. A more extended notice of this 
faithful and devoted minister of Christ may 
be expected in a future number. 

JOSEPH FLETCHER, ESQ, 

Died, on Monday, Nov. 1st, at his re
sidence, Lordship Lodge, Lordship Lane, 
'l'ottenham, Joseph Fletcher, Esq., seventeen 
years the efficient Treasurer of the Baptist 
JJuilding Fund. 

In early life Mr. Fletcher joined the 
c',urch in Little Prescot Street, of whicl'l his 
parents had long been members. After 
some years, removing to Tottenham, he look 
an acti,,e part in the formation of a baptist 
church in that large village, and in the erec
tion of a spacious chapel, with adjacent 
buil<liugs. He afterwards erected a noble 
place of worship at Hasting•, and for many 
years contributed largely to the support of 
ministers who successively occupied it. At 
Horsell in Surrey also, a baptist church was 
formed principally uy his exertions, which he 
has ever since continued to assist. 'l'o many 
of our public institutions he subscribed liberal
ly; and he ddighted in taking up cases which 

did not meet with the support which he 
thought they desen'cd from others. It wns 
principally to his determination and munifi
cence that Mr. Phillippo was indebted fur his 
triumph orer the opposition which he had 
to sustain many years in Spanish '!'own, 
Jamaica. · 

Independence, promptitude, and decision, 
were conspicuous features in Mr. Fletcher's 
character. Whatever he did he di,\ with hi, 
whole heart, and he seldom, if ever, retired 
from an enterprise in which he had engaged. 
To his principles he was always firm; and his 
opinions ru men and measures when once 
formed were not easily altered. Upright 
and frank himself, lie set a high value on 
transparency of character in others. Oppo
sition to his plans he could bear, when he 
believed it to be honest; but ifhe detected, or 
thought that he detected, any thing like 
clever manomvring, his confidence in the 
individual was lost irretrievably. '£he writer 
of this notice, having had much intercourse 
with him during the last few years, often felt 
himself bound to express his dissent from Mr. 
Fletcher's views of public men, and public 
business; hut he never had reason to think 
that this displeased him. He was rigid in 
his adherence to general rules, and in his 
requirement from others of what he thought 
justice demanded; but this was com!,ined 
with great tenderness of spirit, and princely 
generosity. 

An incident illustrative of his large heart
edness occurred in the last week of his life. 
On the Monday preceding that on which he 
died, having learned that a physician of 
eminence had declared it to be necessary 
that the eldest surviving son of the editor of 
this magazine, who was just coming of age, 
should be transferred without delay to a 
milder climate, and had recommended a 
voyage to the southern hemisphere, Mr. 
Fletcher wrote immediately some lines ex
pressive of sympathy, offering also a first 
class pas.iage in a vessel which was about to 
sail for New Zealand. The following day 
he wrote again to ex plain some details and 
hasten the decision; and on Saturday even
ing, in answer to a note informing him that 
the editor and his son had seen the ship, that 
they would be quite content with the second 
class accommodations, and that they did not 
wish to intrude further than that upon his 
kindness, he replied thus:-" I have arranged 
with Capt. Neagle that your son is to be pro
vided with a comfortable berth below and a 
se:it at the cudd v table as fir•t class. Excuse 
my saying that when the comfort of o~r 
children, e•pecialiy the preservation of their 
health is concerned, things should not be 
clone by ha! ves. You and I shall have no 
.:ifficulty with the pence."--All who have 
known Mr. Fletcher intimately will agree 
that it would not have been possible for him 
to indite a more characteristic note, had he •at 
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down with that express purpose, aware that 
it would lie the last he should el'Cr pen. 

He was then in his customary health, and 
the following morning he attended public 
worship ns usunl, and was much interested 
in n disrourse which he heard from the Rev. 
J.', Trestrail. His menial and physical ener
gies were apparently unimpaired, though he 
was in his eighty-fourth year. In the even
ing he felt poorly, and retired early. In 
the middle of Monday he suddenly became 
worse. He perceived that his end was ap
proaching, expressed calmly his confidence 
in Christ, and prayed earnestly for his family. 
An attendant saying, " Though I walk 
through the valley of the shadow of death," 
he interposed, adding, "I will not fear, fo, 
thou art with me." 'l'hese were his last 
words: he began to doze, and soon afterwards 
expired. 

THE REV, JOHN MORRIS, 

The Rev. John Morris was born at Hy
bont, Cardiganshire, South Wales, Septem
ber I Ith, 1823. He was early the subject of 
religious conviction, and was baptized at 
'l.'alybont, Oct. 22, 1837. He was a useful 
mem.ber of the church there, and took an 
active part in the sahbath school, anJ was 
regular in his attendance on all the means of 
grace ; the friends thinking they perceived 
in him talents suited for the ministry, en
couraged him to exercise in public in his 
n1tti ve village and in the neighbourhood. 
His preaching, even at this early period, was 
highly acceptable ; and aft.er some time ap
plication was made for admission to Ponty
pool College, which in due time proved 
successful. His conduct at college was such 
as to secure to him the esteem of his tutors 
and fellow students. His progress in his 
studies was satisfactory. He had a nali ve 
thirst for knowledge, but loved especially the 
study of theology. At the close of his aca
demic course, he supplied the baptist church 
at Shipston on Stour, Worcestershire, and 
received from them a cordial invitation to 
the pastorate. His ordination took place 
August 4th, 1846, when Messrs. Thomas 
'l'homas, Pontypool; Cubit of Thrapstone; 
Tood @f Salisbury ; Stalker of Dlockley, 
now of Leeds, respectively took part in the 
services. '!'here he continued to labour, with 
inci-eased acceptableness, till his heavenly 
Master called him from his labour to his 
reward. For more lhan six months before 
his death he suffered great and sovcre bodily 
affliction, but he endured it all with calmness 
ancl resignation. '' All,'' he said, "is well for 
eternity ;"-and turning to his beloved wife, 
he said, " My dear, I have given you up to 
the Lord, and you must do the same with 
me." On Saturday, October 2nd, 1852, he 
~lept in Jesus. llis funeral took place on 

the follow!ng Frid"y, and Mr. Pl,ilpin, Al
cester, delivered an appropriate and impres
sive address on the occasion. He was a 
young minister, of a sound mind, ond deep 
piety. He loved his flock, and was also 
loved by them. His end was peace. " Bless
ed are the dead who die in the Lord." 

REV, R, H CLARK, 

Died, on the 8th of October last, in the 
67th year of his age, at his residence, Bury St. 
Edmunds, Suffolk, the Rev. Robert Howell 
Clark. The deceased was born at Frei to win, 
in Cambridgeshire, where he continued during 
the early period of his life. He had a pious 
mother who early instilled into his mind the 
principles of Christianity, and from a very 
early a6e he became the subject of deep re
ligious impressions. On arriving at maturity 
he united himself to and became a member 
of an independent church. Further investi
gation led him to believe that baptism by 
immersion on a profession of faith in Christ 
was the only faithful interpretation of the 
teaching of the New Testament, in the di
vine inspiration of which he was through life 
a firm an<l unwavering believer. 

Having joined the baptist denomination, 
he was ordained to the ministry in the year 
182-!, and settled over the church at Long 
Buc!c by, in Northam ptoruhire, in the pastoral 
care over which he continued for a period of 
about eight years. He continued as stated 
minister severally 01·er the churches at Kings
thorpe, in Northamptonshire, and Leighton 
Buzzard, in Bedfordshire, up to the time of 
his removal to Bury, on his acceptance of 
the appointment of to1vn missionary in 18-!0. 

During the last two or three years he has 
regularly supplied the pulpits at Felkwell, in 
Norfolk, and preached to that congregation 
in his usual health on the 26th of :September. 
Having caught a severe cold on the occasion 
of his last journey there, he was attackecl by 
severe spasms at the chest on the Thursday 
following. Medical advice was procured and 
he shortly obtained relief. He continued 
apparently recovering, and wrote to his 
friends at Felkwell on the following 
Tuesday, informing them that he hoped to 
be with them on the sabbath. Long before 
that sabbath had arrived he had breathed his 
last. 'l'he suclden event caused the deepest 
gloom and sorrow amongst the people. U11 
the Thursday morning htl expresse<l himself 
as much better, and his medical attendant 
considered him so far recovered as not to re
quire farther 11ttcn<lance. 

He had taken a walk in the afternoon a11J 
though on his return he expressed himself as 
" much fa.tignetl," he did not otherwise com
plain. During the evening he seeme<l un
usually calm and happy. He was obsrured 
at times to appear absorbed in thOL1ght, 
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nn,l wns heard to ('jaculate in a low voice 
'' ilh hlessed Saviour" "Mv blessed Sa
Yim{r.'' Nothing howe\'er occ~trred to cause 
an_v apprehension that his end was near, and 
in reply to inquiries during the night, up to 
a very short period before his death, expressed 
himself as " no worse," and asked that the 
light might be put out, thinking it might 
prc,·ent his sleeping. About fh·e in the 
morning, while apparently sleeping, he seemed 
to breathe harder than usual; alarmed at 
the change his belon•d partner and daughters 
whom she had called to her aid attempted 
to awaken him. 'i'hev observed that his 
hosom hea"e<l two or three times and that he 
then ceased to breathe. Not a muscle moved, 
nor was a feature distorted, nnd thus, while 
as in the repose of sleep, the vital spark had 
for e\'er fled, and the mysterious principle of 
life had abandoned the henceforth motionless 
form to decomposition and decay. His re
mains were committed to their kindred earth 
in the baptist burial ground on the W ednes
<lay following, and on the sabbath his death 
was improved by the Rev. C. Elven, from 
Job xiv. 10, "Man dieth and wasteth away ; 
Yea man giveth up the ghost, and where is 
he t0

" 

MRS. LYDIA ROOTHAM. 

The subject of this notice was the widow 
of the late Rev. John Rootham, for thirty
eight years pastor of the first baptist church 
at Willingham, Cambridgeshire, who entered 
into rest on the 5th of December, 1827. 

Mrs. Rootham was called to endure much 
affliction during the last ten years of her life; 
she could say most truly,'' Wearisome nights 
are appointed to me ;" but though se,•erely 
tried the Lord upheld her. 

Surroun<led with infirmities, her attendance 
at the house of God was not regular, though 
her residence was near ; this, to her was a 
great trial, for she prized the public means 
of grace most highly, and when her seat was 
unoccupied her fellow worshippers knew it 
was because the usual occupant could not be 
there. 

On the first Lord's day in October, heliev
ing that another opportunity of communing 
with the church at the Lor<l"s tah!e would 
never be atforded her, she made quite an 
effort to be present, ar,d succeeded. 

A I though no one supposed that her end 
was close at hand, yet during the week it 
became apparent that the earthly house was 
Ii bout to be dissolved, and on the following 
sabba.th <lay, the time for her departure came. 
At noun on that day, 10th of October, her 
spirit took iLs flight to our Father's house. 

The last three days previous to the one on 
which she died, her suffering was very great, 
hut her hope, which never failed, was as an 
nnclwr to her soul, sure and stedfast. 

For the last few hours cf her life she was 
not able to utter more than a single word 
at one time. 'l'wice, pointing with her Hn11er 
and gazing upwards, she said," Henven," and 
once afterwarcl•, placing herself in the same 
posture she said,'' Joy!'' 

'l'hcse were the last words of this aged dis
ciple of Jesns Christ, who finished her course 
with joy, in the 78th year of her age, after 
maintaining an honourable profession for 
nearly sixty years. 

MR, ROBERT BATEMAN. 

Mr. Bateman of Little Addington, North
amptonshire, was born at !slip in the same 
county, June, 1774. 

He was bronght up in connexion with the 
established church of which his parents were 
members, but lived a stranger to evangelical 
religion until he was eighteen years of age, 
when it pleased God in the merciful arrange
ments of his providence, to bring him under 
the faithful ministry of the gospel. This 
was blessed to his conversion, and in 1795 he 
was baptized by the Rev. Reynold Hogg, of 
Thrapston. Two years late,· he united with 
some others in forming the baptist church in 
that town,- was chosen a deacon in 1807, 
and remained in honourable communion.with 
it until his death,-having been a member 
fifty-four years, a deacon forty-five. 

His piety was deep and fervent ; his 
adherence to principle, firm and uncom
promising; his attachment to the house and 
ordinances of God strong and self-denying; 
and his love to the saints ardent and 
catholic. 

He knew what it was to suffer for righteous
ness' sake, having some years since been 
ejected from his farm on the ground of 
principle, and refused another for which he 
had negotiated, because he would not con
form to the established faith. "But he 
endured as seeing Him that is imisihle." 

For some years he resided at a distance of 
five or six miles from Thrapston, but 
continued, until a short time before his 
death,-a regular attendant upon the means 
of grace." 

His consolation abounded during the 
affliction which preceded his death, and 
many found it good to visit that sick 
chamber. His end was emphatically peace. 
Alm oat his last words were, " Grace be with 
all who love our Lord Jesus Christ in 
sincerity and truth. 

He died on Monday the 25th of October, 
; 052, and was interred in the presence of a 
large assemblage of persons on the following 
sabbath. 

MRS, DL.UCE1 SEN. 

Mrs. Blake, a member of the church of 
Shouldham Street, and motlie1· of the pastor, 
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the Rev, W. A. Illake,nncl Rev, J, II. Blake 
of Snndhnrst, Kent, fell asleep in Christ, 
on the 2/ith of Octoher, after n few hours' 
illness, ngcd sixty-two. Her death was im
proved by the Rev. G. Hall of Ipswich, on 
Lord's dny evening, October 31st, to a 
crowded congregation, from Hebrews ix, 27, 
2U. 

MRS, CHEW, 

Mrs, Chew, n member ot the church at 
Shouldham Street, was called to her rest on 
Lord's day, October 31st, ,iged eighty-two. 
She had fnr more than half a century been 
a consistent follower of the Lamb ; her end 
was peace. Her pastor, :\1r. W. A. l31ake, 
improved her death on Lord's day e,·ening, 
November 14th, to an attentive congregation 
from 2 Timothy i. 12. 

MR~. COLOROFT, 

Mrs. Mary Colcroft of Wakefield, was 
born at Horsforth, March 31st, 1801. 

She was the descendant of a very respect
able familv. Her father was the late Jona
than Stabies, Esq ., a person of considerable 
eminence in his profession as a surgeon. 
Her mother at the death of her parents came 
to the possession of a handsome property. 

Mrs. Colcroft was brought up to the habit 
of attending worship in the established church 
in connection with the rest of the family. 

This habit she continued until she arrived at 
her 29th year, when it pleased God of his infi
nite mercy to open the eyes of her understand
ing to discern the value of personal religion, 
By the teachin~ of the Holy Spirit she clearly 
saw her once guilty and lost condition as a 
sinner and that the only way to heaven was 
to co~mit the soul into the hands of the 
Lord Jesus Christ. 

One of the first effects produced by the 
happy change which had now passed upon 
her was a sincere love to the gospel and an 
ardent attachment to the followers of Christ. 
About this time, the late Rev. John Yeadon 
commenced his labours amongst the people 
at Horsforth. The favourable report which 
Mrs Colcroft heard of this devoted servant 
of Christ dispose,! her to go and hear him. 
Being much pleased and protited ~y ,~h.at 
she heard she continued to attend lus n11111s
try occasionally for some months, and at 
length offered herself as a candidate for 
church fellowship. 'l'he church being fully 
satisfied as to her experience and character 
cordially received her, and she was baptized 
npon the profession of her faith in the 
Redeemer. 

From this public ~nd solemn surrender of 
herself to Christ she, like the eunuch, went 
on her way rejoicing. Her snpre~e delig~t 
was in the house of God and the society of his 

people. Under the influence of her "fir~t 
lnve" her regard to her pastor and her fel lmv 
members was strong and lively, She fre
quently r,,curred to it in hersubse<1uent histon· 
a~d always regarded it as !he hest and h;,p'. 
p1est part of her religious experience. An
xious to be useful she became a teacher in 
the sabbath-school. This office she continue,I 
to fill, with great zeal and punctually, for 
fourteen years. For several years she was 
the superintendent of the girls' school. These 
labours of love yielded her the purest an,\ 
most exalted pleasme ; nor will they soon 
l,3 forgotten by those dear chilJrcn who 
were committed to her care. Her benevo-
1 ·nce was extended lo the temporal as well as 
the spiritual welfare of those around her. 

She was the true friend of the poor and the 
distressed. She took a very active part in 
a clothing charitv that was established in the 
neighbourhood for the benefit of the poor 
and destitute. 

In the year 1844 she was united in mar
riage to the writer, who found her to be a 
help meet for him, a woman of consummate 
prudence and the strictest integrity. This 
important step led her to remove her residence 
to Stanningley. 

Her old connections at Horsforth felt 
great reluetance to part with her ; hence in 
her letter of dismission to the church at Stan
ningley, they stated it to be a trial to lose one 
to whom they were all so much attached, 
one whose conduct had been so exemplary, 
and whose support to the cause was so cheer
ful and steady, 

. L_o~al and domestic changes frequently 
d1m1msh the activity and zeal of professina
Christians ; this, however, was not the cas; 
with Mrs. Co\croft; though she had taken th!l 
charge of a family of lour children, and had 
necessarily much to occupy her time in her do
mestic relations, yet she manifested the same 
devoted zeal for the cause of God in her new 
sphere ,vhich had distinguished her amongst 
the people to whom she was first united. 

The sabbath-school soon guided her atten
tion, and received the benefit of her labours. 
Nor could she be satisfied without attempting 
to form a Dorcas society similar to that at 
Horsforth. She had the satisfaction to see 
this effort crowned with success. This 
society still exists, and has done much good, 

In the year 1848 Mr. Colcroft resigned 
his charge at Stanningley, and accepted the 
unanimous invitation of the baptist church at 
Wakefield, to take the oversight of it, The 
cause at Wakefield at this time was ex
tremely low; the congregation was very small; 
and the debt upon the chapel heavy an<\ 
burthensome. Yet Mrs. Colcroft was the first 
to encourage her husband to enter upon this 
difficult post of ministerial labour. She fully 
concurred with him in believing that a gra
cious and wise Providence was now directing 
their steps to this part of the Lord's vine-
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~·ar.l. No sooner ,~as the family settled at 
Wa kcfield than Mrs. Colcroft renewed her 
exertions with great spirit and energy. She 
wn!- p:ut1cularly anxious for the irnproYcmcnt 
of the sahhath-school. She offered herself 
as a teacher, and being accepted gal'e herself 
once more to her belol'ed work as an in
strnctor of the young. To show the deep 
interest that she took in the duties to whid, 
she was now called, the writer may state the 
fact that no less than sen~n or eight hours 
1,ere dernted Cl'ery week, upon an al'erage, 
to a preparation that she might dischnrge 
them in the most effici,,nt manner. It mav 
a,•pcar stra11gc how she C'ould find so much 
time to dol'Ote to this object, especially when 
it is rememhered that the entire management 
of the house del'oh·ed upon her, and every 
thing relati1·e to the family was kept i11 the 
most perfect order. The fact is her heart 
was in her work, and we can commonlv find 
time to do that in which we really delight. 
Her aim in these efforts w,is to bring the 
children to a knowledge of the truth as it is 
in Jesus that they might be SR\'ed. Her 
success, howel'er, in these labours was not 
satisfactory to herself. She often expressed 
a fear that she had done but little good 
amongst the young. There was one instance 
of her usefulness which c,1me to her know
ledge some months before her death, that 
afforded her great satisfaction. A young fe
male lately joined the church at Horsfo1 th, 
and dated her first serious impressions to the 
instnictions which she received from 1\1 rs. 
Culcroft, while she was a scholar in her 
class. This silenced her complaints aud gave 
a fresh impulse to her zeal. 

But we must hasten to the closing scene. 
ller death was sudden and unexpected. It 
was occasioned b_v a month's se1·ere suffering 
from diarrhcea and dysentery. All was done 
to remove the disease that could be accom
plished by the best medical skill, devoted 
affection, and Christian kindness. But every 
effort was unarniling. The complaint had 
taken too deep a hold of the constitution to 
be eradicated. After the first week of her 
illness Mrs. Colcroft began to conclude that 
she should not recover. This apprehension 
was much strengthened by the appearance 
of thrush, and her inability to take any solid 
food. Sha daily gre1v weaker. Her mind, 
however was perfectly calm, and she was 
fully resigned to the will of God. She 
frequently expressed the very solemn feel
ings which she experienc~d in the pros
pect of death and eternity. Often also 
did she utter this sentiment, viz. : that the 
glories of hea.l'en appeared so great that it 

seen1ed impossible tor one so unworthy ns 
she was could ever be pel'mitted to enjoy 
them. "'hen she was reminded that salv[l
tion was entirely by grace, her reply was. 
"Ye•, Jesus came into the world to Snl'c 
sinners, el'en the chief. 'l'his is my hope 
and trust. Looking for the mercy of the 
Lord Jesus Christ unto eternal life." 

On the last sabbath but one that ,he spent 
on earth she had a deep conviction that death 
1vas at hand. On the morning of that 
day she said, '' I die looking to Jesus." 
Then turning to her husband she remarked 
,, I should not like you to learn me. I could 
wish some of the members to come and pray 
1vith me. They go and pray with others, 
why should they not come and pray with 
me?" This wish was communicated to tlie 
people, who no sooner heard it than they 
flocked to the house in great nuJI!bers ; an
xious to see one 1vhom they all esteemed and 
loved. The scene that now took place was 
too affecting to be described. As each mem
ber approached the bed on which she lay, 
she stretched out her hands to take leave of 
them, giving them the most suitable counsels 
and advice. Her general admonition was, 
'' Live in peace with each other, and live 
near to the Lord. Watch and pray. What 
I say to you I say to all, Watch.'' Two of 
the brethren then engaged in prayer, and all re
tired, hum bled and melted by what they had 
just witne,sed. May her dying exhortation be 
al ways remembered and obeyed. Her life how
ever was prolonged eight days after this solemn 
interview had taken place. Duri1:g this in
terval hopes were cherished that she might 
yet recover and be spared. These hopes 
were all groundless; As the week advanced 
she sank into a state of weakness and ex
haustion for which there was no remedy. 

On the Saturday night previous to her 
death the sickness which had operated so 
violently at the beginning of her affliction in 
some degree returned. 

This made it. evident to all that she could 
not long !urvive. Yet she lingered on the 
borders of eternity till Monday evening, when 
at half-past eight o'clock she breathed her 
last and fell asleep in the arms of Jesus, in 
her fifty-second year. 

Fondly as we cherish the memory of the 
departed, we cannot speak of her as a perfect 
cl:;aracter. She had her faults. She knew 
them more fully than others did, and often 
confessed them with great pain of mind. Yet 
it is not too much to say of her that she was 
an excellent wife, a sincere Christian, and 
a devoted sabbath-school teacher. 

For Correspondence and additional Intelligence, see the concluding pages of the 

Supplement. 



suppltmtnt. 
DECEMBER, 1852. 

PRINCIPAL BAPTIST SOCIETIES. 

~aptist jMissionat)l ~otitt)l. 
Formed 1792, 

OBJECT:-"The diffusion !'f the knowledge of the r!'ligion of Jesus Christ throughout the 
whole world, beyond the British I,les, by the preachrng of the Gospel, the translation and 
publication of the Holy Scriptures, and the establishment of Schools. 

INCOME, year ending March 31, 1852 
EXPENDITURE , , 
BALANCE against the society 

• .£19,116 11 9 
18,088 6 I 
4,723 5 8 

Treasurers, WILLIAM BRODIE GuRNEY, Esq., SAMUEL l\foRTON PETO, Esq., M.P. 
Secretaries, Rev. FREDERIOK TRESTRAIL and EDWARD B. UNDERHILL, Esq. 

Baptist Mission House, 33, Moorgate Street. 

Committee. 
Acwortb, Rev. James, LL.D,, Bradford. 
Allen, Joseph, H., Esq., Brixton. 
Angus, Rev. Joseph, D.D., Stepney. 
Bin·ell, Rev. Charles M., Liverpool, 
Bowes, Rev. W. B., London. 
Brawn, Rev. Samuel, Loughton. 
Brock, Rev. William, London. 
Brown, Rev. J. J ., Reading. 
Cox, Rev. Francis A., D.D., LL.D., Hackney. 
Davis, Rev. G. H., Bristol. 
Dowson, Rev. I-I., Bradford. 
Gould, Rev. George, Norwich. 
Green, Rev. Samuel, London. 
Groser, Rev. William, Chelsea. 
Haby, Rev, James, D D., London, 
Katterns, Rev. Daniel, Hackney. 
Leech.man, Rev. John, M.A., Hammersmith. 
Leonard, Solomon, Esq., Bristol. 

Auditors. 

Low, James, Esq., London. 
Middleditch, Rev. C. J., Frome. 
Murch, Rev. William H., D.D., London. 
Mursell, Rev. James P., Leicester. 
New, Rev. Isaac, Birmingham. 
Newman, Rev. T. F., Nailswortb. 
Pewtress, Thomas, E~q., London. 
Phillips, J. L., Esq., Melksbarn. 
Robinson. Rev. ,v., Cambridge. 
Russell, Rev. Joshua, Greenwich. 
Soule, Rev. Israel May, Battersea. 
Steane, Rev. Edward, D.D., Camberwell. 
Stevenson, George, Esq., Blackheath. 
Stove], Rev. Charles, London. 
Tucker, Rev. F., B.A., Ma.ncbester. 
Watson, ,villiam H., Esq., Lorrdon. 
Webb, Rev. James, Ipswich. 
Winter, Rev. Thomas, Bristol. 

Messrs. Charles Burls, R. ,v. Cooko, and Alfred T. Bowser. 

Missionaries • • 
Native preachers • • , • 
Net increase of members during the year 
Number of members 
Assistant teachers 
Day schouls 
Day scholars 

In these numbel's J1w1aica is 110! inctu :'c./. 

VOL. XV ,-FOUI\Tll SERIES, 

45 
114 
150 

5,069 
165 
10,, 

4,622 

4 u 



774 PRINCIPAL BAPTIST SOCIETIES. 

;taaptfst 1.L~ome jfltlfssionm·u i,ocfetu. 
Fo,·med 1797. 

OBJECT:-" To encourage the formation and growth of Baptist churches, both in the 
agricultural and manufacturing districts of Great Britain, pnrticulal'iy in large towns." 

INCOME, year ending March 31, 1852 £3,867 3 0 
EXPENDITURE • • 3,822 9 5 
BALANCE against the society 404 0 4 

Treasurer, J. R. BousFIELD, Esq., 126, Houndsditch. 
Secretary, Rev. STEPHEN JosHUA DAVIS, 33, Moorgate Street. 

Acworth, Mr. 
Bezer, Mr. H. 
Bigwood, Rev. J. 
Bond, Mr. W. H. 
Eastty, Mr. N. 
Fishbourne, Rev. G. W. 
Freeman, Mr. G. T. 
Gardner, Mr. W. B. 
Groser, Rev. W. 
Haddon, Mr. J. 

Committee. 

Auditors. 

Hill, Mr.J. 
Howieson, Rev. W, 
Juglis, Mr. J. 
Keighly, Mr. J. 
Miall, Rev. W. 
Miall, Mr. J, 
Moore, Mr. G. 
Sarl, Mr. J. 
Walters, Rev. W. 

Mr. James Low and Mr. W, Sari. 

;taaptfst lMsb i,odrt!}. 
Formed 1814. 

OB;rncT :-" The diffUBion of the gospel of Jesus Christ principally by the employment of 
Missionaries a.nd Readers m Ireland, the establishment of Schools, and the distribution of 
Bibles and Tracts." 

INCOME, year ending March 31, 1852 
EXPENDITURE • • 
BALANCE against the Society 

£3,454 10 2 
2,075 16 8 

449 10 7 

Treasurer, JosEPR TRITTON, Esq., 54, Lombard Street. 
Secretary, Rev. WILLIAM GROSER, 33, Moorgate Street. 

Aldis, Rev. 1ohn, Southwark. 
Bigwood, Rev. John, Brampton. 
Fishbotll"ne, Rev. G. W., Stratford. 
George, Rev. Jonathan, Walworth. 
Harvey, James, Esq., London. 
Hill, John, Esq., Hammersmith. 
Howieson, Rev. W., Walworth. 
Jay, Alfred T., Esq., Pimlioo. 
Low, Jamee, Eeq., London. 

Committee. 
Miall, Rev. William, Dalston. 
Oliver, Mr. James, Newington Causeway 
Overbury, Rev. R. W ., London. 
Rothery, Rev. Joseph, London. 
Sanders, Joseph, Esq., Walworth. 
Trestrail, Rev. F., Hammersmith. 
Walters, Rev. W. Camberwell. 
Watson, Samuel, Esq., Walworth. 
Young, T., Esq., Camberwell. 

e&-meral ;taaptist j!Nfssfonatll i,ocfetll• 
Formed 1816. 

l!l'COME, year ending June, 1852 
EXPENDITURE 
BALA11CE in hand • 

Treasurer, Mr. RoBER'l' PEGG, Derby. 
Secretary, Rev. J. G. PIKE, Derby. 

£2,385 5 2 
1,398 6 5 

987 8 9 

Bankers, Messrs. Smith and Co., Derby ; Messrs. Smith, Payne, and Smith, 
London. 



PRINCIPAL BAPTIST SOCIETIES. 

;)Slblt ~ranslation ~ocietu. 

77,5 

Formed 1840. 

OnmoT :-" To 11icl in printing 11nd circulating those tranalationa of the Holy Scriptures 
from which the British and Forei~n Bible Society has withdrawn its assistance on the gronnd 
that the words relating to the ordinance of baptism have been translated by terms signifying 
immersion; and further to aid in prodncing and circulating other versions of the word of God, 
similarly faithful and complete." 

1NOOME, year ending March 31, 1852 
EXPENDITURE 
BALANCE in hand 

£1,854 4 II 
1,823 13 4 

53 14 11 

Treasurer, G. T. KEMP, Esq., Spital Square. 
Secretary, Rev. EDWARD STEANE, D.D., Camberwell. 

Allen, J. II., Esq., Brixton. 
Acworth, J,, LL.D., Bradford. 
Angus, Rev. J., D.D. 
Birrell, Rev, C. M., Liverpool. 
Bowes, Rev. W. B., London. 
Brock, Rev. W., London. 
Brown, Rev. J. J., Reading. 
Burls, C., Esq., London. 
Burns, Rev. J., D.D., Loudon, 
Davis, Rev. G. H., Bristol. 
Dowson, Rev. H., Bradford. 
Gould, Rev. G., Norwich, 
Hinton, Rev. J. H., M.A., London. 
Roby, Rev. J., D.D., London. 
Jackson, S., Esq., Croydon. 

Committee. 

Leechman, Rev. J ., M.A., Hammersmith. 
Leonard, S., Esq., Bristol. 
Low, James, Esq., London. 
Lowe, G., Esq., F.R.S .• London. 
Middleditch, Rev. J. c., Frome. 

Travelling Agents. 

Murch, Rev. W, H., D.D., London. 
Marsell. Rev. J. P., Leicester. 
New, Rev. I., Birmingham. 
Newman, Rev. T. F., Shortwood, 
Overbury, Rev. R. W., London. 
Pewtress, T., Esq., London. 
Phillips, J. L, Esq., Melksbam. 
Pike, Rev. J. G., Derby. 
Pryce, Rev. E. S., B.A., Gravesend. 
Robinson, Rev. VV., Cambridge. 
Russell, Rev. J ., Greenwich. 
Soule, Rev. I. M., Battersea. 
Sprigg, Rev. J., M.A., Weotbury Leigh. 
Stevenson, G., Esq., Blackheath. 
Tucker, Rev. F., Manchester. 
Underhill, E. B., Esq., London. 
Walters, Rev. W., London. 
Watson, S., Esq., London. 
Webb, Rev. J., lpowich, 
Winter, Rev, T., Bristol. 

Rev. George Francis, 61, Walnut Tree Walk, Lambeth; Rev. Manoah Kent, ShreWJbury. 

~aptist ;)Su{lllfng jfunll. 
Formed 1824. 

OBJECT:-" To assist by gift, or loan without interest, In the buildin!{, enlargement, or 
repair of places of worshi\' belonging to the Particular or Calvinistic Baptist Denominations 
throughout the United Kmgdom,'' 

INCOME, year ending July, 1852 £1,044 5 9 
LOANS and Gifts to Churches • 820 0 0 

. EXPENSES for Priuting, &c. , 47 18 9 
BALANCE in hand , 154 14 0 

Secretary, Mr. JonN EASTTY, 2, Victoria Terrace, l!pper Grange Road, London. 
Solicitor, WILLIAM H. WATSON, Esq., Bouvene Street, Fleet Street. 

Bayley, Mr. George. 
Barnes, Mr. R. Y. 
Bonham, Mr. J, L. 
Bowser, Mr. William. 
Bowser, Mr. A. T. 
Cook, Mr. J, T. 
Dixon, Mr. R, S. 
Eastty, Mr. Nathaniel. 
Haddon, Mr. John. 
Lush, R., Esq. 
Merrett, Mr. 'l'homas. 
Moore, Mr. G. 

Committee. 
Pillow, Mr. T. 
Peto, S. M., Esq., M.P. 
Pewtress, Mr. Stephen. 
Poole, Mr. M. 
Rothery, Rev. J. 
Soule, Rev. I. M. 
Trestro.U, Rev. F. 
',Varmington, Mr. Joseph. 
Wi.lliams, Mr. R. 
Wilmshurst, Mr. B. C. 
Woollacott, Mr. J. c. 

Auditors, Messrs. N. EASTTY and J. OLIVE. . 
Collector, Rev. C. WooLLACOTT, 4, Compton Sti-eet East, Brunswick Square. 



776 PRINCIPAL BAPTIST SOCIETIES. 

;JJ3aptist jlllcttopoHtan QtJ)npcl ;l8u(llling i,ocicl)l, 
Established 1852. 

OBJECT:-" To erect and aid in the erection of commodious chapels, seating not fewer than 
600 pel'sons each, in eligible situations within eight miles of the General Post Office," 

Trustees, S. M. PETO, Esq., M.P.; JosEPH TnITTON, Esq. 
Bankers, Messrs. BARCLAY, BEVAN, TnITTON, and Co. 

Secretary, Rev.-G. W. FrsnnounNE, 33, Moorgate Street. 

Committee. 
Maclaren, J. W., E~q. 
Moore, George, Esq. 

Angus, Rev. J., D.D. 
Barnett, J. Esq. 
Broad, Peter, Esq. 
Brock, Ref". VV. 
Cartv.Tight, R,., Esq. 
Doxsey, R.ev. Isaac. 
Gurney, W. B., Esq. 
Hill, John, Esq. 
Kemp, G. T., Esq. 
Lewis, Rev. W. G. 

Noel, Hon. and Rev. D._W., A.M, 
Sanders, Joseph, Esq. 
Steane, Rev. E., D.D. 
Stovel, Rev. Charles. 
Thomas, Rev. G. B. 
Trestra.il, Rev. Frederick. 
Underhill, E. B., Esq. 
Warmington, Joseph, Esq. 

;l8aptist ~nion, 
Formed 1813. 

OBJECTS:-" 1st. 'ro extend brotherly love and union among those Baptist Ministers and 
Churches who a.,aree in the sentiments usually denominated evangelical. 2nd, To promote 
unity of exertion in whatever may best serve the cause of Christ in general, and the mterests 
of the Baptist Denomination in particular. 3rd. To obtain accurate statistical information 
relative to Baptist Churches, Societies, Institutions, Colleges, &c., throughout the kingdom 
and the world at large. 4th. To prepare for circulation an Annual Report of the proceedings 
of the Union, and of the state of the denomination." 

INCO]l[]l, for the year ending April, 1851 
EXPENDITURE, including last year's balance 
BM.ANcE against the Society 

£144 0 5 
216 6 11 

72· 6 6 

Treasurer, GEORGE LowE, Esq., F.R.S., 31il, Finsbury Circus. 
Secretaries, Rev. E. STBANE, D.D.; Rev. J, H. HINTON, M.A. 

Committee-Official Members. 
Bailey, Mr. W., Secretary to the Particnlar Baptist Fund. 
Davis. Rev. Stephen J., Secretary to the Baptist Home Missionary Society. 
Eastty, Mr. John, Secretary to the Baptist Building Fund. 
Groser, Rev. William, Secretary to the Baptist Irish Society. 
Roby, Rev. J ., D.D., Secretary to the Hanserd Knollys Society. 
Pike, Rev. J. G., Secretary to the General Baptist Missionary Society. 
Trestrail, Rev. F., Secretary to the Baptist Missionary Society. 
Underhill, Mr. E, B., Secretary to the Baptist Missionary Society. 

Elected Members . 
.Allen, Mr. J. H. Brixton. Howieson, Rev. W., '\,Valworth. 
Angns, Rev. J., D.D., Stepney, Leechman, Rev. J,, M.A., Hammersmith, 
Bigwood, Rev. J., Brompton. Low, Mr. James; London. 
Birt, Rev. C. E., M.A,, Wantage. Mnrch, Rev. W. H., D.D., London. 
Brock, Rev. W., London. Overbury, Rev, R. W., London, 
Bryan, Rev. E., Oxford. Pegg, Rev. G., London 
Burls, Charles, Esq., London. Rothery, Rev. J ., Hoxton. 
Barns, Rev. J., D.D., London. Stevenson, Rev. J., Walworth. 
Cox, Mr. G., London. Wallace, Rev. R:, Tottenham. 
li'ishbonrne, Rev. G. W., Stratford. Walters, Rev. W., London. 
Green, Rev. S., Stoke NewiDgton. Watson, W, H., Esq., Walworth, 

Corresponding Members. 
In England and Wales, the Secretaries of Daptist Associations. 
In Scotland, the Secretary of tlie Baptist Union for Scotland, 
In Hamburgh, the Rev, J. G. Oncken. 
In Prussia, the G. W. Lehmann, Berlin. 
In Canada, the Rev. Dr. Davies, Montreal. 
Jn New Brunsv.-ick, Rev. C. Spurdcn, Frcderickton. 
In Nova Scotia, the Rev. Dr. Cramp, Acadia College, Horton, 
In United States, the Rev. Baron Stow, M.A., Boston. 
In West ln~ies, the Rev. Jolln Clark, Brown's Town, Jamaica. 
In East Indies, the Secretaries of the Dengal Da1>tbt Association, 



PRINCIPAL BAPTIST SOCIE'rIEF-1. 

~articular ;laaptist jf unb. 
Formed l 717. 

777 

OnJE0TS :-" For the relief of ministers and churches of the Particular Baptist Denomina
tion in England nnd Wales; the education of young persons of the same persuasion for the 
ministry; donations of books to young students and ministers ; and for any other charitable 
purpose (consistent with the general design) which the managers shall approve." 

INCOME, year ending March I, 1852 
EXPENDlTURE 

£2,533 6 6 
2,553 JO 6 

Treasurers, WILLIAM LEPARD SMITH, Esq., Denmark Hill 
WILLIAM BnoDrn GURNEY, Esq., Denmark Hill. 
WILLIAM BEDDOME, Esq., London. -

Secretary, Mr. W1LLunr BAILEY, 33, King Street, Covent Garden. 

&0ocfet~ for f.agel:J or ltnfinn ;laaptist ~inisters, 
Formed 1816. 

OBJECT:-'' The reliefof those Baptist Ministers who have become Beneficiary Members in 
conformity with the Rules, when they appear to be permanently incapacitated for paatoral or 
ministerial duties by reason of age or infirmity." 

INCOME, year ending June, 1852 £532 10 3 
EXPENDITURE . • , , • , , , , , . , 601 18 0 
Capital, £4600 new 3 per cent. Stock, .£1000 3¼ per cent. Consols, £4,600 3 per 

cent Reduced, 
Claimants receivin~ aid • , 30 
Number ofBenefic1al'y Members 98 

Treasurer, JoHN LEDYARD PHILLIPS, Esq., Melksham, Wilts. 
Secretary, Rev. CHARLES DANIELL, Melksham. 

Fundees. 
Kelsall, Henry, Esq., Rochdale, 
Leonard, R., EEq., Bristol. 

Phillipe, J. I:.., Esq., J\Ielksha.m.. 
Smith, W. L., Esq., Denm81'k Hill. 

Committee. 
Russell, Rev, J., Blackheath. 
Sheppard, J., Esq. 
Sherring, Mr. R. B., Bristol. 
Shoard, Mr. John, Bristol. 
Smith, Mr. J. G., Bath. 

Anstie, Mr. G. W., Devizes. 
Barnes, Rev. W., Trowbridge. 
Dobney, Rev. J. T., Oxford. 
Fowler, Mr. W., Trowbridge. 
Gotch, Rev. F. W., M.A. 
Gouldsmith, Mr. J., Trowbridge. 
Hanson, Mr. J., Brixton Hill. 
Hinton, Rev. J. H., M.A., London. 
Horsey, Mr. W. D., Willington. 
Howe, Rev. G., Wo.rminster. 
Jackson, Rev. John, Coate. 
Manning, Rev. S., Frome. 
Rodway, Rev. G. w., Trowbridge. 

Steane, Rev. E., D.D., Camberwell. 
Tucker, Mr. E., Bath. 

Commenced 1809, 

·w assell, Rev. D., Bath. 
,vebb, Rev. B-. ·Tiverton. 
West, Mr. G., Shepton Mallet. 
Winter, Rev. T ,, Bristol. 
Yates, Rev. W., Stroud. 

PROFITS:-" The Profits arising from the se.Ie of this work are given to the Widows of 
_Baptist Ministers, at the recommendation of the contributors." 

Grants for the year ending January, 1851 • • • 
Grants to Widows from the commencement to Midsummer last 

Editor, Rev. WILLIAM GRoSER, 11, Smith Street, Chelsea. 

£72 
5_853 

Treasurer, JosEPH TRITTON, Esq., 54, Lombard Street. 
Publishers, Messrs. HouLSTON and STONEMAN, 65, P,iteruoster Row. 



PRINCIPAL BAPTIST SOCIETIES. 

j:itlcctfon of ~11m1ts, ' 
First tmblished in 1828. 

PROFITS:-" The entire Profits to be given to the Widows aud Orphnns ofDnplist Ministers 
and Mi~eionarice." 

Grants for the year ending June 25, 1851 £245 
Grants from the commencement 3,216 

Treasurer and Secretary, Rev. Dr. MuncH, 57, Torrington Square, London. 
Publisher, Mr. HADDON, Castle Street, Finsbury. 

Barllett, W. P., Esq. 
Birt, Rev. C. E., A.M. 
Birt, Rev. Isaiah, deceased. 
Beddome, \V., Esq. 
Bos,vortb, Nc'Wton, Esq., deceased. 
Cort, James, Esq., deceased. 
Groser, Rev. \Villiam. 
Jackson, Samuel, Esq. 
Mann, Rev. Isaac, A.M., deceased. 
Millard, P., Esq., 

Trustees. 
Morgan, Rev. Thomns. 
Murch, Rov, W, H., D.D. 
Prica1 Thomas, D.D., LL.D. 
Saupo.ers, Alexander, Esq., deceased. 
Snuth, Edward, llsq. 
Smith, W. L., Esq. 
Steadman, Rev. W., D.D., deceased. 
Steane, Rev. E., D.D. 
Summers, Rev. S., deceased. 

;taaptist ~ract ~ociet11, 
Formed 1841. 

OBJECT :-" To disseminate the truths of the gospel by means of small treatises or tracts, in 
accordance with" the subscribers' " vie,vs, as Calvinists and Strict Communion Dnptists." 

INCOME, year ending December 31, 1851 £141 10 2 
EXPENl>ITIJRE 102 5 8 
BALANCE in hand , 5 5 9 

Editor, Rev. W. NORTON, Egham Hill. 
Treasurer, Mr. JAMES OLIVER, 3, Newington Causeway. 

Secretaries, Rev. R. W. OvERBURY, 6, Henrietta Street, Brunswick Square ; 
Rev. C. W ooLLACOTT, 4, Compton Street East, Brunswick Square. 

Committee. 
Betts, Rev. H.J. Merrett, Mr. T. 
Blake, Rev. W. A. Peacock, Rev. J. 
Bowser, Mr. W. Pillow, Mr. T. 
Chalmers, Mr. Price, Mr. T. 
Hinkley, Mr., Wapplng. Whorlow, Mr. 
Lewis, Rev. B. Wilkin, Mr. S. 
Lush, Mr. R. Wyard, Rev. G. 

Collector, Mr. J. C. W OOLLAC0TT, 4, Thorney Place, Oakley Sq., Camden Town. 
Depository, Messrs. HouLSTON and SToNEMAN's, 65, Paternoster Row. 

~be ~ansedJ 1ltnolhis j:ocfet!'!, 
Formed 1844. 

OBJECT:-" The publication of the works of early English and other baptist writers." 
Treasurer, CHARLES J oNEs, Esq. 

Honorary Secretaries, E. B. UNDERHILL, Esq., Rev. Dr. Bony, 
Secretary, Rev. G. W. FISHBOURNE, 33, Moorgate Street. 

Auditors, J. H. ALLEN, Esq., J. W. PEWTREss, Esq., J. J. SMITH, Esq. 

Acworth, Rev. J., LL.D. 
Angus, Rev. Joseph, D. D. 
Birrell, Rev. C. M. 
Birt, Rev. Caleb Evans, M A. 
Black, Rev. William Helll'y. 
l3rock, Rev. William. 
Burditt, Rev. Thomas. 
l3urns, Rev. Jabez, D.D. 
Cox, Rev. F. A., D.D., LL.D. 
Crisp, Rev. T. s. 
Davies, Rev. B., Ph.D. 
Evans, Rev. B. 
Godwin, Rev. B., D.D. 
Gotch, Rev. F. W., M.A. 
Green, Rev. Samuel. 
Grol:ier, Rev. William. 
Hinton, Rev. J. H., M.A. 
Jones, Cha1·lea Theodore, Esq. 

Council. 
Low, James, Esq. 
Lowe, George, Esq., F.R,S, 
Murch, Rev. W. H., D,D. 
Mursell, Rev. J. P, 
Newman, Rev. Thomae Fox. 
OJfor, G., Esq. 
Overbury, Rev. R. W. 
Owen, Rev. J. J. 
Pottenger, Rev. T 
Price, Thomas, LL.D. 
Read, Jamee, Esq. 
Russell, Rev. J o,hua, 
Sprigg, Rev. Jamee, M.A. 
Btoane, Rev. Edward, D.D. 
Stovel, Rev. Charles. 
Thomas, Uev. Thomnfl'.. 
Tre»trall, Re,. Frederick, 
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BAPTIST COLLEGES AND EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS. 

1Stistol. 

INCOME, year ending June 24, 1852 
EXPENDITURE , , , 
BALANCE due to the Treasurer 

Instituted I 77.0. 

£953 6 4 
J,164 0 I 

217 3 10 

Present number of Students, 22. 

President, Rev. T. B. CRISP. 
Classical and Mathematical Tutor, Rev. F. W. GoTCH, M.A. 

Treasurer, RoBEIIT LEONARD, Esq. Secretary, GEORGE ASHMEAD, Esq. 

Anstle, Mr. G. W. 
Cary, Mr, S. 
Chandler, Mr, J. M. 
Orisp, Rev. T. S. 
Cross, Mr. W. 
Cross, Rev, W. J. 
Daniel, Mr. G. C. 
Davis, Rev. G. H. 
Gotch, Rev. F. W., M.A. 
Hawkins, Rev. W. 
Raycroft, Rev. N., M.A. 
Jones, Mr. B. 
Leonard, Mr. S. 

Committee. 

Imtituted 1810, 

INCOME, year ending September 12, 1852 
EXPENDITURE . 
BALANCE in hand 

Livett, Mr. A. 
LivP.tt, Mr. J. 
Phillips, Mr. J. L. 
Ransford, Mr, 0. 
Reed, Mr. C. 
Ryland, Mr. J. E. 
Sheppard, Mr. John. 
Sherring, Mr. R. B. 
Shoard, Mr. John. 
Smith, Mr. J. G. 
Steane, Rev. E., D.D. 
Whittuck, Mr. c. J. 
Winter, Rev. T. _ 

£1,714 3 9 
1,671 11 5 

132 0 2 
Present number of Students, 19, 

President and Theological Tutor, Rev. J oSEPH ANG us, D.D., M.R.A.S. 
Classical Tutor, Rev. J. T. GRAY, PH. D. 

Mathematical Tutor, Rev. R. W ALLAcE, M.A. 
German Tutor, Professor NENNER. 

Treasurer, GEORGE T. KEMP, Esq., Spital Square. 
Secretary, Rev. G. W. FISHDOURNE. 

Consulting Surgeon, WILLIAM CooKE, Esq., M.D. 

Allen, J. H., Esq. 
Beddome, W., Esq, 
Benham, J. L., Esq. 
Bigwood, Rev. J. 
Brawn, Rev. Samuel. 
Brock, Rev. William. 
Burls, C., Esq. 
Cox, Rev. F. A., D.D., LL.D. 
Danford, John, Eaq. 
Eastty, Nathaniel, Esq. 
Flshbonrne, Rev. Georgo W. 
Foster, C. J,, Esq., LL.D. 
Green, Rev. S. 
Grosor, Rev. William. 
Gurney, W. B., Esq. 
Hoby, Rev. J., D.D. 

Committee. 
Leechman, Rev. John, M.A. 
Lowe, George, Esq.~ F .R.S. 
Murch, Rev. W. H., D.D. 
Overbury, Rev. R. W. 
Pryce, Rev. E. S., A.B. 
Salter, Rev. W. A. 
Smith, Rev. Thomas. 
Smith, W. Lepard, Esq. 
Soule, Rev. Israel May. 
Steane, Rev. Edward, D.D. 
Stevenson, G., Esq. 
Stovel, Rev. Chal'les. 
Trestrail, Rev. FreUerick. 
\Varmingtou, J., Esq. 
Wood, F. J., Es<J., LL.D. 

Auditors, Mr. J. H. ALLEN ; Mr. GEORGE GouLD Mr. B. L. GREEN, 



BAPTIST COLLEGE"l. 

1!3ra'llforb. 
Instituted 1804. 

TNCOME, year ending August 4, 1852 • 
EXPENDITURE • • • • 

Number of students, 27. 

£1,145 17 6 
1031 17 2 

President and Theological Tutor, Rev. JAMES AcwoR'l'II, LL.D., Horton College• 
Classical Tutor, Rev. S. G. GREEN, B.A. 

Treasurer, )VILLIAM l\:funGATROYD, Esq., Bradford. 
Secretaries, Rev. H. DowsoN and T. AKED, Esq., Bradford. 

Corresponding Secretaries, JOSEPH HANSON, Esq., and Rev. J orrn ALDIS, London. 

Committee. 
Bilborough, Mr. J. B., Leeds. Greenwood, Mr., Haworth. 
Brook, Mr. J., Milne Bridge. Hainsworth, Mr. P., Farsley. 
Burras, Mr., Leeds. Harris, R., jun., Esq., Leicester. 
Callender, ,v. R., Esq., :Manchester. Illingworth, Miles, Esq., Bradford. 
Carlill, Mr. J.C., Hull. Kelsall, Henry, Esq., Rochdale. 
Chapman, Mr., Sheffield. La.wden, Mr. A., Birmingham. 
Cheetham, James, Esq., Oldham Robinson, Mr. T., Liverpool. 
Cooke, Mr., Bradford. Shaw, Mr. Salendine Nook. 
Crowther, Mr. A., Lockwood. Stead, Mr., Bradford. 
Fawcett, James, Esq., Hebden Bridge. Town, Mr. Leeds. 
Foster, G., EEq., Sabden. Town, Mr. John, Keighley. 
George, W., Esq., Bradford. Vickers, W., EE=q., Nottingham, 
Goodman, G., Esq., Leeds. Wheldon, Mr. John, Scarborough. 

And ministers who subscribe or make an annual collection. 

Instituted at .Abergavenny, 1807. Removed to Pontypool, 1036, 

INCOME, from May 1851 to May 1852 , 
EXPENDITURE , 

Number of students, 12. 
President, Rev. T. THOMAS, 

111abufor'll ~est. 
President, Rev. D. DAVIES. 

General Baptist New Connexion, 
Tutor, Rev. JOSEPH w ALLIS. 

£840 6 6 
759 8 4 

;laaptist ~fjeological 3Institutioll fot ~cotfon'll. 
Tutor, Rev. FRANCIS JorrNST0N, 44, Rankiallor Street, Edinburgh. 

'i.19t, Marl:l's ~rust. 
Trustees. 

WILLIAM BRODIE GURNEY, Esq., Treasurer. 
Re E S D D I WILLIAM LEPARD SMITH, Esq. V. DWARD, TE.A.NE. , . 
Rev. GEonaE B1tOWNE. Rev. JosEPH ANaus, D.D. 

Joun Ward, LL.D., a Professor iu Gresham College, who died in 17~8, bad in 1754 put in 
trust £1200 Bank Stork, to be applied after his decease to the fduc~t1011 of two, ycung men 
at a Scotch Uuiversity with a view to the ministry, preference bemg given to baptists. 
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ALPHABETICAL LIST OF BAPTIST MINISTERS IN 

ENGLAND. 

Names. Residence,, 
Abbott, - .............. ,Blunham, Beds. 
Abbott, R ................ March, Cambridgeshire. 
Ablngdon, L. J ......... Hanley, Stafford. 
Acock, J .................. Stow-on-the-Wold, Gloster. 
Acworth, J., LL.D .... Bradford, York. 
Adey, Edward ......... Leighton Buzzard, Beds. 
Aikenhead, R .......... Beckington. 
Aineworth, J .......... Uxbridgo, Middlcoex. 
Aitchison, J. Young ... Burton-upon-Trent. 
Aitchison, W .......... Hemel Hempstead, Herta. 
Albrecht, H. S .......... Mirfield, Yorkehire. 
Alcock, Paul ............ Christchurch, Hant•. 
Alcorn, J . ......... ...... Gilbent, Cheshire. 
Alderson, W ............ Willingham, Cambridgeshire. 
Aldie, J ................... Old Kent Road, London. 
Alldis, R .................. Somers Town. 
Allen, - •·••••··•·••••·Chal'lton-on-Otmoor, Oxon. 
Allen, G .................. Long Crcndon, Bucks. 
Allen, W . ............... Stepney, Middiesex. 
Allnut, W ............... Syddenham, Oxon. 
Amory, E ................ Chipping Campden, Gloster. 
Anderson, A ............ Bures St. Mary, Suffolk. 
Anderson, Hugh ...... Bratton, Wilts. 
Angus, Henry ....••... Rugby, Warwick. 
Angue, J., D.D ......... Stepney, Middlesex. 
Archer, W. E .......... Spaldwick, Hunts. 
Armstrong, W. K .... Huddersfield. 
Arnold, E ............... Cuckfield, Sussex. 
Arnot, G .................. Portsea, Hants. 
Arnsby, G ................ Shrewsbury, Salop. 
Arthur, ·B ................ Bideford, Devon. 
Ash, J ..................... Slaly Bridge, Lancashire. 
Ashby, S. • .............. Long Sutton, Lincoln. 
Asbford, J ...... : ......... Oakham. 
Ashmead, G ............. Great Miesenden, Bucks. 
Atki:rison, J~ ............ Woolwich, Kent. 
Atwood, T ............... Kennington, Slll'rey. 
Austen, W ............... Tunbridge Wells. 
Avery1 T ................ Aston Clinton, Bucks. 
Ayres, T .................. Keynsham, Somer.:;et. 
Ayrton, S ................ Chesharu, Bncks. 
Da.ckhouse, - ......... Norton, Suffolk. 

Bailey, G. G ............. Haddenham, Cambridgeshire. 
Bailey, Josephus ...... Ragland, Monmouthshire. 
Baile, J ................... Nowcastle-on-Tyne. 
Baker, - ............... Dartford, Kent. 
Bater, c .................. Bradninch, Devon. 
Baker, R . ............... Necton, Norfolk. 
Baker, T ................ Burrowbridgc, Somerset. 
Baker, T S . ............ Deul, Kent. 

Baldin, J . ......... - .... Cransford, Suffolk. 
Baldock, T ............... Wivelsfleld, Sussex. 
Ball, W ................... Wandsworth, Surroy. 
Bamber, John ......... Hunelet, Yorkshire. 
Bane, J • .................. Downham, Norfolk. 
Banks, C. W ........... London. 
Banke, R. ............... Newcastle-on-Tyne. 

VOL, XV ,-FOUIITII !!Ef< I ES, 

Names. Residences. 
Banne, W . .............. Bacton, Norfolk. 
Barber, J ................ Wr.rford, Cheshire. 
Barker, J ................ Fenstanton, Hants. 
Barker, W. J ............ Blackburn. 
Barnes, J. •••·•·•••·•··•·Austrey, Warwick. 
Bunes, R ................ Glemsford, Suffolk. 
Barnes, W ............... Clare, Suffolk. 
Barnes, W ............... Trowbridge. Wilts. 
Barnett, H. W .......... Evesham, Worcester. 
Barnett, J ................ Blaby, Leicester. 
Barnett, J. B ............ Riddings, Derby. 
Bartlett, B ............... Fenny Stratford, Bucks. 
Batey, J ................... Burnley, Lancashire. 
Bather, A ................ Heybridge, Essex. 
Bayne, R ................ Langham, Essex. 
Baynes, J . ............... Wellington, Somerset. 
Baynes, J. A., B.A .... Nottingham. 
Bedding, E ............. Cuddington, Bucks. 
Beddow, B ............... Great Sampford, Essex. 
Bee, G ..................... Houghton-le-Spling, Durham. 
Bell, - .................. Brooke, Norfolk. 
Bennett, R ............... Blaekfield Common, Hant5. 
Bennett, T ............... Barnoldswick, Yorkshire. 
Bennett, w. c .......... st. Hill, Kentisbere, Devon. 
Berry, A ...... ............ Halifax. 
Best, G ................... Drayton, Berks. 
Best, J . ...... ............ Little Stonham, Su:lfolk. 
Bevan, T ................ Nantyglo, Monmouth. 
Bidder, W ............... Bermondsey, Southwark. 
Biddle, T ................ Brock.ham Green, Surrey. 
Bigwood, J ............. Brampton, Middlesex. 
Billings, D. D . ......... Geduey Hill, Lincoln. 
Bilson, J.E ............. Allerton, Yorkshire. 
Birrell, C. M ............ Liverpool. 
Birt,C&leb Evans,MA. ,vantage, Berks. 
Birt, John ............... Oldham, Lancashire. 
Black, T .................. Ford Forge, Northumberland 
Black, W. H ............ London. 
Blackburn, J ............ Fox:ton, ~eicester. 
Blackmore, James ... Princas Risborough. 
Blackmore, T. W ...... South Molton, Devon. 
Blake, J. H . ............ Sandhurst, Kent. 
Blake, W . ............... Broughton Gifford, Wilts. 
Blake, W. A ............ London. 
Blakeman, ·.o ........... . 
Blakey, J ................ Haslingden, Lancashire. 
Bland, J .................. Jersey. 
Blinkhorn, R. B ....... \Villingham, Cambridgeshire. 
Bliss, T., B.A .......... Chipping Norton, Ox.on. 
Bliss, W. B ............. Kington, Hereford. 
Illoomfield, H .......... New Romney, Kent. 
Bloomfield, T. G ....... London. 
Bolton, J ................ Highbrhlge, Sowersit. 
Eo:1ner, ,v. H .......... Loudon. 

Hontems, W ............ Whitchurch, Salop. 
Dooth, Samuel HarrisFn.lmouth. 

llosworth, F., M.A .... Dovcr, Kent. 

4 X 
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Name~. Residoncoa. Names. Resldcncce. 
Bott, E ................. .. Carey, Eustace ......... London. 
Dottle. H ................ Yelling, Hunt,. Carpenter, W .......... Dun.table, Reds. 
Bottomley, ,v. C ...... Dirmingbam, ",..arwick. Can-iok, '.J. D ............ North Shields, Northumberl. 
Bowd<'n, R ............... Towcrscy, Bucks. Carter, Thomas .••.. , ... Chanies, Bucks. 
IlowM, 1V. B. ......... London. Carta, B .................. Torquay, Devon 
Box, C ................... ,·voolwich, Kent. Castleden, J ............. Hampstead, Middlesex. 
Branch, John •••...... Sz,utliwark. Cathcart, W ............. Barnsley, Yorkshire. 
Brasted, J. B ... ......... Blakeney, Norfolk. Cater, Phillp ............ Chelsea. 
Brawn, Samuel. ........ Loughton, Essex. Catterall, G. c .......... Boroughbrldge, Yorkshire. 
Drewer, E. H .......... Dartmouth, Devon. Chamberlain, F ......... Fleet, and Holbeaoh, Lincoln. 
Brewer, R ................ Leeds, Yorkshire. Chamberlain, T ......... Pattishall, & Eastcote, North-
Briand, - ............... Aldringham, Suffolk. Chandler, - ............ Eden Bridge, Kent. [ampton. 
Bridge, W ................ Cosely, Stafford. Chapman, J ............. Upottery, Devon. 
Bridgman, D ... , ........ Horsington. Somerset. Chapman, W ............ Longford, Warwick. 
Briscoe. J. P ............. Chesterton, Cambridgeshire. Chappell, J ............. Isle Abbotts, Somerset. 
Broad, John ..... , ...... Hitcbin, Herts. Cheatle, G ................ Blrmingham. 
Brock, William ......... London. Chenery, R . ............ Manchester. 
Brocklehurst, S ......... Colchester, Essex. Cherry, W ............... Burford & Milton, Oxon. 
Brockway, G ............ Culmstock. Chew, G .................. Sunningdale, Berks. 

Bromwich, J ....••..•.•• Sheepshead,'Leicester. Chew, S. J ............... Cheddar, Somerset. 

Brook, J .................. Broadstairs, Kent. Chown, J. P ............. Bradford, Yorkshire. 

Brook, T .................. Road, Northampton. Clark, E .................. Weston-by-Weedon, Nhamp. 

Brook, W ................ Bovey. Tracey. Clark, H., 111.A ......... Monmouth. 

Brooks, J. H .......... .. Clark, T ................... Wood-end, Northampton. 

Brook•, T ................ Roade, Somerset. Clarke, J. . .............. Hanslope, Bucks. 

Jlrown, H. S ............. L!verpool, Lancashire. Clarke, Owen ......... London. 

Brown, J. · ............... Halosworth. Suffolk. Clarke. Robert ......... Shaldon, Devon. 

Brown, J. T ............. Northampton. Clarke, W ................ Bath, Somerset. 

Brown, J ................ St. Ives, Hunts. Clarke, W ................ Hatherlelgh, Devon. 

Brown, J. J ............. Reading, Berks. 
Brown, W ............... Attleborougb, Norfolk. 

Clements, J ............. Desborough, Northampton. 
Clemente, W ..•• , , ...... Halstead, Essex, 

Brown, W ............... Tristan, Suffolk. Clift, Z ................... Crockerton, Wilts. 

Brown, W ................ Godmanchester, Hunte. Clfton, w. s ............. Downton, Wilts. 

Brown, W ................ Ponlner, Rants. Cloake, w. .. .......... Calstock, Cornwall, 

Bruce, R. • .............. Sunderland, Durham. Clowes, F ............... . 

Brya.n, E .................. Oxford. 
Buck, Jamee ............ Liverpool. 
Bugby, F ................ Winchester, Hants. 
!lulgin, s. . .............. Poole, Dorset. 
]lull, T ................... Over, Cambridgeshire. 

Cobner, J ................ Penrbos, Monmouth. 
Col croft, W ............. Wakefield, Yorkshire. 
Cole, - .................. West Haddon, Northampton. 
Cole, C. H ................ Old Brentford, Middlesex. 
Cole, G • .................. Exeter. 

BumpllB, T ............. Stratford-on-Avon, Warwick. 
Bunce, J. S ............. Newton Abbott, Devon. 

Coles, - .................. Sulgrave, Northampton. 
Collier, J. T ............. Downton, Wilts. 

Bnrchell, W. F ......... Rochdale, Lancashire. 
Burditt, T ................ Baffron Walden, Essex. 
Burnet, J ..... :....... Lytham, Lancashire. 

Collings, T. • ........... Budleigh Salterton, Devon. 
Collings, W . ............ Kingston-on-Thames, Surrey. 
Collins, G ................ Broughton, Cumberland. 

Burns, J abez, D.D .... London. Collins, S ................ Grundisburgh, Suffolk, 

Burns, s .................. Gornal, Stafford. Collins, W ............... Greenwich, Kent. 

Burroughs, J' ............. Guernsey. 
Burrows, J ............... Magdalen & Stowbridge, Norf. 

Collis, I. .................. Coggeshall, Essex. 
Collyer, W ............... Jvinghoe, Bucke. 

Bnrt, J. B ................ Be&lllieu Rails, Hants. Compton, R ............. Lynd.burst, Hante. 

Burton, E. H ............ Portsea, Hants. Cook, J ................... Painawiok, Gloster. 

Bnrton, J . ............... Great Grimsby, Lincoln. Coombe, - ............ Wallop, Hante. 1 
]lnrton, T . ............... Dennington, Lincoln. Cooper, Jamee ......... Aberdare. 
Bury, J ................... Has!ingden, Lancashire. Cooper, J ................ Wattlsham, Suffolk. 
Bussell, J ................ Modbury. Copely, W ................ Blakeney, Gloucester, 
Butcher, T ............... ShiJl'nall, Salop. 
Butterworth,J .C.,MA. Weymouth. 

Corben, - .••. , .......... Frome, Somerset. 
Corben, T ................ Langton Purbeck, Dorijeti' 

Byatt, T .................. Thaxted, Essex. Cornford, Philip H ... Ramsey, Hunts. 
Cakebread, C ............ Portsea, Hante. Cotton, J. .. ............. Barton, Leicester, 
Campbell, 'J. P ......... Towcester, Northampton. Couthall, G ............. London. 
CamJJton, J ............. Brington, Northampton. Couthern,:G ............. Weat Ham,·Essox. 
Cantlow, W. W ....... Jsleham, Cambridge. Cowdy, S. . .............. Poplar, Middleaox. 
Cardwell, T ............. Hamsterley, Dw·ham. Cox, F. A., D.D. LL.D.Hacknoy1 Mlddleeex. 
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Names, Re•ldence1. · NameFI'. Rcrddencm11. 
Cox, J .................... Walgrave, Northampton. Dore, J ................... Fishpond•. 
Cox, John ............... Woolwlob, Kent. Dovey, J. E ............. Loweotoft, Suffolk. 
Cox, John ............... Shacltlewell. Dowsing, - ............ Occold, Suffolk. 

Cox, Samuel ............ St. Paul'•, Southampton. Dowson, Henry ...... Bradford, Yorkshire. 

Couelna, G ................ Bewdley, Worceeter. 
Cozone, S ................ Wlllenhall, Stalford. 

Drawbridge, C .......... RuRbdcn, Northampton, 
Drew, Joseph ......... Newbury, Berks. 

Crabtree, W ............. Llneholm, Yorkehlre. 
Cragg, J ................... Groat Ellingham, Norfolk. 
Crompln, J ............. Stratham, Cambridge. 
Crambrook, D .......... Maidstone, Kent. 
Crape, J ................... Lincoln. 
Crate, C. T. .. .......... Blldestone, Suffolk 
Crawford, J ............. Lee, Kent. 
Crawford, T ............. Chlttleholt, Devon. 
Criep, T. S. . ........... Bristol. 
Crofts, J .................. Bitchington, Kent. 
Crone, M. H. .. ....... Andover. 
Croggan, W ............. Grampound, Cornwall. 
Cromwell, W. . ........ Bath, Somerset. 
Crook, J ................ Hebden Bridge, Yorkshire. 
Crook, James ......... Somersham, Suffolk. 
Crooks, G ................ Killingholm, Lincoln. 
Cross, R. P ............. Hemyock, Devon. 
Crose, W. J" ............. Bristol. 
Crossman, H ............ Marlborough, Devon. 

Dring, J .................. Wilburton, Cambridgeshire. 
Dumbleton, J .......... Swanbnrne, Bucks. 
Dunckley, H., M.A .... Salford, Lancashire. 
Dunn, J .................. Gillingham, Dorset. 
Dunn, s ................... Winchcomb, Gloucester. 
Dunning, - ............ London. 
Dyson, A ................ Rotherham, Yorkshire. 
Ea.cote, W ............... Acton Turville, Gloucester. 
Ealing, T ................ Colchester, Essex. 
Earle, J. F ............. Malton, Yorkshire. 
Early, W ................ Wootton, Beds. 
Eden, T ................... Cbadlington, Oxon. 
Edgcomb, J. P .......... Dover, Kent. 
Edge, J . .................. Sutton-on-Trent, Notts. 
Edger, S., B.A .......... Kimbolton, Hunts. 
Edmonds, T., M.A .... Cambridge. 
Edwards, E •• -........... South Chard, Somerset. 
Edwards, D ............. Newport, Monmouth. 
Edwards, John ......... Liverpool. 
Edwards, James ...... Nottingham. 

Crowe, W ................ Worcester. Edwards, T ............. Tunbridge Wells, Kent. 
Crowest, B ............. Billericay, Essex. Edwards, W ............ Addlestone. 
Crumpton, D .......... Oswestry, Shropshire. Edwards, W ............. Mayford, Suffolk. 
Cubitt, James ......... Thrapstone, Northampton. Elliott, E. E ............. Lydney, Gloucester. 
Cunningham, M . ...... Chedworth, Gloucester. Elliott, w. H . ......... London. 
Curtis, Daniel •••.••... Hometton, Middlesex. Ellis, W. C ............. Mildenhall, Suffolk. 
Cutclitre, W . ............ Brayford, Devon. Ellison, W ............... Wigan, Lancashire. 
Daniell, C. . ........... Melksham, Wilts, Elven, C .................. Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk. 
Daniell, J .. M . ......... Ramsgate, Kent. Etheridge, B. C ......... Bolton, Lancashire. 
Dark, s ........ , .......... '.Market Lavington, Wilts. Evans, B ................ Inskip, Lancashire. 
Davey, J ................ Hereford. Evans, B ................ Scarborough, Yorkshire. 
Davey, W ............... Comhmartin, Devon. Evans, D ................ St. Melon's, Monmouth. 
Da vidge, J ............... I weme, Dorset Evans. D ................ Tredegar, Monmouth. 
Davies, H. C. . ........ Longhope, Gloucester. Evans, D ................ Chipperfield, Herts. 
Davies, J. Jordan ... Luton, Beds. Evans, D. D ............. Pontrhydyryn, Monmouth. 
Davies, S ................ Wallingford, Berkshire. Evans, D. M ............ Manchester. 
Davies, W. B .......... Stockport, Cheshire. Evans, E ................ Snailbeach, Sa.lop. 
Davis, B ................ Horsell, Surrey. Evans, J .................. Caerleon, Monmouth. 
Davis, E ................ High Wycombe. Evans, J., ... , ....••...•.. Rushden, Northampton. 
Davis; G. H . ............ Bristol. Evans, R ............ ,. .. Burnley, Lancashire. 
Davis, Joseph ......... Amshy, Leicester. Evans, Shem ............ Westbury, Wilts. 
Davis, Stephen ......... Peckham, Surrey. Evans, T ................ Penycae, MonIIlouth. 
Davis, Stephen J ...... Peckham, Surroy. Evans, W. W . ......... Birmingham. 
Davis, T. .. ............. Cubberley, Gloucester. Everson, ! ............... Beverley, Yorkshire. 

Dawson, J ............. Buxton, Norfolk. Ewence, J ................ Long Parish, Hants. 

Dawson, John ........ Bingley. Eyre•, John ............ Stradbrook, Suffolk. 

Dawson, Thomas ...... Llverpool. Facy, A ................... Asbwater, Devon. 

Day, G ................... Wincanton, Son1erset. Fall, E ................... Nowbold, Rugby. 

Day, W ................... Tunstall, Suffolk. Fawcett, W . ............ Halifa.x. 

De Fraine, R . ......... Lutterworth, Leicester. Felkin, J ................ Belper, Derby. 

Do Putron, M . ......... Guernsey. Felton, W ............... Doptford, Kent. 

Diboll, J . ............... Salehouso, Norfolk. Field, - .................. Broseley Sal op. 

Dickinson, P. . ........ London. Figg, R ................... Redbourn. Herts. 

Dixon, John ........... Riaoly, Higham Ferrars. Finch, T .................. Harlow, Essex. 

Dixon, J ................ White Colne, Essex. Finch, T. C ............. London. 

Dobnoy, H. H . ......... Maidstone, Kent. Fish, C ................... Great Gidding, Hunts. 

Dolamore, D ............ Bodalo, Yorkshire. Fishbourne, G. \V .... Dow, Mi<l.tlles\Jx. 

Donomy, J ............... Llanglbby, Monmouth. Flack,-.,, ...... ,,,,.,,, .Sutton, Cambridge. 
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N ame!-PI. R.cflldenoefl. Name•. Rosidenoe,. 
Fl•nder•. M. W ....... Cottenham. Goao, W .................. Yormouth, Norfolk, 
Fl•~el. J .................. Eorilb. Gowing, J ................ Norwlch, 
Flood. J ................... Melboumc. Combridge. Grace, J .................. Brighton, Sueacx. 
Flory, J ................... Bury St. Edmundo, Suffolk. Grace, R .................. Harpole, Nortbomplon, 
Flukes, J ................ Hull, Yorkshire. Grain, G .................. Haverhlll, Sufl'olk. 
Fogg, ~,.··················Gami:1ton, Notte. Graftley, G.: ............. Middleton, Lancoahlro, 
Foreman, J ............ London. Grainger, H. D ........ . 
Foot, U ................... Collumpton, Devon. Gray, J. Ph.D .......... London. 
Foote, 'VI.~. E,•ans ...... Honiton, Devon. Groy, W .................. Rlp\ey, Derby. 
Fordham, T ............. Caxton, Cambridgeshire. Green, J .................. Tonterdon. 
Forth. c .................. Mlddleton.in.Teeodale, Durb. Green, J:.c ............. Nlton, Isle of Wight. 
FoEter, A ................ Ringmore, Devon. Green, R .................. Coroham, Wilts. 
Fo•ter. E. L ............ Stony Stratford. Bucks. Green, Samuel.. ....... Shocklewell, Mldd\eeox. 
Foster, J .....•.•...•...... Farsley, Yorkshire. Green, S. G., B.A ...... Bradford, Yorkshlro. 
Fo•ter. J. H ............. Uckfield, Sussex. Green, W ................ Nottlnghom. 
Francies, G ............. Lambeth, SuITey. 
Francis, J .....••......... "r estmancote. 

Gregson, John ......... Boverloy. 
Griffith, D-............... Accrington, Loncasbire. 

FrankHn, C ............. Knaresborougb, Yorkshire. Griffiths, Enoch •.•. -Upwell, Norfolk. 
Franklin, E ............. Snarci!brook. Griffiths, P . ............ Romsey, Rants. 
Franklin. J ............. Hendon, Middle•ex. Griffiths, J.P . ......... Sabden, Whalley. 
Frearson, R. S .......... Coniston, Lancashire. Griflitbs, M • ............ Rymney, Monmouth. 
Freer, J •.•..•...•.••.••.•• Woodstock, Oxon. Griffiths, R ............. Ponthir, Monmontb. 
Freeman, J ............. Wytball Heath, Worcester. Grigg, H. T ............. Dorman•s Land, Surrey. 
Frize, J ................... Fairford, Gloucester. Groser, William ...... London. 
Fuller, - ............... Ashfield Magno, Snlfolk. Guinnell, T ............. Greenwich, Kent. 
Fuller. H ................ Asbampstead, Berks. Gunner, G ................ Southwark. 
Fuller, J. G ............. Stogumber, Somers.et. Gutteridge, R .......... Middleton Cheney. 
Fnller, W. H ............ Minebead, Somerset. Haddy, - ............... Ravensthorpe, Northampton 
Galpine, G ............... Horham, Suffolk. Hall, B. S ................ Bourton.on•tbe•Water. 
Gamer, '\\,..···············Harston, Cambridgeshire. Hall, G ................... Ipswich, Suffolk. 
Garrard, W ............. Leicester. Hall, J ................... Gorsley, Hereford. · 
Garratt. W. G .......... Salford, Laneaehire. Hall, R., B.A ............ Arlington, Gloucester. 
Garritt, T ................ Stoke Newington, Middlesex. Hamblin, J ............. Foot's Cray, Kent. 
Garrington, J .......... Bo.rnbam, Essex. Hammond, E. ·R ....... West Malling, Kent. 
Garside, J ................ Slaithwaite. Hannan, J ............... Bourton, Somerset. 
Garwood, W ..... ........ Ramsgate, Kent. Hanson, J ................ Haworth, Yorkshire. 
Gate, T ................... Keysoe, Bedford. Harbottle, J ............. Accrington, Lancashire. 
Gatenby. W ............. Kirksta!L Harbottle, J ............. Oswaldtwistle, Lan.casbire. 
George, J ................ Walworth, llurrey. Harconrt, C. H ......... Wokingham, Berks. 
Gibbs. G .................. Batb, Somen,et. Harcourt, J ............. Luton, Bedfordshire. 
Gibbs. R .................. Skipton, Yorkshire. Harconrt, W. S ....... Tydd, St. Giles, Cambridge. 
Gibson, J ................ West Drayton, Middlesex. Hardacre, S ............. Long Preston, Yorkshire. 
Giles, J. E .......... _ ... Sheflield, Yorkshire. Hardick, T ............... Corton, Wilts. 
Giles, w .................. Netherley HoUBe,Chester. Hardy, R ................ Queenshead, Yorkshire. 
Gill, H. V ................ Millford, Rants. Harris, E ................ Kensal Green, Middlesex. 
Gill, Thomas ............ Melbourne, Derby. Harris, G ................ Rlobangles, Suffolk. 
Gillson, W. A .......... Bath. Harris, P ................ Wymondbam, Norfolk. 
Gipps, J ................... Potter Street, Essex. Harris, w ................ Framsden, Snffolk. 
Glanville, W ............ Beeeel"s Green, Kent. Harrison, J ............. Bedale. 
Goadby, J ................ Loughborough, Leicester. Harrison, T ............. Keighley, York. 
Godwin, B., D.D ...... Bradford, Yorkshire. Hart, C ................... Wortwell, Norfolk. 
Goleworthy, J .......... Sutterton, Lincolnshire. Harvey, J ................ Bury, Lancashire. 
Gooch, S. B. ............ Fakenham, Norfolk. Hatch, S. S ............. Highgate, Middlese:r. 
Gooding. J. W .......... Hartley Row, Ilanto. Hatton, J ................ Outwood, Surrey. 
Goodlitfe, W ............ Rothley and Sileby, Leicester. Hatton, J ................ Wolverhampton, Staft'ord; 
Goodman, W., B . .A. ... Lincoln. Havard, G ................ Blaenavon, Monmouthahlre. 
Goodman, W ............ Steep Lane, Yorkshire. Hawkes, W ............. Gulloboroogh, Northampton. 
Gotch, F. W., M.A ... Bristol. Hawkins, S ............. Wilden, Bedford. 
Gough, J. J ........... .. Hawkins, W ............ Bradford, Wilts. 
Guugli, T. T ............. Clipeton, Northampton. Hawkins, W ............ Brlsto!. 
Gr,ul<l, D ................ Dunstalile, Beds. Hawkin,, W ............ Hail Weston, Hunts. 
Gould, G .................. Norwich. Hawson, G ............... Stainea, Middlesex. 
Gurdon, J ........ , ....... Te11bury, V{orccsier. Haycroft, J., B.A ...... Wiobeach, Cambridgoohire. 
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Nomoe. Reeldences. 
H•yerort, N., M.A . ... Bristol. 
Heaton, Richard ...... Earhy, York,hlre. 
Hedge, W ................ Helmdon, Northampton. 
Henderson, W. T ...... Banbury, Oxon. 
Hewett, J . ............... Swalfham, Norfolk. 
Hewlett, J.P .......... Walford, Horio. 
Hiley, F ................... Llanwenarth, Monmouth. 
Hill, C ..................... Stoke Ash, Suffolk. 
Hillman, J ............... Deptford, Kent. 
Hillyard, J ............. .. 
Hinton, J. H., M.A ... London. 
Hirons, J ................ Brixton Hl1l, Surrey. 
Hirst, J ................... Blnckley, Yorkshire. 
Hobson, Jesse ......... London. 
Haby, J., D.D .......... London. 
Hockin, J .............. Evesbam, Worcester. 
Hoddy, T ................ Walton, Sull'olk. 
Hodgkins, B ............. Bishops Stortrord, Herte. 
Hoe, B. .. ................ Clapham, Surrey. 
Hogg, Robert ......... Armley, Yorkshire. 
Holland, W ............. Dee View, Chester. 
Hollinrake, H .......... Birchclift'e, Yorkshire. 
Holmes, H. W .......... Pole Moor, Staithwaite, York. 
Holmes, R ............... Rawden, Yorkshire. 
Hood, W ................ Ford, Bucks. 
Hooppell, R ............. Winscombe, Somerset. 
Horsfield, R ............. Leeds, Yorkshire. 
Horsfield, T ............. Sheffield, Yorkshire. 
Horsley, Nathan ...... Chatterls. 
Horton, T ................ Devonport, Devon. 
Hosken, C. H ............ Crayford, Kent. 
Hossack, J ............... Stourbridge, Worcester. 
House, w ................ London. 
How, G ................... Warminster, Wilts. 
How, T ... : ............... Cheltenham, Gloucester. 
Howe, J ... ............... Bacup, Lancashire. 
Howe, J .................. Macclesfield, Chester. 
Howieson, W .......... Walworth, Surrey. 
Howlett, Benjamin ... Stratford-on-Avon. 
Hun, Edmund ......... Blackley, Worcester. 
Hunt, J ............. ,.- .. ,Croyde, Devon. 
Hunt, W ................ Kensington, Middlesex. 
Hunt, W ................ Misterton, Notte. 
Hunter, H. .. .......... Nottingham. 
Huntley, W . ........... Limpley Stoke, Wilts. 
Husband, T ............. South Moreton, Berke. 
lbberson, W. C ......... Emsworth, Hants. 
Ingham, R ............... Louth, Lincoln. 
Irish, D. . .............. Warboys, Hunts. 
Isaac, D. L ............... Trosnant, Monmouth. 
Isaac, G ................... Chelmondiston, Sull'olk. 
Ives, D ................... Gold HiII, Bucks. 
Ivory, J ................... Coeteesey, Norfolk. 
Jackson, J ............... Ooate, Oxford. 
Jackson, J ................ Knutsford, Cheater. 
Jackson, W ............. Horsforth. 
Jackson, W. E ......... Cloughfold, Lancashire. 
James, R . ............... Yeovil, Somerset. 
Jarman, J .............. Argoed, Monmouth. 
Jarram, - ............... Islcham. 
Jeavons, D ............... Longtown, Hereford. 
Jolforson, J ............. Goodshaw, Lancashire; 
J onklns, T ............... Brietol. 

Nnmc!iil. Rr.Ri<l1mecr1. 
Jonkln!i!on, J ............ Oakbam, RatlRn1J. 
Jennir.gs, D ............. hHngton. 
Johnston, P. O ......... Belton, Rutlanfl. 
Johns, R ................ Tro~nant, Monmouth. 
Johnson, - ...... ...... Garway, Hereford. 
Johnston, Kcrr ......... Shipley, Yorkshire. 
Jones, A .................. BromAgrove, WorccHter. 
Jones, D., B.A ......... Folkcstone, Kent. 
Jones, D .................. Horncaatle, Lincoln. 
Jones, D. R ............. Rymney, Monmouth. 
Jones, E ................. High Wycombe. 
Jones, G .................. Wolston, Warwick. 
Jones, J ................... Goitre Saron, Monmouth. 
Jones, J ................... Manchester. 
Jones, J ................... March, Cambridgeshire. 
Jones, J ................... Monk's Kirby. Warwick. 
Jones, J .................. Pailton, Warwick. 
Jones, J ................... Lays Hill, Hereford. 
Jones, J. A • ............ Gosberton, Lincoln. 
Jones.J. A ............... London. 
Jones, J. C., M.A ...... Spalding, Lincoln. 
Jones, T .................. Chatham, Kent. 
Jones, T .................. Chepstow, Monmouth. 
Jones, T .................. Ueik, Monmouth. 
Jones, T .................. Lumb, Rossendale, Lancasb. 
Jones, W ................ Bro2ely, Salop. 
Jones, W ................ Newport, Isle of Wight, 
Jones, W .. ~ ............. West Bromwich, Stafford. 
Joseph, D ................ Bootle, Lancashire. 
Judd, G ................... Coningsby, Lincoln. 
Katterns, D .....••...... Backney, Middlesex. 
Kay, J .•.... ............... Brough, Westmoreland. 
Keats, H.J ............. Haworth, Yorkshire. 
Keen, C. T ............... Worstead. 
Keen, C. T. jun ......... Lambeth. 
KeudaII, T ............... Chadwell Heath, Essex. 
Kenny, R ................ Burton-on-Trent, Stafford. 
Kent, M .................. Shrewsbnry, Salop. 
Kent, S . .................. Biggleswade, Bedford. 
Kenworthy, A .......... HiII CWI', Warrington. 
Kerry, G .................. Dorchester. 
Kershaw, J ............. Rochdale, Lancashire. 
KiddaII, J ................ Maltby, Lincoln. 
KiIIen, Hugh ............ Bedford. 
King, C ................... Aldreth, Cambridge. 
King, H .................. Tawstock, Devon. 
King, J . ................ Dnnmow, Essex. 
King, Thomas ......... Semley, near Shaftesbury. 
King, T ........... _ ..... . 
Kingsford, J ............ Deptford. Kent. 
Kirkbride, D ............ Maryport, Cumberland. 
Kirkwood, A ............ Berwick.on-Tweed, Nortllmd 
Kirtland, C ............. Canterbury. 
Kitchen, W ............. Ringstead, Northampton·. 
Kneebon, J ............. Hartlepool, Durham. 
Knight, G ................ Wolvey, Warwick. 
Knott, B ................ MaiciJ,lone, Kent. 
Knowles, W ............ Backleton, Northampton. 
Lancaster, R. B ....... South ShielJs, Durham. 
Lance, J. \V ............. Houghton Regis, Dun~l:\hle. 
Landels, W ............. Birmingham. 
Langford, R ............ Colchester. Essex. 
Large, W ................ Sutton, Sull'otk. 
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NamcEi. Residences. N amee. RosldencM. 
Lnrom, C ................ Sheffield, Yorkshire. Matthews, D ............ Rowloy Regis, Stafford. 
LRrwill. J ................ Bugbrook, Nortb•mp\011. Mattl1ews, II ............ Ensham, Oxford. 
Lawrence, H ............ Lcwee, Su@ee:s:. Maurice, J ................ Providence, Stalford. 
Lawrence, J ............. Cbapm•nslade, Wilts. May, J. H ................ Taunton, Bomoreot. 
Lawoon, T ............... South Shields, Durham. May, R .................. . 
Lawton, J ................ Leake, Leicc-stcr. May, W .......... ......... Burton Latimer, Northampt. 
Laxon, H ................ Omt>sby, Norfolk. M'Cure, J. B ............ Hadlow, l{ent. 
Leach, - ............... NorLhampton. McLaren, A., B.A .... Southampton. 
Leador, w ............... Wool"·ich, Kent. Moad, J . .................. Ludgorsball, Wilts. 
Le Clerc, J ............... Guornsey. Moad, W . ............... Truro, Cornwall. 
Lea, J ..................... Kislinghury, Northampton. Medway, G ............... Creech, Somerset. 
Lee, T ..................... WbitLleso&, Cambridge. Meeres, J. L ............. Bermondsey, Southwark. 
Leecbman, J., M.A .... H,.mmorsmith, Middlesex. Merchant, J ............. Burton, SomMset. 
Lefeno, E ................ Shotley Bridge, Durham. Merriman, E ............ Ilfracombe, Devon. 
Lefevre, H ............... Woodcbester, Gloucester. Messer, T. J ............. Hayle, Cornwall. 
Lefevre, T ................ Rowley, Northumberland. Metcalfe, John ......... Birkenhead. 
Lemaire, R. G .......... Uley, Gloucester. Miall, William ......... Dalston. 
Long, W .................. Stockton-on-Tees, Dnrham. Michael, J ............... Penuel, Monmouth. 
Leonard, T ............... Mavor, Monmonth. Michael, J ..... h ........ Pontbir, Monmouth. 
Lewis, B ................ Southwark. Michael, O ............... Blaenavon, Monmouth. 
Lewis, E .................. Wbltehaven, Cnmberland. Mlddleditcb, C. J ...... Frome, Somerset. 
Lewis, J .................. Blaenau Gwent, Monmouth. Middled.itch, T ......... Caine, Wilts. 
Lewis, John ............ Kingstanley. Miles, J oeeph ......... Stow in the Wold. 
Lewis, J .................. Woolaston, Parkhill, Gloster. Millard, B ................ Wigan, Lancashire. 
Lewis, J. P. . ........... Diss, Norfolk. Millard, J ................ Lymington, Hante. 
Lewis, T .................. Llanddewl, Monmouth. Millard, J. H., B.A ... Huntingdon. 
Lewis, T .................. Llanvibangel, Monmouth. Miller, Richard ......... Swanwlck, Derby. 
Lewi.a, W. G ............ Cheltenbam, Gloucester. Miller, J .................. Penn, Bucke. 
Lewis, W. G.,jun .... Kensington, Middlesex. Miller, J .................. London. 
Lewitt, J . ............... Co'l'cutry, Warwick. Miller, T .................. Rishworth, Yorkshire. 
Light, c .................. Sbrewton, Wilts. Mills, J ................... Kidderminster. 
Lillycrop, S ............. Windsor, Berks. Milner, J ................ London. 
Lingley, I. ............... Colnbrook, Bucks. Mitchell, G. • ........... Bacup, Lancashire. 
Lisling, w ............... New Basford, Notte. Moaee, 'J .................. Orowborougb, Sussex. 
Litchfield, J ............. Kingsthorpe, Northampton. Morgan, - ............ Donnington Wood, Salop. 
Little, J ................... Fownbope, Hereford. Morgan, D ............... Blaenavon, Monmouth. 
Little, J.. ................. Street, Somerset. Morgan, T. H .......... Birmingham. 
Lloyd, W ................ Thorpe, Essex. Morgan, J. W .......... Caerwent, Monmouth. 
Lockyear, H. B ......... Yarcombe, Devon. Morgan, M ............... Beulah, Monmouth. 
Lomas, T ................ Leicester. Morgan, Thomas ...... Birmingham. 
Lord, I. .................. Ipswich, Snlfolk. Morgan, W. J., M.D.Turley, Wilte. 
Lovering, G ............. Swim.bridge, Devon. Morrell, c ............... Netherlngton, Worceeterehlre. 
Lyon, J ................... Chatteris, Cambridge. 
Maclean, vv ............. Broomley, Durhain. 

Morris, J. .. ............. Minchinhampton. 
Morris, R ................ C!lfton, Somerset. 

Macpherson, J .......... Ashton-under-Line. Morris, R. ............... Drlffield, Y orksh!re. 
Maddeys, G ............. Northampton. Morrie, Thomas ...... Whitchurch, Rants. 
Maddocks, W .......... R!l.msden Crays, Essex. Moss, R .......... ...... ... London. 
Maizey, W ............... Studley, Warwick. Mountford, J ............ Oundle, Northampton. 
Major, A. ............... Farringdon, Berke. Moyle, G .................. Peckham, Surrey. 
Manning, E ............. Gamlingay, Cambridge. Mullet, P ................ Guernsey. 
Manning, S., M.A .... Frome, Somerset. Munday, W ............. Lynn, Norfolk. 
Marks, Samuel ......... Cambridge. Murch, Spencor ......... Waltham Abboy. 
Marriott, J ............... Spratton, Northampton. Murch, W. H., D.D ... tondon. 
Marriott, 'l . ............ Milton, Northampton. Murre!I, G ............... st. Neote, Hunte. 
Marsh, W ................ Castle Camps, Cambridge. Mursell, J. P ............ Le!cester. 
Marston, C. H .......... West Bromwich, Stafford. Muskett, George ...... F!Hwick, Weetonlng. 
Marten, R. H., B.A ... Abingdon, Berke. Nash, T .................. :warwlck. 
Martin, C ................ Loscoe, DerlJy. Neavo, J .................. Porteea. 
Marlin, J., D.A ......... Lymington, Hante. Needham, G ............. Dorby. 
Martin, T ................ Malmsbury, Wi!te. Nelson, I. ............... Wh!tohaven, Cumberland. 
Massey, J ................ Tamworth, Stafford. Neville, J ................ Sutton•at-Hono, Kent. 
Mason, Jobn ............ Wells, Somerset. Now, C ................... Penzance, Cornwall. 
l\1atllicws, T. W ....... Boston, Lincoln. New, Isaac ..... " ........ Blrmlngham. 
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Namee. Rceidonces. Namos. Rc.qidenc:;s. 
Nowborn, J ............. London. Pegg, - .................. Claxton. Norrolk. 
Newoll, W ............... Bradtord, Wllte. Pegg. G. W . ............ London. 
Nowmn.n, T. F .......... Shortwood, Olouecetor. Pengilly, R ............ Penzance, Cornwall. 
Nownho.m, S ............ Da.rnstaple, Devon. Penny, J .................. Colcford, Gloucester, 
Nowton, W ............. Mldhuret, Suesex. Pepper, T ................ London. 
Nichole, A ............... Sunnyelde, Lancaehlre. Perkins, F ............... Battle, SusAcx. 
Nichole, J ................ Choleen, Mlddleeox. Perratt, Willlam ...... Har!ington, Middlesex. 
Nicholeon, B ............ Car Green, Cornwall. Perrey, A., M.D . ...... Derby. 
Nlcholeon, s ............. Plymouth. Peters, S .................. Great Gransdcn, Hunts. 
Nightingale, R .......... Oastle Donlngton, Leicester. Philips, J . ............... Astwood Bank. Worce■ter. 

Noel. Hon. B. W .• M.A.London. Philpin, M ............... Alceeter, Warwick. 
Nokes, W ................ Catehlll, Worceetcr. Philpot, J. C., M.A .... Starnford, Lincoln. 
Norgrove. J. C .......... Newark-on-Trent, Notte. Pike, J ................... Halifax, Yorkshire. 
Norris, - ............... Swaveeey, Cambridge. Pike, J. B ................ Bourn, Lincoln. 
Norton, W ............... Cauldwell, Derby. Pike, Carey ............ Leicester. 
Norton. W ............... Egham, Surrey. Pike, J. G ................ Derby. 
Nott. C ................... Sutton Ashfield, Nottingham. Pike, R. J ................ Beeston, Nottingham. 
Nottage, J ............... Saxlingham, Norfolk. Pilkington, J ............ Rayleigh, Essex. 
Nottage, W ............. Okeington, Cambridge. Pitt, A ................... Upton-on-Seven, Worcester. 
Nunnick. D ............. Bloxham. Oxford. Player. O .................. Langley, Essex. 
Oakley, T. W ....... , .... Hadleigh Heath, Suffolk. Player, C. R., Jun ...... Great Shelford, Cambridge. 
Offer, C ................... Endford, Wilts. Pledge, D ................ St. Peters. Kent. 
Offer, S ................... Netberavon, Wilts. Pledge, E ................ Eythorne, Kent. 
Oldham, J; ............... Dorchester, Oxford. Polley, W ................ Bishop Wickham, Essex. 
Oliver, T .................. Monkwearmouth, Durham. Ponsford, J ............. Cowland Grove, Surrey. 
o•Neal, A. G ............ Birmingham. Poock, T .................. Ipswicb, Suffolk. 
Orchard, G. H ........ .. Poole, H .................. Abergavenny, Monmouth. 
Orton, W . ............... Morcott, Rutland. Pope. G .............. - .•. Colllngham, Nottingham. 
Oebome, J. H . ......... Welle, Somerset. Porter, C ................ Ludbam, Norfolk. 
Osborn, J. J ............. Carlisle. Cumberland. Porter, J ................ .. 
Onghton, J ............... Hedge End, Rants. Pottenger, T ............. Newcastle•on-Tyne. 
Overbury, F ............. Pershore, Worcestershire. Poynder, J ............... Dane Hill, Snssex. 
Overbury, R. w ....... London. Pratt, C. E ............... Ledbnry, Hertfordshire. 
Owen. J. J ............... Sabden, Lancashire. Pratten, B. P .......... Bo:r.moor, Hertford. 
Owen. T ................... Oranfleld, Bede. Predgen, J ............... Orcop, Hereford. 
Packer, J ................ Ramsgate, Kent. Preece, J ................ Westbury. Wilts. 
Packer, S ................ Eaetcombe. Gloucester. Preston, G ............... Sunderland, Durham. 
Page, J ................... Rotherfleld, Snssex. Price, D .................. Liverpool. 
Palmer, G. P ............ Harcoine Bottom, Dorset. Price, J . .......... ......•. Montacute, Somerset, 
Palmer. W ............... Manchester. Price, S ................... Abersychan, Monmouth. 
Park. J. c ................ Colne, Lancaehlre. Price, W .... .............. Beulah, Monmouth. 
Parkon, D ................ Breachwood Green, Herts. Probert, E ................ Bristol. 
Parkineon, J ............ Criggleetone. Yorkehire. Pryce, E. S., B.A ....... Gravesend, Kent. 
Parkinson, J. W ....... Idle. Yorkehire. Pugh. S. S ................ Southampton. 
Parkinson, T ............ Coxhill, Lincoln. Pugh, W ................ Wern, Salop. 
Parkinson, w .......... Gratton. Pulling, G ... , ......... , •. Crosscombe, Somerset. 
Pareon, w ............... Rattleeden, Suffolk. Pulman. J ................ Eaet l'arley, Hants. 
Parsone, J ............... Cheeham, Buckingham. Pulsford, J .............. . 
Parsone. R ............... Whitboume. Wilts. Pulsford. J ............... Hull, Yorkshire. 
Partridge. J . ............ Wallingford, Berke. Pulsford, T ............... St. Austle, Cornwall. 
Pawson. H. T . ......... Waldringfleld. Sulfolk. Pym, - .................. Newport Pagnell. Buckiugh. 
Payn, D .................. Wellow, Iele or Wight. Pyne, R. ...... ............ Tittleshall, Nor folk. 
Paine, William ......... Lelghton Buzzard, Bedford. Pywoll, J . ............... Northampton. 
Payne, J.E ............. Klngeheath, Worcester. Ramsey, J ................ Wbitestone, Hereford. 
Payne, w ................ Chesham, Buckingham. Handle, W ............... Sutton Courtney, Berks. 
Payne. W ................ Little Klngehlll. Bucks. Ray, T ..................... Lamberhurst, Kent. 
Peachey. w .• M.A .... Langham, Eeeex. Read. W . ............... Wellow. Hants. 
Peacock, D ............... Masham, Yorkshire. Redman, J ............... Sunderland, Durham. 

Peacock. J ............... London. Rees, A, A., M.A ...... Sunderland, Durham. 

Pearce. F ................ Hilperton, WIits. Rees, D ............ , ...... Bralntrec, Essex. 

Poarce, J ................ Lesenese Heath. Rees, J ................... Victorin, ·Monmouth. 
Pearce. Standen ...... Romford. Essex. Reos, R ................... Glasgoed, Moumouth. 
Pedley, R . ............... Whcoloclt Heath, Cheater. Reynolds, T. D ......... Loudun. 
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Names. Residencce. Names. H0sl<loncee. 
Reynolds, W ............ Kettcring. Northampton. Scoble, T .................. Harberton Ford, Devon, 
Reynoldson, R ........ Wisbeach, Cambridge. Scott, P .................. . 
Rice, - .................. Catworth, Hunts. Scott, T ................... Norwlch. 
Richards, J ............. Skenfrith, Monmouth. Sea.rle, J ................... London. 
Richardson, J .......... Barton, Mills, Suffolk. 
Ricketts, D ........ : .... Cutsdean, Gloucester. 

Serlc, R. .................. North Curry, Somerset. 
Sedgwick, J .....•....... Brighton, Sussex. 

Ridgway, - ............ Millington, Cheshiro. Service, - ............... Ea1·l Sob am, Suffolk. 
Roberts, E ............... Noddfa, Monmouth. Sexton, W ................ Tring, Herta. 
Roberts, E ............... Pontesbury, Salop. Shakspeare, B .......... Milwood. 
Roberts, E ............... Rl1ymney. Monmouth. Sharp, A .................. Bedlington, Northumberland. 
Roberts, ,v ............. Blaenau, Monmouth. Shaw, J ................... Cradley Heath, Worcester. 
Roberts, W ............. Leighton Buzzard, Bedford. Shepherd, C. M ......... London. 
Roberts, W ............. Tredegar, Monmouth. Shirley, T ................ Sevenoaks, Kent. 
Robertshaw, VI . ...... Shore, Yorkshire. Shoobridge, S ............ Newton Tracey. 
Robertson, J ., M.A ... Dunstable. Shore, M .................. Manchester. 
Robinson, C ............. Borough Green, Kent. Short, C., M.A ...... ... Swansea. 
Robinson, J ............. Boughton, Nottingham. Shorter, J . ............... London. 
Robinson, J ............. Hackney, Middlesex. Shufllebotham,J. M.A.Macclesfield, Cheshire. 
Robinson, J .....•....... Maulden, Bedford. Sillifilnt, J. P ............ Dcvizcs, \.Yilts. 
Robinson, J ............. New BasfordJ Nottingham. Simister, J ............... Market Drayton, Salop. 
Robinson, R ............. Luton, Bedford. Simmons, J., M.A . ... Olney, Buckingham. 
Robinson, T ............. Staughton, Bedford. Simmons, J.E., M.A.Bluntisham, Hunts. 
Robinson, W ............ Cambridge. Simons, A ................ Pinchbeck, Lincoln. 
Robson, C ................ Berwick-on-Tweed. Simpson, J ............... King's Sutton, Northampton. 
Rockhey, T ............... Appledore. Sincox, S ................. . 
Rodway, E. J ............ Weston-super•Mare, Somerset. Sissons, J ........ : ....... Heywood, Lancashire. 
Rodway, 8. W .......... North Bradley, Wilts. Skemp, T. .. ............. Bilston, Stafford. 
Rogers, c . .............. . Slade, J ................... Camden· Town, Middlesex. 
Rogers, J. T . ............ Margate, Kent. Slim, C ................... Maidstone, Kent. 
Rogers, J .................. Mersey, Essex. Sloper, - ............... Wallingford, Berks. 
Rogers, N . ...... ......... Frome, Somerset. Smedmore, J ............ Forton, Hante. 
Rogers, W ...... ......... Dudley. Smeed, J .................. St. Peter•s, Kent. 
Rolestone, F. H ....... Sodbury, Gloucester. Smith, A .................. Cranbrook, Kent. 
Rofe, T ................... Smarden, Kent. Smith, A .................. St. Ives, Hunts. 
Room, C ................. Portsea, Rants. Smith, A .................. Wendover, Buckingham. 
Rootham, J ............. Canlerh11l')', Kent. Smith, c .................. London. 
Rosevear, W ............ Coventry, Warwick. Smith, F .................. Sevenoaks, Kent. 
Ross, W. G ............. Lockerley, Rants. Smith, G .................. Bardwell, Suffolk. 
Rothery, J ................ London. Smith, G .................. Hillsley, Gloucester. 
Ronee, W ................ Chudlelgh, Devon. Smith, G. C ............... Penzance, Cornwall. 
Row, Thomas ............ Little Gransden, Cambridge. Smith, H. C ............. Hugglescote, Leicester, 
Rowe, J ................... Lytchett, Dorset. Smith, J .................. Bacup, Lancashire. 
Rowe, J ................. .. Risca, Monmouth. Smith, J .................. Bowling Green, Worcester. 
Rowe, W ................ Ste1enton, Beds. Smith, J., jun .......... Holt, Norfolk. 
Rowley, C ................ Manchester, Lancashire. Smith, James ............ Cheltonham. 
Rudman, J ............... Trowbridge, Wills. Smith, J ................... Spring Meadow, Stafford. 
Ruff, J ..................... Boston, Lincoln. Smith, J. C ............... Kirton-in•Lindsey, Lincoln. 
Ra.msey, - ............... Withington, Hereford. Smith, T .................. Harrow-on•Hill, Middlosex. 
Runnacles, J ............. Charsfield, Suffolk. Smith, T .................. Hinckley, Leicester. 
Rush, W .................. Eaton Bray, Bedford. Smith, T .................. Little Leigh, Cheshire. 
Russell, J ................ Chatham, Kent. Smith, Thomas ......... Now Brontford, Middlesex. 
Russell, Joshua .... :.Green wicb, Kent. Smith, W ................ Bedworth, Warwick. 
Saffery, P. J ............. London. Smither, T ................ Mile End, London, 
Sagas, w ................ Clayton, Yorkshire. Sneath, J. .. ............. Cradley. 
Salter, W. A ............. Amersham, Buckingham. Solomon, W ............. Tipton, Stnffvrd. 
Samuels, S ............... Farnh1m, Surrey. Soule, I. M ............... Battorsea, Surrey. 
Sanderson, R. B ....... Newcastle-on-Tyne. Sparke, J. F ............. Lambeth, 
Sarah, R .................. Shaldon, Devon. Spencer, J ................ Guildford. 
Sargent, J ................ Gildersome, Yorkshire. Spiller, C .................. Dunkorton. 
Saunders, J. H ........ .. Spooner, J ................ AtUcborough, Warwick. 
Saunders, Moses ...... Drixham, Devon. Sprigg, J., M.A ......... Westbury Leigh, Wilts. 
Savory, \V ................ Brighton, Sussex. Sprlngtborpe, c ......... Ilkoston, Derl>y. 
Scarr, A ................... Burwell, Cambridge. Spurgeon, S ............. Guem,oy. 
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Nameei. Residences. Na.mes. Residencee. 
epurgoon, W ......... .' ... Neatlshead, Norfolk. Thornley, T ............... Stowmarket, Suffolk. 
Staddon, J ................ Quarndon, Leicester, Thorp, T. M ............. Long Buckby, Northampton. 
Stalker, A.M ............. Leeds, Yorkshire. Thursfield, J. S ..... , ... Audlem, Cheshire. 
Stanford, C ............... Devlze•, Wilts. Tilley, A ...... ............ Bridgnorth, Salop. 
Stanlon, R ................ Wirksworth, Derby. Tiptaft, - ............... Abingdon, Berka. 
Stanton, T ... , ............ Braunston, Northampton. Tite, W ................... Potion, Beds. 
Stanley, W ............... Peterchurch, Hereford. Todd, J. W ............... Salisbnry, Wilts. 
Staples, G ................ Measham, Leicester. Toms, - .................. Holcombe Regis, Devon. 
Statham, John ......... Dourton-on-the-Water. Tootman, W ... ......... Blackmore, Essex. 
Steaue, E., D.D ......... Camberwell, Surrey. Totman, - ............... Laxfleld, Suffolk. 
Stembridge, J . ......... Kilmington, Devon. Townsend, R ............ Kingston Lisle, Borke. 
Stembridge, H. W . ... Hatch, Somerset. Trend, H .................. Bridgewater, Somerset. 
Stenson, E ............... Ielebam, Cambridge. Trostrail, F ............... London. 
S_tenson, J ................ Chelsea. Trickett, E ............... Botesdale, Suffolk. 
Stent, J ................... Hastings, Sussex. Trimming, J ............. Irthlingborough,Northampton. 
Stephens, E ............. Thaxted, Essex. Tryon, - ............... Deeping,_Lincoln. 

Stephene, J.M ......... Cirencester, Gloucester. Tubbs, R .................. Bristol. 
Stevenson, E ............. Loughborough, Leicester. Tucker, P., B.A ......... Manchester. 

Stevenson, J., M,A, ... London. Tuckett, E. H .......... Kingsbridge. 
Stevenson, J . ............ Skidley, Yorkshire. Tunnicliff, J ............. Leeds, Yorkshire. 

Stevenson, T ............. Leicester. Turner, R ................ Blisworth, Northampton. 

Stevenson, W, ......... Derby. Turner, W .. ........ ..... Great Brickhill, Bucks. 

Stuart, W. J . ........... Hull, Yorkshire. Tydeman, H . ...... ...... Chelmsford, Essex. 

Stock, J, .................. Salendine Nook, Yorkshire. Tyler, Peter .•..... ..... Haddenham, Bucks. 

Stocks, R. ............... Macclesfield, Cheshire, Tyso, Jos .................. Wallingford. 

Stovel, C .................. London. Underwood, W ......... Paddington, Londot1o 

Stringer, T ................ Gravesend, Kent. Upton, J .................. Aylsham, Norfolk. 

Stubbings, W ............ N orthallerton, Yorkshire. Upton, W ................ St. Alban's, Herta. 

Stubbins, S ............. Sheraton, Wilts. Varley, W ................ Slack Lane, Yorkshire. 

Stutterd, J ............... Castle Acre, Norfolk. Vasey, T .................. Wainsgate, Yorkshire. 
Sutcliffe, J .......... ,. .... Rocester, Stafford. Veals, G .................. Forest Row, Sussex. 

Sutcllife, J ................ Staleybridge, Lancashire. Venimore, J ............. Ingham, Norfolk. 

Sutton, s .................. Watchett. Vernon, C. W .......... Broughton, Hants. 

Sutton, T ................ Cottenham, Cambridge. Vcrrow, R ................ Earl Shilton, Leicester. 

Sutton, W ............... Bythorne, Huntingdon. Veysey, C ................ Frithelstock, Devon. 

Swan, T ................... Birmingbam. Vince, Charles ......... Birmingham. 

Swinton, Thomas ...... Acton, Northwich. Voller, J .................. Tipton, Stafford. 
Syckelmore, W .......... Smarden, Kent. Wake, T. W ............. Markyate Street, Hert•. 
Syme, E ................... Smalley, Derby. Walcot, John ............ Bramley, Yorkshire. 

Syme, J ................... Nottingham. Walcot, J. B ............. Stn.nwick, Northampton. 

Symonds, William ... London. Walker, D ................ Quainton, !lucks. 
Taylor, B .................. Pulham St. Mary, Norfolk. Walker, s ................ Thame, Oxford. 
Taylor, George ......... Bishop Burton. Walker, S ................ Ryeford, Hereford. 
Taylor, J .................. Birmingham. Wall, T ................... Hailsham, Sussex. 

Taylor, J .................. Kegworth, Leicester. Wallace, R ............... Tottenham, Middlesex. 
Taylor, Samuel N ... ... Shipston-on-Stour. Wallis, H ................ Bexley Heath, Kent. 
Taylor, T .................. Tottlebank, Lancashire. Wallis, J .................. Leicester. 
Taylor, W . ............... Manchester. Walsh, A, ................ Lechlade, Gloucester. 
Teall, 1 . .................. Naunton, Gloucester. Walters, R ............... Newcastle-on-Tyne, Northum. 
Thomas, E ................ Machen, Monmouth. Walters, T ............... Ledbury. 
Thomas, G ............... Pontypool, Monmouth. Walters, W . ............ Camberw,,U. 
Thomae, G. B .......... Islington. Walton, N ............... Cowlinghill, Yorkshire. 
Thomae, M ............... Abergavenny, Monmouth. Walton, W ............... Bampton, Devon. 
Thomae, T ................ Dethesda, Monmouth. Warburton, J . ......... Trowbridge, Wilts. 

Thomae, T ................ Meltham, Yorkshire. Ward, G .................. Bradfield, Suffolk. 

Thomas, T ............... Pontypool, Monmouth. Ward, S ................... Calverton, Nottingham. 

Thomae, T. J ............ Naeh, Monmouth. Ward, T ................... Woodborough, Notts. 

Thomas, W ............. Newport, Monmouth. Ware, R .................. Potter's Bar, Middlesex. 

Thomas, W ............. Tallwnin, Monmouth. Warne, G ................ Hendon, Middlesex. 
Thompson, D ............ Torrlngton, Devon. Warren, .r ................ Braintree, Essex. 

Thompoon, D. M.N ... Hull, Yorkehlre. 1 Warrea, J ................ Markyate Street, Herts. 
Thom peon, J ............ A•kett, Buckingham, Wassell, D ............... Bath. 
Thornby, - ............ Bedford. Watson, David ......... Ryde, Isle ol Wight. 
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Name~. Reeidcncee. N~mci;:, Hoi;ldcucce, 
WBlts, ,T, ................. Wotton-nnder·Edge. WilliRlllB, W ............ Hycford, Hereford, 
"·•,l•nd, A . ............ Lyme Regis, Dor,ct. Williamson, I.', W .... Kensington, Middlesex. 
\\"ebb, E. S ............... Tiverton, Devon. Williamson, S .......... Bristol. 
\\·ebb, .T .................. Ipewlch, Su!folk. Wille, Francie ......... Raml!l!ate, Kent. 
Webb, J .................. Worsted, Norfolk. Wilson, C ................ Iieleton, Cornwall. 
Webb, J. W ............. Dunchurch, W•rwick. Wilson, D ................ Hull, York. 
\Ycbley, H ............... Vtoodeldc, Gloucester. Wilson, S ................ Boston, Lincoln. 
Webley, S ................ Woodside, Gloucester. Wilson, W ............... Woburn Green, Ducklnghai,1. 
Webster, J ............... Trowbridge. Winks, J. F ............. Lelcoster. 
,veinberg, A ............ Rickmans'V.·orth, Herts. \\"inslow, 0., D.D •... Lea.mington, Warwick. 
Welch, W ................ Norwicll. Winter, - ............... Shelfanger, Norfolk. 
,, ... elsh, Thomas ....... Reading. Winter, T ................ Bristol. 
Wells. J .................. London. Wise, H ................... Abbott's Langley, Hertford. 
Wells, S .................. Thurleigh, Beds. '\\ .. isc, J ................... Marylebone, London. 
,\·esley, G ......... u. •..• Tillingham, Essex. Wise, T ................... East Church, Kent. 
,,Ybeeler, F,.,u••·····•··M-oulton, Northampton. Withington, W. B .... Iievizes, Wilts. 
Wbeclcr, J. A . ......... Lifton, Devon. Wood, B .................. Stockport. 
'\'heeler, T. A . ......••• Norwich. Wood, J ................... Mansfield, Nottingham. 
White, D ................ Cixencester, Gloucester. Wood, J. H ............. Padiham. 
'\\rhite, Edward .......•. -Camden Town. Wood, T .................. Berkha,mpsted CommQn. 

White, B.. ····-······· .. Chalford, Gloucester. Wood, T .................. London. 
White, W . ............... Rushall, Wilts. Wood, W ................ Toddington, Bedford. 
·whitehead, s .•.....•..•. Hertford. Woodard, J. .. .......... Ilford, Jlssex. 
Whitewood, S .......... Halifax, Yorkshire. Woodington, T .......... Croydon, Surrey. 
,Vbiting, E ..... .......... N eedingworth, Huntingdon. Woodgate, P. B ......... Carlton Rode, No1-folk. 
Whitlock, H ............. Earl's Barton. 
" 1hittake":-, D ........... .London. 

Woodstock, W .......... Northall, Buckingham. 
Woollacott, C, ......... Little Wild Street, London. 

Whittaker, J ............ Golcar, York. Woolston, J ............. Keysoe Row, Bedford. 
Vlhittemore, -1 •••••••.•. Eynsford, Kent. Wooster, J.C .......... London. 
Wigg, S .................. .Leicester. Worley, W. C .......... Addlestone, Surrey. 
Wightman, C. M ....... Exeter. Worrall, - ............... Asbdon, Essex. 
""igner, J. T ............ Lynn, Norfolk. Wright, G ................ Beccles, Su!folk. 
Wilkinson, Joseph ... Appleston, Cheshire. Wright, S ................ Lincoln. 
·wilkin.eo.n, T ............ TewkeBblll'J'. Wrigley, W .............. Blackburn, Lancashir.e. 
""illey, W ... ............ Oxford. Wyard, G ................ London. 
Vlilliams, B ............. Da.ran-vel&n, Monmouth. Wycherley, T. E ....... Drillield, Yorkshire. 
Williams, B . ............ London. Wylie, D. S ............. Liverpool. 
·williams, C . ............ A.ccrington, Lancashire. Yates, T .................. Hugglescote, Leicester. 
Williams, E. P ......... Cwmbran, Monmouth. Yates, W ................ Stroud, Gloucester. 
Willia.ms, H. ............ Shepscomhe, Gloncester. Young, B. C ............. Cosely, Stalford. 
Williams, J ............. Dereham, Norfolk. Young, H ................ Beech Hill, Berks. 
Williams, S ............. Nantyglo, Monmouth. Young, T ................ Bridport, Dorset. 
Williams, T ............. Shambrook, Bedford. Young, w ................ Southwark, Surrey. 
Williams, W ............ Bosworth, Leicester. 

It should be understood tbat J:!lany ministers in this fat do not now sust.iin the ·pastoral 
office; and that there al'e great differences of opinion and practice· on some ·points among 

them, though th~y are all believed to be ministers holding the distinguishing sentiments qf 

the baptist denoILinatior. 
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GENERAL BODY OF DISSENTING MINISTERS OF 
THE THREE DENOMINATIONS, 

RESIDING IN AND ABOUT TIIE OITIES 01' LONDON AND WESTMINSTER; 

Wit/, tl,e AddreBR of each per Post, and the Year wl,en l,e became a Member of the General Body, 
Formed 1727. 

Secretary to the General Body, 
Rev. RonERT REDPATrr, M.A., 12, College Place, Camden Town. 

i.lSaptist i.lSoarll. 
Formed 1723. 

OBJECT:-" The design of this Society is to afford an opportunity for mutual consnltation 
and advice on subjects of a religious nature, particularly as connected with the interests of the 
Baptist Denomination." 

Secretary, Rev. WILLIAM GROBER, 11, Smith Street, Chelsea. 
Alldis, R ............................... 1852 ...... 6, John Street, Pentonville. 
Angus, Joseph, D.D .................. 1838 ...... Stepney College. 
Bigwood, John ......................... 1851 ...... 46, Drayton Grove, Brompton, Middlesex. 
Blake, J. H ............................ 1852 ...... 3, St. George's Road, New Kent Road. 
Blake, W. A ............................ 1850 ...... 4, Southampton Row, New Road, Marylebone, 
Bonner, W. H ......................... 1848 ...... New Church Street, Bermondsey. 
Bowes, William B ..................... 1836 ...... Blandford Cottage, 28, Alpha Road. 
Brawn, Samuel ........................ 1828 ...... Loughton, Essex. 
Brock, William ........................ 1849 ...... 12, Gower Street. 
Castleden, James .... ·... ... ..... .. .. .. 1836 . .. .. . Hampstead. 
Clarke, Owen ........................... 1838 ...... 2, Vernon Square, Pentonville. 
Cox, F. A,, D.D., LL.D ............ 1811 ...... Downs Park Road, Clapton. 
Cox, John .............................. 1839 ...... ll, Wellington Road, Stoke Newington. 
Cox, John ....... , ....................... 1848 ...... Woolwich. 
Cw'lis, Daniel .. .. .. . ...... . .. ...... . .. 1839 .. .. .. 22, Brooksby's Walk, Homerton. 
Davis, Stephen Joshua ............... 1837 ...... Lyndhurst Terrace, Peckham. 
Dickerson, Philip ..................... 1832 ...... 13, Princess Street, Jubilee Street, l\fila End. 
Eliott, William H ........ , ............ 1842 ...... 21, Chadwell Street, Middleton Square, 
Fishbourne, G. W . .................. 1847 ...... Shirley's Buildings, Stratford, Essex. 
Francies, George ..................... 1838 ...... 61, Walnut Tree Walk, Kennington Road. 
Green, Samuel ........................ 1835 ...... 10, Barrett's Grove, Stoke Newington, 
Groser, William ........................ 1840 ...... 11, Smith Street, Chelsea. 
Hinton, John Howard, A.M . ...... 1838 ...... 59, Bartholomew Close. 
Hoby, James, D.D ................... 1845 ...... Blackheath Hill. 
Howieson, W .............. , ............ 1852 ...... 2,'St. Ann's Terrace, Lorimer Road, Walworth. 
Katterns, Daniel ..................... 1841 ...... Hackney. 
Kingsford, John ......................... 1802 ...... :Midway Place, Lower Roo.d, Deptford. 
Leechman, John, M.A . ............ 1849 ...... The Grove, Hammersmith. 
Lewis, Benjamin ..................... 1828 ...... 56, Trinity Square, Borough. 
Miall, William ........................ )841 ...... Brockham Villas, Richmon<l Road, Dalston. 
Milner, Samuel ........................ 1849 ...... 25, Stepney Causeway. 
Murch, William Harris, D.D ....... 1828 ..... 57, Torrington Square. 
Overhury, Robert W ................ 1835 ...... 6, Henrietta Street, Brunswick Square. 
Peacock, John ........................ 1825 ...... 7, Owen's Row, St. John Str!h•t Road. 
Rothery, Joseph ...................... 1832 ...... 25, Herbert Street, New North Road. 
Russell, Joshua ........................ 1847 ...... Blackheath ilill. 
Smith, Thomas .. .... . .. .. .. .... . .. .. .. 184:'i ..... . 33, l\Ioorgate Street. 
Soule, Israel May ..................... 1838 ...... St. John's Hill, Battersea Rise. 
Steane, Edward, D.D ................ 1824 ...... Champion Park, Camberwell. 
Stovel, Char.Jes ........................ 1832 ...... 5, Stebon Terrace, Philpot Street East. 
Thomas, G. B ......................... 1852 ...... 9, John Street West, llemingfor<l Roat!. 
Trestrail, Frederick ... .. .. .. .. .. .. ... 1845 .. .. .. 33, Moorgate Street. 
Walters, W ............................ 1852 ...... 9, Grosvener Park South, Camber,vell. 
Ward, William ........................ 1848 ...... Francis Place, lllaryland Point, Stro.tfonl. 
Ware, Richarcl ........................ 1842 ...... Hampstead. 
W oollo.cotl, Christopher ............ 1828 ...... 4, Compton Street East, Brunswick Square. 
Wynrd, George ........................ 1843 ...... 39, Hart Street, Bloomsbury. 
Young, William ...................... 1828 ...... I, Grove Place, Upper Grange Rd., Ecrmondscy. 

GENERAL DAPTIS•r lllINISTERS, MEMBERS OF TIIE BODY. 
Bums, Jabez, D.D ................... 1836 ...... 17, Porteus Road, Paddington. 
Stevenson, John, M.A ............... 1833 ...... 12, Marlborough Place, Walworth. 



(lENERAL BODY OF DISSENTIN<l MINISTERS. 

Qton~ngatfomll ~oatb. 
Fo1·med li27. 

Secretary, Rev. RonERT Asn:ToN, Congregational Library, Blomfield Street, 
A deney, G. J.. ..... .... , . .... .. . . ...... 1843 ...... Ealing, 
AdPy, John .............................. 1840 19, Snrrey Square, Old Kent Ron<l. ' 
Ainslie, Robert ....................... 1835 ...... ,vickliffe Cott.age,MorninAton Hd,,Regent's Pk, 
Allon, Henry ........................... 1844 ...... St. l\lnry's Rond, Canonbnry. 
Ashton, Rob~rt.. .. . .. .. . .. .. ... ........ 1839 ...... Putney. 
AYeling-, Thomas ..................... 1839 ...... 6, Nelson Terrace, Stoke Newinglon, 
Baker. "'· R ........................... 184:1 ...... Norwood. 
Bean, \\'illiam ....................... 1839 ...... Tnlse Hill. 
R~nnetl, James, D.D ................ 1829 49, Gibson Squnre, Islington, 
Binney, Thomas ........................ 1829 ...... Snille Row, \Vnlworth. 
Brrch, George l{, ..................... 184.3 ...... Higl,gate, 
Bodington, John ..................... 1817 ...... 22, Thane! Place, Spo. Roail, .Bermondsey, 
Bramall, .lobn ........... , ............ 1852 ...... 5, Park Place, Liverpool Jload, Jslin!(lon. 
Browne, George ....................... 1828 ...... 20, Westhonrn Terrnee, Paddington Hoad, 
Brown, James ........................ 1839 ...... Gibraltar Plac", Dethnnl Green Road. 
Brown, J.B., B.A, .................. 1846 ...... 3, Albert Road, Regents Park. 
Bunter, John ........................... 1835 ...... 'l'ulse Hill. 
Bnrder, H. F., D.D ................... 181l ...... Hackney. 
Burnet, John ........................... 1830 Grol'e Lane, Camberwell. 
Bergne, S. B ........................... 1848 ...... Upper Clapton. 
Byrnes, Lawrenee Henry, B.A .... 1852 ...... Kingston, St1rrey. 
Campbell, John, D.D ................ 184l ...... Tabernacle House, Finsbm·v, 
Campbell, William ................... 184t ...... 4, Wellington Street, Islington. 
Campbell, William, M.A . ......... 1852 ...... Sydenham. 
Carlile, James, D.D ................... 1841 ...... Woolwich. 
Charlton, J.M., M.A ............... 1846 ...... Tof.teridge. 
Clayton, George ........................ 1805 ...... 14, Penton Row, \Valworlh. 
Collyer, W. B., D.D ................. 1801 Peckham. 
Davies, Thomas ........................ 1852 Bar Ham Terrace, St. Georges in the Fields, 
Da,•ies, (',.,.orge Palmer, B.A...... 1850 Wandsworth, 
Davies, David ................ ......... 1852 25, Oxford Terrace, Clapham Road, 
Davies, E\'an ........................... 1842 ...... Richmond. 
Davies, John ........................... 1834 ...... Clapton. 
Davis, J............................ ...••• 1848 ...... Crescent Place, Mornington Crescent. 
Davies, J.C ............................. 1852 ...... 23, Berkley Villas, Looghboron!(h, Park. 
Davies, S. A ............................ 1829 ...... 5, Sonth Tt0rrace, Rye Lane, Peckham. 
Davis, Samnel ........................ 1843 ...... 33, Tredegar Square, Dow Road. , 
Davies, William Pollard ............ 1852 ...... Putney, Snrrey, 
Dickinson, J ............................ 1846 ...... Hounslow.' 
Dobson, J. P ............................ 1826 ...... 22, Doughty Street, Gray's Inn, Roa,l. 
Dokes, Clement, A.M .............. 1839 ...... l, Oxford Terrace, Middleton Hd., Dalston, 
Edwards, W. S ...... - ................ 1850 ...... 36, Gloucester Road, Regent's Park. . 
Eldridge, Samnel ..................... 1843 ...... 6, Grosvenor Villas,Cold Harbor Lane,Bruton. 
Emblem, John ........................ 1817 ...... 147, Church Street, Bethnal Green. 
England, S. S . ......................... 1847 ...... Mill Hill, Middlesex. 
Ford, Joseph ........................... 1852 ...... 2, Upper Terrace, Islington. 
Foster, William ........................ 1847 11, Torriano Terrace, Kentish Town. 
Gallaway, J.C., M.A ............... 1849 JO, Cambridge Terrace, Dalston. 
Gamble, H. J .......................... 1847 Peckham, 
Gilbert, Charles ..................... 1831 28, Park Place, West Liverpool Road. 
Gorlwiu, J. H . .,,. .................... 1839 ], NorfolkVillas,CarltonHill,St.John'sWood. 
Gogerly, George ....................... 1852 ...... 5, Charlotte Row, \\'.'alworth, 
Good, A ................................. 1848 ...... 3,Pk. Fd. Terrace, King Edward's Rd.Hackney. 
Harris, John, D.D ................... 1843 ...... New College, John's Wood. 
Harrison, J. C ......................... 1842 ...... 24, Queen's Road, Camden Town. 
Henderson, E., D.D .................. 1826 ...... East Sheen, Mortlake, Surrey. 
Ifill, James .............................. 1841 ...... Clapham. 
Hollis, B. .. ............................ 1846 ...... 3, Sutton Villas, Carlton Hill, Camden Ron,!. 
Hoppus, John, D.D .................. 182!) 39, Camden Street, Camden Towu. 
HoYlev, J ................................ 1848 29, Ampthill Square, Hamp•tead lload, 
Hnnt,°John .............................. 1833 16, Briston Rise • 
.Tames, Thomas ........................ 1817 4, Blomfield Street. 
Jefferson, John ....................... 1831 Stoke Newinglon. 
Jeula, H. B ............................. 1821 Greenwich . 
.f eula, Matthew ........................ 1841 Church S(reet, Edmonton, 
Kennerly, John, M.A ................ 1847 Stepney Green, 
Kennerley, Thoma• ...... .. .... ... ... 1839 Mitcham, 
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Kent, Benjamin ........................ 1843 ...... Norwoocl. 
Lensk, W ............................... 1848 ...... Ienhel Place, Camberwell New Road 
Leifchild, John, D.D ................ 18\a ...... 6, Camden Street, Camden Town. · 
Littler, Robert ........................ 184,5 ...... 26, Gloster Road, Retent's Park. 
Lor.kyer, ,John ........................ 1847 ...... Ponders End. 
Lury, WIiiiam ......................... 1847 ...... Union Place, Blackheath Road. 
Machray, Robert ...................... 1847 ...... Walthamstow. 
Mannering, Edward .................. 1836 ...... 27, Kingsland Crescent, 
Marlin, David .......................... 1849 ...... 13, Se,ymour Pl•ce, Euston Sqnare. 
Martin, Samuel ......................... 1843 ...... M, Ebury Street, Pimlica, 
Massie, J., D.D., LL.D ............. 1848 ...... Congregational Library. 
Mat~er, J ................................ 1843 ...... 13, Park Place, St. Jame,' Street. 
Morison, John, D.J>., I,L.D ....... 1815 ...... 27, Montpelier ~quare, Brompton. 
Morris, A. J ............................ 1846 ...... T11ffoell Park, Holloway. 
Morris, Caleb ........................... 1828 ...... 21, Mecklenbarg Square, i 
Mummery, J. Vale .................... 1847 ...... Richmond Road, Canonbary. 
Neller, Frederick ..................... 1849 ...... 23, Rroeksbys St., Barnsbnry Park, Islington. 
Owen, William ........................ 1843 ...... 10, Gibson Sqnare, Islington. 
Philip, Robert.. ........................ 1826 ...... Maberley Cottage, Richmond Road, Dalston. 
Pigg, J. G., B.A ...................... 1850 ...... Oxford Terrace, Old Kent Roan. 
Prout, E ................................. 184!) ...... London Missionary Society Honse. 
Pulling, John ........................... 183-l ...... 4, Elizabeth Place, New Cross. 
Richard, Henry ........................ 1836 ...... 10, Snrrey Square, Old Kent Hoad. 
Richards, J.E ......................... 1826 ...... 15, Warkworth Terrace, Commercial R,1. Ea'• 
Richardson, J. W .................... 1843 ...... 7, Tonhritlge Place, New Road. 
Robinson, John ........................ 1830 ...... City Mission Honse, Red Lion Scpiare. 
Rogers, G ............................... 1838 ...... 4, Frederick Pl., Commercial Rd., Peckham, 
Rogers, J ............................... 1850 ...... Amplhill Square, Hampstead Road. 
Rose, George .......................... 1826 ...... lirange Road, Bermondsey. 
Sea viii, T ............................... 1850 ...... 29, Burton Crescent. 
Sherman, James ... , .................... 1841 ...... S:irrey Chapel House, Blackfriar; Road. 
Smith, George .......................... 1842 ...... Trinity Parsonage, East India Road, Poplar. 
Smith, J. S., B.A .................... 1850 ...... Enfield . 

. Smith, Philip, B.A . .................. 1844 ...... 53, New Finchley Road. 
Smith, G. L ............................ 1850 ...... 3, Arnold's Terrace, Bo-.v Road. 
Smith, James ........................... 1850 ...... Victoria Grove, Kensington New Town. 
Spong, J ................................ 1846 ...... Mortimer Road, Kingsland. 
Stewart, A .............................. 1825 ...... Holloway. 
Straiten, James ........................ 1819 ...... 65, Hamilton Terrace, St. John's Wood. 
Stooghton, John ...................... 1844 ...... 19, Upper Phillimore Place, Kennington. 
Stowell, Dr ............................. 1852 ...... Cheshunt College, 
Thomas, David ......................... 1845 ...... Stockwell. 
Thompson, George .................... 1849 ...... Hackney. 
Tidman, Arthur ........................ 1828 ...... 27, Finsbury Square, 
'i'impson, Th,omas ..................... 1826 ...... Lewisham. 
Townley, Henry ....................... 1828 ...... 3, Higbbnry Place. 
Townley, C. G., LL.D ............. 1841 ...... 3, Highhury Place. 
Tyler, W ................................ 1848 ...... Pine House, Holloway. 
Unwin, W. J., M.A .................. 1849 ...... Homerton College. 
Vardy, E. F., A.M ................... 1845 ...... 65, Gibson Square, Islington, 
Vautin, James ......................... 1818 ...... Upper Clapton. 
Verrall, George ........................ 1841 ...... Bromley, Kent. 
Viney, Josiah ........................... 1844 ...... Upper Clapton. 
Watson, John .......................... 1848 ...... Hackney College, 
Wilkins, George ..................... 1844 ...... 13, Henstridge Villas, St. John's \Vood. 
Williams C ............................. 1840 ...... I, College Crescent, St. John's Wood. 
Williams, J. de !{ewer ............... 1847 ...... Tottenham. 
Woodman, E. F ...................... 1844 .. : ... 33, Hart Street, Bloomsbury Square. 
Wright, Georg~ ........................ 1849 ...... Cheshunt, 
Yonge, W. C ........................... )841 ...... Brentford. 

Archer, T., D.n ...................... 1836 ...... IS, Hans Place, Chelsea. 
Redpath, R., MA .................. 1833 ...... 12, College Place, C'.unden Town. 
Simson, Robert, M.A ................ 1836 ...... Colebrooke Row, Isliogton. 
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BAPTiS'r CltAPELS IN AND NEAR LONDON. 

NORTH. 

Bloomsbury Street ........................ W. Drot:k, ..... , .............. 11 .... , ..... ,n. n. e. tl,. 

Camden Town 1Howley Road) ......... E. '\Vhlte ............................ ..... ,n. t. ,r. 
Eagle Street, Holborn .................. R. W. Overbury ...... Aesoolation ... m. e. tD. 

Grny's Inn Lane (John Street) ......... B. VI. Noel, M.A ..................... ~it, e. lu. 

Hampstead 1Hollybush Hill) ............ :r. C&slleden .............................. m. e. 111. 

Henrietta Street, Regent Sqnil.ro ...... C. A. M. Shephcrd, .. Assoclntion ... m. e. tl,. 

Highgate .................................... 8. S. Hatch .............................. 111. ,. 
Islington (Cross Street) .................. G. B. Thomas ......... Associ:ition ... m. e • .~. 
• Tohn's Row, St. Lukes ..................... .t. Newborn .............................. m. e. 1,,. 
Keppel Street, Rnasell Sq0&te ......... w. H. Bonner ......... Assoclation. ·•'"· ,. tit. 

King's Cross (North3J1Q>ton $treet1 ................................................ »i e. tl,. 

Mitchell Etreet, St. Lnkell ............... J. Shover ................................. m. .. 
Redcross Street ........................... D. Wblttaker ........................... m. e. 11}, 

Somers Town .............................. &. Alldis .................................. ,n. e. II,. 

Vernon Square, Pentonville ....•....•. 0. Clarke .••.••.••.•.•.. Association .• ,m. a. ,. •w. 

EAST. 

Artlllery Street, Bishopsg&te ......................................................... m. e. tl,. 

Bow ............................................. G. W. Fishbourne ... Association ... ,11. :,. .t1'. 

Brick Lane, Old Street .................. J. A. Jones .............................. ,,,. e. tft. 

Cannon Street (Salters• Hall) ......... J. Hobson ............ Association ... ,,,. e. 17,. 

Commercial Road ........................ G. W. Peggs ... General Baptist ... m. a. e. tl1. 

Devonshire SqU&re ........................ J. iJ. Hinton, M.A. Assoeiation ... ,li. e. tii. 

Eldon Street, Finsbnry .................. W. William• .................. Welsh ... ,n. a. e. 

Goodman's Fields, Alie Street ...... P. Dickerson ... Strict Bap. Asso •. .. m. e. a,. 
Mill Yard ......... w. H. Black .... : .... seventh-day ... f. e. and Sat. m. 

Prescot Street ... c. Stovel ............... Assoelation ... m. .e. f. 

Hackney (Mare Street) ... - ............. Dr. Cox and D. Kattems ... Asso .•• m. a. e. '"· 
Homerton .................................... b. Curtis ................................. m. e. tl,. 

H oxton, Buttesland Street ............ J'. Rothery ............... .................. ,n. e. tl,. 

Old Town ........................ H. B. Simmonds ........................ m. ,. 
Phillipps Street ................ T. Pepper ................................. m. a. e. 

Poplar !Cotton Street) .................. 8. Cowdy ............... Assoclation ••• m. ,. ... 
Shacklewell ................................. J. Cox and s. Green ......... Aseo ... m. e. 1(1, . 

Shoreditcb, Anetin Btreet. .............. W. Miall ............... Assoolatlon ... ,n. e. t/1. 

Cumberland Street ...... c. Smlth ...... Strict Baptist Asso .•. ,n. e. 11', 

Mason's Court ............ - Messer ................................. ni. ,. tu. 

S!iadwell, Sbakespear's Walk .................................... Aseociation ..• -m. d, e. t/1. 

Victoria Street ............ s. Milner ................................. ?ll. e. 'II', 
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Stepney ....................................... J. Angus, D.D ........................... ,n. Q,. 

StrRt!or<l .................................... - Hlnckle7 ... Strlct Baptist Aoso .. m. 

ToUonham ....................... ; ......... R. Wallace ............ Aeeoclatlo11 ... n,. 

80U1'H. 

Dermondoey (Mazo Pond) ............... J. Aldls .................. AMociatton ... JJ,. 
Dlack!rlar•• Road (Church Street) ... J. Branoh ............... A,sociation ... >1,. "· 
Brlxton Hlll ................................. J. Hirona ............... Assoclation ... m. 

Ca.mbe1·well ................................. E. Stoane, D.D ....... Asi:1ocia.tion .. .4n, 

Clapham .................................... B. Hoe .................................... ,,.. 

Doptford, Lower Ro:J.d .................. J. Kingsford .............................. 1,i. "· 
Groenwjch, Lewis.ham Roa(l ............ J. Rnssell ............ As~oeiation ... n1,, 

Bridge Street ............... w. GIV'in.nell ........................... m. (t. 

Hatcham .................................................................................... ,n. 

Kennington, ·Charles Street ........... ;T. Atwo·od ............ Associatton ... m. a. 

Kent Road, Alfred Place ............... W. Young ..... ; ........................... m. 

Lambeth {Regent Street) ............... c. T. Keen, jnn ...... As~ociation ... m.. 

Peckham (Rye Lane) ..................... G. Moyle ................................ m. 

Rolherhithe (Jamaica Row) ............ W. Ilidder ................................. r,i. 

Southwark, (Borough Road) ............ J. Stevenson, A.M. General Baptist m. 

New Park Street, ........ W. Walters ............ Associatio:1.,.1;i. 

Trinity Street ............ B. Lewis ... Strict Bupti.st .A.sso ... in. 

Unicorn Yard ............................ ............................ .. rii. 

Walworth, East Street ................................................................ in. "· 
-Horsley .Stree.t ............... Jpna~han,George •.. Association ... m. 

Lion-Street ................. :W. Howieson ......... Associat-ion ... M. 

\\'aterloo,Road .............................. J. F. Sparke .......... Associntion ... m. 

WEST. 

Dattereea .................................... !. 1\1. Squle ................ , ................ a. 

Bayswliter .................................... ,v. G. Le.wie,_jun ... Association ... m.. 

Blandford Street ........................... W. B. Bowee ......... Associa.tion ... m- " 
Brentford (New) ........................... T. Smith .................................. ,11. 
Brentford (Old) ............................. C. H. Cole ............................... m. 

Chelsea (Paradise) ........................................................................ m. 

Hammersmith .............................. J. Leechman, A.M ... Association ... 111,. 

Paddington, Church Street ............ J. Burns, D.D. •General Baptist ... m. 

Praed Street ............... w. Unde~wooi! Genel'al Baptist...m. 

Shouldham Street ...... W. A. Blake ......... Association ... ,,,. 

Pimlico, Weetbouriie Street ............ J. Stenson .............................. m. 

Soho, Meard•e Cou1•t ..................... ·J. E. Bloomfield ......................... m. 

Oxford Streat ............ , ........ G. Wyarcl: ............................ , .... ,,,. 

Wandsworlh,; ............................... W. Ball .................................... m. 

Westminster, Romney Street ..................... ,, ............................... 1n. 

Wild Street ................................. 0. Woollacott ... Strlct Bap. As•o ... r.,. . " 
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GENERAL SOCIETIES. 

3!teligious -m:ract ~odet11, 
Fo,·med 1 i99. 

OBJECT:-" The circulation of sinRll religions books and treatises, in fol'cign countries a 
well a,; throughout the British dominions," 

INCOME, year ending March 30, 1852, including Jubilee Fund 
EXPEN'DITURE • • • • • • • • 
BALANCE, in favour of the society 

£68,126 11 4 
66,800 12 9 

1,325 19 3 

Treasurer, JoHN GURNEY HoARE, Esq., Hampstead. 
Honorary Secretaries, 

Rev. W. W. CHAMPNEYs, M.A.; Rev. E. HENDERSON, D.D. 
Corresponding Secretary and Superintendent, Mr. WILLIAM JONES, 

56, Paternoster Row. 
Assistant Secretary and Cashier, Mr. WILLIAM TARN, 56, Paternoster Row. 

Collector, Mr. En·;vARD MARRIOTT, 56, Paternoster Row. 

Formed, December, 1847. 

OBJECT :-" To inculcate religion, and to promote the social and moralimprovement of the 
working classes, by the circulation of appropriate tracts, A new tract is published weekly." 

RECEIPTS for the year 
EXPENDITURE 
BALANCE in hand 

.£295 19 2 
.287 16 3 

62 0 l 

Treasurer, WILLIAM G.a.nLicx:, Esq., 33, Great James Street. 
Secretary, Rev. WILLIAM H. ELLIOTT, 21, Chadwell Street, Middleton Square, 

Pentonville. 

Office, 62, Paternoster Row. 

Formed 1837. 

OBJECT :-" The tracts are sent every month, postage free, to subscribers, or to any per
sons to whom they may wish them to be transmitted, in proportion to their subscriptions, 
whether in Great Britain, .France, Germany, Holland, Belgium, or Switzerland,'' 

INCOME, year ending Dec. 31, 1851 • £1,582 17 4 
EXPENDITURE , 1,620 6 6 
BM.ANCE in hand 3 9 2 

Treasurer, MosEs POOLE, Esq., 13, Serle Street, Lincoln's Inn. 
Honorary Secretaries, Rev. G. A. RoGERB, M.A.; Rev. J. LEIFOHILD, D.D. 

Secretary, Mr. JoHN STABB, 27, Red Lion Square. 
Collector, Mr. BELCHEit, 13, Tennison Street, York Road, Lambeth. 
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j;,unbnu j;,cbool mnion. 
Formed 1803.' 

OBJECT:-" 1st, To stimulate nnd encourage Sunday school teacher,, at home and abrnnd 
to (:renter exertions in the promotion of religious education. 2nd, By mutual communication' 
to improve the methods of instruction, 3rd. To ascertain those situations where Snndny 
ecl_,ools arc must wanted, and promote their establishment, 4th. To supply books and stationc,y 
emtcd for Sunday schools at reduced prices, In carrying these objects into effect, this society 
shnll not in any woy interfere with the private concerns of Sunday schools." 

INCOME, year ending March 3], 1852, Benevolent Fund Account 
EXPENDITURE ditto , . 
BALANCE due to the Treasurer ditto . 
Tn~DE Accot:NT, stock at depository 
CAl'I'rAL , , . , , 

President, WILLIAM BRODIE GuR:.-IEY, Esq. 
Treasurer, THOllIAS CHALLIS, Esq., Ald., iVLP. 

£1,7,51 12 8 
J,548 3 II 

117 3 5 
3,440 8 3 
3,250 0 0 

Secretaries, 
Mr. WILLIAM H. WATSON, I 
Mr. PETER J AcKsoN. 

Mr. RoBERT LATTER, 
t1Ir. WILLIA~! GnosER ... 

• Barnsbu,-y Pai·k. 

Collector, Mr. C. T. HowsHALL, 13, Blomfield Street North, Dalston. 

Offices, 60, Paternoster Row. 

Formed 180•!. 

OBJECT:-" To encolll'a"e a. wider circulation of the Holy Scriptures without note or com• 
ment: the only copies in the languages of the-United Kingdom to be circulated by the society 
shall be the authorized version," 

INCOME, yee.r ending March 31, 1852 
EXPENDITURE 

President, Right Hon. Earl of SHAFTESBURY. 
Treasurer, JoHN THORNTON, Esq. 

£108,449 0 \() 
103,930 9 JO 

Secretaries, Rev. GEORGE JoHN CoLLINSoN, B.A., Swanbourne; 
Rev. GEORGE BROWNE. 

Superintendent of the Translating and Editorial Department, 
Rev. THOMAS W. MELLER, M.A., Rector of Woodbridge. 

Accountant and Assistant Secretary, Mr. WILLIAM H1TOHIN. 
Assistant Foreign Secretary, Mr. HENRY KNOLLEKE. 

Depositary, Mr. JAMES FRANKLIN. 
Collector, Mr. WILLI.HI DAVIES. 

Bibles issued during the year 
Testaments 
Total from 1804 

Society's Il,ws.>, 10., Fa,-/ Sireet, Bl<tckfriar,, 

Yor .. ,i-y,-imw si~rns, 

490.590 
664,052 

25,402,309 



7fl8 GENERAl, SODlETl~S. 

~ritisb Rl\b jfonfgl\ ~tDobl ~ocfet)l. 
Formed 1808, 

On1ECT :-" Promoting the education of the labouring ·and manufacturing classes of !ociety 
of eYery r~ligiou• t1ersue.sion." 

INCOME (including .ti50 from the Council of Education) , £14,96~ 13 O 
EXPENDITURE • • • • 13,860 2 2 
BALANCE in hand, March 8, 1852 954 2 5 

President, The Duke of Bt:t>FoRD. 
Treasurer, SAMUEL GURNEY, Esq., 65, Lombard Street. 

Secretary, HENRY DuNN, Esq., Central School, Borough ),toad. 
Collector, Mr. G. R. EnN, 11, Albion Terrace, Penton Place, Walworth. 

1:Toluntm!! ~tbool ~ssodation. 
Formed 1848. 

OBJECT:-" The promotion of secular and religious education, exclusively of state aid, in 
the United Kingdom and its dependencies. The Society shall also be at liberty, so far as it 
may be practicable. consistently with a due attention to its primary object, to render assist
ance to schools conducted upon similar principles in other countries. Tbe religious instruction 
in schools connected with the Society, is to be based upon the Holy Scriptures in the 
authorized version (which shall lie read, at least, daily), and shall comprehend the great 
doctrines of the divinity and atonement of Jesus Christ, nnd the regenerating influence of 
the Holy Spirit. It is, however, intended that such parents of children in attendance at the 
schools as may object to the religions instruction given, shall be at liberty to withdraw their 

children during such portion of school hours as may be specially devoted to it." 

INCOME, year ending March 31st, 1852 j £1,037 17 0 
EXPENDITCRE • • • 1,303 9 }0 
BALANCE in hand 563 5 1 

Treasurer, GEORGE W. ALEXANDER, Esq., 40, Lombard Street. 
Honorary Secretaries, 

Miss S. A. ALEXANDER, Stoke Newington. 
Miss BREWIN, Denmark Hill. 
Miss BuxTON, Champion Hill. 

General Secretary, Mr. DouGLAS ALLPORT, 7, Walworth Place, Walworth. 

Normal School for Youn.r1 Men, 7, Walworth Place, Walworth. 
Normal School for Young Women, 15, Charlotte Row, Walworth Road. 

~otfrt~ for ~romotfng jf emale @bucation in tbe @ast. 
Formed 1834, 

OBJECT:-" The establishment and superintendence of schools in the East, where favour
able opportunities are presented-the selection and preparation, in this country, of pious and 
well-educated persons to go out as superintendents-and the training and encouragement of 
subordinate native teachers." 

[Nco:uE, year ending May, 1852 
EXPENDITURE 
BALANCE in hand • 

£1,777 10 7 
1,035 5 l 

905 2 8 

President, Her Grace the Duchess Dowager of BEAU:ronT. 
Treasurer, JoHN LABOUCHERE, Esq., 20, Birchin Lane. 

Sub-Treasurer, Mrs. BoNAR. 
Hon. Secretaries, Miss ADAM; Miss BRIDGES. 

Assistant Secretary, Miss WEBB, 15, Shaftesbury Crescent, Pimlico, London. 
Letters ,nay be addressed to the Secretary, "Care of Mr, Suter, 32, Oheapside." 
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~rhfsb rmb jJoreign bailors' &,ociet11. 
OnJ_rio-r.:- 11 To pr~m.ote the spiritual intere_ste of seamen; the society corn rehendin , all 

denommallons of Chnshans holding the easent1al doctrines of the protestant falth.' " g 

}l'OOJllE, year endi~g Dec, 31, 1851 £2,536 17 5 
'!(P.EN1)1T,U1\E , , , , 2,623 19 JO 

:8ALAl'IOE 1(1 Lqnd • • ; , 148 18 6 

President, Rt. Hon. Earl Ducrn. 
Treasurer, THOMSON HANKEY, jun., Esq. 

Secretary, Mr. TnoMAS AuousTus FrELDWICK. 
Bankers, Messrs. HANKEY, Fenchurch Street. 

Collector, Mr. E. SHREWSBURY, 16, King's !tow, Walworth. 
Sotjety's Offices, 2, J~tfrey Square, St, 111:ary Aze. 

llnl«nb ,ff.!abigation anb llt.ailwau fi\ission. 
Formed 1837. 

OBJECT:-" To promote religio~•. ~strnc!i~~ among_ Canalmen! Rivermen, and Railway 
labour~••, _by _boat, ba~ge, and domiciliary V1S1tmg, Scnptnre reading, Bible and religious 
tract distr1bution, particularly on Lord's day.'' 

Tre,,surer, JAMES NASH, Esq., 56, Walcot Place, Lambeth. 
Secretary, Rev. JoHN TREMBATH JEFFERY. 

~rfti!;IJ i,oci.etu for tbe ~ropagation of tJJe eliospel among tb.e 
:Jje(lls. 

Fo,·med 1842. 
OBJECT :-The propagation of the gospel among the Jews; "the more immediate field of 

the Society's operations" being" London and the larger towns of the United Kingdom," 

bcoME, year end\11g April, 1852 • £4,334 19 6 
EXPENDITURE , 4,473 12 6 
BALANCE in hand 148 ]3 8 

Treasurer, Sir JoHN DEAN PAUL, Bart., 217, Strand. 
Secretaries, Rev. E. HEND,ERSON, D.D.; Rev. JAME3 HAMILTON, D.D. ; 

Rev. W. M. BUNTING, 
Resident Secretary, Mr. G. YoNGE, 1, Crescent Place, Blackfriars. 

Association Secretary, Rev. J.P. PALMER. 

Jrace i,ociet);!. 
Formed 1816. 

OBJECT:-" To print and circulate tracts, and to diffuse information, tending to show that 
war is inconsistent with the spirit of Christianity and the true interests of mankind, and to 
point out the means best calculated to maintain permanent and universal peace npon the basis 
of Christian principles," 

· 1Nco111E year ending May, 1852 £1,687 8 l 
EXPIDl~ITURE 1,950 2 7 
BALANCE in hand 326 12 11 

President, CHARLES HINDLEY, Esq., M.P. 
Treasurer, SAMUEL GuRNEY, Esq., 65, Lombard Street. 

Secretary, Rev. HENRY R10HARD, 10, Surrey Square, Old Kent Road. 
Assist..11t Secretary, Mr. A. BROCKWAY, Office, 19, New B1·oad Street. 
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<!Cbthstf m, lfmnntttfon ~ocfet)l. 
Fo1-med i825. 

OBJECT:-" Irrespective of the particular denomination1tl opinions held amongst Christians 
to ad,•ance evangelical religion and Christian charity primarily amongst the inhabitants of the 
metropolis and its vicinity, by rromoting the observance of the Lord's day, the preaching of 
the gospel, the establishment o prayer-meetings and sabbath schools, the circulation of the 
Holy Scriptures and religious books and tracts, the systematic visitation of the sick and desti
tute poor in hospitals, workhouses, and prisons, or at theit· own abodes, with every other work 
of mercy which the committee may f~om time to time approve, for the accomplishment of the 
great objects contemplated by tbe soc,ety." 

INCOME, year ending April 1852 £568 1 2 
ExrENDITIJRE • • • 617 1 0 
BALAcNCE in favour of the society O O 7 

Treasurer, Rt. Hon. THOMAS CuALLrs, Esq., Lord Mayor of London. 
Secretaries, Rev. RonERT AsrrToN, Putney, Surrey; 

Mr. JoHN PITMAN, 9, Grove Place, Hackney. 
Collector, Mr. JoHN RIDLER, 3, Normandy Place, Brix.ton. 

Lett,rs fo1· the Sec1·eta1·ies may be addressed to 60, Paternoster Row, 

<!Cit1:1 jlnisS5ion. 
Formed 1835. 

OBJECT:-" To extend the knowledge of the gospel among the inhabitants of London and 
its vicinity (especially the poor), without any reference to denominational distinctions, or the 
peculiarities of church government," 

INCOME, year ending Jnne 1851 
EXPENDITURE 
BALANCE in hand 

£24,657 3 4 
U,427 10 2 

1,445 12 4 
Treasurer, Sir EDWARD NonTH BuxToN, Bart., M.P. 

Secretaries, Rev. Jom, GARWOOD, M.A.; Rev. JoHN ROBINSON, 
Examiners of Missionaries. 

Beamish, ReT'. H. H., M.A. Lorimer, Hev. Peter. 
Beecham, Rev. J., D.D. Molyneux, Rev. Capel, M.A. 
Bunting, R<lv. W. M. Morison, Rev. J., D.D. 
Carver, Rev. J., M.A. Noel, Hon. and Rev. B. W., M.A. 
Charlesworth, Rev. J., B.D. Patteson, Rev. John, M.A. 
Dibdin, Rev. R. W., M.A. R<ldpatb, Rev. R,, M.A. 
Fisher, Rev. J.M., M.A. Reeve, Rev. J. W., M.A. 
Gribble, R<lv. C. B., M.A. Steane, Rev. E., D.D. 
Harrison, Re,. J.C. Woodwark, Rev. John. 

Bankers, Messrs. BARNETT, HoARE, and Co., 62, Lombard Street. 
Collector, Mr. JoHN DrxoN, 37, Argyle Square, King's Cross. 

M iesionaries employed 270 
Yisits during the year , l, 176,055 
Copies of scriptures distrilmted 15,718 
Tracts distributed • • 1,729,478 

Office, SA, Red Lion Sq_uare, 

:laritisb anb jforeign ~nti=.;blaberp .;bocfety, 
Formed 1839. 

OBJEC1'S :-" '!'he universal extinction of slavery and the slave-trade, and the protection of 
the rights and interests of the enfranchised population in the British possessions, and of all 
pe1sons captured as slaves," 

INCOME, year ending May I, 1852 £1,229 18 4 
EXPENDITURE ~. • . • 1,049 6 2 
BA LANCE in the hands of the Treasurer 118 17 7 

'l'reasurer, GEORGE w·rLLIA~1 ALEXANDER, Lombard Street. 
Secretary, J orrN SCOBLE, 

Office, 27, New llroad Street, London. 
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;Jarhfsb ~nti2 ~tc1te Qtf)urcb ~ssociation. 
Foi-mcd 1844. 

OBJECT:-" The liberation of' religion from all state interference." 

INCOME, yenr ending l\fay 1, 1852 £1,62,1 16 4 
EXPENDITURE , , • 2,349 13 ] I 
BALANCE in hand 309 5 9 

Treasurer, WILLIAM EDWARDS, Esq. 
Secretary, Mr. JonN CAIWELL Wu.LIAJ!s. 

Publisher, Mr. ALBERT CocKSTIAW. 
Collector, Mr. W. C. PowELL, 

Office, 41, Ludgate Hill. 

langgel:t ~cbool filtnion. 
Formed 1844. 

OnJECTS :-" To encourage u,d assist those who teach in Raned Schoola; to help such by 
small grants of money, where advisable; to collect and diffuse information respecting schools 
now in existence, and promote the formation of new ones ; to suggest plans for the more 
efficient management of such schools, and for the instruction of the children of the poor 
in g-eneral; to visit the various schools occasionally, and observe their progress; to encourage 
teacher's meetings and bible classes; and to assist the old, as well as the young, in the stu<l.y 
of the word of God," 

INCOME, from lllay 1, 1851, to !\lay I, 1852 
EXPENDITURE 
BALANCE in hand • 
Deposited as a Reserve Fnnd 

President, Rt. Hon. Earl of SHAFTESBURY, 
Treasurer, R. C. L. BEVAN, Esq., Lombard Street. 

Honorary Secretary, Mr. W. LocKE, I, Exeter Hall. 
Secretary, Mr. J. G. GENT, I, Exeter Hall. 

£3,300 0 9 
3. 133 16 10 

376 19 5 
1,500 0 0 

Collector, Mr. W. A. BLAKE, 4, Southampton Row, New Road. 
Bankers, ::1-Iessrs. BARCLAY, BEVAN, TRITTON, and Co., Lombard Street. 

~olilitrs' jfrienil ~ociet!}. 
0BJECr :-" Diffusing religious knowledge throughout the British Army." 

President, S. l\I. PETO, Esq., M.P. 
Treasurer, GEORGE BuRNS, Esq., 17, Porteous Road. 

Honorary Secretary, Rev. W. A. BLAKE. 
Offiae, 4, Soutl1amplon Row, New Road. 

Q!bnngelical Qtontfnental .;;ocfet,i. 
Formed 1845. 

OsrncT :-" To assist and encourage Evangelical Societies on the Continent in their 
endeavours to propagate the gospel, ancl by other means to promote the same im11ortaut end." 

b;co.uE, year ending May 20, 185~ • £662 19 l 
EXPENDITURE 615 14 l I 
DuANCE in hand 103 1 9 

Treasurer, WILLIAM ALERS HANKEY, Esq. 
Secretary, Bev. EVAN DAVIES. 

O,{!ice, 7, Blomjl'.'id SI, eat, Finsbury. 
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ootomf ng jlt(m's <!!b'ucatfonal ~nfon. 
Fo,·med 1852. 

OBJ~CTS :-" This U oion has been formed to furnish every facility for the elevation of the 
adult working classes, as it r<gards their physical, intellectual, moral, and rellgioui'condltion 
by providing for them instruction combmed with needful relaxation and amuseinen't' by 
encouraging throughout the country the delivery of popular sound Lectures the formatio'n of 
aimilar Lending Libraries, and also Mutual Instructio,n Classes." ' 

Treasurer, RonE~T C. :i:,. BEV AN, Esq. 
Honorary Secretary, l\ir. BENJAMIN ScoTT. 

Depository, l\1r. FnANQOIS BARON. 

0./fices and Depot, 43, Skinne1· Stret, Snow Hill, London. 

~gdJ jll'linfstcrs' ~ocirt!.!, 
FOT'IJ'Cd 1818. 

OnJECT :-" The relief of aged and infirm protestant disse11ting ministers of the presbyterian, 
independent, and baptist denominations, in England and Wales, accepted and approved in t!,ei\' 
respective denominations; who, having been settled pastors of congregations,· have resigned 
their office in consequence of incapacity by age or other infirmities," ·· · · 

INCOlllE £520 5 ]0 
EXPENDITORE 5~Q 8 (l 

CAPITAL, stock yielding about £447 per annum. 
Cases relie.ed last year, 53, 

Treasurer, THOMAS PIPER, Esq., Denmark Hill, Camberwell. 
Trustees, JAMES EsDAILE, Esq., THOMAS PIPER, Esq, HENRY WEYMOUTH, Esq., 

JoHN WILKS, Esq . 
. Secretary, Rev. G. RoGERS, 70, Albany)toad, Old Kent Road. 

ootib'ows' jfun'b. 
Formed 1773. 

OBJECT :-" The relief of the necessitous widows aud children of protestant dissenting 
ministers.'' 

INCOME, year ending ~far~h 20, 185~ 
EXPENDITURE 
BALANCE in hand • . • • . • 
FoNDED PROPERTY producing an annual income of £2,339. 

£3,655 11 11 
3,964 15 0 

497 16 6 

Treasurer. STEPHEN OLDING, Esq., Clement's Lane. 
Secretary, l\ir. iI. K. SMITHERS, 3, Braban~ Court, Philpot Lane. 
Collector, Mr. DAVID HINE, 2~, Montpellier Square, Brompton. 

From whom Forms of Petitions and every other information relative to this charity may he had. 

Exhibitions 4nring the year to 109 Wjdows )n Engla~d at J;l I each, 
Exhibitions • , , , 49 W 1dows 1n England at ,f12 each; .. 
Exhibitions 10 Widows in England at £10 each, 
Exhibitions 42 Widows in W alee at £8 each. 
Exhibitions 25 Widows in Wales at £9 each. 
Exhibitions 3 Widows in Wales at £7 each. 

, Occ;,aional donations to 12 widows amounting to £96. 

Of the 163 Englioh Widows, 79 were of the baptist, 60 of the in~ependent, and 7 ~f the 
preobyterian denominations, The denominations of the Welsh widows are not specified. 
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. Jtoltstattt fflnfon. 
Founded 1799, 

803 

OnJECT :-:-" T\\c henefi~ of t!Je widQws and children ofiprotestant ministers of all denomina-
tions who sll.b§crlbe In cortformity with its rules." 

INCOM~ y-ear ending April 28, 1852 .t~273 17 l 
Extienchlure • • • • 1270 HI 9 
BALANCE in hand • • • 319 7 9 
CAPITAL, about £2,700. 

Annuitants . . , 
Number of memberli 

34 
i70 

Treasurer, W. ALERS HANKEY, Esq., Fenchurch Street. 
S'ecretary; Rev. Jon& HuNr, Britton Risi:!, Surrey. 

®rptian ~otking ~tbool. 
:Founded 1760. 

On1ifo'r :..:...•• To ~rcivi.de foo'd; 'clothes, lodging, ari'd edticatiort for 'orpiitins and such other 
necessitous children as shall be elected by the subscribers." 

Orphans in the School, 238. 

President, JORN REMINGTON MILLS, Esq. 
Treasurer, THOMAS MERRIMAN CpoMBS, Esq. 

Secretary, Mr. JosEPH SouL, 9, Boxwo1'th Grove, Islington. 
Collector, Mr. W. H. CHAPLiN, 11, Sebons Buildings, Islington. 

.. . . . . . . . Matron, Mrs. BAIRD. .. . 
Principal Master, Mr. w. F. TARLTON, Principal Mistres9i Miss SALIH. 

'. Office, 32, Ludgate Hill. , 

Nrfu ~sf2lum for 3Infant @rpbans. 
ST.UlFORD HILL. 
Founded 1844. 

OBJECT:-" To board, clothe, nurse, and educate the infant orphan under eight years of 
age; and until he shall be eligible to enjoy the aid of those institutions which provide for the 
fatherless above that age." " It being the design of this charity to receive and bless the 
fatherless infant, without distinction of sex, place, or religious connexion, it shall be a rule 
absolute, beyond the control of any future_ general meeting, or any act of incorporation, that, 
while the education of the infant family shall be strictly religious and scriptural, no denomi
national catechism whatever shall be introduced, and that no particular forms whatever shall 
be imJ?osed on any child, contrary to the religious convictions of tae surviving parent or 
guardian of such child." 

lNcoME, year ending March 31, 1852 
~xi>ilisnrfunii • • • . 
:BALANCE. in hand . • 
Sfol::K, 3¼ ifor cent. stock 

Number of orphans • • 99 
Received fram the commencement 168 

Treasurer, Baron LIONEL DE RoTns·cnrno, ]H.P. 

£2,658 19 9 
2,544 13 7 
. 158 6 10 

• 2,240 11 5 

Sub-Treasurer, Rev. ANDREW REED, D.D. 
Honorary Secretaries, DAVID W. WrnE, Esq. ; Rev. T. AvEir.b,G. 

Sub-Secre~ary and Collector, Mr. JoHN H. CuzNER. 
Bankers, Messrs. BARCLAY, BEVAN, TRITTON, and Co. 

Office, 32, Po,tllry, London. 
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11.onbon ~ocitt!} Jtotestnnt ~cbools . . 
NORTH STREET, IlTTLE MOORFIELDS, 

Instituted l 782. 

OnJECT :-" Educating ond annu,,lly clothing one hundred poor children." 

INCOME, year ending June 16, 181>1, Late,t Report published 
EXPNDITURE 

£302 12 0 
276 5 1 
165 )6 7 BALANCE in hand 

To which is united, 

~be 11.onbon ~ocfet!} .ifemale @tpban linstftution. 
Founded 1830. 

On.racT :-" Maintaining and educating the daughters of gospel ministers." 

INCOME, year ending June 16, 1851, Latest Report published £179 9 G 
ExPESDITURB , • , 225 4 0 
BALANCE due to the Treasurer • 3 15 S 

Number of femiile orphans, 9. 

Treasurer, THOMAS CHALLIS, Esq., Alderman, and M.P. 
Secretary, EBENEZER TAYLOR, Esq., 25, Bartlett's Buildings, Holborn. 
Collector, Mr. BnEssoN, School House, North Street, Little Moorfields. 

~pprenticesf)fp ~ocfett1, 
Fo,·med 1829. 

OBJECT :-" That this society shall be designated the 'Society for Assisting to Apprentice 
the Children of Dissenting Ministers of Evangelical Sentiments.'" 

l.NCOME, year ending Dec, 31, 1849, Latest Account ,·eceived £158 8 0 
EXPENDITURE , 188 0 10 
BALANCE in hand , 9 17 10 

Treasurer, T. CHALLIS, Esq., Alderman. 
Secretaries, C. J. METCALFE, Esq., Roxton House, St. Neots, Huntingdonshire. 

Rev. J. V. MUMMERY, Richmond Grove, Canonbury. 
In the year 10 premiums have been granted, amounting to £160. 

The Elections are half-yearly. An Annual Subscription of Five Shillings gives as many 
votes as there are candidates to be elected, 

mtaltbamstow ~ids' ~cbool. 
Established 1808. 

OBJECT :-" The education of the daughters of missionaries." 

"That there be provided a comfortable residence, education, board, washing, 01·dinary 
medicines, and books; and that the total charge to the parents or guardians '.shall not exceed 
£12 per annum for each child under ten years old, and £15 for all above that age; if clothing 
be included. £5 per annum extra. The education to be liberal and respectable; attention to 
domestic affairs to be taught at a suitable age. The whole to be conducted with a strict 
regard to utility, habits of economy and comfort." 

INCOME, year ending April, 1851 
EXPENDITURE . . • • 
BALANCE, in hand 

Treasurer, JosEPII TRUEMAN, jun., Esq. 
. Cash Secretarieii, Mrs. E. CAREY ; Mrs. FouLGER. 

£1,622 15 7 
1,529 16 8 

116 15 3 

Collector, Mr. HINE, 22, l\fontpellier Square, Brompton. 
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1Lon'tJon j)lllissionar,i ~ociet!!, 
INCOME, 1851-52, inclurling receipts from the stations 
EXPENIHTORE . 
BALANCE in hand , . . • • • • 
STOCK possessed for general and special purposes, about 

£69,048 12 3 
72,830 lJ 6 

1,616 15 2 
18,160 14 0 

Treasurer, Sir CULLING EARDLEY EARDLEY, Bart. 
Secretaries, Rev. ARTIIUR TrnMAN, D.D. ; Rev. EBENEZER PRouT. 

Mission House, Blom.field Street Finsbury. 

European missionaries, about 

Mtesf£,ian jJlllfssionar,i ~ocietu. 
INCOME, for the year ending Dec. 31, 1851 
EXPENDITURE • • , 
BALANCE due to the treasurers • • • . 
The Treasurers are also under acceptances amounting to 

170 

£10-2,730 19 9 
• 111,555 14 4 

19,666 7 9 
10,liO O 0 

Treasurers, THOMAS FARMER., Esq., and the Rev. JoHN ScoTT. 
Secretaries, Rev. Dr. BEECHAlr, Rev. ELIJAH Hoou:, Rev. G. OSBORNE, and 

Rev. W. ARTHUR, M.A. 

Wesleyan Mission House, Bishopsgate Sfreet Within. 

Central or principal stations called circuits 
Cha11els and other preaching places • 
Missionaries and assistant missionaries 
Full and accredited church members 
Scholars 

Qt-burcb j)lllissionarJ) ~ocirt!}, 
INCOME for the year ending March 31, 1851 
EXPENDITURE 
BALANCE due • • • , , • • 
BALANCE, in Stock, at the bankers' and in the office 

356 
3,092 

468 
108,078 
79,841 

£100,756 6 g 
101,366 5 11 

187 17 0 
124,337 17 9 

President, the Right Hon. the Earl of CHICHESTER. 
Treasurer, JoHN THORNTON, Esq. 

Secretaries, Rev. HENRY VENN, B.D., Rev. JoHN 'rucK.ER, B.D., and 
Major HECTOR STRAITII. 

Assistant Secretary, Rev. W. KNIGHT, M.A. 

Mi•sion House, Salis/Jury Sq11are. 

Stntions • , • 
European English clergy , , 
European Lutheran clrrgy , 
East-Indian ordained missionaries 
European laymen . , 
European female Tcnchers • • 
East-Indian and country-born clergymen 
East-Indian and country-born laymen 
N ativc la~,-teachers 
Communicants • 

VOL. XV .-FOUTITU SEr..IES, 

107 
128 

7 
2 

31 
12 
21 
22 

1,358 
14,154 
5 A 
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,HOME MISSIONARY SOCIETY. 

lNOOME, year ending April 30, 1852 
EXPENDITURE . . 
BALANCE due to the Treasurer . 
STOCK, belonging to the society 

Number of stations 
Number of Missionaries 
Number of grantees 
Number of students 
Lay preachers . . . 
Parishes in which the agents have stations 
Towns, villages, and hamlets 
Chapels 
Rooms 
Members • • . 
Admissions to churches during the )'e.11' . 
Hearers • 
Sundav-schools 
Teachers 
Scholars 
Day-schools 

Treasurer, THOMAS THOMPSo~, Esq., Poundsfurd Park. 

£5,646 16 9 
7,323 l 2 

413 19 10 
4,433 0 7 

122 
47 
60 
16 

1b6 
347 
424 
205 
229 

5,055 
548 

40,1148 
175 

1,679 
.12,782 

32 

Secretary, Rev. JAMES WILLIAM MASSIE, D.D., LL.D., Blomfield Street. 

IRISH EV ANG ELI CAL SOCIETY. 

INCOME, year ending April 30, 1852 
EXPENDITURE 
BALANCE, in hand 

Treasurer, T. M. Co:r.1Bs, Esq., Ludgate Street. 

£2217 6 7 
1,813 6 7 

670 5 9 

Secretary, Rev. J. W. MASSIE, D.D., LL.D., Blomfield Street, 

COLONIAL MISSIONARY SOCIETY 

INCOME, year ending March 31, 1852 
EXPENDITURE • . 
BALANCE in favour of the society 

Treasurer, JAMES SPICER, Esq. 
Secretary, Rev. THOMAS JAMES, Blomfield Street, Finsbury. 

Qtongregational ffln ion. 
Treasurer, BENJAMIN HANBURY, Esq. 

Secretaries, Rev. G. SMITH, and Rev. R. AsHToN. 

C!bongregational ;!Ooat'b of Ebucation. 
Homerton College, Homerton. 

£2,839 2 6 
2,963 10 0 

281 9 2 

OBJECT:-" To promote popular education partaking of a religious character, and 
under no circumstances receiving aid from public money administered by government," 

Treasurer, SAMUEL MORLEY, Esq. SecrPtary, WILLIAM RuTT1 Esq. 

Principal, Rev. W. J. Unwin., M.A. 
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mlesle,ian ftletbob'ist Qeonnexfon. 
President, Rev, JOHN ScoTT, London, 

Secretary, Rev, JonN FARRAR, Richmond. 
President of the Wesleyan Theological Institution, Rev. JABEZ BuNTING, D.D 

Book Steward, Rev, JoHN MASON, 14, City Road, Londm,. 
Editors, Rev. W. L. THORNTON, M.,\.; Rev. W. 11. RuLE, London. 

MINISTERS. 
In GREAT BRITAIN ......... 015 Supornumerary and aaperannuated 192 ... On Trial 103 ... Total 1,210 
In IRELAND..................... 83 ................................................ 31 17 ... ...... !,;6 
In FOREIGN STATIONS ...... 370 ........................................... ,.... 13 77 .......... 460 

MEMBERS. 
1,826 

In GREAT BRITAIN ..................... 281,263 ................................... decrease 20,946 
In IRELAND.............................. 20,010 ····································· decrease 775 
In FOREIGN STATIONS ••••··•••·•·· .. 101,338 ........ ···--·· ..................... increase 3,327 
In CANADA .............................. 27,58i> ..................................... increase 7,376 

MISSIONARY SOCIETY,-See page 008, 
The next Conference is to be held at Bradford, Yorkshire, commencing on Wednesday, July 27th, 18-53. 

Chapels 359. 

Wesleyan Oonference Office, 14, City Road, London. 

j)ll\etbollist _j!1tn Qeonnexion, 
Fonned 1797. 

[The latest information obtained.] 
Preachers 143. Local Preachers 882. Members U,590. Sabbath schola,e 50,00~. 

,rimitibe j)ll\etf)obist Qbonmxion. 
Formed 1819. 

[ The latest information obtained]. 

~~~1~• cb~i,~1~·;~:i·p;~~~j;i~ii·Pi;~~~··::.:·:.·.-,-_·_-,-_-.·_-:.:::·.-.:·.::·.-.·.·:.·.·:.::·.::::::::::::::::::::: 1:~~~ 

fil~~t1:~:: ; : : : ~ :;: :~t,~J 
~eslenan j)ll\etbob'ist ~ssociation. 

Formed 1834. 
[The latest info,·mation obtained.] 

President, Rev. J oHN PETER.•. 
Sec·rctary and Editor, Rev .. RonERT EcKETT, 6, Argyle Square, London 

Treasurer, JoHN PETRIE, Esq., Rochdale. 
Book Room, Horse Shoe C, ,,,.,, Ludgate Hi!!,. 



CORRESPONDENCE. 

AG~D OR INFIRM DAPTIST MINISTERS' SOCIET\", 

To the Editor of t!,c Baptist l\1aga11:ine. 

DEAR Sm,-As the result of a letter in 
,-our October number in reference to this 
~ociety, 1 have hecn pleased to receive and 
acknowledge scyeral letters from ministerial 
brethren, asking for fuller information re
specting the institution. From some of our 
esteemed pastors I h<tve heard more than 
once on this matter, and the difficulty, as I 
before stated, is that where a desire is felt to 
become connected with the society, the en
trance-money forms an obstacle and a check. 

One 'l'alued minister writes, " The entry
money for one at the age offifty and upwards 
amounts to a prohibition." Another says, 
(whose age however is nearly fifty-fh·e), "I 
should, if admitted a member have to pay 
£26, which is an amount of money which I 
cannot command.'' 

May I again suggest that where it is known, 
or can be discovered, that the pastor would 
be glad to become a beneficiary member of 
the societv, eome friend or friends might 
easily proi•ide the £5, £1 0, £15, or £20 
needed ; and that, such aid, if kindly tendered, 
would prcYe not less acceptable than useful 
to the object of it. 

I am, dear Sir, 
Yours very truly, 

Cn.A.RLES DANIELJ., Sec,·etary. 
]Je/ksham, Nov. 10, 1852. 

ON TIIE ANNOUNCEMENT OJP SUBSCRIP'.l'I ONB, 

To the Editor of the Baptist Magazine. 

DEAR Srn,-ln reply to a piece in your 
Magazine for this month respecting the 
announcemenl of subscriptions, I offer the 
following :-

1 st. A man who gives, especially one who 
gil'es liberally, stirs up others to like 
liberality. The carpenter encourages the 
goldsmith ; but how can this be done? How 
can the goldsmith improve and gild over 
the carpenter's work, if he is not to see it? 

2nd. Another reason why names and 
addresses of subscribers ought to be br-0ught 
out i•, that a man who gives liberally holds 
out a most excellent exam pie : it is a good 
light that ought to shine forth, and give light 
to all around: but how can this be done if it 
is to be put under a bushel? it is doing this 
good work secretly, whereas he is commanded 
to "Jet his light shine before men" that 
tlwy ,ccin9 his good works may copy thern-

from, and so !cam to glorify their Father who 
is in h<'aven in like manner : but how shall 
they see that which is kept out of sight? 
how shall they copy that which is not 
portrayed before them ? 

3rd. A man's example as a liberal man is 
useless, if the names and addresses of I he 
subscribers are not brought out, because no 
one knows it. 'l'he apostle says, " Your zeal 
hnth provoked very many," how could this be 
the case if it is not known to very many? 

4th. The passage referred to by your 
correspondent, Matt. vi. 2, says, '' Do not 
sound a trumpet before yon," that is, do not 
like J ehu exclaim, "Here, see my zeal for the 
Lord," othenvise you have no reward of your 
heavenly Father. Such persons have their 
reward, 'l'iz., an ostentatious <li~play of them
selves. But surely we are to "provoke one 
another to good works," how is this to be 
done? How can we encourage and incite 
others to good works if we are to set them no 
example, or that example is to be hidden 
from them? 

5th. We are obliged to observe the gospel 
rule, "Give no offence, that the gospel be not 
blamed." We cannot then go to an opulent 
professor, who gives it may be five shillings 
only to a good cause, and tell him he--0ught to 
be ashamed of himself; hut the report which 
contains tl1e names and addresses of the 
subscribers and their amount does administer 
this shame and correction to a man ; he 
stands reproved when he sees others less 
wealthy who give two pounds and five 
pounds ; and he feels ashamed, and is 
induced even of his own accord to increase 
his subscription. Thus the report conducted 
on a public principle, reproves, and exhort~, 
and does a world of ·good, The man who 
gives liberally sets a good example-an 
ir,fluential one. The niggardly man rends 
his own shame and reproof in silence. Thus 
the affair is conducted "decently and in 
order." 

6th. It may be said that some are induced 
to give liberally merely to display themselves, 
and obtain a name. But this does not be
long to us to notice .-it is a matter strictly 
between tl,e man and his God. We hope it 
is not so ; and we have no right perhaps to 
siuglc out any one case and say it is so, 
for we do not know that ; besides which a 
perfect act in any case can hardly be per
formed by man. We have to do with a right 
principle ; and the question is, "Is the JWi
va/e or the public princiJJle of conducting" n 
public institution or society proper I Now 
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nil the hcst reports of all the most sterling 
charities 11re conducted upon the p11blio prin
ciple, that is, of bringing out the names nnd 
addresses, nncl even the numbers of the houses 
of' the respective subscribers 11s well ns their 
nmounts. 'fake for instance the annual 
reports of the London Hospital, the West
minist~r ; and Middlesex Hospitals, the 
British and Foreign Bible Society, the Cha
pel B11ildi11g Society ; nnd fifty others I 
could select. And besi,les which there is 
something so disgraceful, so disreputable, and 
so distasteful in conducting public subscrip
tions upon a private principle that is under 
a bushel, that one feels the sacred passage 
come home to one's mind with singular pro
priety 011 the occasion, "Come not nigh their 
secret, mine honour be not thou united." 
Every thing of this kind should be conducted 
above deck, thnt all may eee and know what 
is doing, and who it is done by ; and this is 
absolutely necessary in order to maintain a 
public society or institution in a healthy state. 
Besides, supposing that some do give in order 
to obtain a good name and repute only, this 
is no objection. If a man will be liberal and 
do good acts, he is entitled to have a good 
name. Who is there that does not admire 
and even love one that is liberal in giving to 
every good cause. To seek to deprive such 
an one of a good name is injustice. " A 
good name is rather to be chosen than great 
riches.'' If a man does that which is wrong, 
if he becomes a bankrupt, talces the benefit 
of the insolvent act, or is brought before the 
magistrate for a fault, his name is published 
in all the daily newspapers. Is it too much 
then for a man that does thnt which is right, 
to have "praise of the same !" He is an un
just character who seeks to deprive such an 
one of a good name under such circumstances. 
We are commanded to render '' honour to 
whom honour is due." To give liberally causes 
a man to ha\'e a good report, which is of great 
value, even with Christian men, 'fhe apostle 
Paul in describing the qualities of a bishop, 
condescends to notice this qualification, 
" He must have a good report of them that 
are without.'' I conclude bv observing that 
if a man should live thirty years, and during 
that period be a liberal subscriber to all the 
public charities and religious institutions, and 
his name appears every year in the annual 
reports, no one can tell the amount of public 
good such II man does by his liberal example 
being held up to view. It is inconceivable, 
whereas no one cRn tell the amount of sin 
an<l wickedness, dishonour, and stealth, that 
is cloaked by and connected ,vith a public 
society conducted upon the p1-ivate principle. 

I am, dear Sir, 
Yours respectfully, 

C. VINES, 

28, C,mo11blt1'1, Sq1ia, e, Is/inglon. 
bt Nov. 1852. 

To tho Editor of the ll,ipfist ,lfn!Jazin~. 

Mv DEAR Srn,-May I he nllowe,l a 
hrief space in reply to your correspondent 
" R. B.!" The question he proposes i., one 
that is scarcely tou~hcd hy the P""'a~e to 
which he 1efers in Matt. vi. Z---4. There the 
Sa,·iour is denouncing an ostentatious parade 
of our own benevolence, whilat in the 1•uhlic 
announcements of subscriptions and collec
tions, two parties are concerned-those who 
make the announcement, and those of whom 
it is made. The former do not violate the 
Saviour'• precept, for they proclaim the alms 
of others, and not their own ; the latter do 
not, for it is others who proclaim their alms 
and not themselves. 

This, however, may seem only an evasion 
of the real question, and the in<1uiry returns 
-Is it not wrong on the one hand to make 
public the alms of others; and on the other, 
to allow our own to be published! In reply 
to the former query, we unhesitatingly say it 
cannot, in every case, be wrong. What is a 
large portion of scripture but a record of the 
virtues, acts, and even alms of good men! 
Not to insist upon Old Testament examples 
-has not the Saviour declared that the 
costly offering of the woman who anointed 
him shall be spoken of wherever his gospel is 
ma<le known. Are we not told that Corne
lius '' gave much alms to the people,"-of 
one Joses, '' who, ha'f~ng land, sold it and 
brought the money an<l laid it at the apos
tles' feet,"-of Dorcas, that "she was full of 
good works and alm:;dee<ls which she did;" 
-and finally has not the apostle Paul re
corded his own labours and sacrifices in his 
Master's service! We further think these 
examples furnish a satisfactory reply to the 
second query, and are sufficient to prove 
that when the publication of our nlms is 
calculated to subserve :;ome useful end, not 
only would it be right to allow others to 
make them known, but in certain cases we 
ourselves (though by no means in a sl'irit of 
vain self-glory, which alone the Saviour con
demns) should be the first to publish them. 

We conceive then that the practice to which 
"R. B." refers is not expressly condemned 
by scripture, and its allowability must rest 
upon the merits of each individual case. It 
may be wrong ;-it may be right, Doubt
less, in many cases, the practice is injurious, 
and ought to be abandoned : in others, with 
all due deference to "R. B.," we think it 
unobjectionable and useful. If, as we be
lie\'e1 often is the case, the practice is 
adopted simply as n matter of order, or of 
business, on the part of those who make the 
announcements; for the purpose of giving an 
account of their treasurership, nnd to guard 
their conduct against the least shadow of sus
picion, and on the part of those who sanction 
the announcements for the purpose of indi\'i
dual and public satisfaction, we can see to it 
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no obj<cction. It is right that those who 
rec,:ive public money should pulilicly account 
for 1t ; and that those who gil-e money should 
see 1t duly appropriated to its intended ob
ject; and "'e concei,·e that there is often no 
simpler or more efficacious method of attain
in~ these cuds than by public announcement. 
\\' hen, howe,·er, it can plead no claim to 
utility, and is, as ycur correspondent allege~, 
a mere waste of time, &c., it is unscriptural, 
and ought to be ah:rndone<l. 

\Ve cannot conclude, without expressing a 
deep conviction, that there is a strong tend
ency in the present day to over-estimate the 
importance and evil of practices like that 
now under discussion. lf the public an
nouncement of eYery paltry subscription be 
adopted to awaken vanity and pride, it dis
plays among us a lamentable amount of folly 
and of weakness. If our generous donors 
to religious and other institutions do reflect 
with self-complacency upon the public an
nouncement of their subscriptions, the bulk 
of them may be assured they sadly miscalcu
late. They stand alone in the appreciation 
of their own benevolence; and we strongly 
suspect, the impression produced by such 
announcements, could it be known, would 
famish them with food for any thing rather 
than their vanitv. 

But if it reaily be so-if the piety of the 
present day be so delicate that it sickens and 
pines at the least exposure to the anticipated 
applause of a country meetinr, assuredly we 
need some more ,·igorous remedy than is to 
be found in ceasing to gi•e rublicity to our 
alms. Such piety needs to be exercised 
rather than fondled and nursed, it needs 
more strength rather than less conflict; and, 
indeed, sir, we are convinced that whatever 
e\'ils may be connected with this and similar 
usage•, they arise chiefly from our own sickly 
and dwarfish piety. In n healthy state of 
the church they would scarcely exist; and 
the only effectual remedy is to be found in 
the diligent cultivation of a more manly and 
vigorous piety-a piety that will see in the 
announcement of all we ha1'e yet given the 
publication of our shame and not our glory
a ground not of boasting but humiliation-a 
passing noliee, not of what we have done, hut 
the much we hm·e left undone.· 

Sincerely apologizing for the length of this 
communication, I am, yours, &c., 

Iou. 

To the Editor of the Baptist Magazine. 

DEAR Srn,-1 am one of those who have 
contributed to '' the practice," said to be 
injurious, by your correspondent" R. B.," of 
reading at every annual missionary meeting 
the names of the subscribers and collectorP, 
and the several sums received from them, 
I think it is useful, as a guarantee for the 

transmission of the whole amount rccei ve,\ 
to the general treasurerP, and as lhrnishing a 
basis for the verification of their accounts. 
Uses of some importance at all times, es
pecially in these qnerulous and captious days. 
I ham therefore some pleasure in learning 
that '' the practice" "is becoming very gene
ral,"-a pleasure very minutely alloyed by 
any misgivings as t.1 its being "unscriptural," 
or what is the same thing "opposed to the 
spirit of Christia11ity.'' R. B. thinks it can
not be reconciled with Matt. vi. 2-4. At 
the risk of being set down as "no ordinarv in
terpreter of scripture,' I venture to re~1ark 
that in this passage, the giving of alms" be
fore men," is not in :cill cases forbidden, but 
the giving them anyhow "to be seen of them," 
-the making the praise of men the end of 
the deed. 'l'hus understood it harmonizes 
with, that chap. v. 16, "Let your light so 
shine fefore men, that they may see your 
good works, and glorify your Father who is 
in heaven." Further : alms given to indi
viduals or families and contributions to a 
missionary society are not exactly parallel 
cases. 'rhe one does not need any publica
tion, the other may. If the names of persons 
sending boxes, collecting or subscribing small 
sums, ought not to be published at an annual 
meeting, the only publication they can havP, 
neither ought the names of those who sub
scribe ten shillings and upwards to be pub
lished in the Herald and Annual Report. 
Would this be a right principle on which to 
manage the affairs of a public institution 1 
Again : the prohibition in the passage 
quoted is against the ostentatious performance 
and publication of a man's good works by 
himself: there is not a word against the 
commendatory publication of a good work 
by a second person. Jesus is in harmony 
with Solomon,-'' Let another man praise 
thee, and not thine own mouth." Now, it is 
not the subscribers and collectors who stand 
up and declare their own doings, but, usually, 
The treasurer reads their names and the sums 
they have brought in. It is not necessary to 
admit that the publication is intended to be 
commendatory, it may be justified on other 
grounds, as I have shown; but supposing that 
it is, it is a proceeding by no means inconsistent 
with '' the true spirit of Christianity'' as mani
fested by the apostle Paul. In the sixteenth 
of Romans he commends eight members of the 
church at Rome, and one of the church in 
Corinth for various good works. What he 
sa,-s of Priscilla and Aquila is worthy of par
ticular notice in reference to this question. 
He speaks of them as his helpers in Christ 
Jesus who had for his life laid down their 
own neck•," unto whom," says he, ';not only I 
give thanks, but also all the churches of the 
gentiles." What a cataract of thanks! The 
thanks of the great-lwartcd prince of the 
apostles, and of all the churches of the gen
tiles, poured on a woman and a man of like 
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1iaesions with our own. 'fl,ese thanks, their 
works, their names, inscribecl in an epistle to 
be reacl to the church at Rome, most likely 
in their hearing. But was the apostle pru• 
dent? Would not these thanks, and this 
whole publication of deeds and names un
fenced by any caution against its possibly 
injurious effects have been better omitted as 
"impurities?" Who dare say so? These 
Roman and Corinthian Christians were all 
of them accessible to " pride and undue 
ambition," and yet the apostle publishes and 
commends their good works. He commends 
them too though he might certainly know 
that the hearts of all of them were in a right 
state towards God. The probability is that 
he had not this degree of know ledge. If he 
had, then all that he says is not exemplary
it is only an exhibition of what an inspired 
apostle might say and do. But if we are to 
regard him as speaking of them-not with a 
perfect knowledge of their spiritual state, but 
as they appeared to him aud to others by 
their conduct to bo, this scripture is then 
evidently written for our learning, and I think 
we may gather from it this instruction. I st. 
That what appears to be a good work is to 
be regarded as done unto the Lord unless we 
have some strong reason to think it is not so 

performed. 2nd. That good works may not 
only be published for an example to others, 
and to the glory of Him from whom all that 
is good proceeds, but also for the commen• 
dation of the doers, believing that the ,?race 
given for the performance of a really 0good 
work will also prevent the excitement of 
unholy passions by its publication. 3rd. That 
we· are not restrained from the commenda
tory publication of the works of a number of 
persons engageJ in one good object because 
we may not be sure that they are all in a 
good spiritual state. That we are not bound 
to withhold the cheering cordial of a hearty 
commendation from those who are Jabourina: 
"in the Lord" from an apprehension that 
sume others, working on an unholy principle, 
may haply be intoxicated with "pride and 
ambition" by drinking of the same cup. 

"R. B." thinks the time spent in reading 
names and figures unprofitably employed. 
'l'he profitable or unprofitableness of the 
exercise must, I imagine, be pretty much as 
is the mind of the bearer. Some can get a 
sermon out of a stone, while others will trdvel 
from Dan to Beersheba and find all barren. 

I am, dear Sir, 
Yours truly, 

A TREaSURER. 

INTELLIGENCE CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7i2. 

ACADIA COLLEGE, NOV A SCOTIA. 

A letter has been received from Dr. Cramp, 
dated so recently as November 10th, in 
which he says, "My time has been mainly 
occupied since our great calamity, in attend
ing public meetings and visiting our churches 
on behalf of the endowment. I am happy 
to inform you that we have obtained sut
scriptiGns (payable in four years) to the 
amount required, £10,000, and that we are 
still going on, hoping to raise ,£12,000, or 
even more. This will place the College on 
a permanent foundation.'" 

THE MANCHESTER EDUCATIONISTS. 

We have just received a pamplilet en• 
titled "A Review of the Evidence taken 
before a Committee of the House of Com
mons, in relation to the State of Education 
in Manchester and Salford. By JOHN 

How.I.RD HINTON, M. A. Prepared and 
Published under the direction of a Com• 
mittee formed in London for opposing the 
Manchester Education Bill." We mention 
it now, as attention to the subject is urgent, 
though we have not had opportunity to look 
into it ; but this is of the less moment as 
Mr. Hinton's known ability in handling all 
such questions is u sufficient guarantee to 

every one who desires information that I he 
work deserves his perusal. 

MRS. BRIDGEWATER. 

On Wednesday Nov. 3rd, Mrs. Sarah 
Bridgewater of Rose Hill near Oxford 
entered into the joy of her Lord. She was 
made a partaker of the ordinance of 
believer's baptism and received into the 
church at Abingdon at the early age of 
fifteen. Through the period of fifty-fiye 
years she has maintained a most honourable 
profession, "adorning the doctrine of God 
our Saviour in all things." During the last 
twenty years she has been in fellowship with 
the baptist church meeting in Adullam 
chapel, Oxford ; the whole of which time 
she was in the furnace of affliction. 'l'hose 
who were privileged to know her beheld a 
witness to the truth of the apostolic testimony, 
"tribulation worketh patience, ancl patience 
experience, and experience hope." Looking 
to and leaning on the Beloved, she" endured 
as seeing him who is invisible.'' In the last 
hours of her life she spoke much of the love 
of God. Her happy spirit triumphed in the 
midst of almost exhausted nature in the Rock 
of her salvation. 

Some little time before her departnre she 
faintly articulated, '' I long to be up with 
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Jesns--washed white in his blood"-! shall 
he like him when I awake in his image." 
After exclaiming, "Precious Jesus! precious 
J esns ! he is precious to me," utterance 
failed, and she fell asleep. 

RERTS AND SOUTH BEDS. ASSOCIATION. 

The following churches constitute this 
Association:-

St. Alb&ns ..................... W. Upton. 
Boxmoor ..... ................ B. P. Pratten. 
Breacbwood Green ......... D. Pa.rken. 
Cranfield ..................... T. Owen. 
Cblpperfield .................. D. Evans. 
Herne! Hempstead ......... W. Aitchison. 
Houghton Regis ............ J. W. Lance. 
Luton, 1st Church ......... J. J. Davies. 
Luton, 2nd Church _,, ..... J. Harcourt. 
Leighton Buzzard ............ E. Adey. 
Markyate Street ............ T. Wake. 
Rickmansworth ............ A. Weinberg. 
Toddington .................. W. Wood. 

The annual meeting was held at Houghton 
Regis, June 2nd and 3rd, 1852. The asso
ciation sermon was preached by Rev. W. 
Aitchison. The annual address to the 
churches was prepared by Rev. J. W. Lance. 

Statistics. 

Baptized ............ ; ................ 218 
Received by letter ........... , .. , 17 
Restored............................. 5 

-240 
Removed by death .. .. .. .. ..... ... 27 
Dismissed ·····••H•••·······••oo .,... 15 
Withdrawn ........................ 3 
Excluded........................... 3 

48 
Clear increase................................. 192 
Total number of members ............... 1756 
Number of scholars .... - .................. 2363 
Village Stations.............................. 26 

Rev. W. Aitchison was re-appointed secre
tary, and the Rev. W. Upton, treasurer. 
The next annual meeting is to he held at 
Wellington Street Chapel, Luton. 

EDITORIAL POSTSCRIPl'. 

Among the innumerable communications 
of one kind or other which the Editor has 
received in the last few weeks, very mar.y 
have been letters of sympathy and condo
lence. For these he is thankful; and it would 
have afforded him pleasure to acknowledge 
to the writers individually his sense of their 
kindness, but it has been quite impossible to 
do so without neglecting urgent duties. He 
trusts, therefore, that a considerate regard for 
public interests committed to his charge, will 
cause his friends to impute apparent neglect, 
not to ingratitude, but to hability. With 
regard to private correspont'cnce generally, 
he is painfully sensible of his need of the 
forbearance and candour of many who write 
to him requesting replies. He avails himself 
of their suggestions when they appear to him 
to be feasible, and sometimes gives in the 

Magazine the information which they seek ; 
but when this is done he is often quite unable 
to write by post, or take any formal notice of 
their letters. 

Our number fur January will contain an 
excellent Portrait of Samuel Morton Peto, 
Esq., M.P., taken from Rn exquisite minia
ture belonging to Mrs. Peto, kindly lent to 
us for the purpose. In our number for 
February, R benutiful likeness of the late 
Joseph Fletcher, Esq., Treasurer of the Bap
tist Building Fund, mny be expected. 

A meeting for the distribution of the profits 
of our work among the wido,vs of Baptist 
ministers will probably be held in the begin
ning of January, and Forms of Application 
may be obtained for widows who desire to 
partake of tlie fund, by letter addressed to 
the Treasurer, 33, Moorgate Street. 

Our brethren the pastors of churches, if 
they believe that the Magazine is adapted to 
do good and that the extension cf its sale 
would be a public blessing, will perhaps take 
an early opportunity to say so in the pulpit, 
remembering that at the end of the year it is 
common for readers to make new arrange
ments respecting their periodicals. Many 
have done so in former Decembers, and have 
had the pleasure to learn that their efforts 
have been successful ; but as death is con
tinually reducing the number of old sub
scribers, and the competition among periodi
cals of every kind has of late years greatly 
increased, it is important that ministers who 
approve of the Magazine should do all that 
they can to promote its circulation. Of its 
merits it does not become us to speak; and it 
is only on its merits that we think it neces
sary or proper that an appeal in its favour 
should be based. 

RECENT PUBLICATIONS 

~pprobel:I. 
Continued from page 762. 

The Eclectic Review, November, 1852. Con• 
tents: I. The Museum and the National Gallery. 
n. Pascal. III. Memoirs of the Baroness D'Ober• 
kirch. IV. Australian Progress. V. Wright·s 
Celt, Roman and Saxon. VI Cooper's Frne Church 
of Christendom. Vll. Horace bt. John's British 
India V Ill. The Peace Society Government Pro• 
secutions. Review of the Month, &c. London: 
Ward and Co. Bvo .• pp.126. 

The Christian Treasury; containing Contributions 
from Ministers and Members of various Evangelical 
Denominations. November, 18.'.52. Edinburgh: 
Seo, pp. 47, Price 5d. 

Evangelical Christendom; its State and Proe
pcctt1. A Monthly Journal, established and con
ducted !Jy Members of the Dritish Organization in 
co .... nection with the Evangelical Alliance, October, 
185~, Lonclon Parlriaue and Oakley, 8vo. pp. 30. 
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'DONATION OF AN. IRISH 
_:EMIGRANT. 

We bave received a draft for One 
Hundred Pounds from an Irish Emigrant 
who prohibits the publication of his 
letter. If we were permitted to give 
it, we doubt not that it would greatly 
encourage our readers, as he speaks of 
himself as well acquainted with the 
operations of the Society, though ex
cited at the present moment by the 
perusal of the Secretary's letters from 
Ireland in the autumn of last year. He 
wishes the donation to be appropriated 
to the liquidation of the debt, or ii it 
be not needed for that, to the mission 
of an efficient agent to Thurles "where 
Satan's seat is," in which case it would 
be followed by contributions for his sup
port. It must depend upon other 
friends to determine to which of the 
two purposes· it shall be applied, as a 
debt of considerable amount still re
mains. 

IRELAND'S MISSION FIELD. 

At the meeting of the Evangelical 
Alliance recently held in Dublin, an 
able paper, drawn up by Dr. Edgar, 
Professor of Divinity, and Honorary 
Secretary of Missions for the Presby
terian Church of Ireland, was read, 
which is published in Evangelical Chris
tendom, and deserves general attention. 
The fallowing paragraphs we extract as 
adapted to sustain that hope respecting 
Ireland which we are persuaded it is 
the part of Christian wisdom to cherish. 

" Ireland is a field of intense interest 
now, on account of the wonderful pre
paration for missionary work lately made 
m it by the mysterious providence of 
God. i:n 1841, there was in Ireland a 
population of 8,175,124, and, according 
to the usual rate of increase, it should 
·lmve been, in 1851, about 9,000,000; 
perhaps it had reached this in 1846. 
But the late census makes the popula
-tion 6,515,704. Ireland has likely lost 

2,000,000 of her population; and about 
270,000 of the houses of l1er poor have 
been swept away. Three years since I 
saw the black ruins of very many; grass 
and weeds grow now where once they 
were. 

"According to the Report of . the 
Commissioners of Public lnstruct10n, 
in 1834, Ireland contained 1,517,228 
Protestants, and 6,427,712 Roman Ca
tholics. Here were fearful odds against 
Protestantism; here a fearful host at 
the nod of Rome; here a region of 
darkness and despotism fearfully large. 
But famine, emigration, and other 
causes, have effected an incalculable 
change. As to numbers, the vast pro
portion of 2,000,000, dead or gone, 
were Romanists; and hence the pro
portion of Protestants and Romanists 
in Ireland has so thoroughly changed, 
that some authorities state, that Ro
manists do not exceed Protestants by 
more than 500,000, while by others the 
statement made is this :-Such is the 
decrease of Romanists by disease, emi
gration, and conversions, that, laying 
out of account 500,000 shut up in 
workhouses, the Roman Catholic and 
Protestant population of Ireland are 
nearly equal. 

"However inaccurate both these state
ments may be, and whatever be the 
exact relation of numbers, one thing is 
certain, that Romish Ireland has become 
a much more manageable field than for
merly; and the means and agencies in the 
hands of Protestants are, with the Divine 
blessing, quite adequate to her regenera
tion. Other considerations, also, show that 
the.Spirit of the Lord is lifting up a st_a~d
ard against her great enemy. Political 
agitation, monster meetings, exciting 
speeches, roused the Romish mind, and 
taught it to think; temperance gave it 
sober leisure; hope deferred on Repeal 
made it sick; and when the sweeping 
famine came, many causes combined to 
shake it from the foundation of its ancient 
trust. The priest, in his usual preten
sions to miraculous power, sprinkled 
holy water on the potato stalks, yet 
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t.11ere settled down upon them, in thicker 
gloom, the blacknC'ss of deall1. Govern
ment gave £10,000,000 to feed the 
dying; but., whenever the priest aided 
in its distribution, he showed injustice 
and cruelty. Hundreds of tho1;sands, 
in charity,"wcre sent from all parts, and 
all denomination~, and committed to 
the charge of Qnakers, Episcopalians, 
Presbyterians, Methodists, Baptists, but 
scarcely anything to the Romish priest; 
and what little he did receive he too 
often gave to those who could repay 
l1im in fees, or made it s\lbserdent to 
his ovrn scl6sh ends. In tl1e meantime, 
death WHS doing a wholesale work; 
multitudes were gone to their long 
home, and no priest had been near their 
bed. Here was a corpse on the road
side; another there thrust into the bog; 
and, near at hand, a whole family, dead 
in their hut, over wl1om '' the hun~r" 
had crept with a cold and deadly tor
por; but all of them had gone un
anointed, unshrived; the wife was too 
weak to rise from the side of her dying. 
husband to go for the priest; or, when 
the little child did totter forth to bring 
him to tlie home of the dying, be con
fessed that there was no money to pay 
for last rites, and he was driven, with 
curses, away. Thousands were dead, 
and no holy clay had been put on their 
coffins ; thousands were dead, and no 
ceremonies, deemed essential to sah-a
tion, bad been performed over their cold 
remains ; but their widows and orphans 
lived, and they could not believe that 
their husbands and fathers must, for the 
covetousness of selfish priests, be eter
nally lost. No, no; natural affection 
rose high over all the teachings of 
priestcraft; and those who bad tried 
the man of the whip and altar's curse, 
and found him, in the hour of trial, 
heartless and harsh; and who, in the 
hour of sickness and sorrow, were 
visited, and fed, and comforted, by 
those whom he called agents of hell, 
could not but see and feel the contrast; 
could not but feel, in their inmost hearts, 
that Protestantism cannot be bad when 
its fruits are so generous and good." 

It may·assist our friends to form an 
idea of the patience and perseverance 
required of tl,ose who would evangelize 

Ireland if we quote the following passnge 
from the same discomse. 

"An official document, addressed to 
a late Lord-lieutenant of Irela11d, nnd 
afterwards published, states truly, that 
the whole of this dreadful and dis
graceful state of things is nttrilmtablc to 
the priests of the Roman Catholic cl,mch, 
from their altars. These priests glo1·y in 
it, instead of denying it. The same 
number of a Ballina newspnper contains 
an account of the ttial of the priest of 
Ballrcastle, county Mayo, for cruelly 
beat.mg a boy on his way to a scriptural 
school, and a letter from tl1e priest of 
Ballina, defending his own condnct in 
having savagely beaten with a whip an 
aged female, for permitting her children 
to attend a. scriptural school; and not 
only extolling the whip as an effectual 
means of keeping the peace, but quoting 
in its support the example of our Lord, 
in driving the buyers and sellers out of 
the temple with a whip of small cords. 

"A friend of mine appealed to a Rom
ish prelate on account of a priest having 
broken into her demesne, and beateu 
the children of her school. The bishop's 
reply was this: 'As these children, for 
clothes and stirabout, are betraying the 
religion of their fathers, it is the duty of 
the priest to punish their parents in 
every legal way.' Here, then, is the 
boundary which the Romish priest pro
fesses to set to his violence-' Every 
legal way ;'-but is it a legal way to 
curse the inquiring layman by bell, 
book, and candlelight? A county An
trim jury said, "No!' when they re
turned a verdict of £70 damages against 
Priest Walsh, of the Glens, for cursing 
M'Glaughlin. Was it in a legal way 
that a Romish priest at Mayo, with a 
Romish mob at his back, rode down a 
Protestant missionary, though a Romish 
jury, in defiance of evidence and the 
charge of a Roman Catholic barrister, 
found him 'Not guilty?' Is it lawful, 
either by the law of man or of God, for 
the Romish priest to excite his blinded 
people to deeds of deadliest violence 
against those whose only crime is ac
tivity for their good; and, according to 
the doctrines which popery teaches, and 
the powers which its priests assume, to 
do the priests' deadliest and worst to 
shut up in hell for ever tliose who would 
give their children opportunity for leam
ing the sanctifying truth of God?" 
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An Ir!eh Emigrant .............................. 100 0 9 
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Crisp, Rev. T. S ................ 0 10 6 
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Shen·ing, R. B., Eeq ............. 1 1 0 
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16 9 6 
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. --- 1513 0 

Chester, Rev. W. Giles, Netherlegh House O 10 0 
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Clapton, Mrs. Cozens and Friends for School 

at Conlig • .. .... .. .... . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . 5 0 O 
Lewe,, Friends ....................................... 5 0 0 
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Collection at Maze Pond by 
Rev. J. Aldis .................. 12 6 8 

Balley, Mr. W ................... 1 1 0 
Benham, Mr. J. L., .............. l 1 0 

Blake, Rev. W. A ................ 0 JO r, 
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Fletcher, JoR., Esq . ............ 5 .5 0 
Lush, Mr. R ...................... 1 1 0 
Merrett, Mr. Thomas ............ 1 1 O 
Morgan, Mr. .. ................... l O 0 
Poole, Moses, Esq ................ l 1 0 
R ..................................... 3 3 0 
Redmayne. Mr. D ................ 1 l 0 
Tritton, Jos., Eaq. Sub . ..... 5 5 0 
Woollacott, Rev. C ............. 0 1 O 6 

---1810 
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Gra.vea, Mis-a ...................... 1 0 O 
Ditto for Mr. J. Naeh .......... 0 10 0 
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Two Friends .. .. . .. ...... ... .. .. . 0 3 G 

2 3 6 
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Female Friends .................. 6 7 9 
Harrison, Mr ...................... 1 l 0 
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Tewksbury, Friends.............................. 4 7 0 
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Lewis ........................................ ;.... 2 10 O 
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Elder Street, Edinburgh, Collec-

tions ................................. 18 3 10 
Church at Echt, Aberdeen, by 

Mr. John Macaonald ............ 2 2 0 
--· -20 /J 10 

IRELAND. 

Walerford-
"\\1Hshere, Rev. T . ............... 0 10 6 
Wilson,T., Esq ................... 1 0 0 
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£ s. d. 

Cozens, Mrs. ... ......... ............ ........ .... ....... .................... 5 0 0 

FOR BANBRIDGE CHAPEL. 
£ ,. d. 

llly, Ml••• Wooton-under-edge.......................................... 1 0 0 
Roiers, Mr. J ............... ,................................................ l O 0 
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Banbridge, ,, May, Oct. 
Belfast, ,, .Jan., May, Sept. 
Coleraine, ,, Jan., May, Oct. 
Conlig, ,, Jan., May, Sept. 
Cork; ,, May. 
Dublin, ,, May. 
Parson's Town, ,, May. 
Solitude, ,, Sept., Oct. 
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Waterford, ,, May. 

Bain, Rev. T, D,, in Chron. for Mny,Sept.,Oct. 
Bates, Rev. W., ,. Oct. 
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Brown, Rev. J. ,, May, Sept. 
Carson, Rev. Dr., ,, Oct. 
Carson, Rev. R. H., ,, Sept., Oct. 
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Hamilton, Rev. W., ,, May. 
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Annual Meeting, 
Annual Report, 

in the Chronicle for June. 

Donation of an Irish Emigrant, 
Ireland's Mission Field, 
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Public Meeting in London, 
Romanism in Ireland, 

,, May. 
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Contributions to the Baptist Irish Society which have been received on or before the 20th 
of the month, are acknowledged in the ensuing Chronicle.· If, at any time, n donor finds 
that a sum which he forwarded early enough to be mentioned is not specified, or is not in
serted correctly, the Secretary will be particularly obliged by a note to that effect, as this, if 
sent immediately, may rectify errors and prevent losses which would be otherwise irreme• 
<liable. 

The Secretary is always glad to receive for distribution in Ireland articles of apparel either 
for male or female use. He wishes also for books suitable to assist in the formation of con. 
gregational libraries. 

Subscriptions and Donations are thankfully received_ by the Treuurer, JosEPn TRITT0N, 
Esq. 54, Lombard Street, London; by the Secretary, the Rev. WILLIAJII GROBER, at the 
.Mission House, 33, Moorgate Street; and by the Pastors of baptist churches throughout 
the Kingdom. 

CoLLJ;:CTOR FOR LONDON, REV. c. Wo0LLACOTT, 

4, Compton Street East, B1·unswick Square. 
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THE l\USSION FIELD. 
l>IlOGRESS 01~ MISSIONS lN INDIA. 

However valuable nrny be· the statis
tical tables and accounts published 
annually by missionary societies of the 
number of converts, the baptisms, and 
other facts "·hich can be stated in those 
forms, it is unquestionable that they 
express hut a small part of the results 
that have followed the labours of Christ's 
people in heathen la.nds. You cannot 
give in :figures the improved moral feel
ing, the expansion of mind, the ac
quired knowledge, the decay of preju
dice, the silent operation of sph-itual 
truth, or the new phases of social pro
gress that manifest themselves as the 
necessary consequences of the dissemi
nation of Christianity. And even where 
very many have renounced paganism, 
and their nutnber in the gross may be 
large, yet surrounded as they are by 
multitudes, myriads on myriads, of un
believers, their numbers are lost in the 
great aggregate which heathenism pre
sents, although they may gradually be 
penetrating the entire mass with the 
leaven of righteousness. Hence to 
mere C&Bual inquirel'l!, to the hasty 
traveller, to those ignol'allt of the lan
guage and social habits of the people, 
there appears little or no progress, 
and some have not hesitated to pro
nounce the efforts of missionaries as 
labour lost. 

To another class of observers the 
nccounts rendered seem questionable. 
Their belief in the honesty of men is so 
low, or their suspicions are so prompt 
in development, that they regard the 
reports of the missionaries with doubt
fulness. Missionaries are interested, it is 
supposed, in making the best of the 
case; and where facts cannot be ad
duced, the want is met by profuse 
promises of future success, or by an 
exaggeration of the value of the work 
performed. 

Objections of this nature are peculi
arly liable to appear in reference to such 
a field as India, where the entire social 
fabric has been cemented together for 
ages by religious considerations and 
practices ; where the adoption of Chris
tianity involves a perfect revolution, 
destructive of the past, renewing the pre
sent, and presenting a future totally dif
ferent to the settled habits and modes 
of thought of many centuries of civil
ized life, No such change can be sud
den. Slowly, stone by stone, for years 
must the process of undermining go on. 
Great must be the preliminary toil and 
preparation, corresponding to the mag
nitude of the object to be accomplished. 
And next to the extinct inythologies of 
Greece and Rome, never has Christian
ity had to do battle with a foe mightier 
than that it meets with in the plains of 
Hlndostan. The foundation for the 
Christian temple has not to be laid in 
ground already prepared or unoccupied. 
'femples of cyolopean structure have 
first to be remoyed. The tangled jun
gle and the almost impenetrable forest 
have to be levelled and burnt. The soil, 
hardened with age, tranipled hy count
less throngs of heathen feet to the firm
ness of rock, has to be broken up ; and 
with great painfulness, severe toil, and 
tried patience the structure beg;un in 
which the one true Jehovah shall receive 
the homage so long denied Him. All 
our past and present operations must 
be regarded as merely preparatory. 

Yet are they not without many en
couraging features which bid us expect 
a speedy return for the efforts we have 
made. The Hindoos themselves are far 
from considering missionary effort as 
unsuccessful, or the labours of our bre
thren impotent and despicable. Take 
for example the following extracts from 
a Marathi "Defence of the Principle/ii of 
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Hinduism," reoently published at Bom
bny. Tho nuthor's name is GANOADIIAR 

SHASTRI, He is a teacher in the 
government institution, a learned and 
clevel' man, well able to argue and de
fend the creed he holds. He has had 
the boldness to stand forth on behalf of 
his ancestral faith, His anticipations 
as to)he prospects of Hinduism and of 
the results of missionary exertion, are 
thus expressed ;-

In 1814 all Hindustan becamesubject to 
the English; and since that time the minis
ters of the Christian religion have, by their 
instructions, turned the minds of many from 
Hinduism to Christianitv. This work of 
conversion is still going • on, and doubtless 
thousauds of Hindus will forsake their own 
religion, and become Christians. 

_'l'he Hindus are an ignorant people, and 
wanting in judgment: hence the government, 
with a view to their improvement, has gra
ciously devoted large sums of money to the 
support of numerous schools, in which many 
have received a liberal education, 

Of those who have subsequently received 
an education, a large portion wholly pervert 
it, by abandoning and seeking to destroy 
their ancestral faith. They do not even put 
the mark on the forehead, which is the dis
tinguishing sign of Hinduism. The religious 
,vashings, the appointed daily and occasional 
rites and ceremonies, as well as those which 
are left voluntary, are all held in contempt. 
They deny that caste is of divine appoint
ment, the rites for the repose of the dead are 
abandoned as useless, all religions are de
clared to be false, and those who adhere to 
them are regarded as fools. Such is the 
course adopted by these persons, many of 
whom are of good caste. Their first object 
seems to be to destroy the religion of their 
fathers. And if such are the first fruits of 
their education, what must the end be? The 
Hindus are, as it were, one family, and the 
Hindu religion should be honoured by them 
as an amiable, benevolent fother; but if those 
of high standing in the family thus seek to 
destroy this religion, then assuredly it must 
perish under the assaults of external and 
internal foes. Indeed, if the Hindus them
selves seek to overthrow Hinduism, external 
assailants may relax their efforts, nnd quietly 
look on while it is destroyed by its own 
children. Against foreign enemies we might 
contend with some hope of success; but 
what shall be done when traitors within set 
fire to the citadel I 

The oncient and noble edifice of Hinduism 
is now on all sides stoutly ossailed by the 
adherenh1 of II hostile faith ; and we are 

filled : with dismay at finding that there is 
also treason within. No wonder thftt the 
venerable •trncture is already nodding to its 
fall. I, by means of this little book seek to 
prop up the building; but when its 'size and 
its ruinous state are considered, what hope is 
there that such a feeble prop can prevent its 
falling! But, as in the case of one who is 
labouring under a complication of diseases, 
and who evidently must soon die, we conti
nue even until death to administer medicines, 
even so do I minister to the decaying system 
of Hinduism, Hinduism is sick unto death ; 
I am fully persuaded that it must perish; 
still, while life remains, let us minister to it 
as we best can. I have written this book, 
hoping that it may prove a useful medicine. 
And if it be so fated, then possibly the 
patient may even yet recover. 

But Bombay is not alone in pi'esent
ing this encouraging view. If in that 
presidency the Bruhmin has felt con
strained to defend his tottering system ; 
in Bengal the opposite couxse is found 
requisite to withstand the progress of 
Christianity. Hinduism is given up as 
indefensible, and a direct assault on the 
foundations of the Christian faith itself 
is deemed the only politic couxse. V{e 
shall present the particulars of this 
notable event in the words of The 
Fi·iend of India. 

A number of educated Hindus, in despair 
of checking the progress of Christianity by 
the ordinary weapons of calumny and perse
cution, have resorted to tire more civilized 
expedient of attacking its doctrines at the 
root. They have commenced the publica
tion of a monthly periodical filled with 
extracts from infidel writers, which they are 
endeavouring to circulate as an antidote to 
the teaching of the missionaries. They say : 
,; 'fhe vigorous exertions of the preachers of 
the gospel have tended to spread widely the 
knowledge of the Christian religion among 
the natives of India: there can h:irdly be 
found an educated Hindu that knows not 
something about it. They leave nothing 
untried that can efficiently contribute to its 
prop:igation. By means of schools, sermons, 
lectures, offering handsome prizes to success
ful essayists, and other iudirect measures, 
they insidiously cause the youths of this 
country to be initiatecl in the doctrines of 
Christianity. The labours of the missiona
aries, it must be confessed, have L<!en in this 
respect to a certain exctent crowned w:tt, 
snccess, though in producing; conviction on 
the mind of the Hindu population in regard 
to the soundnes~ of the claims of their religion, 

5 C :! 
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they have not met with equally happy re
sults. But when it is found that the 
acquaintance of the people with the subject 
of Christianity has grown so general, and 
that they have got it, with some enlightenecl 
exceptions of course, through no other me
dium than that of its advocates, it is exceed
ingly desirable that they should be made 
aware of what i~ said against it by eminent 
men, born and educated in countries where 
the religion of Jesus is found to form the 
national faith." 

paganism in the time of Dloclet!an-not yet 
defeated, but fairly frightened into n fierce 
spasmodic activity, most fnvoumblc, to the 
progress of truth. The admissions of weak
ness do not come from one quarter alone. 
We quoted recently from the Bhaskur, the 
statement of a moderate Hindu, that the 
rising generation care nothing for the preju
dices of antiquity. The Vedantists, who 
have themselves abandoned the essential 
peculiarities of Hinduism, are also beginning 
to feel that their attitude is insecure, and 
manifest a bitterness of spirit very different 
from the tone of triumph they at first as• 
sumed. There are signs on every hand that 
we are witnessing the beginning of the end, 

It would scarcely be possible to bear 
stronger testimony to the zeal, activity, and 
success of the missionary body than is con
tained in these few lines. They indicate a 
profound conviction on the part of the Hindu 
community, that their strongholds are no 
longer impregnable, that the ground has We commend these very important 
been mined beneath their feet, and that the testimonies to the efficiency with which 
movement may commence at any moment d h 
which will terminate in the subversion of the missions have been carrie on to t e 
system which they haYe surrounded with so prayerful attention of our readers. It 
many safeguards. The feeling of indiffer- is evident that God is working in the 
ence almost approaching to contempt, with 
which missionary effort was once regarded, midst of this great people, and in his 
has given place to that vague alarm which is accustomed way. His kingdom cometh 
the forerunner of gratifying success. It is not with parade, ostentation, or outward 
felt even bv those who are most wedded to 
their own ·superstition, that the cause of show. It works by comparatively feeble 
which the missionaries are the pioneers is means ; in the darkness, as well as in 
advancing rapidly, and that with whatever the light. The breath of the regene
rigour the external observances of Hinduism 
may be maintaineJ, its vital strength is rating Spirit bloweth where it listeth; 
rapidly declining. They dare not rely upon vivifying by its gentle warmth, quick
the vigour of idolatrous attachment in the ening in silence the germ of life, and 
rising generation, and are consequently com-
pelled to search for new weapons, and to fanning with unseen wings the tender 
place themselves in an attitude of defence, plant. But the harvest is at hand. 
instead of depending solely upon the vis Hath not the mouth of the Lord 
inertia, which has so longed befriended them. 
They occupy very much the position held by spoken it 7 

INDIA. 

MONGHIR. 

Our esteemed brother PARSONS has both have passed Monghir on their way to 
favoured us with an account of the their station. Mr. Jackson and family ar

rived on a steamer on Monday afternoon, 
manifold labours in which he is en- July 26th, and as the vessel staid here for 
gaged with the native brethren, and the night, they were able to meet Mr. and 

Mrs. Lawrence at my house to tea in the 
we gladly give insertion to it in our evening. I, however, was myself absent on 
pages. The date is August 27th. It my tour, as mentioned above, so that I lost 
commer..ces with a reference to the the pleasure of the interview. Mr. Make-

peace arrived in his budgerow on Friday 
brief visit of our brethren MAKEPEACE last, the 20th instant. Great was our plea-
and JACKSON, and the loss sustained by sure in welcoming him back to his field of 
the former. labour. He had sustained a painful bereave-

ment in his way up the river. At Berhnm-
1 am happy now to be able to report that , pore he had to commit to the tomb his 
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dn11gliter Louisa, the youngest but one, and 
both pnrente had been deeplv nffected by 
their loos. It was a real refresh~ent to them, 
nfter the lonely passage on the river, to enjoy 
n day or two of alfoctionate intercourse with 
Christian brethren and sisters. Brother 
Makepeace did us the favour to preach twice 
in our English chapel on Sunday. On Mon
day they proceeded on their way. May the 
Lord grant to them and to the dear brother 
who ha,s preceded them, a long continuance 
of health and strength to labour in his cause. 

Evangelization. 

. Besides our regular labours in the chapels 
and bazars, warning and inviting the heathen, 
exhorting the professed followers of Christ, 
aud instructing the young, each month, since 
I wrote (excepting June), has witnessed an 
attempt to do a little towards the evangeliza
tion of the district around. In April, our 
·brethren Soodeen and Bundhoo went to a 
village about eighteen miles distant, where, 
for about ten days, they had excellent oppor
tunities of preaching to some thousands of 
the agricultural class, who were gathered 
there to deliver their opium at the govern
ment warehouse. They were much encou
raged by the great readiness evinced by the 
people to listen to the word of God. They 
not only consented to hear when the brethren 
went to them, but they used so to frequent 
the brethren'• tent, that they had hearers al
most during the whole of most days there, 
and even after night-fall some would come to 
have more special queries answered, or knotty 
points discussed. 

Village excu,·sions. 

In· May, Nainsookh and Bundhoo made 
nn excursion among the villages at a short 
distance to the south. We have a range of 
hills not far from us in that direction, and in 
the villages near and under them it was the 
intention of the brethren to spend a month 
or so, but heavy rain fell, and the rough 
roads from village to village, which are, in 
fact, not worthy to be dignified with the 
name of roads, became impassable. They 
were thus compelled to return in a fortnight. 
May is a scorching month, but our brethren 
resolved to brave the heat, because they ex
pected to find the agriculturists very much at 
leisure. Unless rain fall, their fields are far 
too much l1ardened by the long heat to permit 
them to make use of their rude ploughs. So 
for as the brethren went, they found the peo
ple very willing to hear, and showing them a 
degree of kindness and consideration, which 
contrasts pleasingly with the contempt they 
formerly manifested. Though certainly we 
must not lay too much stress on the fact of 
the people being kind and obliging, since it 
would be more desirable that they should 
divide themselves into two classes, the one 
strenuously opposing, the other cordially 

embracing, the truth aB it is in J esue ; yet we 
may, we think, consider what we now witness 
as an ndvance on the former :ib.te, when su
perstition had such an ascendency as lo lead 
the people generally to refuse to listen to the 
gospel at all. 

In ,July, I made my unsucces,ful attempt 
to~ visit the villages on the Gunduck and 
Balan rivers. I only visited two village•, 
J ufra and Khuguria, before sickness com
pelled me to return. I will transcribe a few 
incidents of our labour:-

Incidents of labour. 

In Jufra bazar, July 22nd, we had a good 
opportunity, and, amidst some levity, many 
paid great attention. One man tried to main
tain that parents were the only beings worthy 
to be regarded as divine; but not many of 
the crowd appeared to coincide with him. On 
our return to the boat, a young man of great 
respectability asked for a Bengalee book, and 
seated Bundhoo near his boat, that he might 
explain the Christian doctrine to him. He 
afterward came himself to our boat, and lis
tened to our family prayer, and to a plain 
declaration of the gospel, with much appar
ent interest. Next morning, in the same 
bazar, the people gave us seats, and called 
their neighbours together to hear. After they 
had listened to an address from Soodeen, a 
shopkeeper attempted to vindicate the repu
tation of Ram, but, after a variety of argu
ments, he seemed to feel the force of this
that no one of their gods was said to have 
come to save sinners : this was asserted of 
Christ only: He is therefore the appropriate 
confidence of sinful men. 

The Vedantist. 

In Khuguria, on the afternoon of the same 
day, we spoke and conversed in the verandah 
of a Bengalee's warehouse. One of the 
merchants was a Vedantist, and strenuously 
maintained that when a man attained to a 
right knowledge of things, he saw, felt, and 
perceived nothing but Brahm, or God, in all 
around him, and all that befel him. 

The sec,·et reader of scripture. 

Afterwards, n Kyth, or man of the writer 
caste, conducted us to his house, and seated 
us there, while we conversed with him and his 
neighbours who came to hear. He says he 
reads the Testament, but, because his family 
are opposed to his doing so, he deposits 
his book in a neighbour's house, and goes 
there to read it. \Vhile we were sitting with 
him, a female member of his family came 
out of the house to urge him not to listen to 
us, or to read our books. One man who was 
there boasted of having taken, by mistake, a 
stone worshipped in honolll' of Muhacleo, to 
make a ten-pound weight of it, but, having 
discovered his mistake by noticing a little 
daub of ve1:million on the 8tone, und having 
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then thrown tl1e stone a,vt1v, refused to make 
poo_iRh RS Rn nton('ment for his fault. 

I cnu ld not discern in this last-mentioned 
peri;:.rin any correct notions, except a con
tem pl for the obligations of Hindooism; hut 
I have mentioned his case because I think 
that the occasional· occurrence of such 
instances of disregard of Brahmanical author
ity and the usual practices of heathenism, is 
attributable in part to the continual denun
ciation and refutation of them on the part 
of Christian teachers, and so a sign of the 
declining influence of Hindooism over its 
,,otinies. 

The Kyth, or writer, by caste, in whose 
house we were sitting, either visited us, or 
heard us in the bazar, or in'l"ited us to his 
verandah, nearly every day of our week's 
star in the village. We have known him for 
some years. He is far from being a Chris
tian, and vet his uniform attention to the 
word, and° regard for the ministers of it, 
encourage some hope that he may be brought 
to submit to the Saviour's claims. 

Ba:,:ar preaching." 

On Monday afternoon, July 26, we went 
early into the bazar, aud stopped at a shop 
where a number of young men were gam
bling. At first they were unwilling to leave 
their game, but afterwards laid it aside, ar.d, 
after some discussion, they gave us seats, and 
with much apparent pleasure, sat down to 
hear our preaching. This was not the only 
time during our visit that we had the plea
sure of turning a gambling party into a con
gregation to hear the word of God. The 
whole country around being inundated, trade 
is slack, and the shopkeepers gamble to kill 
time. One old man, who mentioned Gopaul's 
visits to the village, seemed especially atten• 

th·e. It ,vns Gopaul who first invited N nin• 
sookh to hear the gospel at Dinapore. On a 
subsequent day we w,,nt to this old man'■ 
house. He had taken n gospel, and wished 
us to ,·isit him and explain its contents, 
Soodeen read and expl11.ined two or three 
chapters of Matthew. There followed some 
discussion, in the conrso of which much was 
said to prove the untruthfulness of the Hin
doo shasters, from the results of European 
science and expe1·ieuce. Near the close of 
our conversation, a native came who had 
resided some years in the Mauritius, and op
portunely corroboratecl many statements that 
had been made. 

On my returning home ill, Soodeen and 
Bundhoo took II trip on the same boat to 
the villages on a nullah, which, in the rains, 
comes from the south-west, and falls into the 
Ganges at Soorujgurrah, mentioned above; 
They returned yesterday, and report that 
they found great numbers of people willing 
to hear; but I have not yet heard any de• 
tailed account of their labours. Nainsookh 
has been staying at home, with the view, 
especially, of promoting the spiritual interests 
of several persons whose minds have been 
drawn to the consideration of Christianity, 
and apparently convinced of the truth of it, 
principally through the influence of the faqur, 
or gosain, from Affghanistan, of whom men• 
tion has sometimes been made in our letters. 

As to my in-door occupations, I think I 
must have mentioned that I have been obliged 
to lay aside "Carson on Providence," in 
order to comply with brother Leslie's reque~t 
to revise the Kythee gospels. I have pro. 
ceeded as far as Luke, 4th chapter, in revis
ing the translation, and writing it out in the 
mode of spelling, which, though incorrect, we 
are obliged to adopt, in consideration for the 
illiterate villagers. 

WEST INDIES. 

TRINIDAD. 

The last mail has brought some 
mournful tidings from the West. It 
will be seen from the extracts we have 
taken from llfr. LAw's letter, dated 
October 23rd, that our estemeed brother 
Mr. CowEN has been removed by death, 
after a very painful and somewhat pro
tracted illnesf. 

It is with a heavy and sad heart that I 
communicate to 0·ou the fact that our dear 

* TlJe engraving for tliis month is intended to 
reprer,ent what the above r•aragraJJh <lrF.icribee. 

brother Cowen has departed this life. On 
Wednesday the 29th of last month he wns 
seized with cramp and violent spasms, which 
produced the most excruciating agony, so that 
the digestive organs were completely over. 
powered. I was speedlly informed of his 
extreme illness, and lost no time in hnstening 
to Savannah Grande. On my arrival he ex
pressed great satisfaction that I had come. 
I found two physicians present who did their 
utmost for him. 'l'hough the most powerful 
and efficient remedies were npplied it was 
only on the sixlh day after the attnck that 
the least relief wns obtained. Inflammation 
had taken place, which by blistering nnd 
bleeding seemed to be remov~d. As soon 
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118 · our brother was declared out of ihingor 
I returned to Port of Spnin to discharge tho 
dutlee devolving upon me there. We were 
all truly glnd, and thankful to our heavenly 
Father that brother Cowen was being restored 
to us from the gates of death. But God had de
termined otherwiee. 

On Fridny Inst a epecial messenger was 
sent to inform us that he had had a re
lapse, nnd that he was evidently about to 
die. Mrs. Law and myself immediately 
set out for S11va11nnh Grnnde to do what 
we could for him and his family. W c 
reached his residence on Saturday afternoon, 
tired and wem•y with the journey. Our 
beloved brother was in an alarming condi
tion. Dr. Mitchell, being in the quarter, 
kindly visited him, but he at once declared 
there was '' no hope." The inflammation had 
obtained complete ascendency over the vital 
energies. But he had '' a good hope" 
through grace, Although his body was 
racked with pain and was about to be dis
eolved by death, peace and joy possessed his 
soul. He knew that he was dying. Indeed 
he had a strong impression from the first 
that he was near his end. But he knew in 
whom he had believed. Hence he desired 
to depart and to be with Christ, which was far 
better. He often spoke of his refuge and 
hiding-place, and the sure supports and rich 
consolations which he had in Christ Jesus. 
Never once did he manifest any thing like 
impatience under his severe sufferings; or the 
least distrust of the wisdom and love of God, 
I well remember his exclaiming as lie was 
struggling with the powers of death, " But 
for the immutable promises of God, where 
could I have footing NOW ?" And then 
again, as the last enemv rnnde one and 
another desperate onset on· his mortal frame, 
he ,would say, "Let me go, do not hinder 
me, let my departure be hastened." On 
sabbath evening, the 17th instant, at !1alf
past 8 o'clock, our dear brother breathed his 
Iast. Mrs. Cowen, after nineteen clay~ and 
nights of watching and nursing her husband, 
Wa9 in a very weak state. When she 
saw him in the agonies of death, she was 
taken from the death scene, completely 
exhausted. Our bereaved sister felt keen~y 
her loneliness, the po~r children's hearts were 
torn asunder with grief. We all felt bitter 
anguish at the loss of a beloved and faithlhl 
friend. An armour-bearer had f!Lllen in 
Israel. • A brave soldier of the cross had been 
slain in the field of battle. · But as he ex
changed the battle field for heaven, he could 
exclaim, " I have fonght a good fight, I ha1·e 
finished my course, I have kept the faith ; 
henceforth there is lnid uµ for me a crown of 
right.eonrness, which the Lord shall give me.'' 

His death is universally lamented. The 
large attendance of all classes and creeds 
nJ his funeral, as well as the deep sympathy 
mnnlfe~ted on the oee11sion 8hewed the e~ti-

mati?n in which he was hold by the com
m;1~1ty. ~!I the_ W caleyan and Presbyterian 
mmisters m the island visited Mr. C01ven in 
hi.~ illness, and did their utmost to smooth 
his pammge through the valley and shadow of 
death. The Rev, Mr. Eckel, the minister 
of the church of England in the neighbour. 
hood, was, with his wife, daily, yea almo,t 
constant, visitors at the house of mourning. 
The same was the case with Colen Cambell, 
and James Taylor, Esqs., nnd their wive,. 
These friends were not mere visitors, they 
were helpers in every sense of the word. 
Anything that their money, time, or labour, 
could command they mosb willingly gave to 
save our friend from disease and death. All the 
planters in the district rui well as the members 
of our little churches showed by their laboure 
of love how much they grieved o\'er the 
sickness and death of our brother. 

By this event our mission has sustained a 
great los•. The departed was a good man and 
a faithful minister of Christ. He endured 
"hardness as a good soldier of J eaus Christ." 
He laboured hard, perhaps too hard. He 
feared God, but never the face of man. 

Do entreat the Committee to make no de
lay in sending to this dark land another man 
of God. Send us a strong man, strong in 
mind as well as in body,~one who is 1trong 
in faith and in love to God and man. Our 
dear departed brother was in many respects 
a J1Jodel missionary. While he contended 
earnestly for the faith once delivered to the 
saints, he ardently loved all the Lord's peopl<'. 
I feel his death to be a great Jos.. to me. 
We never grieved each other by one angry 
ward. We lived and laboured together as 
brethren in Christ. Dear brother, pray for 
us, pray especially for the widow and the 
fathedess. 

In the meantime I shall do all I can for 
l\Irs. Cowen and family, as well as do my 
utmost to supply the stations now left with1rnt 
a minister. May the Lord strengthen me in 
body, soul, and spirit, that I may" make full 
proof" of my ministry. 

The editor of the Trinidad iaH notices 
.Mr. CoWEN's death in terms which will 
show how highly he was appreciated ii:i 
the island, and coming from a publi!! 
print the statement will be read with 
additional interest. 

It is with feelings of the deepest sorrolV 
that we allude to the obituarv contained in 
our present number. Few men in the com
mumty were more gencrnl\y known, or have 
been engaged in 1nore important lnbuur':1, 
than the reverend gentleman whose lo.s3 we 
have hcen ce11led to mourn. 

Mr. Cowen first came to 'l'rini<l:lll about 
fourteen years ttRo, i!l connexion with the 
schools of th0 Mico Cha,itv, nm! fpr Se\'-.,a\ 
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years he lrnd the man11gemcnt of the 11ffairs of 
that institution, nnd the direction and super
Yision of its lhrn numerous schools. A Yer\' 
ronsi<lerahle proportion of the ~·onng men of 
Trini,lad haYe acquired not a little of wlrnt 
learning they possess in the schools which 
were instituted or superintended by him, 

Subsequently the baptist mission here was 
commenced hy him, and he resided for some 
time in Port of Spain, preaching the gospel as 
a minister of that denomination. His chief 
labours as a baptjst missionary, however, were 
in SaYannah Grande and the neighbouring 
q1rnrters, where, for the last seYen years, his 
efforts haYe been most unwearied and energe
tic. "'hen we mention that four places of 
,,orship haYe been erected under his super
,·ision, nnd that, as we learn from good 
authority, lie seldom, let the weather or roads 
be what they might, failed to meet his 
numerous engagements eYen in the most 
remote villages, we say enough to impress 
those who know any thing of the locality, 
,nth an idea of the exhausting toil he must 
ha\'e undergone. 

He had secured for himself the esteem and 
respect of all parties in the neighbourhood. 
At one time, we haYe reason to believe, he 
was regarded by many of the planters as hy no 
means their friend, and no very kindly feelings 

perhaps were cherished towm·ds him ; but 
more intimnte intercourse led to a perception 
of the thorough honesty of his cirnrncter, and 
the real kindliness of his hea1-t, and deep nnd 
universal is the lamentation which his death 
has occasioned. 

'l'owards the end of last month Mr. Cowen 
was seized with the disease which occasioned 
his death. The prompt measures adopted by 
his medical attendant, Dr. Barnet, seemed 
for a while to subdue its virulence, and 
cheering hopes wei-e entertained of a speedy 
restoration to health ; hut on Tuesday the 
12th instant, signs of returning inflammation 
appeared, and after protracted and most 
excruciating suffering, he breathed his last on 
sabbath evening. A very large conconrse of 
persons attended the funeral on the following 
day, and the unmistakeable evidences of deep 
emotion then displaye<l, or rather betrayed, 
were a sufficient proof of the high estimation 
in which he was held. If general sympathy 
can avail to assuage the grief of his widow and 
children, we are sure they possess its soothing 
balm, hut the loss of such a man as Mr. 
Cowen is a public loss ; but it is the duty of 
us all patiently to submit to Jehovah's 
dispensations. These are never at fault, 
though they may sometimes be inexplicable. 

BAHAMAS. 

From Mr. C.A.PEB.N we continue to 
receive encouraging accounts of the 
progress of the truth in these islands, 
and more especially of his efforts to 
settle native pastors over the numerous 
churches. In his letter of September 9 
occur the following particulars :-

I have to acknowledge the receipt of your 
communication of August 14th, and before 
replying to the particulars in it requiring 
notice, let me make an extract or two from 
letters of some of our native pastors. 

Joseph Larada stationed at San Salvador, 
alias Cat Island, writes under date of 
August 18th, thus,-" I advised him (the 
leader of a church situated sixty or seventy 
miles from J. Larada's house) to have a 
special meeting to make the people sensible 
about the school-a daily school-to per
sei-ere, and make arrangements for it, before 
I go up there again, and he cheerfully 
consented to do so, and then inform me about 
it. I told the people myself when there, 
that we are determined not to let the 
children grow up in ignorance, and will 
therefore surmount many difficulties in order 
to have our object accomplished. 

" I baptized seYen candidates there on 

Sunday the 8th inst. before numerous 
spectators. The kingdom of heaven is 
gradually enlarging there ; the dead are 
rising, the blind receiving sight, the deaf are 
hearing, the lame are getting strength to walk 
in the road to heaven; yea many impotent 
folk are inquiring after the pool of healing 
waters. Our little chapel, which is I think 
about 28 feet by 14 feet, is now getting too 
small for the congregation. I have prevailed 
on one Henry Hunter and his sons to let us 
have a lot for a chapel on their land at Free
town, near Lucky Mount, which will be 
convenient for the people at Fortune Hill, 
Lucky Mount, and Freetown, and the 
friends promised to begin the chapel very 
soon. 

"I am still, dear sir, endeavouring to 
fight the good fight with a steadfast eye 
towards Him who has promised to be with us 
always, even to the end of the world. The 
cup tbat is placed in my hand here is 
constantly full of mixture, for while there 
are many crying out daily,' Away with him, 
we will r.ot have him preach to us,' there are 
many saying,' Why do you not come oftener 
to show us the way of eternal life?'" 

Samuel Kerr at. Hum Cay, under elate of 
August 20th, writes ns follows :-" With 
great pleasure I have to acknowledge the 
receipt of yours of the 14th inst., end whilo l 
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rejoice over the eleven perRons hnptized hy 
me on the 1st inst., I do feel great need of 
humility. I hnd not forgotten to ask the 
grnce of the Htily Spirit that God in Christ 
may ho the sole ohject of my joy. I nlao do 
remember that this is a subject concerning 
which we are very liable to be mistaken and 
deceived. 'l'here is in our nature a great 
propensity to think of ourselves more highly 
than we ought to think ; but, as I wish 
solemnly to devote and give up myself to the 
Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit, agree
ably to the terms of the gospel covenant, and 
in humble expectation of the blessings it 
ascertains to sincere believers, I am persuaded 
that God will fulfil in me all the good 
pleasure of His will." 

It may be asked, do these native pastors or 
missionaries in receiving candidates for bap
tism exercise discrimination as they ought to 
do ? In answer to such a question I would 
say, that European missionaries would 
baptize the very same persons if presented to 
them for the ordinance. We have never 
known much about those whom we have 
baptized on the islands. We have taken the 
reports of the leaders and acted upon them, 
and not upon personal knowledge of character. 

As a proof that our native pastors use 
some discrimination in receiving members, 
I may mention the fact that when I was at 
Rum Cay in June, seventeen inquirers were 
brought before me, but I baptizednone of them 
leaving them for the native pastor to receive. 
Eleven of these seventeen were selected by 
Mr. Kerr, and baptized-a number no larger 
than I might have received ; in all probability 
indeed, not so large. For, the missionary's 
visits being few and far between, there has 
generally been, during his visit, great eagerness 
evinced to be baptized then, and numbers 
have doubtless been very prematurely re
ceived. The me~sure of native pastorates, 
therefore, if we can obtain men after God's 
own heart, is one of great moral aud religious 
moment in this colony at any rate, 

from epidemics ; but this, the most fear
ful of all, has been permitted to reach 
these shores. No wonder the people 
are terror struck ! They have heard of 
its fearful ravages from afar. It has 
now visited themselves. Surely no 
friend, who reads Mr. CAPErtN's letter, 
will forget him or the people in these 
islands when they bow before the throne 
of grace. 

I had hoped to have be~n able to inform 
you by this mail, that I was under sailing 
orders for the out-islands, as the hurricane 
months are over, and the more certain breezes 
begin to blow, But with deep sorrow I have 
to tell you that for the present I must 
remain at home, in consequence of the de
scending of one of God's most fearful and 
terrible judgments upon this island ; and 
which in all probability will overspread the 
colony. 

We have always prided ourselves on the 
healthiness and salubriousness of these small 
islands. We have been informed of alarm
ing epidemics prevailing in other places, but 
flattered ourselves that the peculiar nature of 
our soil would be a prophylactic to us. The 
cholera had raged in America, in Cuba, in 
Jamaica, and in other places ; but we bad 
seen no cases of it here, And we thought we 
were safe. But, alas! we find that we were 
not. This place appears in the list the 
destroying angel has been charged by God, 
in his anger, to visit. 

On the 18th nit., this dreadful pestilence 
was found to be in the midst of us ; and two 
persons on that day died of it. On the 
following several more died. And when it 
became generally reported that the cholera 
was amongst us, the ,vhole town was panic 
struck. 

It fell first on some white families ; after
wards on the black population ; and almost 

· At the above date both Mr. and Mrs. entirely among them at present it continues. 
That it will return to the white, we have 
every reason to fear; and great, os you may 
naturally suppose, is the dismay which the 
probability occasions. 

CAPERN were suffering somewhat from 
debility. We commend them and the 
field of their labours to the affectionate 

prayers of the church. 
The intelligence from the Bahamas, 

which we have received since the 

Many of our members-sabbath school 
children, and many also of the congregation 
-have been cut down. Exceedingly dis 0 

tressing are the scenes which J have been 
called on to witness; and if my own life be 

foregoing went to press, is in some spared, more painful ones perhaps remain 
respects even more distressing than behind. 
that from Trinidad. Mr. CAPERN Our poor people are, many of them, 

in a state of great destitution, as they can 
writes in deep distress, Oct. 11, to an- not sell their provisions and fruits; nor do 
nounce the startling fact that cholera they, as they were wont, go forth to their 

• 1 H' h work; fearing that either they will themselves 
had made its appearance • - it erto be attacked or that their families will be cut 
these islands were supposed to be exempt i down in their absence. The government, I 
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rejoice to say, ha,:e. done, a,nd are still doing I came undc1• British rule, \Tas nny dny in its 
nl) th7y can to_ !1llllgale the calamity by dis- histOl'y more religiously and solemnly ob• 
tr1butmg provisions, blankets, and flannel to served than this. The whole community 
t.he needy. appeared to feel that they 1•ere brought by 

What ?ur poor out-iAlanders will do I the rod of God's anger, within sight of tho 
kno,~ not, if the destroyer should reach them. eternal world. Never before were tho places 
'£hey haYe no medical men among them, nor of worship so crowded; and we hnve now nt 
any means of obtaining medicine ; nor, scat- all our services large congregations. But in 
tered as they are, could medical mon be of/ pecuniary matters we shall suffer lo~s. And 
much serl'ice to them. But they nre in the people will become more and more strait. 
God's hands, nnd He will deal as wisely and ened in their means. 
mercifully with them as with us. We shall have soon to minister relief 

~he ith inst. the ministers of all denomj- rather extensively. Could e.ny thing be 
nat10ns agreed to set apart as a day of hum1- allowed us from your balance in hand ob
liation and prayer, that the pestilence might tained for Jamaica I Let assistallce be ren. 
be staJ'ed. And ne,·er, since this colony dered us, if possible. 

HOME PROCEEDINGS. 

During the past month Mr. TaEs
TRAIL has attended meetings at Bedford 
and Ampthill, and at Biggleswade he 
joinecl :Mr. CASSIDY. Mr. Gu has ad
vocated the society's claims in Dublin, 
Whitchurch, Salop, and Waltham Ab. 
bey, at which latter place 1\Ir. WHEELER 
was present, who ha.s also preached 
and attended a meeting at Battle. Mr. 
TRA.FFORD and Mr, T. GouLD were the 
deputation to Pembrokeshire, visiting 

by the Re,·. G. H. Davis rand the following 
resolution was moved by Rev. Thos. Winter, 
seconded by Rev. Evan Probert, and unani
mously carried. 

, '' That this meeting has heard with great 
satisfaction thnt the missionary committee 
contemplates the consolidation and extension 
of our missions in India; and recommends to 
the pastors, deacons, collectors of each con
gregation connected with the auxiliary, t~ 
take immediate steps to increase the number 
and amount of annual subscriptions, thus to 
enable our brethren to carry their proposal 
into effect." · 

Pembroke Dook and places adjacent, The request contained in the follow~ 
Haverfordwest, and Narbeth. We have ing note has been cheerfully complieq 
reason to believe that these meetings with, partly because the friends who ar~ 
have all been. largely attended, the endeavouring to assist Mr. PHILLIPPO 
congregation~ interested, and that the have no such conve11ient mo<le of aQ
pecuniary proceeds are, in' most in- knowledging what has been received 
stances, in advance of previous years. by them for this purpose, ;m4 partly 

We have great pleasure in giving a because the insertion of Mr GREEN'S 
place to the following communicn.tion com.munication will make the facts of 
from the· Secretary of the Bristol the case more generally known. 
auxiliary; and we trust the example 
thus set in that city, will speedily be 
followed by the various auxiliaries, par
ticularly in the larger towns. 

'l'wo interesting meetings have been held in 
Bristol. On Lord's day the 29th October, 
the childten of the sabhath schools were 
gathered together in King Street, when they 
were arldressed on Christian missions by the 
Rei'. H. P. Cflssidy. On the following 
Tuesday a meeting of the collectors, suh
scribers, an,1 friends was held in Broadmee.d 
chapel, J. Shoard Esq., in the chair, when a 
detail of the proposed plan for the eonsoli<lR
tion flnd exteHBion of onr mi,eion, wa~ gi\'en 

Stoke Xewington, Nov. 17 th, 1852. 
Mr DE4ll BnoTmsn,-1 want a corner in 

your next Herald for a fe,v woras respecting 
Spanish Town chapel and our esteemed 
brother Phillippo. Headers of the Herald 
will rememler that a legal decision of a lung 
pending suit has recently put Mr. Phillippo 
and his friends in possession of the chapel 
and premises of which they had been \Ill• 
justly deprived. Againijt these prcmi~ca 
certain outrngcs have been comljlitted since, 
involving injury and loss to the amount of' 
£5 l(; 3s. A large part of this amount Mr. 
Phillip po and his frien<la rnigM pcrhllp~ have 
recovered from the parish by le~al .proceed
ing•, hut for reasons they deem Mufllcient, 
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Bfter protecting themselves ngainst a repeti
tion of such violence, they have preferred to 
waive their claim on the parish and to rely 
rather on the free-will offerings of friends 
to repair the los~. Accordingly the congre
gation and church hnve contributed £160 
at the commencement of September. Other 
friends of Mr. Phillippo had expressed their 
respect ·to him by adding £30, and he hoped 
to raise the amount to full £300. For the 
remainder as you know, he appealed to the 
committee, asking it as a loan if it could not 
be given. At their Inst qunrterly meeting, 
the mission committee very properly deemed 
that the funds entrusted to them could not 
be made available for such a lonn, neither 
ought they from that source to give the 
amount. 

Some members of the committee met af
terwards, with Dr. Acworth of Bradford in 
the chair, and after mature deliberation, they 
resolved, on the motion of brethren Birrell, 
Brock, and Underhill, to attempt to raise 
the amount by special contributions and to 
send it to Mr. Phillippo by the end of the 
year. A beginning hns been made, as will 
be seen from the following list of contri
butions received. A fe1v other sums are 
promised, and on behalf of the brethren for 
whom I act I shall be very glad if in your 
next Herald I may be permitted by the 
kind liberality of friends to acknowledge 
the whole amount, Mr, Phillippo's high 
character and long standing render any com
mendation of the case from me superfluous. 

I am, my dear brother, 
Yours very truly, 

SAMUEL GREEN. 

notice of the meeting. Nevertheless 
there was a good gathering of friends 
on the occasion. The Rev. Mr. LAR

KINS, a friend of Mr. C.1.ssrny's in India, 
commended him to God in prayer, ~-Ir. 
CASSIDY gave a statement of his views 
and plan of missionary work in his 
sele:::tcd field of labour ; the Hon. and 
Revs. B. W. NoEL and C. SrovEL 
addressed him words of counsel and 
encouragement, and Mr. TRESTR..l.IL 
gave out the hymns and closed the 
service in prayer. Mr. CASSIDY is now 
on his way, via the Cape, and stops at 
Point de Galle that he may have an 
opportunity of seeing our brethren and 
their work in Ceylon. He will journey 
up through the country to Bombay. 
May our Heavely Father direct his 
way, and greatly prosper him ! 

The Sub-Committee, appointed at the 
last quarterly meeting of the Committee, 
are giving prayerful and diligent atten
tion to the plan for consolidating and 
extending the mission in India. They 
hope ta be able very shortly to present 
their report to the Committee. When 
that has been duly considered, and the 
plan itself, and the meaus of carrying it 

W. B. Gurney, Esq ............................ £10 
Rev. Dr . .Angus .... ,............................... 5 
W. H. Watson, Eaq . .... ~--••••"'"'"'"'" .. 5 
J. H. Allen, Esq. ................................. 5 
E. B. Underhill, Esq. ........................... 2 
George Kitson, Esq. by S. G. .................. 2 
A. E. byS. G ........................................ 1 
Mrs. Sharp, Lisson Grovo ... .......... . ...... I 
By the Rev. W. Brock ........................... 21 
By the Rov. H. Dowson ........................ 10 
By the Rev. C. J. Mlddleditch ............... 8 

g g out finally determined, the Committee 
g g will at once Ia-y it before the pastors, 
2 o churches, and friends generally, with 
g g the view of securing their hearty co
g g operation and aid. In the meantime 
g i the prayers of all who desire to see the 

mission prosper are earnestly entreated, 
that a spirit of wisdom may be vouch
safed, and that what is done may be 
done in faith and in a spirit of depend
ence on His wisdom and guidance 
whose glory in man's salvation is the 
great object sought. 

An interesting meeting was held at 
John Street chapel on Friday, November 
12th, in connection with Mr. CAssrny's 
return ta Bombay. As his departure 
has been unexpectedly hastened there 
was no time to give much previous 

POSTSCRIPT. 

Since thP. -painful intelligence from mission at Hayti. Mrs. W. H. WEB

Trinidad and the Bahamas was sent to LEY'e health has long been feeble. She 
press, we learn from Miss I-lA1rn1s that had scarcely recovered from domestic 
:mother severe stroke has fallen on the trouble, when her husband left for New 
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York to get the frame of the house he 
was erecting. During his absence, Mr. 
D. W°EDLEY fell ill, and was obliged, as 
our readers are aware, to return home. 
The anxiety, watching, and broken rest, 
consequent thereon, contributed still 
further t,o weaken :m already debilitated 
frame. Great difficulty arose in procu
ring the sort of food necessary for an 
invalid. On the 29th of Oct., she was 
seized with a severe attack, and after a 
severe struggle, in twelve hours breathed 
her last. It was only by the kindness 
of the post-master, as the office was 
closed, that even this imperfect account 
could be sent. Mr. WEBLEY, at the 
time Miss Howard wrote, was more calm 
than could have been expected ; but in 
a sad state of weakness and depression, 
and the motherless infant seriously ill. 
The deepest sympathy will be felt, and 

fervent prayers offered, by all who rend 
these lines, that God may, in Hie mercy, 
support our bereaved brother, comfort 
those friends who are now sorrowing, 
and sanctify these severe and repeated 
trials, to the mission band at Jacmel. 

Miss HARRIS did not intend to return 
until January, as she was anxious to do 
all in her power to carry out funds to 
defray the expenses of the new school 
house. These tidings have, however, 
altered her plans. With the self-denial 
and zeal for which she has always been 
distinguished, she goes at once to the 
help of the sick and sorrowing, and will 
leave by the packet which sails on the 
2nd inst. This will be an explanation 
to· her friends in the country who may 
be expecting a visit or communications 
from her, of the cause which prevents a 
fulfilment of these engagements. 

CONTRIBUTIONS, 

Received on account of the Baptist Missioruzry Societ9, during the month 

of October, 1852. 

£ ,. d. 
.Annual Subacription. 

:Say, Mr. A.................. 2 2 0 

Doaation1. 

Beddome, R. B., Esq .... 10 10 0 
Bible Translation So-

ciety, for Tro1Ullations 300 0 0 
Boyce, Thomas, Esq., 

Trw;tees of the Jat,e .• . 80 0 0 
Educational Committee 

of the Society of 
PriendsJ for Trinidad 
Schoou ..... ................ 25 O O 

Garney, W. B., Esq., 
for Spanish Turrn 
Chapel ..................... 10 0 0 

Mason, Miss M ............ 2 0 0 
N. C., for Itinerary 

&l,ool, B,·ittany .... .. 5 0 0 
Y. z., by Rev. F. Tres-

trail, instead of Le-
gacy ........................ 200 0 0 

Young Men'e Mission-
ary Association, Col-
lected by Mr. W. E. 
Beal, \\,Talwortb, for 
Gayahaya School, 
Ceylon..................... l 1 0 

L<gacy. 
Burdett, Mr. R., late of 

Naseby .................. 10 0 0 

£ 8, d. 
LONDOS AND MIDDLESEX 

AUXILIARIES. 

Blandford Street-
Contributions, for 

Barisal .. . ....... ••• .. 5 0 0 
BloomsbW'J', on account 30 8 2 
Cambcrwell, on account 30 0 0 
Hammeremith, on ac-

count ..................... 8 13 4 
Shoredilcb, Providence Chapel

Sanday School ......... 1 0 0 
Wal worth, Lion Street- · 

Sunday School, for 
Gayahaya School, 
Ceywn .................. 6 o O 

BEDFORDSHIRE. 

.Ampthill-
Good.man, Mrs. and 

MiE-s, for Rev. W, K. 
Rycroft'• Chapel, 
Baha111aa ...... ...... 5 0 0 

BERKSHIRE, 

£ a. d. 

CAMBRIDGESHIRE, 

Cambridge, on account, 
by G, E. Foster, Esq. 46 15 8 

CHBSHJRE. 

Stockport-
Sunday School .. ....... 5 3 0 

CORNWALL. 

ConNWALL, on account, 
by Mr. P. H. Guther-
idge ........................ 16 0 0 

Padstow-
A. and B . ............... 0 2 0 

Redruth-
Anon ..................... 1 8 O 

DBRBYSlllRM. 

W alling!ord, on account, 
by Edwd. Wells, Esq. £2 6 6 Dorby-

Reed, T. S., Esq. .... .. I 1 0 

BucKJNGHA..NSHJRF., 

Olney-
CoUections............... 7 19 
Contributions ......... 4 17 3 

Do., Sunday School O 3 10 

DEVON6HIRB. 

Bovey Tracey-
Collection ...... .. .. .... 2 I 4 0 
Contributions ......... 4 4 8 



£ a. d. 
Chudlelgh, Brookfteld-

Collectloh ............... 2 15 O 
Contributions ......... 12 JO 8 

llxoter-
Ad1Lms, !',Ilse, Heavl

tree, for Ilineral'!J 
8al,ool, Brittany ••• 6 0 O 

Plymouth, on account ... 41 18 0 
Tlverton-

Sunday School, for 
Native Teaclie1·,Paul 
l!utlon, Dinagepore 6 0 0 

DunRA!'lr. 

FOR DECEMBER, 1852 

£ •· d. 
Liverpool, Myrtle Street-

ColleotlonB ............... 46 6 10 
Do., Public Meeting 26 6 11 

Contribution• .•..•.... 14 13 5 

86 7 2 
Le•s e:,:pen•es ... 3 8 6 

82 18 8 
Millwood, near Todmor• 

den........................ 3 15 0 
Padlham-

Colleotlon, &c. .. . ...... 4 10 0 

Preston-
Hamsterley .............. . 4 4 Collections, &c ......... 20 10 0 
Sunderland- Rochdal&-

Friend, 1 Chron. xxi:,:. 
14 ....................... . 

Collectlons .•.•........... 47 14 8 
6 O O Contributions .......•. 184 17 11 

Wolslngham ..... , ....•..•. O 12 o Do., Sunday School 9 5 11 

262 8 6 

32!) 

£, •· d. 
fJlncoln, Mint Lo.ne

Collectioni:i............... 7 3 3 
Contributions ......... 19 .5 1 

Do.,SundaySchools O 17 JI 
Proceeds or Lecture... O 10 o 

Marebam le Fen-
Collection ...... ... .... .. 0 17 o 

64 3 JO 
Lese e:z:peni:iei:1 ...... 0 12 2 

54 11 8 

NonTHA:'IIPTONSHIRE. 

Brington-
Collection . .............. 2 2 

Ravenathorpe--
Collection ............... 6 

Wollaaton-
Ward, Mr. John .•.... JO O 0 

GLOUCESTERSHIRE. 

Tewkesbury ............... 16 13 10 
Lees expenses ...... 17 5 9 SoArnnsRTSRIRE. 

245 2 9 Clevedon- • 
Reeves, Mr. S. ••••..••• 0 12 0 

HA1UPSHIRB, 

Beaulieu-
Burt, Rev. J. B. . ..... 10 10 0 
Contributions, Minis-

ter, Sunday School 
Teachers, and 
Scholars, for Nat-ive 
Preachers • • . . • . . • .. .. 6 O O 

HERTFORDSHrRE. 

Hitchin-
Friend, by Mrs. 

Dodwell, for Intally 4 0 0 

M~ro~!::~o~r~.~=··••••" 2 4 10 
Contributions •... ..... 2 10 7 

Do., for Nati'1:e 
Preachei·• ••• . • . ••• 1 16 o 

6 11 5 
Less expen_aes ... . .. O 1 O 

6 10 5 

Sevenoaks-
Contributions ....•..•. 11 3 9 

Do., Sunday School O 9 9 

LANCASHIRE. 

Accrington-
Collections.......... •. ... 9 12 4 
Contributions ......... 2 2 1 

Do., Juvenile ...••• 3 6 10 
Do., Sunday School O 10 11 

15 12 2 
Leas expenses .•..•• O 1 3 

15 JO Jl 
Bolton, on account ...... 25 0 O 
Burnley-

Colleotion ......... , ..... 6 2 6 
Contribution............ 5 O 0 

Coln&-
Collectlons.. •• .. . . . . ..... 5 19 8 
Contributions ......... 7 17 4 

Goodshaw-
Collection ... ......... ... 2 0 6 

Hoywood-
Colleotlon .......... ..... 1 5 5 
Sunday School ......... o 15 9 

LBICBSTERSHIRE, 
Arnsby-

Collection ..............• 5 10 0 
Contributions .... ..... 2 10 0 

Do., Sunday School O 7 0 
Blaby-

Collection ...••......•.•• 1 7 0 
Contributions •........ 2 14 6 

Cosby-
Collection . .. • .. . • . .. . . . • 0 12 0 

Countesthorpe-
Colleetion •.•.. .. .•. ....• 4 10 0 

Leicester-
Collection, Public 

Meeting, B'!'lvoir 
Street ............... 10 14 11 

Belvoir St1·eet-
Collectiou ............ 33 2 4 
Contributions ...... 61 19 11 

Do., Sun. School 2 8 10 
Do., do., Harvey 

Lane ............ 1 2 0 
Charles Street-

Collections ............ J 7 4 2 
Contributions .••... 43 17 "10 

Do., Sun. School O 4 6 
Proceeds of Bazaar, 

Juvenile ........•... 2 17 0 
Monk's Kb:by-

Collection ............. •. 2 2 6 
Sheepshead-

Collectlon ... . .. ... . . . . . . 6 1 5 
Contributions •...•...• 6 7 10 

SuOon in Elms-
Collection ............ , .• 2 7 6 

208 1 3 
Lese expenses •.•.•• 12 16 3 

195 5 0 

LINCOLNSHIRE, 

Boston-
Collections ········••U••· 3 14 3 
Contrlbutions ......... 3 8 3 

Grimsby-
7 6 4 Collections ............... 

Contributions ••....... 3 16 5 
Holland Fen-

Collection ............... 1 10 
Horn castle-

Collections ............... 6 3 0 
Contributions 6 4 3 

Do., Sunday School 1 0 0 
Proceeds of Lecture ... 1 1 0 

Horslngton-
Coll~tlon (moletyJ ... 7 0 

Taunton-
Collection!!I............... 7 15 0 
Contributions ......... 13 18 11 

21 13 11 
Less expenses ..•... 0 13 O 

21 0 11 
Winscombe-

Contributions, Juve-
nile, by Mr. Hoop• 
pell .•.....•.•..........• 500 

SUFFOLK. 

SUP'FOLK, on account, by 
Mr. S. H. Cowell ...... 70 r, 0 

"'-... AR.WJCKSHJRB, 
Birmingbam-

Christie, Mr. James... 2 0 0 

WILTSHIRB. 

Westbury-
Collection ....... ........ 1 6 3 
Wilkiru!, Mr. John ... 1 0 O 

Westbury Leigh-
Wbite, Mrs. Sarah ... 1 0 0 

WoRCESTERSRJRE. 

Ast.wood-
Collection .•...........•. 5 0 0 
Sunday School ......... 0 5 6 

Blockley-
Collections........... .... 9 17 0 
Contributions ......... 1 12 0 

Do., by Teachers ... 3 -! 5 
Do., Sunday School 3 11 10 
Do., do., Draycott. . 1 2 6 

19 7 fJ 
Less expenses . . . . . . O 17 0 

18 10 9 

Kidderminster-
Collection .... ........... 2 9 0 
Contributions ......... 8 16 2 

Do., Sunday Schools 1 12 O 

12 17 2 
Less expenses . . ... . 0 II o 

12 6 ~ 
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£ s. d. £ s. d. £ 8, d. 
Pen,bore- Hl\wortb- sOUTlt WAtlle. 

Collections. ......... ..... 8 0 l 0 
Contributions ......... 42 l 10 

50 2 8 
Less expen,ee ...... 0 19 O 

49 3 8 

"-""orcestcr-
Oollection• ............... 21 16 11 
Contributione ......... 24 12 8 

Do.,Ju,-eni1c ......... 17 13 3 

6( 2 10 
Less expenses .. , ... 2 l 6 

6:i 1 4 

YORKSHIRE. 

Baldersby, llorongbbr!dge, nnd 
Disbfortb- • 

Collections............... S .2 8 
Contributions ....•.... 8 14 4 

Barnoldswick-
Collection ............... 7 U 10 

Barnsley-
Collections.. ... ......... 8 6 5 

Bingley-
Collection ·............... 3 0 0 

Blackley-
Collection .............. . 5 6 

Bradford
First Chttteb-

Collectlon• ......... 65 19 10 
Do., Public lleet, 

ing •.............. 16 0 2 
Do., JuTenUe ... 6 0 0 

Second Church-
Collections, ........... 20 H 3 
Contrlbntions . ..... 1 B 0 
Proceeds of break-

fast .................. Oll 5 
Brearley-

Collection ... , ... u,, ...• 
Contributions ........ . 

Do., Sunday School 

2 18 2 
2 2 0 
0 2 7 

First Church-
Collection ........... , 10 6 4 
Contributions 8 10 6 

Do., Sun. School 1 3 2 
Second Church-

Collection ............ s 3 6 
ltellifield-

Collection 
Horkinstonc- ' 

l 0 0 

Collection ............... 0 15 0 
Huddersfield-

Collection, &c, ......... lG 12 11 
Idle-

Collection ............... l 1 l 
Keighley-

Collection ............... 2 13 0 
Contributions ,,,.,,,n 

Long Preston-
l 9 0 

Collection ............... 2 3 5 
Meltham-

Collection ............... 4. 9 
Polemoor-

Collection ............... 4 8 7 
Contributions ......... 1 1D 0 

Pudsey-
Collection ............... 0 18 6 

Rawden-
Collections, kc ......... 9 10 8 
Contributions, Juve• 

nile ................ ,.,0 2 6 6 
Rish worth-

Collection ............... 3 14 0 
Salendine Nook-

Collection ............... 17 12 6 
Contribution ............ 1 0 0 

Sheffield, on account, by 
Mr. S. Chapman ...... 70 0 0 

Shipley-
Collectione ... , ........... 7 17 II 
Contributions ......... 1/i 14 11 

Skipton-
Collection ......... ,.,H, 0 16 6 

Slack Lane-
Collection ............... 2 12 8 

Steep Lane-
Collection ········"····· 3 12 6 

Cowling Hill- s1tton-
Collection ............... 1 0 0 Collection ............... 10 10 

CAn.OtGANSHmll-
Aberystwlth-

Collectione, ,. ,,, , .. ,.,, ,, 419 0 
Contrlbutlono 

SCh~~i 11 10 0 
Do., Sunday 0 7 0 

Jozreel-
Collection ............... 0 11 0 
Contribution• ......... 0 6 0 

17 10 6 
Less expenses ...... 1 6 0 

16 14 6 

0LAMORGANSBIRB-
.A.dullam ....... ,,, .. ,0,,, .. , 0 7 0 
Bridgend-

English Chapel-
Collection ............ 1 9 3 
Contributions 10 0 1 

Do., Sunday S~h: 1 10 5 
Welsh Chapel-

Collection l 0 0 
Caersalem ...... :::::_::::::: 0 12 11 
Cowbridge-

A V{idow's Mite ....... 0 0 6 
Din as, N oddfa .... : ....... 0 9 0 
Foxhall n••······••oo,hh, 0 7 6 
Aforriston ........ , ......... 0 10 6 
Norton 1 7 8 
Siloam, Skelty ,,,,,,,.,,h 0 9 3 
Swansea-

Collection, Public 
Meeting ............ 2 13 7 

Contributions 6 10 0 
Mount Pleasant__:····· 

Collections .......... :. 6 l 3 
Contributions 10 1 6 

Do., Sun. School 1 7 B 
Ydi-k Place-

Collections ..... , ...•.. 3 17 0 
Contributions ...... 2 15 0 

49 19 7 
.Acknowledged before 

and expenses ......... 4e 4 9 

. 3 14 10 

Cullingworth- Contributions ......... 5 18 
Collection ............... 1 1 0 Do., Bible Class ,.. 3 5 

~ MoNMOU'l'HsBIRE-
0 Tredegar, by Mr.Jarman O 6 0 

D~f1~~J;,;- ............... 1 O 6 Wainsgate-
Earby- Collection .... ... .. ...... 1 18 6 

Collection ............... 1 4 0 
Farsl~y-

Collection ............... 6 7 9 
Contributions ......•.. 10 0 0 

Gildersome-
Collection ...... .... ..... 1 16 8 

Halifax-

432 6 2 
Less expenses ...... 22 13 10 

WALES. 

SCOTLAND. 

Irvine ...................... 1. 1 10 0 

FORlilON. 

.Al1llr:'RJ~A-
Amerlcan Bible Union, Collections ............... 29 10 

Contributions ......... 12 5 
9 
6 "My Mother's Legacy" 35 0 0 for 7'ranslation, ...... 203 12 5 

Do., Juvenilo ...... 8 6 6 

.A.CKNOWLEDGMENTS. 
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Mre. Hawlin, Hammersmith, for a box of books1 for Rev. J. Jlfakepeace, Agl'a, 
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EVANGELICAL BAPTIST CHURCHES 

1'f 

ENGLAND, WALES, AND IRELAND. 

The Chm·ches with an asterisk (*) prefaced are connected with the Baptist Union. 

In the column of Clear Increase, this mark (t) shows a diminution. 

<$nglan'b. 

BEDFORDSHIRE. t 
------------,,----------~-~--------i:1 i~ 

CHURCHES. Date. PASTORS. Date. A11ociation to which attached z::E r.r.i::,J 

Bedford, Old Meeting .... 1650 R. Jukes ............ 1839 
Bedford, 2nd eh ............. 1791 H. Killen .......... 1848 .............................. ... 76 134 5 
Bedford, 3rd eh ................... - Thornby ......... 1847 

•Biggleswade .................. 1771 S. Kent ............. 1836 
Blunham ...................... 1670 C. Morrell .......... 1842 
Carlton ........................ 1688 ... ...... ............... ...... ............ .................. ... 60 78 3 
Cotton End ........................ J. Frost ............. 1833 

*Cranfield, 1st eh ............. 1660 T. Owen ............ 1842 Herts and South Beds ... 42 100 2 
Cranfield, 2nd eh ............ 18491'. Hart ............ 1851 
Dunstable, 1st eh ............ 1691 W. Carpenter ..... 1848 

•Dqnstable, West Street .... 1803 D. Gould ............ 1826 
Eaton Bray ................... 1837 
Heath ........................... 1843 ...... ............... ... ...... ...... ......... ...... ............ l 9 32 .. . 

*Houghton Regis ............ 1837 J. W. Lance ...... 1849 Herts and South Beds ... 143 150 3 
•Keysoe ......................... 1652 T. Gate ............. 1838 ................................. 73 77 .. . 
Keysoe Row ........................ J. Woolston ....... 1834 

*Leighton, Lake Street ...... 1790 E. Adey ............ 1829 Herts and South Beds ... 102 270 3 
Leighton, Bethel .................. W. Robert, ........ 1850 ................................. 18 ..... . 

*Leighton, Ebenezer ......... 1840 W. Paine ................................................ 45 64 2 
•Luton, lstch .................. 1689J. J. Davies ....... 1849 Herts and South Beds ... '.l59 547 cl 
*Luton, 2nd eh ................ 1832 R. Robinson ...... 1843 ................................. 130 200 ... 
*Luton, 3rd eh ................ 1S36 J. Harcourt ........ 1850 Herls and South Beds ... 217 220 2 

Maulden and Ampthill ..... 1768 J. Robinson ........ 1845 
Potion .............................. W. Tile 
Ridgmount ................... 1816 J. H, Brooks ...... 1834 ................................. 70 121 3 
Risely .......................... 1839 J. Dixon ............ 1848 

*Sharnbrook, 1st eh .......... 1719 T. Williams ....... 1838 ................................. 48 50 2 
Shambrook, 2nd eh ......... 1832 
Shelford ........................ 1829 
Soutl,hill ...................... 1693 J. \Val'hurton 
St"ughton (Little) .......... 1767 T/Rol>inson ....... 1836 
Steventon ..................... 1655 W. Rowe ......... 1851 ............................... . 
Stotfold ... ( .................... 1832 S. Stanbridge ........................................... .. 
1'hnde1gh ...................... 1837 S. Wells ........... 1839 ............................... .. 

*Toddinglon ................. 1816 W. Wood .......... 1832 Herls and South Beds .. . 
Westoning .................... 1814 G. l\Iuskett ............................................... . 
Wilden ......................... 1838 S. Hawkins ......... 1831 
Wootton ..................... 1826 

II 
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BERKSHIRE. 

CHURCHES. Date. PASTORS. Date- A11ociation to which aU11cbed, 

-----------1--1---------,---------------
• Abiogdon, Ock Street. ..... 1652 ll.H.Marten,A.B. 1845 Berks & West Middlesex 180 250 

Ditto, 2nd eh ............ 1842 - Tiptaft ........... 1842 
"Ashampstead ................. 1835 H.J. Fuller ....... 1836 Be,ks & W~st Middlesex 67 22 
•Beech Hill .................... 1796 H. Young ......... 1845 llerks& West Middlesex 18 .. 
*Brimptoo ........................................................ Berks & West Middlesex 22 12 

Drayton .............................. G. Best ........... 1845 ................................. 18 43 
*Farringdon .................. 1770 A. Major ............ 1846 Oxfordshire 

Kingston Lisle ..................... R. Townsend ...... 1838 ................................. 10 
Moreton, South ............. 1832 J. Kerson 

"'Newbury, 1st eh ............. 1640 J. Drew ............ 1845 Berks& West Middlesex 193 479 
Newbary, 2nd eh ................................................................................. 11 
Reading, Ca,·ersham Road ..... - Powell ~, •-.. , ,,. : -~ . .-

.,.l?eading, King's Road .... 1640 J. J. Brown ........ 1847 Berks& West Middlesex 261 332 
Reading, London Street ... 1813 ............................................................... 55 30 

•snnningdale .................. 1823J. Chew ............ 1836Berks& West Middlesex 30 14 
Suttf>n Courtney ............. 1841 R. Randle ......... 1841 ................................. 45 .. 

•Wallingford, 1st eh ......... 1798S. Davies ............ 1848 Berks&WestMiddlesex 118 120 
\Vallingford, 2ndch ............... J. Partridge ....... 1846 ................................ 67 40 
\Vallingford, 3rd eh ............. - Sloper 

•\Vantage, 1st eh ............. 1648 C. E. Birt, M.A .. 1844 Berks & West Middlesex 42 53 
"-antage, 2nd eh. ___ ....... 1848 ............................ -- .................. ___ , ........... 19 

•\Vindsor ...................... 1838 S. Lillycrop ........ 1840 Berks & WestMiddleseA 58 168 
• \V okingham .................. 1778 C. H. Harcourt ... 1842 Berks & West Middlesex 175 149 

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE. 

•,\mersham, lstch .......... '1783'.
1

W. Salter ......... 1840 ................................. 46 47 
Amersham, 2nd eh .......... 1823 .............................. Bucks 

• Askett ........................ 1837,J. Thompson ...... 1846 ................................. 73 78 
* Aston Clinton ................ 18301T. Avery ............ 1843 Bucks ........................ 58 50 

Aylesbury ..................... 1801 
*Buckingham .................. 1842 S.S. Pagh ......... 1847 Bucks ........................ 25 50 
*Chenies ........................ 1760 T. Carter ......... 1849 Bucks ........................ 67 72 
•Chesham, Berk)iamp-} ... 1706 5 W. Sexton ... i 1842 General Baptist ............ 566 609 

stead, and Tnng. .. 1 S. Ayrton ...... 5 
•C:hesham, 2nd eh ........... - 1714 W. Payne .......... 1834 Bocks ........................ 237 240 

Chesham, 3rd eh ............ 1819 J. Parsons .......... 1849.. ........... ...... ............ ... 300 
•-Colnbrook .................... 1708 J. Lingley .......... 1848 ................................. 40 73 
*Cu<ldington ................... 1829 E. Bedding ........ 1847 Bucks ........................ 40 63 
•Datchett.. ...................... 1786 ............................. Berks & West Middlesex 23 ... 
*Fenny Stratford ............. 1842 B. Bartlett. ........ 1848 Bucks ......... : .............. 83 170 
•Ford ........................... 1814 W. Hood ......... 1840General Baptist ............ 31 55 
*Gold Hill ... _ ................. 1809 D. Ives ............. 1827 ................................. 84 60 
Great Brickhill...... ....... .. . .... W. Turner 

•Haddenham .................. 1810 P. Tyler ............ 1810 Backs ....................... 183 357 
Hanslope ...................... 1818 J. Clarke ................................................... 22 50 
Hare 

"Harefield ........................................................ Bucks 
~•ckford .. _._ ................... 1825 .............................. Bucks 
lvingl,oe ..... -... ·-··--···· ... 1804 W. Collyer ........ 1834 ................................ _ 103 200 
Littlt Kingshill .............. 1814 W. Payne ......... 1840 ................................ 40 90 

*Long Crendon ............... 1802 G. Allen ................. Bucks ....................... JO~ 180 
.. J\'lisse:1den ..................... 1776 G. Ashmead ...... 1846 Bncks ........................ 12:> 145 
*lllursley ......................... 1838 .............................. Bucks ....................... 25 40 

Ne11 µort Pagnell.. .......... 1662-Pym .............. 1847 
Northall .................... 1812 W. Woodstock ......................................... 41 80 
Oltev ... _ .................... -.. 1694 J. Simmons, A.M. 1842 Norlhamptonshirt> ......... 146 115 
Penu·, Beacon Hill ......... 1802 J. Miller ............ 1838 ................................. 36 .. . 

•Princt-s ltisborough ......... 1708 .............................. Bucks ........................ 176 110 
•Quainton ...................... 1816 D. Walker ......... 1817 Hucks ........................ 67 54 
~seer Green ..... _ ............ 1843 
"Srern ........................... 1813 .............................. Bucks ........... :........... 99 50 

foto11y Stratford ............... 1656 E. L. Foster ...... 1836 Northnmptonsh1re ......... 192 180 
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BUCKINGHAMSHIRE-continued. ~l ... s ~ .~ ~ 
CHURCHl.S. ~ ! ]] ] j; __________ Date. PASTORS. Date. AHoclation to which attached. Z;a ~-~ VJ U..!! 

•Swanbourne ................... 180\JJ. Dambledon ••... l842Backs ••....•...••..•......... 58126 2--
Towersey ..................... 1837 R. Bowden ......... 1837 

"Waddesdon Hill .....•...... 1787 
•Wendover .................... 1683 A. Smith ........... 1847General Baptist. ........... l02 95 6 
• W oburn Green ..... ......... 1833 W. Wilson ...... 1849 .................. ......... ...... 17 2 } 

Wycombe, New Land ..... 1709 E. Jones ...............••...•.•........•••..••..••......... 65 70 l 2 
*Ditto, High Street ...... 1845 ... ~ .......................... Backs ........................ 70 60 l 

CAMBRIDGESHIRE. 

Aldreth .•...................... 18441''. King............. ...... ................................. 18 66 
Bottisham Lode ............. 1810 E. Child ...... ...... ...... ...... ....•..... .•.............. 40 
Burwell ..................... 1851 ............................................................... 27 75 l 
Cambridge:-EdenChapel..1825 G. Marks .......... 1851 ................................. 100 85 
*St. Andrew's Street ...... 1720 

7 

*Zion Chapel ,. .................................................................................. 150 I 87 
Castle Camps ............... 1817 E. A. Marsh ............................................. 30 60 
Caxton ............................... S. Fordham ....... 1838 ............ ................•.... 24 45 

l 19 
4 

•Chatteris, 1st eh ............ 1783 J. Lyon ............. 1824 General Baptist............ 62 100 
Chatteris, 2nd eh ............ 1819 N. Horsley ....... 1851 .............................. ... 93 220 
Chatteris, 3rd eh ............. 1838 - Fisher 

I 
2 22 

Chesterton •.................. 1844 J. P. Briscoe ...... 1846 
Cottenham, 1st eh ............ 1780 T. Sutton ........... 1820 ................................. 91 147 
Cottenham, 2nd ch ......... 18ll M. W. Flanders. 1851 ................................. 110 144 I 
Downham 
Dry Drayton .................. 1824H. Hanks 
Elsworth ...................... 1831 J. Neale ......... 1• •••••• ............................ ..... 52 59 
Gamlingay .................... 1710 E. Manning ...... 1818 ................................. 90 230 
Gransden, Little .................. - Rowe 

I 

Haddenham ................... 1812 G. G. Bailey ...... 1831 ................................. 83 130 
Harston ........................ 1786 W. Garner ......... 1838 

I 15t 
Isleham, 1st eh ............... 1693 W. W. Cantlow ... 1846 ................................. 76 90 8 

"lsleham, 2nd eh ............. 1812 W. Jarrom ........ 1852 General Baptist .. , ......... 93
1

125 
Kirt ling ........................ 1670 
Landbeach ................... 1828 . . . . . . ... . . .... •.. ...... . .. .. . ... . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... .. . . . . 65 87 
Littleport ..................... 1835 . . . . .. .. . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . •. . .•. .. .. . . . . . . .. . .. 24 

•March, 1st ch ............... 1700J. Jones ............. 1832General Baptist ............ 115 200 
March, 2nd eh ................... R. Abbott ......... 1849 

2 

1 

4 

•Melbourn ...................... 1705 J. Flood ............ 1835 ................................ 132 137 3 
Okeington ..................... 1818 W, Nottage ...... 1842 ................................. 28 68 
Over ............................ 1737 ............ ............ ...... .................. ............... 60 70 
Prickwillow .................. 1815 I. Woods .......... 1833 .....•.......................... 36 71 

5t 
""Shelford ........................ 1825 C. R. Player, jun. 18... ........................ ......... 50 97 
•Soham ......................... 1752 
Streatham ..................... 1801 J. Crampin ......... 1848 ................................. 27 88 
Sutton ......................... 1789 W. Flack ...•...... 1830 ................................. 55 80 

4 
3 7 

Swavesey, 1st eh ............ 1789 J. C. Wooster ... 1848 ................................ 78 103 
Swavesey, 2nd eh .......... 1840 G. Norris ........... 1847 ................................. 80 92 

*Tydd St. Giles ............... 1790 W. S. Harcourt ... 1846 General Baptist. ........... 71 130 
W aterbeach . . .. . . .. . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . .. . .. ... .... . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36 60 
Whittlesea, 1st eh .......... 1836 W. Holland ...... ...... ........................... ...... 48 · 66 

•Whittlesea, 2nd eh ......... 1823 T. Lee ............... 1847 General Baptist............ 57 138 
\Vilburton ................... 1808 J. Dring ............ 1848 ......... ...... ............... ... 4u 70 
Willingham, 1st eh ......... 1662 W. Alderson ...... 1851 ................................. 103 125 
Willingham, 2nd eh ......... 1838 R.R. Blinkhorne. 1842 .................. :·········· ... 16 60 

•Wisbech, 1st eh ............ 1665 .............•................ General Baptist ............ 230 365 
Wisbech, 2nd ch ............ 1792 R. Reynoldson ... 1830 ................................. 72 160 

I 4 
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CHESHIRE. ~ 5 .,i! • 
-----------,--,-------------------1 ~2 ii : 

Cr-HTH~HES. D11te. PASl'ORS. Date Auoch,tion to whhh 8uachecl, :.~ ~.}.; ,,, 

• Andlem ........................ 1814 G. Needham ...... 1851 General Baptist ............ 37 46 
B,rkenheRd .................... IS49J. Metcalf.- ...•..• 1851 ................................. 31 60 • ... 8 
1-\ullin)\"ton .................... 1847 I. Boulton 
Chester ...................... 1806 W. Giles 

.. Congleton ..................... 184,3 .............................. General Baptist........... 20 60 
Crewe ..•....................... 1849 ........................ ...... ........•......••••.•... ....•.... 16 26 
CTillhent ........................ 1841 J. Alcorn ........... 1841 ...............................•. 80 170 

•Hillclilf ........................ 15 ... A. Kenworthy .... 1839 Lancashire and Cheshire 98 80 
Knntsford ..................... 1827 J. Jackson ......... 1827 .•..........•...........•....... 16 120 
Little Lei~h .................. 1821 T. Smith.................. .•.............•.. ••....••..•.•. 49 20 
Lym me, Cherry Lane ............ J. Ridgway 

Ditto, \'Vest Lane ............ T. Dooason ........ ...... ..........•........•.....•.... ... 7 
"Macclesfield .................. 1823 R. Stocks ....•.... 1851 General Baptist.. ..•....... 80 200 
Norley ........................ 1849 J. Swinton ......... 1849 

•N orthwich ................. 1841 T. Swinton ......... 1841 Lancashire and Cheshire 
Runcorn ..................... 1848 ....•....... , .......•............•..........•..•..•....••.... 18 

*Stockport, 1st eh .......... 1836 B. Wo«d •......... 1852 General Baptist............ 28 .. . 
•~tockport, 2nd eh ............ 1838 \\'. B. Davies ... 1850 Lancashire and Cheshire 133 120 

Stockton Heath ............. 1852 J. \'Vilkinson ...... 1852 
*l'arporley ..................... 1817 .............................. General Baptist .......•.... :40 66 

\'V arford ..................... 170.5 J. Barber ......... 1838 ....•.........•....... •... ...... 30 
• \Vheelock Heath ............ 1823 R. Pedley ......... 1835 General Baptist............ 47 80 

CORNWALL. 

*Calstock ...................... 1818 W. Cloake •••..... 1842 ................................. 5-1 120 
Car Green ................... . : . ... B. Nicholson ....•. 1842 

• F'almonth ..................... 1772 S. H. Booth ...•... 1852 South Western ............ 115 150 
'Urampoun<l .................. 1804 

Harle 
• Helston ........................ 1830 C. Wilson ...•••... 1834 South Western .•.......... 122 120 
l\farazion ..................... 1823 T. Parsons ....•.... 1830 
Millbrook 

•Penzance, 1st ch .........•... 1802C. New ............ 1845Soulh Western 
Penzance, Jordan chapel. I834G. C. Smith .•..... 1848 

• Redrath ........................ 1801 .............................. South Western ... ....•.... 32 70 
•St. Aostle ..................... 1833 T. Pnlsford ......... 1851 South Western ..........•. 31 20 
•Saltash ........................ 1812 B. Nicholson ..•.... 1842 

Tmro .......................... 1789 W. Mead ......... 1851 ..........•...................... 75 LOO 

CUMBERLAND. 

Broughton ...•.............. 1662 J. Collins ......... 1835 
Carlisle ........................ 1839 J. J. Osborne ...... 1846 

->Marvport ..................... 1808 D.Kirkbride ...... 1850 ......••....•••••................ 60 80 
Whitehaven .................. 1838 E. Lewis ........ lll50 ............••....•......•....... 39 70 
Whiteha,•en .................. 1839 J. Vernon 

DERBYSHIRE. 

* A lfreton awd Ripley ........ 1832 W. Gray .......... 1851 General Baptist............ 82 '200 
• AsLfurd ....................... 1700 
• Bel per ......................... 1817 J. Fe I kin .......•... 1847 General Baptist............ 71 169 
•Bradwell.. ..................... 1811 
-<Caul<lwell ..................... 1785 W. Norton ............... General Baptist ............ 57 37 
*Cricli ........................... 183(J .............................. General B"}Jtist ......•..... 42 121 
*Derby, Agard St.. .......... 1793 A. Perrey, l\J.D •• 1846 Notts and Derby ......... 140 1

1

135 
• Broo.k Street ............... 1845 ....................•....••... General Baptist ..........•. 120 106 

lJutlield Hoad ............ 1846 
•St. Mary's Gate .......... 1791 J. G. Pike ......... 1810 General Raptist ............ 644 434 
•S<1cheverel8lreet. ......... 11830 ............................. General Baptist. ........... 120'210 
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D Elm YSH IRE-continued. ,_3 

CIIURCUES. Dato. PASTOlt8, Date. A~sociation to which allaclictl ;J 
---------

• fl II Ill el r I. ....................... 1810 .............................. General Baptist ............ 88 G5 2 li,t 
•Jlkealon ........................ 1785 C. Sfrin11tl1orp .... 1847 Oeneral Bapti.st ............ lkl 302 2, I 
•Lnscoe ........................ 1783 C. 1" artm .......... 1833 Notis and Derby ............ 79, 1:30 I 
•Melbourne nnd Ticknall ... 1760 l'. Gill ............... 184i General Baptist. ........... 1282 '390 2, 8t 
Milford ........................ 1849 ................................................................ 1 50 I 40 ... I 2 

•Riddings ....................... 18471. B. Barnett ...... 1851 :\otts and Derby ......... 1103,136 
•Smalley ........................ 1785 .............................. General Baptist.. .......... ,102 1100 ... 14t 
•Swanwick ..................... 1804 H. Miller, ......... 10,19 Nottaand Derby ......... [ 70.200 411· 
• Wirksworth ................. 1818 R. St.nion .............. General Baphst ............ i174 ::J34 

DEVONSHIRE. 
• Appledore ..................... 1833 T. Rockley ........ 1 ...... Devon ........................ 1 24 68 I 
•Ashburtoo ..................... 1798 J. Dore ............ I .. ·· .. Devon ........................ 

1
35 25 

•Ashwater (Mnckworthy) .. 1827 A. Facy ............ 1828 Devon 
•Bampton ...................... 1693 W. Walton ......... 11847 Devon ......................... 45 64 

1, 
2! 
I 

2 
•Barnstaple ..................... 1835 S. Newnharn ....... 11848 Devon ........................ 1174 260 
•Bideford ...................... 1829 B. Arthur .......... 1849 Devon ........................ 1]11 lfi2 

Bovey Tracey ............... 16 ... W. Brook ......... 1840 Devon ........................ 126 70 
•Bradninch ..................... 1814 C. Baker .................. Devon ........................ 55 JOO 

I I Ii 
1 20 
2 Ii 
7 5 

•Brayford ..................... 1817 W. Cutcliffe ...... 1833 Devon 
•Bridestow ..................... 1832 J. Clopton ............................................... 60 60 
•Brixham ...................... 1800 M. Saunders ....... 1848 Devon........................ 83 150 

5 
l 3 

•Bndleigh Salterlon ......... 1844 T. Collings ........ 1844 Devon ........................ 36 .. . 
Chittleholt ...................... 18:J5 

9 

Christow ..................... 1836 - Kemp............ . . . ... ......... ... ...... ............ ... 30 25 
Chudleigh ................. 1849 W. Rouse ......... 1849 ................................ 26 170 

•Collumpton .................. 1745 U. Foot ............ 1843 Devon ........................ 81 156 
Combma,·tin .................. 1850 W. Dal'ey .•....••. 1850 ............... ............... ... 52 80 

•Crediton ..................... 1817 .............................. Devon ........................ [ 15 50 
•Croyde ........................ 1824 J. Hunt ............. 1838 Devon ........................ 1 20 60 
•Culmstock (Prescott) ...... 1743 G. Brockway ..... 1851 Devon ........................ 1 60 32 
*Dartmouth .................... 1646 E. H. Brewer ...... 1838 ................................. 182 84 
•Devonport, Pembroke St. 1784 (;. Rogers .......... 1847 

~~,t~~t~~'..~.~~'.~~.~~~~~~ ~.'.~.~ :~:.~.~:~~.~.:::::·:::: ~.~~.~ ............... .................. 36 70 
•Exeter, Bartholomew St ... 1816 G. Cole ............ 1849 Devon ........................ 277 350 
•Exeter, Sonth Street ...... 1654 C. M. Wightman. 1850 Devon ........................ 1 iB, 103 
Frithelstock .................. 1836 C. Veysey .......... 1836 ................................. 1 22 I 54 
Harberton Ford ............ 1827 J. Scoble ........... 1848 .......................... ...•.. 22, 26 

7 
4 
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2 18 
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Harcombe Bottom .. ., ..... 1851 G F. l'almer ..... 1851 ................................. 5 6 
Hatherleigh .................. 1835 W. Pearce. . ........................................... 108 100 

•Hemyock .................... 1833 P. C ross ............. Devon ....................... 43 45 
Holcombe Rogas ............ 1843 R. Toms ............ 1843 Western..................... 18 I 5 

•Honiton ........................ 1817 W. E. Foote ...... 1851 Devon ........................ 46 102 

4 
2 5 

2 6 
Kenton ........................ 1831 .................. ...... ...... ..................... ............ 16 19 
Kilmington ......................... J. Stembridge 

•Kingsbridge .................. 16 ... E. H. Tuckett .... 1850 Devon 
Lough wood ........................ ....................... : ...... ................................. 42 20 
Mulbornugh .................. 1839 H. Crossman ...... 1850 Devon........................ 40 30 

• l\fodbury ...................... 1791 J. Bussell ......... 1843 Devon 
•Newton Abbott, bt eh .... 181!) .............................. Devon ........................ 63 6(l 

3 3 
3 8 

2 2 
Newton Abbott, 2nd eh .... 1851 J. S. Bunce ....... 1851 

•Newton St. Petrock ...... 1828 ............................. Devon 
North Huish ................. 1851 
Plymouth ...................... 16 ... S. Nicholson ...... 1823 ................................. 366 532 
Ringmore ........................................................ Devon I 
St. Hill, Kentisbere ......... 1816 W. C. Bennett ... 185() Devon ........................ 601 4il 

•Shaldon ........................ 1810 ............................. Devon........................ 18 :iu 

4 26 

2 2 

•South Molton ................. 1836 T. W. Blackmorei 1849 Devon .................... .... :35 75 
•Stoke Gabriel ..................... C. Marchant ...... ...... ................................. 22 60 
Stonehouse .................. 183a I. Webster ........ j1837 ................................. 130 24,; 
Swimbl'idge .................. 1837 G. Lovering ...... 1837 ......... ... ..................... 31 25 

s 
7 

17 
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DEVONSHIRE-continued. E ,.,r! ~ -~ ~ 
--------------:--------,---,----------1'3E .;"a ·l, a~ 

CHURCHES, DRtt, PASTORS, Dntt, Astu:i•eia.llon to ~-hlch ntlnchr,1, ~i, ~l ~ U] 
----------1--
Tawstock ..................... 1818 I ;·sfi!:fridg~·::: ~.~.~ ~ ............................ 70 88 I 7 

•l'horverton ................. 1832 .............................. Devon........................ 28 60 ... 3 
"T'il'erton ...................... l687f E. Webb ............ 1848 Devon ............•........... 163 240 I 9 
~Torqnay ...................... 18S8,B. Ca.rto .......•... 1850 Devon ........................ 64 60 1 ]\ 
"Torrington .................... 1820p. Thompson ...... 1847 Devon ...................... 163 226 4 J 
•Ulfcnlm ..................•.... 1810; .............................. Devon ...................... 41 52 2 2 
•Upoftery ..................... 1649J. Chapman ....... 1841 Devon 
• Y arcombe ..................... 1830 H. B. Lock year .. 1851 W eatern .......... ... ... . .. 40 76 2 4 

DORSETSHIRE. 

"Bonrton ............................. J. Hannam ............... Bristol 
"Brid\'i°"L ....................... 1830 T. Yoong .••...... 1860 Western ...... ...... ......... 49 135 
*D~r~ eater .................. 1830 .............................. Western .................... . 

G1llmgham .................. 1839J. Donn ............ 1842 ................................. 70 60 3 
"lwerne ........................ 1831 J. Davidge ......... 1833 ................................. 27 36 

Langton, Purbeck. .......... 1831 T. Corben 
•Lyme ........................... 1655A. Wayland ...... 1821 Western .................... 70 60 
Lytchett .......................... J. Rowe ................................. 20 40 

•Poole ........................... 1804
1
8. Bulgin ............ 1807 Southern..................... 97 80 

4 \Veymouth .................... 1814,J. Trafford, M.A. 1846 Western 
*Wimbome .......................... .!............ ........... ... ... ....................... ......... 17 16 2 I 

DURHAM. 
'"Bedlington ................... 1836 .............................. Northern .................... . 
•Bishop\Vearmouth,Sansst. 1797 J. Redman ......... 1844 Northern .................... . 
*Broomleyand Broomhaogb 1843 W. Maclean ...... 1850 Northern .................... . 
"Darlington ..................... 1846 J. Lewis ............ 1852 Northern .................... . 
*Hamsterley ................... 1652 T. Cardwell ...... 1850 Northern .................... . 
*Hartlepool.. ................... 1845 J. Kneebon ...... 1849 Northern ............... .. 

fl 65 
70 124 
31 36 
25 60 
30 26 
62 60 

"Houghton le Spring ......... 1810 G. Bee ............. 1821 
•Middleton in Teesdale .... 1827 C. Forth ............ 1850 Northern ..................... 80 
*Monk Wearmouth .......... 1835T. Oliver ............... Northern ..................... 18 30 
"Rowley& Shotley Bridge. li€5E. Lefevre ......... 1851 Northern ..................... 48 120 
•South Shields, 1st eh ....... 1818 R. B. Lancaster ... 1849 Northern ..................... 189 135 

Ditto, 2nd eh ................... T. Lawson ......... 1836 
•Stockton on Tees ............ 1810 W. Leug ...••...... 1824 Northern..................... 69 70 

Sunderland, Malling's Rig 1845 G. Preston ......... 1850 
Ditto, 2nd eh. .. ........ 184c I{. Brnce ......... 1846 ................................. 75 114 
Ditto, Tanevor Street ... 1848 A. A. Rees ......... 1848 ................................. 402 300 

•Wolsingham ................. 1831 T. Cardwell ...... 1850 Northern ..................... 26 40 

ES!,EX. 
•Ashdon ........................ 180\1 ........................ ...... Essex ........................ 108 60 

Barkinl,I", Queen's Road . 1849 
Billericay ...................... 1815 
Blackmore .................. 1840 W. Trotman ..... 1850 ................................. 38 66 

•Braintree, 1st eh ............. 1680 D. Rees ............ 1846 Essex ........................ 148 180 
Ditto, 2nd eh ............. 1848T. Warren ......... 1848 ................................ 22 .. . 

•Burnham ....................... 1690 J. Garrington ...... 1811 Essex ....... ........... ...... 51 27 
Chadwell Heath •......•••... 1847 T. Kendall .......... 1847 ................................. 31 110 
Chelmsford, 1st eh .......... 1807 
Chelmsford, 2nd eh ....... 1851 
Coggeshall.. ................... 1829 I. Collis ............ 1847 ................................. 49 

•Colchester, 1st eh .......... 1689 R. Langford ...... 1842 ................................. 174 90 
Ditto, 2nd eh. . ................. S. Brocklehurst 
Ditto, 3rd eh. 
Ditto, Ebenezer .......... 1849 W. Chappell ...... 1861 ......... ......... ......... ...... 44 ... 

6 
2 
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_____________ E_s_s_E_x_-_c_o-,-n_1i_·n_u_e_d_. _______ i~ f IH 
CI-IURCI-JF,8. Date. PASTORS. D:1te. Auo<'intion to which attached. :::.;: ,,, 1;- ~ 

----------!'-- ------- ~':. -- __ 1::.:_ 
*Dunrnow ....................... 1823 ...................... , ...... Essex ........................ JG :{.J 1 G 
'Earl's Colne ................... 1786 J. Walters ......... 1851 ................................. 62 70 ... 7 
*Great Oakley ............................................. , ...... Essex 
'Halstead, 1st r.h ............. 1700 W. Clements ...... 1832 Essex 
Halstead, 2nd eh ............. 1836 H. Bartholomew . ... ... .................. ...... ......... 53 I 10 

'Harlow ......................... 1662 T, Finch ............ 1817 ................................ I03 80 2 
'Harwich ....................... 1830 
Heybridge ..................... 1835 A. Bather 

*Ilford ........................... l809J. Woodard ..... 1840 London New ............... 04 85 2 
*Langham ...................... 1754 
'"Langley, 1st eh ............... 1828 C. Player ........... 1838 Essex ........................ 37 46 3 I 3t 
Langley, 2nd eh .............. 1841 

•Laughton ..................... 1817 S.Brawn ............ 1817 ................................. 86 .50 
Mersey ........................ 1803 T. Rogers ........... 1825 I 

'Potter Street. ................. 1754J. Gipps ............. 1832 
Prittlewell .................. 1843 

•Rayleigh ....................... 1797 T. Peters .......... 1852 Essex ....................... 981100 I 
Hochford ..................... ...... ............... ......... ... ... ................................. 141 ..... . 

•Romford ....................... 1836 E. Davis ............ 1847 ................................. 58 801 ••• 

2 
2 
6 
3t 'Saffron Walden, Up.Meet. 1774 T. Burditt ......... 1848 Essex ....................... 205 19511 

Dittto, London Road .... 1820 
•Sampford ..................... 1805 B. Beddow ......... 1841 Essex ........................ 71 70 3 2t 
Sibil Hedingham .................. H. Howell I 

•Stratford, Enon Chapel ... 18~3i1, Hinckley ......... 1851 London Strict 
Thaxted, Dunmow Road .. 1813T. B~att ............ 1813 
Thaxted, Park Street ...... 1834 E. Stephens ......... 1847 ................................. 44 751 2 2 

*Thorpe ......................... 1802 W. Lloyd ............... Essex ........................ 110 701! 4 7t 
'Tillingham ................... 1830 G. Wesley ......... ...... Essex ..................... ... 55 50 1 1 
•Waltham Abbey, 1st eh ... 1729 ................................................................ 78110

1
1... 3t 

Waltham Abbey, 2nd cb ... 1824 ............................................................... 22 
West Ham ........................ J. Southern ......... 1847 ................................. 26 ... 

1
... 3 

*White Colne ............... 1845J. Dixon ............ 1845 Essex ........................ 35 81 I 

~fili~1:~~-~:~~~-~:::::::::::: ~-~~-~ ••••••••••nouoo••••••• ••••H 000,00,ouooooo•••••••••••••••••• 9 ••• _., 2 

GLOUCESTERSHIRE. 
Acton Turville .............. .l ............................. il840 I I 

*Arlington ...................... 1840 R. Hall, B.A ...... 
1
1846 Oxfordshire ............... 71 JOO 2 5t 

*Avening ........................ 1818 S. Webley .......... 1828 Bristol.. ...................... 91
1
108 2 

Blakeney ...................... 1821 W. Copley ......... 1846 
•Bourton on the Water ...... 1720 J. Statham ......... 1849 Oxfordshire ................ 127!138 4 16 
*Chalford ...................... 1742 R. White ............ 1847 Gloucestershire ............ 164 91 ... 6 
Cheltenham, Bethel. ....... 1753 ......... ...... ......... ...... ... ... ...... .. . ......... ......... 84

1

320 .. • 5 
•Ebenezer .................. 1841 J. Smith ............ 1852 Gloucestershire 
Salem ....................... 1836 W. G. Lewis ...... 1841 

•Chipping Campden .......... 1724 E. Amory ......... 1847 Oxfordshire 
•c· t 1651 { D. White ...... 1804 l O r d h. 61110 1rences er................... J. l\I. Stephens. 1847 1 x,or s 1re ............ I 
*Coleford ....................... l799J. Penny ............ 1844 GloucestershirP. ............ 228,486 5 
*Cubberley ..................... 1827 T. Davis ........... 1829 Gloucestershire 

Downend ...................... 1814 
*Eastcombs ..................... 1800 S. Packer ......... 1847 Gloucestershire ............ 120

1

127 1 
Eastiugton ..................... 1832 

•Fairford ....................... 1700 J. Frize ............ 1847 Oxfordshire ............... 30 70 ... 2 
*Fishponds ........................... G. Kerry ............ 1850 Bristol........................ 37 iO 

Fox cote ...................... 1838 
*Gloucester ................... 1813 ... .. ...... ........ .... .. ... Gloucestershire ............ 138 255 I 

Hallen (Bristol) ............ 1830
1 

I I 
Hampton (Fairford) ....... 1845 W. Thomas~ ............................................ 20 60 3 

*Hi Ilsley ........................ unk. G. Smith ............ 1847 Gloucestershire............ 51 90 2 
*I(ingstanley ................... 1630 J. Service .......... 1852 Gloucest~rsbire ............ 1371162 1 3 
"Lechlade ...................... 18191A. Walsh ......... 18471Oxfordsh1re I 
Long Hope ................... 1842 H. C. Davies ...... 1842 ............................ ·\ 29 68 
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... 
GLOUCESTERSHIRE-continued. ; S .g' 

------------------------------- ~~. 
T S 'D t A · · § ~ i, Date. PAS OR . . D e oocinhou to which nthched, z.:E CHURCHES, 

---------
: Ll\ l): d n er ......•................. 1836 E. E. E!liott ...... i8~6 Gl?ucestershire ... •....... 59 ]W ---;--

~ mchtnhampton ............ JS24J. MolTl.s .......... 180I Bristol.. ...................... 109106 2 9 
Natton (7th day) ............ 16 ... J. Francis ......... ...... ................................. 7 

•Nauntun and Guiting ...... 179i .J. Teall ........... L84g Glouceste1·shi,·e ............ 60 70 2 3 
Newchurch (Bristol) .... 1836 C. \V. \\'ood ............ ., ............................... 31 165 

•Nnr,pend ......................................................... Gloucestershire ............ 33 100 
*Painswick ..................... l832J. Cook .................. ._iloucestershire ........... 36 30 5 

Shepscombe ................... 1832 H. \Villiams ....... 1842 
"Shortwood ..................... 1715T. F. Newman .... 1832 Bristol ........................ 606 423 10 
*Slim bridge .................... 1834 .............................. Gloucestershire ............ 13 63 
*Sodbury ...................... 1709 F. H. Rolestone . 1849 Bristol ........................ 48106 6 
•Stow on the Wold ................. .J. Acock ................. Oxfordshire ............... 33 98 3 l 
*Stroud .......................... 1825 W. Yates ........... 1828 Gloucestershire ............ 380 '270 4 12 
*Tetbnry ........................ 1700 .............................. Gloucestershire ............ 54 eO 1 12 
•Tewkesbury .................. 1655 T. Wilkinson ...... 1851 Q\oucestershire ............ 122 231 I l8t 
•Thornbury ..................... 1831 .T. Eyres ............. 1845 Gloucestershire ............ 105 135 2 6 
*Uley ............................. 1820 R. G. Lemaire .... 1850 Gloucestershire ............ 93 60 2 7 

U ~ton ......................... 1825 J. Osborn .......... 1849 ... ............ ... ............ .. . 20 ... 7 
• 'A estbury on Trym ......... 1830 ............................. Bristol . .. ... .. . .•. .. . ... ... .. . 35 •. . I 
•Winchcomh .................. 1826 S. Dunn ............ 1842 Gloucestershire ............ 51 105 2 
*\Vinstone ..................... 1823T. Davis ............ 1823 GloucesterHhire ............ 30 10 2 
•Woodchester ................. 1825 H. Lefevre ......... · ...... Gloucestershire ........... 59 100 3 
•Woodside ..................... 1843 H. Webley ......... 1851 Gloucestershire ............ 98 213 2 12 
*Woolaston, Parkhill ........ 1839J. Lewis ....•....... 1839 
•Wootton nuder Edge ............. J. Watts ............ 1830 Bristol ........................ 140 120 

HAMPSHIRE. 
•Ando,·er ....................... 1824°11-1. H. Crofts ...... 1852 Southern ....... -. .,-............ 72100 
•Ashley ......................... 1817 ........................ .... .. .......................... ....... 60 80 
•Beaulieu Rails ............... 1817 J.B. Burt .......... 1828Sonthern .................... 98100 
•Blackfield Common ......... 1831 R. Bennett ......... 1831 Southern ..................... 50 60 
Brockenhurst .................. 1842 R. Blake............ ...... ...... ...... ...... ... ...... ...... 20 50 
Broughton ..................... 1655C. ,v. Vernon •... 1849 ................................. !13 60 

*Colwell, f. W ................ 1834 .............................. General.Baptist............ 30 43 
Emsworth ..................... 1845 W. C. lbberson ... 1849 ................................ 56 110 

•Forton ......................... 1811 J. Smedmore ...... 1848 Southern ..................... 100 89 
Guernsey :-Cate! ......... 1837 J. Le Clerc ......... 1837 ................................. 27 85 

St. Martin's ................ 1837 I:'. Mullet. .......... 1837 ................................ 31 44 
St. Saviour ................. 1837 M. de Patron ...... 18:17 ... .............................. 18 
Tower Hill ................ 1833 J. Burroughs ...... 1833 

Hartley Row, 1st eh ....... 1843 J. W. Gooding ..... 1848 ................................. 60 
Hartley Row, '.2.nd eh ....... 1845 

*Hedge End .................... 1818 J. Oughlon .......... 1841 Sou(hern ..................... 30 70 
*Lockerley ..................... 1753 W. G. Ross ....... 1847 Sonthem 
*Long Parish ................. 1818 J. Ewing ............ 1850 Southern ............ ......... 23 50 
• 1 · t 1688 5 i. Millard · .. • · 1818 } So tber 210 165 ,ynnng on.................... 1 J. Marten, B.A. 1848 11 n ................. . 
*Lyndhnrst ..................... 1680 R. Compton ....... 1842 General Baptist............ /il 72 
•Milford ......................... 1816 H. V. Gill... ....... 1847 Southern....... ............ 95 64 
"Newport. ...................... 1809 W. Jones .......... 1849 Southern ..................... 145 80 
•Niton ........................... 1835 J.C. Green ....•.. 1847 Southern ..................... lr ~~ 
•Parley .......................... 1827 ............................. Southern........... ......... 0 

Portsea :-""Clareuce St ... 1802 E. H. Burton ...... 1835 General Baptist.. .......... 251 360 
*Ebenezer ................... 1812J.Neave,G.Aroot 18a4 Southern· ..................... 95 ~: 
*Ken! Street ................ 1704 C. Room ............ 1837 Southern ..................... 426 250 
•Landport ................... 1829 C. Cakebread ...... 1828 Southern ..................... 200 
*Salem ........................ 1813 ............... .......•. ...... ... .............................. 85 100 

•Pouluer ........................ 1841 IV. Brown ......... 1850 Sonthern ..................... 24 60 
•Roms~y ........................ 1771 P. Griffith ......... 1850 Sonthern ..................... 33 68 
• Ryde ........................... 1849 .............................. Southern ..................... a5 40 
•Southampton, East Street.. 1764 ............................. Southern ..................... 130 

~Portland Chapel ......... 1840 -\, McLaren, B.A. 1846 Southern ............ ,., ...... 90100 

1 
1 4 
1 1 
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HAMPSHIRE-continued. \ \ '..f. :; ' ~ ~ 

CIIURCHES. Dnte. PASTORS. Date. A8'ociation to which attached.\ i 11 .I !.i 
:~onthsea •···•······••·····"·· 1782 S. Cox .............. 1852 Southern ..................... 64\138--::-:- 2 
· way ........................... 1816 ......... ............... ...... ................................. 21 36 

Wallop ........................ 1849 - Coombe ......... 1849 
*Wellow andYarmoulh .... 1804 W. Read I 4L 

*Whitchurch ................... 1690T . .Morris .......... 1852Sonlhem ..................... 156[116 ... 1 I 

*Wincheate.r ................... :1822 W. Bngoy ......... 18~1 Southern ..................... 35 30 

HEREFORDSHIRE. 
Pownhope ..................... 1827 J. B. Little ......... 1841 ................................. 44 72 
Garway ........................ 1802 B. Johnstou ............................................... 26 52 
Gorsley ....................... 1831 J. llall .............. 1831 ................................. 148 170 

•Hereford ....................... 1829 J. Davey ............ 1850 ................................. 68 56 
Kington ...................... 1805 W. B. Bliss ....... 1848 ................................. 81 158 

*Lay's Hill ..................... 1822 J. JonPs ............ 1851 ................................. 40 12 
*Ledbury ....................... 182S T. Walters ................................................ 38 54 

Leominster .................... 1656 .............................. Gloucestershire 
Longtown ..................... 1843 D. Jeavans ......... 11848 ................................. 47 9 
Orcop ................................ J. H. Predgen ..... 1846 ................................. 30 30 
Peterchurch .................. 1820 W. Stanley ......... 1833 ••. ...... . .. .. .. .. .... . ... .... . .. 45 40 

•Ross ............................ 1819 ............................................................... 50 81 
*Ryeford ......... , ............. 1662 S. \'\--alker ......... !1851 Gloncestershire ............ 32 32 

Whitestone .................. 1817 J. Ramsay ......... 11850 ................................. 55 34 
Whitn"y ....................... 1845 

HERTFORDSHIRE. 
Abbott's Langley ............ 1841 H. Wise ............ 1841 
Berkhampstead Common 1830 T. Wood ........... 1230 ...... ........................... 57 60 

* Bishop's Stortford .......... 1819 B. Hodgkins ...... 1836 ... .................. ...... ...... 56 80 
*Boxmoor ....................... 1826 B. P. Pratten ...... 1844 Herts and Sooth Beds ••. 107 240 
•Breachwood Green ......... 1825 D. Parken ......... 1848 Herts and South Beds .•. 82 130 

Cheshunt ..................... 1852 
•Chipperfield ........................ W • . Hancock ...... 1851 Herts and South Beds ... 73 125 

Gaddesden Row ............ 1828 
*Herne! Hempstead ......... 1679 W. S. Aitchison .. 1848 Herts and South Beds 
Hertford ...................... 1773 S. Whitehead ...... 1846 ................................ 29 78 
Hitchin ....................... 1660.J. Broad ............ 1841 

*Markyale Street.. ........... 1813 T. W. Wake ...... 1840 Herta and Suulh Beds ... 102 100 
*Mill End ..................... 1811 .............................. Buckinghamshire ..... ... 62 59 

Northchurch ................ 1841 ............................................................... 14 25 
Redbourn ..................... l828R. Figg .............. 1S44 

*Rickmansworth ............ 1840 A. Weinberg ...... 1851 Herls and Sonth Beds ... 115 64 
*St. Alban's ................... 1676 W. Upton ......... 1821 Herts and Sonth Beds ... 229 310 
Tring, 1st eh ................ 1802 ............................................................ 145 190 
Triog, 2nd eh ................ 1840 · 

*Tring, New Mill ............ 1686 
Twowaters ..................... 1819 R. Searle ................................................ 33 
\Vatford, latch .............. 1703J, P. Hewlett.. .... 1850 I 
Watford, 2nd eh ........... 1851 

HUNTINGDONSHIRE. ' 
*Bluntisham ................... 1787 J.E.Simmoos,M.A 1830 ................................. 2401250 

Bythorne ...................... 1811 I 
Catworth ........................... W. Rice ............................ , ...................... 25 

•Earilh ........................ 1833 
Ellington ..................... ... ... ........................ ...... ..... .................... ...... 36 120 

• Fenstanton, 1st eh .......... 1842 .............................. General Baptist............ 171 
Fenstanton, 2nd eh .......... 1849 ... ...... .. .... .. ...... ...... .. .. .... .... .•. .. ....... ......... 15 30 
Godmanchester ............ 1814 W. !frown ......... ...... ................ ................. 61 ... 
Grent Gransden ............ 1684 S. Peters................................................... IS 35 
Great Gidding .............. 1784 C. Fish ............ 1833 ................................. :31 108 

3 6 
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HUNTINGDONSHIRE-continued. j ,.,t .,,: .~ ~ 
----------,.--------------------1 o E i] "' 

CHURCHES. Uate., __ r_As_T_o_n_s_. __ ,nBtc. Anocnation to whll'h nt1ache1I .J.i -~"'-" _£_ d] 
Hail Weston ................. 1767 
Houghton ...................... 1844 
Huntingdon .................. 1823 J. H. Millard,A.B. 1845 ................................. 160 160 
Kimbolton .................... 1692 S. Edger, A.B . ... 1848 ................................. 109 70 
Little Gransden ............ 1833T. Row ............. 1833 ................................. 17 .. . 

R 
6 
2 

Neeclingworth ............... 1767 E. V\Thiting 
"Offord ... . ................. 1844/I. Flower ......... ...... ............ ... ...... ... ...... ... 42 90 
"Ramsey ........................ 17261 

*St. Ives, 1st eh ............. l809J. Brown ......... 1850 ................................. 72 70 
St. h-es, 2nd eh ............. 18381A. Smith ............ 1844 
St. Neots .................... 1800 G. Mun·ell ......... 1811 ................................. 142 253 
Spaldwick ..................... 1692'.W. E. Archer ..... 1848 ................................. 74 80 

2 6 

2 

5 It 
l 4 

\'\Tarboys ..................... 18291D. Irish •........... 1832 ................................. 120 150 
Yelling ........................ 1830,H. Bottle ........... 1833 ................................. 53 60 

4 
I It 

KENT. 
"Ashford ........................ 16.53G. W. Whit~headl852EastKent .................. 63 60 
"Bessels Green ................ :1769 W. Glanville ...... 1846 ................................. 50 60 

Bethcrsden ................... 118071 
BexlPy ...................... 1845 

• B~xle,Y Heath ............... 1827.J. Wallis .......... l849Kent and Sussex ......... 56 60 
B1rchmgton .................. 1849 J. Crofts ............ 1851 East Kent .................. 19 70 

"Borongh Green ............ 18091C. Robinson ....... 1845 Kent and Sussex ......... 128 102 
*Brabonrne .................... 1824 .............................. East Kent .................. 41 140 

Braboume Lees ........... 1836j 
.. Broadstairs .................. 1844,J. Brook ............ 1847 East Kent .................. 80 160 
*Canterbury ................... 1825.C. Kirtland ........ 1851 East Kent .................. 137 150 
*Chatham, Clover Street ... 1630J. Russell ......... 1850 

Chatham, A<:non ............. 1842 T. Jones .................. Kent and] Sussex ......... 136 125 
*Cran brook ................... 1706 A. Smith ............ 1849 Kent and Sussex 6 

"i 4 
5 

9 14 
5 

3 

6 
8 

6 

Crayford ..................... 1810 
Dartford ..................... 1847 

*Deal ........................... 1814 T. S. Baker ....... 1850 East Kent .................. 70 JOO 29 
Deptford, 1st eh ........... 1835J. Kiogsford ....... 1835 ................................. 50 135 
Deptford, Bethel ......... 1849J. Hillman ......... 1849 ................................. 44 80 
Deptford, Fh,rence Place 1842 W. Felton .......... 1843 
Dover, Pentside ............ 18221. P.Edgcombe .1847Kent and Snssex ......... 135 70 

*Dover, Salem ............... 1839 F. Bosworth,M.A 1850 East Kent .................. 140 120 
Down .......................... 1850 J. Carter ........... 1850 
Dunks Green, Plaxtool ... 1840 ...... .................. ...... ...... ...... ..................... 11 20 
Eastcharch .................. 1831 

3 
10 

2 
2 16 

Eden Bridge .................. 1846 
*Egerton ....................... 1836 
* Eynsford ..................... 1786 J. Whittemore ... 185 ................................. lI O 150 2 
*l~ythorne ...................... 1604 E. Pledge ........ 18.50 ................................. 207 80 5 6 

Farnborongh .................. 1848 J. Tanner ........ 1849 
*Folkestone, 1st eh .......... 1750 D. Jones, B.A .... 1849 East Kent ................... 81 130 6 

Folkestone, 2nd eh ......... 1850 C. Boxer ........... 1850 
"Foots Cray .................... 1840 
Gravesend, Peacock St ... 1846T. Stringer ........ 18.51 ................................. 31 ... 6 

Do. Windmill Street ... 1845 E. S. Pryce, B.A. 1845 ................................. 120 220 12 
Greenwich, Bridge Street 1760 W. Field ......... 1851 

Ditto, East Lane ......... 1850F. Collins ......... 1851 ................................. 22 ... 11 
*Do. Lewisham Road .•. 1838J. Russell ......... 1844 London ..................... 148 210 1 
Do. London Street. ...... 1851 T. Guinnell ....... 1851 

"Had low ....................... 1826 .............................. Kent and Sussex· ......... 68 35 5 
Lee, Church Lane .......... 18.52 

*Lessness Heath ............ 1805 J. Peirce .......... 1852 Kent and Sussex 28 18 2 
*Maidstone, King Street.. 1797 H. H. Dohney .... 1841 .................................... 182 

Maidstone, Providence eh. 1820 C. Slim ........... 1850 Kent and Sussex ......... 84 43 JO 
Maidstone, Bethel ......... 1834 D. Cranbrook ...... 1846 ................................. 128 104 16 
Maidstone, 4th eh .......... 1839-'Knott ............ 183!1 

"'Margate ...................... 1720J. Rogers ......... 1850 Bast Kent .................. 179 236 9 
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KENT-continued. ·01 
CIIURCI-IES. Date, PASTORS. Date Aatociatton to "hich attached. ~~ _______ , 

Malfielcl Oreen ............... 1811 R. Shindler ............................................. 38 127 2 8 
*Meophnm ..................... 1832 .............................. Kent and Sussex ......... 98 98 
*New Romney ................ 1831 H. Bloomfield ...... 1849 East Kent .................. 30 43 3 
*Ramsgale, Cavendish Ch. 1832 F. Wills ............ 1847 East Kent ................... 134 161 

Do., Zion Chapel.. ............. W. Garwood ............ Kent and Su•sex ......... 54 
*Do., 3rd clnuch ........ 1732 J. Packer .......... 1840 General Baptist............ 13 

*Sandhnrst 
*Sevenoaks, 1st eh ........... 1752 T. Shirley .......... 1810 
*Sevenoaks, 2nd eh .......... 1817 F. Smith ........... 1845 General Baptist ............ 70 80 
*Sheerness .................... 1817 .J. Saxby .................. Kent and Sussex ......... 73 71 
*Smarden, 1st eh ............ 1640 W. Syckelmore ... 1837 ................................. 32 25 
*Smarden, 2nd eh ............. 1644 T. Rolfe ............ 1816 General Bapti•t ..... ... .. . 48 120 

25 
12 
lt 

9 
3 

JOt 
*St. Peter's .................. 1720;D, Ple~ge .......... 1851 Kent and Sussex ......... 651 93 

Sutton-at-Hone .............. 1842\J· Neville ......... 1845 Kent and Sussex ......... 48
1

115 . 3 
*Tenterden, 1st eh .......... I 7731J. Green............ ...... ..................... ............ 22 .. . ..I 

Tenterclen, 2nd eh ................ 
1
J. Happenden .. .. ... .. . .... .. .. .... ... ... .. . .. .. .. .... .. 51 

1

1 90 4 7 
*Tunbridge Wells, 1st eh ........ W. Austen ......... 1852 Kent and Sussex ......... 73 68 3 

Do. Mount Sion .......... 1849\T. Edwards ....... 1849 ................................. 15 ... 5 
:Uphill .... : ................... 18421 .............................. East Kent .................. 1 14 40 ·.·:·.

1

2t 
West Mallmg ............... 1837 1E. R. Hammond ... 1848 ................................. 100]135 3 
Whitstead ..................... 185011'. Ray ........... 1850 ..... .. . .. .. .. .... .. . .... ... . .... 15 \' 25 2 
Wickham ..................... 1851! J. Player .......... 1852 ................................. 16 
Woolwjch, Enon ............ 175710. Bo, ............... 1840 London New .............. 89 11?0 .. 1.

1
_,05 

Woolw1ch, 2nd eh .......... 1786,J. Cox ............... 1830 ................................ 240 1430 ~ 
Woolwich, Bethlehem ..... 1807l'W. Leader ......... 1843 I 
Woolwich, Carmel ......... 1830 I. A1kinson ......... 1840 

LANCASHIRE, 

*,\ccrington .................. 1760 C. Williams ...... 1851 Lancashire and Cheshire·\227 763 
• Ashton under Line .: ....... 1836 J. Macpherson ... 1849 Lancashire aud Cheshire 89 240 
•Bacup, Ebenezer .: ......... 1710 J. Smith ............. 1848 Lancashire and Cheshire 22fi 550 
*Bacup, Irwell Terrace ..... 1821 G. Mitchell ....... 1851 Lancashire and Cheshire 327 780 

Blackburn, 1st eh ........... 1710 ............................................................... 41 160 
*Blackburn, 2nd eh .......... 1841 J. Club ................... Lancashire and Cheshire 

Blackburn, 3rd eh .......... 1849 
•Bolton ......................... 1823;8. C. Etheridge ... 1846 Lancashire and Cheshire 240 290 
*Bootle .......................... 184µ\·D. Joseph ......... 1S50 ................................. 56 160 
•Burnley Lane ................ 1780 W. Robertshaw ........ General Baptist.. .......... 105 ISO 
•Burnley, lst eh ............. 18.J8'R. Evans ........... 1844 Lancashire and Cheshire 101 232 
*Burnley, 2nd eh ............. 1850J. Batey ............ 1851 General Baptis1 ............ 77 108 

Bury, 1st eh ........................ J. Collins 
*Bury, 2nd eh .................. 1845J, Harvey ......... 1845 Lancashire and Cheshire 115 150 

Chorley ........................ 1830 · 
•Chowbent ..................... 1833 T. D. Worrall ..... 1852 Lancashire and Cheshire 50 300 
•Cloughfold ................... 1675 W. E. Jackson .... 1845 Lancashire and Cheshire 119 400 
•.Colne ........................... 1772J. C. Park ......... 1851 Lancashire ancl Cheshire 74 179 
•Coniston ...................... 1836 R. S. Frearson ... 1847 Lancashire and Cheshire 36 931 
•Eccles ........................ 1832 
•Goodshaw ..................... 1747 J. Jefferson ...... 1852 Lancashire aud Cheshire 80 150 
•Haslingden, Pleasant St ... 1831 J. Blakey .......... 1836 Lancashire and Cheshire 100 360 

*Ditto, Ebenezer ............... J. Bury ............ 1850 Lancashire and Cheshire 58 200 
•Heywood ..................... 1834 R. Morris .......... 1852 Lancashire and Cheshire 72 149 

Hindley ........................ 1842 
Hollinwood ................... 1844 
Huncoales ................... 1810 

*lnskip ........................ 1815 ... ............... ...... . .... Lancashire ancl Cheshire 51 60 
Liverpool:-Athol St. W . .................................... North Wales Eastern ... 45 50 

Byro ........................ 1851 T. Dawson ......... 1851 
Great Crosshall St. W. 1804 D. Price ............... North Wales Eastern ... 258 164 

*Myrtle St,eet ............ 1800 H. S. Brown ...... 1847 Lancashire and Cheshire 3.13 550 
*Pembroke Place ......... 1838 C. M. Birrell ...... 1838 Lancashire and Cheshire 315 629 1 
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LAN CASH I RE-continued. t .,. ~ ~l: .. 
o e "'o ·~ .... 
z:E 

. . <n ,,,,,, CllURCI-IES. Date. PASTORS. Date. Assoc1n.tiu11 to \ivl1icb nttn.checl. 
- -· -

e 112 180 

89 180 3 

Li,·erpool :-
Shaw Street ............. . 
Sidney Place, Edgehill. 1798 0. S. \'Vylie ....... 1798 

*Soho Street ............... 1S'25 ,I. Edwards ...... 1851 Lancashire and Cheshir 
Stanhope Street,:\Velsli l8:l2 H. W. Hughes ......... North Wales Eastern 

*Lumb, Rossendale ........ 1828 S. Jones ............ 1860 Lancashire and Cheshire 
Lytham ............................. J. Burnet 
l\lanchester:-

70 60 ... 
. 105 80 ... 

126 550 1 

"'Claremont Terrace ...... 1821 M. Shore ...•.... 1850 General Baptist .......... . 
Granby Row ............ 1833 S. Jones ...•............. North Wales Eastern .. 

*Grosrenor Street ......... 1845 D. l\I. Evans ...... 1851 Lancashire and Cheshire 
Jersey Street 
Oldham Street. ........... 1848 

192 220 I 

e 44 260 ... 

*Oxford Road ............. 1842 F. Tucker, A.B ... 1842 Lancashire and Cheshire 
St. George's Road ...... 1786 A. B. Taylor ....... 1849 
•1·1 o l B • 1810 5 W. Jackson ... } 1810 

1 rn ey ro" . . . .. . . . . . . I C R I . ow ey ... .. 
*\Yilmot Street ......... 1844 .............................. Lancashire and Cheshir 

e 159 250 ... 
e 30 172 I 
e 306 1100 1 
e 73 350 I 

•y ork Street ............... 1808 I{. Chenery ......... 1850 Lancashire and Cheshir 
*Og-den .......................... 1783 J. Garside ......... 1841 Lancashire and Cheshir 
"Oldham ........................ 11816 J. Birt ............... 1842 Lancashire and Cheshir 
•Oswaldtwistle, L. l\lr. End IS40 J. Harbottle ....... 1850 Lancashire and Cheshir 

Prescot. ....................... 1841 
*Preston, 1st eh •............. 1783 .............................. Lancashire and Cheshire 141 217 1 

24 
187 813 2 

e 135 595 3 
98 292 ... 
50 120 ... 
41 103 2 

. 200 no ... 
91 2!;1 I 

e 79 120 3 
32 105 

35 305 3 

Preston, 2nd eh. 
Preston, 3rd eh ................................................................................ . 

*Rochdale, lst eh ........... 1777 W. F. Burchell ... 1839 Lancashire and Cheshire 
Rochdale, Hope chapel ... 1809 J. Kershaw ....... 1822 

*Sabden, Pendle Hill ........ 1798 J. J. Owen ......... 1852 Lancashire and Cheshir 
*Salford, 1st eh ............. 1840 H.Dunckley,M.A. 1848 Lancashire and Cheshire 

Ditlo, Ford Street ....... 1851 J. Cubitt ........... 1851 
*Ditto, Zion Chapel ............ D. Burns .......... 1851 Geeeral Baptist.. ........ . 

*Sunnyside ..................... 1847 A. Nichols ......... 184i ............................... . 
*Staly Bridge, 1st eh ....... 1808 J. Sutcliffe .....•... 1844 General Baptist .......... . 
•,Staly Bridge, 2nd eh ....... 1815 J. Ash ............... 1846 Lancashire and Cheshire 
*Tottlebank .................. 1669 T. Taylor ......... 1841 Lancashire and Cheshir 

\'V arrington ........................ S. A. Smith ....... 1846 ................................ . 
Waterbarn ........................ J. Howe 

*Wigan, Lord Street. ........ 1796 W. Ellison ......... 1840 Lancashire and Cheshire 
'Wigan, 2nd eh ............... 1827 .............................................................. . 

LEICESTERSHIRE. 
*Appleby ....................... 1825 ......... ; .................... Le!cestersh!re ....... _ ... 15 
* Arnsby ......................... 1667 J. Davis ............ 1843 Leicestershire ............. 111 80 5 
*Ashby and Packington •... 1807 I. Preston ......... 1851 General Baptist .•.......... 137 190 l 

B 1745 { J. Derry ......... l824 I G I B t' t 327 280 9 * arton . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . .. .. . . . . . J. Cotton ......... 1843 f en era ap 1s ........ . 
*Billesdon, 1st eh ............. 1820 .: ............................ General Baptist.. ......... 28 25 

Billesdon 2nd eh... .. .... 1846 ............................................................... 22 .. . 
*Blal;y ..... ' ............. ::: ...... 1807 J. Barnett ........... 1839 Leicestershire ............ 103 121 2 
•l:losworth and \'Vallon .... 1793 W. \'Villiams ...... 1845 Leicestershire ............ 26 60 3 
*Castle Donington .......... 1785 R. Nightingale .......... General Baptist ............ 285 260 
.. Cropston ..................... 1851 W. Goodlitfe ...... 1851 General Bapt.ist............ 19 42 
*Earl Shilton ................... 1820 R. Verow .......... 1820

1

General Baptist ............ 51 96 
*Fleckney and Smeeton ..... 1819 ........................ ... :. Ge_neral Baptiat. ........... 35 76 
•Foxlon ......................... 17l6J. Blackburn ...... 1831 Le1cestersh1re ............ 66 80 
*lfatbern ....................... 1840 .............................. General Baptist ............ "27 45 
*Hinckley ....................... 1766 S. Stenson ......... 185!fGeneral Baptist ............ 126 2IO 

•Hngglescof.e ........ :•·"······ 1798 ~ ~. ~~~~iti;·: ~ l85~IGeneral Bapt'.st.. .......... 208 436 
•Kei,worth and D1seworlh 1760 J. fay I or ............ 1846l qeneral Bapbst ............ 91 170 
*Kmplon ........................ 1700 .............................. General Baptist............ 8 

.~ ~ . ,, 
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LEICESTERSHIRE-conli1111Pd. --l!l di .j H 
CHURCI·IES. ~ ___ PAs:o~s_:___ Datr.l Auoc;ariontowhlchattu-ht>d. ;,,~ ·l-~ ~ u~ 

*Leake and Wimeswold .... 1782 J. Lawton .......... 1849 General Baptist.. ........ ..1333 355 4 13 
Leicester:-
* Archdeacon Lane ...... 17941'. !'tcvenson ....... 1850·General Baptist ............ 409 580 1 9 

Bclvoir Street ............. 1756 .J.P. Mnrsell .•... 183o 
*Carley Street ...•.......... 1823 J. F. Winks ...... 1827 General Baptist............ 46 175 18 

Charles Street ............ 1831 T.Lomas ............ 1843 ................................. 124 336 
*DoverStreet ............... 1823J. C. Pike ......... 1852General Baptist ............ 244 370 
*Friar Lane ................. 1688 S. Wigg ............ I 821 General Baptist ............ 1389 450 

St. Peter's Lane ......... 1802 
*Vine Street ............... 1841 J. Cholerton ...... 1851 General Baptist............ 44 87 

4t 
1 9 
1 13 

York Street ................ 1819 W. Garrard ........ 1842 ................................. 40 60 
*Long Whatton ............... 1799 .............................. General Baptist ............ 111 135 1 12 
*Loughborough, 1st eh ....... 1760 E. Stevenson ...•... 1842 General Baptist ....•....••. 335 420 2 20 

*Ditto, Woodgate ......... 18~6 J. Goadby .......... 1848 General Baptist ............ '1220 250 30 
Lutterworth .................. 1835 R. De Fraine ...... 1840 ................................. 51 ... 6 4 

*Market Harboro_u_gh ......... I 830 J. Sole .....•....... 1850 General Baptist............ 72 30 6 
•Measham and Netberseal 1839 G. Staples .......... 1840 General Baptist ............ ,200 190 3 
*Oadb,.-.......................... 1825 ............................. Leicestershire ............... 146 115 
*Q11e01boroogh .............. 1836 .............................. General Baptist............ 31 60 1 
*Qnorodonand Woodhouse 1804 J. Staddon .......... 1845 General Baptist. ........... 3M 425 3 
*Rothley and Silcby ......... 1802 .............................. General Ba_ptist ............ 75 100 
*Sheepshead, 1st eh ......... 1695 J. Bromwich ...... 1827 Leicestershire .... .. . ..... 82 100 

7 
2t 

11 
IOt 
8 *Ditto, 2nd eh ............ 1850 .............................. General Baptist............ 45 80 

*Sntton-in-.Elms ............... 1650 C. Burdett .......... 1811 Leicestershire ... ......... 45 65 2 2 
•'rhurlaston ..................... 1814 .............................. General Baptist ............ 114 80 4 

LINCOLNSHIRE. 

•Alford ......................... 1845 I I 
Asterby and Donnington ........ T. Burton ......... 1043 ..... ............ :···· .......... 38 .. . 

*Boston, lstcb ................ 1653T. W. Mathews ... 1839 General Baptist ............ ,225'2ti0 
Ehenezer ................... 1818 W. Potter 

] 
1 10 

Do. 3rd eh. • .............. 1848 . ........... ... ... .. . .. . ...... . ..•.. .. .... ......... ....... ..... &3 93 
*Bottesford ......................................................... Notis and Derby ......... 12 30 
*Bourn .............. · ............ 1688J. B. Pike ......... 1847 General Baptist. ........... 92 200 
Burgh .......................... 1700 

*Carlten le Moorlands ......................................... Notts and De,hy ......... 16 9 
•Coningsby ..................... 1657 G. Jndd •.•......... 1831 General Baptist............ 53 86 

Oeeping ........................ 18391'. Tryon ............ 1839 
•Er.worth ....................... 1695 T. Barrass ......... 1851 General Baptist ............ 62 36 
*Feel and Holbeach ........ 1688 G. Chamberlain ... 1845 General Baptist ............ :?.66 2i0 
*Oedney Hill .................. 1820 D. D. Billings .... 1847 General Baptist ............ 4S 7i 
*Gosberton ..................... lfi8R A. Jones ............ 1847 General Baptist............ 35 70 
*Goxhill ...................... 1842 T. Parkinson ..... 184? 
*Great Grimsby, 1st eh .... 1826 J. Bnrton ........... 1850 ............... ...... ......... ... 98 I 11 

Ditto, 2nd eh ............. 1850 

3 5 

2 8 

4 5 

2 2 
3 28 
1 It 

5 

32 
Horncastle .................... l 830 D. Jones ............ 1830 

*Killingholm .................. 1686 G. Crooks .......... 1846 General Baptist............ 23 .. . 
*KirloninLindsey ............ 1663J. C. Smith ........ 1848General Baptist ........... 25 ... 
Lincoln, 1st eh ............... 16 ... S. Wright .......... 1838 General Baptist.. ......... , 113 150 

*Lincoln, 2ncl eh ............... 1822 W.Goodman,n.A. 1851 
*Long Sutton .................. 1840 S. Ashby ........... 184S General Bapt!st. .......... JOI 8•J 

Lonth, North Gate ......... 1802 H. Ingham .......... 1847 General Baphst ............ 207 220 
*Maltby ancl Louth .......... 1773J. Kiddall ......... 1844 General Baptist.. .......... e5 62 

Monksthorpe ...................... N. Horsley 
*Parfney ....................... 1837 
*Pinchbeck .................. 1844 A. ~imons ........... 1S34 General Baptist............ 50 98 
*Spalding, Istch ............... 1646 J.C. Jones ......... 1848 General Baptist ............ 243

1

480 
*Spalding, 2ncl eh ........... 1745 
Stamford ............................ J. C. Philpot 

*Sntterton ...................... 1808 J. Golsworthy .... 1838 Genernl Baptist............ 70 90 
*Suttoo St. James ............ 1700 \V. S. Harcom·t. ........ General Baptist · 

2 6f 
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LONDON, SOUTHWARK, &c. ,' 

___ c_H_U_R_C_H_E_s. __ -J_D_at_•,· I· __ PA_S_T_O_R_s_. --l Oat~. A1socia.tion to which attA.ched, ,i. 
Bermondsey-

J amaica Row ..........•... 1782 W. Bidder ......... 1847 
New Church Street ....•. 1847 J. L. Meeres •... 1847 London New ............... 3-1 120 ... 8 
Snow's Fields ............ 180J - Chivers 

Bishopsgate-
Artillery Lane 

"De,·ooshire Square ...... 1638 J.H.Ilioton, M.A. 1837 London ..................... 373 142 
Blackfriars- 3 

*Chnrch Street ............ 1785 J. Branch .......... 1851 London ..................... 237 180 
Camc1en Town- 36 

~King Street ...........•.... 1847 W. Ward ......... 1851 
Cit,·-

·Redcross Street ......•.... 1644 D. Whittaker .•.... 1833 
"Salters' Hall.. ............ 1830 J. Hobson ........ 1851 London ..................... 167 130 

Finsbnry-
Bnnhill Row, Hope cha ....... R. Morris 

*Eldon Street .............•. 1817 B. Williams ....... 1849 London ..................... 140 46 
Nelson Placc,City Road 1851 ,v indmill Street. .....•... 1848 . ... . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. ..... .... . .. . . . . .. .. . ... .. . .. . 19 90 

Goodmao's Fields-

6 

l0t 

Great Alie Street ......... 18-
Little Alie Street ...•..... l753 P. Dickerson .•.... 1831 Loudon Strict ............... 387 160 

"Little Prescot Street ... 633 C. Stovel.. ......... 1832 London ..................... 281 
Goswell Road-

6 

*Spencer Place ............. 1815 .T. Peacock ......... 1821 Loudon ..................... 279 521 
Wilderness Row ......... 1849T. D. Wood ....... 1849 

15t 

Grav's Ion Road-
Cromer Street ............ I 838 .. . . .. . . .. . .... .. ....... .. .. . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 27 

*Henrietta Street •.•....... 1817 C. A. M. Shepherd 1849 Loudon ..................... 139 89 
Henry Street ............. 1849 G. Horsley ....... 1851 
1oho Street ............... 1816 B.W. Noel, M.A. 1850 

Holborn-

2 
11 

Bloomsbory Street ...... 1849 W. Brock ......... 1849 ................................. 322 310 
*Eagle Street ................ 1737 R. W. Overbury •. 1834 London~ ................... ,. 203 192 
* Little Wild Street ....... 1691 C. \Voollacott .... 1835 London Strict 
*Keppel Street ............ 1713 .............................. London ..................... 104 100 

Hoxton-

2 78 
7t 

Jot 
Buttesland Street ......... 1830 J. Rothery ......... 1831 ................................. 103 290 
Dorchester Place ......... 1845 R. Dunning ....... 1847 ................................. 61 125 
High Street ............... 1847 H.P. Simonds .... 1847 ................................. 38 110 

4 
10 
1G 

Jslingtoo-
Denmark Terrace ....... 1848 W. Symonds ...... 1851 

*Islington Green .......... 1840 G. B. Thomas .... 1850 London ..................... 90 94 
Windsor Street ......... 1850 J. M. Glaskio .... 1850 

25 

Kinl(sland-
Union Row ................ 1849]. Searle ............ 1849 

Lawbeth-
*Regent St,eet ............ 1821 C. T. Keen ....... 1852 London ..................... 436 250 
*Waterloo Road ........... 1836 ........................ ...... ................................. ... .. . 

2 
93t 

Marylebone-
Blandford Street, Man-

chester Square ......... 1794 W. B. Bowes ...... 1835 ................................. 268 294 
Eden St.Hampstead Rd. 1843 
Edward St.,DorsetSq. 1845J. Wise .......... 1845 

4 

Hertford St.,Fitzroy Sq. 1843 R. Blackstock .... 1851 
Hill Street, Dorset Sq. 1825 J. Foreman ......... 1827 ................................. 386 150 

*New Church Street ...... 1831 J. Burna, D.D .... 1835 General Baptist ............ 483 250 
-~Shouldham Streel.. ...... 1809 \V. A. Blake ...... 1846 London ..................... 108 136 

39 
2 !) 

MileEod- 9 
*Commercial Road ....... 1657 G. W. Pegg ...... 1845 General Baptist ............ 300 270 

Grc,sveoor Street, Com-
18 

mercial Road East .... 1851 W. Chamberlaync 1851 
SqniriesSt.,BelhnalGrn. 1827 T. Smithers 

l'addiugton-
• Praed Street ............... 1841 W. Underwood ... 1841 General Baptist.. ......... 221 223 ... II 
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CHURCHES. 

LONDON, &c.-co11tin11ed. ~t il ! H 
Date. PASTORS. Datt. Aul'>ciation to which attached, .;.i -i~ ,n c..,..! ----------

Pentonville-
*Vernon Square ............ 1784 0. Clarke ......... 1842 London ..................... 208 .JOO 8 

Pimlico-
We•tbonrne Street ...... 1830 J. Stenson ......... 1832 ................................. 148 90 3t 

Shadwell-
*Devonport Street ......... 1837 ........................ 1831 Lm,don ..................... ,12 50 14t 

Victoria Street ............ 1830 S. Milner .................................................. 190 100 
Shoreditch-

" Austin Street ............. 1837 W. Miall ..•........ 1S39 London ..................... 190 210 lit 
*Ditto, Seventh Day ...... 1675 

Cumberland Street ...... 1841 C. Smith ............ 1848 London New ............... 208 218 16 
Mason's Court ............ 1835 T. J. Messer 
Morpeth Street ......... 1849 T. W. Appleford. 1851 

Soho-
Meard's Ct.WardourSt. 1784 T. G. Bloomfield 1852 
Oxford Street ............. 1780 G. Wyard ......... 1842 ................................. 340 100 

Somers Town-
Aldenham' Street ............... J. Fenlon 

1 Chapel St;eet ............. 1796 R. Aldiss ........... 1849 ................................. 140 200 4 25 
*Northampton Street, 

King's Cross ......... 1843 J. Miller .................. , ............................... 41 85 1... 10 
Old Pancras Road ...... 1849!J. Nunn ............ 1849 ................................ 191 147 I 1 27 

Southwark-
Alfred Place, Kent Rd. 1820 W. Young ......... 1821 ................................. 46 150 i ••• 6 

*Borough Road ............ 1674 J. Stevenson,M.A. 1832,General Baptist ............ 433 400 ... 81 
BoroughRd.,Tabernacle ...... J. Wells 
Crosby Row ..................... C. W. Banks ............................................. 256 ... 12 35 
King St. Chapel Court ......... T. Gunner 

*Maze Pond ................ 1692 J. Aldis ............ 1838
1

London ..................... 29. 8 350 1 8 
Nelson Place ............. 1847 

*New Park Street ....... 1719 W. Walters ...... 1851 London ..................... 434 300 18t 
T . ·t S 1773 { B. Lewis ......... 1825 ( L d str· t rm1 y t................... J. H. Blake ...... 1851 ~ on on ,c 

Unicorn Yard, Tooley St. 1720 .............................................................. 131 80 54t 
St. Luke's-

Banner Street ..........•....... W. House ......•.. 1850 ................................. 20 
Brick Lane ............... 1783 J. A. Jones ......... 1831 ................................. 114 12t 
Macclesfield St. , ........ 1844 R. Moss ........... 1846 ...... ......... ............... ... 40 17 
Mitchell Street .......... 1841 J. Shorter ........... 1847 
Ratcliffe Grove ........... 1817 J. Newuorn ...... 1838 London New ............... 19-1 8 

Westminster-
Prince's Row ............ 1846 J.P. Balfera ..... 1851 
Romney Street.. .......... 1817 ............................. London Strict. .............. 197 170 17 

Whitechapel-
Brown's Lane 

MIDDLESEX. 

Alperton ...................... 182i 
*Bow ............................ 1785 G. \V. Fishbourne 1846 London ..................... 175 250 2t 

Camden Town, King St.... ...... .. ............. ......... ... ... .. .. ........ .................. ... 9 
Chelsea, Beulah ............. 1836 

•Chelsea Paradise Chapel.. 1817 .............................. London ..................... 69 100 
Chelsea: Zion ................ 1824 J. Nichols .......... 1838 
Hackuey, Homerton Row. 1820 D. Curtis ............ 1837,London New .............. 168 80 1 11 

M St I 1798 l F. A.Cox, D.D. 181111 L d 
"Hackney, are ree ..... I D. Katterns ...... 1847 { on °11 

"Hammersmith, 1st eh ....... 1793 JLeechman/\1.A. 1848 London ..................... 174 120 16 
Hammersmith, 2nd eh ...... 1835 
Hampstead,Holly-bushhill 1818J. Castledcn ....... 1818 

Ditto, New E1HI ........ 1825 
Barefield ...................... 1835 .. .. .. .......... ........ ...... .... .. .... .. .. . .... .. .... .. .... .. 30 G5, 

*Harlinglon .................... 1798, \V. Perratt ......... 1847 Berk.s & West Middle•ei, l \8 202 2 
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.MIDDLESEX-continued. ri ,.,ii 
----------;--.------~-,----------l~J -~ 

Dale. Atsocilltiou to ,vblch nllacbet1 il li CHURCHES. lJnte. PASTORS. 

Harrow on the Hill ......... 1812 T. Smith ............. 1836 ................................. 30 51 

,. ~:~a:~:::::::::::::::::::::::: ::~l(i°. .. w~;:~·::::::::::: iB47 ::::::::::::::::::::·:::::::::::: ~i ~g 
Highgate ...................... :813 S. S. Hatch .•...•. 1848 ...... .......................... 34 60 
Hounslow, Zoar............. 848 ........................ ...... ... .............................. 17 .•. 

Do. Pro, idence .......... 1850 
Kensal Green ................ 1848'E. Harris ......... 1851 ................................. 12 50 

"Kensington, Sih·er Street. 1824 W. G. Lewis ...... 1847 London , .................... 141 130 
Do., Holland Street ..... , 1844 - !font 

2 
:.l 
I 

4 
6 

NotLing- Hill, Johnson St ... 1848 P.\11/. Williamson 1848 ................................. 30 5 
•New Brentford ............. 1802 T. Smith ............ 184,lj ................................. 34 60 5 
Old Brentford ............... 18t91C. H. Coy ......... 1849 ................................. 109 120 

•Poplar ......................... I8l2
1

S. Cowdy ............ 1850 London ..................... 207 300 
Potter's Bar .................. 1825 R. Ware ............ 1836 

•shacklewell .................. 1818 S. Greep ............ 1850 London ..................... 129 164 
*Staines ......................... 1825

1

G. Hawson ....... 1825 Berks & West Middlesex 103 60 
•Stepney, College Chapel... 1836.T. Angus, M.A .... 1850 ................................. 20 40 
Stepney, Cave Adullam ... 1828 W. Allen ........... 18371 ............... · .................. 200 150 
Stoke Newington ......... 1849 J. Garritt ......... 1849 ................................. 34 .. . 

*Tottenham .................... 1827 R. Wallace ......... 18451London ..................... 184 136 
*Uxbrid~e ...................... 1840 J. Ainsworth ............. Berks & West Middlesex 32 24 
•West Drayton ............... l827J, Gibson ........... 1851:Berks&WestMiddlesex 47121 
Winch more Hill. ............ 1850 I 

3 4 
17 

4 
3 3 
2 2 
3 2'.! 

6 

I 
1 3 

l\IONl\iOUTHSHIRE. 

* Abercarn ......................... D.R. Stephen ...... 1850 Monmouthshire ............ 117 210 
*Abergavenny, 1st eh ........ 1807 M. Thomas ......... 1807 
*Aberga,·enny, 2nd eh ....... 1828 H. Poole ............ 1838 
* Abersychan .................. 1827 S. Price ............. 1831 Monmouthshire ............ 160 150 
*Argoed ......................... 1818 T. Davies ................. Monmouthshire ............ 136 125 
*Bassaleg, Bethel ............ 1831 E. Roberts .............. Monmouthshire ............ 150 150 
*Bedwas, Hephzibah ...... 1850 D. Jones ............ 1850 ~Jonmouthshire ............ 64 70 
* Bethesda, Maesaleg ........ 1742 T. Thomas ......... 1836 Monmouthshire ............ 259 I 50 
*Beulah ....................... l824 M. Morgan ............... .Monmouthshire ............ 300 140 
*Blackwood, Libanus ....... 1835

1 
.............................. Monmouthshjre ............ 4.5 40 

*Blaenau, Salem ............. 1842 W. Roberts ........ 1846 Monmouthshire ............ 363 200 
* .Blaenau, Gwent ............ 16601J. Lewis ............. 1837 Monmouthshire ............ 129 9!! 
*Blaenavon, Ebenezer ...... 1825

1

0. Michael ......... 1840 Monmouthshire ............ 164 40 
*Blaeuavon, Horeb .......... 1823 D, Morgan ......... 1849 MonmouthHhire ............ 190 170 
*Blaeuav-00, English ......... 1846 ........... : ................... Monmouthsh!re ............ 8~ 154 
*Brvnmawr, S10n ............. 1845,E. W1ll1ams ...... 1850 Monmouthshire ............ 153 110 
~Ca'.erleon ...................... 17711J. Evans ............ 1827 J\lonmouthsh)re ............ t3~ 180 
"Caerwent ..................... !819J. W. Morgan .......... Monmouthshire ............ 32 30 
*Castletown ................... 1823 E. Jones ............ 1823 Monmouthshire ............ 150 !Oil 
*Cbepstow ..................... 1818 T. Jones ................. Gloucestershire ............ 69 14:i 
*Cwmbran ..................... 1839 E. P. William• .,, 1850 Monmouthshire ............ 130 120 
*Daran-velen .................. 18'12 B. Willi,ims .............. Monmouthshire ............ 210 189 
•Ebbw Vale .................. 1849 H. Morgan ......... 1849 Moumouthshire ........... 446 360 
*Glasgoed ...................... 1817 R. Rees ............. 1848 '.\fonmouthshirn ............ 49 47 
*Goitre, Saron ................ 1826 .............................. Monmouthshire ............ !08 30 
*Llanddewi .................... 1828,T. Lewis ............ 1848 Monmouthshire ............ 66 45 

Llandogo ..................... 1839 ............................................................... 19 
*Llaugibby, Bethel ......... 1837 J. Davies ................ Monmouthshire ............ 31 .. . 
* Llanhiddel ................... I 838 .............................. Monmouthshire ... . .. ...... 75 75 

Llanvihangel Crycorny .... 1838
1

G. J~mes ................................ _. ................ 33 15 
*Llanwenarlh ................ 1652 F. Hiley ............. 1811 Monmouthshire ............ 386 146 
*Machen ........................ 1829 E. Thomas .......... 1848 M onmouth•hire ............ !04 .. . 
*Magor, Belhany,English ... 1814 T. Leonard ......... 1819 Monmouthshire ............ 70 80 
*Monmouth ......................... H. Clark, M.A .... 1847 Gloucestershire ............ 77 50 
*Nantrnlo, Hermon ......... 1830S. William• ......... 1848 Monrnouth•hire ......... 527 :310 
?Nasl, ........................... 

1 
..... T. J, Thomas .... 1848 Monmouthshir~ ........... 23 25 
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MONMOUTHSHIRE-continuPd. = >,_: ~ ~i ~~ .. 0 ... 

CIIURCIIES, Date. PASTORS. Da;e, Auociation to whi-ch Rttache,t. 
·= 1_~~ ,,,~ l;' 

.;_~ rvn - ;,.,_:! 

*Newport, W,lsh ............. 1817 W. Thomas ....... l8!J5 _M_o_o_m_o_u_th_s_h_i,--e-.-.. -.. -.. -.. -... 189 120 - 7 
*Newport, English ........... 1829 W. Allen ........... 1816 

Commercial Iload ...... 1844 
*Temple ........................... 0. Edwards ...... l849/Monmouthshire ............ 150 80 

*Noddfa ........................ 1846 ............................. i \lonmouthshire ............ 132 150 
*Penrhos ....................... ,18:J!) r. Cobner ......... 1841

1
Monmonlhshire ............ / 2:l 20 

*Penuel. ........................ 117n,J. Michael .......... 18~7,Monmonthshire ............ 60 25 
*Penycae ....................... ! 1827 T. Evans ............ l84&1Monmoathshire ............ 64 70 
*Penygam .................... :1729 ............................. 

1
Ylonmonfhshire ............ 1220 120 

•Pisgah, Taliwain ........... /828 W. Thomas ....... 1848 ,fonmouthshire ............ 345 215 

*Ponthir, Sion Chapel ...... j 1.S03 { ii". N:f~th~'.'.'.·.} ...... tfonmon(hshire ............ 123 JOO 
*Pontrhydyryu ............... ,1815

1
0. 0. Evans ....... IS271 Monmouthsliire ............ 102 105 

*Pontypool .................... ;18!J(i ·r. Thomas ........ 18:)6IMonmouthshire ............ 110 ViO 
Ragland ....................... :1818 J. Joo~s .................. , ................................. 5-'3 61 

*Rymney, P,uuel, Eng ..... 11840 M, Gnffiths ............... 1Monmonthshire ............ n.s 355 
*Rymney, Welsh ............ 1828 W. Roberts ......... 1847jMonmouthshire ............ 259 145 
•Rymney, Jernsalem .............. 0. R. Joue.s ......... 18.!'i• 1Wonmoothshire 
*Risca, Moria ................. 18'.l5 .J • .Howe .................. Monmouthshire ............ 176 140 
*Sk.enfrith ..................... 1846 T. Richards ...... 1850 Monmoutb•hire ............ 30 30 
*St. Bride's, Llansa;n1.ifraiil .................................... Monmouthshire............ 49 40 
,.St. Melon's, Llanc1?rwg ... 1842 D. Evans ........... 1843 Monmouthshire ............ IOI 60 
*Tredegar, English .......... 1833 .............................. ~fonmonthsbire ............ 90 70 
*Tredegar, Welsh ............ 11798 W. no;,e,ts ...... 1833 Monmoatbshire ............. 'i21 261 
*Trosnant ...................... il'i76 0. L. Isaac ............... 1\foomouthshire ............ :330 150 
*Trosnant, Sion Chapel. .... /1844 n.. Johns .................. 1\fonmouthshire ............ 160 130 
*Twyngwyn .................. ,!829 .............................. Monmouthshire ............ 69 74 
*Usk. ........................... 11839 J. Jones .................. }Ionmouthsbire ............ 38 35 
*Victoria ........................ 11840 J. Rees .............. 1848 Monmouthshire ............ 147 150 
*Zoar, Henllys ................ 1844 J. Jannan ............... Monmouthshire............ 55 .. . 

NORFOLK. 

*Attleborough ................. 1825 W. Brown ......... 1836 ................................. 921170 
*Aylsham ...................... l796J. Upton ............ 1849 ................................. 65 2~ 
,.Bacton ......................... 1822 W. Banns ................................................ 36 b7 
*Blakeney ..................... 1844 J. B. Brasted ............................................. 31 tiO 
Brooke ........................ 1841 W. Bell ............ 1846 ................................. 20 

*Buxton ......................... 1796 J. Dawson ......... 1842 ................................. 71 55 
Carlton Rocle ................ 1812 B. P. Woodgate ... 1852 

*Castle Acre ................... 1840 J. Stutterd ......... 1846 General Baptist............ 82 149 
Claxton ....................... 1765 ~ Pegg ............ 1850 

*Costessey ..................... 1823 .J. Tvory ............. 1824 .............................. ... 56 35 
*Derebam ...................... 17S3 J. Williams ....... 1822 ................................. 102 60 
*Diss ............................ 1789 J, P. Lewis ............ Suffolk. Union ............... 134 160 
*Downham .................... 1800 J. Bane ............ 1847 
*Ellingham, Great ............ 1699 J. Cragg ............ 1s,17 ................................. 5-l 100 
*Fakenham ..................... 1801 S. B. Gooch ....... IE40 ................................. 108 96 

Felthorpe ...................... 1836-Fu Iler 
*Forncett St. Peter .......... 1814 .............................. General Baptist............ 54 
*Foulsham ...................... 1820 G. Sbo,·t ............ 1851 
*Holt ...................... ~ .... 18.tO 
*Ingham ........................ J6j3 J. Venimore ....... 1826 
Keoninghall .................. 1799 H. Howell .......... 1842 ................................. ll7 145 
King's Lyon ........................ W. Munday ...... 1850 

*Ludham ....................... l822
1

C.Porter ............ 1849 ................................. 22 ... 
*Lynn ........................... 1688 J. T. Wigner ...... 1840 ................................. 344 300 
*Magdalen and Stowh,idge 1823J. Burrows ............... General Baptist ............ 55 130 
*Martham ....................... 1800 H. Laxoo ......... ..... ................................. 20 10 
*Nentishead ................... 1811 \V. Spurgeon ...... 1S12 
*Neelon ......................... 1787 R. Baker ................................................... 82 65 
*Norwich, 1st eh .............. 1670 'I'. Scott ............ 1831 General Baptist 

*St. Mary's .................. 1691 G. Goulrl .......... 1849 
*St. Clement'• ............. 1788 T. A. Wheeler .... 1845 

C 
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NORFOLK-conli1med. . E 
-------------c,---;---------~-------- ~-a 

CHURCHES. Date. PASTORS. Date. Association to which attncbccl, ii 
Norwich-
*Orford Hill ................ 18~3 W. Welch ......... 1847 ................................ 168 160 

Providence Chapel.. .... 18301. Gowing ......... 1841 ................................. 96 
St. George's 

Ormesby ....................... 1842 H. La'.'<on •.•....... 1844 ................................ . 
Pnlham St. Mary ........... 1841 B. Taylor .......... 1842 Suffolk and Norfolk ..... . 

*Salehonse .................... 180-2 J. Dibole ........... 1848 ................................ . 
Saxlingham ................... 18021. Nottage .......... 1860Suffolkand Norfolk .••... 

*Shelfanger ..................... 1762 T. Winter .............................................. . 
*Swatfham ..................... 182'2 .............................................................. . 

Thorn age .................... 1846 

II 40 
44 32 
46 20 
62 
51 60 
93 210 

*Tittleshall .................... 1830iR. Pyne ................................................... 46 12 
*U pwell ....................... l8t0 F.. Griffiths ......... 1851 ................................ 34 40 
*\Vorstead ..................... 1737 J. Webb ............ 1850 ................................. 145 99 
*\Vortwell ..................... 1819 C. Hart ............. 1844 ......................... ....... 47 

\Vymondham .......• _ ...... 1796 P. Harris ......... 1846 ................................. 20 
* Y annouth, 1st eh ............ 1686 W. Goss ........... 1837 General Baptist............ 30 23 

Yarmouth, 2nd eh ........... 1624 D. Jennings ................................................ 116 95 

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE. 
A Id winkle ..................... 18221 R. Grace ......... 1849 Northamptonshire ......... 66 60 
Blisworth ............•......... 1825 R. Turner ......... 1851 Northamptonshire ......... 35 80 

*Brannston .................... 1788 T, Stanion ............... Northamptonshire......... 36 40 
Br'!-ybrook •................... 1~93 ........... : .. ····•·· ... ...... Northamptonsh/re .......•. 8 
llnngton ...................... 18'24,J. Campion ......... 1849 Northamptonshire ......... 35 50 
Buck.h0 ........................ 1765 T. !If. Thorpe ...... 1850 Northamptonshire ......... 139 169 
llngbrook ..................... 1805 J. L.arwill .......... 1838 Northamptonshire ......... 83 120 
Burton Latimer ............. 1744W.May ............. 1843Northamptonshire ......... 56 94 
Clipstrni ....................... 1777 T. T. Gough ....... 1835 Northamptonshire ......... Hi3 150 

•Desboroagh ..•.•............. l848J. Clements ........ 1848 Northamptonshire ......... 36 81 

~~~~: ~~~~~~-:::::::::::::::: m:'I~····~~'.~'.~~~-:::::: '..~~-~ ~~~~~~~-~~~~~~'.~~.::::::::: 6i 150 
Gretton ........................ 1786 .............................. Northamptonshire ......... 19 40 
Gailsboroogh ................. 1781

1

N. Hawkes ••..•.. 1844 Northamptonshire ... , .•... 116 70 
Hackleton .................... 1781 W. Knowles ....... 1815Northamptonshire ......... 124 121 
Harpole ........................ 1823 .............................. Northamptonshire ......... 55 40 
Helmdon and Calworth ......... W. Hedge ......... 1850 Northamptonshire ......... 37 116 
lrthlingborough ............. 1770,J. Trimmings ...... 1832 ................................. 93 95 
Kettering, 1st eh ........... 1696

1

W. Robinson ...... 1830 Northamptonshire ......... 202 240 
•Kettering, 2nd eh .......... 1824 
King's Sutton ............... 1846 J. Simpson ......... 1846 Oxfordshire ............... 27 89 
Kingsthorpe .................. f,822 J. Litchfield ....... 18~8 Northamptonshire......... 60 78 

*Kislingbury ................... 1810 J. Lea ............... 1847 Northamptonshire ......... 72 51 
Middleton Cheney ................ 1. ............................. Oxfordshire 
.Milton ......................... 1825

1

T. Marriott ......... 1828 ................................. 90 68 
Moulton ............................. F. Wheeler •....... 1819 Northamptonshire 
Northampton:- . 

*College 8t .................. 1733.J. Brown ............ 1843 Northamptonshire ......... 302 732 
2nd eh. .. ................... l820j.......... .. . .. .. . .. .. •. . . . .. . . .... . . .. ... ... . . ... ... . ...... ... 54 63 

• Kings well St. ............ 1829,G. Maddeys ...... 1850 General Baptist............ 20 40 
*Grey Friars' Street. ..... 1834'J. Pywell ........... 1846 Northamptonshire ......... 115 260 

Oundle ......................... 1800/J. Mountford ...... 1851 ................................. 52 .. . 
Pattishall ..................... 1838 T. Chamberlain ... 1839 Northamptonshire ......... 102 110 

"Peterborough ................ 1653 .............................. General Baptist............ 21 60 
Raunds ......................... 1801\J. S. Warren ............................................ 59 .. . 

*Ravensthorpe ................ 1819.J. P. Haddy ............ Northamptonshire ......... 69 72 
Ringstead ..................... 17141W. Kitchen ....... l84(i ................................. 38 79 
Road ......................... 1688 T. Brooks .......... 1850 Northamptonshire ......... 95 157 
Rnshdeu, 1st eh ................................................. Northamptonshire ....... .. 
R11shden, 2nd eh ............ 1800\C. Drawbridge .... 1826 
Rushden, 3rd eh ............. Je4\JJ. Erans ............ 11850 ............................... .. 
Spratton ....................... I 840]. Marriott ......... 

1
, I 847 Northarnpf ons hire ....... .. 

Sluuwick .................... 18421J. B. Walcot ...... 1848 Northamptonshire ...... .. 
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NORTHAMPTONSHIRE-continued. ~! d 'I 
Date. PASTORS. Date. A•11ocfation to wb1't'h attachf'd. ;i=; ,~.i) 

----------<-
CHURCflES, 

.¥ ~ 
ii 
"-

Sulgrave ........................... J. Coles .................. Northamptonshire ......... 40 30 
*Thrapstone ................... 1787 J. Cabitt ............ 1849 Northamptonshire ......... 151 20l 
Towcester .................... 1784.J. P. Campbell .... 1849 Northamptonshire ......... 131 150 
Walgrave .................... 1689J. Cox .............. 1849Northamptonshire ......... 60 40 
West Haddon ............... 1821 A. Cole ............ 1841 Northamptonshire 
Weston ...................... 1681 E. Clark ........... 1850 Northamntonshire ......... 79 130 

3 .5 
2 l 
.I It 
2 11 

Woodford ................... 1822 J. Dononey ........ 1851 ........... .'...... .. .. .... .. .... 28 81 
W oollaston ................... 1835 

1 2 

NORTHUMBERLAND. 
r 

Berwick on Tweed• ...... 1809 {Ac. KRirbkwood.} 1809 ................................ 114 70 3 
. o son ... . 

Ford Forge .................. 1807T. Black ............ 1807 ................................. 52 34 ... 5j 
Newcastle-on-Tyne:-

Carpenters' Hall ............... J. Bailie ............ 1838 
New Bridge ............. 1825 

*New Court ................. 18181. Green ............ 1849 
Providence Chapel.. .... 1844 R. B. Sanderson .. 1844 

*Tuthill Stairs ............. 1650 T. Pottenger ...... 1849 Northern ..................... 288 3'20 
*North Shields ............... 1798J. D.Carrick ...... 1839Northero ..................... 238 150 

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE. 
"Arnold ........................ 1849 ............................. General Baptist. ........... [ 78 202 
*Beeston ..................... 1804 R. Pike .............. 1845 General Baptist ............ 142 ISO 
*Boughton ..................... 1806 J. Robinson ........ 1847 General Baptist ............ 49 .. . 
*Bronghton and Hose ....... 1801 .............................. General Baptist ............ 153 142 
*Collingham ......................... G. Pope .................. Notts and Derby ......... 117 62 
*Gamston and Relford ...... 1831 W. Fogg ............ 1835 General Baptist ......... 210 168 
*Hncknall ........................................................ General Baptist ............ 76 180 
*Kirkby Woodhouse ....... 1760 .............................. General Baptist............ 65 106 
*Mans6eld ...................... 1819 J. Wood ............ 1839 Ueneral Baptist............ 71 220 
*Misterton ..................... 1610 W. Hurt .................. General Baptist ......... 7 .. . 

New Basford ............... 1829 5 JS. WRobinsolln ..... 1829 l .............................. 116 130 
~- assa ........... s 

*New Lenton ................ 1851 .............................. General Baptist:............ 52 
*Newark on Trent.. ......... 1810 J. Cooper .......... 1851 Notis and Derby ......... 93 112 
Nottingham:-*Broad Street 1819 w. R. Stevenson, M.A. 1851 General Baptist ............ 1305 500 

Derby Road ............... 1847 J.A. Baynea, B.A. 1848 ................................ 166 300 
*George Street ................... J. Edwards ......... 1830 Notis and Derby ......... j334 500 
*Mansfield Road ......... 1849 G. A. Syme ...... 1849 General Baptist ........... 

1
307 337 

Park Street ..................... W. Green ......... 1844 ................................. 131 80 
*Stoney Street ............ 1775 H. Hunter .......... 1830 General Baptist ......... 932 12,0 

*Old Basford .................. 1838 
*Southwell ..................... 1811 S. Sincox ................ Notis and Derby ......... 64 56 
*Sutton Ashfield, 1st eh .... 1818 C. Nott.. ........... 1826 Notis and Derby ......... 28 170 
•Sutton Ashfield, 2nd eh .... 1811 .............................. General Baptist............ 99 313 
*Sutton Bonington ............ 1798 .............................. General Baptist ............ 52 '131 
•Sutton on Trent .............. 1822 J. Edge ............ 1836 Notis and Derby 62 ,'105 

Tuxford ........................ 1850 
*Warsop ........................ 1841 .............................. General Baptist 30 40 
*Woodborough&Calverlon 1833 S. Ward ........... 1833 Notis and Derby 58 140 

OXFORDSHIRE. 
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•Banbury ....................... 1848 W. T. ~enderson 1851 Oxfordsh/re 68 105 7 
*Bloxham ...................... 1812 D. Nunmck ......... 1821 Oxfordshire 

Boddicott ..................... 1817 
*Burford ........................ 1728 W. Cherry ......... 1844 Oxfordshire 
*Chadlington ................... 1842 r. Edeu ........... 1842 Oxfordshire 

• Dcrwick-011-Twecd is & county of itself. 
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OXFORDSHIRE-continued. J :.S ~ .~~ 
-e- ~ & 1.~ .! ] ~ 

c_HURCHES. ~~-1 PASTORS. I Dnte. Auncinttnll tn "·htch ntlnchrd, ,i.'i-,, ~ ! ~ 
Cha\g;-o1•e ..................... 18·22 

"Chipping Norton ............ 1662 T. Blis,. Il.A ..... .,1846 Oxfordshire ............... 147 2~2 1 12 
"Coate .......................... Hi64 .I. Jackson ......... ,1848Oxforilshhe .................. 77 160 
*Dorchester ................... lS4-9J. Ol<lham ......... \1849 Berks& West Middlesex 45 
*Eoslrnm ...................... 1Sl4 H. MaHhewR ...... 

1
1836 .. . 

*lfookuorton .................. 1640 .............................. Oxfordshire ............... 69 44 
•Milton .......................... 183i W. Cherry ......... 1844 Oxfordshire ............... 38 85 
•Oxford, New Road ......... 1720 E. Bryan ............ 'lll47 Oxfordshire ............... 276 320 

Oxford, Friars ............... 1847
1
w. Willey .......... 1848 ................................. 210 70 

Stad ha mpton 
Syddenham ................. 1826 W. Alhmtt ......... 1827 ................................. 38 
Syddeouam, 2nd eh ....... 1847 
Thame ......................... 18~5 ~.Walker ......... 1841 

•Woodstock.................. 1825 J. Freer ............ 18491Oxfordshire ............... 70 76 

RUTLA:N"DSHIRE. 
Belton ........................ i.184.~l ........................ l ...... [ ................................. , 381301 

*Morcott and Barrowden ... \ 1~78 W. Orf?n ......... 1844 General Baptis\ ............ 51 105 
Oakbam ....................... 

1
1,71 J. Jenkmson ...... 1849 Northamptonshire ......... 94 150 

•Uppingham .................. 1848 .............................. General Baptist. ........... 10 .. . 

SHTIOPSHIIlE. 

Aston in Chm ............... 1836,...... ... .... ...... .... ...... ................................. 8 
Bridgnorth .................... 1740 A. Tilley ............. 1846 ................................. 103 110 
Broseley, 1 st eh ............. 17 49 \V. Jones 
Broseley, 2nd eh ........... 1803 
Dawley .............................. IA. Cox .................................................. 31 150 
Donniogton Wood ......... 1820\J. l\lorgan ................................................ 27 150 
lghtfield .............................. ...... _. .. : .............. ....................................... 21 
Market Drayton ............ 1818 IJ. Smuster .......... 1838 
Oldbury ....................... 1815 
Oswestry ...................... l 806 ... .. . .. ..... .... .... .. . .. .... .. .... .. ... ....... ......... ..... . 30 60 
Pont.esbury, 1st eh .......... 18281J. Smith, jun., ..... 1852 ................................. 62 72 
Pontesbory, 2od eh ........ 1841 
Shilfnall, Jst eh .............. 1700, 
Shi(foall, 2nd eh ............. 1842;1. Botcher .............................................. .. 
S:irewsbury, Claremont St. 16271 ............................................................ .. 

Ditto, 2.od eh ............. 18~·
1
G. Arnsby ......... 1844

1 

................................ . 

Ditto, 3rd eh .............. JS., l 
Snailbeacli .................. 1817,E. Evans ............ 1833

1 

............................... .. 

Wellington.: .................. 18071 H. G. Grainger ... 1849 ............................... .. 
Welshbampton .............. 11820 .............................................................. . 
\!Vern .......................... 1815 W, Jones .............................................. .. 

"Wbitchw·ch ................ 1808 W. Bontems ....... 1848 ................................ . 

80:MERSETSHIRE. 

23 95 
66 60 
40 

70 100 
70 50 
19 
20 
56 88 

Bath:-LowerBristo!Rd. 1836 . 
*Some,set Street ......... 1752 D. Wassell ......... 1839 Bnstol.. ...................... 217 180 
*York Street ............... 1830 W. Gillson· .......... )847 Bristol. ....................... 114 140 

Foarlh cliorcb .................. W. Clarke ......... 1820 
Fifth church ............... ]851 W. Cromwell ..... 1851 

*Beckiogton .................. l'i86 E. Aileuhead ........... Brisf.01.. ...................... 203 113 
Bourlon ............................................................................................. 57 105 

«-Bridgwater .................. 16 ... H. Trend ............ 1829 Western ..................... 110 74 
Bristol :-Bedminster ....... 1834 

d 1640 5 T. S. Crisp, ... 1845 I B . t I 363 240 
*Broadmea ............... I N.Haycroft,M.A. 1848 I ns O ..................... • 

•Counterslip ................ ,1804 T. Winter.: ......... 182:i Br\stol' ........................ 762 •

1

650 
*King Street ............... \1656 ~· H. J:?av1s ........ 1842 Br!stol ........................ 391 424 
* Maudlin Street.. ................ I. J enkms ............... Bristol ...... .. ...... .. .. .. . .. . 03 .. . 
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SOMERSETSHIRE-contir,ued. ~t d Ii~! 
CHURCHES. Uale. PASTORS. Dale, A"odadon to wbkb attocheJ. z;.:; ,,,/, ~1,:3 

Bristol- - -I 
*Pithay ...................... 18.14 E. Probert.. ........ 183:, Bristol ........................ 380 148 
*Tlirissell St.reel ........... 18 ... R. T11bbs ......... 1849 Bristol....................... 90 272 
*Welsh ...................... 1838 r. Jenl;jos ......... lH41 Monmouthshire ............ 65 

Buckland St. Mary ......... 1832 
*Burnham ..................... 1844 .............................. Western ..................... 10 60 4 

St 
() 

ti 

*Burrowbridge ................ 1837 T. Baker ............ 1837 Western ..................... 64 ~O I 
*Burton ........................ 18331. Merchant ........ 1834 Western ..................... 49 J6 i 2 
*Chard ........................... 1653 E Edwards ........ 1843 Western..................... 40 9g 
*Cheddar ...................... 183:i ..... ;._. ..................... IJristol ..................... 40 30 I 5 6t 

Chew Magna ............... 18291, Clift ............ ...... ................................. 28 · 
*Clifton ......................... 1848 R, Morris ......... 1849 l:lristol.......... 36 ... 2.3 
*Creech ........................ 1331 G. Medway ........ 11831 Western ....... :::::::::::::: 41 38 I T I 
*Crewkerne .................... 181fi S. Pearce .......... 11842 Western ..................... :)04 212 7 
*Crosscombe .................. 1700 G. Pulling ............... Bristol ........................ I 32 30 2 
*Dunkerton ........................... C. Spiller .......... 11851 Bristol ........................ I 67 70 3 2 
*Fr~me, Badcox, Lane ..... Jf,89 C .. J. Mjddleditch :18:l7 B,istol ........................ 349 284 .. 7 

D~tto, Cross Street ...... 1849 ~.' Rogers ...... , .. 11849 ................................. 1 33 ... 6 
D,tto, Nashes Street.. .... 1817 Corbett ................................................. 1 17 ... 9 

*Ditto, Shepparcl's IJarton 1685 S. Manning ........ 1848 l:lristol. ....................... 162 140 15 
Farliegh ..................... ...... ......... ............... ...... ..................... ............ 16 

*Haf:ch ......................... 1742 H. W. Stembridge 1846 Western ..................... 94 45 
*Highbridge ................... 18261. Bolton .................. \-Vestern ..................... 24 7'3 
*Horsington ................... unk. D. Bridgman ...... 118:{0 Western ..................... 23 ~O 
*lsleAhbott, .................. 18IOJ. Chappell ......... 11850 Western ..................... 62 ul 
*Keynsbam ..................... 1808 .............................. Bristol ....................... 64 150 

Langport ......................... .. 
'l'Laverlon ..................... 1814 .............................. Bristol. ....................... 17 6 

l 

4 
2 

2 2 
8 

*Loughwood .................. 1650 J. Stembridge .... 1832 Western 
*Minehead ..................... 1817 W. H. Fuller ...... 1850 Western..................... 15 6U I 
*Montacute ................... 1824.f. Price ............ 1825 Western .................... ,131 112 3 

Nempnet ..................... 1845 ............................................................... 1 9 30 
*North Curry .......... ; ....... 1828 R. Searle ............ 1S48 Western 
*Panlton ........................ 1658 R. Bentley ......... 1849 l:lrist~l ........................ 1124 125 
*Philip's Norlon ............. 181!) .............................. Bristol.. ...................... 25 58 
*Pm .............................. HH5 .............................. Bristol. ....................... 34 65 

6 

Roa,! ........................... 1783 T. Brooks ......... 1850 
Rowberrow ................. 18'24 .... ..... ...... ... ...... ...... .............. .......... ...... •.. 30 
South Cba,·cl ........................ R. G. Edwards 

*Slogumbe,· ..................... 1656J. G. Fuller ....... 1843 Western ..................... 91 2 .Jf 
*Street ........................... 1813J. Little ............ 1826 Western ..................... 44 65 3 
*Taunton, 1st eh ............. 1814 .............................. \Vestero ..................... 1154 175 1 

Ditto, Octagon ............. 18421. H. May ......... 1851 ................................. : 53 30 
*Twerton ....................... 1804 .... ~ ........................ Bristol. ....................... 11381168 ... I 
*\-Vatchet .................... 1808S. !:>utlon .......... 1827 Western ..................... 68 80 ].! 

Wedmore ......................................................................................... !182 ... 2 
*WeJl;ngton ................... 1739jJ. Baynes .......... 18:!0 Western ..................... 312 ... It 
*Wells ......................... J816,

1
J. H. Osborn~ ...... 1847 Bristol. ....................... 34 20, 2 

*Weston-super-Mare ....... 1844E. J. Rodway .......................................... 31 24' ... 2 
*Wincaoton ................... 18291G. Day ............ 1831 Western ..................... 80 0 I l 

Winscombe .................. 1827 ll. Hooppell ....... 1828 ... .. ....... ......... ... ......... 45 60 3 2 
Wixford ..................... 1847 W. Youlten ............. Bristol. ....................... 12 30 I 

*Yeovil ........................ 1683 R. James ......... 1843 Westero ..................... 1123 140 2 3 

2 

STAFFORDSHIRE. 

*Bilston ....................... lSoo
1

T. Skemp .......... 1848 ................................. . 
*Brettell Lane ................ 1809 ............................. .'Midland 

Broseley ........................ ... \\'V. Jones ........... lSsSI 
*Burslem ....................... 1806 \V. Barker ......... 184!! Lanca.sbire and Cheshire 
* Hurton on Trent, 1st eh .... 1792 .............................. ~otts and Derby 
* Burton ou ·r.-~ut, 2nd eh .. 1825 It. Kenney ......... 1850 Gener,,! Baptist ........... . 

97 3501 l 2 

48 121 ... -l 
I 

98 100' ... 2 
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STAFFFORDSHIR.E-co11tinued. t • "~ -----------~------~-~-------- ~-; .i~ ~ ·~:. 
CHURCHE~ D o u Cl.l:I '] :l ": _______ ,,_.___ ate. PASTORS. Ontt1 AeRociation to which attllchcd. z:E ~~ r.ri c;J 

*Cosely,_ Dark house ......... 1788 .............................. Midland ..................... 219 370-:- IB 
*Prondence ................ 1807 J. Maurice ......... 1842 ~Iidland ..................... 125 220 ••. 2 

Coppice ........................... \V. Bridge ......... 1816 · 
Gornal .............................. S. Burns 
Hanley ......................... l8ll0 L. J. Abington .......................................... 102

1
260 

*Holy Cross ................... 1815 .............................. Midland 
*Newcastle under Liue ..... 1834 .............................. Lancashire and Cheshire 
*Rocester ...................... 1834 J. Sutcliffe ......... 1834 General Baptist ............ 20 12 

Rowley Regis ................ 1823 D. Matthews 
*Smethwick .................... 1847 .............................. Midland .................... . 
•Stoke on Trent .............. 1841 .............................. General Baptist. ......... .. 
Tamworth ........................... R. Massey .............................................. .. 

*Tipton, Zion Chapel. ...... 1828 J. Voller ............ 1848 Midland ................... .. 
*Tipton, Toll End ............ 1849 W. Solomon ...... 1849 Midland ................... .. 
.,\\"alsall, 1st eh ............. 18:~'2 .............................. Midlnnd .................... . 

16 
27 50 
46 90 
80 •200 
54/ 
95 528 2 

*Ditto, 2nd eh .............. 1847 J. Marshall .............. General Baptist 
• \Vednesbary ................. 1S39 .............................. Midland ..................... 22 
*West Bromwich, Provi-

dence .................... 1796 C. H. Marston .......... Midland ..................... 27 

6 

5f 

*Ditto, Bethel .............. 1830 .............................. Midland ..................... 58 140 ... ·2 
Ditto, 3rd eh .............. 1840 

"'Yolverbampton, 1st eh .... 1830 R. Aikenhead ...... 1850 Midland . 
Wolverhampton, 2nd eh .... 1824 J. Hatton 

"Willenhall ................... 1792 S. Cozens ......... l8501Midland ..................... 105 

\\'olverhampton, 3rd eh ... 1831 ............................................................. 99 180 •. 24 

SUFFOLK. 
• A ldborough ................... 1821 .............................. Suffolk Union ..... ,......... 45 80 
Aldringham ................... 1812 J. Brand ............ 1851 ......................... , ....... 66 60 

* Aal,field Magna ............ 1844- Faller ............ 1844 Suffolk and Norfolk ...... 18 12 
Bardwell ..................... 1824 C. Smith ............ 1842 Suffolk and Norfolk ...... 82 50 

*Barton Mills ................. 18ll J. Richardson..... 1847 Suffolk Union ........ : ...... 122 JOO 
Beccles ........................ 1808 G. Wright .......... 1823 Suffolk and Norfolk ...... 212 80 

*Bildestone ..................... 1738 C. T. Crate ......... 1850 Suffolk Union............... 43 60 
.. Botesdale ..................... 1846

1

E. Trickett. ........ 1847 Suffolk Union............... 60 60 
.. Bradfield ........................... G. Ward ............ 1848 Sufl'.olk Union ............... 50 40 

Bungay ........................ 1846 F. Brown ................ Sutlolk and Norfolk 
*Bures St. Mary .............. l833'A. Anderson ...... 1833 Essex 
*Bury St. Edmund's, lst eh. 1800'

1
c. Elven ............ 1822 Suffolk Union ............... 421 252 

Bary St. Edmnnd's, 2d eh .. 1837 ............................. Suffolk and Norfolk 
Charsfield .................... 1809 J. Runnacles ...... 1835 Suffolk aod Norfolk ...... 105 90 
Chelmondigton .............. 1824 G. Isaac ............ 1850 Suffolk and Norfolk ...... 139 64 
Clare ........................... 180.J W. Barnes ......... 1846 ................................. 74 95 
Cranfield ........................... IW. Wood ......... 1852 
Cransford ..................... 1838 J. Baldwin ......... 1851 Soffolk and Norfolk ...... 48 
C'rowfield ..................... 1834 W. Woods .............. Suffolk and Norfolk: ...... 43 
Earl Soham .................. 1824 D. Sen•ice .............. Suffolk and Norfolk ...... 39 

"Eye ............................ 1810 C. Carpenter ............ Suffolk Union ............... 105 60 
Framsden ..................... 1835 - Andrews ... ... ...... ... ............ ... ... ......... ... 76 60 
friston ........................ 1810 W. Brown ......... 1834 Suffolk and Norfolk ...... 82 74 
Glemsford ..................... 1829 R. Barnes .......... 1831 Suffolk and Norfolk ...... 148 129 
Grundisburgh ................. 1798 S. Collins .......... 1827 Suffolk and Norfolk ...... 301 70 
Hadleigh ..................... 1819 ........................ ...... ... ......... .................. ... 18 12 
Hadleigh Heath ............. 1819 
Halesworth .................. 1819 W. Dovey ............... Suffolk aud Norfolk ...... 69 
Ha ,·erhill .................... 11844 
Horham ....................... 1799 J. Galpine ......... 1847 ................................ 140 120 
Ipswich, Bethesda ......... , ...... T. Poock ................................................ 170 94 

2 
3 
I 
3 2 
3 4 
3 2 
2 I 
6 4 
5 14 

6 21 

4 
4 I 
3 

7 28 
2 6 
5 2 
3 6 

I 
3 4 
6 4 
6 lit 
1 7 

3 9 

2 3 
12 

SL Clement's, Zoar ...... 11829 G. Hall ............ 1851 
*Stoke Green ............... 1750 J. Webb ............ 1843 Suffolk Union ............... 372 230 5 2 

•1~:e~-~'.~~~.::::::::::::: ~-~~~ I:.~~.~~_-_-_·:::.:::::::: ~~:.'. ~~!~~!-~-~.~'.~.~::::::::::::::: 1g~ 2~.~ .. ~ ,1 
• Lnfidd ...................... 1808 - Totman ......... 1831 Snlfolk and Norfolk 134 164 12 

' 
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SUFFOLK-continued. 
-----------,----~-----------------'o 

Date. Auociation to which attacher!. ,i, CHURCHES, Uate PASTORS. 
--1--------1---

*Lowestofil ..................... 1813 J.E. Dovey .•... 1845 ................................. 82 60 l 21 
Little Stonham ............... 1823 J. Boast ............ 1850 Suffolk and Norfolk ...... 40 ... 3 
Mendlesham .................. 1839 W. Tant .......... 1850 ................................ 67 ... 4 
Mildenhall, West Ilow ... 1787 W. C. Ellis ....... 1851 ................................. 30 122

1 
I 

Norton ........................ 1831 - Backhouse ..... 1844Sulfolk and Norfolk ...... 51 6., . I() 
Occold ........................ 1834 - Dowsing ............... Suffolk and Norfolk ... ... 7 4 ... I 2 12 
Otley ........................... 1800 .............................................................. 120 80 I 4 
Rattlesden .................... 1813 W, Parson ......... 1847 Suffolk and Norfolk ...... 94 90 2 
Rishougles ........................ G. Harris ............... Suffolk and Norfolk ...... 9:l 76 j 4 19 
Somersham ................... 1835 J, Crook ............ l836Salfolkaud Norfolk ...... 41 35, 2 2 

*Slradbroke .................. 1817 R. Bayne ............ 1842 Suffolk Union ............... 62 60 3 I 
Stowmarket .................. 1797 J. Thornley ....... 1849 ................................. I 58 J:30 3 

*Sudbury ....................... 1834 S. Murch ........... 1848 So/folk Union ............... 114 JOO I ·~ 
Southwold ..................... 1821 ........................ ...... ................................. 14 
Stoke Ash .................... 1808C.Hill ............... 1850SulfolkandNorfolk ...... 142 160 6 13 
Sutton .......................... 1810 W. Large ......... 1850 Suffolk and Norfolk ...... 85 137 6 It 
Tunstall. ....................... 1805 W. Day ................... Saffolk and Norfolk 
Waldringfield ................ 1823 H. T. Pawson ... 1843 Suffolk and Norfolk ...... 86 90 4 
Walsham le Willows ...... 1818 J. Seaman .............. Suffolk and Norfolk ...... 79 50 7 
Walton ........................ 1808 T. Boddy .......... 1837 ................................. 166 JOO, 7 
Wattisham .................... 1763 J. Cooper ......... 1831 Suffolk and Norfolk ...... 142 1661 5 qi 
Wetherden .................. 1838 W. Abbott. .............. Suffolk and i\ orfolk ...... 214 20 3 

SURREY. 

* Aildleslone ................... 1842 .............................. Berks & West Middlesex 
* Bagshot ........................ 1839 

Banstead 
.. Battersea ...................... 17971. M. Soule ........ 1838 ................................. 151 215 
*Brixton Hill .................. 1840J, Hirons ............ 1850 London ..................... 127 104 

Brockham Green ............ 1803 T, Biddle .......... 1830 ................................. 64 .. . 
Burslow ....................... 1834 

*Camberwell .................. 1823,E. Steane, D.D .... 1823 London 

2t~~::::; 1:r~~!n~ill ... .... .. ... .. .. . .. .... .. .. . .. ... .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .... .... ........ ... S 
Clapham ....................... 1787 B. Hoe .............. 1842 
Clapham Rise ............... 1849

1

T. S.M. Jenner ... 1851 
Courland Grove, Wands. 

worth Road. ..................... S. Ponsford 
Croydon ....................... 1729

1

T. Woodington ... 1849 ................................. 89 .. . 
Dorman'• Laud, Lingfield 1792 H. T. Grig~ ...... 1850 ................................ 86 112 
Farnham ..................... 1846 
Guildford ..................... 1689 J, Spencer ......... 1849 

*Horsell ........................ 1843 B. Davis ............ 1843 Berks & West Middlesex 21 110 
Horsell Common 

'"Kennington ................... 1835 T. Atwood ......... 1835 London ..................... 105 .. . 
Kingston on Rail. ........... 1848 
Kingston on Thames ....... 1790 W. Collings ....... 1843 
Norwood ...................... 1840 
Outwood ............................ J. Hatton 
Peckham ...................... 1818

1

,G. Moyle ........... 1847 ................................ 75 100 
Richmond ..................... 1848 
Ripley ............................... - Allnntt 

*Walworth, Lion Street. ... 1805
1
W. Howieson ...... 1849 London ..................... 255 360 

*Walworth, Horsley Street.. 1833
1
J. George ............ 1847 London .................... 216 186 

Walworth, East Street ... 1792 ............................................................... 179 195 
Wandsworth ................. 1821\W. Ball ............ 1843 London Strict ...... ...... 97 60 
Weslow Hill ................ 1850 

42 
tl 

4 

It 

34 
15 

l 17 

i 
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SUSSEX. 51.,5 .~~ 
---------~-.,.......--------,----,---------l~i i] .~ 

CHURCH ES. Date. PASTORS. Date, As■ociatlon to which attacbed ~,e ~~ ~j · 
Balcomb~ ...................... 1851 E. Arnold .......... 1851 ......••..........•........•...•. 111--

*Battle ........................... 179:~ F. Perkins ......... Hl49 ................................. 60,166 2 7 
*Brighton, Bond Street.. .... 1786 W. Savory ......... 1830 Kent and Sussex ....... S03 177 ... 6 

Brighton, Richmond Hill .. 1824 J. Sedgwick ....... 18'24 · · 
Brighton, Robert St.reet ..•• 184'2 T. Dray ............ 1850 ................................. 75 
Rrighton, \Vest Street ..... 1847 J. Grace ............ 1847 
Crowborough ............... 1844 J. Mose ................. Kent and Sussex ......... 45 61 3 4 
Cuckfield ..................... 1848 

*Dane Hill and Newick. ... J8!5 J. Poynder ......... 184.4 
Forest Row ................... 1841. G. Veals ...•........ 1843 ................................ 27 80 
Hailsham ..................... li93IJ• Baker ........... !Sf12 · 

*Hastings ...................... 183811- Stent ............ i851 ................................. 50 .120 
Horsham ...................... 1834

1
E. Mote ........... 1852 ................................. 25; 30 

*l,ewes ......................... 1781 J. Lawrence ....... 18,W 
*Midhurst ...................... 1838 W. Newton ...... 1851 

2 

11 
4 

Rotherfield ................. .. 
•Rye ............................ I750T.Wall ............ [832 Kent and Snssex 37 70 2 It 
Slaugham, Hand Cross .•.. 1780 

15 20 Uckfield ....................... 1815J. H. Foster ....... Hll5 ............................... .. 
•\Vadhorst ..................... 1816 J. Jones .................................................. . 
'"Wivelsfield ................... 

1
1763 T. Baldock ......... 1841 Kent and Sussex 

60 80 2 
35 55 2 

WARWICKSHIRE. 

*Alcester ....................... 116<!011\'L Philpio ......... 1845 Worcestershire ............ 74 210 
Attleboroogh .................. 18<!0 .• l. Spooner .......... 1839 ................................. 31 llO 

*Austrey ........................ 1808;1. Barnes .......... 1816 General Baptist ............ 147 110 
Bedworth ..................... 1796,'W. Smith .......... 1822 ................................. 50 70 
Birmingham:-
* Bond Street.. ............. 1785iL New .............. 1847 Midland ..................... 3~] 520 

Bradford Street ......... 1850 W. Landels ...... 1850 ................................. 165 170 
*Cannon Street ............ 1737 1'. Swan ............ 1829 Midland .......... : .......... 731 600 
*Chapel-hoose Street ...................................... Midland 
*Graham Street. ........... 1828 .............................. Midland 

Great King Street ...... 1850 S JW. S.RWdnt··ghdt ... , ...... t .............................. 56 147 l. aor .......... 1 
*Heneage Street ........... 1842 J. Taylor .......... 185) 11\lidlaod ..................... 619 610 
*Lombard Street. ........... 1

1
1186 G. Cheatle .......... !18JOIGeoeral Baptist ........... 225 430 

*New Hall ~treet .......... 1814,A. G. O'Neil ..... '1848,Midland 
Thorp Street ............... I I 845 

Cookhill ..................... i1848 W. l\'faizey ....... 184.8 ................................. 24 72 
Coventry, Jot eh .............. , 1716 \\,-. Ilo~evear ...... l850j ........ _. ......... : .............. 269 270 
Coventry, 2nd cb ............ 1182. J. Lewitt. ........... JS481Gene1al Ilapt,st ............ 102 150 
Duocburcb .................. 184411. W. Webb ...... 1848 ............................. ; ... 40 60 
Henley in Arden ............ :Ju88 W. C. Bottomley., ................................ ; ...... 20 43 
Leamingtoo .................. 11830 0. Winslow, D.D. 1839 

•-Longford ...................... 1766 W. Chapman ...... 1843 Geuerol DPrlist. ........... 321 470 
*Longford,UoionPlace ... 18271.Salisbury ............... General Buplist ............ 114101 
"Monk's Kirby ............... 1817 J. Jones ........... 1842 Leicestershire 
Nuneaton ..................... 1846 E. Stenson ............... Geoerul Baptist ............ 60 95 
Pailton .............................. J. Jones 
Rugby .......................... 1808 H. Angus ........... 1848 ................................. 51 104 
Stratford on Avon ......... 1832 'r. Bnmpos ............... Worcestershire............ 75 210 

*Studley ......................... 1850 \IV. Maizey ......... IR50 ................................. 64 80 
Warwick ...................... 1640 T. Nash ............ 1843 Worcestershire ............ 47 33 
Wolston ...................... 1814 G. Jones ................................................. _. 64 78 

"Wolvey ........................ 1815J, Knight ........ 1826 Oeoeral Baptist ............ 8.t 120 

I 4 
2 

3 30 
63 

5 lit 

10 

6t 
I 2 

4t 
2 10 

9 
2 6 
l 

2 12 
9t 

2 

l 7 
2 9t 
2 3 
3 ll 
1 lt 

WESTMORELAND. 

*Ilrough ......................... 1834\J, Kay ............... , ...... \No1thern ..................... 1 661140 I 71 6 
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WILTSHIRE. t • •--~ -~ ~ 
CIIURCIJES. Dote PASTORS. Date, Anoc1at1on to which attached ~2 ,Z ,.,3 _ ~ I I 

01 H ~ 1; 

*Berwick St. John ............ 182,5
1

T. King ............ ...... ................................. 42 40 
Bradford, 1st eh ............. 1690 W. Hawbue ....... 

1

1842 ................................. 166 224 
*Bradford, 2ud eh .................. W. Newell ....... 18!Jl Brisiol ........................ fi3 101 
*Bratton ......................... 1734 H. Anderson ...... 1850 Bristol ........................ 135 102 

Bromham ..................... 1828 
Brough too Gifford .......... 1806 W, Blah .......... 1829 ...... ........................ .. 90 80 

•Caine, 1st eh ....................... T. Middleditch .... Ie<!6 Bri.iioJ ........................ 56 120 
Caine, 2nd eh. 
Chapmanslade ............... I 788 ........................ ... ... .. ....... ...... ..... ...... ..... . 40 30 
Chippenham ................... 1804,........................ ...... ............ .................. ... 49 54 
Clock ..... , .................... 1843i 

•Corsham ....................... 18241 R. G.-eeo ................ Bristol ....................... 183 I 30 
*Corton ......................... 11S27,'1'. Hardick ......... 1831 Br;stol.. ...................... 92156 
*Croc.kerton ................... 16S91Z. CliJL ..... :•·•···· 1843 Bristol.. ...................... 66 70 

Dev1zes, 1st eh ............... 1700 W. B. W1tl11oglon 1S41 
Dev!zes, 2~d c~ ............. IIBf C. Stanford ......... 1847 Bristol.. ...................... 116

1

180 
D~vizes, High Street.. .•.•. IS.:,6 
Devizea, 4th eh. 

•Downton, 1st eh .............. 16801\V. S. Clifton ...... 1845 General Baptisl.. .......... 25 22 
*Downton, 2nd eh ............ 1734J. T. Collier ........ 1847 Southern ..................... ti3 120 
Ellscotl ........................ 1832 

'. Bodford ........................ 1818 C. Offer .........•... 1818 
*Grittleton ........................... - Bourne 

Hilpert011 ..................... 1305 F. Pearce ......... 1845 ................................. 59 61 
Limpley Stoke ............... 1820 W. Huntley ....... 1829 ................................. 40 60 

*Ludgershall ................... ;1818 T. Mead .................. Bristol.. ...................... 43 28 

Market Lavingtoo ........... 18:!2 S. Dark ............. 1832 

10 
3 
3 

2 7t 

3t 
3 

,t 
6 

I 

... 18 

5 

Malmsbury ................... 11700 T. Martin ........... 1812 ................................. 80 350 

*Melksham, 1st eh ........... 1700 C. Daniel ........... 1844 Southern ..................... 166 320 2 2 
Melksbam, 2nd eh .......... 1824 

*Netheravon ......................... S. Offer 
Newtown and Stratton .... 1740 Cl. Breeze .......... 1831 ................................. 40 38 7 
North Bradley ............... 1775 G. Rodway 
Pewsey 

f Rudge .......................... 1852 ........................ .•.... ................................. 17 30 
*Rushall ......................... 1743 W. White ................ General Baptist 
*Salisbury ...................... 1690 J. W. Todd ......... 1847 Southern .................... 199 186 4 7 
Sandy ·Lane ................... 1818 G. Pepler ......... ...... ........ ........................ 12 

*Semley ........................ 1830 '1'. King ............ 1843 ................................. 90 60 
*Sherstoo ....................... 1837 S. Stubbins ......... 1837 Bristol........................ 52 14 6t 
*Shrewtoo ...................... 18 I 2 C. Light ............. 184.S Bristol.. ...................... J 32 j 176 2 
Southwick ..................... 16(;0 ......... ... ...... ...... ...... ......... ...... ............ ...... 90 1130 

"Trowbridge:-BackSt .... 1736 W. Bnroes ......... 18-!3 Grisl.ol. ...................... 418 514 2 
Bethel ...................... 1843 ... .. ............. ... .. . ... ... ......... ......... ............... ,121 50 

*Bethesda ................... 1821 .............................. Brislol.. ...................... 125 I 75 
Zion Chapel.. ............. 1813 .J. \IVarhnr,on ...... 1815 

Turley ........................ 18481 {WJ.Vi'.1~.o~~D'. ~ 1s,1s ................................. Hl 24 

Uphaveo ........................... 1 ............................................................... 20 32 
*\IVarmioster ..•..•.....• , •... 1811 G. How ............. 1841 B,·istol. ....................... 109 SO 

\'Vestbnry .................... 1830 .f. Preec,e ............ 1839 
Westbury Leigh ............ IG69

1
J. Sprigg, M.A .... 1849 

*Westbury,Penknap ......... ISIOIS. Evans ............ 11834 Bristol. ....................... 223 200 
Whitbourne, (Corsley) ... ISI I R. Parsons 

WORCESTERSHIRE. 

5 
7 

12 

2 

4 

6 

Astwood Ban!, ............... 1813/J. Phillips ......... 1850 ................................. 85 230 l 16 
*Atchlench ..................... 1825 D. Crumpton ...... 1843 Worcestershire............ 59 JOO 2 -! 

Bewdley ....................... 1649

1

G. Cosens ............... Midland............... ..... 2-! 60 l 
:Blockley ....................... 1820 E. Hnll ............ 1850 O~fordsbire ............... lf5 300 2 8 

Brnms1:rove ................... 1652 A. Jones ............ 1851 ~i1dlaod ..................... 130 180 1 
Bnckri~ge Bank ............ 1790 

1 

•cutshill ........................ 1828,W. Nokes ......... 1828 ;)Iidland .................... JO, 80 -! , 
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WORCESTERSHlltE-co11tinued. ... E .,. i ~ ~ 
CHURCHES 

1 1 ~111 i ·a~ _______ · ___ Date. PASTORS. D11.te. A!l!loci11.tion to "'hlch 11uachcd. ~ ~ _ ~~ 

*Cranley ........................ 179SJ. Sneath .......... 1851 Midland ..................... 83 220 It 
*Cradley Heath ............... 1834:J. Shaw ............ 1850 General Baptist............ 36 100 12 
*Cutsdean ...................... l8:'!91T. Ricketts ........ 1839 Gloucestershire ............ 12 20 4 
*Dudley ......................... , ....... W. Rogers ......... 1826 Midland ..................... 126 200 
*~1·esham, Cowl Streel ...... ,1732J. Hockin ........... 1837Worcestershire ............ 100 130 "j 

~,:esham, Mill Hill ......... 11779 H.W.Barnett. ..... 1861 Worcestershire ............ 118 203 2 
K1ngsheath ................... 1835 J. E. Payne ....... 1835 ............ ..................... 46 120 2 

5 
l 
9t 
5 
4 *Kidderminster ............... 11809,J, Mills .............. 1841 Mi.dland ..................... 119 160 I 

Netherton, ht eh ............ li'\10: .............................. Midland ..................... 90 
*Netherton, 2nd eh .......... 

1

18201 .............................. General Baptist ............ 69 181 St 
*Pershore ....................... 1658 F. Overbury ....... 1840

1

Worcestershire ............ 212 120 6 3 
*S1,ipston on Stoor ........... 1774,J. Morris ........... 1846 Oxfordshire ... • .......... 32 130 I I 
Stourbridge, Hanbury Hill 1836:J. Hossack ......... 1847 Midland ..................... 82 100 9t 
Tenbury ....................... 1819,J. Godson .......... 1842 ................................ 30 36 2 1 

*Upton on Severn ............ 16701A. Pitt ........... 1849

1

Worcestershire ............ 68 75 3 4 
Westmancote ................. 1779J. Francis .......... 1843 Worcestershire ............ 91 80 4 4t 
\\'ylhall Heath ............ 18l9JJ. Freeman ......... 1848 ................................. 38 ... 2 2 
\\' orcester ................... 1661 W. Crowe ......... 1841 Worcestershire ............ 206 360 25 

YORKSHIRE. 

: Allerton ....................... 1826 J. Taylor .......... 1852 General Baptist. ........... 81 112 
":\rmley ...................... 184-H R. Hogg ............ 1848 ................................. 52 110 
*Barnoldswick ................. 16681' . .Bennett ......... 1846 Yorkshire .................. 73 217 

Barnsley ..................... 1846 W. Cathcart ...... 1850 ................................. 77 200 
*Bedale .....................•... 1819 .............................. Yorkshire .................. 69 63 

4 
7 

l 2 
2 8 
2 I 

Beswick et Cranswick ..... 1830 
Beverley, 1st eh ............. 1791 J. Gregson ......... 1852 ................................. 157 76 

•·Beverley, 2nd eh ............ 1833 .............................. Yorkshire 
*l:lingley ........................ l760J. Dawson ......... 1852 Yorkshire .................. 60 71 
*Birehchlfe ..................... 1763 H. Hollinrake ...... 1805 General Baptist ............ 304 260 
*Bishop Burton ......•......... 1774 .............................. Yorkshire .................. 52 36 
*Blackley ....................... l794J. Hirst ............ 1842 Yorkshire .................. 58 130 
*Borooghbridge and Dish. 

forth .......................... 1816 G. Catterall ....... 1849 Yorkshire .................. 30 43 
*Bradford, 1st eh ............. 1753 H. Dowson ......... 1836 Yorkshire .................. 610 1480 

.. Ditto, 2nd eh .............. 1824 J.P. Chown ...... 1848 Yorkshire .................. 284 607 
*Ditto, Prospect Place ... 1832 T. Horsfield ...... 1850 General Baptist ............ 170 73 

Ditto, 4th eh ............... I 8J3 J Hunter 
*Bramley ....................... 17961. Walcot .......... 1850Yorkshire .................. 179 343 

Brearley ....................... 1846 
*Bridlington .................... 1698 G. H. Orchard .... 1848 Yorkshire .................. 41 33 

Bromplon ...................... 1851 . 
*Chapelfold ..................... 1821 ................... " .......... Yorkshire ···:····· ......... 30 100 
*Clayton ......................... 1828 W. Sagas ............... Genera! Baptist ............ 97 120 
*Cowlinghill ......•.........•... 1766 N. Walton ......... 1826 Y orksh1re ............... ... 44 130 
.. Criggleslone .................. 1823 .............................. Y orksbire 

Criggleeworth ............... 1851 J. Wilson ......... 1851 . 
*Cullingworth .................. 1836 .............................. Yorksh!re .................. 47 141 
*Dewsbory ........................................................ Yorkshire .................. 16 30 

Doncaster ..................... 1849 
*Driffield ............................. T. E. Hughes .......... Yorkshire .................. 53 66 
*Earby in Craven ............ 1818 R. Heaton ............... Yorksh!re .................. 39 138 
«Farsley ........................ 1777 J. Foster ............ 1824 Yorkshire .................. 176 300 
*Gildersome .................... 1749 T. Sargent ......... 1851 Yorkshire ................. 42 63 
•·Golcar ..............• _. ......... l835J. Whittaker ...... 1847Yotkshire .................. 122 250 
•Halifax, 1st eh ............... 1755 ,S. Whitewood ... 1831 Yorkshire .................. 164 462 
•Halifax, 2nd eh .............. 1782 .............................. General Baptist 

Halifax, 3rd eh ............. 1851 
*Haworth, 1st cb ............. 1752 B. J. Keala ....... 1851 Yorkshire .................. 170 419 
*Haworth, Hall Green ...... 1821 T. Hanson ......... 1849 ................................. 58 250 
*Hebden Bridge, 1st eh .... 1777 J. Crook ............ 1834 Yorkshire .................. 160 240 

Ditto, 2nd cb .............. :1839 · 
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CIJURCJIRS, Date, PASTORS. Date. A110C'iahon to which allaclaeJ. f~. ]~ ~ i;j 
YORKSHIRE-continued. \ t .. ~ ~ ~ ~ 'o"a ~o ~ ; ~ 

- ----
*Hedon ...•...................... 1825 

Hellifield •...•................ 1805 ..........•....•.. •.••. ...... ........................•........ 9 12 
*Heptooslnll Slack ............ 1807 E. Bott ............. 1848\General Baptist •........... ,4.33 59-2 4 
*Horsforth ...................... 1803 .............................. Yorkshjre •·····•··········· \104 200 4 1 2 
*Huddersfield ..................... B. Armstrong ..... 1851 Yorkshire .................. 28 40 ... ·12 
*Hnll,GeorgeStreet.. .•.... 1795 W.J. Stuart ....... 1847\Yorkshire .................. ;130 100 5 

*Salthouse Lnae ........... 1736 D. M. Thomrnn . 1837 Yorkshire .................. 
1

1256 170 4 
3rd ch ....................... 1841 
South Street. ..................... J. Pu ls ford ................................................ 224 100 
5th eh •..•.................. 1849 J. Jukes, B.A .•.... 1849 

*Huomanby .................... 1817 .............................. Yorkshire .................. 16 26 
"Hnnslet ......................... 1837 J. Bamber ........... 1850Yorkshire .................. 81 152 
*Idle ............................. 1810 J. W. Parkinson ....... Yorkshire ....••............ 76 202 2 2t 
*Keighley ....................... 1810T. Harrison ............... Yorkshire .................. 

1
115 180 ... 4 

*Kilham ......................... 1820 ........................ 

1 
...... Yorkshire .................. 28 20 

Kirkstall .................... 1847 ...... ...... .. . ... ... ... ...... ...... ...... ...... ... ............ 25 3. 0. 1 '. 
*Knaresborougb ........•...... 1846 C. Franklin ......... 1851 Yorkshire .................. 1 38 ... l i 15 
*Leeds, Sonth Parade ....... 1760A. M. Stalker .•... 1848Yorkshire .................. 393 565 1 ••• 114 
*Leeds, Byron Street.. ...... 1841 R. Horsfield .....••. 1846 General Baptist ............ 1111 22'' i ... i32 
*Leeds, 3rd eh ................ 1848 R. Brewer .......... 1848 ................................. 99 120 I ... , 4 

Leeds, Call Lane ......•.. 1850 J. Tunnicliff .•.•..•. 1850 ................................. 81 120 l ·35 
*Lineholm .•.................... 1819 W. Crabtree ....•.. 1837 General BaptiHt ............ 105 '260 ... 1 It 
*Lockwood, 1st eh .......... l790J. Barker ........... 1847Yorkshire .................. 120 360 9 

Lockwood, 2nd eh .......... 1835 
*Long Preston ................. 1834 .............................. Yorkshire •..••............. 
* Malton ......................... 1822 J. F. Earle ......... 1850 Yorkshire ................. . 
*Masham ....................... 1819 D. Peacock ......... 1845 Yorkshire ................. . 
*Meltham ...................... 1819T. l'homns ......... J829Yorkshire ................ .. 
*Millwood ...................... 1819 B. Shakspeare ... 1852 Yorkshire ................ .. 
•Milnesbridge ................. l84~J. Hanson .......... 1846 Yorkshire ................. . 
*Mirfield ........................ 1807 H. S. Albrecht ... 1828 Yorkshire 

27 
33 100 
40 36 
79 205 
49 100 
90 150 

l 
3 
3 

9 

Northallerton & Bromplon 1845 W. Stabbings ....•. 1849 ................................. 37 ... 2

1

3 
*Ossett.. ........................ 1822 W. Rowe ......... 1848 Yorkshire .................. 14 40 
•Oveodon ..................... 1846 .............................. General Baptist............ 44 100 
*Pole Moor, Staithwaite .... 1794 H. W. Holmes •.•. 1829 Yorkshire .................. 142 230 4 2 

Pudsey ........................ 1847 ........................ ...... ................................. 14 76 3 
*Q11eenshead ................... 1773 R. Hardy ........... 1841 General Baptist.. .......... 143 140 

Rawden ....................... 1715 R. Holmes ......... 1848 Yorkshire .................. 103 140 2 
*Rishworth ..................... 1803 T. Miller .................. Yorkshire .................. 32 330 
•Rotherham •................... 1837 A. Dyson ......... 1848 Yorkshire .................. 105 70 3 
*Salendine Nook .............. 1743 J. Stock ............ 1848 Yorkshire .................. 229 310 3 
*Scarborough ................... 1771 B. Evans .......•.... 1826 Yorkshire .................. 261 140 
'"Sheffield, Eldon Street •... 1849 .............................. General Baptist ............ 250 400 

2 
1 

10 
3 
2t 

11 
3t 

*Sheffield, Eyre Street ...... 18:39 H . .A.shhury •..... 1852 General Baptist.. .......... 228 405 l 16 
*Sheffield, Port Mahon ..... 1833 J. E. Giles ......... 1846 Yorkshire 
*Sheffield,'fowohead Street 1804 C. Larom ........... 1821 Yorkshire .................. 262 400 2 12 
*Shipley ......................... 1758 K. Johnston ...... 1848 Yorkshire .................. :207 460 
•Shore ........................... 1796 .............................. General Baptist.. .......... 175 73 
Skidby ......................... 1820 J. Stevenson ....... 1826 
Skipton ........................ 1860 

*Slack Lane ................... 1819 W. Varley ............... Yorkshire 
*Stanningley .......................... J. Hillyard ......... 1850 Yorkshire 
*Steep Lane •................. 1770 W. E. Goodman ........ Yorkshire 
*Sntton ..........•........•.•.••.. 17 Jl P. Scott .................. Yorkshire 
'I'horohill ...................... 1826 

.................. 80 157 

.................. 71 Z-25 

.................. 6! 200 

.................. 148 2 

*Todmorden .................... 1844 .............................. General Baptist............ 47 91 
*Wainsgale .................... 1750T, Vasey ............ 1851 Yorkshire .................. 101 130 
*Wakefield ••.•••....••......... 1837 W. Colcrofi ....... 1848 Yorkshire .................. 104 170 
*Whitby •·•·•·•••·•··•··•"··"· 1842 .............................. Yorkshire 

2 2 

l 
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CHURCHES. Dale, PASTORS. Date. Auociotion towbicbaHached. ~._""'-~CJ] 

Ainon ............................................................ Anglesea 
A mlwch and Cemaes ...... 1826

1

H. Williams ....... 1826 Anglesea ..................... 165 180 
Bellan .............................. D. Roberts .............. Angfosea 
Beaumaris .................. 17841 .............................. Anglesea ..................... 30 25 
Bodedeyrn .. j ............... l828 .............................. Ang·lesea ..................... 40 60 
Bont, near Ho yhead ...... 1851 .............................. Anglesea 
Brinsi~!Jcin .................. 1838 J. Hopkins ............... Anglesea..................... 36 60 

g:;!i't:~y;; .. ·::::::::::::::: :::.:: :::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::: t~\::::::::::::::::::::::::: :g ~g 
Capel Newydd .............. 1792 T. Ro~erts ............... Ang·lesea ..................... 50 50 
Caregfawr ........................... J. R.ohmson .............. Anglesea..................... 12 30 
Gaerwen ........................... J. Williams ........... Anglesea ..................... 27 66 
Holyhead and Silo .......... 1825 W. Morgan ........ 1824 An~lesea ..................... 270 260 
Llandegfan ................... 1833 J. Edwards .............. Anglesea..................... 53 100 
Llandeusant.. ..................... R. Roberts ......... 1849 An~lesea..................... 35 50 
Llaofachreth ................. 1828 R. Roberts ............... A n;;lesea ..................... 140 130 

ANGLES1~A. 

2 4 

5 

4 

4 
3 
l 

9 
5 
l 

l 5 
Llanfaeth, Zoar ...... .... .. .. .... .. .... .. .... ... .. .... .. .. .... .. ...... .... .. .... .. ......... .... 70 90 
Llanfair .............................. J. Williams ............ An~lesea ..................... 40 50 

l 
3 

Llang·efni ..................... 1779 D. Roberts ............... Anglesea ..................... 145 140 
Llangoed ........................................................ Anglesea..................... 14 30 
Llannerchymedd ............ 11832 ............................. Anglesea ..................... 70 100 
Newburgh ...................................................... Anglesea ..................... 20 40 
Pencarnedo .................. 1791 .............................. Anglesea ..................... 28 45 
Pensara .............................. T. Roberts ............... Anglesea..................... 98 120 
Pontrypoot .................. 

1 

...... T. Evans........... 1850 Anglesea...... ............... 90 70 
Rhos y bol, Bethel ............... '1'. Jones .................. Aoglesea............... ...... 75 85 
Rhydwyn aod Soar ............... J. Robinson ....... 1839 Anglesea ..................... 100 llO 
Sardis .............................. T. R.?b~rts ............... Anglesea ..................... 57 75 
Trae1hcoch ......................... J. VI 1lhams ........... Anglesea........... ....... ... 21 50 
Twr l\Iountain ............... [1850 

18 

5 
6 

63 
4 
1 
6 

26 
2 

RRECKNOCKSHIRE. 
*Blaenaoglyntawe ............ 17961T. Williams ....... 1840 Old Welsh 
*Brecon, Welsh ............... 18l9i1- Evans ............ 1819 Old ·welsh 
*Brecon, Watergate, Eng ... 18231J. "V. Evans 1843 Old Welsh .. : ............... 242 170 
.. Brynmawr, Calvary ......... l8371J, Roberts ........ 1837 Moumouthsh1re ............ 148 150 
*Builth .......................... 17841D. L. Pugbe ...... 1850 Old Welsh .................. 53 60 
•·Capel y F6n & Tabernacle. 1750 M. Lewis ........... ]S25 Old Welsh .................. 85 60 
•Carmel ........................ ...... IJ. James ............ 18:iO Old Welsh .................. 97 120 
*Cerrickgadarn,Hephzihah 18'.l9 .............................. Olcl Welsh 
*Crickhowell .................. 1839 S. J. Jones ......... lb39 Old Welsh .................. 65 ,52 
*Cwmdwr, Horeb ............ 1820 .............................. Old "Velsh .................. 30 
*Dy,-ynock .................... J64:3J, Jones ............ 1844 Old Welsh 
*Elirn ................................ T. Williams ...... 1S47 Old Welsh 

Erwood ............................................................................................ 40 
*Glyotawe, Nantyffin .......................................... Old Welsh .................. 52 39 

Hay ............................ 1815J. H. Hall ......... 1848 ................................. 50 95 
*Llaoerch, Bethany .......... 1836 R. Davies ......... 1848 
*Llanelly, llelhlehem ...... 1838 D. Dav;es .......... 1846 Monmoulhshire ............ 166 105 
•-Llaogyuidr .................. 1812 .............................. Olci VVelsh .................. 120 100 
*Llanfrynach .................. 1834,W. Williams ...... 1845 Old Welsh .................. 65 60 
*Llaog01se ..................... 1823 .............................. Old Welsh .................. 55 40 
*Maesyberllau ............... J.699 Ii:. Price ........... 1839 Old Welsh .................. 154 30 
*Penyrheol ..................... 1819 W. Richards ...... 1822 Old "Velsh .................. 62 20 
*Pa,.ly Celyn and Salim ... 1806 .............................. Old Welsh .................. 117 100 
•Poot.esi.yll ..................... 18]!)T. Ro[mts ......... 18360ldWelsh 
'-"Sardis ......................... 1821 J. Jones ................... Old Welsh 
•::;iJoam .. ,,. .. ., .. , ......... ., .. )839D. Evans ....... , ... 184501d Welsh .................. 52 55 

3 
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______ B_RECKNOCKSHIRE,-continued. \'ol J! ~ I g 
CHURCHES. D11.teo. PASTORS. Dare. AHociation to which attad1ed. ~~ .}1 :~ I!] 

*Sirhowi, Carmel .................. R. Ellis ............. = Monmouthshire ........... 1i.!54 12f,9 --:-1120t 

*Soar, Llanfihnngel .......... 1831 T. Williams ....... 1831 Olcl Welsh .................. 5~ 40 ... 9 
*Ditto, Tahe1·nacle ............ M. Thomas ............... '.Wonmoa!hshire ............ \ 35150 

*Talgarlh ...................... 1836 .............................. Old Welsh .. . .. .... ......... 24 25 2 
*Y nysfelin, Bethel.. .......... 1798 .............................. Old Welsh.................. 47 26 1, 3 

CARDIGANSHJRE. 

"i~0i7i~'.~'.~~:::::::::.:·.:::.::: ~:.~~ ~:.~ii~:~.~~.:::::::~.~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~.~~~~.~~~.'.~~.~:I 1~f3~g / 
*Blaenwenen ........................................................ Carmarthen and Cardigan. I 
*Capel Gwndwn ............. 1844 D. Williams ...... J844CarmarthenandCardigan 1 

*Cardigan ...................... 1799 .E. Thomas ......... 1851 Carmarthen and Cardigan 1 

"Crag•maen .................. .' ..... J. Jones ............ 185.1 Carmarthen and Cardigan 83 50
1 *Cwm-symlog ...................................................... Carmarthen and Cardigan' 40 90 

*Jezreel .............................. D. Jenkins ............... Carmarthen and Cardigan; 75 '150 
*Llandyssil, Ebenezer ...... 1833 .f. Jones ............ 1833 Ca,marthen and Cardiganl i 
*Llanrhrystyd ................ 1827 M. Davies ... , ...... 184-<1 Carmarthen aod Cardigan 
*Llanvihangel Croyddyn ... , 1838 .............................. Carmarthen and Cardigan 
*Llwyndafydd ................ 18331'. Griffiths ............... Carmarthen and Cardigan 
*Moria ................................ M. Davies ............... Carmarthen and Cardiganl 28 50 
*Penrhyococh ................. 1818 W. Owen ............... Carma,ihen and Cardigan 
*Penyparc ............................ W. Robert.s ............ Ca,·marthen aod Cardigan1 
*Silian, Bethel ............... 1829 J, Williams ....... 1834 Carmarthen and Cardigan I 
*Sion Chapel, nr. Cmgmaen ...... J. Jones ............ 1851 Carmarthen and Cardigan 
*Swyddffynnon ................ 1S21 R. Roberts ............... Carmarthen and Cardigan 1170 !f,0 
*Talybont ............................ W. Owen ............... Ca,marthen and Cardigan/ 90 180 
*Verwic, Siloam ............... 1826 W. Roberts ........... Carmarthen and Cardigan 

CAUMARTHENSHIRE. 
*Aberdaar ..................... 1742 J. Williams .............. Carmarthen and Cardigan 250100 
*Bwlchgwynt .................. 1794 D. Davies ............... Carma,·thenand Cardigan 167 86 
*Bwlchnewydd ..................... T. Thomas ............... Carmarthen aud Cardigan 
*Bwlchyrhiw .................. 1818 J. Jones .................. Carmarlhen aud Cardigan 84 90 
*Bethel .............................. T, Thomas ............... Carmarthen and Cardigan 180 100 
*Carmarthen, Tabeo·nacle ... 1763 H. W. Jones ...... 1835 Carmarthen ao<l Carc]igan 

*Ditto, Prim·y Sireet. ..... 1775 N. Thomas ...... ISJO Carmarthen and Cardi~·an 
*Cross Ion, Ebenezer .......................................... Carmartheu and Cardi::;an 
*Cw,ndu ........................ 1799 .............................. Carmarthen and Cardigan 115 55 
*Cwmfelin, Ramoll, .......... 1798 W. Jooes ................. Carmarthen and Cardigan 160 JOO 
*Cwmifor ....................... 179.5 D. Griffiths ......... l ...... Cilrmarthen and Cardigan l:!9 JOO I 
*Cwmsarnddu ................ 1814

1
0. Jones .................. CarmarthenandCardiga□ 61 751 

*Drefach ....................... 179:3 .............................. Carmarthen and Cardigan 21U 92 
•Einon ................................. 

1 
.............................. Carmarthen and Cardigan 85 90 ', 

*Felinfoel ...................... li33 D. Jones .................. Ca,marthen and Carclignn 260 230 j 

*Felinwen ........................... 'r. Richard• !Carmarthen and Cardignn 35 50 
*Ferryside ..................... 1.806 J. Reynolds ............. 'Carmarthen a,1cl Ca,digan 64 30 I 
*Fr H · 1794 l D. Evans ....... { C · ·th d C ·d·, "13 70 ynnon emy .............. l J. Davjes ....... j ...... a1ma1 en an m ,6an ,., 

*Kidwely ............................ J, Reynolds ............ Carmarthenanil Cardigan ~6 35 
*Llandilo ........................ 1831 D. G,iffiths ............... Carmm1:hen and Cardigan 531 3:; 
*Llaudovery ........................ ,J, Mo,·gan .............. Carmarthen and Cardigan 601 40 
*Llandyhie, Saron ............ l8li B. Thomas ......... 1833'Carmarthen and Cardigan 100160 
*Llandyfaen, Zoa1· ........... 1808 .............................. Carmurthenand Cardig.au ')126 .5:l 
*Llandyss\l, Penybout ...... 1793 .............................. Carmarthen and Ca,digan ~OI 40 
* Llandyss,l, Hebron ......... 1833 J, Jones ............. 1833 Carmarthen and Cardigan 61 55 
*Llanelly, Bethel .................. W, Hughes ............ Carmarthen aud Cardigan ,196:

1
210 

*Llanelly, Horeb .................... D. Bowen ................. Carmarthen anil Cardigan' 80 ~O 
*Llanelly, Zion Chapel ... l735J. Spencer ............... Carmarthen and Cardigan 300 350 
*Llanfynydd "":"'";"" .... 1829, ....... , .. ,. ................... Ca,·marthen and Cardigan 45 40 
*Llangadock, Zion Chapel. ...... J, Williams ............ Carmarthen andCard,gan 
*Llangendeyrn ................ 1797 J, Davies .................. Carmarthen and Card!gan 
*Llangenech, Salem ............ D. Jones .................. Carn1arthenand Cardigan 70 35 
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CARMARTHENSHIRE-continued. 5 .,:, ~ ~· ~e ~~ .£ ·~! 
CHURCHES. o te A · · h' 0 I> :~ 3 Jh: ___________ Oat"· PASTORS. a . 11oc1atu,n tow u~h attached. ~,:: _:_ ~ 

*Llan!;)'llOg, Ebenezer .••... 1791 T. Williams ....... 1826 Carmarthen and Cardigan 
*Llanon, Hermon ................................................ Carmarthen and Cardigan 97 56 
Llanstephan ........................ 1'. \Villiams ...... ...... .................... ............ 40 20 

*Llwynhendy, Soar ............................................. Carmarthen and Cardigan 
"Login ........................... 1834 J. Walters .......... 1839 Carmarthen and Cardigan 112 68 
*Meidrim, Sa!em .......... _. ... I !73 D. \~illiams ...... 1850 Carmarthen nod <'ardigan 130 70 
*Newc~stle Emlyn, Graig .. l 175 T. 1 homas .......... 1820 Carmarthen and Cardigan 214 150 
.. Penrh,wgoch ................. l 799 B. Thomas ............... Carmarthen and Cardigan 
:Penybre, B.ethlehe'!' .................... _. ._. ................... Carmarthen and Cardigan 100 

Pontardala,s, Sard1s ............. J. W1ll1ams ............. Carmarthen and Cardigan 81 
*Pontbrenaraeth ............... 1822 T. Lloyd .................. Carmarthen and Cardigan 
*Porthyrhyd .................... 1818 .............................. Carmarthen and Cardigan 103 

120 l 

7611 

50 I 

60 ... *Rehohotb ...................... 1696 D • .lones .................. CarmarthenandCardigan 110 
*Rhydargaeau ................ 1720 J. Davies ............ 1794 Carmarthen and Cardigan 
*Rhydwilym ................... 1608 H. Price ................... Carmarthen and Cardigan 200 
*Salem .............................. 1'. Jones .................. Carmarthen and Cardigan 
*Sion Chapel, Bwlchyrhiw .... J. Jones .................. Carmarthen and Cardigan 
*Sittim ........................... 1818 J. Davies .................. Carmarthen and Cardigan 
*Smyrna ......................... 1835 J. Williams .............. Carmarthen and Cardigan 33 
*St. Cl ear's, Sion Chapel... 1812 .............................. Carmarthen and Cardigan 
"Talog, Bethania .................. D. Jones ................ Carmarthen and Cardigan 72 
*Wannglyndaf ............... 1798 .............................. Carmarthen and Cardigan 

Whitland ••••......•••.•.•.•• 1851 ············-······•·" ....................................... 85 

I 
llOI .. . 

401 .. . 

701 ··· 

CARN ARVONSHIRE. 
Bangor ........................ 1813J. Nicholas .............. Caroarvon .................. 100 90 
Bethesda ........................... J. Jones .................. Carnarvon .................. 40 60 
Caernarvon ................... 1815 W. Richards ....... 1846 Carnarvon .................. llO llO 
Capelbeirdd .................. 1820 .............................. Caroarvon ............... ... 40 60 
Carmel ............................................................ Caroarvon ........ ......... 10 
Cefa Cymera .................... W. Evans ............... Caroarvon .................. 40 40 
Conway ........................ 1851 .............................. North Wales Eastern 
Galltraeth ......................................................... Caroarvon ............ .... . . 18 I 5 

2 

3 

8 

6 

4 

3 

9 

7 

10 

Garndolbenmaen ............ 1784 J. Williams .............. Camarvun .................. 97 llO 
Gilfach ............................. J. Jone• .................. Carnarvon ... .............. 30 65 

l 5 
l 7 

Llanaelhairn .................. 1816 J. Roberts ............... Carnarvon .................. 23 50 
Llaoberis ..................... 1820 J. Jones ........... 1844 Caroarvon .................. 50 60 
Llanduduo .................... 1815 J. Griffiths ......... 1822 North Wales Eastern ... 71 140 
Llaog-ian ...................... 1800 .............................. Carnarvon .................. 18 30 
Llanllyfni ...................... 1827 R. Jones .......... 1836 Carnarvon .................. 38 60 
Nevin .......................... 1793 T. Hughes ................ Caroarvon .................. 100 80 
Penmorfa ... ... ............... ... .•. ... ..................... ...... ............... .................. 15 20 
Pontllyfui ........................... J. Roberts ............... Carnarvon .................. 36 65 
Porth Madoch & Penshyo 1842 D. Jones ................. Carnarvon ................. 29 30 
Pwllheli ........................ H1l2 ......... ,..' .................. 

1
Caroarvon .................. ~O 180 

Rhos ........................... 1781 W. Roberts ....... 1833 
Rhoshirwaeo and Carmel. 1835 ..................... ... ...... ........................ .... ..... 80 60 
Tyddyn, Zion .................................................... Caroarvon .................. 70 50 
Tynydoneo ................... 1784 DENBIGHSHIRE. 

3 

I 
3 

l 16 

2 

Brymbo ............................................................ North Wales Eastern ... 52 120 11 
Cefnbychan and Fronfrian 1786 R. Roberts ............... North Wales Eastern ... 123 150 2 
Cefnmawr, Troogartb ...... 1805 E. Evans ............ 1819 North Wales Eastern 
Dawn ................................. J. Jones ................. North Wales Eastern 
Denbigh and Henllan ...... 1822 W. Pritchard ............ North Wales ~astern 81 106 3 
Garth and Fron ................................................ North Wales Eastern 
Gefailyrhid ......................... J. Robinson . ., .......... North Wales Eastern ... 27 55 2 
Glynceiriog ................... 1764 J. Hughes ........... 1848 J.Vorth Wales Eastern 
Harwd ............................................................ North Wales Eastern . 
Llandadno ........................ T. R. Davies ............ North Wale.s Eastern , .. 12 145 3 
Llanddula,, ...................................................... North Wales Eastern ... 34 32 
Llandyrnog ........................ T. Jon<:s .................. North Wales Eastern I 
Llaneliau ..................... 1837 .............................. North Wales Eastern ... 60 60 
Llanfair .......................................................... North Wales Eastern 
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Llonefyd and Bootnewydd 1815 I r:e'irt.~::::::: mi ! North Wales Eastern _: ·\.:.'.'_ _:_ ::'..:... 

DENDIG HSH lRF:-coritfoued. 

Llanfair-la-hairan ............... R. Elli• .................. North Wales Eastern ... 241\ 18 1 
Llangernyw .................. 1830J. Jones ........... 1843 North Wales Eastern 
Llangollen &Glyndyfidwy 1815J. Prichard ......... 1823 North Wales Eastern ... 164 241 1 14 
Llaurwst and Llaoddoget .. 17114 0. Owens ........ 1844 North Wales Eastern 51 80 2 5 
Llansanan ........................... R. Ellis .................. North Wales Eastern 25 26 1 l 
Llansantffraid and Roe ... 1783 W. Roberts .............. North Wales Eastern 
Llnnsilin ..................• : .. l829J. Roberts .......... 1825 North Wales Eastern 
Llanwydden .................. 1819 T. R. Davies ............ North Wales Eastern 
Moelfre ...•................... 1836 D. Rees .................. North Wales Eastern .. . 
Moss Valley ....•...•......................••...................• North Wales Eastern .. . 
Penycae .••........................ R. Griffiths ............... North Wales Eastern .. . 
Rhos Llanerchrygog ...... 1837 0. Owens ................. North Wales Eastern .. . 
Rhnthin .......•............. 1795 H. Jones .•.••............. North Wales Eastern 

*Wrexham ..............••..... 16:15 J. Clare ................................................ . 

FLINTSHIRE. 
Aestyn .............................. .T. Williams ............ 

1
North Wales Eastern 

Bndffari ............................. .I. Jones .................. North Wales Eastern 

24 38 
50 fiO 
42 74 
)8 70 
941170 97(0 
91 87 

15 50 
17 30 

Flint ................................. J. Jones ................. .INorth Wales Eastern 
Helygen and Milwrn ...... 1838 M. Edwards ............ \North Wales Eastern 
Holywell ..................... 1828 M. Edwards •...... 1848North Wales Eastern 
Lixwm and Green ......... !810 .............................. North Wales Eastern 

30 60 
... 63 180 
... 158 230 

38 70 
40 60 

l 
3 
2 
7 

4 

2 5 

1 
5 

I 13 
2 16 
I 3 

Penyfron ....................... 1838 D. Davies ............... North Wales Eastern 
Pen y ~elli ..........•............. J. Williams ............. North Wales Eastern 20 120 1 

14 
5 

Rhoddlan and St. Asaph ... 1827 W. Evans .... , ..... 1841 North Wales Eastern 
Trelfynon and Bagillt ............ M. Edwarns ............ North Wales Eastern 
Wyddgrog (Mold) ............................................. North Wales Eastern 

62 701 ··· 6 

GLAMORGANSHIRE. 
*Aberaman, English ......... 1850 J. l\lorris ................. Glarnorganshire .....•...... 34\ 80 
*Aberavou ..................... 1784 J. R. Morgan ...... 1849 Glamorganshire ........•. 160 170 
*Abercanaid .................. l849J. Evans ........... 1851 Glamorganshire ............ 250 200 
*Aberdare ....................... 1810 T. Price ........... 1845 Glamorganshire ............ 368 275 
* Ahernant y groes ............ 1844 J. D. Williams .......... Glamorganshire ....•....... 92 170 
*Bethlehem ..............•... 1849 .............................. Glamorganshire ............ 63 
*Berthlwyd ......................................................... Glamorganshire 
*Betws .......................... 1839 H. Jenkins ............... Glamorganshire 
*Bridgend, Ruamah ......... 1789 E. Howells ...•..... 1850 Glamorganshiro ............ 81 68 
*Bridgend, Hope Chapel,E.1850 J, P, Jones ......... 1848 Glamorganshire ............ 120 150 
•Bryntroedgam ................................................... Olamorganshire 
*Cadoxton ...................... 1814 T. Roberts ......... 1850 Olamorganshire ............ 30 .. . 
*Caerphilly ..................... 1784 D. Jones ............ 1841 Glamorganshire 
*Caersalem Newydd ........ 1841 J. Jones .................. Glamorganshire ............ 200 150 
*C d.ff B th 1806 5 W. Jones········ 1841 } Gl h. 960 405 ar 1 , e any ...........• l A. G. Fuller ... 1816 amorgans ire ......... :. 
*Cardiff, Tabernacle ......... 1822 D. Jones ............ 1850 Glamorganshire ........... 500 230 
•Clydach ..................... 1844 D. Davis ............ 1835 Glamorganshire ............ 97 .. . 
*Cortwn ........................ 1839 E. Morse .......... 1844 Glamorganshire ............ 52 40 
*Cowbridge ..................... 1820 J. Evans ........... 1845 Glamorganshire ........... 184 100 
*Croesyparc .................... 1777 ........ :·:······· ... ··· ...... Glamorganshi_re ............ 74 50 
*Cwmaman .................... 1843 D. Wtlhams ........•.... Glamorgansh1re ............ 77 60 
*Cwmavon ................... 1845 J. Rowlands ............. Glamorganshire ........... 3 Iii 260 
*Cwmgarw .................... 1841 ·r. Hor.kins ............... Glamorganshire........... 27 25 
*Cwmtwrch ................... 1834 T. Williams ...... 1844 Glamorgaoshire ............ JOO 90 
*Cwmvelin ..................... 1834 H. Jones .................. Glnmorganshire ............ 160 100 
*Dinas .......•................... 1832 W. Lewis ..........• 1847 Glamorganshire ........... 112 110 
*Diuas, Glandwr ............ 1846 B. Matthews ....... 1845 Glamorganshire ............ 86 72 
*Dowlais, Caer Salem ...... 1830 E. W. Evans... . ..... Glamorganshire ............ 685 680 
*D<1wlais, Hebron ............ 1846 H. Parry .................. Glamorganshire ........... 258 4~0 
*Foxhole ........................ 1843 .............................. Glamorgaushire ............ 21 

Gelligaer, Horeb ............ 1848 J. D. Williams .......... Glamorganshire 
*Gerazim ....................... 1830 J. Hughes .......... 1s,18 Glamorganshire 

9 
1 6 
1 
1 66 

2 

it 

I0t 
26 _ 

2 39 
l0t 

I 3 
,1 5t 

1 
... ,10 
2 30t 

1 7 
... 11 
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Gf,A MOllGANSHI RE-continued. 

• -H~S. Date PAS1"0nS. ~~ ~~eor.fnl•o11 ~n "1-ifc.-h rtlrrhtHI, z;i 1.: ~ ~ 

•n!ynnedrl ..................... ISJ?•J. Pu~h .............. 1845 GlamorganNhire 
*Goilre, :iilonrn ............... 18321. Jenkins ........... 1808 Glamoi·8·an•hire 
*Graii111w, Zoar ............ 184Sj .......... _. ................... Glamorganshire ............ 80 84 
*H~ng-o~d .........•............. HHO/J· Jenkrns ................ Glamorg11nshire 
:r••wnin ........................ 183118. lhans .......... ..1 ...... Glamorganshire ............ 24.'J 162 
* anh,·1t ........................ 1S23j-'· Lawrence ....... ,182::1 Glnmorganshire ............ 48 30 
.. tlancar•an .................. ,18221H. E,lwards ........ 1···••· Glamorganshjre ............ 64 40 
* long~or ..................... :1850IJ. Jam~• .................. Glamo1·gnnsh11e ............ 31 3? 
* Llwpn ......................... •1829\r. .. Hu~he• ................ Glamorganshire ............ 338 300 

Lyslaen ....................... '1831 W. Williams ...... 1844 Glamorganshire .... 90 80 
*~e~hyr, High Slreel. ....... ~1607

1

1'. Duies ........... 
1
il836,Glamorganshire .... :::::::: 280 180 

·'D!t.to, Eheneze•· ........... 1793 J. Lloy<l ................... GlamorgonsMl'e ............ 469 310 
*D~tto, ~heroocle ..... .' 1834 J. Tioberts ............... Glamorgan8hi•e ............ 600 389 

,. '"D•~l.o, Z•on ................ lli911.T. Jones ............ 11839 Glamorg1111shire ............ 600 300 
Mornst~n ..................... · 184.j ............................. ·IGlamorgan•hire ............ I 00 80 

* 11ountam :'"~ ............ / ...... ·;· .. ·····:········ ............................................ 41 65 
,.NeMh, Be\1m111a ............. li89 1_. .. Davies ........... ······1Gl0mor:i-ansh!re ............ l8I 180 

Neath, 'J'a,>ernacle ......... 1841 IS. Jones .........•.. 1841. Glamo1g·ansh,,e ............ I JO 98 
Nent.h. l~ng-lish ............... 18~2 T. Pulsfora......... ..... ....................... • ••• 40 40 

* i\ ewbridge, Ca •mel.. ..••... 181) :.J. Rich9rds ......... ls:lB Glamo;·:ianahi.-e •... :: •• ::: 299 200 
*Paran ....•. ;····· .. ············· 182:3,H. Je!'k.i11s ................ IGla10organsh!1·e ............ 62 25 
*Penclawd11, Hermon ....•.. 1S101. Williams ...... 18331Glamorganslnre ............ 24 30 
'"Pentyrch ..................... IS~'?J ............................ JGlamorganshire ............ 56 5? 
•Penyv•i ........................ 1726R. DPVies ........... 184?:Glnmorganshite ............ 115100 
'"Pontardawe .................. 1848:C. Williams ............ Glnmorganshire ............ 47 
'"Ponlllyw ....................... 1843 J. Rees ................... Glamorganshire ............ 32 42 
'"Pyle ........................... 18391R. Bowen ••••••.... 1844 Glamorganshire ............ 87 ?0 
'"Rymney, Zoar ...........••. 18!i7i~• Ed .. ards .•..•. 1841 Glamorg"nshire ............ 390 340 
*Salem, .l~lauf;yfel1•ch •.•..... l?791D. Williams ............. Glamorganshit·e ............ 103 40 
'"Spelters ........................ 1850.H. Davies •••••.•••. !851 Glamorgansbire ............ 84 60 
*Swansea, Bethesd~ ......... 17S8iD, Davies ......... 1S261Glamo·gansbire 

Ditto, Mono( Pleasant ...... IC. Short, M.A .......................................... 163 181 
'"Ditto, York Place ....•... 18291D· EvanR 

•Tonda, Mount Zi.on •.•..•. 1850,J. Hopkins ........ 18501Glnmorgans11;,.e ............ 28 27 
""l'ongwyrddlas .................... W. Lewis .......... l~G,Glnmorganshire ............ 1130 150 
'"Tre!forest, Libanus ......... 1841 0. w;mams •••••.. 18461Glamorianshire ............ 120 124 
•Trefforest, Calvary, E. •... 1850 E. Williams ...••. 18501Glamorganshire 
'"TwynyrodJn .................. 184.3, It. Ow1;ns ................ IGlamorgansh!re ............ 65 45 
*Vi'aunlrodau .................. 1829 D. Da.v1es ......... 1S44:Glamorgonsh~re ............ 99 90 
*Yslrad, Dyfodog ....•....•.. 1"86.0. Gnfliths ............. 1Glamo1·gnnsl11re ............ 34 301 
"'Ystrad, Libanns ............ 1849)0. Griffiths .............. j1Glamorgnnshire ............ 42 36 
*Ystradgynlas, Ainon ...... 1848 E. Thomas ............. Glamorganshire ............ 61 40 

I 2 
I 

I 62t 
I 
2 14 
I 

6 

17 
I 
2 10 

8 
I 17 

1t 
I 

I 
I 68t 

23 

14 

I 3t 
10 

15 
6 

MERIONE'l'HSI-JJRE. 
Cynwyd ...................•.... ,1832iR. RobertR ............... 1No1·th WalesEastern ... 37\ 80 l 6 
Dolgelly and Dolmelyollyo 1799,'H.. Morgaa ......... 184t!North Wales Eastern ... IOI 120 2 5 
Llannwcbyl:pi ................ 1841 .............................. ,·Nor1h Wales Eastern .•. 23 16 6 
Llansantifratd ............... 1 ...... W. Roberts ............. Norfh Wales Eastern ... 35, 50 .2 4 
Pandyy'rcapel&LlanelidanJ1845 J. G. Owen ....... 1845 ................................. 137·210 

MONTGOMERYSHinE. 
*Amada .............................. R. A. Jones ........ 1851 Old Welsh.................. 6 
*CaP.rsws ..................... 1824J. Nicholas ....... 184401d Welsh .................. 56 90 
'"Cwmbenlan ................... 1836J. Savage ............... Old Welsh 
'"Cwmllwyd .................. 1813 R. A.. Jones ............................................. . 
*Cwm11au(yfyllon, Bethel. .. 1830 .............................................................. . 
*Llandrinio .................................................................................... .. 
._.Llanfair Careinioo ......... 1836 R. A. Jones ...... 1848 Old Welsh ................ .. 

Llanfyllin ..................... 18031. Roberts .......... 1841 North Wales Eastern .. . 
«-Llanidloes ................... 1 1822 .............................. Old Welsh ................ .. 

Llanlligan ....................................... ; ............................................. .. 

6 
21 50 I 
]81 2 
94 60 .•. 
36 52 
37 96 
85 30 

Llanwaiu .................... 1826 D. Evans ........... 1838 
*Machyulleth ................. 18'.i? L. Roberts ......... 1847 Old Welsh.................. 17 25 

Meifod ........................ 1838 W. Watkins ...... 1838 
*Mocbdref .................... 1830 J. Evans ....••...... 184? Old Welsh ...... , ........... 66 30 
,.Newchapel ................. 1800 T. Thomas ......... 1800 Old Welsh.................. ... • •. 
,.Ntcwtown ............ ""'. 180!1 J. Williams ....... 1840 Old Welsh .................. 240 446 

4 

4 
8 

24t 

It 
4t 
2 

29 
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CflUH.CIJES, llnte, PASTORS. i Datr. A4•rnci:it1nn to which ntlndi~d. ); I j,:/, ,7, C j 

*Newtown, Saro .......... 1826 ........................ 1 ...... Old Welsh I 
,.New Well .................... 1839 ........................ 1 ...... Olrl Welsh 
*Penlforrl-lil.s andTanylan .. 1813 I. Jon°s ............ ,l823l01d Welsh .................. 70 !OIJ I 

Pontllogell .................. 1831 J. Roberts ....... ..1...... ................................. 31 
*Rl,y<lfelen ................... 1792 J. Nicholas ........ i184410lrl Wel.•h .................. 28 ~r, 1 ... 4 
*Talywero ...................... 18l9 D. Thomas ......... 1l8500ld Welsh .................. 108 80\· 2 l!l 
*Welshpool,'rrallwng ....... 1823 ........................ 1 .... .. 

PEMBROKESHIRE. 
*Bethabara ..................... 1826 W, Davies .......... ! ...... Pembrokesl,ire ............ 140 IJO 1 ... 2 
*Bethel ........................ 1824 .............................. Pembrokeshire I 
*Bethlehem .................. 1820 J. Morri• ................ Pembrokeshire ........... 74 60 3 
*Beulah ......................... 1817 B. Oavie• ................ Pembroke•hire ............ l00 50, ... 6 
*Blaenff'os ....................... 1827 J. D. Thomas ...... 1850 Pembrokeshire ............ 302 150 I ... 20 
*lllaenllyn ........................... T. E. Thomas .......... Pembrokeshire ............ 63 105 ... ,25 
*Blaenconyn ................. 1846 0. Griffiths ............... Pembrokeshire ............ 133 130 ... I 8 
*Blaenywaun .................. 1795 J. P. Williams ... 1848 Pembroke•hire ............ 615

1

550 3 2.S 
*Broad Haven ............... 1839 T, Harris .......... 1839 Pembrokeshire ............ 35 ... 311 4 
*Caersalem ........................ D. George ............... Pembrokeshire ............ 130 122 ... O 
*Camros ........................ 1839 .............................. Pembl'okeshire ............ 32 45 
*Carmel ........................ 1834 H. Price .................. Pembrokeshire 
*Casmael ........................... B. Davies ............... Pembrokeshire ............ 70 j EO ... 8 
:"Cilfawyr ..................... 1704 R. Price ............ 1851 Pembrokeshire I 
*Croesgoch ..................... 1849 .............................. Pembrokeshire ............ 135 .100 11 \ 5 
*Ebenezer ..................... 1766 J, Morris ................. Pembrokeshire ............ 120. 70 
*Fishguard, 1st eh ............ 1807 R. Owen ............ 1839 Pembrokeshire ......... ; 259 ! l4U I 1 1 
*Fishguard, Ebenezer ...... 1850 .............................. Pembrokeshire ............ 1351 97 3 2.3 
*Ffy11on ........................ 1797 J, Edwards ............. Pembrokeshire ............ 350;120 ... :15 
*Galilee ........................ 1&33 H. Evans ........... 1833 Pembrokeshire ............ 70. 70 ... I 7 
*Gl~nrhyd ........................... J. Edwards ....... l849Pembrokeshire ........... 120!100 ... 110 
* Harmony ........................... H. Davies ......... .. ... Pembrokeshire ............ I 00 . 60 8 
*Haverfordwest ............... 1799 D. Davies ......... 1837 Pembrokeshire ............ 292 220 
*Honeyborough ..................... T. Thomas ......... 1848 Pembrokeshire ............ 40 I 40 
*Jabez ........................... 1820 0. Georqe ......... 18-38 Pembrokeshire ............ 200 124 
*Kilgeran ..................... 1841 M. Evans ................ Pembrokeshire ............ 1361100 

13 

*Letterston ........................... B. Owen .................. Pembrokeshire ............ 150 I 60 

*Llangloffan .................. 1745 5 TH. DWa.vlli~s ........ lSll I Pembrokeshire ......... 5001148 l . 1 1ams ......••. { 
*Llanvrynach .................. 1823 W. Davies ............... Pembrokeshire ............ 114 70 
*Manorbier ..................... 1850 .............................. Pembrokeshire ............ 30' 50 

3 6 

3 16 

3 6t 

*Marloes ........................ 1836 W. Davies ......... 1847 Pembrok~shire ............ 47 25 
*Middlemill .................. 1800 W.Reynolds ............ Pembrokeshire 

1 •Milford, 1st. eh .................. J. H. Thomas .......... Pembrokeshire ............ 50 40 
Milford, 2nd eh ................................................................................. , f5 63 3 

* Mo lesion .......................... D. Phillips ......... 1850 Pembrokeshire ............ 250 90 2 
*Myrtletwy .................. 1842J. Hees ............ 1842 Pembrokeshire ............ ! 91 lf>O 1 
*Narberth ..................... 1819T. D. Matthias ... 1850 Pembrokeshire ............ 300 160 
*Newport ..................... 1795 .............................. Pembrokeshire I 
*Pembroke ..................... 1S36T, Morgan ......... 1851 Pembrokeshire ............. 104 45 1 

1 
3t 
2 

9 
5 
6 

*Pembroke Dock, lstch .... 1818 H. J, Morgan ..... 1845 Pembrokeshire ............ 1144 165 1 12 
Pembroke Dock, Bethel. .. 1844 I 

*Penuel ........................ 182"2 E. Thomas ............... Pembrokeshire ............ 52 .. . 2 
*Penbryo ....................... 1833 M, Evans ...... ... .. ... Pembrokeshire ... ........ 72 80 
*Pope Hill ..................... 1819 T, Thomas ......... 1848 Pembrokeshire ............ 50 70 
*Pisgah .............................. D. Phillips ............... Pembrokeshire ............ 120 40 ! .. . 2 
*Saint David's ..................... J. D. Evans ............. Pembrokeshire ............ 60 50 · ... 6 
*Salem .............................. 1'. D. Jones ............. Pembrokeshire I 
*Sandyhaven .................. 1814 T. Davies ......... 1847 Pembrokeshire ............ 42 30; 1 
*Sardis .......................... 1824 H. Morgan ............... Pembrokeshire ............ 76 70: .. . 
*South Dairy .................. 1834 D. Jenkins ............... Pembrokesh\re ............ 40 40

1
, I 

*So Iva ................................. \V. Reynolds ........... Pembrokeslure 
*Star ........................... 1833 D. Jones ............ 1844 Pembrokeshire ............ 100 80 1 ... -I 
*Tabor ........................ 1800 .............................. Pembrokeshire ............ 306 170 I ... 66 
*Tenby .............................. W. 1'. Phillips .... 1848 ................................. 95 70 1 4 
*'rreteio ............................. J. D. Evans ............. Pembrok~shi1e ............ ! 30 i 50 

D 
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RADNORSHIRE. J 
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CIIURCHF.S. D•te. PASTORS. Date.I Auoc1'tion to which attached. 1-z-•:;:...,•f--t--

*Rwlchsarnan ............... 18'29 R. Brunt ............ 1837

1

O1d Welsh .................. 92 
*Dolan ........................... 1761 D. Davies ........... 1845 Old Welsh .................. 70 
"Dyffryn Elan ............... 1827 E. Brunt ............ 1837 Old Welsh 
*Gladestry .......................................................................................... 25 
*Maesyrhelem ............... 18001'. Havard ......... 18361O1d Welsh 
*Moriah and Adnllam ...... 1836 E. Owen ............ 18471O1d Welsh .................. 77 
*:\'antgwyn ..................... 1796 D. Davis ............ 1851 ................................. 96 
*N •b1 .d p· h 1727 5 D. Jarman ........ 1813} Old W 11 ' e" ·, ge, ,sga ......... l W. Probert ...... 18471 e s 1 

*Presteign ..................... 1828 R. Ayre ............ 1848\0ld Welsh ................. 40 
*Rhayader ..................... 1840 D. Davies ............... Old Welsh .................. 45 
•Rock and Franksbridge ... 1724 J. Jones ............ 1838,Old Welsh .................. 154 

" ..,. . = .. . .. c:; '" =~ ~ ] ,,,,,, "' 
40 2 11 
30 l 

28 

60 It 
86 4 

40 2 4 
26 ... 3 
60 4 

lirelanl:J. 

A'~TRIM. I . 
Ballymoney ................ 1823 .............................. [nsh 

*Belfast ....................... 1810 W. S. Eccles ...... 1847 [rish ........................... 57 26 3 9 
*Carrickfergus 

CORK . 
.. Cork ........................ 1653 B. C. Young ....... 1848 Irish........................... 27 15 3 

DERRY. 
*Coleraine .................. 1808 J. Brown, M.A .... 1847 Irish .......................... 58 53 6 
*Tnbhermore ............... 11808 R. H. Carson ...... 1849 [rish ........................... 147 160 2 

DONEGAL. I 
Letterkenny ............... 1808 

DOWN. 
Banbridge ........................ T. D. Bain ......... 1850 Irish ........................... 51 91 

*Conlig ...................... ,1840 w·. Mc. Kee ....... 1850 [rish 
DUBLIN. I . . . 

*Dublin ..................... 16401. Milhgan .......... 1847 Insh ........................... 46 38 

3 13 

I •.. 13 
KING'S COUNTY. I 9 *Ferbane .................... 1815 W. Thomas ............. [rish .......................... . 

*Parsonstown ............. 1841 M. Mullarky ...... 1841 Irish 
*Rahue ..................... 1 •••••• W. Thomas ............. Irish ........................... 20 

l\!AYt!. I . . 
*Ballma ........................... W. Hamilton ...... 1846 Irish ........................... 41 18 9 

QUEEN'S. COUNTY. I • 
* Ahbeyliex .................. 1829 T. Berry ............ 1838 Irish 

ROSCOMMON. I 
"Athlone .................... }820 W. Thomas ............. Irish........................... 9 

Boyle .............................. S. Jackman ............... Irish 

ss,~~:;:? ·:::::::::::::::::!~~~ ::::::::::::::.::::::::: :::::: I~:t::::::::.::::::::::::::::: 1i 
TYRONE. I 

Aughivoy ................... 1822 
Balligawley ................ 1810 
Blackforth ................. : 1830 

I 5t 

Cookstown ................ 1 1838 
Dungannon ............... '1830 
Knockconny I 
Mullaghmore 
Mullycar ................... 1820 
Omagh ..................... 1807 

WATERFORD. 
*Waterford .................. 1653 T. Wilshere ...... 1850 lrish............ ..... .......... 22 6 4 

WESTMEATH. 
+Kilcooly ....................................................... fr!sh 
*:\loate ....................... 1814 W. Thoma., ....... , 1846 Irish ........................... 16 15 5 6 
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SUMMARY. 

1.En~lnn'tl. 

Pop_u•ln•,luio,n, ] ·: 11 ·: g Reported Sun<lay Villa,.,.e I Reported 
COUNTIES. c1861• .c~ f-.· ... -0 -5,·.,-• nMuemmbebe',,•.f "' ·l"ar ,.. : - J.- Scholau. St.ut,one. I ' • r1crc11.!le. 

u '3~ e ---------------- ---· --- ----- -------
Bedford ... ............. . 
Berks .................... . 
Buckingham ........... . 
cambridge .............. . 
Chester •••.•.•..••.•••••• 
Cornwall 
Cumberland ••.•••.•.•.• 
Derby ................... . 
Devon .................... . 
Dorset 
Durham •••.••.••.••••.•.. 
Essex\ ................... . 
Gloucester ...•.... , .•... 
Hants .................... . 
Hereford 
Hertford .••.••...••••••••• 
Huntingdon ...••.•••••. 
Kent •••......•.•••..•.•.. 
Lancaster .............. . 
Leicester 
Lincoln ................. . 
Middlesex .............. . 
Monmouth .••..•.•.•••.•. 
Norfolk .•.......•••.••••. 
Northampton ......... . 
Northumberland ••.••• 
Nottingham ...••••.••..• 
Oxford ••..••••..•.••.•.•. 
Rutland ••.••••••••••••••. 
Salop ...•••.•.....••....•. 
Somerset ............... . 
Stalford ••••••••••.••••.•. 
Suff'olk ... , ..........•.... 
Surrey •••..•.••••••...••• 
Sussex .................. . 
Warwick ............... . 
Westmoreland ......... . 
Wilts ...•.•...........•..• 
Worcester ............. . 
York ...........•.•........ 

Anglesea •••••••.••••• 
Brecon .............. .. 
Caernarvon ......... . 
Cardigan ......•..•••••• 
Carmarthen ......... . 
Denbigh ...••••........ 
Flint ........••.......... 
Olamorgan ...•........ 
Merioneth ........... . 
Montgomery ••..•.••• 
Pembroke ........... . 
Radnor .•.••••••..••.•• 

6 12 
12 12 
24 27 

120,789 38 
190,154 23 
143,670 43 
191,856 47 
423,438 22 
356,662 14 
195,487 5 
260,707 20 16 
572,207 59 36 
177,597 11 6 
411,532 17 12 
343,916 49 15 
419,475 51 36 
402.033 40 26 

6 ]] 
9 9 
5 8 

99,112 15 2 
173,963 23 8 
60,320 24 1 

619,207 73 31 
2,063,913 71 44 

234,938 42 36 
400,266 34 19 

1,895,710 99 35 
177,165 65 58 
433,803 48 8 
213,784 50 38 
303,535 8 2 
294,438 28 23 
170,286 19 11 

24,272 4 3 
245,019 22 
456,237 65 46 
630,506 30 20 
335,991 58 40 
684,805 48 14 
339,428 21 4 
479,979 31 17 
08,380 1 1 

241,003 53 19 
258,762 25 20 

1,788,767 100 7 4 

30 
31 
24 
20 
55 

1,011,656' ~~ 
74 

5 
23 
55 
11 

28 
28 
20 
19 
53 
28 
]] 

70 
4 

15 
53 
9 

1 
18 
35 
8 

13 
24 
36 
28 
5 

10 
6 

36 
43 
36 
23 
35 
61 
34 
10 
3 

23 
12 

2 
1 

46 
21 
15 
15 

9 
14 

1 
22 
14 
76 

29 

19 
53 
1 

70 

19 
55 
11 

rn ... 1,530 
18 ... 1,379 
32 ... 3,043 
37 ... 2,562 
16 ... 730 
6 ... 429 
2 ... 99 

17 ... 2,305 
46 ... 3,157 
7 ... 350 

14 .•. 1,133 
29 .•• 1,941 
38 •.• 3,610 
35 ... 3,031 
13 .•• 704 
13 ... 1,104 
17 .•• 1,222 
48 ... 3,710 
47 ... 5,605 
40 ... 5,047 
21. .. 1,875 
63 .•. 8,920 
60 ... 9,366 
34 ... 2,553 
43 ... 3,180 
4 ... 692 

26 .•. 3,797 
13 .•• 1,164 
4 .•• 193 

15 •.• 636 
55 .•. 5,922 
18 ... 1,338 
50 ••. 5,346 
22 ... 3,778 
12 ... 733 
24 ... 3,764 
1 ... 56 

34 ... 3,162 
24 .•. 2,020 
79 .•. 9,065 

26 .•• 1,796 
23 .•. 2,056 
21...1,104 

8 ... 736 
39 .• .4,677 
18 .•• 1,057 

9 •• .4,43 
62 .•. 9,652 
5 .•. 333 

15 .•. 831 
47 .•• 6,544 
8 ... 599 

IRELA.Nlj) ••.••••••••••.•••. I 6,515,794 31 20 18 14 ... 521 

TOTALS. 

17 .•. 2,.337 
13 •.. 1,712 
30 .•. 3,769 
35 .. .4,030 
12 ••. 1,035 
6 ••• 580 
2 .•. 150 

17 ... 3.109 
45 ... 4,443 
7 .•• 427 

13 ••• 1,159 
21. •. 1,719 
35 ... 4,870 
32 ••• 3,242 
13 .•. 800 
12 •.. 1,461 
13 .•. 1,466 
43 ... 4,791 
46 .. 13,490 
36 ... 6,633 
18 ... 2,422 
54 ... 7,945 
56 ... 6,608 
27 .•. 2,437 
38 .. .4,293 
4 ... 574 

23 .•. 5,394 
11... 1,221 
3 .•• 285 

10 .•. 935 
45 ••• 4,943 
13 ... 2,611 
41. •. 3,765 
16 ..• 3,192 
10 ... 849 
24 ... 4,853 
1...140 

33 ... 3.757 
22 ... 3,185 
76 .. 14,906 

26 .•. 2,146 
21. •• 1,656 
20 .•. 1.325 
8 ... 1,000 

38 ... 3,139 
18 ... 1,68~ 

9 .•• 870 
56 ... 7,967 

5 ... 475 
]2 ••• 1,093 
46 ... 3,439 
8 ... 359 

9 ... 421 

14 ... 38 
13 ... 33 
22 ... 58 
rn ... 34 
3 ... 7 
4 ... 8 
2 ... 2 
7 ... 20 

29 ..• 70 
3 ... 6 
7 ... 24 

17 ... 35 
25 .•. 50 
11 ... ll 
12 ... 24 

5 ... 13 
10 ..• 22 
16 ... 40 
32 .. 71 
18 ... 64 
12 ... 22 
16 ... 29 
12 ... 17 
23 ... 52 
25 .•. 51 

3 ... 6 
ll ... 20 
10 ... 27 
2 •.. 2 
9 ••• 15 

24 ... 53 
2 ... 3 

44 .•. 151 
4 ••• 15 
5 ... 11 

14 .•• 28 
1. .. 7 
9 .. 18 

15 ... 36 
42 ••• 88 

7 ... 11 
ll ... 17 

9 .•. 11 
3 .•. 3 
8 •.. 9 

10 .•• 13 
4 ... 5 

25 ..• 32 
3 .•. 5 
3 ... 5 

20 .•. 37 
3 .•. 5 

8 ••. 30 

15 ... 273 
ll ... 70 
13 ••. 67 
l!i ... 109 
10 ... 53 
4 •.. 28 
1...2 
7 ... 46 

32 ... 270 
2 ... 2 
8 ... 93 

18 ... 79 
20 ... 129 
10 ... 50 
6 .•. 34 
7 ... 23 
8 ... 39 

3-5 ••• 294 
31.. 272 
18 ... 166 
10 ... 109 
42 ... 491 
24 ... 215 
17 ... 102 
21. .. ]]4 
2 ••• 24 

]l .•• 160 
9 .•. 64 
3 ... 8 
4 ... 24 

31. .. 182 
5 ••• 57 

32 ... 252 
14 .•. 254 
7 ... 34 

13 .•. 169 
1 .•• 6 

17 ... 99 
17 .•• 94 
43 ••• 427 

19 ... 171 
12 ... 56 

8 ... 50 
7 ... 155 

23 ... 143 
13 .•. 61 

8 •.• 63 
23 ... 321 
4 .•• 21 
7 ... 70 

35 ... 354 
5 .•. 26 

6 ••• 48 

39 

Rt>ported 
cle::ir 

Decrease, 

1. .. 7 
2 ... ll 

10 ... 21 
5 .•. 34 
3 •.• 28 

4..45 

5 .•. 18 
2 ••• 23 
8 ••. 49 

1...13 
2 ... 2 
3 ••• 13 
5 .•. 24 
8 .• .42 
4 ... 16 
9 ... 84 

19 ••• 291 
7 .•• 18 
8 ... 4ij 
1...5 
7 ... 75 
3 .•. 6 
l...6 
4 .•. 16 
5 ... 20 
2 ... 7 
3 .•• 21 
5 ... 174 
l .. 1 
6 ••. 40 

3 •.. 16 
5 ... 26 

12 ..• 75 

3 ••• 98 

1 ... 45 

9 •.• 185 

3 ... 29 
2 ... 9 
1. .. 1 

1 •.. 5 

ENGLAND ................ \17,054,02811496178?1815\1096 ..• 110,2511973 ... J 35,53[1552 ... 1,281 \ 597 ... 4,9841164 ... l,276 
WAl,ES ••••••••••••·•···•· 1,011,656 368 331 257 281 ... 29,828 267 ••• 25,151 106 .•• 153 164 .•• 1,491 19 ... 367 
IAJOLAND ••••·•·· .....•... 6,515,794 31 20 18 14... 521 9... 421 8... 30 6... 48 1... 5 

----- - - ---- ----- ----- --- -
GRAND TOTALS ••• 24,581,4781E95114110901391. 140,600 1249 .• 161,110 666 ... 1.46-l 767 ... 6,52:! ISL.1,648 

* The population of tho sevorai co1rntic, or Waico in 1851 has not yet been publi•hcd. 
D2 
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GENERAL VIEW 

OF THE STATE OF THE BAPTIST DENOMINATION IN ENGLAND, WALES, AND 

IRELAND, DURING THE PRECEDING YEAR. 

TABLE OF NEW CHURCHES. 

The fonnation and correction of the List of Churches this year has given occa
sion to 85 new entries and 78 erasures. Of the former, 30 are of new churches, 
and 55 of churches newly reported ; of the latter, 32 are of churches reported 
extinct, and 46 are corrections of duplicate or otherwise erroneous entries. The 
clear result is an increase of 7 churches. 

COUNTY. PLACE, 

Anglesea . ... . . . .. ...... Bont ...................................... . 
Carmarthen shire .. ... . . . Whitland ................................ . 
Carnarvonshire.. .. . ...... Conway ................................. .. 
Devonshire............... Harcombe Bottom .................... . 

North Huish .......................... .. 
Essex..................... Chelmsford, 2nd eh .................... . 
Glamorganshire ......... Berthlwyd .............................. . 

Bryntroedgam ......................... .. 
Mountain Ash .......................... . 
Trefforest, Calvary ................... . 

Hertfordshire............ Cheshunt ................................ . 
Watford, 2nd eh ....................... . 

Kent ... . ...... .. . . . ...... Greenwich, London Street ........... . 
Wickham ............................... . 

Lancashire...... . .. ... Liverpool, Byrom Street .............. . 
Salford, Ford Street ................. . 
Stockton Heath ...................... .. 

Leicestershire............ Cropston ................................. . 
London .................. City Road, Nelson Place ............ . 

Commercial Rd. East, Grosvenor St. 
Middlesex................ Hackney, West Street ............... . 
Monmouthshire......... Bed was ................................ .. 
Nottinghamshire......... New Lenton ............................. . 
Shropshire................ Shrewsbury, 3rd eh .................. .. 
Somersetshire .... ...... Bath, 5th eh .......................... .. 
Suffolk.................... Cranfield ................................ . 
Sussex .. .. . . .. . ... .. . . .. Balcom be ............................... . 
Wiltshire ................. · Rudge ...................... : ........... . 
Yorkshire .. .. .. . .. . .... Brampton ............................... . 

Crigglesworth .......................... . 
Halifax, 3rd eh ........................ . 

DATIi, 

1851 
1851 
1851 
1851 

July, 1851 
1851 
1851 
1851 
1851 
1851 

January 29, 1852 
1851 
1861 

January 26, 1852 
1851 
1851 

February 3, 1852 
Nov. 9, 1851 

1851 
1851 

September, 1851 
1851 
1851 
1851 
1851 
1852 

October 9, 1851 
1852 

Novemher 9, 1851 
1851 

Mayr,, 1861 
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TABLE OF NEW CHAPELS. 

COUNTY, PLACE, 
NEW, or 

DATE, 
ENLARGED. 

Anglesea ................... Holyhead ................... New April 8, 1851 
Berkshire .................. Compton ..................... New Sept. 10, 1851 
Buckinghamehire ......... Grendon, Underwood ..... New June 10, 1851 
Devonshire ................ Abbotsham .................. New April 21, 1851 
Durham ............. , ...... Shotley Bridge ............. New Dec. 21, 1851 
Kent ........................ Wickham ··········· ...... New Nov. 1851 
Lancashire ················ Burnley, £non Chapel. •• New April 9, 1852 

Manchester, Claremont 
Terrace ................... New Aug. 28, 1851 

Oswaldtwistle ••..•. , ..•..... Enlarged 1852 
London ···················· Notting Hill ................ New Dec. 25, 1851 
Norfolk .... , ............... South Lopham New March 4, 1852 
Northamptonshire Peterborough ............... New April 4, 1852 
Somersetshire ............. Buckland St. Mary's •••. New Sept. 18. 1851 

Farleigh •.•••.•.•...•••••..•. New April 21, 1851 
Taunton ..................... New Jan. 25, 1852 

Suffolk ..................... Bungay .................... New Oct. 7, 1851 
Surrey ...................... Clapham Rise ············· New Dec. 14, 1851 

TABLE OF SETTLEMENTS. 

COUNTY, PLACE. NAME. WHENCE. DATE. 

BEDFORDSHIRE ...... Cranfield, 2nd eh .... T. Ha.rt ...•.........•.... .............................. 1851 
Steventon ............ W. Rowe ............... Ossett ...............•..... Jan. 5. 1851 

CAMBRIDGESHIRE, .. Cambridge, Eden 
Chapel ............. G. Marks ................. Richmond .......•.... ... 1851 

Chatteris, 2nd eh ... N. Horsley ............. Burgh..................... Jan. 5. 1851 
Cottenham ............ M. W. Flanders ..•.••. Wennesbu:ry ............ 1851 
lslebam ............... W. Jarrom ..........•.. Ningpo .................. April 4, 1852 
Shelford ............... C. R. Player, Jun .... Landbeach ............... Jan. 4, 1852 

CHESHIRE ............ ~~i~i%e~:i":::::::::: ;- :::!~.~.:::::::::::: ~~~~-~-::::::::::::::::::::: ~WJ 
Stockport ......•...... B. Wood .......••...... Sheffield................ . Feb. 8, 1852 

ConNWALL .......... Falmouth ............. S. H. Booth .......................................... . 1852 

DERDYSHmE ........ Alfreton and Ripley W. Gray ................................................ June 30, 1651 

DEVON ............... Cnlmstock ............ G. Brockway ............ Wimbom .............. . 
Harcombe Bottom. G. F. Palmer ........................................ .. 
Yarcombe ............ H.B. Lockyear ...................................... . 

1851 
1851 
1851 

DuanAM ............ Darlington ............ J. Lewis.................. .............................. 1852 
Rowley and Short-

ley Bridge ......... E. Lefevre ............... Hail Weston ............ Dec. 25, 1851 

Esssx .................. Colohester ............ W. Chappell ............ Maidstone ............... Feb. 4, 1852 
Earl's Colne ......... J. Walters............................................. 1851 
Rayleigh ............. T. Peters ............... Stepney Coilege ... , ..... Jan. 1852 
Stratford .............. J. Hinckley ............. , .................... ,, .. , . ,. 1851 
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COUNTY. NAME, WHBNCB, 

6LOUCRSTERSHIRE. Cheltenham, Eben- J , 
ezer ................ . Smith ................. , Shrew~bury ....... , ... .. 

Kingst&nley ........ J, Service ................ Briotol College ....... .. 
Mmchmbampton-_ .. J • Norris ............... Bristol College,,.,,., .. 
Tewkesbury ......... J. Wilkinoon ............ Chowbent ............. .. 

HAMPSHrRE ......... ~ndo'f'er ............... M. H. Crofts ......... ,u Ramsey ................. . 
~outhsea ....... ..... .I. Cox ..................... Stepney College , ..... . 
,Vmchester ......... W. Bughy ............... Waterford ............. . 
Whitchurch ......... r. Morris ................ Southampton ........ . 

HKR&FonDSHIRE ... Lays Hill ............ I.Jones .................. Ragland ......... ,, .... .. 
ltyeford ............... S. Walker ............... Trowbridge·· ........ . 

HanTPORDSHlRE ... C~ipperfleld ......... W. Hancock ...... _.,,,········••·•······•••·•·••••·· 
R1ckmansworth ... A. Weinberg .......... \. Stepney College .... .. 

KES'T ................. Ashford .............. G. H. Whitehead ...... .......................... ~: •. 
Canterbury .......... C. Kirtland ............. Sabden ............. , ... 
Eynsford ............ J. Whittemore ........ Rushden ................ .. 
Greenwich ............ T. Guiunell ............ Greenwich .............. . 
Lessness Heath .... J. Peirce ............... London : ............... .. 
St. Peters ............ D. Pledge ............... Margate ................ .. 
Tunbridge Wells ... W. Austen ............... Dover ................... .. 
Wickham ............ J. Player ........................................... .. 

LANCA8B.JRJ: ......... Accrington .......... C. Williams ............ Hallaton ................. . 
Bacup, Ebenezer ... G. Mitchell ............ Horsforth ............. .. 
Do., Irwell Terrace J. Howe .................. Horton College ........ . 
Burnley ............... J. Batey .................. Sheffield ................ .. 
Cbowbent ............ T. D. Worrall ......... London ................. .. 
Colne .................. J. C. Park ................ Horton College ....... .. 
Goodshaw ............ J. J elferson ............ Bishop Burton ....... .. 
Heywood ............ E. Morris ............... Bedale ................. .. 
Liverpool, Byrom 

Street ............... T. Dawson .............. Bacup .................... . 
Ditto, Soho Street . J. Edwards .......................................... . 
Salford, Ford Street J. CJubitt ............................................. . 
Ditto, Zion Chapel. D. Burns ............................................ .. 
Stockton Heath ...... J. Wilkinson ...................................... . 

L EICF.ST.ERSHlRE ... Ashby and Pack-
ington ............... 1. Preston ............... Leicester College ..... . 

Cropston ............ W. Goodliffe ........................................ .. 
Hinckley ............ S. Stenson ................... _. ........................ . 
Leicester, Dover St. J. C Pike ............... Wll!beach ............. .. 
Ditto, Vine Street. J. Cholerton ......................................... . 

JJATB, 

Feb. I, 1B52 
Jan. 11, 1B52 
sc,,t. 21, 1B51 
Doc. 7, 1851 

Jan.1, 1852 
1B52 

Aug. 1851 
Feb. I, 1852 

1851 
Aug. 3, 1B51 

1B51 
Sept. 24, 1B51 

1852 
July 1851 

1B52 
1B51 

March 21,1852 
Oct. 12, 1B51 

1B52 
Jan. 26, 1852 

July 6, 1851 
1851 

Aug. 24, 1851 
Nov. 2, 1851 

1852 
Aug.4, 1851 

Aug.3, 

Feb, 3, 

1852 
1852 

1851 
1851 
1851 
1851 
1852 

Sept. 15, 1851 
Nov.9, 1851 

1851 
1852 
1851 

L,,,coLNSHIRE ...... Epworth ............ T. Barras• ............... Leicester ................ 1851 
Lincoln ............... w. Goodman, B.A .... Andover ................. July 6, 1851 

LONDON, &c .......... Bethnal Green, 
Morpeth Street ... R. W. Appleford ........................ , .......... . 

Blackfriara, Church -
Street ............... J. Branch ............... Waterloo Road ...... .. 

1851 

Oct. 5, 1851 
Camden Town, 

King Street ...... W. Ward ........................................... .. 
1 ~ommercial Rd. E. 

Grosvenor Street. W. Chamberlayne ................................. . 

1851 

1851 
Fitzroy Sq., Hert-

ford Street ......... R. Blackstock ..................................... .. 
Gray'• Inn Road ... G. Horsley ........................................... .. 
Islington, Den.mark 

Terrace ............ W. Symonds ............ Shelford ................ .. 

1851 
1851 

May, 1851 
Lambeth, Regent 

Street ............... C. T. Keen ............... Cambridge ............. . 
Salters' Hall ......... J. Hobson ................ High Wycombe ..... .. 
Soho, Mea.rd's Court T. G. Bloomfield ...... C'helteuham ........... .. 

.April 4, 1852 
Oct. 5, 1851 
Feb, 1, 1852 
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COUNTY. PLACE, NAME, WHENC.1!;. DATE. 

LONDON, &c., ........ Southwark, New 
Park Street ....... W. Walters ............ Preeton .................. Aug. 24, 1851 

Southwark, Trinity 
Street ............... J. H. Blake ............. Lesenees Heath ....... Dec. 8, 1851 

Westminster, 
Princes Row .... J, P. Balfour............ . .............. ............... 1851 

MIDDLESEX ......... Hackney, West St· J. Sneath .............................................. Feb. 10, 1852 
Kansai Green •••.... E. Harris .............................................. Aug. 20, 1851 

NoRFOLK, ............ Carlton Rode ........ P. B. Woodgate ...... .............................. 1852 
Foulsham ............ G. Short.................. .............................. 1851 
Upwell ................ E Orifliths............... ......•....................... 1851 

NORTBAMPTONSH ... Braunston ............. T. Stanion ............... Uppingham ............. Aug. 3, 1851 
Earls Barton ......... H. Whitlock ............ Belton..................... 1851 
Woodford ............ J. Dononey ............. Llanglbby ................ Nov. 13, 1851 

NMTLNGHAMSHIAE Newark on Trent ... J. Cooper ............... Ross ...................... Nov. 30, 1851 
N ottingbam, Broad 

Street ............... W.R. Stevenson ...... Derby ..................... May 11, 1851 

SHRoPsllll\E ......... Pontesbury .......... J. Smith, Jun .......... Loughborough.......... 1852 

SOMERSET.SHIRE ... Bath, 5th eh ........• , W. Cromwell ......•... .............................. 1851 
Dunkerton .......... C. Spiller ................ Bristol ................... Nov. 11, 1851 
Taunton, Octagon ... J. H. May ............... Prescott .................. June 1851 

SUFFOLK ............... Cranfield ............. W. Wood ............................... :............. 1852 
Ipswich, St. Cle-

ments ............... G. Hall ................... Carlton .................. Aug. 3, 1852 
Mildenhall ............ W. C. Ellis ............. Burwell .•..•............. Oct_ 19, 1851 

SURRJi:Y ............... Clapham Rise ....... T. S. M. Jenner..................................... 1851 

SussElt ............... Balcom be ............. E. Arnold ............... Cockfield .............. . 
Hailsham •.....•...... J. Baker ............................................... . 

:;!s.~~~ .. ::::::::::::: I~~:::::::::::::::::: H~h~~ .. ::::::::::::::: Jan. 18, 

w AR WICKSHIRE .... Birmingham, Rene~ 

1851 
1851 
1852 
1851 

age Street .......... J. Taylor ................ Glasgow .................. June 1, 1851 

WILTSHIRE .......... Bradford, 2nd eh .... W. Newell ............... Ryde ..................... April 12, 1851 

WoRCESTERSHmE. Bromsgrove .......... A. Jones ................. , Merthyr Tydvil ......... Ang. 31 

Cradley ................ J. Sneath ............... Bromsgrove ........... . 

YORKSHIRE .......... Allerton ............... J. Taylor .................. Leicester ................ Jan. 4, 

i~l;J{~i:::t:: t. ~~{:£~::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Bingley ............... J. Dawson ............... Princes Risborough . Jan. 4, 

:rt!~~r'.~.::::::::: :: i~~~:;~i~::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Sheffield, Eyre St .... H. Ashbury ............ ···•·· .. ···-••--·--·····--··· 
Wainsgate ............ T. Vasey ................................................ Jan. 

1851 
1851 

1852 
1852 
1851 
1851 
1852 
1851 
1851 
1852 
1851 
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE ASSOCIATIONS. 

The numerical results of the association returns are annexed in the usual 
tabular form. 

The proceedings of the associations present the following noticeable topics. 
Slavery in the United States, and especially the Fugitive Slave law, very 

generally engaged the attention, and drew forth a warm expression of the feelings, 
of the assembled brethren. - Resolutions on this subject were passed by the 
Bristol, Berks and West Middlesex, General Baptist, Essex, East l{ent, 
Oxfordshire, Gloucestershire, Notts aud Derby, Midland, Lancashire and 
Cheshire, Northamptonshire, Southern, Western, Worcestershire, and Yorkshire 
Associations. As a sample of these resolutions the following is taken from the 
Minutes of the;General Baptist Association:- -

" That this Association desires to express its entire abhorrence of the wicked 
American fugitive slave law. They deem it a law which Christians should treat 
with utter contempt, as Daniel did that which forbade prayer to God, and his 
pious friends that which required them to worship Nebuchadnezzar's golden idol. 
America.us have been accustomed to represent the atrocious system of slavery as 
one over which their general government had no control, but which concerned 
only the states that patronized it. The fallacy of this statement has. been. made 
fully apparent by the adoption of this most tyrannical and cruel law. By it, so 
far as the law can go, the Congress has rendered every inch of the United States 
a land of tyrants and slaves. No name is now so appropriate to those states as 
Slaveland. While the Association express their abhorrence of this most wicked 
law, they desire also to express their sympathy with those American Christians 
who refuse submission to it, and would animate them to persevere in this 
righteous opposition, and in their efforts to rescue their country from the infamy 
of a law that renders American liberty a bye-word." 

The recent effort of Papal aggression was noticed by the Lancashire and 
Cheshire, Essex, l{ent and Sussex, Bristol, and General Baptist Associations. 
The resolution passed by the Bristol Association was as follows :-

" That this Association, regarding Popery as a system full of hostility to the 
principles of civil and religious liberty, and of peril to the souls of men, feels deep 
concern at the attempts which are being made in this country to extend its 
doctrines, and exalt its power. 

•< That it records its conviction that the efforts and progress which Popery is 
now making demand the most vigorous and sustained exertions of all the friends 
of evangelical truth to resist and overcome them ; and believing that the battle 
of truth must be fought at all times with spiritual weapons, calls upon the 
churches, and their members individually, to meet the emergency, as far as lies in 
their power, by increasing activity, constancy, prayerfulneis, and courage, in the 
defence and propagation of true religion in their own districts, without faint
heartedness or fear of the issue.'' 

A Petition to parliament for the abolition of Church rates was adopted by the 
Bristol Association, and resolutions against them by the Y ork,hire and General 
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Baptist Associations. The Yorkshire and East Kent Association passe<l reso
lutions condemnatory of the Union between church an<l state . 

. 'fho Yo1kshire Association adopted the following resolution on the subject of 
National Education :-

" That the extensive discussion of the subject of education at the present time 
renders it imperative on this meeting of associated Baptist ministers and churches 
to announce their conviction, that the education of the people is not a proper 
subject for legislative interference, that it is the essential duty and privilege of 
parents to provide for the education of their own offspring, and that in case of 
their neglecting this paramount duty, it should be the care of Christian phi
lanthropy to supply the destitution." 

A resolution condemnatory of the Parliamentary grant, commonly ealled the 
Regium Donum, was adopted by the Yorkshire, the Berks and West Middlesex, 
and the General Baptist Associations. 

The Gloucestershire Association passed a resolution expressive of its satis
faction with the Titles of Religious Congregations Act, and of its thanks to S. M. 
Peto, Esq., M.P ., for his efforts in obtaining it; and the Bristol Association 
recorded its desire that an extension of the Act might be obtained to Dissenting 
school-rooms and burial grounds. 

The Yorkshire Association passed a resolution declaring its wish that inter
national arbitration might supersede the sword ; and the Western Association one 
expressing its sympathy with the Peace Congress. 

The Southern Association recorded its approbation of an enactment legaEzing 
marriage with a deceased wife's sister ; and the Northern one in favour of substi
tuting an affirmation for an oath, and another in favour of the reduction of 
national armaments. · 

The Westorn Association has been divided into two-the Western an<l the 
Devon. 

MEMORIALS OF BAPTIST MINISTERS DECEASED. 

1. The Rev. JoHN ALLISON was born in the neighbourhood of Skipton in 
Craven, Yorkshire. The death of his father occurring while he was very young, he 
was sent to work as soon as he was able, and he had not the opportunity of attend
ing any day school; determine<l, however, to acquire some knowledge, he saved 
part of the money which was given him to buy his dinners, and thus purchased 
his first spelling book. He was brought to the knowledge of the truth under the 
ministry of Mr. Shuttleworth, of Cowling Hill, in the same county, by whom he was 
baptized and received into the church. To this place he ha<l to walk fourteen 
miles every sabbath day. After preaching occasionally in the neighbourhood. he 
entered the academy at Bradford, then under the care of Dr. Steadman, he being 
at the time a married man with three children, and struggling consequently with 
many difficulties of a temporal kind, On leaving the academy three invitations 
awaited him.; but he accepted that of the church at Idle, near Bra<lfurd, where he 
continued about nine years, Aftenvards he removed to Ogden, where he laboured 
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for fifteen years ; and from Ogden he went to Chapelfold, near Dmvsbury, where 
he spent the last ten years of his life. His labours were abundant, For many 
years he not only preached three times on the Lord's day, and once or twice iu the 
week, but conducted a day school for the support of his numerous family. His 
death took place January 17th, 1852, in the 64th year of his age. 

2. The Rev. HENRY BETTS was born in 1796, at a village neat· Mildenhall, in 
Suffolk, whence, when four years old, he went with his parents to Norwich. Up 
to his thirty-third year he had no serious convictions of sin. Returning home one 
evening, he was suddenly arrested by a deep and alarming sense of his guilt before 
God, and after protracted distress he found peace in Christ, chiefly through reading 
the works of the Rev. John Newton. Dissatisfied with the ministry he found 
in the established churches of Norwich, Mr. Betts settled down at a Baptist chapel 
called Rehoboth, where the preaching of the Rev. G. Lemaire was much blessed 
to him. He was here baptized and added to the church. Appearing to ~ave talents 
for the ministry, he commenced the labours of an evangelist in one of the vilest 
neighbourhoods of the city, St. James's. Twice his preaching room was enlarged, 
and he ult.imately became pastor of a church there, consisting of forty-six members. 
In 1832 he was invited to Yarmouth, and with the church over which be settled 
there he laboured till his death. His departure was sudden. On Friday, April 
25th, 1851, with scarcely any warning, he fell asleep. 

3. The Rev. J. CHANDLER was pastor of the Baptist church at Wedmore, 
Somerset, nearly forty years, having been settled over them in 1814. He was 
instrumental in' introducing the gospel to several places around, for many years 
preaching nearly every evening. He died on the llth of Ftibruary, 1851. 

4. The Rev. BENJAMIN CoxHEAD was born June 9, 1772. He received his 
education from the Rev. Mr. Mason, an evangelical clergyman. He was baptized 
by Dr. Rippon at Carter Lane, London, May 27, 1794 (on which occasion the 
Rev. Andrew Fuller preached), and he joined the church in that place. He was 
by that church called to the ministry, and he entered the Academy at Bristol, 
March 29, 1797. He was ordained at Wild Street, October 30, 1800, and 
remained there till 1807, when he removed to Truro, where, with a brief 
exception, he staid till 1820. Having resigned his office iu consequence of ill 
health, he did not preach statedly again till April, 1824, when he accepted the 
pastorate of the church at Winchester; but this also, through continued illness, he 
resigned in 1831. He resided in the city five years longer, but in 1836 he retired 
to Newbury, where after a short time he was enabled to preach frequently. His 
health continued to decline until the 12th of November, 1851, when he fell asleep 
in Jesus, in the eightieth year of his age. 

5. The Rev. THOMAS CRAMP was born at St. Peter's, in the Isle of Thanet, 
in the year 1769. At the age of eighteen he was brought to the knowledge of the 
truth under the ministry of the Rev. Jonathan Purchis, of Margate, who was at 
that time pastor of a small Baptist church at Shallows, near St, Peter's. Soon 
afterwards Mr. Cramp'.was baptized at Shallows, and received into the church 
meeting there. At the same time he commenced the work of the ministry, and 
preached acceptably at Shallows and elsewhere. In the year 1799, the church at 
Shallows divided itself into two, Mr. Purchis continuing pastor of that meeting at 
Margate, and Mr. Cramp taking the oversight of that meeting at St, Peter's. This 
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pnstornte he sustained for more than half a century. From the time he joined the 
little church at Shallows to the month in which he died, which embraced a period 
of siicty-four yenrs, he was never once absent from the celebration of .the Lord's 
supper. In the beginning of November last he began rapidly to decline, and on 
the 17th of that month he finished his course, in the eighty-second year of his age. 

6. The Rev. THOMAS EASON was born in the month of April, 1782. He 
was baptized and became a member of the church in Mitchell Street, St. Luke's, 
London, then under the pastorate of the Rev •. Thomas Powell, on the 25th of 
June, I 804, being twenty-two yenrs of age. With this church he continued a 
member ten years. In the year 1814, himself with eighteen others withdrew, and 
forming themselves into a distinct church, erected the present chapel in Spencer 
Place, Goswell Street, London, which has for many years been under t be pastoral 
care of the Rev. John Peacock. Mr. Eason being called to the work of the 
ministry, he became one of the very early preachers at Rye Lane, Peckham. He 
ultimately removed to Homerton Row, where through his instrumentality a church 
was formed, and a chapel built and paid for. He was the pastor of that church for 
upwards of eighteen years, when he removed to Cbatteris, near Ely. Here he did 
not long continue, but became pastor of the small Baptist church in Ely, where he 
maintained an up-hill struggle for about nine years. He returned to London in 
October, 1846; but finding his bodily strength insufficient, he declined accepting 
any settled pastoral engagement, and held himself at liberty to supply destitute 
churches, and to aid ministers in the vicinity of London. He died February 27th, 
1851, aged sixty-nine years. 

7. The Rev. JoHN FRY was bom in the year 1788. At the age of eighteen he 
was baptized by Mr. Thomas, of Prescot, and became a member of the church under 
his care. In March, 1807, Mr. Fry was called to the ministry of the gospel, and 
preached his first sermon before the church from Isaiah xxvili. 16. After spending 
two years at Bristol Academy, he settled at Coleford, Gloucestershire, where he 
commenced his laboms in February, 1812 ; and was ordained on the 13th of 
April, 1814. He sustained the pastoral office there for twenty-five years. At the 
end of that period he was bereaved of a beloved wife. This affliction was attended 
by other exciting circumstances under which his mind gave way, and his connexion 
with the church at Coleford was dissolved. Health having been in good measure 
restored, in the autum of 1841 l\1r. Fry undertook the pastorate of the Baptist 
church at Hatch, near Taunton. In this sphere he was permitted to labour for 
more than two years; but in May, 1845, painful indications of returning illness 
appeared, and, although in a few months reason was mercifully restored, it was 
deemed advisable that Mr. Fry ·should retire permanently from ministerial labour. 
The remainder of his days was accordingly spent in retirement at Shaldon and 
Totnes, at which latter place he died, after a short illness, on Friday, April 25th, 
1851, aged 63 years. 

8. The Rev. PETER GnAVES was horn in the year 1795. Having for some time 
laboured as an itinerant minister, he was invited to become the pastor of a small 
baptist church at Banstead, in Surrey, where his ministry was greatly blessed. He 
was emphatically a laboure1· in the Lord's vineyard; often leaving hi~ home in 
London at five on the Sunday morning, walking several miles of the distance he 
had to go, preaching four times, and not reaching home again until midnight. He 
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was poor in this world, but '' rich towards God." He died April 29, 1851, aged 
fifty-six years. 

9. The Rev. John HUTCHINS was a native of Basingstoke, Hampshire, of tho 
Independent church in which town his parents were members. Having been 
apprenticed to a grocer, he subsequently removed to Bedford, Shortly after 
his removal to this place he manifested religious decision, and became a member 
of the church at the Old Meeting, then under the care of the Rev. S, Hillyard, 
He was subsequently baptized in that place by Mr. Middleditch, of Biggleswade, 
and he became a devoted and successful Sunday school teacher. While he was 
thus employed, the flame of missionary zeal was kindled in his bosom ; and after 
twelve months' preparatory study under the Rev. W. Hawkins, of Derby, he was 
received into Stepney College, under the presidency of Dr. Murch. Having been 
accepted by the Committee of the Baptist Missionary Society in 1833, he was 
appointed to labour as a missionary in Jamaica, and his designation took place in 
the Old Meeting House, Bedford, Feb. 6th, 1834. The next day he was ma1Tied, 
and on the following Tuesday he sailed for Jamaica, where he arrived April 1st, 
1834. It was arranged that he should occupy the station at Savanna-la-Mar, 
where, and at the neighbouring station of Fuller's Field, he coutinued to labour 
until his death. He was attacked by cholera early in the morning of June 25th, 
1851, and the same evening he died. 

10. The Rev. CHARLES LACEY was born at Staton, near Loughborough, of 
respectable parent.•, and was in his youth accustomed to attend the ministry of the 
Rev. T. Ste,·enson in that town. When quite young he learned the way of life, 
and took on him a Christian profession by baptism. He soon began to preach in 
the villages round about Loughborough ; and, being found to breathe a missionary 
spirit, he was encouraged to offer himself to the General Baptist Missionary So
ciety. After spending some time with Mr. Stevenson in preparatory studies, he 
was set apart for missionary labour at Loughborough, in May, 1823. In June he 
sailed for Orissa, and he arrived at his destination about the end of the year. 
Mr. Lacey displayed great facility in acquiring the language ofOrissa, and was 
honoured to baptize the first Oreah convert. In the beginning of 1835 ill health 
compelled his return to his own land. For about two years he presided over the 
General Baptist church at Leake and Wimeswold; but in 1837 he returned to his 
labours in Orissa, and he pursued his toil with unwearied ardour, until he was laid 
aside to sicken and to dill. He entered into rest on the 8th of January, 1852. 

11. The Rev. JOHN LANGFORD was born at Haddenham,in Cambridgeshire, in the 
year 1767. He was educated in the free grammar school of that village, and his 
progress was so considerable that the clergyman engaged his services as assistant in 
the school, though he was a dissenter and the son of dissenting parents. On his 
marriage, however, Mr. Langford removed to the village of Wilburton, where the 
remainder of his life was spent, and opened a boarcl.ing-school on his own account. 
He attended the ministry of the eccentric but pious Berridge, who at that time 
preached in barns and cottages; and also that of Mr. Coxe Fairey, who was 
laboriously building up the nonconformist church he had founded at Blun
tisham. When about thirty years of age he was baptized by Mr. Tawell, of Swavesey, 
and received by Mr. Fairey into the church under his care. It was not long before 
he felt it lo be his duty to do so~ething towards enlightening the inhabitants of 
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Wilburton, to whom the gospel was nlmost unknown. At first he only opened hi~ 
house for prayer-meetings, but in a short time he Tentured to add an exposition of 
scripture to the service. He next proceeded to hire a cottage, and fit it up for 
regular service on the Lord's day. It was soon found necessary to enlarge the 
place, and in 1806 a church was formed, and Mr. Langford's position as pastor 
formally recognized. For more than forty years did he here preserve the even 
tenor of his way. In 1845 it was again found necessary to enlarge the borders of 
the sanctuary, and a new chapel was erected in 1847. Mr. Langf'ord's advancing 
age made it desirable that a co-pastor should be provided; and the present pastor, 
the Rev. S. Dring, accepted the post. From this period Mr. Langford's strength 
rapidly declined, and at length, in February, 1850, he entered into rest, at the 
advanced age of eighty-two. 

12. The Rev. JAMES LISTER was born in Glasgow, in 1779. He entered the 
University there, and studied with a view to enter the ministry of the church of 
Scotland, He became pastor of the Baptist church in School Lane, Liverpool, a 
separation from the church at Byrom Street, in 1803. Soon afterwards the church 
removed to Lime Street, and in 1843 to Myrtle Street. In February, 1847, he 
resigned the pastorate in consequence of ill health, but he afterwards preached for 
the church in Pleasant Street, from about May, 1849, to May, 1851, when he was 
entirely laid aside; and he died, November 23, 1851. He outlived every member 
of the church who had invited him to Liverpool. He was an indefatigable student, 
and a good Hebrew scholar. 

13. The Rev. JEFFERY MoonY was born in the village ofLaverton, near Frome, 
March 21, 1790. His parents were pious, and members of the baptist church at 
Hilperton, but were of the humbler class of country people; he had, consequently, 
none of the advantages of education, but as soon as he was able he was employed 
on the farm. Constantly taken by bis parents to chapel, among bis earliest religious 
emotions were those which he felt on seeing from the gallery their participation 
of the Lord's supper, while he was "only a spectator.'' When Mr. Moody was 
eleven years of ,age he went to reside with an uncle at North Bradley, and while 
living here he received his first permanent convictions, under Mr. Hinton, of Beck
ington. The fervour of the good old man's prayers for sinners deeply affected him. 
At the age of fifteen he went to reside in Frome, where be was baptized and united 
to the church in Badcox Lane, then under the pastoral care of Mr. Saunders. 
After some time a door was opened for him to preach the gospel in the same town, 
and a chapel was built for him, which was opened June 16, 1817. In the follow
ing year he was ordained pastor over the people; the cause prospered, and in 1836 
the chapel was enlarged. In April, 1844, Mr. Moody took his leave of Frome 
where he had laboured for twenty-five years, and entered upon the duties of the 
pastoral office in the metropolis. The baptist church at East Street, Wal worth, 
was at this time in a very low state, but by the blessing of God, under Mr. Moody's 
ministry, things soon began to wear a more cheerful aspect, His health declined 
for several weeks before his death, but the immediate cause uf his death was the 
pressure of his foot by his boot on Christmas-day, from which inflammation and 
mortification ensued. On January 22, 1852, he departed this life, having preached 
the word at Walworth between seven and eight years. He died in the sixty-second 
year of his age. 
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14. The Rev. JosEPH PRICE was born at Uirmingham, December 2, 178,5, He 
was favoured with pious parents, and was often deeply affected by the preaching of 
the Rev. Samuel Pearce, under whose ministry they sat, Doth Mr. Pearce and 
his father being dead, he indulged freely the depravity of his youthful heart; and 
he was pursuing a course of gaiety when, in one of his sabbath evening rnmblcs 
he heard a stranger mention his name, and notice his impiety as matter of surprise. 
This struck l1im so deeply that he again became a regular attendant at Cannon 
Street; and not many sabbaths afterwards he heard a supplying minister preach 
there from Deut. xxxii. 11, 12: "As an eagle stirreth up her nest," &c. This 
sermon made a lasting impression upon him; and under the subsequent influence 
of one preached by the Rev. T. Morgan, from Phil. iii. 3, "We arc the circum
cision," &c., he became decided for God. He was now about eighteen years of 
age, and shortly afterwards he was baptized, and added to the church at Cannon 
Street. His attention being directed to the Sundav-school as a means of useful
ness, he became a teacher, and gave addresses ~ the children on Lord's day 
evenings. On this followed, by the advice of Christian friends, but not without 
much conflict, some exercises in village preaching, and at length he was encouraged 
to devote himself wholly to the work of the Ministry. He passed through the 
usual course of study at Bristol College, and at the close of it he received an invi
tation to settle over the then destitute church at Alcester, Warwickshire, where he 
entered on his pastoral duties in the year 1813. After nearly thirty years of 
faithful and not unsuccessful toil, Mr. Price removed in 1842 to Middleton Cheney, 
in Northamptonshire, where he laboured till his death. He was called home after 
a few hours' illness, on the 18th of December, 1851. 

15. The Rev. CHARLES SHARP was born at Salisbury in the year 1775, and he 
was subsequently apprenticed to a draper in that city. After having been a petty 
persecutor, he became a regular attendant on the Rev. P. Saffery. Removing to 
London in 1795, to take a situation in business, he sat under the ministry of the 
Rev. Abraham Booth, by whose appeals he was deeply impressed. Under die. 
tress of mind he relinquished his situation, and returned to Salisbury ; here his 
mental anguish was eased by faith in Christ, and after two months he returned to 
London, being again received by his former employers. In March, 1796, he ,vas 
baptized at Devonshire Square chapel, and received into the church under the care 
of Mr. Booth, at Little Prescot Street. After some time, Mr. Sharp took up his 
residence at Chelsea, and attended the ministry of the Rev. Joseph Hughes. 
He subsequently went to Ashford, in Kent, where he carried on his business, 
Here he began his work as a preacher of the gospel by visiting the village of 
Bethersden, where a chw-ch was formed in 1807, of which he became the pastor, 
A chapel was also built, and a Sunday-school commenced. In the year 1809 he 
became pastor of the church at Helston, in Cornwall, where he laboured till 
1814, when he removed to Bradninch, in Devon. He was the first pastor of the 
Baptist church in this place, and he remained there· until he exchanged mortality 
for life, October 15, 1851, in the seventy-seventh year of his age. 

16. The Rev. J. TESTER was born at Letherhead, Surrey, in 1787, The early 
part of his life was spent in the royal navy, where he saw some hard service, and 
had a very narrow escape from death. While engaged under Admiral Lord Duck
worth, in hostilities with the Turks, near Constantinople, he was, on board his own 
man-of-war, watching with a telescope the fire of the enemy's batteries, when he 
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observed nn immense bomb, which in fact struck his ship just where he was stand
ing, and by its explosion destroyed no less than fifty persons. Some time after this 
he retired from the navy with a pension of £70 per annum, and resided in 
London, where he went to church, first at St. Dunstan"s in the West, and after
wards at Spitalfields chapel. It is not known under whose ministry he was brought 
to a knowledge of the truth, but it appears that he preached the gospel at various 
places round London, being in particular a strenuous advocate of infant baptism. 
Upon this subject, however, he subsequently adopted more scriptiual views, and 
he was, with his wife, baptized by the Rev. J. H. Evans, of John Street, with the 
church under whose care he united himself. Removing to Southwark, he joined 
the church at Maze Pond, under the pastorate of the Rev. J. Aldis, itinerating as 
before among country congregations. When the Rev. William Bailey was laid 
aside from the ministry of the word at Datchet, Mr. Tester, with others, was in
vited to supply the pulpit, and after a short probation he was chosen pastor of the 
church. There he laboured with acceptance_and usefulness for seven years. His 
children having emigrated to Australia, he felt an earnest desire to spend the 
evening of his days with them, and with this view he resigned his pastorate early 
in "the year 1851, and sailed for Australia in May following. While at sea, and 
within a fortnight's sail of port, he was seized with illness, and in a very reduced 
state he was landed at Adelaide, where he lingered for a week at an inn, and then 
expired, without seeing any member of his family, except his son-in-law. 

17. The Rev. H. WILLIAMS was settled over the English church at Brecon in 
the year 1836, and he became pastor of the church at White's Row, Portsea, in 
August, 1844. In the year 1850, the church removed to Southsea, entering on 
the use of a new chapel which had been erected for them in St. Paul's Square. 
The chapel was opened on the 12th of June. Short and few were his labours 
here. He died July 13th, 1851, in the forty-seventh year of his age. 

18. The Rev. THOMAS WisE, pastor of the Baptist church at East Church, Kent, 
died December 17th, 1851. He had for about thirty years preached the gospel in 
the surrounding villages ; and for nine years he was pastor of the above church. 
He suffered much, but his end was peace. 

19. The Rev. DANIEL WRIGHT was born at Nailsworth, ;in Gloucestershire, 
August 19, 1790. His pa.rents, though "rich in faith," were poor in this world; 
and owing to this his early days passed without affording him more thau the barest 
educational advantages. He followed the course of this world till he was nearly 
twenty-five years of age, when, by the instrumentality of a pious brother's prayers 
offered in a cottage meeting which he had been induced to attend, he was led to 
think on his ways, and turn his feet uuto the divine testimonies. From that period 
he attended the ministry of the Rev. J. Jones, of Newtown, by whom he was 
baptized, nnd united to the church under his care. He was soon encouraged to 
preach, and the first scene of his settled labours was Madley, Herefordshire, where 
he received the patronage and support of Mr. T. Boyce. Here Mr. Wright con
tinued for four years, and from thence he removed to Blockley, ',Vorcestershire, 
where he laboured upwards of fourteen years. His steps were then directed to 
Cosely, Staffordshire, the scene of his after life and death, where for seventeen 
years and a half he laboured with much energy and success. December ,!O, 1851, 
he was struck with paralysis, and he died after a few days' illness in the sixty-second 
year of his nge. 
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INCOME AND EXPENDITURE 
OF THE 

PRINCIPAL PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS CONNECTED WITH THE BAPTIST 
DENOMINATION IN ENGLAND DURING THE PAST YEAR. 

MISSIONS. 

SOCIETIES. FORMED. INCOME. EXPENDITURE. 

Baptist Mission ....••.........••.... 1792 19116 11 9 18088 6 1 
Baptist Home Mission •••...•..... 1797 3865 7 3 4269 7 7 
Baptist Irish Society ....•.. , •..•.•. 1814 3454 10 2 2075 16 8 
General Baptist Mission ......... 1816 2016 16 4 1577 2 3 
Bible Translation Society ..••••... 1840 1854 4 lJ 1823 13 4 

COLLEGES. 

PLACES. 
NO. OF 

I 
FOUNDED. STUDHNTS. rNCOME0 EXPENDITURE. 

~~--

Bristol ••....•.....•...••.... 1770 23 1083 16 4 1126 2 I 
Haverfordwest .........•... 1841 11 305 13 1 300 13 2 
Horton .........•............ 1804 23 1)03 14 6 936 17 5 
Leicester ....•................ 1798 10 501 2 1 511 15 6 
Pontypool .................. 1807 12 840 6 6 629 8 3 
Stepney .•........••......... 1810 20 1867 18 7 1610 15 11 

l\'IISCELLANEOUS. 

SOCIETIES. I FOUNDED. I OBJECTS. INCOME, EXPENDITURE, 

Particular Baptist 
Fw1d ........ 1717 Education of Minis- 2533 6 6 2553 10 6 

ters, Assistance of 
Poor Churches, &c. 

Baptist Magazine 1809 Relief of Ministers' ................. 75 0 0 
Widows 

Bath Society .. 1816 Support of Superan- 471 
n uated Ministers. 

14 9 304 l3 9 

New Selection ... 1829 Relief of Widows and ·················· 245 0 0 
Orphans of Minis-
tersand Missionaries 
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FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE. 

ASIA. 

The Bengal Baptist Association held its Tenth Annual Meeting at Dhan Doba, 
in the district of Barisal, on the 13th of January, 1852, and following days. The 
meeting was of a novel character, as held for the first time in a country district, 
and the exercises, which are stated to have been highly interesting, were made 
instructive rather than deliberative. Circular Letter,-'' A few words of warning 
against being ashamed of the gospel of Christ." The state of the churches for the 
year is exhibited in the following 

STATISTICS. 

Churches. 

1--------------1----- - -1- --:--J----l-- -
Balasore •••••••.....••••.•••••.•••...••. ... 2 l .. . ... ... .•. 3 .•• 15 
Barisal ................................. II 6 7 l ... 7 27 ... 11 181 
Berhampore ........................ , •. 4 ... 5 3 8 ... 2 ... 4 41 
Birbhum .................... .......... l ... 2 l . . . .. . . .. 2 .•. 37 7 
Calcutta. 

CircularRoad ..................... 3 2 ... 2 ... 5 .. ... 2 97 
Colingha .. .• • • • • ••• • . . . • •• .• •• • .. .. 2 2 2 .. . .. . 1 3 2 .. . 50 
Dum Dum ........................... 2 ••.... 2 2 ... 2 .,_ 4 20 8 
Haurah . . .•••. ..•• .. . ...••.••• .•.••. l ••• . . . . . . ... . . . 1 .. . . . 23 6 
In tally . . . . • . • • • . . . . . . • • . . . . . • . • •• . . . 2 . . . l 2 . • . .. . 3 . .. 2 40 
Khari... ••. • . • .. . .. . . . . . . . • . .. . . . .. . • . . .. .. . .. . .. . . .. . . . 4 .. . 4 45 
Lakbyantipore .................... 5 ·-· 3 2 ...... 4 2 ... 63 
Lal Bazar ........................... .•• 3 ... 8 l 2 2 ... 10 133 
Malaya pore .•• .. ...... ... .. ... .... 3 .. . .. . ... . . . . . . 5 . • . . .. 5 
N arsigdarchoke • • . . . • . . . . .. .. . . .. .. . .. . l 3 . •. . • . 2 . . . 4 .50 2 

Chittagong .•...•..••• , ................. 17 ... ... ... ... .•. 3 14 ... 59 
Choga •. .•.... .. .. .. .. . ... .. •• .. ........ 1 .. . _I 2 . . . 1 2 . .. 3 66 
Cuttack • . . • • • . . . • • • . . . . . .. . • . . . • . . . . • • . 9 l 3 1 . . . .. . 4 8 .. . 133 
Cutwa • • • . . . • • . .. .. • . . . . • • . . . . • • . • . . .. . . . . . • . . . . . .. .. . . . . 6 . . . 6 24 
Dacca .................................. ., 15 .. . .. . . . ... .. . 2 14 .. . 33 
Dinajpore ................................................ 2 ... 2 18 
Jellasore ........................... -. l ... ... ... I ... 13 
Serampore ............................. 2 ... 4 1 I .... I 3 ... 122 17 

2 5 
10 

3 2 
4 3 

l 
l 
l 3 

I 
3 
2 
1 
5 1 
5 5 
l I 
6 2 

I 
4 1 
1 2i 
2 1 
4 6 

79l630!2813167548521268 41 5734 

Clear Decrease, 4. 

E 
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AUSTRALIA. 

A letter has been received by the Secretaries from the Rev, J. Ham, of Sydney, 
dated Nov. 2i, 1851, from which the following passage is extracted:-

" In this church we are happy-united, peaceful, and prosperous; never more so 
since I have been in Sydney. I have several anxious inquirers and diligent seekers 
after salvation, I shall in a few days have been labouring four years in Sydney, 
and I feel assured there never was a time during that period in which there has 
been so much deep impression on the minds of many in the congregation as at the 
present moment, while the number of attendants appears to be gradually increasing, 
although many of our friends are gone to our newly discovered gold nelds. Our 
statistics for this year are as follows :-

INCREASE, 

Baptized . 
Received by letter 

Total. 

17 
7 

24 

DECREASE, 

Dead • 
Withdrawn • 

Total 

Clear increase in the year, 22." 

I. 
1 

2 

At Paramatta a new chapel was opened on the 1st of January, 1851, and on the 
9th of April a church was formed, consisting of twelve members dismissed from 
Sydney for this purpose. Over this infant church the Rev. W. H. Carey was or
dained on the 16th of the same month; and five members had been subsequently 
added-four by baptism, l!.nd one by letter. · · · · 

I have great pleasure," says Mr. Ham, "in stating that we were much grati
fied with the visit of the Rev. D. Dolamore, on his wayto·Nelson, in New Zealand, 
He cheerfully agreed to unite in a projected Baptis_t Associat_ion with the Colonies 
of New South Wales and Victoria. He has promptly sent me his first letter, from 
which I copy the following statistical statement-

, Baptist Church, Richmond, Nelson, New Zealand:-

Number of members 
Baptized during the year 

Total • 

Number of scholars in the sabbath-school, 40.' 

36 
35 

71 

He adds, there are twelve or fifteen more baptists in the neighbourhood.'' 

... 
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EUROPE. 

TO THE SECRETARIES OF •THE BAPTIST UNION. 

Hamburg, April 3, 1852. 
MY DEAR BRETIIREN,- It affords me much pleasure to transmit to you the 

enclosed statistics of the United Churches of Immersed Believers, in Germany, 
Denmark, and Sweden. These appear for the first time in print since the rise of 
these churches, and no pains have been spared to make them as complete as 
possible. 

You will see from the statistics that the number of members at the closeofl85I, 
in all our churches, was 387 4, and that our clear increase during the past year 
amounted to 379. 

Our Brethren in Great Britain will rejoice with us in these tokens of the divine 
favour, and unite with their brethren in these lands in ascribing all the glory of the 
progress of our work to Him by whose sovereign and gracious constraining power 
sinners have been converted to Christ. We need such tokens of God's favour more 
especially at the present crisis, inasmuch as the persecutions against us are 
renewed in almost every quarter ; Hamburg, Bremen, Lubeck, and the Grand 
Duchy of Oldenburg, making an honourable exception. In Prussia five of our 
ministers and missionaries have recently been sentenced to pay fines for unauthor
ized official acts, and in default of payment they will be subjected to imprisonment. 
In Mecklenburg, Brother Wegner, at Ludwigslust, is at present suffering the 
severest imprisonment, being fed every alternate day on black bread and water. 
In Hesse Cassel all our meetings have been closed, and in Holstein a brother has 
been distrained for refusing to have his child sprinkled. These are, however, I 
fear, only the beginning of our sufferings, unless the Lord moves the hearts of our 
British and American brethren to remonstrate with the Governments on our behalf; 
and I am sure, our circumstances only need to be made known, in order to call 
forth the well-known sympathies of the Christians in these more favoured countries. 

We are, however, not discouraged at these things, nor do they come unex
pected ; and as for the Master we serve and the cause in which we are embarked 
it is well worth suffering a little for. 

We continue to scatter the good seed in every way possible, and though our 
liberty is much infringed on by one prohibition and another, we can still tell 
the untold tale to millions of our perishing fellow sinners annually. Our tract 
circulation in 1851 amounted to 500,000; and of holy scriptures, in whole and in 
parts, we disposed of 71,034 copies, 

At present we have seven brethren under instruction, of whom we hope the 
best. May the Lord of the h!trvest endow them with hls Spirit, and send them 
forth into the harvest fields in due time. 

Brethren, pray for us, that we may be stedfast and unmovable, always 
abounding in the work of the Lord, for in due time we shall reap if we faint not, 

I am, dear b1·ethren, yours in the best of bonds, 

J. G. ONCKEN. 

E 2 
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STATISTICS OF THE UNITED BAPTIST CHURCHES IN GERMANY, 
. SWEDEN, AND DENMARK. 

INCREASE. DECREASE. 

i ~ 
,; .,; " 1 

~ 
0 :l I ~ 1 ..: il '5 ~ ~ 1 ~ i .2l "' . 'il .s :.- ~ -;i "C .0 .,; .. $ .i $ ll i .g .s .0 s:, ~ ~ @ "C ... ,.._13 § 

., ... ... ... ... 0 ... ... ... e'!: A ~ ~ ~ E-< ~ ~ ~ ~ E-< 0 0 ;:;i "' "' -- ------ --- -- - ---- '--,_ -- -- - -
Ae.lborg ......... 1840 89 3 2 94 2 ... ... 76 78 16 ... 287 ... 18 
Berlin ............ l S37 36 24 21 SI 1 18 ... 31 50 31 . .. 341 70 10 17 
Bitterfeld ...... 1S40 4 1 I 6 . .. 1 2 8 11 5 45 26 3 5 
Bremen ......... 1845 17 12 1 30 2 14 ... 7 23 7 . .. 125 82 8 13 
Breslau .......... 1846 7 2 ... 9 1 2 . .. ... 3 6 . .. 33 5 1 1 
Bruchsal. ........ 1S50 2 ... 1 3 ... ... ... ... 3 . .. 6 . .. . .. 1 
Cas~el ............ 1S47 8 3 ... 11 ... 12 . .. 2 14 .. . 3 47 34 4 3 
Copenhagen ... 185] ... ... ... ... ... . .. ... ... .. . . .. 52 
Duklingen ...... 1847 3 ... 3 1 . .. ... 1 2 ... 14 20 1 
Eimbeck ......... 1843 19 3 b 27 1 4 ... 10 15 12 ... 77 18 3 6 
Elbing ............ 1844 20 1 1 22 ... 4 . .. 3 7 15 . .. 88 22 3 6 
Prohnbausen ... 1845 2 1 ... 3 1 12 . .. ... 13 . .. 10 25 14 1 3 
Halsbeck ....... 1849 8 1 ... 9 1 1 ... 2 4 15 ... 72 25 4 7 
Hamburg ....... 183{ 81 2 5 88 9 42 9 22 82 6 ... 535 180 26 30 
Hersfeld 1846 6 2 ... 8 ... 5 ... 1 6 2 . .. 75 51 8 10 
Heilbrorn , ..... 1848 16 6 ... 22 1 2 ... ... 3 19 .. . 34 15 2 3 
lever ............. 1840 28 7 l 36 ... 3 ... 3 6 30 ... 104 60 5 13 
Jhren ............ 1846 9 1 4 14 2 6 ... 11 19 5 ... 110 20 4 9 
Langeland .....• 1840 7 2 ... 9 1 3 ... ... 4 5 ... 42 "s ... 7 
Liegnitz ......... 1849 1 ... ... l l .. . 2 2 5 4 ... 15 1 3 
Memel 1843 64 17 1 82 2 18 ... 9 29 53 ... 234 90 15 7 
Offenbach ....... 1851 ... 33 ... 33 ... l . .. ... 1 32 .. . 32 10 1 6 
Oldenbnrg ...... 1837 2 2 1 5 6 ... 6 12 7 ... 29 31 3 4 
Othfreesen ...... 1840 13 3 1 17 2 5 ... 10 17 ... ... 97 36 6 8 
Pinneberg ...... 1849 1 4 ... 5 ... 11 . .. 4 15 ... 10 36 34 5 2 
Rok5-arten ...... 1849 ... 3 ... 3 ... 3 . .. ... 3 .. . ... 7 
Ru.mmelsburg . 1841 ... ... ... ... ... .. . ... .. . ... ... ... 211 ... .. . 10 
Seeland, West. 1842 27 ... 1 28 2 2 1 5 10 18 ... 191 25 1 2 
Spangenberg ... 1847 6 ... ... 6 2 5 ... 2 9 ... 3 87 53 6 7 
Stettin 1846 28 6 4 38 ... 8 . .. 16 24 14 ... 205 71 11 7 
Stolzenberg .... 1849 102 4 ... 106 2 ... l 5 8 98 ... 271 85 8 14 
Sweden .......... ... ... . .. ... ... ... .. . .. . ... ... 68 ... .. . 9 
Templin ......... 1845 11 ... 3 14 ... 4 . .. 7 11 3 ... 61 25 2 10 
Toggenburg .... 1847 4 ... ... 4 ... ... ... 1 1 3 ... 24 ... . .. 3 
V oigtsdorf ...... 1848 8 ... ... 8 ... 9 .. . 2 11 3 ... 37 8 1 1 
Wittingen ...... 1849 9 1 ... JO ... ... . .. 2 2 8 ... 34 ... ... 11 
Wolgart ......... 1848 18 ... 3 21 1 ... ... 2 3 18 ... 57 ... ... 5 
Zockerick ...... 1845 ... ... 1 1 ... 1 . .. 1 2 ... 1 18 30 1 1 
Zurich ••••••.••. 1849 18 4 ... 22 1 ... ... 7 8 14 ... 58 17 2 4 - ---- -- - -------- ---- -- - -- -

Total 39. 674 148 57 879 35 203 15 257 510 420 51 3874 1310 153 250 

Total clear increase in 30 churches, 309. 

· Average clear increase, 10. 

Average number of members per church, in 39 churches, 100 nearly. 
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NEW BRUNSWICK. 
TO THE SECRETARIES OF THE BAPTIST UNION. 

Fredericton, N. B., Dec. 31st, 1851. 

DEAR BRETIIREN,-The agreeable duty of corresponding with you having 
been assigned me by my brethren here, I beg to transmit the accompanying 
statement of the condition of the churches, as furnished in the letters presented 
to the associations held respectively in July and September, 1851. 

I have no particulars of extraordinary interest to communicate, and remain, 
Dear brethren, 

Yours very truly, 

CHARLES SPIIBDEN. 

STATISTIOA.L A.OOOUNT OF THE BAPTIST CHURCHES OF NEW BRUNSWICK, I 851. 

Association. Churches Members. Ministers. Increase. Decrease. Clear 
Increase. 

----------------
Eastern •......... 40 2830 27 206 118 88 
Western ......... 40 2423 21 362 197 165 

--------------------
Total •••..•.••••.• 80 5253 48 568 315 253 

NOV A SCOTIA. 
TO THE SECRETARIES OF THE BAPTIST UNION • 

.Acadia College, March 30th. 1852. 
DEAR BRETHREN,-! have not much information to communicate. respecting 

this Province, as my residence here has not been sufficiently long to enable me 
to form a correct judgment on all points connected with the state and prospects 
of our denomination. What little I know, I shall be happy to communicate. 

There are 114 Baptist churches in Nova Scotia, including Cape Breton and 
Prince Edward's Island. They are divided into three Associations, thus : 

Western ....•• 36 churches .....•.....• 5147 members. 
Central . . • . . . 33 ,, 3482 ,, 

., Eastern ...... 45 ., 2062 

114 10691 

During the year ending at the Annual Meetings of the Associations in June 
and J uly;last, 8-15 persons were added by baptism, viz. :-
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Western Association 
Central 

" Eastern - " 

526 
78 

241 

There were not many additions from other sources, and consequently, when the 
losses by death, removal, &c., were deducted, the clear increase was found to be 
but sn all, ·, 

Many. of the churches a.re very small, as the following statemen( will 
show:-

" Chw·ches having not more than 20 members ...... 13 
,, ,, 40 ,, 28 
,, ,, 60 ,, 19 

,, 80 ,, 12 

" ,. 100 ,, 7 

" ,, 120 ,, 8 

" ,, 150 ,, 5 
,, 

" 
200 ,, 9 

Of the remainder, two have less than 250 members each ; four, less than 300 ; 
two, less than 350 ; one, less than 400 ; two are reported as having upwards of 
500 members each, and one (at Yarmouth) numbers 711. 

In some instances, pastors serve two or three churches, labouring in them 
alternately, This is confessedly a great evil, but in these countries it is often 
unavoidable, many churches being neither large enough to occupy a minister's 
whole time, nor wealthy enough to support him. The moral effect is bad, 
however, as it is too frequently the ease that those Lord's days on which there is 
no_ public preaching are not well spent by many of the people. 

The amount of increase in the churches since the meetings of the Association 
is but imperfectly known. In some localities there have been encouraging mani
festations of blessing ; and some protracted meetings, which are usually held here 
in the winter season, have been followed by conversions and revivals. I trust that 
the growth of the cause this year will be more generally cheering than it has been 
for some years past. The contributions, too, I am inclined to think, will exceed 
those of last year. This is a practical test of advancement, of tolerably certain 
application. 

Our friends in the Western Association have determined to establish a mission 
among the Acadian French resident in their district. Brother Obed Chute, one 
of our ministers, is now staying at the Grande Ligne mission, in Canada, for the 
purpose of perfecting himself in the French language, and studying their modes of 
operation, that he may undertake this missionary enterprise. The brethren of the 
Eastern Association con tern plate a similar movement in that part of the province. 
They have also engaged a colporteur, with a view to the extensive circulation of 
the Scriptures and religious books. In all the Associations a considerable amount 
of home missionary labour is performed throughout the year by the pastors and 
other brethren, whose itinerary efforts are often greatly successful. 

I assumed the presidency of Acadia College, as you are aware, in June last. 
My labours are sufficient! y onerous. The funds being in a low state, it was 
cons,idered advisable to dispense with the services_ of a _classical professor, in 
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consequence of which I have been compelled to teach Latin, Greek, Hebrew, and 
Moral Philosophy ; so that Theology has been almost entirely neglected. 
Professor Chipman's department includes Algebra, Mathematics, Natural Philo
sophy, Mental Philosophy, ;Rhetoric, and Logic. These are very undesirable 
arrangements, and are very detrimental to the true interests of the College ; but I 
trust they will not continue long. We must have four professors. 

It is now a settled conviction with most of us, that we must obtain an 
endowment for the College, if we would preserve it from decay and ruin. 
Annual subscriptions, on which it has hitherto depended since government aid 
was renounced, form a very precarious source of support, from the cost and 
uncertainty of collection. A circular has been transmitted to the friends of the 
College in these provinces, and a public meeting was held here, for the furtherance 
of the endowment scheme, on Thursday last, the 25th inst., but the state of the 
roads was so bad that but few attended. On that occasion I delivered a lecture on 
"The Future of the Baptists," founded on Dr. Krummacher's words, addressed to 
yourselves last autumn. It will pr.obably be published. Vigorous measures must 
be adopted soon, or we shall have to mourn over disastrous results, I wish that 
Our brethren in England would take the case into their kind consideration, and aid 
us, as they are well able to do, both by pecuniary contributions and by donations 
of books for our library. 

We have now sixteen students, ten of whom are candidates for the ministry. 
There are three other candidates for the ministry in the academy, which contains 
at the present time pupils,* some of whom are young men from eighteen 
to twenty-five years of age, but the greater number are youths of various ages, 
obtaining a mercantile or a classical education. 

The Rev, T. S. Harding-(Father Harding, as he is respectfully and affection
ately designated)-has been pastor of the church in this place more than fifty 
years, He usually preaches once on the Lord's day, and always with much fer
vour, power, and evangelical richness. The evening service commonly falls to my 
share ; several stations in the neighbourhood are supplied by the students. 

I send herewith a copy of the minute of our Convention. 
I am, dear brethren, 

Yours truly, 
J. M. Cnil!P, 

UNITED ST.A.TES. 
TO THE SECRETARIES OF THE BAPTIST UNION, 

Boston, April I O, 1852. 
DEAR BRETHREN,-Permit me to acknowledge the receipt of seve,al copies of 

your valuable "Manual" for 1851, accompanied by a communication soliciting 
continued correspondence. 

This year I can refresh you with good tidings from our American churches. For 
several months the Holy Spirit has been sweetly descending upon them, and the 

* The numbor is not stated. 
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effects are of a very delightful character. For more than thirty years we have not 
had a general revival, which, in all its characteristics, was so satisfactory. We 
haYe had, on several occasions, more excitement, and a larger number of professed 
converts; but we now have much less that is objectionable, both in the means 
employed, and in the apparent results. Hundreds of churches are favoured with 
the diYine blessing upon the ordinary means of grace, the preaching of the gospel 
by their pastors, and personal effort and prayer by their members. The gracious 
work is everywhere distinguished by great quietness, deliberation, and solemnity. 
All the excitement is just that produced by a belief of the truth in its proper pro
portions. A more gentle, aud yet a more thorough work, I have never witnessed. 
The river of salvation, fed by the upper springs, silently overflows its banks, 
nowhere demstating, but widely enriching, the moral territory. One thing very 
favourable to the progress of the revival, baa been the unusual absence of those 
political agitations which have so often and so deeply disturbed society. Our land 
enjoys its sabbaths. All is tranquil, and the people have time for calm thoughts 
and for attendance on the means of grace. 

So far as my knowledge extends, the conversions have been mainly among the 
younger portion of the community, perhaps between the ages of fifteen and thirty• 
Thousands of them are young men, of whom many will doubtless become preachers 
of the gospel. From the more advanced classes in our Sabbath Schools a large 
harvest is likely to be gathered. 

During the last two years, Baptists in the United States have turned their at
tention largely to the interests of education, and have contributed liberally to the 
endowment of their institutions. Brown University, in Rhode Island, baa received 
an addition to its permanent funds of 125,000 dollars. Lewisburg University, in 
Pennsylvarua, has been endowed with more than 100,000 dollars; Rochester Uni
versity, in the State of New York, with 225,000 dollars; and Madison University, 
also in the State of New York, with 75,000 dollars. A subscription has just been 
commenced to:endow the Newton Theological Institution, in MaBSaChusetts, with 
l 00,000 dollars. 

Our Missionary Union is on the whole prosperous. The expenditures of the 
fiscal year, just closed, have been about 125,000 dollars (£25,000), and the re
ceipts have been about equal to the expenses. Our mission among the Karens of 
Bnrmah continues to be very productive; almost every overland mail brings us 
information of numerous baptisms. 

We are pained to hear of the annoyances to which our brethren in Germany are 
subjected. How strange the conduct of the Prussian government! We rejoice to 
know that the sympathies of our English brethren are so strongly with the sufferers, 
and we hope that yon will not fail, as I trust that we shall not, to assure them of 
all possible succour. The rulers of the continent seem to have taken counsel 
together against Christ and his people; may God interpose, and subvert their plans 
of despotism! Such doings in the nineteenth century are mysterious aud amazing. 
The Lord save England and the United States! 

With affectionate esteem, 
Your Christian brother, 

DARON STOW. 
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APPENDIX. 

PROCEEDINGS 
OF THE FORTIETH ANNUAL SESSION OF THE BAPTIST UNION 

OF GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND. 

The Session was held at the Mission House, London, on Friday, 
April 23, 1852, under the presidency of the Rev. F. A. Cox, D.D., 
LL.D. of Hackney. 

About half-past ten o'clock the Session was commenced by singing 
and prayer ; after which the Chairman delivered an Introductory 
Discourse, on the Demands of the Age. Prayer was again offered. 

At noon the Chairman called the Session to order for business ; 
when the usual Resolution was proposed and carried, namely:-

That B11ch Christian friends, not members of the Union, as desire to be present 
during the proceedings of the Session, be cordially welcomed. 

It was then moved by the Rev. J. ANGus, M.A., of Stepney 
College, seconded by the Rev. W. H. MuncH, D.D., and resolved,-

That the hearty thanks of the Session be given to their honoured brother, Dr. 
Cox, for the appropriate and impressive address with which he has favoured them ; 
and that, in giving utterance to their feelings, the Session desire to declare their 
attachment to the great principles which have been explained and enforced, and 
their hope that when, at length, "instead of the fathers shall be the children," the 
same principles may be maintained, not only unimpaired, but with even greater 
fidelity, simplicity, and power. 

The Rev. J. H. HINTON read the Report of the Committee, to
gether with a letter from himself to the Session appended to the 
Report, intimating his intention not to resume office ; also an audited 
abstract of the Treasurer's Account,· showing a balance due to the 
Treasurer of £35 5s. lOd., and a balance due to Mr. Haddon of 
£37 Os. Sd. 

The Report _htwing beon rccciYcd, before proceeding· to any othct~ 
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business the Session entered on the consideration of the facts thus 
presented to them. After an extended conversation, the .financial 
difficulty was met by ministers and others present guaranteeing the 
payment (within two months) of sums amounting to £74 ;"' and as 
numerous suggestions had been thrown out in the course of conversa
tion, as to modes by which the Union might be rendered an object of 
greater interest to the churches, a Committee was appointed to 
consider by what means the usefulness of the Union, and its 
increased acceptance among the churches might be promoted, arid to 
report thereon. In order to receive the Report of this Committee, 
the Session resolved to adjourn at its rising to Wednesday, April 28, 
at ten o'clock. 

The appointment of this Committee was moved by the Rev. Dr. 
STEANE, and seconded by the Rev. OWEN CLARKE of London; and it 
consisted of the following brethren : Revs. Dr.· AcwoRTH of Horton 
College, Dr. BURNS of London, C. BIRRELL of Liverpool, J. PoT
TENGER of Newcastle, B. Evans of Scarborough, and S. GREEN of 
Shacklewell; R. B. SHERRING, Esq., of Bristol; J. M. HARE, Esq., 
of Hackney; and E. B. UNDERHILL, Esq., of London, with the 
Chairman and Secretaries. 

It was now moved by the Rev. S. GREEN of Shacklewell, seconded 
by the Rev. Dr. STEA.NE, and resolved,-

Tbat the Report of the Committee, with . the Abstract of the Treasurer's 
Account, and the materials prepared for the Manual, be printed and circulated 
under the direction of the Committtee ; and that the Chairma • be requested to 
permit the Introductory Discourse to be printed therewith. 

The Chairman expressed his compliance with this request. 
The Statistics of the Denomination being taken into consideration, 

it was moved by the Rev. C. LAROM of Sheffield, seconded by the 
Rev. J. BURNET of Kemnay, and resolved,-

That the Session look with a devout and affectionate interest on the partial yet 
extended view of the Denomination which is presented by the retums now laid 
before them. They cherish lively gratitude to God, that he has vouchsafed to 
that part of the body from which information has been received, a clear increase 
of 4,875 members,-a pleasing evidence that the Denomination is, as a whole, 
progressive, and not bereft of that Divine blessing which has so long.been granted 

'" The list will be found in page 91. 
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to It. They feel, nevertheless, with serious pain and humiliation, the facts, that it 
is scarcely by more than one-half of the reporting churches that any clear increase 
has been enjoyed, and that '.no inconsiderable number have suffered an actual 
diminution. They desire anew to engage themselves, and their beloved brethren 
throughout the country, to a solemn consecration to the work of the Lorri, and to 
fervent prayer for the outpouring of his Holy Spirit upon their flocks, and all the 
labours of their hands, 

The a.~pect of religious liberty in Europe being regarded, and 
particularly the sufferings for conscience' sake of Baptist brethren, 
it was moved by the Rev. Dr. STEANE, seconded by the Rev. T. 
POTTENGER, of Newcastle, and resolved-

That the Union contemplate with growing anxiety the almost nniversal attitude 
of the European Governments in relation to religious liberty. Not only are the 
rights of conscience generally trampled on without scruple by the Roman Catholic 
powers, but they are also scarcely less flagrantly violated by Protestant Govern
ments. Especially have severe restrictions been imposed upon, and numerous 
hardships been suffered by, the Baptist congregations in various parts of Germany, 
as in Hanover, Mecklenburg, and Prussia. 

That)he Union cannot but make common cause with their beloved brethren 
who thus unjustly suffer,for whom they feel the warmest affection and the deepest 
sympathy ; .and that memorials be presented in their name to the respective Go
vernments of Prussia, Mecklenburg, and Hanover, earnestly soliciting for the 
Baptist congregations an uninterrupted liberty of worship. 

A draught memorial to the King of Prussia was then read, and, 
subject to verbal revision, adopted, and directed to be forwarded by 
the Secretaries through His Excellency Chevalier Bunsen, the 
Prussian Ambassador. The draughting and forwarding of the other 
memorials was confided to the Secretaries. 

The~ Manchester Educational movement being taken into con
sideration, it was moved by the Rev. Dr. AcwoRTH of Horton 
College, seconded by the Rev. W. WALTERS of London, and re
solved-

That the session, regarding with unabated interest the great subject of popular 
education, feel it their duty to express their sentiments in relation to the two 
schemes to which birth has lately been ghen in the city of Manchester, and to 
which the attention of Parliament has been drawn-viz., the Manchester and 
Salford School Bill, and the Bill for enabling local . districts to provide free 
schools. 

Concurring with the advocates of both these Bills in the desire to promote 
the education of the people to the utmost possible extent, the Session can 
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by no rnenns concur with them in the assumption, that the resources of voluntary 
action are exhausted ; they believe, on the contrary, that these resources are 
<'apable of a much larger development, and that, aided by a wise application of 
the lights supplied by experience, they are fully adequate to afford all the ossist
nnce which the advancement of national education requires. 

With this conviction, the Session contemplate the proposed imposition of a school• 
rate with strong and unmitigated repugnance. Resting upon the practical fallacy, 
that it will. be an advantage to the working classes to have a gratuitous education for 
their children ; assuming the communistic principle, that the people are entitled 
to education at the public cost ; tending to destroy the entire system of voluntary 
scholastic effort, and violating the rights of conscience ;-thus highly objectionable 
in itself, a School-rate is also unnecessary, and therefore without any show of 
reason or apology. 

The Session wish to do full justice to the attempts which have been 
made to relieve the proposition of a school-rate of what has been called 
the religious difficulty, on the one hand by including, and on the other by 
excluding, religious instruction of every kind ; but they cannot be satisfied with 
either of these methods. To compel-as a rate on the former principle would 
compel-every man to support every creed, not only those most opposite to his 
own, but also those most opposite to one another, cannot but be unrighteous in 
itself, and intolerable to a conscientious mind ; while to exhaust education at 
large of the religious element--which would be the result of a school-rate on the 
latter plan-would be to deprive it of a vital and plastic power, not only important, 
but essential to its utility. 

Upon these grounds the Session would have felt it their duty to oppose 
both the Bills referred to, had their position and progress in parliament re
quired it. Under present circumstances, they have only to commend this sub
ject to the attention of the churches, and to engage their earnest co-operation 
in promoting, by the most enlightened and zealous efforts in their power, popular 
education on the voluntary principle. 

The Committee of seven, which (according to rule) had beeu 
nominated by the Chairman to bring up a list of Officers and Com
mittee for the ensuing year, now brought up their report, which was 
duly presented and received. Officers and Committee were then 
elected.• 

The active endeavours now in progress for obtaining the repeal of 
the Maynooth College Act being adverted to, it was moved by the 
Rev. J. STocrr of Salendine Nook, seconded by the Rev. F. WILLS 

of Ramsgate, and resolved-
That the Union having, upon many occasioDB, and with uniform coll8istency, 

* The list will be found at page 89. 
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rccordecl its disapproval of the appropriation of public money to religions objects 
of every kind, nnd having also protested in particular against the endowment by 
Parliament of the Roman Catholic Seminary at Maynooth, they feel it their duty, 
at the p1·esent time, to make n fresh declaration of their sentiments, and thus to 
co-operate with the efforts now in progress, for obtaining the repeal of the Act of 
Parliament by which that endowment is conferred. 

After prayer by the Rev. T. POTTENGER of Newcastle, the 
Session adjourned. 

On Wednesday morning, April 28, 1852, the Session met, pur
suant to adjournment, at the Mission House. The Rev. Dr. Cox 
being absent, the Rev. R. WALLACE, of Tottenham, was called to 
the chair. Prayer was offered. 

The Rev. J. H. HINTON presented the following document:-

The Committee appointed to consider by what means the usefulness of the 
Union, and its general acceptance with the churches, may be promoted, and to 
report thereon, met at the Mission House April 26, 1852, and report-

That they recommend the preparation by the Secretaries of a paper adapted to 
engage for the Union a more general sympathy, and appealing to Christian 
brethren throughout the kingdom for personal contributions ; such paper to be 
inserted in the magazines, and addressed at the discretion of the secretaries to 
individuals, Beyond this, the Committee do not see that they can beneficially 
make any recommendation. , 

Signed on behalf of the Committee, 
F. A. Cox, Chairman. 

It was then resolved, that the report of the Committee be re
ceived, and the Secretaries directed to act in accordance with it. 

The• Rev. J. H. HINTON then intimated his acceptance of the 
office of joint secretary for the ensuing year. 

The following resolutions also were passed :-

1. That the thanks of the Session be given to GEORGE LowE, Esq., Treasurer, 
and to the Revs. E. STEANE, D.D., and J. H. HINTON, M.A., the Secretaries, for 
their attention to the business of the Union during the past year. 

2. That the thanks of the Session be presented to the Rev, Dr. Cox, for his 
kindness in presiding over its proceedings. 

The Session was then dissolved. 
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REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE, 

PRESENTED TO THE ANNUAL SESSION, APRIL 231 186?..' 

Your Committee have in the first instance to report that the consti
tuent elements of the Union have, during the past year, undergone the 
usual amount of change. The Suffolk Union, at its last meeting, de
clared its adhesion. The churches at Bootle and Sunnyside, in Lan
cashire, also, have connected themselves with this body; and a request 
to be admitted into it, with which the Committee thought it their duty 
to comply, has been presented by the church at Kemnay, near Inverary, 
in the county of Aberdeen. 

The correction of the List of churches, and the variations in the 
Associations, have given rise to other changes, as follows :-

CHUllOHES ADDDED TO THE UNION, 

Aldborough. 
Amaria., Montgomeryshire. 
Bedwas, Monmouthshire. 
Berthlwyd, Glamorganshire. 
Bildestone. 
Bootle. 
Botesdale. 
Bryntroedgam, Glamorganshire. 
Cross Inn, Carmarthenshire. 
Cropston. 
Cwm-symlog,, Cardiganshire. 
Elim, Brecknockhire. 
Felinwen, Carmarthenshire. 
Great Oakley. 
Ipswich, Turret Green. 
Kemnay. 

Llanfair Careinion, Montgomeryshi:re. 
Llanon, Carmarthenshire. 
Llwynhendy, Carmarthenshire. 
New Lenton. 
New Well, Montgomeryshire. 
Ryeford. 
Salem, Carmarthenshire. 
Sheepshead, 2nd eh. 
Silian, Cardiganshire. 
Skenfrith, Monmouthshire. 
St. Clear's, Carmarthenshire. 
Studley. 
Sunnyside. 
Sutton, St. James. 
Trefforest, Calvary, Glamorganshire. 
Walsall, 2nd eh. 
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'SEPARATED FROM THE UNION. 

Aberamnn, Glamorgnnshire. 
Ainon, Cardiganahire. 
Barton Mills. 
Bethel, Cardiganshire. ' 
Bury St. Edmund's, 2nd eh.' 
Caia, Carmarthenehire. ' 
Carmarthen, Penuel, 
Charafield, 
Clare. 
Clough Jordan, Ireland. 
Crowfield. 
Easky, Ireland. 
Framsden. 
Gerazim, Pembrokeshire. 
Goring. 
Graig, Carmarthenshire. 
Lanedy, Carmarthenshire. 

Llanyffin, Carmarthenehire. 
Laxfield. 
Loughborough, Sparrow Hill. 
Occold. 
Otley. 
Padstow. 
Penuel Cemes, Pembrokeshire. 
Penycoed, Cardiganshire. 
Somersham. 
Stayalittle, Montgomeryshire. 
Baron, Cannarthenshire. 
Scilly. 
Stoke Ash. 
Stockport, 4th eh. 
Sutton. 
Wattiaham. 

Several of these erasures arise from the correction of duplicate entries. 
The clear result is a diminution in the Union list of one church. 

The state of the denomination as it may be collected from the associa
tion returns of 1851 cannot be regarded without painful interest. The 
clear increase reported on 998 churches is only 1914 members; a smaller 
number than has been reported in any year except 1847, when the 
number was still lower. This return bears a painful contrast with that 
of the preceding year, during which the number of members added 
afforded a clear increase of upwards of 12,000. This large augmentation 
occurred chiefly in three or four of the Welsh associations, in which the 
rate of progress does not appear to have been continuous ; on the other 
hand exclusions have been numerous, and two or three of them have 
suffered a considerable diminution. The average increase of the churches 
indicated by these returns is rather less than two per church. 

In pursuance of the resolution adopted at the last Annual Session of 
the Union, the Committee have issued schedules for the purpose of 
obtaining from the churches at large a report of their condition during 
the year 1851. 

To the inquiries which have been forwarded to them, 1,391 churches 
have sent returns. 

The clear increase reported by these churches amounts to 4,875 ; a 
number which, divided among the whole reporting churches, yields an 
average clear increase somewhat exceeding three to each church. This 
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larger ratio of increase would appear to show that the prosperity of the 
churches was greater in the year from January 1, 1051, to January 1, 
1852, than it was in the year from May, 1850, to May, 1851. It may in 
part, however, be accounted for from the circumstance that some of the 
more prosperous churches are not included in the Associations. 

Of the reporting churches, 616 do not 1·eturn any clear increase. 
The churches, consequently, in which a clear increase is reported 
are only 767 ; and dividing the total'. clear increase among them, the 
average is rather more than six to each church. 

Of the 616 churches which do not report any clear increase, 184 
report a clear decrease in their numbers ; and it seems probable that 
more than these have really :suffered a clear decrease, since in some 
instances the parties, having no clear increase to return, have not been 
careful to state the case more particularly. It may be added, indeed, 
that in some instances the general fact of a clear decrease is stated, 
without the number being mentioned, so that the fact itself cannot be 
made to appear in the column.• 

In mitigation of this statement it is proper to say, that there are 
grounds on which a certain, and even a large amount of decrease in 
particular churches is to be regarded as perfectly compatible with the 
compactness, and even the prosperity of the whole. Considerable, and 
in some cases large numbers, for example, are dismissed from one church 
to another, or for the formation of new churches. At the present period 
particularly, several of the churches appear to be occupying themselves 
with a careful revision of the church books ; so that the numerical 
decrease consists cliiefly in the removal of names which have long ceased 
to represent a vital element in their fellowship. In addition to these, a 
cause of more general, but of very perceptible operation, may be found 
in the rapidity with which emigration from the British islands has 
proceeded during the last year. 

The total number of members in the reporting churches is 140,600. 
and the average number of members in each church, according to the 
present-returns, is 101. The number of village stations reported is 
1464, and of children in Sunday schools 161,110. 

A resolution expressing the sentiments which the Committee deem 
appropriate to the facts thus elicited will be laid before the Session. 

In accordance with a resolution passed at the last Annual Session of 
the Union, the Secretaries attended as a deputation the Triennial Con-

.. Another effect ofthill must be to diminish the number (4875) given as the 
dear increal!e of the churches, and to do so probably to a considerable extent. 
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fcrence of the Baptist Churches of Germany, held at Hamburg in July 
lust ; and the Committee lay before the Session the official report of their 
proceedings presented to them by the Deputation on their return. To 
meet the cost of this mission the Committee thought it best to set on 
foot a special contribution, an effort in which they were kindly and 
zealous'ly aided by J. H. Allen, Esq. The sum of £50 was thus raised, 
and all the expenses of the Deputation covered. The Committee adopted 
in relation to this matter a resolution in the following terms :-" That 
the cordial thanks of the Committee be presented to the Deputation for 
the faithful and efficient manner in which they have acquitted them
selves of the important duty confided to them." In the sentiment of 
this resolution they anticipate the full agreement of the Session. 

The Committee have learned with much regret that the condition of 
their brethren in Germany, which was not free from difficulty when the 
Deputation visited them, has subsequently become much more trying. 
In several parts have they suffered vexatious interference and oppressive 
restrictions, in some fine and imprisonment, and in some absolute pro
hibition ; while the attitude of several governments is such as to 
warrant the gravest fears that the liberty of worship may be inter
rupted by still severer measures. Under these circumstances the Com
mittee have anticipated the wish of the Session to adopt such measures 
as may appear likely to be useful, and have prepared a draught 
memorial to some of the European powers, which will be submitted for 
consideration. 

At home a movement has taken place on the subject of national 
education, to which the Committee think the attention of the Session 
may be properly drawn. The principal theatre of it has been the city 
of Manchester, where two powerful parties have been formed ; both of 
them advocating the imposition of a school rate, and proposing to expend 
it, the one on an education which shall include all religions, and the 
other on an education which shall exclude all. This movement having 
acquired a magnitude, and assumed a shape, entitling it to general 
attention, a series of resolutions has been prepared by which the senti
ments of the Union respecting it may be expressed. 

The Committee sincerely regret to have to lay before the Session a 
letter from one of the Secretaries, the Rev. J. H. Hinton, announcing 
his intention not to hold office beyond the close of the year. 

The state of the Funds of the Union, from which the retiring Secre
tary draws one of the reasons of the step which he has taken, is, 
however, a very serious element in its condition, and requires the 
adoption of some well-considered and effective measure, if even the 
existence of the Union is to be prolonged. For several years past a 

F 
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considerable balance has been due to the Treasurer, who at length feels 
it his duty to decline any further advances. The consequence of this is 
that Mr. Haddon's bill for the printing of the Manual is only p11-rtially 
paid, the sum of £37 Os. 8d. remaining due to him on that account. 

Under these circumstances the Committee hesitate to recommend 
even the putting to press of the Manual itself. It is too obvious, that, 
without an entire change of system, the dissolution of the Union is at 
hand. Whether, after an existence, not altogether useless, of forty 
years, the churches of the Baptist Denomination in England mean to 
permit this, is now a question for immediate practical consideration. 

REPORT OF THE DEPUTATION TO HAMBURG. 

To the Committee of the Baptist Union. 

DEAsR BRETHREN,-As the Deputation appointed at the laBt Annual Session of 
the Union to attend the triennial Conference of the German Baptist churches at 
Hamburg, we lay before you the following report of our proceedings, in order that, 
through you, it may reach the Un.ion at its Annual Session of 1852. · 

With the view of forming a somewhat larger acquaintance with the churches 
than could have arisen from a visit to Hamburg exclusively, the Deputation 
travelled by way of Berlin, and spent in that' city Lord's day, July 20th. 'We 
attended both the services held at the baptist cJiapel on that day, and, by request, 
occupied a short portion of time, both in the morning and th.e. afternoon,:. ip 
addresses which were translated by the Rev. G. W. Lehmann into German. The 
day was closed with the communion; and its entire services left on us a very 
pleasing impression of the sincere and simple-hearted piety 'of the ~hurch'. Thei~ 
reception of the deputation could not in any respect have been more cordial or 
more gratifying. 

From Berlin the Deputation proceeded to Hamburg, on Monday, July· 21st. 
The Conference opened on the 22nd, at seven o'clock in the morning, It con
sisted of pastors of churches compreheuded in the three German Baptist Associa. 
tions, of missionary agents, and colporteurs ; amounting in the whole to between 
forty and fifty brethren. They sat de die in diem from seven o'clock in· the 
morning till twelve ; and from five in the afternoon till eight; the final sitting, 
which was held on Saturday, being protracted .till two o'clock. Devotional 
services, which occupied two hours the first morning, occupied about one hour 
every other morning ; and the evening sittings were devoted entirely to the recep• 
tion of reports from the various brethren of the state and progress of the work in 
their hands. 

Beyond matters of form and routine, which were all attended to in due order, 
the business of the Conference consisted primarily in the reception of a report 
from a kind of missionary committee, appointed by a conference held not quite 
three years ngo, and the first of its kind, to superintend generally the work of 
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evnngeliz11tion in its several departments; and the nppointment of a aimil:ir ho<ly 
for the three years ensuing. The details presented by this RepOl't, although 
chequered, were on th0 whole satisfactory and encouraging. 

The time of the Conference at its morning sittings was engaged in the considcr
ntion of various topics, of greater or less importance, of some of which notice had 
been given beforehand. The principal of these appeared to be a plan for an 
orgrmic union of the churches, which was brought forward by the Rev. ,Julius 
Kohner, one of the pastors of the church at Hamburg, in a lithographed paper 
which was distributed among the members, and a copy of which was handed to the 
Deputation, The discussion of this proposition was extended, but inconclusive. 
In succession came up other subjects ; the plurality of pastors ; the statement of 
the confession of faith on the law of marriage ; the qualifications of bishops, and 
the relation of mission-stations to the churches on which they were dependent. 
On all these suhjects there was much conversation ; but upon no one was a 
deliverance come to but the first, on which a resolution was adopted recommending 
a plurality of pastors when circumstances might be found suitable. A proposal 
to publish an engraving Qf baptism was made and adopted. 

The statements made by the brethren at the evening sittings were, we were 
assured, on the whole highly encouraging; the enlarging spheres of labour giving 
origin to a cry from many stations for help, both in men and means_ 

The attention of the Deputation to the proceedings of the Conference was kindly 
facilitated by the Rev. G. W. Lehmann, who took notes of the whole in English 
on slips of paper, which were handed to us in rapid succession for our immediate 
information. U pan all subjects of interest the sentiments of the English brethren 
were _requested; and the Deputation expressed themselves freely as the several 
topics were brought before them. 

Th!) reception Qf the Deputation was in every respect most gratifying. At the 
commencement of the proceedings the letter of the Committee by which they were 
to be introduced to the Conference (a translation having been effected for the pur
pose) was read, and the Deputation themselves requested to address the assembly, 
and both at the commencement and the close resolutions were unanimously passed, 
expressing the thanks of the Conference to the brethren who had taken the trouble 
to come, and to the body of Christians who had sent them. The latter resolution 
the Deputation were requested to·convey, and they desire thus to acquit themselves 
of this obligation. 

If the presence of the Deputation was, as we hope, gratifying to the German 
brethren, it was certainly gratifying to ourselves. It was evident by many proofs 
that we had come into .contact with godly and devoted men, whose labours, already 
blessed, gave promise of more abundant fruitfulness. Our love towards them grew 
with Olll' knowledge of them, and we shall bear the remembrance of our interview 
with us to the grave. Most worthy, in our judgment, are these faithful brethren 
of the affection and sympathy of British baptists. 

How far the visit of the Deputation was useful as well as gratifying to the bre
thren, it is scarcely for us to say. Our impression, however, is that it was useful, 
sufficiently so to warrant in the fullest manner the expense and trouble occasioned 
by it. In the position which the continental baptists occupy, it is of no small ad
vantage to them, both ·as it may affectt.heir oivn conseience upon the one hand, 
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:md a.~ it may affect their pubJic estimation on the other, that a demonstration 
should be given of the identity of the baptists of this country with them : and in 
the determination of such topics as were brought under discussion, it can scarcely 
be altogether without benefit that the opinions of English brethren should be sub
mitted, in conjnnction with their own, to consideration and remark. 

Commending the conduct of the Deputation in the fulfilment of their interesting 
mission to the kind acceptance of the Uruon, we subscribe ourselves, dear brethren, 

Your faitl1ful sermnts in Christ, 
EDWARD STEANE, 

J. H. HINTON. 

INTRODUCTORY DISCOURSE. 

BY TIIE RRV. F. A. COX, D.D., LL.D. 

CmsTIAN BnETHREN,-It may be presumed that an occasion like the 
present, though it be a denominational Meeting, will allow of the dis
cussion of topics which, in part at least, reach beyond the precincts of 
our own community. We cannot, in fact, if we would, be so isolated, 
that what concerns us shall have no relation to others, or that what may 
seem at first to belong to them shall have no bearing upon ourselves. On 
the contrary, truths of momentous importance must be regarded as the 
property in common, and the pabulum vita, of all Christian denomi
nations. The general relations of any one truth do not destroy its 
speciality, while what may be primarily deemed special is connected with 
questions of universal interest. 

It is but a trite remark, that we live in extraordinary times-times of 
activity, mental development, and progress. Every element of society 
is in a state of fermentation, and some great and at present undefinable 
future is working out, under a gracious and all-ruling Providence, which 
we are assured is steadily pursuing the world's universal melioration, and 
the highest. glory of the Supreme Disposer. Placed in the midst of vast 
and surprising movements, political, social, and religious, it is the part of 
wisdom to ascertain our duty, and to aim to fulfil it. We cannot escape 
from the. responsibility of our position, which is such that, by the very 
necessity of our nature, we must either obstruct or advance improvement. 
it is not, then, merely that a multitude of influences gather round us in 
our respective spheres, by which we are associated for good or for evil 
with the present generation; but these influences run on in imperceptible 
and interminable lines down into the depths of yet unborn times. What 
we do and refuse to do now, especially in connexion with our religious 
opportunities, may, and certainly will, in many respects, affect the con• 
ditiou of tlwse who will people the earth hereafter, and replenish our 
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soon to be vacated places in the church and in the world. To assist in 
the endeavour justly to appreciate our duty in relation to our relig-ious 
professions and prospects, is the design of this Address, the scope of 
which may perhaps be expressed generally by the phrase, '· The Demands 
of the Age," By this may be understood what society may seem to 
require of its sepnrate members, or what may be distinctly claimed of us 
to promote the interests of our cotemporaries; limiting, however, our 
present views and purpose to the religious aspect of our times. Two 
opposite lines of reflection here present themselves, namely, demands 
which ought to be denied, and demands which, to the utmost extent of 
our capabilities, ought to be granted. 

With regard to 

I.-DEMANDS WBICH 01'.:0HT TO DE DENIED. 

I remark, 1. There is amoDg us a considerable call for what may be 
termed a rationalising theology. This, in truth, is a form of scepticism 
creeping into the Christian community, under the name of religion. It 
proceeds upon the assumption, that in what are deemed orthodox views 
we have gone too far, and that it behoves us to return to a better reason. 
If we have to condemn Germany for originating, we must condemn the 
wild spirits of our own country more for importing them, and leading 
astray the young and the unwary from the "good old way." Far be it 
from us to censure inquiry: our appeal is against flippancy, crudity, and 
dogmatism. We would treat with kindness the errors of an anxious 
mind; but an impiety that aims, by its ingenuities, to subvert the 
foundations of faith, and to set up a school of wisdom on the tomb of 
revelation, awakens very different emotions. We are asked to question 
the plenary inspiration of the Scriptures,-and even the character of 
inspiration itself. We must dismiss our ordinary notions. '1V e must 
admit, that it was in no sense necessary to inspire mere history or 
chronology, any more than mere common words. In admitting, that the 
narratives, discourses, and poetry of the Bible partake materially of the 
peculiarities of the human mind which furnishes them-that the perspi
cuity observable in one, and the sublimity in the compositions of another 
are so characteristic of the respective writers, as naturally possessed of or 
devoid of imagination, or other attributes of intelligence, we are required 
to concede, that the point where reason terminates and inspiration 
begins, is not discernible, and that we are able to conceive of supernatural 
influence. 

To such objections the answer is, that we plead for direct inspiration, 
when inspiration was necessary, that is, when the revelation of principles 
lay beyond the reach of human reason, when the enforcements of duty 
lay beyond the sphere of human authority, and when the disclosure of 
future events lay beyond the power of human foresight or conjecture. We 
plead, therefore, for the inspiration of thoughts, and maintain also a super
intendent or directing inspiration which should prevent all error, w bile 
admitting of great diversity in the communication. Whether we adopt or 
not Lhe theory of an absolute verbal inspiration, does not, in our judgment, 
affect the general doctrine; because, while language not only allows of 
the use of a variety of words, and of synonyms of words, no one word can 
be employed under a Divine influence which does not convey the idea in-
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tended by the Holy Spirit; and that Holy Spirit, when commuuioatillg the 
same facts or truths by different writers, is not bound to the samo word in 
all cases, or to the same phraseology; the bynonyms of words being as 
properly used as the cognates of language , and we know that the hen
vcnly breathings have been given through Hebrew, Chaldee, Syriac, and 
Greek. The "vain philosophy" of the present age contends a"'ainst real 
inspiration on the ground of its diversities, and against this we lift up the 
Christian standar<l; for it might as well contend against the reality of the 
~olar orb, because it is not always to be seen in the noon-tide efful"'enee, 
but sometimes in the dim grey light of morning, and sometimes in the 
softened twilight of e~ening. 

The tendency to rationalizing also appears in a desire to explain away 
tl,e strictly supernatural character of the miracles of scripture. They are, 
in many instances, it is said, not to be taken literally, but to be interpreted 
as appearances rather than realities. If traceable to natural causes, what
ever the circumstances of time or place, they are to be stripped at once 
of their miraculous character. If differing from that course of things 
usually denominated the laws of nature, they are to be referred to causes 
not yet discovered, or, it may be, to some physical peculiarities in the 
constilution of man which require to be yet developed or understood. But 
all this is in fact saying what philosophy itself repudiates; namely, that 
the ultimate ground of belief is the senses. It is, moreover, saying that a 
common event, such as the rain, the earthquake, or the thunderstorm, 
cannot be made miraculous by the times and circumstances of their oc
currence. It is to assume that Omnipotence cannot, or that Deity will not, 
do what the indubitable evidences of his Word prove he has often done, 
namely, depart from what man has determined to be a prescribed order
that he will not set the pearl .of his truth in the golden splendour of mira
culous attestations. 

"Evangelical Christians seem to be all but blind to these· signs of the times. 
Amidst every sort of agitation as to the les2er doctrines or the mere ritualism of 
Christianity, or as to the best means of upholding and diffusing it, few seem to be 
aware that there are agencies at work which threaten to put an end to all those 
broils about Christianity, by expelling the thing itself from the midst of us. Our 
great churchmen, above all, cannot afford to be inobservant of what is going orl. 
Nonconformists, too, for the greater part, are far from seeing what manner of per
sons they ought to be, if the perils of these times are to be adequately met by them • 
........... . The educated, the energetic, the working mind of the community is be
coming more and more lost to our churches. We scarcely touch the mass of the 
people beneath us, or the minds of reading, culture, and more forethought above 
us. We do something with t.he orderly, the well-to-do, and the comfortahle people 
of our time, though even among these the proportion disposed to give heed to o~r 
doings seems to be gradually diminishing. Whence these many unsettled, dis
orderly, and sickly churches! Whence these heavy complaints about the feebleness 
and inadequacy of our existing ministrv, and this small promise of improvement as 
regards the ministry of the future ! 0The cause, in our view, is simple and ap
parent,-a leaven of scepticism has found entrance into the more instructed and 
energetic minds of the age, in all grades, leaving small space for thorough religious 
conviction of any kind, or for that thorough action that might proceed from it. We 
see this disastrous course of things coming over us so clea!'ly ,-like a sweep of des
tiny,-that, had we the resources of what is called the religious world at our com
mand, we should, we think, feel constrained to appropriate no small portion of thoso 
means which are now expended, and with so little apparent rosult, on collateral 
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nnd distant objects, to this life-struggle at our own door. But, from whatever source 
the means may come, our aim should be to secure a more reasonahle maintenance 
for our home ministry; a large increase of our home force; a much more varied 
adjustment of the means of instmction to the wants of the community; and a far 
more successful working of the press along with the pulpit."-Brilish Quarterly 
Review, August, 1851, pp. 255, 256. 

But not to look so far abroad, let me remark on what more immediately 
concerns ourselves. 

2. We must deny the demand of the age for a philosophising ministry. 
By this I do not mean any wish on the part of the people for the inter
mixture of the theories or discoveries of science with the discourses of 
the pulpit. They, at least to any extent, and with the exception of what 
might be occasionally needful for the simple purpose of explanation in a 
manner dh·ested of technicality, would Le universally felt to be quite out 
of place. But the demand of a past age, denied by the good sense of 
the present, for joke and anecdote and flippancy in its thousand forms, 
has been succeeded by an equally vociferous demand for logical dis
quisitions, ingenious turns of thought, clever declamation, and all the 
modes of what is denominated talent. From the most cultivated regions 
of the metropolis to the lowliest village stations, the cry for many years 
has been for talent. We want, say our churches, a talented ministry, in 
other words, clever or shining men; and not only must we come out from 
the holes and corners of a former dissent into which our forefathers were 
driven by persecution, but our pastors must be distinguished for talent, 
or their zeal will not produce nn impression on the multitude. It is quite 
natural, perhaps, that the Baptists should be peculiarly urgent upon this 
subject, recollecting the evils in point of Christian doctrine which have 
been manifestly incident to an untaught ministry with which the denomi
nation has abounded; and when they also bring to view, on the other 
hand, the burning and shining lights-the Stennetts, the Fosters, the 
HugLeses, the Hinlons, the Yateses, and the Halls-that have adorned 
our Baptist literature and our Baptist pulpit. 
. Are we then disposed, it may be asked, to deny the justice or propriety 
·of the •claim for talent? and would you plead for an uneducated and an 
unintelligent ministry in these days of progressive knowledge? Far 
otherwise. But let us sift the matter; let us understand what is meant 
or what ought to be meant; let us see what we would grant and what 
we would refuse. Mere talent, if unaccompanied, or if not accompanied 
in au eminent degree with its requisite moral and spiritual associations, 
may be mischievous instead of being- beneficial. The church of Christ 
may he injured rather than benefited by it; if, for instance, it be rlevoted 
more to self-aggrandisement or to party purposes, than consecrated to the 
enforcement and. propagation of the simple gospel; if it savour in its 
general ministrations more of the school than of the sanctuary, more of 
pedantry than piety, more of logic or metaphysics than sound, solid, 
evangelical doctrine, more of plausibilities for the ear than power for the 
heart. 

Talent is required, doubtless, and the highest order of talent, for the 
purposes of the Christian ministry. But what is that talent? In what 
does it consist, and in what should it be sought? It is the talent "rightly 
to divide the Word of Truth,"-to preach the gospel clearly and per
spicuously, earnestly, humbly, with adaptation and efficiency to the mass 
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of mankind,-the talent to follow in the footsteps of' the lowly Jesus, 
:md to teach the common people,-the talent, as the Apostle expresses it, 
to "minister godly edifying which is in faith," and to "speak the things 
wl1ich become sound doctrine,"-the talent to be "blameless as the 
stewards of God," and to "hold fast the faithful 'Word," The people in 
our churches will frequently, if not commonly, have in the end what the,r 
generally demand, because the rising ministry will shape itself to their 
,,iews; but, on the other hand, a well-prepared and proper ministry will 
tend to constitute a people, and counteract their erroneous desires. When 
piety is feeble and pride powerful, the masses will more probably form 
the man than the man the masses. We must maintain, therefore, it is 
moral greatness of character, lmmi1ity, holy zeal, and aptness to teach, 
tl1at is more required, even in the most en!ightened age, than mere intel
lectual superiority,-in a word, consecrated more than commanding 
talents in the propagation of the gospel. Let the churches correct their 
taste; let them not clamour for men of genius, but for men of God. 

3. It becomes us to deny the demand, which is often but too urgent, 
for a time-serving latitudinarianism. This must be distinguished from 
Christian liberality of sentiment-a principle which, while it admits of 
the freest discussion of all religious topics, opposes the asperities of con
troversy. Its great tenet is, love to all who" bold the Head," recognising 
diversity as not incompatible with unity. Under this influence, the 
dissenter asks not that all should be dissenters, the churchman asks not 
that all should be churchmen, the independent tl1at all should be inde
pendents, the baptist that all should be baptists, in order to a elose and 
cordial fraternization ; on the contrary, it rejoices that with an uncom
promising fidelity to Christ, it can give the band and the heart of fellow
ship to all who love him in sincerity. But latitudinarianism goes further, 
or rather, is not assimilated, in the least degree, to this liberal affection. 
It has no love in it, but consists with the merest indifference to the 
opinions of others. Its own faith, if faith it may be called, is but a cold 
assent, and it insists on no vital, essential, and saving truths. According 
to its dogmas, a man may be almost anything in sentiment, and a Christian 
at the same time, He may be so designated, if he be moral and has some 
belief, although it be little more than "Jehovah, Jove, or Lord." This 
may, perhaps, be said to be the extravagance of the principle. True; but 
latitudinarianism is iti;elf an extravagance, that divests God of his glory, 
and Christ of his brightness as the express image of the Father. The 
spirit of it breathes in the jocoseness of Robinson, "Orthodoxy is my 
doxy, heterodoxy is your doxy; ,. but it thundered in the poetry of 
Pope:-

" For modes of faith let graceless bigots fight, 
He can't be wrong whose life is in the right," 

The essence of latitudinarianism is concession,-concession that involves 
the lowering of the standard of truth. If this standard can be found 
anywhere, it is surely in evangelical religion, or a religion on tl1e basis of 
those fundamental principles of faith in which all who "love our Lord 
Jesus Christ in sincerity' are agreed. And it will be observed, that the 
same Apostle who uttered those words, and implored. "wace," or all 
JJivine favours for every such person, denounces "heretics and "false 
kacbers,'' or those who bold and propagate essential error. Wherever 
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the principles of vital Christianity are found, with them we must coalesce, 
even though they co-exist in minds which, in our view, are beclouded 
with prejudice, or distorted by many flagrant misconceptions; but when 
principles arc maintained which tend to the subversion of what is funda
mental in religion, we have no right to adopt a course of conduct that 
shall countenance such deviations. Whoever opposes the primary 
doctrine of the Gospel cannot be received into the fellowship of believers. 
The heart which expands with Christian charity must not be allowed to 
stretch into a weak and unscriptural latitudinarianism. We must not 
s-ive one cordial hand to the "denier of Christ, who is worse than an 
mfidel ;'' nor the other to the Man of Sin, who is worse than a heathen. 
The purity of religion requires the avoidance of a contact that will con
taminate, and a conformity that will debase. "Charity," indeed, 
"thinketh no evil;" but let not this be supposed to extinguish the 
sentiment,-" If any man love not the Lord Jesus Christ, let him Le 
anathema maranatha." 

II, THE DEMANDS OF THE AGE WHICH OUGHT TO BE GRANTED, 

1. The first of these which I shall mention may seem to be as much 
the requirement of every age as of the present, being an essential part of 
Christianity itself: I mean the culti ,•ation of personal piety. And yet 
there are seasons and circumstances which appear to urge the general 
obligation with· an unusually impressive energy. Whenever individual 
religion is more than commonly endangered, it cannot be questioned that 
extraordinary care and vigilance should be employed to maintain it ; and 
that this is such a period of moral danger, both experience and obser
vation testify. The claims of the public and the claims of the closet are 
in some degree of antagonism to each other. Amidst the stir and 
bustle of the times, one hears a perpetual trumpet-call to activity, and 
the mind is summoned abroad into the high places of the field, instead of 
being allowed any fair opportunity for the enjoyment of hours in its own 
best home of quiet, meditation, and devotion. The diversity of objects 
renders life one great hurry; and the turbulent emotions which are 
excited by many affairs to be transacted in the Committee-room, or 
carried forward on the platform, continue to exert their influence, even 
upon the moments of retirement, so as to confuse thought and perplex 
communion with God, as the tempest leaves behind it the ocean waves 
long restless and unsettled. 

Not that zeal and public effort in a good cause are to be condemned
not that we should emulate the monks of the cloister, instead of the 
Reformers of the world or the Apostles of Christ-not that we should 
cease to manifest the active and excursive spirit of Christianity, whose 
sympathies and charities are wide as the world, and whose genuine 
disciples liave all drunk of the pure fountain of that truth-" no man 
liveth to himself;" but that our outward activities should not be suffered 
to interfere with our inward spirituality,-that in seeking the advance
ment of society and of the Kingdom of Christ, we should not be 
neglectful of the progress of religion in our own minds. We more than 
admit,-we plead, that activity is demanded by the circumstances of the 
times-that the capabilities of every Christian, both mental and physical, 
are called into requisition by an urgent necessity, :md that it is lo be 
hailed as an incalculable benefit to the world, that the retired, selfish, and 
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sectarian habits of their forefathers have been abandoned by their sons 
and successors, whose broader views and more Scriptural sentiments are 
surely apparent in the Bible-distributing energy and Missionary exertions 
of this distinguished day of the world's history. Yes; activity is de~ 
mantled by the loud voice of human necessity, but personal religion is 
demanded bv a still louder voice from Heaven. 

~fter_ all, it becomes us to regard personal religion, not merely as that 
which 1s to counteract the undesirable tendencies of a too absorbing 
P':1blic activity; but rather as that which is best adapted to promote and 
st1_1~ulatc, while it will regulate, purify, and give effect to it. The danger 
a~1smg: from multifarious engagements is chiefly that of their being 
~1ssoc1ated from a purely religious feeling; but we may be as diversified 
ii;. our objects and as zealous in our pursuit of them as we please, pro
y1dcd they are consistent with Scriptural principles, accordant with the 
Just requirements of domestic and social life, proportioried to the time 
:equired in the walks of private usefulness, and, above all, that our spirit 
1s baptized in devotion. 
. T!1~ Christianity of the professing world is narrowly watched by the 
1rrehg1ous of e\·ery class, and the most effective, or, at least, the most 
pla~ible arguments against the proceedings of professed Christians is 
derived from their inconsistencies. There is sagacity enough even in the 
heathen mind to perceive this, and the vast multitudes of the worldly and 
the wicked around are continually adverting to it, as confirmatory of 
their indifferentism or infidelity. When a great struggle between 
truth and the various modes of error is going forwa1·d, the practical 
power of a living Christianity is of the utmost importance, in order to 
the establishment of our noblest theories and principles, and the suc
cessful refutation of the wide-mouthed and lying allegations of an 
unreasoning folly and a sophisticating unbelief. The most convincing 
argument to a scoffing world will be a holy life-a life which, in the 
purity of its principles and aims, will impart power as well as lustre to 
all our activities. 

2. In immediate connexion with personal religion must be mentioned 
as another obvious and urgent demand of the times, brotherly love and 
union among Christians. 

This must be distinguished from mere party combination, which may 
be but the outwork of Sectarianism. The circumstances of the Christian 
world are such, that the existence of denominational divisions is perhaps 
inevitable, and probably it would be inexpedient to attempt any alteration 
of this arrangement. One thing at least is certain, that it will not be 
done, if it ever should be accomplished, till the Christian mind is more 
sanctified, and an elevated degree of spirituality in religion supersedes 
the bigotry, the jealousies, and the self-seeking of the Christian Church. 
,v e must be content for some ages yet-if, indeed, we have fully embraced 
it-to live upon the maxim-

" In neceasariia unitaa-in dubiia libertaa-in omnibus caritas." 

The denomination with which we stand connected may be perfectly 
ricrht in its principles and practices, or we may feel assured it is so; it 
rn';,v have, accordingly, our warmest sympathies and best exertions; we 
may meet and consult together to promote its main interests and sustain 
its various operations; we may be quick to feel, and not slow to censure, 
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any infraction of its laws, or violation of its peculiar claims; anclwe may 
~e ?cvoutly and devotedly attached to whatever may constitute its pccu
h~r11y-in our view, its scriptural peculiarity-and not only associate 
with, but esteem, applaud, and combine with the individuals who chiefly 
compose its councils, and are the representatives of its character :-yet be 
lamentably deficient in the fundamental Christian virtue to which 1 have 
referred. Zeal for our party may be at the boiling point, and our brotherly 
love at zero, We may be at once impassioned bigots and cynical friends 
-adherents to a party by education, habit,-it may be conviction,-and 
j•et devoid of a genuine, flowing, apostolic love. Have we not reason 
for some self"accusation in this respect ? If we have not, it is a gratifying 
conclusion. But do we really possess and manifest the spirit of the 
primitive age? Have we the aposlolical succession of a holy charity? 
Who can contemplate the fervour of their feeling, the harmony of their 
operations, the holy temper and tone of their meetings together "with 
one accord in one place,'' when the Mighty Spirit filled the house, and 
the resplendent tokens of Divine approbation sat upon each of tl,em, not 
only conferring distinction, but imparting power, without breathing after 
the heart-felt union of those happy days? That union was then, indeed, 
greatly demanded. But, is it less demanded now ? now that iniquity 
abounds-now that the love of many waxes cold-now that infidelity 
rages-now that the enemy comes in like a flood? 

It is worthy of profound reflection, that in the history of the Christian 
Church we find its noblest exertions have ever been connected with the 
intensest mutual love of its members. This affection, extending beyond 
the bounds of a mere combination, and characterized by mutual confi
dence, has maintained, inspirited, and become the element of success in 
the greatest moral achievements. The love of the brethren has delight
fully blended wit.h the love of Christ, and error, superstition, and vice 
have fallen before it. I need not lead you, as an illustration, into the 
upper room at Jerusalem only. I might ask you to look into the humble 
hall where Luther, Melanctl,on, Major, Bugenhagen, and their coadjutors 
mingled their counsels, and met to keep as a festival every year the 
translation of the Scriptures into the German language, which, like a two
edged sword, was used with such effect to slay the Papal system; or, 
approaching to our own times, appealing to the recorded facts and ewr
cherished remembrances of some amongst us, l might point you to the 
!,allowed spots in Kettering and Northampton, where the primary 
missionary efforts of our denomination were sustained und sanctified by 
the tender reciprocations of kindness and confitlence that filled the hearts 
of Pearce the holy, Carey the zealous, Fuller the undaunted, Ryland the 
devout, and Sutcliff the wise. Oh, constellation bright! that has sunk 
from our hemisphere by the revolution of time, but only to shine with a 
purer splendour in other skies I 

But it is not merely towards a better union among ourselves, denomi
nationally considered, that our attention should be turned. Union among 
all Christians, so far as is possible or practicable, is required both by the 
political and ecclesiastical movements of the age. While allowing for 
numerous diversities, we should feel bound by common principles, and 
hail as a good, whatever scheme of association contains in it the essential 
character of holy love. If we cannot all connect ourselves with the actual 
organization of au " Evangelical Alliance," we may fulfil its purposes by 
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m:mifesting " love unfeigned " to all the brotherl1ood of Christianity in 
our respective localities and in our deliberative assemblies. There is 
action and re-action here. Union among ourselves will facilitate our 
union with others; and union with other Christians, or bodies of 
Christians, while our own convictions of truth are maintained without 
compromise, will materially promote an increased union among ourselves. 

3. The age demands a determined adhei·ence to the principles of 
Protestantism, and an explicit avowal of them, in opposition to Popish 
dogma~. 

The ag5ressi ve darings of thfl Papacy of late years have somewhat roused 
the slumbering spirit of the Protestant community, and not only prompted 
a zealous resistance on the part of individuals, but occasioned a well
organized antagonism ,in the combined efforts of many who, though 
belonging to different communities, and holding widely different views 
on some theological subjects, have discoyered a common and firm stand
ing-place of truth on which to plant the foot, and rear the standard of a 
holy and wide-spreading confederacy. That we, as Baptists, should 
join such a phalanx, if not found even among the foremost in the ranks, 
is surely what might be reasonably expected, when our forefathers, 
covered with the blood and dust of conflict, have won many a field before 
us, and transmitted their names, their principles, and their actions to their 
children of the same faith, to emulate as well as to admire. It cannot be 
imagined that attachment to Christ and his Gospel should be unaccom
panied with hostility, fixed and implacable, to that form of error which is 
emphatically denounced in the New Testament as the Man of Sin. Al
legiance to our Divine Master requires that we should, in common with 
other denominations, be " up and doing," when a rampant and despotic 
superstition is diffusing the absurdities, practising the oppressions, and 
aiming by its aggressiveness at the ecclesiastical government of the world. 
Let not this language be interpreted to indicate an anti-Christian or per
secuting spirit, for it would be impious to be silent or indifferent when 
the spiritual interests of millions are at stake. It would be worse than 
pusillanimity and a mockery of pious profession, not to exhaust, if needed, 
the whole qui,·er of our arrows against the wolf or the bear that would 
destroy the sheep. Baptists especiallv, who have been often persecuted 
unto the death, and have bad their' full share in feeding the fires of 
martyrdom, which have blazed with their constancy and devotion
Baptists, who have never been themselves persecutors, but who, during 
all the ecclesiastical struggles of the last fifty years, have fought for free
dom, and, in its genuine spirit, have been as eager for Catholic emancipa
tion as they have been vehement against Catholio doctrines, have a right 
to speak out, and are called upon in these stirring times to vindicate their 
fame, and display their consistency, by at once sustaining the rights of 
Papists, and denouncing the system of Popery. The battle is recom
menced-the second battle of the Reformation. The fight thickens. The 
enemy has seized his weapons, whetted his sword, burnished his iron 
chains, prepared his dungeons, marshalled his forces, and sent his detach
ments forth to capture the fair territory of Britain, and subjugate British 
minds ! What is to be done ? Arm-arm for the field ! Oppose your 
spiritual weapons to his temporal ones. Bring up arguments against 
swords-the preaching of the Gospel against the thunders of Rome-the 
activites of piety a2"ai11st !he attacks of an anathematising heresy, and. the 
arnbush of an insinuating Jesuitism. 
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An objection has been taken to coalescing with those who do not rro the 
wl1ole length of our avowed principles in the opposition to Popery. It 
has been argued that we should not only oppose Popery, but if we are to 
do so consistently and effectively, oppose it on the ground of its exercise 
of state power in enforcing religion, as well as on that of the folly of its 
superstitions and the falsehood of its doctrines. This is granted, and tlie 
carrying out to the utmost the principles we hold dear is an imperative 
duty. But while we are individually prepared to take up many positions 
of hostility against the great evil, what should hinder our co-operation 
and coalescence with those who, though unprepared to adopt all our 
principles of action, are nevertheless ready, upon their own, to join for 
the advancement of our common object? Neither they nor we com
promise anything by co-operation. They fight with one sword, we with 
two. Let each be free to use his own chosen weapon, so that all may 
engage in the warfare, as all will assuredly at last sing together the song 
of victory. 

I have no hesitation, however, while opposing Popery, to proceed a step 
further, and to exhort you to consider another point. 

4. The present is a period in which the interests of Dissent require to 
be manfully sustained. Dissent is the Reformation reformed. Great as 
were the achievements of Luther and his coadjutors, they were but par
tially enlightened on the subject of civil and religious liberty. They set 
the door ajar, by which some rays streamed in upon the darkness of the 
moral world, and put to shame the doings of the Man of Sin ; but their 
successors have opened the door wider, let in more light, and showed that 
it is not merely on so much Protestantism as Christianity on which we 
must stand. Protestantism appeals against the corruptions of religion in 
respect to some vital doctrines; but dissent levels the axe at the root of 
the tree, by appealing against all ecclesiastical impositions, by insisting on 
the sole authority of Christ in whatever belongs to religion; and by de
manding the separation of the spiritual elements from the secular-of the 
church from the state. The union of these has originated the hideous 
doctrine of baptismal regeneration, which has filled the land with a nominal, 
to the detriment of a real, religion; kindled antipathies without end, and 
produced ignorance without measure; created a priesthood, when Christ 
appointed a ministry, and constituted an establishment which has too 
often revelled in fines, imprisonments, and confiscations. 

To the Baptists, it has been truly said, belongs the honour of first 
asserting in this land, and of establishing on the immutable basis of just 
argument and scripture rule, tl1e right of every man to worship God as 
conscience dictates, in submission only to Divine command ; and on the 
Baptists especially it is incumbent in this age of ecclesiastical falsifica
tions, to carry out their primary principle to its utmost point, by resisting 
the interference of human legislation in matters of religion. And there 
are two circumstances well calculated to stimulate our efforts and en
courage our hopes: the one that Dissent itself was never more enlightened 
than at present, and never so strong in the number of its adherents; a~d 
the other that the Establishment principle was never more really feeble m 
its hold upon the public mind-nay, never gave such manifest ind\cations 
of tending to extinction in the growing convictions of many of its own 
nominal supporters. It is true that the church has cried aloud, and thrust 
its magistraical sword fiercely at its opponents; but in its Yehemcnt and 
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wild effusions it resembles the ancient gladiator, whose convulsive efforts 
and contortions only pro'l'ed that he had received his death-blow, 

5. The age demands, and ought to be furnished with, a well-instructed 
mini,~t,·y. A former age <lid not demand, but rather repudiated it., so far 
as our denominntion was concerned, With a false theology, false views 
of hnman learning were entertained, and "men-made-ministers! " was 
the war-cry of the high-Calvinistic and Antinomian heresy against all 
smrnd scholarship, and all at.tempts to train the candidates for Chdstian 
pulpits in the literature even of the Holy \Vritings. Our denomination, 
it is to be deplored, set itself to guard the avenue to biblical knowledge 
with as much determination as the priest of Paganism kept the Eleusinia~ 
mysteries; so that in this respect the dark ages of our history extended, 
wit!, few exceptions besides the light of a Gill, to our own generation. 
Notions of this kind, however, have become somewhat antiquated and 
obsolete. The times now claim an educated ministry. '.['he sopbi$tic.11.tions 
of plausible ignorance, on the one band, and the progress of genera1 
knowledge on the other, have awakened the church to some sense of its 
necessities. ,v ould it not be monstrous to suppose, that the. ministry 
may be safely ignorant while the people are rapidly improving in mental 
culture? It is surely to be expected, that the professed teachers of others 
should be taught and intelli~ent. Shall we allow to a cmining scepticism, 
or a vaunting impiety, the mntage ground of knowledge, and be con
tented to entrust our great cause to the efforts of a floundering illiteracy, 
whose mere piety, however valuable, would prove no powerful regis 
against. the thrusts of a wil_y and well-instructed infidelity, and the 
critical acumen of learned sophists? If the Christian ministry be indeed 
important in itself; if it involve t.he most momentous responsibilities, and 
demand a moral adaptation and an intellectual capability; if it require 
both heart and mind to grasp mighty subjects, to fix deep impressions, to 
give impulse and expansion to thought, to picture forth great and eternal 
realities, to rouse to action holy passions and res9lves,-then does it need 
in its early formation in our seminaries of instruction .all the aid and pre
paration that religion, experience, and literature can supply. . . 

The desire which is now almost universally expressed for the still 
further education of the people, till it becomes general and perfect, 
enhances the necessity for a more extensively educated ministry. Very 
different views, however, are entertained respecting the nature of that 
education and the manner in which it should be conducted. Upon the 
questions that are afloat in the public mind, it would not be expedient, 
in the present address, to enter, further than simply to state, that religion 
and education being essentially allied, the interference of governments in 
any way is to be repudiated, since the mind and conscience lie beyond 
the sphere of their jurisdiction. The right to educate, and the power of 
all moral progress, belong to the people themselves; and what govern
ments have to do is to protect their persons, and not to coerce their minds. 
The rio-ht of control is of necessity involved in the act of govP.rnmental 
contrib':ition, to _say nothing of legislative appointm~nts; but the ass11rop
tion of such a right cannot be conceded, because 1t belongs not to the 
protective character of a civil government, and, if conceded, must b(l 
detrimental to the real interests, because it is an infringement upon the 
conscience, of the community. , 

6. While the age demands the litei·ary cultivation of its teachen1, it 
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equally i•equil'ea clear, and bold, and plain enunciations of Evangelical 
ti-uth. 

Upon this point all the acquirements of scholarship should be con
centrated in the public service of the sanctuary; for they are not intended 
to form critics but preachers. It is the sanctified use of the knowledge 
which makes the critic, that forms the preacher; for the more perfect the 
acquaintance is with the niceties of language, the manners and customs 
of ancient times, and other biblical subjects, the bet.ter able will the 
minister of the gospel be to teach the doctrines of the bible with accuracy, 
and unfold its histories with interest. Not that a public discourse should 
contain learned disquisitions, grammatical analyses, or controversial 
reasonings, any more than a builder should permit his scaffolding to stand 
when his edifice is complete; but that the duly qualified expositor of 
tmth should present the result, not the process of his investigations, in 
terms and phrases the most intelligible to all his bearers and the most 
empbatical. Amidst the existing tendencies to false doctrine on the one 
hand, and a philosophical style of teaching on the other, both knowledge 
and skill are requisite. The puritanism without the pedantry of a past 
age ; the fulness without the Antinomian perversions of scriptural state
ments of primary truths; the unreserved enunciation of the simplest 
doctrines, combined with the enforcement of their practical purposes; 
verities and not refinements-sermons and not essays-are the great 
desiderata of the age. 

And here I cannot help remarking upon a newly introduced phraseology 
with which young preachers especially seem captivated, which is nothing 
better than affectation, .and far more calculated to inspire a vulgar praise 
than to produce a holy impression. It is a style borrowed, not from the 
writings of the apostles, but from those of a school whose perverted taste 
has led many astray. It aims to establish a character of originality, and 
to obtain for those who .use it the reputation of talent and genius; but is 
sanctioned by no really good writer, either classical or theological, and is 
perfectly foreign from the idiomatic propriety of our language. It par
takes not of the simplicity of Addison, the clearness of Tillotson, the 
grandeur of Johnson, the beauty of Taylor, the power of Barrow, the 
elevation of Howe, or the magnificence of Milton. It is not of English, 
but of German origin. · It is forced, but not forcible; jagged and knotty, 
but does not seize upon the mind ; and is better calculated to exhibit the 
man than to exalt the minister. No, verily. It is ideas rather than words 
that the times require; perspicuousness, and not parade in diction; an 
evident and holy aim to instruct and not to astonish. If the people are 
not to wander after novelties, they must be supplied with solid truths, 
expressed in language which they feel to be the natural result of earnest
ness and flowing love to souls, not the product of philosophical cant or 
theological trickery. 

7 . .Another and most urgent requirement of the times is specific effort 
fo1· the spfritual instruction qf the masses of the people, not only by minis
terial, but by an active lay agency. 

At present they lie in gathered heaps of impiety around us, and in 
many instances are so dense as to seem to be impervious. Little com
paratively has been, and sometimes, perhaps, we are ready to think 
despondingly, little can be done. Our fields and parks abound with 
Sabbath desecration and infidelity. The sun of summer shines upon 
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busy thousands congregated on God's appointed day of hoiy rest from 
c,·ery quarter, and multitudes of avowed deists and atheists assemble in 
some places for the very purpose of denouncing the Bible, and winning 
unwary souls to their unbelief. They denounce Christ's servants as a 
hireling priesthood, and retail the jokes and sophi~tries of a by-gone age, 
to entertain which they demoralize persons of their own class. The most 
formidable fact is, that they pcrtinacionsly hold the opinion, that those of 
a l1igher grade, as well as those who sustain the ministerial character, do 
not sympathize with them, either in respect to their political or moral 
condition. What., tl1en, is to be done ? Are we to become politicians, 
and the leaders of vulgar clamour, in order to gain them to the Gospel; 
or should we enter the arena of controversy in their Sabbatic resorts, 
with their bold, and often acute disputants, in order to secure a victory in 
argument? Neither, as I would humbly suggest, the one nor the other. 
On all proper occasions it becomes us to be the advocates of civil 
freedom, that the masses may understand we do feel for their wants, and 
are willing to promote their temporal interests : and to every man that 
asks the i·eason of the hope that is in us, we should be ready to give it. 
But the way to advance the Gospel among them is not by systematic 
debate, which rarely issues in a beneficial result; but by cherishing a 
kindly intercourse, evincing a benevolent temper, showing them that the 
power of truth alone over our own mind impels to the effort to seek their 
conversion to God, and declaring the truth to them in connexion with the 
distribution of Bibles and tracts, whether they will hear, or whether they 
will forbear, and declaring it, without official pretence, simply, pointedly, 
perseveringly, and with conversational familiarity: for in this manner we 
make use .Df that instrumentality which God has himself prepared, and 
which he has promised to bless to the salvation of men. He who cannot 
preach may teach, which is but a modification of preaching; and he who 
cannot teach may distribute tracts and pray. Can it be questioned, that 
if Christian people generally would mingle more with the multitude, and 
show them, if I may so express it, the heart of Christianity, powerful 
and beneficial effects would be produced, and that influence thus secured 
would confer incalculable blessings directly upon the masses, and reflexly 
on the Church. 

There is one consideration that may stimulate the humblest labourer to 
exertion, and inspire him with hopes of success in connexion with Divine 
promises. It belongs to the very constitution of the mind in all classes, 
namely, that social principle in man by which one is bound to all. By 
this a path of accessibility, so to speak, is opened to the inmost ~ecesses 
of our nature. Christian charity finds an appropriate channel for its fl?w 
through the human sympathies ; and hence treatment the most repulsive 
at first is often exchanged for a smile of willingness and even welcome, 
To make others feel by our conduct that we have really their good at 
heart, bas a winning influence even upon obdurate ~i~~s. Once. make 
this to be fully apparent, and we touch a cord of sens1b1ltty that vibrates 
with genial emotions, and secures a willing ear. If the inner man co~ld 
he unfolded, it would be frequently discovered, that men are not the st~1cs 
and the stones that they appear to be : and that an earnest unassummg 
attention on our part to their spiritual welfare wil_l tend to prepare ~he 
soil of the heart for the good seed that shall sprmg up to eternal ~fe. 
Moreol'cr, human nature has a kind of instinctive love to condescens10n 
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on the part of those who are deemed superior in station or endowments, 
and a conviction of their disinterestedness will undoubtedly facilitate the 
means of impression. Hence the impor(ance of a voluntary and unpaid 
agency-an agency which seeks its reward solely and obviously in doing 
good, and which is unsparingly and unceasingly exercised in devout 
dependence on the promised aids of the Holy Spirit, without which even 
a Paul may plant and an A polios may water in vain. 

While concerned, and justly, for the prevalence of our distinctive 
principles, believing them to be in accordance with the will of Christ, it 
is for Christianity itself we should primarily and supremely labour. A 
world of real heathenism surrounds us; souls are perishing, and gr:wes 
are opening. Contemplate the value of one soul. Let us endeavour 
continually to give intensity, by giving concentration to our thought~. 
Consider what that individual life is, where each individual is in the 
present solemn predicament of his being, whither be is going, and how 
we can minister to the felicity of those interminable ages in which he is 
to exist, and how our negligence may allow his plunge into irretrievable 
ruin, which we should have striven to prevent. Then multiply that one 
invaluable and deathless being by the hundreds, and thousands, and tens 
of thousands around, and the millions in the regions beyond. Think of 
the Scriptural estimate of life, that lies outspread before us iu the depths 
of the curse and in the plague of sin. Think of what Christ has done 
for sinners, and what he requires us to do; what love to him and love to 
the world of mankind should prompt us to attempt. Think of man as 
created to Ii ve for ever ! 

I must here advert to the important subject of Sunday schools. 
It is beginning to be vehemently required, that those who undertake 

to teach in these institutions should be characterised by a decided and 
avowed piety. Were this universally the case, it cannot be reasonably 
doubted that great effects would be produced by so adapted an instru
mentality. That beautiful system would then come forward and flourish 
in all the verdure of a new spring-time of religion. vVho can calculate 
the probable potency and extent of such an influence arising from 
ezample, in which young eyes would see in living characters the nature of 
Christianity-from an eamestness of teaching, dictated by an inward 
experience of its infinite importance as the only means of training for a 
blessed eternity-from a watchful care which it would superinduce over the 
habits and pnssions of the youthful chai·ge-from a cvnscientious punc
tiliousness in the discharge of the duties belonging to the instructor's 
office,-and. from the exei·cise of a benevolent assiduity in visiting the 
homes of the children, for the purpose of deepening the interest of parents 
in what is done, and inducing those who value not religion, though they 
might in some degree estimate education, to frequent the sanctuaries of 
God. In these and various ways the power of teaching is multiplied by 
the power of religion; and if the tongue, when "set on fire of hell,'' as 
the Apostle expresses it, is so mischievous, what may not be hoped for 
when it is inflamed by the devotion, the grace, and the love of heaven? 
May it not, on the clearest principles of the Bible, be anticipated, that 
whereas, at present, a few only from the Sunday school occasionally join 
the Christian Church, a multitude would then come flying with winged 
zeal, to that sacred abode, "like doves to their windows"? 

It is ntfist befitting tl1at the young who instruct others younger tlian 
G 
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themselves in tlie general principles of evangelical truth should be con
verted and spiritunlly-mindcd; and the public voice, which is waxing 
louder and louder like a trumpet., should be heard, which demands that 
on their own account, as well as that of the children taught, and of the 
Church, which, by means of its teaching, members become more closely 
connected with the school, the guides of the youthful miud should be at 
once intelligent, pious, and devoted. 

8. There is one more topic to which I must advert. 
Both the Christian and the infidel would demand the i·econciliation of 

&cience and revelation. 
There was a time, and that not a distant one, when tl1ey were con

sidered to be absolutely hostile to each other, and when, in consequence, 
every discovery in science was hailed with delight by free-thinking philo
sophers, because it was supposed to sustain their unbelief; while sincere 
Christians viewed such developments in nature with alarm, as bein"' 
unfarnurable, not to say contradictory, to the facts of Scripture. It fl. 
true, that of late a profounder knowledge and a deeper criticism have 
tended to dissipate this delusion; yet, neither the triumphs of the one 
party nor the apprehensions of the other have entirely subsided; but 
there is a manifest progress towards the period when the order of these 
triumphs and 1hese fears will be inverted. 

There are two scientific subjects especially which have been greatly 
harmonized with religion, by means of patient investigation and theological 
acumen. The revelations of astronomy were once thought to be antago
nistic to the Christian faith. As the starry suns of the hemisphere were 
brought into view by the far-reaching power of the telescope, and nebulous 
clouds were resohed into mighty worlds, it was sneeringly asked, How 
could a reasonable mind imagine that so insignificant a globe as that which 
we inhabit should be the object of such an exclusive notice, and the theatre 
of such a strange transaction as that which the doctrine of redemption sup
poses in the indwelling of God in our humanity,-that the earth should be 
regarded as if it were the only inhabited world, and that its history should 
be given in details of so inconsiderable and limited a nature. To these 
and other objections the splendid performance of Dr. Chalmers has been 
continually referred to as furnishing an adequate refutation, and no one 
can peruse it without acknowledging that it is as satisfactory in argument 
as it is brilliant in illustration. But, without in the least disparaging the 
work of that great genius, we must claim for one of our own body the 
high distinction of being the first to lay the foundation of this argumenta
tive structure. It is in the pages of Andrew Fuller that the germ of this 
great anti-infidel demonstration is to be found; and to him, whom I am 
honoured to call the friend of my youth, are all posterity indebted for the 
demonstration of the proposition which he first announced in "The Gospel 
its own Witness," in the following terms:-" Admitting that the intelli
gent creation is as extensive as modem philosophy supposes, the credibility 
of redemption is not thereby weakened; but, on the contrary, in many 
respects is strengthened and aggrandized." 

Infidel conclusions deduced from another science, which has, in fact, 
only of late become a science, namely, geology, have been refuted with ad
mirable skill by another beloved friend now glorified, the Rev. Dr. J. Pye 
Smith, who united in the most eminent degree extensive learning, acute 
<liserimination, patient research, and perfect impartiality and candour, with 
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the modesty or true genius. Multitudes, however, at first, even of the 
pious und the intellectual, clamoured against his critical and philosophical 
explanations or the Mosaic history; and still there are many who require 
to be convinced that the undoubted facts of geology can be reconciled 
to the statements or Genesis. Conceiving that the Scripture narrative 
necessarily limits the present duration of the earth to the past 6,000 years, 
and that the creation of its matter out of nothing is indicated in the 
words, "in the beginning," as referable to that precise period, they arc 
unable to understand, and indisposed to admit the real cosmogony of the 
world, as having relation to a series of organic changes in succession for 
unnumbered ages-the admission of which, however, is, on the one hand, 
required by the discoveries of geology in the stratification and fossil 
remains of the earth's surface, and, on the other, entirely consistent with 
the fair and plain interpretation of the Mosaic narrative. There is one 
remark I -will venture here, as having struck my own mind, which in the 
geological controversy, so far as I am a ware, has not been distinctly 
noticed. If it be demanded that we restrict the meaning of the first 
clause of Genesis to the time in question, namely, 6,000 year9 ago, equally 
must it be maintained, that the words in the 16th verse : "he made the 
stars also," refer to that precise period; a conclusion which, we appre
hend, no one could adopt, who entertains the least rational view of God, 
and the magnitude of his creation. 

There are several other subjects in connexion with the same science 
which Dr. Smith has successfully discussed, and for which he received 
the approving testimonies of such eminent individuals as Professor Sedg
wick, Sir John Herschell, Dr. "\Vhewell, and many others. The same line 
of argument has been pursued also since the publication of Dr. Smith's 
lectures, by Dr. Hitchcock, the transatlantic geologist, who has done 
admirable service to the cause of religion as well as science, in producing 
the evidences of that real harmony between them, the convictions of 
which must ultimately disperse the fears of the pious, and demolish the 
hopes of the sceptic. 

To the ignorant gaze of former ages Science and Religion appeared 
like two mighty men in the distant horizon, at the head of hostile arma
ments, nodding defiance to each other from opposite crags on either side 
an impassable gulph; but as the alarmed spectator approaches, his eye 
observes the banners and the waving plumes of a friendly power and 
associate, while his ear catches the sound of interchanging congratula
tions as their separate ranks move onward to a general union and 
co-operation. That which seemed like a gulph is but the shadow of a 
passing clouu. The giant figures that seemed to frown and menace, are 
smiling in the joy of mutual welcome, and hailing the prospect of giorious 
victories. Yes, Science and Religion ai-e at one. They are not antago
nists, but confederates : religion being the great commander-in-chief, 
while science is every hour mustering mighty forces, armed with tele
scopes, microscopes, chemical and mineralogical tests, geological hammers, 
and rods of measurement instead of swords,-and is bending in reverend 
humility and with dignified concurrence of thought and action to the 
dictates of superior wisdom and authority. And the time hastens. when 
the moral conquest of the earth will be proclaimed in the cnthrone~ent 
of religion, amidst the gathered treasures of science and the plalllhts of 
brighter wol'lds. 
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CONSTITUTION OF THE UNION. 
I. That the Baptist Ministers, Churches, and Associations undemnmecl" do 

constitute the Baptist Union of the United Kingdom, 
II. That in this Union it is fully recognized that every separate church has 

within itself the power and authority to exercise all ecclesiastical discipline, rule, 
and goYcmment, and to put in execution all the laws of Christ necessary to its own 
edification, 

II I. That the following are the objects contemplated by the Baptist Union:-
1 st. To extend brotherly love and union among those Baptist Ministers and 

churches who agree in the sentiments usually denominated evangelical. 
2nd. To promote unity of exertion in whatever may best serve the cause of 

Christ in general, and the interests of the Baptist denomination in particular. 
3rd. To obtain accurate statistical information relative to Baptist .Churches, 

Societies, Institutions, Colleges, &c., throughout the kingdom, and the 
world at large, 

4th. To prepare for circulation an annual report of the proceedings of the 
Union, and of the state of the denomination. 

IV. That this Union acts by the ministers and representatives of the churches; 
that the pastor of every church connected with the Union is a representative ex 
ojficio; and that every church is entitled to appoint as representatives two of its 
members in addition to the pastor. 

V. That, if an Association of Baptist churches connects itself with the Union, 
the same privilege shall be enjoyed by each of the churches separately as wish to 
belong to the Un.ion as in the former case; and that every Association shall be 
entitled to appoint two brethren as its representatives. 

VI. That an Annual Meeting shall be held in London ( unless appointed else
where by :the Committee, or by a General Meeting), at which a Treasurer, Secre
taries, and Committee shall be elected. 

VII. That every Baptist Church or Association, and every approved Baptist 
Minister, in the United Kingdom, making written application for admission into 
this Uuion, shall be forthwith received, unless informed of the contrary by the 
Committee. 

VIII. That, on account of the inevitable expenses of the Union, every church 
connected with it is justly expected to contribute annually to its funds, either 
immediately, or through the Association to which it belongs. 

IX. That, on account of the importance of correct statistical information, every 
Association connected with the Union is expected to forward its annual letter or other 
account of its state; and that every church connected with the Union otherwise 
than through an Association, is requested to furnish some annual communication, 

X. That the. omission of such communication for two successive years, after 
notice from the Secretaries, shall be taken as a withdrawment from the Union. 

XI. That Annual and General Meetings of the Union are constituted by the 
Ministers and Representatives of the United Churches and Associations alone; but 
that one or more Public Mc('tings may be held for the declaration of such of its 
transactions as may he deemed of public interest. 

• Tlie original List will be found in llw Appendix lo lhe Report for 1837, 
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CONTRIBUTIONS. 

£ •· d. 
Abersycha.n, Monmouthshire,_....... 0 2 O 
.A beraman, Glamorgansbire •••••·•·· 0 2 6 
Accringlon ..•.............•....•••••..•..•• 0 16 0 
A Friend .................................... 2 0 0 
Amersham ................................. l O 0 
Angus, Rev. J. ........................... 0 10 0 
Arlington.................................... 0 5 0 
Arnsby ....................................... 0 5 0 
Ashford ....... ............... ...•.•••...••• 0 5 0 
Ashton-under-Line .••.•.......•••.••••• 0 5 0 
Aylsbam . . .......................... ........ O 4 0 
Bacup, Ebenezer ........................ O S O 
Bacup, lrwell Terrace.................. 0 5 0 
Ban bridge .• ........ •..•... .. . .• •.. •. .••... 0 5 0 
Banbury .................................... 0 3 6 
Barnoldswick ...••........•....••.......••. 0 2 6 
Barnstaple ................................. 0 10 0 
Batley ....................................... 0 6 0 
Bethesda, Monmouthshire ....••.•...• 0 2 6 
Birchington................................. O 1 O 
Bishop Stortford. ......•.•••.••.••....•..•• 0 5 0 
Blakeney, Gloucestershire ............ O 10 O 
Bolton ..........•..••.......................• 0 5 0 
Boston, Salem.............................. 0 5 6 
Boxmoor .•................••..•.•..........• 0 10 0 
Brabourne .•.. .........•.••...•.....••.•.•. 0 5 0 
Bradnincb ....... ... . . ......... .•. ... .•.• .• 0 5 0 
Brannston .•...........••.•.....•.........• 0 10 0 
Brecon, Watergate ....•.....••... .....• 0 10 0 
Bristol, Countership ..................... 2 0 0 
Brixham ........•. ...•..••.•.•••.•...•...... 0 5 0 
Broadstairs .......•. .•..... ..••..•.......... 1 0 0 
Bnckingham ......••.....••.•........ ..••• 0 5 0 
Burnley .................................... 0 2 6 
Burslem .... .•. . .. .... .... .................. 0 7 6 
Bury .......................................... 0 5 0 
Cam berwell.. .. ........ ... . •.. . . . .. •. . . .. . .. 2 O 0 
Cambridge, St. Andrews............... 2 O O 
Carmarthen and Cardigan Associa• 

tion ....................................... 300 
Clongbfold ............................... .. 0 5 0 
Colchester, 1st eh......................... 0 5 0 
Coleraine.................................... 0 5 0 
Collumpton ................................. 0 fi 0 
Colne ...............................•......• 0 10 0 
Coningsby ................................. 0 5 0 
Crickhowell................................. 0 2 3 
Cullingworth ....... ...... ................. 0 10 0 
Denbigh .................................... 0 2 6 
Diss .......................................... 0 5 O 
Downham ........ ..... .................... 0 6 O 
Downton, 2nd eh. ........................ 0 5 0 
Earby in Craven........................... 0 l 6 
East Kent Association.................. 2 0 0 
Falmouth. ...•.. ......... ............ ...•. ... 0 5 0 
Farsley....................................... 0 10 0 
Gloueeatersblre Association ......... 3 10 0 
Glyntawe Brecon .........••..•.......... O 6 0 
Gorsley....................................... 0 fi 0 
Gould, G. Esq. Loughton............... [i O 0 
Grim,by .......•..............•...•....... .. 0 /5 0 
Haddenham................................. 0 7 6 
Halifax, l8t eh............................ I O 0 
Harcombe Buttom .. ,..................... 0 5 0 

£ s. ,l. 
Harlow....................................... O 10 O 
Ha.slingden, Pleasant Street!......... 0 10 0 
Hebden Bridge ........................... O 10 O 
Heptonstall Slack ........................ 0 G 0 
Hereford .................................... 0 2 0 
Heywood .................................... 0 5 0 
High bridge................................. 0 2 0 
Highgate.................................... 0 10 0 
Honiton .•..•..•.••.. .....••....•.... .•.••.• 0 2 6 
Isleham ...........•... .....•••...•....•...... 0 6 0 
Jackman, J. Esq. Boyle ••....••.•••••• l O 0 
Keighley..................................... 0 2 11 
Keynsham................................... 0 5 0 
Kidderminster ...............••.•••....•• l O 0 
Leake and Wymeswold ....•..•.•••.•.. 0 15 0 
Leeds, Call Lan• . . . .•.. ..•••. .••.•••... •. 0 fi 0 
-- South Parade ...•.....•.••......• 2 0 0 
--3rdch ............................... 0 5 0 
Lincoln ....•.•..•. .....•...•••....•.•..••••.. 0 10 0 
Liverpool, Myrtle Street................ 0 5 0 
---- Pembroke Place ........• l O 0 
---- Soho Street ....•..•...... ... 0 5 0 
Lockwood................................... O 5 O 
London, Blandford Street . .•....•.. ..• 0 5 0 
--- Devonshire Square.......... 3 0 0 
--- Eldon Street .•..... ........•.• 0 5 0 
---New Church Street, Pad-

dington •••......... ....................... 0 fi 0 
--- Vernon Chapel.. ...•....•••.• 0 10 6 
--- Prescot Street .•.. •.•••...••. 1 0 0 
Llwyni, Glamorganshire ..•...••....... l O 0 
Loughborough .......... ....•.••...•.••...• 0 6 0 
Louth ........................................ 0 G 0 
Ludgershall ................................ 0 2 11 
Lyme ......................................... 0 5 0 
Lynn .................•...................•..• 0 fi 0 
March, 1st eh.............................. 0 fi 0 
Manchester, Grosvenor Street ...... 0 5 0 
Margate . . . . .. .•• . • ....... ..• . . . •••• .•. •• . . . l O 0 
Markyate Street ...... , . , . . ... .. ... ••.••... 0 10 0 
Maryport.. •. . •. ••• .. . . . . .. •••... •. . .•• • .. ... 0 7 6 
Melbourn ....•...........•••••......•..•.• 0 5 0 
Millwood .................................... 0 6 0 
Moriston, Glamorganshire ............ 0 2 6 
New Brentford ......••...•......•.....•.. 0 5 0 
Northern Association .................. 2 2 0 
Notte and Derby Association......... 2 2 0 
Oldham .................................... 0 15 0 
Oxford ....................................... l O 0 
Pembrokeshire Association •.. ...... 3 18 0 
Penzance .... ,............................... 0 G 0 
Pontrhydyrin, Monmouthshire ...... l l 0 
Pontypool .....•. ..... .................. ... 0 7 fl 
Preston....................................... 0 7 fl 
Ramsgate......... ...... .........••.........• l O 0 
Redrutb ......... .................•.•••••••. 0 6 0 
Rochdale, West Street .• ,............... 0 10 0 
Rotherham ••..••...••.•.......... , ... ... ..• 0 3 6 
Salehouse .......••.•........•.... , .... , ... 0 2 0 
Salford, 1st eh. •.••••••. •••••••.. •..• ••••• 0 fi 0 
Salford, Zion Chapel..................... 0 2 6 
SharnLrook ................................. 0 4 0 
Sheffield, Town head Street .•......•. ,. 0 10 0 
Shcl!angct ........ ;.......... ...... ... ..... 0 5 0 
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£ s. d. £ ,. d. 
Shrow•bury, Clarence Street ........ . 0 5 0 Tivarton ........................... , ....... . 0 15 0 
Black Lane ............................... .. 
Sme.rden, let eh . ••..................... , 

0 5 0 
0 5 0 

Torrington ............................... .. 
Tottlebank ................................. . 

0 JO 0 
0 JO 0 

Smarden, 2nd eh . ....................... . 0 6 0 Truro ......... , .............................. . 0 5 0 
Sodbury ................................... . 
Soham ...........•........................... 

0 5 0 
0 4 0 

Upwell ..................................... .. 
Walsall ..................................... . 

1 0 0 
0 8 0 

St . .Albans ............................... .. 0 15 0 Walton .................................... .. 0 2 0 
Staines ...................................... . 0 5 0 Warminster ............................. . 0 5 0 
Steep Lane ................................ . 
Stockport ................................... . 
Stogumber ................................ . 
Street ........................................ . 
Suffolk Union ............................. . 
Sutton Ashfield ......................... .. 

0 5 0 
0 5 0 
0 2 6 
0 2 0 
1 0 0 
0 2 6 

Waterford ............................... .. 
Wells ...................................... . 
West Drayton .......................... . 
Westbury-on-Trym .................... . 
Weston by Weedon .................... .. 
Windsor .....................•.............. 

0 5 0 
0 5 0 
0 5 0 
0 2 6 
0 3 0 
0 5 0 

Swaffham .................................. . 
Swanbourne .................... u,,, •..•.•• 

0 5 0 
0 2 6 

Wokingham ............................ .. 
Woodford ................................ . 

0 10 0 
0 3 0 

Tamworth , .... ,, ..... ,.,., ... , ......... , .. 0 5 0 Wycombe ................................ . 0 5 0 

CONTRIBUTIONS FOR THE DEPUTATION TO HAMBURG 

£ s. d. 
Allan, J. H.fEsq ......................... 1 1 0 
Angus, Rev. J. ........................... 0 10 0 
Basnett, Mr................................. 0 10 0 
Burls, C. Esq............................... 0 10 0 
Coles, Mr.................................... 0 10 0 
Dixon, Mr. ................................. 1 0 0 
Elliott, lllr.................................. 0 10 0 
Farren, Major.............................. 1 0 0 
Friend, by Rev. W. Brock............ 0 10 0 
Friends at Bri•tol (King Street/ ... 6 17 0 
Friends at Liverpool .................. 5 0 0 
Friends at John Street.................. 3 13 6 
Gurney, Joseph ........................ ,.. 1 1 0 
Gurney, W. B. Esq. ..................... 2 2 0 
Haddon, Mr. and Friends ......... ... 4 0 0 
Harwood, J . .A. Esq...................... 1 1 0 
Hepburn, Mrs, ........................... 1 0 0 

;/!, s. d. 
Heptinstall, Mr............................ 1 1 0 
Jackson, Mr. S. ........................... 0 10 0 
Kelsall, H. Esq...................... ... ... 3 0 0 
Kemp, G. T. Esq. ................ ........ l l 0 
Lowe, G. Esq............................... 1 O O 
Moore, Mr. ................................. 0 10 0 
Nash, Mrs. ................................. 1 0 0 
Peto, S. M., Esq., M.P.................. 5 0 0 
Pewtress, T. Esq. ........................ l l O 
Smith, W. L. Esq...... ........ .......... 1 1 0 
Smith, Mr. J. J ........................... 0 10 0 
Steane, Rev. Dr........................... 1 1 O 
Stevenson, G. Esq...... ... ...... ......... 1 I 6 
Warmington, J. Esq..................... O 10 0 

£51 3 6 

CONTRIBUTIONS GUARANTEED AT THE ANNUAL SESSION, 

For the liquidation of the Balance against the Union. 

£ s. d. 
Acworth, Rev. Dr......................... 1 0 0 
Bigwood, Rev. J. ......... ............... 1 0 0 
Bradford, Yorkshire, 1st church, 

by Rev. H. Dowson (paid) ......... 2 0 0 
Bristol, by R. B. Sherring, Esq. 

(paid) .................................. ~ 10 0 0 
Birmingham, by Rev. I. New........ 4 0 0 
Camberwell, by Rev. Dr. Steane ... 5 0 0 
Devonshiro Square, by Mr. Haddon 2 0 0 
Coleford, by Rev. J. Penny............ 1 0 0 
Eagle Street, by Rev. R. W. Over- 2 0 0 
o:U~Z u:·E~q:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 2 0 0 
Hackney, by Mr. Hare.................. 5 0 0 
Ipswich, by Rev. J. Webb............ 2 0 0 
Liverpool, by Rev. C. M, Birrell .•. 10 0 0 

£ s. d. 
Newcastle on Tyne, by Rev. T. 
"' Pottenger................................ 1 0 0 
Pewtress, T. Esq ......................... 10 0 0 
Ramsgate, by Rev. F. Wills 2 0 0 
Salendine Nook, by Rev. J. Stock... 1 0 O 
Scarborough, by Rev. B. Evans...... 1 0 0 
Sheffield, by Revs. C. Larom and 

J.E. Giles 
Shacklewell, by Rev. S. Green .... .. 
Shore ditch, by Rev. W. M iall .... .. 
Now Park Street, by Rev. W. 

Walters ................................ . 
UndorhllJ, E. B. Esq. (paid) ........ . 
Walworth, by Rev. W. Harrison ... . 

5 0 0 
1 0 0 
1 0 0 

2 0 0 
1 0 O 
2 0 0 

£74 0 0 
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i:lr. C!l:r. 

To Contributions from tbeCburcbea 
To Personal Contributions ......... . 
To Sub~cription for the Deputation 

to Hamburg .......................... . 
To Casb received for we of tbe 

Manual ................................ . 
Balance due to the Treasurer last 

year ...................................... . 
llalance now due on Mr. Haddon•• 

Aeeollllt .........• ~•·········"··"••··· 

:£ s. cT. 
74 10 g 
8 10 0 

51 3 6 

9 16 2 

S5 5 10 

37 0 8 

£216 6 11 

£ s. cl. 
Dy balanco last year ...... ............. 35 . G 10 

ByJ~'J:,?~~.~~ .. ~?.~.~~~-~~-~'.'.~~ .. ~~ 50 0 0 
By Expenses of Special Contribu-

tions for ditto ......... . ... ........... 1 3 Cl 
By cost of printing and circulating 

tbo Manual .......................... ,. 46 8 6 
By cost of preparing the Triennial 

Returns . ......................... ....•. 26 12 0 
By Secretary•• Expenses . . . ... •.. .••. 30 0 0 
By Sundries........................ .. .. .. 26 17 1 

£216 6 11 

We baTI! andited the aboTI! aecount ; and find a balance due to the Treasurer of £35 5s. lOcl., 
and a balance dne to Mr. Haddon of £J7 Os. Sa. 

(Signed) 

.A.pril23, lSSl!. 

W. W. STANGER, } .A.uditors. 
T. SMITH, 

TABULAR VIEW OF THE STATISTICS OF BRITISH BAPTIST 
ASSOCIATIONS. 

Clear ..... Gross m., .. Gross Increase. Increase. l'l"' Number . 
0 • .. .. ... ... ... 

" ... " 
~ e "" ., .. 

..!:l:. .0 .. 

~ .s 'C ,; ,; ,; :;-:l 8" 
"~ i 0 

:i 
,,.~ 

: -d 
.. ~ l ~1~ 

.; =; 0 .. o.; -= ... E 1 f < E ~ e .e ] ~ ~:: ~ .. .0 .. ""il 
'o 'e = ~ e " .,, s O c:t 

.,, e., ..: .. ::; e -= s -;l 8 
" 0 ~:ii > z " ,!:; ... ... 

~ ,!; 
.. ... 

,.!:; 
.. 

z ~ ~ ::il < ::il < 
r-- - I- -----
1834 33 802 663 4,261 ······ ...... 663 2275 3½ 498 40,763 82 
1835 36 892 660 4,3i6 689 479 660 2548 4 690 66,431 99 
1836 37 858 il0 4,681 768 461 710 2826 4 638 65,300 102 
l83i 38 891 844 4,485 857 575 78!1 3247 4l 725 71,183 98 
1838 3i 935 804 5,400 937 605 768 3206 4! 681 69,864 100 
1839 39 950 889 7,672 1001 808 889 5407 6 687 70,702 102 
1840 41 1022 977 9,536 1282 905 902 7125 8 810 86,233 105 
1841 40 999 975 12,032 1391 Il88 894 9366 10½ 714 78,816 IIO 
1842 38 1032 975 11,106 1553 1073 945 6863 7¾ 696 78,679 I l 3 
1843 3& 1039 957 9,035 1961 1074 922 5266 6 749 83,600 112 
1844 39 1099 978 8,040 1971 1034 978 4892 5 782 86,555 110 
1845 38 1066 773 5,838 1618 790 773 3112 4 852 89,269 105 
1846 39 1092 955 5,713 1726 783 955 2183 2¼ 759 85,148 112 
184i 9• .,., 997 964 4,848 1797 749 964 1325 1½ 760 84,262 116 
1848 33 934 850 5,360 2042 635 850 2337 3 762 82,871 109 
1849 35 102"2 917 5,695 1930 I ll9 917 2425 3 823 87,373 106 
1850 35 1080 981 14,001 256i 3103 981 12155 12 930 100,391 108 
1851 35 ll33 988 5,973 2786 961 988 1914 2 1024 104.! 102 
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